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H, the eighth letter of the English alphabet,

IS derived in form from the Phoenician character,

which was but an // closed at top and bottom

with a line. In sound, the Phoenician letter

resembled the German ch, but in early Greek it

corresponded nearly to our h. II in English is

called the aspirate, as it is a mere breathing, with

the vocal organs in the position demanded by the

following vowel. It is very commonly joined to

other consonants to represent sounds for which

there are no special letters in the alphabet, as in

the digraphs, ch, sh, th, or in other consonantal

combinations of various origins and values, as

in the words enough, plough, p)hilosophy or

rhetoric.

Haakon, haw'kon, the name borne by six

Norwegian kings in the Middle Ages. It was
adopted by Prince Charles of Denmark, who
came to the throne of Norway in 1905 as Haakon
VII. Haakon VII (1S72- ), is the son of

Frederick \TIII of Denmark, and his wife is the

daughter of Edward VII of England. On the

breach between Norway and Sweden (See Nor-
way, subhead History), the Storthing invited

Prince Charles to assume the crown and their

choice was approved by a large popular vote

King Haakon was trained in the royal navy and
his love for and knowledge of the sea had much
to do with making him popular with the sea-

loving Nonvegian nation.

Haarlem, hnhr'lem, a town of T'^olland, capi-

tal of the province of North Holland, 10 mi. w.
of Amsterdam. It is well built and is one of the

most attractive cities in Holland. Among the

chief structures are the cathedral of Saint Baro,
the townhall, a library and several churches.

The industrial importance of Haarlem, as well

as its population, is less than what it was formerly.

It still has various manufacturing establishments

and a celebrated type foundry, the oldest and
most famous printing office in Holland; and its

flower trade, especially in hyacinths and other

bulbs, is very important. It is the birthplace of

Laurence Coster, believed by the Dutch to be the
76

^

inventor of movable types (See Printing), and
of a number of painters, Ostade, the Wouver-
mans, Ruisdacl and Van Loo, Haarlem took a
leading part in the revolt of the Netherlands and
in 1572 was besieged by the Spaniards, to whom
it surrendered after a heroic siege of seven

months. In 1577 the city became a part of the

Netheriands. Population in I'KX), 65,189.

Habak'kuk, the eighth of the twelve minor
prophets. He flourished about 600 b. c, at the

time of the invasion of Judah by the Chaldeans,

and prophesied that God would punish them.

Chapter III of the book of llahakkuk is remark-

able for the majesty of its language and the sub-

limity of its thought.

Hab'berton, John (1842- ), an American

story-writer, born in BrookljTi, N. Y., and edu-

cated in the public nchools there. He learned

the printing trade and then began editorial work.

He is best kno^\ni as the author of Helenas Babies

and many other stories of child life, including

Tr'tj and Tri.vy and Tlic Worst Boy in Town.
Ha'beas Corpus, in law, a \\x\t addressed to

one who has a person in custody, commanding
him to produce the body of the person named
at a certain place and time. It is usually

employed to secure the trial of the question as to

the lawful imprisonment of one who claims to be

innocent. The protection of habeas corpus is

secured to American citizens by the Constitution

of the United States and by the constitutions of

most of the states. The state courts do not dis-

charge persons imprisoned by order of Federal

courts, nor will the Federal courts interfere with

persons imprisoned under state process.

In times of rebellion or disturbance the gov-

ernment may find it necessary to arrest danger-

ous persons and to detain them in custody without

bringing them to trial. In such cases, the Con-

stitution provides, the privilege of the writ may
be suspended^ Whether the power of suspension

rests with the president or with Congress has

long been disputed, the latter opinion being

probably correct. During the Ci\nl War, th^
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question aroused great interest when President

I^inctiln suspendeti the privilege by proclamation.

His act was later logaHzed by Congress. See Writ.
Hab'it, a customary act of body or mind,

particularly one that has become so firmly fixed

by repetition that it is performed automatically,

involuntarily and sometimes imconsciously.

Habit is the result of the tendency of the nervous

system to act again in the way it has acted before.

No satisfactory explanation of this tendency has

lxH?n foiHid, but physiological psychologists agree

that it is due to some change wliich tlie act pro-

duces in the nerves acted upon. The character

of the change is not understood. The theory is

that when a current of nerve force once traverses

a nerve tract, it produces such a condition in

that tract as to make it easier for the current to

traverse it again, and that the more times the

current traverses the tract, the easier its passage

becomes, until the nerves become so habituated

to the passage that the only volition necessary to

the act is that which starts it.

*\s bodily habits are formed by repeated mus-
cular movements, so are mental habits formed

by repetition of the same mental act. This is

what is meant by saying that any mental power,

as memor}', imagination or will, is developed by

use. The f)erson whose memory is well trained

during childhood has a good memory through

life; likewise, one whose will has received proper

culture before he is twenty years of age, has

developed a power of decision and action that

will usually assure him success in his chosen

occupation.

All acts which become habits first occur as

reflex or impulsive acts, and their performance

is usually unconscious, though one becomes con-

scious of them after they have been performed.

By repetition attention is called to these acts,

and the desire to imitate causes the child volun-

tarily to attempt them. If the act is complex,

his first attempts are attended with a consider-

able degree of effort, as in learning to walk.

Here the former reflex and impulsive movements
of the limbs are placed under control of the will

for a definite purpose, and for some weeks the

successful accomplishment of the act requires

the child's entire attention every time he attempts

it. But day by day the nerve currents travc^rsc

the rf^quircd tract more easily and require corre-

spondingly less attention, until finally the move-

ment becomes automatic and the child some-

times becomes so absorbed in other matters that he

is unconscious of the fact that he is walking and

tra%eb past the point where he intended to stop.

During childhood and youth the nervous sys»

tem is in a plastic condition and can easily be
trained in any direction; hence it is during this

period that most of the habits of life are formed.

It is therefore all-important that early habits be
such as will contribute to the individual's highest

good—physical, intellectual and moral. In
order that this result may be secured, the child

should be trained to do things in the right way,
to speak correctly and to choose the right. After

twenty, important habits are seldom formed, and
after thirty, new habits are acquired with great

difficulty. In order that a habit may be formed,

success should be secured at the outset. Failure

leads to discouragement and often to the aban-

doning of the attempt. When the choice is made
and the habit is once launched, every opportunity

to practice it should be embraced until it becomes
firmly established. All acts or thoughts Avhich

tend to interfere with the formation of the habit

should be set aside.

Habit saves time and strength. Were each

successive act as difficult as the first, the most
common and necessary movements would con-

sume all one's vitahty and one could never make
progress. By making our common acts habitual,

the mind is left free to exercise its powers on

higher things. W^ere it not for this, memory,
reason and will would never be properly devel-

oped and that progress of thought which has

produced our present civilization would have

been impossible. Habit also gives us skill in

execution. It is only as we become unconscious

of the movement and fix our attention upon the

result that we execute our work skilfully. Habit

is the great conservator of society. It keeps the

various classes of people at their chosen voca-

tions. The miner cannot easily become a

mechanic, nor the merchant a physician, and
whatever longing a man may have for another call-

ing, after he has become thoroughly established

in a given occupation he seldom changes.

Habit is the result of will power and determines

character. "A well-trained nervous system is

the greatest friend that the mind can have. An
ill-trained nervous system is a relentless enemy
to the highest mental powers." See Will.

Consult Radestock's Habit in Education', James's

PsyclioltHjij, Briefer Course; Halleck's Educaiion

of the Crnfral Nervoiis System.

Habsburg, hahps'boorg, House of. See

IlAi'snriu;, House of.

Hack or Hackney Coach, a term loosely

applied to a carriage used for hire. Hack is

derived from hackney coach, and in the United
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States the term usually means the same as

cab.

Hack'berry, also called nettle tree, sugar

berry and hoop ash, the name of a number of

trees which belong to the same family as the

nettles and which are found in various parts of

the northern hemisphere. The best known

sjxjcies is a large tree which grows in the Western

United States. It has a rough bark and nearly

horizontal branches, and it may be used in much
the same way as the ehn. There are two species,

of which the smaller, more generally known as

the sugar berry, grows in the southwestern part

of the United States.

Hack'ensack, N. J., the county-seat of Bergen

CO., 8 mi. s. e. of Paterson, on the Hackensack

River and on the New Jersey & New York and

other railroads. The village hjis silk mills and

manufactories of jewelry, wall paper and other

articles, but it is preeminently a residence place.

The town was first settled by the Dutch about

1(>40, near a village of the Hackensack Indians.

During the Revolution Washington stopped here

in his flight across New Jersey, and the town was

later occupied Ijy British and Hessians. Popu-

lation in 1905, n,098.

Hack'ett, James Ketelt.\s (1869- ), an

American actor, bom at Wolf Island, Ontario.

He was the son of James H. Ilackett, a well-

known American actor, and graduated at the

College of the City of New York. He made his

debut in 1892 at the New York Lyceum, at the

age of twenty-three, being at the time the youngest

leading man in the history of the New York
stage. His most notable successes have been in

Tlie Prisojifr of Zcnda and its sequel, Rupert of

llcntzau, and The Pride of Jcnnico. He also

ap|X'ared in The Crisis, a dramatization of

Winston Churchill's novel. In 1897 he married

the actress Mary Mannering and subsequently

appeared with her in various successful plays,

notably The Walls of Jericlw.

Hackles. Sec Heckles.

Haddock, a well-known fish of the cod family.

It is smaller than the cod, which it much re-

sembles, and it has a dark line along its side and
a dark spot just behind the head. This fish

commonly weighs from two to six pounds,

though sometimes it weighs as high as ten

pounds. It breeds in immense numbers in the

northern seas in February and March and con-

stitutes a considerable article of food. It is

plentiful on the coasts of America, from New
York to the Arctic regions. While not as valu-

able as the cod, the haddock is an important

food fish. \\'hen dry-salted it is placed on the

market as finnan haddic.

Hades, ha'decz, originally, the Greek name of

the ruler of the lower world, afterwards known

as Pluto. The name Hades was m later times

applied to the region itself, which was supposed

to be the abode of all departed souls, whether

good or bad. The term is also used m the

Greek scriptures to designate the home of the

dead.

Had'ith, the Arabic name for a fable or tra-

dition, specifically applied to the stories of

Mohammed, which, with the Koran, form the

final authority in questions of ^Mohammedan
theology.

Hadj or Hajj, haj, the Mohammedan pil-

grimage to the Kaaba at Mecca, which every

INIohammedan is bound to perform once in his

life, if his health and means {x^miit, after which

he is entitled to prefix Hadji to his name. The
pilgrimage was made in disguise by Burckhardt

in 1814, by Burton in 1853 and by T. F. Keane

in 1S78, each of whom pubUshed accounts of the

journey.

Hadley, Arthur Twining (1856- ), an

American educator, born at New Haven, son of

James Hadley. He was educated at Yale and

at the University of Berlin. After completing

his studies abroad, he became tutor at Yale and

later professor of political science. In 1899 he

was elected president of the university. Doctor

Hadley attained more than a national reputation

by his writings on financial and economic sub-

jects, on both of which he is considered eminent

authority. He has been president of the Ameri-

can Economic Association and is the author of

Railroad Transportation, its Histo^ry and Laws;

Report on the Labor Question; Economics; An
Account of the Relations between Private Property

and Public Welfare, and The Education of tlie

American Citizen, besides a large number of

articles which have appeared in the leading

periodicals.

Ha'drian, (76-138)fourteenthRoman emperor.

His father, who was a cousin to the emperor Tra-

jan, died when he was ten years old and left him

under thechargeof his illustriouskinsman. Hemar-

ried Sabina, Trajan's grand niece, accompanied

the emperor on his expeditions, filled the highest

offices and, on the death of Trajan, assumed the

government as his adopted son (117). He made

peace with the Parthians, renouncing all con-

quests east of the Euphrates, and bought off a

war with the Roxolani by the pa}anent of a sum

of money. From the year 121 he spent most of
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his time ^^siting the various provinces of the

Empire. lie traveled into Asia and Africa and

V\\i.\\ in Athens for three years. In 131 he pro-

mulgated a fixed code of laws, which formed an

im}xirtant e{KX-h in the development of Roman
law. In 132 the Jews rt>volted, and for four

years they carritxl on a blooily war, the only

notable one of his reign.

Hadrian's Tomb, an enonnous round tower,

erected hy Hadrian in Rome about 130 A. D. and

completed by Hadrian's successor. In the

Middle Agi\s it was used as a fortress and prison,

and material changes have been made from time

to time. Tradition says that Beatrice Cenci,

C'agiiostro and Buenvenuto Cellini were con-

fined in it. At present it is called the Castello

Saint Angelo, and though it is still imposing, it

has lost much of its grandeur.

Hadriam's Villa, a large group of beautiful

buildings erected near Tivoli, sixteen miles from

Rome, by the emjx^ror Hadrian and intended to

illustrate the various scenes and buildings which

he visited. The villa was ten miles in circum-

ference and contained gardens, theaters, baths,

colonnades, terraces, libraries, temples and a

stadium. It was adorned with beautiful* statues

and works of art, in close imitation of

Greek models. The ruins have furnished impor-

tant works of art, now found in the various

museums of Rome.
Haeckel, hek'l, Ernst (1834- ), a Ger-

man naturalist, bom at Potsdam. He studied

medicine and science at Berlin, Wurzburg and

\'icnna. After traveling in Non\ay and Italy,

he Ixx-amc professor of zoology at Jena in 1865.

He \jecsime the most prominent exponent of the

Darwinian theories in Germany. Among his

works are The History of Creation, Anthropolofjy,

HiMortj of the Evolution of Man, Collected Popu-

lar DiJicoumes on tliC Development Theory and

Origin nu'l !)< velopmcnt of Animal Tissues.

Haemoglobin, Iwm o gU/hln or he mo (jlo'bin

(haemoglobulin), a substance found in the red

corpiLscles of the bUxxI, which has the property

of absorbing oxygen from the air and of giving

it up to the tissues of the Ixxly. It gives color

to the blood. The hematin in haemoglobulin

contains iron. See Bi/^OD.

Hafiz, hih'fiz i't-iiUmi 1380), a celebrated

Persian writer, one of the most famous lyric

pfxjts of all time. His verses have remarkable

delicacy and rnekxly and are chiefly u\xm themes

of springtime, love and pleasure.

Hagenbeck, luih'gen bek, Karl (1844- ),

a Genrian animal trainer, bom at Hamburg,

where his father was a trader in animals. He
inherited this business and greatly extended it.

He traveled throughout Europe and in 1SS6

first visited the United States. At the World's

Columbian Exposition in 1893 he exhibited

more than one thousand animals, including rare

wild sjxx'ies, and made several later tours

through both America and Europe.

Ha'gerstown, Md., the county-seat of Wash-

ington CO., 87 mi. n. w. of Baltimore, on the

Baltimore & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western and

other railroads. The city has good shipping

facilities and is an important commercial center

for the western part of the state. The indus-

tries include machme shops, knitting mills and

the manufacture of pipe organs, furniture,

agricultural imjilemcnts and other articles.

The place was settled about 1740 and was an

important base of operations during the Civil

War. Population in 1900, 13,591.

Hag^sh, the name of the eel-like fishes,

allied to the lampreys, that live as parasites

upon fishes. They are of worm-like form and

have no eyes or scales. The mouth is formed

for suction, is without lips and is furnished

with barbels. There is a single median fang

upon the palate, by means of which the hag

makes its way into the interior of other fishes,

such as the cod, halibut and flounder. The
skeleton is composed entirely of cartilage.

The body is covered with a leathery skin that

.secretes a sticky fluid. An American species

is common in rivers of New York and New
England.

Haggai, luufcja i, the tenth, in order, of the

minor prophets, and the first of those who
prophesied after the captivity. The book of

Haggai consists of four distinct prophetical

addresses, two in the first and two in the second

chapter, intended to arouse his disheartened

countrymen to the rebuilding of the Temple.

They were delivered in 520 B. c. and are written

in a brief and meager style. The closing pre-

diction foreshadows the establishment of Christ's

kingdom upon the overthrow of the thrones of

the nations.

Hag'gard, Hknuv Ridkr (1856- ), an

English novelist, l)orn at Norfolk and educated

at Ipswich CJrammar School. He traveled

widely antl was admitted to the bar, but finally

devoted himself almost exclusively to literary

pursuits. His most popular novels are Kin;j

Solomfm's Mines and She, while among the

others may \)e mentioned Jess, Allan Quarter-

main, Montezuma's Daughter and The Return
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of She. His works are of no artistic value, but

hold the attention' hy their weird scenes and

incidents.

Hague, hcii/g. The, the capital of the Nether-

lands, is situated in the province of South

Holland, 33 mi. s. w, of Amsterdam and within

3 mi. of the North Sea. The city is beautifully

laid out and is characterized by broad, regular

streets, which are frecjuently intersected by

canals and bordered with rows of trees. The
finest buildings are in the northern section of

the city. Among them are the government

buildings, the town hall, the Groote Kerk, or

Saint James Church, the palace of justice and

the Binncnhof. Among the celebrated insti-

tutions of the city, the royal art gallery, contain-

ing a rich collection of Dutch art, including a

number of masterpieces by Rembrandt, ranks

first. The royal library contains 500,000 vol-

umes and a large collection of coins and medals,

and the municipal museum contains a large

collection of paintings. The leading educa-

tional institutions include a gynniasium, the

royal school of music, a drawing school and
an educational institute conducted by the Free

Masons. The Hague is also the home of many
learned societies.

The prcjsperity of the city depends abnost

entirely u]X)n its being the capital of the country.

Its industries and trade are comparatively small,

the leading manufactures including the manu-
facture of iron, ordnance, gold and silver ware,

hats and furniture. The city was originally the

hunting center of the counts of Holland. In

12r)() it became a princely residence and in the

sixteenth century was the seat of the States-

General. From this it l^ecame the capital of

Ilolhind. The Hague has held an imixjrtant

j)osilion among European capitiiLs, since it has

Inrn a sort of diplcjmatic center, and many
important treaties have been negotiated there,

including tlie Triple Alliance of England, France

and Holland, and in 1891) it was the scat of

the International Peace Conference, which

established there a permanent court of arbitra-

tion (See Peack Conkkrknck, Inteunational).

Population in 1U02, 218,02').

Hague . Peace Conference. See^v Peace
CoN'l'KUKNCK, 1 XTEKNATIONAL.

Hahn'emann, Samuel Christian (175")-

1813), the foimder of the homeopathic system

of medicine, lK)rn at Meissen, Germany. He
studied medicine at Leipzig, Vienna and Erlan-

gen and tmik his degree at the last mentioned

place in 1779. After practicing m various places.

he published in 1810 his great work, which fully

explained his new system of curing any disorder

by employing a medicine which pHxluces u

similar disorder. Hahnemann was driven from

Saxony when the government prohibited him

from dispensing medicines, but he found an

asylum ultimately in Paris, where his System

was authorized by the government and acquired

popularity, which has steadily increased.

Among his works notice is due to his Diciioiutry

of Materia Mcdica, his essays on Poi.wniiKj by

Arxenic and Ejfrcts of Coffee and his treatise on

Chronic Affections. See HOMEOPATHY.
Haidarabad, hi dur a hahd'. See H'i'DERA-

BAl).

Hail, small masses of ice or frozen rain falling

from the clouds in showers or storms. Hail-

stones vary in their foi-m, being either angular,

pyramidal or star-shaped. Sometimes they are

as hard as ice and sometimes as soft as snow.

At the center there, is generally an ojxKiue

spongy mass, resembling sleet in its composition,

and round this a semi-transparent frozen mass,

consisting of a succession of layers of ice, is

formed. Properly there are two kinds of hail,

the small grains, which generally fall in winter

* and usually before snow, and the large hail,

which occurs chiefly in spring and summer and

is most severe in very hot climates. The small-

grained hail is probably formed by the freezing

of raindrops as they pass in falling through

colder air than that from which they started.

Tlie large hail is probably due to ^'•e meeting of

two c-m-rents of air, of very unequal temperature

and electric tension. Hailstones are usually

al)out one-fourth of an inch in diameter, but

they are occasionally of much larger dimensions,

being sometimes even three or four inches in

diameter. In hot climates hailstones are very

(Icslnictive to crops.

Hainan, /// nahn', an island of China, be-

longing to the Province of Kwang-tung, between

the {'hina Sea and the Gulf of Tomiuin, sepa-

rated from the mainland by a channel of fifteen

miles, encumbered with shoals and coral reefs.

The lowlands are fertile and produce timber,

rice, sugar and cotton. The fisheries are also

productive. The interior, which is mountainous

and covered with forests, is inhabited by a dis-

tinct race, still in a very primitive stage. There

are also many Chinese. The capital is Kiung-

chow, a large seaport on the northern coast.

•^ Population, estimated at 2,500,000.

Hair, the fine, thread-like, more or less

elastic substance, of various form and color.
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which forms the covering of the skin in mam-
mals. It hxs the Slime use as feathers in birds

ami as si-ales in fishes an«l reptiles, and it varies

fnMii the finest wool tt) the quills of the porcu-

pine and the bristles. of the hog. The human
lunly is naturally covennl with long hair only on

a few parts, yet nearly all parts jMxxluce a fine,

short, colorless, sometimes hardly jx^rceptiljle

hair. The only places entirely free from it are

the pidms of the hands and the soles of the feet.

Kaeh hair consists of a shaft—the part out-

side the skin, which does not grow—and a root,

imlx?dde<l in the skin, which expands at its

lower end into a

swelling, or bulb,

composed of little

cells. It grows by

forming new cells,

which press the old

ones fonvard to Ik>

conie part of the shaft.

Each hair is said to

live fmm two to four

years. If the nKjt is

jjestroyed there is no

means of repnxluc-

ing the hair; but if

the hair falls out, as

is often the case after

ner\'ous fevers, it will -CL:aiao--^

grow

color

agam.

of the

The SKfTIO'"' THROI-GH THE ROOT
OK A IIAIH

hair is a. Shaft of the hair; 6, se-

due to pigment in the »>a.t-ous gland
;
r, rnusde that

' "
. . rai.s«-.s the hair; d, fatty tis-

celLs. Gray hair is sue; e, root sheath; /, ves-

caused by a defi-
«els that nourish the fiair.

cicncy of pigment. Baldness is caused by
death of the papilla, or hair bulb, generally

due to lessened circulation of the blowl in the

scalp. Connected with the bases of the hairs

are small glands, called arhnrrou.s (jlamh, which

.secrete an oily substance that scr\-es to keep the

skin, as well as the hair, soft.

Hair, chiefly from the horse, the ox, the hog,

the goat, especially the Angora or Mohair goat,

the camel and the alpaca, is used for manufac-

turing j»urpf>ses. That of the first three is used

mf>stly for upholstery, the short hair Ix-iiig

manufactured into curled hair for stuffing, and

the long, straight hair iK'ing made into hair-

cloth for seating. The long hair is also used

for making fishing lines and brushes. White

hair, Ix-cause it can Ik" csisily colored, is used

in the manufactun? of fancy articles. The horse

hair for weaving rroines from Russia, Germany,

Ik'lgium, South America and Australia. Russia

also furnishes the bristles so largely used for

brushes. The finer brushes, or hair pencils, of

jxiinters are made from the hair of the sable

anil the marten. 'J^he hair of the goat, the

caitiel and the alpaca is chiefly used in combi-

nation with wool and other fibers for spinning

and weaving into dress fabrics. Wigs, curls and

beards are made from himian hair, which comes

largely from France, Germany and Italy,

where the peasant girls sell their hair to dealers.

In every case and for any purpose hair taken

from the living subject is best.

Hair Dressing. From the earliest times the

care of the hair has been an important part of

the toilet. The ancient Assyrians, Babylonians,

Persians and Egyptians curled the hair and

beard with the utmost care and even wore wigs

and false beards. The Hebrews gave much
attention to the hair and considered a bald head

a disgrace. The Greeks considered abundant

hair one of the greatest marks of beauty, and

Homer counts it among the gifts of Aphrodite.

The various styles of hair dressing which obtained

among the Greeks in very ancient times are shown

in statues, and some of them were very elaborate,

both for men and for women, but by the fifth

century B. c. the men began to wear their hair

more simply, either cut very short or left in its

natural curls, while the women developed more

elaborate styles. The custom of wearing false

hair was brought from Asia to Greece and was

for a time very popular. Until al)out 300 B. c.

the Romans wore their hair long. Even at the

time of Cicero this custom still prevailed to a

certain extent, although the warriors and arti-

sans of the period wore their hair short. In

early times the Roman women wore their hair

either flowing over the shoulders or gathered

into a simple knot, but from the time of Augustus

Caesar the fashions became more and more

elaborate.

During the greater part of the Middle Ages

the hair was worn very simply, but by the four-

teenth century most elaborate coiffures began

to appear. The men during the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries wore their hair rolled back

from the forehead in a fashion similar to the

later pompadour style for women, and their

beards were tightly curled and gummed so as to

stand out like a fan. For women, about this

time, a fashion was prevalent of wearing a

broad cushion, or coronet, resting on a great

mass of curled or crimped hair. Louis XIV of

Fnmce had very long and abundant hair, and

the desire of his courtiers to imitate him brought
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about the introduction of long curled wigs.

The custom of wearing wigs was general for

about a century after 1650, and no attention

therefore was paid to hair dressing for men.

From about 1040 to 1670 women wore their

hair curled and falling over the shoulders and

covered with a veil of gauze. Toward the close

of the seventeenth century, however, more

elaborate fashions returned, and tall headdresses

of lace and starched cambric were used. Under

Louis XVI of France, hair dressing reached a

point of elaboration which has been approached

at no other period. The women built their

hair into a sort of tower, which they stiffened

with wire or haircloth and upon which they

wore a little cap or hat. There is a record of

one style in which this hat Avas replaced by a

model of a ship of war.

By the beginning of the nineteenth century,

elaborate hair dressing for men had entirely

gone out of fashion, and in most countries the

hair was worn short. In the early part of the

century women dressed the hair very simply,

letting it fall at the sides in a series of ringlets

and catching it at the back of the head with a

ribbon. This was gradually superseded by an

arrangement of the hair at the top of the head.

During this period the hair was often arranged

over a large roll, in a style known as the chicjiwii,

or waterfall. The tendency during the last half

century among civilized people has been toward

simplicity in hair dressing.

Hair Dyes, substances for giving hair some
particular color. The numerous preparations

sold for this purpose have generally a basis of

lead or nitrate of silver. Bismuth, pyrogallic

acid, sulphur, the juice of green walnut shells

and other astringent vegetable juices are also

employed. Hydrogen peroxide will bleach the

hair. The use of dye is more or less in-

jurious.

Hairless Dog. There are a number of

different sjx-cies of dogs whose bodies are

entirely naked or have only here and there

scattered hairs, or, perhaps, little tufts on the

ears or tails. The Mexican hairless dog is the

one most commonly seen in the United States.

This resembles the common rat terrier in size

and shape, but has a skin of bronze-purple

color, with only here and there a few hairs.

Other species of hairless dogs are found in the

Oriental countries, in the Philippine Islands, the

Bahamas and elsewhere. In ancient Mexico a
breed of hairless dogs was raised for their

young, which were considered delicate food.

Hair Worm, the common name for a number
of slender worms which resemble hairs. They
are found as internal parasites of beetles and
other insects during the first stages of their

development. ^\Tien mature, they escape and
seek the water of pools, in which their eggs are

deposited in the form of lengthened chains.

The embryos produced from these eggs are

able to hook themselves upon insects, which
they enter and again become mature worms.
It was formerly thouglit that horsehair put into

water would turn into woitqs. See Triciiixa.

Haiti or Hayti, ha'te, one of the "West Indies,

after Cuba the largest of these islands. It lies

southeast of Cuba and is separated from it by
the Windward Passage, which is 50 miles broad.

The island is 400 miles long and from 60 to 1.50

miles broad, and it is composed of the two
republics, Haiti in the west and Santo Domingo
in the east. The total area is about 28,250

square miles, about that of the State of Maine.
Most of the island is very mountainous, the

Cibao being the principal range, and Loma Tina,

13,300 feet high, the highest point. Among the

rivers which have their source in the Ciboa range

are the Artibonite, the Yaqui del Norte, the

Juna and the San Juan. The soil is very fertile,

and a great part of the island has dense forests

of mahogany, cedar and logwood. Silver, tin,

jjlatinum and iron are found to some extent in

the island.

Haiti was discovered by Columbus in 1492,

and the first permanent colony established by
the Europeans in the western hemisphere was
planted on the coast, the town of Santo Domingo
being founded in 1496. For a long time the

island belonged to Spain, but in 1600 the French

began to settle here, and in 1697, by the Treaty

of Ryswick, the western part was cetled to France.

Most of the inhabitants were slaves, and in 1791

a fierce insurrection of the negroes broke out.

They were led by Toussaint L'Ouverture, who
established an independent republic and ulti-

mately ruled as dictator over the whole island.

In 1802 Bonaparte waged war against him,

and he was seized and taken to France. The
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next vear iho negroes rose and drove out the

French. After the brief rule of Uessjilines the

Spaniards rejralneil the eastern portion of the

ishind. Most of the history of Ixith the Repub-

Hc-s hjis Int-n niarktHl by ivvohitions and insur-

rection.s. Among the principal towns in Haiti

arc Port-ai Prince Sauto Domingo, dxyH^ Hay-

lien and Jacniel Population of the Uepubho of

Haiti. 1,374 IHX) that of the Kepubhc of Santo

Domingo, estimated at GIO^OOO. See Sa>;to

DOMINCO.

Hajj St^e Hadj.

Hakluyt, hak'loot, Ricn.vRD (about 1552-

1010), an Enghsh geographer and hlstoriano

He graduated at Oxford and remained at the

Institution as livturer upon his chosen subjects.

In 1582 he published Divers Voyages Touching

the Discoi-prif of Aiiwrica, and within the next

few years he wrote supplementary works upon the

same subject, the most famous being The Prin-

cipal XavigcUions, Voyages and Discoveries of

the English Xaiion. This work had great vogue

and wjis consulted by all the mariners of the

time. He was infimntial in furthering the

colonization of America and was a st<K'kholder

in the Ixindon Company, which settled Virginia.

Hakodadi, huh'ho dvh'de, or Hakodate,

hah ko dah'tu, a city of Japan, near the south

end of the island of Yezo. It lies at the foot of

a hill on the shore of a Ijeautiful and spacious

liay, which fonns one of the Ijest harbors in the

world. Hakfxladi is one of the ports o])ened

to British commerce tlu-ough Lord Elgin's

treaty with the Japanese government in 1858.

Population, 78,()40.

Halberd, hol'burd, or Halbert, an offensive

weap<ju, consisting of. a pole or shaft about G

feet long, with a head anned with a steel jx)int

edged on lx)th sides. Near the head was a cross

piece of steel, somewhat in the form of an axe,

with a spike or hcjok at the Iwick. It was much
used in the P^nglish anny in the sixteenth cen-

tur)' and gave its naiin; to tro<)[)s called hnlhrr-

diers, to whom was confided the defense of the

cfilors and other sjx-cial duties. It is now used

only on ccrc-UKWiial fxrasions.

Halcyon, hal'ne an, an old or p«^)etical name
of the kingfisher. It was sjiid in fable to lay

its eggs in nests that floate<l on the s<'a and to

have the fxiwer of chaniiing the winds and waves

during the jx-ri<Kl of incubution, wj that the

weather was then calm. From this su[*erstition

comes our tenn halryon days.

Hale, Ki>WArci) KvKHKiT ns2.'M!H)0), a

Unitarian clergyuian, philanthroplsl iiml uuilior.

son of Nathan Hale, a journalist, was born at

IJoston, Mass. His early education was received

at the Boston Latin School. He graduated from

Harvard University in 1839 and settled as pastor

of a Unitarian church at Worcester, Mass., in

1840. Ten years later he returned to Boston

and took charge of the South Unitarian church

and remained its active pastor forty-five years.

Mr. Hale's interest in all reforms and progressive

movements had a great and beneficial influence.

He founded and for a long time edited the

Christian Excviiner, a Unitarian weekly, and

EDWARD KVERETT HALE

The Old and the New, which in 1875 was merged

with Scribnrr's Monthly. He became widely

known as a brilliant lecturer and able writer,

and has been called "The American Defoe,"

because he gives his romances suc^h a striking

apj)earance of reality. 'J^his is well illustrated

in TIlc Man without a Country, which was

widely read during the Cjvil War. Of his later

writings the most important arc Philip Nolan's

Friends, TIu; Story of Massachusetts, A New
England Boyluxxl, IajwcU and His Friends,

Mermnrs of a Hundred Yea/rs and Ten Times

One is Ten. The last led to the founding of

such charitable clubs as King's Daughters,

L<'nd-a-IIand and others. He has also written

and edited many important historical works'.

He was chosen c;haplain of the United States

S<-nate in H)fJ3.

Hale, Hjjgknk (1 830- ), an American poli-

tician, born in <^)xfo!d f-ounty, Maine. He
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received only an elementary education, was
admitted to the bar in 1857 and became county

attorney of Hancock Coimty ; later he was mem-
ber of the legislature, and from 1869 to 1879 he

was a member of Congress as a Republican.

He was oft'ered cabinet jwrtfolios by Grant and

Hayes, but declined, and was elected in 1881

to the United States Senate, where he served

continuously for more than twenty-five years.

Hale, Joiix Pakker (180G-1873), an Ameri-

can statesman, born in Rochester, N. H. He
was educated at Phillips Exeter and at Bowdoin

College and was admitted to the bar in 1830.

As a strong Jacksonian Democrat he was elected

to the state legislature and from 1834 to 1841

was United States district attorney. Elected

to Congress in 1842, he became prominent in his

opposition to slavery, contrary to the wishes of

his constituents. In 1845 he undertook a great

antislavery campaign in his state and achieved

remarkable success, being chosen United States

senator in 1846. He opposed the Mexican War
and refused to vote for a resolution of thanks to

generals Scott and Taylor, In 1852 he was

nominated for the presidency by the Free-Soil

party and polled 157,685 votes. He retired from

the Senate in 1853, but was reelected in 1855,

serving until 1865, as a vigorous supporter of

President Lincoln.

Hale, M.vmiKW, Sir (1609-1676), an English

jurist, born at Alderley, Gloucestershire. lie

graduated at Oxford and began the study of law,

devoting time, besides, ^o investigations in history,

mathematics, science, theology and philosophy.

He was admitted to the bar in 1637 and soon

gained a large practice. He remained neutral

in the struggle between Parliament and the king

until Parliament had gained supremacy, and
then he held positions of honor under the Com-
monwealth and the Protectorate. He was instru-

mental in securing the restoration of Charles II

and was knighted by him and made chief baron

of the exchequer. Somewhat later he became
chief justice. H.-ile's writings u|)on English law

hav(? always been consulted as the very highest

authority and have l)e»'n the ])asis of many later

treatises, notably lilackstone's Comivrntarua.

Hale, .\.\TiiA\ (1 755-1 77()), an American
soiilier and hero, born at Coventry, Conn. In

1773 he graduated at Yale, and he taught school

in Ea.st Haddain and New I>ondon, Conn., until

the outbreak of the Revolutionary War. He
enlisted as a volunteer, became a lieutenant in

Colonel Webb's regimi-nt and was assigned

recruiting duty in New York. On Washington's

call for a volunteer to enter the British lines and
procure intelligence, he resjjonded. Disguised

as a Dutch schoolmaster, he visited all the

enemy's camps in New York and Long Island,

made drawings of the works and obtained all the

information required. He was about to return

when he was arrested as a spy, tried and con^

demned to be hanged. The execution took

place in New York City. His last words were,
" I only regret that I have but one life to lose for

my country." Statues have been erected to him
in Hartford, Conn., and in City Hall Park, New
York.

Halevy, ah la ve', Jacques FR.\iCfOis Fro-

mental (1799-1862), a French musical com-

IX)ser, born of Jewish parentage at Paris. His

masterpiece. La Jiiive, appeared in 1835 and
rapidly obtained wide fame in Europe. Among
his other works are L'Eclaire, Guido d Ginevra,

La Heine de Chypre and La Fie aux Roses, all

of which disclose deep feeling.

Halevy, Lvdoyic (1834- ), a French

novelist and dramatist, born in Paris. He first

achieved fame as the author of the librettos for

Offenbach's light operas, including La Belle

Helhne and Jai Barhe Blene. He soon began tlie

construction of farces, and in 1869 he produced

his first serious drama, Fron-Froii, one of the

most important dramas of the century. Of his

novels, the most widely known are probably

L'Abbe Constaniin, Criqucfie and three remark-

ably interesting stories dealing with the Carilinal

family. He was elected to the French Academy
in 1884, was previously made chevalier of the

Legion of Honor and became commander in

l',M)0.

Halftone, a process of making, from photo-

graphs and engravings, j)lates which resemble

electrotypes. The process of making halftones

is somewhat complicated. Engravings, ])hoto-

graphs and drawings can be reproduce»l by this

method, but photographs give the best results,

and for this reason are the most generally used,

"^rhe first step in the process consists in making

a negative of the picture, in a camera containing

a screen specially jirepareil for the ])rocess. This

screen consists of two glass plates, ruletl with

parallel lines, which are very near together. The
lines cross the j>lates diagonally and are so drawn

that when the two plates are placed together

they form diamond-shaped checks. These plates

are cemented tf)gether with Canada balsam and

placed in the camera near the plate upon which

the negative is maile. It is by means of these

screens that the dots which give tlie shadow
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effect in the halftone are produced. The dots

covering; the jxirtion of the pit-ture which has the

high hght-s are lighter and larger than tliose cov-

ering the jwrtions in shadow, so that the lights

and shadows in the picture are exactly rcpro-

duct\l in the negative.

After the negative has been developed, it is

carefully removed from the plate and laid face

downward upon the sensitized copper plate upon

which the halftone is to be made. The copper

plate is prepared by planing and polishing; it is

then covcrtnl with a thin film of sensitized

material, u|)on which the photograph is made.

This material hardens under the action of light;

and if the plate and the negative be exjX)sed to

an electric light for a few moments and the

sensitized plate be "developed" in certain chem-

icals, a reproduction of the picture is left upon

the cop|)er. By washing, those portions of the

sensitive film which were not acted upon by the

light are dissolved away, leaving the others to

protect the surface of the copj>er. The plate is

th»»n placed in an acid bath and etched (See

Etcmino), after which it is cleaned and is then

rea«ly for printing.

The fineness of the halftone depends ujx)n the

numl»er of lines on the screen. For halftones of

the best grade from 1 'A) to 200 lines to the inch

are used. Poorer grades contain coarser screens,

and in these the checks are plainly seen. Half-

tone j)lates are comparatively cheap and pro-

duce grxKl pictures. For these reasons they are

ven.' generally used in the illustraticm of books

and })erir>flicals. See Photograpuy.
Hal'iburton, Thomas Chandler (179&-

]Si'>,'j), a liritLsh-Araerican humorist, whose pen

name was Sam Slick. He was l)orn at Windsor,

Nova Scotia, and was edticated in Canada, where

he became a judge of the supreme court. In

IS.'ifi he removed to England, and three years

later he Ix'came a meml>er of Parliament. His

fame rests on his Sam Hlich, in which he pictures

a Yankee clrx-kmaker, whose snrewd sayings and

knowlwlge of human nature won immediate

|K>pularity. A later series, in which Sam Slick

appears as an attach^ of the United States lega-

tion in England, gave Haliburton the opptjrtunity

for much humorous comment on British customs.

His other works include Wise Saws and Modem
InMances, Nature and Human Nature, Bubbles

of Canada and An IIvft<mcaL and Statistical

Account of Nova Scotia.

HaPibut, one of the largest of the flatfish

family, sfjrnetimes v.eighing more than :i(J<J

pounds. The fish has a compressed body, one

side resembling the back and another the belly,

and both eyes are on the same side of the head.

The halibut is caught on both sides of the Atlantic

and i^ much prized as food. See Flounder.
Hal'^fax, a manufacturing town of England,

in the County of York, West Riding, 14 mi. e. s. e.

of Leeds, on the Calder River. The principal

buildings are the Piece Hall, the parish church.

All Souls' Church, a fine townhall and several

museums and hospitals. There are also several

parks, libraries, picture galleries, a Blue Coat

School and an Observatory. The chief manu-
facture of Halifax is woolen goods, and the city

also produces carpets and other textile goods.

Population in 1901, 104,936.

Halifax, a city, the capital of Nova Scotia,

situated on the slope of a commanding hill, on

the western side of Halifax harbor. Among the

buildings are the Dominion Building, the Gov-

ernment House, the Roman Catholic Cathedral,

Saint Paul's Church and Dalhousie College.

The harbor is one of the best in the world. It is

the principal naval station of British America,

has an extensive foreign and coasting trade and

exports large quantities of fish, lumber and coal.

The city contains a large royal dockyard, 610

feet in length. There are considerable manu-
factures, embracing iron castings, machinery,

nails, soap, leather, tobacco and paper. Halifax

has extensive .steamship communication with

Canada, United States, Great Britain and the

West Indies. Population in 19(J1, 40,787.

Halifax, Chaule.s Montague, Earl of (1661-

171.")), an English statesman and poet. It was

at his suggestion that the national debt was

established as a means for raising funds, and the

Bank of England was founded through his instru-

mentality. Halifax was twice impeached, but

the imjjcachment was never carried through.

His poem on the death of Charles II and a

parody on Dryden's Hind and Panther, called

TJie Town and Country Mouse, attracted con-

siderable notice in their time.

Hall, in architecture, a large room or apart-

ment; in modern usage, the room into which

others open or which connects two or more
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apartments. Halls in the original sense formed

the subject of closest study by architects of

medieval times, and many of them, occupying

whole buildings, were of the greatest beauty.

In the later Middle Ages so-called guildhalls

were constructed and served as market places

in commercial centers. Many of them are still

standing, among which the most interesting are

the Butchers' Hall at Ghent, the Bakers' Hall

at Brussels, the Cloth Hall at Ghent and the

Bankers' Hall at Antwerp.

Hall, Asaph (1829-1907), an American

astronomer, born in Goshen, Conn., and edu-

cated in Central College, New York, and at the

University of Michigan. T^n 1862 he became an

assistant in the naval observ'atory at Washington,

and in the following year was made professor of

mathematics in the same institution; but in 1891

he left the government service with the rank of

captain. Hall was sent with various scientific

expeditions undertaken by the government,

amongst which were those to Bering Strait in

18G9, to Colorado in 1878 and to Madiovostok,

Siberia, in 1874, to observe the transit of Venus.

The greatest of his numerous discoveries was that

of the moons of Mars, and his most important

work was a study of the double stars. For six

years he was professor of astronomy at Harvard,

and in 1902 he was made president of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of Science.

Hall, Charles Fraxcis (1821-1871), an

American Arctic explorer, born at Rochester,

N. H. He began life as a blacksmith, later

became a journalist in Cincinnati and in 1860

organized an Arctic expedition in search of

Franklin. He remained among the Eskimos for

two years, and in 1864 he undertook a second

ex|)edition to the same regions, where he remained

until 1860. In 1871, at the instigation of Hall,

the United States government fitted out the

Polaris, for an expedition to the North Pole, and

placed Captain Hall in command. The Polaris

sailed from New York, June 20, 1871, and

reached latitude 82° 11' north, the farthest point

reached up to that time, and then turned back
to winter in a sheltered bay, where Hall died on
November 8. The Polaris was ultimately aban-

doned by her crew, who reached home only after

escperiencing many privations and adventures.

See NoRTTi PolaicExploration.
Hall, Grawille Stajmley (1845- ), an

American educator and psychologist, educated at

Williams College and in Germany. He held

successively the positions of professor of psy-

chology in Antioch College, lecturer on psy-

chology at Harv'ard and Williams, professor of

psychology in Johns Hopkins University and
president of Clark University, Worcester, ]\Iass

Doctor Hall is recognized throughout the coimtry

as an eminent authority upon education and has

been one of the leaders in adapting methods of

instruction to the new psycholog}\ He is also

an authority on, and one of the leaders in, the

movement of child study in this country. He
is the author of Methods of Teaching Histonj,

Ho^v to Teach Reading, Contents of Childreu's

Minds and Adolescence, an elaborate work touch-

ing on the relation of adolescence to education.

He is also a frequent contributor to educational

periodicals.

Hal'lam, Hexry (1777-1859), an English

historian. He was educated at Eton and Oxford

and studied for the law, but abandoned it for

literary pursuits. His contributions to the

Edinburgh Review brought him into notice, and

his Vie\o of the State of Evrope during the Middle

Ages, which appeared in 1818, at once estab-

lished his reputation. His next work, the Con-

stitutional History of England from the Accession

of Henry VII to the Death of George II, showed,

like the first, the solid learning, patient research,

accuracy and impartiality of statement which are

characteristic of Mr. Hallam's work. In 1837-

1839 appeared his last great work, the Introduc-

tion to the Literature of Europe in the Fipeenth,

Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, a useful

survey of literary history, though wanting in the

fineness of judgment necessary for such work.

His youngest son, Arthur Henry, a youth of

high promise, who died suddenly at the age of

twenty-two, is the subject of Tennyson's In

Meinoriam.

Halle, hahl'le, usually called Halle an dcr

Saale (Halle on the Saale), to distinguish it from

other places of the same name, an important

German town in the Prussian province of Saxony,

about 20 nn'. n. w. of I^eipzig, on the river Saale.

1'he university, with which that of Wittenberg

was incorporated in 1817, is a celebrated institU'

tion, founded in 1694 and attended by 20t)0

students. Halle has an extensive trade, and

manufactures chemicals, oil, malt, dyes, agri-

cultural machines and salt, which it mines on an

island in the Saale. Population in 1 000, 1 56,61 1 .

Halle, Uni\t:rsity of, a Gennan university,

founded by the Lutheran Church in 1694. It

was established as the educational center of the

Lutherans in Germany, and from the start it

had a large number of students. It was begun

as a theological school and has ever since been
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one of the leading institutions of this class in

(lemiany. In 1S17 the I'nivorsity of Witten-

Ix'rp was unitiHl with it. The school is very

privi{HTi>us, maintains the usual dojiartments of

literatnrt\ theology- and seionce and gives sjx^eial

attention to instruction in agriculture. The nuni-

Ikt of students is asually alnjut 2000, and the

lihrary contains over 210,000 volumes.

Hai'leck, Fitz-Greene (1790-1867), an

American i>oeh He became a clerk in a New
\\)rk hanking house and for years was in the

employment of John Jacob Astor. In 1819,

poems by him and his friend Drake appeared in

the New York Evniing Post, under the signature

of Croaker & Co., and attracted .some attention.

It was on the death of Drake that Halleck wrote

his most Ijeautiful poem, beginning "Green be

the turf above thee." In 1820 he published

Fanny, his longest poem, a satire on the follies

and fashions of the day. Among his best poems

are yfarco Bozzaris, To the Memory of Burns,

Ahnrirk Castle and Red Jacket.

Halleck, He.vry Wager (1815-1872), an

American general, bom in Westerville, N. Y.,

and educated at West Point. In 1846 he pub-

lished Elements of Military Art and Science, and

he was raised to the rank of captain for his serv-

ices in the Mexican War. In 18.54 he left the

army and settled in San Francisco as a lawyer

and director of a mining company. On the out-

break of the Civil War, in 1861, he was created

major general in the United States army, and

after the victories at Paducah and Fort Henry •

and Fort Donelson and the capture of Corinth,

he l)ecame, in 1862, commander in chief, a

fx>sition which he held till .suf)erseded by General

Grant in 1864. I'llimately he receivetl the com-

mand f)f thc.*^»iuh Division, at Lf)uisville.

Hallelujah, Alleluia or Halleluia, hal'le-

Itx/yah (praise ye the I^rd), a Hebrew formula

of -praise, often oc-cum'ng in the Psalms. It is

rctaincil in the translations of the various Chris-

tian churches, probably on account of its full

and fine sound, so j^roper for jjublic religioas

ser\ices. llie Cheat Ilullehija Is the name given

by the Jews to Psalms 113-117, which are sung'

on the fea.sts of the Passover and TalK-macles.

'Hie great "Hallelujah Chorus" in Handel's

oratorio Messiah is coasidered one of the most

ma^.Tiificcnt pieces of choral music ever written.

Haller, hahl'lur, Amjrfxiit von (1708-

1777), a famoas Swis.s .scientist and iKX?t. He
vas a piacticing physician and |>rofessor of

anatomy, a IxitariLst of great fame and one of the

leaders in the modem schof>l of German [KX'try.

Many years of his life were spent entirely in

original investigation, and the result of his work

has been published in numerous volumes. At

one time he rcsidtnl in England as the jjhysician

to the king, an ai)j)oiutment he received in 1739.

Hal'ley, Edmund (16r)(>-1742), an English

astrononu^ and mathematician, born in London

and educated at Saint Paul's School and at

Queen's College, Oxford. He traveled exten-

sively and made obser\'ations on important

celestial phenomena, making a catalogue of the

stars of the southern hemisphere. Newton's

calculations of a comet's orbit were based partly

on Halley's observations. Halley had charge of

a voyage in the Pacific for the observation of

the stars and was so successful that he was made
a captain in the navy w-ith half pay for life. In

1 703 he became a professor of geometry at Oxford

and ten years later became secretary of the Royal

Society, which position he held until his death,

devoting most of his time and study to the

observation of the motions of the moon. A
great many important discoveries are accredited

to Halley, who is remembered as the first one to

predict the return of a comet.

Hall of Fame, a building on the grounds of

the New York University, erected as a memorial

to famous Americans and completed in 1900.

It consists of a colonnade 400 feet long, with

provisions for 1.50 panels, two feet by six, each

to bear the name of a famous American. Only
persons who have been dead ten years or more
and were born in territory of the United States

were originally eligible. Fifty names were to

be inscribed at the beginning, and five additional

names were to be added every fifth year until

the year 2000, when the 1.50 inscriptions will be

completed. The nominations of the ])ublic were

invited, and these, on being .seconded by the

senate of the University, were submitted to a

board of one hundred judges, eminent citizens

chosen by the council. The rule requires that

no one who receives less than fifty-one votes can

l>e accepted. In 1900, of the 2.52 names sub-

mitted, twenty-nine received the required num-
l)er of votes; the following were chosen : George

Washington, Al^raham Lincoln, Daniel Webster,

Benjamin Franklin, Ulysses S. Grant, John

Marshall, "^I'lioinas Jefferson, Ralph W. Emerson,

Henry W. Longfellow, Robert Fulton, Washing-

ton Irving, Jonathan Ivlwards, Samuel F. B.

Morse, David G. Farragut, Henry Clay, Na-

thaniel Hawthorne, George Peal)ody, Robert E.

lyce, Peter Cooper, Eli Whitney, .John Audu-
l)on, Horace Mann, Henry Ward Beecher,
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James Kent, Joseph Story, John Adams,

William E. Channing, Gilbert Stuart, Asa Gray.

In 1904 it was decided that additions should

he made to the original hall of a small hall for

foreign-born Americans and of a hall for women.

In 1905 the following were added: John Q.

Adams, James R. Lowell, William T. Sher-

man, James Madison, John G. Whittier, Alexan-

der Hamilton, Louis Agassiz, John Paul Jones,

Mary Lyon, ]'>mina Willard and Marie Mitchell.

Hal'low-e'ven or Hallowe'en', the even-

ing of 0(lol)er 81, so called ;is being the eve

or vigil of All Hallows, or All Saints, which falls

on Noveinlicr 1. It is associated in the popular

imagination with various superstitions and is

frequently celebrated by young people with

various tricks, games and rites, in many of

which the element of prophecy is supposed to

play a conspicuous j«irt. Other games, which

have no superstitious significance, such as

(lucking for api)les in a basin of water, arc also

associated with hallowe'en.

Hallucination, kal lu'se na'shun, a con-

dition of mind in which a person thinks he sees

or hears things that have no existence. The
mind acts without a sensation to produce the

action. Hallucinations are to be distinguished

from delusions, for in the latter there are real

sensations, which are erroneously interpreted.

All the senses are not equally subject to hallu-

cinations. Hearing is most frequently affected,

and then sight, smell, taste and touch, in order.

Hallucinations of several .senses may exist simul-

taneously in the same individual, and these may
be comjjlicated with certain delusions. The
simplest form of hallucination of hearing is the

ringing in the ears; but the striking of clocks,

the .sounds of musical instruments and of the

human voice are often heard. Hallucinations

are not confined to those whose mental faculties

are disordered. Occasionally they appear in

healthy persons, and the individual is fully

conscious of the unreality of the objects that

affect his senses. Sometimes after long periods

of intense mental work, troublesome hallucina-

tions may appear, but rest will drive them away.

Halmahera, hahl'ma ha'rah. See Gilolo.

Ha'lo, the name given to colored circles of

light sometimes .seen around the sun or moon,

and to other aimilar luminous ajjpearances.

'I'hesc phenomena are classified as (1) }iid()S

proper, consisting of complicated arrangements

of arcs and circles of light surrounding the sun

or moon, accompanied by others tangent to or

intersecting them; (2) coronas, simple rings.

generally somewhat colored; (3) aureolas, bright

rings surrounding shadows projected upon a

cloud or fog-bank, or the colored rings ol>

served by aeronauts on the upper surface of

clouds. All these appearances are the result

of certain modifications which light undergoes

by reflection, refraction, dispersion, diffraction

and interference, when it falls upon the crystals

of ice, the raindro|)s or the minute particles that

constitute clouds.

Halogen, kal'o jm, (sea salt producer), a

name given to a family of four elements, because

they closely resemble the sea .salt and the salts

of sodium. All strongly resemble one another

and form colorless hydrogen com{)ounds which

fume strongly in the air. The tyj)ical member is

fluorine, which, however, has many character-

istics not |)ossesscd by the other members of the

family. See Fluorine; Chlorink; Bromine;
Iodine.

Hals, hahls, Fr.\ns (about 1584-1606), a

Dutch painter, probably second only to Rem-
brandt. He was born at Antwerp, but soon

Avent to Haarlem and studied under eminent

teachers. He is especially famous as a portrait

painter, among the most famous of his paintings

being TIic Banquet of the Officers of the Arquc-

busicrs of Saint Georqe, in which he di.splays the

remarkable feeling for artistic groups and high

coloring which distinguished all his works.

Others are The Officers of Saint Andrew, TJic

Shooting Gallery, The Governors of the Eliza-

beth Hospital, Tlw Artist and His Wife in the

Park and Nurse with Child. Hals was also

distinguished as a genre painter, among his

works being The Jolly Trio, The Herring Vender

and The Fool Playing a Lute.

Hal'stead, Murat (1829-1908), an Ameri-

can journalist, born in Butler County, Ohio.

Beginning as local reporter on the Cincinnati

Commercial in 1853, he became some years later

its chief owner. In 1883 the Commercial and
Gazette of Cincinnati were consolidated. Later

he was editor of the Brooklyn Standard-Union,

and, finally, he won fame as special corrc.sj)ond-

ent of American papers during the Spanish-

American War. Mr. Halstead exerci.sed power-

ful influence in the councils of the Republican

party in Ohio.

Ham, according to Genesis vi, 10, was one of

the three sons of Noah. He was the ancestor of

the people of Egypt, Babylonia and Canaan.

Ham, the name usually given to the cured

thigh of the ox, sheep or hog, particularly the

last. The curing of hams forms an important
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fuirt of the nieat-pmcking industry. For ortli-

nary tmdc they are first pickled in brine, then

sinokeil in large chamlx^rs, built especially for

the [)urpose. The smoking is done with hickory

wood and powdered mahogany. Each nation

has its own method of curing hams, and the

jxicking houses trj' to conform to these customs

for their exjwrt trade. Originally, ham meant

the hind part or angle of the knee. See Pork;

MKAT-rACKlNO,

Ham adry'ad. See Xympiis.

Hamburg, lialim'boorK, one of the free cities

of Ciennany, a memlxT of the German Empire

and the greatest commercial port on the con-

tinent of Europe, is situated about 80 mi. from

the North Sea in a low plain, along the north

branch of the Elbe. Numerous beautiful sub-

urbs surround the city. From the Elbe proceed

c-anals which intersect the eastern and lower part

of the city in all directions; the town is also

intersected by the Alster, which here forms two

fine basins, the Binnenalster and Aussenalster.

The chief commercial street of Hamburg is the

Jungfernstieg, while the center of the business

of banking and exchange is the Neuerwall and

Altenvall. Among the principal buildings arc

the Exchange, the Rathaus, the ficrman Theater

and the churches of Saint Nicholas and Saint

Michael. The city owns its water plant, sewage

disposal plant, bath-houses, gas, electric lighting

and street railway plants (operated by private

companies). It has many fine schools and hos-

pitals, a public librarj- of 600,000 voliunes, an

art gallery and a notable museum.

The quays and harlwr accommodation are

ver}' extensive, and, with its geographical loca-

tion, give to Hamburg its imjx)rtance as a ship-

ping center and as a center of banking, exchange

and marine assurance, carried on in connection

with commerce. Its imports in 1904 amounted

to $61 7,768,857. Its manufactures, though large,

are less important, including shipbuilding, to-

bacc-o and cigar making, iron founding, brewing,

coffee roasting, chfx,-olate making and others.

A great many emigrants embark here.

The State of Hamburg embraces a territory

of 1.58 s'juare miles ana includes the City of

Hamburg, with a population of 872,000, and

fifteen rural districts and outlying towns and

bailiwicks, with a population of alx)ut 7o,000.

The legislative jjower belongs to the house of

burgesses, whose acts, exc-ept in matters of

taxation and finance, are subject to the senate's

veto. The executive power is vested chiefly

in the senate, which ia composed of eighteen

members, chosen for life, of whom nine must

have studied law or finance, and of the other

nine seven must belong to the commercial class.

The senate chooses a first and second burgo-

master (or mayor) from its own number. The
house of burgesses consists of 160 members,

half of whom are elected every three years by

the votes of all tax-paying citizens, while the

other half are chosen partly hy a much restricted

franchise and partly by guilds and corporations.

Hamburg was founded by Charlemagne about

806. It initiated the Hanseatic League with

Ijiibeck and Bremen in 1249 and rapidly grew

until 1810, when it became a part of France and

suffered under Napoleon's Continental System.

In 1815 it entered the German Confederation

and in 1 871 became a part of the Empire, where

it is represented in the Diet by three deputies.

Ham'erton, Philip Gilbert (1834-1894),

an P2nglish etcher, painter and writer on art.

His most important works include A Painter's

Camj) in the Hi(jhlands and Thoughts about

Art, Etching and Etchers and Painting in

France After the Decline of Classicism. From
1860 until his death, he was editor of the Port-

folio, an art magazine which he founded.

Hamil'car Barca, bahr'kah, a great Cartha-

ginian general, the father of Hannibal. While

still a young man he was appointed to the com-

mand of the Carthaginian forces in Sicily,

shortly before the close of the first Punic War,

when the Romans were masters of almost the

whole island. For several years he defied all the

efforts of the Romans to dislodge him; but the

defeat of the Carthaginian admiral, Hanno,

comi)elled him to evacuate Sicily. A revolt of

the returned troops, joined by the native Africans,

was successfully repressed by Hamilcar. He
then entered on a series of campaigns in SjDain,

where he founded a new empire for Carthage.

He had brought the whole southern and eastern

part of the country under Carthaginian rule

when he was slain in a battle against the Vet-

tones, 228 B. c. His great design of making

Spain a point of attack against Rome was al)ly

carried out by his son-in-law, Hasdrubal, and

his son, llaiiniljal.

Ham'ilton, the capital of the Bermudas,

on the coast of the largest island, near the
' middle of the group. It havS a land-lfx;ked har-

l)f)r. Population in 1901 , 2246.

Hamilton, a city, the capital of Wentworth

CO., province of Ontario, Can., on- Burlington

liay and Lake Ontario, 40 mi. s. w. of Toronto,

on the Grand Trunk, the Canadian Pacific and
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other railroads. It has various industries,

including cotton mills, flour mills, an iron

foundry, stone foundries, wire works, screen

works, canning factories and rolling mills. It

is in the center of a rich fruit region. A few

miles east is the battlefield of Stony Creek, and

on the west of the city is Burlington Heights,

both famous in the War of 1812. Population

in 1001, 52,634.

Hamilton, Ohio, the county-seat of Butler

CO., 25 mi. n. of Cincinnati, on the Great Miami
River and the Miami & Erie Canal and on the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, the Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis and other

raih'oads. The industries include paper, flour

and woolen mills, foundries, machine shops,

breweries, and manufactories of tools, agricul-

tural implements, safes and other articles.

The surrounding country is agricultural, and

there is a good trade in farm produce. General

Arthur Saint Clair built a fort here in 1791 and

called it Fort Hamilton, in honor of Alexander

Hamilton. A settlement grew up around this

and was first incorporated in 1810. Population

in 1900, 23,914.

Hamilton, Alexander (1757-1804), a dis-

tinguished American statesman, bom in the

ALEXANDEU HAMILTON

island of Nevis, West Indies. At the age of

sixteen he became a student in Columbia Col-

lege, New York, and early contributed some
powerful letters to the discussion of pre-Revolu-

tionary issues. On the outbreak of the war he

received (1776) a commission as captain of

artillery and soon attracted the attention of

Washington, who appointed him his aid-de-

camp and employed him in the most delicate

and difficult affairs. In 1781 he left the service,

studied law, became a delegate to Congress from

the State of New York in 1782 and in 1787 was

a conspicuous member of the convention called

to revise the Articles of Confederation. He was

a strong supporter of centralized government

and of the Constitution as completed, and by the

letters which he wrote to the Daily Advertiser

of New York, afterward published under the

title of The Federalist, he exerted great influence

in favor of its ratification, especially in New York.

On the organization of the government in

1789, with Washington at its head, Hamilton

was ap}X)inted secretary of the treasury. In this

office he displayed a remarkable grasp of finan-

cial and political problems, being responsible

for the establishment of a national bank and a

United States mint, for the organization of a

capable treasury department, for the imposition

of customs and excise duties and for the assump-

tion by the nation of the Revolutionary debts

of the states. He resigned in 1795 and retired

into private life. In 1798 he was appointed

second in command of the provisional army,

in the fear of a French war, and on the death of

Washington, in 1799, he became commander in

chief. In 1804 he became involved in a political

dispute with Aaron Burr, then candidate for the

governorship of New York, accepted a chal-

lenge for a duel and was mortally wounded.

Hamilton was undoubtedly one of the greatest

figures in American history, being distinguished

as soldier, author, debater, legislator, financier,

lawyer and administrator.

Hamilton, Gail. See Dodge, IMary Abi-

(JAIL.

Hamilton, William, Sir (1788-1856), a

metaphysician, logician and philosopher, of the

Scottish school. Having studied and gained

distinction at Glasgow, in 1809 he entered

Balliol College, Oxford, where he gained first-

class honors. In 1829 the publication in the

Edinburgh Review of his celebrated critique of

Victor Cousin's system of philosophy gave him

at once a first place among the philosophical

writers of the time. He was appointed to (he

chair of logic and metaphysics in Edinburgh

University in 1836. Hamilton's chief works are

Discussioti-s on Philosophy and Literature and

Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic.
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Hamites (descendants of Ham), the name

;;ivon to a number of races in North Africa,,

who are regariied as of kindred origin and

sjK^ik allied tonpuet". They include the ancient

Ejy-ptians and tlicir modern descendants, Copts,

Bcrlx-rs, I'uaregs, Kabyles, Galhis, Falashas,

Somali and Dankal.

Hamlet or Am'leth, a prince of Denmark

who, according to tradition, lived about 200

B. c. Shakespeare's famous tragedy follows

closely, in its main outline, the semi-legendary

stork- of Hamlet, but varies in many of the

details.

Hamlin, Hanxibal (180f>-1801), an Ameri-

can politician, vice-president of the United

States, born in Maine. He learned printing,

practiced law and served as a member of the

legislature from 1835 to 1840. In 1842 he was

elected to Congress and scr\-ed until 1840,

commanding attention as an anti-slavery man
and, especially, as an advocate of the Wilmot

Proviso (S^e Wilmot Proviso). In 1848 he

became United States senator as a Democrat

and was reelected in 1851, but joined the Repub-

lican party. He was elected governor of Maine

ill 1856. He returned to the Senate the follow-

ing year, but was elected vice-president in 1800,

was again chosen United States senator in 1809

and sencd until 1881, when he was appointed

minister to Spain.

Hammer, a U>o\ used for driving nails, beating

metals and other similar purpeses. The ham-

mer has iwo parts, the head and the handle.

Before metals were known stones were used for

hammers. The Indians made handles by cut-

ting a grcKJve around the stone and twisting a

green branch of a tree or shrub around it so it

would fit tightly into the groove, ^^'hen dry the

handle l>ccame stiff anrl the arrangement made

a very goofl hammer. The common carpenter's

hammer has a face and a claw. Betw-een these

is the eye for the handle. The face has usually

a flat surface and is made of hard steel. In

using the hammer it should be held firmly in the

hand, which should grasp the end of the handle.

In drawing nails, care needs to be taken so as

not to lx;nd the nail as it is drawn. This can be

prevented by placing a little bhxk under the

hammer after the nail has lieen started. If

the nail is long, a thicker block may l>e neces-

sary before it has been completely drawn.

Hammers of various .shapes and styles are made

for different kinds of work. Sec Steam Ham-

mkr; Tkit Hammer.
Hammer, Throwing the. See Athletics.

Ham'merhead or Hammerhead Shark, a

shark named because of its extraordinary head,

which resembles a double-headed hammer, with

eyes at the end of the projections. There are

a number of species inhabiting warm seas, and
one species is found on the coast of the United

States. All species are savage and dangerous.

Hammock, a rectangular piece of cloth or

netting, about six feet long and four feet wide,

gathered together at the two ends and hung
horizontally, forming a kind of bed, or place

in which one may recline for pleasure. Ham-
mocks are the common beds in use on board

ships of war. The word is said to be of Carib-

bean origin.

Hammond, Ind., a city in Lake co., 21 mi.

s. e. of Chicago, on the Grand Calumet River

and on the Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio, the

Michigan Central, the Wabash and several

other railroads. It is in an agricultural region

and has growing importance as a commercial

and manufacturing center. The city contains

a large distillery, meat-packing plants, brick-

yards, tanneries, foundries, flour mills, chemical

\\()rks and manufactories of steel springs, starch,

glue, nails and other articles. Population in

1000, 12,.376.

Hampden, John (1594-1643), an English

statesman, famous for his opposition to taxation

by prerogative. He entered Parliament at the

beginning of Charles I's reign and served in the

first three Pariiaments (1025, 1620, 1628)..

Although he attracted some attention in 1627

by refusing to contribute to a forced loan, it

was not until ten years later that his resistance

to Charles's demand for ship-money brought

him generally before the public. Althougli

Hampden's contention was the reasonable one,

that an inland county should not be forced to

pay .ship-money in time of peace, and although

he himself argued his case ably, he was con-

demned. The popular opposition to the deci-

sion against Hampden greatly increased the

hatred of Charles I and his arbitrary measures.

Of the Short Parliament and the Long Parlia-

ment of 1640, Hampden was a member, and he

was one of the five members whom the king in

January, 1642, attempted to arrest. As com-

mander of a regiment in the Parliamentary

army, Hampden took part in a skirmish at

Chalgrove Field in June, 1643, and was killed.

Hampton, Wade (1754-1835), an American

soldier, bom in South Carolina. He served in

the Revolutionary War juid was a member of

the United States Congress from 1795 to 1797
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and from 1803 to 1805. He also took active

part in the War of 1812, but failed to uphold

his reputation as a soldier.

Hampton, Wade (1818-1902), an American

soldier and politician, born at Columbia, S. C,
end educated in law at the state university. He
did not begin practice, however, but confined his

attention to the management of his vast estate.

Though a Democrat, Hampton favored the

Union party until the secession of his state,

when he joined in the movement for the Confed-

eracy. He equipped a private command known
as Hampton's Legion, which rendered valuable

service to the Confederates throughout the war,

especially at the first Battle of Bull Run and

in the Peninsula Campaign. Hampton was

commissioned brigadier general of cavalry, was

with Lee in his second invasion, was wounded
at Gettysburg and became a major general

in the following August. He also opposed

Sheridan in the Shenandoah Valley in 1864

and for his service in that campaign was made
lieutenant general and commander of all the

Confederate cavalry. Later he was with John-

ston in opposing Sherman's northward march
from Savannah. After the war he did his

utmost to heal the wounds of the South and to

foster loyalty to the reunited nation. He was
elected governor of South Carolina in 1876 and

two years later entered the United States Senate,

where he served until 1891. Two years later

he was appointed United States commissioner

of railroads, serving until 1897.

Hampton Court Conference. Shortly after

James I of England came to the throne, he

granted to the Puritans a conference, with the

liope that compromise and agreement might be

arrived at. The Puritans presented a petition

for certain reforms within the Church and for

a relaxation of the strict laws in favor of the

whole of the Prayer Book. James, however,

angered by the use of the word presbyter, which

reminded him of the Presbyterianism he had so

hated in Scotland, gave an adverse decision,

and the o})position of the Puritans to the House
of vStuart began at this time.

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Insti-

tute, an institution for the education of negroes

and indians, established at Hampton, Va., in

1868, under the allspices of the American Mis-

sionary Society and through the mspiration of

(ieneral S. C. Armstrong, who was its first

superintendent. The school is located on a

farm and contains nearly sixty buildings, includ-

ing dormitories, recitation halls, shops, a trade
77

school, a building for domestic science and
agriculture, a church, a hospital, a gymnasium,
a library, a sawTnill and a planing mill. The
institution maintains both collegiate and aca-

demic departments, and in addition to this it

provides instruction in theory and practice in

nearly all lines of industry. Courses in car-

pentry, blacksmithing, painting and other

handicraft are open to the men, while the girls

are instructed in all lines of work pertaining to

the home. A large stock farm of 600 acres is

owned by the school and is cared for by the

students. The expenses of the institution are

met by contributions, but students are required

to pay their board, which most of them do by
working.

The influence of this institution on the educa-

tion of the negro has been beyond measure,

since many of its graduates have established

similar schools in various parts of the country,

the most noted of these being the Tuskegee
Institute and Normal School, established by
Booker T. Washington. See Negro, Educa-
tion of; Indian, Education of; Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Institute.

Hampton Roads. See Chesapeake Bay.
Hampton Roads, Battle of. See Monitor,

The.
Hampton Roads Conference, in American

history, a famous conference held on a vessel

near Fort Monroe, February 3, 1865, between

President Lincoln and Secretary of State

Seward, on the part of the United States gov-

ernment, and Vice-President Alexander H.
Stephens, Senator Robert M. T. Hunter and
Assistant Secretary of War John A. Campbell,

for the Confederacy. The conference was the

result of the efforts of Francis P. Blair, who
hoped, by securing the cooperation of the

Federal and Confederate armies against the

French in Mexico, to secure a reunion of the

sections and the abolition of slaver}'. President

Lincoln refused to make any treaty with the

Confederate government, as such, and consist-

ently declined to consider any peace proposal

which did not include the immediate restoration

of the Union and the laying do\\Ti of the arms

of the Confederate armies. He declared in

favor of the admission of the Southern states to

representation in Congress, but only on the

condition that every state should concede the

validity of the Emancipation Proclamation and

thus put an end to slavery within its territory.

The conference lasted four hours, but accom-

plished nothing.
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Hamster, a fjrnus of rotlcnt animals, l)eIong-

iiig to the family of mice antl closely allied to

tlie rats, which they resemble. They are dis-

tinguishtxl l»y their short, hairy tails and their

cheek pouches, in wliich they convey grain to

their winter hurrows. The common hamster

is from ten to twelve inches long and is varial)le

in color. Hamsters are found in central Europe

and Asia.

Hancock, ^Iicn., a ^^llage in Houghton co.,

c>p|Misite Houghton, on Lake Portage and on the

Huhith, South Shore & Atlantic and the Copper

Range railroads. The village is in the Lake

Superior copper region, near the famous Calu-

met and Hecla mines, and contains smelting

works, foundries, machine shops and other

industrial establislmients. It is the seat of

a Finnish college. The place was settled in

18.59 and was incorporated in 1863. It has

increased in population about one-half during

the four years following 1900. Population in

]9(M, (-.037.

Hancock, John (1737-1793), a Revolutionary

patriot and stixtesman, born in Quincy, Miiss.

in the inception of the Revolutionary struggle

he was a leading spirit, working both with voice

and pen, and the attempt to arrest Hancock and

Samuel Adams on a charge of treason was one

cause of the Battle of Ijcxington (See Lexing-

ton, Rattle ok). Hancock was a member of

the Continental Congress from 1775 to 1780,

also from 17S.5 to 17S0, and served as president

of the body from 1775 to 1777, in that capacity

l)eing first signer of the Declaration of Independ-

ence. He sen-ed as governor of Massachusetts

twelve years. As a legislator he was not espe-

cially broad-minded or far-seeing, but was always

p>rsistent and courageous.

Hancock, Winkielu Scott (1824-1886), an

.Xmerican s'jldier, bom in Pennsylvania, edu-

cated at West Point. He participated in the

impcjrtant battles of the Mexican War and was
V)revettcd first lieutenant for bravery at Con-
treras and Churubusco. In 1861 he was made
brigadier general and given command of a bri-

gafle in the Army of the Potomac. He fought

at Williamsburg and at Antietam, at Fredericks-

burg led his men through such a fire as has

rarely l)ecn encountered in warfare and at

Gettysburg was dangerously wounded. In 1S66

he was apprnnted major general in the regular

army, and m iMc fcllowinp vear he was pl.ucii

in charge of the reconstruction in l>ou)siana iwd

Texas. This position he did not hold long. In

1880 he was the Democratic candidate for the

presidency of the United States, but was defeated

by (larfield.

Hand. Sec Skeleton.

Hand Ball, an old game, sometimes called

the national game of Ireland, played by two or

four persons with an elastic ball, which is

knocked with the hand against a wall. Lines

are dra^\^l on the wall and on the groimd, and
when the ball goes outside these lines it is

supposed to have struck a side wall. The
back board is the boundary on the side. The
service line is drawn half way between and
parallel to the front wall and luuk board. The

WINFIELD SCOTT HANCOCK

man who begins the game is called the striker

and stands inside the service line, while his

opponent, the player, stands outside of it. The
striker bounds the ball on the ground and

strikes it with his hand so that it rebounds from

the front wall. The ball must rebound outside

of the service line. If it fails to do so two

successive times, or if it bounds on a side wall

before striking the front wall, or if it bounds

outside the back board, it is called a hand out

and the players change places. If the ball is

prf)i)crly served, it must be struck by the i)laycr

either l>efore it strikes the gi-ound or after the

first bound, so that it strikes the first wall.

This is a return. If the player fails to return the

ball, the striKcr scores one voitif. Jf the player

returns it properly, the striker must oound i^

again from the front wall, and if he fails to q«>
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so they change places. After the ball has been

served, it may strike the ground anywhere inside

the court. When the striker has scored or made

a hand out, an inning has been played and the

{)layers change positions. The striker continues

to serve after he scores, and an inning closes

only when there is a hand out. The person

who first makes 21 jxjints wins the game.

Han'del, George Fkederkk (1685-1759),

a (jcrnian composer, born at Ilalle on the Saale.

In 1G96 he was sent to Berlin to study; later he

returned to Halle and was appointed organist

of the cathedral in 1702, but soon left to visit

I lanover and Hamburg, where he played second

violin in the orchestra. In 1704 he published

his first work, an oratorio on the Passion, and

his first opera, Almira, followed by his Nero.

He visited England twice, and ultimately, hav-

ing received a pension from Queen Anne, settled

there. He was placed at the head of the newly-

founded Royal Academy of Music. He pro-

duced in succession Israel in Egypt, L'Allegro

and II Penscroso, Saul and The Messiah. The
last mentioned, which is his chief work, was

brought out in 1741, for the benefit of the

Foundling Hospital in Dublin. It was not

much appreciated at the first presentation, but

increased in reputation every year, until to-day

it is considered the greatest oratorio ever written.

In 1752 Handel became blind, but continued to

perform in public and to compose. He was

buried in Westminster Abbey.

Hand'icap'ping, a name given to the prac-

tice of placing some extra burden upon those

who, in competition, have by previous perform-

ance showed their ability to do things more

successfully than their competitors. In athletic

events records are kept of what is accomplished

by all the men; then some official, who is agreed

u|von, handicaps those men who need it, in such

a way that apparently all are on a fair and even

basis. In the races the best men start from the

"scratch" and run the full distance, while others

;ire allowed to start at different marks in front

of the "scratch" line, according to the decisions

of the handicappers. In horse racing the handi-

cap is sometimes accom})lished by recjuiring a

heavier jockey to ride the horse or by weighting

the saddle. In the various games different

methods are used to bring about e(|uality.

Hand Organ. See Huudv-guudy.
Hangbird. See Baltimore Ohioi.k.

Hang-chow, hahmfchow, or Hang-choo,
a large <i(y in China, capital of (he Province

of C'he-kiang, on the estuary of the Tsien-tang-

kiang. It is one of the handsomest cities in

China, with many magnificent temples, monu-
ments and triumphal arches, and it is washed
on its western side by the Hsi-hu, or W'est

Lake, a sheet of water famous for its beauty.

Hang-chow is the seat of the imperial silk fac-

tory and has extensive private manufactures in

silks, furs, gold and silver ornaments, tapestries,

lacquered ware and fans. The greater portion

of the inhabitants live without the walls in the

beautiful suburbs and in boats on the river

The city is also a great center of literary and
ecclesiastic life. It was opened to foreign trade

in 1896. Population, estimated at 800,000.

Hanging, the most common method of

inflicting capital punishment. The method is

sufficiently described by the sentence which
is usually pronounced by the court, that the

convict "be hanged by the neck until he is

dead." The sentence also fixes the time and
place for the execution. Hanging has been

generally adopted for the reason that it is

generally considered the most humane method
of capital punishment, though in recent years

it has been superseded in some states by elec-

trocution (See Electrocution). The execution

was formerly a public ceremony, but in later

times the tendency has been to avoid publicity.

Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the name
commonly given to a structure of ancient Baby-
lon, built by Nebuchadnezzar to j)lease his

cjueen, and famous as one of the seven wonders

of the ancient world. These gardens were

merely a series of terraces, forming a sort of

tower or pyramid, planted with trees, flowers

and shrubs. Men were constantly employed in

pumping water from the Eu|)hrates for irrigation.

Hankow, hahn'kow, (mouth of the Han), a

town and river j)ort in China, in the i)rovincc of

Ilupeh, at the junction of the Han with the

Yang-tsc-kiang. The native portion of the city

is dirty and crowded, but the foreign settlement,

occupied by British, French, Russian and Ger-

man residents, stretches for three miles along

the river and is beautifully laid out, substan-

tially built and well kept. The port of Hankow
was opened to foreign trade in 1S(>2 and has

become the chief distributing center for the

central provinces. The chief articles of export

are tea, rice, silk, tobacco, medicines and wood
oil. Population, estimated at 800,000.

Hanna, Marcus Alonzo (1837-1904), an

American capitalist and politician, bom ul

New Lisbon, Ohio. He removed with \\\i

father to Cleveland, where he gained largt
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business interests. Turning his attention to

jxilitics, he l>eeame RepuhHcan leader of his

wanl. city and state, and he was chairman of

the Hepuhhcan National Comniittee from 1896

to 1904, being special sponsor for William

Bi.UlCUS HANNA

McKinley as a candidate in the convention of

1S!M». He was elected United States senator

in 1S07 and was reelected in 1903. Ilanna was

identified with the National Civic Federation,

was for a time its president and was always

ono of its most prominent and useful members.

Han'nibal (247-183) b. c, one of the greatest

generals of antiquity, the son of Hamilcar Barca.

While but a child he was made to take an oath

of hosting enmity toward the Romans. At the

age of twenty-two he went from Carthage to

the army in Sjjain, then commanded by his

brother-in-law, Ilasdrulxil, and three years after,

on the murder of Hasdrubal, he received the

chief command by acclamation. He now pre-

pared to carry out his great designs against

Rome, and judging that the Romans could be

overthrown only in Raly, he undertook his

great march on Rome across the Pyrenees, the

Rhone and the Alps. He set out with ninety

thousantl ffK)t soldiers, twelve thousand horse-

men and thirty-seven elephants, but this force

was considerably lessened before he attempted

the passage of the Alps. When he arrived at

the southern foot of the Alps, after fifteen days

of inr-reflible toil in crossing the mountains, his

force numlxjrcd only about twenty-six thousand.

The point at which he crossed is generally

believed to have been the Little Saint Bernard.

On the banks of the Ticino he first encountered

a Roman army under Scipio and defeated it,

mainly by the superiority of his Numidian
cavalry, 218 b. c.

Hannibal opened the next year's campaign by

defeating the Roman general Flaminius, and

he then marched into Apulia, spreading terror

wherever he approached. Rome, in conster-

nation, chose as dictator Fabius Maximus,

who sagaciously resolved to hazard no more

open battles, but to exhaust the strength of the

Carthaginians by delay. In 216, however, a

battle was fought at Cannae, which ended in a

total defeat for the Romans, forty or fifty

thousand of whom were slain. Instead of

marching on Rome, Hannibal now sought

quarters in Capua, where luxurious living

undermined the discipline and health of his

troops. The campaigns of 215, 214 and 213

were comparatively unimportant.

After this the Romans, realizing the wisdom
of the old policy of Fabius, refrained from open

engagements and shut themselves up in their

walled towns, against which Hannibal's army
proved ineffective. However, he still main-

tained the contest against overwhelming odds,

till, in 203, he was recalled to defend his country,

invaded by Scipio. In Africa he was defeated

by the Romans at Zama (202 B. c), and the

Second Punic War ended, after a bloody contest

of eighteen years, in Carthage having to accept

the most humiliating conditions of peace. Han-
nibal now devoted himself as civil magistrate

to restoring the resources of Carthage, and he

was working at reforms of administration and
finance when the jealous Romans sent ambas-

sadors to demand his surrender. He fled to the

court of Antiochus of Syria and offered his

services for the war then commencing against

the Romans. They were accepted, but Han-
nibal's advice for the conduct of the war was
not followed, and he himself, as commander of

the Syrian fleet, failed in an expedition against

the Rhodians. Hannibal, again obliged to flee,

took refuge with the king of Bithynia, anfl he

is said to have gained several victories against

the king of Pergamus, an ally of the Romans.
But the Roman Senate once more sent to demand
the surrender of their inveterate enemy, and
Hannibal took poison rather than fall into their

hands.

Hannibal, Mo., a city in Marion co., about

100 mi. n. w. of Saint Louis, on the Mississippi
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River and on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

the Wabash and other railroads. It is an impor-

tant lumber market, has a large trade in agricul-

tural produce and contains Hour mills, foundries,

car works and manufactures of stoves, clothing,

shoes, cigars and other articles. A large iron

and steel bridge connects the city with East

Hannibal, 111. The city has a number of good

public buildings, and a well organized system of

jHiblic schools. The place was settled in 1819

and was incorporated twenty years later. Popu-

lation in 1900, 12,780.

Hanoi, hali'no c, the capital and most impor-

tant city of the province of Tongking, and the

seat of the government of French Indo-China.

It is located on the Songkoi, or Red River, on

a very picturesque site. Its wide streets, some

of them lighted with electricity, and its well-

built houses of brick, mud or timber make it

a very attractive city. The most noteworthy

building of the town is the cathedral. As a

commercial center the city is imj)ortant, although

by far the greater part of the trade is in the hands

of the Chinese. Silk, rice, embroidery and

pearl work are largely exported and there is

also considerable trade in filigree work, leather

articles and mats. Hanoi has belonged to France

since 1882. Population, about 102,000.

Han' over, formerly a kingdom in the north-

west of Germany, now a province of northwest

Prussia. For administrative purposes it is

divided into six districts, Hanover, Ilildesheim,

Liineburg, Stade, Osnabrlick and Aurich. The
jirovince is drained by the Elbe, Weser and Ems
rivers. The Harz Mountains, in the southeast,

are rich in minerals, the working of which is an

important industry. The soil in the lowlands

is very fertile and produces all kinds of grains,

flax, hops, tobacco and potatoes. The manu-
factures consist of cotton, woolen goods, leather

and machinery, and shipbuilding is an important

industry. The chief seat of learning is the

University of Gottingen. Hanover is the capital.

The early history of Hanover is that of Bruns-

wick. It was made an electorate in 1692. Its

elector, (ieorge Louis, in 1714 became George I

of Englajid, and at this time Hanover began to

grow in importance, until in 1814 it was made
a kingdoin by the Congress of Vienna. When
Queen Victoria became queen of England,

Hanover, by the Salic Law, went to the nearest

male heir, Ernest Augustus, duke of Cumber-
land, who was succeeded by his son, George V.

In the war between Austria and Prussia in ISCiO,

(lanover took the side of Austria, and the result

was its annexation to Prussia by the Peace of

Prague. Population in 1900, 2,590,939.

Hanover, capital of the Prussian province

of Hanover. Hanover is a manufacturing town
of great importance, has cotton factories, machine
works, iron foundries, chemical works, tobacco

and cigar factories and other industries. It is

also a railroad center and within a few years

has become the fifth city in size in Prussia and
the tenth in all Germany. Like other German
townS; it has an old city and a new city, the

latter adorned by fine monuments, public

buildings and residences and noted as the seat

of educational institutions of importance. Han-
over was founded before 1100 and joined the

Hanseatic League in 1481. It became the res-

idence of the dukes of Brunswick-Liineburg and
capital of the principality in 16J6. Popula-

tion in 1905, 250,032.

Hanover, Pa., a borough in York co., 42

mi. n. w. of Baltimore, Md., on the Pennsylvania

and the Western Maryland railroads. It is in

a fertile agricultural region near deposits of iron

ore; the industries include the manufacture of

shoes, cigars, carriages, machinery, gloves and
other articles. The town also has a large trade

in live stock and dairy and farm produce.

Population in 1900, 5302.

Hansa, The. See Hanseatic League.
Hans'borough, Henry Clay (1 848- ), an

American politician, born in Randolph County,

III. He moved to California in 18G7, became a

printer, later publisher of a daily paper at San
Jose and was for a time connected with the

San Francisco Chronicle. He was an editor at

Baraboo, Wis., for two years, but in 1882 he
removed to Devil's Lake in Dakota, then a

territory. He was twice elected mayor of the

city and from 1889 to 1891 sat in Congress. In

the latter year he was elected United States

senator and was twice reelected.

Han'seat'ic League or Hansa, The, a

league of certain German and other commercial

cities of northern Europe, for the protection of

commerce. In the middle of the thirteenth

century, the sea and land swarmed with pirates

and robbers, who infested the thriving ports of

the Baltic and the North Sea. A compact was
made, therefore, between Hamburg and Liibeck,

to keep open the road across Holstein, connecting

the North Sea with the Baltic. In 1247 this

league was joined by Brunswick, and out of this

grew the Hansa, which at its most flourishing

period included about eighty-five towns, mari-

time and inland. Anions these the town of
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Liibeck was recognized as the chief, and here the

deputies of the other Ilanse towns assembled

to dehlierate on the affairs of the confwleracy.

During the fifteenth century the power of the

league was at its height. It had armies and

navies, g;iiniil vii-tories in war over the kings of

Norway and Denmark, and deposed a king of

Swixlen. It made thorough provision for the

security of commerce on the Baltic and Xorth

seas, constructed canals, introduced a uniform

system of weights and measures and developed

the principles of mercantile law. But as its

I)ower and ambition increased it was felt to be

an oppressive monoj)oly, established mainly in

the interests of the great sea|X)rt towns. It

Ux-ame less needful, also, for commercial secu-

rity, since the princes learned the advantages of

trade, fonned naval forces of their own and en-

couraged navigation. Most of the inland mem-
Irts of the confederation withdrew, and during

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the cities of

Hamburg, Liineburg and Liibeck were almost

alone in their active efforts to maintain the power

of the riansa.

Hansen, Gerhard (1S41- ), a Norwegian

j)hysician, noted for his discoveries concerning

leprosy. He traveled extensively and investigated

the disease wherever he found it, and he finally

discovered the cause of the disease to be a bacil-

lus. Although he was unable to discover any

treatment which was effective in curing leprosy,

yet by establishing the nature of the contagion

he has limited the spread of it in Norway and

elsewhere.

Hansom cr Hansom Cab, a two-wheeled cov-

ered carriage, drawn by one horse. It has a low

body, is closed in front with doors and has an ele-

vated seat in the rear for the driver. Hansoms
are often used in place of cabs in large cities.

Hapsburg, hahps'hoorK, ov'H.a.hshmg, House
OF, the imperial house of Austria-Hungary. The
name, which is a contraction of Hahichtsburg,

meaning "Hawk's Castle," is taken from the

castle of Hapsburg, in the canton of Aargau.

This castle, it 13 believed, was built in the eleventh

centur}' Vjy Bishop Werner of Strassburg, and

Werner II was the first to take the title of count

of Hapsliurg. Ru<lolf and Albert, the great-

grandsons of Werner II, were the founders of

the Hapsburg-Lauffenljurg line and the present

imperial line, respectively. Rudolf, the son of

Albert, became emperor as Rudolf I in 1 27.3, anrl

hJH son succeeded him in 1208 as Albert I. In

\4.'58 the family again came to the imjjcrial

ii»^s>ne, and from that time until 180G all the

emperors except Charles VII and Francis I

were Hapsburgs.

Hara-kiri, hah'm he' re, or Seppuku, sep-

pno'h-ii, a mode of suicide allowed in old Japan

to criminals of the Samurai, or two-sworded

class, as more honorable than public execution.

It consisted in making two cuts in the abdomen,

in the form of a cross. This mode of death was

also frequently practiced to save dishonor or

exposure. To the present day the custom is

occasionally resorted to as a method of suicide.

Harbor, a general name given to any bay,

creek or inlet of the sea, affording accommoda-

tion for ships and protection against the wind

and sea. The chief requisites of a good harbor

are accessibility, adequate depth of water and

shelter from violence of wind and water. Har-

bors are either natural or artificial, the latter

being made wholly or partly by the construction

of moles, or breakwaters, and by dredging. In

connection with the more important harbors,

there are usually docks, in which the water is

kept as nearly as possible at the same level, thus

giving facility for loading and unloading. A
harbor of refuge is primarily for shelter and must

be protected by natural or artificial breakwaters.

See Breakwater.
Harcourt, hahr'kort, William George

Granville Venables Vernon, Sir (1827-

1904), an English statesman. He was educated

at Trinity College, Cambridge, was called to the

bar in 1 854 and became queen's counsel in 1 866.

In 1868 he was returned to Parliament for Oxford

as a Liberal, and he soon distinguished himself

by his powers of satire and ridicule in debate.

He became home secretary in 1880, when he

lost his seat for Oxford, but was returned for

Derby. In 1888 he was made chancellor of the

exchequer; and after the resignation of Glad-

stone's ministry and the division of the Liberal

party, he became a prominent leader of the

Gladstone section. Later, he was leader of the

Liberal party during the supremacy of the Con-

servatives.

Har'decanute' or Harthacnut (about 101^
1042), king of England and Denmark, the son of

Canute. At the time of his father's death in

1035 he was in Denmark, where he was immedi-

ately recognized as king. His half-brother Har-

old, however, who hapj)ened to be in England at

the time, laid claim to that part of their father's

dominions and succeeded in getting possession

of Mercia, Northumbria and Wessex. He died

in 1040, and Hardecanute peacefully succeeded

him. He nominally reigned until his death, but
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the government was almost entirely in the hands

of his mother and the powerful Earl Godwin,

while he gave himself up to feasts and carousals.

Har'dee, William Joseph (1815-1873), an

American soldier, born at Savannah, Ga., and

educated at West Point. He served with dis-

tinction in the Seminole and Mexican wars and

entered the Confederate service at the outbreak

of the Civil War, commanded a corps at Shiloh,

Perryville and Murfreesboro and for his excel-

lent service was made lieutenant general. He
then was commissioned to defend Mississippi

and Alabama, but returned to the main army,

fought in the Battle of Missionary Ridge and

succeeded General Bragg in the command of

the Army of Tennessee, but was replaced by

Polk three weeks later. Hardee fought under

Johnston in the Atlanta campaign and opposed

Sherman's advance to the sea, but with little

effect. Later he joined Johnston, with whom
he served until the surrender. After the war
he became a planter in Alabama.

Hardenberg, hahr'den berK, Karl August,

(1750-1822), a celebrated Prussian statesman.

He was in the service of the margrave of Ans-

bach when that territory was united to Prussia

in 1791, and Hardenberg was received into the

Prussian service as minister of state. When war
broke out between France and England in 1804,

Hardenberg attempted to keep Prussia out of

the struggle, and when, after the Battle of Auster-

litz, Prussia was compelled to make an alliance

with France, he resigned. When this alliance

was dissolved later in the same year, Hardenberg

was restored to power, but was again dismissed

after the Peace of Tilsit, at the demand of Napo-
leon. In 1810 he was made chancellor of Prus-

sia, and he zealously carried out Stein's plans for

the reorganization of the Prussian states, labor-

ing especially to arouse the national feeling in

Prussia. Pie signed the Peace of Paris and was
a representative of Prussia at the Congress of

Vienna. His popularity was lost during his

later years by his advocacy of a reactionary

policy.

Hardness, the quality of bodies which enables

them to resist indentation or scratching by other

bodies. The diamond is the hardest of all

natural substances. The degree of hardness of

some metals is changed by heating and cooling.

Iron and steel are made harder by heating to

redness and cooling quickly. But if cooled

slowly they are made softer. Copper is hard-

ened by cooling slowly and softened by cooling

quickly. See Abrasives; Annealing.

Hardy, hahr'dy, Thomas (1840- ), an

English novelist, born in Dorsetshire, England.

He was educated as an ecclesiastical arcliitect

and for a time worked at that profession. From
1868 he devoted himself to literature, and his

first novel. Desperate Remedies, was published in

1871. This was succeeded by Under the Green-

wood Tree, A Pair of Blue Eyes, Far from the

Madding Crowd, The Return of the Native, Two
on a Tower, Tess of the D'UrberviUes and Jude

the Obscure, these last two being his most notable

works. Hardy's most prominent characteristics

are his strict realism and his fatalistic attitude,

which regards men as helpless victims of uncon-

trollable circumstances.

Hare, the common name of a small animal

with long ears, long hind limbs, by which it

moves in long leaps, a short tail and soft hair.

The hare is distinguished from the rabbit by

the fact that the former does not burrow, but

builds nests in the ground, where the young are

born. The common hare is found throughout

Europe and in some parts of Asia. It is tawny

red or brown on the back and white on the belly

and is about two feet long. The mountain hare,

or varying hare, confined to Northern Europe

and the mountainous regions of the South, is

smaller than the common hare and becomes

white in winter. The American hare, not much
larger than a rabbit, is found in most parts of

North America. In North America there are

also the 2}olar hare, a variety of the varying hare,

but of superior size and purer color, and the

prairie hare, knowii as the 'pck-rabbit, from its

size and length of limb. The hare, which has

no courage and little cunning, is protected from

its enemies mainly by its sharp sight and hearing

and its extraordinary fleetness. Its voice is
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never heard except when the animal is seized

or wouiulrtl. It then utters a sharp, loud cry,

not very unlike that of a child. Its tiosh is rather

drv, but it is nuich prized because of its {)eouliar

flavor. Some domestic species, such as the

Belgian hare, are raised in lai^e numbers lor

market.

Harebell, the Scotch bluebell, a plant hav-

ing a slender stem, from 4 to 6 inches high, bear-

ing one or more bell-

shaped blue flowers.

Occasionally the flow-

er is white. The
harebell is common
on dry and rocky soil

in most districts of

Europe. There are

'

also several well-

kno^\Ti American spe-

cies.

Ha'rem (die pro-

hibited) is used by

Mussulmans to sig-

nify the women's

apartments in a house-

hold, forbidden to

ever}' man except the

husband and near relations. The word is also

applied to the women themselves. The women
of the harem may consist simply of a wife and
her attendants, or there may be several wives

and an indefinite number of concubines, or

female slaves. The greatest harem is that of the

sultan of Turkey. The women of the imperial

harem are all slaves, generally Circassians or

Georgians. Their life is spent in bathing,

dressing, walking in the gardens, w itnessing the

voluptuous dances performed by their slaves and

in spinning or working with the needle. The
women of other Turks enjoy the society of their

friends at the baths or in each other's houses and

appear in public, accompanied by slaves and

eunuchs; but the women of the sultan's harem

have none of these privileges. It is of course

only the richer Moslems who can maintain

harems; the poorer cla.sses have generally but

one wife. American and European ladies have

entered oriental harems during the past two

centuries and studied the lives of the inmates.

See Zknana.

Hargreaves, hahr'greevz, James (1720-

1778;, an English inventor. In 1 700 he invented

a machine for carding cotton, and some years

afterward prrxluced the spinning jenny, by which

he was able to spin with several spindles at once.

Suspecting that he employed machinery, his

neighbors broke into his dwelling and destroyed

his machine. Manufacturers stole his designs,

and he was unable to secure patents upon them,

so that he never profited much by his inventions,

though they, with the power loom, invented by

Cartwright, revolutionized the cotton industry of

the world.

Harlan, hahr'lan, John Marshall (1833-

), an American jurist, born in Boyle County,

Ky. He graduated from Center College in 1 850

and studied law at Transylvania University,

began practice in 1853 and became county judge

in 1S5S. He took part in the Civil War as a

Union soldier, but from 1863 to 1867 he was

attorney general of Kentucky. In 1877 Presi-

dent Hayes appointed him associate justice of

the Supreme Comt, where he served with dis-

tinction for more than twenty-five years. He was

one of the commissioners in the Bering Sea arbi-

tration in 1893.

Harland, Henry (1861-1905), an American

novelist, born in Saint Petersburg. He was edu-

cated in the College of the City of New York and

at Harvard and afterwards traveled in Europe

as a newspaper correspondent. In London he

became known as the editor of The Yellow Book-

His earlier novels, among which were As It Was
Written and The Yoke of Thora, dealt with

American-Jewish life and were written under the

name of Sidney Luska. The Cardinal's Snuff-

box is one of the most popular of his later works.

Har'lequin, a character of the Italian comedy,

introduced into pantomimes in other countries.

On the Italian stage he is a comic character, full

of drolleries, tricks and knaveries, and somewhat

resembles the English clown. The Harlequin of

British pantomimes is somewhat difl'erent. He
is supposed to be the lover of Columbine and

possesses a wonder-working wand, v/ith which

he protects his mistress against Clown and

Pantaloon, who pursue and endeavor to capture

her, until the pursuit is brought to a termination

by a good fairy. The Harlequin wears a tight

dress of bright colors, glittering w^'ih spangles.

In common usage the tei-m has come to be

almost interchangeable with clown.

Harley, Robekt, Earl of Oxfora and Mor-

timer (1661-1724), an English statesman.

Although he was a Whig at the time ol' his enter-

ing Parliament his views changed, and after the

accession of Anne, he, with his colleague, Saint

John, aftenvards Lord Bolingbroke, brjcame

leaders of the Tories. He was chosen sp^-aker

of the House of Commons in 1701 and in 'Vi/A
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was appointed chief secretary of state, a position

which he held for four years. After the fall of

Marlborough, Harley again came to power and

received the office of chancellor of the exchequer.

Eai-ly in the reign of George I he was impeached

of high treason, on the ground of alleged Jacobite

intrigues, was imprisoned for two years and then

brought to trial. Owing to the inability of the

two Houses of Parliament to agi'ee about the

mode of procedure, he was acquitted.

Harmon'ica, Franklin's name for a musical

instrument constructed with glasses of different

sizes, revolved by means of mechanism worked

by the foot and played uj)on by touching the rim

of the glasses with the moistened finger. It

constituted the "musical glasses" of Goldsmith's

era. The name is now sometimes applied to the

instrument more commonly called the mouth
organ. It has a flat^ oblong body, with com-

partments containing delicate brass reeds, which

are caused to vibrate by the inhalation or exhala-

tion of the breath.

Harmon'ics, the accessory ;ounds accom-

panying the predominant and apparently simple

tone of any string, pipe or other sonorous body.

No purely simple sou..d, hat ]s, no sound whose

vibrations are all of the same size, is producible

in nature. ^Vhen a sound is produced by the

vibration of a string, the whole string vibrates

as a unit, giving rise to a tone called the fimdcir-

mental. The string, however, further divides

into various sections, which vibrate eparately

and more rapidly and produce sounds '^liffering

from the fundamental, but bearing certain fixed

proportions to it; these are its harmonics. The
first harmonic of the fundamental note of any

string is that produced by half the string and is

the octave of the fundamental; f^e second har-

monic is given by each third of the st ing and is

the fifth, or dominant, of the fundamental note,

and so on, the complete series of harmonics con-

taining all the notes of the musical scale. But
while harmonics enter into tiie composition of

every musical sound, different vibrating bodies

suppress some and emphasize others, thus pro-

ducing different qualities of tone. See Music;
Sound.

Harmo'iiium, a small reed organ In which the

bellows is operated by the feet of the performer.

See Organ.
Har'mony, that })art of the science of music

which deals with chords, their structure and
relations. It is a fundamental branch of musical

theory and composition, and its importance can

readily be seen from the fact that any sini})Ie

melody can be made to arouse v idely different

emotij/Us when given different harmonic settings.

Innumerable examples of this principle are found

in the works of all great composers, for often tiie

beauty and power of their compositions depend

in large measure upon the harmonies which they

are able to form about a single simple theme.

The same term is used to denote the concord

of two or more strains or soimds, differing in

pitch or quality, as opposed to melody, which

consists of a pleasing series of single tones. See

Music; Chord; Counterpoint.

Harmony of the Spheres, a supposition of

Pythagoras and his school, that the motions of

the heavenly bodies produced a music which

could not be beard by men. He supposed these

motions to conform to certain fixed laws, which

could be expressed in numbers corresponding to

the numbers which give the harmony of sounds.

Harmsworth, Alfred Charles William,

Sir (18G5- ), an English journalist, born near

Dublin. He was educated privately and at the

Stamford Grammar School, and in 1S82 he

became editorial writer for the Illustrated London

Neivs. SLx years later he began the publication

of the weekly journal Answers. In 1894 he

became editor and proprietor of the London

Evening News and in 1896 founded the Daily

hail. Two years later he founded HarmS'

worth's Magazine, devoted to literary, scientific

and political discussions. He is most generally

known as the organizer and promoter o? the

Jackson-Harmsworth Arctic expedition of 1894.

Upon a visit to the United States in 1900, he

published a special issue of a New York daily

paper, to indicate his views of the newspaper of

the future It was in the form of a magazine.

Harness, a tackle or working gear of a horse,

mule or other draft animal, except the ox. Har-

ness is usually made of leather, but in some

countries it is made cf leather and cords com-

bined. Harness used with driving carriages is

often highly ornamented with brass, silver or

gold plate. The parts of the harness are shown

in the cut. The blinds, however, are now gen-

erally omitted. (See illustration on next page.)

Harold or Harald I (about 850-9S*i), king

of Nonvay, one of the greatest monarch^ of that

country, succeeded his father in 863. He brought

all the Norwegian jarls under his power -and

completely subjected the country. Among *he

conquered jarls was Rolf, who emigrated to

France, where he obtained a grant of land and

established himself as first duke of Normandy.

Harold partially freed Nor^vay from the piratsy
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ami brigands who hail long disturbed the

L'ountrv.

Harold or Harald III (sumamed Ilaar-

draadf. Hard Ruk-r) (lOlo-lOGO), king of

Xonvay. He spent a number of years in Con-

stantinople, as a member of the emperor's

a, crown; b, checkpit-ce; c, front: d, blind; e, nose-
band; /, bit; g, curb; h, check; /, throatlatch; j', rein,
it, collar; /, hame; m, hame-link; 7i, hanie-strap; o,
pole-strap; p, niartiiifrale; a, trace-tiip; r, trace; s, sad-
dle: t, terret; w, bellyband; v, turnback; w, crupper;
X, breeching; y, hipstrap; z, trace-bearer.

bodyguard, and had many adventures in Sicily

and at Jerusalem. In 1046 he returned to

Norway and was made by the king, his nephew,
joint ruler, and two years later, on the death of

the king, he became sole ruler. He took part

with Tostig, brother of Harold H of England,

in his attempt to wrest the crown of England
from Harold H, but was killed in the Battle

at Stamford Bridge.

Harold I (sumamed Harefoot), a Danish
king of England, who succeeded his father

Canute in 1035 as king of the provinces north

of the Thames and became king of all England
in 1037. His countrymen, the Danes, main-
tained him upon the throne against the efforts

of Earl Godwin in favor of Hardecanute, and
Harold finally won the earl to his support.

Harold died in 1040.

Harold II (1022?-1066), the last Anglo-
Saxon king of England His father, Earl God-
win, was constantly engaged in conflict with
Edward the Confessor, but Harold became
recf>nciled with Edward and on Edward's death
in 10f)0 was proclaimed king by the nobles.

William of Normandy asserted that Harold had
taken oath to supfxjrt his claims to the throne;

and to avenge himself on Harold and gain pos-

session of the crown, he invaded England in

OctolxT, lOfJO, and met Harold at Senlac, near
Hastings (See Ha.stings, Baitle ok; Wii^

LiAM I, The Conqueror). Harold was killed

in the battle.

Harp, a stringed instrument of great antiquity,

still commonly played throughout the world

and forming the national symbol of Ireland.

The modern instrument is nearly triangular in

form, and the strings are stretched from the

upper part to one of the sides. It stands erect

and is played with both hands, the strings being

struck, or pulled, with both fingers and thumbs.

The modern harp was perfected by the invention

of pedals by Sebastian Erard in 1820. By
means of these, two changes in the length of

the strings can be made, with corresponding

changes in pitch. The harp is commonly used

with fine effect in orchestra music. Wagner's

music at times calls for six or eight of the instru-

ments in a single composition.

Harper, William Rainey (1856-1 90G), an

American educator, born at New Concord, Ohio.

He was educated at Muskingum College, after-

wards became professor of Hebrew at the

Baptist Union Theological Seminary in Chicago

and in 1879 v/as elected professor of Semitic

languages in Yale University. Later he was
principal of the Chautauqua College of Liberal

Arts and director c£ the Chautauqua system..

WItLIAM RAINEY HARPER

In 1891 he became president of the University

of Chicago. Under his administration this

university was developed and brought to a high
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stage of excellence. Doctor Harper had a

world-wide reputation as a student of Hebrew
and other oriental languages. He was the

author of The Elements of Hebrew, Elements of

Hebrew Syntax and a number of other similar

works. He was also editor of the American

Journal of Theology and the American Journal

of Semitic Languayes and Literature, both pub-

lished at the Universit}' of Chicago.

Harper's Ferry, W. Va., a town in Jeffer-

son CO., on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, 55

mi. n. w. of Washington, D. C. Harper's Ferry

had an interesting history in the Civil War.

It was the scene of the famous raid of John

Brown, Oct. 16, 1859 (See Broavn, John).

At the outbreak of the war it was abandoned

by a small Union garrison and was occupied by

Confederates, first under Colonel ("Stonewall")

Jackson and afterward under Gen. Joseph E.

Johnston. It was evacuated June 15, 1862, and

afterward it was occupied by a Union force of

12,500, which in turn was captured by General

Jackson, September 15, during Lee's first inva-

sion of the North. Population in 1900, 896.

Har'pies, the ancient Greek goddesses of

storms. Their parentage, ages, appearance,

names and nimiber are very differently given

by the poets. In the Homeric poems they are

merely storm winds. Hesiod represents them

as two young virgins of great beauty, called

Aello and Ocypete, but the later poets and

artists vied with one another in depicting them

under the most hideous forms, covered with filth

and polluting everything in contact with them.

Harpoon', a sort of spear used in killing

whales and other large fish. The head has a

sharp, wedge-shaped point, with barbs, and is

usually of the same piece as the handle, which

is about three feet in length. The harpoon is

fastened to a long rope, that is coiled in the boat.

When the boat approaches near the whale, the

har|X)on is thrust into his body. The rope can

be paid out or taken up, as the safety of the

boat requires. The bomb lance, which is a

hollow harpoon containing a shell filled with

gunpowder, is now used in catching whales.

The lance is shot from a gun, and when it enters

the body of the whale the bomb explodes and

kills him instantly.

Harpsichord, hahrp'se kord, a keyed, stringed

instrument, similar to a piano, but now rarely

used. The keys were in front as in the piano,

and when pressed by the fingers they raised

little upright, oblong slips of wood, called jacks,

furnished with crowquill plectrums, which

struck the wires, causing them to vibrate and

to give forth a sharp, thin tone. See Piano.

Harpy, a large and very powerful eagle of

the tropics, that sometimes strays as far north

as the Southern United States. It is larger than

the golden eagle, but has a somewhat shorter

expanse of wing. Its bill is crooked; its claws

are extremely strong and sharp, and the mus-

cles of its shoulders are exceedingly powerful.

The harpy is dark gray, barred with black above

and white below, except for a dark band across

its breast. Its head bears a handsome crest.

It will defend itself even against man, when
wounded, but in spite of the numerous stories told

of its marvelous fierceness and strength, it is

doubtful if it ever attacks man of its own accord.

Its feathers are used by indians for decorative

purposes and for giving accuracy to their arrows.

Har'raden, Beatrice (1864- ), an Eng-

lish novelist, born at Hamsted. After studying

in 'various English and Eui-opean schools, she

took her degree from the University of London.

In 1894 and 1895 she traveled in the United

States and lived for some time on a California

ranch. Her Ships that Pass in the Night,

published in 189.3, became immensely popular,

but her other works have never attained a like

success. Among these are In Varying Moods,

The Fowler and Hilda Strafford.

Har'rier. See Marsh Hawk.
Harriman, Edward Henry (1848-1909), an

American capitalist and railway owner, born at

Hempstead, Long Island, the son of an Episcopal

clergyman. At, fourteen years of age he left

school and went into a broker's office m New
York. At twenty-two he became a member of

the stock exchange and continued in the broker-

age business until, in 1887, he was elected vice-

president of the Ilhnois Central. His greatest

work was the reorganization and rebuilding of

the Umon Pacific Railroad and this was followed

by the acquirement of the Southern Pacific and

its western connections. Besides the roads

mentioned, the Illinois Central, Chicago & Alton,

Baltimore & Ohio, Pennsylvania and others are

either owned by Harriman or are closely allied

with him. His country estate at Arden, N. Y.,

contains 26,000 acres, largely woodland. His

home is m New York City. He has built a

magnificent clubhouse on the East Side, where

10,000 poor boys are allowed to enjoy themselves.

Harris, Joel Chandler (1848-1908), an

American author, popularly known as "Uncle

Remus," was born in Eatonton, Ga. He served

apprenticeship to Ihe printer? trade, then
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studied law and finally settled down to journal-

Lsui. In 1S7G began his connection with the

Atlanta Cotu^titution, whidi lasted for twcnty-

fiw years; and for this paper he wrote the first

of those negro dialect fables which were after-

ward published as Uncle Reimis: His Sotigs

and Sai/ings (ISSO). These sketches received

such a warm welcome that Nic/hts wiih Uncle

liemu.'i and Uncle Remus and His Friends soon

fallowed. The hero of these stories is "Brer

Habbit." Harris was one of the most popular

soiuhern writers of fiction. His stories form a

valuable contribution to American literature,

by reason of their intimate, faithful pictures of

southern life and their accurate reproductions

of negro dialect. His best works, besides those

mentioned alx)ve, are Daddy Jake, the Rnnairay;

Sister Jane; Stories of Georgia; Free Joe;

Aaron, in the Wildwoods; Tales of the Home
Folks; Balaam and His Master, and A History

of Georgia. •

Harris, Wiluam Torrey (18.35-1009), a

distinguished Amorican educator, born at Kil-

WILLIAM TORREY HARRIS

lingly. Conn., and educated at Yale University,

which he entered in 1854. He began teaching

in Saint Louis, Mo., and became superintendent

of the Saint Louis public schools in 18G7. The
same year he founded Tlie Journal of Specu^

lalive Philosophy, which he long continued to

edit. This was the first journal of the kind in

America and in the English language; it has

contained many original articles by Doctor

Harris on philosophical questions, as well as

many translations from European writers.

While superintendent of the Saint Louis schools.

Doctor Harris became widely known through

his reports, which showed remarkable insight

into educational problems and were sought by

educators at home and abroad. He was elected

president of the National Educational Associ-

ation in 1875 and represented the United States

at the International Congress of Educators,

which met at Brussels in 1880. In 1889 he

prepared the official Statement of the System of

Education of the United States, for the Paris

and Vienna expositions. In the same year he

was appointed United States Commissioner of

Education, which position he held until June,

190G, when he was made the first beneficiary of

the Carnegie Foundation fund and retired.

Doctor Harris was the author of numerous
articles and works on philosophical and educa-

tional subjects and the leading public school

educator of America for a third of a century.

Harrisburg, Pa., the capital of the state

and the county-seat of Dauphin co., 105 mi.

w. by n. of Philadelphia, on the Susquehanna

River, on the Pennsylvania Canal and on the

Philadelphia & Reading, the Pennsylvania, the

Northern Central and other railroads. The city

is picturesquely situated along the river, which

is here a mile wide and spanned by five bridges.

The most prominent building is the state capitol,

designed and executed under the direction of

Joseph ]\I. Huston, and costing more than

$4,000,000. It covers a larger area than Saint

Paul's at London. The frontage is 520 feet

8 inches, and there are three wings projecting

to the rear. The dome is 241 feet from the

grade line to the hall and has inscriptions from

the writings of William Penn, the top being sur-

mounted by a colossal figure 10 feet G inches in

height. Subsidiary domes ser\'e to light the

corridors. The outside of the building is of

granite from Ilardwick, Vt. The marble work
in the rotunda and corridors is American white

from Vermont. The sculptural work was done
by George Grey Barnard. The mural paintings

in the governor's reception room were painted

by Violet Oakley, while those in the dome,
senate chamber, house of representatives and
supreme court room were painted by Edwin
A. Abbey. The bronze doors at the three main
entrances are specimens of superior workmanship.

At the main entrance is a large fountain, on
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each side of which a wide stairway leads up to

a circular portico, which serves as a reviewing

stand. The dedicatory address was delivered

by President Roosevelt on Oct. 4, 1906. In an

adjoining building is the large state library and
a valuable collection of various curiosities. The
city has a large public library, a good high school,

a conservatory of music, and various hospitals,

churches and charitable organizations. Other
prominent buildings are the governor's mansion,

the state arsenal, the state hospital for the insane,

the county prison, the Y. M. C. A. and a num-
ber of business blocks. The city has excellent

transportation facilities and conducts a large

trade in lumber and other goods. The iron and
coal mines close at hand have led to the devel-

opment of an extensive iron and steel industry.

Harrisburg has one of the largest boot and shoe

factories in the United States, a large silk mill,

a carriage factory, engine works, electrical plants,

breweries and other factories.

In 172G the English trader John Harris settled

there. A ferry was established later, and the

place was known as Harris's Ferry, until a town
was laid out in 1785 and called Harrisburg. In

1812 it was made the capital of the state, and it

was chartered as a city in 1860. Population in

1900, 50,167.

Harrison, N. J., a city in Hudson co., on
the Passaic River and on the Pennsylvania, the

Lackawanna and the Erie railroads. It is a

sid^urb of Newark, which has a branch post-

office here, but Harrison maintains an independ-

ent city government. The extensive industries

include a large steel plant, engine works, machine

shops, breweries and manufactories of trunks,

refrigerators and other articles. The New Jer-

sey soldiers' home is located here. The place

was settled as early as 1668 and was incorporated

in 1873. Population in 1905, 12,823.

Harrison, Benjaimin (about 1740-1791), an
American Revolutionary patriot and signer of

the Declaration of Independence, born at Ber-

keley, Va. He was one of the conservative

patriots and opposed Patrick Henry's early

resolutions against the Stamp Act, but later he

represented Virginia in the Continental Congress

and rendered important service as president of

the board of war. Returning to his state, he

was speaker of the house of burgesses from

1777 to 1782, and for three years thereafter he

was governor. He opposed the ratification of

the Federal Constitution by Virginia.

Harrison, Benjamin (1833-1901), an Ameri-

can statesman, the twenty-third president of

the United States, born in North Bend, Ohio.
He was the grandson of William Plenry Harrison,

ninth president of the United States, and the

great-grandson of Benjamin Harrison, a signer

of the Declaration of Independence. In 1852
he graduated from Miami University and went
to Cincinnati, where he studied law. Two years
later he removed to Indianapolis, Ind., where
he built up a large law practice. When the war
broke out, he entered the Union army as lieuten-

ant, but was soon promoted to colonel and
organized the Seventeenth Indiana Volunteers

BENJAMIN HARRISON

He fought bravely in the Atlanta campaign and
about Nashville, and at the close of the war he

had won the rank of brigadier general.

He became supreme court reporter, but in

1868 returned to the practice of law. In 1876

he was nominated by the Republican party for

governor of Indiana, but was defeated. He was
elected United States senator in 1880, serving

one term, and was a conspicuous advocate of

civil service reform and of restriction of Chinese

immigration. Harrison was nominated for

president in 1888 by the Republican National

Convention at Chicago and was elected by a

good majority, receiving 233 electoral votes to

168 for President Cleveland, the Democratic

nominee. Among the important measures

adopted during his administration were the

McKinley tariff bill, the suspension of the

Louisiana lottery, the establishment of the

reciprocity policy, the extension of the navy,
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the settlement of troubles in Chile and Samoa
and the Bering Sea fisheries arbitration. Mr.

Harrison was nominated for a second term in

1S02 bv the Republicans, but was defeated by

his prixlecessor, Grover Cleveland. He returned

to Indiana{X)lis and resumed the practice of law^

Init became a professor of international law at

Leland Stanford University. He appeared as

counsel for Venezuela before the arbitration

tribunal in 1809 and was chief representative

of the United States at the Hague Peace Con-

ference.

Harrison, Carter Hexry (1860- ), an

American politician, born at Chicago, the son

of Carter H. Harrison, who was five times

mayor of Chicago. He was educated in the

Chicago public schools and in Germany and

graduated at Saint Ignatius College in Chicago

in 1881 and from the Yale Law School two years

later. He entered upon the practice of law,

later engaged in the real estate business and for

three years was publisher and editor of the

Chicago Times. In 1897 he was elected mayor

of the city and was reelected in 1899, 1901 and

1003 as a Democrat.

Harrison, Constance Gary (1845- ),

an American author, bom in Virginia. She was

married to Burton Harrison, a Virginia lawyer,

the jirivate secretary of Jefferson Davis. She

contributed extensively to the periodicals and

wrote many books. Utd Fashioned Fairy Book

and Folk and Fairy Talcs are for younger read-

ers. Of her plays, The Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch

is probably the best known.

Harrison, William Henry (1773-1841), an

American statesman and soldier, ninth president

of the United States, born in Charles City

County, Va., and educated at Hampden-Sidney

College. His father, Benjamin Harrison, was
one of the signers of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence. After his father's death, Harrison

joined the army which Wayne was leading

against the Northwestern indians and showed

great gallantry at the battle on the Miami
(1794). He represented the Northwest Terri-

tory as a delegate in Congress in 179f)-1800 and

succeeded in securing the passage of a valuable

law relating to the sale of the Federal land in

small parcels. When Indiana Territory was

formed (1800), including the present states of

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin,

licsides parts of Minnesota and Ohio, he was

appointed its governor, and acted with rare

ability and courage until 1813. He lal)ored

courageously to win the friendship of the indians,

but was compelled to quell Tecumseh's outbreak

and to beat oft" a fierce and treacherous attack

under Tecumseh's brother, The Prophet, ending

in an important battle at Tippecanoe (Novem-

ber 7, 1811).

In the War of 1812 Harrison was appointed

major general of Kentucky militia, then briga-

dier general in the regular army, with chief

command m the Northwest. He repulsed the

British force under Proctor, and by the victory

of Perry on Lake Erie he was enabled to pursue

the invaders into Canada, where, on October 5,

1813, he totally routed them in the Battle of the

Thames. In 1816 he was elected to Congress
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and in 1824 became a United States senator.

In 1828 he went as ambassador to Colombia,

but was recalled the following year and for

twelve years was clerk of a county court in

Ohio. He was nominated for the presidency

in 1836 by Whig conventions in several states,

but received only 73 electoral votes against

Van Buren's 170; but four years later, the

Whig party having been reunited, he was
nominated as a compromise candidate and
defeated Van Buren, obtaining 234 electoral

votes to the latter's 60. The contest is note-

worthy as having witnessed the introduction of

enormous mass meetings and processions and
picturesque emblems and banners. It is known
as the "Hard Cider and Log Cabin" campaign.

Harrison died a month after his inauguration,

being succeeded by John Tyler.
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Harrow, an implement used by farmers for

pulverizing the soil on plowed ground. The
common harrow is a wooden frame, square or

triangular, into which iron teeth have been

driven. As the harrow is dragged over the

ground by horses, it breaks up the soil and

prepares it for the seed. Grain sowTi by hand

is covered by harrowing. The wheel harrow

has revolving disks of steel, instead of teeth,

and is used to pulverize the soil on newly broken

ground.

Hart, Albert Bushnell (1854- ), an

American historian and teacher, born at Clarks-

ville. Pa. He graduated at Harvard in 1880

and soon after became an instructor in the

institution, later being made professor of history.

He early engaged in literary work and published

numerous works on the history and government

of America, of which the most important are

Introduction to the Study of Federal Government,

Essays on American Government, The Formation

of the Union (Epochs of American History

Series), Guide to the Study of American Flistory

(with Edward Channing) and a biography of

Salmon P. Chase (in the American Statesmen

Series). He was also the editor of the Epochs

of American History Series, of the American

History Told by Contemporaries, the Source-

Book of American History and of the American

Nation, a history of the United States by asso-

ciated scholars. He also became joint editor

of the American Historical Review and of the

American History Leaflets.

Harte, Francis Bret (1839-1902), an Ameri-

can poet and short-story writer, bom at Albany,

N. Y. His father died while he was but a boy,

and he went with his mother to California, where

he made a scanty living by attempts at teaching,

mining and printing. He became at length

editor of the Weekly Califomian, and in this

paper appeared his Condensed Novels, parodies

on the styles of various authors. Although these

were very successful, it was not until the publica-

tion in the Overland Monthly of The Luck of

Roaring Camp and The Outcasts of Poker Flat

that he acquired national fame. A professor-

ship in the University of California was given

him, but he held it only a short time, returning

to the East, where he made a contract to write

only for the Atlantic Monthly. After serving as

consul at Crefeld, Germany, and at Glasgow,

he settled near London, where he lived until his

death.

The two stories mentioned above. The Luck of

Roaring Camp and The Outcasts of Poker Flat,

are Harte's most successful attempts in his most

successful field. The picturesqueness of the

phases of California society which he described

might have made popular even less striking tales

than these. Harte possessed the ability to tell

a story vividly and tersely, allowing his characters

BRET HARTE

to reveal themselves in their own words aniv

actions without unnecessary descriptions. Among
the more famous of his other stories are Tennessee's

Partner and Hoiv Santa Claus Came to Simpson's

Bar. Of his humorous poetry the best known is

Plain Language from Truthful James, better

known as The Heathen Chinee.

Hartford, Conn., the capital of the state and

the county-seat of Hartford co., 124 mi. w. by s.

of Boston and 110 mi. n e. of New York City,

on the Connecticut River, at the mouth of Park

River, and on the Central New England and

several lines of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford railroad. The city has a beautiful

state capitol, constructed of white marble, which

is one of the finest in the country. Among
notable monuments are the soldiers' memorial

arch over the Park River, and the Corning

Fountain. The Hartford Theological Seminary

and Trinity College are located here, besides

several other educational institutions. There

are many large libraries and also a large number

of charitable institutions. The city has several

pretentious insurance buildings, including the

Connecticut Mutual Life, the Aetna Life, the
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Phoenix Mutual Life and the National Fire, and

it is for its insurance interests that Hartford is

probably best known. Other prominent struc-

tures are the Saint Joseph Cathedral, the post-

office, a stiite arsenal and the Cheney building.

The p)osition of the city, at the head of deep

water navigation, has made it an important dis-

tributing center. The city was made a port of

entry in 1SS7. ^Manufacturing was early devel-

oped, and the principal products are firearms,

bicycles, automobiles, boilers, engines, woven

wire, knit goods, typewriters and other articles.

The city contains one of the largest publishing

houses in the cou'-^ry. The Courant was started

in 1764 and is "iOw the oldest newspaper in the

United States.

About 1G33 the Dutch built a fort here,

which they called "'House of Hope." In 1637

some Puritan colonists made a settlement and

called it Hartford. The freemen of Hartford,

Windsor and Wcthcrsford asser-.uled here on

January 14, 1639, and adopted the "Funda-

mental Orders of Connecticut," said to be the

first written constitution ever drawn up in

America. Hartford was the gapital in 1701 and

then shared that honor with New Haven, but

since 1S73 it has been the sole capital. Among
the people who have been connected with Hart-

ford are Noah Webster, John Iiske Harriet

Beecher Stowe, John Trumbull, Horace Bush-

nell, Charles Dudley Warner and Samuel

Clemens (Mark Twain). Population in 1900,

79,.S50; in 1903, estimated at 87,836.

Hartford City, Ixd., the county-seat of

Biacktord co., 72 mi. n. e. of Indianapolis, on the

Lake Erie & Western and the Pittsburg Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis railroads- The
city is surrounded by an agricultural region and
is supplied with natural gas. The manufactures

include paper, glass, iron, flour and other articles.

Population in 1900, 5912.

Hartford Convention, a famous assembly

at Hartford, Conn., from December 15, 1814, to

January 5, 1815. Massachusetts, Connecticut

and Rhode Island were represented by delegates,

while New Hampshire and other New England
states were represented by proxy. It was the

outgrowth of opposition of the Federalist party

to the War of 1812 and to the conduct of the

war by the Anti-Federalist, or Democratic,

administration. The sessions of the convention

were secret, and there were false rumors that it

planned the secession of New England. Its real

aim was to propose reforms in the government

in the direction of greater independence for the

states. It was one of the events which led to the

final downfall of the Federalist party.

Har'thacnut. See Hardecanute,
Harts'horn, in pharmacy, the horn of the

common stag, from which substances deemed

of high medical value were formerly prepared by

distillation, such as spirits of hartshorn, oil of

hartshorn and salt of hartshorn. . The active

ingredient of these w-as ammonia, which is now
obtained from gas liquor and other sources.

See Ammonia.

Harun-al-Rashid, hah roon'al rah sheedf,

(?-809), a celebrated caliph of the Saracens.

The popular fame of this caliph is evinced by

the Arabian Nights Entertainmevis, in which

Harun, his wife, Zobeide, his vizier, Giaffar, and

his chief eunuch, Mesrour, are conspicuous char-

acters.

Harvard, John (1607-1638). an English

clergyman, born in Southwark, London. He
was educated at Emmanuel College^ Cambridge,

and came to America in 1637, settling at Charles-

town, Mass. The following year he died and

bequeathed his library of about 300 volumes and

an estate of £400 to the college at New Tow-ne,

which had been established two years previous

by order of the Massachusetts General Court.

From this he is considered the principal founder

of Harvard College, which was named for him
and which has since grown to Harvard University.

Harvard University, the oldest and largest

university in the United States. It was estab-

lished at New Tow^ne (now Cambridge, Mass.) in

1636 by order of the General Court of the Colony

of Massachusetts Bay, and two years later was
named Harvard College, in honor of Rev. John
Harvard, who, at his death, bequeathed the

institution half his property (probably about

$2000) and his library of 300 volumes. The
first class of nine members was graduated in

1642. In this year the college was placed under

the management of a board of overseers and in

1650 it became a corporation under the name of

the President and Fellows of Harvard College;

the ovorseers and the corporation still remain the

governing boards of the college. Previous to the

Revolutionary War and for some time after„ the

institution w^as crippled by religious and political

dissensions, and by lack of financial support.

Since 1834 it has been entirely non-sectarian and
has included in its board of overseers, corpora-

tion and faculties, members of all religious

denominations. The present teaching force

numbers about 550, and the enrollment of the

university in all departments is about 5500. The
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value of its property, exclusive of books and

collections, is $28,000,000, which includes an

endowment fund of over $19,000,000. The
annual income, exclusive of gifts and bequests,

is about $1,500,000.

The university maintains seventeen depart-

ments: (1) Harvard College; (2) the Lawrence

Scientific School; (3) the Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences; (4) the Graduate School of

Applied Science; (.5) the Divinity School, which

is entirely non-sectarian; (6) the Law School;

(7) the Medical School; (8) the Dental School;

(0) the Bussey Listitute, a scientific school of

agriculture and horticulture; (10) the Arnold

Arboretum, a site of 220 acres located in West

Roxbury and devoted to forestry and arboricul-

ture; (11) the University Library, which includes

the general and the departmental libraries and

numbers in all over 700,000 volumes and over

300,000 pamphlets; (12) the IMuseum of Com-
parative Zoology, founded by Professor Agassiz

(See Agassiz, Louis)
;
(L3) the Peabody Museum

of Archaeology and Ethnology; (14) the Univer-

sity Museum, which includes museums of botany,

mineralogy, geology and art; (15) the Botanic

Garden; (16) the Gray Herbarium, containing

collections donated to the university by Professor

Gray (See Gray, Asa); and (17) the Astro-

nomical Observatory, with its main station at

Cambridge and a branch station near Arequipa,

Peru. A summer school is maintained by the

University for the instruction of teachers and

others who wish to take special work in litera-

ture, science, theology or medicine. Radcliffe

College, which is affiliated with Harvard, provides

for the education of v>'omen (See Radcliffe

College).

The University publishes a large number of

scientific and literary periodicals. The most

popular of these are the Harvard Historical

Studies, Quarterly Journal of Economics, Har-
vard Law Review, the Harvard Graduates' Maga-
zine and the Harvard University Gazette.

Harvest Bug, a mite, of a bright red color,

so small as scarcely to be visible, resembling a

gram of cayenne pepper. It appears in June or

July and burrows under the skin of such domes-

tic animals as horses, dogs and sheep. Its

attacks are also very annoying to human beings.

Harvest Man. See Daddy-long-legs.

Harvest Moon, a name which calls attention

to a peculiarity in the apparent motion of the

full moon, by which, in the United States and

high latitudes generally, it rises about the same

time in the harvest season (or about the autumnal
78

equinox in September) for several successive

evenings. In the southern latitudes this phe-

nomenon occurs in March. It is owing to the

fact that the moon is then traveling in that part

of her orbit at which it makes the least possible

angle with the ecliptic.

Harvey, III., a city in Cook co.,'20 mi. s. of

the Chicago courthouse, on the Illinois Central,

the Grand Ti'unk, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & Saint Louis and other railroads. It

is a residence suburb of Chicago and has manu-
factories of automobiles, stoves, railroad supplies

and various machinery. Population in 1 900, 5395.

Harvey, William (157J?.-1657), an English

physician, the discoverer of 'dje true theory of

the circulation of the blood. He entered Caius

College, Cambridge, in 1593, and about 1599 he

proceeded to Padua, then the most celebrated

school of medicine in Europe. He took the

degree of M. D. and returned to England in

1602. He a^ttled in London, was admitted as

a fellow of the College of Physicians, was elected

physician of Saint Bartholomew's Hospital and in

1615 was chosen Lumleian lecturer. His views

on the circulation of the blood were formally

given to the world in his Exercitatio Anatomica

deMotu Cordis et Sanguin is inAnimalihus (On the

Movement of the Heart and Blood in Animals),

published at Amsterdam in 1628. In 1623 he

was appointed physician extraordinary to James
I, and in 1632 he became the physician of Charles

I. He was present at the Battle of Edgehill and

afterward accompanied Charles to Oxford. Here

he was elected master of Merton College, an

office which he lost on the surrender of Oxford

to the Parliament. He returned to London in

1646 and spent the remainder of his life in retire-

ment.

Harz, hahrts, the most northerly mountain

chain of Germany^ from which an extensive

plain stretches to the North Sea and the Baltic.

It comprises an extent of about 60 miles in

length and nearly 20 in breadth, embracing the

towns of Klausthal, Goslar, Blankenburg and

Wernigerode. The Brocken, its highest summit,

is 3742 feet high. That part of the Harz which

includes the Brocken, with the neighboring high

summits, is called the Upper Harz and consists

entirely of granite. The southeastern portion is

called the Lower Harz. The Harz abounds in

woods and fine pastures and is rich in minerals,

including silver, iron, copper, manganese, gran-

ite, porphyry, slate and marble.

Has'drubal, the name of several Carthaginian

leaders. Chief of these were the son-in-law and
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the son of Hamilcar Barca. Hasdrubal, the

son-in-law of Hamilcar, succeeded the latter in

comn\ind of the army in Spain in 228 b. c. He

comoieteti the subjugation of Spain, which Ham-

ilcar had begun, and founded New Carthage.

In 221 B.C. he was assassinated. Hasdrubal,

the son of Hamilcar and the brother of Hanni-

bal, on the departure of Hannibal for Italy in

218 B.C., was left in command of the army in

Spain, and carried on a long series of military

operations against the Roman troops, which

were commanded by the two Scipios. His

brother Hannibal requiring his assistance in

Italy, Hasdrubal led an army from Spain into

that country (207 B. c), but before he could join

forces with his brother he was defeated on the

right bank of the Metaurus. It is said that the

Roman commander had Hasdrubal's head

thrown into Hannibal's camp, by way of an-

nouncing the defeat and death of his brother.

Hashish, /ia^/iVr*/f, an intoxicating narcotic,

nuide in Eastern countries from an Indian hemp
of that name. It produces a kind of intoxica-

tion, accompanied with ecstasies and hallucma-

tions, ending in stupor and sleep.

Hastings, Xeb., county-seat of Adams co.,

•JO mi. w. of Lincoln, on the Biu-Iington, the

Missouri Pacific, St. Joseph & Grand Island

and Northwestern railways. It is in the center

of a fertile wheat belt and stock raising region,

and manufactures agricultural implements,

flour, brick, cement, and has a large foundry,

marble works and canning factories. It is the

seat of Hastings College, Immaculate Conception

Academy, Adventist Sanitarium and an insane

asylum. Population 1909, estimated 12,000.

Hastings, Battle of, the name given to the

battle fought at Senlac, near Hastings, in 1066,

between Harold II and William, duke of Nor-
mandy. Harold, William asserted, had prom-
ised to support his claim to the throne, and w^hen

Harold allowed himself to be crowned king,

William invaded England to assert his rights;

The battle took place on August 14. The Eng-
lish were defeated, Harold himself was killed and
England was brought under the rule of the Nor-
mans. This is regarded as one of the fifteen

decisive battles of the world.

Hastings, Warrex (1732-1818), an English

statesman, first governor-general of India. He
was educated at Westminster School and in 1750
was sent to Bengal, as a writer in the service of

the East India Company. He won distinction

in Clive's campaign in 1757. In 1761 he removed

to Calcutta, having obtained a seat in the Bengal

council, but he returned to England in 1764.

Returning to India five years later, he became a

member of the council at Madras, and three years

later he was made president of the supreme coun-

cil of Bengal. In 1774 he was made governor-

general of India, and although his adminis-

tration was most able, he was sometimes obliged

to resort to questionable means for securing the

large sums of money which the East India Com-
pany constantly demanded. After eleven years

spent as governor-general, he resigned his office

and sailed for England, leaving his empire in

a most prosperous state. Shortly after his

arrival in England, he was impeached by
Burke and was charged with acts of injustice

and aggression, with maladministration and the

receiving of bribes. This celebrated trial, in

w'hich Burke, Fox, Sheridan and Grey were

arrayed against him, began in 1788 and termi-

nated in 1795 wdth the acquittal of Hastings.

The East India Company in 1796 settled on

him a large annuity, and he passed the remain-

der of his life in retirement at Daylesford, which

he purchased.

Hat, a covering for the head. Hats are usually

made of straw, silk or felt and are worn for pro-

tection or ornament. While the hat was known
to the Greeks and Romans, yet as an article of

dress it is of comparatively recent origin. It was

never generally worn until in the fourteenth cen-

tury, when the manufacture of felt hats was

begun in Germany and France. Hats were

introduced into England in the seventeenth cen-

tury, where they replaced caps and boimets, and

the soft felt hat was introduced into America

about the middle of the nineteenth century by the

Hungarian patriot, Kossuth.

Felt hats are made of the hair of rabbits and

hares, with a proportion of beaver's fiu*. The
felt is manufactured over cone-shaped molds and

is then stretched over a w^ooden block of the size

and shape of the hat. The hat is then dyed and

again pressed on a block, after which the surface

is smoothed and finished and the sweat band,

lining and other attachments are added. Straw

hats are made by plaiting straw. The finest

work of this sort is done in Italy, China, Japan

and some of the coimtries of South America.

There are two methods, one of plaiting the

straw into braids, which are then sewed together

to form the hat, and the other of weaving the

straw into a fabric, which is pressed into the

shape of the hats. The higher-priced hats, such

as the leghorns and Panamas, are made on the

latter plan. A silk hat usually has a tall, cylinder-
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Ki.upfii crown and a narrow, curled brim. 'I lie

crown is made of a stiff board, covered with a

glossy silk plush.

Styles in hats are constantly changing, as can

readily be seen by comparing the pictures of

costumes of different periods from the time of

the Puritans to the present day. The Puritans

wore a steeple-crowned hat. This was suc-

ceeded by the cocked hat common in Europe

and America during the eighteenth century.

This was followed by the felt hat. ^Modifications

in women's hats are much more varied than in

men's, especially in the style of ornamentation.

Hatton, Joseph (1841- ), an English

journalist, novelist and pla;y'wright. His first

work was done for the Derbyshire Times, and in

1868 he became editor of the Gentlemen's Mag-
azine. As correspondent for American papers

he made several visits to the United States.

He first became widely popular through his

Cigarette Papers, A\hich appeared in the People,

but his reputation rests largely on his novels,

among which are The Dagger and the Cross,

When Rogues Fall Out and In Male Attire. He
has dramatized several novels, among them

The Scarlet Letter, which Richard Mansfield

produced.

Hauptmann, hmpfman, Gerhart (1862-

), a distinguished German dramatist. His

dramas and poems are powerful and intense and

depict in a marvelously natural manner the

actions and struggles of people in everyday life.

His earlier plays, best known among which is

Before Sunrise, are almost morbid in their close

attention to the unpleasant side of life, but his

later plays are distinguished rather by idealism

and mysticism. Among these later plays The

Sunken ^ell is most famous.

Haussmann, ose mahN', Georges Eugexe,
Baron (1809-1871), a French official during the

Second Empire. He entered public service

under Louis Philippe and distinguished himself

in various departments of France, but his great

work did not begin until his appointment under

Louis Napoleon to the position of prefect of

the Seine. While in this office he greatly im-

proved Paris by widening streets, laying out parks

and boulevards and erecting great public build-

ings, statues and bridges. Although his work

did much toward making the Second Empire

popular, he had many enemies, and his down-

fall was brought about in 1870. He served

after this time, however, in the Chamber of

Deputies.

Hautboy, ho'hoij. See Oboe.

Havana, ha vah'na, (Spanish, La Habana,
"the haven"), an important maritime city of

Cuba, capital of the Republic, is situated on the

n. w. coast of the island, on an extensive and

excellent natural harbor. It has an area of about

nine square miles, of which about half is in the

old portion of the city and is covered with build-

ings of quaint designs, ranged along narrow and

irregular streets. However, many of the build-

ings, even in this quarter, are beautiful in their

architecture, including the governor's palace and

the cathedral, built in 1724. The city has nu-

merous fine parks and boulevards, especially the

Prado, running outside of the city wall and

terminating in Colon Park, the most beautiful in

the city; the Calle de la Reina, and the Alameda

de Paula. Havana formerly was famous for its

unsanitary condition and its dirty, unseemly

appearance, but these conditions have been much
improved under the direction of Americans. The
city is the chief port of the island and handles a

large part of its commerce. Its own exports con-

sist chiefly of cigars, tobacco and sugar, w'hile it

imports food and cotton. It is connected by

steamship with the United States, Spain, Eng-

land and France. The United States has the

principal share of the trade, and Spain and

England rank next. The town was founded in

1511, but was only fairly begun in 1519. Though

suffering many times from depredations by

Spain's enemies and by pirates, it soon became

the leading Spanish station in America. The
United States warship Maine was destroyed in

the harbor, February 15, 1898. Population in

1899, 242,055.

Hav'elock, Hexry, Sir (1795-1857), a British

soldier. He went to India shortly after entering

the army and served with distinction in the

Afghan and Sikh wars. On the outbreak of the

Indian mutiny, he was dispatched to Allahabad,

in order to support Lawrence at Lucknow and
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Wheeler at Cawnjxjre. On arriving at Ca\s'n-

pore he found that Nana Sahib had niiissacred

the prisoners. Pursuing his march to Lucknow,

he defeateti the rebels in various struggles and,

finally, with the aid of Outram, won the Battle

of Alam Bagh. Having captured Lucknow,

Havelock and Outram were shut up there until

relieved Viv Sir Colin Campbell in November,

1 S,57. Havelock dieti shortly after the relief. He
was raised to the rank of major general antl

was made a baronet and a Knight Commander

of the Bath before the word of his death reached

England.

Hav'erhill, M.\ss., a chy in Essex co., 33

mi. II. i)f Boston, on the Merrimac River and

on the Boston & Maine railroad. It is an im-

portant industrial center, being one of the leading

towns in the production of boot.-* and shoes. It

has also extensive manufac-

tories of leather, shoes, ma-

chinery and supplies, hats,

woolens, brick and lumber.

The principal buildings in-

clude the city hall, the public

library, the Masonic temple,

the Hale Hospital and the

Bradford Academy. The first

.settlement was made in 1640,

on the site of the old indian

town Pentucket, and during

the early days the town was

often attacked by indians. In

1882 the city suffered from a

disastrous fire. Population in

190.5, 37,830.

Hav'erstraw, N. Y., a village of Rockland

CO., on the west bank of the Hud.son River, 32

mi. n. of New- York, on the New Jersey & New
York and the West Shore railroads. Steamers

carry on an active trade with New York, and

there are several foundries and manufactories.

The manufacture of brick is extensive. Haver-

straw was settled by the Dutch and was incor-

porated as a town in 18.54. Population in 190.5,

J182.

Havre, uh'vr', (formerly Le Havre-de-GrAce),
a .seaport of northern France, in the Depart-

ment of Seine-Inferieure, on the north side of

the estuar\' of the Seine, 108 mi. n. w. of

Paris. Among the chief buildings are the

Church of Notre Dame, the exchange, an

arsenal, the city hall, a maseum and .several

theaters. The fortifications are extensive and

make Havre a fortress of first rank. The manu-

factures include chemicals giachinery, cotton

goods, earthen and stone ware, paper, glass,

oil, refined sugar and ropes. A government

tobacco factory employs 300 worlonen. The
chief dependence of Havre is on its commerce,

which is the greatest of all French ports, except

Marseilles. It has a large trade with England

and Germany and, especially, with the United

States, importing large quantities of cotton and

other produce. Population in 1901, 129,044.

Hawaii, hah ici'e, or Hawaiian, hah wi'an,

Islands, formerly Sandwich Islands, a group

of islands in the Pacific Ocean, belonging to

the United States. They are situated between

latitudes 18° 54' and 22° 15' north and between

longitudes 154° 50' and 160° 30' west, about

2200 miles s. w. of San Francisco. There

are eight inhabited islands and several smaller

ones which are uninhabited, the whole group
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covering an area of 6740 square miles. The
most important islands are Hawaii, Maui,

Oahu, Kauai, Molokai, Lanai, Kahoolawe and

Niihau.

Surface ajshd Drainage. The islands are

of volcanic origin, with coral reefs partly lining

most of them, but entirely encircling none.

They are mountainous; but only Hawaii is

actively volcanic. This island has two of the

largest craters in the world, Mauna Kea and

Mauna Loa, which are 13,805 and 13,675 feet

high, respectively (See Mauna Kea; Mauna
Loa). On the eastern slope of Mauna Loa
is the far-famed Kilauea, the largest active

volcano in the world (See Kilauea). The
island is also traversed by other mountains,

which give it a rugged and picturesque appear-

ance, and in places bold cliffs from 1000 to 3000

feet high front the sea. The coasts, especially

of Kauai, are indented with deep bays and
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inlets. Between the mountains and the coast

extend fertile plains and valleys, where agricul-

ture is extensively carried, on. The rivers of

Hawaii are mostly small mountain torrents and

are found in the north and the east of the island.

Climate. The climate is moderate. It is

never too warm and never cold. The aver-

age temperatures of the lowlands are 70° in

January and 78° in July. The mean temperature

is about 10° cooler than that of other countries

in the same latitude. Only two seasons are

recognized, and in the winter the greatest rain-

fall occurs. Thunderstorms are rare, but very

severe, and hurricanes are unknown. The cli-

mate is on the whole very healthful.

Industries. Agriculture is the principal

industry. The soils vary in different parts of

the island. In the highlands they are poor

and thin, but in the lo^^•lands they are rich and

very productive. Sugar is grown in the iGw

plains; higher up are found coffee, fruits and

vegetables and pasture lands. Sugar is the

staple product and is grown very extensively.

Over half of the population is engaged in this

industry, and the scarcity of labor has neces-

sitated the importation of foreign laborers,

especially from Japan and China. Next in

importance to sugar comes rice, which is grown
in the lowest flats and is cultivated mostly by

the Chinese. Coffee is not grown extensively

yet, but the prospects for its cultivation are very

favorable. Fruits, vegetables and cereals are

also grown to some extent. Among the char-

acteristic trees found in the islands are the koa,

the candle-nut tree and the ohia (mountain

apple), and these are found especially in Maui.

The manufactures are not important, the

manufacture of sugar being the only branch of

this industry which is worthy of mention.

The exports are exclusively sugar, and the

imports include machinery and other manufac-

tured products. The trade is mostly carried

on with the United States and has developed

greatly within recent years.

Transportation. The position of the islands

is favorable for communication with most parts

of the world. The territory is on the line of

vessels trading* between ports of western North

America on the one side and eastern Asia on

the other, and its position is responsible for its

commercial development. Regular steamers

come to Honolulu from San Francisco, Van-

couver, Yokohama, Hong Kong and different

points in Australia. In the islands good roads

have been constructed, and there are some

railroads. Honolulu is a station of the American
Pacific Cable and has direct communication

vdih the United States and the Orient.

Inhabitants. The population of Hawaii is

exceedingly mixed. The native population was
estimated by Cook in 1778 at 400,000, but it

has rapidly decreased, the census of 1900 show-

ing only 29,834. The total population at pres-

ent includes Japanese, Caucasians and Chinese.

The Caucasians consist mostly of Portuguese.

In 1900 the total population was 154,000, includ-

ing 61,111 Japanese, 28,533 Caucasians and

25,707 Chinese.

Education. In 1820 the earliest missionaries

established schools. Four years later 2000

people had learned to read and a general public

school system had been extended over the islands.

A seminary for the training of teachers was
established in 1831. Two years later the Oahu
Charity High School, which is now the Hono-
lulu High School, was established, and in 1836

a boarding school for boys, and three years later

an industrial school, followed. The Royal

School for chiefs, founded in 1840, now a school

for all Hawaiian boys, was the chief school for

the teaching of English. Various other mis-

sion schools have sprung up from time to time,

and in 1839 the Roman Catholic missionaries

established schools. In all schools the English

language is used as a basis of instruction.

Attendance is compulsory for the whole year

for children between six and fifteen, and the

schools are free. A minister of public instruc-

tion has charge of the schools, and he is aided

by six commissioners.

Government and Religion. In 1 900 Hawaii

became a territory of the United States. The
form of government is similar to that of the

other organized territories of the United States

(See Territory). The religion of such a popu-

lation is naturally varied. The early mission-

aries succeeded in introducing Christianity into

the islands. However, the Chinese and Jap-

anese, who are in great numbers, generally hold

to their Oriental religion. More than half of

the islanders are Protestants. The Portuguese

are mostly Catholics.

Cities. The chief cities in order of size are

Honolulu, one of the most excellent ports of the

Pacific; and Hilo, in the island Hawaii. See

separate articles on these cities.

History. The islands are said to have been

discovered by Gaetano in 1542 and rediscov-

ered in 1778 by Captain Cook, who met his

death at the hands of the natives in the following
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vear. In early times each islaiul had a king,

but under Kanieliameha I the ishinds were

fonueil into one kingdom. Kamehameha died

in 1SU> and was succeeded by his son, LihoHho,

who adopteti on his accession the name of

Kamehameha II, and whose reign was famous

for the alK)Htion of idolatry and the system of

taboo throughout all the islands (See Taboo).

Vancouver, who arrived with Cook in 1778

and returnetl in 1792 and again in 1794, made

sincere attempts to enlighten the islanders, and

he succeetied so far that he was requested by

the king and his chiefs to send religious teachers

to them from England. The first missionaries,

however, who visited the islands came from

America in 1820. The missionaries were well

received, and the work of instruction was at

once l>egun, as the king saw the necessity of

introducing a new religion to take the place of

the one which he had abolished. Kamehameha
II and his queen visited England and both died

in London in 1824.

Until the year 1840 the government of the

islands was a simple des|X)tism, but in that year

Kamehameha III granted a constitution, which

provided for a government consisting of a king,

an assembly of nobles and a representative

council. In 1843 the independence of the

Hawaiian kingdom was formally guaranteed by

the French and English governments. Kame-
hameha IV (1854-1863) was succeeded by his

brother, Kamehameha V. With his death in

1873 the line of Kamehamehas became extinct,

and the high chief Lunalilo was elected to the

vacant throne. On his death in 1874 another

high chief, Kalakaua, was elected king. This

ruler died in 1891 and was succeeded by his

sister, Liliuokalani. She had shown during the

previous reign her reactionary tendencies, and
after her accession it became clear that she

intended to rule without a constitution. A
revolution therefore broke out, headed by the

progressive party of the state, and the queen

was deposed. A provisional government was
then formed and overtures were made for

annexation to the United States. As these

were not favorably received, the Republic of

Hawaii was proclaimed July 4, 1894, with

a constitution modeled after that of the United

States.

Repeated efforts were made to annex the

i.-ilands, and in 1898 Sanford B. Dole, president

of Hawaii, visited Washington in the interest

of annexation. A joint resolution of Congress

was passed and signed by President McKinley

Hawk Moth

in July, 1898, in accordance with which the

President appointed a commission to visit the

islands and draw up a plan of government.

The United States took formal possession of

the islands in August, 1898. The act of Con-

gress approved in April, 1900, made provision

for a territorial government, and under this act

Dole, formerly president of the Republic, took

the oath of office as governor in June, 1900.

Hawk, a name given to many birds of prey,

though especially to those having shorter wings

than the falcons and much resembling them in

habits. In the United States it is the common
name for all the quick-winged species, varying

in size from the large chicken hawk to the little

sparrow hawk. See Falcon; Fish Hawk;
Kite; Sparrow Hawk.
Hawkins, Anthony Hope (1863- ), an

English novelist. He graduated from Balliol

College, Oxford, studied law and was admitted

to the bar His literary career began with a

book entitled A Man of Mark, published under

the name of Anthony Hope. Later he pub-

lished Father Stafford, Mr. Witt's Widmc, Sport

Royal, the exceedingly popular Prisoner of

Zenda and its sequel, Rupert of Hentzan,

Phroso, The Heart of Princess Osra, Dolly

Dialogues and Double Harness. His work is

marked by a vigorous, animated style and by a

keen insight into the workings of the human
mind.

Hawkins or Hawkyns, John, Sir (1532-

1595), an English naval commander and
explorer. In 1562 he made his first expedition

to Africa, where he captured three hundred

negroes, whom he carried to the West Indies.

He compelled the West Indian traders to accept

the negroes in return for other goods. Two
other such expeditions were successfully carried

out, but on the return from the last one he

came into conflict with a Spanish fleet, was
utterly defeated and escaped on a small ship.

On his return to England he was elected to

Parliament and given the office of treasurer and
comptroller of the royal navy. The strength

and efficiency of the navy were greatly increased

under him, but he wa^ accused of dishonesty

in his management. As a reward for his

bravery and ability in the struggle with the

Spanish Armada in ] 588, he was knighted.

Hawk Moth, a stout moth, with narrow

wings, often seen flying about flowers, where
it is often mistaken for a humming bird. Some
species are very beautiful in color. See Sphinx
Moth.
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Hawks'bill, a large turtle found in warm
seas. It has a peculiar-shaped tail which serves

as a weapon of defense. From this turtle,

which is also called loggerhead and caret, is

taken the tortoise shell, an important article of

commerce. See Tortoise,

Hawley, Joseph Rosw^ell (1826-1905), an

American statesman, born in Stewartsville, N. C.

He was taken at the age of eleven to Connecticut,

was educated at Hamilton College, N. Y., and

after studying law began practice at Hartford,

Conn., in 1850. As a Free-Soil Democrat, he

was editor of its organ. The Charter Oak, but

later supported the new Republican party and

became editor of its chief Connecticut organ.

The Evening Press. At the opening of the Civil

War he enlisted as captain of a Connecticut

company and was promoted, for gallant service

at Bull Run, in Florida and in Grant's Virginia

campaign, to be brigadier general of volunteers.

He was mustered out of the service in January,

1866, with the brevet rank of major general.

Returning to Connecticut, he was elected gov-

ernor, but served only one term, reentering the

field of journalism. In 1872 he was elected to

Congi'ess and again in 1878. At the end of this

term he was elected to the United States Senate,

and was three times reelected, serving until his

death. He was president of the Centennial

Committee from its inception to the completion

of its work, and he was a prominent candidate

for the Republican presidential nomination in

1884.

Haw'thom, a thorny shrub or small tree ot

the rose family, found wild in many parts of

Europe, in north Africa and western Asia. The
real hawthorn has been introduced in the

United States, but it is not generally known in

America. It is in general use in England as a

hedge and is cultivated for the white and rose-

colored blossoms, which make the country land-

scape very beautiful. The tree bears a small

red fruit, called a haw, which affords a winter

food for birds. The American thorn apple

belongs to the same genus as the true hawthorn.

Hawthorne, Julian (1846- ), an Ameri-

can author, son of Nathaniel Hawthorne, born

in Boston. He studied civil engineering in

America and in Germany, but practiced that

profession only a short time. He spent about

ten years abroad, and while in Europe wrote

Bressant and several other successful stories.

Of the novels written after his return to America,

The Professor's Sister and John Parmlee's

Curse are noteworthy. His stories do not follow

the common form of romance and have inter-

esting touches of mystery about them. He has

also written a History of the United States and

has contributed to the newspapers articles on

the 1897 famine in India and on the Cuban War.

In Nathaniel Haxothorne and His Wife he has

made a valuable contribution to the biography

of his famous father.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel (1804-1864), the

foremost of American writers of fiction, was born

at Salem, Mass., July 4, 1804. His childhood,

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE

passed with his mother at his father's home in

Salem, was singularly free from the restraints

of formal schooling. Spenser's Faerie Queene,

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, the works of

Shakespeare and of Milton and the quiet

natural scenes in which he loved to take solitary

rambles were largely his teachers. When he

was fourteen, his mother went with him to an
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uncle's at Lake Sebago, Maine, and here his

desire for solitude was still further developed.

He spent much time wandering about m the

unbroken forests or skating on the lake. In

1S21 he entered Bowdoin College, where Long-

fellow and Franklin Pierce were his fellow-

students, and from which he graduated in 1825

without having distinguished himself as a

scholar. The succeeding twelve years were

passed in almost complete seclusion at Salem.

He wrote much, but destroyed almost all that

he wrote, because it did not satisfy his own
critical judgment. Various articles were writ-

ten for periodicals, but they attracted little

interest, and although the reprinting in 1837

of some of these, as Ticice-Told Tales, won him

praise, it did little toward helping him to main-

tain himself. Therefore in 1839 he accepted

the position of weigher and gauger in the Boston

customhouse, which he held for two years.

After a year spent at Brook Farm in what

was to him largely an uncongenial experiment,

he married Miss Peabody of Salem and moved
to Concord, to the house which he celebrated in

his ^fosscs from an Old Manse. The four

years spent in Concord were happy years,

although the tales which he published in period-

icals and the Mosses from an Old Manse
afforded him but a scanty living. He was
sun'eyor of the customhouse at Salem from

1846 until 1849, when a change of political

parties removed him from office. Immediately

on leaving the customhouse he published The
Scarlet Letter, which made him famous on both

sides of the Atlantic. Following this came
The House of the Seven Gables (1851) and the

Blithedale Romance, the latter a thinly disguised

account of his experiences at Brook Farm.
The election of his life-long friend, Franklin

Pierce, to the presidency in 1853 brought Haw-
thorne an appointment to the consulship at

Liverpool. After his term of office had expired,

he spent a year and a half in Rome and Flor-

ence, and the record of his European years

was given in the English Notebooks and French
and Italian Notebooks. The greatest result of

this period, however, was The Marble Faun,
published in 1860. On his return to America
he brought out Our Old Home, which gives

further impressions of England and which was
by no means favorably received in England.
The DoUiver Romance, begun in 1864, was never

finished, for the failing health of the author

eomf>elled him to abandon his work and seek

to recover his strength in a tour with ex-President

Pierce, during which he died suddenly at

Plymouth, N. H.

Hawthorne's was a rare personality, uniting

in an unusual degree strength of intellect and

will with an almost feminine' refinement and

sensibility. He was an optimist at heart,

although frequently adjudged a pessimist,

because he made the gloomier aspects of

life so commonly his theme. Descended from

pure New England stock, his genius was a

genuine American product and gave to the

traditions and tendencies of the Puritan life

their most fitting expression. His style is

remarkable for its clearness, ease and beauty.

Julian Hawthorne has wnitten Nathaniel

Hawthorne and His Wife, a biography of his

father.

Hay, in the ordinary use of the term, grass

cured for fodder, but in its broadest sense, hay

may mean grass or various grains which have

been cured for this purpose. The plants ordi-

narily cultivated for hay are timothy and various

sorts of clover and alfalfa. Sometimes rye, oats

and barley are used for a similar purpose.

Native hay is made from grasses that grow wild

on the great plains in the United States and in

some other localities. Among these are buffalo

grass and what is sometimes known as prairie

grass. Cultivated grasses are usually cut before

they are quite ripe and allowed to dry by lying

on the gromid as they are cut. However, in

localities where dew is heavy or rain is liable to

fall, the hay is raked together at the close of the

day and bunched. If not sufficiently dry for

stacking, it is spread out the next day and allowed

to remain until it is dry enough to stack. Nearly

all of the work in cutting and curing hay is now
done by machinery (See Mowing Machine;
Rake). In some parts of the United States, as

in New England and New York, where farms
are small, the hay is stacked in barns, but in

most regions it is stacked out of doors. The
hay is usually bound in place by tying poles over

the stacks. The top of the stack is either conical

or gable-shaped, with a steep slope, so that the

water readily runs off and only a small portion

of the hay on the outside is affected by the

weather.

Hay, John (183S-1905), an American diplo-

matist and writer, bom at Salem, Ind. He
graduated from Brown University m 1858,

studied law and was admitted to the bar at

Springfield, 111., in 1861. The same year he
left Illinois to become assistant secretary to Presi-

dent Lincoln, and subsequently he became his
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adjutant and aid-de-camp, positions which bore

fruit in the Life of Abraham Lincoln, ^-ritten by

hin> in conjunction with Nicolay and considered

the greatest biography of Lincoln extant. He
took an active part in the Civil War, rising to

the rank of colonel and assistant adjutant general.

From 18G5 to 1870 he was secretary of a number
of foreign legations. In 1870 he returned to the

United States and entered newspaper work as

one of the editors of the New York Tribune. In

1879 he was appointed assistant secretary of

state. He was appointed by President McKinley
ambassador to Great Britain in 1897, and in the

following year he became secretary of state, suc-

ceeding William R. Day. In 1901 he negotiated

the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, concerning the

Isthmian Canal, and was prominent in the settle-

ment of international affairs in China in the same
year. He remained secretary until his death,

winning a high reputation as the exponent of a

frank and fair diplomacy. He was also well

known as an author, among hLs works being

several volumes of poems, essays and criticisms,

notably, Pike Caitnty Ballads, Castilian Days and
tiir Walter Scott: An Address.

Hayden, Ferdinand Vandeveer (1829-

1887), an American geologist and explorer, born

in Westfield, Mass., and educated at Oberlin

College and at a medical school in Albany, N. Y.

Before the Civil War Hayden was engaged in

exploring and surveying the Great Plains and the

Rocky Mountains, but in 1861 he was made a

surgeon of volunteers. After the war he re-

sumed his work, and in 1867 he was sent by the

United States government to make a geological

survey of the territory of Nebraska. This

organization later became the Geological and

Geographical Survey of the Territories and in

1879 was formed into the United States Geolog-

ical Survey. Much of this work was due to

Doctor Hayden, who realized the resources and

possibilities of the West and did much by his

wTitings to make these known to the people.

Haydn, hi'd'n, Joseph (1732-1809), a cele-

brated musical composer, born at Rohrau,

Austria. At an early age, on account of the

excellence of his voice, he was appointed a choir

boy at Saint Stephen's Church, Vienna. At
sixteen his voice began to break and he lost his

position as a chorister. Having made the

acquaintance of eminent musicians, including

Gluck, Haydn gradually attracted public atten-

tion and obtained many pupils. From 1761 to

1790 he was musical director to Prince Esterhazy

and composed during this period a great number

of works, including some 120 symphonies for

orchestra and 12 operas. In 1791 and 1794 he
visited England, where he remained nearly three

years and wrote his opera Orpheus and Eurydice.

In 1798 he published his oratorio of the Creation,

and in 1800 that of the Seasons. Haydn's chief

merit consists in his development of instrumental

composition. He practically originated the .sym-

phony and stringed quartette.

Haydon, Benjamin Robert (1786-1846), an

English painter, born at Plymouth. He studied

at Plymouth and in London and soon displayed

remarkable ability as a painter of historical sub-

jects. A quarrel with influential members of

the academy prevented him from receiving the

recognition that his paintings deserved. Most
of his life was spent in poverty. Among his

famous paintings are Christ's Entry into Jerusa-

lem, Lazarus, Christ Blessing Little Children and

Nero Playing the Lyre during the Burning of

Rome.

Hayes, haze, Isaac Israel (1832-1881), an

American Arctic explorer, bom in Chester

County, Pa. He was a member of the expedi-

tion of 1853-1855 under Doctor Kane, and he

him.self commanded an expedition in 1860-1861,

in order to prove the existence of an open polar

sea. He served as an army surgeon during the

war, and in 1869 he visited Greenland. He
wrote The Opeii Polar Sea and The Land of

Desolation. See North Polar Exploration,

Hayes, Rutherford Birchard (1822-1893),

an American statesman, nineteenth president of

the United States. He was bom in Delaware,

Ohio, and was educated at Kenyon College,

graduating at the head of his class in 1842. He
studied law at Harvard and practiced at Mari-

etta, Fremont and Cincinnati, Ohio. At the

outbreak of the Civil War, he was made major

of volunteers. His conduct on the field was

marked by conspicuous gallantry, and he attained

by meritorious service the rank of brevet major

general, his most famous exploits being at the

Battle of South Mountain, near Antietam; the

capture of Morgan after his raid into Ohio, and

in the Shenandoah campaign of Sheridan.

In 1865 he was elected a Republican member

of Congress, where he won a reputation for hon-

est and efficient hard work. In 1867, 1869 and

1875 he was elected governor of Ohio, and in 1876

was nominated for the presidency. An electoral

commission, appointed by Congress, was required

to decide the result of the election, which declared

in favor of Mr. Hayes over Samuel J. Tilden, the

Democratic nominee (See Electoral Commis-
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sign). Ilis atlniinistnition was conciliatory

towartl the South, earnest in its efforts for the

reform of the civil service and fimily op}X)sed to

questionable plans of national finance. After his

RUTHERFORD B. HATES

retirement from the presidency his life was
devoted to philanthropy, to efforts for the

improvement of educational facilities in the

South and to prison reform.

• Hay Fever or Hay Asthma, a complaint that

apf>ears like a severe cold, in which there are

profuse discharges from the nose, accompanied

by sneezing, weeping eyes and a general feeling

of lassitude and illness. Persons suffering from

hay fever have annual atcacks, occurring with

great regularity at some time during the summer
months. The majority of cases Ijegin at some
time in August and last till cold weather. The
disease appears to attack persons in a weakened

nervous condition and to be caused primarily

by the pollen from plants or irritiiting dust from

stables and other places. Medicines do not cure

hay fever, but often a change of climate will

give immediate relief.

Hayne, Robert Youxg (1791-1839), an

American politician, bom in Gslleton District,

S. C. He was admitted to the bar in 1812 and

soon attained prominence. He sened in the

War of 1 81 2, at its close was elected to the legis-

lature and in 1818 became attorney-general of

his state. As a conspicuous states' rights Demo-

crat, he entered the United States Senate in 1823,

where he vigoroiusly upheld the doctrine • that

slaverv' was not a sul)jcct for Fetlcral legislation.

He attained special fame for his brilliant debate

with Daniel Webster upon the relation of the

states to the Federal government, in January,

1830. In the nullification controversy of 1832

he upheld South Carolina, and soon afterward

he resigned from the Senate, was elected go\-

emor of his state and issued a defiant proclama-

tion guaranteeing the maintenance of the nulli-

fication ordinance. Later, however, he exhibited

commendable moderation and marked executive

ability.

Hay-Pauncefote, pawns'joot, Treaty, a

treaty between Great Britain and the United

States, negotiated in 1901 by Secretary of State

John Hay for the Americans and Lord Paunce-

fote, ambassador to the United States, for the

British. It recognized the right of the United

States to construct, own and control a canal

across the isthmus connecting Nortli and South

America and thus superseded the Clayton-

Bulwer Treaty of 1850 (See Clayton-Bulwer
Trkaty).

Hay'ti. See Haiti.

Haze, a condition of the atmosphere which

prevents seeing objects through it distinctly.

Haze varies in degrees of density and is caused

in numerous ways, usually by quantities of fine

dust. It may be raised by wind or by smoke
arising from forest fires, as in the Rocky Moun-
tain regions in the United States, or smoke aris-

ing from the burning of peat bogs, as in some
portions of Europe. The color of the atmos-

phere and sky depends somewhat ujwn the for-

mation of haze. That fonned from smoke
usually gives the atmosphere a dark, murky
appearance, while that formed from dust may
cause the atmosphere and sky to appear light

gray, yellow or some other color, according to

the color of the dust. Haze preceding a rain

stonn is usually caused by the presence of minute

particles of vajx)r. The color of such haze is

usually light gray.

Hazel, a genus of shrubs or small trees that

belongs to Europe, North Africa, Asia and
North America. The European hazel produces

the nuts called filberts and grows best in a toler-

ably dry soil. In the United States there are

two species, both of which bear small edible nuts,

enclosed in a husk-like bur, covered with fine

barVw. The enAy /rost opens these burs and
the nuts fall to the ground.
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Ha'zen, William Babcock (1830-1889), an

American soldier, l)oni in West Hartford, Vt.,

and educated at West Point. At the outbreak

of the Civil War he was a captain in the regular

army, but went to the front as colonel of a vol-

unteer regiment. He won distinction at Shiloh,

Corinth, Mui-freeslx)ro and Missionary Ridge,

.served through Sherman's Atlanta campaign,

was prominent at the capture of Savannah and

at the close of the war was brevetted major

general in the regular army. For fifteen years

afterward he sened on the frontier, except dur-

ing his absence in Europe as miUtary attach^ of

the United States government. In 1880 he

attained the rank of brigadier general, became

chief of the signal ser\ace and accomplished a

vast improvement in its equipment.

Hazleton, Pa., the county-seat of Luzerne

CO., 24 mi. s. of Wilkesban-e, on the Lehigh Valley

and other railroads. The city has a picturesque

site, at an elevation of 1700 feet, in the anthracite

coal region, and it has silk mills, knitting mills,

foundries, machine shops and manufactories of

carriages, lumber, cofiins, caskets and other

articles. It contains a state hospital for miners,

Saint Gabriel's Academy, Hazleton Seminary,

many churches and several banks. The place

was settled in 1820 and was chartered as a city

in 1890. Population in 1900, 14,230.

Haz'litt, WiLLLVM (1778-1830), an English

critic and essaj-ist. In 1793 he became a student

in the Unitarian College, Hackney, and on leav-

ing it he devoted his time to portrait painting.

This was in its turn renounced for literature, his

first publication being an Essay on the Principles

of Human Action. He delivered various series

of lectures, contributed to the Edinburgh Review

and with Leigh Hunt attempted a periodical,

The Examiner, modeled on The Spectator.

Among his chief works are Characters of Shakes-

peare's Plays, A View of tJie English Stage, Lec-

tures on the English Poets, Lectures on tlie Eng-

lish Comic Writers, Table Talk, Lectures on the

Dramatic lAterature of the Reign of Queen Elizor-

brth. Life of Napoleon Bonaparte and Skctclics

and Essays.

Head. See Skeleton.

Headache, hcd'ake, a pain in any part of the

head, excepting the face. It is a S}Tnptom of dis-

ease, the seat of which, however, may be far

from the location of the pain; as, for instance,

a disordered stomach may produce pain in the

forehead; neurasthenia may cause pain at the

base of the brain, while a general headache may
be produced by an unhealthy liver. The treat-

ment of headache should be governed entirely

by the cause, when it is possible to ascertain it.

The practice of taking anod}-nes to cure a head-

ache is unreasonable, and it is the cause of much
suffering, as in many cases it tends to create a

pernicious habit. ]\Iost of the drugs are poison-

ous, and some of them, in certain conditions of

the organs, are fatally so. In cases of chronic

headache, a physician should be consulted in an

effort to ascertain the cause, but acute attacks

may generally be relieved by rest, lying down in

a darkened room, and by careful diet.

Headdress. See Hat.

Health is that condition of the living body

in which all the bodily functions are performed

easily and perfectly and unattended with pain.

Perfect health is r^.rely seen, and under the

present conditions of living it can last but a

short time. See Hygiexe; S.^jotary Sciexxe.

Health, Boards of, organizations established

by a government for the purpose of protecting the

health of its citizens. Boards of health are

municipal, state or national, according to the

authority by which they are established and the

region over which they have jurisdiction. In

the United States they are of municipal and state

origin. Tklunicipal or city boards of health are

appointed by the city government and have

jurisdiction over the region included in the city

charter. Their most important duties are to

prevent the spread of contagious disease by

enforcing vaccination and forming and enforcing

strict quarantine regulations, to prevent the

adulteration of medicines and food, to prevent

the sale of injurious drugs, to see that the munici*

pality is kept free from the accumulation" of

garbage and other material that is liable to cause

disease; also, to prescribe and oversee the

duties of coroners.

State boards of health have a more general

line of duties than municipal boards, and their

function in many cases is advisor)'. Nearly all

states and territories now have such boards, and

their sen-ices are often of the highest value in

preventing the spread of disease and in protecting

the citizens of the state from the sale of injurious

food products.

In the United States there is no national board

of health, the duties of such a body being assumed

by the marine hospital ser^'^ce, which is connected

with the department of the interior. These

duties consist chiefly in enforcing United States

quarantine laws, which are enacted to prevent

the entrance into the countn*' of persons afflicted

with contagious or infectious diseases.
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Hearing, hcr'ing. See Ear, subhead Hear-

ing.

Hearst, hurst, William Randolph (1SG3-

), an American editor and politician, born in

San Francisco, son of George F. Hearst, a noted

politician and capitalist. He received his educa-

tion at Har\-ard University and enterc<l journal-

ism, becoming 'ditor and proprietor of the San
Francisco Examiner in 1S86. He later l)ought

the Xew York Journal and The Advertiser and
establisheil the Chicago American. He was
electetl to Congress from Xew York and was
made president of the National League of Demo-
cratic Clubs. He was a prominent candidate for

the Democratic nomination for the president of

the Unitetl States in 1!K)4 and was defeated for

the mayoralty of Xew York City on the munici-

pal ownership ticket in lfH).5. He was the candi-

date of the Democratic party of Xew York for

governor of the state in 1906, having first been

nominated by an independent party created by his

efTorts.

Heart, hahrt, a hollow, muscular organ, which

forces the blood through the veias and arteries

and thus main-

tains the circu-

lation. In

mammals and

birds the heart

has four cham-

bers or cavi-

ties, two auri-

cles and two

ventricles; but

in most re{>-

tiles there are

butthreecham-

bers, and in

some still low-

er orders there

are but two.

The heart in

man is a c-one-

shaped organ,

situated in the
, . , . J HEART AND BLOOD VESSEtS

Chest benma ^ ^^ Sujjftrior and inferior venae
the .sternum cavae; C, nKht auritle; D, right ven-

, . , tricle; E, E, pulmonary artery and
and placed branches; F, F, pulmonary veins;

«M;fiii*.lv I'n an ^'' '^'^^ aurifle; //, left ventricle: /,oonqueij m an
^orta: K, innominate artery; L, left

inverted posi- carotid artery; M, left subclavial

rr>, 1 artery,
tion. 1 he base

f>oints upward, inward and to the right, and

the apex downward, outward and to the left.

Alx)Ut two-thirds of the heart is to the left of the

median line of the body. The heart is sas-

pended in the chest by the large blood vessels

attiiched to it and is surrounded by a serous mem-
brane known as the pericardium. A similar

membrane of finer texture, known as the endo-

cardium, also lines the cavities. The heart is

about 5 inches long, its greatest diameter is 3^

inches and the average weight of the organ in

an adult is from 9 to 10 ounces. The walls are

constructed of muscular fibers, and the muscular

partition called the septum separates the organ

into right and left sides. The left side contains

the left auricle and left ventricle, and the right

side, the right auricle and right ventricle. The
right side of the heart forcer 3 blood through

the lungs and is connected with the pulmonary

circulation. Because of the functions of this

part of the heart the muscular walls are much
thinner anil weaker than those of the left side,

whose function it is to force the blood through

the arteries in the systemic circulation. The
auricles occupy the base of the heart and are

formed by very thin walls. The right auricle

receives the blood from the superior and the

injerior venae cavae, and the left auricle receives

it from the pulmonary vrin-f. The ventricles

occupy the apex and force the blood through the

arteries. Between the auricles and ventricles are

valves, composed of a thin, strong white mem-
brane, whose folds are so arranged that they

allow the blood to flow from the auricle into the

ventricle, but prevent its return when the muscles

of the heart contract. The valve on the right

side is known as the tricuspid, and that on the

left side is called the bicuspid, or mitral, valve.

The openings into the arteries are also guarded

by valves, which in shape resemble a half-moon

and are called semilunar valves. The course of

the blood through the heart is illustrated in the

diagram. See Cikculation and color plate.

Heat, heet. We recognize heat through the

sense of touch. One body is hot; that is, it has

considerable heat. Another is said to be warm;

that is, it has a medium amount of heat. A cold

body has but very little. Ail tx)dies have some

heat, and cold is only a relative term, showing

that the Ixxiy to which it is applied has but little

heat. The temperature of a body is its degree of

heat. Hot Jxxlies have a high temperature, and

cold bodies, a low temperature. All bodies near

one another have a tendency to become of the

.same temperature. If we place a hot iron on a

cold one, in the course of time both become of

the same temperature. Objects in the same

room are usually of nearly the same tempera*

ture.
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What Heat is. Heat is supposed to be pro-

duced by the motions of the molecules of bodies.

However close together these molecules may
appear, they are not supposed to touch one

another, and they are supposed to have a con-

stant motion, called vibration. It is also sup-

posed that all space, even that between the

molecules, Ls filled with an immaterial and
invisible substance, called etJier. This ether con-

veys to other bodies the heat produced by the

vibration of the molecules (See Eiher). WTien

this vibration increases, the temperature of the

body rises, and when it decreases, the tempera-

ture falls.

Where Heat Comes From. The sun is the

great source of heat. It warms the earth and

all things on it. The stars also give off heat,

but they are so far distant that we do not receive

it. ^Mechanical action, such as rubbing bodies

together, hammering them or compressing them

into a smaller space, produces heat. Om* hands

are warmed by rubbing them together; a nail is

made hot by hammering it; the barrel of a

bicycle pump is warmed by the compression of

the air while it is being forced into the tire of

the A\heel.

Chemical action, such as fii"e, produces heat.

Fire is caused by the union of the oxygen of the

air with the carbon in the fuel. The heat in our

bodies is produced by the action of the blood and

digestive fluids uix)n the food, and also by the

action of the oxygen of the air upon the carbon

with which it comes in contact in the lungs.

How Heat Travels. Heat travels in three

ways: (1) By conduction. Heat travels by

conduction when it passes from one part of a

body to another part, without any noticeable

movement in the body; such is the heating of

a stove poker when one end of it is placed in the

fire. If a silver spoon be placed in hot tea, the

heat passes from the tea to the hand through

the spoon; if placed in ice, the heat passes from

the hand to the ice. Bodies through which

heat passes readily by conduction, such as

metals, are called good conductors; those

through which it does not pass readily, such

as wood, wool, fur and feathers, arc called poor

conductors. For this reason, iron tools are

fitted with wooden handles; if used \\hen hot,

they do not burn the hand, and if used when
cold, they do not conduct the heat -iway from

the hand. Fur garments keep us warm, not

because they produce heat, but because they

prevent the heat of the body from passing off

into the air.

(2) By convection. Heat travels by convec-

tion when it is carried by the circulation of the

body itself; a good example is the warming of

buildings by hot :iir from a fiu^nace, or by hot

water carried through pipes. This mode of

carrying heat is also used for a number of other

practical purjwses.

(3) By radiation. Heat comes to us by

radiation from the sun; also, from a grate, hot

stove or the flame of a lamp. ^\Tien it travels

in thLs way, it always comes m straight lines

and decreases in mtensity as the distance from

the source increases. That is, to be exact, the

amount of heat varies inversely as the square

of the distance from the source. If standing

four feet from a fire you receive a certain amount

of heat, you will receive only one-fourth that

amount when eight feet away.

What Heat Does. (1) It makes bodies

larger. When a body is heated, it increases in

size. If an iron bar, which exactly fits a hole

in an iron plate, is heated, it becomes too large

to pass through the hole. This increase in size

is called expansion, and it can be easily seen by

observing the liquid in a thermometer; as the

temperature rises, the liquid expands and rises

m the tube. The force which accompanies the

change of size La bodies on account of heating

and cooling is very great and is turned to a

number of practical uses. Wagon tires are

made just a little smaller than the rim of the

wheel; they are then heated, when they become

large enough to fit upon the wheel; as they

cool, they contract and draw the parts of the

wheel firmly together. Steel frames of build-

ings, the trusses of bridges and the plates of

boilers are riveted with red-hot rivets; as the

rivets cool, they draw the parts so firmly together

that they make these structures very solid and

strong. See Expansion.

(2) It changes solids to ligiiids. Ice is changed

to water and metals become liquid when heated

to a sufficient temperature. The temperature

at which a substance changes from a solid to a

liquid is called its melting jxnnt or fusing

jx/int. The melting point of most metals is

very high.

(3) It changes liquids and solids to vapor.

Some substances, such as camphor and zinc,

when heated to a high temperature, take the

form of vapor instead of liquid. When liquids

are raised to the lx)iling point, they change to

vapor, as boiling water changes to steam. The

vapor occupies much more space than the liquid,

and its expansive force is very gi-eat. In the
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case of j^toam, this force is used in the operation

of the steam engine.

(4) // product s light, ^^^len certain substances

are raiseil to a high temperature, they give off

light, as a white-hot iron, a glowing coal or a

flame. All such substances radiate both light

and heat, which come to lis together, as in the

rays from the sun.

Heath, heeth, or Heather, lieth'er, the

popular name for many plants, most of which

HEATHS
Three species in blossoms.

belong to the same genus, and all of which

belong to the heath family. They are widely

distributed over Europe and the Mediterranean

region, and are found most abundantly in South

Africa. From 400 to 500 species are known,

and twelve or fifteen of these are natives of

Europe. Many of them bear flowers of bril-

liant color, and in certain sections the heather

is a favorite and characteristic plant. Scotch

heather has low, grayish, hairy stalks and broom-

like branches, with needle-shaped leaves and

sprays of countless, tiny, purple blossoms. In

Scotland the poor ase heather for thatching their

houses, and in other European countries it is

used in making brooms, Vjrushes and bed mat-

tresses. One species only of heather is found in

the United States and that grows sparingly in

a few localities on the Atlantic coast; but

there are many American plants of the same

family which are familiar, including, for instance.

the trailing arbutus, the huckleberry and the

cranberry. In physical geography, the term

Jieaih is applied to a tract of low, level land

covered with shrubs. The name originated in

Great Britain, where it was first applied to land

covered with the heath plant. Heaths are not

common in America, and the term is seldom

applied to areas in the United States.

Heating and Ven'tila'tion. The condi-

tion of the atmosphere in houses and public

buildings is of such importance to health and

vigor of mind, that heating and ventilation are

receiving more and more attention as sanitary

science is better understood. The lack of

proper care has been the cause, and it is still

responsible, for an incalculable amount of

human disease and suffering. The temperature

which is usually consiaered best in a room

whose occupants are not engaged in any exer-

cise varies from 68° to 70° Fahrenheit. Indi-

viduals may require higher temperature, but

overheated rooms are responsible for much
sickness in cold weather, because of the inevi-

table sudden changes experienced in passing in

and out of doors. On the other hand, too low

a temperature is injurious, especially to those

who are sitting quietly.

Ventilation is a means of renewing the atmos-

phere in rooms and of maintaining its purity by

driving out foul air and admitting fresh air

without drafts. Carbonic acid gas, which is

breathed from the lungs of all animals, is

destructive of health if breathed again into the

lungs. Moreover, the human breath pollutes

the air with small quantities of ammonia and

with organic matter, especially bacteria, and so

tends to make the atmosphere not only unpleas-

ant but dangerous for respiration. Authorities

disagree in estimating the amount of pure air

necessary for an adult, but it is generally

admitted that not less than one thousand cubic

feet of fresh air per hour should be allowed for

each healthy person. Invalids require from

three to four times as much. It is possible, of

course, to secure change of air in a room very

quickly by throwing open doors and windows,

bu* the sudden change m temperature and the

resulting drafts are dangerous to the occupants.

Accordingly, in all living rooms some provision

must be made for the removal of foul air and

the introduction of fresh air. Heating and

ventilation are so closely allied that they must

be considered together.

One of the earliest methods of heating rooms

was by the o|)en fireplace, and this still remains
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an excellent method^ though the waste of heat

is considerable. It was this waste, in fact,

that led to the introduction of closed stoves,

first made of earthenware and then of metal.

These are now constructed in an infinite nmn-
ber of varieties and are commonly in use through-

out America and in Europe. They do save fuel,

but in so doing they have prevented the ventila-

tion ^^•hich fireplaces gave and are liable to

overheat the rooms and render the air too dr)\

Other methods of heating are now generally in

use. Air-tight furnaces, surrounded .by jackets,

connected by pipes with different parts of the

building, from which return shafts bring foul

air into the furnace proper, are very generally

in use. In such cases a conduit from the open

air leads a supply of pure air inside the jacket

of the furnace. In other systems, steam and

hot water are forced through pipes to all paits

of buildings by heat, and this forms an effective

way of warming the rooms, though a separate

system of ventilation must be used to make
either steam or hot water satisfactory. From
their superior neatness and cleanliness, steam

and hot water seem to be gradually displacing

the hot air systems.

Proper heating and ventilation is one of the

most serious problems that confronts the teacher

in small schools. Usually large stoves are placed

in the room, and these make the temperature

too high for the children sitting near them
before the air in the remote portions of the room
is warm. Such stoves should be suiTounded

by a jacket of tin or sheet iron, reaching from

the floor to a point some distance above the

heads of the children. A pipe laid from the

outer air, under the floor and through aa open-

ing beneath the stove, will give a supply of pure

air which, as it is heated by the stove, wifl be

forced up into the room. Provision should be

made to carry away the foul air from near the

floor in some part of the room distant from the

stove. If it is impossible to have the stoves

fitted up as described, a screen may be used to

protect those sitting near the stove from the

heat, and a supply of pure air may be admitted

by fastening a board six or eight inches wide
at (he bottom of the window casing, so that it

fits tightly into the space, and then raising the

window about four inches. The air Ls then

deflected upward and away from persons sitting

in the room.

Heatstroke. See Sunstroke.
Heaven, hev''n, (probably signifying that

which is heaved up, or elevated), in a physical

sense, the azure vault which spreads above us
like a hollow hemisphere and appears to rest

on the earth at the horizon. It is really the

appearance presented to us by the immeasurable
space in which the heavenly bodies move, and.
the azure color is due to the presence of particlej

of dust in the air. In theology, this word
denotes a region of the universe where God's
presence is especially manifested, in contrast

with the earth. Among Christians the opinion

has been that heaven is the residence of the

Most High, the holy angels and the spirits of

just men made perfect, that this abode is eternal

and its joys intensely spiritual. The expression

of Jesus, "The kingdom of heaven is within

you," has led to the idea that heaven is a pure,

spiritual condition of mind.

Heaves, heevz. See Broken Wind.
He 'be, in Greek mythology, the goddess of

youth and the cupbearer to the gods, a daughter

of Jupiter and Juno and the wife of Hercules

after he had been made a god. According to

some accounts she gave up her office when she

became the wife of Hercules; according to

others, she was dismissed because she stumbled
while serving the gods. She was succeeded by
Ganymede. See Ganymede.
Hubert, ahair', Jacques Rene (1755-1794),

a French journalist and politician, popularly

known as Pere Duchesne, from the revolutionary

journal of that title which he founded at the

outbreak of the Revolution. The radical

opinions and violent language of this journal

made H^beit popular with the people, and he

was elected attorney-general of the commune
and a member of the National Convention.

As a member of the committee appointed to

try Marie Antoinette, he increased her suft'erings

by the malicious and brutal charges which he
brought against her. His violent methods were
recognized by Robespierre as a menace to the

cause of the Revolution, and he was accordingly

put to death in March, 1794.

Hebrew Language and Literature, the

language and literature of the Jews, Israelites

or Hebrews at that period when they formed

a compact nation inhabiting Canaan, or Pales-

tine. The Hebrew language forms a branch of

the Semitic family of languages, bemg akin to

the Aramaic (Chaldee and Syriac), Arabic,

Ethiopic and Assyrian. In the antiquity of its

extant literary remains, Hebrew far surpasses

the other Semitic languages, and in richness

and development it is inferior to the Arabic only.

The language is deficient in grammatical tech-
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nicalities, especially in the inflection of nouns

and verlw and in posses^^ing no neuter gender.

The alphabet is composwl of twenty-two con-

sonants, the vowels being expressed by marks

above or below these letters. The accents and

marks of punctuation amount to about forty.

The writing Ls from right to left. There are

three kinds of Hebrew alphabets now in use,

the square, or Assyrian (properly called the

Babylonian), the most common in print; the

rabbinical, or medieval, and the cursive, or

alphabet used in ordinary writing.

Extant Hebrew literature is almost entirely

comprised in tlie Old Testament, which repre-

sents a period of at least one thousand years,

from 1200 b. c, when some of the poetical por-

tions, such as the song of Delx)rah in the fifth

chapter of Judges, were already in existence,

to 200 B. c, or later, when the book of Daniel

and some of the Psalms were wTitten. During

this period the written language underwent

surprisingly little change. In passing from the

book of Genesis to the books of Samuel we do

not recognize any very striking difference in the

language. Even those who assert that the

Pentateuch as a whole is of a comparatively

late era admit the great antiquity of some of

its contents, which do not differ in language

from the rest. The writings which belong to the

period following the Babylonish captivity differ

from those which belong to the preceding age;

the influence of the Aramaic or Chaldee lan-

guage, acquired by the Jews in the land of their

exile, greatly corrupted their tongue. Belonging

to this age are the historical lxK)ks of Chronicles,

Ezra, Kehemiah and Esther. In the prophets

who prophesied during and after the captivity,

with the exception of Daniel, the Aramaic ele-

ment is by no means so strong as we might

expect, as their style was evidently formed on

that of the older prophets. At what time

Aramaic became the dominant element, it is

impossible V determine, but by the time of the

Maccabees it had become the spoken language.

The fragments of the popular language in the

XeW Testament are all Aramaic, and ever since

that time the Hebrew proper has been preserved

and cultivated only as the language of the learned

and of books, and not of common life.

After the return from the captivity, the Jewish

literature was carefully cultivated. Under Esira

the Scriptures were collected and arranged into

a canon. The Pentateuch was publicly read,

taught in schools and translated into Aramaic.

The legal or religious traditions explanatory or
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complementary to the law of Moses were col-

lected and established as the oral law\ These

labors resulted in the Midrash, a general expo-

sition of the Old Testament, divided into the

Halacha and the Haggada. To the Maccabean

era belong the Apocrypha (in Greek), various

Greek versions of the Bible and several collec-

tions of prayers, poems and proverbs. To the

succeeding epoch belong some celebrated doc-

tor of law—Hillel, Shammai, Gamaliel and

others; while the age following the destruction

of Jerusalem (70 A. D.) witnessed the completion

of the New Testament and the works of Jose-

phus, written, how'ever, in the Greek language.

On being driven from their capital by the

Romans, numerous schools were established by

the Jews in which their language and literature

were taught. Of these schools the most cele-

brated were those of Babylon and Tiberias.

The Mishna, which contains the traditions of

the Jews and interpretations of the Scriptures,

is supposed to have been compiled in the latter

part of the second or in the earlier part of the

third century; and the rabbis of Tiberias and

Babylon wTote numerous commentaries on it,

which were at length collected into two separate

works, the Jerusalem Talmud, completed about

the end of the fourth centur}', and the Baby-

lonian Talmud, about a century later, under the

care of Rabbi Ashe. What w^as called the

Targums—that is, Aramaic translations of por-

tions of the Old Testament—belong partly to

times earlier, partly to times later than this

period. The Jews latterly adopted the languages

of the various peoples among whom they hap-

jjened to dwell, though they also WTote in clas-

sical Hebrew, as well as in the less pure form of

the Rabbinical Hebrew, and Hebrew is the

language of the synagogues to-day, except in

the reform communities of America and Ger-

many. It also serves as the medium of corre-

spondence among Jews in different parts of the

world. This language, however, is not the

pure Hebrew of the Bible and synagogue. The
most brilliant epoch of ^Medieval Jewish litera-

ture was during the time of the Moors in Spain.

Of modem literature in the Hebrew language,

there is little that is of general interest.

Hebrews. See Jews.

Hebrews, Tiie Epistle to the, a book of

the New Testament, concerning the authorship

of which there is much doubt. Many claim

it to be the work of Apollos, a Jew famed for

his eloquence, but in the Scriptures it is attrib-

uted to Saint Paul. The pla<;e and date of
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writing are not fixed. The letter is designed

to help its readers, whoever they were, in avoid-

ing the dangers which would lead them to for-

sake the faith in Christ. It shows oratorical

power and sets forth Christ as the end and ful-

fillment of the law.

Hebrides, hel/re deez, or Western Islands,

a series of islands and islets off the west coast

of Scotland; usually divided into the Outer

Hebrides, of which the principal are Lewis,

Harris, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist and
Barra, and the Inner Hebrides, Skye, ]Mull,

Islay, Jura, Coll, Rum, Tiree and Colonsay.

There are about four hundred islands in all, but

only ninety are inliabited. They are divided

between the counties of Ross, Inverness and

Argyle. The islands are on the whole moun-
tainous and abound in moss and moor. The
climate, although humid, is mild. The soil is

mostly poor, and agriculture, except in certain

places, is very backward. Oats, barley, pota-

toes and turnips are almost the entire produce

of the soil. Cattle rearing and fishing are the

chief industries. Population, about 100,000.

He'bron (anciently Kirjath-arba, now El-

Khalil), a town in Palestine, 21 mi. s. w. of Jeru-

salem. It lies in the narrow valley of Mamre,
about 2800 feet above sea level. Hebron is one

of the oldest of existing towns. It was the resi-

dence of Abraham and the patriarchs, and David

was here crowned king of Israel. A mosque,

called El-Haram, fonnerly a church, is alleged

to stand over the tombs of Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, Sarah and Rebecca. The city fell into

the hands of the Mohammedans under Saladin

in 1187, and since then it has been considered a

sacred spot by them. Population, about 19,500.

Hecate, hek'a te, an ancient Greek goddess,

whose powers were various. She could bestow

wealth, victory, wisdom, good luck and pros-

perity, and she shared with Apollo the power of

purifying from sin. She was latterly confounded

with other divinities, such as Ceres, Diana and

Proserpina, and finally she became, especially,

an infernal goddess, who was invoked by magi-

cians and witches. Dogs, honey and eggs were

offered to her at places where three roads met.

She was often represented \\ith three bodies or

three heads and with serpents round her neck.

Heck'les or Hackles, an apparatus employed

in the preparation of animal and vegetable fibers

for spinning. It coasists of a series of long

metallic teeth, fbced in a wooden or metallic

base, in several, rows, alternating with one

another at short distances apart. The material
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is drawn through the heckles, which comb the

fibers out straight and fit them for the opera-

tions that follow in their manufacture into yam
or thread.

Hec'la or Hekla, a volcano of Iceland, about

20 miles from the southwest coast. It is about
5000 feet in height and has several craters. The
mountain is composed chiefly of basalt and lava

and is always covered with snow. One of the

most tremendous eruptions occurred in 1783,

after which the volcano remained quiescent till

September, 1845, when it again became active

and continued, with little intermission, till

November, 1846, to discharge ashes, masses of

pumice stone and a torrent of lava. The last

outbreak was in INIarch, 1878.

Hec'tor, in Greek mythology, the son of

Priam and Hecuba, the bravest of the Trojans,

whose exploits are celebrated in the Iliad. Hav-
ing slain Patroclus, the friend of Achilles, he
was in turn killed by Achilles, and his body was
dragged at the chariot wheels of the conqueror

about the walls of the city. Priam afterward

gained possession of it and gave it solemn burial.

Hector is the most attractive warrior in the Iliad,

and one of the finest episodes described therein

is his parting from his wife, Andromache, before

his last combat.

Hec'uba, of Phrj-gia, in Greek legend, the

second wife of Priam, king of Troy, to whom
she bore Hector, Paris, Cassandra, Troilus and
other children. After the fall of Troy she was
given as a slave to Odysseus, and, according to

one fonn of the legend, in despair she leaped

into the Hellespont.

Hedgehog, hej'hog, an insectivorous animal,

common in Europe and parts of Asia and Africa.

^N>

BEDOEHOQ

It is about nine inches long and is covered with

short, sharp spines. By means of a special

muscle it is able to roll itself up into a ball and
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erwt its spines, and in this form it can defy most

of its enemitts. The he«lp.Miog has an elongated

nose, short ears and numerous teeth. It usually

frtquents small thickets and feeds on fruits, roots,

insects, birds and reptiles. The female bears

four to eight yomig at a birth, the young soon

becoming covered with prickles. In the United

States the name hedgehog is often applied to the

native porcupine.

Hegel, hxi'gul, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich

(1 770-1 S31), a German metaphysician who has

profoundly influenced ni'^dern theological and

philosophical thought. He was lx)rn at Stutt-

gart and was educated at the University of

Tubingen, where he became a friend and col-

league of the philosopher Schelling. Through

Schelling's influence Hegel was received at the

University of Jena, where he became a lecturer.

After the Battle of Jena he was made director

of the Nuremberg gj'mnasium and Avas later

apjx)intetl professor of philosophy at Heidelberg,

then at Berlin, where he became known as a

prominent leader in German philosophical

thought.

Hegel's attempt as a philosopher was to define

the relation between the finite self and the uni-

versal self, or God. From childhood he had

delighted in the apparent contradictions of life.

As a philosopher he found in the contradictions

of thought and experience the key to the inter-

pretation of existence. For example, he found

that the personal self is a conscious self only as

it recognizes its relations to others; that is, as

it becomes a social self. According to Hegel's

belief, the exj^rience of any given moment is in

reality that of a succeeding moment in which

the experience comes to our knowledge, for we
are always conscioiLS of that which is just past

—

never of the immediate present. In a like man-
ner, happiness and virtue are known only in the

conquest of their opjxjsites, sorrow and vice.

Our very life consists in the recognition and over-

coming of these contradictions. We learn virtue

in our antagonism with vice; we come upon
knowledge in our actual struggle with all that

would baffle and confuse. The more we pro-

ject ourselves into the lives of others and the

more we encounter and l>ecome victors in the

never-ceasing conflicts that present themselves,

the more fully do we realize our deepest self, that

is, the one universal .self, God, whose life coasists

in the personal conquest over the infinitely vary-

ing conditions which represent the sum total of

experience and whose being Ls the unified whole

of consciousness.

Heidelberg

Hegel was apjwinted school councilor by the

Bavarian government and was also made a mem-
ber of the commission of education by the Prus-

sian government, but his influence on education

is due more to his philosophy than to his work

while in these positions. While he did not write

directly upon the science of education, the prin-

ciples stated ill his philosophy have been far-

reaching in their effect on changing educational

thought and systems. He attributed great impor-

tance to the family and state as factors of educa-

tion, and he placed great stress upon authority

in the instruction of children. He believed that

the reasoning jwwers should not be developed too

early, but that they should receive attention as

soon as the child had acquired a good fund of

knowledge through the senses. He also believed

in the value of the classics as a source of culture.

His most important works are Logic, The His-

tort/ of Philosophy, Esthetics and Philosophy of

Religion. A good exposition of his doctrines is

set forth in The Logic of Llegcl, by William T.

Harris.

Hegira, hcj'c rah or he ji'ra, the term -com-

monly used to indicate Mohammed's flight from

Mecca, July 16, 622 a. n. The Caliph Omar
instituted, in 639 or 640, a new Moslem calendar,

to begin with the first day of the first month in

which the flight took place. The Mohammedan
year, as a lunar year, is shorter than ours by

about eleven days. A rough and ready method

for finding the year in our calendar correspond-

ing to a given year in the Mohammedan is to

subtract from the latter g'j of itself and add 622

to the remainder. As, 1324 of the Mohammedan
calendar corresponds to 1906 (1324— 40+622
= 1906). To find the precise year and day,

multi])ly the year of the Hegira by 970,224, strike

ofi" from the product six decimal figures and then

add 621.5774; this will give the year of the

Christian era; the day of the year is obtained by

multiplying the decimal figures by 365.

Heidelberg, hi'del berK, a town of northern

Baden, situated on the left bank of the Neckar,

in one of the loveliest districts of Germany, about

12 mi. s. e. of Mannheim and 55 mi. s. of Frank-

fort. It stands on a narrow strip between the

river and the castle rock, and it consists chiefly

of one main street. The castle, begun in the

end of the thirteenth century and exhibiting

elaborate examples of early and late Renaissance

architecture, is the most remarkable edifice in

Heidelberg and one of the most famous .structures

in Euro[)e. It is now an ivy-clad ruin, but it is

carefully preserved from further decay; it stands
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high alx)ve the town in the midst of a beautiful

park. One of the greatest curiosities of the

place is the Heidelberg tun, kept in a cellar under

the castle. It is 36 fe^t in length, 26 feet in

diameter and is capable of holding 800 hogs-

heads. Heidelberg is aljo famous for its great

university, the oldest in Germany. The prin-

cipal industry of the town is brewing. Popula-

tion in 1900, 40,121.

Heidelberg University, one of the most
renowned of German universities, founded at

Heidelberg by Elector Rupert I in 1386. It

was originally modeled after the University of

Paris, and in the beginning it was a Catholic

institution. After the Reformation it became

strongly Calvinistic. In 1802 it was reor-

ganized on a much larger scale, and since that

time it has become famous. It maintains depart-

ments of theolog}', law, medicine and philosophy,

which includes the arts and sciences. The
library contains over .500,000 volumes and a

large number of manuscripts. There are over

1.50 professors and instructors in the faculty,

and the number of students is about 1500.

This university is famous for the large number
of American .students enrolled.

Heilbronn, hile hron' , a town of Wiirttem-

berg, Germany, situated on the Neckar, about

33 mi. n. e. of Stuttgart. Heilbronn was founded

alx)ut 700, l^ecame a free city in 1360 and passed

into the possession of Wiirttemberg in 1802. The
old portion of the town contains many places of

historic interest, including some connected with

the careers of Gotz von Berlichingen, Schiller,

Charles V and other famous characters. The
city is now of industrial importance for its manu-
facture of chemicals, silver utensils, machinery,

sugar and other products. It also has four fine

harbors. Population in 1 900, 37,891

.

Hellprin, hile'prin, Angelo (1853-1907), an

American scientist and traveler, born in Hungary.

He came to the United States when three years

of age, but returned to Europe to complete his

education, studying in London, Geneva and

Vienna, where he made a specialty of natural

history. On his return to the United States he

was appointed professor of paleontology and

geology at the Philadelphia Academy of Natural

Sciences and occupied the position for sixteen

years, during a portion of which time he was
also executive curator of the cabinet. He was
the first president of the Geographical Society

of Philadelphia. During his connection with the

Academy of Natural Sciences, Professor Heilprin

made numerous journeys to Florida, Bermuda

Islands and Mexico in the interests of his depart-

ment, and he thoroughly investigated the geology

of each of these regions. He ascended a number
of the highest volcanoes in America, including

Orizaba and Popocatepetl. He led the Peary

relief expedition in 1892, and in 1902 he acquired

wide celebrity through his investigation of the

eruption of Mount Pelee in Martinique, ascend-

ing the volcano while it was in a state of erup-

tion. Professor Heilprin has been a prolific

writer. Among his best-known works are TJie

Geographical and Geological Distribution of

Animals, Principles of Geology, The Earth and
Its Story and Alaska and the Klondike. He was
also chief editor of a revised edition of Lippin-

cott's Geographical Gazetteer.

Heimdall, hime'dal, in Scandinavian myth-

ology, the son of Odin, who kept watch on the

rainbow bridge over which the gods passed from

Asgard, their home, to the earth. His sight and

hearing were more acute than those of mortals,

and nothing could evade his vigilance.

Heine, U'na, Heixrich (1797-1856), a Ger-

man poet and author, born of Jewish parents at

Diisseldorf. He studied law at Bonn, Berlin

and Gottingen; took his degree at the last-

mentioned place, and allowed himself to be bap-

tized that he might obtain a license to practice.

His revolutionary tendencies and his open

admiration for Napoleon made him exceedingly

un{X)pular in Germany, and by 1830 it had
become practically impossible for him to live

there. He removed, therefore, to Paris, where

he was very well received and where he lived

until his death.

Heine's first published work was his Poems,

which appeared in 1822. Although many of

these surpassed in lyric beauty anything in Ger-

man literature, they attracted comparatively

little attention. His most famous prose work,

the Harzreise, appeared in 1826, and this was

aftenvard combined with Norderney, Das Buck

Jj! Grand and Die Bader von Lucca in the Reise-

bilder (Pictures of Travel). The Buch der

Licder (Book of Songs) contains his collected

lyrics. During his last years, when helpless with

paralysis, he continued to produce his wonderful

melodious songs, satires and humorous pieces.

Heine's is the greatest name in German liter-

ature since Goethe. The delicacy and melody of

his hTics, the raillery, the graceful, glancing wit

of his Reischilder, have never been a{iproached.

Heintzelman, hine'tsel man, Samuel Peter

(1805-1880), an American soldier, born in Lan-

caster County, Pa., and educated at West Point.
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He served on the frontier, took part in several

Indian wars and in the Mexican War and at the

outbreak of the Civil War became brigadier

general of volunteers. He participated in the

Peninsula Campaign, was promoted to become

major general of vohmteers and later was made

brevet brigadier general. He was at one time in

command of the defenses at Washington, in 1S64

was commander of the Department of the West

and was retired in 1869 with the rank of major

general.

Heir, air, in law, one to whom the property

of a deceased person passes. In America it

denotes those to whom the real property descends,

not by will, but only when the will is lacking (See

Descent; Will). In other countries, however,

the term is used more broadly, to include all who

have rights to proj^erty of a deceased person,

either through will or by the natural laws of

descent. See Real Property; Personal

PrOPERTTl'.

Hek'la. See Heclv.

Hel, luilc, in Norse mjtholog}', the daughter

of Loki, the goddess of the dead, who dwelt

beneath one of the three roots of the ash Yggdra-

sil. Dark rivers surrounded her abode, and a

dog watched without. She herself, in the guise

of a woman of half black and half fair complex-

ion, was supposed to ride about on a three-

footed horse. She w-as often to be propitiated

by an offering of oats.

Hel'der, a fortified seaport of the Nether-

lands, in the most northern part of the Province

of North Holland, opposite the island of Texel

and commanding the entrance to the Zuyder

Zee. From a fishing town Napoleon converted

it into a fortress and naval station of the first rank

and called it his "northern Gibraltar." Being

much exposed, the port and coasts are protected

bv gigantic dikes, one of which is 6 miles long

and built entirely of Norwegian granite. In

1673 a famous naval battle occurred off this

point between the combined fleets of France and

England on one side, and the Dutch fleet under

\'an Tromp and De Ruyter, on the other, the

latter being success-ful. Population in 1900,

2."),lo9.

Helen, in classical legend, the most beautiful

woman of her age, the daughter of Jupiter and

I>eda and the sister of Castor and Pollux. By
the advice of Ulysses, her numerous suitors had

bound themselves by oath to respect her choice

of a husband and to avenge any injury done to

her or to her husband through her. ^^'hen,

therefore, after her marriage with Menelaus, she

was carried off by treacherous Paris, her former

suitors fulfilled their vow and set forth against

Troy, the city of Paris. On the death of Paris,

Helen was married to his brother, Deiphobus, but

after the- end of the struggle she was again re-

ceived by Menelaus and they returned to Sparta,

where they ruled in peace until the death of

^Menelaus. According to most legends Helen

was after\\ ards murdered at Rhodes.

Hel'ena, Ark., the county-seat of Phillips co.,

95 mi. e. of Litde Rock, on the Mississippi River

and on the Saint Louis, Iron INlountain &
Southern and other railroads. The city has an

extensive trade and contains liunber and cotton-

seed oil mills, foundries and other factories.

One of the battles of the Civil War occurred

here, July 4, 1863, between a Union army under

General Prentiss and a Confederate force under

General Holmes. The city has a public library,

an excellent Federal building, Jeft'erson High

School and Sacred Heart Academy. Population

in 1900, 5550.

Helena, Mont., the capital of the state and

the county-seat of Lewis and Clarke co., 73 mi.

n. e. of Butte, on the Great Northern and the

Northern Pacific railroads. The city has a pic-

turesque location and is surrounded on all sides

by the Rocky Mountains. The Montana Wes-

leyan University is located here, and the city has

public, state and other libraries. Among the

other important structures are the Federal build-

ing, the state capitol, the courthouse, the high

school, Saint John's Hospital and several fine

churches. There are extensive gold, silver and

iron mines in the vicinity, and the city contains

machine shops, smelters and flour and lumber

mills. The place was settled as a mining camp
in 1864 by four despondent prospectors who had

named the gulch "Last Chance" and had vowed

to give up their hunt for gold if they found

nothing at this place. The first panful of gravel

W'ashed out $20 in coarse gold, and during the

next six years $15,000,000 were taken out of this

camp. Helena has been the capital of the state

since 1869. Population in 1900, 10,770.

Helgoland, hd'go lahnt, or Heligoland, an

island belonging to Gemiany, in the North Sea,

about 40 mi. from the mouth of the Elbe. It is

1} miles long and \ mile broad, and the highest

point is 200 feet. Its rocks, of reddish sandstone,

present a perpendicular face to the sea, but they

are being rapirlly eaten away by the waves. The
island produces potatoes, barley and oats, but

oysters and lobsters are the chief products. It

is much frequented as a bathing resort. In
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ancient times it was held in veneration and was
sacred to the god Fosite. The inhabitants, of

Frisian descent, are mainly fishers, pilots and
lodging-house keepers. Helgoland was cap-

tured by Great Britain from Denmark in 1807

and became a German possession in 1890, in

exchange for a portion of ^^hat is now British

East Africa. Population in 1900, 2307.

He'lian'thus. See Sunflower.
Hericon, u mountain range of Greece, in the

west of Boeotia, in o:ij sense a continuation of

the range of Parnassus. It ^\as the favorite seat

of the Muses, who, with Apollo, had temples

here. In it, also, were the fountains of Aganippe

and Hippocrene. The highest summit is more

than 5000 feet in altitude.

Hel'igoland. See Helgoland.
Heliograph, he'le o graf, or He'liostat, a

name given to various contrivances for reflecting

the sun's light, either temporarily or continuously,

to an obsen-er at a distance. The simplest

heliograph is a mirror hung up at a distant

station so as to reflect a flash to the observer

whose station may be many miles from it. This

mirror is generally so adjusted that the flash

occurs exactly at some prearranged hour, and

by being in readiness the observer can get an

observation with precision as regards time.

Some heliographs are v'^ible for 80 miles. By
being fitted with an adjustment of clockwork,

the mirror can be made to revolve with the sun

and to reflect a beam of sinilight steadily in one

direction. An instrument with this attachment

is often called a heliotrope. The heliograph has

been used for signaling in war, and it is employed

by the United States coast and geological sur-

veys in measuring long distances by triangula-

tion.

He'liop'olis (City of the Sun), the Greek

name of an ancient city, called variously On,

Rameses or Beth-shemesh, in the Hebrew
Scriptures, and now called Matarich. It is

situated a little north of Memphis and was one

of the most ancient and extensive cities of Egypt

und(;r the Pharaohs. During the flourishing

ages of the Egyptian monarchy, the jiriests

taught within its temples, and both Eudoxus
and Plato visited its famous schools. Here

Jose})h and Mary are said to have rested with the

mfant Christ. Near the village stands the

Pillar of On, supposed to be the oldest Egyptian

obelisk, 67§ feet high and 6 feet broad at the

base. The obelisks known as Cleopatra's

needles, of which one is in New York, formerly

stood here.

He'Iios, in Greek mythology, the god of the

sun, son of Hyperion and Theia, and brother

of Aurora. He was supposed to dwell in the

ocean behind Colchis, from which he issued in

the morning and to which he returned at night.

His worship was widespread, and he had tem-

ples in Corinth, Argos, Troezene, Elis and

Rhodes, the Colossus of which was a represen-

tation of Helios. He was later confounded with

Apollo.

He'liostat. See Heliograph.
He'liotrope, a genus of plants. The mem-

bers of the species are herbs or undershrubs,

mostly natives of the warmer parts of the world.

The common heliotrope is native to the south

and west of Europe; it has small white or pale

red flo^-ers, with a fruit of four drupes, under a

thin, fleshy covering. A South American species

is a very fragrant garden plant, growing to about

two feet in height and bearing small lilac-blue

flowers.

Heliotxope or Bloodstone, a variety of

quartz, partaking of the character of jasper or

of chalcedony. It is of a deep green color and

is covered with red spots. It is hard and is

used for burnishers; the finely-marked stones

are prized for seals, signet rings and other orna-

ments. They are found in Tartary, Persia,

Siberia, in the island of Rum, Scotland and
elsewhere. It received the name heliotrope, or

elitropia, because it was said that if the mineral

were put into water in a basin, rubbed with the

juice of the plant heliotrope and exposed to the

sun, the water would appear red and the sun

blood-like, as if it were eclipsed. The stone

rubbed with the juice of the plant was said to

render its wearer invisible. See Precious

Stones, color plate.

He'lium, the name given to a chemical

element found in small quantities in the atmos-

phere, from which it is separated during the

manufacture of liquid air. Helium is a gas,

and it is next to hydrogen in lightness, is only

slightly soluble in water and is chemically inac-

tive. It is regarded only as a laboratory

curiosity.

Hell signified originally the covered or invis-

ible place. In the English Bible the word is

used to translate the Hebrew sheol (grave or

\)\t) and Gehenna (properly, the valley of Hin-

nom), as well as the Greek Hades (the unseen).

In the Revised Version of the New Testament,

however, hell is used only to translate Gehenna,

Hades being left where it stands in the Greek.

In common usage hell signifies a place or con-
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dition of suffering of the wicked after death.

Christian sects differ m their opinions as to the

length and kind of punishment. Different ones

declare that bodily torture is uiflicted; that the

fire in hell means only that the unrighteous are

purifietl; that the suffering is eternal; that the

suffering lasts only till the soul is purified.

The Eastern and Western churches are at one

as to the punishment of hell being partly "a

pain of loss," that is, the cx)nsciousness of being

debarred from the presence of God, and partly a

"pain of sense," that is, real physical suffering.

See Gehenna; Hades.

Hel'las and Hellenes, hd'leenz. See

(iuEF.CF..

Hel'lebore, a genus of perennial, low-

growing plants, with leathery leaves and yellow-

ish, greenish or white flowers. The black helle-

bore of the ancients, produced from the roots, is

a nolent poison, but it has some medicinal

value when used in small q entities. The

(Jreeks thought it would drive awa) sadness

and make the mind clear and bright. WTiite

hellebore is a very different plant, belonging to

the lilv familv.

Heller, Stepuex (1814^1888), a Hun-

g-arian musician, bom in Budapest. He began

his studies in his native city and continued

them at Vienna, where he made his d^but as a

pianist in 1827. Two years later he began a

successful concert tour through Europe. Soon

after, he fell ill and was adopted by a wealthy

family of Augsburg, through whose kindness

he continued his studies. He went to Paris,

where he associated with Chopin, Liszt and

Berlioz and Ijecame w^ell known as a pianist.

His compositions are not regarded so highly,

but they are filled with original themes and

beautiful melodies. He was the author of

numerous studies and exercises for the piano,

which have Ix'come very popular.

Hel'lespont. See Dardanelles, The.
Hell Gate, the name given to a pass in East

River, l>etween Long Island and Manhattan

Island and between Long Island and Ward's

Island. The pass Is a f)ortion of the strait

which connects New York Bay with Long
Island Sound. The reefs of rock in the main

passage fonnerly made the pass very dangerous,

on acc-ount of the currents and eddies caused

by the rising and falling tides. By extensive

undermining and blasting these obstructions

were remove<l by the government in 188.5.

Helmet, an article of armor to protect the

head. It is a development of the open head-

dress of early times. Homer represents his

heroes wearing bronze helmets with lofty crests.

Helmets were common also among the Romans,

but they did not have protection for the face.

In the Middle Ages they were made of steel

and pro\'ided with bars and flaps for protection

in battle. They were made in various styles,

some ha\'ing a beaver, or movable piece, and

some a I'isor, which could be lowered to protect

the eyes but allowed the wearer to see through

small slits. The modern military helmets aft'ord

no protection for the face.

Helmholtz, helm^hohlts, Hermann von

(1821-1894), a German physiologist and physi-

cist, born at Potsdam and educated at Berlin.

In 1848 he became professor of anatomy at the

Academy of Fine Arts, Berlin, and in the next

year he obtained the chair of physiology at

Konigsberg, from which he was successively

transfened to the same post at Bonn and later

at Heidelberg. In 1871 he was appointed

professor of physics at Berlin, and through his

efforts Berlin became the greatest center in the

world for the study of physics through experi-

ment. His work was chiefly in those depart-

ments of physics which are in closest relation

with physiology, notably in acoustics and optics.

Of his many publications the best known are

The Conservation of Force, Manual of Optics,

Popular Lectures on Scientific Subjects and

Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for

the History of Music.

Heloise, a lo eez\ See Abelard.

He'lots, slaves in ancient Sparta. They
were the property of the State, which alone

had the disposal of their life and freedom and

which assigned them to certain citizens, by

whom they were employed in private labors.

Agriculture and all mechanical arts at Sparta

were in their hands, and they were also obliged

to bear arms for the State in case of necessity.

They behaved with great bravery in the Pelo-

ponnesian War and were rewarded with liberty

(431 B. c), but two thousand appear to have

been subsequently massacred. They rose against

their masters several times, but were finally com-

pletely subjugated.

HePsingborg, a seaport in Sweden, oppo-

site the Danish city of Elsinore. It contains

manufactures of sugar, salt, machinery, leather

and chemicals and carries on a heavy trade

with Denmark. It has a spacious harbor.

Population in 1901, 24,070.

Hel'singfors, a seaport of Russia, capital

of the grand duchy of Finland and of the Gov-
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ernment of Nyland, 191 mi. n. w. of Saint

Petersburg. It has manufactures of linen,

sailcloth and tobacco and an important trade

in timber, com and fish. It is beautifully

situated on a broad peninsula and has one of

the best harbors in the Baltic Sea. It is second

only to Cronstadt as a naval station. Helsing-

fors has many fine buildings, broad, attractive

streets and good educational institutions. Popu-

lation in 1900, 93,217.

Helve'tii, anciently a Gallic or Celtic

nation, dwelling in the country corresponding

nearly to modem Switzerland. They were not

much known to the Romans until the time of

Julius Caesar, who, as governor of Gaul, pre-

vented their intendetl emigration and after

many bloody battles pressed them back within

their frontiers. After their subjection by Caesar,

several Roman colonies were established among
them. On the death of Nero, the Helvetii, for

refusings to acknowledge Vitellius as emperor,

were mercilessly punished by Caecina, one of

his generals, and thenceforth they almost dis-

appeared as a people.

Hem'ans, Felicia Dorothelv (1793-1835),

an English poet. She first appeared as an author

at the age of fifteen, with a ^'olume entitled

Early Blossoms, which was followed some years

later by her more successful volume, The

Domestic Afjedions. Other volumes of her

poems are The Forest Sanctuary, in which

appeared Casahianca, Hymns for Childhood

and Scenes and Hymns of Life. Her poetry is

essentially lyrical and is always sweet, natural

and pleasing.

Hem'atite, a name applied to two ores of

iron, red hematite and brown hematite. They
are both of a fibrous stmcture, and the fibers,

though sometimes nearly parallel, usually diverge

or even radiate from a center. They occur in

abundance in both igneous and stratified

rocks. The red hematite is a variety of the

red oxide and is one of the most important

iron ores. The brown hematite Ls a variety

of the brown oxide or hydrate; its streak and

powder are always of a brownish yellow. See

Iron.

Hem'enway, James A. (1860- ), an

American lawyer and politician, bom at Boon-

ville, Ind. He was admitted to the bar in 1885,

and from 1895 to 1905 was a member of the

House of Representatives. In the latter year

he was elected United States Senator from

Indiana to succeed Vice-President Charles W.
Fairbanks.

Hemip'tera, a large family of insects, which

includes those usually called bugs, known as

most destructive to crops and as loathsome

pests to humanity. Lice, bedbugs, chinch

bugs and scale insects are all Hemiptera. The
young do not resemble the parents verj' closely,

but the metamorphosis is incomplete. The
mouths of all these insects are adapted for

sucking, and they live upon the blood of animals

or the juices of plants. See Insects, and the

special articles on various insects.

Hemisphere, hem'is feer, half a sphere,

especially one of the halves into which the

earth may be supposed to be divided. It is

common to speak of the Eastern Hemisphere

and the Western Hemisphere, the former, also

called the Old World, comprising Europe, Asia,

Africa and Australia, with their adjoining

waters and islands; the latter including North

America and South America. The boundary

between the two is quite arbitrary, and a more
natural division of the earth is into the Northern

and the Southern hemispheres, the equator

forming the dividing line. Some geographers

also divide the earth into land and water hemi-

spheres.

Hemlock, a poisonous biennial of the pars-

ley family, which grows a shining, ho]lo\\-

stem, usually marked with purplish spots and

elegant leaves, which are much divided and

which, when bruised, give a nauseous odor.

The flowers are small white clusters in large

umbels. Hemlock grows in Great Britain and

throughout Europe and in temperate Asia; it

has long been known because of its medicinal

and jX)isonous properties. It is supposed that

the poison given to Socrates was a decoction of

this plant, though it may have been the water

hemlock which was used in this case. The
hemlock grows in ditches and other moist

places, seldom reaching a height of more than a

foot. It now grows in many places in the

United States.

Hemlock or Hemlock Spruce, a large,

graceful tree, not unlike some of the spruces

in ap{)earance. The leaves, which are not

more than half an inch long, are bright green

above and silvery white below. They are not

set so closely on the branches as are those of

the spruces, and, consequently, they give a

more graceful appearance to the twigs and

branches. The cones are small and open.

The wood of the hemlock is not especially

valuable, but the bark is used in large quan-

tities bv tanneries. In recent years the deple-
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tion of the pine forests has led to a greater use

of hemlock lumber. The trees grow in forests

HEMLOCK SPRUCE

throughout the Northern United States, west

U.S far as Minnesota and soutli to Alabama and

Georgia.

Hemp, a plant Ijelonging to the nettle family

and extensively cultivated for the fibers found in

its stalk. The plant has a coarse, rough stem,

which grows to the height of from four to nine

feet. The leaves are large and are composed of

five or seven narrow, toothed leaves, each from

three to five inches long. The stamens are

home on one plant, in large clusters of flowers

near the top. The pistils, which are incon-

spicuous, are borne on another plant. The
hemp fiber is tough, strong and pecidiarly

adapted for the manufacture of coarse fabrics,

ropes and other forms of cordage.

After the ground is prepared, the seed Ls sown
evenly over it, from one to two bushels to the

acre being used. Care must ha taken to spread

the seed evenly or the plants will grow of different

sizes, and from such a crop it is impossible to

obtain good, even fillers. The plant is har-

vested and the fiber is prepared for market

in practically the same way that flax is har-

vested and prepared (See Flax), the difference

being such as is due to the larger size and greater

strength of the hemp plant. The fibers are

long, soft and strong. They can be bleached

as white as linen and woven into coarse fabrics,

such as toweling and sheeting, carpets and rugs;

but a large proportion of the fiber is employed

in the manufacture of ropes and cordage.

Hemp is raised in large quantities in Russia,

Brazil, Italy and several other tropical coun-

tries. Kentucky and some of the other Southern

states of the United States raise small quan-

HEMP
Snowing seed, seed vessel and flower.

titles, while the Philippine Islands are noted

for the production of this plant, which forms one

of their most important exports. A variety of

hemp known as Henequin is extensively raised

in Central America. See SiSAX.

Hempy Indian. See Hashish.

Hen. See Fowl.

Hen'derson, Ky., the coimty-seat of Hen-
derson CO., on the Ohio River, 10 mi. below

Evansville, Ind., and on the Louisville & Nash-

ville, the Illinois Central and other railroads.

The city is a very important tobacco market.

It also has a large trade in corn and wheat and

contains tobacco factories, planing mills, coal

mines and manufactories of cotton and woolen

goods, hominy, furniture, wagons and other
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articles. The place has large wealth, fine pub-

lic school buildings and a well-equipped sana-

torium. Other features of interest are the

magnificent bridge across the river, the city

fair grounds and Atkinson Park, covering 100

acres. Henderson was one of the first settle-

ments on the Ohio River, but was not incor-

porated until 1797. Population in 1900, 10,272.

Henderson, David Bremner (1840-1906),

an American legislator, born at Old Deer,

Scotland. In his sixth year he came to America

and was educated in the public schools of Iowa

and in Upper Iowa University. When the Civil

War broke out he enlisted as a private and

became lieutenant of his company, but in 1863

he was discharged from the army on account of

a severe wound. The following year, however,

lie reentered the army as colonel of an Iowa

regiment. After the close of the war he studied

law and was admitted to the bar at Dubuque,

where he practiced for several years. In 1882

he was elected to the national House of Repre-

sentatives; in 1894 he became chairman of the

judiciary committee, and on the retirement of

Thomas B. Reed he was chosen speaker of the

House. He declined a renommation to Con-

gress in 1902.

Hendricks, Thoalvs Andrews (1819-1885),

an American statesman, vice-president of the

United States, born near Zanesville, Ohio. He
was taken in infancy to Indiana, where he was

educated in the public schools, was graduated at

South Hanover College and was admitted to the

bar. He served in the legislature, and he was

in Congress from 1851 to 1855. He was elected

to the Senate in 1863 and was pronounced in

his support of the Union. In 1868 he was a

candidate for the Democratic nomination for

president; in 1872, Greeley having died, many
electoral votes were given to Hendricks. In

the same year he was elected governor of Indiana.

In 1876 he was nommated by the Democratic

party for the vice-presidency, was again a can-

didate in 1884, and was elected. He died in the

following year.

Hen Hawk or Chicken Hawk, a name
given to a number of different species of hawks,

who either attack poultry or are supposed to

do so. In some instances, for example, in the

common marsh hawk, the name is very unjustly

applied. The rcdrtailed hawk captures small

poultry and birds, but they doubtless fonn a

small part of this bird's food. The gophers,

mice, frogs and many injurious small animals

which are eaten by this hawk render it probably

on the whole beneficial. The red-shouldered

hawk never attacks poultry, although often

accused of doing so. It does prey upon mice
and other injurious animals and is really a good
friend of the farmers. Some of the smaller

hawks are called chicken hawks, and though
they doubtless occasionally do some damage,
yet they do not altogether deseiwe the dislike

of poultry raisers.

Henley Regat'ta, a famous rowing contest

held at Henley-on-Thames in the month of

July of each year. It lasts for three days and
is marked by a brilliant gathering from all parts

of the United Kingdom and even from foreign

lands. The races are open to all amateurs.

The course is a little less than one mile and one-

third in length and is rather narrow. Fine

prizes are given to the winners. The Henley

Regatta is the most famous rowing contest in

the world.

Hen'nepin, Louis (about 1640-1706), a Bel-

gian missionary and explorer in America. He
accompanied La Salle's last expedition to the

upper Great Lakes, but left him after the found-

ing of Fort Crevecoeur on the Illinois River, and
continued to the Mississippi with a few followers.

There Hennepin was captured by the Sioux and
taken to the head waters of the ISIississippi River,

or to about the site of the present city of Minne-
apolis. He returned to France, was again

ordered to America, but refused to go and fled

to Holland. After the death of La Salle he made
extravagant claims of discovery and exploration

which have been proved utterly false.

Henry, a frequent name of European mon-
archs. Among them may be mentioned Henry I

(about 1008-1000), kitig of France (See also

Henry II; Henry III; Henry IV; of France);

Holy Roman emperors, Henry I (See Henry I,

king of Germany), Henry II (about 973-1024),

Henry V (1081-1125) and Henry VII (?-1313)

(See also Henry III; Henry IV; Henry VI;

Holy Roman emperors). See also Henry I;

Henry II; Henry III; Hiinry IV; Henry V;

Henry VI; Henry VII; Henry VIII; of

England.

Henry I (106S-1135), king of England, the

youngest son of William the Conqueror. He
was hunting with William Rufus when that

prince was killed, in 1100, and instantly riding to

London, he caused himself to be proclaimed

king in the absence of his elder brother Robert,

duke of Normandy. He reestablished by char-

ter the laws of Edward the Confessor and married

Matilda, daughter of Malcolm HI of Scotland,
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thus ctinciliating the Scots. Robert landed with

an army, but was pacified with a pension and

the promise of succession in event of his brother's

dei^ase. Soon after, however, Henry invaded

Xormandy, took Roliert prisoner and reduced

the duchy. He was successful also in a struggle

with France. The last years of his reign were

troubled. In 1120, his only son, William,

vas drowned. Three years later, a revolt

occurred in Normandy In favor of Robert's son.

The Welsh a^sc were a source of disturbance.

Henry ap;.K)inted as his heir his daughter Matilda,

or Maud, when? he had married first to the

emixTor Henry V and then to Geoffrey Plan-

tagenet of Anjcu.

Henry 11 (1133-11 89), king of England, the

first of the Plantagenet line, the son of Geoffrey,

count of Anjou, and Matilda, daughter of Henry

I. He succeeded Stephen. The opening of his

reign was marked by the reduction of the power-

ful nobles and the reorganization of the financial

system. The most important events of his

reign were the submission of the Church to the

temporal authority of the Crown, through the

Constitutions of Clarendon, the famous struggle

with and murder of Thomas a Becket, resulting

in the restoration of some ecclesiastical rights,

the conquest o^ Ireland; the first subjugation of

Scotland by England, and the division of Eng-

land into four judicial districts, with itinerant

justices apjwinted to make regular excursions

through them. Henry ranked among the great-

est of English kings, his chief services to his

people being the revival of trial by jury, the con-

struction of roads and the destruction of castles

of lawless barons. Henry's sons greatly dis-

turbed the latter part of his reign with their

insurrections.

Henry HI (1207-1272), king of England, son

of .John, whom he succeeded in 1216. As Henry
approached manhood he displayed a character

whoUy unfit for his station and a weakness which
proved the opportunity of the great barons of the

countr}'. These, under Simon de Montfort,

revolted and succeeded in forcing Henry, by the

Provisions of Oxford, to resign the chief power
to a committee of the barons. In later years,

Edward, son of the king, defeated the barons

and freed his father from his early humiliating

promi.'ies. Parliament, in its modem sense of

two houses, was first called during this reign.

Henry IV (1367-1413), king of England, first

king of the House of Lancaster, the eldest son of

.John of Gaunt, fourth son of Edward HI. He
ascended the throne in 1399 on the abdication

of Richard II. The first six years of his reign

were filled with a series of insurrections, which

were finally quelled, and the rest of the reign

was comparatively untroubled. The first per-

secutions of the Lollards occurred during the

rule of Henry IV.

Henry V (1387-1422), king of England. On
succeeding his father, Henry IV, in 1413, he

showed a wisdom in marked contrast to a some-

what reckless youth. The struggle in France

between the factions of the dukes of Orleans and

Burgundy afforded Henry a tempting oppor-

tunity for reviving the claims of his predecessors

to the French crown. He accordingly landed

near Harfleur in August, 1415, and though its

capture cost him more than half his army, he

decided to return to England by way of Calais.

A large French army endeavored to intercept

him at the plain of Agincourt, but was completely

routed (October, 1415). He returned in tri-

umph to England, but on the defeat of his

brother, the duke of Clarence, in Normandy, he

again set out for France, drove back the army

of the dauphin and entered Paris, forcing Charles

VI to accept him as his successor to the French

crown. A son was at this time born to him, and

all his gi'eat projects seemed about to be realized,

when he died of fever at Vincennes.

Henry VI (1421-1471), king of England,

became king on the death of his father, Henry V,

in 1422. As he was an infant, his uncle John,

duke of Bedford, w^as appointed regent of France;

and his uncle Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, was

made protector of England. A few weeks after

Henry's succession Charles VI of France died,

and in accordance with the Treaty of Troyes,

Henry was proclaimed king of France. The
war w^hich followed proved at first favorable to

the English, but in the end, through the heroism

of Joan of Arc, the death of the duke of Bedford

and the defection of the duke of Burgundy, it

resulted in the loss to the English of all their

possessions in France, except Calais. In April,

1445, Henry married Margaret of Anjou, daugh-

ter of Rcn<; of Provence, and the marriage was
very unpopular in England. Other causes

increased this unpopularity, and various risings

ensued, which led in 1455 to the opening of the

Wars of the Roses (See Roses, Wars of tiie).

During the struggle Henry was several times

taken prisoner by the Yorkists, and in 1471 he

was found dead in the Tower, murdered, accord-

ing to popular belief, by order of Edward IV.

Henry was a gentle, pious, well-intentioned,

hopelessly incompetent king.
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Henry VII (14.56-1509), king of England,

first sovereign of the race of Tudor. He was

proclaimed king in 1485, after the defeat and

death of Richard III at Bosworth. HLs reign

was troubled by repeated insurrections, of which

the chief were headed by Lord Lovel and the

Staffords, and by the impostures of Lambert

Simnel and Perkins Warbeck. In the main,

however, the period was beneficial to England.

Its freedom from wars permitted the develop-

ment of the internal resources of the country, and

Henry's policy of curbing the power of the feudal

nobility was highly salutary. For a time, how-

ever, the loss of power by the aristocracy gave

an undue preponderance to that of the Crown.

Henry VIII (1491-1547), king of England,

succeeded his father, Henry VH, in 1509. After

the election of Charles V to the German Empire

both Charles and the French king, Francis I,

sought the alliance of England. A friendly meet-

ing took place between Henry and Francis at

the "Field of the Cloth of Gold" (1520), but the

interest of Charles preponderated. Henry with-

drew from the struggle between France and the

emperor, however, when he found that he was

being used as a tool. ^Meanwhile came the

determination of the king to divorce his wife

Catharine, who was older than he, had borne him
no male heir and had, moreover, been in the first

place the wife of his elder brother. The last of

these ]X)ints was the alleged ground for seeking

divorce, though Henry was probably influenced

largely by his attachment to Anne Boleyn, one

of the queen's maids of honor. The pope

refused to grant a divorce, and Henry eagerly

caught at the advice of Thomas Cranmer, after-

ward archbishop of Cantcrbur}-, to refer the case

to the universities, from which he soon got the

decision that he desired. In 1533 his marriage

with Catharine was declared null, and an antici-

patory private marriage with Anne Boleyn

declared lawful; and as these decisions were not

recognized by the pope, two acts of Parliament

were obtained, one in 1534 setting aside the

authority of the chief jx)ntiff in England, the

other in 1535, declaring Henry the supreme head

of the Church. Henry suppressed the monas-

teries by act of Parliament, and thereby in-

flicted an incurable wound upon the Catholic

religion in England. It was far from being his

intention, however, to advance the cause of

Protestantism in England, and he insisted on

firm adherence . to the tenets of the Roman
Catholic Church. The fall of Anne Boleyn in

1536 was unfavorable for a time to the n ror:ncrs.

Henry then married Jane Seymour, and the

birth of Prince Edward, in 1537, fulfilled his

wish for a male heir. The death of the queen

was followed by Henry's marriage with Anne
of Cleves, the negotiations for which were con-

ducted by Cromwell. The king's dislike for

his wife, which resulted in another divorce, was
extended to the minister who had proposed the

union, and Cromwell's disgrace and death soon

followed. A marriage with Catharine Howard
proved no happier, and she was executed on a

charge of infidelity. In 1543 Henry married his

sixth wife, Catharine Parr, a lady secretly inclined

to the Reformation, who sur\ived the king. In

the meantime Scotland and France had renewed

their alliance, and England became again in-

volved in war. James V ravaged the borders,

but was defeated at Solway INIoss in 1542, and

in 1.544 Boulogne was captured, Henry having

again allied himself with Charles V. Charles,

however, soon withdrew, and Henrv' maintained

the war alone until 1546. Henr}' died in 1547

and was succeeded by hLs son, Edward VI.

Henry II (1519-1559), king of France, son of

Francis I, whom he succeeded in 1547. Calais,

which the English had held for centuries, came
into French possession during his reign, but in

the struggle with Philip II, Henry was not so

fortunate, meeting with severe defeats and being

forced to sign an unfavorable treaty at Cateau-

Cambresis. Henry's wife was Catharine de'

INIedici.

Henry III (1551-1589), king of France, third

son of Henry II and Catharine de' Medici, came
to the throne on the death of his brother, Charles

IX, in 1574. The war against the Huguenots,

which had been begun in the previous reign, con-

tinued under Henry HI, who was at length forced

to grant to the Protestant party certain con-

cessions. This led to the formation of a Catho-

lic League, in response to whose demand Henry

repealed the special privileges of the Huguenots,

thus bringing on another war. The Huguenots,

under Henry of Navarre, were successful, and to

their camp Henry III fled, after he had made
himself unpopular with the Catholic party by his

murder of the duke of Guise and the cardinal of

Lorraine, the Catholic leaders. In 1789 Henry

HI was murdered, and Henry of Navarre came

to the throne as Henry IV.

Henry IV (1553-1610), king of France, better

known as Henry of Navarre, the son of Anthony

of Bourbon, duke of Vendome, and of Jeanne

d'Albret, queen of Navarre. Educated by his

iiiotlior in the Calvinistic faith, he early joined,
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at her wish, the Protestant amiy of France and

sen-ed under Admiral Coligny. In 1572 he

marrietl Margaret of Valois, sister of Charles IX,

and after the massacre of Saint Bartholomew's

Day, which took place during the marriage

festivities, he was forced to adopt the Catholic

creed. In 157G he escaped from Paris, retracted

at Tours his enforced statement of Catholicism,

put himself at the head of the Huguenots and

took a leading part in all the subsequent religious

wars. On becoming presumptive heir to the

crown, through the death of the brother of

Henr}- III, he was obliged to resort to arms to

assert his claims. In 1587 he defeated the

army of the League at Coutras, and after the

death of Henry III, in 1589, he gained the

battles of Arques and IvTy. He was obliged,

however, to raise the siege of Paris; and con-

vinced that a peaceful occupation of the throne

was impossible without his professing the

Catholic faith, he became nominally a Catholic

in 1593.

After his formal coronation in 1594 only three

provmces held out against him—Burgundy,

reduced by the victory of Fontaine-Francaise in

1595; Picardy, reduced by the capture of Amiens

in 1596, and Brittany, which came into his hands

in the spring of 1598. The war against Spain

was concluded in 1598 by the Peace of Vervuns,

to the advantage of France. The same year was
signalized by the granting of the Edict of Nantes,

which secured to the Protestants religious liberty.

Henrj' made use of the tranquillity which followed

to restore the internal prosperity of his kingdom,

and particularly the wasted finances, in which

he was aided by hLs prime minister, Sully. At
the instance of Sully, Henry divorced Margaret

of Valois, and in 1000 he married Maria de'

Medici, niece of the grand duke of Tuscany,
mother of Louis XIII. She was crowned in

1010, but on the day following her coronation

Henry was stabl)ed by a fanatic named Ravaillac,

while examining the preparations for the queen's

entry into Paris. The great benefits which
Henry IV bestowed upon France entitled him to

the designation which he himself assumed—the

Regenerator of France.

Henry I, called the Fowler (870-930), king of

Germany, was chasen king on the death of Con-
rad I in 919. The most important event of

Henry's reign was the stn'.ggle with the Hun-
gariaas, to whom, for a time, he paid tribute.

At length, feeling strong enough to refuse this,

Henn»' met the invading Hungarians and com-
pletely defeated them.

Henry

Henry III (1017-1056), Holy Roman emperor,

became king of Germany on the death of his

father in 1039 and succeeded to the imperial

dignity in 1040. He strengthened his power by
forcing Hungary, Bohemia and Apulia to render

him homage, and in 1046 he deposed the pope
and appointed a new one. From this time to

the end of his reign his influence was strong in

all Church matters. He w'as one of the most
powerful of the early emperors.

Henry IV (1050-1106), Holy Roman emperor,

came to the throne on the death of his father,

Henry III, in 1056. After some years of regency,

Henry assumed the rule himself and found that

much of the power in the kingdom had been

usurped by the nobility and the Church. A
formidable revolt of the Saxons was put down
in 1073, and Henry was able to give his attention

to a struggle with the pope. The two came into

conflict owing to a decree promulgated in 1075

forbidding civil rulers to appoint to any eccle-

siastic office, a decree which Henry refused to

obey. The result was that Henry called a coun-

cil and deposed the pope, and w^as in turn

excommunicated. The pope released Henry's

subjects from their allegiance, and this forced

Henry to the point oi making peace with the

pope after most humiliating concessions. In

1080 the pope again excommunicated Henry,

who laid siege to Rome and appointed an anti-

pope. A short time afterward he was driven

out of Italy. In 1105 he was compelled by his

noljles to abdicate.

Henry VI (11 05-1 1 97) , Holy Roman emperor,

son of Fi-ederick Barbarossa. He sei-ved as

regent while his father was in the Holy Land,

and in 1190 he succeeded to the crown on his

father's death. Through his wife he laid claim

to the throne of Sicily, and this involved him
during much of his reign in wars in Italy. When
Richard I of England was captured, on his

return from the Holy Land, it Avas to Henry that

he was handed over for safe keeping. Among
the early emperors of Germany Henry ranks as

one of the strongest.

Henry, Joseph (1799-1878), an American

scientist, born at Al})any, N. Y., and educated

in the Albany Academy. At an early age he

began a series of experiments in electricity and

was the first to construct an electro-magnetic

telegraph, which as a sounding telegraph has

never been improved. He also invented the

first machine moved by electro-magnetic force.

In 1831 he sent signals over wire more than a

mile in length and showed in this and other
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experiments the practical use of the telegraph,

several years before this invention vi^as made
public by Samuel Morse. The next year Henry

was chosen professor of natural history in the

College of New Jersey and held that position for

fourteen years, when he became the first secre-

tary and manager of the Smithsonian Institution.

The usefulness and greatness of that institution

are to a large extent due to Professor Henry (See

Smithsoni^vn Institution). He organized the

meteorological bureau, which later was transr

ferred to the government as the weather bureau.

In his later life he was made president of the

lighthouse board, and in the next few years he

laid the foundation of our present lighthouse

system. Among his publications, most of which

are in the form of articles in scientific period-

icals and in the New York reports of the Smith-

sonian Institution, is one of especial value.

Contributions to Electricity and Magnetism.

Henry, Patrick (1736-1799), an American

orator and patriot, born in Virginia. Henry
received a brief classical education, but at an

early age entered business and married at eight-

een. Having failed successively in "store-

keeping" and in farming, he became a lawyer in

1 760, and three years later, having been employed

to plead the cause of the people against an unpop-

ular royal enactment (See Parson's Cause), his

great eloquence placed him at once in the front

rank of American orators. His bold and unfal-

tering opposition to the Stamp Act and the policy

which it expressed, during which he is said to

have uttered the famous words, "Give me lib-

erty or give me death," led to his election as

delegate to the First Continental Congress.

He delivered the first speech in that assembly,

and it was worthy of so momentous a meeting.

In 1776 he carried the vote of the Virginia

convention for independence; and in the same
year he became governor of the new state.

He was afterward four times reelected. In 1791

he retired from public life and in 1795 declined

the office of secretary of state, offered him by
Washington. Henry was rather eloquent than

deep; no one who has come after him has

hern able to stir and sway the passions of an
audience as easily as he; yet he was not a states-

man of liroad views or of especial foresight.

Henry the Navigator (1394-1460), son of

John I of Portugal. From time to time he sent

vessels on voyages to the coasts of Barbary and
fiuinea, and one of these voyages resulted in the

discovery of the Madeira Islands. In 1433 one

of his navigators safely doubled Cape Bojador,

Hepburn

and other adventurers, pushing still farther

south, discovered Cape Blanco and Cape Verde.

A profitable commerce with the natives of West
Africa was scon developed, and the Senegal and
Gambia were partially explored. Henry's efforts

not only laid the foundations of the commerce
and colonial possessions of Portugal, but gave

a new direction to navigation and commercial
enterprises.

Henschel, hen'sM, Georg (1850- ), a

German-English musical composer and singer,

born at Breslau, of musical parentage. He
entered I^eipzig Conservatory in 1867 and later

studied in Berlin. He soon established a repu-

tation as a singer and was chosen to take one of

the principal r6les in Gluck's opera Iphigenia en

Taunde. He went to England in 1877 and
settled in London, where he soon attained fame
as a teacher. In 1881 he married a young
American soprano. Miss Lilian Bailey. For
three years thereafter he conducted the Boston

Symphony Orchestra. He composed several

songs, operas and orchestral pieces, of which the

most important is the Stabat Mater.

Henty, George Alfred (1832-1902), a

writer of juvenile fiction. He received his edu-

cation at Cambridge and engaged in newspaper

correspondence for the London Standard during

the Austro-Italian and the Franco-German wars.

The stirring quality and wholesome interest of

his best stories have won for him unusual popu-

larity with boys. Among his best known works

are Under Drake's Flag, The Lion of the North,

By Pike and Dyke, With Lee in Virginia and In
Freedom's Cause.

Hepat'ica, a beautiful little flower that blos-

soms in earliest spring. The hairy stalks rise

from the midst of the leathery, dark-colored,

three-lobed leaves, that have lain on the ground

during the winter. The flowers, which are

related to the buttercups, vary in color from

white to red and purple. The hepatica is some-

times knov.n as the liverleaf or liverwort.

Hep'bum, William Peters (1833- ), an

American politician, bom at Wellsville, Ohio.

In 1841 he was taken to Iowa Territory, where

he was admitted to the bar in 1854, He sened

in the Union army during the Civil War, becom-

ing captain, major and lieutenant colonel of a

volunteer regiment. In 1881 he was elected a

member of Congress and again in 1893 and was

several times reelected. As chainnan of the

committee on interstate and foreign commerce

in 1906, he was sponsor for an important bill

for the regulation of railroad rates.
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Hep'tarchy, the name given to the seven

kiiii^loins into which Enghuid is supposed to

have l>etMi divided in Anglo-Saxon times. The

kingdoms were founded at different times, and

at no one time were they all independent mon-

archies. In S27 King Egbert of Wessex imited

all the kingiloms into one and assumed the title

of king of England.

He'ra. See Jrxo.

Her' aldry, the whole science of a herald's

duties, or. more commonly, the knowledge of the

forms, terms and laws which pertain to the use

of armorial bearings or coats of arms. Badges

and emblems on shields, helms and banners

naturally were used in the earliest times, and the

>\-rabols were sometimes hereditary. The origin

of heraldic arms is, however, to be attributed to

the necessity which arose during the Crusades of

distinguishing the leaders of the numerous and

motley bands of warriors that constituted the

Christian armies. The rules of heraldry now
[)racticed at the Heralds' College are compara-

tively modern and differ in some respects from

those of other European courts. A coat of arms

consists of the figure of a shield, marked and

colored in a variety of ways, so as to be distinc-

tive of an individual, a family or a community.

The shield, or escutcheon, represents the original

shield used in war, on which arms were anciently

borne.

Herat, her aht', a city in the northwest of

Afghanistan, the capital of a province of the

same name, about 370 mi. w. of Cabul. The
most important manufactures are carpets, sword

blades, shoes, cloaks and sheepskin caps. The
trade, almost entirely in the hands of Hindus, is

greatly favored by the situation of the town on

the great thoroughfare from India westward.

Herat was probably founded by Alexander the

Great, and since that time, besides being occa-

sionally independent, it has been under the con-

trol of the Arabs, the Persians and the Afghans
at different times. Population, alx)Ut 45,000;

it was formerly much greater.

Herba'riam, a collection of dried plants,

arranged in order, according to a recognized

system of classification. The plants are usually

mounted on sheets of white paper, and a good
specimen shows the leaf, root, flower and fruit.

In the United States there are three great collec-

tions, besides numerous smaller ones in several

colleges and maseums. The United States

national herbarium, which is in the National

Maseum; the herbarium of the New York
Botanical Garden, and the Gray Herbarium in

Eerbart

Harvard University are the largest collections,

each rich in its own peculiar way. In the her-

barium of the Jardin des Plantes of Paris, there

are a great many of the type specimens from

which our American plants were named.

Herbart, Jier'bahri, Joh.^'n Friedrich

(1776-1841), a German pliilosopher, born in

Oldenburg and educated at the University of

Jena, where he was a pupil of Fichte. Herbart

early manifested an interest in philosophy, and

while a student at Jena he became an ardent

follower of Fichte, though later he rejected the

system of his instructor and formulated one of

his OA\Ti. He became connected with the Uni-

versity of Gottingen, where, with the exception

of a few years spent at Konigsberg, he remained

during his life.

According to Herbart, all ideas ori^ate from

what he styled monads or reah, which he con-

sidered as metaphysical atoms. These he be-

lieved were back of the world of known phenom-
ena, of which they were the active metaphysic

caase. These reals were simple in quality,

possessed the power of self-preservation against

all disturbances from other reals and were capa-

ble of creating disturbances in one another.

The soul is one of these reals, its seat is in the

brain and it is in close relation with a multitude

of other reals. ^Vhenever an excitation upon
the remote end of nerves leading to the brain is

made, the nerves convey this impression, and it

reaches the soul through the medium of the reals

most closely related to it. According to this

idea the sold of itself is incapable of develop-

ment; ideas arise only from interaction or con-

flict with these reals. ^Vhen they become
prominent, they are in consciousness, but it is

impossible for the soul to have all the ideas it

contains in consciousness at any one time. The
prominence of ideas depends upon their ability to

assist or contradict one another. When the con-

tradiction of two Is equal*there is no idea as to the

result of the conflict. "When two ideas are closely

related, each strengthens the other and the new
idea is more prominent than either of the original

ideas. Herbart abolished the idea of separate

mental powers and believed that the develop-

ment of the soul depended entirely upon its

coming in contact with the external world.

Herbart's educational principles are based

directly upon his philosophy and psychology.

He believed that all subjects were related and

that the knowledge of one strengthened the

knowledge of all others. He was also the origi-

nator of the doctrine pf apperception (See Apper-
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CEPTion). His entire system of pedagogics leads

to the idea that the end and aim of education is

the development of the indindual, whom he

places above family or state in his system. Her-

bart is the fomider of modem pedagogics, and
hLs psychology and pedagogy have exerted a

powerful influence in modifying the methods of

instruction and courses of study in Germany,
England and the United States. His pedagog-

ical works have been translated into English,

and the most useful of them are easily ob-

tained. Consult De Garmo's Tlw Psychology

of Herbart and Herhart and tJie Herbartians.

See also Pedagogics; Psychology.
Herbert, hur'burt, Hilary Abner (1834-

), an American politician, bom at Laurens-

ville, S. C. He was taken in infancy to Green-

ville, Ala,, was educated at the University of

Alabama and the University of Virginia and
admitted to the law. He served in the Con-

federate army during the Civil War, and was
disabled at the Battle of the Wilderness. From
1877 to 1893 Herbert was a member of Congress,

where he was connected with the committee on
naval affairs, and he served during the second

administration of President Cleveland as secre-

tary of the navy, after which he resumed the

practice of law at Washington.

Herbert, Victor (1859- ), an Irish-

American musician, bom at Dublin, Ireland;

the grandson of Samuel Lover, a famous novelist.

At seven years of age he began the study of

music in Germany and eventually became an

excellent performer upon the 'cello, securing an

engagement as first 'cellist of the court orchestra

at Stuttgart. In 1886 he accepted a similar

position with the Metropolitan Orchestra of New
York. He was chosen the successor of Gilmore

as leader of the famous Twenty-second Regiment

band and later accepted the conductorship of the

Pittsburg Orchestra. He Ls the author of numer-

ous songs and pieces foi^the piano and orchestra,

besides several well-known comic operas, of

which the best are Tlw Ameer, The Idol's Eye,

The Fortune Teller, The Siwjing Girl, Babette,

B(d)es in Toyland and It Happened in Nordland.

Herbicides, hur'bi sidcz, the name given to

any preparation for destroying weeds. Among
the herbicides most commonly used, and appar-

ently with greatest success, are solutions of car-

l)olic acid, copper sulphate, arsenic, sal soda,

kerosene and salt. The amount of the prepara-

tion to be used depends upon the conditions and

habits of growth of the weeds. Recent bulletins

of the department of agriculture at Washington

give full Information as to the best methods of

eradicating weeds.

Herbs, urbz or hurbz, plants that contain no
woody tissue. They usually die down to the

ground at the end of their growing season.

Many of them are used in the preparation of

foods and medicines, especially for spices.

Among the best kno-mi are parsley, sage, thyme,
marjoram and caraway.

Her'cula'neum, an ancient city, about 5 mi.

s. e. of Naples, at the base of Mount Vesu\aus.

It was completely buried, with Pompeii, Stabiae

and other villages, by lava and ashes during an
eruption of Vesuvius in the reign of the Roman
emperor Titus, 79 A. D. The site had been
long sought in vain, when, early in the eight-

eenth century (1709, 1713 or 1718), statues were
found in the digging of a well at the village of

Portici. In 1738 the well was dug deeper, and
traces of the theater of Herculaneum were found.

Later explorations have disclosed wonderful

examples of ancient art, far excelling those found

at Pompeii.

Hercules, hur'kukez, the most celebrated

among the Greek heroes or semi-divine persons.

HEECTTLES AND THE NTTMEAN LION

He was the son of Jupiter by Alcmene, a mortal

princass, and was brought up at Thebes at the

court of hLs stei>father. Juno, hating him

because of Jupiter's love for his mother, troubled

him throughout his career with all the disasters

she could invent. When he was but ei^it months

old, she sent two gigantic serpents to devour him,

but the child, stretching out his hands, grasped

them by the neck and strangled them both.

When he grew to manhood he marrieil and set-

tled down to a happy life. Juno, however, deter-

mined that he should know no peace and afflicted
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him x\-ith madness, so that he killed his three

children and wandered forth as an outcast. As

a purification for his crime he was condemned to

serve his cousin Eurystheus and to perform any

tasks which might be laid upon him. The tasks

which he accomplished were what are known as

the Twelve Labors of Hercules. They were

(I) to kill a lion which ravaged Nemea; (2) to

destroy tlie hydra (See Hn^RA) ; (3) to capture

alive and unhurt a stag, famous for its mcredible

swiftness, its golden horns and brazen feet. In

this he suc("eeded only by driving the animal into

a far northern snowdrift from wliich it could not

extricate itself; (4) to capture alive a furious

wild boar; (5) to clean the stables of Augeas (See

AiGE-vs); (6) to kill the savage birds which

troubled the country near the lake Stymphalus

in Acadia and ate human flesh; (7) to bring

alive to Eurystheus a prodigious wild bull which

laid waste the island of Crete; (8) to obtain the

mares of Diomedes (See DiOMi-n^ES; (9) to pro-

cure for the daughter of Eurystheus the girdle

which had been given by Mars to the queen of

the Amazons; (10) to kill the monster Geryon

and bring to Eurystheus liLs numerous flocks;

(II) to obtain three golden apples from the

garden of the Hesjjerides (See Hesperedes);

(12) most dangerous of all, to bring up from

Hades Pluto's dog, Cerberus. All of these tasks

he performed, besides many others which he met

with while on his enforced journeys. After his

release from Eurystheus he came into conflict

with Apollo and was by him condemned to serve

as a slave to Omphale, queen of Lydia. The
occupations of Hercules during this period were

exceedingly effeminate. In female garb he

worked at spinning, while his mistress clad her-

self in his lion's skin and brandished his famoas

club. Released from the Lydian queen, he again

set out in search of adventures; having married

Deianira, he was now no longer alone in his

wanderings. One day Hercules and Deianira

came to a rapid stream. The centaur Nessus

offered to ctirry Deianira across, but when he

reached the opposite shore, instead of setting her

down he galloped off with her. Hercules there-

fore shot him with one of his [X)isoned arrows,

and Xessu-s, with his dying breath, Vjade Deianira

to dip in hLs blood a robe of Hercules, which

-should serve, if ever his love wandered from her,

to bring him back. \\Tien sometime later she

l>ecamc jealous of lole, she innocently sent

Hercules the rolx?. Its effect, however, was most

agonizing, and all attempts of Hercules to tear it

off were in vain. As the only way of stopping the

pain, he had a huge funeral pile built, on which

he laid himself. This was set on fire, but while

the mortal part of the hero was consumed, Jupi-

ter took the immortal part to Olympus, and there

Hercules lived with the gods as the husband of

Hebe.

Hercules, Pillars of, the ancient name for

the rocks projecting into the sea on either side

of the Strait of Gibraltar at its narrowest point.

See GiBRALTAK.

Hercules Beetle, an enormous beetle, about

five inches in length, found in Brazil. Its great

peculiarity consists in the exceedingly long,

cuning horn which projects from the upper

part of the head of the male, and the shorter

one from the lower part of the head, which

curves upward to meet it.

Hered'ity, the transmission from parent to

offspring of physical and intellectual character-

istics. The term is used in a very broad sense

and applies to both plants and animals, though

the greatest interest is attached, naturally, to

heredity in human beings. Darwin, Spencer and

Wallace have studied the subject thoroughly and

embodied their discoveries in doctrines which,

though at first received with skepticism, are now
generally believed. It is known that heredity

manifests itself in different ways. For instance,

the qualities of the parents may blend in the

children; they may alternate in the children;

the qualities of one parent only may be trans-

mitted to a child, or the inherited qualities may
come from an ancestor—not the immediate par-

ent. Both mental and physical characteristics

are transmitted, but they do not necessarily mani-

fest themselves in infancy; in fact, many heredi-

tary traits come only w^th increasing age. To
how great an extent an individual is governed by

hereditary traits Ls still a question of discussion

among scientists.

Heresy. See Heretic.

Her'etic, one who holds some theological

do<!trine that conflicts with the beliefs of the

church to which he belongs, but who, at the

same time, calls himself a Christian. Many of

the early Christians preserved their Jewish or

Greek philosophical notions and mingled them

with the doctrines of Christianity. Even in the

time of the apostles there are traces of the

Gnostics; and subsequently a great variety of

heretical sects arose. Among religionists stig-

matized as heretics in later times by the Roman
Catholic Church were the Waldenscs, th(^

Wycliffites, the Hussites, the Lutherans and all

Protestant sects and churches. Before Chris-
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tianity was made the religion of the Roman state,

nothing but excommunication was inflicted upon
the heretic; but severe laws were passed soon

after the conversion of the emperors. The code

of Justinian contains many ordinances against

heretics, and the canon law made
it a duty to denounce them under

pain of excommunication. Spain,

Italy and France, from the thir-

teenth to the sLxteenth centuries,

suffered much from the persecution

of heretics, but the states of Germany
showed greater moderation. In

England the burning of heretics

was practiced before 1200 and con-

tinued for a long period. Heresy is

now left entirely to the decision of

the ecclesiastical authorities, and
punishment can extend to excom-

munication only.

Herkiiner, hur'Jdm ur, N. Y,, the

county-seat of Herkimer co., about 25 mi, e. of

Utica, on the Mohawk River and the Erie Canal

and on the New York Central railroad. The
village is in a dairying region; its industries

include the manufacture of knit goods, fur-

niture, paper, beds, cigars and other articles.

It is the seat of Folts Mission Institute. Pop-

ulation in 1905, 6596.

Herkimer, Nicholas (171&-1777), an Ameri-

can revolutionary soldier, bom in Herkimer

County, N. Y. At the outbreak of the Revolu-

tionary War he was made colonel of militia,

was promoted to be brigadier general and com-

manded an expedition against the Tory-indian

forces of western New York. In 1777 with 800

men he marched to relieve Fort Stanwix, which

was besieged by Saint Leger, with an English

force, and Sir John Johnson with a Tory-indian

force. When about six miles from the fort,

Herkimer was ambushed, but after a desperate

hand to hand conflict, known as the Battle of

Oriskany, he compelled the British to retreat,

with probably a loss of one-half the total force

engaged. The American loss was one-third.

Herkimer was mortally wounded.

Hermes, hm-'meez. See Mercury.
Hermit Crab, hur'mit krah', a name common

to a family of well-known crustaceans. These

crabs take possession of and occupy the cast-off

shells of various mollusks. The crab carries its

habitation about with it. The shell is changed

for a larger one as the crab increases in size, and

the crab attaches itself so firmly to the inside of

the shell, by means of small hook-like append-
80

ages, that it is impossible to draw it out without

tearing its body. There are several species of

various sizes, chiefly belonging to tropical shores.

Hermits are those who in early ages withdrew

from association with man and took up their

HEEMTT CRAB

abode in caverns or poorly made huts, in order

to avoid the cares, temptations and business of

the world. They often lived in complete solitude.

The first hermit is said to have been Paul of the

Thebaid, who fled to the desert after persecution

by Decius and lived alone for ninety years, till

his death, about 342. The hermits of the early

church lived in a community, but each had a
separate hermitage, and they met only at certain

times for religious exercises.

Hermon, hur'mon, a mountain of S}Tia, on
the border of Palestine, belonging to the Anti-

Lebanon range. It is about 9400 feet high.

The lower slopes are covered with vegetation,

and the summit is usually crowned with snow
throughout the year.

Hermosillo, air'mo sce'lyo, a city of Mexico,

the capital of the State of Sonora. It is situated

on the river Sonora, 90 miles north of the port of

Guaymas, with which it has a large traffic. It

has a mint, distilleries and flour mills. Popula-

tion in 1900, 17,618.

Heme, James A. (1840-1901), an American
actor and author, born in Troy, N. Y. He made
his stage d^but at the age of nineteen, in his

native city, in Uncle Tom's Cabin. His first

original play was Hearts of Oak, which appeared

in 1878. His greatest success was Shore Acres,

as produced at the Boston Museum in 1892. It

achieved instant popularity and brought its

author fame.

Hernia, hur'ne ah, or Rupture, in surgery,

a tumor, formed by the protrusion of parts of any

organ by a natural or accidental opening from
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the cavity in which it is contained. The brain,

the heart, the hings and most of the abdominal

viscera may l)ectime totally or partially displaced

and thus give rise to the formation of hernial

tumors. The term is ordinarily applied to

alxlominal hernia, which may arise from violent

strain, as in jumping or lifting. Various forms

of alxlominal hernia are recognized, and each

hsis its peculiar method of treattnent. The wear-

ing of a tniss or support to hold the organ in its

natural position is a common and safe remedy

for the less severe cases,

He'ro, a priestess of Venus at Sestos, on the

coast of Thrace, for love of whom Leander, a

vouth of Abydos, swam every night across the

Hellespont, guided by a torch in her tower.

He was at length drowned in the attempt, and

liis body wjis washed ashore. Hero, overcome

with anguish, threw herself from the tower on

the c-oqise of her lover and perished.

Her'od, called The Great, (about 62-4 B. c),

king of the Jews, was a native of Ascalon, in

Judea. Julius Caesar appointed Herod to the

government of (ialilee, and after the Battle of

Actiura, AugiLstas, to whom he paid court, con-

firmed him in his kingdom. He rebuilt the

Temple at Jerusalem with great magnificence and

erected a stately theater and amphitheater in that

city. Herod's policy and influence gave a great

temporary splendor to the Jewish nation, but he

was also the first to shake the foundation of the

Jewish government, by dissolving the national

council and by appointing the high priests and

removing them without regard to the laws of

succession. The birth of Jesus Christ is said to

have taken ]>lace in the last year of Herod's reign.

Herod Agrip'pa I, a king of Judea, grandson

of Herod the Great. For his attachment to

Caligula he was imprisoned by Tiberius, Vjut on

the accession of Caligula (37 A. D.) he received

the government of part of Palestine and latterly

all the dominions of Herod the Great. To please

the Jews, with whom his rule was very popular,

he causefl Saint James to be put to death and
imprisoned Saint Peter. He died in 44 A. D.,

under the circumstances related mActs xii, 20-23.

Herod Agrippa II, son of Herod Agrippa I

and the last of the Ikrodian line. As he was, on
his father's death, too young to govern, Judea was
reduced to a Roman province. He subsequendy

received the kingdom of Chalcis and the su{)er-

intendency of the Temple at Jerusalem, where,

with his sister Berenice, he heard the defense of

Paul l>efore Festus. Being driven from Jerusa-

lem by the revolt of the Jews, he joined the Ro-

mans and during the siege of Jerusalem was very

serviceable to Titus.

Herod An'tipas, son of Herod the Great, by

his Samaritan wife, Malthace, was appointed

tetrarch of Galilee on his father's death, about

4 B. c. This was the Herod who put to death

Saint John the Baptist, at the request of his

unlawful wife, Herodias. He was in Jerusalem

at the time of the crucifixion, and Jesus was sent

to him by Pilate. Herod went to Rome, where

he was accused of being in league with the Par-

thians and was banished, in consequence, to

Lyons, in Gaul, where he died in 39 A. D.

Herod'otus (about 484-about 424 b. c), the

oldest Greek historian whose works have come
down to us, the "father of history," was born at

Hallcamassus, in Asia Minor. Before writing

his history he traveled extensively, visiting the

shores of the Hellespont and the Euxine, Scythia,

Syria, Palestine, Babylon and Ecbatana, Egypt

as far as Elephantine and other parts of northern

Africa, everywhere investigating the mamiers,

customs and religion of the people, the history

of the country and the productions of the soil.

On returning home he found that Lygdamis had

usurped the supreme authority in Halicamassus

and had put to death the noblest citizens, among
others, the uncle of Herodotus. Herodotus

sought an asylum in the island of Samos. Having

formed a conspiracy with several exiles he

returned to Halicamassus and drove out the

usurper, but the nobles who had acted with him

immediately formed an aristocracy more oppress-

ive than the government of the banished tyrant,

and Herodotus withdrew to Athens. Later he

went to the recently founded colony of Thurii iu

Italy, where he seems to have spent most of the

remainder of his life. Here he completed his

great history of the contest of Greece with the

East, culminating in the defeat of Xerxes.

Her'on, the common name for the group of

graceful wading birds which live in swamps and
along shallow rivers. They are very numerous,

and different species are found almost all over the

globe. They are easily distinguished by their

long bills, cleft beneath the eyes; their slender,

compressed bodies; their long, slender, naked

legs; three toes in front, the two outer united by

a membrane, and by their moderately long wings.

Their tails are short, rounded and compressed.

With their powerful necks and sharp, strong

beaks, herons are able to strike fierce blows.

Many of the species have long, ornamental crests

and handsome plumes on the throat and body.

Though not handsome in flight, because of their
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habit of stretching their long legs straight out

behind them and curUng their heads between

their shoulders, they are really graceful and
elegant in their movements on land. The snowy
lieron, living along the Gulf of Mexico, but some-

SNOWY HERON

times straying farther north, is a handsome bird

with pure white plumage and black legs and
bill. The great blue heron is common in the

United States, where it is noticed as a very shy

bird which nests even to the extreme north.

See BrrrEUN; E(iUET; Nigiithawk; Stork.

Heron of Alexandria. See Hero of
Alexandria.

Hero of Alexandria or Heron of Alexan-

dria, a Greek mathematician and physicist, the

dates of whose birth and death arc unknown.

It is probable that he lived in the first or second

century B. c. His work is not much more defi-

nitely known than are the facts of his life, but it

seems probable that he wrote at least thirceen

works, which dealt with different phases of

mathematics and physics. It is- also believed

that he invented several mechanical devices,

among which Ls the fountain which bears his

name.

Herrera, oirra'rah, Francesco (1570-1650),

one of the greatest painters of the Seville school.

He was born at Seville and studied under Fer-

nandez, who painted in the Italian style. But
Herrera early freed himself from this influence

and adopted a style of his own. He designed

with great spirit and vigor and may justly be

regarded as the founder of a new national school

of Spain. His subjects are of a religious nature

and are usually somber and severe. His Last

Judgment is a masterpiece of design and coloring.

Equal praise is due to his Holy Family and the

Outpouring of the Holy Spirit. He also dis-

played much skill in fresco painting and bronze

work.

Herrick, Robert (1591-1674), an English

poet, educated at Cambridge. He was given

the vicarage of Dean Prior in Devonshire, but in

1647 was forced by the Long Parliament to give

it up. The first collections of his poems, Hes-
perides and Noble Nttmbers, appeared in 1648.

After the Restoration he was given his old living,

where he remained until he died. Herrick's

poems, which are rhythmical and full of fancy,

were highly praised on their publication, but for

over a century after his death little attention was
shown them. From the early nineteenth century,

their popularity has been increasing. Among
the most famous of his poems are Gather ye

rosebuds tvhile ye may and Cherry Ripe.

Herrick, Robert Welch (186S- ), an
American author, born in Massachusetts. He
was graduated from Harvard University, taughi

English in the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and later became professor of rhetoric in

the University of Chicago. The scenes of the

most of his novels, among which are The Web
of Life, The Real Warld, The Common Lot and
Memoirs of an American Citizen, are laid in

Chicago.

Her'ring, a family of sea fishes, the most
important of which is the common herring. It

is of wide distribution in the North Atlantic,

extending as far south as 45° north latitude.

The herring measures from ten to twelve

inches in length. It is blue-green on the back

and its under parts are of a brilliant silvery

white. It has small teeth in both jaws, and is

of an elegant shape, the body being much com-
pressed. It was formerly supposed that herrings

migrated in two great shoals every summer from

the jiolar seas to the coasts of Europe and

America, returning in the winter, but the migra-

tion is probably only from a deeper part of the

ocean to a shallower. The feeding ground of

the herring is probably the mud deposits found

in the deeper parts of the sea, and it seems to

be a fact that during their visits to the shallower
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waters of the coast, for the purpose of spawning,

thev do not feed, or at legist feed very little. In

summer the herring leaves the deep water where

it has piissed the whiter and spring months, and

seeks the coast, where it may deposit its eggs to

be exposed to the influences of oxygen, heat and

sunlight, which are essential to their develop-

ment. These schools are generally followed by

multitudes of hakes and dogfishes, and gulls and

other sea birds hover over the shoals. The her-

ring swim near the surface and are therefore

easily taken by net. The number of eggs

deposited by these fishes is almost incredible, as

many as 68,000 having been counted in the roe

of one female. Herring, without any apparent

cause, often desert parts of the coast where for

a time they have been remarkably abundant, not

returning in large numbers till after the lapse of

a number of years. Such seems to be the case

on eastern coasts.

The American species differs somewhat in its

external appearance from the common European

species. It varies in length from twelve to fif-

teen inches; the color above is deep blue, tinged

with yellow, with silvery sides and lower parts.

The mode of fishing for herring is by drift nets.

The fishing is carried on only in the night, the

most favorable time being when it is quite dark

and the surface of the water is ruffled by a breeze.

Though not extensively used in the United

States, the herring is considered the most impor-

tant food fish in the world. The so-called her-

ring of the Great Lakes belongs to the salmon

family.

Herschel, hur'shel, John Frederick Wil-
liam, Sir (1792-1871), an English astronomer,

educated at Eton and Cambridge. His first

work was in higher mathematics, but later he

began astronomical investigations and con-

tinued work in astronomy until his death. The
important work of his life was the complete

telescopic sur\ey of the heavens, which he com-
pleted in Cape Town, where he spent four years.

He counted 68,948 stars in 2299 different fields

of observation. Among his writings are A
Treatise on Sound, A Treatwe on the Theory of

Light, Preliminary Discourse on the Study of

Natural Philosophy and Outlines of Astronomy.

Herschel, William, Sir (1738-1822), an Eng-
lish astronomer, bom in Hanover, Germany.
He began his career as a teacher of music, but

had his attention attracted to astronomy, to

which he applied himself enthusiastically. While

observing what he supposed to be a comet, he

discovered a new planet, and this discovery won

him the position of private astronomer to George

HI. Among his important additions to the

science of astronomy was the discovery of Uranus

and six satellites and two satellites of Saturn.

His sister, Caroline Lucretia (1750-1848), was
his constant assistant, and she, too, made various

discoveries, among them several nebulae and
clusters of stars.

Hervey, hur'vy. Islands, See Cook
Islands.

He'siod, one of the oldest poets of Greece,

probably belonging to the eighth century b. c.

Little is known of his life, although it is known
that he was one of the class of wandering singers.

Of numerous works attributed to him there

remain only the Theogony, a collection of the

oldest fables concerning the birth and achieve-

ments of the gods; the Shield of Hercules, a frag-

ment of a larger work, and a didactic poem.

Works and Days, which treats of agriculture and
the choice of days for the performance of certain

tasks, with prudential precepts concerning edu-

cation, domestic economy and similar subjects.

Hesperldes, hes jjer'e deez, in Greek myth-

ology, certain nymphs whose duty it was to

guard the golden apples belonging to Hera. In

their charge they were assisted by a dragon. The
garden where these apples grew was of rather

uncertain locality, but Hesiod places it in an
island of the ocean far to the west. It was the

eleventh labor of Hercules to kill the dragon and
bring the golden apples of the Hesperides to

Eurystheus. See Hercules.

Hesperor'nis, a fossil bird found in the chalk

formation of Kansas. It is about six feet long,

without wings; its jaws are armed with teeth,

which are not set in sockets, but in a common
groove. It has been described as "a kind of

swimming, loon-like raptorial ostrich, without

fore limbs, with the gape armed with formidable

rows of strong teeth, like a gigantic lizard, and
with a large, broad and flattened tail like a
beaver."

Hes'penis. See Evening Star.

Hesse, hes. Grand Duchy of, formerly

known as Hesse-Darmstadt, a state of Germany,
consisting of two distinct, and a number of

minor, divisions. Of the two main portions,

one, forming the provinces of Rheinhessen, on
the left, and Starkenburg, on the right, bank of

the Rhine, lies immediately to the north of

Baden; the other, Oberhessen (Upper Hesse),

Is entirely enclosed by the Prussian province of

Hesse-Nassau. Darmstadt is the capital of the

grand duchy and of the province of Starkenburg.
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Upper Hesse is mountainous and contains the

arable tract known as the Wetterau. Southern

Hesse is partly mountainous, and the greater part

of the land lies in the basin of the Rhine, the

rest in that of the Weser. The soil is very fertile

and produces rye, barley, oats, potatoes and
fruit, and the minerals are coal, iron and salt.

The vine forms a most important object of cul-

ture, and fruit is very abundant. Darmstadt,

the capital, Mainz, Giessen, Bingen and Worms
are the principal towns. The grand duchy of

Hesse originated in the division of the landgravi-

ate of Hesse in 1567, and soon afterward all the

territories were included in the two landgraviates

of Hesse-Darmstadt and Hesse-Cassel. In 1806

the landgraviate of Hesse-Darmstadt was erected

into a grand duchy with an enlarged territory,

by Napoleon. It was reduced to its present

limits in 1866, in the war between Austria and
Prussia, when it had to cede to Prussia some
districts in the north, besides Hesse-Homburg,

which had been recently reunited with it. The
executive authority is now vested in a grand

duke, aided by a ministry. Population in 1900,

1,119,893.

Hesse-Cas'sel, a former electorate of Ger-

many, now forming the district of Cassel in the

Prussian province of Hesse-Nassau. As a land-

graviate, Hesse-Cassel dates from 1567, when it

was formed by William IV. In 1803 it was made
an electorate and in 1806, although William I,

the elector, remained neutral in the struggle with

France, the territory was seized by Napoleon and
made part of the kingdom of Westphalia. In

1 81 3 it was reconstituted an electorate. Because

Hesse-Cassel took sides with Austria in the Seven

Weeks' War, it was occupied by a Prussian army
and later incorporated with Prussia.

Hessian, hesh'an, Fly, a two-winged fly

whose larvae are very destructive to wheat, bar-

ley and rye crops. It is called the Hessian fly

from an unfounded belief that it was introduced

into America in the baggage of the Hessians who
were employed to fight against the Americans

during the War of Independence. The female

is about one-eighth of an inch in length, and has

a wing expanse of about a quarter of an inch.

The body is brown, with the upper parts of the

head and thorax of a darker shade, approaching

black. The wings are of a dusky gray, sur-

rounded by fringes. The male is somewhat
smaller than the female and has longer antennae.

The eggs, which are laid in May and in Septem-

ber of each year, hatch in from four to fourteen

days. The maggots work themselves in between

the leaf-sheath and the stem of the grain and,

fixing themselves near the lowest joints, suck the

HESSIAN FLY
a. Fly, magnified; 6, natural size; c, pupa cases

("flaxseeds") in different stages, natural size and mag-
nified; d, barley stem, showing "flaxseeds" in position;
e, stem bent down as a result of the work of the Hes-
sian fly.

juices of the stem. The Hessian flies are most

injurious in wet weather.

Hessians, the mercenary auxiliaries hired by
Great Britain of the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel

to serve against the American patriots. It is also

applied to all the German mercenaries used by
Britain in the war, of which Hesse-Cassel fur-

nished 17,000, or a little more than half. About
2200 of them were killed in the war, and upward?

of 5000 surrendered at Saratoga, Trenton anci

Bennington. Many deserted and became loyal

and industrious American citizens.

Hewitt, Abeam Stevens (1822-1903), an
American politician, bom at Haverstraw, N. Y.
When a small child, he removed with his parents

to New York City and was sent to the public

schools, then to Columbia College, from which

he was graduated with high honors in 1842. In

1843 he began the study of law and was soon

admitted to the bar, but gave up the profession

and went into the iron business in partnership

with Peter Cooper. The maintenance of Cooper

Institute is largely due to Mr. Hewitt's efforts.

In 1847 he was nominated by Tammany Hall to

Congress. He was elected and was in Congress

from that time until 1886, except during one

term. In 1886 he was elected mayor of New
York City over Henry George and Theodore

Roosevelt. After his retirement from the mayor-

alty, Mr. Hewitt lived quietly, looking after his

business interests, but continued to pay attention

to municipal problems and reforms. He was

elected chairman of the board of trustees of the

Carnesie Institution in 1901.
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Hewlett, IMauhice Henry (1861- ), an

English novelist, l)orn in London. He received

his etlucation in London and was called to the

bar in 1891, but he had early attracted some

attention as a WTiter of romance and continued

to devote himself to literary work. His reputa-

tion was greatly increased by the production of

Foreaf Lovers in 1898. Of his later works the

most successful have been Pan and the Young

Shepherd, LiHle Novels of Italy, Richard Yea-

and-Nay, New Canterbury Tales and A Fool

Errant. Most of these deal with medieval sub-

jects with a remarkably interesting style and

fine sentiment.

Hey'bum, Weldon Brinton (1852- ),

an American lawyer and politician, bom in Dela-

ware County, Pa. He received only an elemen-

tary education, studied law and was admitted to

the bar in 1876. Seven years later he removed

to Idaho, there gained a large practice, enterer*

politics as a Republican and was elected United

States senator in 1903. He gained note as a

champion of a bUl to prevent the adulteration of

foods.

Heyse, hi'ze, Paul (1830- ), a German
novelist, poet and dramatist. Although his

dramas were what first won him notice, his fame
rests chiefly on his short stories, many of which
are already classics. Best known of them is,

perhaps, L'Arrabbiata. He has produced several

novels, among them The Children of the World
and In Paradise, which have the same lightness

of touch as his short stories, but they are pessi-

mistic in tone.

Hezeki'ah, the twelfth and one of the best of

the kings of Judah, was the son of Ahaz, whom
he succeeded. He reigned from 720 to 691 B. c,
or aVjout that time.

Hiawatha, hi a wah'tha, the name of a myth-
ical personage of miraculous birth, believed by
the North American indians to have been sent

among them to clear the rivers, forests and hunt-
ing grounds and to teach them the arts of peace.

The myth has been made the subject of a famous
poem by Longfellow.

Hib'bing, Mixn., a towTi of Saint Louis
CO., on the Great Northern and the Duluth,
MLssabe & Northern railroads, 80 mi. n. w. of

Duluth. It is in an important iron and timber
district and has mining and luml:)ering interests.

Population in 1905, 6566.

Hi'bema'tion, the state of stupor in which
many animals spend the cold months of winter

or periods of drought and scarcity of food. As
the time approaches for this change, the animal

takes on fat and becomes gradually more and

more slow and inactive in its habits, until finally

it passes into a deep sleep or stupor, from which

it cannot, in some cases, be aroused until the

period of cold or scarcity has passed. The
depth and character of this stupor differ decidedly

in different animals and in the same animals in

different regions; they seem to be governed by

the habits of the creatures during many genera-

tions. ^'VTien an animal comes out of this state

it has lost very much m flesh, and it is compara-

tively weak and inert, but after a short time it

regains its natural vigor. Not all animals hiber-

nate; in fact, the hibernating animals are chiefly

those that feed upon vegetable matter. Indeed,

some of these store food upon which they live

during the cold season or, like the squirrels,

hiliernate for brief periods, which alternate wath

other periods of hunting for food. The wood-

chuck is one of the most notable hibemators, and

almost all of the burrowing animals are similar

in habit. In some species of birds it is only the

females that hibernate, though the males sleep

for long periods of time. Some mammals hiber-

nate in the Northern states, but not in the South.

Frogs, snakes and some fishes hibernate, the

land animals burpng themselves in the ground

below the frost line, and the fish going into the

mud beneath the water.

Hibernia, hi bur'ne ah, the ancient name of

Ireland, applied to it first by Julius Caesar.

Aristotle mentions this island by the name of

Ierne; Ptolemy calls it Juvema and describes

the island, with its principal rivers, towns and
harbors.

Hibis'QUS, an extensive genus of plants of the

mallow family, chiefly natives of tropical climates.

They have large, showy flowers, borne singly

upon stalks toward the ends of the branches.

They are chiefly shrubs, but one or two are herbs

and a few attain the dimensions of trees.

They are remarkable for abounding in mucilage

and for the tenacity of the fiber of their bark,

which in several species has many economic
uses. The petals of the variety having large,

handsome, usually -red flowers, frequently seen

in greenhouses, are used in China for a black

dye for the hair and eyebrows. The root yields a

mucilage used in Japan to give a proper consis-

tence to paper. The leaves are eatable, and an
oil is extracted from the seeds. In India the

hibiscus is cultivated for its fiber and is known
as Indian hemp.

Hiccough, hik^hip, or Hic'cup, a sudden con-

vulsive spasm of the diaphragm, which stops the
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inspiration of air and produces a peculiar sound

in tlie larynx. These convulsions come at brief

intervals and may continue for a few moments,

for hours, or, rarely, even till they cause exhaus-

tion and death. Acute attacks of hiccoughs may
be caused by an overloaded stoixiach or by some
derangement of the digestive processes. These

acute attacks may often be stopped by a long,

slow inspiration or by a drink of water taken

slowly, and oftentimes the attack will stop if the

person's attention is distracted from it. Hic-

cough is also an accompaniment of a number of

diseases, such as peritonitis, appendicitis and

pneumonia, in which it is regarded as a grave

sjTiiptom.

Hick'ory, the name given to several species

of timber trees, natives of North America and

remarkable for stateliness and general beauty.

The wood is heavy, strong and tenacious and is

used for making such things as carriage shafts,

screws, whip handles and cogged wheels. The
shagbark species yields the hickory nut of com-

merce, and its wood is very valuable.

Hicks, Thomas Holiday (1798-1865), an

American politician bom in Dorchester County,

Maryland. He early entered politics and held

at different times many important offices in his

state, becoming governor in 1858. At the open-

ing of the Civil War he sympathized with the

South, but attempted to maintain neutrality for

Maryland, in order to save the state from devas-

tation by Union armies. Conditions finally com-

pelled Hicks to assume a more stern attitude

against the secessionists, and early in the struggle

he was working vigorously for the Lincoln

administration.

Hicks-Beach, Michael Edwaed, Sir (1837^

), an English politician. He entered Parlia-

ment in 1864 and represented Gloucestershire

until 1885, when he was elected for Bristol. He
served successively as undersecretary of the

home department, secretary of the poor law

board, chief secretary for Ireland, secretary for

the colonies, president of the board of trade and

chancellor of the exchequer.

Hides. See Leather.

Hierarchy, hi'ur ahrk y, (Greek hieros, sa-

cred, and arche, government), a term sometimes

applied to the Church, sometimes to the authority

which the governing body of the Church exer-

cises as civil magistrate. In the Middle Ages

the papal hierarchy, in the latter sense, gathered

great temporal strength, and the pope became a

spiritual monarch, ruling western Christendom

with power but feebly limited by princes and

councils. A reactionary movement began in

the foi^rteenth century, and the general tendency

of subsequent events has always been to make
the civil and hierarchical power more and more

independent of each other. The term hier-

archy, as used to denote the governing and min-

istering body in the church, consisting of several

ranks, can strictly be applied only to those

churches which are ruled by bishops, such as the

Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican

Church.

Hieroglyphics, M^ur o glifiks, (from the

Greek, meaning sacred carving) , a term originally

applied by the Greeks to the inscriptions sculp-

tured on buildings in Egypt, in the

belief that the writing was confined

to sacred subjects and legible only to

the priests. The term as commonly
used means any system of wTiting

by means of pictures, but is partic-

ularly applied to the writings of the

Egyptians and the Mexicans.

Three different modes of writing

were used by the ancient Egyptians,

the hieroglyphic, the hieratic and

the demotic. Pure hieroglyphic writing is the

earliest, and consists of figures of material ob-

jects from every sphere of nature and art, with

certain mathematical and arbitrary symbols.

Next was developed the hier-

atic, or priestly, writing, the

form in which most Egyp-

tian literature is WTitten, and

in which the symbols almost

cease to be recognizable as

Hieratic writings of the third

are extant. In the demotic

CAHTOUCHF
OF CLEO-
PATRA

CARTOUCHE OP
PTOLEMY

figures of objects,

millennium B. c.

writing, derived directly from the hieratic, the

symbols are still more obscured. The demotic

was first used about the seventh century b. c,

and within two or three centuries it had become

so common that it was used for practically every-

thing except reUgious purposes.

Down to the end of the eighteenth century

scholars failed to find a clue to the hieroglyphic

WTitings. In 1799, however, a French captain

of engineers discovered at Rosetta the celebrated

stone which afforded European scholars a key

to the language and writing of the ancient Egj'p-

tians. It contained a trilingual inscription, m
hieroglyphics, demotic characters and Greek,

which turned out to be a decree of the priests in

honor of Ptolemy V, issued in 195 B. c. The

last paragraph of the Greek inscription stated

that two translations, one in the sacred and the
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other in the popular Egjptian language, would

be found adjacent to it. The discovery of an

alphabet was tlie first t;vsk. The demotic part

of the inscription was first examined by De Sacy

and Ackerbald, and the signification of a number

of the symbols was ascertained. The hiero-

glyphic part was next carefully examined and

compared with the demotic and Greek. At last,

after much study, ChampoUion and Dr. Thomas

Young, independently of each other, discovered

the method of reading the characters and thus

provided a clue to the decipherment of the

ancient Eg^'ptian writing.

Hieroglyphic characters are either ideographic,

that is, using well-known objects as symbols of

conceptions, or 'phonetic, that is, representing

words by sjinbols standing for their sounds.

The phonetic signs are again divided into alpha-

betical signs and syllabic signs. Many of the

ideographic characters are simple enough; thus,

the figures of a man, a woman, a calf, indicate

simply those objects. Others, however, are less

simple and convey their meaning figuratively or

sjTnbolically. Water was expressed by three

zigzag lines, one above the other, to represent

waves or ripples of running water; milk by a

milk jar; oil by an oil jar; fishing by a pelican

seizing a fish; seeing and sight by an eye, and

so on. The nature of the phonetic hieroglyphs,

V/hich represent simply sounds, will be under-

stood from the following explanation, which

gives also some idea of the first steps in the deci-

pherment.

(1) The first hieroglyph in the name of Kleo-

patra is a knee, which is kne or Me in Coptic and

represents the K of Kleopatra. (2) The second

hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a lion couchant, which

is lahoi in Coptic and lahu in the old Egyptian

and represents the L of both Kleopatra and
Ptolemaios (Ptolemy). In Kleopatra it occupies

the second place, and in Ptolemaios the fourth.

(3) The third hieroglj'ph in Kleopatra is a reed,

which is ake in Coptic and oak in the old Egyp-
tian and represents the E of Kleopatra. The
reed is doubled in Ptolemaios and occupies the

sixth and seventh places, where it represents the

diphthong ai of Ptolemaios. (4) The fourth

hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a noose, which repre-

sents the O of both names and occurs in the third

place of Ptolemaios. (5) The fifth hieroglyph

in Kleopatra is a mat, which represents the P of

both names and is the initial letter of Ptolemaios.

(6) The sixth hieroglyph in Kleopatra is an
eagle, which is akhoom in Coptic and represents

the A, which is found twice in the name Kleopa-

Hieroglyphics

tra, but does not occur in the name Ptolemaios,

although the diphthong ai occurs as described

above. (7) The seventh hieroglyph in Kleopa-

tra is a hand, which is toot in Coptic and repre-

sents the T of Kleopatra, but does not occur in

Ptolemaios, where it might be expected to

occupy the second place. The second place in

Ptolemaios is occupied by a semicircle, which is

found at the end of feminine proper names and

is the Coptic feminine article T. The researches

of ChampoUion satisfied him of the existence of

characters having the same phonetic value, which

might be interchanged in writing proper names.

(8) The eighth hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a

mouth, which is ro in Coptic and represents the

R of Kleopatra. (9) The ninth hieroglyph in

Kleopatra is the eagle, which is explained in

MEXICAN HIEROGLYPHICS

No. 6, abovr*. (10) The semicircle is the T of

Ptolemaios, which with 11, the egg found at the

end of proper names of women, is a feminine

aflBx. In the name of Ptolemaios there are still

the M and the S to account for. The fifth

hieroglyph in the name of Ptolemaios is a geo-

metrical figure, probably originally representing

the three sides of a parallelogram, but now called

a hole, because the Coptic vm has that significa-

tion. It represents the M. The hook represents

the S of the word Ptolemaios. Vowels were

regarded by the Egyptians only as they were

needed to avoid ambiguous writing. The oval

frame which surrounds the names and which is

known as a cartouche was always used to enclose

the names of kings.

T'he hieroglyphics of the Aztecs or Mexicans,

used in Central America and Mexico previous

to the discovery of America by Columbus, were

much less perfect than the Egyptian. The
characters were for the most part ideographic,

and the pictures used were highly conventional-

ized, though the system was for the most part

njde. Most of the manuscripts containing these
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hieroglyphics have been destroyed, so that the

Mexican writing is ahnost entirely unintelligible.

There have been found groups of hieroglyphics

which combine the two kinds of characters—the

ideographic and the phonetic. According to

Ebers, in the perfected system of hieroglyphics

the symbols for sound and syllables are to be

regarded as the foundation of the writing, while

symbols for ideas are mingled with them to ren-

der the meaning more intelligible, to furnish

ornamentation or to keep up the mystic character

of the hieroglyphics.

Higgins, Frank Wayland (1856-1907), an

American politician, born in Rushford, Alle-

ghany County, N. Y. He graduated at a military

academy in Poughkeepsie, engaged in business

at Stanton, Mich., in 1875 and removed to Olean,

N. Y., in 1879. He was state senator from 1894

to 1902, was elected lieutenant governor in the

latter year and became governor in 1904, as a

Republican.

Hig'ginson, Thomas Wentworth (1823-

), an American essayist, bom at Cambridge,

Mass. He graduated at Harvard in 1841 and
began preaching, but subsequently left the min-

istry to devote himself to literature and became
conspicuous as an antislavery agitator. In 1862

he served as captain of the fifty-first Massachu-
setts regiment, and in that same year he was
made colonel of the first regiment of freed slaves

mustered into the national service. Among his

works are Outdoor Papers, Army Life in a Black

Regiment, Oldport Days, Common Sense about

Wojnan, Cheerfid Yesterdays, History of the

United States and a memoir of Longfellow.

Higginson has been an earnest advocate of

woman's suffrage.

Highbinders, a name applied in California to

the lower class of Chinamen, who have no regular

occupation, but secure their living through gam-
bling, thievery and connivance with crim-

inals.

High Priest, the chief of the Jewish priest-

hood. The office was first vested in Aaron and
was handed down to his eldest son, Eleazer, and
so on in regular succession. At first the office

was for life, but Herod, and afterward the

Romans, jealous of the power which so long a

term gave the high priest, made and unmade the

pontiffs at will. A high priest might not assume
the office till he was twenty. His duties were to

oversee the sanctuary, its service and its treasure,

and on the Day of Atonement to enter the Holy
of Holies. He could perform any priestly func-

tion. His vestments were very costly, but when

High Seas

he went to the Holy of Holies he wore only a
white garb.

High School, a public school, ranking in its

grade of instruction between the grammar school

(See Common Schools) and the college. The
first public high school in the United States was
the English High School of Boston, which was
established in 1821. Since that time the high

school has become a general and potent factor

in all systems of public education throughout the

country. The courses of study usually include

those subjects required for admission to univer-

sities and technical schools and such other

branches as will fit for life those who do not
desire to attend higher institutions of learning.

Most high schools now maintain commercial
courses, and many have departments of manual
training and domestic science. The support of

the high school in the United States depends upon
the system of education in the state where it is

located. Most high schools are a part of the

city system of schools and are supported in the

same manner as other schools. In some states

direct state aid is given to high schools which
reach a required standing, and such schools are

affiliated directly with the state university. In

Minnesota the university prescribes the questions

for final examinations in the affiliated high

schools, those graduates who reach a certain

standard being admitted to the university without

further examination. In Wisconsin the univer-

sity, by means of frequent reports and inspec-

tions, keeps in close touch with the high schools

of the state and prepares a so-called accredited

list of schools, the graduates of which may enter

the university without further examination. The
graduates of other schools must undergo a test

at the university. Some states, of which Illinois

is a typical example, have provided for establish-

ing township high schools. One or more town-

ships may constitute the territory from which the

school derives its support and in which pupils

may be educated free of the charge of tuition.

This provision often admits of the establish-

ment of a high school in localities where there

are no cities or towns of sufficient size to support

a school of high school grade.

High Seas, the open sea or ocean. The
claims of various nations to exclusive rights and
superiority over extensive tracts of the ocean-

highway have been settled after much contro-

versy by a general international principle, namely^

that the jurisdiction of maritime states extends

only for three miles from their own coasts; the

remainder of the seas are accessible on equal
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terms to all nations. Inland seas and estuaries,

of roiirse, arc excepted.

High'ways, places over which the public has

a right to go. They include roads, streets, paths,

driveways, canals, ferries, bridges, navigable

streams and public squares. Highways may be

created by act of government, or condemnation,

in which case the owner of the property which

is transformed into a highway is recompensed

according to the value of his property, or they

Hiay be created by dedicaiion, that is, through the

voluntary act of the owner of the property. In

order for it to be a highway, however, its dedi-

cation must be accepted by the authorities w^ho

are compelled by law to keep it in repair. This

dedication may be either express or implied. If

an owner without protest allows the public to

pass over a part of his property for a consider-

able period of time, the law will consider that he

has by implication created a highway and wall

not permit him to close it.

In most countries, the authority over highways

rests with the smallest political divisions, such

as the parish in England and the towTi or county

in the United States. However, in the United

States the authority originally rested with the

state, which has delegated its right to the smaller

divisions. Though the public has a right to the

use of the highway, it does not own the land over

which it passes, but this ownership rests with

the owners of the abutting property. This

naturally implies a right in the public or in any

traveler to the use of the whole highway, and
therefore a right to remove an obstruction in any

part of it, while it also implies the right of the

owners of the abutting property to all the value

of the land beneath the street, that is, to mines

or any other thing of value which is found there.

Any legislature may establish private highways,

giving the persons to whom it grants the road a

right to exact toll or taxes from passers-by to

pay for its repair.

In the United States teams meeting in a high-

way are supposed to turn to the right, while in

England they are expected to turn to the left.

This rule has been recognized by law in most
states, and in case of accident from its violation,

the violator will be liable for damages. See
Road.

Hil'dreth, Richard (1 807-1 8G5), an Ameri-
can historian, l>om in Massachusetts. He gradu-
ated at Harvard, studied law and Nvas admitted

to the bar. After practicing for two years he
l>ecame editor of the Boston Atlas, a leadinor

political paper. For two years he lived on a

HiU

plantation in Florida, and as a result of his

observations he published a novel. The Slave, or

a Memoir of Archy Moore, attacking slavery.

This was afterwards republished as The White

Slaiw. The work for which he is best known is

his History of the United States, an accurate

account of the history of the country up to

Monroe's administration. The bias is strongly

Federalist.

Hill, an elevation of land, rising above the

surrounding country but lower than a mountain.

Very high hills are often called mountains,

although this terra should not be applied to them

when their altitude is less than two thousand

feet. Hills are frequently formed by erosion

(See Erosion); for instance, the wearing away
of plateaus by streams frequently cuts them into

hills, whose crests are on a level with the surface

of the plateau (See Mesa). Hills are sometimes

formed by volcanic action. These take the form

of cones and are found in the craters of volcanoes,

or they may have been formed by the cooling of

molten lava, in which case they are known as

coidees (See Volcano). They may be formed

by glaciers, which on melting deposit their load

of stones and gravel (See Moraine). The
ranges of hills about the base of mountains are

called foothills. See Mountain.
Hill, Ambrose Powell (1825-1865), an

American soldier. He graduated at the United

States Military Academy in 1847, entered the

first artillery and was made second lieutenant.

He served in the Mexican War and afterward on

the frontier and in Florida. Later he was pro-

moted to be captain. At the outbreak of the

Civil War he entered the Confederate service,

was appointed colonel of the thirteenth regiment

of Virginia volunteers and was ordered to Har-

per's Ferry. He fought at the first Battle of

Bull Run, at Antietam, Fredericksburg, Chan-

cellorsville and Gettysburg, was promoted to be

brigadier general and later was made major

general. He was killed while reconnoitering at

Petersburg.

Hill, Benjamin Harvey (1823-1882), an

American legislator, born in Georgia and edu-

cated at the state university. He was admitted

to the bar, entered politics and in 1851 was chosen

to the state legislature as a Whig. In the contro-

versy over secession he was a Unionist, but fol-

lowed his state and was chosen to the first Con-

federate Senate. After the war he was a promi-

nent Democrat, vigorousxy opposed Congressional

reconstruction, supported Greeley for the presi-

dency and became a member of the House of
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Representatives in 1875. In the following year

he was chosen to the United States Senate,

where he served until his death.

Hill, Daniel Harvey (1821-1889), an Ameri-

can soldier. He graduated at the West Point

Military Academy in 1842, ser\'ed throughout the

Mexican War and attained the brevet of major.

At tlie beginning of the Civil War he entered the

Confederate army and was made colonel of the

First North Carolina regiment. On June 10,

1861, he fought the Battle of Big Bethel, was

soon promoted to be brigadier general and

fought against McClellan in the Peninsula Cam-
paign. He took part in the battles of Antietam

and Chickamauga.

Hill, David Bennett (1843- ), an
American politician, born in Havana, N. Y.

He was admitted to the bar in 1864, practiced

law at Elmira and in 1870-1871 served in the

state legislature. In 1882 he w'as elected mayor
of Elmira; in November of the same year, he

was chosen lieutenant governor of New York
State, and in 1884, when Grover Cleveland

resigned the position of governor, he succeeded

to that office. In 1885 he was elected governor

for the term expiring in 1888 and was reelected.

He then became United States senator for New
York State, but failed of reelection because the

legislature elected in 1896 was Republican. He
was a prominent candidate for the Democratic

nomination for president in 1892.

Hill, David Jayxe (1850- ), an American

author and educator, born at Plainfield, N. J.,

and educated at Bucknell University. He was
professor of rhetoric in his alma mater for two

years and then became president of the institu-

tion. In 1888 he was called to Rochester Uni-

versity as president, and for several years after

resigning his position he was engaged in the

study of law and diplomacy and for a time was

connected with the department of state at Wash-
ington. The best known of his works are upon

rhetorical subjects, including The Science of

Rhetoric and The Elements of Rhetoric and Coin-

position.

Hill, James J. (1838- ), an American

capitalist and promoter, bom near Guelph,

Ontario, of Scotch-Irish descent. He early emi-

grated to Minnesota, where he was employed in

steamship offices until 1865. Later he engaged

in independent fuel and transportation business,

becoming interested in extending communica-
tion between the Mississippi River and the

North and West. Gaining control of the Saint

Paul & Pacific railroad company, he reorgan-

ized the system, became successively its general

manager, vice-president and president and made
it the nucleus of the Great Northern system,

which he organized in 1890, having meantime
completed rail communication between Lake
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Superior and Puget Sound and established a

steamship line between America and the Orient.

In 1902 he was the chief promoter of the Northern

Securities Company, which aimed to establish

a community of interest between several trans-

continental lines.

Hill, Robert Thomas (1858- ), an
American geologist, born in Nashville, Tenn.
After living for some time in Texas, where he

studied geography and geology, he entered

Cornell University and began the study of sci-

ence. Before his graduation he was appointed

to the United States Geological Survey, and a

little later he became professor of geolog}' in the

University of Texas, which position he gave up

to return to the Geological Survey, where he

afterwards remained. Hill's important explora-

tions have been along the southern border and

in the southwestern portions of the United

States. He is also known by his demonstration

of the existence of the Lower Cretaceous forma-

tions in the United States and the existence of

such conditions as made artesian wells possible

over a large dry area in Texas, the results of which

have been the sinking of numerous wells and

the irrigation of a large region which was before

valueless. His important work is Cuba and

Porto Rico with Other Islands of the West Indies.
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Hil'lis, Nkwell Dwaanr (1858- ), a

Presbyterian clergyman, born at Magnolia, Iowa,

and eiiucated at Iowa College, Lake Forest Uni-

versity and ^IcCormick Theological Seminary.

He served as pastor at Peoria, 111., and Evanston,

111., and succeeded David Swing as pastor of

Central Church, Chicago. In 1899 he accepted

a call to Plymouth Church, Brooklyn. He is

the autlior of The Investment of Influence, How
the Inner Light Failed, Great Books as Life

Teachers and other works.

Hillsboro, hih'hur a, Tex., the county-seat

of Hill CO., 34 mi. n. of Waco, on the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas and other railroads. The city

is in a fertile agricultural region and has a large

trade in cotton, grain, live stock, hides and lum-

ber. It has one of the largest cotton compresses

in the state; also cotton gins and oil mills, flour

and planing mills and manufactories of hosiery,

clothing, agricultural implements and other

articles. Population in 1900, 5346.

Hilo, he'lo, the chief town of the island of

Hawaii, and the second largest in the Sandwich

Islands. The soil in the neighborhood is very

fertile and produces sugar, rice, arrowroot and
coffee. There are also extensive forests. Popu-
lation of district, 19,785.

Himalaya, him mah'la yah, a chain of snowy
mountains in Asia, the most elevated on the

earth; they separate the Indian peninsula

from the plateau of Tibet. The length is nearly

1500 miles, the great mass reaching from the

great bend of the Indus on the west to the great

bend of the Brahmaputra on the east, and the

breadth is from 100 to 160 miles. The Hima-
layas are not a single mountain system, but form
a series of rugged peaks. The average elevation

of the range has been estimated at from 16,000

to 18,000 feet, but many of the peaks are known
to exceed 24,000 feet. Among the highest points

are Mount Everest, 29,002 feet, so far as known
the highest point in the world; Nanga Parbat,

26,629 feet; Dhawalaghira, 26,828, and Kun-
chinjunga, 28,1 56. Among the numerous passes,

which are the loftiest in the world, are the Ibi

Gamin, 20,459 feet; the Mustagh Pass, 19,000
feet; the Mana Ghat; the Parang La, and the

Chang La. The Himalayas abound in giant

glaciers, the longest being the Zamu, which
measures eighteen miles. There are no lakes in

the region, and there are no volcanoes, but
earthquakes are frequent. The chain is divided

into a west, middle and east portion. The west

is that drained by the five rivers of the Punjab,

from the Indus to Sutlej; the middle portion,

that drained by the Ganges, and the east, that

drained by the Brahmaputra.

The vegetation is extremely varied, and on the

steep southern slopes it is very luxuriant. Trop-

ical plants, such as the plantain, fig and palm

trees, are found up to a height of 3000 feet, and

beyond this, up to 7000 feet, is a belt in which

oaks, chestnuts and laurels are common. The
succeeding belt, up to about 12,000 feet, has

deodar, cedars and pines, and beyond this are

the regions of gnarled trees and shrubs and the

grass lands. The highest point at which trees

are found is 14,000 feet, on the north side, but

in the central range trees are not common above

11,000 or 12,000 feet. Grain is grown on the

north side at 14,000 to 15,000 feet. The moun-
tains are famous for their wonderful growths of

rhododendron, and the flowering plants are

found at an altitude of 19,500 feet. The tea

plant is growm up to 5000 feet on the southern

face. The animal life is also abundant and

varied and conforms in distribution to that of

the plant life. The tiger, leopard, rhinoceros

and monkey are found. The region around

Tibet is the home of the yak, and the mountains

may also be considered as the home of the

pheasants. The more important explorations of

the Himalayas are those of Hooker, the Schlagin-

tweit brothers, Waugh, Graham and Sir William

Conway.

Hincks, Francis, Sir (1807-1885), a Cana-

dian statesman, bom at Cork. He emigrated to

Canada at the age of twenty-four and engaged

in business at Toronto, where he became the

editor of the Examiner and a leader in the

Liberal party. He was elected to the parlia-

ment in 1841, taking a prominent part in liberal-

izing Canadian government. He was made
premier in 1851, but was defeated in the election

of 1854 and thereafter served as governor of

Barbados and of British Guiana. Returning

to Canada, he became minister of finance in

1873 and later editor of the Montreal Journal of

Commerce. He was the author of several

books upon political and financial affairs in

Canada.

Hindu-Kush, hin'doo koosh, or Indian Cau'-

casus, a mountain system of Central Asia. It

is generally considered as a continuation of the

Himalayas. Its culminating point, Tirach Mir,

in the range of Hindu-Koh, is far beyond the

limit of perpetual snow and is supposed to

measure 25,000 feet high. The Oxus and sev-

eral other streams have their source in these

mountains.
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Hindustan, hin doo stahn', the name which

is commonly given to the whole Indian Empire,

but which properly applies only to the Punjab

and the Ganges valley. See India.

Hin'nom, Valley of. See Gehenna.
Hins'dale, Burke Aaron (1837-1900), a

prominent American educator, born at Wads-
worth, Ohio. He was educated in the public

schools and first came into prominence as presi-

dent of Hiram College. After twelve years of

service there he became superintendent of the

Cleveland, Ohio, public schools. In 1888 he

accepted the chair of science and art of teaching

in the University of Michigan, which position

he held until his death. He rendered most

important services in raising his department in

this institution to a rank among the best in the

country. He was a distinguished member of

the National Educational Association and of

the National Council of Education. He pub-

lished several works of recognized authority,

among which are Teaching the Language Arts,

Jesus as a Teacher, Studies in Education, Hmv
to Study and Teach History and The American

Government.

Hippa'rion, a fossil genus of the horse family,

of the Upper Miocene and Pliocene periods.

The members are distinguished by the fact that

each foot possesses a single fully-developed toe,

bordered by two functionless toes, which do not

touch the ground, but simply dangle on each

side of the central toe. The hipparion was about

the size of an ass; one American species was,

however, about the size of a goat.

Hip'pocam'pus or Sea Horse, a genus of

fishes, closely allied to the pipefishes, of singular

construction and peculiar hab-

its; the upper parts have some
resemblance to the head and

neck of a horse in miniature,

which has suggested the name.

When swimming they maintain

a vertical position. The tail

curls downward and inward and

can be used to hold on to sea-

weed. Their general length is

from six to ten inches. These

fishes are found in the Med-
iterranean and the Atlantic. A
curious fact is that the male

carries the eggs in little pockets until they are

hatched.

Hippocrates, Up pok'ra teez, (460-357 B. c),

the most famous among the Greek physicians,

often called the "father of medicine." Besides

practicing and teaching his profession at home
in the island of Cos, he traveled on the mainland
of Greece and died at an advanced age at Larissa,

in Thessaly. His writings, which were early

celebrated, became the nucleus of a collection

of medical treatises by a number of authors of

different places and periods, which were long

attributed to him and still bear his name. The
best edition is that of Littre. Among his

genuine writings are the first and third books on
epidemics; the aphorisms; on diet in acute

diseases; on air, waters and localities; on prog-

nostics; on wounds of the head. Hippocrates

was one of the first to insist on the importance

of diet and regimen in disease.

Hip'podrome, the Greek name for the public

place where the horse and chariot races were
held. In Byzantine times the hippodrome at

Constantinople acquired great renown, and
factions originating in the hippodrome caused

perpetual confusion in all departments of the

public service. The name is sometimes applied

to a modern circus, and specifically to great

amusement places in London and New York.

Hip'popot'amus, an unwieldy African animal,

of which two living species are known. One

BEA HORSE

HIPPOPOTAMUS

species is of large size and is common through-

out the greater part of the continent; the other

is not only smaller, but has other important

differences and is found only in the west coast

rivers and those flowing into Lake Chad. The
large species has a thick, square head, a very

large muzzle, small eyes and ears, a thick and
heavy body, short legs, a short tail and no hair,

except at the extremity of the tail. It has also

tusks, which sometimes reach the length of two

feet and more and which weigh upward of six

pounds. The animal is killed by the natives,

partly for food, but chiefly on account of the

tusks and teeth, which are harder than ivory

and less liable to turn yellow. The hippopota-

mus is remarkable for its "blood sweat," a
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bUxxl-retl fluid exuded from and covering the

skin, but it has no connection with the blood.

The hipix)potamus occasionally reaches the

length of seventeen feet and stands about five

feet high. It delights in water, living in lakes,

rivers and estuaries and feeding on water plants

or on the herbage growing near the water. It

is an excellent swimmer and diver and can

remain under water a considerable time. Among

the ancient Egyptians it was revered as a divinity,

as it is still among the negroes in some localities.

Hiroshima, he'ro she'mah, a city of Japan,

situated near the southwestern extremity of the

island of Hondo, on the coast and on the railway

connecting Osaka with Shimonoseki. It is one

of the important commercial ports of the Empire

and has a large trade in lacquer ware and

bronzes. Population in 1899, 122,306.

Hirsch, heersh, Emil Gustav (1852- ),

an American rabbi, born in Luxemburg. He
came to the United States in 1866 and later

graduated from the universities of Pennsylvania,

Berlin and Leipzig. At different times he was

rabbi at Baltimore, Louisville and Chicago,

tloing his best work as rabbi of the Sinai Con-

gregation in the last-named city. In 1892 he

became professor of Hebrew in the University

of Chicago. A volume of his sermons has been

published.

Hirsch, Maurice, Baron de (1831-1896), an

Austrian financier and philanthropist, born of

Jewish parentage in Batavia. He accumulated

his fortune in the banking-house of Bischoff-

.scheim and Goldsmid, in the construction of

railroads and in other enterprises. By his

munificent gifts he promoted the cause of edu-

cation in various parts of the world. In Egypt
and Turkey he founded industrial schools, and
in 1888 he offered the Russian government $10,-

000,000 for schools, on the condition that race

and religious distinctions should not influence the

distribution of the fund. It is reported that in

one year alone he gave SI.5,000,000 to charity.

In 1892 his contribution for the benefit of Jew-
ish emigrants from Russia to America amounted
to .'?2,.500,000.

Histology, his tol'o jy, that branch of anat-

omy which treats of the microscopic structure of

the different tissues of the body. The science

originated as far back as the seventh century, but
it made little progress until the invention of the

compound microscope in the nineteenth cen-

tury. Since that time, by the combination of the

microscope and camera, many important dis-

coveries in the structure of tissues have beea

made. It was through histology that the pecul-

iar cell structure of the different tissues was
discovered; also by the aid of the microscope

the presence of nerves and blood vessels in these

tissues was revealed. Many diseases are deter-

mined by studying the different tissues and glands

under the microscope, because most of these dis-

eases are due to some disorganization of the

cells.

History. This term has three meanings,

which are sufficiently distinguished in modern
usage to be considered separately. It denotes

the events, forces and institutions which together

disclose a people's social character and progress;

it denotes the branch of science which studies

these things, and, finally, it denotes the branch

of literature in which they are narrated and

discussed.
'

In the first sense the history of a people includes

every item which has interest or importance in

connection with that people's life and growth.

Thus, it deals with social, industrial, intellectual,

religious and political facts and with the lives of

men, to the extent that the lives of individuals

affect the course of any people's history. Some
writers have asserted, as does Emerson, that the

"history of any people may be resolved into the

biographies of a few great men." This state-

ment is hardly true, in a broad sense, however,

for the central fact of all history has apparently

been the struggle of man for liberty or for the

truth, and though this struggle has often been

led by great individuals it has always been

the outgrowth of social conditions and has been

carried forward by the many rather than by the

few.

As a study, or branch of science, history differs

from other sciences in lacking their exact char-

acter. The laws of mathematics and of physics

are fixed and determinable, but since history

deals with all the influences which affect human
life, and these are infinite in number and variety,

the laws of human progress cannot be framed

with such a degree of certainty; so, with soci-

ology, economics and politics, history may be

classed as an inexact science. It differs from

both sociology and politics in that it seeks only

to ascertain and interpret facts, but in itself does

not attempt to discover the general principles by

which those facts are related. Historical inves-

tigators are dependent upon certain classes of

materials for their information. These may be

called (1) remains, such as buildings, implements

and ruins; (2) laws and documents, from which

governmental facts may be ascertained; (3) art
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and literature, in which the general social char-

acter and ideals of a people are disclosed;

(4) contemporary historical narratives or annals,

and (5) traditions. Besides collecting facts from

such evidence, the historian must arrange and

classify them, both as to their position in time and

place and as to their importance. He must then

study them critically, for the purpose of discard-

ing those which are fraudulent or untrue. Hav-

ing accepted a body of information, he must

then interpret it in the light of his knowledge of

human nature and of other facts in his possession.

In accordance with these processes, human
history has been organized into somewhat arbi-

trary divisions upon a chronological basis.

Ancient history deals with the civilizations and

careers of the nations of antiquity, such as Baby-

lonia, Assyria, Egypt, Greece and Rome. It

begins with the first event whose character is

positively known and whose results can be traced.

This is about ten thousand years ago. Its ter-

mination is variously assigned by historians,

some considering it to be at the downfall of the

Roman Empire before the German barbarians

in the fifth century, others extending it till the

time of Charlemagne, when a new order of

things was plainly beginning to arise, and end

others, with perhaps best reason, making it still

only at the death of Charlemagne and the disso-

lution of his empire in 814. At that point

medieval history begins, including the centuries

of confusion during which the ideals of universal

unity, in politics, religion and thought, which

prevailed in the ancient world, were supplanted

by extreme individualism, which, in turn, gave

way in the modern world to the ideal of nation-

ality, a compromise between the two. This date

may be placed at about the middle of the fif-

teenth century, at the fall of Constantinople,

when the nations of Europe, with whom history

chiefly deals, first consciously felt the spirit of

modern progress which turned them from the

East toward the West and into the paths of

modern civilization.

As a branch of literature, history is of the

greatest importance, for it includes some of the

earliest and greatest writings known to men.

But a noticeable change has taken place within

the last few centuries in the manner and method

of historical writing. For centuries writers were

compelled to rely upon myths, traditions and

oral testimonies. They had little basis upon

which to criticise facts and made little effort

to secure absolute accuracy. So the earliest

historical writings are interesting, not, chiefly.

for the historical facts which they contain, but

for their literary merit. But in recent times,

with the development of the scientific spirit and
its extension into all fields of study, historians,

though still paying attention to literary form,

have directed their efforts particularly to the

search for truth and its narration without preju-

dice or partiality. Through this change the

importance and value of history study was
increased many fold, for it is upon history that

the students of all other social sciences must
rely for the data upon which to judge of present

conditions and tendencies.

The spirit and content of history have been

ably discussed by some of the greatest writers

of recent times, and the reader is referred to such

excellent essays as that of Ralph Waldo Emerson
on History and Frederic Harrison on the

Meaning of History. The following list includes

many of those historical works which critics have

considered most far-reaching in their influence:

Herodotus's History; Thucydides's History of

the Peloponnesian Wars; Xenophon's Memora-
bilia; Polybius's Histories; Caesar's Commen-
taries; Livy's Ah urbe condita libri; Tacitus 's

Histories and Annals; Gibbon's Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire; Voltaire's Age of

Louis XIV; Mommsen's History of Rome;
Ranke's History of the Popes and Universal

History; Macaulay's History of England from

the Accession of James II; Freeman's History

of the Norman Conquest; Green's History of the

English People; Lecky's History of the Rise and

hifluence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe;

Buckle's History of Civilization; Fronde's His-

tory of England from the Fall of Wolsey to the

Defeat of the Spanish Armada; Carlyle's The
French Revolution; Grote's Greece; Guizot's His-

tory of Civilization; Bancroft's History of the

United States; Prescott's History of the Conquest

of Peru and History of the Conquest of Mexico;

Parkman's series of works upon the French in

America, beginning with Pioneers of France in

the New World and closing with The Con-

spiracy of Pontiac; Motley's The Rise of the

Dutch Republic and The History of the United

Netherlands; Fiske's series of works covering

the whole field of American history, of which

the best is probably The Critical Period of

American History; Ridpath's History of All

Nations and Races; MacMaster's History of

the People of the United States, and Rhodes's

History of the United States from the Compro-

mise of 1850. See History, Methods of

Teaching.
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History, Methods of Teaching. Pur-

poses. The purposes of teaching history are:

L To teach the facts of history so that the

pupils will be well informed concerning the

origin and growth of the country and the prin-

ciples upon which the nation is established.

2. To stimulate patriotism. Patriotism may

be considered as of two classes, military and

civic. Of the former class there is no lack.

The opportunity to join an army, to engage in

militaiy parades and to go forth to war contains

attractions that appeal strongly to young men,

and whenever the country is imperiled by ene-

mies, foreign or domestic, there are ahvays

thousands ready to rush to her defense.

^Military patriotism needs little encourage-

ment; it is not the sort that requires the greatest

amount of attention on the part of the teacher.

Civic patriotism is of a more quiet nature; yet

it often requires the exercise of a moral heroism

far greater than the physical courage required

of the soldier. Civic patriotism includes all

of those xTTtues that make the honest and

upright citizen; the man who w'ould not WTong

another in business; who is careful and con-

scientious in the discharge of all of his political

duties, and who is willing, if called upon, to

accept public office and discharge his duties

faithfully, because of his interest in the public

welfare. Patriotism of this sort needs to be

emphasized; nowhere can this be done to better

advantage than in the history class.

3. To develop the minds of the pupils. His-

tory is a valuable study for the purpose of

appealing to the imagination, exercising the

memory and strengthening the reasoning powers.

This last line of development, however, should

be left largely to the work of the advanced

grades; but the history stories suitable for the

lower grades, both primary and intermediate,

are remarkably well adapted to training the

imagination and memory and to materially

assistng the pupil hi the development of lan-

guage.

4. To train the judgment. History is far

from being a memory study. It presents a
series of problems, each of which arises from
ceitain causes and must be solved in accordance

with certain conditions. In the discovery of

these causes and conditions and the forming

of conclusions by their comparison, there is

afforded one of the best opportunities possible

for training the reasoning powers. Since history

is not an exact science (See History), and since

the causes and conditions are largely dependent
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upon human action, the problems to which they

give rise are more various, more complex and

more far-reaching than are the problems of

mathematics and other exact sciences, and if

history is properly taught in the grammar grades,

it is one of the most valuable branches for train-

ing the reasoning powers.

5. To direct the reading of the pupils. The
breadth of the subject requires extensive readmg

on the part of the pupils, if they would acquire

a comprehensive knowledge of history. This

reading cannot all be done while they are

pursuing the work as provided by the course

of study or during their period in the public

schools, but the proper use of supplementary

reading and careful direction by the teacher

will lead most pupils to acquire a love for the

reading of historic works, and this love once

acquired, it will lead to the continuance of

historic study after the work of the school is

finished.

6. To strengthen character. The study of

the lives and characters of the great leaders of

our own and other nations never fails to exert

an ennobling influence upon the pupils and to

give them an inspiration to attain high ideals

and to live pure lives. This is the most impor-

tant of all the results to be obtained from this

study. In short, ail that has been said under

Purposes can be summed up in this: The pur-

pose of teaching history is to make good citizens.

Preparation of the Teacher. In order

that the above purposes may be attained, the

teacher of history needs an adequate preparation

for the work. This preparation should include:

1. A thorough knowledge of the subject,

including its relation to other subjects, and

especially to geography.

2. A knowledge of the methods of teaching.

See Methods of Teaching.

3. Ability to direct pupils in their study of

history, especially in the use of supplementary

matter, such as reference books and books for

collateral reading.

4. Ability to present the subject in a clear,

vivid and interesting manner. This preparation

can be obtained in professional schools, such

as normal schools and colleges, in a measure

in the public schools, provided the pupil is

under a good teacher, and in a great measure

by self study. The knowledge of history that

the teacher should have as a foundation for

her work must far exceed a knowledge of the

facts that she expects to teach, for without this

extensive knowledge she will be unable to make
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a wise selection of facts or to present them in

their proper setting.

The work in history in the public schools

naturally divides itself into three groups, that

of the primary grades, that of the intermediate

grades and that of the grammar grades.

Primary Grades. The teaching of history

in the first and second grades should be wholly

oral and should consist of history stories. These

may be biographies, which include the boyhood

of eminent men, such as Washington, Lincoln

and Columbus, or the stories of certain phases

of history that the children can easily under-

stand. These will include stories of exploration,

such as a brief, account of John Smith, including

the settlement of Jamestown and the story of

Pocahontas; stories of invention, such as the

invention of the cotton gin and the steamboat,

and accounts of the manners and customs of

the early colonists. These stories should be

told by the teacher and after they have been

repeated two or three times, reviews should be

conducted, in which the pupils should tell back

to the teacher the stories to which they have

listened. As far as possible, the children should

tell the story in a connected form. This gives

training in language as well as in history. In

the preparation of these stories the teacher

should use care to keep them within the capacity

of the pupils, to present them in such a way as

to make them attractive and to enable the

pupils to understand fully everything that is

narrated. In order that this may be done, the

teacher should prepare the story with a view

to the facts that will be presented, to the lan-

guage that is to be used and to the time required.

Young children will listen to a vivid account for

eight or ten minutes, but when the account is

prolonged beyond this time many of them

become inattentive; hence the story should be

short and pointed.

In the third grade the stories told by the

teacher should be supplemented by reading on

the part of the pupils. If it is impossible to

procure books for the pupils to read, the teacher

should read from such suitable books as she

can obtain. A good illustration of the class of

books valuable for pupils of this grade is found

in the following list: Edward Egglestoh's

Stories of Great Americans for Little Americans

and Stories of American Life and Adventure;

Mary Hall Husted's Stories of Indian Children

and Annie Chase's Children of the Wigwam.
Among biographies valuable for this grade are

found Jesse R. Smith's Life of Washington;
81

James Baldwin's Benjamin Franklin, also his

Stories of Great Americans; Frances Perry's

Four American Inventors, and Anna Holman
Burton's Four American Patriots. These are

fair samples of a large niunber of books now
easily obtainable.

All through these grades the pupils should be

taught sentiments of a patriotic nature, including

patriotic songs and extracts from such poems

as The Landing of the Pilgrims and the Building

of the Ship. In the selection of subject-matter

for this work the teacher should be guided

almost entirely by the capacity of the pupils,

since in grades having a large percentage of

children of foreign extraction who are not

familiar with English, memory gems can scarcely

be attempted before the latter part of the second

year.

Intermediate Grades. The work of the

intermediate grades is a continuation of that

in the first three grades. To the stories told

by the teacher there should be added more or

less systematic reading of history by the pupils.

Such books as Edward Eggleston's First Book

in American History and Mowry's First Steps

in the History of Our Country are valuable for

systematic reading in these grades. The pupils

should also be encouraged to read biographies,

provided they can be obtained. A good illus-

tration of biographies suited to these grades is

found in Elbridge S. Brooks's Columbus, Frank-

lin, Decatur and Grant, and Louise Putnam's

Life of Abraham Lincoln.

Thus far these suggestions have dealt only

with American topics. In some schools it may
be unwise to go beyond these, but whenever

the capacity of the pupils and the work in the

course of study will allow it, the children of the

intermediate grades, especially of the fourth

and fifth, should obtain some knowledge of other

people. If the pupils can obtain the books,

they should read during this time the following

and as many more as opportunity will permit:

Jane Andrews's Ten Boys on the Road from

Long Ago to Now, Guerber's Story of the Greeks,

Story of the Romans and Story of the Chosen

People. These are typical of a number of other

works of similar nature, which can be used at

this time to great advantage. The reading of

this period should also include considerable

biography, not only of Americans, but of the

great men of other nations. Particularly suitable

for these grades are Sarah Bolton's Lives of

Girls Who Became Famous and Lives of Poor

Boijs Who Became Famous. Many other books
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of a like nature are easily obtainable, and in

towns and cities school libraries are usually

well supplied with material of this sort. If the

pupils cannot obtain books, it is of great advan-

tat^e in the history Avork for the teacher to

{possess them and read from them. The memory

gems during this part of the w'ork should be

emphasized, and a large niunber of extracts

from poems, orations and other utterances

of public men should be memorized, care bemg

taken to see that the pupils imderstand a selec-

tion before learning it.

Grammar Grades. Text-hooks. The sys-

tematic study of history usually begins in the

seventh or eighth grade, where the text-book

is introduced, and it is at this point that the

teacher frequently meets her greatest difficulty.

The book should be carefully studied by the

teacher, its plan ascertained and the difficult

jxiints discovered. This should be done before

any work is begun with the class. When the

teacher is familiar wdth these difficulties, she

should plan her work so as to remove them as

far as possible from the pupils. This can be

done first by teaching the pupils how to study

history from a text-book. A good plan is to use

the book in class for a few lessons, asking the

pupils to read and discuss the paragraphs

assigned, pointing out to them in this way what
they are expected to retain from their study.

They should learn the facts and the relation of

these facts to one another, but they should not

attempt to commit the text to memory. Care

should also be taken in the assignment of les-

sons so that the important paragraphs may be

properly emphasized and the unimportant ones

passed over lightly. In case the advance lesson

contains any point that the pupils will have
difficulty in understanding, the matter should

be explained at the time of the assignment of

the lesson. If other worics are to be consulted,

specific directions for their reading should be
given. These directions should often include

the page and the paragraph of the work to

which the pupils are referred. The teacher

should so plan the recitation as to make the

history appear a live subject. In this way the

interest of the pupils will at once be secured
and retained.

Cause and Effect. History is a logical sequence
of events, each depending u\xm certain causes

and becoming a cause upon which events that

follow are based; therefore, history should be
studied from the standpoint of cause and effect.

In proceeding according to this plan, special
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emphasis should be placed upon the relation

of geograj^hy to history. The teacher should

lead the pupils to see that all great move-

ments of history have rested upon geographic

conditions and have been determined by them.

A good illustration is the relation of the geography

of North America to its settlement by the Eng-

lish and French colonists. Why did the French

penetrate so much farther inland and range over

so much larger territory than the English, during

the same period? Why did the English settle

in compact communities, while the French failed

to establish many settlements? The answer to

these questions is based very largely upon the

geographical conditions. The Saint Lawrence
formed a waterway leading far inland, by means
of W'hich the Great Lakes and the Mississippi

Valley were reached w^ith comparative ease,

while the barrier of the Appalachian Mountains

was an obstruction that the English colonists

could not overcome for more than a century.

Again, the purpose that led to colonization by
each of these nationalities was an important

cause in determining their method of life in the

New World. The English came because they

wished to establish a home wherein they w^ould

be free from all restrictions in carrying out the

form of worship that they believed to be true.

The French were actuated by the desire to

acquire wealth through trading with the Indians,

and they could not do this successfully if they

remained in settled communities and devoted

their time to tilling the soil. All events are

susceptible of similar treatment, and the con-

nection between cause and effect should never

be overlooked.

Maps. Maps should be constantly used in

connection with the text-book in history, and it

is an advantage to the class if they have been

used in the low^er grades in connection with some

of the narratives. It is a good plan to have the

pupils construct the map as the study proceeds.

When outline maps are used, this can be done

wdthout consmning much time, and it is of great

assistance in enabling the pupils to understand

the geographic relations.

Dates. Only the important dates should be

memorized, such as the discovery of America

by Columbus, the settlement of Jamestown,

the landing of the Pilgrims, Braddock's expe-

dition and the capture of Quebec by the English.

The tendency is to have the pupils memorize

too many dates, and this is liable to lead to

confusion.

Oidline?. The skilful teacher will either con-
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struct for her class or direct them in the con-

struction of an outUne of the subject as the

study proceeds. These outUnes should not be

elaborate, but they should show the relation

of one event to another, should include the

dates to be memorized and should be so con-

structed as to form the basis of review lessons.

Government. The underlying principles of

government should be taught in connection

with the history in the eighth grade, and these

should be discussed and explained as they are

reached in the regular com"se of study, as the

difference between the royal and proprietary

governments in the colonies previous to the

Revolution. The difference in political prin-

ciples which arose between the colonies and

Great Britain and finally led to the Revolutionary

War should be thoroughly discussed, and so

much of these principles as is necessary to

give the pupils a clear understanding of the

jwints at issue shouJd be learned.

Wars. In the study of wars the causes lead-

ing to the war and the results arising from it

^re far more important than the military cam-
paigns. The tendency is to place too much
stress upon the campaigns and battles, consum-

ing SQ much time in this branch of study that

but little time is left for the study of the more
important features. In general, the military

history of wars should be studied by campaigns.

One campaign can be thoroughly studied as a

type and the others passed over lightly. A good

type is Burgoyne's campaign in the Revolutionary

War, the study of which should include the

purpose for which it was organized, the army
with which he started, the conditions of the

country through which he passed, the causes

that led to his defeat and the results following

his capture. The campaign terminating in the

Battle of Gettysburg in the Civil War is also

excellent for systematic study. Minor battles

should usually be ignored, unless they constitute

the beginning of a chain of events that lead to

important results.

Supplementary Work. No text-book contains

a sufficiently full account of American history to

make the subject interesting, and it should be

supplemented by additional reading and re-

search. To this end the teacher of history

should be able to place before the pupils such

reference works and other books related to the

subject as will enable them to follow out the

study along various lines. Many of these works
partake of the nature of fiction, but they are no

less valuable. The libraries are so well stocked

with them that the problem before the teacher

is one of selection. A good illustration of what
such a list of books should contain is given here-

with: Samuel Fallows's Story of the American
Flag; James Baldwin's Discovery of the Old
Northwest; Elbridge S. Brooks's Century Book

of Famous Americans, also his Century Book of

the American Revolution; Charles Carleton

CoflSn's Boijs of '76 and Old Times in the Colo-

nies; John Fiske's Tlie War of Independence;

Guerber's Story of the Great Republic; Reuben
Goldthwaites's The Colonies; Albert Bushnell

Hart's Formation of the Union, and Woodrow
Wilson's Division and Reunion (these last three

books should be on every teacher's desk); O. P.

Austin's Uncle Sam's Secrets and Eva March
Tappan's England's Story.

The teacher will get valuable assistance from

Channing and Hart's Guide to American History,

Allen's Topical Stndies in Amerixan History,

Brigham's Geographic Influences in American
History, McCoun's Historical Geography, Mc-
Murry's Special Method in History and Hins-

dale's Hoiv to Study and Teach History.

Hitchcock, Edward (1793-1864), an Ameri-

can geologist, born in Deerfield, Mass. At the

age of twenty-two he became principal of Deer-

field Academy, which position he held for three

years. HLs first work, which brought him into

public notice, was his compilations of the calcu-

lations for the Farmers' Almanac and Nautical

Almanac. After four years as pastor of a Con-
gregational church, he became professor of

chemistry and natural history in Amherst College

and later became president of Amherst and also

filled the chair of natural theology and geology,

which position he held for ten years, being

responsible to a great degree for the progress

made by the institution at that time. He was

recognized at one time as one of the leading

authorities on geology in the United States and

he did much to popularize the subject. The
American Geological Society was formed at his

suggestion, and he was its first president. Some
of his important works are Geology of tlie Con-

necticut Valley, The Religion of Geology and its

Connected Sciences, Religious Truths Illus-

trated from Science, Religious Lectures on the

Pecidiar Phenomena of the Four Seasons and A
Wreath for the Tomb.

Hitchcock, Ethan Allen (1835-1909), an

American jwlitician, born in Mobile, Ala. He
settled in Saint Louis as a merchant and in 1866

became a partner in the commission house of

Oliphant & Company in Chma. He retired in
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1872 and returned to the United States two years

later, becoming interested in various manufac-

turing, mining and railway enterprises. He was

made minister to Russia in 1S97 and was the first

American ambassador to that country. Presi-

dent McKinlcy appointed him secretary of the

interior in 1S9S and he was reappointed in 1901

bv President McKinley and President Roose-

velt, and again in 1905. He was a member of the

board of trustees ot the Carnegie Institution,

Washington, at its foundation.

EUt'tites, a Canaanitish nation first men-

tioned in connection with Abraham, who bought

the field and cave of Machpelah from them.

There are notices of them in Palestine during

and after the captivity. Egj'ptian and Assyrian

inscriptions seem to indicate that the nation con-

sisted of a confederacy ruled by a number of

chiefs. At one tune a Hittite empire extended

over a large area in Asia Minor and Syria and

was constantly at war with Egypt, fighting great

battles with Seti I and Rameses H.

Hives, hivez, the common name for urticaria,

a disease which appears in white, swollen patches

on the skm, that turn red after the patient

scratches them. They are accompanied by

itching which, in severe cases, becomes almost

intolerable. The attacks appear and disappear

with great suddenness. Local applications of a

solution of baking soda will sometimes relieve

the itching, but the cure comes by the removal

of the causes, which are usually from some dis-

turbance of the system, such as indigestion,

caused by the eating of fish, pork or some fruits.

Such local causes as the stinging of nettles will in

some persons produce an attack of this disease,

which is therefore known as urticaria, or nettle

rash. A similar disease is seen in the bites of

such insects as mosquitoes and fleas.

Hoang-Ho or Hwang-Ho, hwahng'ho (Yellow

River), a large river in China, the sources of

which are in mountains in the Kuku-Nor terri-

tory, north of Tibet. It flows in a winding

course in a generally easterly direction into the

Gulf of Pe-chi-li. Its length is estimated at

about 2600 miles, and it drains an area of prob-

ably 400,000 square miles. The Hoang-Ho is

navigable only a short distance from its mouth.
It derives its name from the vast quantities of

yellow earth held in a state of solution by its

waters. This dirt, being deposited, raises its bed
to such an extent that it frequently overflows,

causing great loss of life and property. It is the

second river in China in size, the Yang-tse-kiang

being larger.

Hoar, hore, Ebenezer Rockwood (1816-

1895), an American jurist, born at Concord,

Mass. He was graduated at Harvard in 1835

and was admitted to the bar. In 1849 he became

a judge of the court of common pleas and ten

years later was made justice of the state supreme

court. In 1869 he was chosen attorney general

of the United States, was one of the representa-

tives of the United States in the conference

which framed the treaty of Washington and

was a member of Congress from 1873 to

1875.

Hoar, George Frisbie (1826-1904), an

American statesman, bom in Concord, Mass.

He was graduated at Harvard, began the practice

of law in 1849, entered politics as a Free-Soiler,

joined the Republican party at its organization,

was elected to the legislature in 1852 and was a

member of Congress from 1869 to 1877. He
served on the Electoral Commission in 1877 and

in the same year was elected to the United States

Senate. He was four times reelected, becoming

conspicuous as a consistent opponent of anti-

imperialism, for notable service on important

committees and as an eloquent orator.

Ho'bart, the capital of Tasmania, on the

west shore of the Derwent River, 12 mi. frorn the

coast. The most noteworthy buildings are the

government house, the townhall, the public

library, the parliament buildings, the royal thea-

ter and the museum and art gallery. As the

harbor is excellent, the town is the center of a

considerable trade, both import and export.

There are manufactures of beer, flour, soap, jam,

hats and barrels. As the temperature is never

extreme and the region is very healthful, Hobart
is a favorite Australian summer resort. Popu-
lation in 1901, 31,317.

Hobbema, hobe'bamah. Meindert (1638-

1709), a Dutch painter. The place of his birth

is unknown, but he spent most of his life at

Amsterdam, where he probably studied under

Ruysdael. During his lifetime his work was
not appreciated, but since his death his land-

scapes have been ranked by critics second only

to Ruysdael's among the painters of the Dutch
school. Hobbema differed from Ruysdael in

choosing as subjects the gentler aspects of nature,

such as woodland scenes and quiet pools. In

technical skill he probably excelled Ruysdael.

His colors are rich andtransparent and depictwith

especial brilliancy the beautiful effects of sun-

light. Among his famous paintings are Tlie

Water Mill, in the Glasgow Gallery; The Avenue
near Middelharnis, Holland, in the Naj;ional
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Gallery, London, and The Ruins of Breberode

Castle, also in the National Gallery.

Hobbes, hobz, John Oliver. See Craigie,

Pearl Richards.

Hobbes, Thomas (1588-1679), an English

moral and political philosopher. The most

remarkable of his works is his Leviathan, or tJie

Matter, Form and Power of a Commomoealth.

In the history of the development of free thought

in Europe, Hobbes holds an important place, and

he was one of the first great English writers on

government. He conceived the state of nature

to be one in which all are at war with one another,

and government as the result of a compact, sug-

gested by selfishness, for the sake of peace and

protection.

Hob'kirk's Hill, Battle of. See Camden,
Battles of.

Ho'boken, N. J., a city in Hudson co., on the

Hudson River, at the base of the Palisades,

opposite New York, of which it is a suburb, and

adjoining Jersey City, on the Delaware, Lack-

awanna & Western, the New Jersey Junc-

tion, the Erie and the West Shore railroads.

The city is the seat of Stevens Institute of Tech-

nology. There are also a public library. Saint

Mary's Hospital and other prominent buildings.

Hoboken is a great center for shipping, especially

of coal, and is the terminus of many important

transatlantic steamship lines. Among the im-

portant manufactures are machine shop products,

leather goods, silk, wall paper and caskets. It

was first called Hobocan Hacking and was a

part of the patroonship granted to Marco Pauw
in 1630. A house was built about ten years

later, and a sparse settlement grew up. The
present city really dates from 1804, when John

Stevens, "the founder of Hoboken," bought the

land and laid out the town. It was incorporated

in 1849. In 1900 Hoboken was the scene of a

terrible disaster; a fire at the wharves of the

North German Lloyd Steamship Company
caused a loss of 200 lives and of property valued

at $5,000,000. Population in 1905, 65,468.

Hobson, Richmond Pearson (1870- ),

an American naval officer, born at Greensboro,

Ala.; graduated from United States Naval

Academy at Annapolis in 1889. At the opening

of the Spanish-American War he was with

Admiral Sampson's fleet. After the Spanish

squadron was located in the harbor of Santiago

Lieutenant Hobson conceived the plan of sinking

a ship in the narrow entrance to the harbor and

thus preventing the escape of the fleet. With

seven companions he took the collier Merrimac

into the entrance of the harbor on Friday morn-

ing, June 3, 1898, and sunk the boat in the

channel, but did not accomplish the desired

result. He was picked up by a Spanish boat
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and retained as prisoner of war until exchanged

a few weeks later. At the close of the war he

was sent as a naval constructor to the Philippines.

In 1903 he resigned from the navy. In 1908 he

was elected to Congress.

Hock'ey or Shinney, a ball game in which

each player is armed with a hockey, or shinney,

stick, with which he tries to drive a small ball

through the team of his opponents to their goal

line. The field should be from 300 to 400 feet

long and about 200 feet wide. At the beginning

of the game the players, except one from each

side, stand with their backs to their own goals

and about one-third of the distance from them

toward the center of the field. The ball is laid

on the ground in the center of the field, and one

player from each side stands facing his opponent's

goal in the most favorable position to drive the

ball towards it. Each player places the head of

his hockey stick against the ball on the side

opposite his opponent's goal, and at a given

signal each of the players tries to strike the ball

m the direction he wishes it to go. The game

is now on, and every player must do his best

under the rules to drive the ball over the goal

line of his opponents. The rules of this game

have not been rigidly formulated, as have those
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of basket ball and football, and accordingly the

game varies a great deal in tlift'erent localities,

especially in the method of starting. In fact, the

game Ls one of the rough-and-tumble games that

any number of boys play during the fall and

winter montlis when they happen to meet in a

suitable place. Hockey is also played on the

ice, and this form of the game has been more

carefully organized and is now a recognized win-

ter sport in schools and colleges, many of which

support hockey teams that play inter-collegiate

matches with their neighbors. See Athletics.

Hoe, an agricultural tool for cultivating and

stirring the soil and for clearing out weeds.

Hoes are of two kinds, those in which the blade

is at right angles to the handle, used for turning

over the earth, in place of the spade, and those

in which the blade is almost in the same line with

the handle, used almost exclusively for killing

weeds and for stirring the surface of the earth.

Hoe, Richard March (1812-1886), an Ameri-

can inventor, born in New York City. He was

the inventor of the rotary printing press, hav-

ing introduced in 1846 the Hoe Lightning Press.

Later he and his brother invented the web-

[)'-'rfecting press, now in general use in the print-

ing of newspapers. See Newspaper; Printing

Press.

Ho'fer, Andreas (1767-1810), a celebrated

Tyrolean patriot. In 1796 he led a body of his

countrjTnen against the French, and during the

rest of his life was engaged almost continuously

in defending his native country against the

aggressions of surrounding nations. He gained

notable successes against vastly superior forces

and for a time, in 1809, actually freed his country

from foreign yoke and acted as the head of the

government. But soon his force was over-

ix)wered by French and Bavarians, and Hofer

was betrayed into the hands of the French.

After a court martial, he was condemned to

death and shot by order of Napoleon.

Hoffman, Charles Fenno (1806-1884), an
American poet and novelist, born in New York
City. He edited the American Monthly Maga-
zine and the Xew York Mirror and published

Greyslaer, a novel. The Vigil of Faith and Other
Poems and a number of songs. During the

last thirty-five years of his life he was insane and
was confined in an asylum.

Hofmann, hofe'man, Heinrich (1824- ),

a German painter, bom in Darmstadt. He
studied at Diisseldorf and Antwerp Academy
and had Schadow for a teacher. After traveling

in Italy he settled in Dresden in 1862. His pic-

,
tures illustrating scenes from the life of Christ

are most widely known, as, Christ Taken Prisoner

and Christ in the Temple.

Hofmann, Josef (1877- ), a Polish pian-

ist, born in Warsaw, of musical parentage. He
studied with his father, then with Rubinstein.

He made his debut when six years old, toured

Europe at nine and came to America in the

following year. Thereafter he retired, reappear-

ing at Dresden in 1894, and has since made
several successful Continental and American

tours.

Hog, a common domestic animal, belonging

to the same family as the boar. The head is

prolonged into a pointed or truncated snout;

the feet have four toes, two of w'hich reach the

ground, and the skin is very thick, mostly cov-

ered with stiff bristles. The common hog in a

tame state is almost universal, except in very high

latitudes. The prevailing color of the domestic

animal is a dull yellowish white, sometimes

marked irregularly with black and sometimes

totally black. It is omnivorous in its habits,

devouring almost any vegetable or animal sub-

stance. It is also very prolific, has usually two

litters in a year, a litter consisting of from ten to

twenty. Its flesh, know'n as pork, forms a

material part of the food of mankind, though

Jews are strictly enjoined not to eat it, and
jNIohammedans agree in this prohibition. Pork
takes salt better than almost any other meat, and
hence it forms an important article in military

and naval stores. The lard of the hog is used

in a variety of preparations, and the bristles

are used in large quantities in the manufacture

of brushes, w'hile the skin, when tanned, is used

by saddlers and bookbinders. The hog is

erroneously looked on as a peculiarly stupid and
gluttonous animal; it has also an undeserved

reputation for filthy habits, but the too common
filthiness of pigsties is more the fault of the owner
than the tenant. It wallows in the mire, l)ut

this is a peculiarity of all animals having a thick

skin, and they do it to cool themselves and pro-

vide a protection against insects. The wild

boar, from which most of our domesticated

varieties are derived, is found in most parts of

Europe and Asia. In size the wild animal con-

siderably exceeds the domesticated hog; the

legs are longer and more muscular, and the back
is therefore much higher. See Lard; Pork.

Ho'garth, William (1697-1764), an English

painter and engraver, bom in London. He
began his career as a silversmith^ making designs

for plates. He made many designs of engrav-
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ings, the most important of which were Masquer-

ades and Operas and illustrations to Butler's

Hudibras, wliich brought him fame. His ambi-

tion was to be a line engraver, but in 1724 he

took up the study of painting. Among his suc-

cessful series of paintings are The Harlot's

Progress; A Rake's Progress; Marriage a la

Mode, his most famous work, and another.

Industry and Idleness, the last of which consists

of engravings. In his work Hogarth had a

definite purpose to fulfill, and this was to repre-

sent the vices and foibles of society. His paint-

ings are better than his engravings. He also

succeeded in portraits, the best of which is one

of himself with his dog. Others of his works

are Southvnck Fair, Midnight Modem Conver-

sation, The Distressed Poet and Sigismunda

Weeping over the Heart of her Husband.

Hogs'head, an obsolete measure of capacity

in the English system, containing 63 old wine

gallons or 52^ imperial gallons. It varied in

different times and places and for different sub-

stances. For beer it was 54 gallons, for rum,

40 to 50 gallons, for brandy, 45 to 60 gallons.

In the United States, the measure is still in use,

being equivalent to 63 American gallons or

52.485 imperial gallons; for tobacco it varies

from 750 pounds to 1200 pounds in different

states.

Hohenlohe-Schillingsfurst, ho^en We shiV-

lings furst, Chlodwig Karl Victor, Prince

of (1819-1901), chancellor of Germany. In

1869 he became prime minister of Bavaria,

and he was vice-president of the first imperial

parliament in 1871. He was sent as German
ambassador to Paris in 1874 and was a member
of the Congress of Berlin in 1878. In 1894, on

the resignation of Caprivi, he became chancellor

of the Empire, and he held this oflBce for six

years.

Hohenstaufen, ho'en stowj'en, the dynasty

which ruled Germany from 1138 to 1254. The
first of the House was Conrad III, who came to

the throne on the death of Lothair of Saxony.

The other kings of the line were Frederick I,

Barbarossa; Henry VI; Otho IV; Frederick II,

and Conrad IV, whose death in 1254 brought

the rule of the House of Hohenstaufen to an end.

The Hohenstaufens were, for the most part,

strong kings, and the imperial title was with

them something more than a name. The two

Fredericks were among the most remarkable of

medieval sovereigns.

Hohenzollem, ho^en tsole'um, a princely

family of Germany, now represented by the

royal family. It dates from about the ninth

century, and its history consists of an account of

the several branches into which at various times

it was divided. In 1415 the representative of the

younger line, Frederick VI, was made elector of

Brandenburg and thus founded the present

imperial dynasty of Prussia. See Prussia, sub-

head History.

Holbein, hole'bine, Hans, the Elder (1460?-

1524), a German painter, the father of the

famous Hans Holbein. Not much is known
of his life. He was born at Augsburg and in

1499 went to Ulm and later to Frankfort. His

style is founded on the models of the early

Flemish school, but he shows traces of Italian

influences in his later works. All the works

of his early period show the Flemish influence,

and among these are Virgin and Child with

Two Angels, Virgin and Child Enthroned with

Angels, Coronation of the Virgin, Nativity,

The Last Supper, Expidsion of the Jews from

the Temple, Crucifixion and an Entombment.

To the later period, in which the Italian influ-

ence is evident, belong Life of Saint Paid, Saint

Catharine, Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian and

Foxintain of Life.

Holbein, Hans, the Younger (1497-1543),

an eminent German painter, born at Augsburg,

where he was first taught by his father, who
was also a painter. His youth was spent in

Basel, but at the beginning of the Reformation

he went to England, where letters from his

friend Erasmus, whose Pajiegyric on Folly he

had illustrated by a series of drawings, procured

him the patronage of the chancellor, Sir Thomas
More. He was appointed court painter by

Henry VIII; and in the Windsor collection he

left portraits of all the eminent Englishmen of

the time. The most celebrated of his pictures

is the Madonna of the Burgomaster Meyer at

Darmstadt. Other works are Passion Scenes,

The Ambassadors and various excellent portraits.

Holden, Edw^ard Singleton (1846- ),

an American astronomer, bom at Saint Louis,

Mo., and educated at Washington Univer-

sity and the United States Military Academy.

After a term of eight years as professor of

mathematics at the naval academy and four

years as director of the Washburn Obser\'atory

at Madison, Wis., Holden became president of

the University of California in 1885 and later

director of the Lick Observatory on INIount

Hamilton in California. Here, surrounded by

all the conveniences which modern science could

furnish, he did his most important work, which
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6 considered of great value to the science of

astronomy. Among his works are an Index

Catalogue of th^ Nebulae, A Life of Sir William

Herschel, an Astronomy (with Newcomb) and

Essays in Astronomy.

Holder, Charles Frederick (1851- ),

an American naturalist and author, bom at

L}Tin, ^Nlass., of Quaker parents, and educated

at the Friends' School in Providence, R. I. He
entered the United States Naval Academy at

Annapolis, but resigned before his graduation.

In 1871 he became assistant curator of zoology

in the American Museum of Natural History

in New York, and his important scientific

researches led to his election to the New York
Academy of Sciences and other famous scientific

societies. He traveled extensively in America,

collecting specimens for the museum, and finally

removed to California, where he took a promi-

nent part in the educational affairs of the state,

becoming president of the Pasadena board of

education and later, professor of zoology in

Throop University. Among his published works

are Marvels of Animal Life; Elements of Zoology,

The Pasadena Highlands', Charles Darwin's

Life and Work', Louis Agassiz, His Life; Stories

of Animal Life; Big Game at Sea, and others.

Hol'iday, any day set apart as a religious

or national festival; in a general sense, a day
or a number of days during which a person is

released from his every-day labors. In the

United States the principal holidays are New
Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Decoration

Day, the Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanks-
giving Day and Christmas; but nearly every

state has its particular festivals and holidays.

There is no national legal hohday in the United
States, each state controlling this matter for

itself.

Holinshed or Hollingshead, hoHnz hed,

Raphael (?-1580), an English writer, known
chiefly as the author of the famous Chronicle,

or the history of England, Scotland and Ireland,

which furnished the material for many of the

dramas of the Elizabethan time, notably of

Shakespeare's Macbeth, King Lear and Cymbe-
line. besides parts of others.

Holland Mich., a city in Ottawa co., 25
mi. s. w. of Grand Rapids, on the Pere Mar-
quette railroad, and at the head of Black Lake,
which affords a good harbor. It is in an agri-

cultural region which was once a lumber district

and has an extensive grain trade. The indus-

tries include flour and planing mills tanneries,

beet sugar factories, pickling plants and manu-

factories of wood-working machinery, launches,

furniture, baskets and other articles. The place

was settled by the Dutch in 1847, and the present

inhabitants are largely of Dutch descent. It is

the seat of Ho^o College and of the Western

Theological Seminary, both under the Reformed

Church. A number of summer resorts are

situated near the city, on Black Lake. Popu-

lation inW ^966.

Holland, Josiah Gilbert (1819-1881), an

American author and editor. In 1844 he gradu-

ated at the Berkshire Medical College, but he

never succeede in gaining a practice. At the

age of thirty he connected himself \\ath the

Springfield Republican, and as he exhibited a

remarkable aptitude for journalism, the paper

soon became vastly popular. In 1870 he founded

Scribner's Monthly, which, under another owner-

ship, is now the Century Magazine. Among
Holland's books, many of which became very

popular, are the novels Nicholas Minium and
Arthur Bonnicastle and the poems Bittersxoeet,

Kathrirui and Garnered Sheaves.

Holland, Kingdom of. See Netherlands,
The.

Holly, a genus of plants embracing a num-
ber of evergreen trees or shrubs. The common
European holly is a handsome, conical ever-

green tree, growing to the height of "• «nty or

thirty feet. Its leaves are dark green, shining

and leathery, abundantly armed with prickles

on the lower branches, but free from them on the

upper branches and on very old trees. The
flowers are white, appearing in INIay; the fruit

is red, ripening in September and remaining on
the tree all winter. A good many varieties are

known, distinguished by the shape and color of

the leaves, which are sometimes spotted o

edged with yellow. Holly is excellently adapted
for hedges and fences, as it bears clipping. The
wood is hard and white and is employed for

turnery work, knife handles and similar articies.

Among the Romans it was customary to send
boughs of holly to friends with new year's gifts,

as emblematic of good wishes; and it is used
to decorate houses at Christmas. The American
holly is widely spread throughout the United
States. It sometimes attains a height of eighty

feet, with a trunk four feet in diameter.

HoMyhock, a biennial plant, native of

China, a frequent ornament of gardens. There
are many varieties, with single and double
flowers^ showing tints of yellow, red, purple
and dark purple, approaching to black. Holly-

hocks grow to the height of eight feet or more»
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and some of the double ones are quite as beau-

tiful a- dahlias and chrysanthemums^

Holman William Steele (1822-1897), an

American jurist and politician, born m Dear-

bom County, Ind., and educated at Franklin

College. He became a lawyer and held several

state judicial offices and in 1851 was a member

of the legislature^ In 1859 he was elected to

Congress, and with two or three exceptions, as

in 1876 and 1878, retained that position. He

was known as "the watchdog of the treasury

and "the great objector," from his invariable

opposition to wasteful public expenditures.

Holmes, Oliver Wendell (1809-1894), an

American author and physician, born at Cam-

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

bridge, Mass. During his eariy years he spent

much tmie in his father's hbrary, and the great

quantity of fragmentary reading which^he did

"in books rather than through them," as he

himseK said, had a marked effect on the writings

of his later life. He was graduated from Harvard

in 1829, in the class which he himself made

famous in later years oy his yearly poems at

the reunions^ After studying law for a time,

he turned to medicine, at first with little serious-

ness. He became deeply interested, however,

and the years during which he studied medicine

in Pnris were most industriously spent. His

degree of M.D. was received in 1836 and he

settled down to practice medicine in Boston.

Holmes

While yet in college, Holmes had written

numerous poems which, while they were not of

the highest order of merit, mcluded such popular

and humorous poems as The Spectre Pig and

The Height of tlve Ridiculous', he had also won

a taste of fame by the publication in the year

following his graduation from Harvard of Old

Ironsides, which, by its remarkable popularity

and the feeling it stirred up throughout the

country, had the effect of compelling the secre-

tary of the navy to countermand the order for

the destruction of the famous frigate Consti-

tution.

It was not until 1836 that Holmes published

his first book of poems. He realized that the

appearance of a volume of poetry in the same

year that he started in to practice medicine

would probably have a most unfavorable effect

on his practice, as people might hesitate some-

what before applying to a poet for prescriptions.

His heart was set, however, on a literary career,

even more than on a medical, and he was willing

to sacrifice something for it. In 1839 he was

given a position as lecturer in Dartmouth Col-

lege and in 1847 gave up his practice entirely

and became professor of anatomy at the Har-

vard Medical School, a position he filled until

1882. Meanwhile, in 1840, he had married

Amelia Lee Jackson, with whom his life was

most happy. Various medical papers, some ot

which were of great hnportance in the profession,

came from Holmes's pen from time to time

and his poems written to celebrate every special

occasion in his beloved city of Boston had made

him locally famous as a wit. It was not until

the founding of the Atlantic Monthhj in 1857,

however, that Holmes became widely famous.

To this newly-founded magazine he contributed

his papers known as the Autocrat of the Break-

fast Table, which are up to the present day

considered his masterpiece. It is simply talk

in print, and this means a great deal when the

talker is as brilliant and easy a conversationalist

as was Doctor Holmes. This first series was

followed by The Professor at the Breakfast

Table and later by The Poet at the Breakfast

Table. Three novels, Elsie Venmr, The Guar-

dian Angel and A Mortal Antipathy, added

little to his fame, although the first two are

still distinctly readable. After a visit to Europe

in 1886 appeared Our Hundred Days m Europe

and when 'Holmes was eighty, he wrote a final

autocrat series under the title of Over tlie Tea.

cups. This last possesses little of the spon-

taneous charm of his earlier writings, but is
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interesting as showing the change in his conver-

sational methods and powers.

Among Hoknes's best poems may be men-

tioned Tlie Chambered Nautilus, The Last Leaf

and the w-idely-known Wonderful One-Hoss

Shay. \Vhether it is as poet or a prose writer

that Holmes is considered, it is the same quali-

ties, his sprightliness, his geniality, his absolute

sanity and his power of combining wit and

pathos, which stand out most prominent, and

these are the same qualities which in his own

generation made Doctor Holmes the most

popular of men.

Holmes, hokmz, Oliver Wendell, Jr.

(1&41- ), an American jurist, born at Bos-

ton, the son of Oliver Wendell Holmes, the

noted poet and essayist. He was graduated at

Hanard and from Hansard Law School, served

for two years in the Civil War, taking part in

the battles of Ball's Bluff, Antietam and Freder-

icksburg, and then engaged in practice in Bos-

ton, where he became editor of the American

Law Review and, in 1882, professor of law in

Harvard Law School. In the same year he

was appointed associate justice and in 1899

chief justice of the state supreme court. In

1902 he was appointed associate justice of the

Supreme Court of the United States. He is

the author of several books on the law and once

edited Kent's Commentaries.

HoPothu'rian. See Sea Cucumber.
Hoist, hohlst, Hermann Eduard von (1841-

1904), a German-American historian, born in

Livonia of German parents. He was educated

at Heidelberg, taught for a time in Saint Peters-

burg and then emigrated to the United States.

After some years spent in New York in teach-

ing and in newspaper work he returned to

(Germany, was made professor in the Univer-

sity of Strassburg and later in the University

of Freiburg. In 1892 he was made the head

of the department of history in the University

of Chicago, a position which he held until

1900, when ill health compelled him to retire.

Among his writings are The Constitutional

and Political History of the United States, The
Constitutional Law of the United States, and
John C. Calhoun, in the American Statesmen

Series.

Holt, Joseph (1807-1894), an American

jurist, bom in Breckenridge, Ky., and educated

at Saint Joseph's College and Center College,

in his native state. He studied law and began

practice, but in 1835 moved to Mississippi,

where he gained fame as an orator and jjoli-

tician. Under President Buchanan he became
postmaster-general and later secretary of war.

At the opening of the Civil War he supported

the Union and was made judge advocate general

at the head of the department of military justice.

He presided over the trial of Lincoln's assassins.

He retired with the brevet rank of major general.

Holy Alli'ance, a league concluded at Paris,

in September, 1815, between Alexander I of

Russia, Francis of Austria and Frederick Wil-

liam III of Prussia. It consisted of a declara-

tion, that, in accordance with the precepts of

the gospel of Jesus Christ, the principles of

justice, charity and peace should be the basis

of their internal administration and of their

international relations, and that the happiness

and religious welfare of their subjects should be

their great object. Its real aim, however, was
to maintain the power and influence of the exist-

ing dynasties, and Metternich, the Austrian

minister, gradually obtained the chief authority.

The events of 1848 broke up the Holy Alliance.

Holy Fam'ily, a name in art, applied to

representations of the Mary and the infant

Christ, with their attendants. In the sbcth

century the Byzantine school introduced a type

in which Jesus is seated in the lap of the Virgin

Mary. Later, the attendant angels were added.

A new type was introduced by Cimabue and

Duccio, in whose pictures are throne-bearing

and adoring figures. Toward the last of the

Middle Ages still other figures were represented

in the pictures of the Holy Family, such as

Saint Anna, the mother of the Virgin; Saint

Joseph; the infant John the Baptist, and Saint

Catherine. Of all subjects, that of the Madonna
and chUd, unknown in the early Middle Ages,

came into the greatest prominence, becoming
the favorite theme of the Italian painters of

the Renaissance.

Holy Grail. See Grail, The Holy.
Holy Land. See Palestine.

Holy League, the name given to several

different alliances in European history, the

most important of which was formed in 1576
by the ruling house of France, the pope, the

king of Spain and the Parlement of Paris against

the Huguenots. See France, subhead History.

Holyoke, hok^yoke, Mass., a city in Hamp-
den CO., 8 mi. n. of Springfield, on the Con-
necticut River and on the Boston & Maine
and the New York, New Haven & Hartford
railroads. The river here has a fall of 60 feet,

and a dam 1000 feet long has been constructed,

So that the city now has probably the most
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extensive water power in New England. Hol-

yoke is especially noted for its paper mills, but

there, are also manufactories of cottons, woolens,

thread, silk, alpaca, machinery, school supplies

and various other articles. The city contains

a public library, a city hospital and the House

of Providence Hospital. The city has been

one of the pioneers in the east in introducing

a system of municipal lighting. Holyoke was

settled chiefly by Irish people in the last part

of the seventeenth century, and it was for a

time called Ireland Parish. It was part of

West Springfield from 1786 to 1850, and in 1873

it was chartered as a city. Population in 1905,

49,934.

Holyoke, Mount, a steep ridge in Massa-

chusetts, 5 mi. s. e. of Northampton, 955 feet

above sea level. The view obtained from this

summit is one of the finest in the east.

Holy Roman Empire, the name given to

the State created by Charlemagne, the assump-

tion being that it was a development of the old

Western Empire and that Charlemagne was the

successor of the Roman emperors. The title

Roman Empire was first used in 962, when Otho

the Great was crowned by the pope, and the

word Holy was added by Frederick Barbarossa.

In theory, all of the Christian coimtries of western

Europe formed part of the Holy Roman Empire,

but in reality only Italy and those countries

which acknowledged the superiority of the king

of Germany belonged to it. The Hohenstaufen

emperors possessed something like imperial

power, because they were strong monarchs

individually, but after their time the term

came gradually to be merely an honorary title.

In 1804 Francis II took the title of emperor of

Austria, and two years later he gave up that

of Holy Roman Emperor.

Ho'lyrood Palace, the ancient royal palace

of Scotland, in Edinburgh. It occupies the site

of the old Augustinian abbey of the Holy Rood,

which was built by King David I in 1128 at

the place where, tradition says, he was saved

from a pursuing stag by a miraculous cross, or

rood, which came between him and the animal.

The palace was rebuilt between 1671 and 1679

by King Charles II of England. It is interesting

from a historical standpoint, as the place where

Mary Queen of Scots resided and where Rizzio

was murdered in 1566.

Holy Sepulcher, sep'idkur, Church of

THE. See Jerusalem.

Holy Spirit Plant, an orchid of Central

America, known, also, as the dove plant, from

the resemblance of the united stamens and pistils

of the flower to a dove hovering with expanded

wings, somewhat like the conventional dove

seen in artistic representations of the Holy

Ghost. The round, sweet-scented flowers are

a creamy white, dotted with lilac on the base of

the lip, and are borne in a spike.

Holy Water, in the Roman Catholic Church,

water which has been blessed by a priest for

religious uses. It is sprinkled on the worship-

ers and the things used in the church and is

employed at funerals and other special services.

Homage, hom'aje, in feudal law, a formal

acknowledgment and acceptance of the duties

of a vassal, made by a feudal tenant to his lord.

The tenant, being ungirt and uncovered, kneeled

and held up both hands between those of the

lord and there professed himself to he his lord's

vassal. He then received a kiss from the lord.

Homeop'athy, the name of a system of

medicine introduced by Samuel Hahnemann of

Leipzig. It is a system founded upon the

belief that drugs have the power of curing

morbid conditions similar to those they have

the power to excite, an old belief long ago

expressed in the Latin phrase, similia similihus

curantur (like is cured by like). That the

smaller the dose, the better will be its effects

is another principle which, however, is not now
so generally accepted as formerly by physicians

of this school. While the principle has often

been carried to ridiculous extremes, the idea has

gained a remarkable foothold and has doubtless

modified the size of doses given by practitioners

of other schools.

Ho'mer, the earliest named Greek poet, to

whom ancient tradition assigned the authorship

of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Of Homer's life

and personality nothing is known, and it has

been questioned whether such a person ever

existed. Several ancient biographies of Homer
are preserved, two of which, their titles state,

were written by Herodotus and Plutarch, respec-

tively. It is certain, however, that the state-

ments of authorship are false, and the biographies

are valuable only because they show what was

the ancient popular tradition concerning the

poet. Many towns claimed the honor of being

his birthplace, and the names of seven are pre-

served in an epigram beginning,

"Seven rival towns contend for Homer dead.

Through which the living Homer begged his bread."

Of these towns, Smyrna seems to have had the

strongest claim, Chios coming next. At the
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latter town was a clan of bards called Homeridae,

who transmitted the epics from father to son and

claimed Homer as their founder. In one of the

Homeric Hymns—poems addressed to the gods

and because of their similarity in style ascribed

to Homer, but probably for the most part of

later date—the author describes himself as the

"blind bard of rocky Chios." The tradition of

Homer's blindness was universally accepted.

Ancient writers mention the name Homer as a

HOMEB

pseudonym of the poet, and various interpreta-

tions of it are given, the most probable being that

it meant "one who puts together." This gives

color to the theory that Homer was not an origi-

nal poet, but merely a compiler of current lays.

The general belief of antiquity seems to have
Ijeen that Homer was bom in Smyrna, lived

some time in Chios and was buried in los. His
date has been variously placed between the

beginning of the twelfth century and the begin-

ning of the seventh century b. c. The dialect

and a few local allusions indicate that the Iliad

and the Odyssey originated on the Ionian coast

of Asia Minor and the Aegean Islands. Lycur-
gus is said to have brought them to Sparta, and
we hear of the recitation of them by rhapsodists

aljout GOO B. c. Solon regulated such recitation

at Athens, and the Tyrant Pisistratus had the

poems edited by a commission and arranged in

what is practically their present form. Perhaps
the lays or rhapsodies had previously been sung
separately and were then for the first time united

into two poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Other poems of the epic cycle had been attributed

to Homer, but the critics rejected all except the

Iliad and the Odyssey, which by all but a small

minority were considered as genuine and as the

w^ork of one author. The frequent allusions and

quotations in Greek literature prove the high

estimation in which the Iliad and the Odyssey

were held by the Greeks themselves. Every

city of importance had its civic edition, from

which copies could be made for private indi-

viduals. A famous edition was that prepared

by Aristotle for his pupil, Alexander the Great.

Homer, Winslow (1836- ), an American

painter, bom in Boston. His first work con-

sisted of sketches for magazines, and during the

Civil War he vas an artist for Harper's Weekly.

In New York he showed his first great picture,

Prisoners from the Front, which brought him

prominently before the public. A great many
of his works are genre subjects, such as Home,
Sweet Home; Cotton Pickers; In the Field. He
also painted many marine pictures, and his fame

rests principally on these. Among them are the

Life Line, Eight Bells, Launching the Boat, The
Tempest, The Lookout, A Northeaster, The
Maine Coast and Tlie Gulf Stream.

Home Rule, in British politics, a measure

advocated especially in regard to Ireland, the

leading feature of which is the establishment of

a native parliament in Ireland, to conduct all

local and internal legislation, leaving the general

political government of the Empire to an imperial

Parliament. The movement originated in the

formation of the Home Government Association

at Dublin, in 1870. At the general election of

1874 the party succeeded in sending 60 Home
Rule members to Parliament, and in 1886 this

was increased to 86 members under Charles

Pamell, who then held the balance of power
between the Liberals and Conservatives. The
conversion of Mr. Gladstone and many members
of the Liberal party to Home Rule principles, in

1886, added immense strength to the movement,
but failed to carry through its program. The
amelioration of economic conditions and the

granting of local self-government under Balfour's

Conservative administration, quieted the agita-

tion for a time, but later it broke forth anew
under such leaders as Justin McCarthy and John
Redmond.
Homestead, home'sted, Pa., a borough in

Allegheny co., 8 mi. s. e. of Pittsburg, on the
Monongahela River and on the Pennsylvania
and other railroads. One of the largest steel

plants in the United States, employing six thou-
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sand men, is located here, as are also foundries,

machine shops and glass works. The place was

settled in 1871 and incorporated in 1880. From
July to November, 1892, it was the scene of a

great labor strike, in which there was consider-

able disorder. Population in 1900, 12,554.

Homestead Laws, acts concerning the secur-

ing and holding of lands and houses for home-

steads or places of abode for families. These

laws are both state and Federal, the purpose of

the former being to protect those who have

acquired homes against the claims of creditors,

the homestead, to a certain value, usually being

exempt from such claims, except those con-

tracted before the property was recorded as a

homestead.

The Federal laws relate to the appropriation

of the public lands to those who will settle, cul-

tivate and make permanent homes upon them.

This privilege is open to any citizen or to any

one who declares his intention of becoming a

citizen, twenty-one years of age or the head of

a family, the appropriation not exceeding 160

acres. Fees are required, rarely exceeding more
than $30, and title to the property is given after

five years' residence and cultivation. Preference

is shown to ex-soldiers or their heirs. Under
these laws more than 85,000,000 acres have been

transferred to homestead settlers. See Lands,
Public.

Homicide, hom'y side, the killing of one per-

son by another, either through direct act, through

instigation or through the omission of some act

which would have prevented the killing. In this

wide sense it includes manslaughter and murder

(See Murder), besides so-called justifiable

homicide. In this article the term will be used

only in the last sense. This includes killing by

accident, in self-defense, by a public ofiicer in

conformity to a judicial sentence, by an officer

in performing a legal duty, or by a person to

prevent the commission of a serious crime. If

committed without any fault on the part of the

slayer, homicide is not punishable at law. The
circumstances of the homicide, however, are

always most carefully investigated to see that it

was either absolutely necessary, or without evil

intent or was without blame on the part of the

slayer.

Homing Pigeon, ho'ming fij^un. See Car-
rier Pigeon.

Hon'do. See Japan.

Honduras, hon doo'ras, a republican state of

Central America, bounded on the n. by the Carib-

bean Sea, on the s. e. by Salvador and the Pacific

Ocean, on the s. w. by Nicaragua and on the w.

by Guatemala. Its total area is about 45,000

square miles, nearly all of which is mountainous.

The climate of the interior of the country is

healthful, being moderate in temperature and
not excessively humid. On the low east coast,

the excessive heat and rainfall make life for the

white race uncomfortable and dangerous. The
mineral wealth of Honduras is very considerable

and includes gold, silver, lead and copper. The
country also has extensive forests, abounding in

fine timber. The principal cultivated prod-

ucts are maize, beans, some wheat, rice, plan-

tains and tobacco. Since 1880 the capital has

been Tegucigalpa; the principal ports are Trux-

Ulo, on the Caribbean Sea, and Port San Lorenzo,

on the Pacific. There is no communication by

railroad between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts;

transportation is by mule train, the distance of

less than two hundred miles being covered in

three weeks. The constitution of the state gives

the legislative power to a congress of deputies,

chosen one for each 10,000 persons. The country

is divided, for administrative purposes, into fif-

teen departments, over each of which is a gov*

ernor appointed by the president. There is a

supreme court. The executive authority is in

the hands of the president, elected by popular

vote once in four years. Population in 1901,

544,000, exclusive of uncivilized Indians.

Honduras, Bay of, a wide inlet of the

Caribbean Sea, bordered on the south by

Guatemala and Honduras and on the west by
British Honduras and Yucatan. Along its

shores are the islands of Bonaca, Ruatan, Utila,

Turneflf, and numerous islets and reefs called

cays.

Hone, a stone used in sharpening edged tools.

The coarse varieties of hones are made of sand-

stone and are commonly called whetstones. The
finer varieties are usually made of a stone

formed from placing pine logs in the sea and

leaving them until they turn to stone. Another

variety of hone stone is called novaadite. The
surfaces of the hone should be smooth and even,

and fine stones should be lubricated with oil or

water when used. In sharpening any tool upon

the hone, the tool should be held firmly and

moved back and forth without any rotary motion;

otherwise the edge will be rounded and the

desired result cannot be obtained.

Honey, hun'y, a sweet substance collected

from flowers by bees and other insects for food

for themselves or their young and considered a

great delicacy by men. White clover and bass-
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wood furnish very fine honey; buckwheat and

other phints may yield as much, but the flavor

is alwavs governed by the plant, and in some cases

it is not pleasant. Honey has been used for many

centuries, and before the cultivation of sugar

cane it took the place of sugar for many purposes

for which that article is now used. See Bee.

Honey Locust, Sweet Locust or Black

Locust, a forest tree belonging to the United

States. The leaves are divided into numerous

small leaflets, and the foliage has a light and

elegant appearance. The flowers are greenish

and are succeeded by long, often twisted pods,

containing large, brown seeds, enveloped in a

sweet pulp. This tree is especially remarkable

for its formidable thorns, on which account it

has been recommended for hedges.

Honeysuckle, hun'y suk'l, a twining shrub,

with distinct leaves and red berries, is native in

Great Britain; but two others have been natur-

alized there, one distinguished by the form of its

upper leaves, which are united in a cup, and the

other by small, yellowish, scentless flowers and

scarlet berries. The honeysuckle family is

represented in North America by nine different

species. The name is often incorrectly applied

to other plants. See Coluimbine.

Hong Kong, an island off the southeast coast

of China, belonging to Great Britain. It is at

the mouth of the estuary that leads to Canton,

from which it is 75 mi. distant. It is about 10

miles long, and its greatest width is 7 miles.

The island is almost destitute of vegetation.

Victoria, the capital, is situated on a beautiful

bay and contains most of the population of the

colony. There are many beautiful buildings and

an excellent harbor, which is strongly fortified.

Hong Kong is the center of the foreign trade of

China and carries on a large trade with the other

great countries. Among the articles of com-

merce are opium, flour, mercury, ivory, betel,

cotton, amber, wools, salt and sugar. There are

manufactures of sugar, cotton and vermilion, and

among the native industries are ivory carving and
metal working. The prosperity of the colony is

due in a large measure to the large number
of Chinese engaged in trade or in working build-

ing stone, which is one of the chief products of

the island.

The British occupied Hong Kong In 1841, and
the next year it was ceded to England by the

Treaty of Nanking. Population in 1901,

284,000, of whom 275,000 are Chinese.

Honolulu, hon'o loo'loo, the capital of the

Hawaiian Islands, on the south side of the Island

Hood

of Oahu, 2089 mi. s. w. of San Francisco. Its

most notable edifices are the palace, the Roman
Catholic Cathedral, the treasury, the govern-

ment buildings, the hospital and the public

library. There are foundries, shipyards and
manufactories of iron products. There is a

fine natural harbor, and Honolulu is rapidly

improving and growing. Population in 1900,

39,306.

Hono'rius, Flavius (384-423), Roman
emperor, son of Theodosius the Great. In

the division of the Empire on the death of

Theodosius, in 395, Honorius received the wes-

tern half, but on account of his youth was placed

under the guardianship of Stilicho. The prin-

cipal events of his reign are the adoption of

rigorous measures against paganism, the inva-

sion by the Goths under Alaric and another

irruption of barbarians under Rhadagaisus.

Hood, John Bell (1831-1879), an American

soldier, born in Owingsville, Ky. He w'as edu-

cated at West Point and entered the army, but

resigned in 1861 to enter the Confederate service.

His gallantry in the Virginia campaigns w'on him
a commission as major general. He distin-

guished himself at Gettysbiu-g and at Chicka-

mauga, w'here he lost a leg. Afterwards he w^as

made lieutenant general and served with Johns-

ton In the Atlanta campaign and succeeded him

on July 17, 1864. He immediately abandoned
Johnston's cautious tactics and took the aggres-

sive, but was defeated on every occasion. In

order to draw Sherman from his contemplated

march to the sea, Hood led his forces northward

into Tennessee, where, in the battles of Franklin

and Nashville, his army was completely over-

whelmed and almost destroyed. In January,

1865, he was relieved of his command at his own
request and became a merchant in New Orleans.

Hood, Mount, a mountain in the Cascade

range, in the State of Oregon. It is about

12,000 feet high. It is easily ascended and
affords a beautiful view of the surrounding

country.

Hood, Robin, a celebrated outlaw, w-ho,

according to the popular account, inhabited with

his followers Sherwood Forest, in Nottingham-

shire, and the woodlands of Barnsdale, in the

adjoining West Riding. They supported them-

selves by levying toll on the wealthy, especially

on ecclesiastics, and by hunting the deer of the

forest. The principal members of his band
were his lieutenant. Little John; his chaplain.

FriarTuck; William Scathlock; George-a-Greene;

Much, the miller's son, and Maid Marian.
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The tales of Robin Hood formed the basis for

many old ballads, of which the earliest was A
Geste of Robin Hood, produced at the beginning

of the fifteenth century.

Hood, Thomas (1799-1845), an English poet

and humorist. During a residence at Dundee,

while only fifteen or sixteen years of age, he con-

tributed articles to a local paper and magazine.

In 1821 he became sub-editor of the London

Magazine, and while in this position he made the

acquaintance of Lamb, De Quincey and Hazlitt,

who were also on the staff of that magazine. In

1826 appeared his Whims and Oddities, which

was followed by National Tales and a volume of

serious poetry. In 1829 he began his Comic

Annual, and in the same year he contributed to

another annual Eugene Aram's Dream, one of

his best-known poems. In 1838, on the ter-

mination of the Comic Annual, he commenced a

monthly periodical entitled Hood's Own, which

consisted chiefly of selections from the former

work. In 1839 he published his Up the Rhine,

which, based on Smollett's Humphry Clinker,

was very popular. It was during his last illness

that he wrote The Song of a Shirt, The Bridge of

Sighs and The Lay of tJie Laborer. Hood is

unrivaled as a punster, and he possesses a singu-

lar power of combining the humorous with the

pathetic. .

Hooded Seal, a species of seal, the male of

which possesses a movable, inflatable muscular

bag, stretching from the muzzle to about five

inches behind the eyes, with which it is said to

terrify its enemies. The prevailing color is

bluish-black, the head and limbs being uniformly

black. Its usual range extends, in America,

southward to Newfoundland, and in Europe, to

southern Norway. See Seal.

Hoog'ly. See Hugli.
Hooker, Joseph (1814-1879), an American

soldier, born at Hadley, Mass. He graduated

at West Point in 1837, served on the southern

and northern frontiers and in the Mexican war,

being brevetted captain, major and lieutenant

colonel, successively, for gallantry. He resigned

from the army in 1858, engaging in private busi-

ness, but in May, 1861, he was appointed briga-

dier general of volunteers. In the following

spring he was promoted to be major general of

volunteers and as a result of excellent service in

the Peninsula Campaign and at South Mountain
and Antietam, he was appointed brigadier gen-

eral in the regular army. After commanding a

division at the Battle of Fredericksburg, he was
appointed to the command of the Army of the

Potomac in January, 1863, and displayed remark-

able ability in organization and discipline, but

failed to show great military talent in command
of large forces. On May 2 to 4, 1863, he suf-

fered a terrible defeat at Chancellorsville (See

Chajstcellorsville, Battle of). He followed

Lee upon his second invasion of the North, but

just at the crucial point in the campaign he was
superseded at his own request by General Meade.
He then joined Rosecrans before Chattanooga,

and on November 24 he distinguished himself as

a leader in the famous "Battle above the Clouds."

For this service he was brevetted major general

in the regular army, and with Sherman he per-

formed notable service in the Atlanta campaign.

Later he was relieved of command at his own
request, being given charge of unimportant

departments, and he finally retired in 1868, with

the rank of major general.

Hooker, Mount, one of the highest peaks in

the Rocky Mountains in Canada, situated near

the boundary between British Columbia and

Alberta. Its altitude is estimated at 15,700

feet.

Hooker, Richard (about 1553-1600), an Eng-

lish clergyman and writer, born at Exeter. He
studied at Oxford and in 1582 took holy orders.

Hooker is most widely known for his celebrated

book, TJie Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, which,

placed him in the front rank of English writers

upon ecclesiastical and political subjects. In it

he presents his theory of the origin of govern-

ment and its relation to the Church. It is an

able defense of the Established Church in oppo-

sition to the Independents and Presbyterians,

who were then gaining ground.

Hooker, Thomas (1586-1647), an American

colonist and clergyman, one of the founders and

the chief promoter of the Connecticut colony.

He was bom in Leicestershire, England, was
educated at Cambridge and, entering the minis-

try, won distinction for eloquence and sincerity.

Driven by persecution to Holland, he continued

to preach, but in 1633 went to New England and

settled in Cambridge. Three years later, owing

to the pressure of population and to other causes,

he moved with his congregation westward to the

Connecticut valley, where, joined by others from

Dorchester and Watertown, he established an

English settlement at Hartford. Other settle-

ments sprang up in the vicinity, but Hooker's

influence was paramount in them all, and he

was probably the author of the Fundamental

Orders, which v^ere promulgated in 1639. This

was the first written constitution in American
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wood furnish very fine honey; buckwheat and

(ithor phints may yield as much, but the flavor

is alwavs governed by the plant, and in some cases

it is not pleasjint. Honey has been used for many

centuries, and before the cultivation of sugar

cane it took the place of sugar for many piu-poses

for which that article is now used. See Bee.

Honey Locust, Sweet Locust or Black

Locust, a forest tree belonging to the United

States. The leaves are divided into numerous

small leaflets, and the foliage has a light and

elegjint ap{>earance. The flowers are greenish

and are succeeded by long, often twisted pods,

containing large, brown seeds, enveloped in a

sweet pulp. This tree is especially remarkable

for its formidable thorns, on which account it

has been recommended for hedges.

Honeysuckle, hun'y suk'l, a twining shrub,

with distinct leaves and red berries, is native in

(ireat Britain; but two others have been natur-

alized there, one distinguished by the form of its

upfx-r leaves, which are united in a cup, and the

other by small, yellowish, scentless flowers and

scarlet berries. The honeysuckle family is

represented in North America by nine different

species. The name is often incorrectly applied

to other plants. See Columbine.

Hong Kong, an island off the southeast coast

of China, Ijelonging to Great Britain. It is at

the mouth of the estuary that leads to Canton,

from which it is 75 mi. distant. It is about 10

miles long, and its greatest w-idth is 7 miles.

The island is almost destitute of vegetation.

\'ictoria, the capital, is situated on a beautiful

bay and contains most of the population of the

colony. There are many beautiful buildings and

an excellent harbor, which is strongly fortified.

Hong Kong is the center of the foreign trade of

(Jhina and carries on a large trade with the other

great countries. Among the articles of com-

merce are opium, flour, mercury, ivory, betel,

cotton, amber, wools, salt and sugar. There are

manufactures of sugar, cotton and vermilion, and
among the native industries are ivory carving and

metal working. The prosperity of the colony is

due in a large measure to the large number
of Chinese engaged in trade or in working build-

ing stone, which Is one of the chief products of

the island.

The British occupied Hong Kong in 1841, and

the next year it was ceded to England by the

Treaty of Nanking. Population in 1001,

2.S4,000, of whom 275,000 are Chinese.

Honolulu, hmi'o loo'loo, the capital of the

Hawaiian Islands, on the south side of the Island

of Oahu, 2089 mi. s. w. of San Francisco. Its

most notable edifices are the palace, the Roman
Catholic Cathedral, the treasury, the govern-

ment buildings, the hospital and the public

library. There are foundries, shipyards and
manufactories of iron products. There is a

fine natural harbor, and Honolulu is rapidly

improving and growing. Population in 1900,

39,306.

Hono'rius, Flavius (384-423), Roman
emperor, son of Theodosius the Great. In

the division of the Empire on the death of

Theodosius, in 395, Honorius received the wes-

tern half, but on account of his youth was placed

under the guardianship of Stilicho. The prin-

cipal events of his reign are the adoption of

rigorous measures against paganism, the inva-

sion by the Goths under Alaric and another

irruption of barbarians under Rhadagaisus.

Hood, John Bell (1831-1879), an American

soldier, born in Owingsville, Ky. He was edu-

cated at West Point and entered the army, but

resigned in 1861 to enter the Confederate service.

His gallantry in the Virginia campaigns won him
a commission as major general. He distin-

guished himself at Gettysburg and at Chicka-

mauga, where he lost a leg. Afterwards he was
made lieutenant general and served with Johns-

ton in the Atlanta campaign and succeeded him
on July 17, 1864. He immediately abandoned
Johnston's cautious tactics and took the aggres-

sive, but was defeated on every occasion. In

order to draw Sherman from his contemplated

march to the sea. Hood led his forces northward

into Tennessee, where, in the battles of Franklin

and Nashville, his army was completely over-

whelmed and almost destroyed. In January,

1865, he was relieved of his command at his own
request and became a merchant in New Orleans.

Hood, Mount, a mountain in the Cascade

range, in the State of Oregon. It is about

12,000 feet high. It is easily ascended and

affords a beautifid view of the surroimding

country.

Hood Robin, a celebrated outlaw, who,

according to the popular account, inhabited with

his followers Sherwood Forest, in Nottingham-

shire, and the woodlands of Bamsdale, in the

adjoining West Riding. They supported them-

selves by levying toll on the wealthy, especially

on ecclesiastics, and by hunting the deer of the

forest. The princii)al members of his band

were his lieutenant. Little John; his chaplain,

FriarTuck; William Scathlock; George-a-Greene;

Much, the miller's son, and Maid Marian.
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The tales of Robin Hood formed the basis for

many old ballads, of which the earliest was A
Geste of Robin Hood, produced at the beginning

of the fifteenth century.

Hood, Thomas (1799-1845), an English poet

and humorist. During a residence at Dundee,

while only fifteen or sixteen years of age, he con-

tributed articles to a local paper and magazine.

In 1821 he became sub-editor of the London

Magazine, and while in this position he made the

acquaintance of Lamb, De Quincey and Hazlitt,

who were also on the staff of that magazine. In

1826 appeared his Whims and Oddities, which

was followed by National Tales and a volume of

serious poetry. In 1829 he began his Comic

Annual, and in the same year he contributed to

another annual Eugene Aram's Dream, one of

his best-known poems. In 1838, on the ter-

mination of the Comic Annual, he commenced a

monthly periodical entitled Hood's Own, which

consisted chiefly of selections from the former

work. In 1839 he published his Up the Rhine,

which, based on Smollett's Humphry Clinker,

was very popular. It was during his last illness

that he wrote Tlie Song of a Shirt, The Bridge of

Sighs and The Lay of tJie Laborer. Hood is

unrivaled as a punster, and he possesses a singu-

lar power of combining the humorous with the

pathetic.

Hooded Seal, a species of seal, the male of

which possesses a movable, inflatable muscular

bag, stretching from the muzzle to about five

inches behind the eyes, with which it is said to

terrify its enemies. The prevailing color is

bluish-black, the head and limbs being uniformly

black. Its usual range extends, in America,

southward to Newfoundland, and in Europe, to

southern Nonvay. See Seal.

Hoog'ly. See Hugli.
Hooker, Joseph (1814-1879), an American

soldier, born at Hadley, Mass. He graduated

at West Point in 1837, served on the southern

and northern frontiers and in the Mexican war,

being brevetted captain, major and lieutenant

colonel, successively, for gallantry. He resigned

from the army in 1858, engaging in private busi-

ness, but in May, 1861, he was appointed briga-

dier general of volunteers. In the following

spring he was promoted to be major general of

volunteers and as a result of excellent service in

the Peninsula Campaign and at South Mountain
and Antietam, he was appointed brigadier gen-

eral in the regular army. After commanding a

division at the Battle of Fredericksburg, he was
appointed to the command of the Army of the

Potomac in January, 1863, and displayed remark-

able ability in organization and discipline, but

failed to show great military talent in command
of large forces. On May 2 to 4, 1863, he suf-

fered a terrible defeat at Chancellorsville (See

Chancellorsville, Battle of). He followed

Lee upon his second invasion of the North, but

just at the crucial point in the campaign he was
superseded at his own request by General Meade.
He then joined Rosecrans before Chattanooga,

and on November 24 he distinguished himself as

a leader in the famous "Battle above the Clouds."

For this service he was brevetted major general

m the regular army, and with Sherman he per-

formed notable senice in the Atlanta campaign.

Later he was relieved of command at his own
request, being given charge of unimportant

departments, and he finally retired in 1868, with

the rank of major general.

Hooker, Mount, one of the highest peaks in

the Rocky Mountains in Canada, situated near

the boundary between British Columbia and

Alberta. Its altitude is estimated at 15,700

feet.

Hooker, Richard (about 1553-1600), an Eng-

lish clergyman and writer, born at Exeter. He
studied at Oxford and in 1582 took holy orders.

Hooker is most widely known for his celebrated

book, TJie Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, which,

placed him in the front rank of English writers

upon ecclesiastical and political subjects. In it

he presents his theory of the origin of govern-

ment and its relation to the Church. It is an

able defense of the Established Church in oppo-

sition to the Independents and Presbyterians,

who were then gaining ground.

Hooker, Thomas (1586-1647), an American
colonist and clergyman, one of the founders and
the chief promoter of the Connecticut colony.

He was born in Leicestershire, England, was
educated at Cambridge and, entering the minis-

try, won distinction for eloquence and sincerity.

Driven by persecution to Holland, he continued

to preach, but in 1633 went to New England and
settled in Cambridge. Three years later, owing

to the pressure of population and to other causes,

he moved with his congregation westward to the

Connecticut valley, where, joined by others from

Dorchester and Watertown, he established an

English settlement at Hartford. Other settle-

ments sprang up in the vicinity, but Hooker's

influence was paramount in them all, and he-

was probably the author of the Fundamental

Orders, which were promulgated in 1639. This

was the first written constitution in American
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histon-. Hooker was a leading spirit in the

councils of the Xcw England Confederation.

Hooping Cough. See Whooping Cough.

Hoop'oe, a Eurojx'an bird, related to the

kingfi-sliors and hornbill. It is about twelve

inches long and has a fine crest of pale, cinnamon-

nxl feathers, tipped with black. The upper

surface of the bird is, on the whole, ashy brown;

its wings are black with white bars, and its

throat and breast are pale fawn, shading to

^'^m

white, marked with black streaks and dashes

on the abdomen. The hoopoe feeds on the

ground, preying chiefly on insects, and is not

particular about the cleanliness of its food.

I^arge objects are rapped on the ground and
asually tossed into the air before being swal-

lowed. The birds fly veil and run rapidly,

and by the Mohammedans they are venerated

as being the favorite birds of Allah.

Hoorne or Horn, Philippe de Mont-
morenx'y-Xevele, Count of (a}x)ut 1518-

loC)H), a Flemish statesman and soldier. He
held important posts under both Charles V and
Philip II. As counselor of state he opposed
Granvella and attempted to secure toleration

for the Protestants, \Vhen Alva arrived in the

Netherlands, Hoorne, although he had always

remained true to the Spanish crown, was accused

of tff'jisi^jn, was given a trial before the Council

of BlfKxl and with Egmont was put to death.

Hoo'sac Tunnel, a tunnel through Hoosac
Mountain, in the northwestern part of Massa^
chusetts, 137 miles west of Boston. It is four

and three-quarter miles long. The cross section

Hopkins

is twenty-four feet wide in the widest part and

twenty-two feet eight inches high, and the

tunnel carries two railway tracks. It is used

by the Fitchburg division of the Boston &
Albany railroad. Work on this tunnel was first

begun in 1856, but was soon abandoned. It

was resumed in 1862 under control of the state,

and the tunnel was completed in 1873, at a

cost of about $11,000,000. Work was carried

on at the same time from each end and from

a shaft 1028 feet deep, which was sunk near

the middle. This shaft is now used for ven-

tilating. This is the longest timnel in America.

Hoo'sick Falls, N. Y., a village in Rens-

selaer CO., 27 mi. n. e. of Troy, on the Hoosac

River and on the Boston & Maine railroad.

It has good water power and the manufactures

include agricultural implements, flour, cottons

and woolens, shirts, paper and paper-making

machinei-y. The place was settled in 1688 and

was incorporated in 1827. Population in 1905,

5251.

Hop, a plant of the hemp family, a native of

Europe, that also grows wild in the United

States. The rough, twining stems grow from

a perennial root and bear large-lobed leaves.

The plant is cultivated for the sake of the

catkin-like fruits, which are used to give to

beer its bitter aromatic flavor. Hops are culti-

vated in yards. Here great poles are stuck

into the ground early in the season, and three

or four plants are trained to climb each. At
the proper season the poles are taken down,

the catkins are gathered into huge baskets and

carried to a building, where they are dried

and pressed into solid bales. In this condition

they may be kept for years, if they are not

allowed to grow moist. The cultivation of the

hop is more carefully attended to in England,

especially in the County of Kent, than in any

other country; but hop growing is an important

industry in the United States, Austria-Hungary

and Germany, also. In 1901 the United States

produced over 45,000,000 pounds, the greater

part of the product coming from New York,

Oregon, California and Washington, in the

order named.

Hope, Anthony. See Hawkins, Anthony
Hope.

Hopi, hf/pe. See Moki.
Hopkins, Albert J. (1846- ), an Ameri-

can lawyer and politician, bom in DeKalb
County, 111. He graduated at Hillsdale (Mich.)

College, studie^l law and begart his practice

at Aurora, becoming state's attorney of Kane
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County in 1872. From 1885 to 1903 he repre-

sented his district in Congress, and in the latter

year he was elected United States senator as a

Republican.

Hopkins, Johns. See Johins HopiaNS Uni-

TEIiSITl'.

Hopkins, jNIaek (1802-1887), an American

educator, bom at Stockbridge, Mass. He
became professor of moral philosophy in Wil-

liams College, and later, president of that

institution, which position he held for thirty-sLx

years. During his administration the influence

of the college was greatly extended, and it

became widely known throughout the country

as an institution of the first rank. Doctor

Hopkins had a strong personality, which he

impressed upon all students, and because of his

influence in the development of character, as

well as his power as a teacher, he ranked among
the great educators of his time. Some of his

best-known works are The Influence of the

Gospel in Liberating the Mind, Moral Science,

The Law of Love and Love a^ Law and The

Spiritual Idea of Man.
Hopkins, Stephen (1707-1785), an American

statesman, signer of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence. He was bom in Rhode Island,

became a member of the general assembly in

1732 and served his state from that time almost

continuously until his death. In 1751 he

became chief justice of the superior court,

four years later was elected to the governorship,

and held that office nine times in the next

thirteen years. He was a delegate to the Albany

Convention in 1754 and from 1774 to 1780 was

a delegate to the (x)ntinental Congress. During

the Revolutionary period he published many
pamphlets in behalf of the colonial cause.

Hop'kinson, Francis (1737-1791), an

American statesman and author, a signer of

the Declaration of Independence, born in Phila-

delphia. He was admitted to the bar in 1761.

In 1776 he was a delegate to the Continental

Congress. During the war for independence

his patriotic ^\Titings powerfully influenced

public sentiment, the best-known being The

Battle of the Kegs, a humorous description in

verse of an incident of the war.

Hopkinson, Joseph (1770-1842), an Ameri-

can lawyer, born in Philadelphia. He became
a prominent lawyer, served four years in tl>e

House of Representatives and was appointed

by President John Quincy Adams a district

judge in Philadelphia, which position he occu-

pied until his death. He is best known as the
82

author of Hail Columbia, written in 1798, at

a time of great political excitement.

Hop'kinsville, Ky., the county-seat of

Christian co., 75 mi. n. w. of Nashville, Tenn.,

on the Louisville & Nashville, the Illinois

Central and other railroads. It is the seat of

Bethel Female College and South Kentucky
College, and the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane is located here. The city is now
growing rapidly and is principally engaged in the

handling and manufacture of tobacco, though

it has a considerable trade in grain and live

stock. The place was settled in 1797. Popu-
lation in 1900, 7280.

Horace, hor'ase (65-8 b. c), the common
name of Quintus Horatius Flaccus, the greatest

of Latin lyric poets, born at Venusia, in southern

Italy. ^Vhen Horace was about twelve years of

age his father removed with him to Rome,
where he received an excellent education, and
six years later he went to Athens to complete

his studies. After the assassination of Caesar,

Brutus came to Athens, and Horace, along

with other Roman youths, joined his army.

He was appointed to a military tribuneship,

was present at Philippi, and on the defeat of

Brutus saved himself by flight. On the procla-

mation of an amnesty to the vanquished, Horace

returned to Italy, but found his father dead,

his paternal estate confiscated and himself

reduced to poverty. He was, however, enabled

to purchase a clerkship in the quaestor's office,

which permitted him to live frugally and to

cultivate his poetical talent. His poems pro-

cured him the friendship of Vergil and Varius,

and to them he was indebted for his first

acquaintance with Maecenas, who was the

friend and confidant of Augustus Caesar and

who expended his wealth for the encouragement

of literature and the arts. Maecenas received

Horace among his intimate friends and, after

some years, presented him with a small estate

in the Sabine hills, which was sufficient to main-

tain him in ease and comfort during the rest

of his life. He had also a cottage at Tibur,

and at Rome or at one of these countr}'

residences the latter part of his life was spent.

Although he was ultimately introduced to

Augustus, he never sought favors from him,

and he is said to have declined an offer of the

management of the private correspondence of

Augustus. His works consist of four books of

Odes; a book of Epodes, or short poems; two

books of Satires, and two books of Epistles,

one of which is often cited as a separate work.
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under the title of the Art of Poetry. The lyrics

of Horace are largely based on Greek models,

but the exquisite beauty of his language is all

his own. It is, however, in his satires and

epistles that he shows the greatest power and

originality, wit, gravity and gaiety, tender

sentiment and melancholy. His ^\Titings have

been often translated, and into many languages.

In English, Pope and Swift have given free

imitations of various parts of his WTitings.

Hore'hound, a plant of the mint family,

with whitish, downy leaves and stem. The
flo\\ers are small and nearly white, possessing

an aromatic smell and bitter flavor. The leaves

also are fragrant and in various forms are used

as a popular remedy for coughs and colds.

Horehound is a native of Great Britain and

Continental Europe, and black horehound is

domesticated in the United States.

Horn, the name given to a large class of

musical instruments, originally formed, as the

name denotes, from the horn of an animal

The French horn, or simply tlie honi, consists

of a metallic tube, about ten feet in length,

very narrow at top, bent into rings and gradu-

ally widening toward the end whence the sound
issues, called the bell. It is blo\\Ti through a
cujvshaped mouthpiece, of brass or silver, and
the sounds are regulated by the player's lips,

the pressure of his breath and by the insertion

of the hand in the bell of the instrument. The
French horn has been superseded by the valved

horn, which has a greater variety in pitch and
quality. Its compass is about three octaves.

Music for the horn is always written in the key
of C and an octave higher than it is played,

but it can be played in almost any key, by
adjusting the length of the tube.

Horn, a general term applied to all hard and
|)ointed appendages of the head, such as those
in deer, cattle, sheep and goats. As a term
denoting a particular kind of substance, nothing
should be called horn which Is not derived from
the epidermis, or outer layer of the skin, whether
on the trunk, hoofs or head. Horn Is a tough,
flexible, partially transparent substance, most
liljerally developed in the horns of animals of
the ox family, but also found in connection
with the "shell" of the tortoise, the nails, claws,
and hoofs of animals and the beaks of birds
and turtles. Horn Is softened very completely
by heat, so as to become readily flexible and to
adhere to other pieces similarly softened. In
some species of animals the males only have
boms, as, for instance, the stag. In cattle, both

male and female have horns. Horns differ

widely in the case of different animals. Thus,

the horns of deer consist of bone and fall off

at regular intervals; those of the giraffe are

independent bones, with a covering of hairy

skin; those of oxen, sheep and antelopes consist

of a bony core, covered by a homy sheath. The
homs of the rhinoceros alone consist exclusively

of horny matter. The horns of oxen, sheep,

goats and antelopes are never shed, except in

the case of the prong-horned antelope. The
number never normally exceeds four, and in the

case of deer the horns are branched.

The various kinds of horns are employed for

many purposes. The principal ones used in the

arts are those of the ox, buffalo, sheep and goat.

Deer homs are almost exclusively employed
for the handles of knives and of sticks and
umbrellas. Those which furnish true horn can
be softened by heat (usually in boiling water), and
cut into sheets of various thickness. These sheets

may be soldered or welded together at the edges,

so as to form plates of large dimensions. These
can be polished and dyed so as to imitate the

much more expensive tortoise shell. The clip-

pings of horn may be welded together in the

same manner and made into snuff-boxes, powder-

horns, handles of umbrellas, knives, forks and
other small articles. As horn has the valuable

property of taking on and retaining a sharp

impression from a die, many highly ornamental

articles may be turned out. Combs for the hair

are made from the flattened sheets, and out of

the solid parts of buffalo homs beautiful carvings

are made.

Horn, Philippe de Montmorency-Nevele,
Count of. See Hoorne, Philippe de Mont-
morency-Nevele, Count of.

Hom'beam, a small, bushy tree, common in

Great Britain, often used in hedges, as it survives

cutting and in age becomes very stiff. The
wood Is white, tough and hard and is used by
carpenters and wheelwrights in making various

articles, but it does not withstand the action of

water or the weather well and should not be

used in exterior construction. The inner bark

yields a yellow dye. The American hornbeam
is a small tree sparingly diffused over the whole

United States, where it is called leverwood, irow-

wood and blue beach.

Hom'bni, a bird related to the kingfishers

and toucans, living in the warm parts of Africa,

southern Asia and the islands of the Pacific

Ocean. Its enormous bill is its most striking

characteristic. This fomaidable weapon is long,
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broad, curved and in some species has a large

helmet-shaped or horn-like projection nearly

as large as the bill itself. The bill of the rhi-

noceros hornbill is about a foot long, but in spite

of its great size it is very light. The bird is

stupid and clumsy, has a heavy, slow flight and

feeds upon soft foods and fish and reptiles. It

nests in hollow trees, and when the eggs are all

laid, the female goes in upon the nest, the male

closes with mud all but a narrow opening and
carefully feeds the female, who sits in imprison-

ment upon the eggs until they are hatched.

Hornblende, horn'blend, or Amphibole,

am'fe bole, one of the most abundant and

widely diffused of minerals, remarkable on

account of the various forms and compositions

of its crystals and crystalline particles and
because of its exceedingly diversified colors.

These variations give rise to almost numberless

varieties, many of which have obtained distinct

names. Hornblende frequently occurs in distinct

needle-shaped crystals, which are grouped in

various ways. It enters largely into the compo-
sition and forms a constituent part of several

of the trap rocks, and it is an important con-

stituent of several species of metamorphic rocks,

as gneiss and granite. In color, hornblende

exhibits various shades of green, often inclining

to brown, white and black, with every inter-

mediate shade; it is nearly transparent in some
varieties, in others it is opaque; its hardness is

about the same as that of feldspar. Its chief

constituents are silica, magnesia and alumina.

Homed Owl. See Owl.
Homed Toad, a name given to a genus of

lizards, of toad-like appearance, found in

HORNED TOAD

America west of the Mississippi, where it lives

in dry places and feeds upon flies and various

insects. The scales covering the body bear

sharp, homy spines; hence the name. There
are nine different species

Hor'nell, New York., a city in Steuben

CO., 91 mi. s. e. of Buffalo, on the Canisteo River

and on the Erie and other railroads. It was
settled in 1790 and was known as Upper Canisteo

until 1820. A city charter was received m 1890.

The place has a good high school, a free library,

several city parks. Saint Ann's Academy, Saint

James Mercy Hospital and a number of fine

public and private buildings. The city is in

a fertile agricultural and fruit region and has

manufactories of lumber products, railroad

supplies, agricultural implements, furniture,

silks and various other articles. Population in

1905, 13,259.

Hor'net, an insect much larger and stronger

than the ordinary wasp. It is voracious, feed-

ing on fruit and honey and on other insects.

HORNET, ENLABGED

Hornets live in colonies and make their nests

of a kind of paper work, placing them in hollow

trees, in the crevices of walls and upon the limbs

of trees. All species are able with their stings

to inflict painful wounds, which are usually ac-

companied with considerable swelling.

Hor'oscope, a scheme, or figure, of the twelve

houses, or twelve signs of the zodiac, in which
is marked the disposition of the .heavens at a

given time and place. By this diagram, astrol-

ogers formerly told the fortunes of persons,

according to the position of the stars at the time

of their birth. The ascendant was that part of

the heavens which was rising in the east at the

moment; this was the first and most important

house, or house of life, and contained the five

degrees above the horizon and the twenty-five

beneath it. See Astrology.
Horse, a domestic animal, closely related

to the ass and the zebra. The horse is not a

cud-chewing animal. It has a single, unparted

hoof and a compact, graceful body, with arched

neck and long mane. The horse is a native of

the East and was introduced into America by

Columbus and those who immediately followed.

The herds of wild horses found by later colonists
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sprang from those introduced by the early set-

tlers.

Our modem horses can be classified imder

three groups, the small breeds, generally known

as ponies; the hea\ y draft horses, and the more

graceful tlioroughbreds, used for carriage horses

and racing. The ponies have descended from

the wild horse of the mountainous regions of

northern In-

dia. The
heavy draft

horses have

been devel-

oped by care-

ful breeding

with the

larger types

of central and

northern Eu-

rope, and the

thorough-
breds are , ^ , „ ^^.f"^ ,

, . 1, Crest; 2, withers; 3, croup; 4,
from the Ara- hamstring; 5. hock; 6, cannon; 7,fet-

Kior, onrl Tiir lock ; 8, pastem; 9, hoof; 10, coronet:hianand lur- n, arm; 12. guUet; 13, muzzle,
kish horses.

In England and the United States, horse racing

has been an enticing sport for many years, and

much attention has been given to the devel-

opment of racing animals, until now horses that

can trot a mile inside of two minutes are found

on race courses.

The horse is one of the most intelligent of

animals and is gifted with keen senses. He can

distinguish objects at night, and his large ears,

movable in different directions, enable him to

perceive sounds that man cannot hear. His

sense of smell sometimes also warns him of the

approach of dangerous animals and enables him
to distinguish his master from other men. The
horse takes more kindly to man than other

animals and becomes more devotedly hLs friend.

The Arab loves hLs horse next to his family,

and the animal returns his affection. Horses

often show love for children and form friend-*

ships with dogs and other domestic animals.

They can usually be ruled by kindness, and
no animal deserves better treatment or returns

it with more certain gratitude.

Horse-chestnut, ches'nut, a handsome genus

of tn-«'.s or shrubs, with large, opposite, fan-

shaped leaves and terminal panicles of showy
white, yellow or red flowers. The seeds are

large and brown and are highly polished, and
the bitter meats have l>een used as food for

animals. The wood is not valuable. Some

Horseshoe

species are found in North America, but they

are smaller than the true horse-chestnut and

are less valuable for their wood. See Buck-

eye.

Horse Latitudes, the sailor's name for the

belts of tropical calm found near the tropic of

Cancer and the tropic of Capricorn. These are

not continuous belts of calm, but within these

latitudes regions of calm appear, separated by

spaces where there is a regular and constant

breeze. They are but a few degrees wide and

move slightly north and south with the move-

ment of the sun. Within these regions the

weather is clear, and fresh, light, variable winds

follow the occasional calms. The horse lati-

tudes are not dangerous, as are the doldrums,

but are a hindrance to sailing vessels. These

calms are so named because before the days of

steamships many horses were exported from the

Ijnited States in vessels whose route lay through

the regions of tropical calms in the North Atlan-

tic. If becalmed for any length of time some of

the horses were thrown overboard, since the ship

could not carry a sufficient supply of fodder for

the prolonged voyage. See Doldrums.
Horse'manship. See Riding.

Horse Power, the unit of force employed

in measuring the power of steam engines and

other motors. A horse power is a force which

will raise a weight of 33,000 pounds one foot

in one minute. An engine of one hundred horse

power could lift the same weight one hundred

feet in one minute. This estimate is theoretical.

In a practical estimate one-tenth is deducted for

friction.

Horse Racing. See Race.
Horse-radish, a plant belonging to the mus-

tard family and inhabiting moist places in

the temperate parts of America. The root is

cylindrical, whitish in color, possesses a pun-

gent taste and odor and when grated is used

with vinegar as a relish to meats and other

foods. It is also employed medicinally as a

stimulant.

Horseshoe, a shoe for horses, consisting

commonly of a narrow plate of iron, bent into

a form somewhat resembling the letter U, so

as to accommodate itself to the shape of the

horse's foot. Horseshoes do not appear to have

been known to the ancients. Xenophon, Vege-

tius and others mention various processes foi

hardening the hoofs so as to make them stronger,

but say nothmg of any protection like the horse-

shoe. Iron horseshoes are mentioned as being

in use in Europe in the ninth century of our era.
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They seem to have been introduced mto England

by the Normans. They were introduced into

the United States by the early colonists and are

now in use by all civilized nations.

Horseshoe Crab, a large crustacean which

receives its name from the shape of its shell.

It lives in deep waters and comes to the surface

only during the spawning season, when it

HORSESHOE CRAB

appears in great numbers. The ki7ig crab, found

on the northeastern coast of the United States,

where it reaches a length of nearly two feet,

is also called horseshoe crab. It burrows in

the sand and mud and lives on shellfish and
worms. In burrowing, the head is thrust

downward and the tail is used as a brace to

push the body forward. The body of the horse-

shoe crab is composed of two parts, the horse-

shoe shell and a back region, which is prolonged

into a long, sj)ino-iikc tail.

Horsetail Rush or Equise'tum, a peculiar

plant, of which now there is only one genus
remaining, though in the early history of the

earth there were many kinds, some of which were
enormous trees. The present plant is small and

slender, with roughly-ridged stem, and it may
be recognized by the ease with which it is pulled

apart at the joints, w^hich are surrounded by
circles of minute leaves. The stem is green in

all species, except that the fertile plants of some
are colorless. In one or

two species the stem
is straight and un-

branched, while in oth-

ers it branches so that

the plant resembles a
little evergreen tree.

These rushes are not

flowering plants, but

the fertile form produces

spores not unlike those

of the fern, but held in

cases that resemble min-

iature pine cones. Each
spore is provided with

two spiral bands which,

while the spore is moist, t

are coiled tightly about

its body, but when dried

unroll to be again drawn
up to the body when
moisture is applied. It

is an interesting thing

to watch the action of

these bands under a

simple magnifying glass.

The result of the open-

ing and closing of the

bands is to bring the

spores tightly together in masses. The horse-

tail rush is commonly known as the scouring rush.

Hors'ley, Victor Alexander Haden, Sir

(1857- ), an English surgeon, noted espe-

cially for his studies of nervous diseases and his

discoveries of the functions of specific areas of

the brain. Among his important works are a
Pathology of Epilepsy and Canine Chcxrea,

Brain Surgery, Hydrophobia and its Treatment
and Experiments upon the Functions of the

Cerebral Cortex.

Hor'ticul'ture, the cultivation of fruits,

vegetables and ornamental plants; a branch of

agriculture. Horticulture is practiced for pleas-

ure and for commercial purposes. Formerly the

term meant the same as gardening, but in the

United States it has outgrown that meaning.

Horticulture was developed much later than

agriculture and is usually most prosperous in the

older countries. \Mien practiced for commercial

purposes, it leads to a number of different

HORSETAIL RUSH
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industries. The raising of vegetables is gener-

ally known as truck farming. This line of

horticulture is extensively carried on near large

cities and in tlie South Atlantic states. It has

become an imjwrtant industry and now employs

nearly two hundred fifty thousand persons and

has an annual return of about eighty million

dollars. The growing of flowers and ornamental

shnibs for sale is another important branch of

horticulture. Nurseries and conservatories,

whenever practicable, are located near cities,

as it is necessary that products be placed on the

market without delay. The practice of horti-

culture requires a thorough knowledge of the

projjerties of soils and of the habits of the plants

grown and the conditions under which they

thrive. It is estunated that there are over

twenty-five thousand species and varieties of

plants that engage the attention of horticulturists

in the United States. See Agriculture;
(Iakdkmxg; Landscape Gardening.
Hosea, ho zc'ah, the first in order among the

minor prophets of the Old Testament, but

probably the third in order of time. Nothing

is known of his life, except that he was the son

of Beeri and that his ministry belonged to the

reigas of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah,

kings of Judah.

Hos'mer, Harriet (1830-1908), an American
sculptor, bom at Watertown, Mass. She studied

at Rome under John Gibson, and her best-

known works are ideal heads of Daphne and
Medusa, Puck, the Sleeping Faun, Waking
Faun, Beatrice Cenci and Zenobia in Chains.

Hos'pital, any building appropriated to the

use of any class of persons who are unable to

supply their own wants. Hence, hospitals are of

various kinds, according to the class of persons
for whom they are intended. A large number
of hospitals are medical; others are for the

reception of the insane; others for the aged
and infirm; others for the education of depend-
ent children; others for the reception of the
wounded in battle, and so on. The first estab-
lishments of this nature are believed to belong
to the fourth century after Christ. Their pri-

mary object was to afford a shelter to strangers
and travelers, and it was only or.-casionally that
the sick and infirm were admitted. One of the
earliest hospitals of which we have any satis-

factory information was that established by the
emperor Valeas, at Caesarea, alwut the end
of the fourth century, and conducted on a
very large scale. During the cru.sades several

military orders, like the Knights Hospitallers,

were created to care for the wounded and sick.

The Arabs in Spain, at an early period of their

occupation of that country, founded a magnificent

hospital at Cordova, where physicians were

trained, who did a great deal to advance the

study of medicine. The Arabs have also the

credit of having founded the first lunatic asylum

in Europe, which was erected in the city of

Granada.

The majority of hospitals everywhere are

medical. These may be divided into general

and special hospitals, the former class admitting

cases of all kinds; the latter class admitting

only patients suffering from some special trouble.

Thus, there are hospitals for the treatment of

cancer, consumption, smallpox and many other

diseases. There are also hospitals for children

and those for persons suffering from incurable

diseases. Such institutions serve a double pur-

pose, inasmuch as they not only aflford the best

medical advice and treatment to the poor,

who would otherwise be unable to obtain them,

but also supply the best means of giving instruc-

tion in medicine, surgery and nursing to students,

who may thus watch nearly every variety of

disease and observe how all are treated by the

most skilled physicians and surgeons. For this

reason a good infirmary, or medical hospital,

Is an indispensable adjunct to every school of

medicine and surgery.

Hospitals for the sick and hurt are usually

divided into wards, each containing a large or

small number of beds. Medical and surgical

wards are usually kept separate, and all conta-

gious diseases are treated by themselves in

distinct buildings. Each hospital has a matron,

a house surgeon and an apothecary resident

within its walls. The duties of the matron con-

sist in regulating the night and day nurses, the

washing and laundry department, the purchase

of the necessary supplies of provisions, and in

keeping a general superintendence over the

kitchen and the food of the sick. The house

surgeon takes care of all casualties and accidents

in the absence of the principal surgeons. The
apothecary takes care of the pharmacy and
prepares all the medicines prescribed from time

to time by the surgeons and physicians. There
is a well-lighted, well-equipped room set apart

for the performance of surgical operations, and
there is a mortuary for the reception of corpses

previous to interment. The nurses relieve one
another day and night in a regular manner.

Objection has been made to the present plan of

construccing large edifices for hospital purposes,
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because the benefit they confer is greatly dimin-

ished by the risk of contagion to which patients

are exposed; and the cottage system of construc-

tion has been strongly advocated. This form of

hospital consists of temporary, detached cottages

which can be easily removed or replaced. Diffi-

culties in connection with expense and admin-

istration of this system have made it imprac-

ticable. The pavilion system of construction is

a compromise between the large blocks and the

cottages, or huts. According to this system, the

wards should be separated from the adminis-

trative part of the establishment and should be

arranged in pavilions of one otory, where prac-

ticable, but never of more than two. The
pavilions should always surround the adminis-

trative blocks. This mode of construction is

equally applicable to large and small establish-

ments. The Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, the

Herbert Hospital of Woolwich and the New
York Hospital are among the best examples of

the pavilion style. Convalescent homes, where

patients are reinvigorated by a short stay, after

being cured in the infirmary, may be regarded

as supplementary to medical hospitals. Hos-

pitals under the control of the city are located

in all large places, and others are established

by counties and by states, and in recent years

many of the smaller cities and towTis are erecting

hospitals, which are attended by local physicians.

In these the patients are often cared for by Sisters

of Mercy or members of some similar charitable

organization. Hospitals or asylums for drunk-

ards, for habitual users of opium or morphine
and for other vicious classes have been estab-

lished in many parts of the United States.

Military and naval hospitals, or establishments

for the reception and care of sick and wounded
soldiers and seamen, have been in existence in

all civilized countries for a long period. Mili-

tary' hospitals are either permanent or temporary

establishments. Temporary hospitals are any

available buildings in the immediate vicinity of

the scene of operations. Hospital ships are

fitted out to accompany all expeditions on sea.

They serve either as stationary hospitals or, if

the sick accumulate, they can sail home or to a

near-by port. Such a ship is regarded by civi-

lized nations as not subject to attack, provided

it cerries no arms and makes no attempt to give

aid except to sick and wounded. The United

States hospital ships are painted white, with a

broad green band the length of each side. They
fly the red croes flag, as well as the national

ensign.

Hos'tage, a person or thing given to another

as surety of the performance of a certain con-

tract. It is common in time of war for a town
that has surrendered to give the victors the

custody of several oflBcers, as pledge that the

conditions of surrender will be hved up to.

Sometimes, also, the \actors place hostages in

the hands of the vanquished, to guarantee the

fulfillment of their promises. When the con-

ditions have been fulfilled, the hostages are

exchanged.

Hotch'kiss, Benjaahn Berkely (1826-

1885), an American inventor, bom in Water-

town, Conn. He designed a field gun on a new
pattern, and in 1860 he submitted to the United

States government a system of rifle projectiles,

which was largely used during the Civil War,
In 1867 he introduced his revolving cannon to

the European governments, and after that he

devised a magazine rifle.

Hotel', a house open for the accommodation
of the public, wath board and lodging. It is a

comparatively modem development of the old

inn, or road house, which is still common in

Europe, where provision was made for occa-

sional guests. Hotels are of three kinds—those

managed upon the so-called European basis,

according to which a set price is paid for a room
and its accompanying accommodations, while

the guest pays separately for the food which he

orders; those on the American plan, according

to which the guest pays a certain amount each

day for both room and meals, and those which

combine in their management these two plans.

A modem hotel contains a large number and
variety of rooms and apf>ointments. Of course,

by far the largest space is given to the private

bedrooms occupied by guests. One of the most

conspicuous features is the so-called oflBce, or

lobby, which, besides containing the oflBce of

the hotel, is usually the meeting place for per-

sons both within and without the building, and
which contains numerous news, cigar and con-

fectionery stands, telephone booths and telegraph

offices. Adjoining it are usually reading, writ-

ing and smoking rooms, while near at hand,

either on the same floor or upon the floor above,

are the parlor and reception rooms, both public

and private. Most hotels have several dming

rooms, one large public dining room, a smaller

caf^, or breakfast room, and private dining

rooms, according to the size and rank of the

hotel. A majority of American hotels now
have one or more bars, barber shops and public

baths. All floors are connected by elevators
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and usually bv bmaci deconitive stairways.

Beneath the office, or in some other convenient

place, are baggage and store rooms, while above,

besides tlie guest rooms, there may be a ball

nx>m, a concert hall, a theater, a roof garden,

or all of these.

The sjifetv of the guests is carefully attended

to, both in the construction and sanitation of

the building and in the provision of numerous

means of escape in case of fire or accident.

For the convenience and comfort of the guests

many accommodations are provided, such as

belLs, by which attendants are summoned to

the various rooms in the building, and, more

recently, private telephone exchanges, with

connection, not only with all parts of the build-

ing, but with systems outside of the hotel.

The management of a modern hotel requires

the sen-ices of a large number of persons, usually

fully one-half as many as the number of guests

for which the hotel has accommodations. The
chief executive is the manager, under whom,
next in importance, is the steward, who has

entire charge of the purchases and supplies.

The kitchen is in charge of the chef, who
arranges and provides the meals, reporting his

needs to the steward. In the dining room the

chief person is the head waiter.

In the law, hotels are treated in much the

same light as common carriers; that i«, they

are bound to receive all proper persons who
apply to them for accommodations; they are

liable for the safety of goods left within their

premises, unless the damage done is by act of

God or the public enemy, and, on the other

hand, they have a lien on the goods of guests

to assure the pajinent of their bills. See C.vr-

RiER, Common.
Hot Springs, Ark., the county-seat of Gar-

land CO., 'M mi. s. w. of Little Rock, on the

Little Rfxk & Hot Springs and the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific railroads. The city is

in a beautiful location and has a mild climate.

On aocf>unt of the many flowing springs of hot

water, it has become one of the greatest health

resorts in the world. The water is prescnbed

for bathing and drinking and has strong curative

properties. In 18.32 the national government

set off 2.529 acres of land, with the thermal

springs in the center, as a government reser-

vation. There are many large hotels here,

among which are the Eastman, the Arlington,

the Park and the Majestic. Considerable stone

is quarried in the neighboring mountains, and
the city has an extensive cotton market. Hot

Hourglass

Springs was settled about 1804 and was char-

tered as a city in 1879. Population in 1900,

9973.

Hot'tentots, a peculiar African race, sup-

posed by some authorities to be the aboriginal

occupants of the south end of that continent,

south of the Orange River and west of the Kei.

\Yhen young they are of remarkable symmetry;

but their faces are ugly, and this ugliness increases

with age. The complexion is a pale olive, the

cheek bones project, the chin is narrow and

pointed and the face consequently is triangular.

The lips are thick, the nose is flat, the nostrils

are wide, the hair is woolly and the beard is

scanty (See Races of Men, color plate, Fig. 3).

\Mien the Dutch first settled at the Cape of

Good Hope, in the middle of the seventeenth

century, the Hottentots were a numerous nation,

of pastoral and partially nomadic habits, and

occupied a territory of 100,000 square miles.

At the present day this race is nearly extinct,

having been entirely hunted out and dispersed

by the Boers.

Houdon, oo doN', Jean Antoine (1741-

1828), a noted French sculptor, bom at Ver-

sailles. Early in life he showed a genius for

sculpture and studied conscientiously the works

of the great masters. His study in Rome,
which lasted ten years, was very important as

being the formative period of his life. After

his return to Paris he was admitted to the

Academy and was at once recognized as one of

the greatest of French sculptors. In 1785 he

visited America with Benjamin Franklin, and

during his stay he executed a bust of George

Washington. Houdon's greatest work was the

series of more than two hundred busts of eminent

men. the best of which were of Franklin, Gluck,

Moli^re, Rousseau, Mirabeau and d'Alembert.

Among his important statues are those of Cicero

and Voltaire. Other works especially worthy

of mention are his familiar Ecorche and the

nude figure of Diana the Huntress, made for

Catharine of Russia.

Hound, a name given generally to hunting

dogs, but restricted by scientific writers to such

as hunt by scent. Among the varieties are the

bloodhound, staghound, foxhound, harrier and
beagle. Hounds are distinguished not only by
their keenness of scent, but by gentleness and
intelligence. Of the rough-haired and smooth-

haired varieties, the former manifest the greater

affection for man.
Hourglass, owr'glas, an instrument for

measuring time, consisting usually of two hollow
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bulbs, placed one above the other, with a narrow

neck of communication, through which a certain

quantity of dry sand, v.ater or mercury is allowed

to run from the upper to the lower bulb, the

quantity of sand being adjusted so as to occupy

an hour in passing from one bulb to the other.

When all the sand has run into the lower bulb,

the glass is turned. The hourglass was com-

monly used in churches during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries to regulate the length of

the sermon. Small glasse,^ of the same pattern,

called egg-glasses, are sometimes used for deter-

mining the time required to boil eggs. The
hourglass is now considered only as a curiosity.

See Clock.

Housatonic, hoo'sa ton'ik, a river rising in the

Berkshire Hills, Massachusetts. It flows south

through Connecticut and empties into Long
Island Sound four miles east of Bridgeport. It

is 150 miles long. The siurounding region

affords very beautiful scenery.

House'boat, usually a flat-bottomed raft,upon

which are built several rooms. It is becoming

common for families or parties of friends to

spend the summer months in such boats. This

recreation has gained special favor in England,

where the Thames River, during the summer, is

crowded with houseboats. In America, the

Mississippi River, the Pacific coast, the Saint

Lawrence River and many of the larger lakes

of New England and New York are favorite

places for the enjoyment of houseboating.

Houseboats are made in several different styles:

those which are intended simply to float; those

which are moved by poles or oars; those which

carry sails, and those which are propelled by

engines.

House'leek or Live-forever, a genus of

plants characterized by the fact that the petals

equal in number the sepals, or divisions of the

calyx, and are inserted at the base of the caljrx.

The leaves are usually arranged in the form of

compact rosettes. The best-known species, the

common houseleek, or cyphel, grows wild in the

Alps upon rocky soil, but it has been naturalized

in most parts of Europe. Upright stems about

six inches in height bear branches of red, star-

shaped flowers. The leaves, if bruised or cut,

afford immediate relief to bums, stings or other

inflammation.

House of Commons. See Parliament.

House of Correction. See Prison.

House of Lords. See Parliament.

House of Representatives. See Congress
OF THE United States.

House Snake. See Milk Snake.

Houston, hu'ston, Tex., sometimes called the

"Magnolia City," the county-seat of Harris co.,

50 mi. n. w. of Galveston, on Buffalo Bayou

and on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the

Southern Pacific, the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe, the International & Great Northern, the

Houston & Texas Central and other railroads.

It is the seat of the Rice Polytechnical Institute,

and the other prominent buildings include the

Houston Lyceum and the Carnegie library, high

school, Federal building, cotton exchange and

several churches. The city is an important

railroad center, and the improvements in the

Bayou now being made by the Federal govern-

ment will allow the admission of large ocean

vessels. It is one of the largest cotton markets

in the world and has, also, an important trade

in lumber, fruit, sugar, rice and hardware. The
place was settled in 1836 and was named the

next year in honor of General Sam Houston.

Population in 1900, 44,633.

Houston, Sam (1793-1863), an American

soldier and political leader, born near Lexing-

ton, Va. After his father's death, his family

emigrated to Tennessee, and the lad later went

to live among the Cherokee Indians, where he

was adopted by Chief Oolooteka as his own son.

In 1811 he returned to his family and two years

later enlisted in the regular army. He served

under General Jackson and in 1817 aided in the

negotiations with the Cherokees. On his return

to Nashville, he studied law and soon opened an

office in Lebanon. He served in Congress from

1823 to 1827 and was then elected governor.

After three months he resigned the governor-

ship and returned to his old friends, the Chero-

kees. Their cause was later represented by him

in Washington, where he again drew upon him-

self national attention.

In 1832 he went to Texas and soon became the

leader of the American colonists. He was a

member of the convention in April, 1833, which

attempted to form a state constitution. When
the trouble with the INIexicans had led to an

armed conflict, Houston was made the com-

mander in chief of the Texan forces. With a

small band of undisciplined troops he conducted

the military movements which led to the defeat

of Santa Anna in the famous Battle of San

.Jacinto, April 21-22, 1836. This brought about

the independence of Texas, and in September

Houston was elected president. He served three

terms and was the chief agent in bringing about

the admission of Texas to the Union in 1845.
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He sat in the Initecl Staters Senate for twelve

wars and in lSo9 was elected governor of Texas.

At the outbreak of the Civil War, he retired to

Huntsville, where he died two years later.

Hovey, huv'y, Richard (1 864-1900), an

.\merican poet, lx)rn at Normal, 111., and edu-

cated at Dartmouth. He studied for the minis-

trv and wa.s for a time an assistant in a New
York Catholic church, but aftenvards devoted

himself to literary pursuits and was journalist,

dramatist, poet, lecturer and actor. He spent

several years in Europe and had shown promise

of very high attainments, when he suddenly died.

His Launcelot ami Gunwi'ere, a series of dramas,

has remarkably musical lines and shows great

imaginative power. Some of his shorter poems

also display the same characteristics.

Howard, John (1726-1790), an English

philanthropist. In 1756 he undertook a voyage

to Lislx)n, to help the survivors of the recent

earthquake, but the vessel in which he embarked
was captured and he was consigned to a French

prison. The hardships he suffered and wit-

nessed directed his attention to the subject of

prison reform, and he resolved to devote his

time to the investigation of the means of cor-

recting the existing abuses in the management
of prisons. With this view he visited most of

the English county jails and houses of correction,

and in March, 1774, he laid the result of his

inquiries before the House of Commons. He
also visited many of the Continental prisons, as

well as those of Scotland and Ireland. Many
evils were remedied through his influence.

Howard, Oliver Otis (1830-1909), an
American soldier, born in Leeds, Maine, edu-
cated at Bowdoin College and at West Point.

He served in the Seminole War of 1857 and later

was instructor at West Point. He enlLsted ui

the Civil War as colonel of a volunteer Maine
regiment and was promoted to be brigadier

general of volunteers. In the Peninsula Cam-
paign he distinguished himself, receiving a
wound at Fair Oaks, which necessitated the
amputation of his right arm. He was con-
spicuoas in the battles of Antietam, Fredericks-

burg, Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. He
then was sent to the west, being present at the
Battles of Chattanooga, and commanded the
right wing of Sherman's army in his marches to

.Atlanta and to the sea. He was appointed
brigadier general in the regular army and bre-

vetted major general in March, 1 865. For several

years after the war he was at the head of the

Freedmen's Bureau and performed notable

service in j^romoting the education of the negroes.

He participated in the Indian campaign of 1877

and 187S, was for a time superintendent of West
Point Military Academy, and retired from the

service in November, 1894. The following year

he founded the Lincoln Memorial University at

Cumberland Gap, Tenn.

Howe, EuAS (1819-1867), inventor of the

sewing machine, was bom at Spencer, Mass.

He received a common school education and
for several years was employed in a cotton-

machinery manufacturing establislunent at

Lowell, Mass. While working in a machine

ELIAS HOWE

shop in Boston he conceived the idea which
resulted in the invention of the sewing machine.

He perfected the machine in 1845 and patented

it the next year. He was not successful in intro-

ducing it in America and so went to Europe, but

there he received little encouragement. On his

return from Europe he found manufacturers

profiting by his invention. He prosecuted those

who had infringed upon his rights, and in 1854

his claim to priority was legally established. The
principal manufacturers agreed to pay him royal-

ties on all the machines used. After that his

income was princely, and his long patience had
its just reward. Howe enlisted as a common
soldier during the Civil War, and on one occa-

sion, when the pay of the regiment was delayed,

he advanced the money to pay pff the men. He
had conferred upon him the cross of the Legion
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of Honor and was awarded many medals. The
extensive use of the sewing machine attests its

value. The shoemaking trade has been entirely

revolutionized since its invention. See Sewing
Machine.
Howe, Julia W/\iiD (1819- ), an American

author, born in New York City. At an early

age Miss Ward wrote plays and poems. She was

married to Dr. Samuel G. Howe, philanthropist,

in 1843, and she afterward continued her studies,

writing philosophical essays. In 1861 she com-

posed the popular Battle Hymn of the Republic.

She favored the woman suffrage movement and

was in 1872 made president of the New England

Women's Club. Mrs. Howe later published

several volumes of poems, various sociological

writings, a Life of Margaret Fuller and her own
Reminiscejices,

Howe, RiCH.u?D, Earl (1725-1799), a British

admiral. He took an active part in the Seven

Year's War and in the American Revolution,

commanding a fleet on the American coast and

fighting several engagements with the French

fleet under D'Estaing. In 1782 he distinguished

himself in an expedition for the relief of Gibral-

tar, in which he offered battle to the combined

fleets of France and Spain, which declined to

accept the challenge. He became first lord of

the admiralty in 1783 and was made an earl in

1788. He again saw brilliant service in the

war with France in 1793, achieving the victory

known as the "Glorious First of June."

Howe, Timothy Otis (1816-1883), an
American lawyer and politician, born in Liver-

pool, Maine. He was admitted to the bar and

was elected to the legislature in Maine, but in

1840 removed to Green Bay, Wis. There he

was elected judge of the circuit and later of the

supreme court of the state, and from 1861 to

1879 he represented Wisconsin in the United

States Senate. He was offered an appointment

to the United States Supreme Court to succeed

Salmon P. Chase, but declined, and in 1881 he

accepted a position as postmaster-general in

President Arthur's cabinet.

Howe, William, Sir (1729-1814), a British

soldier, brother of Richard, Earl Howe. He
served in America during the last French and
Indian War, but returned to England and was
elected to Parliament. At the opening of the

American Revolution he condemned the British

government's policy, but accepted a command
in the British army in America, fought at Bunker
Hill, was made lieutenant general and succeeded

Gage as commander in chief. After two suc-

cessful campaigns, which, howevei', did not

accomplish what he had expected, he resigned

in 1788 and was succeeded by Clinton. His

inactivity at Philadelphia in the preceding winter

led to an investigation, but he was not censured.

How' ells, William Dean (1837- ), an
American author, born in Martin's Ferry, Ohio,

of Welsh-Quaker ancestry. He learned the

printer's trade with his father and then went to

Columbus, where, after sersing for some time

as a compositor, he became assistant editor of

the Ohio State Journal. In 1861 he was ap-

]3ointed United States consul to Venice, and as a

result of his four years' travels in Italy, he pub-

lished Venetian Life and Italian Journeys. On
returning to America he wrote for the Nation
and the Tribune, and in 1871 he became editor

of the Atlantic Monthly. After a residence of

several years in England and Italy, he edited for

a short time the Cosmojjolitan and afterward

became associated with the editorial department

of Harper's Magazine. In this editorial work
he constantly championed the realistic novel and
opposed the romantic school. Although he has

written many farces, among them The Elevator,

The Sleeping Car, The Mouse Trap and The
Register, many essays on literary topics and
some poetry, it is as a novelist that Howells is

best known. His more important novels include

A Modem Instance, Tlie Rise of Sila^ Lapham,
A Foregone Conclusion, A Hazard of New For-

tunes, The World of Chance, Story of a Play,

Ragged Lady, The Kentons and Letters Home.
Howells's characters and situations are such as

may be encountered at any time in real life, and
his style is admirably clear and easy.

HoWitt, William (1792-1879) and Mary
(1799-1888), English authors who produced
several works in conjunction. They were mar-
ried in 1821, and two years later they published

The Forest Minstrel, a book of poems. This
was followed by The Desolation of Eyam, LiterO'-

ture and Romances of Northern Europe and
Ruined Abbeys and Castles of Great Britain. In

1840 they visited Germany, where William

Howitt gathered the material for his Student Life

in Germany and Rural and Domestic Life in

Germany and his wife made translations of the

worlcs of Frederika Bremer and of Hans Chris-

tian Andersen. Important among William's

separately produced works, other than those

named, are the Book of the Seasons, Rural Life

in England and a History of England. Chief

among Mary's separately produced works, not

already mentioned, are Talcs in Prose for Young
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Peoplf, Taks in Verse for Young People and

Sketches of Xatural History.

Howitzer, a short piece of ordnance, usually

having a chamber for the powder, narrower than

the bore, specially designed for the horizontal

firing of shells widi small charges, combining in

some degree the accuracy of the cannon mth the

caliber of the mortar, but much lighter than any

other gun of the same capacity. The rifled gun,

throwing a shell of the same capacity from a

smaller bore, and vcith much greater power, has

superseded the howitzer for general purposes.

Howlers, a genus of South American mon-

keys, characterized by a remarkably loud voice,

which is due to the presence of a large chamber

within the hyoid bone and to the enlargement of

the lar^TLX. In the tropical forests of America

their hideous howls may be heard during the

night more than a mile away. They can sus-

pend themselves by winding their tails around

the branches of trees and are large and heavy of

body, with a high pyramidal head, flattened on
the top.

Hubbard, Elbert (1850- ), an American

writer and maker of fine books, bom at Bloom-

ington. 111. He founded and became the pro-

prietor of the famous Roycroft Shop in East

Aurora, X. Y., which is devoted to the making
of de luxe editions of classics. He also origi-

nated the periodical called The Philistine, a

magazine of philosophy and criticism, notable

for its epigrammatic style, its independence of

conventionalities and its frank tone, marred at

times by vulgarity. He has also written Little

Journeys, a series of studies of the lives and
works of great figures in the world of art, reli-

gion, literature, oratory and statecraft; A Mes-
sage to Garcia, and many other essays.

Huckleberry or "Whortleberry, the fruit

of a common shrub which grows wild in the

United States. The common whortleberry is a

hardy plant which lives in forests, heaths and
on mountains. In some of the pine forests of

Scotland it grows to a height of three feet. The
berries are gathered in large quantities and sold

in the markets during the season. There are

many varieties, the blueberry being considered

the best. Huckleberries have a pleasant, sweet
taste and are used for sauce, jellies and pies and
are eaten raw. The small red berries, edible

only after being cooked, are popularly known as
cowberries.

Huddersfield, a manufacturing town in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 16 mi.

8. w. of Leeds. Among the chief buildings are

Hudson Bay

the tf vnhaXl and the market hall. The town has

also a joUege, aflfiliated -wdth London University,

and other educational institutions. The city is

one of the chief centers for the woolen manufac-

tm-ing industry. Coal mining and stone quarry-

ing are also important industries. This towTi

was the first to adopt an eight-hour workday.

Its importance dates from the eighteenth cen-

tury, when the woolen manufacture was estab-

lished. Population in 1901, about 95,000.

Hudson, Mass., a tovra in Middlesex co., 17

mi. n. w. of Worcester, on the Boston & Maine
railroad. It has manufactories of rubber goods,

clothing, leather and other products. The gov-

ernment is administered by officials chosen at

town meetings. Population in 1905, 6217.

Hudson, N. Y., county-seat of Columbia co.,

28 mi. s. of Albany on the Hudson River and on

the New York Central and other railroads. The
city is beautifully situated on the slope of Pros-

pect Hill. Prominent buildings are the State

House of Refuge for Women, the state armory,

the State Volunteer Firemen's Home and the

Hudson Orphanage Asylum. The various indus-

tries include foundries, machine shops, cream-

eries, lumber mills and manufactures of car-

wheels, stoves and other articles. The place was
settled in 1783, under the name of Claverack

Landing. It was made a port of entry in 1790,

and for many years it had an extensive foreign

trade, which was almost completely destroyed

during the War of 1812. Population in 1905,

10,290.

Hudson, Henry (?-1611), an English navi-

gator and explorer. He sailed from London in

the year 1607, with only ten men and a boy, to

discover the northeast passage, and proceeded

beyond the 80th degree of latitude. Two later

voyages for the same purpose were also fruitless,

and in 1609, in the employ of the Dutch East

India Company, he sailed for North America
and discovered the Hudson River, which he

ascended to about the site of Albany. In 1610
he sailed in an English ship named the Discovery,

and, in an effort to find a northwest passage to

Asia, discovered Hudson Strait and Hudson
Bay, where he wintered; but his crew, after

suffering many hardships, mutinied and set him
adrift- in a boat, along with his son John and
seven of the most loyal of the crew, none of whom
was ever heard from again.

Hudson Bay or Hudson's Bay, an extensive

bay, or nearly enclosed gulf, connected with both
the Atlantic and the Arctic oceans. It extends

from about 51° to 64° n. latitude, or nearly 900
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miles. Inclusive of a southern extension, known
as James Bay, it has an area of more than 400,000

square miles, and its average depth is 70 fathoms,

or about 420 feet. Hudson Bay is navigable for

four and a half months in summer (from the

middle of June to the end of October), being

obstructed by drift ice during the rest of the year.

The shores on the east are high and bold; but

those on the west, especially toward the south,

are low and level, and much of the land here is

favorable for stock and dairy farming. The
white whale is found in Hudson Bay, and there is

a considerable summer fishery'. It has long

been the center of a prosperous fur trade.

Hudson River, an important river which

rises in the northern part of the State of New
York, in the Adirondack Mountains, and flows

almost directly south, emptying into the Atlantic

Ocean through New York Bay. Its whole

course is over 300 miles, and it is navigable to

Troy, 150 miles from its mouth, and for the

largest vessels to Albany, 6 miles farther south.

Tide-water extends to Albany, making the lower

half of the river more properly an estuary. At
Glens Falls the Hudson has a fall of 50 feet.

Great commercial power is now developed here

by means of a dam. Because of its beautiful

scenery, especially along the lower half, where its

banks are high and rocky, the river is often called

the "Rhine of America." The Palisades, near

its mouth, are considered one of the most

beautiful natural formations on the con-

tinent. Many thriving towns are situated

along the river's course, including Albany,

Troy, Poughkeepsie, West Point, Peekskill and
Yonkers.

Hudson's Bay Company, an English trading

company, chartered in 1670. It had long a

monopoly of the trade throughout the whole

territory of North America whose streams flow

into Hudson Bay, and at one time as far west-

ward as the Pacific, with rights of governing and
making war. In 1869 its authority was trans-

ferred by act of Parliament to the Crown, and its

territories were incorporated in the Dominion of

Canada. Its trade in furs is still very large.

See Fur and Fur Trade.
Hu^, hoo ay' , the capital city of the Kingdom

of Annam, on the river Hu^, in French Indo-

China. It was fortified in the present century

in European style by French officers in the

service of the king of Cochin-China. The city

has a considerable trade and is indirectly ruled

by a French resident and his staff. Population,

about 100,000.

Hugh Ca'pet (939-996), king of France

from 987 to 996. He succeeded his father as

count of Paris in 956, and in this position he
was practically ruler of France, though he did

not possess the actual title. When Louis V,
the last king of the CaroUngian line, died with-

out heirs, Hugh Capet was chosen his successor

and thus founded the Capetian dynasty (See

Capetian Dynasty). His reign was occupied

with a contest with the feudal lords in the

surrounding territory.

Hughes, Charles Evans (1862- ), an
American lawyer and statesman, born at Glens

Falls, N. Y. He was educated at Colgate Uni-

versity, Brown University and the Columbia

Law School. In 1891 he was elected professor

of law in Cornell University; later he was lecturer

at the New York Law School. He first came
prominently before the public in 1904 in his

investigation, as counsel to the Legislature Com-
mittee of New York, of gas, electric light and

power companies, and later of the New York
Life Insurance Company. In 1906 and again

in 1908 he was elected governor of New York.

Hughes, huze, James Laughlin (1846- ),

a Canadian educator, graduate of the Toronto
Normal School. At the age of twenty, he became
assistant in the model school connected with the

normal school, and three years later he was
made principal. In 1 874 he was elected inspector

of public schools in Toronto, a position corre-

sponding to that of superintendent of city schools

in the United States. Mr. Hughes is well known
in the United States through his lectures before

educational assemblies and Chautauquas, also

through his writings. In 1893 he was chairman
of the elementary department in the World's

Congress of F-ducation. His best-known works
are Mutakes in Teaching, Hmv to Secure and
Retain Attention, Froebel's Edvcatimial Laws
for All Teachers and Dickens as an Educator.

Hughes, Thomas (1823-1895), an English

lawyer, author and philanthropist, born at

Uffington, Berkshire. He is widely known for

his novel, Tom Brown's School Days, a picture

of school life at Rugby, published in 1856. It

was followed by To7n Br&ivn at Oxford, The
Scouring of the White Horse, Alfred the Great

and other ^litings. Hughes devoted much of

his time to the work of the social elevation of

the working class, encouraging in particular the

cotxpera-tiive system.

Hugli, hoog'ly, or Hoogly, a river of Hin-

dustan, in Bengal, formed by the junction of

the Bhagirathi and the Jalangi at Nadija, about
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55 mi. above Calcutta, and constituting the

princijxil cliannel of the (Janges deUa. It is

15 miles wide at its mouth, but much encum-

bered bv shoiUs. Shijis drawing 22 feet ascend

as far as Calcutta. Its total course is about

ll)0 miles.

Hu'go, VinxMt Maiue (1802-1885), a great

French poet, novelist, dramatist and politician.

At the age of twelve he was already writing

VICTOR HUGO

verses; in 1822 he published the first volume
of his Odfs and Ballnds, and in 1823 his first

novel, Hans of Iceland, appeared, followed in

1825 V>y Bug Janjal. In 1820 a second volume
of his Odes and BaUads- appeared, and in these

Hugo's anti-classical tendencies in style and
treatment of subject became visible. The
appearance of his drama, Cromwell, marked
Hugo at once as the leader of the romantic
school. Hemani, first presented in 1830, was
a further attempt to overthrow the classic

drama in France, and the result of its presen-

tation was a great conflict between Roman-
ticLsLs and Classicists (See Drama). Other
plays followed, Marion Delorme, The King
Amuses Himself, Lucrfxe Borgia and Riiy Bias;

but Hugo was not greatly successful as a dram-
atist, and after 1843 he turned his attention

to other work. During these years in which
he was chiefly occupied with dramatic compo-
•itioD, be had also published a novel, Notre

Dame de Paris, and several volumes of poetry,

among them, Autumn Leaves and Twilight

Songs. The poetry of this period has a melody

and grace perhaps superior to any that he after-

ward wrote, but it lacks that deep and original

sense of life which is characteristic of his later

poems.

In 1841, after having been twice rejected,

Hugo was elected a member of the French

Academy, and in 1845 he was made a peer of

France by Louis Philippe. The revolution of

1848 drew Hugo into the thick of the political

struggle. At first he favored Louis Napoleon,

but afterward, whether from suspicion of Napo-
leon's designs or from other reasons, he became
one of the chiefs of the democratic party. After

Napoleon's seizure of power, in 1851, Hugo was
one of those who kept up the struggle against

him to the last. Then, while in exile in Brus-

sels, he produced the bitterly satiric Napoleon

the Little and The Chastisements, attacks on the

Second Empire. Hugo went from Brussels to

Jersey, was expelled along with the other

French exiles in 1855 by the English govern-

ment and finally settled in Guernsey, where he

remained until 1870. During these years in

the Channel Islands he brought out Les Mis4r-

ables, which appeared in ten languages on the

same day; The Toilers of the Sea, and The
Man Who LaugJis, besides the collection of

poems known as Contemplations. After his

return to France he was made a member of

the National Assembly, but soon resigned and
went to Brussels, where, on account of the

communistic character of his writings, he was
not allowed to remain. When he was past

seventy he published his Ninety-three, one of

the strongest of his novels, and several collec-

tions of poems.

Huguenots, hu'ge nots, a term of unknown
origin, applied by the Roman Catholics to the

Protestants of France during the religious

struggles of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Under Henry II, 1547-59, the

Protestant party grew strong, and under Francis

II it became a political force headed by the

Bourbon family, especially the king of Navarre

and the prince of Cond^. At the head of the

Catholic j>arty stood the Guises, and through

thear influenoe with the weak young king, a

fanatical persooutioo of the Huguienots oom-
menced. The result was that a Huguenot
conspiracy, headed by Priaoe Louis of Cond^,
was formed, for the purpose of compelling the

king to dismiss the Guises and accept the priace
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of Cond^ as regent of the realm. But the plot

was betrayed, and many of the Huguenots were

executed or imprisoned. In 1560 Francis died,

and during the minority of the next king,

Charles IX, it was the policy of the queen

mother, Catharine de' Medici, to encourage

the Protestants in the free exercise of their

religion, in order to curb the Guises. But

in 1 562 an attack on a Protestant meeting made

by the followers of the duke of Guise com-

menced a series of religious wars which deso-

lated France almost to the end of the century.

Catharine, however, beginning to fear that

Protestantism might become a permanent power

in the country, suddenly made an alliance with

the Guises and between them they planned and

carried out the massacre of Saint Bartholomew

(Aug. 26, 1572). The Protestants fled to their

fortified towns and carried on a war with varj'ing

success. On the death of Charles IX, Henry- III,

a feeble sovereign, found himself compelled to

unite with the king of Navarre, head of the

Hoase of Bourbon and heir-apparent of the

French crown, against the ambitious Guises,

who openly aimed at the throne, and had excited

the people against him to such a degree that

he was on the point of losing the crown. After

the assassination of Henry III, the king of

Navarre was obliged to maintain a severe

struggle for the vacant throne; and not until

he had, by the advice of Sully, embraced the

Catholic religion (1593), did he enjoy quiet

possession of the kingdom as Henry IV. Five

years afterward he secured to the Huguenots

their civil rights by the Edict of Nantes, which

confirmed to them the free exercise of their

religion and gave them equal claims with the

Catholics to all offices and dignities. They were

also left in possession of the fortresses which

had been ceded to them for their security. This

edict afforded them the means of forming a kind

of republic within the kingdom, which Richelieu,

who regarded it as a serious obstacle to the

growth of the royal power, resolved to crush.

War was waged from 1624 to 1629, jvhen

Rochelle, after ar obstinate defense, fell before

the royal troops; the Huguenots had to surrender

all their strongholds, although they were still

allowed freedom of conscience under the minis-

tries of Richelieu and Mazarin. But when
Louis XIV and Madame de Maintenon set the

fashion of devoutness, a new persecution of the

Protestants commenced. They were deprived

of their civil rights, and bodies of dragoons

were seat into the southern provinces to compel

the Protestant inhabitants to abjure their faith.

The Edict of Nantes was revoked in 1685, and

by this act more than 500,000 Protestant sub-

jects were driven out to carry their industry,

wealth and skill to other countries. In the

reign of Louis XV a new edict was issued,

repressing Protestantism, but so many voices

were raised in favor of toleration that it had

to be revoked. The Revol>ition first put the

Protestants on an equaUty with their Catholic

neighbors.

Hull, the capital of Wright County, province

of Quebec, Can., on the Ottawa River, opposite

Ottawa, Ont. The surrounding country con-

tains both agricultural and mineral resources,

and is traversed by the Canadian Pacific and

the Pontiac Pacific railroads and by numerous

electric lines. The principal manufacturing

establishments are iron foundries, paper and

pulp mills, pork-packing houses and lumber

mills. The town was first settled in 1800 and

became a city in 1870. It was almost destroyed

by fire in 1900, but has since been rebuilt.

Population in 1901, 13,988.

Hull or Kingston-upon-Hull, a river port

of England, a county-borough, situated in the

East Riding of York, at the influx of the Hull

into the estuarj' of the Humber. The city's

situation is on an unpicturesque plain, though

the new portion of the city itself is well arranged

and presents an attractive appearance. Among
the important buildings are Trinity Church,

built in 1412, the townhall, the market hall

and the com exchange. Hull is the seat of

several educational institutions, none of which

is of especial importance. The industries of

the town are varied, comprising flax and cotton

mills, shipbuilding yards, rope and sail works,

iron foundries, machine-making, seed-crushing,

color-making, oil-boiling and many other and
allied industries; but its importance arises

chiefly from its shipping commerce, Hull being

the third port in importance in the kingdom.

The docks are among the largest in the world.

The city owns the markets, the tramways, as

the street car lines are called, the lighting plant,

the water supply, libraries, baths, a sanitarium,

a crematorium, cemeteries and a sewage disposal

plant. Hull is an ancient town and was of some

importance long before it received its charter

from Edward I in 1298. It played a con-

spicuous part during the Civil War, being

held by the Parliamentar}' forces and twice be-

sieged without success. Population in 1901,

240,600.
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Hull, Isxvc (1 773-1 S43), an American naval

officer, bom at Derby, Conn, In 1798 he

l)ecame lieutenant in the United States navy,

and he was steadily advanced in rank. When

the War of 1S12 broke out, he was commanding

the Con^tiiittion. In his attempt to sail from

Annapolis to New York, he escaped, by skilful

seamanship, the close pursuit of five British

vessels, and a month later he captured the

British frigate Giierrifre off Newfoundland.

This victory, the first won by the Americans

during the war, made Hull a popular hero.

Hull, William (1753-1825), an American

soldier, born in Derby, Conn., educated at

Vale and admitted to the bar in 1775. He
ser\-ed in the American army during the Revo-

lution, taking part in the battles of Trenton,

Princeton, Saratoga, Monmouth and Stony

Point, and attaining the rank of lieutenant

colonel. He was elected to the state senate

after the war, and in 1805 he became governor

of the Territory of Michigan. At the outbreak

of the War of 1812, he was made brigadier

general and commanded the northwest. He
immediately took the aggressive, but displa^'ed

mediocre military ability, and finally in August,

1812, he surrendered Detroit, after a brief

resistance. He was court-martialed in March,

1814, and was sentenced to be shot, but Presi-

dent Madison remitted the penalty. It is now
believed that the blame for the result of his

campaign in the West lies fully as much with

the misconduct of affairs at Washington as

with Hull's management.

Hull House, a social settl^nent in Chicago,

founded by Miss Jane Addams and Miss Ellen

Starr in 1889. It is in the center of a poor

foreign dLstrict, and from the first it was so

successful and was conducted along such pro-

gressive lines that it became an acknowledged
leader in the social settlement movement in the

United States. See Social Settlements.
Humane Societies. See Cruelty to Ani-

MAI-S, SOCIKTV KOK THE PREVENTION OF.

Hu'manists. See Pedagogics, subhead Hu-
manigts.

Humbert I (1844-1900), king of Italy,

eldest son of Victor Emmanuel II. In the

war of 1866, in which Italy joined Prussia

against Austria, he took the field in command
of a division and distinguished himself for his

valor. In 1868 he marriwj Marguerite of

Savoy, and ten years later he succeeded his

father on the throne. For a largo jjart of his

reign he v{k& very popular with his subjects,

but much of his popularity was lost by reason

of the excessive taxation which he was forced

to impose on the country. He was assassinated

by an anarchist,

Humblebee. See Bumblebee.
Humboldt, hum'bohlt, Friedrich Heinrich

Alex,vnder, Baron von (1769-1859), a German
traveler and naturalist, born at Berlin, where

his father held the post of royal chamberlain.

He studied at the universities of Frankfort-on-

the-Oder, Berlin and Gottingen, and also at

the commercial academy in Hamburg, His

first work was Observations on the Basalt of the

Rhine. In 1791 he studied mining and botany

at the mining school in Freiberg, and subse-

quently he became overseer of the mines in

Franconia. He resolved to make a scientific

journey in the tropical zones and arrived in

Cumana, in South America, in 1799, and spent

five years in exploring scientifically the region

of the Orinoco and the upper part of the Rio

Negro, the district between Quito and Lima,

the City of Mexico and the surrounding country

and the island of Cuba. In 1804 he returned

to Bordeaux, bringing with him an immense
mass of fresh knowledge in geography, geology,

meteorology, botany, zoology and every branch

of natural science. Humboldt selected Paris

as his residence, no other city offering so many
aids to scientific study, and remained there,

arranging his collections and manuscripts, till

1805, after which he visited Rome and Naples.

He eventually returned to Paris, where he

prepared his first great work, a mammoth
account of his journeys in South America and
their scientific results.

In 1827, Humboldt, who had been offered

several high posts by the government of Prussia,

and had accompanied the king on several

journeys as part of his suite, was persuaded to

give up his residence at Paris and settle at

Berlin, where he combined the study of science

with a certain amount of diplomatic work. In

1829, under the patronage of Czar Nicholas,

he made an expedition to Siberia and Central

Asia, which resulted in some valuable discoveries,

published in his Central Asia. In 1845 appeared

the first volume of the Cosmos, his chief work,

a vast and comprehensive survey of natural

phenomena, in which the idea of the unity of

the forces of nature is thoroughly gasped.
Humboldt, Karl Wilhelm, Baron von

(1767-1835), a German scholar, brother of

Humboldt the naturalist. He studied at Berlin,

at Frankfort-on-the-Oder and at Gottingen.
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^fter traveling in France and Spain and acting

as Prussian minister at Rome, he was called to

fill the office of minister of the interior in con-

nection with ecclesiastical and educational

matters, and he had a most important share in

bringing about the educational progress which

Prussia has since made. In 1810 he became

minister plenipotentiary to Vienna, took an

active part in the conclusion of the Peace of

Paris (1814) and at the Congress of Vienna

(1815) and other great diplomatic transactions.

He was for a time ambassador to London, and

in 1819 he was an active member of the Prus-

sian ministry; but he resigned and retired to

his estate at Tegel. His works include poems

and literary essays, but by far the most valuable

are his philological writings, such as Researches

Regarding the Original Inhabitants of Spain in

Connection with the Basque Language; On tlie

Kaivi Language of Java, and On the Diversity

of Language and its Influence on the Develop-

ment of Speech.

Humboldt River, a river of Nevada, rising

in Elko County. It flows in a southwest direc-

tion and empties into Humboldt Lake in

Churchill County, 80 miles northeast of Carson

City. Its waters are saline. The length is

estimated at 375 miles.

Hume, David (1711-1776), an eminent

English historian and philosopher. He was

destined f^ v the law, but was drawn away by

his love of literature and philosophy, and retired

to Fran e, where during three years of quiet

and studious life he composed his Treatise upon

Human Nature. The work was published at

London hi 1738, but, in his own words, "fell

deadborn from the press." His next work,

Essays, Moral, Political and Literary, met with

a better reception. In 1746 and 1747 he

accom^Danied General Sinclair in his expedition

against France and in a military embassy to

Vienna and Turin. He then published a

recasting of his earliest work, under the title of

an Enquiry Concerning the Human Under-

standing. In 1752 he published his Political

Discourses, which were well received, and his

Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals.

The same year he obtained the appointment of

librarian of the Advocates' Library, at Edin-

burgh, and began to write his History uf

England, of which the first volume appeared in

1754. This was received with the highest

praise and greatly increased his reputation.

As a philosopher, Hume exercised a great

influence on the thought of his own generation
83

and of that which followed him. He contended

that there could be no mental experience excej t

sense impressions and the ideas which are the

direct reproduction by memory of these impres-

sions.

Humid'ity, in meteorology, the state of the

atmosphere with respect to the amount of

vapor it contains. The atmosphere is supplied

with vapor by evaporation from the sea, rivers

and lakes, the ground and plants. The amount
of vapor that the air can contain depends upon
its temperature, its capacity increasing as the

temperature rises. WTien the air contains all

the vapor that it can hold at a given temperature,

it is said to be saturated. Next to oxygen and

hydrogen, vapor is the most important con-

stituent of the atmosphere. Dew, fog and

rainfall depend upon its presence, and when
existing in large quantities it is the principal

cause of tornadoes and other violent storms.

Vapor also equalizes the temperature. It

reflects back to earth the heat which is radiated

into the air, serving as a blanket to prevent the

escape of heat. Without this prevention there

would be much greater contrast between the

temperature of day and night and of summer
and winter than at present.

The amount of humidity in

the atmosphere is measured

by the hygrometer. See Hy-
grometer; Climate; Cloud;
Dew; Fog; Rain.

Humming Bird, a beau-

tiful little bird, of which there

are more than 400 species,

living exclusively in America,

abounding especially in the

tropics. The name is given

the birds because of the sound

made by their rapidly moving

wings in flight. Some hum-
ming birds are not larger

than a bumblebee, and the

largest do not exceed the

sparrow in size. They have

slender beaks, which are gen-

erally long and sometimes

curved. The tongue is long,

thread-like, forked at the

point and capable of being protruded from

the bill to a considerable distance. Humming
birds never light to take food, but, hovering be-

fore a flower, supporting themselves by the rapid

vibrations of their wings, they search the blos-

som for insects, which form a great proportion of

HAMMING BIRD
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their food, and for the honey which the plants

secrete. The Utile creatures are fearless, and

will feed from the hand of a person who has

pained their confidence. They build nests of

wonderfully fine workmanship, which are lined

within with soft wool and usually covered on the

outside with hchens, which serve to conceal the

nest. Two small eggs are laid (See Nest,

color plate. Fig. 5). There are many species in

the United States, but the only one found east

of the Mississippi River is the ruby-throated hum-

ming bird. The tropiciil species vary remark-

ably in outward ap|)earance. Some are plainly

colort\l, while others are ornamented in number-

less ways by brilliant patches of color on the

throat, long graceful feathers in the tail, crests,

rutTs, bunches of feathers upon the legs and a

brilliant meUiUic luster to the feathers. See

Birds, cdor plate. Eggs, for a picture of the

egg of the humming bird.

Hum'perdinck, Engelbert (1854- ), a

(jerniun composer, born near Bonn. He studied

at Cologne to become an architect, but soon

abandoned this plan to take up music. He was

a special friend and prot^g6 of Richard Wag-

ner's for the last few years of the great com-

poser's life and soon gained renown as a vigor-

ous supporter of the modern movement in

music, which was given its first great impetus

by Wagner. He is, perhaps, 'best known by

his opera Hansel urul Gretel. Other composi-

tions are the Symplvomj in C and The Children

of the King. In all of his works his rendering

of delicate folk lore and fairy themes is par-

ticularly successful.

Humphreys, hum'friz, Andrew Atkinson

(1 810-1 .S.'<3), an American soldier, born in

Philadelphia. He graduated at West Point in

1831 and ser\-ed at different times in the army

and as government and private civil engineer.

He joined McClellan's staff in 1861, was made
brigadier general of volunteers in 18G2 and in

Septeml)er of the same year commanded a divi-

sion of the fifth coq)s of the Army of the Potomac,

ser\-ing at Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville,

(lettysburg and in Grant's campaign in Vir-

ginia in 1864. He was promoted to be major

general of volunteers in 186.3, after the surrender

received a regular major general's brevet, had
charge of the district of Pennsylvania and later,

as brigadier general, commanded the engineer

cory^s. He retired in 1879.

Hundred Days, The, the term applied to the

seffjnd [>eri(xl of Napoleon's power, from March
Jt) to June 28, 181.'}. On receiving word at

Hunkers

Elba that the restored Bourbon monarchy was

unpopular in France and that the allies were

unable to agree as to plans of settlement at the

Congress of Vienna, he escaped from the island

and returned to France. Great numbers joined

him immediately, and he was able to force Louis

XVni to abdicate. He reorganized the gov-

ernment, with promises of liberal rule, and

summoned an assembly to draw up a new con-

stitution. The allies, however, promptly put a

large army into the field against him, and at the

Battle of Waterloo, which closed the campaign,

he was defeated and forced again to abdicate.

Hundred Years' War, the name given to

the struggle between France and England, which

lasted with intermissions from 1337 to 1453.

Edward HI of England claimed the crown of

France because his mother had been a sister

of Charles IV of France, and this claim, together

with minor differences, brought on the war.

Although war was declared in 1337, there were

no great battles fought until 1346, when, at the

Battle of Crecy, the English gained a complete

victory. Ten years later, at Poitiers, the French

were again overwhelmingly defeated, but in

spite of these advantages the English gradually

lost ground and Du Guesclin succeeded in

driving them from the country, so that when
Charles VI came to the throne of France, England

had practically no hold on the country. When,
however, in 1415, w-ar again broke out, France

was so greatly disturbed by internal conflicts

that she could make no head against her enemy,

and Henry V was able in 1420 to compel Charles

VI by the Treaty of Troyes to recognize him as

his heir. Under the regency of the duke of

Bedford, the uncle of the infant son and succes-

sor of Henry V, England continued to make
headway in France, but in 1429, through the

efforts of Joan of Arc, matters changed, and the

English were gradually forced to relinquish their

gains. By the close of the war Calais was the

only French territory which remained in Eng-

land's hands.

Hun'gary. See Austria-Hungary.
Hunger. See Appetite.

Hungerford, Mrs. Margaret Wolfe
(1855-1897), an Irish novelist, better known as

The Duchess. Her novels include Phyllis,

Beauties' Daughters, A Maiden All Forlorn, A
Mental Struggle, Undercurrents and Molly Bawn.

They have little literary value and are exceed-

ingly melodramatic, but are on the w'hole cleverly

written.

Hunk'ers. See Barnburners.
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Huns, a nomadic and warlike people of the

Mongolian race, part of whom entered Europe,

probably in the fourth century after Christ.

They continued to extend their dominion along

the Danube till the tune of Attila (434 a. d.),

who, imiting the whole Hunnish power, became

the most powerful prince of his time. His

defeat near Chalons was the commencement of

the decline of the power of the Huns, and within

a generation after his death, in 453, the great

Hunnish Empire had completely disappeared,

and the race had been absorbed among other

barbarous peoples.

Hunt, Helen Fiske. See Jackson, Helen
FisKE Hunt.
Hunt, James Henry Leigh (1784-1859), an

English poet and essayist. He was educated at

Christ's Hospital, London, entered the office of

his brother, an attorney, and afterward obtained

a situation in the war office. In 1808, in con-

junction with his brother John, he started the

Examiner, which soon became prominent for the

fearlessness with which public matters were

discussed. Foliage, a collection of original poems

and translations, appeared in 1818, and in 1819

the Indicator was started, a weekly journal on

the model of the Spectator, which contained some

of his best essays. In 1822 he went to Italy, on

an invitation from Byron and Shelley, and, in

conjunction with the former, carried on a news-

paper called the Liberal, which proved unsuc-

cessful and was shortly discontinued. Among
Hunt's works may be mentioned The Story of

Rimini; Palfrey, a Love Story of Old Times;

Legend of Florence, a play; Men, Women and

Books, and an Autobiography.

Hunt, Mary Hannah (1830-1906), an

American teacher and temperance reformer,

bom at South Canaan, Conn. She became inter-

ested in investigations of the nature and effects

of alcoholic drinks and other narcotics on the

human system, and as the result of her studies

she advocated compulsory instruction in what is

called scientific temperance, in the public schools

of the country. Under her influence and direc-

tion laws regarding such instruction are on the

statute lx)oks of Congress and of nearly every

state of the Union. Similar laws have also been

adopted in Canada, Chile and several other coun-

tries. Mrs. Hunt was the organizer and the

superintendent of the department of scientific

temperance instruction for the World's Chris-

tian Temperance Union. She was the fomider

and editor of School Physiology, a monthly

journal.

Hunt, Richard Morris (1828-1895), an
American architect, bom at Brattleboro, Vt.,

the brother of William Morris Hunt. He
studied architecture in Geneva, Switzerland, and
Paris, and later traveled through Europe, Asia
and Africa. Returning to America in 1855, he
was made chief architect of the extension of the

National Capitol. He also designed the Lenox
Library, New York, the United States Naval
Observatory at Washington, the Administration

Building of the World's Fair at Chicago and
many other buildings and monuments through-

out the country. He also planned some of the

finest private mansions in jthe United States,

includmg that of W. K. Vanderbilt, New
York, and the countiy home of George Van-
derbilt, at Biltmore, N. C. He received many
decorations from foreign learned societies and
was recognized as one of the most influential

members of his profession in the United States.

Hunt, William Holman (1827- ), an
English painter, one of the best of modern
painters of religious subjects, born in London.
He was trained in the Royal Academy school and
began to exhibit in 1846. He belongs to the

so-called Pre-Raphaelite school of English

artists. In 1853 his Claudia and Isabella first

attracted public attention, followed next year by
the Ligld of tlie World (Christ bearing a lighted

lantern). Mr. Hunt then made a journey to the

East, the fruits of which are observable in the

local coloring and strength of realization in his

succeeding pictures of Eastem life, among which
are Tlie Scapegoat, The Finding of the Saviour

in the Temple, Shadow of Death and Triumph

of the InnocaUs. Hunt's pictures have been
criticised for the minuteness of detail and the

care with which everything is done, but they are

full of strong feeling.

Hunt, William Morris (1824-1879), an
American painter, born at Brattleboro, Vt., and
educated at Harvard University. He studied in

Europe, where he became a close friend and
follower of Millet. He returned to the United

States in 1855 and became a teacher of painting

in Boston. In all his work he showed a remark-

able technic and a fine feeling for color. Among
his most important paintings are The Flight of

Night and other mural decorations in the New
York State capitol at Albany, several portraits

of famous Americans and numerous figure sub-

jects, many of which hang in the Boston Museum,
notably Marguerite, The Hurdy-Gurdy Boy and

Girl with the Kitttn. In later life he deroted

himself to landscape painting.
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Huntw, DxviD (1S02-1S86), an American

soldier, born at Washington, D. C, and educated

at West Point. He sened on the frontier and

in the Mexican War. During the Civil War he

commanded a division at the first Battle of Bull

Run and was seriously wounded, was aftenvards

appointed major general of volunteers, was given

command of the western and southern depart-

ments in turn and came in conflict with the gov-

ermnent at Washington by issuing a prema-

ture order for the abolition of slavery in the

states of Georgia, Florida and South Carolina.

He later servetl in West Virginia and in Virginia

and at the close of the war was brevetted briga-

dier general and later major general in the

regular army.

Hunter, Johx (1728-1793), an eminent Eng-

lish surgeon, bom at Glasgow, Scotland. After

industrious and thorough study of anatomy he

became house surgeon at Saint George's Hos-

pital in 1756 and later was military surgeon in

France and Portugal, where he stayed for two

years. On his return to London he came into

prominence at once and was regarded as the

ablest physician of his day. One of his most

important inventions was the cure of aneurism

in an arter}', by tying it on the side toward the

heart. He collected various and numerous
specimens in his large private museum, which,

after his death, w'as purchased by the govern-

ment and presented to the Royal College of

Surgeons.

Hunter, Robert Mercer Taliaferro
(1S09-1887), an American politician, born in

Essex County, Va., and educated at the Univer-

sity of Virginia. He entered politics in 1833,

being elected to the state legislature, and foiu*

years later was chosen to Congress as a Demo-
crat. He vigorously upheld the interests of the

South in opposition to protection and to the

national bank and became speaker of the House
in the Twenty-sixth Congress. In 1847 he was
elected United States senator and ser\'ed until

the Ciril War, l>eing expelled after his withdrawal
in July, 1 861 . During this period he favored the
slave power, was the author of the low tariff of

18.57 and wa.s a prominent candidate for the
nomination for president in the Demrx-ratic con-
vention of 1860. He was a memlx;r of the pro-
vyonal Confederate congress and was then
chosen secretary of state, but resigned to enter

the Confederate senate, where he showed him-
self a warm adversary of President Davis. He
was on« of the Conftderate commissioners who
hibored for peace in 1865, at what Ls known as

the Hampton Roads Conference. He took no

part in national politics after the close of the war.

Hunting, a sport which has been popular with

mankind from the earliest times and which is

still indulged in by all civilized people, though

for many years it has been considered sports-

manlike to hunt game animals during certain

seasons of the year only and in such ways as to

give the animal a fair show for its life. In fact,

in most parts of the United States, as ^well as in

most countries of Europe, there are game laws

which forbid shooting during the breeding season

and which sometimes restrict it to a very limited

period each year. Certain animals which are

destructive, however, may be hunted at all

times, and in many states a premium is placed

on their death (See Game Laws).

Since the invention of firearms the killing of

game by shooting is the most common way. The
use of dogs to detect the presence of game.and

to rouse it is common, though in some states the

hunting of deer and other animals with dogs is

forbidden. Among the game birds of the United

States, those most sought for are the partridge,

the grouse, the plover, the quail, the woodcock

and various species of ducks, though in different

localities there are other birds almost equally

favored. Among the mammals, squirrels, hares,

rabbits and deer are most highly regarded. In

most states little restriction is placed on hunting

squirrels and rabbits, but the open season for

deer is very short, sometimes not exceeding fifteen

days in the course of a year.

The refinements of modem life have taught us

the charm that many wild animals possess and

have led to the protection of song birds and other

harmless creatures to such an extent that in many
cities and towns the squirrels are familiar, every-

day visitors to many homes, where they are fed

and guarded by the children, instead of being

hunted as they were formerly. The public

schools have done much to educate children to

see in the birds a beauty that is utterly destroyed

when life is extinct, and accordingly a saner

regard for them is growing among the people.

So long as there Ls a demand for game for the

table, or for furs and plumage for wear and

decoration, there will be hunting for the market,

and professional hunters and trappers will

continue to make their living, but it is not prob-

able that hunting as a sport will increase in

popularity.

Hunt'ingdon, Pa., the county-seat of Hunt-

ingdon CO., 98 mi. w. of Harrisburg,on the Juniata

River and on the Pennsylvania and other rail-
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roads.- The borough is in an agricultural and

fruit-growing region and is near deposits of iron,

coal, fire clay and limestone. The town contains

flour mills and manufactories of machinery,

stationery, knit goods, furniture and other

articles. It is the seat of Juniata College and of

the state industrial reformator}'. The place was

settled in 1760 on the site of a famous indian

council ground. Population in 1900, 6053.

Hunt'ington, Ixd., the county-seat of Hunt-

ington CO., 24 mi. s. w. of Fort Wayne, on the

Little River and on the Wabash and the Erie

railroads. The city has extensive water power,

and the manufactures include bicycles, shoes,

pianos, agricultural implements and cement.

There Ls also a trade in coal, lime and agricul-

tural produce. It is the seat of a United Breth-

ren college. Population in 1900, 9491.

Huntington, N. Y., a town of Suffolk co.,

on Huntington Bay of Long Island Sound, 30

mi. e. by n. of New York, on the Long Island

railroad. The surrounding country is agricul-

tural. The town has manufactures of pottery

and brick, but it is of especial importance as a

summer resort and residential suburb. Popula-

tion in irK)5, 10,236.

Huntington, W. Va., the county-seat of

Cabell CO., 52 mi. w. of Charleston, on the Ohio

River and on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chesa-

peake & Ohio and other railroads. The city is

an important commercial center with steamship

connection on the river, and it has foundries,

machine shops, packing houses, lumber and

planing mills and manufactories of paints, glass,

stoves and other articles. The West Virginia

Asylum for Incurables and Marshall College,

which is the state normal school, are located

here. The place was settled in 1871 and was

named in honor of Collis P. Huntington. Popu-

lation in 1900, 11,923.

Huntington, Daniel (1816-1906), an Ameri-

can artist, born in New York. He was educated

at Hamilton College and studied under S. F. B.

Morse and Inman. After a visit to Europe in

1839, he returned to New York and devoted

himself to portraits, but executed also a great

number of genre and historical pieces. Among
his later works are Philosophy and Christian Art

( 1 878) and Goldsmith's Daughter (1 884) . Among
his iK)rtraits are those of President Lincoln and
United States Senator John Sherman. Among
his other works are Lady Washington's Recep-

tion Day, Florniiine Girl and Mercy's Dream.

Hunts'ville, Ala., the county-seat of Madi-

son CO., 100 mi. n. of Birmingham, on the South-

em and the Nashville, Chattanooga & Saint

Louis railroads. The city is in the fertile Ten-

nessee River valley and has an extensive trade in

cotton, fruit and live stock. It is the most impor-

tant cotton manufacturing center in the South.

Foundries, machine shops, brickyards and vari-

ous other manufactories are also located here.

The city contains Huntsville Female College, the

Huntsville Female Seminary, a state normal and

industrial school and the Central Alabama

Academy. Population in 1900, 8068.

Hunyady, hun'yah dy, Jaxos (about 1387-

1456), a national hero of Hungary. In all the

wars against the Turks, which were agitating

his country, he took a prominent part. WTien at

the Battle at Varna, in 1444, the Hungarian

king, Ladislas, was killed, Hunyady was made
regent during the minority of the new king,

Ladislas Posthumus. Four years later he was

defeated at Kossovo in Servia and was held a

prisoner for a time by the Sen'ians. His great-

est victory was one in 1456 over Mohammed II,

the conqueror of Constantinople, who was

attempting the siege of Belgrade. He died a

few days after this battle. The credit for pre-

venting the Mohammedans from establishing an

empire in central Europe is due to Hunyady
more than to any other one man.

Hurd'Iing. See Athletics.

Hurd'y-gurd'y, a medieval stringed instru-

ment, played by turning a handle. Its tones

were produced by the friction of a wheel

acting as a bow against four strings, the length

and pitch of which were regulated by the fingers

or by keys. The name is also commonly applied

to the street organ, or barrel organ, built upon

the same principle, the wheel being replaced

by a cylinder armed with pegs, which, as the

cylinder is revolved, pick the strings or press

valves in pipes, admitting au" currents which

produce the tones.

Hu'ron, a powerful tribe of Indians that

lived east of Lake Huron near Georgian Bay.

When Champlain knew them in 1609, the

Huron were allied to the Algonquian tribes

and were at war with the Iroquoian, although

the Huron naturally belonged to the latter

group. Champlain, adopting the cause of the

Huron, engaged in two expeditions against

the Iroquois, in both of which he was successful.

Naturally, the Huron became loyal allies of

the French and accepted the teachings of the

Jesuits, but the Iroquoian tribes, having learned

the use of firearms, were too strong for their

Huron enemies and ultimately drove the lat-
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ter out of \htir countn-. See Iboquoian In-

dians.

Huron, Lake, one of the chain of five great

lakes in the central part of North America.

It lies between and connects Lake Superior

and Lake Erie and also joins Lake Michigan.

It washes the shorts of the State of Michigaii

on tlie west and of the Province of Ontario on

the east. Ljike Huron lies 582 feet above sea

level and is third in size of the Great Lakes,

being about 250 miles long, 190 miles wide

and from 200 to 700 feet deep, and having a

total area of 22,322 square miles. The lake

contains several thousand islands in its northern

part, of which the largest is the Grand Mani-

toulin, which is about 107 miles long and from

4 to 25 miles wide. The waters of the lake are

ver\' clear, pure and cold and abound in fish.

There are few good harbors, the best being

Saginaw Bay and Thunder B^^y on the west

shore. Its principal ports are Goderich and

Kincardine, Owen Sound and CoUingwood,

Ont., and Bay City, Saginaw and Cheboygan,

Mich. There is a large arm of the lake on the

east, known as Georgian Bay. See Grka.t

Lake.s, The.
Hur'ricane, the name of large revolving

storms that form in the region of the West
Indies. The term is also popularly, though

incorrectly, applied to any wind having suffi-

cient force to uproot trees and destroy buildings.

The West Indian hurricanes are revolving

storms, with a diameter, in the beginning, of

from 100 to 300 miles. They occur only during

the late summer and autumn, being most fre-

quent in September and October, and are

caused by the intense heat over portions of the

sea where they originate.

The wind blows in a circular course, whose
direction is contrary to that of the hands of a
clock. In the center of the storm no rain falls,

and as the current is upward, no wind is per-

ceived. This area is characterized by a heavy
sea and fre^^uently by a clear sky, for which
reason it is termed the eye of the storm. The
intensity of the storm is greatest near the place

of its origin and diminishes as the diameter
of the circle covered increases. At the begin-

ning the velocity of the wind is very great, being

estimated in some instances as high as 200 to

300 miles an hour, and the rain falls in torrents.

Thest; storms generally move toward the

northwest until they reach thf coast of the

United States, when they turn toward the

northeast and follow the coast from about the

latitude of Cape Hatteras to Nova S(,'Otia. As

they advance their area increases and their

violence diminishes, but they usually cause

heavy rain or snow, and occasionally the wind

is of such force as to cause considerable damage

to shipping and to towns along the coast. The
most extensive hurricanes extend inland as far

as Indiana, but by the time a stonn has reached

this limit, its force has been expended. See

Cyclone; Tornado; Typhoon.
Husband and "Wife, a man and a Avoman

married to each other (See Marriage). The
legal relations existing between husband and

wife have within two centuries undergone a

marked change. According to the old English

common law, at marriage the person of the

wife was merged with that of the husband and

all of her personal and property rights were

transferred to him. Many of the common law

principles, however, have been changed by the

development of equity in England and of

statute law in America, so that to-day the rela-

tions between husband and wife are in most

respects those of practical equality.

Of the common law rules which still prevail,

though in some ways modified by statute and

equity, the following are of most importance:

(1) It is the husband's right to determine the

place of residence and the wife's duty to live

with the husband, her legal residence being

identical with his. (2) It is the husband's

duty to provide support for the wife in accord-

ance with his income and ability, and it is the

wife's duty to render such domestic service

as is reasonable and necessary. (3) The com-

mon law rule that at marriage the husband be-

comes the absolute owner of the personal prop-

erty and has the management and obtains the

profits of all the real estate of the wife is still

in force in some jurisdictions, but has now been

generally changed so as to allow the wife to

possess a separate estate, over which she has

general direction. The husband's right may
also be somewhat limited by a pre-marriage

or post-marriage settlement (See Settlement).

(4) The husband is liable for debts contracted

by the wife before marriage. (5) The husband

is liable for civil offenses committed by the

wife during married life. If these offenses or

crimes are committed in his presence, the pre-

sumption is that they were done under coercion,

and the wife is not found guilty unless this

presumption is overcome. (6) The husband

after marriage has the same power to make con-

tracts as before, but the power of the wife in
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this direction is lost, except in cases involving

her separate estate. She may, however, act

as the agent of her husband in purchasing

necessaries for the home. (7) The ^\afe cannot

dispose by will of either real or personal prop-

erty, except of her separate estate. (8) At

marriage the vnie attains a so-called dower

right in an undivided one-third of the husband's

real property. The latter therefore cannot

convey real property without the consent of his

wife, who thereby forfeits her dower right in

the same. (9) Neither husband nor wife is a

competent witness in cases in which the other

is a party, except in certain cases instituted in

order to secure protection of one against the

other. (10) Formerly, neither husband nor

wife could sue the other, the only remedy against

civil injuries being in separation or divorce;

but now the courts of most countries allow the

wife to sue in equity for certain rights recognized

in equity, such as those established by settle-

ment. See Divorce.

Huss, John (1373-1415), a'religious reformer,

born at Hussinecz, Bohemia. He studied philos-

ophy and theology in the University of Prague,

received the degree of A. M. in 13% and became

professor in the university in 1398. Later he

was made dean of the philosophic faculty and
preacher for the Bohemians in Bethlehem

Church, havnng been ordained priest in 1401.

The Trialogus of Wyclif, spuriously bearing the

endorsement of Oxford University, was pub-

licly read in Prague and so fascinated Huss that

he translated It into Bohemian. His translation

was widely circulated among the people and
attracted considerable attention. Huss next

openly denounced the censures pronounced by

the Church on the heretical writings of Wyclif,

and in his sermons he gave the latter unstinted

praise, violently denouncing what he regarded

as ecclesiastical abuses. Consequently, Pope
Alexander issued a bull prohibiting preaching

outside of collegiate, monastery and parish

institutions. Huss defied the papal ban and
was called to Rome by John XXIH to defend

his principles. Refusing to comply with the

summons of the pope, he was excommunicated
in 1411. But setting aside all authority, he

undertook, together with Jerome, a public

denunciation of papal indulgences. For this

action he was exjjelled from Prague. In exile

he wrote his Tractatus de Ecclcsia, which denied

all Church authority. Through the influence of

the pope, King Wonceslaus and Emperor Sigis-

mund prevailed on Huss, under promise of a

safe conduct, to present himself before the

Council of Constance, which opened on Novem-
ber 5, 1414. The pope, in order to free Huss
from all embarrassment, withdrew the ban of

excommunication, and to save him from external

influence, caused him to be placed in the

Dominican monastery near Lake Constance.

He had three hearings before the Council,

which coiidemned his doctrines and turned hijn

over to the civil authorities, "praying that his

life be spared and he be condemned to per-

petual imprisonment." Huss was not allowed

to speak in his own behalf nor to have any

one speak for him. The laws of the Empire
at this time regarded heresy as a civil offense

and provided death for refusal to retract it.

Huss was accordingly condemned to be burned

at the stake. This sentence was executed

July 6, 1415, and his ashes were thrown into the

Rhine.

Hussites, the followers of John Huss (See

Huss, John). After the death of Huss, his

adherents took up arms for the defense of their

principles, and under the leadership of Ziska,

captured Prague, fortified Mount Tabor and

repeatedly defeated the troops sent against

them by the emperor Sigismund, who had suc-

ceeded to the crown of Bohemia. Ziska died

in 1424 and was succeeded by Procopius, who
also distinguished himself by many victories.

The excesses of this party, however, who were

called the Taborites, alienated the moderate

Hussites, who called themselves Calixtines.

These latter, after gaining certain concessions,

such as the preaching of the gospel in the

Bohemian tongue and the reform of clerical

abuses, finally united with the Catholics by

the Compactata of Prague in 1433, to acknowl-

edge Sigismund as king. The Taborites after-

ward declined as a political party, finally becom-

ing merged in the Bohemian Brethren.

Hutch'inson, IC\n., the county-seat of Reno
CO., 40 mi. n. w. of Wichita, on the Arkansas

River and on the Missouri Pacific, the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fd and the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific railroads. It is a beautiful

and growing city, near the center of the salt

industry of the state, and it also has an important

trade in live stock and agricultural produce.

The salt supply seems practically unlimited,

and the several plants turn out from 4000 to

6000 barrels daily. Other industries are meat-

packing establishments and manufactories of

machinery, boilers and other articles. The state

industrial reformatory is located here. The
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place was settled in 1S72 and was incorporated

two voars later. Population in 1905, 11,215.

Hutchinson, Anne (about 1590-1643), a

religious cnthiLsiast in colonial America, born in

Lincolnshire, England. She married ^^illiam

Hutchinson and in 1034 went to Boston, ^Nlass.

She had peculiar thi^ological views, held meet-

ings, lectured and denounced the Massiichusetts

clerg>-. She was tried for heresy and banished

from the colony, and with some of her friends

she went to Rhode Island and started a setde-

nient at PortsmouUi. At the death of her

husband she went to a new settlement in New
York, where she and her daughters were mas-

sacred bv the Indians.

Hutchinson, Tnoxi.vs (1711-1780), the last

roval governor of Massachusetts. He w-as bom
in Boston and graduated from Harvard Univer-

sity, entered a business career and amassed a

comfortable fortune. He early became promi-

nent in government affairs and was rapidly

promoted by the suffrage of his constituents

until he became lieutenant governor and finally

chief justice of the colony. ' ^^^lile occupying

this office he issued the famous Writs of Assist-

ance. He opposed the Stamp Act on the

grounds of expediency, but considered it legal

and constitutional and labored earnestly to

enforce it, thus incurring the antagonism of

the p)eople. His house was sacked during this

period and many valuable books were destroyed.

He liecame governor in 1770, was extremely

unpopular and when military law was pro-

claimed in 1774 went to England, where he

lived until his death. HLs History of Massa-

chusetts Bay in three volumes is one of the most

valuable histories of colonial times.

Hut'ton, Laukence (1843-1904), an Ameri-

can essayist and critic, bom in New York City.

From 1872 to 1874 he was dramatic critic of

the New York Evening Mail, and from 1886

to 1898 he was literary editor of Harper's

Magazine. He had a prominent part in the

formation of the Authors' Club and of the

International Copyright I..eague. His works
include Plays and Players, Curianties of the

Ameriran Stage, Actors and Actresses of Great

Britain and the United States, written in con-

junction with Brander Matthews. He also

published a set of Literary LandmarJcs of various

European cities.

Hux'ley, Thomas Hexry (182.5-1 895), a
famous English naturalist. He was graduated

from the University of London in 1 845and entered

the royal navy as assbtant surgeon the next

Hyacinth

year. He sailed with H. M. S. Rattlesnake on

a surveying expedition to Australasia, during

which he sent a number of valuable papers to

the Royal Societies. He was at different times

professor of natural history in the school of

mines, FuUerian professor of physiology to the

THOMAS HENKY HUXLEY

Royal Institution, Hunterian professor in the

Royal College of Surgeons, president of the

British association meeting held at Liverpool in

1870, lord rector of Aberdeen University in

1872, secretary of the Royal Society, substitute

professor of natural history for Professor

Wy\'ille Thompson, at Edinburgh, a member of

various royal commissions and inspector of

salmon fisheries. He resigned this and almost

all his other offices in 1885 on account of ill

health. Among his works are The Oceanic

Hydrozoa, On the Theory of the Vertebrate

Skull, Man's Place in Nature, On Our Knmvl-
edge of the Causes of the Phenomena of Organic

Nature, a series of lectures to working men,
delivered in 1862, Elements of Comparative

Anatomy, Elementary Physiology, Introduction

to the Classification of Animals, Critiques and
Addresses, American Addresses, Physiography

and Anatomy of Invertebrate Animals.

Hyacinth, hi'a sinth, a genus of bulbous

plants, belonging to the lily family and including

alx)ut thirty species, among which the garden

hyacinth is celebrated for the immense varieties
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which culture has produced from it. It is a

native of the eastern shores of the Mediter-

ranean Sea and was first cultivated as a garden

flower by the Dutch, about

the beginning of the six-

teenth century. The droop-

ing, bell-shaped flowers of

almost all colors, both double

and single, grow on an erect

stock from the center of the

plant. An old Greek myth
accounts for the origin of

|

the flower as follows:

Apollo, the Greek god, had

as a friend a beautiful youth

named Hyacinthus, who was

killed one day in a game
of quoits. As a token of

his love for the youth and

sorrow at his death, Apollo

caused a beautiful purple

flower to spring from the

drops of blood that fell from

the brow of Hyacinthus.

Hy'att, Alpheus (1838-

1902), an American natur-

alist. He graduated at Har-

vard College and at the out-

break of the War of the

Rebellion entered the army
and obtained the rank of hyacinth

captain. After the war he resumed his studies

and served in various scientific positions in the

East. Later he was made custodian of the

collections of the Boston Society of Natural

History, and in 1881 he became curator. He
was a member of various scientific societies and

was one of the editors and founders of the

American Naturalist. His most important work

was among the fossils of invertebrate animals,

and in his studies he collected many facts

which went far toward establishing the theory

of evolution. Most of Hyatt's works are of a

scientific character. One of the best known is

a cliissififation of fossils.

Hyde Park, Mass., a town in Norfolk co.,

8 mi. from the statehouse in Boston, on the

Neponsct River and on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad. It has a beautiful

location and extensive manufactories of cotton,

woolen and rubber goods, paper, machinery

and other articles. Population in 1905, includ-

ing several villages, 14,510.

Hyderabad, hi'dur a hahd/, a city, the cap-

ital of a native state of the same name, also

called the Nizam's Dominions, in southeastern

India, east of Bombay. It is situated on the

River Musi, at an elevation of 1672 feet above

the sea. Among the chief buildings are the

extensive palace of the nizam; the house of the

British resident and adviser; the Char Minar,
or Four Minarets, built about 1590 as a Moham-
medan college, but now used for warehouses;

the Jama Musjid, or cathedral mosque, designed

after the one at Mecca. The city is an important

railroad and commercial center and has manu-
factories of silks, trinkets and tm'bans. Popu-
lation in 1901, 448,466.

Hy'der Ali, ah'lc, (about 1720-1782), a
distinguished Indian prince, son of a general

in the service of the rajah of INIysore. By his

military talents he became the actual ruler of

Mysore, and in 1762 he deposed the rajah and
had himself chosen to that position. He encour-

aged agriculture and commerce, reorganized the

army and so greatly extended his dominions

that in 1766 they contained 84,000 square miles

and afi'orded an immense revenue. He was
engaged in two wars with the British.

Hydra, he'dra or e'dra, an island of Greece,

lying about 4 mi. off the southeast coast of

ArgolLs, in the Peloponnesus. It is about 11

miles long and 3 miles broad. The coast is

rocky and steep, having an elevation of 1800
leet, and the surface is barren. The chief town
and seaport is Hydra. In ancient times the

island was a dependency of the city of Hermione,
and during the fifteenth and sLxteenth centuries

fugitives from different parts of Greece settled

it. In the Grecian war of independence the

people took a most active part, contributing

most liberally to the cause of patriotism. After

1820, the islanders were considered the richest

in the Aegean Sea. They carry on an exten-

sive trade with England, the Baltic and even

America. Lately, however, this has declined,

and the population now is estimated at only 7000.

Hydra, in Greek mythology, a celebrated

monster which lived in the neighborhood of

Lake Lerna, in tlie Peloponnesus. Some ac-

counts give it a hundred heads, others fifty

and others nine, but all agree that as soon as

one bead was cut off, two others immediately

grew in its place, if the wound was not seared

by fire. To destroy this monster was one of

the labors of Hercules, and he succeeded only

with the assistance of lolaus, who, as each head

was cut off, applied a burning iron to the wound.

The central hc^ad, which was immortal, Hercules

buried under a stcne.
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Hydra, Fiiesh-watek, or Fresh-water

Polyp, a small auinial. found in pond water. It

can be seen easily with the naked eye, as it is

about the thicknew of fine sewing-cotton and

has a length of from one-qiuirter to one-half of

an inch. Hydras are foimd adhering by one

end to twigs or weeds in the water. On the

other end are a number of verj' delicate threads

or filaments, called tentacles. If the hydra is

watched under a microscope, it will be noticed

that its form is continually changing. Some-

times it extends itself so much that its length is

sixteen times its diameter and the tentacles

FBESH WATER HYDRA

appear like long, delicate filaments. At another

time it contracts itself into an almost globular

mass, and the tentacles appear like little blunt

knobs. Besides these two movements, the hydra
is able to go slowly from place to place. It is a
voracious creature. \Mien a water flea or any
other living thing that may serve as food touches

one of the tentacles, it becomes suddenly para-

lyzed by the barV>ed stinging cells which are liter-

ally shot out of the tentacle into the body of the

animal, causing it to adhere to the tentacle. This
tentacle and the others gradually contract until

the prey is brought near the mouth of the hydra,
which expands widely and draws the prey down
into the digestive cavity. Hydra,"? reproduce by
budding. If a hydra i>c cut in two, it appears
that within certain limits each portion will develop
into a fomplete animal. See Coelenterata.
Hydrangea, hi dran'je ah, a genus of shrubs

or herbs, Ix-longing to the saxifrage family and
containing alxjut thirty-three species, natives of

Asia and .-\merica. The garden hydrangea is a
native f)f China and was introduced into Great
Britain by Banks in 1 790. It is a favorite plant,

Hydraulic Ram

because of the beauty and size of its flowers,

which are white, pink or blue in color.

Hydrau'lic Engine, an engine operated by

water under pressure. Wlien the water is

apphed in such a way as to produce a direct

rotarj' motion, the machine is usually termed a

water wheel or water motor(SEE WaterWheels;
Turbine Wheel). The term engine is more
strictly applied to a water motor which operates

on a plan similar to that of the steam engine,

that is, being constructed with cylinders, pistons

and valves (See Ste.\]m Engine). The water is

admitted and withdrawn alternately at opposite

ends of the cylinder and forces the piston from

one end to the other. The piston rod is con-

nected with a crank on the shaft, and its recipro-

cating motion is thus changed to a rotary motion

when this is necessary. Hydraulic engines of

this sort are occasionally used where a slow,

steady motion and considerable power are

required, as in operating hoisting cranes in

foundries and working certain patterns of ele-

vators, but the introduction of the electric motor
has largely displaced them for the latter purpose.

A more common form of hydraulic engine is seen

in the machines used for pumping the bellows

of large organs by water power. This engine is

really a pump, and the reciprocating motion of

the piston is transferred directly to the lever

which works the bellows, no rotary motion being

necessarj'.

Hydraulic Press. See Hydrostatic Press.

Hydraulic Ram, a machine for using the

force of a stream of water to raise a portion of

the stream to a level higher than that of the ram.
In the figure, C represents the reservoir and G
the pipe through which the water flows. At A
the pipe is turned upward and flows by a cone-
shaped valve, usually made of iron. At G there

is a pipe connecting with an aii- chamber, D.
The entrance to this chamber is through the
valve B. The working of this machine is as

follows: When the water begins to run through
the pipe G, the valve is in its lowest position and
allows the water to flow out through the orifice F.

This flow continues until the force of the stream
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of water through the pipe is sufficient to raise

the vah-e and close the orifice. 'When this is

closed, the flow of water in G suddenly stops

and the force of the current is such as to drive a

portion of the water through the valve B into

the chamber. As soon as the flow in G stops, the

valve at F again falls to its first position and the

flow is again started. The water is forced into

the delivery pipe E, and a constant flow is main-

tained by the elastic force of the air in D.

Hydraulic rams are used where the source of

water is below the level of the place in which the

water is required for use. Only a small portion

of the water which flows through G passes

through the valve at B; therefore these machines

are not practicable, except where the quantity of

tv-ater at the source is much greater than that

needed for use.

Hydraulics, the science which treats of the

laws of flowing liquids. Two general principles

are always considered in applying these laws.

They are:

(1) The velocity of a jet of water is equal to

that of a body falling from the surface of the

water. If a jet flows from a dam ten feet below

the surface of the water, it will have the same

velocity as a stone which has fallen ten feet.

(2) A jet of water will rise to the level of its

source. If a cistern is on a support twenty-five

feet high and a pipe is attached leading to the

ground and having an opening bent upward, the

jet issuing from the pipe theoretically will rise

as high as the surface of the water in the cistern.

Because of friction and the resistance of the air,

however, this result will not be quite obtained.

The practical application of the laws of hydraulics

has given rise to the science of hydraulic engi-

neering. See Hydraulic Raji; Hydrostatics;

Water Wheels.
Hy'drocar'bons, a series of compounds

which consist of carbon and hydrogen only.

They are produced chiefly by the decomposition

of organic substances, either slowly by natural

causes or by artificial means, as in the case of

the destructive distillation of coal for the pur-

pose of making gas. Certain of the hydrocar-

bons are also found in the gums which exude

from trees. Hydrocarbons are the simplest of

the carbon compounds and are commercially

of considerable importance, forming the principal

part, as they do, of turpentine, benzine, paraffin,

petroloiiin, illuminating gas and gutta-pcrch;i.

Hydrochloric, hi'dro klor'ik, Acid or Mu'-
riat'ic Acid, a gaseous compound of equal vol-

umes of hydrogen and chlorine. It is set free

Hydrogen

during volcanic eruptions and is found in the

water which collects in the crevices of mountains,

as well as in rivers which take their rise in vol-

canic formations, especially in South America.

It may be produced by decomposing common
salt with sulphuric acid or by bringing equal

volumes of chlorine and hydrogen together and

exposing the mbcture to diffuse daylight. It

explodes in direct sunlight. Hydrochloric acid

is colorless and has a pungent odor and an acid

taste. It is quite irrespirable, extinguishes flame

and dissolves very readily in water. The chief

use of hydrochloric acid in the arts is to supply

chlorine to the bleaching powder manufacturer.

It is also used in the preparation of glue, phos-

phorus, carbonic acid and artificial waters. In

medicine it is used diluted as a tonic and astrin-

gent. In a concentrated form iL is a powerful

caustic.

Hydrocyanic, hi^dro si an'ik, Acid. See

Prussic Acid.

Hy'drofluor'ic Acid, an acid which may be

obtained either in liquid form or in the form of

a colorless gas. Both the dry and the liquid

forms are active poisons and act upon the skin

with great virulence. Hydrofluoric acid is used

chiefly for etching upon glass. The glass is

covered with a thin coating of etching wax, and

the design is traced through the wax down to the

glass with a fine-pointed instrument. The plate

is then treated either with an aqueous solution of

the acid or is exposed to the gas itself. After a

sufficient length of time the wax is dissolved

away and the design becomes visible. In chem-

istry, hydrofluoric acid is used to decompose and

dissolve silicates in mineral analysis.

Hydrogen, hi'dro jen, an important elemen-

tary substance, one of the elements of water and

a component of all vegetable and animal prod-

ucts. It may be obtained by passing the vapor

of water over red-hot iron filings, or by sub-

mitting water to the action of an electric current,

whereby it is decomposed into its elements,

hydrogen and oxygen. Pure hydrogen is a

colorless, tasteless, inodorous gas; it is very

inflammable, burning with a pale, very slightly

luminous, but intensely hot, flame; it is a power-

ful refractor of light. Hydrogen is the least

dense and the most rapidly diff'usible of all the

gases and the lightest body in nature, bemg about

one-fifteenth as heavy as atmospheric air. In

consequence of its extreme lightness it is regarded

as unity in referring to the atomic weight of

Ixxlics, and it has also been assumed as the unit

in speaking of the specific gravity of gases.
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although common air is the more generally

receiv^ standard. Hydrogen cannot support

respiration, but is not directly poisonous. Two
volumes of hydrogen with six of air form an

explosive mixture. The most intense heat that

can be produced is caused by the burning of

hydrogen in oxygen gas, and this principle has

been applied to increase the temperature of blast

furnaces in iron works by making the gases pass

separately through heated tubes to the furnace.

Hydrogen is only slightly soluble in water, nor

is there any other Uquid which is capable of

dissolving it in great quantity. It unites with

all other elementary gaseous bodies, and it forms

with them compounds, not only of great curi-

osity, but of vast importance and utility; with

nitrogen it forms ammonia; with chlorine it

forms hydrochloric acid, and with fluorine it

forms hydrofluoric acid.

Hydrogen Diox'ide or Oxygenated Water
or Peroxide of Hydrogen, a compound of

hydrogen and oxygen which contains twice as

much oxygen proportionately as water. It is

found in small quantities in the juices of some
plants and in rain water and snow. When the

water which accompanies the artificial hydrogen

dioxide has been evaporated, there is left an

oily liquid which is colorless and odorless, but

which has a bitter taste and will blister the skin

if brought in contact with it. Hydrogen perox-

ide is a particularly valuable* bleaching agent, and

as a medicine it has proved an excellent antisep-

tic. It is used in cases of diphtheria, and, taken

internally, it has proved an aid in cases of indi-

gestion. Compounds advertised to bleach the

hair are usually based on dilute solutions of this

substance.

Hydrogen Sulphide, sul'fide. See Sul-
PHURETtiD Hydrogen.
Hydrography, hi drog'ra fy, that branch of

geography which has for its object the descrip-

tion of the water on the surface of the globe,

whether in seas, lakes or rivers. It may deal

with the rivers, watersheds and lakes, of a par-

ticular countrv'; and it may also embrace the

determination of winds, currents and other

departments of marine surveying. Great Brit-

ain, France, the United States and other leading

countries maintain hydrographic departments,

under whose direction soundings, coast surveys

and other maritime affairs are conducted.

Hydrom'eter, an instrument for measuring
the specific gravity of liquids. The hydrometer
in common use consists of a small glass tube,

enlarged at the lower end so as to form two

Hydrostatic Press

bulbs, one above the other. A weight, usually

consisting of mercury or shot, is placed in the

lower bulb to keep the instrument in an upright

position. The upper part of the tube, which

forms the stem, is marked with a graduated

scale, zero being the point to which the hydrom-

eter sinks when immersed in water. If im-

mersed in a liquid heavier than water, it will not

sink to the zero point, whUe, if immersed in a

lighter liquid, it will sink beyond this point.

Special hydrometers are manufactured for dif-

ferent purposes, such as for ascertaining the

purity of milk and alcohol.

Hydrop'athy. See Hydrotherapy.
Hydrophobia, hi dro fo'be ah, a terrible dis-

ease arising from the bite of a rabid animal.

The animals most liable to be afflicted with mad-
ness are dogs; but cats, wolves, foxes and other

animals are also subject to it. The treatment

of the disease consists in preventing its develop-

ment, which may be effected by applying a liga-

ture, if possible, above the wound to impede the

circulation from the wound; by sucking it, if

the membranes of the mouth have no wounds
or sores, or by thoroughly cauterizing the

woimd, either with nitrate of silver or with iron

heated to a white heat, the pain of cautery being

less as the temperature is greater. If these

means are not available, any burning substance

and most acids may be used. Promptness of

action is always necessary. Pasteur discovered

a method of preventing the development of the

disease by a system of successive inoculations

with virus of greater and greater intensity.

Institutes for the care of patients have been

established in many of the large cities in the

United States and other parts of the world.

Hydrostat'ic Press or Hydrau'lic Press,

a machine which operates by the pressure of

water and depends upon the principle that

liquids transmit pressure equally in all directions.

The working of the hydrostatic press is illustrated

in the accompanying diagram. The machine

consists of two pistons, A and B, fitted with water-

tight collars to their respective cylinders, C and

D. The piston and cylinder A and D, together

with the valves E and F, constitute a force pump,
which is connected by a pipe with the cistern M.
The piston B is fitted with a platform H, which,

when the press acts, is forced upward towards

the plate. The object to be pressed, K, is placed

upon the platform. The piston A is worked by

the handle G, which is so attached as to consti-

tute a lever. The power is applied at P. By
working the piston A, water is pumped from M
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into the cylinder D and thence into the cylinder

C, raising the piston B. If the cylinder A has

an area of one square inch and the cylinder B
has an area of a hundred square inches, every

pound of pressure applied at A will produce one

hundred pounds of pressure upon B. By the

lever attachment of the handle G, a pressure of

one pound at P will produce a pressure of five

hundred pounds upon B.

The hydrostatic press is used in pressing cot-

ton, raising heavy weights and for other pm-
poses where great force is required. See Hydro-
statics.

Hydrostat'ics, the science which treats of

liquids at rest. Some authorities also include

hydraulics under hydrostatics. The laws of

hydrostatics are those governing the pressure of

liquids, of which water is taken as the type. The
most important of these laws are:

(1

)

Liquids carry pressure equally in all direc-

tions. Given, a bottle whose neck will just

fit a cork having an area of one square inch.

Fill the bottle with water and press down on the

cork with a force of one pound; the pressure on

the bottle will be equal to as many pounds as

there are square inches in its surface. If it

has an area of one hundred square inches, the

pressure will be one hundred pounds.

(2) The pressure increases with the depth of

the liquid. At the surface the pressure is

nothing. At the bottom the pressure for any

area is equal to the weight of a column of water

of the same area extending to the surface. This

principle must be taken into consideration in the

construction of pipes which are to stand in a

vertical position; also, in securing the flow of

water for the purpose of turning water wheels,

as turbines.

When these two laws are combined, they

explain some very curious facts concerning water.

It is in accordance with these principles that the

water in a small tube will sustain the pressure of

that in a large tube, when both are connected

with the same vessel. The water in the spout

of the teakettle remains at the same height that

it is in the kettle. It is also in accordance with

these laws that we account for the great pressure

exerted upon tanks, cisterns or boxes that are

coimected with standpipes which extend to a

great height. If an ordinary cask be filled and
an upright iron pipe one inch in diameter and

thirty feet long be connected with it and also

filled with water, the pressure upon the cask is

sufficient to burst it.

(3) ^Vhen a body is immersed in a liquid, the

pressure upon it is equal to the weight of the

liquid displaced. For instance, a cubic foot of

water weighs 62| pounds. If a box having a

capacity of a cubic foot and weighing 2^ pounds

be immersed in water, it can contain 60 pounds

of sand before it will sink.

Hy'drosulphuMc Acid. See Sulphureted
Hydrogen.
Hy'drother'apy, a method of treating dis-

ease by the use of water. Few physicians now
think that proper water treatment can be a cure

for everything, yet most physicians use it in a

great variety of cases. By applying pure hot or

cold water it is possible to cleanse exposed tis-

sues, to drive away excess of blood from one

part of the body, or to call blood to the place

where it is needed. Water affects all secretions

of the body in a cleansing and stimulating way.

Sprains, sore throat, tonsUitis and other diseases

are relieved by compresses of cold or hot water,

and fevers are reduced by bathing or by water

packs. In this country and Europe are numer-

ous well-appointed institutions wiiere hydropathic

treatment can be administered in its most ap-

proved form, and these institutions are fre-

quented by patients suffering from the diseases

that yield most readily to water treatment. See

Baths and Bathing.

Hyena, hi e'na, a genus of carnivorous ani-

mals, resembling both the cat and the dog, living

in Africa and in southern and central Asia. The
fore legs are longer than the hind legs, and the

animal moves with a swinging, shambling gait.

The eyes are large and prominent, the ears are

long and acute and the jaws are remarkable for

the strength of their muscles. Not only is the

animal ugly in appearance, but its odor is sick-

ening and its voice at night resembles a horrible

laugh. There are three species known—the

striped hyena of western Asia, the spotted hyena,

an African species, yellowish in color with numer-

ous dark spots, and the hroicn hyena, dwelling

on African coasts. All are nocturnal animals and
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are extremely voracious; they feed chiefly on

carrion and are thus of great use in the countries

where they hve. Along with the true hyenas,

the aard-wolf of South Africa is also included in

the same family. An extinct species was abun-

dant in England, France and Germany before

the glacial epoch and has left its remains in many
caves of these countries.

Hygeia, Id ge'yah, the Greek goddess of

health, daughter of Aesculapius, with whom she

was often associated in worship. She was rep-

resented as a blooming maid, with a bowl in her

hand, from which she fed a snake, the symbol of

health.

Hygiene, M^jy en or hi'jeen, is that branch of

medical science which deals with the preserva-

tion of health. While it is founded on medical

experience and advanced by medical research, it

does not deal with medical or surgical cases.

The history of hygiene begins far back in the

historj' of mankind. Among the Jews and the

peoples of Assyria and India the priest enforced

laws of health in respect to food, isolation of the

sick and the removal of waste matter. The
length of life of the modern Jew may be due to

his following the laws of his forefathers. In

Greece the physician enforced the law's of health,

which were not so scientific as those of the Jews.

The Romans had no laws for protecting the

individual. Laws were early made concerning

lep>ers, isolating them and burning their houses.

England in 1532 appointed a commission for

"the cleaning of rivers, public streams and
ditches," but the country was xnsited by the

plague in 1625 and again from 1629 to 1631. In
the eighteenth century three persons were con-

spicuous in connection with the advance of

hygiene: John Howard, in his work of cleaning

English jails and so greatly reducing the cases

of typhus, or jail fever; Captain Cook, in his dis-

covery that scurvy was due to improper food,

thas saving the life of many sailors; Lady Maiy
Wortley Montagu, in introducing the method

Hygrometer

of inoculation into England, and so modifying the

effects of smallpox (See Vaccination). Since

the eighteenth century, much knowledge as to

the causes of disease and its spread has been

gained and diffused by the study of climate and

its effects, by the use of the microscope, by

inquiry into the nature of the different foods

and by investigation of the soil under dwellings.

These things have led to laws concerning the

ventilating of tenements, the cleaning of streets,

the inspection of public conveyances, w'hose

dust is the source of many diseases of the throat

and lungs, and the sanitary construction of

homes, with regard to closets, drains, baths and

lavatories.

The individual also has a duty in preventing

disease. He must be scrupulously clean in his

personal habits; those who have charge of a

home must look after the character, quality and

quantity of food and its adaptation to the differ-

ent members of the family, according to age,

state of health and occupation; the clothing of

beds and persons must be carefully and regularly

cleaned and aired; the minds of the young must

be directed in the lines that will fit them for the

duties of adult life; school rooms must be well

lighted and ventilated, and the books must be

of such a character that they will not tax the

eyes. See Antitoxin; Bacteria and Bacteri-

ology; Germ Theory of Disease; Quaran-
tine; Sanitary Science; Serum Therapy;
Sewage and Sewerage; Tuberculosis; Heat-
ing AND Ventilation.

Hygroin'eter, an instrument for measuring

the amount of moisture in the atmosphere. The
hygrometer used by the United States weather

bureau consists of a glass tube with a bulb at

each end, one of colored glass, or of glass painted

black, and the other of plain glass. The colored

bulb contains ether and a thermometer; the

other is covered with a cap of muslin or with a

wick, one end of w^hich dips into a vessel of water.

When the instrument is manufactured, the ether

is placed in the larger bulb and raised to the

boiling point, so as to expel the air from the

tube, which is then sealed, leaving a vacuum as

the ether cools. The principle upon which this

instiounent works is that of condensation of

moisture in the atmosphere by the lowering of

temperature. The water drawn up by the wick

which covers one bulb evaporates and reduces

the temperature, and this causes the continuous

evaporation of ether in the other bulb and so

reduces the temperature of this bulb that mois-

ture from the atmosphere gathers upon the glass.
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as it does upon a pitcher of ice water. The
thermometer in the ether bulb shows the tem-

perature at which this condensation begins to

form, while a thermometer on the stand shows
the temperatm'e of the atmosphere. By com-
bining the readings of the two thermometers,

and by means of tables which have been carefully

worked out, the relative amount of moisture can

be ascertained.

Hyksos, hik'soze, the name given to a djTiasty

of kings which usurped the power in Egj'pt about

1700 B. c. See Egypt, subhead History.

Hymen, the god of marriage in Grecian

mythology, usually considered to be the son of

Ajx)llo. No marriage took place without his

being invoked to sanction it. He is described

as having around his brows the flowers of mar-
joram, in his left hand the flame-colored nuptial

veil, in his right the nuptial torch and on his

feet golden sandals.

Hy'menop'tera. See Insects.

Hymns, Nation.^. This term is given two
distinct meanings. It signifies, first, the popular

tunes or songs which are peculiar to a certain

people or which are universal among them;

second, the hymn or hymns which, by legislative

enactment or royal decree or by precedent, are

sung or played on ceremonial occasions or at

public gatherings. Often the two are the same,

but quite as often they are not. True national

hiy-mns, that is, those expressing the patriotic

sentiments of a people, the outgrowth of their

history, form an interesting stage in the devel-

opment of national music. The steps are, first,

folk music; second, national music involving

folk music; third, music in praise of rulers or

institutions; fourth, patriotic music, the national

hymn.

The follo^'ing Est gives the specified or ac«-

cepted national hymns of the various important

nations:

Austria, Goft erhalie unsem Kaiser (God pre-

serve our Emperor). Music by Haydn; words

by Haschka.

Brazil, Hymn of the Proclamation of the

Republic. Words by Albuquerque; music by

Miguez.

France, La Marseillaise, by de Lisle.

Germany, Die Waeht am Rhein, by Schneckwn-

burger.

Great Britain, God Save the King, probably

by Carey.

Greece, Sons of Greece, Come, Arise.

Holland, William of Nassau.

Italy, Air

—

Royal March, by Gabetti.

Japan (translated), May the Evipire Last.

Mexico, Mexicans at the Cry of War, by Nimo.
Norway, Song for Norway, by Bjornson.

Russia, God Protect the Czar. Words by
Zhukovsky; music by Lyoff.

Spain, Himn de Riego. Music by Herta,

Sweden, Out of the Swedish Heart.

United States, Star Spangled Banner and Hail
Columbia.

The follo^dng are popular patriotic hymns in

the countries named, or are widely used upon
patriotic occasions:

United States: Yankee Doodle, Dixie, My
Country ' Tis of Thee and John Brown's Body.

Germany: Heil dir im Siegerkranz (Prussia);

Deutschland uher alles.

See God Save the King; Mabseillaise

Hymn; Star Spangled Banner; Wacht am
Rhein, Die; Yankee Doodle; My Country
Tis of Thee.
Hymns and Hymn Tunes. A hymn is, in

its more general sense, any religious poem,

but in its narrower and more common sense it

is a religious poem intended to be sung. From
the earliest times hymns were used in worship,

and the Hebrew Psalms constitute a collection of

hymns which has never been equaled. In the

Christian church there are records that hymns
were used as early as the second century A. D.,

but the first which has come down to us dates

from the beginning of the third century. A
number of the world's most famous hymns are

of Latin origin, but of some of them the author-

ship cannot be decided. Among these are

Come, Holy Spirit; Dies Irae and the Stabat

Mater (The Mother Stood).

The Reformation gave a great impulse to the

writing of sacred songs, and Luther had a per-

manent influence on hymn lATiting, in that he

introduced the use of the language of everyday

life for hymns. Some of Luther's hymns remain

among the best-kno^-n hymns of the church,

especially Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott (A Mighty

Fortress is Our God). Although many hjTuns

were produced in England before the time of

Isaac Watts (1674-1748),' the name of the

"father of English hymnody" is often given to

Watts. His hjTnns are very numerous, and

many of them are still exceedingly popular. The
only possible rival to Watts in the number of his

compositions was Charles Wesley (1707-1788),

who wrote over six thousand hymns, almost four

himdred of which are still commonly used.

Among the later hj-mn writers in England may
be mentioned Co^\'j)er, John Henrj' Newman
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and Frances Ridley Havergal; while of American

writers may be mentioned Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Phoebe Car)-, P. P. Bliss, Juha Ward

Howe, who wrote the Battle Hymn of the Repub-

lic; Samuel Francis Smith, author of America;

Timothy Dwight; Ray Palmer, who wrote My
Faith Looks Up to Tliee, and Frances Jane

Crosby, the author of a great number of gospel

h}-mns, of which perhaps the most famous are

Saje in the Arms of Jesus; Pass Me Not, Gentle

Savior, and Jesus is Calling. Several hymns

which are among the most noteworthy in com-

mon use in the churches are Lead, Kindly Light,

by John Henry Newman; Nearer, My God, to

Tlwe, by Mrs. Sarah Flower Adams; Just as I

Am, Without One Plea, by Charlotte Elliot; Oiie

Sn-eeily Solemn ThougJU, by Phoebe Cary, and

/ Love to Steal a While Away, by Mrs. Phoebe

H. Brown.

Previous to the Reformation, the music in use

for hymns had been of the nature of chants, or

had been heavy and somewhat somber. Luther,

however, who had much to do with popularizing

the words to hymns in common use, exercised a

great influence on the music, also, by adapting

certain popular airs and writing sacred words

for them. In England the history of hymn tunes

begins properly with the eighteenth century.

With the music written for the hyinns of Charles

Wesley, hjonn tunes reached, perhaps, their

highest point. The character of the music of

many of the hymns written in late years has been

entirely different from that of the earlier hymns,

by reason of its more catchy qualities. The
productions of Moody and Sankey represent this

type of music, the effect of w'hich on church

music in general has not been for the best.

Hypatia, hi pa'she ah, (about 355-415), a
famous Cireek philosopher, of the Eclectic school,

the daughter of Theon, a celebrated astronomer
and mathematician of Alexandria. Her father

taught her not only all the branches of polite

learning, but also geometrj', astronomy and,

finally, philosophy. She acquired a great repu-

tation in the latter study and succeeded her

father as lecturer at Alexandria, where she

gathered a large number of students from all

parts of the East. She was as virtuous and beau-
tiful as she was learned. But the jealousy and
intolerance of Cyril, the bishop of Alexandria,

were aroused at the influence exercised by
Hvpatia; the lower and more ignorant clergy in

particular were stirred against her, and at length

a number of them, having excited a popular

tumult, seized her as she was returning from the

schools, dragged her through the streets of Alex-

andria, stripped her and finally murdered her

vrith circumstances of the greatest barbarity.

She is the heroine of Charles Kingsley's Hypatia,

or New Foes xvith an Old Face.

Hyperbola, hi pur^ho iah. See Conic Sec-

tions.

Hype'rion, in the most ancient mythology of

Greece, the god of the sun, afterward identified

with Apollo.

Hy'permetro'pia, a defect of the eye, caused

by a shortening of the diameter eKtending from

front to back, often referred to as flattening of

the eyeball. Rays of light entering an eye thus

affected are brought to a focus back of the retina,

and the person is said to be far-sighted. The
defect usually increases with age. It is remedied

by spectacles having convex lenses. The
gradual shortening of this diameter as people

grow older necessitates the use of such spectacles

in nearly all cases. See Eye; Spectacles.

Hypnotism, hip'no tiz'm, a condition which

may be artificially induced, in which the mind
and body of one individual may be peculiarly

influenced by another, apparently independently

of the subject's will. Such phenomena were

known from the earliest time, but Franz Mesmer
was the first to use hypnotism as a curative agent.

From his name the word mesmerism came to be

the common term in use until recent times.

Modem scientific investigation, while not fully

explaining th^e phenomena, has shown that they

are due to peculiar nervous conditions and that

it is unnecessary to presuppose any occult force

to account for them. Among the means em-
ployed to produce the hypnotic condition are

touching and stroking with the hands, breathing

on the person and fixing the eyes upon him. It

may also, it is said, be produced by causing the

patient to stare at an object, especially a bright

one, placed in such a position as to strain the

eye, the effect being completed by a few passes

of the hand over the face mthout touching it.

In the condition thus induced, the patient seems

to be in a kind of sleep and the limbs will remain

in any position in which they may be placed.

By stroking the surface of the body the muscles

adjacent may be rendered rigid, as in a person

suffering from catalepsy. Reason and memory
are temporarily suspended, the will is paralyzed,

and the subject is irresistibly impelled to act in

accordance with suggestions, however absurd.

He can be persuaded into any belief, such as that

he is some one other than himself, or that he

bears or sees, smells or tastes, something which
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is not present before him. As a curative agent,

hypnotism has been successfully employed in

certain forms of disease, especially in cases of

nervous irritation and sleeplessness, diseases that

have a nervous origin. The first step toward

scientific investigation of hypnotic phenomena

was taken by James Braid, an English surgeon,

in 1842. To him we owe the term hypnotism.

Dr. Heidenhain of Breslau attributes the phe-

nomena to what is known by physiologists as the

inhibitory action of the nerves. Such action,

he holds, is induced by the process of hypnotizing

and has the result of suspending the action of

that portion of the brain which is devoted to

voluntary movements, thus putting the patient

in a condition in which involuntary movements

may be induced by impressions made upon the

senses. Hypnosis comes, then, not through the

power of some person without, but through the

action of the subject's own mind. One idea

alone is held in mind, and as all the others have

been discarded, the subject has nothing with

which to compare it and it becomes the ruling

power. Not everything concerning hypnotism

is understood, but it is certain that no one can

be at first forced unwillingly into the hypnotic

state, and that only those having considerable

mental power can pass into the condition.

Hypodermic, W'po dur'mik, Injection, a

method of introducing medicine beneath the

skin and so directly into the blood. The instru-

ment in use is a small glass syringe, fitted with a

long, hollow, needle-shaped point of steel. Hypo-

dermic injections are given when the condition

of the stomach or other organs renders the use

of drugs by the mouth objectionable, or when
rapidity of action is desired.

Hypoth'esis, a supposition assumed for the

sake of argument. In scientific and philosoph-

ical usage it denotes either a probable theory of

phenomena not yet fully explained, or a strictly

scientific theory which accounts for all the

known facts of the case, and which only needs

the verification of subsequent observations and
deductions to become a certainty. Thus, the

conjecture of Newton that the force of gravity,

as shown on the earth, might extend to the moon,

was in its first stage a probable hypothesis; but

when it was found to account for all the facts of

gravitation it became a scientific theory.

Hy'rax, a genus of mammals living in south-

em Asia and southeastern Africa. All the

species are small, resembling the rabbit in size

and appearance. The Cape hyrax is by the

colonists of South Africa called rock badger and

rock rabbit, and the common hyrax is also known
by the name coney. This animal is very cun-

ning and is hard to capture.

Hyssop, his'sup, agenus of plants,the common
species being a perennial, shrubby plant, rising

to the height of two feet. It is a native of Siberia

and the mountainous parts of Austria, but it is

common in the gardens of the United States.

It flowers from June to September. The leaves

have an agreeable aromatic odor and a slightly

bitter and somewhat warm taste. Hyssop was

once esteemed as a medicine, but it has now
fallen into disuse. The hyssop of Scripture, the

symbol of spiritual purification from sin, is gen-

erally identified with the caper.

Hyste'ria, a nervous disease, more common
among women than men, but affecting both

sexes. It is often spoken of slightingly, and

formerly it was thought to be entirely under the

control of the patient, but it is now known to be

frequently a disease of very serious nature,

although minor hysterical attacks are common
and require little attention. Overwork, worry,

shock or vicious habits may be the causes, and

any form of great excitement may bring on an

attack. The removal of the causes which

produce the disease, nourishing food, exercise or

massage and complete abstention from worry

and anxiety will usually effect a cure.
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I, the ninth letter and third vowel of the Eng-

lish alphal)et. In its form it has changed con-

sideral)ly from the Phoenician character from

which it is derived, and which resembled a Z.

The straightening out was gradual. The two

principal sounds represented by it in English

are the short sound, as in pin., and the long, as in

pine, the latter being really a diphthong, com-

posed of ah and ee. The other sounds of i are

that heard in first; that heard in machine, which

can scarcely be considered a modem English

sound, though the most common i sound in

foreign languages; and the consonant sound

heard in many words when it precedes a vowel,

as in bullion. I and j were formerly regarded

as one character.

Ibadan, e hah'dan, a town of Western Africa,

in the Yoruba country, about 70 mi. n. of the

Bight of Benin. Population, estimated at

1.50,000.

Ibaglie, e bah gay* , a town of South America,

in the Republic of Colombia, capital of the

Department of Tolima, 60 mi. w. of Bogota.

It is located in a valuable agricultural region and

is the center of a considerable mining industry.

Population, 16,500.

Ibarra, e hahr'ra, a town of Ecuador, South

America, capital of the Province of Imbabura,

at the foot of the volcano of the same name, 30

mi. n. of Quito. Once the town had a popula-

tion of 16,000, but in 1868 it was almost com-
pletely destroyed by an earthquake.

Ibe'ria, the name formerly given to the

peninsula comprising Spain and Portugal. It

is supposed to have been derived from the river

Iberus or the present Ebro. The Iberians are

probably the most ancient European nation.

They form the basis of the population of Italy,

Gaul, Spain and Portugal. The Basques are

their descendants and still preserve the ancient

Iberian language.

The name was also applied to a fertile dis-

trict in Asia, between the Black and Caspian

seas.

Iberville, e hair veel', Pierre le Moyne,
Sieur d' (1661-1706), a French-Canadian soldier

and explorer, born in Montreal. He entered the

French navy, but returned to America and com-

manded several exploring expeditions northward

and westward into Canada. He took part in

King William's War. In 1699 he sailed from

France to the Gulf of- Mexico, entered the mouth
of the Mississippi and established Biloxi, and

later Mobile, being thus the founder of the

French province of Louisiana.

I'bex, a name of two or three species of wild

goats. The horns are JBattened and long and

have two longitudinal ridges at the sides. The
houquetin was once common in the Alps, where

it lived high up in the mountains. The Hima-
layan ibex is somewhat larger than the other

species and has huge horns. These animals are

gregarious and have maintained their numbers

in nearly all their native districts.

I'bis, a wading bird, related to the storks,

with a long, slender bill curved downward.

There are about half a dozen species, of which

two or three are found in the United States.

The scarlet ibis has red plumage throughout,

excepting the tips of the wing feathers, which are

black. This bird is found in the West Indies,

but sometimes comes into the Southern states.

The white ibis, with black tips to its wing

feathers, is common in the Southern Atlantic
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and Gulf states. The sacred ibis of Egypt is a

larger, heavier and less graceful bird. Because

it came north with the rise in the Nile and was

SACHED IBIS

an enemy of lizards and small reptiles, it came
to be held in great reverence by the Egyptians,

who, after its death, preserved it as a mummy.
The sacred ibis is now extremely rare.

Ibrahim Pasha, ib rah Jieem' pa shah^, {178^
1848), an Egyptian general, the son of Mehemet
Ali. He commanded the forces against the

Greeks in 1824 and on May 27, 1832, stormed

Acre. In the same year he defeated the Turks

at Homs and Konieh, and again in 1839 he

won a great victory over them at Nisib. In

1848 he succeeded Mehemet Ali as viceroy.

Ib'sen, Hexrik (1828-1906), a Nonvegian

dramatist and lyric poet. His first play, Cati-

line, was published in 1850, and in the same

year The Warrior's Mound was successfully

produced in Christiania. He was succes-

sively director of the theater at Bergen and the

Norske Theater at Christiania, which h*' man-
aged from 1857 to 1862. In 1864 he left his

native country, lived for several years in Rome
and afterwards in Dresden, but went back to

Norway in 1878. His dramas are partly in

prose, partly in verse, and they include historical

plays and satirical comedic~ of modern life.

Among his chief works are Brand and Peer

Gynt, dramatic poems, The League of Youth,

A Doll's House, Ghosts, Rosmerskolm, The

Lady from the Sea, Hcdda Gabler, Master

Builder Solness, John Gabriel Borkman and

When We Dead Awaken. The vital character

of Ibsen's themes, the fearless presentation of

them and his wonderful mastery of dialogue

made him the foremost of modem dramatists.

Ib'ycus, a Greek lyric poet of the sixth cen-

tury B. c. It is related that while on a journey

he was surprised and murdered by robbers

near Corinth. Finding escape impossible, he

declared that the cranes, which happened to

be flying over their heads, would avenge his

death. When the murderers afterward saw

a flock of cranes, one of them cried involun-

tarily, "Behold the avengers of Ibycus." They
were in consequence seized, and, after con-

fessing their crime, they were executed. The
writings of Ibycus are known only by frag-

ments.

Ice, ise, water frozen into a solid mass.

Water freezes when its temperature Is reduced

below a certain point, which is by universal

consent made a fixed point on thermometers.

In the Centigrade and Reaumur scales this

point is zero, and in the Fahrenheit scale it is

32° above zero (See Thermometer). As water

approaches the freezing point in temperature,

it contracts, until at about 39° F. it reaches its

greatest density. As the temperature lowers

it begins to expand, and when it freezes it

HENRIK IBSEN

expands so as to increase its volume about one-

ninth. This makes ice lighter than water, so

that it floats. The force of the expansion is
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ven' great. This is why pipes, pitchers and

other vessels in which water freezes are broken.

The breaking of rocks from cUffs is often due

to the freezing of water in crevices of rock. A
cake of pure ice appears transparent, but when

a thin slab of ice is held in water for a few

moments to make the sides smooth and is then

looked at towards a light, numerous brilliant

six-pointed stars are seen. These are some of

the sL\-sided crystals of which the ice is com-

posed.

HAR\-EsnNG Ice. The extensive use of ice

for preserving perishable substances makes the

harvesting, storing and shipping of this article

an important industry. Natural ice for use is

obtained from the lakes and rivers of cold

regions. The first step in harvesting ice consists

in scraping off the snow and porous ice from

the surface. After this, the field is marked off

by a machine called the marker. This is drawn
by a horse and cuts parallel grooves in the ice

about three feet apart; then another set at

right angles to the first and about the same
distance apart. This marks off the field into

cakes. The third step is cutting, which is done
by a machine which follows the marker and is

of similar construction, except that it has longer

knives. After this machine has completed its

work, the first cake is cut out by a handsaw.
When this has been removed, the others can be
split off with a crowbar having a wedge-shaped
end. The ice is then hauled from the water to

the ice houses, where it is stored until needed.

The hauling is done by horses and the placing

in ice houses is usually accomplished by means
of hoisting engines.

Ice houses are built of wood and in some
localities are from two to three hundred feet

long and five stories high. They usually have
three or four walls, between which spaces of

dead air are enclosed, and are provided with
drains and ventilators. The ice is packed in

sawdust or spent tan bark. The most extensive

ice harvesting is on the Hudson River, in Maine
and on the lakes and streams of Wisconsin,
Michigan and Minnesota.

Manufactuke of Ice. In large cities and
in localities far removed from regions where ice

forms in winter, it is often cheaper to manu-
facture ice than to import it. When the ice is

intended for domestic purposes it is made from
distilled water. The plant for the purpose
must contain an engine, pumps, condensers,

tanks, pipes and some other machinery. The
freezing is done by the expansion of liquid

ammonia into ammonia gas, which takes place

in coils of pipe that are surrounded by brine.

Since the brine freezes at a much lower tem-

perature than fresh water, by immersing the

tanks containing the water to be frozen in brine,

the ice is readily formed. The water to be

frozen is placed in tanks called cans. These
are shaped like cakes of natural ice. When these

tanks are placed in position the pump forces the

ammonia gas into a small chamber under such

pressure that it becomes a liquid. This liquid

in turn is allowed to escape slowly into the pipes,

where it immediately evaporates and absorbs

heat from the brine, which is reduced to a

temperature several degrees below the freezing

point of water. The ammonia is used over and
over, so that when the plant has been estab-

lished the expense of manufacturing ice is com-
paratively little.

Icebergs, ise'burgz, large masses of ice which

have become detached from the shores of the

Arctic regions, and which float about in the

ocean at the mercy of the winds and currents.

They are, in fact, pieces of glaciers, detached

from the parent mass by the action of the sea

and by their own accumulating weight. Ice-

bergs present the strangest and most pictur-

esque forms, are sometimes miles in length and

rise to a height of perhaps two hundred fifty

or three hundred feet above the sea, the por-

tion above water being calculated as about

one-eighth of the whole. Icebergs consist

of clear, compact, solid ice, with a bluish-

green tint. Their cavities contain fresh water,

from the melting of the ice. They are fre-

quently encountered in the North Atlantic

and have caused many wrecks. The ice that

forms on the surface of the sea, called field ice,

is porous, incompact and imperfectly trans-

parent. The field ice forms in winter and
breaks up in summer. A small field is called

a floe; one much broken up forms a pack. Floes

and packs are encountered by navigators in the

Arctic Ocean, and icebergs similar to those of

the North Atlantic are found in the south polar

regions.

Ice Boating. See Ice Yachting.
Iceland, isc'land, an island belonging to

Denmark, situated between the North Atlantic

and the Arctic Oceans, 250 mi. from Greenland

and about 600 mi. w. of Noi*way. Its greatest

length is 300 miles; its central breadth is about

200 miles, and its area, 40,000 square miles.

Among the volcanoes the most celebrated is

Mount Hecla, in the south, about 5000 feet high.
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Numerous hot springs, or geysers, are scattered

throughout the island, but are found more

especially in the southwest, to the northeast of

Reykjavik, the capital. There are numerous

lakes and rivers. The most valuable mineral

product is sulphur, of which the supply appears

to be inexhaustible; the other minerals deserving

of notice are chalcedonies, rock crj'stals and
the well-known double refracting spar, for

which the island has long been famous (See

Iceland Spar). Vegetation is confined within

narrow limits. Almost the only tree is the

birch, which has a very stunted growth, the

loftiest trees hardly exceeding ten feet. There

are various flowering plants, among which

saxifrages, sedums and thrift, or sea pink, are

common. Among many varieties of mosses

and lichens is the edible Iceland moss. But

by far the most valuable crop is grass, on which

considerable numbers of live stock are fed.

The reindeer, though not introduced before

1770, has multiplied greatly and there are large

herds in the interior, but they are of little

importance economically. Wild fowl, including

the eider duck, whose down forms an important

article of commerce, are abundant. The streams

are well supplied with salmon, and on the coasts

valuable fisheries of cod and herring are carried

on. Manufactures are entirely domestic and

consist chiefly of coarse woolens, mittens and

stockings.

Iceland has a constitution and administration

of its own, dating from 1874. There is an

Althing, or parliament, which meets twice a

year at Reykjavik. It consists of 36 members,

of whom 30 are chosen by popular suffrage

and G are nominated by the king. A minister

for Iceland, nominated by the king, is at the

head of the administration, but the highest local

authority is vested in the governor.

Iceland was discovered by the Norwegians

about 8G0, and in the course of sixty years all

the habitable parts of the coast were settled.

A permanent government was established, in

the form of a sort of aristocratic republic, which

lasted for several centuries. Christianity was
introduced in 981 and was adopted by law in

1000; and schools and two bishoprics, those of

Holar and Skalholt, were established. Previous

to this time the Icelanders had discovered

Greenland (983) and part of America (about

1000); and they were now led to engage in voy-

ages and travels to Europe and the East. Polit-

ically and ecclesiastically the most flourishing

period of Iceland—the period, too, when its inter-

course with the world abroad was most active

—

was from the middle of the twelfth to the begin-

ning of the thirteenth century. In 1 264 Magnus
VI of Norway united Iceland with his own king-

dom, with which it passed to Denmark in 1380,

remaining with the latter in 1814, when Norway
was joined to Sweden.

The Icelandic language is the oldest of the

Scandinavian group of tongues, and as it is

believed to exhibit the Norse language nearly

as it was spoken at the date of the colonization

of Iceland, it is sometimes called Old Norse.

Iceland possesses a rich literature. Poetry was
early cultivated, and among the most important

works in Icelandic literature is the collection

of ancient heathen songs, called the Elder, or

Poetic, Edda. Histories and romantic works,

known by the name of Saga^, are numerous.

Many of these are masterpieces of prose style

and are still read with delight by the people of

Iceland. Many of the most valuable foreign

works have been translated into Icelandic.

Population in 1901, 78,470.

Iceland Moss, a species of lichen found in

the Arctic regions and on the upper parts of

lofty mountains,

as, for instance,

in Scotland. It

is used in medi-

cine, and in Ice-

land it is an ar-

ticle of diet.

When boiled with

milk or water it

forms a jelly.

Iceland Spar,

the transparent

variety of calc spar, a mineral noted for its

property of exhibiting in a remarkable degree

the double refraction of light. An object seen

through it appears double. See Polarization

OF Light.

Ice Plant, so named from the transparent

vesicles which cover its whole surface and

have the appearance of granules of ice. It is a

native of South Africa and the Canaries and is

also found in Greece.

Ice Yachting, yaht'ing, a sport almost

peculiar to America, though it is occasionally

indulged in near Saint Petersburg in Russia.

It first made its appearance in the United States

late in the eighteenth century and since that

time has steadily increased in popularity, until

now it is commonly seen on lakes in the northern

states during the winter months. The most

ICELAND MOSB
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common type of ice yacht consists of a trian-

cjular box mounted upon two crossbars, the

lengthwise har Wing from one-third to one-half

longer than the erosshar. On both ends of the

crossbar arc fastenetl steel skates, and at the

rear of the longer bar is a skate which is under

the control of a lever and serves as a rudder.

The boat has one large sail and often a smaller

jib sail. In racing, a triangular course of about

one mile on a side is laid out, and the contestants

are compelled to sail five times around this

triangle in each heat. Under favorable weather

conditions and on good ice, remarkable time

can be made, since in certain directions the

boat can move considerably faster than the

wind that propels it. From 40 to 70 miles an

hour is not an unusual speed. The principal

points at which ice yachting tournaments are

i)eld are on the Hudson River, at Poughkeepsie

and Newburgh; Lake Minnetonka, near Min-

neapolis, Minn.; Lake Winnebago, near Osh-

kosh. Wis.; at Burlington, Yt., on Lake Cham-
j)lain; on the Saint Lawrence River, and on

Lake Ontario.

Ichneumon, ik nu'mon, a genus of carnivo-

rous animals belonging to the civet family.

They have a long, slender body, a sharp and

pointed muzzle and short legs. The most cele-

brated species inhabits Egypt, where it is called

PJiaraoh's rat. In was held sacred by the ancient

Egv'ptians on account of its hostility to croco-

diles, whose eggs it digs out of the sand and

sucks. It is expert in seizing serpents by the

neck so as to avoid any injury to itself. The
ichneumon is domesticated in Egypt, and is

more useful than a cat in destroying rats and

mice. The Mongoose, or Indian Ichneumon,

is another species, not so large as the Egyptian,

which it resembles in halnts. It Ls kept in many
families as a aseful domestic animal. It is

especially famous for its ability to kill the deadly

col)ra.

Ichneumon Flies, a large family of insects,

all of which agree in one particular, that they

deposit their eggs either in or on the bodies,

eggs or lan'ae of other insects. These appar-

ently insignificant creatures confer inestimable

Jnjnefits on man, as they destroy hosts of insects

injurious to crops. They are delicate, long-

legged insects, varying much in size. They are

armed with ovijKJsitors of various forms.

Ichnology, ik nol'o jy, the name applied to

the modern study of fossil ffxitjjrints or other

impressions on rocks. 'J'he irri[)ressions are

almost always found on rocks that have been

Ictinus

deposited as mud. They abound in the Ne\^

Red Sandstone, but are not common to othei

sandstone formations.

Ichthyology, ik'thy ol'o jy, that branch of

zoology which treats of fishes. See Fishes.

Ichthyosaurus, ik'thy o saw'rus, an immense

fossil marine reptile. The members of this genus

had four broad feet, or paddles, each enclosed

in a single sheath or integument, and a long

and powerful tail. Their bodies were round

and tapering, the heads large, with long snouts

and short necks. The vertebrae of these animals

very closely resembled in shape those of a fish.

Some of the largest of them must have exceeded

thirty feet in length. Their remains show that

they existed in large numbers in some parts of

Europe, In all about thirty-five species are

know'n, skeletons of which have been found in

the formations of the East Indies, Australia,

New Zealand, South America and Europe.

Icon'oclasts, image breakers, the party in

the early Christian church that would not

tolerate images, much less the adoration of

them. At first, images of martyrs and bishops

were placed in the churches merely to keep

their memory fresh, but latterly (in the sixth

century), they began to be worshiped, lights

being burned before them and incense offered

in their honor. The Eastern emperor Leo III

issued an edict in 726, ordering the people to

abstain from the worship of such images, and

soon after he decreed their destruction. This

caused great commotion, and there arose two

parties in the church, the image worshipers

and the Iconoclasts, or image breakers, w'ho

each in turn persecuted the other. In 754 a

council at Constantinople condemned image

worship; in 787 the second council of Nice

(Nicaea) asserted and defined the doctrine.

The controversy lasted over a century, coming

to an end when, under the empress Theodora,

a council held at Constantinople (842) declared

in favor of the worship of images among the

Greeks, a decision which was confirmed by a

second council, held in 869 and 870, in the same

place. In the Western Empire, also, images

were at first retained only to preserve the memory
of pious men, but the decision of the pope,

which allowed the worship of images, finally

j)revailcd in the Western Church.

Ic'tenis. See Jaundice.

Icti'nus, an ancient Greek architect, in the

Age of Pericles, chief architect of the Par-

thenon at Athens and of other important build-

ings.
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I'da, in ancient geography: 1. A mountain
range in Asia Minor, at the foot of which lay

the city of Troy. Its highest peak is Gargarus,

5750 feet. 2. The middle and highest summit
of the mountain chain that divides the island

of Crete from east to west. This peak affords

a fine prospect and is covered with woods of

pine, maple and cedar.

I'daho, the Gem of the Mountains, one

of the Northwestern states, is bounded on the

n. by British Columbia and Montana, on the

e. by Montana and Wyoming, on the s. by

Utah and Nevada and on the w. by Washington

and Oregon. Its extreme length from north to

south is 485 miles. The northern boundary is

about 45 miles long, and the southern boundary

has a length of about 300 miles; the area is

84,800 square miles, 510 square miles of which

is water. Population, in 1900, 161,772, of

which 4226 were indians.

100 miles.

1, Boise; 2, Pocatello; 3, Lewiston.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

Surface and Drainage. The greater part

of the eastern boundary is formed by the prin-

cipal range of the Rocky Mountains, or their

extensions, the Bitter Root and Coeur d'Alene.

In the Bitter Root section these mountains

attain their greatest altitude, and all along the

range there are many peaks whose summits

are above the line of perpetual snow. Extend-

ing across the state from east to west in an

irregular direction are spurs of the Salmon
River Mountains and the Saw Tooth Range,
which divide the state into two districts, the

southern, which comprises the basin of the

Snake River, and the northern, which is drained

by the Salmon, the Clark and other tributaries

of the Snake and Columbia. The basin of the

Snake River is less mountainous than the rest

of the state, and large portions of it are com-
paratively level; but the southeastern counties

contain spurs of the Rocky Mountains and
other ranges, some of which extend into Wyo-
ming and others into Utah. The northern

portion of the state is exceedingly mountainous
and consists of mountain ranges with deep inter-

vening valleys, through many of which streams

flow. In the northern county of Kootenay are

found depressions containing a number of lakes.

Chief among these are Lake Pend Oreille, Lake
Coeur d'Alene and Lake Priest.

The southeastern county is drained by Bear

River and the Great Salt Lake. With this

exception the entire state is drained into the

Columbia River, either through its great tribu-

tary, the Snake, or through the Clark and-

other smaller streams of the north. The
Salmon River waters the central part of the

state and flows in an irregular course north,

west and thence north again, until it joins the

Snake on the western boundary of the state.

The Clark drains Lake Pend Oreille and the

northern part of the state, while between these

and the Salmon River are a number of smaller

streams of comparatively little importance.

Climate. The southern part of the state

has an average elevation of about 2500 feet,

but the mountainous regions have a much higher

elevation, some sections reaching over 10,000

feet, while the average elevation is about 4500.

This variation in altitude gives a variety of

temperature in different sections which would

otherwise have the same mean temperature.

In the southern part of the state, during July

and August, the thermometer may rise as high

as 100°, but the winters are mild, the tempera-

ture seldom falling below freezing point, and

there is but little snow. In the mountains the

winters are severe and the snowball is heavy,

but the mountain valleys are sufficiently shel-

tered to allow stock to roam at large during

the winter, in many sections without feeding.

The southern half of the state has little rainfall,

and agriculture can be practiced only through

irrigation, but in the northern part of the state

there is an abundance of rain, caused by the
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contact of the western winds with the high

mountain ranges. Here there is sufficient

moisture for agriculture, and the snows ujwn

the mountains supply the streams with water

throughout the year. On the whole, the climate

is temperate, free from extremes and very health-

ful.

Mineral Resources. Idaho abounds in

minerals, and mining is the most important

industry. The value of the mineral output is

nearly $23,000,000 each year. This is divided

among gold, silver, lead, copper, coal and a few

minerals of less importance. In the northern

part of the state is located the famous Coeur

d'Alene mine, one of the richest gold, silver

and lead mines in the country. Gold has been

mined in the southern and southwestern counties

since 1862. Originally much of this mining

was from the beds of streams, but these have

now been exhausted and the gold is obtained

from veins. The mountains in the central part

of the state and on the western boundary have

been prospected and reveal many rich deposits

which it is still impracticable to open, because

of the lack of transportation facilities.

Agriculture. Agriculture is the second

industrj' in importance, and wherever there is

sufficient moisture, cultivation of the soil yields

rich returns, as the soil is very fertile. In the

valley of the Snake River there is not sufficient

rainfall, and only irrigated land can be cultivated.

This land, however, is well suited to irrigation,

and over 700,000 acres are now under tillage.

The reclamation project of the United States

government, when completed, will add to this over

800,000 acres. The chief crops are wheat, oats

and barley, among the cereals, and in the irri-

gate<l districts and sheltered valleys a great

deal of fruit, consisting of apples, prunes, pears,

strawljerries and other small fruits, is grown.
Sugar beets are also raised with profit, and this

branch of agricultural industry is assuming
greater importance each year. Alfalfa and clover

are largely grown for hay and pasturage.

Idaho is well adapted to grazing and contains
between 25,000,000 and 30,000,000 acres of
pasture lands. Stock raising is, therefore, an
important branch of agriculture, and the state

contains a large numljer of sheep, cattle, horses
and mules. The dry lands of the Snake River
valley afford suitable pasturage for many of

these animals through the winter months, but
during the summer they seek the green herbage
of the mountain regions, where there is plenty

of water. Idaho is one of the leading states of

the Union in raising sheep and in the production

of wool.

M.vnufactdres. As in other new states, the

manufactures are less important than mining

and agriculture, but they are making rapid

progress. The state contains over 20,000,000

acres of white pine and other valuable timber

trees, and the central counties are considered

to have the largest virgin white pine forests in the

world. Much of this timber is yet beyond

reach, because of lack of transportation facilities;

nevertheless, there are sufficient forest areas

along streams and near railroads to make lum-

bering the leading manufacturing industry of

the state. The manufacture of flour and other

grist-mill products is also important, while the

remaining industries are of such nature as meet

the demands of other trades and occupations.

Tr.\nsportation and Commerce. The
streams are so rapid that they cannot be suc-

cessfully navigated; besides, many of them con-

tain falls at frequent inten^als. The southern

part of the state is crossed by the Union Pacific

and the Oregon Short Line, the northern part by
the Great Northern railway, while the Northern

Pacific extends across the state from Wallace

to Harrison, on Lake Coeur d'Alene, passing

through Washington. There are a few spurs

extending from these trunk lines to various

localities, but the great central part of the state

is yet without railway communication, though

good carriage roads and stage lines supply all

settlements with mail at regular intei-vals.

The commerce of the state consists in the

exportation of gold, silver, lead and other

mineral products, lumber, wool, beef and hides,

while the imports are largely manufactured

products and such foodstuffs as are not grown
with profit. Much of the export trade is with

the states to the west, the products finding an

outlet through Seattle and other Pacific ports.

Government. The legislative department

consists of a senate and a house of representa-

tives. Members of each are chosen at a general

election for two years, and the legislature meets

biennially. The executive department consists

of the governor, a lieutenant governor, a secretary

of state, a state auditor, a state treasurer, an attor-

ney-general and a superintendent of public in-

struction, each elected for a term of two years by

popular vote. The judicial department consists

of a state supreme court, district courts, probate

courts and justice courts. The supreme court

has three judges, who are elected by the people

for a term of six years. The state is divided
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into six judicial districts for the administration

of justice through the district courts, and each

of these is presided over by"a district judge.

Education. Idaho has a school system

patterned after the most modem plan. The
public schools are under charge of a superin-

tendent of public instruction, and the schools

of each coimty are under the immediate charge of

a county superintendent. Each of these officials

is elected by popular vote. The suppoit of the

schools is derived from the income from a state

fund; from the school fund, obtained from the

sale of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections

of land in each towTiship, and from local taxa-

tion. The state university at Moscow is at the

head of the public school system. This main-

tains departments of letters and sciences and has

affiliated with it the college of agriculture and

an agricultural experiment station and also the

Academy of Idaho, a secondary school located

at Pocatello and deriving its support largely

from a land grant. There are state normal

schools at Lewiston and Albion, which devote

theh attention entirely to the training of teachers

for the public schools. There are also a nmn-
ber of colleges and secondary schools supported

by churches of different denominations.

Institutions. The state penal institutions

consist of the penitentiary, located at Boise,

and the industrial and reform school, at Saint

Anthony, which is designed for juvenile offenders

of both sexes. The charitable institutions com-

prise the asylum for the insane at Blackfoot,

and the soldiers' home, located near Boise.

Cities. The important cities in the state

are Boise, the capital; Pocatello; Moscow,
and Lewiston, each of which is described under

its title.

History. The first white men to visit Idaho

were Lewis and Clark, who made explorations

there in 1 80.5-1 80G. Not untQ 1852, when
gold was discovered, did actual settlers come.

Ten years later a territory was organized which

included Idaho and most of Wyoming and

Montana. Within the next five years, Idaho

was reduced almost to its present boundaries.

Between this time and the admission of Idaho

as a state, July 3, 1890, the people of the terri-

tory were concerned chiefly with a campaign

against the Mormons, who practiced polygamy;

with difficulties betAveen union and non-union

miners, and with the development of the great

resources of the state. Since its admission,

Idaho has steadily prospered and increased in

population.

Idaho, Uni'strsitt of, a state university,

established at Moscow in 1892. It is supported

by the state, and tuition is free to all except

non-residents. The government is in the hands

of a board of regents. The courses offered are

classical collegiate, scientific, civil and mining

engineering, and agriculture. The number of

students is about 350; the annual income from

state appropriation, S6000.

Idealism, i dee'a liz'm, in philosophy, a

theory that sensible or material objects do not

exist outside of consciousness. Idealism makes
the spiritual part of man the original and only

true existence. The original theory has received

various modifications by different philosophers.

One of the most recent of these considers that

the world of experience is dependent upon a

conscious subject, that is, man in a conscious

state and working in accordance with the laws

of thought; but at the same time it denies that

ultimate reality is dependent upon such action.

In all its forms idealism is opposed to realism.

See Realism.

Ides, idez, with the Romans, the fifteenth day

of March, May, July and October and the

thirteenth of other months.

Id'iom, the name given to certain words or

phrases which, though in common usage in a

language, do not admit of grammatical analysis.

The same term is often applied to the various

dialects or forms of a language.

Id'iot, a person who, from original defect,

is almost destitute of intelligence, or in whom
the intellect seems to be almost wholly wanting.

In some eases the intellectual development is

so low that there appears to be little more than

a vegetative life. Others, not quite so low in

the intellectual scale, recognize the persons

with whom they live, are capable of being

affected by certain emotions, understand a few

questions, articulate a few words and are able

to take their own food, but are quite unable to

do any kind of work. Those endowed with a

little more intelligence may sometime? be em-

ployed in the simplest forms of labor, but they

are incapable of performing any intricate calcu-

lation or going through any long train of reason-

ing. The brain of an idiot is sometimes suffi-

ciently regular in its confonnation, although in

the great majority of cases there is something

abnormal. The forehead is often depressed,

receding and flattened; sometimes the back part

of the head is disproportionately large. The

majority of idiots are of small stature and of

weak constitution, rarely living beyond 40 y*«ira.
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The causes of idiocy are not well known. See

Feeble-mixpfj), Education of.

I'dol, an image of a deity, used as an object

of worship, such worship constituting idolatry.

The early nations "bowed down to idols of

wood and stone," and even the Jews under the

influence of Babylon made for themselves graven

images to such an extent that their prophets

had to protest against all forms of idolatry,

though there were images of the cherubim in

the Holy of Holies. Christianity helped to do

away with such expressions of reverence, and

the Koran forbade the making of an image

of any living thing, whether it was intended to

be worshiped or not. Zoroaster did not believe

in or recommend idols. Images were intro-

duced by the early Church, as is shown in the

cups used in administering the Lord's Supper.

The chapels in the catacombs contain on their

walls many representations of sacred things.

In the fifth century, statues of Christ, of the

\'irgin Mar\' and of many of the saints were

used in both public and private worship. To-
day, images ser\'e as incentives to devotion,

rather than as objects of worship, but they are

unknown in any of the wholly Protestant com-

munions.

Idol'atry, the worship of an image, object or

symbol, as having in itself some divine and
supernatural power and being able in some way
to respond to the worship paid it. Idols con-

sist of images, usually representing some deity

or person, but idolatry may also consist in the

worship of natural objects to which divine

powers are ascribed, such as the sun and animals.

Some consider idolatry to be a falling away from
the worship of the true God and see in the

various forms of heathen worship only a degraded

form of original revelation. Others believe that

idolatry is the result of an inborn desire to

search after the true God and consider it the

first stage of human development along religious

lines. There are many forms of idolatry, and it

characterizes some of the great religions of the

world. See Buddhism; Braiimanism.

Idun, e'doon, a goddass in the Scandinavian

mythology, the wife of Bragi and the keeper of

the apples of which the gods ate to keep them-

selves young.

I'dyl (from the Greek word meaning little

image), the name usually applied to a short

and highly finished descriptive poem, especially

one which treats of pastoral subjects. This

last circumstance, however, is not an essential

characteristic of the idyl. All that is necessary

to constitute a poem of this class is that it

present to view a complete picture in small

compass.

Ignatieff , ig nah'tyef, Nikolai Pa\xovitch
(1832- ), a Russian soldier and diplomatist.

He served in the Crimean War and was made a

colonel in 1856. In 1858 he was sent on a

special mission to Bokhara and Khiva and after-

ward went as ambassador to Peking. He was
appointed minister at Constantinople in 1864,

and he remained in Turkey through the trou-

blous times prior to the Russo-Turkish War.

The intrigues to which he resorted for advancing

Russian influence in Turkey and weakening the

Turkish Empire won for him the title of "Liar

Pasha." He was conspicuous in the negotia-

tions before and after the Russo-Turkish War
and was appointed minister of the interior,

but was dismissed in 1882. Subsequently he

was made governor general of Irkutsk.

Ignatius, ig na'she us, Saint, bishop of

Antioch, one of the apostolic fathers, said to

have been a disciple of the apostle John. His

life and death are wrapped in fable. Accord-

ing to the most trustworthy tradition, he was
appointed bishop of Antioch in 69 A. D. and

was throvm to wild beasts in the circus of

Antioch by the command of Trajan, the date

being given by some as 107, by others as 116 A. D.

Ignatius of Loyola. See Loyola, Igna-

tius OF.

Ig'neous Rocks, in geology, those rocks

which were originally formed by the action of

heat, having been cooled from a molten con-

dition, such as lava, basalt and granite. Igneous

rocks have not stratified and may occur in con-

nection with sedimentary rocks of any age,

since they have been forced out of their original

position by later upheavals in the earth's surface.

Ig'nis Fat'UUS (foolish fire), a luminous

appearance, seen floating over marshy places

at night, and sometimes, it is said, in church-

yards. It is probably due to some gaseous

mixture, capable of igniting spontaneously, but

it has never been satisfactorily explained.

Other names are Will-o'-the-wisf and Jack-o'-

lanter.i.

Igorrote, e'gor ro'tay, a tribe or race inhabit-

ing several islands of the Philippines.

Iguana, ig wah'na, a genus of lizards, natives

of Brazil, Guiana and neighboring localities.

The iguana has an average length of about four

feet. Its food consists almost entirely of fruits,

fungi and other vegetable substances. Along the

whole length of the back to the ,tip of the tail
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there is a crest of elevated, compressed, pointed

scales. The toes are furnished with sharp

claws, which enable it to climb trees with ease,

while a rapid serpentine movement of its tail

propels it swiftly through the water. Its usual

color is dark olive green. Its flesh is considered

a delicacy, being very tender and in flavor

resembling that of a chicken. One species, the

alligator lizard, is found in the United States

as far north as Indiana. Certain species are

valuable to farmers as destroyers of insects and

harmful worms.

Iguanodon, ig wahn'o don, an extinct fossil

lizard, found in Europe; so called from the

resemblance of its teeth to those of the iguana.

The head was large and narrow, and the jaws

were heavy, provided with strong, horny beaks

like those of the turtle. The teeth were large

and broad, implanted in sockets and trans-

versely ridged. The pelvic bones were strik-

ingly like those of birds. The skin does not

seem to have possessed the spines or bony plates

of allied species. The iguanodon was an

herbivorous animal that walked on its hind legs,

in the manner of kangaroos. It was from fifteen

to twenty-five feet long. Great numbers of the

animals were formerly found in the swampy
regions of England and Belgium.

Ik Marvel, ike mahr'vel. See Mitchell,

Donald Grant.

Il'eus or H'iac Passion, the last stage of

the severest form of colic. Acute pain, frequent

vomiting and hiccough are the chief symptoms.

The sufi^ering is often produced by some mechan-

ical obstruction of the bowels, which only a

surgical operation can remove. The disease is

often fatal.

H'iad, the greatest of ancient epics, ascribed

to the Greek poet Homer. It is in twenty-four

books and describes the events of about forty

days in the ten years' siege of Troy by the Greeks.

In order to understand the Iliad, the facts leading

up to it, some of which are mentioned in the

poem, must be known. The Trojan Paris had
carried off Helen, wife of Menelaus, king of

Sparta, and the most beautiful woman in Greece.

She had been promised to him by the goddess

Venus as a reward for his having decided in

favor of Venus the contest of beauty between

Venus, Minerva and Juno. To recover Helen and

avenge the wrong, the Greeks, under command
of Agamemnon, king of Mycenae and brother of

Menelaus, had set sail to besiege Troy. Ten
years they besieged the city without result, for the

Trojans would not venture forth to combat, on

account of their dread of the famous hero

Achilles. Finally, Achilles suffered insult from

Agamemnon, who took from him the captive

maiden, Briseis, who had been assigned to him

after the sack of a small outlying town. Achilles

left the conflict and withdrew to his tent by the

seashore. This is the point at which the Iliad

begins, and much of the poem is devoted to the

wrath of Achilles, its causes, effects and the

manner in which it was appeased. The Trojans,

secure in the absence of Achilles, came forth to

meet the Greeks, and fifteen of the twenty-four

books tell the varying fortunes of the conflict.

Finally, Patroclus, the friend and kinsman of

Achilles, begs Achilles to lend him his armor, and

with it he goes into battle. The Trojans believe

they see Achilles and flee in terror, but at length

Patroclus is afflicted with a stupor by Apollo and

is slain by Hector. To avenge his friend,

Achilles returns to the combat, with a new suit

of armor given him by Vulcan. He slays Hector

and drags his body to the ships. In the last

book King Priam begs of Achilles his son's body,

and during a truce Hector is buried with fitting

rites. The struggle is participated in by the

gods throughout the poem. Mars and Apollo

aiding the Trojans, Juno, Minerva and the

other deities sustaining the Greeks. Several

famous single combats occur, as between Paris

and Menelaus, Hector and Ajax, Aeneas and

Achilles. See Homer and the names of
.
the

principal persons mentioned above.

H'ion. See Troy.
Ilion, N. Y., a village in Herkimer co., 12 mi.

s. e. of Utica, on the Mohawk River and the Erie

Canal and on the New York Central and the

West Shore railroads. It is in an agricultural

region and has manufactories of firearms, type-

writers, bicycles, knit goods, filing cases and

other articles. The place was settled about 1816

and was incorporated in 1852. Population in

1005, 5924.
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H'ium. See Trot.

niimani, ed'in' mah'ne, one of the loftiest

peaks in the Bolivian Andes, fully 21,000 feet

hiijh. It is eovenni with glaciers. On it is Lake

llliniani. al>oiit 1(),0(X) feet above sea level.

Illinois, // // noif or il U noiz', the Pkairie

Statk. one of the central states, bounded on the

n. bv Wisconsin, on the e. by Lake INIichigan and

Indiana, on the s. e. by Kentucky, from which it

is separatetl by the Ohio River, and on the w. by

Missouri and Iowa, from which it is separated

by the Mississippi River. The Wabash River

also forms the south-

ern portion of the

boundary between

the stateand Indiana.

The greatest length

of the state from

north to south is 378

miles, and its greatest

breadth from east to

west is 210 miles.

The area is 5G,G50

square miles, of which

650 square miles are

water. Population

in 1900, 4,821,550, of

which 86,677 were

colored.

Surface and
Drainage. Illinois

is one of the most

level states in the Illinois

TT • A u 1 1. Springfield; 2, Chicago;
Union. As a whole, 3, Peona; 4, East Saint Louis;

its surface may be 5^Q"'"cy; 6, Cairo; 7, Rock-

considered as a great Dotted lines indicate chief
1 • 1 . ^1 railroads.

plam, slopmg gently

from the northern boundary toward the south.

The highest land is in the north and northwest,

and on the northeastern corner there is a small

section sloping toward Lake Michigan. This

area belongs to the Saint Lawrence basin and
was formerly a portion of the bed of the lake.

With this exception the entire state belongs to

the Mississippi basin. The northern portion of

the .state is composed largely of rolling prairie,

with bluffs along the streams; these hills in

some of the western counties are quite high.

The central portion of the state contains vast

tracts of level land, whose surface has little

variation except here and there where bluffs

occur. A sj>ur of the Ozark Mountains crosses

the southern portion of the state from east to

west and contains numerous hills having an
altitude of from 1200 to 1400 feet above sea

100 miles.

level. These hills, or mountains, as they are

locally termed, rise abruptly in their northern

slope, but descend to the level of the Ohio more
gradually. In consequence of this feature the

ten southern counties are more diversified in

surface than any other portion of the state. Much
of this region is covered with hardwood forests.

The important rivers in the state are the Rock,

crossing the northwestern portion; the Fox,

draining into the Illinois, and the Desplaines and
Kankakee, w^hich unite to form the Illinois, the

largest stream w^ithin the state. From its for-

mation this river flows westerly and southwesterly

until it enters the Mississippi, about 20 miles

above the confluence of that stream and the

Missouri. The Illinois flows in a deep channel

which it has worn, and it is bordered by fairly

high bluffs. It is navigable as far as Utica.

The principal streams in the central and south-

ern parts of the state are the Sangamon, an
important tributary of the Illinois; the Kas-

kaskia, which flows nearly across the state in a

south-southwest direction and joins the Illinois,

and the Big Muddy, joining the Mississippi.

On the east are the Embarras, the Little Wabash
and the Saline, flowing into the Wabash. The
streams flow'ing into the Ohio are unimportant.

In the northeastern corner of the state are

Fox and Grass lakes and a few other smaller

bodies of water. There are also lakes in Mason,

Lawrence, Monroe, Jackson and Massac coun-

ties, but they are small and of little importance.

Peoria Lake is formed by the expansion of the

Illinois River.

Climate. The extent from north to south

causes considerable difference in the climate of

the extreme sections. That of the southern

counties averages 11 degrees warmer than that

of the northern counties. The entire state is sub-

ject to sudden and excessive changes in tempera-

ture, but extremes of heat and cold are of short

duration. The climate is in most' localities

healthful. The average annual rainfall is 38

inches. It is heavier in the south than in the

north, but the character of the soil in the north

more than compensates for the deficiency.

Mineral Resources. The mineral resources

of Illinois are of great value and place her among
the most important of the mining states. The
most valuable mineral is coal. A line drawTi from

Rock Island through the northern boundary of

Grundy County practically separates the coal-

bearing from the non-coal-bearing area. Nearly

all the state to the south of this line is underlaid

with coal measures. The area of the Illinois
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coal measures is about 42,000 square miles.

From three to five veins are found in all the

measures, and these vary in thickness from a

few inches to nine feet. The veins lie from 300

to 1200 feet below the surface, though but few

mines have been worked beyond a depth of 500

feet. The annual output is over 36,000,000 tons,

making Illinois second only to Pennsylvania as

a coal producing state. There is quite an exten-

sive deposit of petroleum in Clark and Cra-n-ford

counties, in the southeastern part of the state.

Though only a small portion of the field had been

exploited in 1906; in 190S Illinois was the second

state in the production of petroleum. Galena,

a lead ore, is mined in the extreme northwestern

section of the state. Tile and brick clay of excel-

lent quality occur in many localities, and building

stone is found in Will, Kane, Cook, Kankakee,

Henderson, Hancock, Adams and Union counties.

AcniCLXTrRE. With but few exceptions the

soil of the entire state is remarkably fertile and

easily tilled. The broad expanse of prairie and

the deep, rich soil, free from stones, make the use

of agricultural machmery profitable. The most

improved methods of tillage are practiced in the

best farming sections, and Illinois is one of the

foremost states in the extent and value of her

agricultural products. The wide climatic range

of the state admits of a great variety of crops.

Corn is the leading crop; the annual planting

usually exceeds 10,000,000 acres, and the annual

production is between 350,000,000 and 400,000,-

000 bushels, making this the second state in the

Union in the growing of this important crop.

Large quantities of oats are raised; then follow

wheat, potatoes, barley and rje, though the last

two are not as extensively growTi as the other

cereals. Nearly all sections of the state are

adapted to fruit, and in the northern and central

portions apples, cherries and pears are raised,

while south of the center peaches, plums, straw-

berries, apples and small fniits are growTi in

large quantities. This is particularly true of the

counties south of the Ozark Mountains, where

both soil and climate are admirably adapted to

this industry.

The raising of corn and the ease vnth which

hay can be procured, together with the presence

of extensive tracts suitable for grazing, make
Illinois an ideal state for the raising of live stock,

and large numbers of cattle and hogs are fattened

for the market each year. In addition to this,

horses are raised throughout the state, and an

extensive dairy business is conducted in the

northern half. That portion of the state within

easy shipping distance of Chicago carries on a
thriving dairy industry, in producing milk for

the city.

Manufactures. Notwithstanding its adap-

tability to agriculture, Illinois is the third state

in the Union in the extent and importance of its

manufactures, being exceeded only by New York
and Pennsylvania. The reasons for this position

of Illinois as a manufacturing state are the abun-
dance of cheap fuel furnished by her coal deposits

and the unusual facilities for transportation

afforded by Lake Michigan and the munerous
railway lines centering in Chicago. About 70
per cent of the manufactures of the state are

produced in and about Chicago. The most
important of all these industries is slaughtering

and meat packing (See Meat Packing). Next
in order are the manufacture of agricultural

implements, iron and steel products, clothing,

malt and distilled liquors, flour and grist mill

products and printing and publishing. The
great iron and steel mills are located principally

at South Chicago and Joliet. The ore manu-
factured into iron at these mills is brought from

the Minnesota and Michigan mines by boat as

far as Chicago, and the Joliet mills obtain their

portion thence by rail. Besides these cities

the important manufacturing centers are Peoria,

which has the largest distilleries in the United

States; Aurora; Elgin, noted especially for its

manufacture of watches; INIoline, containing

extensive factories for the manufacture of agri-

cultural implements; Jacksonville, Rockford,

Dixon and Bloomington.

Transportation. Illinois contains over 11,-

600 miles of railways, a larger mileage than has

any other state. The principal city, Chicago,

is the greatest railroad center in the world. The
most important lines traversing the state are the

Illinois Central; the Chicago & Alton; the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul; the Chicago &
Northwestern; the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy; the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; the

Big Four; the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

and the Wabash. Many other important trunk

hnes from the East terminate in Chicago. The
state is so well supplied with railways that every

town is within easy access of one or more lines.

An extensive lake traffic is carried on from Chi-

cago, which is the largest inland port in the

world. Cairo, East Saint Louis and Alton are

imf)ortant river ports. The Illinois & Michigan

Canal connects Lake Michigan with the Illinois

River at Utica, and another canal, to connect the

lake ^-ith the Mississippi at Rock Island, is in
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process of construction. The Chicago Drainage

Canal will probably become a ship canal. See

Dr-uxage C.\xal, Chicago.

GovERXMEXT. The legislative department

consists of a senate and a house of representa-

tives. The state is divided into 51 senatorial

districts, each of ^^ hich is entitled to one senator

and three representatives. The senators are

chosen at popular election for a term of four

vears, but the districts are so classified that the

tenns of one-half of the senate expire every two

years. The members of the house of represent-

atives are chosen for two years, and the statute

contains a peculiar provision by w'hich the voter

mav cast three votes for one representative, one

vote for each of three representatives or one and

one-half votes for each of two representatives.

The executive department consists of the gov-

ernor, the lieutenant governor, the treasurer, the

secretary of state, the auditor, the attorney-gen-

eral and the superintendent of public instruction,

each of whom is chosen at popular election for

a term of four years, with the exception of the

treasurer, whose term is two years and who is

not eligible for reelection. The superintendent

of public instruction is elected in the middle of

the term for which the govern'^r and other state

officers are chosen. At the head of the judicial

system is the state supreme court, comprising

the judges of the seven judicial districts into

which the state is divided, the judges being

elected for nine years. The judges of these dis-

tricts choose one of their number as chief justice.

Below the supreme court are appellate courts,

circuit courts and county courts, and the larger

counties have probate courts. At the bottom of

the judicial system are the justice courts, which

have jurisdiction over petty cases. The local

government is administered through county and

township officers.

Educatiox. The state maintains an excellent

system of public schools on the district plan, with

provision for township high schools in all towns

which elect to maintain such institutions. The
University of Illinois is at the head of the school

system of the state, though it is not officially

affiliated with the high schools. The school

fund is about $18,000,000, and the support for

schools is derived from interest on this, from

fines and forfeitures, from an annual assessment

of SI ,000,000 upon the taxable property of the

state and by local taxation. The annual expense

of the public schools is about S22,000,000, and

the number of pupils enrolled is about 550,000,

State normal schools are maintained at Normal,

Carbondale, DeKalb, Charleston and Macomb.
The important universities, not connected with

the public school system, are the University of

Chicago, and Northwestern University at Evans-

ton and Chicago. Besides these there are numer-

ous smaller colleges and secondary schools, sup-

ported by various denominations and widely dis-

tributed over the state. Some of the most impor-

tant of these are the Armour Institute at Chicago,

Lake Forest University at Lake Forest, McKen-
dry College at Lebanon, Illinois College at

Jacksonville, Wesleyan University at Blooming-

ton, Knox College at Galesburg, Augustana

College at Rock Island and Monticello Seminary

(for young ladies) at Godfrey.

Institutions. Schools for the deaf and dumb
and blind are maintained at Jacksonville; the

institute for feeble-minded is at Lincoln; the

state penitentiaries are at Joliet and Chester;

the state reformatory is at Pontiac, and the hos-

pitals for the insane are at Jacksonville, Anna,

Kankakee, Elgin and Watertown. There is a

soldiers' and sailors' home at Quincy and a

soldiers' orphans' home at Bloomington; there

is also a United States soldiers' home at Dan-
ville.

Cities. The important cities are Springfield,

the capital; Chicago, Peoria, Quincy, Rockford,

East Saint Louis, Joliet, Aurora, Bloomington,

Elgin, Decatur, Rock Island, Evanston, Moline

and Freeport, each of which is described under

its title.

History. Marquette and Joliet were the

first white men to visit Illinois, crossing it by
way of the Illinois River in 1673. In 1680 La
Salle built Fort Crevecoeur (the broken heart)

near Peoria, and in 1682 Fort Saint Louis was
erected on Starved Rock. Settlements sprang

up at various points, the first being at Kaskas-

kia, about 1700. In 1763 the territory came into

possession of the English. During the American

Revolution, Col. George Rogers Clark captured

the British posts on the Mississippi and at Vin-

cennes, Ind., and by the treaty of 1783, Illinois

was ceded to the United States and in 1787

became a part of the Northwest Territory. It

was organized as a separate territory in 1809,

vidth the capital at Kaskaskia; the famous mas-

sacre occurred at Fort Dearborn in 1812, and

Illinois was admitted into the Union in 1818.

In 1832 the indian troubles culminated in the

Black Hawk War, which resulted in the final

removal of the Indians from the state. The
Illinois and Michigan Canal was projected in

1837 and was completed in 1848. Trouble arose
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with the Mormons, who had settled at Nauvoo,

in 1840, and in 1844 they removed to Utah. In

1850 Congress granted lands for the construction

of the Illinois Central Railroad, which contrib-

uted much to the prosperity of the state. Illi-

nois was the scene of a bitter slavery struggle, but

freedom prevailed. The state contributed six

regiments of troops to the Mexican War, and
nearly 250,000 men to the Union army during

the Civil War. The great debates between

Douglas and Lincoln, rival candidates for the

Senate, occurred in 1858. The chief events

since the Civil War are the Chicago fire (1871),

the anarchist riot (1886), the World's Columbian
Exposition at Chicago (1893) and the riots con-

sequent upon the railroad strike in 1894. Illi-

nois has had three constitutions; the first was
adopted in 1818, the second in 1848 and the

third in 1870. There have been likewise three

capitals, Kaskaskia, Vandalia and Springfield.

Since the Civil War the state has been almost uni-

formly Republican in politics. Consult Mather's

The Making of Illinois; Mason's Chapters from
Illinois History.

Illinois (men), a group of Indian tribes that

once occupied the present State of Illinois. La
Salle in his explorations met the Indians, and he

and his followers secured to the French the

friendship and assistance of the Illinois. After

the War of 1812 these Indians caused the United

States much trouble, but finally they were sub-

dued, and now only about 200 remain, on a

resen-ation in Oklahoma.

Illinois, U>avERSiTY of, a state university,

situated at Urbana. It was founded in 1867

and was incorporated as the Illinois Industrial

University. In 1885 the name was changed to

the University of Illinois. In 1887 it was made
co-educational, and about one-sixth of its students

now are women. It maintains undergraduate

departments in literature and arts, engineering,

science and agriculture, and corresponding gradu-

ate courses are also given. In addition to the

uni\'ersity proper, there is a state library, a school

of music, a college of law, a college of medicine,

with a department of dentistry and a school of

pharmacy. The United States Agricultural Ex-
periment Station is also connected with the uni-

versity and is located at Urbana. The medical

school and school of pharmacy are located in

Chicago. The faculty in all departments num-
bers about 400, and there are about 4000 stu-

dents. The library contains 75,000 volumes, and
in addition to this, there are several department

libraries at the disposal of the university for the

purpose of reference. The annual income from

state appropriations is 8780,000.

Illinois and Michigan Canal, a boat canal

connecting Lake INIichigan, at Chicago, with the

Illinois River, at LaSalle, 111. It is ninety-sk

miles long, sixty feet wide at the bottom and six

feet deep, and it has seventeen locks, each one

hundred ten feet long and ninety-eight feet

wide. It was begun in 1 836 and was completed

in 1848. By means of this canal, boats can

pass from Lake Michigan to the Gulf of Mexico.

When first constructed the Illinois and Michigan

Canal was an important waterway, but owing to

the construction of railways, it is now little used.

See Canal.

Illinois River, a river in Illinois, formed by

the union of the Kankakee and the Des Plaines,

in the northeast part of the state. It flows

southwest and falls into the Mississippi about

20 miles above the mouth of the Missouri. It

is 500 miles long, half of it being navigable. An
expansion in the river forms Peoria Lake.

Ottawa and Peoria are on its banks. A canal

connects the river with Chicago.

Illiteracy, il lit'nr a sy, the name given to

the condition of a person who can neither read

nor wTite. The percentage of illiterates in a

population depends largely upon the educational

facilities and regulations within the country,

those countries having the smallest percentage

which have the most stringent laws regarding

compulsory education. The following list in-

cludes the important nations of the world, in

the inverse order of the percentage of illiteracy:

Per Cent.

Germany 0.11

Switzerland 0.30

Scotland 3.57

Holland 4.00

France 4.90

England 5 . 80

United States 10.70

Belgium 12.80

Per Cent.
Ireland 17.00

Austria 23 . 80
Hungary 28.10

Greece 30 . 00
Italy 38.30

Russia 61.70
Spain 68 . 10

Portugal 79.00

Ulyr'icum, the ancient name of a country

which bordered the coast on the northeastern

part of Italy and extended eastward into Mace-

donia. The eastern portion is now occupied

by Albania. The inhabitants, styled lUyrians,

were famous pirates in the days of the Romans.

This brought them into conflict with the Roman
government, and the country was captured and

made a Roman province. Under this rule the

territory embraced what is now known as

Croatia, Dalmatia, Herzegovina and Monte-

negro. After the fall of the Roman Empire

the region was subject to many political changes
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In ISOO it came under the control of the French,

but when this Ein}>ire was dissolved, the Illyrian

provinces were united to the Austrian Empire.

That portion inehiding Albania now belongs to

Turkey.

Hollo, c'lo c'lo, the capital of a province of

tlie same name in the Philippines, situated on

the Island of Panay, on the southeastern coast.

Among the prominent buildings are a cathedral,

a seminary and the buildings used by the gov-

ernment. It is second only to INIanila in mipor-

tance as a commercial center and has an excellent

harlx)r. Its chief exports are sugar, tobacco,

rice, coffee and dyewoods. Population, 19,054.

Image Worship, im'aj ^cur'ship. See Idol-

ati;y; Iconoclasts.

Imaginary Quantity, in mathematics, in

the most general sense, a quantity whose rela-

tions can only be expressed, but not determined,

by mathematical s}'mbols and processes. The
only important example is the indicated square

root of a negative quantity, as /— 1. Since

the square of both negative and positive real

quantities are positive, obviously no negative

quantity can have a real square root; but in

higher mathematics, expressions for such quan-

tities are constantly produced, and for want

of a better name they are called imaginary

quantities.

Imagination, im aj'in a'shun, the power of

reproducing mental images in a modified form.

Imagination and memory are so intimately

a,s.sociated that some authorities include both

under the reproductive powers of the mind.

Memory, however, is confined to reproducing

images as they occur, while imagination has no
such restrictions, and its range is as wide as

the powers of the intellect can extend. These
powers are sometimes contrasted thus: Memory
reproduces images as they were; imagination

reproduces them as we wish them to be. The
first act in coastructing images of the imagina-
tion Ls that of disufjciation. We cannot recom-
bine the elements of ideas into new images until

we first separate them from the ideas in which
they originally occurred. One cannot join the

human head to the Ixxly of a hor.se until he first

dissociates it from the human form.

PnASK-s OF THE Imagi.natiox. There are
three phases of the imagination, the modifying,
the mechanical and the constructive. The
inrxlijifinfj phase is common to all children and
LS used in reproducing images in modified form,
as seen in the child's ideas of giants and fairies.

Because this phase of the imagination is so

active at this period of life, fairy tales are of

especial interest to children. The modifying

phase, in which objects are enlarged or made
smaller, is later followed by the imitative phase,

in which the child seeks to reproduce the various

actions, tones of voice and other characteristics

of those with whom he associates. During this

period many of the habits of speech and action

which last through life are formed.

The Mechanical Phase. In the exercise of

this phase of the imagination, parts of objects

are joined in such a way as to show no proper

relation between them, as in the joining of the

head and shoulders of a man to the body of a

horse, or the bust of a woman to the tail of a

fish. The literature of m}1;hology abounds in

illustrations of this sort.

The Constructive Phase. This is the most

important phase of the imagination, and its

activity gives rise to a great variety of products

which influence our lives. It differs from the

mechanical phase in fitting together the elements

which it contains, as in the construction of a

machine, which must first be produced in the

imagination of the inventor. All the parts are

carefully molded and fitted, so that when put

together they form a structure which works to

a given end. One of the most common uses of

this phase of the imagination is in the construc-

tion of images from the verbal descriptions of

others, as the construction of images of coun-

tries and cities which one has never seen, either

from listening to a verbal description or from

reading. However, in order that correct images

may be constructed in this way, it is necessary

that the person have in mind the ideas embodied

in the description.

Another important use of this phase of the

imagination is in the invention and construction

of tools, machines and the numerous articles in

daily use. It is also employed by every artisan

in connection with his w'ork. Every stroke of

the blacksmith's hammer, the carpenter's plane

or the seamstress's needle is guided by the

imagination. It is due to this power of the mind
that such wonderful structures as the Brooklyn

Bridge, the Eiffel Tower and the great buildings

of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition were pro-

duced. It is also this phase of the imagination

which leads to the construction of the great

works of art and literature. In these fields its

products are more nearly perfect than in others,

because it is not subject to so many limitations

of material. The constructive imagination

causes us to establish ideals, And because of
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this it is an important factor in the building of

character. It also has much to do with one's

happiness. One is usually cheerful or melan-

choly, according to the imaginary pictures of

the future which, he constructs. Worry consists

in employing the imagination in picturing mag-

nified evil results of a certain line of conduct

or a definite act. In this case the image is

much stronger than the reality.

CuLxnATiON OF THE IMAGINATION. Imagi-

nation is one of the most important powers of

the mind, but in order that the greatest benefit

may be derived from it, careful training is neces-

sary. Those in charge of children can greatly

assist in the training of this power by observing

the following principles:

(1) The imagination is a practical power and

is associated with every act of perception.

Without its use a child cannot gain correct

ideas of objects. When looking at a ball or a

cube, one imagines the shape of the portion of

the object which he cannot see.

(2) The imagination has abundant material

from which to construct its images. It is impos-

sible to put into the images ideas that are not

already in the mind. One cannot imagine an

iceberg or a gorilla if he has no idea of these

objects.

(3) Fairy tales, myths and fables are particu-

larly suited to young children, because they

harmonize so perfectly with the phase of the

imagination that is most active during that

period of life.

(4) The imitative stage of imagination is

strong during the first years of a child's school

life and can often be used in such a way as to

make the work of the school pleasant and
profitable.

(5) The plays of children are actuated by
the imagination, and when of the right sort they

serve an important purpose in giving strength

and culture to this power.

(6) Reading, language, geography and history

afford excellent opportunity for giving culture

to the constructive phase of the imagination,

but in order that the desired results may be

obtained, both teachers and parents should see

that the subject-matter is thoroughly under-

stood; otherwise, correct images will not be

formed.

(7) Within the limits of their capacity, chil-

dren should be encouraged to exercise the con-

structive phase of their imagination in invention

and creation. They should be led to give as

much life as possible to their recitations and
85

exercises in school and to their work and play

at home.

(8) A full development of all the senses is

essential to the formation of correct images.

This should never be overlooked. See Per-
ception; Sensation.

(9) The imagination exerts a strong influence

upon the physical condition of young children;

consequently, only such subjects should be pre-

sented in primary grades as will lead to a happy

,

frame of mind and to the enjoyment of healthful

exercise.

(10) The imagination is the power by which

ideals are formed. The nature of these ideals

will depend upon enwonment and instruction.

Through appeals to the imagination, more than

to any other power, children can be led to form

right character.

(11) Ideals are progressive, and one gradu-

ally leads to another. The wise mother and

teacher will see that the ideals presented to

children under their charge are constantly and

gradually progressing towards higher and nobler

types.

See Psychology; Memory; Feeling: Habit.

Consult Halleck's Education of the Central

Nervous System and Psychology and Psychic

Culture, Sully's Outlines of Psychology, Com-
payre's Lectures on Pedagogy and Salisbury's

The Theory of Teaching.

Imam, e mahmf, a class of Mohammedan
priests. In Turkey they attend to the mosques,

call the people to prayer from the minarets and

perform other duties. In ecclesiastical affairs

they are independent and are not subject to the

supreme priest, or mufti. They may quit their

office and reenter the lay order. The sultan,

as chief of all ecclesiastical affairs, has the title

of imam.

Immigra'tion, the removal of inhabitants

from one country or state to another for the

purpose of residence, viewed from the stand-

point of the country to which they go. The
same phenomenon, considered from the stand-

point of the country which they leave, is emigra-

tion. The causes of such removal are as vari-

ous as hmnan motives and temptations; but

among the important ones are over-popula-

tion, industrial and economic depression, reli-

gious or political oppression, the spirit of adven-

ture, the desire for fame and fortune. In bar-

barous times a tribe, having exhausted the

tract on which it had established itself, natu-

rally migrated to more tempting territory. In

Greece, the limited territories of the states ren-
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incense in worship, but the practice cannot be

shown to have existed among Christians till after

the first four centuries. Among the Catholics

it is used at every high mass, at consecrations of

churches, in processions and at funerals.

Inclina'tion, INIagnetic. See Dipping

Xkkdlk.

Inclined Plane, a device used for raising

hoavv weights, as when a barrel of flour is loaded

onto a wagon by being rolled over a plank,one end

of which rests upon the wagon and the other on

the ground. There are many practical appli-

cations of the inclined plane, one of the most

common being the winding of a road around a

hill, so as to avoid steep grades. The law of

equihbrium of the inclined plane is that the

power multiplied by the length of the plane

e(]uals the weight raised multipHed by the height.

Incombust'ible Cloth, cloth which cannot

be l)urned. The fabric is rendered fireproof by

steeping it in solutions such as sulphur of ammo-
nia, borax, alum or sal ammoniac. This cloth

is used in the manufacture of heat apparatus

and in making firemen's clothing and curtains

and scenery for theaters.

Income Tax, a tax levied directly upon

incomes of every description, whether derived

from land, capital or industry. An income tax

was imposed in the United States as a war meas-

ure in 1862 and was repealed in 1871. A subse-

f|uent statute in 1895 was declared unconstitu-

tional by the Supreme Court. The income tax

forms a prominent feature of the fiscal system

of England. The rate is progressive, that is, it

increases with the size of the income. In theory

the income tax is the most perfect tax known,

since it most nearly meets the requirement of

being assessed according to ability to pay. In

practice it is difficult to secure favorable results,

since it is hard to prevent the shifting of the tax.

In'cuba'tor, in poultry raising, a machine for

the artificial hatching of eggs. An incubator

consists of a chamber, in which an even tempera-

ture can be maintained and in which the eggs

are placed. Heat is usually supplied by a lamp,

and the chamber may be warmed directly by air

or by water which surrounds it. It has an
arrangement for ventilation and also for supply-

ing the atmosphere with the necessary amount
of moisture. The perfect incubator allows the

eggs to be hatched under as many natural con-

ditions as it is possible to secure. During the

first few days of incubation the eggs are fre-

quently turned, but during the last days they are

not disturbed, and the incubator is not opened

until the eggs are all hatched and the chicks are

dried. The best results are obtained by main-

taining an even temperature of about 100° dur-

ing incubation.

In'cubus, a spirit or demon to whom was
formerly ascribed the oppression known by the

name of nightmare. These demons play a some-

what important part in the superstition of the

Middle Ages.

Indepen'dence, Kan., the county-seat of

Montgomery co., 85 mi. s. w. of Fort Scott, on

the Verdigris River and on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe and the Missouri Pacific railroads.

Natural gas and oil wells are numerous near the

city, and it has been growing very rapidly, hav-

ing more than doubled in population in five

years. There are cotton, flour, paper, sugar and
planing mills, and the manufactures include

crackers, glass, vitrified brick and other articles.

The city has a considerable trade with the

surrounding agricultural region and contains a
public library and a fine courthouse. Popula-

tion in 1900, 4851, and in 1905, 11,206.

Independence, Mo., the county-seat of

Jackson co., 10 mi. e. of Kansas City, on

the Chicago & Alton, the Missouri Pacific

and other railroads. The city is a popular

residence suburb of Kansas City. It contains

several manufactories and is the seat of . the

Saint Mary's Academy. The place was settled

in 1827 and was chartered as a city in 1889.

Some Mormons settled here in 1831, but they

removed to Illinois in 1838. During the years

1849 and 1850 Independence was quite a gather-

ing place for the emigrants to California, and

from here two of the great trails led westward.

During the Civil War it was the scene of several

minor engagements. Population in 1900, 6974.

Independence, Declaration of. See Dec-

laration OF Independence.

Independence Day, a name given to the

legal holiday of July 4 in the United States, the

anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of

Independence.

Independence Hall, a brick building in

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, erected between

1729 and 1734 as a meeting hall. Later it was

turned into an office building, but during the

Revolutionary War it was the meeting place of

the Continental Congress. The Declaration of

Independence was signed there, July 4, 1776.

The building is now used as a museum of his-

torical relics.

Independent Treasury, a name given to

the metliod of regulating United States money.
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adopted by the United States in 1846. It was
the result of a long contest over the expediency

of establishing a United States Bank, and it was

passed in the hope that the treasury would be

completely divorced from banks, in order that

the privilege which the banks received and the

influence which they wielded under the former

system might be abolished. The new scheme

provided for the deposit of United States funds

in the treasury at Washington and in certain

sub-treasuries in the principal cities. The prin-

ciple of complete independence from banking,

however, has not been fully carried out, since the

government, at times when money is scarce, has

always deposited funds with the banks, in order

to put money in circulation and to reduce the

treasury's surplus.

Index Ex'purgato'rius is a catalogue of

books which Roman Catholics are prohibited

from reading. The prohibition is based on the

authorship, subject-matter, or both, and is either

absolute or partial, the latter lasting till the book

is made satisfactory. The works of Calvin, of

Luther and of any founder of a heresy are abso-

lutely forbidden. Books of an immoral charac-

ter, books relating to magic and any book that

would tend to weaken the faith of a Catholic are

placed in the Index. The latest edition is that

of Leo XIII, 1895. The work of condemning

is done by the Congregation of the Index, com-

posed of examiners, consulters, cardinals and a

prelate, who is always a cardinal. Their action

is controlled by the pope.

In'dia, a British possession of southern Asia,

lying between 8° 5' and 20° 55' north latitude

and 62° and 1 00° east longitude, bounded on the

n. by Afghanistan and the Chinese Empire, on

the e. by the Chinese Empire, Siam and the

Bay of Bengal, on the s. by the Indian Ocean,

and on the w. by the Arabian Sea and Persia.

Between India and the Chinese Empire on

the north are two small independent states,

Nepal and Bhutan. The greatest extent from

east to west, including Baluchistan, is about

2000 miles, and from north to south, 2000 miles.

The area of the British Indian Empire, which

includes Baluchistan, Burma and the native

states, is 1,766,642 square miles, or about one-

half that of the United States, including Alaska.

The peninsula has a regular coast line of about

3000 miles, with only two prominent indenta-

tions on the western side, the Gulf of Cambay
and the Gulf of Cutch; while the Pambam
Channel separates the island of Ceylon from

the mainland. The term India is used in two

senses. In the first it is applied to the empire

of India, which includes the British possessions

of South Central Asia. In the second it is

restricted to the great peninsula between the Bay
of Bengal and the Arabian Sea and the country

immediately north of it, extending as far as

the Himalaya and Karakorum Mountains, a

little beyond the 36th parallel of north latitude.

This article treats of India proper. For the

remaining countries, see Baluchistan; Burma.
Surface and Drainage. The surface of

India is divided into three regions, the moun-
tainous region of the Himalayas in the north;

the great plain of the Ganges and Indus, adjoin-

ing this region, and the table-land of Deccan,

which forms the larger part of the peninsula,

with its surrounding lowlands on the coast. The
mountainous regi6n contains the loftiest peaks

and passes of the Himalayas and descends by

long, steep slopes to the Ganges valley (See

Himalaya). The valley of the Ganges and

Brahmaputra is generally broad, low and quite

level, the lower part of it being inundated during

a portion of the year. The southern slope rises

gradually to meet the plateau of Deccan. Be-

tween the valley of the Ganges and that of the

Indus there is a height of land, which consists of

a low swell, extending in an irregular line from

the Gulf of Cutch northeastward to the moun-
tains. The table-land of Deccan occupies the

space between two coast ranges of mountains,

known, respectively, as the Eastern Ghats and

the Western Ghats, and is bounded on the north

by the Vindhya Mountains. Its altitude varies

from 1400 to 3000 feet, and on its surface are

found numerous conical peaks, that rise from

1000 to 2000 feet above the table-land. This

table-land is divided by the Nerbudda and

Kistna rivers into north and south sections. The
general slope of the region is toward the east, and

most of the surface is covered with a fertile soil.

The great rivers of India are the Indus, with

its tributaries, the Sutlej and the Chenab, in the

northwest; the Ganges, with its tributary, the

Jumna, and the Brahmaputra in the north and

east, and the Godavari, the Kistna and the Ner-

budda in the central and southern part of the

peninsula. Of these, only the Indus empties

into the Arabian Sea.

Climate. The clunate of India has a wide

range, owing to the extent of latitude and the

various elevations of the different portions of

the country. In the south and central portions

and along the coast the temperature is high

throughout the year, but in the elevated regions
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in the interior, as the highest portions of the

Dtvcan, and esjiecially among the mountains in

the north, the climate Ls sahibrious, so that these

regions afford rehef to Europeans and others,

who dwell in the lowlands during the cooler

season and retire to the mountains for the hot

period. The rainfall is extremely varied. To
the north, along the Bay of Bengal, in the prov-

ince of Assam, it is from 500 to GOO inches a year,

and in extraordinary seasons it has been known

to exceeil this amount. This region receives the

heaviest rainfall in the world. In the extreme

northwestern portion of the country the rainfall

is light, and there is a region, extending north-

ward from the Gulf of Cutch for nearly 500

miles, in which rain scarcely ever falls. The
annual precipitation at Calcutta is about 66

inches, at Bombay, 75 inches, and at Madras,

52 inches. The arid regions, in which famine is

frequent, are in the upper regions of Bengal

provinces, in the north central portion of the

countr)'.

MixER.vL Resources. Exploratioas show

that there are extensive deposits of coal, also

considerable copper, iron and lead in India

proper. Small quantities of silver and gold ore

have been found in some sections, and there are

some precious stones. The diamond, which was

fonnerly obtained in India in considerable

quantities, is now seldom found. Coal is the

only mineral extensively mined, and it is pro-

duced for the purpose of supplying the railways.

Other mining interests have not been developed.

Agriculture. The country has a great

rariety of vegetation. The slopes of the Hima-
'uyas below the tree line are covered with timber,

valuable for many purposes. The lowlands,

tvsjjecially around the mouths of the great rivers,

contain extensive swamps filled with rank vege-

tation and harVjoring many fierce wild animals.

'IVees of various species are scattered through-

out the country, though, except on the mountain
.sides, there are no extensive forests. The
most useful trees are blackwood, sandal, teak,

various kinds of cedar and some species of palm
and oak. Bamboo is also a valuable product.

Agriculture Ls the leading occupation of the

country and engages the attention of a large part

of the inhabitants. The people who till the

land live in villages, which may consist of a few
houses or of several thousand inhabitants. The
land is near the village, and each occupant tills

a comparatively small area. The native inhalj-

itants are ojjfxjsed to the introduction of agri-

cultural machinery and of implements such as

are used in Europe and the United States; con-

sequently, the methods employed are primitive

and the results are far less than they might be

with better methods of tillage. Nevertheless,

the soil is fertile, and where supplied with suffi-

cient moisture it yields good crops. In some

sections of the interior iri'igation is regularly

practiced, and in others it is used when the rain-

fall is less than the average. The government

has, at the expense of large sums, constructed

reservoirs in these localities, for the purpose of

reserving the surplus of water to be used as

needed. The most important "crops are rice,

wheat and other cereals, cotton, sugar, indigo,

opium, jute, tobacco and tea. The northwest

provinces raise the largest quantity of wheat,

and cotton is grown most extensively in the cen-

tral portion of the peninsula, while sugar cane

is most extensively cultivated in Bengal and the

United Province. Indigo is an important prod-

uct in the lowlands of Bengal, tea is cultivated in

Assam and Lower Bengal and opium is restricted

to the region around Benares and is a govern-

ment monopoly. Oil seeds also constitute an

important crop in several localities.

Manufactures. Ever since India has been

known to civilization, the native inhabitants have

been famed for their skill in the manufacture of

textile fabrics remarkable for their fineness and
delicacy. Many of these are made wholly by

hand labor and with the simplest of implements.

Among them are the products of the Province of

Kashmir. Rugs and carpets peculiar to this

country are also produced in large numbers.

Within recent years, however, modern machinery

and factories have been introduced for the manu-
facture of cotton goods, and this has resulted in

the production of large quantities of a coarse,

cheap fabric, which has an extensive sale and

forms an important article of export. Other

products peculiar to India are furniture and
articles of beautifully carved woodwork. There
is also some metal work in gold and silver of

similar nature. Because of the skill used in

their manufacture and their beauty of appear-

ance, all articles of this sort command a high

price in European markets. Manufactures of

jute and hemp are also important, and the exten-

sion of commerce with western countries has

increased the outputs of woolens, paper, flour

and lumber, while in some localities there are

breweries and in others indigo and sugar fac-

tories.

Transportation. The large rivers, the

Ganges, the Brahmaputra and the Indus, admit
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of navigation for a good portion of their length,

but smaller streams, particularly in the moun-

tainous regions, are too rapid for successful

navigation, even by small boats. Since the

occupation of the country by the British govern-

ment, railways have been constructed between all

of the important cities and into the districts

which are liable to be affected by famine. The
government was actuated in this work largely by

a desire to relieve the famine-stricken districts,

by providing means of transporting supplies

whenever they were needed. Numerous cross-

lines have also been constructed, so that now
India is well supplied with railways, there being

about 27,565 miles in operation in December,

1904. Much of this is under control of the

government, but some systems are leased to

private corporations. Canals connecting some
rivers have also been constructed, so that, with

the exception of the mountainous regions in the

interior, all sections have reasonably good trans-

portation facilities.

Commerce. The commerce of India Ls among
the most important of all Asiatic countries. The
principal exports are cotton, rice, jute, opium,

tea, coffee, indigo, raw wool, wheat, oils, silks,

chemicals, drugs, textiles and other articles

peculiar to the manufactures of the country.

The imports consist of foodstuffs, machinery

and manufactured articles of great variety,

especially those that can be obtained from west-

em markets more conveniently and cheaply than

they can be produced in the country. A great

part of the trade is with Great Britain. Ger-

many, France, the United States and Egypt are

also imjxjrtant countriefs in the foreign com-
merce; Japan is the most important of the Asi-

atic nations in this respect.

Inhabit.yxts and Language. The country

is densely populated and includes a variety of

nationalities and communities. The original

inhabitants were probably a race of dark com-
plexion and short stature. These people were

in the distant past conquered by an invading

race from the northwest, who were of lighter

complexion and fair skin. This invading tribe

called themselves Arya, and it is from them that

the term Aryan is obtained. They dispossessed

the native inhabitants of their dwellings along

the coasts and valleys and drove them into the

hills. The Aryans thus became the possessors

of the country, and a large part of the population,

including about three-fourths, generally known
as Hindus, are descendants from this people and

are considered the native race, while all others

are considered foreigners. However, the Aryans
by intermarriage with other races have greatly

changed in appearance since their invasion, and
the descendants of pure Arj'an stock are now
found only in the upper Ganges valley and on the

northwestern coast of the peninsula. Following

the Aryan invasion at some distance was another

by the Scythians, who have also left their stamp
upon the northwestern part of the country, while

the northeastern region, the valley of the Brah-

maputra, contains a large element from the

Mongolian nations to the north and east. There
are also a few Jews, some Persians and a small

number of Europeans in the country.

India has a great variety of languages. In the

northern part of the country the dialects are of

the Indo-European branch of languages and are

closely allied to the Sanskrit. Most important

of these are the Hindi, spoken by about 87,-

000,000 people, and the Bengali, spoken by

about 45,000,000. In the northwest the dialect

known as the Punjabi, which is a modern Hindu
dialect, prevails, while what is kno\\Ti as Hindu-

stani, the most generally used language, is a

modified form of Hindi, which contains Persian,

Arabic, Turkish and Dravidian words. From
the central part of the peninsula south, languages

belonging to an entirely different family are in

general use.

The prevailing religions are Brahmanism,
which is embraced by the largest portion of the

inhabitants, or about 207,000,000; INIohamme-

danism, numbering about 62,500,000 followers;

Buddhism, numbering about 9,500,000, and
spirit worship, with about 8,500,000 followers.

There are about 3,000,000 Christians and smaller

numbers of various other sects. The prevalence

of Brahmanism, which is based upon caste, has

fastened its social system upon the country so

strongly that it forms a great barrier to any prog-

ress or change in industrial or social organization.

See Br.vhmanism.

The government has established schools of

higher grade and made provision for elementary

instruction in many parts of the country, but

owing to the religious objection to education in

these schools, only comparatively few children

and youth obtain advantages from them. There
are universities at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay
and other cities, and numerous colleges are

scattered throughout the Indian Empire. Mis-

sionary societies from America, England and

other countries also maintain schools of a high

order, in which children of Christian families

are educated.
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Go\t:rxmext. In government, India is a

Crown colonv (See Gkeat Britain, subhead

GoiTTtwunt, division Colonies). The officer at

the head of the government is the secretary of

state for India, who is a member of the British

cabinet and is assistetl bv a council. The execu-

tive officer of the government is the governor-

general, usually styled the viceroy, who is

appointed by the Crown for a term of six years,

and who has his residence in Calcutta. He is

assisted by a council, which by the addition of

members may be enlarged into a legislative

body. In the addition of members for legis-

lative purposes, a portion of the council must

consist of natives of the country. The presi-

dencies of Madras and Bombay are governed

by a governor appointed by the Crown, but the

other political divisions are administered by a

lieutenant governor or high commissioner, who
is appointed by the governor-general. With the

exception of important questions pertaining to

foreign affairs, the governor-general is free to

use his judgment in the administration of the

Empire. Local government varies according to

conditions. India contains many native states

which are ruled by their native rulers subject

to the sanction of the governor-general, and

some of them are required to maintain a mili-

tary force which can be called into the service

of the Empire any time it is desired. Local

government is almost entirely in the hands of

the natives, who choose the officers for stated

periods. The object of the home government

is to place the responsibility for the maintenance

of local authority in the hands of the inhabitants,

as far as possible.

Cities. India is a country of rural popula-

tion, and notwithstanding its large number of

inhabitants, the number of great cities is com-
paratively small. Of these the most important

are Calcutta, the capital; Madras and Bombay,
the great commercial ports; Delhi, Benares,

Hyderabad, Lucknow, Rangoon and Lahore,
each of which is described under its title.

History. The early history of India is

obscurely written in the myths of Sanskrit

literature. The first fact of any certainty is

that about the year 2000 B. c, or even earlier,

an Aryan people of comparatively high civili-

zation descended from the mountain regions

of the northwest into the plains of India and
subdue<J the original inhabitants there. The
expedition of Alexander the Great to the Indus

gives a momentary glimpse of that part of India,

but between his invasion and the Mohammedan

conquest, there is little authentic history. In

the third century B. c. Buddhism was estab-

lished throughout India, but it afterwards gave

way almost entirely to Brahmanism. In 1001

A. D. the sultan Mahmud of Ghazni invaded

India, and the Mohammedan power was gradu-

ally established throughout the country. Late

in the fourteenth century Timur, or Tamerlane,

led a great Mongol invasion and proclaimed

himself emperor of India. He shortly retired,

however, to Central Asia, and it was not until

1526 that the Mogul Empire in India was really

founded under Sultan Baber, a descendant of

Tamerlane. The Mogul Empire began to de-

cline after the death of Aurungzebe in 1707, and

about thirty years later Nadir Shah of Persia in-

vaded India and sacked Delhi (See Aurung-
zebe). Throughout the Empire, which had been

firmly held together under the great Moguls, the

viceroys under the weaker emperors began to

declare themselves independent.

The breaking up of this strong Empire offered

a good opening to European nations, and the

Venetians, Portuguese and Dutch, who had been

visiting India from the fifteenth century, began

to make their influence strongly felt. The
English East India Company had formed

commercial settlements in India as early as

1613, and from the first there was a rivalry

between them and the French settlements,

which had also been established early in the

seventeenth century. The first real conflict

with the French did not take place, however,

until 1746, when the English lost Madras,

which was, however, restored to them by the

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle.

From the time of Clive (See Clive, Robert),

the English held the dominant influence in

India, and 1757, the year in which Clive defeated

the Moguls at Plassy, is the date of the foun-

dation of the British Empire in India. The
strong government set up by Clive was pre-

served under Warren Hastings, who, by the

appointment of English officers to collect the

revenues and preside in the courts, laid the

foundations of the present system of British

administration in India. In 1774 Hastings was
made first governor-general of India (See

Hastings, Warren). In 1778 the intrigues

of the Bombay government led to the first war
with the Mahrattas, and in this the British

arras were saved from disgrace only by the

achievements of the Bengal army which Hastings

sent to the aid of the Bombay presidency.

In 1838 the first Afghan War was undertaken.
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the object of which was to set up a native

province as a northern guard to British India.

The war terminated in disaster for the British,

but later in the same year a second campaign

'was undertaken, which proved more successful.

In 1857, shortly after the appointment of Can-

ning to the governor-generalship, the Sepoy

Mutiny occurred. Several outbreaks among the

Sepoys took place during March, 1857, but the

most formidable revolt was at Meerut, on May
10, when the Sepoys rose and massacred the

Europeans. They then fled to Delhi, where

they were immediately joined by the native

garrison, and another massacre took place.

The revolt spread rapidly in the northwestern

provinces, from Oudh down to Lower Bengal.

In the Punjab the prompt measures of the

government officials in disarming the Sepoys

prevented an outbreak, and the Sikh population

continued steadily loyal. Wherever the mutiny

broke out, it was attended with savage excesses.

At Cawnpore the revolting Sepoys were headed

by Nana Sahib, the heir of the last peshwa of

the Mahrattas. The Europeans, after a heroic

attempt to defend themselves, capitulated on

the sworn promise of Nana Sahib that he would

allow them to retire unmolested; but as they

were embarking, they were set upon and indis-

criminately massacred. The women and chil-

dren were carried back to Cawnpore and kept

until July 15, when they were all put to death

on the approach of Havelock's army. Have-

lock took Cawnpore by storm on the following

day. At Lucknow Sir Henry Lawrence was

besieged in the residency and, despite Lawrence's

death, the place was held until Havelock relieved

it in September. He himself was in turn be-

sieged and was with difficulty relieved by Sir

Colin Campbell (See Campbell, Sir Colin,

Lord Clyde). By May, 1858, order had been

partially restored, and the mutiny was at an end.

In 1858, as a result of this mutiny, the sover-

eignty of India and the powers of government

hitherto vested in the East India Company
were transferred to the British Crown. The
Empire was consolidated by the viceroys who
followed, and in 1877 the queen of England

was proclaimed empress of India. In the follow-

ing year occurred an Afghan war with Shore AH
(See Shere Ali), but peace was finally estab-

lished, and Abdurrahman Khan was placed on

the Afghan throne by British arms. In 1897

another serious outbreak on the Afghan frontier

occurred, but the British at length were com-

pletely victorious. A severe famine in 1899

affected millions of people throughout the

country, and there were some attempted revolts,

but on the whole the country proved loyal.

The determination of England to treat Tibet

as an independent power, which was to remain

neutral territory between the dominions of

Russia and Great Britain, led to constant fric-

tion with Russia. The government of India in

1903 invited Tibet to send representatives to a

conference for the settlement of various misun-

derstandings, and when the request was refused

an expedition under Colonel Younghusband was
dispatched into the country. After a difficult

march and some severe fighting, the force reached

and took Lhasa. The grand lama fled, a new
ruler was appointed who was more favorable

to British interests and a treaty was made
which secured important commercial conces-

sions to the English. Russia objected on the

ground that England was establishing a virtual

protectorate over Tibet, but the English gov-

ernment steadily maintained that its object

was to secure the conunercial rights of India

and not to annex Tibet. Population in 1901,

294,361,056.

Consult Lindsay's India, Pa^t and Present;

Frazer's British Rule in India, and Scott's In

Famine Land.

India Ink, an indelible, true black ink,

without shade of any other color. It is manu-
factured in China and in India. The Chinese

make it from soot, which they mix with some
kind of a gum, the soot or lampblack being

prepared from the oil of sesame. In China

India ink is used in both writing and paint-

ing, and it is applied with a brush. In Europe

and the United States its principal use is in

pen and ink drawings. Formerly India ink

was made' from a black secretion of the cuttle-

fish. See Sepia.

Indian, Education of the. The first sys-

tematic attempt to educate the American Indian

was made by John Eliot in 1046 and the years

immediately following. Eliot learned the lan-

guage of the neighboring tribes, translated the

Bible into this language and had copies of it

printed on the first printing press set up in the

United States. His efforts were so successful

that during his lifetime he established fourteen

towns of what were known as "praying Indians."

He induced the inhabitants of these towns to

adopt the customs and dress of civilization

and to be governed by the ordinary civil and

religious laws of the State and Church. Eliot

was followed by others, but, unfortunately, the
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differences between the indians and the whites,

leading to King Philip's and other indian wars,

destroyed all of the results of their work, and

nothing of unportance was attempteti for more

than a century.

There was no attempt on the part of the gov-

ernment after the Revolutionary War to educate

the indians, but the Cherokee and Creeks in

Georgia were influenced by a nimiber of white

people who settled among them, to adopt some

of the ways of civilization. INIany of these

indians learned to write and organized their

tribes on a plan similar to that of the United

States government. They were making excel-

lent progi'ess towards civilization when, during

Jackson's administration, they were all removed

to Indian Territory.

The first appropriation by Congress for indian

education was in 1819, and the sum appro-

priated was 810,000. From that time to the

present, yearly appropriations have increased,

until now they exceed §3,500,000. These

appropriations were at first applied to the

support of schools founded by various religious

denominations which believed it to be their

Christian duty to educate the indians. As the

schools increased in number, considerable

jealousy developed among the different denomi-

nations, and the constitutionality of the appro-

priation to such schools was questionable. For

these reasons, in 1901 the appropriations were

withdrawn by Congress, and all money since

appropriated by the government has been

devoted to the support of goverimient schools.

These schools are of three classes, day schools,

reservation boarding schools and non-reservation

boarding schools.

Day Schooi^. There are about 150 of these

schools now supported by the government.

They are located near the homes of the indians,

so that both old and young are brought under

the influence of the school. In some of these

schools lunches are served during the inter-

mission. All are in charge of the teacher and
his wife, who assists in teaching the girls the

various occupations connected with housekeep-

ing and attempts to influence the mothers to

change their manner of life. These schools

enroll between 5000 and GOOO pupils.

Re-servation Boarding Schools. These
are established on the reservations and are

open to children of both sexes. They require

the pupils to reside in the institution during the

school year, where they are brought under the

influences of civilization. Over ninetv of

these schools are now maintained, and they

enroll, in all, about 12,000 pupils. The best

results are obtained in the smallest schools, and

in no instance is it intended that over 200 pupils

shall be gathered in a school. These institutions

are located in Arizona, Oklahoma, South

Dakota, Minnesota and on some other reser-

vations.

Non-Reservation Boarding Schools.

These are institutions providing a higher order

of instruction than the reservation boarding

schools. In addition to the ordinary work of

the school, somewhat extended courses in indus-

trial work are provided. The most noted of

these is the school at Carlisle, Pa., which has

an enrollment of more than 1200 (See United
States Indian Training and Industrial

School). The one next in importance is the

Haskell Institute, at LawTcnce, Kan., which has

an enrollment of about 1000. In addition to

these, there are schools at Salem, Ore., Chilocco,

Okla., Phenix, Ariz., and in several places in

California, South Dakota and Wisconsin. In

some of these schools what is knoTNTi as the

outing flan is practiced. By this plan the

students are placed in the families of fanners

during the year, where they earn good wages,

attend the public schools and are brought more

directly under the family influence. In many
instances this plan has been very successful.

Schools of Oklahoma. When the Creeks,

Cherokee and other tribes were removed to

Indian Territory, they continued to maintain

the institutions of civilization which they had

previously established. In the course of time,

what are known as the five civilized tribes,

namely, the Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw,

Creeks and Seminole, established systems of

public schools in their respective nations. They
built excellent school houses, but until recently

the results obtained from their efforts were not

of the best, because of the work of unscrupu-

lous local politicians. These schools are now
imder the direction of a superintendent appointed

by the national government, and political influ-

ences have been removed. Most of the indians

of these tribes have adopted the ways of civili-

zation, have learned to read and write English

and have also obtained a working knowledge

of most of the branches taught in the common
schools.

The government of indian schools is under

the direction of the department of the interior and
immediately under the supervision of the super-

intendent of indian schools, appointed by the
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president. Under this superintendent are five

supervisors, each looking after the work in a

district to which he is specially assigned. The
purpose of the schools is to teach the indians

the English language and to bring them under

the influences of civilization. Those who are

most thoroughly conversant with the work and

are securing the best results encourage the

indians to maintain their traditions, such as

their songs, folklore and many of their tribal

and family customs. Education assists them

to use these to much better advantage than

they could in the uncivilized state, and it is

the opinion of all students of ethnology that the

traditions of the American Indian should be

carefully preserved.

Besides government schools, there are many
schools established by the different religious

denominations, all of which are doing work

similar to that already described. Many of

these schools maintain efficient corps of teachers

and are exerting an excellent influence upon the

tribes in which they are located.

Indian'a, the Hoosier State, one of the

East Central states, is bounded on the n. by Lake
Michigan and the State

of Michigan, on the e.

by Ohio, on the s. by

Kentucky, from which

it is separated by the

Ohio River, and on the

w. by Illinois, from the

southern half of which

it is separated by the

Wabash River. The
greatest length from

north to south is 277

miles, the average

width is 145 miles and

the area is 36,350,

square miles. Popula-

tion in 1900, 2,516,463, ^ mdianapolis; 2. Evans-
of whom 57,960 wereville; 3, Fort Wayne; 4.

, , South Bend; 5, Terre Haute;
colored. 6, New Albany.

Surface ANT. Drain-
railroads."''^'

'"'^'''^^^ ""^^^

AGE. In general the

surface is a plain, sloping gradually to the south

and west, but when studied in more detail, the

state can be divided into three regions. The
extreme southern region, including the counties

bordering on the Ohio and those lying next to

these on the north, has a decidedly broken and

uneven surface, though it contains no very

high hills or mountains. A portion of this

region is characterized by extensive formations

100 miles.
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of limestone, which have been washed by under-

ground streams. In some sections these streams

have disappeared, leaving immense sink holes

and caverns. The most noted of these is

Wyandotte in Crawford County (vSee Wyan-
dotte Cave). North of this region and extend-

ing from a line running across the state just

south of Indianapolis to the Wabash River, is

a broad, level plain with scarcely any variation

in altitude, and north of the Wabash the surface

is more undulating, consisting of rolling prairie.

Along a northeast-southwest line extending from

the extreme northeastern corner to Logansport

is a range of sand and gravel hills, interspersed

with hollows in which are found a number of

small, shallow lakes. A smaller belt of hills and

lakes crosses the northwestern corner of the state.

Quite a portion of this region contains marshes,

some of which have been drained and brought

under tillage, forming excellent farms. Border-

ing on Lake Michigan are numerous large

sand hills (See Dunes).

A small portion of the northeastern part of

the state is drained by the Maumee into Lake

Erie, and the Kankakee in the northwest drains

a large area into the Illinois River and thence

to the Mississippi. The southeastern counties

are drained by the Whitewater, which enters

the Ohio just across the eastern boundary.

The remainder of the state is drained by the

Wabash and its tributaries. The Wabash
traverses the state from the northeast to the

southwest and is joined by the White, its prin-

cipal tributary, which, with its west fork and

other tributaries, drains a large part of the south

central region. The streams flowing into the

Ohio from the southern counties are short and of

little importance.

Climate. The extent of latitude covered

by Indiana causes a difi"erence of about 9

degrees between the mean temperature of the

northern and the southern tiers of counties. The
summers are usually warm, and during July

and August many hot days are experienced.

Owing to the sweep of the north winds the

winters, especially in the northern part of the

state, are often severe, having from 75 to 90

days of freezing weather and sometimes as much
as 40 inches of snow. In the southern half the

winters are short and mild, and the sno^\'fall

here seldom exceeds 15 inches. The rainfall

varies from 30 to 50 inches and is heavier in

the south than in the north, the average

for the state being about 43J inches; but

the periods of precipitation are unevenly dis-
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tributed. July and August are liable to be dry

niontlis.

M1NER.U. Resources. In 1904 Indiana was

the second state in the production of natural gas

anil in tlie prcxluction of coal. The coal fields

are situatt^l in the southwestern portion of the

stiite and are of the same formations as those

found in Illinois. The coal is bituminous and

one of its varieties is known to the trade as

Indiana block. It is of excellent quality for

manufacturing purposes and for making steam

for engines. The natural gas field is located in

the east central portion of the state and has an

area of about 2500 square miles. To the north-

east of this and including a portion of it is the

oil field, which is very productive. The oil

from this field is piped to ^\^liting, in the extreme

northwestern corner of the state, where there

are extensive refining works. Brick and tile

clays are generally distributed over the state,

and there are many deposits of building stone,

that known as the Bedford limestone, found in

the southern section, being especially valuable,

both for construction work and for ornamental

purposes.

Agriculture. Agriculture is the leading

indastry of Indiana, and over 94 per cent of

the tillable land is under cultivation. Hard-
wood forests are scattered over the state, though,

except in the southern counties, they now cover

only small areas, so that they do not interfere

with agriculture. With scarcely an exception

the soil is fertile and the rainfall abundant.

The chief crops, in the order of importance, are

com, wheat, oats and hay. The counties near

Chicago are well suited to truck farming, and
large sections in this region are devoted to that

branch of agricultural industry. Stock raising

also receives attention throughout the state.

There are large areas of valuable pasturage,

and large numbers of horses, cattle, sheep and
swine are raised. However, the raising of sheep

Ls now confined almost entirely to the north-

western counties. Fruit is quite generally grown
throughout the state, and in the southern half

potatoes, plums, pears and small fruits are

raised in quite large quantities.

Manufacturf^s. The presence of natural gas
attracted to the gas belt a large number of indus-

tries which require a cheap fuel. These include

glass factories, tin plate factories and foundries

for the manufacture of iron and steel products.

Since the decline of the gas supply many factories

have been moved to the coal field. Sawmills,

factories for the manufacture of agricultural

implements and articles made from lumber

are quite generally distributed. Near Lake

Michigan are large establishments which

are closely affiliated with others in Chicago.

The most important of these are the meat-

packing houses. Distilleries, flour mills and

factories for the manufacture of cotton, woolen

and knit goods are also of importance, while

quarrying and the manufacture of brick and tile

employ a large number of people in several

localities.

Transportation. Indiana is traversed from

east to west and from north to south by a large

number of trunk lines of railway, which have their

western centers in Chicago and Saint Louis and

their eastern centers in New York, Boston and

other large cities. With the exception of the

two southern tiers of counties, all portions of

the state are well supplied with railway facilities,

but owing to the unevenness of the land in this

region only a few lines have been constructed

here. The entire mileage of the state exceeds

6600 miles, and in addition to this there are

nmnerous electric lines joining cities to near-by

towns, and the tendency is to extend these so as

to form lines of communication across the state

in various directions. The Ohio is the only

navigable river which is of value to the state

as a means of transportation.

Government. The legislative department

consists of a senate of 50 members, elected

for four years, and a house of representatives

of not more than 100 members, elected for two

years. The legislature meets every other year.

The execurive department consists of the gov-

ernor and the lieutenant governor, each elected

for four years, a secretary of state, a treasurer,

an auditor, an attorney-general and a superin-

tendent of public instruction, elected for two

years. The judicial department consists of the

supreme court, an appellate court and circuit

courts. In addition to these there are superior

courts in the large cities. In local government

the township has greater recognition than in

most states in the central part of the country.

Education. The state has an excellent

school system, based upon the township plan.

According to this, the township is the smallest

unit for public school administration, and the

schools of that unit are placed in the hands of

a trustee who is elected by the voters of the

township. The schools of each county are

under the supervision of a county superintend-

ent, who is chosen by the school trustees of

the county. The public school fund amounts
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to over SI 0,000,000, and the income from

this is supplemented by state and local taxation.

The University of Indiana at Bloomington is

at the head of the public school system. Purdue

University, with the state agricultural and

technical school, at Lafayette, and the state

normal school at Terre Haute are also parts

of the public school system. Other important

educational institutions in the state are De
Pauw University at Greencastle, Indianapolis

University, the University of Notre Dame,
Wabash College, Vincennes University, Rose

Polytechnic Institute, the noiTnal college at

Valparaiso and a number of private normal

schools, located at Angola, Rochester and
Muncie.

Institutions. The hospitals for the insane

are located at Logansport, Richmond, Evans-

ville and Indianapolis; the state soldiers' home
is at Lafayette; the soldiers' orphans' home is

at Knightstown; the school for the deaf, the

dumb and blind is at Indianapolis; the state

reformatory is at Jeffersonville, and the peni-

tentiary is at Michigan City.

Cities. The chief cities are Indianapolis,

the capital and largest city; Evansville, Fort

Wayne, Terre Haute, South Bend, Muncie,

New Albany, Anderson and Richmond, each

of which is described under its title.

History. The first permanent white settle-

ment in Indiana was made at Vincennes (1734)

by emigrants from Canada. But as early as

16S0, La Salle had made explorations in the

Ohio and Wabash valleys, and early in the

eighteenth century trading and military posts,

missions and settlements had been made at

several points. The teiTitory constituted a part

of New France until 1763, when it was ceded

to England. By the treaty of 1783 it became

a part of the United States, having been con-

quered during the Revolution by a band of

frontiersmen under George Rogers Clark.

Indiana became a territory in 1800, including

Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin. In 1809 it

was reduced to its present size. In 1811 the

Indians, who had been giving constant trouble,

were defeated by General Harrison at the

Battle of Tippecanoe. Indiana became a state

in 1816, with a constitution forbidding slavery.

After a period of financial weakness and political

confusion, the state steadily prospered; and it

has taken advanced steps toward the solution

of political and industrial problems, such as

the establishment of an industrial arbitration

tribunal and an anti-trust law. The state has

been doubtful in politics for many years and

has been the scene of memorable political

battles. Consult Dunn's Indiana in the Ameri-

can Commonwealths Series.

Indian Affairs. The relation of the Indian

to the United States government is peculiar.

He is treated not like a foreigner, nor like a

citizen, but, in the words of the law, "as a

domestic, dependent nation." " Though authority

to govern the indians rests entirely with Con-

gress, it is the tendency of that body to place in

the hands of the indians themselves, as long as

a tribal organization is maintained, all powers

of local government. In accordance with this

theory, the United States government has by

means of treaties gained possession of the lands

within United States territory claimed by the

indians and has restricted the tribes to certain

comparatively small areas, where they are free

to make their own regulations, subject to the

Constitution and laws of the United States,

and also to set up and administer courts (See

Indian Reservations). This right, however,

has been decidedly restricted within recent years.

Congress licenses traders among the indians

and closely supervises their transactions by

means of a bureau in the department of the

interior, presided over by a superintendent of

indian affairs, appointed by the president and

confirmed by the Senate. He is assisted by

inspectors, superintendents and agents, each of

whom has a special duty in supervising the

affairs of a special tribe. The president also

appoints teachers and sends mechanics to the

indians, the government having full control of

certain indian schools, such as the training

schools outside of the resen^ations and different

kinds of boarding and day schools within the res-

ervations. It also makes contracts for schools to

be conducted by religious associations, and it

formerly contributed funds for the support of

these schools (See Indians, American; Five

CiviuzEB Tribes; Indian, Education of

the). The indians who receive individual

allotments of land may be admitted to citizen-

ship by naturalization, and they are by many
states given the right of suffrage. There are

probably twenty thousand indian voters in the

United States.

In'dianap'olis, Ind., a city, the county-seat

of Marion co., capital of the state, 110 mi. n. w.

of Cincinnati, on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati,

Chicago & Saint Louis, the Lake Erie & West-

ern, the Pennsylvania, the Monon and several

other railroads. The city is noted for its wide.
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well-paved and beautiful streets. The chief

business streets are Washington, INIarket, Mary-

land and Georgia. Meridian, Pennsylvania

and Delawai-e, the three finest residence streets

in the city, Illinois, Massachusetts, Indiana,

Virginia and Kentucky avenues radiate from

Monument Place, a circular plaza in the center

of the city. Woodruff Place, a residence park,

is also of interest. There are nine public parks,

nearlv 12(X) acres in area; Riverside, Garfield

and Brookside are the most important. The

first cemetery was Greenlawn, and others are

Crown Hill Cemetery and several Roman
Catholic, Lutheran and Jewish cemeteries.

The most notable structure in Indianapolis is

the Soldiers' and Sailors' INIonument, standing

in Monument Place. It was designed by Bruno

Schmitz and cost over .SoOO.OOO. The state-

house, costing 82,000,000 and occupying two

large blocks, is the most noteworthy building.

Others are the county building, costing

SI ,750,000; the new Federal building, contain-

ing goverrmient offices; the police building,

the public library, Tomlinson Hall, the Com-
mercial Club, the Columbia Club, the Majestic,

Law and Stevenson office buildings, and Clay-

pool Hotel. There are 12 Roman Catholic

churches in the city, 47 Methodist, 16 Presby-

terian, 7 Episcopalian, 34 Baptist, 10 Congre-

gational, 7 Lutheran and a few^ others. There

are also many charitable institutions.

Indianapolis is the seat of the University of

Indianapolis, including an academy known as

Butler College, and law, medicine and dentistry

departments. There is an excellent public

school system and various other educational

institutions. Among the important industries

of the city are slaughtering and meat pack-

ing, iron works of various kinds, flour, grist

and lumber mills and manufactories of car-

riages, wagons, furniture and malt liquors.

There are also extensive printing and publishing

establishments.

Indianapolis was settled in 1819, received

its name two years later and became the capital

of Indiana in 182.5. The growth of the town
dates from the opening of the first railroad in

the state, in 1847. Since the introduction of

natural gas, in 1889, the manufactures have
increased rapidly and the city has grown.

Indianafxjlis has had among its citizens Henry
Ward Beecher and Benjamin Harrison. Popu-
lation in 1900, 169,164.

Indian Archipelago. See Malay Archi-

pelago.

Indian Architecture

Indian Architecture comprehends a great

variety of styles, among which we may distin-

guish, as the most important, the Buddhist

style, the Jaina style, the Dravidian, or style

of southern India, the Chalukyan style and the

]\Iodern Hindu, or Indian Saracenic, style. All

these styles possess certain common traits,

among which are minute and profuse ornament,

executed in laborious can-ing; the use of many
horizontal lines and bands, giving a stratified

appearance; a repetition of the same motive,

and a neglect of structural requirements. Among
the principal forms of Buddhist architecture,

which prevailed between the third and seventh

centuries a. d., are the following: First, the

topes, stwpas, or towers, built to mark some
sacred spot, and the dogohas, constructions of

a similar nature, containing relics of Buddha
or Buddhist saints. These buildings generally

consisted of a circular stone basement, varying

from 10 or 12 to 40 feet in height, and from

40 to 120 feet in diameter, on which rose a

rounded, dome-like structure, generally of brick

or small stones laid in mud, the whole edifice

rising sometimes 50, sometimes 100, feet high.

Second, the rock-cut chaitya halls, or churches,

and the viharas, or monasteries. In rock-cut

buildings architectural skill is confined to the

fa9ade and the interior, which are generally

cut out with most beautiful and perfect detail.

The Jaina style, most highly developed in

the eleventh century, is an outgrowth or cor-

ruption of the pure Buddhist. The temples in

this style consist of a small sanctuary, surmounted

by a lofty and nearly solid tower, the whole

standing in a court surrounded by small cells,

each surmounted by a smaller dome. The
Dravidian style, that of the peoples of southern

India, arose not earlier than the tenth century.

The characteristic feature here is the gopura,

a lofty, truncated pyramid, covered with count-

less bands of sculpture and carved ornament.

The Indian Saracenic style is a general name
for a number of somewhat varying styles, the

result of the mixture of Saracenic principles

of architecture, brought by the Mohammedan
conquerors of India, and the distinctive architec-

tural features of the different localities where

they settled. Under the Mogul emperors in the

sixteenth century were erected some most mag-

nificent buildings, such as the tomb of Humayun
Shah at Old Delhi, that of Akbar at Secundra,

the palaces of Shah Jehan at Agra and Delhi,

and the Taj Mahal, built by the same monarch at

Agra. See Taj Mahal.
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Indiana University, a state institution at

Bloomington, Ind., chartered as a university in

1838. It comprises collegiate, law and graduate

departments. It also maintains a summer
school and a biological station on Winona Lake.

The faculty numbers about 70, and the enroll-

ment is about 1500. The library contains over

40,000 volumes.

Indian Cau'casus. See Hindu-kush.
Indian Com. See Corn.

Indian Hemp. See Hashish.

Indian Mal'low or Vel'vet Leaf or

Stamp Weed, a weed of the mallow family,

a native of Asia, naturalized in the United

States. It is now a troublesome weed in all

cultivated lands, especially in cornfields through-

out the central states. It grows to a height of

four feet, has heart-shaped, velvety leaves and

flowers half an inch broad and of a bright orange-

yellow color. The fiber of the plant is almost

as strong as hemp. See Weeds.
Indian Ocean, a large sea, separated from

the Pacific Ocean on the e. by the Malay Archi-

pelago and Australia and from the Atlantic

Ocean on the w. by Africa. It is bounded on the

n. by Asia. It extends to the Antarctic Circle

on the s., although many geographers consider

the part of the ocean south of latitude 40°

south as the Southern Ocean. The northern

shores are broken up by the projection of the

peninsulas Arabia, India and Indo-China.

Among the numerous islands in the Indian

Ocean, Madagascar and Ceylon are the most

important. The chief affluents are the Selwin,

the Irawadi, the Brahmaputra, the Ganges, the

Indus, the Chat-el-Arab, in Asia, and the

Zambezi, in Africa. The winds over this ocean

are gentle, though hurricanes are very frequent.

The greatest depth is found in the northeastern

part, where soundings have been made of 20,340

feet. The average depth is about 10,970.

Indian Reservations, rez ur va'shunz. For

some years the United States has made treaties

with the indians, reserving to them certain

tracts of land, over which the United States

continues to exert control, but where the indians

are supposed to be protected from the impo-

sition of the whites. The affairs of the reser-

vation are conducted by an agent or superin-

tendent, responsible to the commissioner of

indian afi'airs, who is at the head of a bureau

in the department of the interior (See Indian

Affaius). Indians on reservations are not

citizens of the United States, though they may
become so by settling on other lands, as ordi-

nary white settlers do. Many indians have

accepted the conditions, and there are now
more than 20,000 indian voters in the United

States (See Five Ci\ilized Tribes).

The Navaho resen^ation in Arizona has an

area of about 9,500,000 acres and is the largest

single reservation; South Dakota has in its

seven reserv^ations over 8,500,000 acres, and

there are in the United States about 140 other

reservations.

Indians, American. The name indians

was given by Columbus to the tribes inhabiting

the American continent at the time of its dis-

covery, because he had the notion that the land

was a part of India. To science these tribes

are usually known as the Avierican, or Red,

race, and they are considered as an original

stock or as a mixture of various races of European

or Asiatic origin. Their chief characteristics

are long, black and straight hair, scanty beard,

heavy brows, receding forehead, dull and sleepy

eyes and prominent, wide nose, full, compressed

lips and a broad face with high cheek-bones.

They vary in size and shape, are frequently tall

and symmetrical and generally have small and

well-proportioned hands and feet. The indians

were distributed over the whole of the western

continent and varied in character as much as

in stature, if we contrast the civilized peoples

of Mexico and South America with the cannibal

tribes of the tropics. In this article the Eskimo

are not considered, though some writers treat

them as belonging to the American race (See

Eskimo). It is probable that in the whole of

America there are about 12,000,000 indians,

of which less than half are to be found in North

America. At the time of' the discovery of

America it is probable that about 200,000 indians

resided east of the Mississippi River, while in

1900 there were in the entire United States only

266,760.

North American Indians. Villages. When
Columbus discovered America the indians lived

in villages, each tribe by itself, in dwellings

peculiar to the tribe. Among the Pueblo indians

in the southwestern part of the United States

the houses were then, as now, built of mud
and crowded together one above another upon

the plain, or were built in almost inaccessible

caves in the sides of high cliffs. In the Lake

region, circular huts of bark, split in broad

slabs, were built, while to the east and south,

the wigwams were of the same material, but

rectangular in shape. The plains indians, who

traveled about much more than the tribes of
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the east, Iniilt temporary tepees, or wi^-ams,

of poles, over which they stretched skins of

buffalo and other large animals. Generally one

house was larger than any of the others, and

in this the chiefs met for council; and around

it was an open space, where the Indians met for

worship or amusement.

Dress. The everyday dress of the Indians

consisted of little clothing—no more than was

necessary for comfort, some tribes going almost

entirely naked. From the skins of animals,

fibrous plants and the bark of trees the Indians

constructed the few garments which were

necessary, except in the southwest, where the

Pueblos made serviceable woolen garments.

In times of ceremony most of the tribes dressed

elalx)rately, with showy garments bedecked with

shells, teeth, feathers and other bright objects.

Enormous headdresses of feathers and brilliant

necklaces, metal ornaments, earrings and brace-

lets were also a part of this full-dress costume.

Not uncommonly the Indians tattooed them-:

selves, and always before going to war or

engaging in any other great undertaking they

painted their faces and bodies with bright

colors in fanciful designs, which showed the

tribe to w'hlch the Indians belonged and their

purpose in painting themselves.

Food. Most of the tribes cultivated corn,

beans and squashes, and some of them, like the

Pueblos, lived almost entirely by agriculture.

Whenever possible, the Indians ate freely of

fruits and of other edible parts of many plants.

The northern Indians gathered and stored wild

rice and cranberries and made syrup from the

maple trees. East of the Alleghany Mountains
tobacco was a general product, and along the

seacoast and the Great Lakes fish formed a
staple article of food. West of the Mississippi

the Indians were great hunters, but It Is mani-
festly unfair to say that Indians in general lived

wholly by the chase. Except In times of scar-

city, they were well fed and lived healthily and
at ease.

Language. Tribes that lived near one another
were able to communicate by means of' signs or
with a jargon of mixed words from all languages,
and while many of these languages seem to have
rome from the same stock, yet more than fifty

distinct and unrelated languages have been noted.
Df/megtic Animah. To our mind, the plains

imlian Ls so associated with his horse that It is

surprising to remember that until the Spaniards
brought the animals to this country there were
uo horses here. Domestic animals, In fact, were

very rare, the dog being the only one that was

common and almost universal. To many tribes

he was a beast of burden, a companlon-himter

and a protector.

Industries. Flint, obsidian and pIpestone were

used by the Indians In making most of their

Implements, such as loiives, spears, fishhooks,

sewing needles, axes, pots, bowls, mortars and

pipes. Many of these were cut out with con-

siderable skill and were handsomely decorated.

Some tribes made an article of pottery from clay,

and though they did not understand how to

glaze It, yet some of their work was capable of

taking a high polish. From rushes and grass and

the fibers of various plants, such as hemp and

cotton and their like, they wove coarse fabrics,

and some tribes constructed household utensils

with marvelous skill; for instance, baskets of

graceful shape, beautified by antique designs,

were woven so closely as to be waterproof.

They understood the art of preserving skins and

making fine leather from them. This and all

other industries were practically In the hands of

the women, for the men considered It a disgrace

to labor.

Games and Amusements. Boys and girls

played happily very much as their white brothers

and sisters do. Imitating In their childish way
the labors and amusements of their elders. The
girls had dolls, often dressed skilfully In the cos-

tumes of grown men and women; while the boys

played with bows and arrows, walked on stilts,

wrestled among themselves or went on mimic

hunting and fishing expeditions. The adults,

too, were fond of amusements, most frequently

of an athletic type. They played ball, ran races,

WTestled, danced, feasted and told stories, and

many times neighboring tribes joined In exciting

contests. They sang on all occasions, but their

music was coarse and rude, being. In fact, little

more than monotonous chants. They had rude

drums, whistles, rattles and flutes, all of which

were more noisy than musical. Betting and

gambling were very common among the men,

who frequently lost all their possessions when
luck was against them.

War. The highest ambition of a youth was

to be a great warrior, for the tribe celebrated the

deeds of its leaders and kept a record of their

valiant doings. In most Instances the Indians

were courageous to a degree, wore no armor and

fought savagely with bows and arrows or knives,

hatchets and spears of stone. The Indians were

cruel and usually scalped the dead, and the

victors put their captives to death, sometimes
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with cruel torture. Occasionally, however,

these captives were adopted by the victors and

became loyal members of the tribe that had sub-

dued them. The victorious fray was always

celebrated with feasting and dancing, and
sometimes the flesh of conquered braves was
eaten by the victors in the belief that the

virtues of the dead would be transmitted to the

living.

Burial. Though the customs varied in differ-

ent localities, yet great respect was paid to the

dead, and efforts were made to preserve the

bodies and protect them from indignity. Usu-

ally the favorite possessions of the deceased were

buried with him, sometimes in the earth, but

occasionally on platforms among the trees.

Government and Religion. It is difficult to

give any account of the government and religion

which will apply to all the tribes, but in general

each tribe was composed of a number of related

families or clans. The oldest man in each clan

was its leader and ruler, and in turn the oldest

head of a clan was the chief of the tribe. Mar-
riages among members of immediate families

were forbidden, but there were rarely any mar-

riages outside the members of a tribe, except in

those cases where tribes were gathered in a

confederacy. Children usually belonged to the

mother and were cared for by her relatives, so

that a man kept ward over his sister's children

rather than his owti. Laws were very strict,

and punishments were severe. Land was not

owned by individuals, but personal projjerty was

so held. The limited rights of woman were

respected, especially in the household, but the

man was supreme. Some tribes held slaves,

but the practice was far from common.
For the indian there was no supreme god;

each tribe had its own spirit, that was its special

patron. Every living thing was inhabited and

controlled by a spirit. The sun, moon and stars

were the great spirits; the wind was the breath

of the gods, and rain and snow were poured upon

the earth by the kindly spirits. The animal or

plant which was to any particular tribe most

important might become the chief spirit for that

tribe, as, for instance, on the plains the buffalo

held this rank. The priest and the medicine

man were one and the same person, in his latter

capacity curing by charms and ceremonies

because of his priestly characteristics. While a

few simple remedies were used, yet each indian

carried his private charm, which was supposed

to protect him from injury and as.sist in his cure

when ill.
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Tribal Families. The indian tribes of North

America may be gathered into a number of

families which show some relationship in lan-

guage and various habits and customs. The
principal families are the Algonquian, Athapas-

can, Caddoan, Iroquoian, Muskhogean, Shosho-

nian and Siouan, to each of which is given an

article in the body of this work.

Present Condition in the United States. What
has been said so far in this article relates to

indians as they were at the time of the discovery

of America, but since then there has been a

remarkable change in their condition. In the

northern part of the United States the French,

and at the south the Spanish, intermarried

freely, and the mixed breeds which resulted

have become civilized and adopted the customs

of their white neighbors. The other European

colonists rarely mixed with the indians, but have

endeavored to teach them their arts. War and

conquest followed this, and the indians were

gradually driven away from their hunting

grounds, across the Mississippi River and into

mountain fastnesses or desert and unprofitable

regions. Here and there the remnants of tribes

have been gathered into gradually lessening

tracts of land, called reservations, where the

indians live under the protection of the United

States; but as they do not understand private

•ownership in land and cannot readily accommo-

date themselves to the plans of the whites,

trouble has frequently arisen. Some few tribes

have proved more tractable than others and live

comfortably as we do. Very few wild tribes now
remain in the United States. See Indian

Aff.urs; Indi.\n, Education of the; Intjian

Rf.servations; Five Cimlized Tribes, and

the many articles on single tribes.

Mexican and Central American Indians.

At the time the Spanish invaded Mexico and

Central America, they found there many tribes

having a civilization almost the equal of their

own. These indians built permanent houses of

squared and polished stone, had a written lan-

guage and many books, knew something of

arithmetic and a little of astronomy. They made
finely woven cloths, brilliant feather work and

beautiful ornaments of gold and silver. Of iron

they knew nothing. Their religion, bloodthiisty

and cruel, was characterized by human sacri-

fices, and their priests exerted a power little less

than that of the king himself (See Aztec; Cor-

tez, Hernando; Montezuau; Yucatan). In

contrast to these, the indians of Lower California

were the most degraded savages known.
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South American Indians. Along the west-

em coast of South America, from a few degrees

north of the equator to 25° south of it, were several

tribes with a civihzation equal to that of the

Aztec in Mexico. They built great palaces, the

ruins of which still exist, and ornamented them

with fine work in gold, silver and bronze. The

conquering Spaniards were amazed at the skill

of the indians and carried away with delight

vast quantities of their ornaments (See Atahu-

.vlpa; Ixca; Pizarro, Francisco). The tribes

of the tropical regions bordering the Amazon and

Orinoco were wild and savage. They knew

nothing of work, for the climate made clothing

and shelter almost unnecessary, and the streams

and forests produced food for the taking. Most

of them were fierce cannibals, who did not pre-

serve the scalps of their enemies, though in some

cases the entire head was kept. The pampas

indians to the south were more like the plains

indians of the United States. They were not

civilized, but had large herds of domestic ani-

mals and lived principally upon meat. See ac-

companying color plate.

Indian Summer, the season of fair, warm
weather, which occurs usually in the late fall in

the North Central and Atlantic states. It lasts

from one to three weeks and may occur three

or four times in one season. The air is usually

especially dry at this time, and consequently

forest and prairie fires are likely to start. The
name is of obscure origin, though it was once

believed that it was due to the fact that the indians

predicted this period, in conversation with the

first Europeans who arrived in America.

Indian Ter'ritory. See Oklahoma, sub-

head Hvstory.

Indian Turnip. See Jack-in-the-puxpit.

India Rub'ber or Caoutchouc, koo chock',

a gum obtained from the sap of a number of

tropical plants, which belong to different fam-

ilies and are usually known as rubber plants.

While these species differ in some particulars,

they all resemble each other in having a milky

sap, which, when dried, yields rubber. The
crude rubber is commonly oVjtained by making

cup-like incisions in the trunk of the tree and

then cutting grooves in the bark leading to these

cups. The sap flows into the cups, from which

it is taken with small dippers. From this sap

the rubber is prepared by drying over a fire or

in the sun. The best rubber, however, is pre-

pared by drying the sap over a fire. This is

done by constructing a hollow cone of clay, with

an aperture at the smaller end. then placing this

over the fire and holding a paddle, which has

been dipped into the sap, over the mouth of the

cone. As fast as the quantity collected is dried,

more is added by dipping the paddle into the

sap, until a mass weighing five or six pounds has

been collected. This is removed from the

paddle by cutting it through on one side. It is

then ready for shipment in the form of crude

rubber.

India rubber is highly elastic, is a non-con-

ductor of electricity and a poor conductor of

heat. It is not dissolved in water of any tem-

CAOUTCHOUC PLANT

perature, but chloroform, naphtha, oil of turpen-

tine and bisulphide of carbon dissolve it readily.

While India rubber has been known for many
years, its general use dates from about 1825,

when Mackintosh in England took out a patent

for the waterproof materials prepared from it and
which bear his name. About twenty years later

Goodyear discovered the process of hardening,

or vulcanizing, rubber by the use of sulphur, and

the real rubber industry dates from that time.

See Rubber Manufacture.
The greatest supply of crude rubber is obtained

from the forests of the Amazon basin, and nearly

all of that used in the United States comes

from these regions. Rubber plantations are also
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found in Central America and in Mexico, and

when properly managed they yield a good income

to [the proprietors. The basin of the Kongo
River in Africa also contains a large supply of

rubber, but little or none of this is ever found in

the United States, the rubber obtained from this

source being used to supply the markets of

Europe.

Indictment, in diie^ment. See Jury akd
Trial by Jury; Procedure.

In'digo, a blue vegetable dye, extensively

employed in dyeing and calico printing. The
greater part of the indigo at the present day

comes from India, especially from the provinces

INDIGO PLANT

of Bengal, Oude and Madras. The first cutting

of the plants takes place about midsummer, and

the second about two months later. The proc-

ess of extracting the dye varies as the leaves are

fresh or dried. The leaves are usually boiled

and allowed to ferment under water. The
liquid is then drawn off and beaten, in order that

it may mix with oxygen, after which it is allowed

to stand for some time. When the indigo settles

to the bottom, the water is then drawn off and

the indigo is cut and pressed into cubes, in which

form it appears on the market. Commercial

indigo contains about fifty to sixty per cent of

pure indigo blue, the remainder consisting of

substances called indigo gluten, indigo yellow

and indigo red. Indigo dyes are made by dis-

solving the coloring matter in liquids contain-

ing more or less ammonia or some other alkali.

They are used in coloring silk, cotton and woolen

goods and extensively in caUco printing. See

Calico Printing; Dyeing.

Indigo Bird, a finch which breeds in Northern

United States but migrates beyond the southern

boundary in autumn. The male is a brilliant

dark blue, varying in intensity, and is marked
about the head and chin with black. The
indigo bird, which has a confiding disposition

and is easily tamed, repays kindness with its

sweet, peculiar song, which is continued into the

summer, after most of the birds have ceased to

sing.

In'dium, a metal discovered by Reich and
Richter in 1 863, by means of spectroscopic analy-

sis in the zinc-blende of Freiburg. It has been

obtained in small quantities and is of a silver-

white color and soft. It marks paper like lead.

The metal is related to cadmium and zinc, and

its spectrum exhibits two characteristic lines,

one violet and another blue.

In'do-Ohi'na, a name sometimes given to the

southeastern peninsula of Asia, comprising

Burma, Siam, Cambodia, French Cochin-China,

Tongking, Anam, Laos, Malacca and the Shan
country.

Indo-Eur'ope'an. See Aryan.
In'door Base'ball, a popular gymnasium

game, that does not differ much in character and
purpose from the outdoor game, except as it is

of necessity modified to suit the small ground on

which it is played. A floor 40 by 50 feet is almost

a necessity, but the shape and size beyond that

does not matter. The ball, which weighs 8|

ounces, is about 17 inches in circumference, and
the bat is smaller than the one used in the out-

door game. There is a national indoor baseball

association in the United States, which regulates

the game and formulates the rules under which

it is played.

In'dra, a Hindu deity, originally representing

the sky or heavens, worshiped in the Vedic

period as the supreme god, though he afterward

assumed a subordinate place in the Pantheon.

He is commonly represented with four arms and

hands, riding on an elephant. ^Mien painted

he is covered with eyes. He is at once benefi-

cent, as giving rain and shade, and ayfi^x\ and

powerful in the storm, as wielding the thunder-

bolt. In one aspect he is lord of Sivarga, the

beautiful paradise where the inferior gods and

pious men dwell in full and uninterrupted hap-

piness.
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Induction, in logic, that process of reason-

ing by which we rise from particular to general

notions; it is the counter-process to deduction.

In induction, particulars are not only raised into

generals, but these are developed into still

higher generalities. In following this method

we proceed from the kno^^Ti to the unknowTi and

obtain a conclusion much wider than the prem-

ises. See IxDucTivE Method.
Induction, Electric, the action by which the

distribution of a charge of electricity on a con-

ductor is altered by the approach of an electrified

body. 'NMien a body charged with one kind of

electricity is approached toward an insulated

conductor which originally had no charge, a

charge similar to that of the influencing body is

produced on the remote side, and an equal charge

of the opposite kind is produced on the near side

of the insulated conductor. It is to the mutual

induction between the two coatings, one charged

positively and the other negatively, that the

Leyden jar is indebted for its large electrical

capacity. See Electricity, subhead How
Electricity Travels.

Induction Coil, an instrument for securing

a high potential between direct and induced

electric currents. The principal parts of the

coil are the core. A, usually made of a bundle of

soft iron wire soldered together at the ends; a

short primary, or inner, coil, B, of coarse wire;

a long secondary, or outer, coil, C, of fine wire;

an interrupter, D, and the battery, E. The coils

are of insulated copper wire and are carefully

insulated from each other by coats of varnish or

some other non-conducting substance.

The interrupter consists of a spring, a, to the

upper end of which is soldered a small piece of

soft iron, b, against which a screw, c, presses.

The screw is tipped with a fine platinum point.

WTien not in action, the end of the spring rests

against the platinum point. As soon as the

current passes through the primary coil, the

core, A, becomes magnetized and attracts the

piece of soft iron, but as soon as this touches the

core, the magnetism ceases and the spring recoils

to the platinum point. The intemiption of the

current in A generates an opposite current in B,

and since the vibrations of the spring are very

rapid, this induced current is strengthened by

the frequency of its waves. The length of the

coil B and the fineness of the wire give this

induced current a strong potentiality. When
the opposite ends of the coil, F and H, are

brought near each other, a spark usually passes

between them. Induction coils are used for

medical purposes in laboratories and in common
and wireless telegraphy and in telephones. See

Electro-magnetism.

Induct'ive Meth'od, in pedagogics, that

method of instruction which proceeds from the

individual to the general notion, or from sepa-

rate ideas, gained through observation, that is,

a posteriori information, to definitions, rules and

classifications (See A Priori and A Posteriori).

It is also called the observational method and

the method by discovery. Children obtain

their first knowledge by observation and experi-

ence; hence they learn inductively, and from

the comparison of ideas thus gained they form

certain conclusions or class ideas, such as that a

body without support will fall, fire is hot, two

and two are four. In a similar manner, by

the inductive method the child learns the prin-

ciples of number and is led to formulate the

rules for addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division. In nature study he proceeds through

the examination of plants and insects and other

objects to discover certain facts common to all

the objects of each class, as, that plants have

leaves and insects have heads and legs. In the

study of geography by the inductive method, the

pupil would begin with the study of objects

immediately about him, such as the forms of land

and w^ater and the plant and animal life around

the schoolhouse and in the neighborhood.

From this he would proceed to the study of the

township and the county. During .the progress

of the study he would be led to classify and name
those objects that are alike, such as hills, valleys,

creeks and meadows. Having learned these

classifications, later he w'ould be able to apply

them in the classification of similar ideas w'hich

he might obtain through reading descriptions

of places which he has never seen.

The inductive method is the method best

suited to instruction in primary grades. It con-

forms to the child's method of learning when he

enters school, trains his powers of observation,

keeps him interested in his work and, above all,

leads him to acquire his ideas at first hand.

With few exceptions it is also the best method to

use in beginning the study of any subject. It is
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the method pursued in all scientific investiga-

tions, and it is that this method may be followed

that the higher institutions of learning, such as

high schools, colleges and universities, are

equipped with expensive laboratories.

But the inductive, method has its limitations

and cannot be used exclusively. It requires too

much time to be followed all through life; hence,

when pupils arrive at the age where they can

reason, they should depend upon the experience

of others for a part of their knowledge. For

instance, in the study of grammar, more knowl-

edge can be acquired in a given time by begin-

ning with definitions and rules and learning their

application through the study of suitable illus-

trations in selections of literature, than by first

discovering these definitions and rules by obser-

vation and experiment. Some studies, such as

higher mathematics and history, are essentially

deductive in their nature and cannot be suc-

cessfully studied by the inductive method.

Again, conclusions reached through the induct-

ive method may be erroneous because they are

based upon insufficient observation. See De-
DUCTi\^ Method; Methods of Teaching.

Indulgence, indul'jens, a term in the Roman
Catholic Church, meaning "a remission of

punishment still due to sin after sacramental

absolution, this remission being valid in the

court of conscience and before God; and being

made by an application of the treasure of the

Church on the part of a lawful superior," "In-

dulgence can not be obtained for unforgiven sin.

Before anyone can obtain for himself the benefit

of an indulgence the guilt must have been washed

away, and the eternal punishment, if his sin is

mortal, must have been forgiven." In order to

gain an indulgence the person must be a member
of the Church and must do the work prescribed.

In the Middle Ages ahnsgiving, pilgiimages and

engaging in holy wars were means of obtaining

indulgences. Indulgences are plenary and par-

tial. A plenary indulgence is the total remission,

and a partial indulgence a partial remission of

the temporal punishment due for sin.

In'dus, the chief river of the northwest of

Hindustan. It has a length of about ISOO miles

and rises in Tibet, north of the Himalaya Moun-
tains, at an elevation of 18,000 feet. The chief

tributary of the Indus is the Shayok, and others

are the Kabul, the Punjnud, the Sutlej and the

Chenab. The Indus enters the sea by many
mouths. Its delta extends about 130 miles along

the coast. It is navigable from the sea uj) to

its confluence with the Kabul River.

Indus'trial Arbitration. See Arbitration.

Industrial School, a name which has been

frequently applied to a class of schools intended

for reformatory or philanthropic purposes, in

which trades and industrial work of all kinds are

taught. In such schools the industrial work is

taught merely as a means of discipline, while the

primar}' purpose is to develop character or intel-

lectual power. Many states have established

such institutions. These, however, are generally

known by other names, as reform schools or

reformatories. See Technical Education;
INIanual Training; Reform Schools.

In'fant, a term applied in English and Ameri-

can law to persons who have not attained their

majority, that is, the age of twenty-one years for

a male and, in many states, eighteen years for a

female, and are under guardianship. In general,

contracts made by infants are not binding, except

for necessaries suited to their state in life. Being

an infant is no bar to criminal proceedings; but

young persons are not punished for offenses if

they have not knowledge and discretion to dis-

tinguish them to be such. Infants require the

consent of parents or guardians to marry. The
jurisdiction in respect to infants is generally

vested in either probate or orphans' courts.

These courts appoint guardians to take charge

of the property of infants, and, in case of the

decease of both parents, to take charge of

their persons; but during the life of the father

he has the guardianship and control of the

persons of his children until they are twenty-

one years of age. In most states this power
rests with the mother in case of the death of the

father.

In'fantry, the principal branch of modem
armies (See Cavalry; Artillery). Infantry

maneuvers rapidly and fights on foot. To this

arm of the service belong the militiamen, who
can be trained rapidly (See Militia). Most of

the gi'eat armies of the past have been of infantry,

and we read in history of the solid phalanx, eight

or ten files deep, that moved with almost irre-

sistible force against the foe. Such formations

are no longer successful, since the modern rapid

fire guns have been invented, guns which will

throw bullets with such force that they pass

through five or six ranks of troops. Accordingly,

an open or extended order of advance is now-

necessary with infantry, and this openness

requires more perfect discipline and more indi-

A-idual intelligence than when the infantryman

was closely supported by his comrades. See

Army; Small Arms; Tactics.
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Infec'tion, a diseased condition produced by

the growth of bacteria in the body. Every

infectious disease, as scarlet fever, smallpox,

diphtheria, t\-phoid or cholera, is propagated by

some organism. These are freed from the dis-

eased body by expectoration, coughing, breath-

ini^ and various other means and are thus liable

to be transmitted to others. This may be done

either directly or through the contamination of

drinking water or milk.

Inlin'ity and In'finites'imal. A niunber

which is conceived to be larger than any number

to %vhich a definite value can be assigned is said

to be an infinite number, or is known as infinity.

Its s^Tnbol is oo . The idea of infinity arises from

the evident fact that space and time have no limit.

It has been of great service in the development

of higher mathematics, by giving an absolutely

general basis for reasoning about specific rela-

tions. For instance, in studying a straight line,

though it can only be designated by naming its

limits, it is sometimes helpful to conceive of it

as extending indefinitely.

An infiniiemnal quantity is one conceived to

be immeasurably small, but not equal to zero.

The fraction -, in which x is considered to be a
X

quantity larger than any assignable value (oo),

is an infinitesimal quantity, for as we increase x,

the value of the fraction correspondingly de-

creases. Eventually it must become so small

that it cannot be measured, yet as long as x has

a value the value of the fraction can never quite

vanish. The symbol of the infinitesimal is 0,

so in mathematics the expression _is often made
00

equal to zero.

In'fluen'za or Grippe, a disease which usu-

ally appears as an epidemic and attacks human
beings, horses and sometimes dogs and cats.

The sjTnptoms are those of what is usually

called a severe cold; but this Ls accompanied by

lassitude and great general depression, feverish-

ness, nausea and even an inflamed condition in

the throat and phar}'nx. Though the patient

usually recovers within a week or ten days, he

Is liable to be left in a much weakened condition,

in which other diseases, such as bronchitis or

consumption, develop, or any organic weakness

he may have had, much increases. The disease

should not be treated lightly, but should be rec-

ognized as an affection requiring care.

Infuso'ria, a class of minute microscopic

animals, so named from being frequently devel-

oped in infusions of hay or other organic sul)-

stances. They are regarded as the highesj

group of the protozoans, but many of the so-

called infusorians of former times are known
now to be vegetable organisms.

In' galls, John Jajues (1833-1900), an Ameri-

can statesman and writer, born at Middleton,

Mass. He graduated from Williams College in

1855 and was admitted to the bar tw o years later.

He went to Kansas in 1858, being interested in

the antislavery movement which was centering

there, became secretary of the state senate in

1861 and a member of that body in 1862. He
entered journalism, became editor of the Atchison

Clmmpion and for his faithful party service was

elected to the United States Senate in 1873 and

was reelected in 1879 and 1885. Diu-ing this

service he displayed notable ability as a speaker

and parliamentarian, and in his later years he

attracted attention by his literary and oratorical

talents.

Ingalls, Melville Ezra (1842- ), an

American capitalist, bom at Harrison, Maine.

He was reared on a farm, was educated at Bow-
doin College and graduated in law from Harvard,

beginning practice at Gray, Maine, but soon

removing to Boston. He was elected to the

state legislature in 1867 and soon became inter-

ested in western railroads, being responsible for

the organization and progress of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis railroad,

known as the "Big Four" system, of which he

became president. He was also for twelve years

president of the Chesapeake & Ohio railroad

company and was interested in numerous banks

and other corporations. He was defeated as a

candidate for mayor of Cincinnati in 1903. In

1905 he was chosen president of the National

Civic Federation.

Ingelow, in'je lo, Jean (1820-1897), an Eng-
lish poet and novelist, of whose private life little

is known. In 1863 she published her second

volume of poems, which gained immediate and
wide popularity; and some of the poems included

in this volume, notably The High Tide on the

Coast of Lincolnshire, Songs of Seven and Divided,

have retained much of their early popularity.

Jean Ingelow wrote Mopsa the Fairy, Off the

Skelligs, Sarah de Berenger, Don John, Fated

to be Free and Stories Told to a Child.

In'gersoll, Jared (1749-1822), an American
politician and jurist, born in New Haven, Conn.,

and educated at Yale College. He studied law

m London, but at the opening of the Revolution

went to Paris, where he associated with the

American representatives, including Benjamin
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Franklin. He returned to America in 1778 and
engaged in the practice of law at Philadelphia.

Tv.o years later he was elected to Congress, was
a member of the constitutional convention in

1787 and was at one time attorney-general of

Pennsylvania and district judge.

Ingersoll, Robert Green (1833-1899), an
American lawyer, politician and agnostic writer,

born in Yates County, N. Y. He began the

practice of law in 18.57 in Peoria, T.'.., and in 1862

he was made colonel of a regiment ^f Illinois

cavalry. He was appointed attomey-gjneral for

Illinois in 1866, having transferred his allegiance

from the Democratic to the Republican party.

At the national convention in 1876 he at once

leaped into prominence by an eloquent speech

in favor of the candidacy of James G. Blaine.

He was best known, however, for his lectures and

books in opposition to the common religious

views, such as a personal Deity, an actual hell

and heaven, the inspiration of the Bible, the

divinity of Christ, immortality and everlasting

punishment. HLs remarkable eloquence and

personal magnetism gave him an influence in

favor of agnosticism second only to that of

Thomas Paine, from whom he drew most of his

arguments. He was the author of several essays

upon literary criticism.

Inha'ler, an apparatus for inhaling vapors

and volatile substances, as steam, vapor of

chloroform and iodine. It consists of a tin can,

containing a small spirit lamp, and above this is

a small kettle for hot water, the steam of which

is driven out with some force when the apparatus

is used. Attached to the can is a receptacle for

receiving a small vial containing the substance

whose vapor is to be inhaled, this being drawn
off and forced through the funnel by the steam.

Inheritance Tax, a tax on the succession

of property from a deceased person to his lega-

tees. This tax has been used as a means of

revenue by all countries since the time of the

Roman Empire. In the United States certain

states now have inheritance taxes, some of

them differentiating between the succession of

property to lineal descendants and the succession

to collateral heirs. The rate is usually pro-

gressive, that is, large inheritances are taxed at

a greater rate than small inheritances, and there

is usually an exemption varying from S500 to

SoOOO. The courts have held that deathbed

gifts, made obviously to avoid the inheritance tax,

are liable to the tax the same as any other part

of the estate. These taxes are known as death

duties in England.

In'ia, a genus of mammals belonging to the

dolphin family, containing only one known
species, remarkable for the distance at which it

is found from the sea. It frequents the remote
tributaries of the river Amazon and even some
of the elevated lakes of Peru. It has bristly

hairs on its snout and grows to a length of eight

feet. Its colors are extraordinary, some indi-

viduals being wholly pink and others black above
and pink beneath.

Initiative. See Referendum,
Injunction, in American law, a writ issued

under the seal of a court of equity to restrain the

defendant from doing, or to order him to do,

some act, according to justice. An injunction is

temporary, provisional or preliminary, until the

coming of the defendant's answer; if that

answer does not convince the court that the

injunction is doing injustice, the injunction is

made perpetual. Disobedience of an injunction

constitutes contempt of court and is pimishable

accordingly.

Ink, a colored fluid used in writing and print-

ing. The black viTiting ink of commerce is the

most common kind. It is made from nut galls,

copperas, gum Senegal ^nd water. Twelve
pounds of nut galls, 5 pounds of copperas and
5 pounds of gum make 12 gallons of ink. In
much of the ink placed on the market, logwood
takes the place of nut galls,' since it is somewhat
cheaper. The iron in the copperas acts upon
the tannin in the solution of nut galls and on
exposure to the air turns this black. This is

the reason why ink turns dark as it dries. The
so-called wTiting fluids contain little or no color-

ing matter except such as is formed by the

union of the copperas with the tannin, but inks

usually contain other coloring matter, so that

they can be more readily seen as they are placed

upon the paper.

Colored inks are prepared by dissolving vari-

ous dyes in water to which a solution of gum
arable or some other gum is added. Red ink is

made from Brazil wood or carmine or aniline,

dye. Blue ink is colored by Prussian blue.

Green ink is usually made from the aniline dye.

Copying inks contain a small quantity of glycer-

ine or sugar to prevent their rapid drying and to

enable them to stick to the copying paper.
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Printing ink is made by mixing the best quality

of lamp black with boiled linseed oil, to which a

small quantity of soap and rosin has been added.

This ink is thicker than paint and is thoroughly

mLxed and ground, making a preparation that

will flow readily over the ink rollers and spread

evenly upon the type. See Printing.

Inkermann, in kur mahn', a localityof Russia,

in the Crimea, at the head of Sebastopol harbor.

It is famous for the victory of the allies in the

Crimean War over the Russians, on November

5, 1854.

In'man, Henry (1801-1846), an American

painter, born at Utica, N, Y, He studied in

New York City and soon became famous as a

portrait painter. Among his famous portraits

are those of Fitz-Greene Halleck, Chief Justice

Marshall, William Wirt, John James Audubon,

De Witt Clinton, Martin Van Buren, William

H. Seward, William Wordsworth, Thomas
Macaulay and many other famous men. At the

time of his death he was painting a series of

historical pictures for the decoration of the

national capitol at Washington.

Inn and Inn'keeper. See Hotel.

Inness, in'es, George (1825-1894), an

American landscape painter, born at Newburg,

N. Y. No painter has represented the aspects

of nature in the American climate with deeper

feeling or with a finer sentiment of light and

color. His American Sunset was selected as a

representative work of American art for the

Paris Exposition of 1867. His pictures w^ere

also exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1900.

Among his many celebrated paintings are A
Vision of Faith, Rising Storm, The Afterglow

and Sunset on the Seashore.

Innocent, in'no sent, the name of thirteen

popes. Innocent I, a cardinal deacon created

by Saint Damascus, was elevated to the pontifi-

cate near the close of 401 . In the same year he

went to Ravenna in relation to the capitulation

between King Alaric and the Senate of Rome.
The following year the city was plundered by the

Goths, but Innocent, after their departure, under-

took to repair the damage they had done and to

redecorate the churches they had despoiled.

He espoused the cause of Saint Chrysostom, who
had been unjustly deprived of the See of Con-

stance. He governed the Church with exceed-

ing benefit for over fifteen years and after his

death was canonized. Innocent II, Gregorio

de Papareschi, was pope from 1130 to 1143.

He was opposed by a faction of the cardinals

who set up Anacletus II as antipope. In 1133

he was installed in the Lateran at Rome by the

emperor Lothair, but did not gain undisputed

possession before the death of Anacletus in 1138.

In 1139 he held the second Lateran Council and

confirmed the condemnations pronounced by

several previous councils on Ab^lard and the

followers of Brescia. Innocent III, Giovanni

Lothario Conti, after a distinguished career as

a student at Rome, Paris and Bologna, was made
cardinal, and eight years later, at the age of

thirty-eight, he became pope. He was the

greatest pope of the name and held office from

1198 to 1216. The chief aim of his ecclesias-

tical policy was to vindicate the papal claim of the

supremacy of the Church over the State. He
began with the restoration of the papal authority

in Rome, but soon extended his influence to all

parts of Europe. He forced Philip Augustus of

France to take back his repudiated queen; insti-

tuted the fourth Crusade, which resulted in the

capture of Constantinople from the Greeks and

the establishment of the Latin Empire; com-

pelled John of England to acknowledge the

feudal sovereignty of the pope and pay an annual

tribute; instituted the crusade against the Albi-

genses in 1208 and presided at the celebrated

Lateran Council in 1215. He was, moreover,

an energetic worker for public and private

morality and lent his influence to the advance-

ment of every good cause. He died in 1216,

while busily engaged in promoting peace among
the Italian cities. Innocent XI, Benedetto

Odeschalchi, who was pope from 1676 to 1689,

was an energetic and judicious reformer.

Throughout his pontificate he was involved

with Louis XIV in conflicts, of which the most

serious arose when the pope attempted to put

an end to the king's practice of keeping sees va-

cant and appropriating their revenues. The
French clergy expressed their views of the

matter in their Four Propositions of the Gallican

Clergy. Innocent XII, Antonio Piguatelli,

after filling a number of important diplomatic

posts, was made a cardinal by Innocent XI
and was elected to the papacy after a session

of the conclave lasting nearly six months.

During his papacy (1691-1700), he brought

about a reconciliation with France after the

French clergy had retracted the Four Proposi-

tions.

Innocents, Feast of Holy, variously styled

Innocents' Day and Childermas, a festival

observed in the Western Church (including the

Angh'can) on the 28th, and in the Eastern Church

on the 29th, of December, in comniiemoration of
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the massacre of the children of Bethlehem by
the order of Herod.

Innsbruck, ins'hmok, the capital of the

Austrian cro^Tiland of the T}To1, situated in the

Alps, at an elevation of nearly 1900 feet, 60

mi. s. by w. of Munich. The city lies on both

banks of the Inn, in a broad valley surrounded

by high mountains, and is a favorite resort of

travelers. The town is very old. It received

municipal privileges from Otho I in 1224.

The old town lies on the right bank of the

Inn and is connected with the new towTi by

three iron bridges. There are many inter-

esting old buildings in the city, one of them
being the oldest Capuchin monaster}' in Austria,

dating from 1598. The Franciscan Church con-

tains a magnificent monument to ^Maximilian I,

several monuments to TjTolese patriots and a

beautiful silver statue of the Virgin. Among
other noteworthy features are a fifteenth century

palace; the Imperial Palace; the Ottoburg,

dating from the thirteenth century; the Tyro-

lese National Museum; the historic and beau-

tiful Isel ^Mountain, and the famous medieval

Ambras Castle, with its great collection of

weapons. Innsbruck is the seat of a university

founded in 1667 by Leopold I. The chief

industries are cotton and wool spinning, glass

painting and the manufacture of mosaics.

Population in 1900, 27,056.

Inns of Chancery, chan'sur ry, buUdings in

London which were originally schools for the

study of law, and which for a time were subor-

dinate to the Inns of Court and had similar

powers. They are now merely private societies

of lawyers.

Inns of Court, four sets of buildings in

London, belonging to four legal societies which

have the exclusive power to admit persons to

the practice of Jaw. The name is also applied to

the societies themselves. They are of very

ancient origin and in the Middle Ages were the

seat of law schools famous throughout Europe.

At present they are practically clubs of attorneys.

Each is governed by a committee, or board,

which is self-perpetuating and which has the

absolute right to admit or reject any candidate

for admission to the bar or to disbar any prac-

ticing lawyer which it has admitted. The four

buildings are by name the Inner Temple, the

Middle Temple, Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn.

Inoc'ula'tion, in medicine, the introduction

by a surgical operation of a minute portion of

infective matter into the true skin, for the pur-

pose of causing artificially a milder form of

some contagious disease and thereby protecting

the system against similar attacks in future.

Such a process can be effective only in such dis-

eases as attack us but once in the course of our

lives, such, for instance, as smallpox. The
term is chiefly used in connection with smallpox.

See Vaccixation.

Inquisition, in hwi zish'un, The, an eccle-

siastical court in the Roman Catholic Church,

oflScially known as the Holy Ofiice, for the

discovery and suppression of heresy. In the

early ages of Christianity, civil as well as eccle-

siastical government rigidly opposed all heresy.

A person suspected or discovered to be guilty

of heresy was liable to be arrested and detained

in prison to await trial by the judges. The
proceedings were usually conducted secretly.

The suspect had the right to make kno^Ti his

enemies, whose e\'idence would be excluded,

but a confession of guilt was sometimes extorted

by torture, though such a confession, in order

to be accepted, had to be repeated afterwards

without torture. As a punishment, those con-

victed had to make pilgrimages, wear some
badge, as the yellow cross, as a mark of dis-

grace, or be sentenced to imprisonment and, in

extreme cases, to death (See Heretic). The
death penalty could, however, be inflicted only

by the State and was resorted to in compara-

tively few cases. Thus, between 1308 and 1322

out of 636 persons convicted of heresy only 40

were condemned to death.

From the time of Constantine the doctrines

of the Church were regarded as the basis of

social order and the bulwark of thrones. Those
who opposed them were therefore regarded as

the enemies of both. A ruler was required to

enforce the laws of the Church as part of his

duty as a Christian. If he refused to do so,

he might be excommunicated or even deposed.

After the formation of the Nicene Creed, Con-

stantine made strenuous efforts to suppress all

dissent from the principles laid down therein.

He punished the Donatists with fines and con-

fiscation and caused the books of the Arians

to be burned. His successors for several cen-

turies cooperated with the bishops in discovering

and punishing heresy. The measures resorted

to were usually mild and yet quite effective. In

the East, from 385, heresy was legally punishable

by death, but this sentence was seldom deliv-

ered. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

the spread of certain heretical sects—as the

Albigenses and Waldenses—roused the Church

to a realization of the necessity of increased
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\Tgilance. Finally, a permanent court, confined

chiefly to the Dominican order, was instituted,

its duty being to deal with this branch of the

work of the Church.

In Spain the Inquisition developed into an

organization whose work is generally con-

demned by Protestants and Catholics alike.

There are, however, those who are inclined to

defend it and who hold that the facts have been

grossly misrepresented in history. One con-

cession must in all justice be made—that many
of the cases tried by the Spanish Inquisition

were not really heresies, but, rather, crimes

such as would now be brought into the ordinary

civil courts, and tne pimishments inflicted were

probably in many cases just. An ordinary

tribunal similar to those of other countries had

existed in Spain from an early period. The
rulers Ferdinand and Isabella, because of a

Jewish plot to overthrow the government,

obtained permission from the Pope to reorganize

the Inquisition, reserving, however, the right

of appointing the inquisitors and of controlling

the entire action of the tribunal. In 1480 the

Cortes sanctioned the institution, and the best

authorities agree that from this time on the

Spanish Inquisition became a State tribunal.

Its work began in 1481 and was actively con-

ducted until the latter part of the seventeenth

century. A conservative estimate places the

ntnnber of executions at 4000. The popes

endeavored to mitigate the rigor of the Spanish

court's proceedings, but were unable to accom-

plish much with the royal tribunal. Finally,

in 1808, the Inquisition was suppressed, but

under the Restoration it was revived. On the

establishment of the Constitution, in 1820, it

was again suppressed, but was not finally abol-

ished until 18.34.

In Rome and the Papal States the Church
never ceased from the time of its establish-

ment to exert a watchful control over heresy,

punishing it with imprisonment and civil disa-

bilities, but rarely, if ever, with death. Berger

says there is no instance of death for heresy

at Rome, and Archbishop Spalding says that it

would be difficult to prove such an instance.

The Congregation of the Holy Office still exists,

but its chief concern now is with the suppression

of heretical literature.

Insane' Asy'lum, an institution established

for the treatment of insane persons. Many of

these are public institutions, under the care

of the state or county in which they are located;

others are established by charitable persons

and given large endowments, while a third class

consists of private institutions, in which patients

are kept at fees proportionate to the accommoda-
tions and treatment they receive. But whether

pubUc or private, such institutions are now
imder control of the government and are fre-

quently visited by officials, who see that the

patients are kindly and properly treated. For-

merly, the insane were considered as little better

than wild beasts, and the hospitals were places

of unmitigated cruelty, but now everything

possible is done to make the patient's life

pleasant; force is not used except when neces-

sary, and the nurses and attendants are trained

in their work. The result of such conditions

has been manifest, not only in the increased

comfort of the confined patients, but in the

large numbers of cures that have been effected,

even of cases that were iong ago considered

hopeless.

Insan'ity, a general term applied to every

form of intellectual disorder, whether consisting

of a total lack or loss of understanding, as in

idiocy, or in the diseased state of one or several

of the faculties. Medical writers have adopted

different systems of classification, but perhaps

the most convenient is that which includes all

mental diseases under the four heads of mania,

melancholy, dementia and idiocy. Idiocy is a

defect of the intellectual faculties and may be

present from birth or may be acquired by an

injury to the brain, or from some other cause.

Dementia is marked by a confusion of thoughts,

loss of memory, childishness, diminution or

loss of will power and general weak-mindedness.

Mania is characterized by the disorder of one

or several of the faculties or by blind impulses

to acts of fiu'y. Melancholy, or melancholia,

consists in a depression of spirits; the mind is

so occupied by dark forebodings that by degrees

it becomes unable to judge rightly of existing

facts, and the faculties become disturbed in

their functions. Sometimes melancholy ceases

of itself or is cured by medical aid, and in other

instances it progresses to death. Not infre-

quently the patient is led to suicide.

The causes of insanity are nmnerous; the

most common, as shown by the records of state

hospitals for the insane, are loss of friends,

business troubles, overwork, religious excite-

ment, alcoholism and a great variety of physical

causes arising from disease or vicious habits.

There can be no sudden cure of insanity by the

use of drugs, and the treatment of cases must

vary according to the causes which produced
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the malady. It is estimated that more than

half of the cases of mania and melancholia

recover, though certain other forms are never

cm-able. In most of the states in the Union,

provision is made for the cm-e of insane patients

in well-appointed hospitals, where skilled attend-

ants may give each sufferer the best attention.

See Insane Asylum.

Insecticides, in seU'i sidez, and Fungi-
cides, ]un'iy sidez, preparations for destroying

insects and fimgi injurious to plants. The
preparations for destroying insects are known
as insecticides, and those for destroying fungi

as fungicides. Sometimes the same preparation

is suitable for both purposes.

Insecticides. Insecticides need to deal with

two classes of insects, those that live upon the

outside of the plant, such as caterpillars, and

those that live by sucking the sap of a plant,

such as plant lice; preparations which are

suitable for the first class of insects have no

effect upon the second. Insects which feed

upon the leaves or other plant tissues may be

destroyed by some preparation containing arsenic.

The most valuable of these are the following:

Arsenic Solution. This is prepared by adding

to four oimces of Paris green two poimds of

slaked lime and forty gallons of water. This

makes a good solution for spraying.

Kedzie Mixture. This is prepared as follows:

Boil two pounds of white arsenic with eight

poimds of sal-soda (carbonate of soda) in about

two gallons of water, imtil ths arsenic is dis-

solved. Put this solution into a jug and keep it

corked. It is a stock solution, to be used as

needed. For spraying, slake two pounds of

fresh lime. Add this and one pint of stock

solution to forty gallons of water and mix

thoroughly. The stock solution is intensely

poisonous and should be labeled poison and

kept in a secure place.

Kerosene Emulsion. This is the best mijrture

for the sucking insects. To prepare it, dissolve

two pounds of hard soap in a gallon of boiling

soft water, add two gallons of kerosene and

mix thoroughly. For a strong solution add to

this twenty-seven gallons of water. For a weak
solution add forty-five gallons of water.

FtJNGiciDES. Fim^ can be divided into two

classes, those that grow on the outside of a

plant and those that grow on the inside and
appear on the surface only when full-grown.

The fungicide must be adapted to the nature

of the growth. The following are the most

useful preparations in destroying fungi:

Sulphur. This is a common fungicide of the

hothouse. It isvused by sprinkling it on a sur-

face sufiiciently warm to vaporize it. This
deposits the fine sulphur powder or flowers of

sulphur on the plants, and when the work is

successfully done the results are satisfactory.

Care should be taken not to ignite the sulphur,

since gases from its burning will destroy the

plants as well as the fungi.

Bordeaux Mixture. This is prepared as

follows: Dissolve four pounds of copper sul-

phate (blue vitriol) in four gallons of water,

by suspending the sulphate in a bag in the water.

Slake four pounds of fresh lime in five gallons

of water. Pour these solutions into thirty

gallons of water and mix thoroughly. For

delicate plants, such as peach trees and those

having young foliage, an extra pound of lime

and twenty-five gaUons more of water should

be added.

Copper Carbonate Solidion. This is prepared

by dissolving an ounce of copper carbonate in

one pint of ammonia and adding ten gallons

of water to the solution. This solution will not

discolor foliage and is nearly as effective as the

Bordeaux mixture.

Insecticides and fimgicides should be applied

with the greatest care. The work is most

successful when the application is in the form

of a spray. The apparatus required is a force

pump and a hose having a nozzle constructed

especially for the purpose. The spray should

be so fine that it will touch all parts of the plant

and moisten them, but will not throw a sufficient

quantity of liquid to cause it to run down. In

spraying tall trees, as apple trees, ladders are

necessary. Plants should be sprayed when the

condition indicates that the insect or fungus is

making its appearance. These conditions must

be determined by the orchardist; but he should

observe one very important principle, which is,

never spray while the blossoms are on the trees.

In'sectiv'ora, a comparatively unimportant

order of Mammalia, none of which are large,

and most of which are nocturnal in habit.

Usually they walk on the soles of their feet,

which, as a rule, have five toes. As the name
indicates, they live largely on insects, though

this is not exclusively true. See Hedgehog;

Mole; Shrew.
In'sects are the most numerous class of ani-

mals, belonging with the Crustaceans to the

branch next to the vertebrates (See Artheop-

oda). They are called insects because the

three divisions of the body, head, thorax and
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abdomen, are always distinctly divided one

from the other, in which respect they differ

from the other classes of their branch. There

are usually about eighteen segments, or rings,

to each insect, though it is not often possible

to see all of them. The head is usually com-

posed of four segments, closely fused together;

the thorax, of three segments, and the abdomen,

of the remaining ones. There are never more

than three pairs of legs in a perfect insect, and

these are all borne upon the thorax. Each leg

consists of from sLx to nine joints. Normally,

two pairs of wings are present, but one or the

other may be wanting. The wings are expan-

sions of the sides of the second and third sections

of the thorax and are attached by slender tubes.

In the beetles the anterior pair of w'ings are

hardened into protective cases, which cover the

membraneous posterior wings. The head car-

ries a pair of feelers (See Ajsttennae), a pair of

eyes, usually compound, and the appendages

of the mouth. The latter are in two typical

forms, one intended for chewing, as is shown

in the beetle, and the other for suction, as is

shown in the butterfly. The abdominal seg-

ments move easily one upon another, and at

the extremity they are often armed with defen-

sive organs. The insect breathes through pores

along the sides of its body, and has a well-

developed digestive tract, consisting of gullet,

crop, gizzard, stomach and intestine. The
colorless or greenish blood runs through the

body, but not in a regular system of blood

vessels. The sensitive nervous system is com-

posed of a series of knots or ganglia, placed

along the lower side of the body and connected

by a set of double ner\-e cords.

Insects are produced from eggs. When these

hatch, the little animals usually show no resem-

blance to the insect that laid the eggs. In this,

their first state, they are called caterpillars or

worms, or, more accurately still, larvae. Of
course they are not worms in the sense in which

the zoologist uses that word. They live for

some time as larvae, eating heartily and shed-

ding their tough skins whenever they become
too confining. WTien the larva is full-grown,

it goes into a quiet, resting state, unlike either

caterpillar or perfect insect. In this form it is

called a pupa, which in some species is enclosed

in a silk cocoon (.See Silkworm). After resting

a time in this condition, the insect emerges from

the pupa as an imago, that is, the fully perfected

form in which eggs are laid for another cycle of

life. These three changes constitute what is

known as a complete metamorphosis. Not all

insects pass through these three stages. The
grasshopper, for instance, can be recognized as

a grasshopper as soon as it comes out of the

egg. Insects have been divided into three

sections, according as they undergo no meta-

morphosis, an incomplete one or a complete one.

Insects play a great and important part in the

economy of the world, and while some are

destructive, others are of great value to man-
kind. Many are surpassingly beautiful; some

show remarkable phases of intelligence, and all

are interesting subjects for study. In their

infinite numbers, insects are found in nearly

every part of the world, feeding upon plants

and animals, living and dead; sucking the

juices and consuming the tissues, and preying

upon almost every conceivable fabric of vege-

table or animal origin. To learn more of their

appearance and habits, their value or destruc-

tiveness, the reader should consult the numerous

special articles, such as those on bee, cochineal,

silkworm, ant, butterfly, army worm and chinch

bug.

Classification. A perfect classification of

insects has not yet been established, although

there are now generally recognized nineteen inde-

pendent groups, which have been made from

the seven that constituted the classification of

Linnaeus. The latter is still used to so great an

extent that it is given here:

I. The Neuroptera, an order that has been

broken up by the newer classification into ten

different families, three of which are placed much
higher in the list. Dragon flies are good exam-

ples of the Neuroptera. See Neuroptera.
II. The Ortlwptera, divided by later ento-

mologists into two families, have four wings^

the hinder ones being flattened lengthwise and

laid straight along the body when the insect

is not flying. Crickets, cockroaches and grass-

hoppers are good examples. See Orthop-
TERA.

III. The Hemiptera' now considered to be

composed of two families, have four wings or

none at all. All this class have their mouths

armed for piercing and sucking the juice of

plants or blood of animals. See Hemiptera.

IV. The Coleoptera are the beetles. They
have four wings, the outer pair being hardened,

apparently for protection. See Beetle.

V. The Diptera are the two-winged insects.

Entomologists now make two families of this

order. See Fly; Mosquito.

VI. The Lepidoptera are the moths and
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butterflies. Their wings are covered with

minute hairs or scales, and their mouths are

adapted to sucking. Their larvae are generally

injurious to vegetation. See Arait Worm;
Butterfly; Moth.

VII. The Hymenoptera are the gauze-

winged insects. The mouth is formed for bit-

ing and sucking, and the abdomen of the female

is usually armed with a sting or saw. See Ant;
Bee. Consult Howard's TJie Insect Booh;

Comstock's Manual for the Study of Insects,

and Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects.

Insig'nia, distinguishing marks of authority,

office or honor, such as the crown and scepter

of a king, the shield and helmet of a knight,

the banner of a warrior and the tiara and ring

of a pope. Typical and characteristic signs

by which the members of any trade, profession

or society, or of any civil, military or religious

order are distinguished, are also known as its

insignia. Of especial importance are the mili-

tary insignia, which are badges or devices to

distinguish the various corps, arms, ranks and
* grades of military and naval service.

Early Military Insignia. Strictly speak-

ing, the use of the military insignia dates back

to ancient times, when troops were distinguished

by the devices on their banners and shields;

but in the modem accepted sense of the term

the military insignia include only the character-

istic devices on the uniforms. Such devices, so

far as is known, were first used in the Second

Crusade, when, to avoid confusion, the French

wore a red cross and the English a white cross

on the sleeve.

Modern European Military Insignia. In

modern armies insignia play an important part.

In Europe the badges, mottoes and devices used

by the various regiments are usually emblematic

of conspicuous incidents in their history; for

example, in England the sphinx of Egypt is

worn by the thirty regiments which served in

the first English expedition against the French

in Egypt. The German usage of insignia may
be considered typical of all European countries.

Throughout the army the commissioned officers

wear crescent-shaped epaulets. Those of the

general, field marshal, general in chief, lieu-

tenant general and major general are distin-

guished by silver rims and silver trimmings,

while non-commissioned ranks are distinguished

by gold or silver leaf on the collar, cuffs .and

facings of the tunic. The soldier's number and
the monogram of his regiment are on his shoulder

straps. On the right side of every soldier's

helmet is the white, black and red cockade of

the German Empire, while the cockade on the

left side indicates the particular state to which

the regiment belongs; for example, a Prussian

soldier wears a black and white cockade, while

a Saxon wears one of white and green.

United States Military Insignia. In the

United States at the time of the Revolution,

the distinguishing marks of army ranks were

largely copied after those of other countries.

Up to the time of the Civil War, changes were

frequent, but since that time the insignia have

remained substantially the same. The in-

signia of officers of the United States Army are

as follows:

1. Insignia worn by all officers. The coat

of arms of the United States and the letter V,

signifying "Volunteers," made of gold or gilt

metal or dull-finished bronze and worn on the

collar of the dress, service or white coat.

2. Insignia of the various corps, departments

or arms of the service. The design for the

cavalry consists of two crossed sabers with the

regiment number above the intersection; for'

the artillery, two crossed cannons with a scarlet-

centered oval at the intersection; for the infantry,

two crossed rifles with the regiment number
above the intersection; for the adjutant gen-

eral's department, a shield of gold or gilt metal,

and for the various other departments, similar

characteristic devices. These insignia are worn
upon the collar of the coat.

3. Insignia of rank. The rank of commis-

sioned officers is indicated by a device embroid-

ered in silver or gold on the shoulder strap of

the dress uniform and by the same design on

the shoulder and elbows of the service coat.

Rank is also indicated by ornamentations on the

sleeve. For the general and lieutenant general,

these may be such as they prescribe. For other

general officers this decoration is a band of oak

leaves, embroidered in gold, surmounted by

two silver stars for the major general and one

silver star for a brigadier general. For general

officers of the staff departments, the proper

insignia are placed one inch above the velvet

cuff, and the stars, as before, one inch above

the insignia. For the colonel, the ornamen-

tation consists of a single knot of five strands

of gold wire braid, applied to the sleeve of a

full dress coat below the elbow; for the lieu-

tenant colonel, four strands of this braid; for

the major, three strands; for the captain, two;

for the first lieutenant, one. The insignia of the

corps, department or arm of the service consist
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of gold or silver metal or embroidery and are

placed in the center of the open space under the

braid insignia. Braid insignia for overcoats,

made of flat black mohair braid, follow the form

of the gold braid insignia for dress coats.

The rank of non-commissioned officers and

of enlisted men Ls indicated by chevrons on the

coat and stripes on the trousers. The chevrons

and stripes are of a color corresponding with

the facings of the uniform. Attached to the

front of the cap of the non-commissioned officers

and enlisted men are insignia of yellow metal,

consisting of a design emblematic of the corps,

department or arm of the sen-ice, the number

of the regiment and the letter of the troop of the

wearer. The collar is ornamented by a metal

design similar to that of an officer, but with the

letters U. S. substituted for the coat of arms.

Gold badges worn on the hat or cap were first

employed during the Civil War and have proved

to be extremely valuable for identification.

Commissioned officers wear them on the left

breast of the coat.

• In the United States Navy the following

insignia are worn:

1. Insignia of all naval officers and cadets.

Attached to the front of the cap is a device

consisting of a silver shield divided by thirteen

upright stripes and with its chief, or upper

part, strewTi with stars, surmounted by a sil-

ver spread eagle, the whole placed upon two

crossed anchors in gold.

2. Insignia of rank. Rank is indicated by

the strips of lace or braid on the sleeve and by

the devices on the collar, shoulder marks,

shoulder straps and epaulets. The sleeve of

an admiral has two strips of two-inch gold lace,

with one strip of one-inch gold lace between; a

rear admiral, one strip of two-inch gold lace,

with one strip of half-inch gold lace above it; a

captain, four strips of half-inch gold lace; a

commander, three strips of half-inch gold lace;

a lieutenant commander, two strips of half-inch

gold lace, with one strip of quarter-inch gold

lace between; a lieutenant, two strips of half-

inch gold lace; a lieutenant (junior grade), one

strip of half-inch gold lace, with one strip of

quarter-inch gold lace above; an ensign, one

strip of half-inch gold lace; staff officers, the

same as for line officers with whom they rank,

except that bands of colored cloth are placed

between the strips of lace; naval cadet, one
strip of quarter-inch gold lace; chaplain, lus-

trous black braid of the same size and dispo-

sition as for line officers of the same rank. The

Instinct

device on the collar, shoulder marks and epau-

lets is the same for each rank as that on the

shoulder straps. See Uniform.

Insol'vency, in law, the status of any person

who is unable to pay his debts. In the United

States the term is used commonly in distinction

to bankruptcy, an insolvent person being unable

to pay all of his debts and a bankrupt person

being unable to pay any considerable part of

them. Insolvency and bankruptcy are both

regulated by both Federal and state laws, of

which the latest was the Federal statute of 1898-

See B.^NKRUPT.

Insom'nia or Sleeplessness, a condition

caused by excitement, exhaustion, intoxication,

grief or any other emotional disorder. The
best treatment consists in removing the cause,

and change of environment, frequent rests,

plenty of fresh air, hot baths and massage are

often helpful. See Sleep.

Inspiration, in'spir a'shun, in theology, the

infusion of ideas into the hmnan mind by the

Holy Spirit. By the inspiration of the Scrip-

tures is meant the influence of the Holy Spirit

exercised on the understanding, imagination,

memory and other mental faculties of the wTiters,

by means of which they were qualified for com-
municating to the world divine revelation, or

the knowledge of the will of God.

In'stinct, the innate power which compels an
animal to perform certain acts without having

a knowledge of the purpose of the act or with-

out a conscious connection between the act and

its purpose. In the lowest animals, such as

mollusks and worms, instinct is nothing more
than reflex action. In the higher animals, as

birds and most mammals, it verges so closely

upon intelligence that it is difficult to find a

dividing line between them. Instincts are

closely related to the preservation of the indi-

vidual, as the instinct of taking food, common
to all young animals, and the instinct of fleeing

from danger, or of reproduction, as in nest-

building and the sitting of the bird to hatch the

eggs. It is also closely allied with the feelings.

Undoubtedly, ' laughter, weeping, anger and
some other emotions are instinctive.

Instinct differs from intelligence in that it

does not gain by experience. The robin builds

its first nest as well as its fifth, and the young
eagle seizes its prey as skilfully as the old one.

Among the higher animals there are some
apparent exceptions to this rule. An old fox

is liable to be more cunning than a young one,

and the dog and horse undoubtedly gain in
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intelligence as they gain in years. Some
instincts are destroyed by removing for several

generations the necessity for them. Canary

birds that have been reared in a cage from one

generation to another lose the nesting instinct.

Man is guided by intelligence rather than instinct,

but he is subject to some instinctive movements,

such as the taldng of food by the infant and

certain inherent mental tendencies. These are

usually due to heredity and can be suppressed

or modified by training.

In'stitute of France, a name given to

several learned societies united into one body

under the patronage of the French government.

At present these societies are the following:

(1) The French Academy, organized by

Cardinal Richelieu in 1635, devoted to literature.

Its members are often called the Forty Immor-

tals. They have in their hands the distribution

of many valuable prizes for literary excellence.

(2) The Academy of Inscriptions, founded

in 1663, devoted to the study of antiquities,

inscriptions and ancient and oriental languages.

(3) The Academy of Sciences, founded in

1666, for the promotion of mathematics, physics,

astronomy and other sciences.

(4) The Academy of Fine Arts, founded in

1648, d(>voted to music, painting, sculpture and

architecture.

(5) The Academy of Moral and Political

Science, founded in 1795, suppressed in 1803,

but restored in 1832, given to the discussion of

psychology, history, finance, law and political

economy.

Each has a fostering care over some art or

science, and promotes its interests by prizes for

excellence and in other ways. Members receive

a small salary. Each Academy has its own
officers and its own funds, while the collections

and libraries are in common. The general fund

is in charge of a committee of two from each

Academy, acting with the minister of public

education as chairman.

In'stitu'tional Church, a name given to

a church or organization which emphasizes

activity and actual accomplislunents in social

and individual progress, mentally, physically

and morally, as well as spiritually, in distinction

to the ritualistic church, which lays emphasis

upon beliefs, forms and sacraments. Since 1890

the development of institutional church work

in the United States has been very rapid, being

promoted by the same influences which led to

the extension of university settlements, the

Salvation Army and similar philanthropic

enterprises—namely, the belief that the churches

were not accomplishing their mission with the

masses of the people. An institutional church is

usually managed through a highly specialized

committee system. It calls for the personal

effort of the laity •? the church, as well as of

the leaders, and it extends its.'activities to include

educational, social and physical work, as well

as religious. Leciures, classes, clubs, libraries,

games, gymnasiums, natatoriums, athletics,

employment bureaus, dispensaries and hospitals

are all adjuncts of the modern institutional

church. Probably the most famous of the

institutional churches of the United States are

the Berkeley Temple of Boston, the -Judson

Memorial of New York, the People's Palace of

Jersey City, the Plymouth Church of Indian-

apolis, the Tabernacle of Denver and All Souls'

Church, or Lincoln Center, of Chicago. These

and many others are organized into an Open
and Institutional Church League, which had

its beginning in New York in 1894.

In'strumen'tal Music, music produced by

instruments, as distinguished from vocal music

(See Singing). The art of arranging the parts

of a composition for orchestra is known as

instnimentation. It is of rather recent origin,

even Bach and Handel having but primitive ideas

upon the subject. The importance of a thor-

ough knowledge of instrumentation is manifest,

for a chord which, sounded by some instruments,

would produce exquisite harmony, sounded by

others would be discordant. The greatest mas-

ters of instnunentation have been Haydn,

Mozart, Beethoven, Weber and Wagner. The
art is also called orchestration. See Oechestra.

In'sula^tor, a body which is used to separate

an electrified conductor from other bodies, and

which offers great resistance to the passage of

electricity. Glass, shellac, resins, sulphur,

ebonite, gutta-percha, silk and baked wood
are notable iasulating materials. A glass cone

is the usual form of insulators in telegraph lines,

being used at the points where the wires are

supported on the posts. Insulators for this pur-

pose are also made of porcelain (See Elec-

tricity).

Insurance, in shoor'ans, in law, "a contract

by which one party, for an agreed consideration

(which is proportional to the Visk involved),

undertakes to compensate the other for loss on

a specified thing, from specified causes. The
party agreeing to make the compensation is

usually called the insurer or miderwriter', the

other, the iiisum} or assured; the agreed con-
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sideration, the premium; the written contract, a

policy; the events insured against, risks or

perih, and the subject, right or interest to be

protected, the insurable interest." If the risk is

fire, the s\-stem of insurance is knovs-n as fire

insurance; if the risk is connected with navi-

gation by sea, the insurance is known as marine

insurance; if it is accident of any kind, explo-

sion, breakage, destruction or the loss of future

earnings, it is accident insurance; if the event

is death, the insurance is called life insurance.

Insurance companies are of two kinds,

proprietary or stock companies, which have a

certain capital stock and which establish such

rates or premiums as not only will cover expected

losses, but will provide a reasonable profit or

interest upon the capital invested; and mutual

companies, in which the policy-holders are also

the stockholders, and the rates or premiums

are fixed at just that amount which will pay

for the losses to be incurred and for the manage-

ment of the company, the profits, if any, being

returned to the policy-holders in dividends.

Familiar examples of this kind of insurance

companies are the so-called "friendly societies"

or "fraternal societies," such as the Odd
Fellows or the Modem Woodmen of America.

Some of the largest insurance companies in the

world, however, besides the fraternal societies,

are also organized on this basis.

Fire Ixsuran'CE. In fire insurance the con-

tract by which insurance is undertaken estab-

lishes certain rights and duties upon each party.

These are usually expressed in the policy, but

sometimes are only implied, but in either case

will be recognized in court. The undenvriter

promises to indemnify the insured to a certain

specified extent, and thereby guarantees that the

insurance company will endure as long as the

contract of insurance runs; that the risks which

it undertakes shall be selected with careful

regard to quality, quantity and exposure; that

the premiums charged shall be adequate to

afford a profit which shall make the insurance

doubly secure, and that its funds shall be

guarded against wasteful or dishonest expend-

iture or investment. The insured, in signing

his application, answers a series of questions,

and if at the time of Joss it can be shown that

he has misrepresented or untruthfully answered

any of these questions he is entitled to no

indemnity. It is customary for insurance com-

panies to classify the risks against which they

insure in certain orders, knovvTi as ordinary-,

hazardous and extra-hazardous, the rates

charged being apportioned accordingly. It is

especially important that the insured state truly

the class under which his property should fall.

Repairs and alterations on the premises insured,

if they do not affect the character of the risk,

do not invalidate the policy, but the insurance

companies should usually be notified of such

changes. Courts generally are inclined to con-

strue insurance policies liberally on behalf of

the insured, and unless fraud can be shown,

damage resulting from fire, even though due

in part, and in some cases in whole, to the

negligence of the insured or his servants, must

be indemnified by the insurance company. It

is customary for insurers to stipulate that they

may rebuild or repair the premises if they

choose, instead of paying for the loss. It has

recently become the rule in both England and

America that heat alone does not create liability

on the part of the insurers unless there be actual

fire; so a loss by lightning is not held to be a loss

by fire unless the property be destroyed by

flames occasioned by the lightning. On the

other hand, loss occasioned by direct efforts to

put out a fire, as by water, or a loss sustained by

removing insured goods from the peril of fire

or of tearing down or blowing up a structure

to stop the progress of a conflagration, would

fall on the insurers, provided the steps taken

were reasonable and necessary. Marine insur-

ance is largely governed by the same principles

as fire insurance, with such modifications as

the nature of the property and of the risks

necessitates. The same is true in regard to

accident insurance.

Life Insurance. Life insurance originated

in the desire of a man to provide for a helpless

or dependent family after his death. It has

now, however, entered the field of investment,

and policies are WTitten whose main object is

the safe-keeping and increase of funds. Three

classes of policies are most common in the

United States, those known as life, or straight

life, policies, endowment policies and tontine

policies. Each of these classes has been varied

in innumerable ways, in order to meet the

demanos of different classes of persons. For

instance, in taking out a life policy the person

may agree to pay a certain amount annually

as long as he lives, the company agreeing to

pay a certain amount at his death to his heirs or

to some specified beneficiary. He may make an-

nual papnents for a term of years, as ten, fifteen

or twenty, and then pay no more, the company

promising that at his death a certain amount
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shall be paid to his heirs or beneficiaries. Or
he may pay a certain amount once for all, vnth.

the understanding that at his death a certain

amount will be paid to his heirs or beneficiaries.

In the endowment policy the insurance company
agrees to pay at the end of a certain term if the

insured is alive, or before that, in case of his

death, a certain amount. In both classes of

policies the premiums are determined on the

same basis, that is, the insured pays enough

each year to the company, so that at the end of

the given time the accumulation of his premiums

and of a low rate of interest upon them will

equal a certain amount, which the insurance

company then agrees to pay to his beneficiaries.

Life insurance upon either of these plans is

therefore exactly opposite to the principle govern-

ing the payment of annuities (See Annuity).

The premium to be paid either upon life policies

or upon an endo\\Tnent policy is regulated in

accordance with a mortality or insurance table,

compiled from the experience of many com-
panies in accordance with the law of proba-

bilities and the law of averages (See Mortality,
Law of). In accordance with this table the

company can determine approximately what
proportion of persons insured at a given age

will die each year until the whole number have

died, that is, they can determine the average

number of years that persons at a given age

will live. Therefore, if the company agrees to

pay a certam amount at a certain person's

death, it will fix the premium which that person

shall pay annually until his death at such an

amount that if he died at the time that the

average person of his age will die, he will have

paid to the company enough, with the accrued

interest, to equal the sum which his beneficiary

will receive. The tontine policy differs from

both of these, and may be of either of two kinds.

According to one eystem, if the insured allows

his policy to lapse, he forfeits whatever he has

paid in, the profits on his investment accruing

to the others of the same class. By the later,

or semi-tontine, plan, certain extraordinary

profits, not taken into consideration at the time

of the writing of the policy, are allowed to

accumulate throughout the tenn of the policy,

ten, fifteen or twenty years, and at that time

are divided among the persons of the same class

whose policies are still in force.

History. Insurance is many centuries old,

being recognized in English statutes as early as

IGOO. Its oldest form is marine insurance;

its latest, fidelitv insurance, that is, insuring nn
87

employer against the defalcation of his employ^,
or burglary insurance, against robbery. In

recent years, the vast growth in the power and
influence of insurance companies, through the

concentration of funds in their hands, has led

to searching investigations of their methods,

and this, in turn, to more rigid governmental

control over their activities.

In'terest, in political economy, the increase

of capital used in production; in common
speech, the allowance made for the loan or

retention of a sum of money which is lent for,

or becomes due at, a certain time, this allow-

ance being generally estimated by per cent

per annum, that is, by the year. The money
lent is called the principal; the ratio of the in-

terest for one year to the principal is the rate, and
the sum of any principal and its interest together

is the amount. Interest is either simple or com-
pound. Simple interest is that which is allowed

upon the principal only, for the whole time of

the loan. Compound interest is that which

arises from increasing the principal at fixed

periods by the interest then due, and from that

time forward till the end of the next period,

obtaining interest upon this amount. The
ordinary rate of interest, supposing the security

for the principal to be equal, depends obviously

upon what may be made on the average by the

employment of money in various industrial

undertakings.

Interest, in psychology, the feeling of satis-

faction or dissatisfaction which one has towards

a subject, or that bent of mind which causes

one to contemplate certain subjects with pleasure

and to have an aversion for others. Interest

is a phase of feeling and difi"ers from desire in

that in interest the mind is satisfied with contem-

plating the subject, while desire is not satisfied

imtil possession is obtained. Interest may be

pleasurable or painful, according to the nature

of the subject by which it is aroused. Con-

templation of the same subject may be painful

to one and pleasurable to another. In contem-

plating a surgical operation which a friend

must undergo, one may be sorrowful because

of the pain and risk that the patient must suffer,

while the surgeon, contemplating the same
'

operation, derives pleasure from considering

the skill which makes the operation and its

consequent benefits possible.

Interest is the foundation of knowledge, since

\\nthout it prolonged attention is impossible.

The child voluntarily directs his attention only to

those things which he feels can supply his wants,
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and it is from these that he gains his early store

of knowledge. He is interested in whatever

supplies his bodily needs, appeals to his love

of the beautiful and satisfies his affections.

Interest is most easily aroused in those objects

of which we have some knowledge. Mere

noveltv, as a strange sound or an unusual color,

will attract the child for a moment; but it does

not serve to hold his attention, because he is

unable to place it satisfactorily in his store of

ideas, while a color that he has before seen, a

tone with which he is familiar, appeal to him

because of their association with the ideas

already in the mind. This principle should be

borne in mind in selecting subjects upon which

to give instruction to children in primary grades.

The theory that children will be interested in

any subject if it is properly presented is falla-

cious, because there are many subjects which

are of such nature that they cannot appeal to

the immature mind of the child.

Interest is closely related to volition, and

children's activities are largely directed by their

interests. All children take interest in some-

thing. "The most careless and inattentive boy

in school is not without interest, not even with-

out attention. The trouble is he is interested

in wrong things.'* Parents and teachers can

do much in directing the child's interest by

seeing that he is surrounded by proper asso-

ciations. See, in the order named, Attention;

Perceptiox; Apperception; Will.

Inte'rior, Dep.vrtment of the, one of the

nine executive departments of the United States

government, organized by act of Congress in

1849. It is under the direction of a secretary

of the interior, who is a member of the presi-

dent's cabinet, being seventh in line of succes-

sion to the presidency. The department has

supervision of Indian affairs, public lands,

pensions, patents, the geological survey, educa-

tion, public documents, railways subsidized by

the Federal government, territories, national

parks and reservations and certain institutions

in the District of Columbia. Each of these

bureaus Is presided over by a commissioner,

appointed by the president and confirmed by

the Senate, but responsible to the head of the

department. See United States, subhead

Government.

In'terjec'tion, in grammar, the part of speech

used to express sudden, strong feeling.

Interlaken, in'tur lah'ken, a village in Swit-

zerland, 26 mi. s. e. of Berne, beautifully situated

near the left bank of the Aar, between the lakes

of Thun and Brienz. Its beautiful scenery and

healthful climate make it a popular resort.

Intermezzo, in'tur met'so, in dramatic litera-

ture, a short musical piece, generally of a light,

sparkling character, played between the parts

of a more important work, such as an opera or

drama. Pieces intended for independent per-

formance are sometimes designated by this

name.

Internal Rev'enue System. See Excise

T.\x.

International Date Line, an irregular

imaginary line, drawn through the Pacific Ocean

in the vicinity of the meridian 180° of longitude,

to mark the place where navigators* in crossing

the Pacific change their dates. If a person is

traveling westward, for every fifteen degrees

of longitude which he travels, the length of his

day is increased by one hour, since he is traveling

with the sun. In going the whole distance

around the earth westwardly, he will lose one

day; that is, upon arriving at the starting point,

Sunday, according to his reckoning, will be

Monday to those who have remained there

during his absence. If he should travel around

the earth in the opposite direction he will gain

one day. Therefore, if two persons starting

from the same place travel around the earth

in opposite directions, when they meet at the

place of starting, they will differ by two days

in their reckoning of time. Hence the necessity

for having a date line, at which ships passing

in both directions change their dates in order

to come into agreement with each other. The
meridian of 180° of longitude is chosen for this

purpose because it is at the farthest possible

distance from civilization and a change at that

point will therefore cause the least inconvenience.

The date line, however, does not coincide exactly

with this meridian, since it is drawn so as to

avoid a change between important islands of the

same group. In fact the line is not drawn

exactly the same by different map makers.

International Law, the law of nations;

those rules or maxims Vhich independent

political societies or "sfates observe, or ought

to observe, in their conduct toward o^e another.

International law is divisible into two parts,

that which regulates the rights, intercourse

and obligations of nations, as such, with one

another; and that which regulates the rights

and obligations more immediately belonging to

their respective subjects. Thus, the rights and

duties of ambassadors belong to that head

which respects the nation in its sovereign capac-
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ity; and the rights of the subjects,of one nation

to property situated within the territory of

another nation, belong to the latter head. Some
of the maxims regarding the /ights and duties

of nations during a state of peace are: (1) Every

nation is bound to abstain from all interference

with the domains of other nations. (2) All

nations have equal and common rights on the

high seas, and they are not bound to admit any

superiority there. The sea which washes the

coast of a nation is, to the extent of three miles

from shore, now deemed to be a part of the

territory of the nation, over which it may exercise

an exclusive jurisdiction. And, in respect to

persons subjected to its laws, every nation now
claims a right to exercise jurisdiction on the

high seas, for the purpose of enforcing both

international law and its own municipal regu-

lations. (3) No nation has a right to pursue

any cruninal or fugitive from justice in a foreign

country; its claim, if any, is a mere right to

demand him from the nation in which he has

taken refuge. (4) Every nation has a right to

regulate its own intercourse and commerce with

other nations. (5) Foreigners are bound to

obey the laws of a country as long as they reside

within it and under its protection; and the

property held by foreigners within a country

ought to be protected in the same manner as

that of natives. (6) Every nation has a right

to send and to receive ambassadors and other

public ministers; the persons of such ministers

are held sacred and inviolable, and their property,

servants and retinue enjoy a like privilege.

War introduces an entirely new order of

rules. The right of declaring war results from

the right of a nation to preserve its own existence,

its own liberties and its own essential interests.

In a state of nature men have a right to employ

force in self-defense, and when they enter into

society this right is transferred to the govern-

ment and is an incident to sovereignty. What
are just causes for entering into a war is a ques-

tion which has been much discussed by publi-

cists. Defensive wars are necessarily justifiable,

from the fact that they involve the existence

or safety of the nation and its interests. But

offensive wars are of a very different character

and can be justified only in cases of aggravated

wrongs or vital injuries. The first effect of a

declaration of war is to put the subjects of one

nation into a state of hostility to those of the other

nation. The property belonging to one is deemed

hostile by the other. If it be personal property

it may be captured as a prize; if lands, they may

be seized and confiscated at the pleasure of the

sovereign; if it be merely in debts or stock it

may, in the extreme exercise of the laws of war,

be equally liable to confiscation. As soon as a

battle is over, the conquerors are bound to treat

the wounded with kindness and the prisoners

with a decent humanity. And there are some
things which seem positively prohibited, from

their cruelty and brutal barbarity; such are

the torturing of prisoners, the poisoning of wells,

the use of inhuman instruments of war. In

time of war there is occasionally intercourse be-

tween the belligerents, which should be held

sacred. Such intercourse includes the inter-

change of prisoners, the temporary suspension of

hostilities, the passage of flags of truce, the

engaging in treaties of capitulation. When any

conquest of territory is made, the inhabitants

pass under the dominion of the conqueror and

are subject to such laws as he chooses to impose

upon them. There are also certain rights which

war confers on the belligerents in respect to

neutrals. Thus, they have a right to blockade

the ports or besiege the cities of their enemies

and to interdict all trade by neutrals with them.

But no blockade is to be recognized unless

"the besieging force can apply its power to

every point in the blockaded state." Belligerents

have a right also to insist that neutrals shall

conduct themselves with good faith and abstain

from all interference in the contest by supplying

their enemy with things contraband of war.

And hence arises the incidental right of search

of ships on the high seas for the detection of

contraband goods. A neutral nation is bound
to observe entire impartiality between the

belligerents. Neutral nations are, strictly speak-

ing, bound to compel their subjects to abstain

from every interference in the war, as by carry-

ing contraband goods, serving in the hostile army
or furnishing supplies. Subject to the exceptions

above referred to, a neutral has a right to insist

upon carrying on its ordinary commerce with

each of the belligerents in the same manner

as in times of peace. See Treaty; War;
Neutrality.

International Peace Conference. See

Peace Conference, International,

In'terstate Commerce Act, a popular

name for a law passed by the United States

Congress in 1887 to regulate commerce between

the states. It grew out of the rapid development

of railways and the abuses which arose from

their sharp competition. Under the law all

common carriers, either by rail or water, are
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prohibited from granting unreasonable prefer-

ences to individuals or localities; from agreeing

to pool the traffic (See Trusts) and to divide

the profits; from concealmg any rates, or from

changing them without due notice. A com-

mission of five members was created to hear

complaints, make investigations of violations of

the law and require reports from carriers. The

law has accomplished much good in making

public the policies of the railways, and in cor-

recting some abuses, but it has failed to accom-

plish all the good desired, and a serious

agitation in favor of an increase of the

power of this commission resulted, in 1906,

in the passage of a law giving to the commis-

sion the right to set aside unreasonable rates

and to declare what is a reasonable rate, after

consideration of all the circumstances and con-

ditions.

Intestacy, in tes'ta sy, in law, the condition

of a person who dies without having left any

will, or who leaves one not legally valid or such

a one that nobody becomes heir under it. In

that case the property is disposed of according

to a rule fixed by law. In the case of a person

dying partially intestate, that is, without dis-

posing of all his property, the property not

included in the settlement goes to the next of

kin or to the heir-at-law, according as it is real

or personal. See Will; Person.vl Property;

Real Property.

Intes'tines, the name given to the mem-
branous tubes which receive the food from the

stomach through the pyloric orifice, retain it

for a longer or shorter time,'mix it with the bile,

pancreatic juice and intestinal secretions and

give rise to the lacteal or absorbent vessels

which take up the chyle and convey it into the

current of the blood. The small intestine

includes the duodenum, jejunum and ileum and

averages about 23 feet in length. The large

intestine includes the colon, caecum and rectum

and extends nearly around the small intestine.

The vermiform appendix is attached to the

caecum. The four coats of the intestine are

serous, muscular, areolar or submucous, and

mucous, the latter in the small intestine being

covered with tiny projections, called villi, each

of which contains a lacteal, a vein and an artery.

This coat is also laid in numerous folds, which

serve to delay the food in its passage, to give

a large surface for secretion and absorption

and to mingle the food lying between them with

the secretions. The large intestine contains no

villi in the mucoiis coat. See Lacteals.

Investiture

Intox'ica'tion, the state produced by the

excessive use of alcoholic liquids and also of

opium, chloral or belladonna. In the first stage

the circulation of the blood becomes somewhat

more rapid, and all the functions of the body

and the mind are exercised with more freedom.

In the second stage the effect on the brain is

more decided. The peculiarities of character

and the faults of temperament manifest them-

selves without reserve; the secret thoughts are

disclosed, and the sense of propriety is lost. In

the next stage consciousness is still more weak-

ened; the ideas lose their connection; dizziness,

double vision and other discomforts arise, until,

finally, the excitement partakes of the nature

of delirium and is followed by a more or less

prolonged stupor, often by dangerous coma.

In cases of extreme intoxication the stomach-

pump should be employed, if ordinary emetics

fail to overcome the inactivity of the stomach.

Invalides, aN va leed' , Hotei, des, a splen-

did hospital for disabled soldiers at Paris, in

the suburb of Saint Germain, erected by Louis

XIV, between 1670 and 1673. A soldier must

have served ten years to be received into this

hospital on account of poverty or infirmity.

In vaults under the dome lie the bodies of

Napoleon I, Turenne and several other great

French commanders.

Inverness', a town in Scotland, capital of the

county of the same name, the chief town in the

Highlands. The principal buildings are the

cathedral, the Royal Academy, the county hall

and an infirmary. The industries include ship-

building, rope making, tanning, distilling and

brewing, and there is a considerable trade, the city

having regular commimication by sea and canal

with Glasgow, Liverpool, Aberdeen and Leith.

The city is very old and was once the capital of

the Pictish kingdom. Population in 1 901 , 21 ,1 93.

Inver'tebra'ta, a collective term for the six

great lower divisions of the animal kingdom, all

of which agree in not having a vertebral column,

or backbone. It was a term used by Cuvier to

include the divisions Radiata, Articulata and

Mollusca, which, however, have been changed

in the more recent classification. See Zoology.

Inves'titure, in the feudal law, the open

delivery of a fee (See Fee) or fief by a lord to his

vassal, thus, by external proof, affording evi-

dence of possession; or the formal introduction

of a person into some office or dignity. Investi-

ture was often performed by the presentation of

some symbol to the person invested, as a branch

of a tree. The investiture of persons with eccle-
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siastical offices or dignities is historically the

most important phase of the institution. The
estates and honors which gave the Church its

temporal influence were considered to partake

of the nature of fiefs and therefore to require

investments from the lord. In the time of

Emperor Henry IV of the Holy Roman Empire,

a bitter struggle broke out between the Church

and the Empire, the former declaring that a

temporal prince could not invest an ecclesiastical

officer. The contest ended in 1122, at the Con-

cordat of Worms, in a compromise.

In'volu'tion. See Power, in mathematics.

I'd, in Greek mythology, the daughter of

Inachus, beloved by Jupiter, who, to protect her

from the jealousy of Juno, changed her into a

beautiful white heifer. She was given into the

care of the hundred-eyed Argus, from whom
she was rescued by Mercury'.

Iodine, i'o din or i'o deen, a peculiar elemen-

tary solid substance, which exists in the water

of the ocean and mineral springs, in marine

mollusks and in seaweeds, from the ashes of

which it is chiefly procured. It exists in certain

plants and minerals and is found in the water

of some rivers. The chief commercial soiu-ce is

from kelp, and Glasgow and the west coast of

Scotland produce the largest quantities. At the

ordinary temperature of the atmosphere iodine

is a solid crystalline body. Its vapor is of an

exceedingly rich violet color, a character to which

it owes its name. Iodine has an extremely acrid

taste, and its odor resembles that of chlorme.

It is an irritant poison, but in small doses it has

been of great service in certain forms of glandu-

lar disease. It is largely used in photography,

in the preparation of aniline colors and in other

ways. The great consumption of iodine is in

medicine, where it is sometimes employed in its

pure state, but much more frequently in the

form of compoimds, such as iodide of potassium,

which has been found of great benefit in goiter,

scrofula, rheumatism and other diseases, as

well as in cases of lead poisoning. Iodine is not

usually given internally, but as a disinfectant

and destroyer of parasites it is freely used

externally. It belongs to the halogen group of

elements.

lod'ofonn, a substance similar to chloroform

in com{x)sition, except that iodine occupies the

place of chlorine. It is in the form of small,

solid, yellow crystals and is prepared by the

action of alcohol and other bodies on iodine and
potash. It is nearly insoluble in water, but it

dissolves in ether, oils and alcohol. It is used

in medicine as an antiseptic and has some power
to deaden pain. It is successfully applied to

ulcers and sores of various kinds and is used as

a snuff for cold in the head, but its disagreeable

odor prevents its general use except when really

necessary. It may be prepared as an ointment.

lo'la, K\]v., the county-seat of Allen co., 110
mi. s. w. of Kansas City, on the Neosho River
and on the Missouri Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa F^ and other railroads. The city has
a large wholesale trade in grain and groceries

with the surroimding countrj-. The industries

include cement works, foundries and machine
shops and large zinc smelters and rolling mills.

The place was settled in 1857, was chartered as

a city in 1898 and has been growing very rapidly

since the recent discovery of an abundance of

natural gas. Population in 1905, 10,287.

lo'nia, that part of the seaboard of Asia

Minor which was inhabited by Ionian Greeks,

a beautiful and fertile country opposite the

islands of Samos and Chios, which also belonged

to it. According to tradition the Greek colonists

came over from Attica about the middle of the

eleventh century B. c. and founded twelve towns,

which, though mutually independent, formed a

confederacy for common purposes. Commerce,
navigation and agriculture early rendered them
wealthy and flourishing, but the country was
made tributary by Croesus, king of Lydia, and
later by Cjtus, king of Persia. With an interv-al

of independence the cities remained under Persia

imtil this empire was overthrown by Alexander

the Great, when they became a part of the Mace-
donian Empire. Ionia, at a later period, became
part of the Roman province of Asia. It was
afterward totally devastated by the Saracens, so

that few vestiges of its ancient civilization remain.

Ionia, Mich., the county-seat of Ionia co.,

34 mi. e. of Grand Rapids, on the Grand River

and on the Grand Trunk and the Pere Mar-
quette railroads. The city is in the southern

and agricultural section of the state, has lumber-

ing interests and contains wagon works, car

shops and manufactories of clothing and other

articles. The state house of correction and a

state asylum are located here. The place was
laid out in 1833 and was incorporated in 1873.

Population in 1904, 5222.

lo'man Islands, a number of Greek islands

in the Ionian Sea, extending along the western

and southern shores of Greece, of which the

largest are Corfu, Cephalonia, Zante, Leucas and
Cerigo, others being Ithaca, Paxos and Santa

Maura. The surface is mountainous, but there
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are fertile plains in some of the islands. The
staple exports are oil, currants, valonia, wine,

soap and salt, and the few manufactures are

chiefly textile and ornamental. These islands

belonged to ^'enice from the Middle Ages to

the nineteenth centuT}', and in 1814 they came
imder the protection of Great Britain. They
were annexed to Greece in 1864. Population,

•252,037.

lonians. See Greece; Ionia.

Ionian Sea, the ancient name of that part of

the Mediterranean which lies between the south

part of Italy and Greece.

lon'ic Order. See Column.
I'owa, the Hawkeye State, one of the cen-

tral states, bounded on the n. by Minnesota, on
the e. by Wisconsin and Illinois, on the s. by
Missouri and on the west by Nebraska and
South Dakota. The eastern boundary is formed

lOOmUes.

1, Des Moines; 2, Davenport; 3, Dubuque; 4» Gedax
Rapids; 5, Sioux City; 6, Council Bluffs.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

by the Mississippi River, and the western, by
the Big Sioux and the Missouri. The length of

the state from north to south is 200 mUes, its

average length from east to west is about 300
miles and the area is ,56,025 square miles.

Population in 190.5, 2,210,0.50.

Surface and Drainage, The surface of

nearly the entire state is what is generally known
as rolling prairie, consisting of long, low swells,

separated by broad, shallow valleys. About
three-fourths of the state slopes gently to the

southeast. The average elevation is about 1100
feet, the highest point being in the northwest

comer, with an altitude of 1700 feet, and the

lowest point in the southwest comer, which has
an altitude of about 500 feet. The rivers have
broad valleys which are bordered by lines of

bluffs. In the northern part of the state there

are occasional hills which rise above the general

surface.

The Des Momes is the largest river and flows

across the central part of the state in a south-

easterly direction. About two-thirds of the state

is drained into the Mississippi, and aside from

the Des Moines the streams of importance in this

drainage area are the Turkey, the Wapsipinicon,

the Cedar, the Iowa and the Skunk, The por-

tion of the state drained into the Missouri is

watered by the Big Sioux, the Little Sioux, the

Nodaway and the Nishnabotna. The north-

western counties are a portion of the lake region

of Minnesota and contain a number of lakes

noted for the beauty of their scenery and their

clear water. The most important of these are

Spirit Lake, East and West Okoboji, Clear Lake
and Storm Lake. There are smaller lakes in

Sac, Calhoun and other counties.

Climate. Iowa has a cool temperate climate,

with a wide range of temperature between the

extremes of summer and winter. In July and

August the temperature may reach 100°, while in

midwinter it occasionally falls as low as 40°

below zero. In the northern part of the state

the snowball is often heavy. The atmosphere is

dry, and the climate is generally healthful. The
average annual rainfall is 31,02 inches, and

through the spring and summer months there is

plenty of moisture for growing crops.

Mineral Resources. The middle and
southern parts of the state are underlaid with

coal, and the area extends northwesterly to near

the central counties, though the mining area is

confined to the valley of the Des Moines River.

With the exception of Colorado, Iowa produces

a larger quantity of bituminous coal than any

other state west of the Mississippi River. There
are valuable deposits of lead ore in the vicinity

of Dubuque, these being extensions of the deposits

found on the opposite side of the Mississippi, in

Illinois. Clay suitable for brick and tile is very

generally distributed over the state and clay

suitable for pottery is also abundant. In value

the clay products rank next to coal. In Webster

County, in the center of the state, there is a large

deposit of gypsum, valuable for making stucco

(See Gypsum; Plaster of Paris). Limestone

and building stone are also distributed over the

state. However, with the exception of the min-

ing of coal and lead ore, the mining industries

of the state are comparatively unimportant.

There is also material for the manufacture of

Portland cement, and this will become an
important industry.

Agriculture. In 1905, 97.4 per cent of the

surface of Iowa was included in farms, and of
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this area over 86 per cent ^\ as improved. Nearly

the entire state is covered with a deep, rich soil,

free from stones and easily tilled. There are

practically no forest areas, the timber being con-

fined to narrow belts along the streams. These

conditions, combined with its thriving popula-

tion, have made Iowa the leading agricultural

state in the Union. Com is the chief crop, and

nearly one-fourth of the tillable area is planted

to this cereal each year. The com area is

generally in the southern and southwestern part

of the state, and the annual crop is about 300,-

000,000 bushels, placing Iowa first among the

corn-growing states. In the northern part of

the state oats, rye and potatoes are more gener-

ally grown. Timothy, clover and alfalfa are

raised, and large quantities of hay are obtained

from native grass. Apples, grapes, cherries and

other fruits are produced in large quantities.

The state contains an abundance of grass land

for pasturage and the growing of hay. This,

with the large crops of com and other cereals

and an abundance of pure water, especially adapts

Iowa to stock raising, and this branch of agri-

cultural industry is very important, Iowa being

exceeded in its number of cattle only by Texas,

Large numbers of draft and diiving horses are

also raised, as are swine and sheep. iVIany of

the farmers in the corn belt purchase animals

from the grazing regions to the west and fatten

them through the winter, so that the state exports

a very large number of beef cattle. The dairy

industrj' Ls also important and is of such magni-

tude as to place Iowa in the front rank as a dairy

state. Creameries and cheese factories are

numerous, and large quantities of butter and

cheese are made in the homes. In 1900 Iowa

was exceeded only by New York in the number
of milch cows.

]\L\NUFACTtrRES. The manufacturing indus-

tries are limited, because of the great advantages

in agriculture. The most important manufac-

tures are those of lumber, flour and grist mill

products, farm implements and machinery, pot-

tery, glucose and food products, such as syrup

and canned goods. The manufacture of pearl

buttons, made from the shell of a freshwater

mussel which is found In abundance along the

streams, is also an important industry.

Traxsportation and Commerce. The Mis-

sissippi affords transportation for the eastern

part of the statej and the Missouri is also nav-

igable, but the construction of nmnerous lines

of railway and the obstmctions to navigation,

such as snags and shallow water, make these

streams of less importance as means of trans-

portation than they formerly were. Trunk lines

of railway extend across the state from east to

west in the northern, central and southern parts

of the state, and these are connected by numer-

ous cross lines. As most of these lines have

constructed spurs wherever the traffic would war-

rant, every county in the state has one or more
railway lines passing through it, and nearly

every town is within a few miles of a railway

station. Thus transportation facilities are ade-

quate and convenient for all industries. The
railway mileage exceeds 6500 miles.

The commerce of the state is large; it con-

sists in the export of grains, live stock, meat,

butter, poultry products and some manufactures,

and the import of manufactured goods and food-

stuffs that cannot be profitably produced within

the state.

Government. The legislative department

consists of a senate, restricted to 50 members
elected for four years, and a house of representa-

tives of over 100 members, elected for two years.

The senators are divided into two classes, so that

the terms of one-half of their number expire

every two years. The executive department

consists of a governor, a lieutenant governor, a

secretary of state, an auditor, a superintendent

of public instruction, a railroad commissioner,

a clerk of the supreme court, a board of control,

an attorney-general and a treasurer, each elected

for two years. The judiciary department con-

sists of a supreme court, consisting of six judges,

elected for six years; twenty district courts, each

district having from two to four judges, elected

for the term of four years; lower courts, estab-

lished by legislature as the case requires. Local

government is administered by county officers.

Education. Iowa maintams an excellent

system of public schools, and her percentage of

illiteracy is verj' low, in 1900 being only 2.3.

The public school fund is large, and has been

obtained almost entirely from the sale of school

lands. This is supplemented by state and local

taxation. The schools of the state are in charge

of the superintendent of public instruction, and

the schools of each county are under the super-

vision of a county superintendent. There is a

state board of examiners which issues state

licenses to teachers upon examination. Most of

the towns and villages maintain high schools,

which are affiliated with the state university.

The higher educational institutions of the state

are the state university at Iowa City, the state

normal school at Cedar Falls and the state col-
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lege of agricultural and mechanic arts at Ames.

These institutions are among the best in the

United States. The experiment station is located

at the state college. There are a number of

other colleges and secondary schools maintained

bv the various religious denominations. Impor-

tant among these are the Upper Iowa University

at Fayette, Iowa College at Grinnell, Cornell

College at ^Nlount Vernon, Iowa Wesleyan Uni-

versity at Blount Pleasant, the Central Univer-

sity of Iowa at Pella, Penn College at Oskaloosa,

Xon\egian Lutheran College at Decorah, Tabor
College at Tabor, Des Moines College and Drake

University, both at Des Moines, Simpson College

at Indianola and Momingside College at Sioux

City.

Institutions. There is a soldiers' orphans'

home at Davenport and a soldiers' home at

Marshalltown. The state maintains a college

for the blind at Vinton and an inebriate hospital

at Knoxville; also a school for the deaf at Coun-

cil Bluffs and a home for feeble-minded chil-

dren at Glenwood. The hospitals for insane

are at Mount Pleasant, Independence, Cherokee

and Clarinda. The state penitentiaries are at

Fort Madison and Anamosa, and there is an
industrial school for boys at Eldora and one for

girls at Mitchellville.

Cities. Considering the large population of

the state, Iowa is unique in having no large cities.

Those of importance are Des Moines, the

capital; Dubuque, Davenport, Sioux City,

Council Bluffs, Cedar Rapids, Burlington,

Waterloo, Fort Dodge, Clinton and Keokuk,
each of which is described under its title.

History. The present territory of Iowa was
originally inhabited by Indians of the Iowa,

Illinoi, Sac and Fox tribes. In 1673 Marquette

and Joliet entered the territory, but no attempt

at permanent settlement was made until 1788,

when a French Indian, Julien Dubuque, built a
fort on the site of the city now bearing his name.
This was later abandoned. Meantime, in 1803,

the United States gained possession of the tern-

torj' by the Louisiana Purchase, and thereafter

Iowa formed a part, in turn, of the territories of

Louisiana, Missouri, Michigan and Wisconsin,

until 1838, when it was organized as Iowa
Territory. A few years before, settlements had
been established at Fort Madison, Dubuque and
Iowa City. After considerable agitation the

state was admitted to the Union in 1846. There-
after its growth was rapid until the outbreak of

the Civil War. The constitution of the state

prohibited slavery, and Iowa was active in the

Union cause. After the close of the war, ques-

tions of railway regulation, prohibition and

labor legislation occupied the attention of the

state, and advanced laws have been passed upon
all of these subjects.

Iowa, a tribe of Indians, the remnants of which

are now living in Kansas and Oklahoma on

reservations, but which early in the eighteenth

century inhabited Minnesota and that region to

the south which is now the state of Iowa.

Iowa, State University of, a coeducational

institution of higher learning, founded at Iowa

City in 185.5. An act of Congress provided

an endowment of two townships of lando The
university was reorganized in 1860 and now
comprises the college of liberal arts, colleges of

law, engineering, medicine, homeopathic medi-

cine, dentistry and pharmacy and the Iowa

School of Political and Social Science. The
college of liberal arts maintains a summer session

for teachers and a summer school for library

training. It also maintains a lecture and uni-

versity extension department. The university

now has 17 buildings and an annual income of

over $400,000. Its enrollment is about 2,000,

and there are over 165 members in the faculty.

The libraries contain about 100,000 volumes.

The regular publications include a Natural His-

tory Bulletin, a Law Bulletin, University Studies

in Psychology and Studies in Economics, Pol-

itics, Languages and History.

Iowa City, Iowa, the county-seat of Johnson

CO., 54 mi. w. of Davenport, on the Iowa River

and on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

railroad. It was the capital of the state until

1854, and the original capitol building and

grounds are now used by the state university.

Here are also the Iowa City Academy, the state

historical society's library, a Carnegie library

and Mercy Hospital. Other important struc-

tures are the courthouse, the city hall and the

opera house. The various manufactures include

agricultural implements, flour, meats, woolen

goods and jewelry. The place was founded in

1839 and became a city in 1853. Population

in 1905, 8497,

Iowa River, a river in Iowa, rising in Han-
cock County. It flows in a southeasterly direc-

tion into the Mississippi. It is 300 miles long

and is navigable for a distance of 80 miles from

its mouth.

Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, a coeducational institution,

established by an act of legislature in 1858 and

located at Ames, Iowa. In 1862- together with
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other agricultural colleges, it came into the

possession of a tract of land granted by Congress

(See Agricultural College). The institution

was not formally opened until 1869. It contains

departments in agriculture, engineering, veteri-

nary medicine, science and domestic economy.

The instruction is of the highest grade, and the

state agricultural experiment station is connected

with the college. The institution has a farm of

nearly 800 acres, upon which the theories are

applied in practical agriculture and portions of

which are used by the experiment station in

working out results. Some of these results have

been highly beneficial, not only to the farmers of

Iowa but to those of a number of other states

bordering on the Mississippi. The number of

students is about 2000, and the number on the

faculty is over 80. The library contains 14,000

volumes.

Ipecacuanha, i'p'e hak'u an'a, a medicinal

substance of a nauseous odor and a repulsive,

bitterish taste.

It is the dried

root of several

kinds of plants

growing in South

America. The
best is the an-

nulated ipecacu-

anha, which

comes from a

small, shrubby

plant, a native

of Brazil, Co-

lombia and other

parts of South

America. The
name of Ameri-

can Iipecacuanha

is given to eu-

phorbia, which

grows in sandy

places in North

America.

Iphigenia,
i]'y je m'ah, in

of Agamemnon

IPECACUANHA

Greek legend, the daughter

and Clytemnestra. Agamem-
non, by killing a hind sacred to Diana, had

so enraged that goddess that she detained

at Aulis the fleet which was prepared to sail

against Troy, and when the oracles were con-

sulted as to means of gaining favor with the

goddess, they replied that Agamemnon must

sacrifice his daughter. Iphigenia was accord-

ingly sent for on the pretext that she was to be

married to Achilles, but when she arrived at

Aulis she was delivered to the priests to be sacri-

ficed. As she v/as about to be killed, she was

caught up by Diana in a cloud and carried to

Tauris, while a hart was left in her place. At

Tauris she became priestess of Diana, and it

was here that her brother Orestes afterward

found her.

Ipsambul, eep sahm'hool. See Abu-simbel.

Ipswich, ips'wich or ips'ich, Mass., a town of

Essex to., on the Ipswich River and on the Bos-

ton & Maine railroad, 27 mi. n. e. of Boston.

Hosiery, isinglass, heels, underw^ear and soap are

manufactured here. The town was settled in

1633 by John Winthrop and was given the name
of Agawam, but the name was changed in the

following year to Ipswich. It was one of the

earliest of the American towns to resist taxa-

tion by the British Parliament. Population in

1905, 5205.

Iquique, e ke'kay, a city of northern Chile,

South America, capital of the Department of

Tarapaca, is situated on the Pacific coast, in the

vicinity of valuable saltpeter and silver mines.

Iquique formerly belonged to Peru, but in 1891

the Chileans stormed and captured it. Popiv-

lation, 25,000.

Iran, e rahn', the name given by the ancient

Persians to their native land. It is still used by

the modem Persians, though it is also employed

in a wider sense to designate the whole of the

country from the Indus to the Tigris.

Ira'nian Lan'guages, a family of languages

belonging to the Indo-European stock, closely

allied to the Indian group and called by some

philologists Persian, from the best-known mem-
ber of the family. The two oldest known Iranian

languages are the Old Persian of the cuneiform

inscriptions and the Old Bactrian, or Zend, the

latter the language in which the Zend-avesta, or

sacred writings of the Parsees, is composed.

The Middle Iranian languages are the Pehlevi,

and still later the Parsee, which are preserved

in the commentaries to the Zend-avesta.

The latter approaches closely the modem
Persian. The most important of the New
Iranian languages is the modern Persian, in

which has been produced a rich and celebrated

literature.

Iranians, a name derived from Iran, the

ancient name of Persia, and applied to Persians,

ancient and modern, Bactrians and Kurds.

Conquest and the natural intermingling of tribes

has made it impossible to define closely the

lunits of the Iranian stock as it exists to-day.
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The ancient Medes and Persians were a highly

civilized people, but some of the Iranian hill

tribes were nevex far from savagery. The
ancient religion of the Iranians •was that of Zoro-

aster, but in modem times most of them profess

Mohammedanism.
Irawadi, ir a wah'dy, or Irrawaddy, a large

river of southeastern Asia, traversing Lower and

Upper Burma from north to south, falling into

the Indian Ocean (Bay of Bengal) by various

mouths, forming a great delta. The chief tribu-

taries are the Khyendwin and the Bhamo, and

the Rangoon and the Bassein branch form the

east and west lx)undaries of the delta, a region

covered with forests of teak. The river is

navigable for 800 miles, though there are some
rapids which offer obstruction. Mandalay is

situated on the banks of the Irawadi.

Ire'land (in Irish, Erin; in Latin, Hihernid),

popular name, the Emerald Isle, the more west-

em and the smaller of the two principal islands of

which the United Kingdom is composed. It is

separated from Great Britain on the east by

the Irish Sea and is surrounded on all other sides

by the Atlantic Ocean. jNIeasured diagonally,

the greatest length, from Mizen Head in the

southwest to Fau" Head in the northeast, is 300

miles; and the greatest breadth, from Camsore
Point in the southeast to Benwee Head in the

northwest, is 212 miles; the central breadth,

between the bays of Dublin and Galway, is 110

miles. The area is 32,531 square miles, a little

less than that of Maine. Population, 4,458,775.

Surface axd Drainage. The coast, forming

a line of nearly 3000 miles, is, in general, bold

and rugged and has numerous indentations,

some of which run far into the land and form

excellent natural harbors. There are a number
of islands, chiefly on the west coast, the largest

being Achill. The mountains, generally speak-

ing, rise in isolated masses at a short distance

from the coast, the interior having the form of a

vast plain, in which are extensive tracts of bog.

The Macgillicuddy's Reeks, in the southwest,

are the highest land, the culminating siunmit

being Carrantual, 3414 feet. The mountains of

Wicklow, in the southeast, reach a height of

over 3000 feet.

Rivers are not only numerous, but are very

equally distributed over the surface. The
Shannon, in the west, the largest river of Ireland,

if not of the United Kingdom, is navigable to its

source in Lough Allen, forming a waterway of 240
miles. The other rivers of most importance are

the Bandon, the Lee, the Blackwater, the Suir

and the Barrow, which enter the sea on the south,

the last two by the imion of their streams forming

the broad estuary of Waterford harbor.

CuiL^TE. The climate is on the whole more
moist, milder and more equable than that of the

greater part of Britain. It is highly favorable to

vegetation and allows many delicate plants to

winter in the open air; some species of plants

grow in Ireland but nowhere else in the British

isles, as, for mstance, the strawberry tree or

arbutus, found in the southwest. See Great
Britain, subhead Climate.

^Iineral Resources. In some cases, par-

ticularly in the southwest, the coal measures

occupy considerable areas, but the quality of

the coal is generally very inferior, and it is

worked only to a very small extent, the yearly

output being only about 100,000 tons. Of other

minerals than coal, Ireland yields small quantities

of iron ore, lead ore, slate, alum and salt.

Fisheries. Though not so large as those of

Scotland and England, the fisheries of Ireland con-

stitute an industry of considerable importance

and give employment to about 28,500 people. The
value of the yearly catch is about $1,000,000.

Salmon abound in the streams and coast waters,

and herring, cod and pilchard are also taken in

?arge quantities.

Agriculture. As regards agriculture, Ire-

land has great advantages; for though there is a

great extent of moorland, there is also a vast

area of arable surface, covered with a deep, rich

soil. Notwithstanding, agriculture on the whole

is in a backward state, a result largely due to

the small farms and to the evils of overcropping.

Most of the land is held in large estates and

rented on oppressive terms to permanent ten-

ants. However, within the last few years there

has been a marked improvement in agricultural

conditions. The rearing of live stock and dairy

farming are largely carried on. By far the larg-

est grain crop is oats; the chief food crop is pota-

toes, which are cultivated over an area about

one and a half times as large as in Great Britain.

Another staple crop, especially in the north, is

flax.

Manufactures. The leading manufacture

consists in the making of linen goods. This

industry has its center in Belfast, which has

become famous for its excellent linens. Con-

siderable attention is also given to the manu-
facture of woolen textiles. Brewing and dis-

tilling are also important, as is the embroidering

of muslin, which in and about Belfast gives

employment to a large number of people.
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Trajs'SPORTAtion. Railways connect all of

the leading to^Tis. The Shannon is navigable

for ocean steamers as far as Limerick, and

nearly all streams are navigable in their lower

courses for smaller boats. Many of the rivers

have been canalized, and all of the principal

streams are connected by canals, so that Ireland

has an excellent system of inland watenvays,

which, combined with the railways and good

roads, afford ample transportation facilities.

The principal articles of export are grain, live

stock, dairy products, fish and manufactured

articles, particularly linen, whisky and porter.

Most of the trade is with England.

IxH.\BiT.\xTS AND Lakguage. The larger

part of the inhabitants are descendants of the

ancient Celts, who occupied the island at the

time of the Roman conquest of Great Britain.

The people are kno^vn as Irish, and their lan-

guage is a branch of the Celtic tongue and is used

quite generally by the country people; English,

however, is the prevailing language in towns, is

the official language and is spoken to some extent

and quite generally understood by all. The
Irish people are noted for their kindness, industry

and wit. Thousands of them have emigrated to

other countries, particularly to the United States,

where they have become naturalized and make
good citizens.

GovERNMEjjT AND Reugion. Ireland, by
the act of union, became in 1801 an integral part

of the United Kingdom. As in England, the

chief legal functionaries are a lord chancellor, a

lord chief justice and a master of the rolls. For

local government the island is divided into four

provinces and thirty-two counties. See Great
Britain, subhead Government Administration in

Scotland, Wales and Ireland.

The Roman Catholic faith is embraced by the

larger part of the inhabitants. The Anglican

Church and the Presbyterian Church have the

next largest followings, while other Protestant

denominations are found in the larger cities,

though their following is small. All churches

are supported by voluntary offerings.

Education. The principal educational insti-

tutions are Dublin University and the three

Queen's Colleges of Belfast, Cork and Galway.

The Queen's Colleges were formerly connected

with an examining and degree-conferring body

(Queen's University) ; but for this a similar body,

the Royal University of Ireland, was substituted

in 1882, $100,000 being yearly granted from the

surplus funds of the Irish church. The Royal

College of Science, established in 1867, supplies

a complete course of instruction in science appli-

cable to the industrial arts. The Catholic Uni-

versity of Ireland, established in 1854, consists

of University College, Dublin; Saint Patrick's

College, Maynooth, and several other colleges.

See Education, National Systems of, sub-

head Great Britain.

Cities. The chief cities are Dublin, the

capital; Belfast, Cork, Limerick and Queens-

town, which is an important seaport. Each of

these is described under its title.

History. Little is known with certainty con-

cerning the earliest history of Ireland. From
the native legends we know that the island was

for many centuries inhabited by various Celtic

tribes; but the authentic record begins w'ith the

fourth century A. D., when the Scoti, the strongest

tribe, subdued the other tribes inhabiting the

island and descended upon Britain, then a Roman
province. From Britain they extended their

expeditions into Gaul. In these early centuries,

Ireland seems to have been divided into numer-

ous provinces, each of which, although it had its

own king, was dependent on one monarch, to

whom the central province was given. Each

clan also had a chief, who was chosen from its

most important family. The religion of Ireland

in the early centuries of the Christian era was a

nature worship, and the priests, or Druids, and

poets, or bards, occupied a position almost

equaling that of the king in honor. Christianity

foimd its way into Ireland at an early date, and

by the middle of the fourth century it had made
considerable progress. It is said that more than

in any other heathen coimtry, conversion to

Christianity in Ireland was bloodlessly effected.

By 432 the young British priest, afterward known

as Saint Patrick, began his great mission in

Ireland. Other missionaries continued the work

in the sixth century, and many churches and

monasteries were founded. Religion and learn-

ing flourished in the monasteries, which soon

began to send out zealous missionaries to estab-

lish churches in Britain and on the continent.

In the eighth century the Norsemen began to

make incursions upon the Irish coast, and by the

ninth century they had pushed far into the

interior and foimded a kingdom. Brian Bo-

roimhe defeated them in 1014 and united the

greater part of the island imder his rule. After

the death of Brian, the island relapsed into its

former state of division and anarchy. Henry II

of England was authorized by the pope in 1155

to take possession of Ireland on condition of

paying an annual tribute, but not until twelve
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years later was he able to turn his attention to

the island. Dermod MacMurragh, king of

Leinster, who had been driven from his king-

dom, fled to England and, seeking refuge at the

court of Henry II, obtained permission to enlist

the sers'ices of English subjects for the recovery

of his realm. Returning with a force of English,

led by Richard Clare, called "Strongbow,"

Dermod was for a time successful, and regained

his seat on the throne. Upon his death Strong-

bow, who had married Dermod's daughter, came

to the throne, and his English subjects were per-

mitted to establish themselves on lands in the

eastern part of the island. "When Henry II

visited Ireland in 1172 he received the homage

of the great princes and was recognized as lord

of Ireland.

Many Norman barons and their followers now
settled in the country, but the English power was

far from being established over the whole of it,

and the gradual adoption by these new settlers

of the customs and languages of the natives

decreased British power. By the time of the

Wars of the Roses the only part over which

England had real authority was a few towTis on

the coast and a small district about Dublin and

Drogheda, known as the Pale. The Irish lived

according to their old customs, under their own
chiefs, and in manners and mode of life were

still totally uncivilized. Under Henry VII a law

was enacted making the Irish parliament depend-

ent u|X)n the English king, and the power of

the English thus became somewhat stronger.

Soon after Henry VIII had declared himself

the head of the Anglican Church, he began his

crusade against the Catholics in Ireland. He
caused the monasteries to be destroyed and

their wealth to be confiscated, and ordered the

prosecution of all persons who refused to recog-

nize him as the head of the Church. To offset

these attacks on the religion of the Irish, Henry

allowed the Irish chiefs a share in the confiscated

property of the monasteries and left them under

their own laws. In 1.541, by an act of the Irish

Parliament, Henry was given -the title of King of

Ireland, instead of Lord. Edward VI continued

the policy of his father of combating the Catholic

religion in Ireland, but this change was bitterly

opposed, and Mary was able to undo all that had
been done by her two predecessors in establish-

ing the Protestant religion.

Elizabeth in her turn imposed Protestant

clergy upon the people, and her reign was marked
by a series of risings which terminated in the

reduction of the whole Island. Great stretches

were taken from the Irish chiefs and distributed

among English noblemen, who were to settle

their new estates with English farmers. The
injustice of this system and the fact that Catho-

lics were excluded from all public appointments

led in 1641 to another attempt to shake off the

English yoke. Great atrocities were committed

on both sides. In 1641 Cromwell was appointed

lieutenant of the island and energetically but

cruelly reduced the country in nine months.

James II, himself a Catholic, advanced Catholics

in Ireland to important positions, and when, after

the revolution which placed William and Mary
on the throne, James landed in Ireland and

sought Irish aid for his restoration, he was

enthusiastically received. In 1690, however,

William III landed in the island and in the

Battle of the Boyne completely defeated the

forces of James. Limerick, the last place which

held out for James, capitulated in 1691, and a

treaty was concluded by which the Catholics in

Ireland were to be allowed the exercise of their

religion. This treaty was not well kept by the

English. By a decree of Parliament passed a

short time later, hundreds of thousands of acres

of Irish land were confiscated and divided among
Protestants. Cruel penal laws were passed

against those who adhered to the Catholic reli-

gion; Catholic ecclesiastical dignitaries were

banished, and all Catholics were declared inca-

pable of holding public office, acquiring landed

property or entering into a marriage witn a

Protestant.

All of these laws were not always rigorously

carried out, yet they excited great bitterness of

feeling and led to frequent risings. In 1778 the

laws were made much more lenient, the Catholics

were given a right to acquire landed property,

erect schools and exercise their religion under

fewer restrictions. In 1798, while England was

engaged in the war with the revolutionists in

France, the Irish again revolted, but the rebellion

was speedily crushed. The British government

now resolved to unite the English and Irish

parliaments, and an act providing for the legis-

lative union of the two countries passed the

Irish and the British parliaments in 1800.

The Irish patriots bitterly opposed this extinc-

tion of the legislative independence of Ireland,

and from that day until the present there has

been more or less agitation for its repeal and

the establishment of the old Irish parliament.

In 1841, under Daniel O'Connell, Ireland was

brought to the verge of insurrection, but the

movement was suppressed (See O'Connell,
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Daniel). For many years other troubles had

racked Ireland, occasioned by the oppressive

land laws which had been enacted from time to

time. The suffering caused by these laws came
to a cUmax in 1845 and 1846, when a great

potato famine occurred. Thousands died of

starvation and hundreds of thousands emigrated

to America. Subsequently certain reforms in

the land laws were carried out, and agricultural

and manufacturing interests revived, but the

struggle for liberty continued and took form in

an agitation for so-called home rule (See Home
Rule). In 1886 Gladstone introduced into

Parliament a bill for granting separate legisla-

tion for Ireland, but this was rejected by Par-

liament. A permanent act for the repression of

crime in Ireland was passed in 1887. In 1898

an important act was passed, establishing Irish

county councils, rural district schools and boards

of guardians, and encouraged by this the people

began to proclaim more boldly their discontent

with the existing land laws and their desire for

home rule. In 1903 the Land Purchase Bill was
passed, providing that tenants or sub-tenants

may purchase the land from great landlords and

hold it as their own, the land question being thus

disposed of. Home Rule is now the only impor-

tant issue dividing the peoples of England and
Ireland, and since, with the disposal of the land

question, the principal obstacle in the way of

some form of Irish home rule is removed, it is

probable that before long that subject will be

taken up on its own merits by the political

parties of England.

Language and Literature. The Irish

language belongs to the Gaelic branch of the

Celtic group of languages, and it is closely akin

to the Gaelic of Scotland and the Manx, and

more remotely allied to the British dialects

—

Welsh, Cornish and Breton. While there are

in Ireland many people who speak the Irish

language only, by far the larger part of the

inhabitants speak English, also.

Irish literature is rather varied and extensive,

including history, legendary and actual, in prose

and verse; anpals, genealogies and pedigrees,

mythological and imaginative tales, lyric poetry,

satire, lives of saints and treatises on law, sci-

ence and grammar. Some of these may be

as old as the fifth century of our era. One of

the earliest historic pieces is a metrical life of

S^int Patrick. The glosses written to Latin

works by Irish ecclesiastics, in the monasteries

on the Continent, founded during the seventh

and eighth centuries, are among the oldest

specimens of the language. Many bardic

remains belong to the period of the English

conquest, but after that date Irish poetry appears

to have sunk. Many bards, however, who were

still maintained by the native chiefs, helped by

their songs to keep up a national feeling hostile

to the English domination. The chief interest,

in fact, in medieval Irish literature attaches to

the ballad cycles.

Although Irish prose almost ceased to be

produced after the seventeenth century, as

English became more and more common, the

Irish language was much used in poetry until

the nineteenth century, when it practically

passed out of use for literary purposes. Socie-

ties have been formed for the restoration of the

language for literary uses.

Ireland, John (1838- ), an American

Catholic prelate, born in County Kilkenny,

JOHN IRELAND

Ireland. His parents settled in Saint Paul,

Minn., and he was educated in France for the

priesthood and was ordained in 1861. After

his ordination he became prominent as a tem-

perance advocate. He was made coadjutor

bishop of Saint Paul in 1875, and on the resig-

nation of Bishop Grace, in 1888, he was made
archbishop of Saint Paul. lie was also active

in establishing the Cutholic University in Wash-
ington, in colonizing the Northwest and in
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many other movements, in all of which his energy,

ability, character and personality have won for

him great influence.

Irenaeus, / re ne'us, S-'ONT, an early Chris-

tian writer of the latter part of the second

centun-, a disciple of Polycarp. He was priest

of a church in Lyons and then bishop, a position

he tilled for twenty-five years. He was active

in opposing the Gnostics and in trying to settle

the trouble between the Eastern and Western

Churches, concerning what day should be

obser\-ed as Easter. There remains of his work

only a Latin version of Against Heresies. His

day is June 28.

Ire'ton, Henry (1611-1651), an English gen-

eral, son-in-law of Cromwell. He joined the

Parliamentary army at the outbreak of the

war against Charles I, was taken prisoner at

the Battle of Naseby, but regained his liberty

at the close of the engagement. As a member

of the court which tried Charles I, he was an

advocate of the death sentence and was one of

the signers of the death warrant. Cromwell,

when he was recalled from Ireland on the out-

'break of insurrection in Scotland, left Ireton

to complete the subjugation of Ireland, and

this he did with much severity. He died at

Limerick and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

His body was taken up at the Restoration and

burned.

Irid'ium, a metal of a whitish color, discov-

ered in the black scales which remained when

native platinum was dissolved in aqua regm.

Iridium takes its name from the variety of colors

it exhibits while dissolving in hydrochloric acid.

It is not malleable and- is the most infusible of

metals. It forms a niunber of alloys, one of

which, iridosmine, occurs native. The alloy

Tsnth gold is malleable and much resembles gold

in appearance; that with copper is very hard,

pale red in color and ductile. The iridium

ores are found on the Pacific coast of the United

States, in various districts of the Ural Mountains

and in smaller quantities in other parts of the

world.

I'ris, in Greek mythology, the fleet, golden-

winged messenger of the Olympian gods, repre-

sented with wings and with a herald's staff in

her hand. The rainbow was originally regarded

as the path over which she passed to earth, and

thus Iris herself came in time to be regarded

as the personification of the rainbow.

Iris. See Eye.

Iris, a genus of plants belonging to a family

which b related to the lilies. One species.

known as the flmver-de-luce, or fle2ir-de4is,

became the national flower of France in the

thirteenth
century and
later was
used as the

national em-
blem. It is

also the em-
blem of the

city of Flor-

ence. The
common blue

flag, which

grows wild

in the United

States in

swamps and
other moist

places, is an-

other species

of the iris.

Orris root

comes from

a European

species.
Many beau-

tiful species are grown in gardens, and many
varieties are produced by cultivation.

Irish Moss, a seaweed very common on
rocks and stones on the coast of England and

BLUE FLAO

IRISH MOS3
lliree different forms of growth.

Ireland. It is a variable weed with a flat,

branching frond, usually of a deep purple-

brown color. When dried it becomes whitish,

and in this condition it is known as Irish ui:jss.
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Nutritious soups and jellies are made from it.

Carrageen is one of its local names.

Irish Sea, the part of the Atlantic Ocean
between Great Britain and Ireland, n. of Saint

George's Channel and s. of the North Chaimel.

It is 130 miles long and about 60 miles wide.

It contains the islands of Anglesey and Man,
I'ri'tis, an inflammation of the iris of the eye.

It is accompanied by a remarkable change in

the color of the iris and causes great pain in the

eye, forehead and side of the head, a pain which

frequently grows more severe at night. Iritis

may be caused by wounds in the iris, from

too prolonged use of the eye or from consti-

tutional diseases, such as rheumatism or tuber-

culosis.

Irkutsk, eer hootsh', a city in southern

Siberia, capital of a government of same name,

situated on the Angara, 30 mi. from the north-

west , shore of Lake Baikal. It manufactures

woolens, linens and leather and carries on a

good trade in tea and other articles imported

from China. Population, 51,434.

Iron, i'urn, a hard, silver-gray metal, with a

soft but brilliant luster. It is about seven and

three-fourths times as heavy as water; has a

fibrous or crystalline structure, according to the

process of manufacture; softens before fusing;

is highly ductile and malleable (See Ductility;

Malleability), and can be tempered to various

degrees of hardness (See Tempering). Iron

has a strong tendency to unite w'ith oxygen,

forming a number of oxides, some of which

constitute its most valuable ores. It also unites

with sulphur, chlorine and carbon dioxide.

The compounds with chlorine are useful in

medicine, and one of the compounds of sulphur,

commonly known as pvTite, is of value in the

manufacture of iron sulphate, or copperas.

Pure iron is seldom seen and is useful only in

laboratories for experimental purposes. The
iron of commerce contains varying proportions

of carbon, silicon, sulphur, phosphorus and
other impurities. Of these carbon exists in the

most varying proportions and produces the

greatest effect upon the quality of the metal.

Sulphur and phosphorus are highly injurious.

Sulphur, even in verj* small quantities, makes
steel brittle when heated, or red short, and
phosphorus makes it brittle when cold, or cold

short. Iron unites with nickel, aluminum,
manganese and one or two other metab to form
valuable ores.

Ores. Kinds. The most common ores of

iron aie red hematite, or specular iron, brown

Iron

hematite, or limonite, magnetic iron, or mag-
netite, and carbonate of iron, or spathic iron.

Each of these is described imder its proper title.

The red hematite is found in by far the largest

quantities, and it is from this ore that most of

the iron of commerce is obtained.

Distribution. Iron ore is very liberally dis-

tributed over the earth, and with the exception

of Australia every continent has a good supply.

In Europe the most valuable deposits are found
in the Ural and Caucasus Mountains in Russia;

in the Scandinavian peninsula; in Lorraine
and Luxemburg, Germany; m Spain and the

island of Elba; in St}Tia, Austria, and in Eng-
land in North Yorkshire, Cumberland, Lan-
castershire, Leicestershire and Northampton.
The ore obtained from the Russian and Scan-
dinavian mines is magnetite and hematite of a
high grade, while that obtained from the other

mines is low grade hematite or limonite. Exten-
sive deposits of ore are also found in China
and India and smaller quantities in Japan,
while Africa contains very large deposits, though
none of them have been worked except as a
few of the native tribes in the equatorial regions

by rude methods fashion the metal into weapons
and edged tools. Canada has extensive mines
in Newfoundland, Quebec, Ontario and British

Columbia. There are also large deposits of

iron in the various moimtainous countries of

South America.

The United States is the largest producer of

iron ore. The districts from which this is

obtained are around Lake Superior, in the

Adirondack Mountains, in Western Pennsyl-

vania and Virginia and in Alabama and Georgia.

By far the largest quantity of iron comes from
the red hematite, as shown from the following

table:

Red hematite 78.58 per cent.

Brown hematite 13 . 28 per cent.

Magnetite 7 . 57 per cent.
Carbonate 57 per cent.

The different areas from which iron ore are

obtained are comparatively small. The Lake
Superior region lies within half of a circle

having a radius of 135 miles, and most of the

mines are near the circumference of this circle.

A circle 100 miles in diameter would include

the ore regions of Alabama and Georgia. A
parallelogram 60 miles long and 20 miles wide
would embrace all the valuable mines of the

Lake Champlain district in northern New York,

and Lebanon County would include the valuable

mines of Pennsylvania. The Lake Superior
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region is by far the most productive and yields

nearly three-quarters of the ore produced in

the country*. The principal states, in the order

of their production, are jMinnesota, Michigan,

Alabama, Pennsylvania and New York. The
following states produce considerable ore:

Virginia, \Yisconsin, Tennessee, New Jersey,

Geoi^a, Colorado, Missouri and Ohio.

Mining and Shipping Ore. The methods of

mining depend upon the character of the ore.

If it is in the form of a ledge, the rock must

l)e blasted; but if the rock is disintegrated,

this process is not necessary'. The most inter-

esting method is that employed in the Lake

Superior region. Here the ore is in the form of

rotten stone, which is so soft that it can be

scooped up with steam shovels and loaded

directly upon the cars. The only preparation

necessary to obtaining the ore is the removal

of the surface soil, or stripping. The shovels

are of large size, and under favorable conditions

a single shovel will handle 6500 tons of ore in a

day, at an average cost of sixteen cents a ton

(See Ste.*.m Shovel). The ore cars are so

constructed that they can be emptied by dump-
ing or by opening slides in the bottom. When
they reach the ore docks, the cars are run on to

an elevated platform, beneath which are numer-

ous bins or pockets, each having a slanting floor

leading to a chute. The ore is dumped from the

cars into these pockets, and the chutes are con-

nected with the hold of a vessel; and when

the valve is opened at the entrance of the chute

the ore runs into the hold. A large vessel

connects with several chutes and requires but

a few hours for loading. Ore vessels are con-

structed especially for this sort of traffic and

transport ore from Duluth or adjoining ports

to Cleveland and Erie at an expense of less

than two dollars per ton.

Devices for unloading the vessels are even

more ingenious than those for loading. Steel

bridges mounted upon elevated tracks and

operated by electric motors are so arranged

that they can be brought opposite an opening in

the ship's hold. At the end of the bridge next

to the vessel is a hinged arm that lowers into the

hold. This arm and the bridge carry a trolley

containing grabs, which resemble in shape and

construction a double scoop. \Mien the grabs

descend to the ore, they fill and close automat-

ically. Each holds about five tons, and they

move over the arm at the rate of 100 feet per

minute and over the bridge at the rate of 1000

feet per minute, unloading the ore directly on to

cars or the dock, as desired. By these devices

a large vessel can be unloaded in from six to

eight hours.

Smelting. The ore contains numerous im-

purities, and in the process of extracting the

iron these must be removed. Most of this work

is done in the process of smelting. The ore is

crushed so that it is as fine as fiine gravel. It

is then mixed with the necessary proportions

of limestone (See Flux) and coke, and is ne:';t

taken to the furnace (See Blast Furnace).

As the iron melts, it runs doT\Ti to the hearth of

the furnace and is drawn off, being cast into

rough bars known as pig iron. In small furnaces

two casts are made every twenty-four hours,

but with large furnaces the iron is drawn more
frequently.

The former method of making pig iron, and

one still used in some furnaces, was to have the

floor of the foundry covered with molders' sand

to a depth of six or eight inches. In this sand

long square channels are made leading from

the furnace to various parts of the room, and

from each of these, short channels are excavated

at right angles. The iron is tapped from the

furnace into the long channels, which conduct

it to the short ones, and in this manner the

entire floor of the foundry becomes covered

"u-ith molten iron, which, when cool, forms bars.

The long channels are called sows, and the

short ones, pigs; hence the name pig iron.

The method now more generally used in con-

nection with large furnaces employs casting

machines, instead of the sand floor. The casting

machine consists of two endless chains carrying

steel molds of the size and shape of a bar of

pig iron. The molten iron is drawTi from the

furnace into a ladle, and from this it is poured

into the molds as they pass along. When filled,

the molds pass through a tank of water, to be

cooled, and then they move on to the tail sheaves,

where the pigs are unloaded on the cars. One
of these machines can cast twenty pigs of 120

pounds in a minute.

Varieties of Iron. The varieties of iron m
general use are pig iron, wrought iron and steel.

"

Pig Iron. The process of manufacturing

pig iron is described above. Pig iron has a

crystalline structure, contains more or less

impurities and is usually coarse and brittle.

Before it can be used for purposes where great

strength is required, it needs to be remelted

and refined. It is, however, usable for making

ordinary iron castings, such as the parts of

stoves ant' ^T-ackets for holding shafting, but
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most of it is manufactured into steel or wrought

iron.

Wrought Iron. This is the oldest form of

iron known and was manufactured directly

from the ore by primitive methods long before

the process of casting iron had been discovered.

It is now usually made by remelting and purify-

ing cast iron. The operation is carried on in

a reverberatory furnace and is kno^Ti as

puddling. The furnace has an arched top and

flat floor, or hearth, which is so placed in rela-

tion to the roof that the flame is bent down
upon the hearth and softens the iron. In pre-

paring the furnace for charging, the bottom and
sides are covered with several inches of some
oxidizing material, which is heated until it fuses.

Slag is then spread over the bottom of the fur-

nace, and the pig iron is broken into small

pieces and laid upon it. Coal, coke or gas can

be used for fuel, but gas is preferred. As the

iron melts, workmen begin to stir it with a tool

called the rabble, which is inserted through a

small door. The stirring is continued until the

color of the molten iron shows the workmen
that the impurities have been expelled. The
temperature is then gradually lowered, and the

iron is gathered into balls. These are taken

from the furnace and pressed between rollers

to expel the slag. This leaves an irregular

rough bar of iron, known as the muck bar.

Several muck bars are then bundled together

and heated to a welding temperature and rolled

into blooms, which have the general form of

wrought iron as it is placed upon the market

(See Rolling Mill).

Wrought iron is soft, flexible, ductile and
malleable. It can be welded and also worked

into any desired form. It has a fibrous texture,

possesses great tensile strength and can be

annealed to various degrees of hardness. These

properties adapt it to a much wider range of

uses than cast iron, but it has now been almost

wholly displaced by steel (See Steel).

History. Iron is the most useful of all

metals and has been knowTi from the remotest

time, though it did not come into general use

until much later than gold, silver and copper,

probably because of the difficulty in obtaining

it from its ores. The first reference to iron in

the Bible is found in Genesis iv, 22, which refers

to Tubal Cain as a worker or artificer in brass

and iron. Iron is also referred to in the book

of Job, which by some ^Titers is considered to

have been WTitten before Genesis. The ancient

Egyptians were familiar with the process of
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working iron and undoubtedly knew how to

make steel, since some of the tools used by

them in building the pyramids and their great

temples at Thebes and Memphis were of this

metal. The Assyrians and Babylonians were

also skilful workers in iron, and it is probable

that the Greeks obtained their knowledge of

iron-working from these older nations. The
Romans obtained their knowledge from the

Greeks and made considerable progress in

improving the processes of manufacture. When
these people invaded Britain they found the

natives working iron in rude forges. Other

nations of northern and central Europe were

also workers of iion at an early date. But it

was several centuries before the manufacture

in England assumed sufiicient importance to

warrant its being considered as an industry.

Iron was discovered in the United States in

1585 by the expedition sent out by Sir Walter

Raleigh. In 1608 a cargo of ore was shipped

from Virginia to England and successfully

smelted. The first ironworks in the United

States were built in the Province of Massachu-

setts Bay not far from the present city of Lynn,

between 1643 and 1645. The ore used was bog

ore, which is still found in the vicinity. Other

furnaces were erected, but previous to the

Revolutionary War little was done in the smelt-

ing of iron in the colonies, chiefly because the

industry was opposed by the home government.

^^^len the war broke out, the Americans, being

deprived of opportunity for importing iron from

Europe, were obliged to manufacture many
articles for themselves, and this gave some
impetus to the industry. Still, after the war it

was several years before the manufacture of

iron and steel assumed any considerable propor-

tions. One of the most important steps leading

to the present magnitude of the iron industry

in the country was the use of anthracite coal

for smelting. This practice was introduced by

David Thomas, at Catasauqua, Pa., in 1840,

and his furnace continued in use for twenty-

eight years. The construction of railroads led

to the use of coke as a fuel, and this still further

extended the industry.

The invention of the Bessemer process for

making steel greatly increased the demands for

iron, and the progress of the industry in the

United States has kept pace with these demands.

This country now is the largest producer of iron

and steel in the world, being followed in order

by Great Britain and Germany, but the annual

output of the United States now exceeds that of
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both these coimtrios. The leading manufactur-

ing cities are not necessarily in the leading centers

for the protluction of iron ore. It requires two

tons of fuel to smelt a ton of iron, and it is cheaper

to transport the ore than the fuel; consequently

the great iron works of the country are in or near

the coal regions. The leading states in the

manufacture of iron in the order of their impor-

tance are Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana

and Alabama.

Irox in Medicine. Iron is an Important

ingredient of the blood and some of the tissues,

and when the system is deficient in iron, weak-

ness and general debility follow. Usually, a

preparation of iron will restore one in this con-

dition to his noimal health. Iron is also used

as an astringent, and in some cases to stimulate

digestion. The oxides and several salts are used

in medical preparations, the most common being

a tincture of the chlorate of iron.

For the manufacture of steel, see Steel.

Iron Age, a term indicating the period or

stage in civilization and culture when people

used iron as the material for their tools and

weapons. It is the last of the three prehistoric

ages of progress. In Europe the knowledge of

iron began at the south and extended northward.

Greece, as represented in the poems of Homer,

was then changing from the use of bronze to that

of iron, while Scandinavia did not enter her Iron

Age until about the beginning of the Christian

era. The implements and weapons of the Iron

Age are not cast, but are hammered into shape,

and accordingly they take a greater variety of

forms and are much more beautiful than those

of the earlier ages. During the age of iron,

written characters were introduced and the

foundation of historic records was laid. See

Stone Age; Bronze Age.

Iron Chancellor, chan'sdloTt the popular

name for Bismarck.

Ironclads, i'urn Jdadz. See War Ship.

Iron Crown, a golden crown set with precious

stones, used at the coronation of the Lombard
kings and aftenvard at the coronation of the

German emperors, when the latter assumed the

character of kings of Lombardy. It received the

above name from an iron circle in it, forged,

according to tradition, from a nail of the cross

of Christ. It was worn by Charlemagne, by
Charles V and by Napoleon I.

Iron Duke, the popular name for the duke
of Wellington.

Iron Gate, a narrow place in the course of

the Danube below the point where it leaves

Austrian territory and becomes the boundary

between Servia and Rumania.

Iron Mask, TheMan with the, an unknown
personage, kept in various French prisons, who
for a long time excited much curiosity. All that

is known of him is that he was above middle

height, of a fine and noble figure and delicate

brownish skin; that he had a pleasant voice,

was well educated and fond of reading and

guitar playing, and that he died in the Bastille

in 1703. The mask he wore seems to have been

of black velvet, not iron. Conjecture has given

him many names, but no assertion ever made
regarding him has been able to stand the test of

thorough investigation.

Iron Mountain, a hill in Saint Fran9ois

CO., Missouri, 81 mi. s. of Saint Louis. It

is 1097 feet above the sea. This mountain con-

sists mainly of porphyiy, traversed by an iron

ore which is one of the purest and richest ores

in the United States.

Iron Mountain, Mich., the coimty-seat of

Dickinson co., 47 mi. s. w. of Marquette, on the

Menominee River and on the Chicago & North-

western and the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint

Paul railroads. The city is in the vicinity of

large iron mines and also has manufactures of

mining and agricultural implements. The place

was settled in 1879. Population in 1904, 8585.

Ironsides. See Cromwell, Oliver.

Ironsides, Old. See Constitution, The.
Ironton, i'um ton, Ohio, the county-seat of

Lawrence co., 140 mi. s. e. of Cincinnati, on the

Ohio River and on the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, the Norfolk & Western and several

other railroads. The Chesapeake & Ohio also

makes connection from the other side of the

river. The city is in a region rich in iron ore,

coal and pottery clay, and it has extensive manu-
factories of iron, cement, lumber, machinery,

furniture and other articles. The important

buildings are Memorial Hall, Masonic Temple,

Odd Fellows' Hall, Briggs Public Library and
Kingsbury School. The place was settled in

1832 and was incorporated in 1849. Population

in 1900, 11,868.

Ironwood, i'um wood, a name given to various

trees, from the quality of their timber. The iron-

wood, or hop hornbean, of America, is a tree with

a trunk not exceeding six inches in diameter,

with very hard wood, so heavy that it sinks in

water, and with foliage resembling that of birch.

Other trees known as ironwood are natives of

various parts of the world. Ebony is also called

ironwood.
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Ironwood, Mich., a city in Gogebic co., 150

mi. w. of jNIarquette, on the INIontreal River and

on the Chicago & Northwestern and the Wis-

consin Central railroads. It is in the Gogebic

iron region, and mining and lumbering are the

principal industries. Ironwood has a fine city

hall, a high school and a Carnegie library.

Population ui 1904, 10,019.

Iroquoian, ir'o kwoi'an, Indians. The
tribes belonging to this group held the land lying

along the Saint Lawrence River from the coast

to Lake Huron and south through the greater

portion of New York and Pennsylvania. They
tilled the soil, raising many vegetables, much
tobacco and maize. Their houses were substan-

tially built of split timber, and their respect for

law and family ties gave them a strong organi-

zation. The name Iroquoian was originally

applied by Champlain to the five tribes which

had formed a league for mutual protection (See

Five Nations, The). The Huron had origi-

nally belonged to this league, but early in the

seventeenth century they were expelled, and from

that time on all the Iroquoian tribes were engaged

in war. Champlain took the part of the Huron,

and in doing so he aroused the enmity of the

Five Nations against the French—an enmity

w'hich was )argely responsible for driving the

French from their northern possessions. Dur-

ing the American Revolution the Iroquois sided

with the English until they were thoroughly

defeated by General Sullivan. There are now
in the United States and Canada about 40,000

Iroquoian Indians, of whom the Cherokee is the

largest tribe. See Cherokee; Hurox; Mo-
hawk; Five Nations.

Irrawaddy, ir'a wah'dy. See Iraw.vdi.

Ir'riga'tion, the process of supplying agri-

cultural lands with water by artificial means.

Irrigation is one of the oldest of the agricultural

arts. It was by this means that the Egyptians

obtained the water for their crops in the valley

of the Nile, and that method has been continued

in Eg;y'pt from the remotest time to the present.

The Chinese, Hindus and other peoples of the

East have also practiced irrigation since long

before the dawn of the Christian era. In Eg}'pt

recent irrigation works have been constructed

which are among the greatest of modem engineer-

ing feats. These are the dams across the Nile

at Assuan and Assuit. The dam at Assuan is

about a mile and a quarter long, 120 feet high

and contains 180 sluices. The reservoir formed

has a depth of about 66 feet and is large enough

to store all the flood water of the Nile from

December till the following period of high water.

The second dam is somewhat smaller than the

first. The construction of these dams has

increased the irrigable area of Eg}'pt over

5,000,000 acres.

Unhted States. Irrigation in America was
first practiced by the Indians who inhabited the

arid regions of the United States and !Mexico.

^\'hen discovered by the Spaniards, these people,

by their rude methods of irrigation, were supply-

ing small patches of land with sufficient water to

enable them to raise enough maize and vegetables

for their subsistence. The early Spanish mis-

sionaries in Southern California and New Mexico

adopted the Indian's idea for supplying moisture

to the soil and improved upon his methods. The
missionary was followed by the miner, who,

when he failed in the search for gold, turned his

attention to agriculture and soon discovered the

unusual fertility of the soil and the adaptability

of the climate to a great variety of products.

The ]\Iormons, compelled by the force of cir-

cumstances, first demonstrated the practical

utility of irrigation on an extended scale in Utah.

Their plan was a little later adopted in develop-

ing the Greeley Colony in Colorado and has since

in modified forms been extended to numerous

other localities.

Irrigation, thus early employed in the arid

regions of the southwest, has grown in favor

and extent with the development of the country

and has contributed in no small degree to the

agricultural prosperity of the sections where it is

practiced. It is now extensively used in all of

the states whose annual rainfall is insuflScient

for the successful growing of crops.

Irrigation is necessary under the following

conditions:

1. ^\Tien the annual rainfall is less than 20

inches.

2. ^Mien the annual rainfall, though sufficient

for agricultural purposes, is unevenly distributed

through the year, the greater jjortion occurring

in months when crops cannot be grown.

3. In the growing of such crops as rice, which

require the land to be flooded.

These conditions often render irrigation neces-

sary in regions generally known as humid, and

they account for the irrigated districts in Texas,

Louisiana and other southern states where rice

is grown.

Irrigation requires three lines of work:

1. Conserving the amount of rainfall around

the sources of rivers which are used to water the

arid regions. This is the work of the state and
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national governments and is one of the prin-

cipal reasons for creating forest reser\'es. See

Forestry.

2. The saving of water from melting snow and

that which causes the overflow of streams during

the rainy season. This requires the construction

of numerous resen'oirs and often involves ex-

pense too great for profitable investment of pri-

vate capital.

3. Distribution of water to the irrigated dis-

tricts. This is accomplished through systems of

canals. One main channel conducts the water

through the irrigated district, and from this

small canals branch off at frequent inten'als.

From these, small canals, ditches and small

channels distribute the water to all parts of the

field. The plan for obtaining the water from its

source depends upon the source of supply and

the topography of the country. "\Mienever pos-

sible, streams are tapped by the canals, as this

is the least expensive method. In many localities

dams are constructed for the purpose of making
reserv'oirs in which to store the surplus water

for use during the dry season, or to divert the

water of a stream from its original channel into

the canals. In other localities the water has to

be pumped to the height of several thousand

feet in order to reach the irrigated surface. In

some sections of Arizona and other localities,

the water is obtained from artesian wells. When
possible, the wells are so located as to do away
with the necessity of canals and large ditches.

Irrigation is available for small farms only

and is suited to intensive farming, such as fruit

growing. In some instances cereals can be

raised with profit by irrigation, and in some
localities it is resorted to for the purpose of grow-

ing forage plants. The average size of the irri-

gated farm in the United States is 68 acres. In

Utah it is 27 acres, and in the fruit-growing

regions of California many of the farms are from
10 to 20 acres each. The income from irrigated

lands ranges from SIO to S20 an acre, being $15
for the irrigated district as a whole. The value

of irrigated land ranges from SoO to $1000 per

acre, according to location and products. Only
from one-fifth to one-third of the land upon
which irrigation is praxiticed is actually watered,

there being an insuflBcient supply of water for

the remainder.

Government Aid. Since 1894 most irrigation

projects have been carried on under one of two
laws, the Carey Act, passed in 1894, and the

Reclamation Law of 1902.

The Carey Act. This act grants to each of

the states in the arid region, 1,000,000 acres of

desert land, on condition of its reclamation.

The national government has no further con-

trol over this land after it is granted to the

State. Most of the projects undertaken upon
the lands thus appropriated have been under

private enterprise, the parties entering into

contract with the state to reclaim a certain

area. Under this law nearly 1,900,000 acres

have been reclaimed.

The Reclamation Act. This act was passed

by Congress in 1902. It contains the follow-

ing important provisions:

1. The creation of a reclamation fund which

shall consist of the proceeds of the sales of

public lands in the sixteen arid or semi-arid

states and territories, this fund to be held in

the treasury of the United States.

2. The establishment of a reclamation service

in the United States Geological Survey, to

investigate and report on the irrigation projects

for the approval of the secretary of the inferior,

under whose authority construction may be

authorized and contracts let.

3. The return to the fund of the actual cost

of each project by the sale of water rights, the

payments to be made in installments running

over a period of ten years.

4. The holding of public lands for actual

settlers, under the Homestead Act, in small

units sufficient to support a family.

5. The sale of water rights to private land-

owners, restricting this to not more than 160

acres to each owner, thus making land

monopoly impossible.

6. The final turning over to the people of the

irrigation works, except the reservoirs, to be

operated and managed by them under a system

of home rule. By this provision the users of the

water within ten years of the completion of the

works will have repaid to the government the

amount such works cost, without interest, and

the money so returned can be used again and

again in the construction of other works.

Since this law became effective twenty-eight

projects have been undertaken by the govern-

ment, and are now wholly or partially com-

pleted. The distribution of the reclaimed areas

is as follows: Arizona, California, Kansas,

Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota

and Utah contain one each; Colorado and Idaho

have two each; Montana and New Mexico,

three; Washington four, and five areas are

divided by state boundaries. The total area

reclaimed is about 2,000,000 acres.
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A faint idea of the magnitude of these works

can be obtained from a very brief description

of a few of the most important ones. One
of the largest of these is the dam across the

Salt River in Arizona. This dam when com-

pleted will be 235 feet long at the bottom and

1 ,080 feet on top. It will rise 280 feet above the

lowest foundations, and the height of the water

against the wall will be 230 feet. The reservoir

formed by this dam will contain sufficient water

to cover 1,000,000 acres of land to the depth of

one foot. On the ground to be covered by the

water is a city of nearly 2,000 people, but when
the dam is completed and the reservoir filled

this city will be submerged more than 200 feet.

In another project in Colorado the construc-

tion of a tunnel six miles long under a mountain

more than 2000 feet high is necessary, while

another in northern Wyoming requires the con-

struction of a dam 310 feet high. This is across

a narrow canyon. The dam is only 85 feet long

at the bottom and 200 feet at the top, but such

is the shape and extent of the river channel that

when completed the dam will form a reservoir

capable of irrigating more than 100,000 acres of

land. The entire expense of the projects under-

taken is estimated at seven times the cost of

the Panama Canal, but the reclamation of these

lands will add over $2,350,000,000 to the tax-

able property of the United States.

Irving, nr'ving, Henry, Sir (1838-1905), an

English actor, born in Somersetshire. His name

was originally John Henry Brodribb, but the

name Irving, which he assumed as a stage name,

was legalized by royal license. For a time Irving

was a clerk in London, but in 1856 he adopted

the theatrical profession. For some years he

met with no success, but at length in various

light comedy parts he attracted some attention,

and in 1870 he gained a real triumph in The

Two Roses. With his presentation of Matthias

in The Bells and the title roles of Eugene Aram,

Hamlet, Macbeth, Richelieu and Othello his fame

steadily rose. In 1878 he leased the Lyceum

Theater for himself, and with Ellen Terry as his

leading actress he soon won recognition as the

greatest of living English actors. In his repeated

visits to the United States, both alone and with

Miss Terry, he met with the most enthusiastic

receptions. Besides the characters named,

Irving appeared as Shylock, Mephistopheles,

Robespierre, Benedick in Much Ado About

Nothing, and in the title r6le of Tennyson's

Becket. It was but a few hours after a pres-

entation of this last play that Irving died. As

an actor of great intellectual power, Irving

ranks with the foremost of all English actors.

HENRY IRVING

In emotional strength and fire he was some-

what deficient, and this prevented his attaining

a place among the greatest actors of all time.

Irving, Washington (1783-1859), a famous

American author, bom in New York City. He
was educated for the legal profession, but his

tastes were in the direction of literature, and as

early as 1802 his Letters of Jonathan Oldstyle

appeared in the New York Morning Chronicle.

Shortly afterward, being threatened with lung

trouble, he sailed for Europe, visited most Con-

tinental countries and did not return to America

until March, 180G. In the same year he was

called to the New York bar. His pen was now
very busy, and his sketches of Dutch character,

in his Knickerbocker's History of Neiv York,

which made its appearance in December, 1809,

proved him possessed of quaint and genial humor

to a high degree. About this time he joined his

two brothers in a mercantile venture, and the

failure of this business, while he was in London

in 1818, threw upon him the burden of his own

support and the support of his brothers, as well.

He settled in London, where his previous literary

work secured his warm reception, and devoted

himself entirely to literature, which up to this

time he had scarcely regarded as a means of live-
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lihootl. His first publication, Geoffrey Crayon's

Sketch Book, which contained the now chissic

Hip ]'an Winkle and Legend of Sleepy Holloie,

became immediately popular. For seventeen

years, until 1S32, Irving resided in Europe,

principally in England, France and Spain. This

was a period of great literary activity and brought

forth some of his most famous works, such as

Bracehridge Hall, the Tales of a Traveler, the

Life of Columbus and The Alhambra. He also

acted for a time as secretary to the American

embassy in London.

In 1832 Irving returned to the United States

and was proudly welcomed as the first man
who had secured recognition in Europe for

American literature. He bought a country-seat

on the Hudson, near the Sleepy Hollow which

he had made famous, and here, at "Sunnyside,"

as he named it, he spent the remainder of his

life, except the four years when he served as

ambassador to Spain. The chief works of the

period before his departure for Spain are A Tour

of the Prairies and Captain Bonneville. He
had planned a history of INIexico; had collected

much material and had written one chapter;

but he learned that Prescott was planning the

same work and he magnanimously abandoned

his intentions. After his return to "Sunnyside,"

Irving produced his Life of Goldsmith, a sym-

pathetic biography which he was peculiarly

fitted to WTite, by reason of the resemblance of

his kindly genius to Goldsmith's own; and he

also wrote the affectionate and impartial Life

of Washington. This is the last work which he

finished.

Irv'ing's last years at his beloved "Sunnyside"

were serene and happy years. He took no
part in public life, but his character won him
a place in the affections of the whole nation.

His generous nature, his optimism, his loyalty

to truth and right are evident in his works

and make it easy for us to understand the

esteem in which he was held by his contempo-
raries.

Irvington, X. .J., a town in Essex co.,

adjoining Newark on the southwest. It is a

pleasant residence suburb and also contains

smelting works, wall paper mills and tool,

brush and other factories. The place was
settled aV>out 1660, but was not incorporated

as a town until 1898. Population in 1905, 7180.

Isaac, i'zak, (he will laugh), so called to

denote the laughter and gladness occasioned

by his birth. Isaac was one of the Hebrew
patriarchs, the son of Abraham, by Sarah. He

is remarkable as the offspring of very old age,

Sarah being ninety and Abraham a hundred

years old at the time of his birth; for his miracu-

lous escape from death as a burnt offering, and
for the fraud perpetrated upon him, at his wife

Rebecca's instigation, by his son Jacob. He
died at Hebron when 180 years old and was
buried in the cave of Machpelah, the resting

j)lace of Sarah, Abraham and Rebecca.

Isabella II, izabeNa, (1830-1904), queen

of Spain, daughter of Ferdinand VII, was made
queen on the death of her father in 1833, with

her mother as regent. The early years of her

reign were disturbed by a rising in favor of her

uncle, Don Carlos, who, if the Salic law had

not been set aside, would have ascended the

throne instead of her; but this was finally

quelled in 1840. She was declared of age in

1843, and her rule was at the outset very popular.

Soon, however, she became so despotic that

various risings took place, and in 1868 she was

driven from the country. She resigned her

claims to the crown in favor of her son Alfonso,

who ascended the throne in 1875, She lived

sometimes in Spain, sometimes in Paris, where

she died.

Isabella of Castile (1451-1504), queen of

Castile, daughter of John II of Castile and Leon,

and wife of Ferdinand of Aragon. She was a

woman of great courage and sagacity and con-

tributed no small share to the many remarkable

events of the reign of Ferdinand V, including

the introduction of the Inquisition, the discovery

of America by Columbus and the final expulsion

of the Moors after the conquest of Granada.

See Ferdinand V.

Isaiah, i za'ya, (salvation of Jehovah), the

first of the great Hebrew prophets. He began

his predictions in the last year of Uzziah's reign.

Of his father, Amoz, we know nothing, and of

the circumstances of his own life, but little. He
had great influence over the kings and people of

Judah, and he is supposed to have died at a

good old age in Jerusalem, at the beginning of

Manasseh's reign. The first portion of the

writings that pass under his name consists chiefly

of declarations of sins and threatenings of judg-

ments, while the last twenty-seven chapters,

together with some previous ones, hold out

promises of a glorious future for Israel.

Ischia, ees'ke ah, an island in the Mediter-

ranean Sea, belonging to Italy, in the Gulf of

Naples, 16 mi. s. w. of Naples. It has beautiful

scenery and a fertile soil, producing excellent

wine and fruits. It is entirely volcanic in char-
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acter and is noted for its wann mineral springs

and volcanic con\'ulsions. The capital, Ischia,

with about 7000 inhabitants, is a favorite resort

of tourists in Italy. Other towTis are Casamic-

ciola and Forio, both of which suffered severely

from an earthquake in 1883. Population,

26,891.

Isfahan, is fa hahnf. See Ispabl-vn.

Ishmael, hh'ma el, (whom God hears), the

son of Abraham, by Hagar {Geii. xxi, 8-21).

He married an Egyptian wife and had twelve

sons and one daughter,' who became the wife

of Esau. His descendants are Ishmaelites.

Ish'peming, Mich., a city in Marquette co.,

15 mi. w. of Marquette, on the Chicago &
Northwestern, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlan-

tic and other railroads. It is in the great Lake
Superior iron region and has important smelt-

ing works, foundries and machine shops. Marble

is also found in the vicinity. The place was

settled about 1857 and was chartered as a city

in 1873. Population in 1904, 11,623.

Isinglass, i'zin glas, a gelatinous substance,

of M hich the best kind is prepared from the air

bladder of the sturgeon, dried and cut into fine

shreds. The American article is obtained from

the same organ in the cod, hake and other fish.

Isinglass is the basis of the Russian glue, which

is preferred to all other kinds for strength.

Boiled in milk Lsinglass makes a nutritious jelly;

mixed with other substances and spread on silk it

forms courtplaster; with brandy it makes a

cement for porcelain and glass.

I' sis, the principal goddess of the Egyptians,

the sister and wife of Osiris. Isis represented

the moon, as Osiris did the sun. The Egyptians

believed that Isis first taught them agriculture,

and as the Greeks offered the first ears gathered

to Ceres, so the Egyptians offered the first to

Isis. She is represented under various forms:

a woman, with the horns of a cow, as the cow
was sacred to her; as crowned with a sun's

disk; as bearing upon her head her emblem,

the throne. She is also known by the attributes

of the lotus on her head and the sistrum, a

musical instrument, in her hand. She is often

accompanied by her infant son Horus. In one

celebrated Egyptian statue she was showTi with

her face veiled. She was particularly worshiped

in Memphis, but at a later period throughout all

Egypt. From Egypt her worship passed over

to Greece and Rome, and the abuses which it

occasioned at Rome caused its frequent pro-

hibition there, but it was repeatedly revived.

The Romans never considered the worship.

which was introduced among them by Sulla,

86 B. c, altogether reputable, and its attendant

immorality was vigorously lashed in the satire

of Juvenal.

Islam, iz'lam, that is, complete resignation

and submission to the xsill of God, is the name
given in Arabic to the religion originated by

Mohammed. The fundamental doctrine of

Islamism, the only one it is necessary to profess

to be a Moslem, is expressed in the common
formula of faith: "There is no God but Allah,

and Mohammed is his prophet," to which the

Shiahs or Shiites, the majority of Persian and
Indian IMoslems, add "and Ali is the vicar of

God."

Island, i'land, a portion of land entirely

surrounded by water, smaller in size than the

great masses of land known as continents. Is-

lands are of all sizes, from mere dots of land or

rock in the sea to great masses like Borneo and

Cuba. Islands are divided into two distinct

classes: continental islands, lying in proximity to

continents, and pelagic, or oceanic, islands, from

their position in the oceans. Continental islands

occur along the margins of the continents and

are generally of the same geological structure.

Oceanic islands are mostly of volcanic or coral

formation. A cluster of islands, such as the

West Indies, the Canaries or the Hebrides, is

called an archipelago.

Island Number 10, an island which, until

about 1866, existed in the Mississippi River at

about the boundary line between Kentucky

and Tennessee. It was an important Confed-

erate post after the fall of Forts Henry and

Donelson and was commanded by General

McKall. In March, 1862, the Federals under

Pope, assisted by a fleet under Commodore
Foote, proceeded against the position, captured

New Madrid and bombarded the fort on Island

Number 10, but without success. Finally,

through the construction of a channel across the

peninsula formed by a loop in the river at this

point, the Federals were able to strike the Con-

federates in the rear and thus cut off their retreat.

On April 7 the garrison of about seven thousand

surrendered. The island was gradually washed

away by the riyer.

Islands of the Blessed, according to the

Grecian mj^hology, were islands lying far to

the westward, where the favorites of Jupiter,

rescued from death, lived in perpetual happiness.

Isle of Pines (Isla de Pinos), an island of

the West Ir. 'es, lying 35 mi. s. of the western

portion of Cuba, to which it belongs. It is 40
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miles by 34, with an area of 1214 square miles.

The surface is hilly and is covered with forests

of pine, cedar and mahogany. There are some

mineral deposits, marble being the most impor-

tant. The chief industry is cattle raising. The
capital is Nueva Gerona, and another town of

note is Santa F6, a health resort. Population,

3199.

Isle of Wight, unte. See Wight, Isle of.

Isle Royale, a group of islands in Lake

Superior, forming part of Houghton County,

Mich. The most important settlement on the

islands is Minong.

Isles of Shoals, shohlz, a group of eight

rocky islands in the Atlantic Ocean, 10 mi. s. e.

of Portsmouth, N. H. The two largest are

Appledore, covering 400 acres, and Star, 150

acres. On Wight Island is a revolving light

87 feet above the sea. The islands are much
visited by summer tourists.

Isobars, i'so hahrz, or Isobaiic Lines, lines

on weather charts, connecting places having

equal barometric pressure. Isobars are used

in the construction of weather maps and enable

meteorologists to obtain a definite knowledge

of those regions having the same monthly and
yearly atmospheric pressure. From this knowl-

edge they are able to formulate many principles

upon which the circulation of the atmosphere

is based, and charts of this nature are of the

greatest importance in forecasting the weather.

See Meteorology.
Isocrates, i sok'ra teez, (436-338 B. c), an

Athenian philosopher and orator. He was one

of the most famous of the Sophists and contended

that man cannot expect to gain truth itself, but

must be content with appearances. The orations

and essays of Isocrates are among the most

famous of Greek prose and were the models

on which Cicero formed his style.

Isomerism, i som'ur iz'm. It is sometimes

found that two different chemical compounds
have very different properties, and yet the mole-

cules of the substances are composed of the

same atoms and the same number of atoms.

Such compounds are said to be isomeric; one

is an isomeric of the other, and the phenomenon
is called isomerism. Such cases are very

numerous among the compounds of carbon.

Isothermals, i'so thurm'alz, or Isotherms,
lines used upon maps to connect places having

the same temperature. Isothermals are used

especially by meteorologists in the construction

of weather charts, and enable then: to determine

the areas of mean monthly and annual tempera-

ture. These lines are also used by the general

geographer, as they enable him to convey similar

knowledge to his readers. See Meteorology,
Weather Bureau.

Ispahan, ees pa hahn', or Isfahan, a very

ancient city of Persia, for centuries its capital,

in the province of Irak-Ajemi, on the river

Zendarud, 210 mi. s. of Teheran, the present

Persian capital. It was once one of the most

important and magnificent cities in the East,

but little is now left of its former splendor, the

largest part of the city being in ruins. Among
the chief structures, some of which are the

finest in the East, are a magnificent bridge,

having a double row of 34 arches; the palace

known as the Tchehel Situn, or Forty Pillars,

built by Abbas the Great, and the Mesjid-Shah,

or royal mosque. The manufactures are still

extensive, including trinkets, firearms, sword

blades, glass, earthenware, artistic brass-work,

woolens, cottons, velvet and satin. Much
opium is grown in the neighborhood; also

tobacco and madder. Ispahan is the center of

the inland commerce of Persia. Population,

about 80,000.

Israelites, iz'ra el ites. See Jews.

Israels, ees ra ayls', Josef (1824- ), a

Dutch genre painter, born in Holland of Jewish

parents. He first studied at Amsterdam and

later at Paris, under Delaroche. The first

important pictures he produced were The

Cradle and The Shipwrecked Mariner, both of

which brought him renown. Other works are

Expectation, The Frugal Meal, Alone in the

World, David before Saul and The Toilers of

the Sea.

Isthmian, is'me an, Canal. See Nicaragua
Cantal; Panama Canal.

Isthmian Games, public games of ancient

Greece, so called because they were celebrated

on the Isthmus of Corinth. They had a similar

character to the Olympian, Nemean and Pythian

games. The Greeks in general took part in

them, and the principal exercises were boxing,

wrestling, foot, horse and chariot racing, and

throwing the discus. They were celebrated in

April and May, in the first and third year of

each Olympiad, and the victors were rewarded

with wreaths of pine leaves. The origin of these

games was lost in antiquity, but they were gen-

erally regarded as having originated in honor of

Poseidon (Neptune).

Isthmus, is'mus, one of the natural divisions

of land, a neck of land by which two continents

are connected or by which a peninsula is united
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to the mainland. Such are the Isthmus of

Panama, connecting North and South America;

the Isthmus of Corinth, connecting the Morea
with Northern Greece.

Is'tria, a peninsula of triangular form, pro-

jecting into the northeast corner of the Adriatic

Sea, part of the Austro-Himgarian dominions.

The surface is mountainous, particularly in the

north. Istria is rich in wine and oil and has

extensive forests, which yield excellent timber.

The principal to^Tis are Pola and Rovigno and the

capital is Parenzo. Population in 1900, 344,173.

Itarian Language. The Italian language

is descended from the Latin through the inter-

mediate stage of the so-called "rustic Latin,"

This is the name given to the corrupt dialects

of the uneducated, which arose after the fall

of Rome and the consequent disuse of the

language as a standard of literature. The dia-

lects had existed before, but they became pre-

dominant only under favoring circumstances. In

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the poets,

especially those of Tuscany, employed Italian,

the natural result being that their dialect took

precedence over the others. Dante (1265-1321)

did much to arrange and consolidate the various

elements, and thus, long before most other

European languages had reached their full

development, Italian received substantially the

form it has to-day. In the fourteenth century

the language was further perfected by Petrarch

and Boccaccio, and in the late fifteenth and

early sixteenth centuries prose form became

fixed and elaborated in the works of Leonardo

da Vinci and Machiavelli. Italy has now a

uniform written language, but the spoken

dialects differ widely, sometimes as much as

utterly different tongues. The standard aimed

at by educated Italians is a combination of the

> pure Tuscan dialect with the pronunciation of

Rome. The broad vowels and the vast pre-

ponderance of vowel-endings give to Italian a

particularly musical character. This makes it

well adapted for singing. The poetic structure

of the language, in choice of words and pro-

nunciation, differs more widely from the prose

than that of any other European language.

The vocabulary is rich in poetic words and in

such as were received from classical sources,

but in the expression of material things in mod-
ern life it is singularly poor.

It'aly, a kingdom of southern Europe, con-

sisting of the peninsula of the same name, with

the islands of Sicily and Sardinia and a number
of smaller islands. The continental portion

extends from 38° to 46" 40' north latitude and

from 6° 32' to 18° 32' east longitude. Its greatest

length is 718 miles and its width varies from 90

to 350 miles. Exclusive of the islands, its area

is about 91,000 square miles, and to this the

islands add 19,684 square miles. Its total area

is thus about the same as that of the State of

Nevada. The peninsula of Italy is bounded

on the east by Austria and the Adriatic and

Ionian seas; on the southwest and south by the

TjTrhenian and Ligurian seas; on the west by

France, and on the north by Switzerland and

Austria. The dividing line between Italy and

Switzerland is considerably to the south of the

central part of the great range of the Alps which

cuts off Italy from the rest of the continent.

With the island of Sicily, from which it is sepa-

rated only by the narrow Strait of Messina,

Italy reaches almost across the Mediterranean

Sea and is thus commercially in a very favorable

location.

SuKFACE AND DRAINAGE. There is in Italy

only one large plain, the valley of the Po, in the

northern part of the country. This plain is

about 37,000 square miles in area and is well-

nigh surrounded by a great cur\-e of the Alps.

The mountains of the country may be separated

into three divisions: the Alps in the northern

part; the Apennines, which are about 800 miles

in length and extend through the central part of

the peninsula, dividing it into two slopes, a

western and an eastern (See Apennines, The)
;

and the chain which runs parallel to the Apen-

nines in Sardinia and Corsica. Mount Vesuvius,

on the Bay of Naples, is the only active volcano

on the continent of Europe, while Mount Etna,

in the Sicilian continuation of the Apennines, is

the loftiest volcano of Europe.

The coast line of the peninsula of Italy is about

2270 miles long, and that of the islands is about

1940. While the country is well watered, there

is but one large river, the Po (See Po), which is

navigable as far as Turin. Of the other rivers,

among which may be mentioned the Taglia-

mento, the Brenta, the Adige, the Arno and the

Tiber, many are but torrents, the beds of which

are dry in the summer. Some of the largest

mountain lakes of Europe are located in Italy.

The Alpine lakes of Maggiore, Lugano and

Garda lie only partly in Italy, but Como and

Iseo are entirely Italian. The Apennines also

contain numerous lakes, many of which seem

to have been formed in the craters of extinct

volcanoes. Among these Apennine lakes are

Trasimeno, Bolsena, Albano and Avemo.
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Climate. There are in the climate of Italy

considerable variations. The southern part of

the peninsula, with its arid, burning climate and

its sirocco winds, resembles Africa rather than

Europe, while the northern parts have a climate

which is practically that of central Europe. The
latitude of the country (Naples is in the same

latitude as New York City) has considerably less

to do with the climate than have the local con-

ditions, the nearness to the sea and the protection

afforded on the northern boundary by the Alps.

In general, the most noteworthy features of the

climate consist in the absence of extremes of

heat and cold and the clearness of the air. This

latter peculiarity accounts for the remarkable

blueness of the Italian skies. For the most part

Italy is healthful, although there are exceptions

in the pestilential marshes, the most notable of

which are the Maremme in Tuscany, the Cam-
pagna of Rome and the Pontine marshes The
rainfall is considerable during the winter, but

irrigation is necessary in most parts of the country.

Mineral Resources. The mineral indus-

tries of Italy are few. Coal is almost entirely

lacking, and this prevents the thorough working

of such mineral beds as are found. Iron ore is

found in some localities. Zinc is mined in Lom-
bardy and Sardinia, and limited quantities of

gold, silver and antimony are produced. Sul-

phur is by far the most important mineral foimd

in the country, and almost all of the world's

supply of this mineral is obtained from Italy.

The famous Carrara marble, which is largely

exported, Ls found in the Apennines.

Agriculture. Agriculture is distinctly the

most important industry of Italy, and the range

of latitude and altitude permits the production of

all the crops of the temperate regions and many
tropical products as well. The length of the

warm season in many parts of the country makes
possible the raising of two or even three crops

during the year. The great plain of Lombardy
is the most important agricultural district.

Wheat is the principal cereal raised, but there is

not enough to supply the domestic need, and
large annual importations are necessary. Com
also is raised in all parts of the kingdom, and rice

is grown for export, as well as for home consump-
tion. The fruits of Italy are more important

than the cereals, and olives, in the production oi

which Italy leads the world, are the most impor-

tant agricultural product. Immense quantities

of oranges and lemons are grown; almonds are

produced in southern Italy and in Sicily, and in

the production of wines Italy ranks next to

France. The climate in the northern part is

peculiarly adapted to the growth of silkworms,

and their cultivation is the most important single

industry in the country, Italy being one of the

leading countries of the world in the production

of silk (See Silk).

Little has been done in stock raising, but in the

northern part of the country horses and horned

cattle are bred to a limited extent.

From the richness of the soil and the favorable-

ness of the climate it might be expected that

Italian farmers would constitute a well-to-do

class of people. They are, on the contrary, very

poor, for the most part, and receive but a small

proportional return for their labors. This is

accounted for chiefly by the fact that much of

the land is owned by wealthy landlords, who
rent it out on terms most disadvantageous to the

tenants.

INIanufactlties. The manufactures include

silk, which is made chiefly in Lombardy and

Piedmont, woolens, straw goods, coral ornaments,

mosaics, jewelry, ivory carvings and marble and

alabaster products. The Italians have a special

aptitude for art work, and the most of the exports

of the country consist of such articles. IVIacaroni,

which is produced in large cjuantities, is largely

consumed at home. In the northern districts,

dairy products form a large part of the manu-
factures, and certain varieties of cheese, espe-

cially Gorgonzola and Parmesan, are famous.

Tr.^\sportation and Commerce. There are

about 10,000 miles of railway in operation in

Italy. The railways are organized into two

trunk lines, one on either side of the Apennines,

known respectively as the Mediterranean and the

Adriatic groups. The extensive coast line of

Italy and the fact that all Mediterranean ports

and most ports of the East are easily reached,

have given Italy a large carrying trade, and the

country has a large merchant marine.

In its commerce, Italy is behind any other

important European power. The imports have

of late years somewhat exceeded the exports.

In the foreign trade with Italy, Germany ranks

first, Switzerland next, then France, Great

Britain and the United States. The exports

from Italy to the United States consist largely of

art goods, Carrara marble, olive oil and straw'

goods, while the United States sends to Italy

cotton, agricultural implements, machinery and

hardware.

Inhabitants and Language. The popula-

tion of Italy is more homogeneous than that of

almost any other large countr}'. There are, of
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course, in Italy numerous representatives of all

the other European countries, but their propor-

tion to the native Italians is remarkably small.

For the language of Italy, see Italian Lan-

guage.

Education. By a law passed in 1877 com-

pulsory education was provided for all children

between six and nine years of age. The law is

not strictly enforced in many of the provinces,

and the proportion of illiterates is still very high.

There are still provinces where three-fourths of

the population can neither read nor write. The
system of higher schools is remarkably efficient,

considering the low educational status of the

population in general. There are twenty-one

universities, of which the state maintains seven-

teen. The University of Bologna is the oldest

of the state universities, and that at Naples, with

an enrollment of over 5000 students, is the

largest. There are numerous normal schools

and a system of secondary schools comprising

both technical and classical schools. There are

also more than twenty-five art institutions, be-

sides six government and a number of private

musical conservatories.

Literature and Art. See Literature, sub-

heads Latin Literature and Italian Literature;

Painting; Sculpture, subhead Italy; Archi-

tecture, subhead Renaissance Architecture.

Govern^ient and Religion. The govern-

ment of Italy is a constitutional hereditary mon-
archy. The royal family is that of Savoy. The
king has the power to appoint all officers, may
veto any project of law and has the power to

grant pardons. He is assisted by a council of

responsible ministers. There are at present

eleven of these, at the head, respectively, of the

departments of interior; foreign affairs ; treasury;

finance; justice and religion; war; marine;

commerce, industry and agriculture; public in-

struction; posts and telegraphs, and public

works. The legislative power is vested in a par-

liament, which consists of a Senate and a Cham-
ber of Deputies. The Senate is composed of the

princes of the blood and an indefinite number of

notables appointed by the king for life. Usually

the Senate has about 320 members. There are

r)OS members in the Chamber of Deputies, and
they are elected for a term of five years. The
only qualification of the franchise is a slight

property limitation, or the ability to read and
write and to pass an examination in the ele-

mentary branches of the school curriculum. Men
in the army or the navy cannot vote.

The Roman Catholic religion is the religion of

almost all of the inhabitants of Italy. It has an

importance here which it has not in other coun-

tries, because Rome, the capital of Italy, is the

center of the Church. According to the last

statistics, the Jews and Protestants together in

Italy numbered only about 100,000.

Colonies. Italy's dependencies in Africa,

bordering on the Red Sea, extend from Cape
Kasar to Cape Dumeirah, and cover an area of

about 88,500 square miles. The population,

which is mostly nomadic, is estimated at 450,000.

Cities. The chief cities of Italy are Rome,
the capital; Naples, Milan, Turin and Palermo,

all of which are described under their respective

titles.

History. The ancient history of Italy be-

longs properly under that of Rome. Before the

period of Roman supremacy, the country was

peopled by various Italic tribes, among which

were the Etruscans, or Tuscans, the Umbrians,

Ihe Sabines and the Latins. The last-named

became supreme and gave their name to the

ancient race and language. With the fall of

Rome, in 476 A. d., begins the history of Italy

proper. The invading barbarians proclaimed

their leader Odoacer king of Italy, but in 493

they were overthrown by Theodoric the Great,

king of the Ostrogoths, who united the whole

peninsula under Gothic rule and proved him-

self a wise and benevolent king. Italy had not

seen such prosperity since the earlier glory of the

Roman state.

In 552 the Ostrogoths were vanquished by the

army of the Eastern emperor Justinian, under

the famous general Belisarius, and Italy became

an exarchate of the government at Constanti-

nople. After the recall of Narses, the first gov-

ernor, the Lombards, a Germanic tribe, invaded

Italy, introduced Germanic feudal institutions

and greatly modified the political and social life

of the country. About the middle of the eighth

century, the Lombards threatened Rome, but

were defeated by Pippin, king of the Franks,

whose aid had been asked by the pope. Cer-

tain territory was given to the pope by Pippin,

and this gift was confirmed by Charlemagne,

who conquered the Lombards and annexed their

coimtry to the Prankish kingdom in 774. This

gift to the pope was the beginning of the tem-

poral power of the Church.

In 800 Charlemagne was crowned Roman
emperor by the pope, and the assumption of

this title led to the claims of the German em-

perors in Italy during the following centuries.

By the Treaty of Verdun (843), Italy fell to
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Lothair, and for over a century anarchy reigned

throughout Italy, but in 951 Otho the Great

niluced the Lombard king to vassalage, and in

*t()l Otho himself assumed the cro\\'n of the

Lx)mbards. In the following year he was

crowned emperor, thus founding the Holy Roman
Empire. The rule of the Germans was never

acceptable to the Italians, and from the begin-

ning of the eleventh century frequent revolts

occurred against the German emperors, who

with difficulty maintained their authority. The
Lombard kmgdom was gradually resolved into

city states, such as Milan, Genoa, Pisa, Florence

and Venice. During the eleventh and twelfth

centuries arose the famous factions of the

Guelphs and the Ghibellines (See Guelphs and
Ghibellixes), and the emperor Frederick I

was compelled to relinquish all rights in the

cities of the Lombard League (1183). In the

latter half of the thirteenth century the German
djTiasty was completely overthrown, and the

kingdom of the Two Sicilies was secured by

Charles of Anjou. Italy was at this time pros-

perous, but this prosperity was marred by the

continued feuds and rivalry' of the Guelph and

Ghibelline factions.

The Guelphs continued victorious and de-

feated the attempt of Henry VII to restore Ger-

man supremacy in Italy (1312). This party,

however, was torn by disputes and gradually

succumbed to petty tyrants. From the mid-

dle of the fourteenth century to the end of

the fifteenth, the history of Italy as a whole

ceases, and we have only the annals of several

powerful cities and the famous families who
ruled them (See Venice; Florence; Genoa;
Milan; Naples; Rome; Sicily; Papal
States). The smaller states dwindled into

insignificance.

During the early sixteenth century, Italy was

the scene of the struggles between France and

the German emperors, now represented by the

Austrian House of Hapsburg. These struggles

Ijegan in 1494 with the attempt of Charles VIII

of France to conquer Naples. The Battle of

Pavia (152.5) decided the struggle finally for the

German emperors, who thereafter appointed

rulers over the several states. Italy enjoyed

comparative peace for one hundred fifty years,

during which some progress was made toward

national consolidation. Charles V in 1535

secured Milan and Naples for Spain, but in the

early eighteenth century Austria acquired both,

together with Sardinia, which was later ex-

changed for Sicily. The condition of Italy,

nationally, was one of apathy and decay down
to the French Revolution.

In 1793 Italy attempted to join the coalition

against France and as a result was reduced to

the condition of a dependency. By the Treaty

of Campo-Formio in 1797 Napoleon surrendered

Venice to Austria and transformed the remainder

of Italy into republics. In 1806 Naples was
made a kingdom for Joseph Bonaparte, who
was succeeded two years later by Murat. From
1809 until 1814 Napoleon's supremacy in Italy

was undisturbed.

The Congress of Vienna in 1815 left Italy

almost entirely in the hands of Austria and the

papacy, and the wishes of the Italian people for

unity and independence w-ere hopelessly crushed

by this restoration of the Austrian and the papal

power. Conspiracies and secret societies directed

against the foreign rule sprang up almost imme-
diately. The liberal concessions made by
Charles Albert after his accession in 1831 to the

throne of Sardinia laid the foundation for the

ultimate union of Italy under his house. Maz-
zini made vigorous pleas for national unity, call-

ing upon Charles Albert to act as liberator for

his country. The revolution in France in 1848

increased the discontent in Italy, and insurrec-

tions were common throughout the country.

Naples, Sardinia and Rome were forced to grant

constitutional rights, and in Milan the people

rose against Austrian rule and compelled the

foreign troops to retreat. Charles Albert now
entered Lombardy at the head of his army. The
pope at first supported the movement, and his

subsequent change of position weakened the

national cause and the fighting force. Charles

Albert was defeated at Novara early in 1849,

and reaction was triumphant throughout south-

em and central Italy. Only in Sardinia were

the liberal reforms continued under the new
king, Victor Emmanuel (See Victor Emmanuel
II; Sardinia, Kingdom of).

Toward the close of 1858 it became evident

that Sardinia and France were preparing to ally

themselves against Austria, and early in the

following year Victor Emmanuel proclaimed his

intention to aid in freeing Italy from the Austrian

yoke. War began in April, 1859, and the Aus-

trians, after a few smaller engagements, were

routed in the great Battle of Magenta, June 4,

and compelled to relinquish Milan and north-

western Lombardy. They were again defeated

at Solferino, after which the French emperor,

fearing the interference of Prussia, suddenly con-

cluded the Peace of Villafranca. This proposed
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a confederation of the Italian states under the

pope, but it was rejected by all Italy. In 1860

the duchies of Tuscany, Parma and Modena,

whose sovereigns had been driven out, declared

for annexation with Sardinia, and Victor Em-
manuel was proclaimed king of Italy, March 17,

amid great rejoicing. Savoy and Nice were

ceded to France to indemnify her for her share

in the war. In May began the conquest of the

Two Sicilies by Garibaldi (See G.uiibaldi,

Giuseppe), and in November, Victor Emmanuel
formally annexed the provinces which had com-

posed this kingdom. In the Seven Weeks' War
between Austria and Prussia, Italy was the ally

of Prussia, and after the defeat of Austria, Venetia

was added to the kingdom of Italy by treaty. In

the following year the Italian volunteers under

Garibaldi attacked Rome, but Napoleon III

refused to permit the annexation of Rome to the

kingdom of Italy. When, in 1870, France was

forced to withdraw her troops from Rome, for

use in the war against Prussia, the government

troops entered the city, and in July, 1871, Rome
became the capital of United Italy. In 1878

Humbert, son of Victor Emmanuel, succeeded

to the throne, and he was succeeded in 1900 by

his son, Victor Emmanuel III. Affairs in Italy

have been generally quiet since 1 871 . The popu-

lation in 1901 was 32,475,253.

Consult Mrs. E. D. R. Bianciardi's At Home
in Italy; G. S. Hillard's Six Months in Italy;

W. D. Howells's Italian Journeys; Edward
Hutton's Italy and the Italians.

Itch, a contagious skin disease, appearing as

small, watery sacks on the skin, accompanied

with an irritation which inclines

the patient to rub or scratch. It

usually appears first between the

fingers and on the lower side of

the ^Tist. The cause is a small

insect, or mite, which burrows
ITCH MITE under the cuticle. A mixture of

Much magnified., j > , i ,. j
lard and sulphur applied ex-

ternally will kill the insects and cure the dis-

ease.

Ith'aca (now Thiaki), one of the Ionian

Islands, west of Greece, between the mainland

and Cephalonia. It is 14 miles long and not

more than 4 miles broad. It is rugged and
uneven and is divided into two nearly equal

parts, connected by a narrow isthmus. The
inhabitants are industrious agriculturists and
mariners. Ithaca is celebrated as the home of

Ulysses, in Homer's Odyssey. Schliemann has

tecently made important excavations and has

identified several sites mentioned by Homer.
Vathi, the modem capital, trades largely in oil,

wine, raisins and currants. Population, 11,000.

Ithaca, N. Y., the county-seat of Tompkins
CO., 60 mi. s. w. of Syracuse, at the head of Cayuga
Lake, on the Lackawanna, the Lehigh Valley

and other railroads. The city has an especially

beautiful location on the shores of the lake and
near numerous gorges and waterfalls. Taughan-
nock Falls are 215 feet high. Cornell University,

which is located here, has one of the most beauti-

ful college campuses in the world, lying 400 feet

above the lake and overlooking the city and the

water (See Cornell University). The Cas-

cadilla Preparatory School, Ithaca Conser\'atory

of Music and Renwick Park are other features of

interest. Ithaca is in a productive farming

region and has an extensive coal trade. The
manufactures include typewriters, machinery,

agricultural implements, firearms, glass, wall

paper and other articles. The first settlement

was made in 1789, and it was variously called

The Flats, Sodom and The City, until Simon
DeWitt gave the place its present name in 1806.

Population in 1905, 14,615.

Ito, ee'to, HiROBUMi, Marquis (1840-1909), a

celebrated Japanese statesman, the leading spirit

MAHQUIS HIROBUMI ITO

in the reforms in Japanese civilization and

methods of government. He visited the United
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States in 1871 to study our system of coinage,

and on his return he established the Japanese

mint. He was minister of pubUe works in 1873,

and he was prime minister for four terms, the

last ending in 1901. He wTote Japan's present

constitution and was a leader in the war with

China, also in the war with Russia. In 1908 he

was apjwinted Japanese Resident General of

Korea, and was virtually ruler of the country.

Count Ito was assassinated by a native of Korea

at Harbin Oct. 25, 1909. See Japan, subhead

Hi^story.

Iturbide, ec foor bee'da, Agustin de (1783-

1824), an early emperor of Mexico, the son of

a Spanish nobleman, born at Valladolid, Spain.

He entered the Spanish army in IMexico in 1798,

fought against the insurrectionists in 1810 and

gained a high post under Spain for his loyalty

and bravery. He quit the military senice in

1816, but, after the proclamation of the consti-

tution in 1820, as commander of the Spanish

army in the south he intrigued with the revo-

lutionary leaders for the acceptance of the

so-called "Plan of Iguala," which contemplated

independence of Spain under a prince of the

royal family. He made a triumphal march to

the City of Mexico, where he compelled the vice-

roy to accept the plan. Pending negotiations

with the royal family, he was placed at the head of

a ministry and became commander in chief of

the army. The national congress was held,

but was rent with factional strife, and Iturbide,

being accepted by the party in favor of the

monarchy, was proclaimed emperor as Agustin I

in July, 1822. His harsh repressive measures

led to a rebellion under Santa Anna, and Itur-

bide abdicated, sailing for Italy. In the follow-

ing year, he returned to Mexico, where a republic

had been meantime established, was immediately

arrested and was executed at Patola, July 19.

See Mexico, subhead History.

I'van HI (Russian pronunciation, e vahn'),

called the Great (1440-1505), grand prince of

Muscovy, came to power in 1462. He greatly

enlarged his hereditary possessions and married

Sophia, niece of the last Byzantine emperor,

thus introducing the double-headed Byzantine

eagle into the Russian coat of arms. He may
be regarded as the real founder of the Russian

Empire.

Ivan IV, called the Terrible (1530-1584),

became grand duke of Russia in 1533. In 1547

he assumed the title of czar. He did much to

civilize and improve his people, introduced

learned men, artists and mechanics into Russia

and concluded a commercial treaty with Eng*

land. Nevertheless, the name Terrible was
well earned, for in war and in dealing with

insurrections he w^as most cruel and blood-

thirsty.

I'vory, the bone-like substance of which the

tusks of the elephant and the teeth or tusks of

the hippopotamus, walrus and narwhal are

composed. Ivory is esteemed for its beautiful

white color, its hardness, the fineness of its grain

and its susceptibility of a high polish. That
of the African elephant is most esteemed by

the manufacturer for its density and whiteness.

It is used as a material for knife handles, piano-

forte keys, billiard balls and many other small

articles. The ivory of the hippopotamus is

preferred by the dentist, being free from grain

and much harder and of a purer white than that

of the elephant. The shavings and sawdust of

ivory may by burning be converted into a black

powder, named ivory black. Ivory may be

stained or dyed; a black color is given it by a

solution of brass and a decoction of logwood,

a green, by a solution of verdigris, and a red

by boiling with Brazil wood in limewater.

The use of ivory, chiefly for ornamental purposes,

was well known in early ages. Among the Greeks

it was employed for statuary purposes. The
medium weight of an elephant's tusk is sixty

pounds, but some are found weighing 170 pounds.

Ivory is an important article of African trade,

and the number of elephants annually killed

to supply the demand has so reduced the herds

of these animals that there is danger of their

becoming exterminated (See Elephant). Cel-

luloid and vegetable ivory are extensively used

as substitutes for ivory.

Ivory, Vegetable. See Ivory Palm.

Ivory Coast, a French colony in West Africa,

lying between Liberia on the west and the

British Gold Coast Colony on the east, and

between the Senegal on the north and the Gulf

of Guinea on the south. It has an area of

about 116,000 square miles and a population

of about 2,000,000, of which the Europeans

number less than 300. The seat of government

is now Bingerville, formerly called Adjame.

The principal centers of population and com-

merce are Grand Bassam and Assinie. The
climate is extremely hot and unhealthful.

Maize, plantains, bananas, pineapples and

other fruits, besides coffee, are cultivated with

success, and there are considerable exports of

mahogany, rubber and cocoanuts. There is a

deposit of gold near Grand Bassam. A railway
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is under construction from the coast inland,

of which about 100 miles had been completed

at the close of 1905. There are also telephone

and telegraph communication between the

principal cities. The French gained possession

of the colony about 1843, but for forty years

they paid little attention to it. Since 1883 they

have undertaken a consistent policy of develop-

ment.

Ivory Palm, a low, palm-like plant, native

of the warm parts of South America. It has

IVOKY PALM

a creeping trunk, with immense terminal leaves,

and bears a cluster of large fruits, weighing,

when ripe, about twenty-five pounds. Each
fruit contains from six to nine seeds as large

as hens' eggs, the kernels of which are close-

grained and very hard, resembling ivory in

texture and color. These nuts are exported

under the name of vegetable ivory, and they are

extensively used in the manufacture of buttons,

knobs for doors, umbrella handles and numerous
other small articles.

I'vy, a climbing plant that grows wild in

Great Britain and on the continent of Europe.

The leaves are smooth and shining, varying

much in form, from oval entire to three and
five-lobed; and their perpetual greenness gives

the plant a beautiful appearance. The flowers

are greenish and inconspicuous and are suc-

ceeded by deep green or almost blackish berries.

The common English ivy is very plentiful in

Great Britain, growing in hedges and woods
and on old buildings, rocks and trunks of trees.

Several varieties of ivy are grown in American
gardens, among which is the Virginia creeper,

sometimes called the American ivy. The poison

ivy and ground ivy are not true vines. The ivy

attains a great age and its main stems become
several inches thick. The wood is soft and
porous, and in Switzerland it is much used for

making various use-

ful articles. The ivy

has been celebrated

from remote an-

tiquity and was held

sacred in some coun-

tries, as Greece and
Egypt.

Ixi'on, in Greek
mythology, king of

the Lapithae in

Thessaly, who for

his wickedness was

punished in the lower

world by being tied

to a perpetually re-

volving fiery wheel.

Iz'ard, George
(1776-1828), an

^"^

American soldier, born at Richmond, England,

the son of Ralph Izard, a revolutionary patriot in

America. He graduated at the College of Penn-

sylvania in 1792, and later studied in England,

Scotland and Germany. He returned to Amer-
ica in 1797, having previously been appointed

to a commission in the artillery service in the

United States army, and was placed in command
of important forts. He resigned from the army
in 1803, but reenlisted at the opening of the

War of 1812 and attained the grade of major

general. He served on the frontier under

generals Wade Hampton and Jacob Brown,

but gained popular disapproval by his conduct.

In 1825 he was appointed governor of Arkansas

Territory.



J, the tenth letter in the English alphabet.

As a character it was formerly used inter-

changeably with i as either vowel or consonant,

and the separation of these two letters in Eng-

lish is of comparatively recent date. Gradually

? came to represent the vowel sound and ;' the

consonant sound. In form also j is a modifi-

cation of i. In English j has but one sound,

a combination of d with zh, identical with the

soft sound of g.

Jab'iru, a large tropical American stork,

sometimes appearing in the Southwestern

United States. The feathers are white, but the

head and neck are naked and covered with a

black skin. The jabiru is the only true Ameri-

can stork.

Jab'oran'di, the South American name of

several different medicinal plants which have

marked power to produce sweating. However,

as their poisonous properties are strong, they

are not used internally to any great extent

and are used only with extreme caution.

Jacana, jak'a na, the common name of cer-

tain wading birds, which have long toes and

very long nails,

so that they can

stand and walk

on the leaves of

aquatic plants

when in search

of their food.

They live in the

marshes of hot

climates and are

related to the

plover. The In-

dian species,

which is called

the surgeon f/ird,

13 brownish

above, purplish

below, has white

head and wings and four very long, dark brown,

curved tail-feathers.

Jackal, jak'awl, an animal of the dog genus,

resembling a dog and a fox, a native of Asia and
Africa. The general color is a dirty yellow.

The jackals are gregarious, hunt in packs and

rarely attack the larger quadrupeds. They feed

chiefly on carrion and are nocturnal in their

habits. Jackals are timid animals and may be

easily tamed. The common jacked is the most

widely distributed. Another species, the black-

backed jackal, whose fur is highly prized, is found

in southern Africa. This species is much more

highly colored than any of the others.

Jack'daw, a small British crow, with com-

paratively short bill and whitish eyes. It nests

JACKDAW

in towers, spires and other elevated places, often

in the midst of large towns. Jackdaws are very

sociable, intelligent birds, and being easily

tamed, they make entertaining pets.
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Jack-in-the-pulpit or Indian Turnip, a

common plant that blossoms in early spring in

low grounds or along streams. The flowers

come from the flattish, turnip-shaped root, the

juice of which is very acrid, or biting. The
flowers are very small and are grouped closely

tegether at the base of the rather long, club-

JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT

shaped growth. Around the whole is wrapped

a leaf that is greenish on the outside and striped

with purple or green within. Later in the season

all parts, excepting the stem and the bunch of

scarlet berries, wither.

Jack-o'-lantern. See Ignis Fatuus.

Jack' Rabbit. See Hare.

Jack' son, Mich., the county-seat of Jack-

son CO., 76 mi. w. of Detroit, on the Grand

River and on the Michigan Central, the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern, the Grand Trunk,

the Cincinnati Northern and other railroads.

The city is in an agricultural region and is an

important railroad center. It has a considerable

trade in agricultural produce and implements,

and there are large railroad shops and extensive

manufactures of carriages, wagons, machinery,

flour, clay products and paper. The state prison

is located at Jackson. The place was settled in

1829, but it did not grow rapidly until after the

construction of the Michigan Central railroad.

Population in 1904, 25,300.

Jackson, Miss., the capital of the state and

the county-seat of Hinds co., 40 mi. e. of Vicks-

89

burg, near the geographical center of the state,

on the Pearl River and on the Illinois Central,

the Queen & Crescent and several other rail-

roads. The city has handsome public buildings,

of which the most important are the state capitol,

the governor's mansion, the Federal building,

the state library and the state institutions for

the blind, deaf, dumb and insane. Millsaps

College (Methodist Episcopal) and Bellhaven

College for young ladies are located here. Good
railroad connections and river navigation fur-

nish excellent transportation facilities. A large

amount of cotton is raised in this section, and

the important industries are the cottonseed oil

mills, wood-working establishments and manu-

factories of fertilizers, agricultural implements

and other articles. The place was settled about

1828 and was incorporated in 1840. During

the Civil War the city was occupied by the

Union forces under General Grant in 1863 and

was partly destroyed by General Sherman in

1864. Population in 1900, 7816.

Jackson, Ohio, the county-seat of Jackson

CO., situated 44 mi. n. e. of Portsmouth, on the

Detroit Southern, the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western and several other railroads. Coal and

iron mines of considerable importance are located

in the vicinity, and the town has blast furnaces,

flour mills, planing mills and woolen mills.

Population in 1900, 4672.

Jackson, Tenn., the county-seat of Madison

CO., 85 mi. n. e. of Memphis, on the south fork

of the Forked Deer River and on the Illinois

Central, the Mobile & Ohio and other railroads.

The city is an important trading center for a rich

farming region. It has an extensive cotton trade

and contains cotton mills and manufactories of

engines, furniture, clothing, carriages and other

articles. The Southwestern Baptist University,

Lane University and the Memphis Conference

Female Institute are located here. Jackson

was settled in 1810 and was incorporated in

1854. During the Civil War it was held succes-

sively by the Union and Confederate forces

and was used as a base for operations. Popu-

lation in 1900, 14,511.

Jackson, Andrew (1767-1845), an American

statesman, seventh president of the United

States, born in North Carolina. His father, a

Scotchman, died before the birth of his child,

leaving him to the care of a poor but indulgent

mother. In his fourteenth year, near the close

of the American Revolution, Andrew joined

the regiment of volunteers to fight in the cause

of independence. He lost two brothers in the
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struggle and finally retired from military service,

devoting himself intermittently to the study of

law. He was not a great lawyex, but as public

prosecutor in the district now known as Ten-

nessee, he gained many friends by his honest

and resolute policy. He became a judge of the

district supreme court, representative in Con-

gress and United States senator, but resigned

the hist oflBce after only a few months.

When in 1S12 war was declared against

England, Jackson offered his ser\'ices at the

head of 2500 Tennessee militiamen and was

made major general of volunteers. He went

to the front, but after a few months was dis-

missed without pay for himself or his men and

ANDREW JACKSON

returned to Tennessee. In 1813 he was again

commissioned, and he defeated the Creek indians,

who had long been wasting the country with fire

and sword. He was then made major general

in the regular army and soon after attacked

and captured Pensacola, without orders. In

January, 1815, he estabhshed his military repu-

tation by the repulse of an elaborate British

attack uf>on New Orleans. His arbitrary pro-

ceedings, however, aroused disapproval, and
he was condemned to pay a heavy fine, which,

however, was remitted thirty years later by
Congress. In 1817 he again proceeded against

the Seminole indians, but again incurred popular

disapproval by excessive severity and disregard

of international usage in the execution of two
British subjects in Florida.

In 1821 he was appointed governor of the

newly acquired Territory of Florida, and two

years later he w^as elected to the United States

Senate from Tennessee, at the same time being

nominated for president by the state legislature.

The contest for the presidency was exceedingly

bitter, and four candidates received electoral

votes, Jackson, John Quincy Adams, William

H. Crawford and Henry Clay, in the order

named. No one had a majority, however, and
the House of Representatives elected Adams.

Four years later, in one of the most bitter con-

tests in American history, Jackson was elected,

and he was reelected in 1832 over the WTiig

candidate, Henry Clay.

The election of Jackson to the presidency

marks an important epoch in American political

history, as he W'as the first real representative

of the so-called "common people." During his

administration the spirit of democracy was given

a tremendoiis impulse throughout the country.

The first important event during his term was

his removal of public officers upon the ground of

their political affiliations, in accordance with the

doctrine enunciated by his friend Marcy, that

"to the victors belong the spoils of the van-

quished" (See Civil Service and Civil Serv-

ice Reform). He also vetoed the United

States Bank charter and thus precipitated a

long contest; and he crushed the nullification

movement in South Carolina by a prompt and

vigorous display of Federal authority. During

the contest over the national bank, which

extended throughout his second administration,

a resolution of censure was passed upon Presi-

dent Jackson, which was not repealed until

1837. It was during Jackson's administration.

also that the question of slavery first became a

prominent factor in politics.

Upon retiring from oflBce, he returned to his

home near Nashville, which he called the

"Hermitage." Jackson w'as one of the most

forceful personalities in American history.

Though not a deep thinker, when action was

called for he administered afi'airs with vigor

and discretion. Consult Sumner's Andrew
Jackson, in American Statesmen Series; also

Parton's Life of Andreio Jackson.

Jackson, Helen Fiske Hunt (1831-1885),

an American novelist and poet. She was bom
at Amherst, Mass., w^as educated in Ipswich

and New York and at twenty-one married ]\Iajor

Edward B. Hunt. Her first poems, written at
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Newport, R. I., after her husband's death in

1863, and signed "H. H.," were encouragingly

received. She remarried in 1875. Later poems,

humorous sketches of travel, tw^o novels and
various stories for children are included in her

works, but she is best known for her impassioned

appeal for the indian in A Century of Dishonor,

and Ramona. To finish this great story, in

which she was to voice the Indian's MTongs,

she fought heroically against the disease which

in the next year caused her death.

Jackson, Thomas Joxatii.\:^ (1824-1863),

more commonly known as "Stonewall" Jack-

son, an American soldier, bom at Clarksburg,

Va. (now W. Va.), of Scotch-Irish parentage.

He early showed marked qualities of leadership,

was elected sheriff at the age of eighteen and
at about the same time entered West Point,

where he graduated in 1846 with honors, in a
class which included McClellan, Pickett and
A. P. Hill. He entered the army immediately,

sen-ed in the Mexican War and was brevetted

captain and major for gallantry in action. He
resigned from the army in 1851 , became professor

of military tactics in Lexington Military Insti-

tute. Here he remained until April; 1861, never

a great success as an instructor, for he lacked the

ability to inspire interest in his subjects and his

eccentricities of manner were such that the cadets

were continually laughing at him. He was,

however, a powerful influence for good in the

community as an ardent Presbyterian and gave

much of his time and money even while in active

ser\ice to the betterment of the negroes w'ho

belonged to his class in Sabbath School. It is

interesting to know that after the war, when a

bronze monument was to be raised to his memory
in Lexington, the first contribution came from the

colored Baptist Church. Jackson was a union

man and did not favor secession, but when
volunteers were called for to coerce the States he

said, "I have longed to presence the Union and

would have been ^\^ilUng to sacrifice much to that

end. But now that the North has chosen to

inaugurate war against us, I am in favor of

meeting her by drawing the sword and throwing

away the scabbard." He was commissioned

colonel in the Virginia forces and later placed in

command of the Virginia brigade which after-

wards became so famous under him. At the

battle of Bull Run, when Jackson was seen

fighting valiantly against what seemed to be

overwhelming odds, General Bee called out,

"There stands Jackson Hke a stonewall." The
phrase was taken up and from that time on

Jackson was known as Stomivali and his troops

as the Stoneioall brigade. He was promoted to

be major general in September of the same year,

and in a campaign in the Shenandoah Valley

against General Banks, he won brilliant victories

at McDowell and Winchester aad completely

baffled the Federal commanders.
In June, 1862, Jackson joined Lee in the

defense of Richmond against ^McClellan and
took a prominent part at the battles of Mechan-
icsAdlle and Malvern Hill, and, after INIcClellan's

withdrawal, at Cedar ^lountain and the second

Battle of Bull Run, against General Pope. His

force was conspicuous in Lee's first invasion

of the North, and at Antietam and Fredericks-

burg he did yeoman's sendee for the Confed-

erate army. In May, 1863, at Chancellorsville,

he fell upon Hooker's right flank under Howard
and almost destroyed a full corps. At nine

o'clock in the same night he was accidentally

shot by his own men, while reconnoitering, and
died May 10. His loss was a severe blow to

the Confederate cause, for he had been a tower

of strength in every campaign. He combined

a deeply religious nature with the highest mili-

tary talents, beginning every battle with prayer

and giving thanks to God after every victory.

He was ^^•ithout doubt the greatest lieutenant

upon either side in the Civil War, but was never

tried in command of large forces. Consult

Hovey's Stonewall Jackson.

Jack'sonville, Fla., the county-seat of

Duval CO., situated 165 mi. e. of Tallahassee,

on the w'. bank of the Saint Johns River, on

the Southern, the Atlantic Coast Line, the

Florida East Coast and other railroads. The
ocean beaches near here are among the finest

on the Atlantic coast, and the city has long

been a popular winter resort. There are many
fine churches, among which the Snyder Memo-
rial, Saint John's Episcopal and the Church of

the Good Shepherd are especially noteworthy.

There are also several charitable institutions.

Other prominent structures are the Federal

building, the armory, Duval High School, the

board of trade, the Masonic temple and several

club houses and hotels.

The city is an important trading port and

ships large quantities of lumber, shingles, cross-

ties, naval stores, tm^entine and garden prod-

uce. The principal manufacturing establish-

ments are lumber mills, ice plants, foundries,

brick and tile works, shipyards and various

factories. The place was settled in 1822 and

was named in honor of Andrew Jackson, the
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first territorial governor of Florida. It was

incorporated in 1S33. In 1901 a fire destroyed

a great nimiber of buildings, causing a loss of

about SI 2,000,000, from which the city has

completely recovered. Population in 1900,

28,429.

Jacksonville, III., the county-seat of Morgan
CO., 34 mi. w. of Springfield, on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, the Wabash and other

railroads. The Illinois College, which was
founded here in 1829, is the oldest institution of

higher education in the state. It has absorbed

Jacksonville Female Academy and also includes

the \Miipple Academy and a conservatory of

music. The city is the seat of the Illinois

Woman's College and of state institutions for the

insane, the blind and the deaf and dumb; also of a

Carnegie public library, two hospitals, a park

and county fair grounds. Other prominent

buildings are the city hall, the courthouse and
the high school. The industries include rail-

road shops and wool, flour and paper mills,

and there are also considerable exports of live

stock. The place was settled as the county-

seat about 1825 and was incorporated as a city

in 1867. Population in 1900, 15,078.

Jack'stones, a game common among chil-

dren, played with small pebbles or with iron

pieces made specially for the purpose. The
game consists in tossing or catching one or

more of the stones in various ways, after having

touched, moved or caught up the other stones

which lie on the ground. Many different forms

of the game exist, and the different steps are

known by fanciful names.

Jack'straws, a game played with many
little sticks of wood, from four to six inches

long and of generally uniform size, carved in

the shape of implement* and tools. The sticks

are thrown together in a heap, and each player,

in turn, extracts with a tiny hook as many of

the straws as possible (one at a time), without

causing any others to move. The player having

the greatest number of straws when all have

been removed from the table is declared the

winner.

Ja'cob, the son of Isaac, the grandson of

Al)raham, the last of the Jewish patriarchs and
the true ancestor of the Jews. Having craftily

obtained from the blind and infirm Isaac the

blessing of the firstborn in place of his brother

Esau, he was obliged to flee from the anger of

his brother and took up his abode with his uncle

Laban. Here he served twenty years and
obtained Leah and Rachel as his wives. On

his return to Canaan he was met by an angel,

with whom he wrestled all night, and having

gained the victory was thereafter named Israel,

that is, the hero of God. Hence the Hebrews,

from him, are called Israelites. Jacob died,

aged 147 years, about 1860 b. c, and according

to his wish was buried in the tomb of Abraham,
before Mamre in Canaan.

Jac'obins, the most famous of the clubs of

the French Revolution. When the States-

General assembled at Versailles in 1789, a club

was formed by a number of deputies from Brit-

tany, called the Club Breton. On the removal

of the court and national assembly to Paris it

acquired importance and rapidly increased. It

adopted the name of Societe dcs Amis de la

Constitution, but as it met in a hall of the former

Jacobin convent in Paris, it was called the

Jacobin Club. It gradually became the con-

trolling power of the Revolution, and its influ-

ence spread over France, hundreds of branch

societies being established. The Jacobins were

foremost in the insurrectionary movements of

June 20 and August 10,1792, and they originated

the formidable Commune of Paris. For a while

they ruled supreme, and the Convention itself

was but their tool. Robespierre was their most

influential member; they ruled through him
during the Reign of Terror and were overthrown

after his dowTifall in 1794. The term Jacobin

is now often used to designate any one holding

extreme views in politics.

Jac'obites, Christians in the East, who were

united by a Syrian monk, Jacobus Barbadaeus

(578), during the reign of Justinian, into a

distinct religious sect. The Jacobites, so styled

from their founder, number now about 80,000,

They are governed by the patriarch of Antioch,

whose appointment must be confirmed by the

sultan, and who has under him eight metropoli-

tans and three bishops. The metropolitan of

Jerusalem ranks higher than the others, and

with the patriarch he lives at the monastery

near Mardin. The doctrine of the single nature

of Christ is common to them and to the Copts

and Abyssinians; but in other respects they

differ little from the orthodox Greek Church.

Jacob Tome Institute, a school for second-

ary education, established at Port Deposit,

Maryland, in 1894, by Jacob Tome. It has a

kindergarten department, a junior department

for boys and girls, a high school for girls and a

boarding school for boys. There are about 50

teachers and 600 students. The institute has

an endowment of over $2,000,000.
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Jacotot, zhah ko W, Jean Joseph (1770-

1840), a French educator, born at Dijon. While

serving as lecturer on the French language

at Louvain, he was compelled to give lectures

in French to students who were wholly unac-

quainted with the language, and the difficulties

which he experienced led him to work out a

system of teaching, peculiarly his own. The
central idea of his method rests upon the corre-

lation of all knowledge. He believed that a

single fact learned thoroughly, first by obser-

vation and afterwards by contemplation, be-

comes the spur and possibly the key to the acqui-

sition of other facts. According to Jacotot's

idea, by starting with a single truth one is able

to extend his knowledge to nearly all subjects.

His method was very successful and has been in

use in Europe and America, where it has exerted

great influence toward the correlation of sub-

jects.

Jacquard, zha kahr', Joseph Marie (1752-

1834), a French inventor, born in Lyons. He
was the inventor of the famous machine for

figured weaving, which is named after him.

His parents were silk weavers, and he learned

the same trade. After a long period of hard-

ship Jacquard made his name famous by the

invention of his new loom, which was publicly

exhibited in 1801. He endeavored to introduce

it into general use in Lyons, but was mobbed,

and almost lost his life. Ultimately, how-

ever, his invention was bought by the French

government, and he was able to spend the latter

part of his life in comfortable independence.

See Wea\ing.

Jacquard Loom. See Weaving,
Jacquerie, zha kre', Insurrection of the,

the name given to the rising of the French

peasantry against their lords in the middle of

the fourteenth century, after the Battle of

Poitiers. They committed every atrocity, par-

ticularly in the northeast of France. They
were at length quelled and the nobles retaliated

by enormities as great as those which the peas-

ants had practiced earlier. The term Jacquerie

is derived from Jacques Bonhomme, a familiar

epithet for a peasant.

Jade, a variety of hornblende, containing

calcium, magnesium and silica. It is also

called nephrite. It is usually of a color more or

less green, of a resinous or oily aspect when
polished, hard and very tenacious. It has

been used by rude nations for their weapons and
implements and has been and is highly prized

for making carved ornaments in China, New

Zealand and among the native races of Mexico

and Peru. Jade axes are common among unciv-

ilized races, and prehistoric specimens have

been found in Europe, though the stone itself

is not found there. A similar stone, more prop-

erly called jadeite, is frequently confounded with

jade proper. It is a silicate of aluminum and

sodium.

Jaffa, yahj'fah, or Yafa, a city of Palestine,

situated on the Mediterranean, 31 mi. n. w. of

Jerusalem, with which it is connected by railway.

The site of the city slopes toward the sea. The
town contains a number of buildings of consid-

erable note because of their architecture. Among
them are mosques and churches, also several hos-

pitals and hotels. The commerce is of consider-

able importance, the exports consisting of fruits,

wool, wine, sesame and a few manufactures.

Being the nearest port to Jerusalem, its tourist

trade is large. Ancient Joppa was the seaport

of Jerusalem in early days, and it is probable

that through this port came most of the wealth

that Solomon received from his seafaring

expeditions. Population, estimated at 40,000.

Jagannatha, jug'a naht'a. See Jugger-

naut.

Jaguar, ja gwahr', a member of the cat

family, found in South and Central America.

It is not quite as large as a tiger and is of a

yellowish or fawn color, marked with large

dark spots and rings, the latter with a dark

spot in the center of each. Some species are

nearly black. The jaguar rarely attacks man
unless hard pressed by hunger or driven to bay.

The favorite haunts are the forest swamps of

the Amazon. The skin is valuable, and the

animal is hunted by the South Americans in

various ways. (See illustration on next page.)

Jahn, yahn, Friedrich Ludwig (1778-

1852), the founder of the German tumverein,

noted for his introduction of physical training

into Germany. He was born at Lanz and

educated at the universities of Halle and Greifs-

wald. At first his work met with great oppo-

sition, but he finally secured the approval of

the emperor and 6ne of his ministers. He was

active in the war of 1813, after which he devoted

his time to the development of physical culture

throughout the country. In 1848 he was made

a member of the national assembly and was one

of the leaders in securing a united Germany.

The tumvereins established through his influ-

ence still exist.

Jail Fever, a dangerous disease once very

prevalent in prisons. See Typhus Fever.
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Jainas, ji'nas, or Jains, a Hindu religious

sect, which, from the wealth and influence of

its members, forms an im[)ortant division of the

lx>puIation of India. The sect c.as very numer-

ous and imjxjrtant in the eighth and ninth

centuries of the Christian era, and they have

left many monuments of their skill and power

in the fine temples built in different parts of

the country. Jainism was an offshoot of Bud-

dhism, with which it has many leading doc-

palace, the Sanskrit College, the meteorological

observatory and the Mayo Hospital. The city

also contains a number of public gardens,

noted for their beauty. The leading industries

are the manufacture of jewelry and textiles.

Jaipur is an important commercial center.

Population in 1901, 160,167.

Jalandhar, juran dur, or Jullundur, a

town of India, capital of a district of the same

name, in the Punjab, 75 mi. e. of Lahore. It

trines in common, but from which it is distin-

guished by its recognition of a divine personal

ruler of all and by its political leanings toward

Brahmanism. The Jains reverence certain

holy mortals, who have acquired by self-denial

and mortification a station superior to that of

the gods; and they manifest extreme tenderness

for animal life.

Jaipur, ji poor', or Jeypore, a city of India,

the capital of the native state of Jaipur,

situated 148 mi. s. w. of Delhi. It is a modern
city in every respect and is considered one of the

best-built cities in India. It has municipal

waterworks and is illuminated by gas. Among
the public buildings of importance are the

is in a rich agricultural region, and it has a large

cantonment. Population, 67,735.

Jal'ap, a twining plant of the Convolvulus

order, with heart-shaped leaves and elegant

deep pink flowers. It grows native on the

eastern side of the ]\Iexican Andes, at an ele-

vation of from 5000 to 8000 feet. The jalap

of comn"3rce consists of the irregular, dark

brown roots, varying from the size of a hazelnut

to that of an egg. The drug has litde smell or

taste and is one of the most common cathartics,

though objected to because of its tendency to

give pain. (See illustration on next page.)

Jalapa or Halapa, ha lah'pa, a city of

Mexico, in the Department of Jalapa, 52 mi.
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n. w. of Vera Cruz. The climate is fine, and

the city is a favorite health resort. The city

has a fine cathedral,

a Franciscan convent

and several schools.

The jalap root is/

found abundantly in''

Jalapa. Population,

18,173.

Jamai'ca, one of

the Great Antilles, the

largest of the British

West India Islands,

90 mi. s. of Cuba and

100 mi. w. of Haiti.

It is 140 miles long

and 50 miles wide and

has an area of 4200

square miles. In the

western coast are the

lowlands, and the

central part is moun-
tainous, some of the'

JALiAf
peaks reachmg 7000

feet. The Blue Mountains, in the eastern end,

are the most important chain and have the loftiest

heights. The coast line is indented by a great

numVjer of excellent harbors. Port Royal, or the

harbor of Kingston, and the Old Harbor being

the most important. There are many rivers in

Jamaica, most of them unnavigable but em-

ployed in the irrigation of the land. Among
the most important of these are the Plantain,

the Garden, the Black, the Salt and the Caba-

rita. The vegetable and animal life correspond

in general to the vegetable and animal life of

the West Indies (See West Indies). The
chief industry is agriculture. Indigo, cotton

and cacao were formerly important products,

but now these are supplanted by sugar, coffee,

bananas, spices and oranges. Tobacco, yams,

arrowroot and ginger are also extensively

grown, and rum is made. The forests produce

many fine trees, including the ebony, logwood,

mahogany and lancewood. The chief exports

are fruit, sugar, rum, coffee and pimento, and the

imports include textiles, fish and flour.

The government of Jamaica is administered

by a governor. He is aided by a privy council,

appointed by the Crown, and a legislative

council, consisting of fifteen members nominated

by the governor and fifteen elected by limited

suffrage. The island is divided into three

coimties and is subdivided into fifteen parishes.

Jamaica was discovered by Columbus in 1494,

and in 1509 the Spaniards settled there. The
native population rapidly decreased during the

Spanish regime, and by the middle of the seven-

teenth century it was almost extinct. In 1655

the island was captured by a British expedition,

and in 1670, by the Treaty of Madrid, Great

Britain gained possession of the island. In the

eighteenth century many negroes were brought

to the island for sugar-plantation labor. These

negroes rose in revolts and were a great draw-

back to the prosperity of the settlements. They
were not completely subdued until 1796. In

1831 another negro insurrection occurred, and

two years later an emancipation act was passed,

providing for the total extinction of slavery

after 1838. The chief towns are Kingston

(See Kingston), Port Royal, Morant and the

important villages of Lucea, Montego Bay,

Falmouth and Port Antonio. Population in

1905, estimated at 806,690.

Jamaica, N. Y., the county-seat of Queens

CO., 12 mi. e. of Brooklyn, on Long Island.

It was included in the Borough of Queens of

Greater New York in 1898.

James I, of England, also James VI of Scot-

land (1566-1625), was the only son of Mary

Stuart by her second husband. Lord Damley.

In 1567, on his mother's abdication, he was

crowned at Stirling. He had much trouble with

his nobles, a party of whom made him captive

at Ruthven Castle in 1582; but a counter party

soon set him at liberty. In 1589 he married

Princess Anne of Denmark. In 1603 he suc-

ceeded to the crown of England, on the death

of Elizabeth, and was received with great enthu-

siasm. One of the early events of his reign was

the Gunpowder Plot, the outgrowth of the con-

stant persecutions of the Catholics which James

permitted. An unsuccessful attempt was made

to unite Scotland and England, and by a decree

all Scotchmen bom after the accession of James

to the English throne were declared English

subjects. In 1613, Elizabeth, the daughter of

James, was married to the elector palatme, and

at the outbreak of the Thirty Years' War it was

expected that James would send aid to his son-

in-law, who had been made king of Bohemia.
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This James seemed unwilling to do, and the

little assistance which popular feeling at length

compelled him to render, was too late to do any

good. He wished to marry his son Charles to

a Spanish princess, but this project failed, and

war was declared against Spain. The king,

however, died soon after. In his reign the

authorized translation of the Bible was exe-

cuted.

James II (1033-1701), king of England, sec-

ond son of Charles I and of Henrietta Maria of

France. In spite of attempts which had been

made to exclude him from the throne, because he

had adopted the Catholic religion, he succeeded

his brother Charles II as king in 1685 and at

once set himself to attain absolute power. A
rebellion headed by the duke of Monmouth was

easily put down, but the result was to confirm

the king in his arbitrary measures. He even

accepted a pension from Louis XIV, that he

might more readily effect his purposes, especially

that of restoring the Roman Catholic religion.

The result of this course of action was the revo-

lution of 1688, and the arrival of William, prince

of Orange. Soon James found himself com-

pletely deserted; he quitted the country and

repaired to France, where he was received with

great kindness and hospitality by Louis XIV.
Assisted by Louis, he attempted in 1689 the

recovery of Ireland; but the Battle of the Boyne,

fought in 1690, compelled him to return to

France. All succeeding projects for his restora-

tion proved equally ineffectual, and he spent the

last years of his life in retirement.

James, Edmund Janes (1855- ), an

American educator and political economist,

born at Jacksonville, 111. He was educated at

Northwestern University, at Harvard and in

Germany. In 1883 he became professor of

public finance and administration in the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. While occupying this

position he was chosen by the American Bankers'

Association to make a study of European

business methods, and his report is considered

a standard authority. In 1896 he became
director of the extension division of the Univer-

sity of Chicago. Six years later he was chosen

president of Northwestern University, and in

1904 he became president of the University of

Illinois. He Ls the author of The Canal and
the Railway, The Federal Constitution of Ger-

many, Education of Business Men in Europe,

The Growth of Great Cities in Area and Popu-
joiion and numerous other works of an economic

or sociological nature.

James, Henry (1843- ), an American nov-

elist and essayist. He has lived much on the

European continent and in England. His

novels, which are numerous, depend for their

interest on the portrayal of character, rather

than on incident, and the latei of them, espe-

cially, are characterized by the most subtle psy-

chological analysis. Among his works are

Daisy Miller, A Passionate Pilgrim, Roderick

Hudson, The Portrait of a Lady, The Bostonians,

The Princess Casamassima, The Sacred Fount,

The Awkward Age, The Soft Side and The

Better Sort.

James, Jesse W. (1847-1882), an American

outlaw and bandit, born in Clay County, Mo.,

the son of a Baptist preacher. During the Civil

War the family was persecuted on accomit of

its sympathy for the Southern cause, and the

several sons joined a band of guerrillas, which

kept up a lawless warfare until the end of the

struggle. Jesse James surrendered at the close

of the w^ar, but in 1866 he wa^ declared an

outlaw and for the remainder of his life was

constantly pursued by officers of the law.

During this period he attained wide notoriety

by his many bold crimes and his great ingenuity

in eluding capture. He was particularly famous

for his train robberies in western states. The
governor of Missouri finally offered a reward

of $10,000 for his capture, dead or alive, and

two members of his own party killed him in his

own home. His brother Frank was also a

notorious criminal and was implicated in many
of his brother's escapades.

James, Saint, called the Greater, the son of

Zebedee and the brother of John the evangelist.

Christ gave the brothers the name of Boanerges,

or sons of thunder. According to the Gospels,

they witnessed the transfiguration, the resto-

ration to life of Jairus's daughter, the agony

in the garden of Gethsemane and the ascension.

Saint James was the first of the apostles who
suffered martyrdom, being slain by Herod

Agrippa about 42 A. d. There is a tradition that

he went to Spain, of which country he is the

tutelary saint.

James, Saint, called the Less, the brother or

cousin of our Lord, who appeared to James in

particular after his resurrection. He is called

in Scripture the Just, and is probably the apostle

described as the son of Alphaeus. He was first

bishop of Jerusalem, and in the first apostolic

council he spoke against those wishing to make
the law of Moses binding upon Christians. The

* progress of Christianity under him alarmed the
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Jews, and he was put to death by Ananias, the

high priest, about 62 a. d. He is the supposed

author of the epistle which bears his name, a

book written in very pure Greek and having a

high rhetorical character.

James, Willia^m (1842- ), an American

psychologist, born in New York and educated

at Harvard and in German universities. In

1872 he became professor of anatomy at Harvard,

then of philosophy and finally of psychology.

Professor James gained a wide reputation by his

writings and lectures and is one of the chief

American exponents of the new psychology, or

psychology from a physiological standpoint.

Among his works may be mentioned his Prin-

ciples of Psychology, Talks icith Teachers on

Psychology and The Will to Believe.

Jame Bay, the southern extension of Hud-
son Bay. It was named from Captain James,

who explored it while trying to find the north-

west passage. It has numerous rocks and islands,

and its navigation is dangerous. The chief

affluents are the Albany and East Main rivers.

Ja'meson, Leander Starr (1853- ), a

Scotch physician and soldier. He received his

medical education at London University, and in

1878 he went to South Africa, where he acquired

a lucrative medical practice. In 1888 he became

associated with Cecil Rhodes and in 1891 was

made administrator of Rhodesia. In 1895 he

was the leader of the famous "Jameson's Raid,"

a result of the Uitlander agitation in Johannes-

burg. His advance was checked, and his

band surrendered. He was taken to England,

tried, convicted of misdemeanor and sentenced

to ten months' imprisonment. See South
African War; Transvaal Colony.

James River. See Dakota Ri\'er.

James River, a river in Virginia, formed by

the union of the Jackson and Cowpasture rivers,

which rise in the Alleghany Mountains. It

flows east-southeast, passing the towns of Lynch-

burg and Richmond, and communicates by

means of a broad estuary, through Hampton
Roads and the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay,

with the Atlantic. Its length is 450 miles, and

it is navigable from the ocean to Richmond.

The principal tributaries are the Appomattox

and the Chickahominy. The first English stittle-

ment in America was formed at Jamestown, 32

miles from the mouth of this river, in 1607.

James'town, the first permanent English

settlement in America, founded by an expe-

dition sent out under the auspices of the London
Company and under the immediate command of

Christopher Newport and John Smith. The
site chosen was about fifty miles from the mouth

of the James River, on a low peninsula, and the

landing took place May 13, 1607. For later

history of this colony, see Virginia, subhead

History.

Jamestown, N. D., the coimty-seat of Stuts-

man Co., 80 mi. w. of Fargo, on the James River

and on the Northern Pacific railroad. The city

is in the famous artesian belt and is surrounded

by a farming and stock-raising region. It is an

attractive place, is beautifully built and has

large business interests, including grain elevators,

flour mills, stockyards and other industrial

establishments. Population in 1905, 5093.

Jamestown, N. Y., a city in Chautauqua Co.,

69 mi. s. of Buffalo, at the outlet of Lake Chau-

tauqua and on the Erie and the Jamestown,

Chautauqua & Lake Erie railroads. It is in a

rich agricultural region and has become a popu-

lar summer resort. A popular attraction is

Celeron, which is an amusement resort on the

lake shore, similar to Coney Island. The exten-

sive manufactures include furniture, metallic

goods, voting machines and other articles, while

in the production of worsted goods it is one of

the leading cities in the state. Jamestown has

a good high school and the Prendergast Free

Library. The place was settled in 1810 and

was incorporated as a city in 1896. Population

in 1905, 26,160.

Janauschek, yah'now shek, Fanny (Fran-

ziska) (1830- ), a Bohemian-American ac-

tress, born at Prague. She made her debut in

her native city and appeared successfully in all

parts of Europe, for twelve years being leading

actress at Frankfort. She came to America in

1867, on this trip playing only in the German

language, but returned six years later and suc-

cessfully undertook English roles, including Lady

Macbeth. She later made several tours of

Europe and Australia and finally settled in

America, where she continued to act in some-

what lighter parts.

Janesville, jaynz'viU, Wis., the county-seat

of Rock CO., 71 mi. s. w. of Milwaukee, on the

Rock River and on the Chicago & Northwestern

and the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul rail-

roads. The city is in an agricultural region noted

for its fine tobacco, and it has a large trade in farm

and dairy produce. There are also stockyards

and large lumber and brick yards. The man-

ufactures include cotton and woolen goods, agri-

cultural implements, furniture and other articles.

It is the seat of the state school for the blind.
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The place was settled in 1S37 and was incor-

porated in 1S53. Population in 1905, 13,770.

Jane'way, Edward Gamaliel (1841- ),

an American physician born near New Bruns-

wick, N. J. He graduated at Rutgers College

and from the College of Physicians and Surgeons

of New York City. He soon settled at New
York, where he labored with eminent success in

his practice and as professor in various schools.

Since 1S9S he has been dean of the University-

Bellevue ^Medical College. He has achieved

special fame by his successful treatment of dis-

eases of the chest ajid abdominal organs.

Jan'izaries, an Ottoman infantry force, some-
what analogous to the Roman praetorians, part

of them forming the guard of the sultan. They
were originally organized about 1330, and sub-

sequently they obtained special privileges, which
in time became dangerously great. They became
so influential and their insurrections so frequent

that several unsuccessful attempts were made to

reform or disband them. At last, in June, 1826,

they rebelled on account of a proposal to form

a new militia, when the sultan, Mahmud H,
h&i'ing displayed the flag of the Prophet and
being supported by their aga, or commander
in chief, defeated the rebels and burned their

barracks; 8000 of them perished in the flames.

The corps was abolished, and a curse was laid

ujx»n the name. As many as 15,000 were exe-

cuted, and fully 20,000 were banished.

Jan'uary, the first month of the year, con-

sisting of 31 days. It was by the Romans held

sacred to Janus, from whom the name was
derived. The Roman year originally began with

March and consisted of only ten months. Nimna
is said to have added January and February.

Ja'nus, an ancient Latin divinity, the porter

of the gods, after whom the first month of the

year was named. He was held in great rever-

ence by the Romans, and as the guardian of

doors and gates, he was usually represented with

two faces, one looking forward, the other back-

ward. In time of war the gates of the chief

temple of Janus at Rome were always left open,

and in peace they were closed. The principal

festival of Janus was New Year's Day, when
people gave one another presents.

Japan', an island empire, situated east of Asia,

from which it hi separated by the Sea of Japan
and Korea Strait, and bounded on the e. by the

Pacific Ocean. Japan proper, or Old Japan, con-
sists of four large islands, Yezo, Hondo, Shikoku
and Kiushiu, together with a large number of

smaller islands. The present empire contains, in

Japan

addition to these, Formosa, the Loo-Choo Islands

to the south, the Kurile Islands to the north and
the southern half of Sakhalin, acquired from
Russia by the war in 1905. Including these

additions the Empire extends from latitude 21°

48' to 51° 56' north, and from longitude 119° 20'

to 156° 32' east. The greatest extent from north

to south is nearly 2400 mi. The greatest width

of any of the islands is about 250 mi., and
the average width much less than this. The
area of the Empire is about 190,000 sq. mi.,

or about the same as the combined areas of Col-

orado and Idaho. The area and population of

the principal islands are as follows:

Island
Area in
Square
Miles.

Population.

Hondo 87,485
7,030
16,840
36,299
13,418

35,460,507
Shikoku 3 167,707
Kiusliiu ... ,

Yezo
7,.260,910
843,717

2,899,586Formosa

Total 49,632,427

Surface and Drainage. The first four

islands named above form approximately a

crescent and are separated from each other only

by narrow straits. Their surface is mountainous,

and the trend of the main range of mountains is

in the same direction as the greatest extent of

the islands. Hondo, about 700 miles in length, is

characterized by a continuous mountain range,

extending from the southwest to the northeast.

In this, as well as in the other islands, this range

is crossed at intervals by short ranges, extending

north and south, and where these ranges meet
the mountains are the most nimierous and reach

their highest altitudes. The islands are of vol-

canic origin, and among the mountains are many
extinct volcanoes, as well as some that are still

active. Fujiyama, 60 miles southwest of Tokyo,
with an altitude of 12,390 feet, is the highest

peak in these islands; it is famous for the symme-
try of its cone and the distance from which it can

be seen at sea. In Formosa, Mount Morrison

rises to the height of 13,595 feet. The mountain
ranges and many peaks are separated by deep

valleys with steep slopes, through many of which

flow rapid streams. The level land is along the

lower courses of the streams and near the coast.

This and most of the mountains are covered witL

forests and tall grass, except where the land is

suitable for tillage.

In general, the rivers are short and rapid and
are navigable for only a short distance. The
longest .stream is the Ishikari, in Yezo, which
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has a length ot 407 miles. The Shinano Gawa
in Hondo is the second stream in importance,

with a length of 320 miles. The others seldom

exceed 100 miles, and some fall far short of this.

While not useful for commercial purposes, most

of these streams are of value as furnishing means

for irrigation. There are but few lakes in the

Empire. The most important of these is Lake

Biwa, in the south central part of Hondo.

Climate. On account of its great extent

north and south, the climate of Japan varies from

sub-tropical, in the vicinity of Formosa, to sub-

arctic, in Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands. The
central part of the Empire has an equable and

moderate temperate climate, due very largely 'to

the influence of the warm current in the Pacific-

Ocean (See KuRO Sivo). In the northern

islands the winters are severe and the snowfall is

heavy. In Hondo, Shikoku and Kiushiu, more

or less snow falls throughout the winter, but iu

the southern half of Hondo it remains only a

short time. The rainfall depends largely upon
the winds; hence the necessity for irrigation

during certain seasons of the year, when other-

wise the annual precipitation would be enough

for agriculture. The climate is healthful,

although the summers are hot.

Mineral Resources. The mineral resource?

of the Empire include coal, which is found in

paying cjuantities in Yezo and Kiushiu and in

smaller quantities in various places. The mines

in Kiushiu are quite extensively worked, and the

output is now about 7,000,000 tons a year. Iron

ore is also found in paying quantities, as is cop-

per. Lead, gold, silver and some other minerals

are found in various parts of the Empire, but

none of these has been worked to a great extent.

Petroleum is obtained in small quantities, and
marble, granite and other building stones are

generally distributed throughout the islands.

Fisheries. The streams as well as the coast

waters abound in fish, and the taking and curing

of these gives employment to a large number of

people. Many varieties of fish are caught, the

most important including mackerel, sturgeon,

haddock, halibut and salmon, in the north, and
perch, pike and trout, in the streams. Fish

culture is given careful attention by the govern-

ment, and numerous hatcheries are maintained.

Agriculture. Only a httle over one-tenth

of the country is suitable for tillage, and farming

is on the intensive plan. Naturally much of the

soil is unfertile, but by means of fertilization

known to the Japanese, careful irrigation and
thoroutrb tillage this is made to produce abun-

dant crops. Rice is the most important food

crop and is grown wherever the land can be
euflSciently irrigated. Following this in the

order of importance among the cereals are

barley, rj'e, wheat, com, buckwheat and millet.

Potatoes and all sorts of vegetables are also

grown. Tea is raised in the central part of the

Empire, and fruits common to the temperate

regions are grown to some extent, though they

do not seem to thrive as well as upon the con-

tinent of Asia. The mandarin orange (See

Orange) and persimmon are exceptions to this

rule. Cherry and plum trees are cultivated for

their blossomr. Considerable sugar cane is

raised in the southern portion of the Empire.
The growing of live stock has not received very

much attention, and until a comparatively recent

date butter, cheese and milk were unknown to

the people, but now they are found in the central

and northern portions of the island. Silk is pro-

duced in those regions adapted to the growing
of the mulberry tree.

Manufactures. The manufacturing indus-

tries of Japan may be classed as original and
introduced. The original are those which have
existed from ancient times. The chief of these

industries are pottery making, weaving, em-
broidering, lacquer work, paper industry, metallic

industry, leather work, wood and bamboo work,
carving, camphor producing, vegetable wax mak-
ing, salt making, sugar making, saki brewing, soy

brewing, oil producing and tobacco manufactures.

It is probable that these industries were intro-

duced from China and Korea, but the original

trace has been obliterated. The scope of the

work is generally small and is done with rude and
simple instruments, especially in the fine arts.

The artisans use their residences for workshops
and employ only a small number of apprentices.

The process of manufacturing is very tedious,

but the taste and magnificence of purely Jap-

anese arts are admired throughout the world.

The principal introduced industries, that is,

those brought from America and Europe, include

spinning, glass work, brick making, preparation

of drugs and chemicals, cement works, ship-

building, machinery, match, paper and soap

manufacture. These industries are generally

carried on in a large factory employing many
workmen and utilizing water and steam power,

thus forming a decided contrast to the native

industries. The latest returns show the number
of factories and workshops belonging to com-

panies and individual persons to be many
thousands, with millions of capital. The silk
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producing factories are of first importance;

cloth weaving, mining and refining of minerals

are next. Other important works are for the

manufacture of tobacco, porcelain, earthenware,

matches and bricks. I'here are numerous gov-

ernment workshops under control of various

departments, such as the imperial mint, the

printing bureau, the Tokyo arsenal, the Osaka

arsenal, the woolen-cloth factory; in connection

with the war department, several dock yards,

naval arsenals and gunpowder factories, all of

which are engaged )n the manufacture of goods

required by the government.

Traxsportatiox. The first line of railway

in Japan was constructed from Tokyo to Yoko-

hama in 1872, and from that time to the present

both the government and private corporations

have been engaged in extending railway lines, so

that now all of the principal cities on the large

islands have railway connection with each other.

The Empire contains about 5000 miles of rail-

ways, nearly 2000 miles of which belong to the

government. The extensive coast line and

numerous good harbors give Japan unusual

facilities for communication by sea, and she

maintains a large merchant marine, consisting

of over 1300 steamships and about 4000 saiHng

vessels. Japanese lines of steamers ply regularly

between the leading ports of the Empire and

the Pacific ports of the United States, also be-

tween Japan and India and Europe. In addi-

tion to these, the lines of other commercial

nations make regular trips to the leading Japan-

ese ports. Through the American and British

PaciJBc cables there is also telegraph communi-

cation with the entire civilized w'orld; telephone

and telegraph lines are in common use through-

out the Empire. An excellent postal system,

patterned after that of the United States, is

maintained. Roads such as are known in the

United States and Europe are few. The most

common vehicle for the transportation of pas-

sengers is the jinrikisha (See Jinrikisha). It is

believed that this vehicle is patterned after an

American sulky, which it quite closely resembles.

All in all, the facilities of Japan for transporta-

tion and communication compare favorably with

those in the United States and the leading

European countries.

Commerce. The commerce is extensive and is

increasing. The construction of railways has

widely extended the trade within the islands,

since it enables the manufactures to be dis-

tributed. The foreign trade amounts to about

$405,000,000 annually. Of this amount over

half is in imports. The leading countries with

which this trade is carried on are Great Britain,

India, the United States and China. In order

of importance the exports are raw silk, cotton

yarn, floss silk, manufactures, coal, copper, rice

and tea. The leading imports are raw cotton

and seed, sugar, iron and steel and other manu-
factures, including arms and machinery, cotton

goods, woolen goods and petroleum.

InhvVbitants and Language. With the

exception of the wilds of Yezo, peopled by

12,000 Ainos, the Japanese islands are inhabited

by a single race, speaking various dialects of the

same tongue. Probably the Japanese are a

mixed race, the issue of the intermarriage of

victorious Tartar settlers, who entered Japan

from the Korean peninsula, with Malays in the

south and people of the Aino race in the main

island. Japanese annals contain tales of constapt

w'ar with savages, and in comparatively recent

times the Aino race occupied the northern extrem-

ity of Hondo. There are two distinct types of

Japanese face; that which is found in art designs

being the aristocratic and rarer type. It is dis-

tinguished by an oval head and face, rounded

frontal bones, a high forehead, a nose curved

and well shaped but not prominent, narrow and

slightly oblique eyes, with an overlapping of the

eyelid. In the man the face is almost hairless,

with the exception of a narrow and short mus-

tache. The complexion is pallid or slightly olive,

and the expression is demure. The commoner
type, almost universal in the northern districts,

is full-eyed, flat-nosed and good-humored in

expression. The stature of the race is small, and

the trunk is proportionately long as compared

with the legs, which are short. Intellectually,

the Japanese are quick and alert. They are

invariably of a pleasant temperament and readily

adapt themselves to new conditions. This char-

acteristic has been of the greatest importance to

the nation in enabling it to introduce and profit

by Western civilization, and it accounts very

largely for the rapid development which the

Japanese have made. See Races of Men,
color plate, Mongolian Types, Figs. 5, 9 and 12.

The Japanese language, like the people, is the

result of the combination of a number of lan-

guages, including the Tartar, Mongolian, Man-
churian and Tunguistic tongues. It differs from

the Chinese in being polysyllabic. The alpha-

bet contains 47 characters; the verb usually

follows the noun, and the language is inflected.

It is written in two forms, known as the Kata-

kana, or half-letter signs, and the Fira-kana, or
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full-letter signs. The former is much the simpler

and is sometimes known as man writing. The
Japanese language is somewhat difficult to learn,

because its mastery necessitates the learning of

a large number of different forms, known as

idiographs. Students of the language believe

that should it be written in the English alphabet,

its mastery would be very much easier.

Government and Religion. The present

government is a constitutional monarchy based

upon the constitution adopted in 1889, and in

its form and functions it closely resembles the

government of Germany, after which it was

patterned.

The emperor remains the source of all laws,

in so far that without the imperial approval no

parliamentary measures can become law, but

the making of laws is the function of the Diet,

and no law can be put in force without its assent.

The emperor determines the organization of

every branch of the administration, appoints and

dismisses all civil and military officers and has the

supreme command of the army and navy. The
rights of the people are safely guarded.

The Japanese parliament consists of a House
of Peers and a House of Representatives, to-

gether called the Imperial Diet, which hold an

ordinary annual session of three months—which,

however, may be extended by imperial orders

—

and extraordinary sessions in urgent cases. For

the upper house there are four classes of mem-
bers: (1) members of the imperial family, hold-

ing office for life; (2) counts, viscounts and

barons, not less than twenty-five years of age,

elected by their fellows for seven years; (3) mem-
bers nominated for life by the sovereign for

meritorious service or for erudition, and above

the age of thirty; (4) commoners elected in the

prefectures and urban districts, one for each

district, by the fifteen largest taxpayers. The
lower house consists of 300 members, elected by
ballot in 258 electoral districts. The suffrage is

limited to males not less than twenty-five years

old, who must have resided in the district at least

a year before registration and must be paying

direct national taxes to the amount of not less

than fifteen dollars per annum, as well as an

income tax. Candidates for election must be at

least thirty years old. The duration of each

parliament is four years, unless previously dis-

solved. Members of the government may sit and
speak in either House, but can only vote in that of

which they are members. For the purpose of

local administration the country, with the excep-

tion of Yezo and Formosa, is divided into 46

districts, each having a governor and a local

assembly elected by the people. These districts

are again subdivided into villages, towns, munic-

ipalities and counties, each having its chief

magistrate, council and assembly.

The religions of Japan are Shintoism, Bud-
dhism and Christianity. Entire religious free-

dom is granted, and Christianity is making rapid

progress. By far the largest proportion of the

inhabitants are devotees of Shintoism, a religion

based upon the worship of the goddess from

whom the emperor is supposed to have descended.

It is a mild form of spirit and ancestral worship

and is the original religion of the country.

Buddhism was introduced from China and

engrafted upon Shintoism. Later this was

modified by the introduction of Confucianism.

While the government has not forbidden the

extension of Buddhism, in 1868 it ordered the

destruction of all Buddhistic symbols and images

in temples which had formerly been consecrated

to Shintu. See Shintoism; Buddhism.

Army and Navy. See Army, subhead Jap-

anese Army; Navy, subhead Japan.

Education. Education is general and com-

pulsory. Women are educated with nearly as

great care as men. There is a complete system

of local elementary, middle and normal schools,

and a central university in the capital, with five

higher middle schools as feeders, one in Tokyo,

the others at Sendai, Kyoto, Kanazawa in Kaga,

and Kumamoto. There is also a higher normal

school in the capital. The elementary school

course extends over eight years (six to fourteen),

four years being devoted to an ordinary and four

to a higher course. There are also two univer-

sities, one at the capital and one at Kyoto. The
former consists of six colleges, law, medicine,

engineering, literature, science and agriculture.

It is attended by about 3000 students. It in-

cludes upon its staff German, British, American

and French professors and is very well supplied

with the best of modern equipment. Other insti-

tutions in the capital are the Music Academy,

the Technological School, the Dendrological

School, the Nobles' School, attended by the

young crown-prince, the Peeresses' School, the

Girls' Higher School, the Ladies' Institute, the

English Law School, the Higher Commercial

School, besides eight other commercial schools

in the country. Education is perfectly free from

class restrictions, even the Nobles' School being

by no means exclusively aristocratic. Mission

schools have been doing excellent work. The

capital is full of private schools and colleges.
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The printing press is very active. Daily news-

papers abound and are sold astonishingly cheap.

LiTER.\TURE AND Art. The oldest literature

dates from the fifth and sixth centuries and is

devoted almost entirely to the promulgation of

religious doctrines. This continued until about

the ninth centurj', when the introduction of

Buddhism caused the development of another

literature, based almost entirely upon the Chinese

and containing many Chinese words. This was

considered for centuries the classic literature of

Japan and was learned and taught, but in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there was

a revival of Shintoism in its pure form. The
followers of this school attempted to establish a

literature in pure Japanese, but they were not

very successful. Later, as the nation came in

contact with Western civilization and imbibed

Western ideas, Japanese literature took on a

new form, with many modern tendencies. This

literature was at first repudiated by the educated

class, but it has continued to gain in extent and

influence, and at the present time Japanese litera-

ture embraces a wide range of subjects, includ-

ing histor)', science, geography, religion, philoso-

phy, drama, romances and poems. There are

also numerous reference works compiled in the

language, such as dictionaries and encyclopedias.

The Japanese are especially fond of drama, and

this class of literature has received considerable

attention, most of their dramas being founded

on national events. Critics of Japanese fiction

assert that it contains many creditable works.

Japanese art has a wide range, as shown in

their lacquer and pottery ware, carving in ivory

and wood, the extensive ornamentation of their

temples and other buildings, all of which are

constructed of wood. Painting is universal. In

its principles, style and technique Japanese

painting resembles quite closely that of China,

but in the selection of subjects it is original.

( Many art critics consider that it takes very high

rank because of the excellence of its decorative

applications, but it falls far below the standard

of painting in modem Europe in completeness.

In applications, Japanese art does not vary in

important respects from that of European

nations. Wall paintings are represented by

pictures drawTi upon .sliding panels, which

occupy the place of doors and walls in European

and American dwellings. Often portions of the

solid wall are ornamented in a similar manner.

Painted screens also constitute an important

feature of the decorative furniture of rooms.

Another mode of decorating is that of fans.

Books and rolls made up of drawings, with or

without manuscripts, and loose sketches are

made in unlimited nimibers. Designs for en-

gravers, for workers in embroidery and lacquer,

for pottery and for sculptors are first made by
painters. Much of the painting is executed on

silk and paper especially prepared for the pur-

pose. The colors were formerly prepared from

native or Chinese material, but since the estab-

lishment of intercourse with European traders,

most of them have been imported.

Cities. The important cities are Tokyo, the

capital; Yokohama, Nagasaki, Kobe, Hiro-

shima and Hakodadi, each of which is described

under its title.

History. The reputed founder of the pres-

ent dynasty in Japan was Jimmu Tenno, who
ascended the throne in 660 B. c, but all Japanese

history before 500 A. D. is to be classed as legend-

ary. In 552 A. D. Buddhism was introduced

from Korea and became, forty years later, the

established religion. In the sixth century, direct

relations were entered upon with China, and

Chinese culture was rapidly assimilated. Dur-

ing the five centuries which ensued, the people

made immense strides in civilization. A com-

plete system of ofiicialdom was organized under

the rule of the Fujiwara family, whose members
filled all the chief posts under the government.

The loss of power of this family and the grow-

ing weakness of the government favored the

rise of the hitherto subordinate military class,

which in the person of Yoritomo, who was

created shogun, or general, in 1192, seized the

reins of power. The usurpation of supreme

authority by this officer led to the erroneous

belief in Europe that down to 1868 there were

two emperors in Japan, a mikado, or spiritual

emperor, who did not govern, and a shogun, who
really governed, though he paid formal homage

to the mikado.

From the thirteenth to the beginning of the

seventeenth century Japan was torn by civil strife.

The military fiefs organized by Yoritomo raised

up a feudal baronage, who succeeded in making

themselves virtually independent of imperial

power. At one time (1336-1392) two dynasties

held sway, one in the North and one in the

South. The shogunate itself lost its importance,

but the military genuis of Hid^yoshi prepared

the way for its revival by ly^yasu, the illustrious

general and statesman, who gave a lasting peace

to Japan. ly^yasu in 1600 fixed his seat of

government at Ycdo, and, backed principally

by the northern clans, was able to consolidate
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his power and to found a permanent succession,

his dependents ruling at Yedo until 1868. From

a collection of small, scattered villages this place

soon grew to one of the most populous cities in

the world.

The Portuguese, who first landed in Japan

shortly before the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, carried on a lucrative trade, but the ruling

powers took alarm, ordered away all foreigners

and forbade the introduction of the Christian

religion (1624). The Portuguese continued to

visit Japan until 1638, when they and their reli-

gion w^ere finally expelled. From this time the

Japanese government maintained the most rigid

policy of isolation. No foreign vessels might

touch at Japanese ports imder any pretense, and

Japanese sailors wTecked on any foreign shore

were with difiiculty permitted to return home.

In 1853 Commodore Perry entered a Japanese

harbor with a squadron of United States war
vessels. He extorted a treaty of commerce from

the shogun in 1854, and other countries followed

the example of the United States until sixteen in

all had obtained the same privileges.

The discontent which had for long been felt

with the shogun gradually became general, and in

1867 he was compelled to resign. Yedo was
recognized as the capital of the remodeled gov-

ernment, but its name w^as changed to Tokyo.

Educators from the United States were invited

to found a new educational system in Japan;

British seamen reorganized the navy; French

officers remodeled the army. Western laws were

introduced, a new nobility was created on a

Western basis and in 1889 a constitution was
l)roclaimed. During the last quarter of a cen-

tury the Japanese court has emerged from the

seclusion in which it had maintained itself so

long, and the emperor and empress are now
present at public spectacles, while the pres-

ent crown prince was educated at a public

school.

In 1894, through trouble in Korea, Japan
became involved in a war with China. The
Japanese had a decided advantage in equipment

and numbers, and the war had not been long in

progress before it became clear that defeat for

China was certain. The Chinese navy was
almost completely destroyed, and in February,

1895, China was compelled to ask for^peace.

Japan took an active part in the rescue of the

foreign legations in Peking during the Boxer
uprising (See China, subhead History). For

the war with Russia see Russo-Japanese War.
Consult Bishop's Unbeaten Tracks in Japan;

Browne's Japan, the Place and the People, and
Davidson's Present Day Japan.

Japan Cur'rent. See Kurd Sivo.

Japan'ning, the act of applying varnish to

such articles as wood, metal, leather, papier-

mache, in imitation of the lacquered work of

Japan and China. The article to be japanned,

being made thoroughly dry, is first brushed over

with two or three coats of seed-lac varnish, to form

the priming. The next coat of varnish is mixed

with the color desired, and where a design is in-

tended it is now painted with colors. The whole

is then covered with additional coats of varnish,

which are dried and polished as applied. In

japanning iron, the articles are coated with the

varnish, then baked in an oven.

Japheth, ja'jeth, a son of Noah {Gen. ix, 18),

bom when Noah was about 500 years old. His

descendants, according to Genesis x, 5, peopled

the isles of the Gentiles, and thus Japheth is often

considered the ancestor of most European nations.

Japura, zhah poo'rah, or Yapura (sometimes

called Caqueta in its upper course), a large river

of South America, an affluent of the Amazon,
with its source in the Andes of Colombia. It

flows in a general east-southeast direction and

forms for some distance the (disputed) boundary

between Ecuador Und Colombia. It passes

through forests of Ecuador and Brazil for many
miles and falls into the Amazon. Its length is

more than 1300 miles, and it is navigable to

Cupaty Falls, a distance of 620 miles. Above the

falls it is again navigable for several hundred miles.

Jasmine, yo/ /Hi'?), or Jessamine, the name of

a genus of plants mostly natives of warm parts

of Asia. The common jasmine is a native of

South Asia. In northern lands it is cultivated
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as a garden shrub. It grows from six to ten

feet high, has fragrant blossoms and resembles

the evergreens. The flowers are used in making

oil of jasmine, a delicate perfume. Cape jasmine

is the name commonly applied to the gardenia,

a subtropical plant belonging to the madder

family. The lowers are large, white and fra-

grant, and the leaves are very beautiful. This

species is a popular hothouse plant in England

and the United States, except in the South, where

it is a favorite garden shrub. The Carolina

jasmine is a beautiful climbing vine which is

common in South Carolina and other Southern

states. The flowers are a deep, bright yellow,

with a fragrance similar to that of the true jas-

mine. Still another species is the Spaiiish

jasmine, which has very fragrant flowers from

which oil is made.

Ja'son, in Greek legend, king of lolcos in

Thessaly, the leader of the Argonautic expedi-

tion. On his return from this quest he brought

with him, as his wife, Medea, and she helped him
to renew the youth of his father and to put to

death his imcle Pelias, who had usurped the

throne. After the death of Pelias, however,

Jason w^as imable to keep possession of his

throne and fled to Corinth, where some time later

he deserted Medea and married Glauce, daughter

of the king of that country. See Akgonauts;
Medea.

Jas'per, an impure, opaque, colored quartz,

less hard than flint or even than common quartz,

but giving a spark when struck with steel. It is

entirely opaque, or sometimes feebly translucent

at the edges, and presents almost every variety

of color. It is foimd in metaphoric rocks and
often occurs in very large masses. Jasper

admits of an elegant polish and is used for vases,

seals, snuff boxes and other ornaments. There
are several varieties, as red, brown, blackish,

bluish, Eg}'ptian. Agate jasper is jasper in

layers with chalcedony (See Agate). Porcelain

jasper is only baked clay. The massive varieties

form excellent building stone.

Jasper, Willi.vm (about 1750-1779), an
American soldier, lx)rn in South Carolina. He
distinguished himself at the siege of Fort Moultrie

by leaping over the parapet and rescuing the

colors which had been shot away. The com-
mission as lieutenant which was offered him as

a reward for this act, he refused to accept on
account of hLs lack of education. In many later

engagements he showed great bravery, and it

was while trying to fasten the colors to a parapet

during the attack on Savannah that he was killed.

Jassy, yahs'se, a town of Rumania, in Molda-

via, on the Bahluiu, several miles from the

Pruth. There are many churches, among which

are a cathedral, the Church of Saint Nicholas and

the Church of the Three Saints. There are a

university, a theological seminary, a school of

art and a school of music. The manufactures

are few, but the trade is of some importance,

and a great deal of business is done at the fairs.

Population in 1899, 77,759.

Jats, jawis, an Indian race occupying a large

part of the Punjab and half of the Rajput states

of India. They are a hardy, industrious, agri-

cultural people, rearing large flocks of camels in

the desert districts of Sind. Their religion

varies with locality and embraces Brahnaanism,

the Sikh tenets and Mohammedanism. They
number about 5,000,000.

Jaundice, jahn'dis, or Icterus, a condition

of the body in which the skin turns to a greenish-

yellow color. Jaundice is not itself a disease,

but an indication of a disease of the liver, which

prevents that organ from separating the coloring

matter of the bile from the blood. The yellow

color first appears in the whites of the eyes and

then in the whiter parts of the skin.

Java, jah'va, an island in the Indian Archi-

pelago, the most important of the Dutch East

Indies. It is bounded on the n. by the Java

Sea, which separates it from Borneo; on the

e. by the Strait of Bali, which separates it from

the island of Bah; on the w. by the Strait of

Sunda, which separates it from Sumatra, and

on the s. by the Indian Ocean. It is 660 mi.

long and from 46 to 121 mi. wide and has an

area of 50,390 sq. mi. The island is very

mountainous and has a great number of vol-

canic peaks, some reaching an altitude of more

than 12,000 feet above the level of the sea.

Most of the active volcanoes are found in the

west of the island and are noted for their great

eruptions. In 1686 the peak of Ringhit, one

of the loftiest, had an eruption which destroyed

10,000 lives. Among the best known peaks are

Semeru, 12,040 feet high; Raun, 10,822 feet;

Slamat, 11,247 feet; Cede, 9718 feet, andSalak,

7000 feet high. One of the best known eruptions

was that of Krakatoa in the Strait of Sunda (See

Krakatoa). The south coast of Java is steep

and rocky, with cliffs rising to a great height,

while the north coast is low and swampy.

Among the many rivers are the Solo, the longest,

175 miles; the Surabaya, or Brantes, and the

Tji Manuk. There are many plains and valleys

which are known for their wonderful fertility.
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Java is the richest and most fertile of all

islands of its size. The distribution of vege-

tation is according to elevation. In the lowest

zone are found rice, sugar cane, cotton, indigo

and palm trees. In the plains and swamps are

thickets of bamboo and many flowers. Above

this, extending from 2000 to 4.500 feet, are found

coffee, tea, cinchona, many palms, fruits, teak,

mahogany, sandal wood, rubber and many vari-

eties of flowers and vines. Above this, up to

7500 feet, is a cool zone in which are found

maize, tobacco, cabbages and potatoes. Ex-

tending from 7500 to 12,000 feet are found many
varieties of European flowers, such as the daisy,

buttercup, honeysuckle and violet. Among the

many fruits are oranges, lemons, cocoanuts,

bananas, mangoes and durians. Java is rich in

forests, and teak is the chief product. The
chief industry is agriculture, and rice is the most

important crop. The chief imports are coal,

fertilizers and petroleum, and the chief exports

are sugar, coffee, tobacco, rice, quinine, tea,

rubber, gutta-percha, cocoa and spices. Java

is famous for its Biutenzorg, one of the finest

botanical gardens in the world, surpassing all

others in wealth and luxuriance of vegetation.

Java is divided into twenty-three residencies,

controlled by a governor-general, who is assisted

by a council of five, which ser\es as a legislative

and advisory body. In each province there Ls

also a resident, aided by assistant residents and

subordinate officers called controllers. The
governor-general resides in Batavia, the capital.

The lower administrative ofl^ces are filled by

natives.

The history of Java is unknown up to the

eleventh century, when it became the site of

powerful Hindu realms. The Hindus founded

a dynasty and converted the natives to Brah-

manism. This was overthrown by the invasion

of the Mohammedans in 1478. In the early

sixteenth century the Portuguese made their

way to the island and were succeeded by the

Dutch in 1595, who wrested from them the

supremacy. At this time the two chief states

were IMataram and Bantam. After the Dutch
conquest was completed Mataram was di\T[ded

into the sultanates of Sarakarta and Jokyokarta,

which exist at present. Bantam disappeared a

century ago. From 1811 to 1815 Bata\aa was
in the hands of the English. Since then the

Dutch have held the supremacy. Population in

1900,28,746,688.

Jay, a common bird of the crow family, trim

in shape and active in disposition; in some
90

species bright colored and bearing a han^^some

crest. In the United States the saucy blue jay

with its bright blue, black and white plumage is

well known for its fantastic motions and its

great skill in imitating the calls of other birds.

The Canada jay, or ichiskif Jack, or lumber Jack,

is a bird of rather somber coloring, but with the

bold, noisy and active habits of the other jays.

The common European jay is cinnamon-colored,

varied with white, black and blue. See Nest,

color plate, Fig. 8; Birds, color plate.

Jay, John (1745-1829), an American jurist

and statesman. He was graduated from King's

College and in 1766 was admitted to the bar.

In 1774 he was chosen a delegate to the first

American Congress, at Philadelphia, and was

also a member of the second Congress. In 1778

he was appointed minister plenipotentiary to

Spain and became one of the commissioners to

negotiate a peace with Great Britain. Return-

ing to the United States, he was appointed sec-

retary of state and aftem'ard chief justice. In

1794 he was sent as envoy extraordinary to Great

Britain and concluded a treaty, called after his

name, by which $1,000,000 was given to Ameri-

cans as compensation for illegal captures by

British vessels, and the eastern boundary of

Maine was fixed. The treaty was extremely

unpopular in the United States, and it was

ratified only after a bitter struggle. Jay served

six years as governor of New York, then retired

to private life. See Jay Treaty. (See illus-

tration on next page.)
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Jayhawker, the mime applied to one of a

class of irregular, lawless soldiers or bush-

rangers in the Southern and Western states of the

JOHN JAY

Union. The term arose in Kansas during the

fight over slavery.

Jay Treaty, the name given to a treaty

between Great Britain and the United States,

negotiated and signed for the United States by
John Jay, in 1794. It provided for the evacua-

tion of the forts in the Northwest by the British,

for a commission to determine the northeast

boundary between Canada and the United States

and for compensation to the United States for

illegal captures of American merchantmen after

the Revolutionary War. The treaty was ex-

ceedingly unpopular in America, since it con-

tained no reference to the impressment of sea-

men or to the kidnaping of negroes by the

British army, and because it placed restrictions

on United States trade with the West Indies.

Charges of bribery and corruption were leveled

at Jay and even at Washington, and the ratifica-

tion of the treaty was made a party issue, but

was finally accomplished after a hard struggle.

Jeannette, jen net', Pa., a borough in West-

moreland CO., 26 mi. s. e. of Pittsburg, on the

Pennsylvania railroad. It is in an agricultural

and coal-mining section and is supplied with

natural gas. The ma lufactures include glass

and rubber goods, fans, electro-carbons and other

articles. Population in 1900, 5856.

Jeannette Expedition. See North Polar
Exploration.

Jef'ferson, Joseph (1829-1905), an Ameri-

can actor, born in Philadelphia. His great-

grandfather was a member of Garrick's company
at Drury Lane, while his father and grand-

father were well-knowTi American actors. Jef-

ferson was on the stage from his very infancy,

appearing as a child in Pizarro when only three

years of age, and dancing as a miniature "Jim
Crow" when only four. For many years he

went through the hard training of a strolling

actor and then played in New York, where in

1857 he made a hit as Doctor Pangloss, in the

Heir-at-Low, and in 1858 created the part of Asa

Trenchard in Our American Cousin, Sothern

playing Lord Dundreary. Some time later he

assumed for the first time the role of Caleb

Plummer in The Cricket on the Hearth.

In 1865 he visited London and at the Adelphi

Theater played for the first time his world-

famous part of Rip Van Winkle in the play

arranged by Boucicault from Irving's story. The
character w-as a perfect work of art—beautiful in

conception, subtle and delicate in execution.

After a long run with Rip Van Winkle, Jefferson

JOSEPH JEFFERSON

returned to his earlier parts, and in 1868 he

made for himself another famous role, as Bob
Acres in The Rivals. From 1880 until his death
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Jeflerson did not attempt new roles, but as Rip,

Caleb Plummer and Bob Acres, he retained all

his early popularity. He had considerable talent

as a painter, and many of his pictures, produced

for recreation and amusement, have been given

high praise by critics. Aside from his remark-

able ability as an actor, .Jefferson's high character

and charming personality won for him a high

place in the esteem of the American people.

Jefferson, THO^L^s (1743-1826), an Ameri-

can statesman, author of the Declaration of

THOMAS JEFFERSON

Independence, third president of the United

States, born in Albemarle County, Va. He was

educated in the common schools and under

private instructors, later studied at William and

Mary College and then studied law, being

admitted to the bar in 1767. He was elected to

the lower house of the colonial legislature in

1 769 and took a prominent part in the advocacy

of radical measures of resistance to Great

Britain. In March, 1 773, Jefferson, with Patrick

Henry and other kindred spirits, formed a com-

mittee of correspondence, an action which led

to a second dissolution of the legislature. He
took a prominent part in the agitation in favor

of the Continental Congress, and a tract which

he had drawn up an instructions to Virginia's

delegates was later published as A Summary View

of the Rights of British America, which had a

wide circulation and powerful influence. In

1 775 he was elected to the Continental Congress

and there rose to prominence as a WTiter of docu-

ments, though he did not excel as a debater.

In the spring of 1776 he was appointed on a

committee to draw up a declaration of inde-

pendence and was the principal author of the

document.

He retired from Congress in the fall, devoting

himself to political work in his own state, where

he had an important influence in incorporating

democratic ideals in the new constitution and
laws. He served in the legislature and as gov-

ernor, and at the close of the war he was chosen

one of America's commissioners of peace, but

did not sail, the work having been practically

accomplished before he was ready to leave

America. Jefferson reentered Congress in 1783

and for a year performed important service. In

the following summer he was sent to Europe

with Franklin and Adams to make commercial

treaties, and in 1785 he became sole American

representative in France. For five years he

remained abroad and, though not negotiating

many important treaties, he did much to raise

the prestige of the American government and to

popularize the American cause.

He returned to America and reluctantly ac-

cepted the office of secretary of state in Wash-
ington's first administration. Here he first came
into conflict with his great rival, Alexander Ham-
ilton, whose sympathies with a strong central

govei'nment were diametrically opposed to Jeffer-

son's instincts. This opposition became par-

ticularly acute during the trouble between

France and England in 1793, when Jefferson's

followers desired not only recognition for Genet

(See Genet, Edmund Ch.\rles), but w-ished

the United States to take actively the side of

France. He retired from office in the same
year, and at the close of W^ashington's second

term he became the candidate of the Anti-

Federalists for president; but being defeated by

Adams, Jefferson became vice-president. In

this position he also came into conflict with his

superior officers, and at the passage of the Alien

and Sedition Laws he secured the adoption of

the famous Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions,

of which he was the author (See Kentucky and
Virginia Resolutions).

The campaign of 1800 was extremely bitter,

and Jefferson and Burr, the two Republican

candidates, received the same number of votes,

Jefferson finally being chosen by the House of

Representatives. He immediately instituted
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changes in the customs of the ^^^lite House, par-

ticularly emphasizing his democratic ideas. The

most important event of his first administration

was the purchase of Louisiana. The govern-

ment was also concerned with a small war with

the Barbarv pirates. Jefferson was reelected in

1804 and was immediately confronted with

foreign questions of great importance, chief of

which was the attitude of Great Britain toward

American merchantmen. Jefferson attempted

to apply a policy of non-intercourse and com-

mercial restriction, but he was unsuccessful.

He retired from office in 1809 and never again

entered public life, but continued to write for

the press upon public issues. During his retire-

ment he founded the University of Virginia, which

he considered one of the two greatest achieve-

ments of his career.

In many respects, Jefferson was in advance of

his time in his political and social ideals, but he

was not a strong executive and was often indis-

creet in his advocacy of his favorite policies.

As some one has said, he was a friend of the

common people, "who not only served them,

as many have done, but who honored and

respected them, as few have done." In impress-

ing this democratic ideal upon the American

government and society, he performed his most

notable sen-ice. See ^Morse's Thomas Jefferson

in the American Statesmen Series.

Jefferson City, Mo., the capital of the state

and the county-seat of Cole co., 125 mi. w. of

Saint Louis, on the Missouri Pacific, the Chicago

& Alton, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and

other railroads. The city occupies a lofty site

near the geographical center of the state. It is

the seat of Jefferson City College and of Lincoln

Institute, a normal school for negroes. There

are Carnegie, state and supreme court libraries,

about ten churches and five hotels. Among the

other prominent buildings are the state capitol,

the penitentiary, the armory, the governor's man-
sion, the supreme court building and the United

States courthouse. The city is an important

trade center for a rich agricultural and mining

region. There are railroad shops of the Mis-

souri Pacific and extensive manufactories of

agricultural implements, shoes, clothing, flour,

foundry products, brick and other articles. The
place was settled in 1826 and was incorporated

in 1839. Population in 1900, 9664.

Jef'fersonvllle, Ixr>., the county-seat of

Clark CO., on the Ohio River opposite Louisville,

Ky,, and on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis and

other railroads. There are extensive manufac-

tories of boats, railroad cars and various smaller

articles. The state reformatory for men and a

United States quartermaster's supply depot are

here. Population in 1900, 10,774.

Jeffreys, jef'riz, George, Lord (1648-1689),

an English judge. Soon after beginning his pro-

fessional career he was chosen recorder of Lon-

don, and he was appointed, successively, a Welsh

judge and chief justice of Chester. In 1680 he

was created a baronet and was later appointed

chief justice of England. He was one of the

advisers and promoters of the arbitrary measures

of James II; and for his sanguinary and inhuman

proceedings against the adherents of Monmouth
on the "bloody western circuit," he was rewarded,

with the post of lord high chancellor (1685).

On the arrival of William III, the chancellor, who
was attempting to escape, disguised as a seaman,

was detected and committed to the Tower, where

he died.

Jehoshaphat, je hosh'a fat, (Jehovah's judg-

ment), son of Asa and fourth king of Judah,

about 896-871 b. c. He was noteworthy for his

strenuous endeavors to abolish the use of idols.

Jeho'vah (Hebrew, Yahveh), the popular

pronunciation of the sacred name of God among
the Hebrews, represented in the text of the Old

Testament by the four consonants J (or Y), H,

V, H. The Hebrews cherished the most pro-

found awe for this name, which led them to

avoid pronouncing it and to substitute the word

Adonai, signifying tJie lord. This custom still

prevails among the Jews. In some portions of

the Pentateuch Jehovah is the name regularly

applied to God, in others Elohim, which has led

to a theory of two authors respectively for these

portions.

Je'hu, the founder of the fourth dynasty of the

kingdom of Israel. He was a commander in the

army of Jehoram, when Elisha sent one of the

"children of the prophets" to consecrate him

king of Israel at Ramoth-Gilead, about 842 b. c.

He immediately attacked Jehoram, whom he

slew in battle, and he then entered upon a work

of extermination in which were slain seventy of

Ahab's children, Jezebel, Ahaziah, king of Judah,

and forty-two brothers of Ahaziah. He died

after a reign of twenty-eight years. His name
occurs more than once on the monuments dis-

covered at Nineveh.

Jelly, a name for such substances as are

liquid when warm, but which coagulate into a

gelatinous mass when cold. Fruit jellies are

made by pressing out the juice of the fruit and
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boiling it with a certain proportion of sugar.

They are highly prized as delicacies. Animal

jelly is prepared from the soft parts of animals,

and even from bones, when sufficiently crushed.

It is a colorless, elastic, transparent substance,

without taste or smell, and is soluble in warm
water. See Gelatin.

Jel'lyfish, the popular name of several dif-

ferent animals found in the sea and often called

sea blubbers or sea nettles, from their appearance

or from their stinging properties. When in the

water they present a singularly beautiful appear-

ance, one of the most common being a clear,

crystalline bell, which swims gracefully through

the water by alternately expanding and con-

tracting its body. They move rapidly and seize

their prey with their long stinging tentacles.

Jemappes, zhe makp' , Battle of, a battle at

the village of Jemappes, in the province of Hai-

nalt, Belgium, fought Nov. 6, 1792, between a

French army of 46,000 men under Dumouriez,

and an Austrian force of 20,000 under the duke

of Saxe-Teschen. It resulted in a brilliant

French victory and was notable for several

dramatic episodes, among which was the gallant

charge led by the future king of France, Louis

Philippe, and the rally of French soldiers under

the inspiration of the strains of the ^Marseillaise

Hymn.
Jena, ya'nah, a town of Germany, in the

grand-duchy of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, 12 mi.

e. of Weimar, on the Saale. It is a place of little

importance except for its university, which was

opened in 1558. Population in ioOO, 20,686.

See Jena, Battle of.

Jena, Batile of, a battle fought at Jena,

October 14, 1806, between the Prussians under

Prince Hohenlohe and the French under Napo-
leon. The French, who considerably outnum-

bered the Prussians, were completely victorious.

Jenghis Kahn, jen'giz kahn. See Genghis
Kahn.
Jenks, Jeremlvh Whipple (1856- ), an

American writer and teacher of political econ-

omy, born at Saint Clair, Michigan. He was

educated at the University of IMichigan and

later in Germany, where he took his doctor's

degree. Upon his return he was admitted to

the bar. He later taught successively in IMount

Morris College, Knox College, Indiana Univer-

sity and, finally, Cornell University, where he

became professor of political economy and

politics. He attained a high reputation as a

student of modern industrial pro])lems and was

the expert agent of the United States Industrial

Commission in the investigation of trusts in

the United States and Europe. Later he was

connected with the department of labor as

special industrial expert and made several trips

to Europe and the Orient in the study of special

questions. He has published many magazine

articles, besides several books, among which

The Trust Problem is perhaps best known.

Jen'ner, Edward (1749-1823), an English

physician, celebrated for having introduced the

practice of vaccination as a preventive of the

smallpox. He studied at London and after-

ward settled in Gloucestershire as a medical

practitioner. About 1776 the belief common
among the peasants that casual cowpox acquired

in milking cows was a preventive of smallpox

caused him to direct his inquiries to the subject

and led to the introduction of the process of

vaccination in 1796. His method at first met
with great opposition from the medical profes-

sion, but was ultimately accepted universally,

both by his own and foreign nations. See

Vaccination.

Jephthah, jef'thah, one of the Hebrew
judges who defeated the Ammonites and,

having rashly made a vow that if he was victo-

rious he would sacrifice to God as a burnt-

offering whatever should first come to meet him
from his house, was met on his return by his

daughter, his only child, whom he sacrificed,

in consequence, to the Lord.

Jerbo'a, a genus of small rodents having

extremely long hind limbs, which give them an

extraordinary power of leaping, so that their

movement seems more like flying than running.

The fore limbs are armed with short, powerful

claws, with which the animal excavates its

burrows and extracts the roots on which it

chiefly lives. Jerboas live in communities, are

nocturnal in their habits and hibernate during

the colder seasons, though they do not store

food for the winter. The jerboas are found
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chiefly in Asia and northern Africa. The

ivpical species is the Egj-ptian form. The

jerboa is closely allied to the American jumping

mouse, or deer mouse. See Deer Mouse.

Jeremi'ah, the second of the great prophets

of the Old Testament. He flourished during the

ilarkest period of the kingdom of Judah, under

•Tosiah, .Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jeconiah, or

.lehoiachin, and Zedekiah. He was called to

the prophetic office about 629 b. c, in the reign

of Josiah, and he lived to see the capture of

Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in 586 B. c.

Nebuchadnezzar offered him a home at Babylon,

but he preferred to stay among the wretched

remnant of the people left in Judah. He is

said to have been stoned to death in Egypt

bv some of his countr^Tnen who were irritated

by his rebukes. Jeremiah Avrote the books

Jeremiah and Lamentations, and probably some

of the Psalms.

Jeremiah, L.oiextations of. See Lamen-

TAIIOXS.

Jerez de la Frontera, ha'rath da lah

frohn ta'rah, a city in the Province of Cadiz,

Spain, 16 mi. n. e. of Cadiz. It is noted for

its wine, well known under the name of sherry,

which is exported in large quantities. There

are two parts to the city, the older of which is

surrounded by the remains of old Moorish

walls. Among the noteworthy features are an

old Moorish castle, several theaters, a library

and numerous educational institutions. Near

the city is the La Curtuja convent, famous for its

fine architecture. Population in 1900, 60,846.

Jericho, jer'e ko, a town of ancient Judea,

on a plain about 18 mi. n. e. of Jerusalem,

noted, especially in Solomon's time, for its

balsam gardens and its thickets of palm trees

and roses. It was the key of Palestine and

was therefore invested by the Israelites who
had passed the Jordan under Joshua to conquer

this country. The account of the invasion

and capture is told in the book of Joshua ii,

v-vii. Joshua pronounced a curse upon him

who should rebuild the city, but it was rebuilt

in the days of Ahab. It grew to considerable

importance and is often spoken of in later his-

tory. Herod favored it and resided there, and
Christ performed many miracles at Jericho.

Vespasian destroyed the city, but it was again

rebuilt. Its site is now occupied by the small

village of Er-Riha.

Jericho Rose, a small plant belonging to

the mustard family, which came originally from

Arabia. As soon as it is mature, the leaves

fall off, and the stems, as they dry, close in

toward the center, making a ball of the v y)le

plant, which breaks loose and rolls over the

ground. ^Mien it reaches water the branches

expand and turn green again and the seeds

JERICHO ROSE

fall out. These plants may be often found in

the markets, and are rather interesting, as they

can be made to brighten up and expand or

contract into gray balls as they are kept in water

or are dried.

Jerobo'am, the name of two kings of Israel.

Jeroboam I, the son of Nebat, on Solomon's

death, 973 B. c, was made king of the ten

tribes who separated from Judah and Benjamin.

He died in the twenty-second year of his reign

(77 Kings xi, xii, xiii). Jeroboam II, the

most prosperous of the kings of Israel, reigned

823-782 B. c. He repelled the Syrians, took

their cities of Damascus and Hamath and recon-

quered Ammon and Moab. Licentiousness and

idolatry were prevalent during his reign. Amos
and Hosea prophesied during this time.

Jerome', Jerome Klapka (1859- ), an

English humorist. He was educated at the

Philological School of Marylebone and was

successively actor, journalist, tutor, stenographer

and clerk. In 1889 he published his Idle

Thoughts of an Idle Fellow, which gained for

him wide popularity. Among his other books

may be mentioned Three Men in a Boat; John

Ingerfield, and Other Stories; Stage Land;

Novel Notes, and several good comedies.

Jerome, Saint, in full, Eusebius Hierony-

mus Sophronius, (?-420), one of thi most

learned fathers of the Latin Church, was born
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sometime between 331 and 345 in Dalmatia.

His parents -were both Christians and were

wealthy. He was baptized in Rome, went to

Antioch, in Syria, in 373 and in the following

year* retired to the desert of Chalcis, where he

passed four years in severe mortifications and

laborious studies. He left his solitude to be

ordained priest at Antioch, went to Constan-

tinople to enjoy the instruction of Gregory of

Nazianzus and in 382 returned to Rome, where

his expositions of the Holy Scriptures gained

many adherents. His Latin version of the

Old Testament from the original language was

the foundation of the Vulgate. He took an active

part in many controversies, especially in those

regarding the doctrines of Origen and Pelagius.

Jerome, William Travers (1859- ), an

American lawyer, born in New York. He
was educated at Amherst College and in law

at the Columbia Law School, being admitted

to the bar in 1884. After serving seven years

as a justice of the court of special sessions in

New York City, he was elected district attorney

of New York County as a Democrat in 1901

and was reelected as an independent candidate

after a memorable campaign in 1 905.

Jerome of Prague (1360-1416), a Bohemian
reformer, in faith and sufferings the companion

of the famous John Huss. Together they

made a vigorous crusade against the dissolute-

ness of the clergy, the worship of relics and

other faults of the Church., When Huss was

imprisoned in Constance, .Jerome hastened to

his defense, but was seized and carried thither

in chains (1415). After much suffering he con-

sented to recant his heresies, but on being

given a new examination, he solemnly retracted

his recantation and made a vigorous vindication

of the principles of Huss and Wyclif. On
May 30, 1416, he was burned at the stake, and

his ashes were thrown into the Rhine.

Jersey, jur'zy, the largest and most valuable

of the Channel Islands, about 15 mi. off the

northwest coast of France (See Chaknel
Islands). It is 11 miles long and 4 to 6 miles

wide and has an area of 45 square miles. The
climate is peculiarly mild and agreeable. Wheat
is the principal cereal raised, and large quan-

tities of grapes, peaches, melons, pears and
other fruits are exported. Cows of the famous

Jersey and Alderney breeds are reared and
exported in great numbers. The principal town
is Saint Helier. Population, 52,796.

Jersey City, N. J., a city and the county-seat

of Hudson CO., the second largest city of New

Jersey, situated in the northeast part of the

state, on the termini of twelve lines of railway,

including the Central of New Jersey, the Erie,

the Pennsylvania, the West Shore and other

railroads. It is connected with New York City

by ferries and tunnels, and several lines of

trans-Atlantic steamships dock at this point.

Among the prominent buildings are the city

hall, the Fourth Regiment Armory, Saint

Francis and Christ hospitals, a historical mu-
seum and a public library. The educational

institutions include Hasbrouck Institute and

Saint Peter's College. Jersey City Heights,

practically the southern ridge of the Palisades,

contains many beautiful residences and fine

streets. West Side Park, now being built, will

cost $1,500,000. A boulevard 100 feet wide

and 18 miles long traverses Hudson County

from north to south and commands an extensive

and impressive view. The shipping and rail-

road facilities of Jersey City are excellent.

There are trolley connections with all the large

cities of the state, besides local lines throughout

the tributary region, and among the industries

are locomotive and railroad supply works, steel,

foundry and machine shops, grain elevators,

sugar refineries and manufactures of crucibles,

glass, zinc, chemicals, jewelry, fireworks, lead

pencils, chains, rubber goods and copper ware.

Foreign and domestic commerce in iron, coal,

produce and general merchandise is very exten-

sive. There are large stockyards in the vicinity.

The site of Jersey City was formerly called Paulus

Hook, but in 1820 it was chartered as the City

of Jersey and in 1838 as Jersey City. Popula-

tion in 1905, 232,699.

Jeru'salem, the chief city of Palestine, one

of the most ancient and interesting cities in the

world. It stands on an elevated site about

2500 feet above the sea, within the fork of two

ravines, the valley of Jehoshaphat on the east,

and the valley of Hinnom on the south and

west, while the Tyropoean, a third valley,

traverses it from south to north. The city

stands on four hills, once separated by deep

valleys, which are now partially filled up by

the debris of successive ruins. Zion, the most

celebrated of these summits, on the southwest,

rises to a height of 300 feet above the valley

of Hinnom. Mount Moriah is on the east, and

on the northeast is Mount Bezetha, a little

higher than Moriah. Mount Akra is on the

northwest. The Mount of Olives is to the east

of the city.

Jerusalem is not mentioned by name in
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historic annals until about 1500 B. c, when it

was in the hands of the Jebusites. The lower

part was taken from them by Joshua, but the

upper part continued in their possession till the

time of David, who captured the citadel and took

up his residence in the stronghold of Zion,

making the city the capital of his kingdom

and calling it "City of David." It reached

the height of its glory under Solomon, who
erected the Temple on Mount Moriah. In 586

B. c. Nebuchadnezzar took and destroyed the

city after a long siege and carried off as captives

to Babvlon those of the inhabitants whom the

sword had spared. On their return from

captivity the Temple was rebuilt, in 515 B.C.,

but the walls were not rebuilt until the time of

Ezra and Nehemiah, 255 B. c. In 332 b. c.

the city passed into the hands of Alexander the

Great. It regained a considerable degree of

prosperity by 168 B. c, but in that year it was
sacked and its walls leveled by Antiochus of

Syria. Under the Maccabees, Jerusalem, in

common with Judea, once more became inde-

pendent, in 165 B. c. It next became tributary

to Rome. It had been greatly beautified and
enriched with a fine new Temple by Herod
when Jesus Christ appeared. In 66 A. D.,

Jerusalem was taken by a party of Jews, who
had revolted against Rome. Titus, the son of

the emperor Vespasian, regained it in the year

70 A. D., after a siege which was one of the most
terrible in history. The Temple was burned,

and the city was utterly destroyed. In 131

Hadrian ordered the city to be rebuilt, but it

continued depressed till the beginning of the

fourth century. Rome having become more
Christian, Jei-usalem then shared in the benefit

and assumed the appearance of a distinguished

Christian city under Constantine the Great.

Constantine built the first Church of the Holy

Sepulcher over the supposed site of Christ's

burial, but this church was burned by the

Persians in 613. This period of prosperity,

prolonged by a succession of Christian emperors,

was suddenly terminated in 636 by the conquest

of the Mohammedans under the Arabian caliph

Omar. In 1099 the Crusaders took Jerusalem

by storm and made it the capital of a Christian

monarchy, which with difficulty maintained its

existence till 1187, when it was finally over-

thrown by Saladin and the city again came into

the power of the Mohammedans. In 1517

Jerusalem fell into the hands of the Turks

and has remained to this day a part of the

Ottoman Empire.

Modern Jerusalem is surrounded by a high

wall, pierced by eight gates, through which

roads lead into the surrounding country. Jaffa,

Bethlehem, Hebron and Jericho and the Dead
Sea are all connected with the city by good

roads. The wall as it stands at present was

built by Solyman the Magnificent in the six-

teenth century and occupies practically the

same place as the walls during the time of

the Crusades. The most important gates are

the Jaffa gate, at the west; the Damascus gate

at the northwest, and another gate which has

been opened to the north of the Jaffa gate.

Outside the walls to the northwest is a suburb,

the new part of the city. The town within the

walls covers an area of 210 acres, 35 of which

are occupied by the Temple enclosure, which is

called Haram-esh-Sherif . The remaining space

is divided into different quarters, the two Chris-

tian quarters taking up the western portion, the

Mohammedans having the northeast and the

Jews the southeast. The walls are irregular,

and the city is also laid out in the most irregular

way, with narrow, tortuous streets. The chief

interests in Jerusalem are still its historical

places. The Temple, or Dome of the Rock,

sometimes wrongly called the Mosque of Omar,
stands upon the summit of Mount Moriah.

This building has eight sides, each 68 feet long,

and four doorways, and the whole is covered

with porcelain tiles of various colors. The
dome is 98 feet high and 75 feet in diameter

and is made of wood. The present shrine was

built in 688 by Abd-el-Melek. The Church of

the Holy Sepulcher is one of the most interesting

buildings and is believed by many to cover the

tomb of Christ. The first church was built by

Constantine in 326 A. D., and since that time
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many churches have been buiJt. The present

building was completed in 1810. The Tower
of David, the mosque known as the Tomb of

David, and the Via Dolorosa, or "Way of Sor-

rows," are other interesting features.

Jerusalem is a busy mercantile place; it has

modem hotels, various educational and religious

institutions and numerous stores, all of which are

in strong contrast to the Jerusalem of the past.

The principal industries now are the manu-
facture of ornaments, carved in mother-of-peai"l,

and various articles made from olive wood.

These articles find ready sale among the 15,000

to 20,000 tourists and pilgrims who annually

visit the city. The climate is not unliealthful,

but the unsanitary condition of the city, its

filthy streets and crowded population, result in

a heax-y death rate. The permanent population

of the city is not far from 60,000, of whom
over half are Jews, one-sixth Chi-istians and

about the same number Mohammedans.
Jessamine, jes'sa min. See Jasmine.

Jester or Court Fool, a buffoon or person

maintained by the noble and wealthy to make
sport by jests and merry conceits for them and
their friends. The professional jesters usually

wore a dress of motley colors and a cap, or

cowl, of gay colors, furnished with bells and

asses' ears, or crowned wdth a cock's comb.

Several of the court jesters made names for

themselves in history.

Jesuits, jez'u its, or Society of Jesus, the

most celebrated of all the Roman Catholic

religious orders, was founded in tiie sixteenth

century by Ignatius Loyola (See Loyola,

Ignatius of), and was established by a papal

bull in 1540. The first general of the order was

Loyola. The members, in addition to the usual

vows of poverty, chastity and implicit obedience

to their superiors, were bound by a fourth vow,

to go whithersoever the pope should send them,

as missionaries for the conversion of infidels

and heretics, or for the service of the Church

in any other way. Popes Paul III and Julius III,

seeing what support they might have in the

Jesuits against the Reformation, granted to

them privileges such as no body of men, in

Church or State, had ever before obtained.

Their general was invested with unlimited

power over the members, the dispersion of

whom throughout society was made the basis

of the order. The constitution of the body

was drawn up in great part by Loyola himself,

but the second general, Laynez, had much to do

in directing its early movements.

The order soon approved itself to the pope
by its zealous activity and its success against

the growing power of Protestantism. The
Jesuits carefully avoided all appearance of

spiritual pride, often wore the ordinary garb

of the country and generally dealt with all

matters in a spirit of worldly policy and accom-

modation to circumstances. In Europe they

became the teachers of the higher classes and

carried out on a grand scale improvements in

the system of instruction. The young nobility

were sent almost exclusively to them, even from

Protestant countries, to be educated.

At an early date the Jesuits began to send

missionaries to heathen nations. The greatest

of these was Saint Francis Xavier, a close friend

of Loyola. He is often called the "Apostle

of the Indies," because his first work was done

in India. He was not only the means of con-

verting thousands to Christianity, but had

a supreme faculty for organizing his converts

into communities under the care of competent

native teachers. His work in Japan was also

remarkably successful.

The story of the work of the Jesuit mission-

aries in America is most thrilling. Gamier,

Daniel and others were shot, and De Br^beuf

and Lallement were burned at the stake. Mar-

quette discovered the Mississippi and explored

it as far as the mouth of the Arkansas. Other

Jesuits from Mexico reached the Pacific coast

and established the missions of California.

The records, or Relations, of the French mis-

sions have been published recently in America,

fomiing 72 volumes of valuable historical mat-

ter. Members of the English and Spanish

Orders also came to America at an early date,

and many of their records have also been pre-

served.

Wherever the Jesuits went they were consid-

ered as the special upholders of the papacy and

the most faithful defenders of the Roman Catho-

lic Church. This close adherence to the pope

often made their position insecure, even in

Catholic countries. Finally, in 1764, the united

efi'orts of their enemies in France brought about

their suppression by royal edict throughout the

French dominions. This example was followed

within a few years by the other Bourbon courts

—

Spain, Naples, Parma and Modena. In 1773

Pope Clement XIV issued the brief Dominus ac

Redemptor Noster, by which, without entering in

any way into the justice of the charges made

against the Jesuits, but acting solely on the

motive of "the peace of the Church," he sup-
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pressed the society in all the states of Chris-

tendom. In all the Catholic countries, except

Spain and Portugal, the members were, however,

allowed to remain, and as individuals they wisely

continued their ministerial or literary work. In

1S14, by the bull Solicitudo Omnium Ecclesiannn,

the Order was reestablished in all Christendom.

Since then the Society of Jesus has flourished

in all parts of the world. It is the most zealous

of all missionary bodies of the Church and has

over 3000 priests in heathen lands. They are

foremost, too, in the work of education. Their

preparation for this work is comprehensive and

thorough, consisting of a seven years' course of

study, embracing the humanities, philosophy and

science, and must be completed by each candi-

date for orders. He is then sent to teach in a

Jesuit college for five years. During this time

he is not confined to one class, but is advanced

each year with his pupils, thus providing for his

own mental development as well as the consis-

tent progress of his pupils. The Jesuit system

of education was completed in 1599 under

Acquiviva, the fifth general of the society. At the

time of his death in 1615 the society had 272

colleges. By the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury there were 728 colleges, with about 300,000

students. Notwithstanding the losses sustained

during the period of suppression, in the year

1900 the Jesuits had more than 60,000 students

in their colleges. In the United States they

have colleges in New York, Baltimore, Boston,

Worcester (Mass.), Washington, Georgetown
(D. C), Jersey City, Fordham (N. Y.), Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Detroit, Milwaukee,

Chicago, Omaha, Saint Louis, Galveston,

Mobile, New Orleans, Saint Mary's (Kan.),

Denver, San Francisco, Santa Clara (Cal.) and
Spokane.

Jesuits' Bark. See Peruvian Baek.
Jesus Christ, the founder of Christianity,

was born in Bethlehem, Judea, according to the

generally accepted chronology in the year of

Rome 750, that is, 4 b. c. This apparent dis-

crepancy in date is due to an error that was made
when the Christian calendar originated with

Dionysius, a. d. 556. He fixed upon the year of

Rome 754 as that in which Christ was bom.
Later information proved beyond a doubt that

this date should have been 750, which gives the

birth of Chri-st four years before the beginning

of the Christian era according to the calendar

of Dionysius. The mother of Jesus was Mary,
who was probably a descendant of David, and
her husband, Joseph, was also a descendant of

the same family. The birth of the holy child

occurred in a manger at a public inn in Beth-

lehem, where Joseph had gone to be registered

in accordance with the Jewish law relating to

taxation.

The miraculous conditions connected with his

birth prove to the satisfaction of most followers

of Christianity that Jesus was of divine origin.

His parents remained at Bethlehem for some

time. The infant Savior was circumcised on

the eighth day, and at the end ofthe fortieth day

he was presented in the Temple, and his mother,

according to the Jewish law, made the customary

offers for her purification. Soon after this he

was visited by wise men, or Magi, from the East,

who claimed to have been guided to the spot

where he was by the miraculous appearance of a

star. Inquiries of these men as to where the

child who was to be king of the Jews was born,

led Herod (at that time Roman ruler of Judea)

to cause all the male children in Bethlehem under

three years of age to be put to death. Joseph,

however, was warned by an angel, and he fled

with Mary and Jesus into Egypt, where he re-

mained for a few months, until after Herod's

death, when the holy family returned and took

up their residence at Nazareth. Here Jesus

lived and grew to maturity, and because of this

he is frequently called the Nazarene.

Of the boyhood and youth of Jesus almost

nothing is known. The only authentic account

given is that of his appearance in the temple

when twelve years of age (Luke ii, 46-50). All

legends concerning his life previous to his public

ministry are without foimdation, but it is prob-

able that he remained in the family at Nazareth

and engaged in the same work as his father, who
was a carpenter.

The public ministry of Jesus was preceded by

the preaching of John the Baptist, who pro-

claimed the coming of the kingdom of God and

called men to repentance. Jesus was baptized

by John, and at the time his divine nature was

manifested by the miraculous appearance of the

holy spirit in the form of a dove and by a voice

from heaven saying, "This is my beloved son, in

whom I am well pleased." Following the bap-

tism, Jesus retired into the wilderness of Judea,

where he was subjected to various temptations.

After the temptation he was pointed out by John

as the Son of God, and some of John's disciples

from that time became his followers. His first

public appearance was at the marriage in Cana

of Galilee, where he wrought the miracle of

turning water into wine. He ' then visited
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Capernaum, appeared in Jerusalem at the time

of the Passover and revealed his majesty and

power by cleansing the Temple of those who
were changing money and selling animals for

sacrifice. His works and teachings immediately

aroused the opposition of the leaders of the Jews

and, finding that this work m Judea was to be

rejected, he departed into Galilee. During the

remainder of the first year of his ministry he

preached at Nazareth, where the people at-

tempted to cast him over a precipice because of

his teachings; then at Capernaum, where he

called the apostles Andrew, Peter, James and

-John. After the calling of his disciples he began

his first circuit through Galilee. During this

occurred the Sermon on the INIount; also the Ser-

mon in the Boat, which was followed by the

miraculous draught of fishes. Near the close

of this year he called X-evi, or Saint Matthew,

who became one of his most devoted followers.

The second year's ministry began with the

attendance upon the Passover at Jerusalem and

the healing of the lame man at the Pool of

Bethesda. Following this were several other

miracles, followed by discussions with the Phari-

sees and other leaders of the Jews, in which Jesus

set forth the doctrine of the new dispensation

and showed clearly the difference between the

underlying principles of the Jewish law and the

ceremonials largely practiced at that time. This

increased the already growing opposition and

was followed by the sending out of the twelve

apostles to promulgate the doctrine of Chris-

tianity. After the visit to Jerusalem, Jesus

began his second general circuit through Galilee.

This circuit was characterized by the perform-

ing of a number of miracles and the relating of

some of the most important parables in the New
Testament, among them those of the sower, of

the tares, of the mustard seed, of the leaven and

of the treasure. This was followed by the third

general circuit, during which occurred the death

of John the Baptist, the feeding of the five

thousand and the walking on the water.

The third and last year of Jesus's ministry

was by far the most important and included

many discourses, miracles and parables. The
great events of this year were the Transfigura-

tion, his appearance at the Feast of Tabernacles,

the raising of Lazarus, which so aroused the

envy of the Jews that they resolved upon putting

him to death, and the events of the last week
before the crucifixion, generally known as Pas-

sion Week. As this week drew near, Jesus

prepared to eat the last Passover with his dis-

ciples. On the first day of the week, which is

still celebrated as Palm Sunday, he made his

triumphal entrance into Jerusalem. During the

next two days he spent his time in Jerusalem,

cleansing the Temple and delivering discourses

in which he used a number of parables to teach

the truths which he wished to establish, after

which he retired to Bethany. On Wednesday
he gave a warning of the betrayal, and on the

following day he ate the last Passover with his

disciples. After the Passover meal, having been

betrayed by Judas, he was arrested in the Gar-

den of Gethsemane, brought before the high

priest Caiaphas, condemned by the Jewish

sanhedrin and early on Friday morning sent

before Pilate, the Roman governor of Jerusalem,

in order that the sentence of death might be

legally confirmed. By Pilate he was released to

the Jews, by whom he was crucified on that day.

After his death the body was taken from the

cross and buried by Joseph of Arimathea and

Nicodemus. The tomb in which the body of

Jesus was laid was one belonging to Joseph,

and was in a garden near the place of crucifixion.

On the morning of the first day of the week, or

the third day after his death, Mary Magdalen and

other women with spices hurried to the tomb in

order to complete the work of embalming the

body, but they found the stone rolled away from

the door of the tomb and the place where Jesus

had lain occupied by an angel, who told them

that Jesus had risen. See Resurrection;

Sabbath.

After his resurrection Jesus remained on

earth for forty days, during which time he ap-

peared eleven times to his disciples and followers.

At the last gathering on the Mount of Olives he

ascended into heaven and was received by a

cloud out of their sight.

Jesus reenforced his teaching by miracles and

by parables. His miracles were evidently for

the purpose of convincing the people of his divine

origin and power. They were thirty-five in num-
ber and ranged in importance from the turning

of water to wine to the raising of the dead to

life. Most of them were connected with the

healing of disease, and with few exceptions all

of them were for the welfare of those upon whom
or in whose favor they were wrought. The
parables, thirty-three in number, contain the

best illustrations of moral and religious truth

to be found anywhere in literature. So broad

is their application that the truths which they

teach are accepted by the non-Christian as well

as by the Christian world.
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Of the many works treating of the life and

teachings of Jesus Christ, the following are

authentic and are the most satisfactory to the

general reader: For young readers, The Chil-

dren's Life of Jesus; for adult readers, Cunning-

ham Geikie's Life and Words of Christ; Eder-

sheim's Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah;

S. H. Andrews's LJfe of Our Lord upon the Earth.

Jet, a variety of bituminous coal, which is

very hard and takes a high polish. It is used

for ornaments. It was called Gogatcs by the

Romans, because it was first obtained near the

mouth of the river Gagas in Syria.

Jet'sam. See Flots.vm, Jets.^im andLigan.
Jetty, an artificial embankment, extending

into the sea or some other body of water. Jet-

ties are made of piles, mattresses of wood and

stone and of stone alone. They may be con-

structed for piers or breakwaters, but in the

United States the term is usually applied to

embankments at the mouth of a river or harbor

for the purpose 'of deepening the channel. The
most noted illustration of this use of jetties is at

ttie mouth of the Mississippi River. This river

empties into the Gulf of Mexico by several chan-

nels and deposits annually a large quantity of

silt, which made the channel so shallow as to

prevent ocean-going vessels of large size from

ascending the river. In 1874 Captain James B.

Eads recommended the construction of jetties

on the Southwest Pass as a means of deepening

the channel, and the following year he was

authorized to construct the jetties. The east

jetty hus a length of 11,800 feet, and the west, a

length of 7800 feet. Rows of piles 1000 feet

apart were first driven to mark the position of

the dikes. The jetties are constructed of mat-

tresses, made by binding together willows with

planks and dowells. The willows were cut 15

feet long, and each mattress consisted of four

layers, each crossing the one beneath it. The
mattresses were 100 feet long; for the bottom

course they were 50 feet wide, but were narrower

for each succeeding course until those of the

upper course had a width of 20 feet. The mat-

tresses were sunk by piling stones upon them.

As they filled with silt they continued to settle

in the bed of the river until they were immovable.

Within two years from the time of their comple-

tion a thirty-foot channel was secured, and it has

been maintained ever since. Since their con-

struction these jetties have been repaired arnd

improved several times. See Mississippi Rivhr.

Jev'ons, William Stanley (1835-1882), an

English writer on logic and political economy.

born at Liverpool. He was educated at Uni-

versity College, London; held an appointment

in the royal mint m Australia from 1854 to 1859;

was appointed professor of logic, mental and

moral philosophy and Cobden lecturer on politi-

cal economy in Owens's College, jNIanchester,

and later became professor of political economy

in University College, London, a post which

he resigned in 1881. Among his works are

Elementary Treatise on Logic, Theory of Politi'

cal Economy, Principles of Science and many
essays and addresses on economic questions.

Those entitled the Coal Question, the Value of

Gold and Money and the Mechanism of Exchange,

may be specially mentioned.

Jew, TiiE Wandering, a legendary person-

age regarding whom there are several traditions.

One -of the most common is that he was a cob-

bler at whose house Jesus, overcome with the

weight of the cross, stopped to rest, but who
drove him away with curses. Jesus is said to

have-replied, "Truly I go away, and that quickly;

but tarry thou till I come." Since then, driven

by fear and remorse, the Jew has wandered,

according to the command of the Lord, from

place to place and has never yet been able to

find a grave.

Jew'elry. The collective name applied to

precious stones mounted for w^ear, and to small

ornamental works in gold, silver, mixed metals,

amber, coral and other materials. The use of

personal ornaments dates from the earliest

periods of which we have any knowledge, and it

characterizes every part of the human race,

whether civilized or savage. It is probable that

the wearing of gold and silver ornaments imme-
diately followed the discovery of those metals.

Probably gold, from the form in which it is

usually found and the beauty of its color, was
the first to be used in this way, and also, from its

ductility and capacity of receiving polish, it was
the first to invite artistic skill in its working.

Gold ornaments, displaying a high degree of skill

in their manufacture, have been recovered from

the ruins of Mycenae and Hissarlik, and from

the tombs of ancient Egypt. The gold work of

ancient Egypt, though executed nearly 3000

years ago, is of the highest quality, and in many
points of excellence it would be impossible to

surpass it by the most improved methods of

modern times.

Many beautiful specimens of the work of the

ancient Greek and Roman jewelers are preserved

in the museums of Europe, and a large number

of very interesting specimens h^ve been obtained
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from the tombs of Etruria. At the present day

the Oriental jewelers preserve the same primitive

methods of working that prevailed centuries ago.

Their great manual dexterity and fine sense of

color and beauty, however, enable them to ob-

tain by simple means some very excellent results,

and the work they produce, though unequal in

finish to that of European workmen, is generally

perfect in design and combination. New York
is the chief center of the jewelry trade of the

United States. In Europe the great centers for

the production of jewelry' are to be found in the

cities of Paris, Vienna, London and Birmingham.

Jewett, Sarah Orxe (1849-1909), an

American story writer, bom in Berwick, Maine.

Miss Jewett's work has consisted chiefly of

short stories of New England life, remarkably

sympathetic and intimate. She deals with

aspects of life and character which are gentler

and brighter than those portrayed by !Mary E.

Wilkins Freeman. A Marsh Island and The

Country Doctor are novels.

Jewfish, the name given to two species of

large fishes well known in American waters.

The one, known also as the giiasa, or black

grouper, sometimes reaches the weight of seven

hundred pounds. It has a large, flat head and

huge mouth and is olive-green in color. This

fish is common aroimd Mexico, Florida and the

West Indies. The other inhabits the California

coast, often weighs five hundred pounds, is from

five to seven feet long and has flesh of excellent

quality.

Jews, the name given to the Hebrews after

their return from their captivity in Babylon.

They are a religious people, fond of home and

their children, shrewd in money matters and

intellectual. In form and feature they are short,

with dark hair and eyes, a swarthy complexion,

full lips and a characteristic nose.

The early history of the Jews is obtained from

the Old Testament, which, in the Pentateuch,

Joshua, Judges, I and II Samuel and / and II

Kings, gives a historv' from the creation of the

world to the destruction of Jerusalem by Ne-

buchadnezzar, in 586 B. c. The works of Jose-

phus and the records of Egypt contribute also to

the history'. In 930 B. c. these people were divided,

and they were known thereafter as the tribes of

Israel, occupying the northern part of Palestine,

and the tribes of Judah, occupying the southern

part. Sargon, king of Assyria, took the north-

em tribes captive in 722 B. c. The kingdom of

Judah paid tribute to the Assyrian government,

but was not carried away captive till 586, when

Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem and took

the inhabitants to Babylon; then independence

of the Hebrew nation came to an end. C}tus,

after overthrowing the Babylonian kingdom, gave

the Hebrews permission to return to Jerusalem

and rebuild their Temple. The "Priestly Code"
brought from Babylon by Ezra was adopted

then, and the real Jewish history began.

After the time of Alexander the Great the

Jews had to pay tribute to the Egyptians and
to the Selucid rulers in SjTia. Many went to

Egypt, and under the advantages they enjoyed

there they became well versed in science, art

and statesmanship. The Greek translation of

the Bible, the Septuagint, was produced at this

time. Antiochus Epiphanes, about 170 B. c,

forbade, in Jerusalem, Jewish sacrifices, circum-

cision and the observance of the Sabbath. Altars

to idols were built in the small towns, and the

people were compelled to obsen'e Greek rites.

Judas ]\Iaccabeus and his brothers Jonathan and

Simon succeeded in gaining a \'ictory over the

S}Tians in 169 B. c. This family continued in

power till the capture of Jerusalem by Pompey,

63 B. c, but the last male representative, Antigo-

nus, was put to death by Herod in 37 b. c. The
Herodian line succeeded. In 6 A. D. both Judea

and Syria came under Roman procurators.

Claudius gave authority over Judea to Herod,

who gained for the Jews Roman citizenship and

other privileges. After Herod's death, the

Roman governors came into conflict with the

Jews, and this led to the destruction of Jerusalem

by Titus in 70 a. d. and the banishment of the

people. The final overthrow of this people was

brought about by the capture of Bethar, the Jew-

ish stronghold, 135 A. D. Many Jews in 70 a. d.

went to Arabia, where they gained considerable

power. jMohammed regarded them favorably

till he found they would not accept his religion,

when he began persecuting them. Many went

to S)Tia and ^Mesopotamia. In Spain the Jews

became famous for their learning and were

allowed free worship in their religion and were

nearly on terms of equality with the Moors. In

the fourteenth century, they were compelled to

be baptized and to accept the Christian religion.

Those who objected were persecuted or even

murdered. Under Ferdinand and Isabella, all

who refused to become Christians were com-

manded to leave Spain, taking neither silver nor

gold with them. Many hundred thousand left,

to find almost every country hostile to them.

Those who went to Portugal were compelled

to leave in 1496 by order of King Emmanuel.
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Since 1S37, the Jews have been allowed to return

to Spain, but very few have taken advantage of

the permission. In the eighth and ninth cen-

turies, the Jews of France were well treated, but

during the Crusades they were persecuted and

manv were massacred in a most horrible manner.

The first real settlement of Jews in England

was made under William the Conqueror, who
favored them. But when their wealth increased

they became very impopular, and in 1253 their

condition became so unbearable that they asked

leave to go from England. They were per-

suaded to remain, but in 1290, under Edward I,

they were driven out. INIany went to Germany

and France, where they received the same treat-

ment that had met them elsewhere. For three

hundred years, no Jews were allowed in England.

In 1655, Cromwell favored their admission, but

they did not go till the time of Charles II. Since

then, they have by degrees gained access to pub-

lic offices, and in 1885 they were admitted to

Parliament. In France, since 1790, Jews have

had full rights of citizens, and in 1806, under

Emperor Napoleon, they were allow'ed religious

hberty. After alternating periods of freedom,

persecution and banishment in Russia, the Jews

since 1882 have been driven out of all professions

and offices. More than 800,000 have left the

country' and settled in America and parts of

Europe, yet they are more numerous in Russia

than in any other part of the world. In Hungary,

their position is equal to that of the Christians.

In Holland they have never been subjected to

persecution. Since 1867, a Jew in Austria may
possess land.

In 1654, Jews settled at Pro\adence and New-
port in the United States, since which time they

have increased in numbers, hundreds of thou-

sands coming from Russia, who have made for

themselves homes in the large cities. A few

Jews took part in the War of 1812 and the ]\Iexi-

can War, and many were on each side in the

Rebellion. The total number of Jews in the

world is estimated Vjetween seven and eleven

millions. Over one million are in the United

States. The Jews observe the seventh day, or

Saturday, as their Sabbath, but commercial

relations have led to their keeping their business

houses open on Saturday, and in some places

even Saturday worship has been entirely done

away with. Schools for the training of men for

the ministry have been in existence in Germany
since the early part of the nineteenth century.

In the United States is the Hebrew Union College

at Cincinnati; the Jewish Theological Seminary,

established in New York in 1886; Gratz College,

founded in Philadelphia in 1893. Baron de

Hirsch has helped the founding of manual train-

ing and technical schools in New York, Phila-

delphia, Chicago and other cities.

Jew's-harp, a toy musical instrument. It is

held between the lips, and the sound is produced

by the motion

of a tongue of

steel, which is

struckwith the

,

finger.

Jeypore,
ji por'. See

Jaipur. ^^'^'^ ^^"^

Jhelam, je'lum, or Jhelum (ancient Hy-
daspes), a river of India, the most westerly of

the five great rivers that intersect the Punjab.

It rises at Vernag, in Kashmir, and flows north-

west to Wulur Lake. Then it flows southwest

and then northwest up to Mazufurubad, where

it bends southward, becoming the boundary be-

tween Kashmir and the Punjab. It flows into

the Chenab after a course of 490 miles. It is

for the most part navigable.

Jigger, Chigger or Chigoe, a very curious

insect closely resembling the common flea but

of minute size. In the

United States the name
is given to a minute

scarlet insect, found in

the grass and weeds of

the Southern states. It

attaches itself to the skin

of man and burrows be-

neath it. Here its eggs are deposited, and trouble-

some itching sores result unless the insects are

killed. Salt water will relieve the itching.

Jilolo, je lo'lo. See Gilolo.

Jimson Weed. See Stramonium.

Jingo, the name given in modem politics to

an individual or party who habitually displays a

warlike attitude. The name arose from the

slang expression, hy jingo, and was '^'"st used in

1877 in the contest between the Liberals and

Conservatives in England as to the policy of

the government in regard to the trouble between

Turkey and Russia. The followers of the

Conservatives, in this case the party who desired

war, were accustomed to sing a doggerel, as

follows:
"We don't want to fight;

But, by jingo, if we do.

We've got the ships,

We've got the men, '

' Ve've got the money, too.*'
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The same term is used in the United States,

where it conveys much the same idea as the

more common spreadeacjlelsm.

Jinn, in Mohammedan mythology, a race of

genii, angels or demons, fabled to have been

created several thousand years before Adam.

They are not immortal; they are to survive man-

kind, but to die before the general resurrection.

Some are good and obedient to the will of God;

others are disobedient and malignant. They

can assume the shape of the lower animals and

are visible or invisible as they please. Their

chief residence is the mountain Kaf, in Arabia.

Jinrikisha, jin rik'e shah, a light two-

wheeled carriage, provided with a hood and

drawn by a man. Near the outer end of the

shafts is a crosspiece, which is used by the

runner in pulling the carriage. By attaching

cords to the crossbar, one or more out-runners

can assist when more than ordinary speed is

required or when the load is especially heavy.

The j)uller is known as the hiki. He can go at

a rapid pace and for long distances, frequently

covering from thirty to forty miles in a day.

The jinrikisha is in general use in Japan, India

and some portions of China. Its invention is

attributed to an American Baptist missionary,

named Goble. The vehicle has also been used

to some advantage in the army.

Joachim, yc/a Kecm, Joseph (1831- ), a

famous Hungarian violinist. When twelve

years of age he appeared in concert at Leipzig,

attracting the attention of the musical world,

but continued to study for several years. After

1 849 he received several important appointments

at court in Europe, and in 1868 he became prin-

cipal of a school of harmony at Hanover. His

playing was characterized by remarkable sincerity

and emotion and by wonderful purity of tone.

He was the founder of a stringed quartette which

has never been equaled.

Joachin, wah keen', Miller. See Miller,

CiNciNXATus Heine.

Joannes, jo an'eez. See Marajo.
Joan, ]o an', of Arc, The Maid of Orle.vn's

(1412-1431), was born in the village of Domremy,
France, of peasant parents. While she was still

a girl she was deeply affected by the woes of her

country, much of which was in possession of the

English. In 1427 Orleans was being besieged

by the English, and its fall would have ruined

the cause of France. At this time Joan, who
had been noted for her solitary meditations and

pious enthusiasm, began, as she declared, to

see visions and hear angelic voices, which finally

called upon her to take up arms for Charles, to

raise the siege of Orleans and to conduct Charles

to Rheims to be crowned. At first she was

regarded as insane, but eventually she found her

way to the king and his councilors, and having

persuaded them of her sincerity, received

permission to hasten to the deliverance of Or-

leans. In male dress, fully armed, she bore

the sword and the sacred banner, as the signal

of victory, at the head of the army. The first

enterprise was successful. In April, 1429, she

entered Orleans with supplies, and by the bold

sallies to which she animated the besieged, the

English were forced from their entrenchments

and compelled to abandon the siege. Other

successes followed; Charles entered Rheims in

triimiph, and at his anointing and coronation

Joan stood at his side. She was wounded in the

attack on Paris, where Bedford repulsed the

French troops, but continued to take part in the

war till May, 1430, when she was taken prisoner

by the Burgundians and sold to the English.

She was taken to Rouen, and after a long trial,

accompanied with many shameful circumstances,

she was condemned to death as a sorceress by

the ecclesiastical tribunal. On submitting to

the Church, however, and declaring her revela-

tions to be the work of Satan, her punishment

was commuted to perpetual imprisonment. But

pretexts were soon found to treat her as a relapsed

criminal, and as such she was burned at Rouen,

May 30, 1431 . She died with unshaken courage.

Job, jobe, the hero of an ancient Hebrew poem,

which forms one of the books of the Old Testa-

ment. Job, an upright man with a family of

seven sons and three daughters, with large herds

and numerous servants, is suddenly, with the

permission of Jehovah and by the agency of

Satan, deprived of hLs possessions and his chil-

dren and smitten with a sore disease, yet he

submits patiently to the divine will. Three

friends come to console him, and a large part of

the poem is occupied with the speeches of his

friends, who attribute his misfortunes to wicked-

ness and hypocrisy, and with his replies to them.

Near the close, God himself is introduced an-

swering Job out of a whirlwind. In the sequel

Job is delivered from his calamities, lives 140

years, becomes richer than he had been before

and begets seven sons and three daughters.

The design of the book seems to be to enlarge

men's views of the providence of God. The
basis of the story was probably traditional, and

it is not known at what time the book of Job

was written.
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Job's Tears, an annual grass, about a foot in

height, a native of the East Indies and Japan,

sometimes grown in hothouses. The hard,

round, shining seeds, from whose fanciful re-

semblance to tears it derives its name, are used

both for ornament and as food.

Jo' el, one of tlie twelve minor prophets.

Nothing is known of his life. He is generally

supposed to have been contemporaneous with

Hosea and Amos.

Johannesburg, yo hahn'iies burg, a city in

Transvaal Colony, situated 30 mi. s. by w. of

Pretoria and connected by railway with Cape
Town, Port Elizabeth, Durban and Delagoa Bay.

It is a modem town in every respect, with broad,

well-planned streets, electric lights, telegraph and

telephone lines and street cars. The chief pub-

lic buildings are the courthouse, the public

hbrary, the stock exchange and a number of

theaters. The city was built by the foreigners

who came to that locality in large numbers

because of the gold mines near at hand, but

most of whom, at the outbreak of the Boer War,
removed. Population in 1896, 48,330; in 1901,

158,580. The city was captured by the English

in May, 1900.

John, called the Baptist, the forerunner of

Christ, was bom six months before Jesus (their

mothers were cousias), of a Levitical family in

Judea. He lived a life given up to solitary medi-

tations till A. D. 26, when he began to preach in

the deserts of Judea, announcing that the king-

dom of heaven was at hand and proclaiming

himself the harbinger of the Messiah. John
baptized many converts and testified to the higher

mission of Jesus at the time of Christ's baptism

in the Jordan. To gratify a vindictive woman,
Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, caused him
to be beheaded in prison.

John, the name of twenty-three popes of

Rome, from 523 A. D. to 1419, among whom are

the following: John I (Saint John), pope from

523 to 526, was sent to Constantinople by Theo-
doric to induce the emperor .lustin to adopt

milder measures toward the Arians, and on his

returning without success Theodoric threw him
into prison, where he died. John XII (Odavia-

mis), pope from 955 to 964, gained the support of

Otho, and in his gratitude crowned Otho emperor

of Germany. He presently conspired agaiast the

emperor, who threatened to depose him. John
XII introduced the custom of the pope's assum-

ing a new name on his accession. John XIX,
pope from 1022 to 1029, crowned Conrad 11 in the

presence of Canute, the Danish king of England.

John XXII, pope from 1316 to 1334, possessed

extraordinary abilities, was a patron of learning,

wrote some medical treatises and was a zealous

worker for the propagation of the faith in distant

lands. He lived a simple, student's life himself,

but collected vast sums of money for the Church.

John XXIII, pope from 1410 to 1415, was a Nea-
politan. While cardinal, he was prominent in the

Council of Pisa. As pope he called the Council

of Constance, by which he was, however, deposed.

After four years' imprisonment he was released

and made dean of the Sacred College.

John (about 1167-1216), king of England, the

youngest son of Henry II. As he was left with-

out any particular provision, he was given the

name of Lackland; but his brother, Richard I,

on his accession conferred large possessions on

John. John obtained the crown on the death of

Richard in 1199, although the French provinces

of Anjou, Touraine and Maine declared for his

nephew, Arthur of Brittany, who was lineally

the rightful heir. A war ensued, in which John

recovered the revolted provinces. In 1205 began

his great quarrel with the pope, regarding the

election to the see of Canterbury, to which the

pope had nominated Stephen Langton. The
result was that Innocent III laid the whole

kingdom under an interdict and in 1211 issued

a bull deposing John. Philip of France was

commissioned to execute the decree and was
already preparing an expedition when John

made abject submission, even agreeing to hold

his kingdom as a vassal of the pope (1213).

John's arbitrary proceedings led to a rising of

his nobles, and he was compelled to sign the

Magna Charta, or Great Charter, June 15, 1215.

But John did not mean to keep the agreement,

and obtaining a bull from the pope annulling

the charter, he raised an army of mercenaries

and commenced war. The barons, in despair,

offered the crown of England to the dauphin

Louis, who accordingly landed in England in

1216 and was received as lavirful sovereign. The
issue was still doubtful when John was taken

ill and died.

John II, called the Good (1319-1364), king of

France, succeeded to the crown in 1350. In

1356 he was defeated and taken prisoner by the

Black Prince at the Battle of Poitiers, and he

was detained at Bordeaux and at London till

released at a heavy expense to his country by

the Peace of Br^tigny in 1360. On learning that

his son, the duke of Anjou, who had been left

as a hostage in England, had escaped, John

returned to London, where he died-
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John in Sobieski (1624-1696), king of

Poland, son of a Polish captain. He served in

the French army, returned to Poland to assist

in repelling the Russians in 1648 and greatly

distinguished himself in several campaigns, win-

ning in 1667 the rank of commander in chief of

the Polish army. On the death of the Polish

king, in 1673, John was chosen his successor.

His most celebrated achievement was the relief

of Vienna, which was besieged by a great army

of Turks, whom he decisively defeated in

1683.

John, Knights of Saint, or Knights Hospi-

talers of Saint John, aftenvard called Knights

of Rhodes and finally Knights of Malta, were a

celebrated military religious order, originating

in a monastery founded at Jerusalem in 1048 by

some merchants from Amalfi. The monastery

was dedicated to Saint John the Baptist, and the

monks, who were called Brothers of Saint John,

or Hospitalers, cared for the poor and sick and

assisted pilgrims. An order was founded in

America in 1889.

John, Saint, one of the apostles, often dis-

tinguished as Saint John the Evangelist, the

reputed author of the fourth Gospel, three

epistles and the Revelation, was the son of

Zebedee and Salome and the brother of James.

Previous to his call by Jesus he was a fisherman

on the Sea of Galilee. His Gcspel was WTitten

later than any of the others—according to some

critics, to refute particular he-esies—and con-

tains fuller details of our Lord's conversation

and discourses than the other Gospels and is

also more doctrinal in character. Of the three

epistles, the first has much reseml)la»:ce to the

Cjospel; but the other two were considered

doubtful even by the early fathers. After the

death of Jesus, John continued at Jerusalem,

and later he was at Samaria (Acts viii, 14-25).

Tradition handed down by the fathers declares

that he died at Ephcsus, and if he wrote the

Revelation he must have been banished to

Patmos. The time of his death is unknown.

John Bull. See Bull, John.

John Dory, the common English name for a

peculiar food fish found in the Mediterranean

and elsewhere. It is less than twenty inches in

length and has an enormous mouth. It is a

voracious animal^ though inert when not looking

for food. A round black spot, which marks the

middle of its side, has been the subject of many
legends. By one it is said that these marks were

left by (he thumb and finger of Saint Peter when
he took the tribute money from the fish's mouth.
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Other species of the same genus are given the

same name,

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster (1346-

1399), fourth son of Edward HI of England.

He was created duke of Lancaster in 1362,

ser\^ed in the French wars and became governor

of Guienne. On the death of his father-in-law,

king of Castile, he assumed in right of his wife

the title of king of Castile and invaded the king-

dom to assert his claims, but subsequently

relinquished them in favor of Henry of Castile,

Pedro's successor, who became John's son-in-

law. John's eldest son became king of England

as Henry IV.

Johns Hopkins University, an institution

of higher learning at Baltimore, founded by

Johns Hopkins in 1867. His gift of $7,000,000

provided for the establishment of a university

and a hospital. The university has an endow-

ment of $3,500,000, a library containing 110,000

volumes, a faculty of 150 and an attendance of

over 700 students. It has two departments,

the philosophical department and the medical

school, in each of which instruction is offered

to both undergraduates and graduate students.

The advantages offered for postgraduate work

are especially attractive, and the university

annually awards a large number of scholarships

and fellowships to American students desiring

to do research work in literature, science or

medicine. The INIaryland geological survey

and weather bureau are closely connected with

the university. Some of the most authentic

works in the country on literature, history and

scientific subjects are issued at frequent inter-

vals by the departments under the title of

Studies.

John'son, Andrew^ (1808-1875), an American

statesman, seventeenth president of the United

States, born at Raleigh, N. C. Owing to the

death of his father and the poverty in which

the family was placed, Johnson received but

little schooling. However, he educated himself

by constant reading and by the aid of his wife.

In 1826 he removed to Greenville in East Ten-

nessee and took a prominent part in the politics

of his locality and of the state, being elected

to the state legislature several times. In 1842

he was chosen to Congress, and he was four times

reelected. He supported the annexation of

Texas, the Mexican War and the compromise

measures of 1850. In 1853 Johnson was chosen

governor of Tennessee, and four years later

he entered the l^^nited States Senate, where he

attracted attention as spokesman of the radical
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Union party. Returning to his state in 1861,

he continued to labor for the Union cause and

in the following spring was made military

governor of Tennessee.

In IStU he was nominated for vice-president

on the Republican ticket and became president

upon the assassination of Lincoln in the follow-

ing April. Though at first a radical exponent

of congressional reconstruction and favoring

the severest measures toward the seceded

states, he soon came under the influence of

Secretary Seward and adopted a conciliatory

ANDREW JOHNSON

policy. He proclaimed general amnesty and
ordered the establishment of provincial con-

gresses in several states; but soon he was met
by radical opposition on the part of Congress.

The contest between the president and Congress

continued with the greatest bitterness, Presi-

dent Johnson vetoing all the important recon-

struction measures and Congress immediately

passing them over his veto with insulting reso-

lutions. The crisis in the struggle came when
Johnson requested the resignation of Edward
M. Stanton, secretary' of war, who had opposed

the president's policy. The Senate refused to

ratify this removal, and the president refused

to recede from his position. The result was
an impeachment trial, the principal charges

being violation of law in the removal of the

secretary, and insulting statements in the presi-

dent's public speeches against Congress. After

a long trial, presided over by Chief Justice

Chase, the president was acquitted, the prose-

cution lacking one vote of the two-thirds neces-

sary for conviction.

Though the Democrats had favored Johnson's

]>olicy, he had forfeited claims to leadership by

deserting the party at the opening of the war,

and he was not renominated, being succeeded

by General Grant. Johnson's last official act

was to proclaim pardon to all who had been

concerned in secession. He immediately began

a campaign for the Senate and was elected in

1875, but died in July of the same year. See

Reconstruction; Impeachment.

Johnson, Eastman (1824-1906), an Ameri-

can artist, born at Lovell, Maine. From his

boyhood he devoted himself to art. In 1849

he went abroad to study and, after visiting the

principal European galleries, established him-

self in Paris. In 1858 he settled at New York
and was in 1860 elected to the National Acad-

emy. Among his works are The School cf

Philofiophy at Nantucket, The Old Kentucki)

Home, Old Stage Coach and Husking Bee.

Johnson, Herschel Vespasian (1812-

1880), an American politician and jurist, born

in Burke County, Ga. He was educated at

the University of Georgia, studied law, began

practice at Atlanta and settled at Milledgeville,

the capital, in 1844. He was appointed to the

United States Senate by the governor, in 1848,

where, at first a strong states* rights man, he

soon became a loyal unionist. From 1849 to

1853 he was judge of the superior court of his

state and for the following four years was
governor. At the split in the Democratic party

in 1860 he was nominated by the Northern

Democrats for vice-president, and though

defeated, he did his utmost to avoid secession;

but he followed his state and was elected to the

second Confederate senate. In January, 1866,

he was elected to the United States Senate, but

was refused admission. In 1873 he became

judge of the superior court.

Johnson, John A. (1861-1909), an American

journalist and politician, born at Saint Peter,

Minn. At the age of twelve he found employ-

ment in a printing office. Later he became

editor of the Saint Peter Herald. He served

one term in the state senate. In 1904

was elected governor of Minnesota and re-

elected in 1907. His successful administra-
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tion made him a prominent candidate for the

Democratic nomination for president in 1908.

Johnson, John, Sir (1742-1830), an Ameri-

can Tory leader, the son of Sir WilHam
Johnson, born on the latter's estate in New
York State. He took part in the French and

Indian War, and at the opening of the Revo-

lutionary War he succeeded in inducing the

Iroquois Indians under Joseph Brant, his father's

prot^g^, to join the English. He also organized

a Tory regiment, known as the "Queen's Own
American Regiment," or the "Royal Greens."

He was with Saint Leger in his campaign of the

summer of 1777, and for two years he was an

influential promoter of the indian-Tory raids,

including the Wyoming Valley and Cherry

Valley massacres. . He was defeated by Sulli-

van's army in 1779 and retired to INIontreal.

His New York estates were confiscated at the

end of the v/ar.

Johnson, Reverdy (1796-1876), an Ameri-

can statesman, born in Annapolis, Md., educated

at Saint John's College and admitted to the

bar in 1815. In 1817 he went to Baltimore,

was elected to the state senate in 1821 and to

the United States Senate in 1845, resigning his

seat to become attorney-general in President

Taylor's cabinet. He was again elected senator

in 1863. In 1868 he was appointed minister

to England, but was recalled in the following

year, and thereafter he resumed his law prac-

tice, being connected with many famous cases.

Johnson, Richard Mentor (1780-1850),

an American statesman, vice-president of the

United States, born in Kentucky. He was

educated at Transylvania University, was

admitted to the bar, became a member of the

state legislature and in 1806 was elected to

Congress, serving with slight interruption till

1819. He fought with great bravery in the

war with Great Britain in 1812-1813 and, it is

said, fired the shot which killed Tecumseh, at

the Battle of the Thames He was a member
of the Senate from 1819 to 1829 and of the

House of Representatives again until 1S37,

when he was elected vice-president on the ticket

with Van Buren. He was a strong supporter

of Jackson. Johnson was again nominee for

vice-president in 1840, but was defeated and

was an unsuccessful aspirant for the presidential

nomination in 1844.

Johnson, Rossiter (1840- ), an Ameri-

can journalist and author, bom at Rochester,

N. Y. He was educated at the University of

Rochester and after graduation entered jour-

nalism in Rochester and Concord, N. H. Hs
held responsible positions on the staff of the

American Encyclopedia, The Annual Cyclo-

pedia, Encyclopedia of American Biography

and The Standard Dictionary. He also assisted

in the compilation of numerous sets of literary

masterpieces, including the British Poets, Fifty

Perfect Poems and the Little Classics series.

He was the author of unimportant works of

fiction, some verse and numerous histories and
biographies, of which the most important was
probably a History of the War of Secession.

Johnson, S.uiuel (1709-1784), an eminent

English author, son of a bookseller, was born

at Lichfield. The most important part of his

education was the wide reading in which he

indulged in his father's shop. In 1728 he

entered Pembroke College, Oxford, but was
obliged by poverty to retire after three years,

without taking a degree. For thirty years from

this time he was engaged in a constant struggle

with poverty. He ser\'ed for a time as an usher

in a school, but he was not fitted for this work
and finally gave it up, turning to writing as a

means of support. In 1735 he married the

widow of a mercer, considerably older than

himself, to whom he was sincerely attached.

Up to the time of her death he remained devoted

to her, and as she seems to have recognized his

worth, the marriage was not unhappy. A
school which Johnson started with the money
his wife brought him soon failed; and in 1737,

removing to London, he entered on his long

course of literary toil. His reputation rose very

slowly; the greater part of his time for many
years was wasted on desultory and occasional

efforts. A large proportion of his writings

appeared in the Gentleman's Magazine or in

pamphlets; and most of these are quite for-

gotten. His poverty was at times almost unen-

durable, and it is not strange that Johnson,

always melancholy, grew more and more pessi-

mistic, and that he expressed his pessimism

in such poems as London and the Vanity of

Human Wishcu. When Irene, a tragedy which

Johnson had .written before coming to London,

was brought out, he received some relief from

his poverty.

From 1750 to 1752, and again in 1758, John-

son conducted periodicals modeled on the plan

of The Spectator, but these, The Rambler and

The Idler, with their essays in Johnson's formal,

heavy style, were never popular. Meanwhile,

from 1747, Johnson's attention was chiefly

engaged by his Dictionary of the English Lan-
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guage, a work which appeared in 1755. The
dictionary, though it raised his fame, added

httle to his worldly means; and when in 1759

his mother died, Johnson, to provide money for

the funeral, wrote in one week the philosophical

novel, Rasselas. In this poverty he lived until

1762, when he obtained from the government a

pension of £300 a year. He was thenceforth

in easy circumstances and could enjoy without

restraint the society of Burke, Reynolds, Gibbon,

Garrick, Goldsmith and others in the famous

club which became so formidable a power in the

world of letters. Although Johnson was un-

couth in his manners and slovenly in his dress,

he was looked up to by these men, and in fact

he easily dominated the club. In 1763 his

first inten'iew took place with his famous biog-

rapher, James Boswell. In 1765 his intimacy

with the family of ]\Ir. Thrale began, a

wealthy brewer, and in the same year his long

promised edition of Shakespeare appeared. A
tour to the Hebrides made in 1773, in company
with his friend Boswell, was described in his

Journey to the Western Isles, and his last literary

undertaking was his Lives of the Poets, which

was completed in 1781. He was buried in

Westminster Abbey. Boswell 's Life of Johnson

gives us a better idea of the man than we can

gain from his own works, because, eminent as

he was in his day as a writer, he was still more

revered and influential as a conversationalist,

and many of his conversations Boswell has

reported.

Johnson, Thomas (1732-1819), an American

statesman, born in Maryland. He studied law

and soon entered politics, becoming an ardent

patriot. He was chosen to the Continental

Congress, where he moved the appointment of

General Washington as commander in chief, and

for a time he was at the head of the Maryland
militia in the Revolutionary War. He served

at different times as member of the provincial

congress of Maryland, of the house of delegates

and as governor, was an earnest advocate of the

Articles of Confederation and in the Maryland

convention vigorously supported the Federal

fx)nstitution. He was chosen one of the first

justices of the United States Supreme Court,

but declined the position of chief justice and
also the office of secretary of state. He was a

member of the commission that laid out the city

of Washington, D. C.

Johnson, William, Sir (171.5-1774), a Brit-

ish-American soldier, born in ('ounty Meath,

Ireland. In 17.38 he came to New York to

manage the estates of his uncle. He soon

entered into close and friendly relations with

the Indians through his honesty in dealings

with them and was appointed to important

offices by the governor of New York. On the

outbreak of the French and Indian War, he

was placed in full charge of the indians in New
York and performed important service. Because

of his influence with the indians, by which he

persuaded them to remain loyal to England,

he was granted £5000 and a baronetcy by

Parliament. For other service in the French

and Indian W^ars, he was given a tract of nearly

one thousand acres in the fertile Mohawk
Valley and built an elaborate home known as

Johnson's Hall, which became the nucleus of

the city of Johnstown, N. Y.

John'ston, Albert Sidney (1803-1862), an

American soldier bom at Washington, Ky. He

ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON

graduated at West Point, entered the army and

fought in the Black Hawk War, but resigned

in 1834 and went to Texas. He fought with the

Texans in their war for independence, became

commander of the Texan army and in 1838

w'as secretary of war of the new Republic.

Resigning in 1840, he became a planter. At

the outbreak of the Mexican War, he again

entered the service of Texas, and at its close he

became an officer in the United States army.

In 1857 he won distinction in command of an

expedition against the Mormons, exhibiting

remarkable discretion and courage, both on the
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march and in his negotiations with the Mormon
leaders. He was brevetted a brigadier general,

but at the opening of the Civil War resigned

his commission and entered the Confederate

army, being placed in command of the forces

in the west. During the winter of 1861 he

exhibited marked ability in the defense of

Kentucky and Tennessee, and at Shiloh, in

April, 1862, he won a brilliant, but temporary,

victory, being killed while leading a charge at

the crucial point of the battle. He won the

esteem of military critics on both sides for his

management of large forces and his courage in

battle.

Johnston, Alexander (1849-1889), an

American historian, born in Brooklyn, N. Y.

He was for several years professor of political

economy at Princeton University, but is best

known by his History of American Politics, a

concise and useful manual; History of the

United States for Schools, and History of Con-

necticut. He also edited Representative American

Orations, contributed the article on the history

of the United States to the Encyclopedia Brifan-

nica and assisted in the editing of Lalor's

Cyclopedia of Political Science.

Johnston, Jcseph Eggleston (1807-1891),

an xVnierican general, bom in Prince Edward
County, Va. He graduated at West Point in

1829 in the same class with Robert E. Lee,

took part in the Black Hawk War and in the

Seminole War, but resigned in 1837, becoming

a civil engineer. In the following year he

entered the engineering service of the army
and in 1846 became captain. He served with

distinction in the INIexican War and was severely

wounded at the Battle of Cerro Gordo, being

brevetted major and colonel for his conduct

there and lieutenant colonel for his gallantry

at Chapultepec. In June, 1860, he became
quart,ermaster general of the army, with the

rank of brigadier genera!, but in the following

spring he resigned and became brigadier general

in the Confederate army and later full general.

He took part at the first Battle of Bull Run
and for a time had full command of the Confed-

erates in Virginia, but was wounded at Fair

Oaks, being succeeded by Robert E. Lee.

Later he became commander of the military

Department of Tennessee, but was defeated by

Grant at Jacksoq, while attempting to relieve

Vicksburg. After the battles of Chattanooga,

he became commander of all the Confederate

forces in the southwest and conducted a brilliant

retreat before General Sherman from Chatta-

nooga to the vicinity of Atlanta, winning a great

victory at Kenesaw Mountain. He was super-

seded, however, by General Hood and was given

an important command only at the insistent

request of General Lee, who appointed him
to resist Sherman's advance northward from

Savannah. He was several times defeated,

however, and surrendered April 26, 1865.

After the war he engaged in business in the

South, was elected to Congress from Virginia

in 1876 and was appointed United States com-
missioner of railroads in 1885. INIilitary critics

agree in considering General Johnston one of

the greatest commanders in the Civil War.
Consult Hughes's General Joseph E. Johnston.

Johnston, Mary (1870- ), an American

novelist, bom at Buchanan, Botetourt co., Va.

She received a private education and first came
to public notice by her novel. Prisoners of Hope,

a" story of colonial days in Virginia. A second

romance with much the same setting, To Have
and to Hold, appeared in 1899 and met with

great success. A third, Audrey, with the same
theme, also was well received. The last

two were dramatized and created a favorable

impression.

Johns'tOWn, N. Y., the county-seat of Ful-

ton CO., 45 mi. n. w, of Albany, on the Caya-

dutta Creek and on the Fonda, Johnstown &
Gloversville railway. The industries of the

city are almost exclusively devoted to the pro-

duction of gloves and mittens. In Johnstown

and the neighboring city of Gloversville, there

are 150 factories, which supply more than half

of all the gloves that are used in the United

States. The place was settled in 1760 and was

named after Sir William Johnson, whose man-

sion, erected in 1761, is still standing. The
courthouse and jail arc also of historical interest,

for both were built in 1772. Population in 1905,

9845.

Johnstown, Pa., a city in Cambria co., 76

mi. e. of Pittsburg, on the Conemaugh River,

and on the Pennsylvania railroad and a branch

of the Baltimore & Ohio. It is situated in an

irregular and narrow valley at an elevation of

about 1200 feet. The city became especially

well kno\vn by the flood of 1SS9. Heavy rains

had so swollen the streams that the dam across

the south fork of the river, 12 miles east of the

city, but 18 miles along the river, gave way and

released the water in Conemaugh Lake. Johns-

town and the neighlx)ring villages in the valley

were very soon submerged in a roaring torrent

ol' water, and about S10,000,000 worth of property
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was destroyed, with a loss of at least 2235 lives.

Aid was cxjntributed by other cities, and the

place was at once rebuilt. There are deposits

of bituminous coal in the vicinity, and the city

has extensive iron and steel works, coke ovens,

tanneries, brickyards, manufactures of fire-clay

products and other works. Important features

of interest are the public parks. Grand View

lemeterj', Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hos-

pital, Cambria Free Library, the high school

building and the city hall. Johnstown was

settled about 1790, but it was not incorporated

until 1SS9. Population in 1900, 35,036.

Johore, jo hor , an independent state at the

southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula, with

an area of about 9000 square miles. The coun-

try is densely covered with timber and rises into

several mountain peaks, the highest being Mount
Ophir, 4186 feet. The chief products of the

country are gambler and black pepper. All

kinds of fruit are plentiful. The climate is

tropical but healthful. The capital is Johore,

a small town 15 miles northeast of Shigapore.

Great Britain, by a treaty in 1885, was given

control of the foreign affairs of Johore. Popu-

lation, estimated at 200,000.

Joints, in anatomy, the joining of the bones.

They may be classified as movable and immov-

able. (1) The ball and socket joints, found at

the shoulders and the hips, admit great freedom

of motion. In the ball and socket joint the

rounded head of a long bone fits into a cavity

made by other bones and is held in place by a

loose sac, called a capsular ligament, and by

surrounding muscles. In the hip the articu-

lation is still further strengthened by a ligament

attached to the head of the thigh bone and to

the cavity. At the shoulder, the socket is not

as deep as at the hip, hence there is much greater

freedom of motion. (2) Hinge joints, which
admit of motion in two directions, that is, can

be l>ent and straightened, are found in the knee,

the fingers, the toes and, in a modified form,

between the lower jaw and the cranium. In

this joint the Iwnes articulate by ridges that fit

into grooves. (.3) Pivot joints, in which one
hone rotates on another, as the first cervical

vertebra on the second. The power to turn

the hand over without moving the shoulder is

due to a modified pivot joint at the elbow where
the radius rotates on the humerus and over the

ulna. (4) Gliding joints, which admit of but

little movement, are found in the uTist and
ankle. There are also slight movements between

the vertebrae. Immovable joints are found

between the bones of the cranium and face.

In movable joints the ends of the bones are

covered with a smooth cartilage, which is kepi

moist by a secretion, called synovia, from a

very thin membrane which surrounds the joints.

This secretion serves the same purpose that oil

does in a machine. Any dislocation in a joint

should receive immediate attention, as swelling

so soon follows as to make it difficult to replace

the bones or, as physicians say, to reduce the

dislocation. If medical aid is not at hand the

joint should be kept in hot bandages. The
same action should be taken in case of a sprain,

an injury that if neglected may give permanent

trouble. See Ligament; Tendon.
Joints, in geology, the cracks or fissures

which divide rocks into more or less regular

blocks. They occur generally in systems, the

joints being parallel and plane, those which run

parallel to the strike being called strike joints,

those parallel to the dip, dip joints, and others,

diagonal joints. The causes of joints are (See

Dip) earthquakes and the contraction of rocks

upon cooling or drying.

Joint Stock Company, a species of partner-

ship in which a number of persons contribute

funds, or sfoclc, for the purpose of carrying on

a trade or other profitable object. The manage-

ment is vested in certain officers, usually presi-

dent, vice-president, secretary and treasurer,

and sometimes others, chosen by and under the

direction of a board of directors chosen by the

stockholders. The general body of share-

holders takes no active part in the concerns of

the company, beyond exercising a control over

the acts of the directors on special occasions.

The capital is generally divided into equal

shares, each member holding one or more and,

in proportion to this number, participating in

the profits. No member can demand payment

of his share from the company, but he may,

without consent of his fellow members, transfer

his share to another person. In nearly all the

states these joint stock companies are now by
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statute invested with some of the privileges of

a ccfrporation. Five or more persons, by sub-

scribing their names to articles of association

and filing these -with the proper state officer,

may form an incorporated company. It may
be in one of three forms: (1) as a company
limited by shares, where the liability of each

member is limited to the amount unpaid on

the shares which he has agz'eed to purchase;

(2) as a company limited by guarantee, where

the liability of each member is limited to such

amount as he undertakes in the memorandum
of association to contribute to the assets of the

company if it should go out of business; (3) an

unlimited company, where there is no limit to

the liability of the members. In the first two

cases the word "limited" must be added to the

name of the company, and the amount of capital,

object, place of business and declaration of the

limit or the amount of guarantee must be entered

in the memorandum of association, which must

be accompanied by articles of association pro-

viding for the management of the company.

See Partnership; Corporation.

Join'viUe, Jean, Sire de (1225-1317), a

French chronicler. He early entered the service

of Thibaut of Champagne, and in 1248 he

raised a troop of knights and soldiers and

accompanied Louis IX in his first crusade to the

Holy Land. He rose high in favor with Louis,

shared his captivity, returned with him to

France in 1254 and spent much of his time at

court. His Ilistoire de Saint Louis, which is

one of the most valuable literary productions

of the Middle Ages, has been often reprinted.

Jokai, yo'kah e, Maurus (1825-1904), a fa-

mous Hungarian novelist. He produced his first

novel, lVorld7ig Days, in 1846, and it became

immediately popular. He was prominent during

the Revolution of 1848, and after it had been

put down he was imprisoned. The entire

revolutionary period and his own imprisonment

and escape furnished the scene and plot for

many later novels. Among Jokai's most impor-

tant works are the novels, The Two-Horned
Man, Tlie Htingarian Nabob, The Carpathian

Sultan, The New Landlord and Black Diamonds;

the dramas, King Koloman, The Martyrs of

Szigetvar and Milton, and a History of Hungary.

Jo'liba. See Niger.

Jo'liet, III., the county-scat of Will co.,

40 mi. s. w. of Chicago, on the Desplaines River,

on the Illinois & Michigan Canal and on the

Chicago & Alton, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F^, the

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and other railroads.

A state penitentiary is located here, and the

city has a public library, two hospitals, the

Saint Francis and the Saint Mary academies,
a township high school, a Masonic temple
and a clubhouse for working men, built by the

Illinois Steel Company. The industrial estab-

lislunents are large steel, wire and tin plate

works, stove factories, machine shops, imple-

ment works and other factories. A number of

large limestone quarries are found in the vicinity.

Joliet was settled about 1831 and was incorpo-

rated as a city in 1852. Population in 1900,

29,353.

Joliet, zholyay', Louis (1645-1700), a

Canadian explorer, born in Quebec and edu-

cated for the priesthood. He was fond of adven-

ture, however, and made several expeditions

to the head of the Great Lakes. In 1672,

with a Jesuit priest, Jacques Marquette, he
was given command of an enterprise, the object

of which was to trace the course of the Missis-

sippi River, By his explorations it became cer-

tain that the Mississippi flowed into the Gulf

of Mexico.

Jommelli, yo mel'le, Nicolo (1714-1774), a

famous Italian musical composer, born near

Naples and educated in that city. In 1754 he

became kapellmeister to the duke of Wiirttem-

berg; during his residence there the German
ideals of musical composition greatly modified

his natural Italian temperament, and upon his

return to Naples he was coldly received. This

doubtless hastened his death. His best operas,

of which he wrote forty, were Merope, Armida
and Ifigcnia in Aulide. Among the other com-
positions, the oratorio La Passione and his

Miserere are considered his masterpieces.

Jo'nah (dove), one of the minor prophets,

son of Amittai, and according to 7/ Kings

XIV, 25, a contemporary of Jeroboam II, was

born at Gath-Hepher, in Galilee. The book

which bears his name is historical, rather tlian

prophetical, and the miraculous event of Jonah

remaining three days and three nights in the

belly of the fish has been regarded by some as

an allegory, a parable or a mjth. Some theo-

logians, however, are of the opinion that the

mention of it by Christ (Matt, xii, 40) obliges

us to regard the event as really historical.

Jonah's grave is shown at Mosul, the ancient

Nineveh, and also at Gath.

Jones, In'igo (1573-1652), an English archi-

tect, born in London, the reviver of classical

architecture in England at the beginning of
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the seventeenth century. He went to Venice,

where the works of Pallaclio inspired him with

a taste for architecture. Having returned to

England, he became court architect under

James I and Charles I. Among his best-known

works are the Banqueting House at ^^^litehall,

considered his masterpiece; Asburnham House;

Covent Garden Piazza; Heriot's Hospital,

Edinburgh, and Shaftesbury House.

Jones, .Texkin' Lloyd (1843- ), an

American clergyman and lecturer, bom in Car-

diganshire, Wales In his boyhood his parents

came to this countr}', and he was educated at

Meadville Theological School, in Pennsylvania.

He was pastor of the Unitarian Church, Janes-

ville. Wis., and in 1883 he became pastor of

All Souls' Church, Chicago, an independent

congregation which was later merged with other

social, religious, educational and philanthropic

enterprises in Abraham Lincoln Center, Chicago,

a so-called institutional church of the broadest

type. Since 1880 he has edited the religious

journal Unity. He was chosen general secre-

tary of the Congress of Religions in 1893.

Among his works may be mentioned A Chorus

of Faith, The Seven Great Religions and Jess,

Bits of Wayside Gospel.

Jones, John Paul (1747-1792), a famous

commander in the American naval service

during the Revolution, was bom in Kirkcud-

brightshire, Scotland. In 1773 he emigrated

to Virginia, and about that time he added to

hLs real name, John Paul, the name of Jones,

for what reason is not known. On the out-

break of the Revolutionary War he offered his

ser\'ices to the United States, and in 1775 he

was given command of the flagship Alfred.

For his excellent service on that vessel he was
given in the following year the chief command
of the Providence, and on this vessel he made
several successful cruises, capturing a large

number of prizes. With the Alfred, to which

he was after\vard returned, he also made many
important captures. His removal from the

Alfred wa.s felt by Jones to be a great injustice

and increased the resentment which he had
hitherto felt agaiast Congress Ijecause he was
placed in rank below a number of naval captains

who had not known as long and efficient service.

In 1777, while in command of the Ranger, he

set out on a European cruise, .sailed along the

coasts of England and by this daring invasion

of British waters aroused great fear in the coast

towns. In 1779, in command of the Bon Ilomme
Richard, he threatened Leith and captured the

British siooi>of-war Serapis, after a bloody

engagement ofl" Flamborough Head. This was
his greatest achievement, and high honors were

shown him. On his return to America, how-
ever, he was somewhat neglected by Congress,

and in 1788 he entered the Russian service with

the rank of rear admiral. Owing to the jeal-

ousy of Russian commanders, he soon retired

from the service and went to Paris, where he

died. In 1905 a search was instituted for his

remains, Avhich were at length discovered,

brought to the United States and buried at

Annapolis, Md.
Jones, LE^\^s Henry (1844- ), an Ameri-

can educator, born at Noblesville, Ind. He
was educated at Oswego Normal School and
De Pauw University. He began work as a

teacher in the Indiana State Normal School

and filled successively the positions of

principal of the Indianapolis High School,

principal of the Indianapolis Normal School,

superintendent of Indianapolis schools, super-

intendent of Cleveland (Ohio) public schools,

until 1902, when he was chosen president of

the ^Michigan State Normal College at Ypsi-

lanti. He is the author of the Jones series of

readers and numerous reports and articles for

educational reviews.

Jones, Samuel Porter (1847-1906), an

American clergyman and evangelist, popularly

known as "Sam Jones," was born in Chambers
County, Ala. At the age of twenty-two he was

admitted to the bar in Georgia. After a some-

what dissipated career he professed religion and

became a clergyman in the Methodist Episcopal

Church South. After filling several pastorates

he was agent for the North Georgia Orphanage,

but spent a portion of his time in evangelistic work

and in lecturing. He acquired a wide reputa-

tion, and many of his sermons and lectures were

noted for their lack of conventionality. His

works include Sermons and Sayings by Sam
Jones, Quit Your Meanness and Thunderbolts.

Jon'quil, a bulbous plant, a species of nar-

cissus, allied to the daffodil. It has long, lily-

like leaves and spikes of yellow or white fragrant

flowers. Perfumed waters are obtained from

jonquil flowers. (See illustration on next page.)

Jon'son, Ben or Benjamin (1573?-1637),

a celebrated English dramatist, the contem-

porary and friend of Shakespeare. He was

bom at Westminster and was placed in the

Westminster or Grammar School at an early age,

but was withdrawn, it is said, by his step-father,

a master bricklayer, who wanted his assistance
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in the business. He soon tired of this occupation,

entered the army as a private soldier and showed

much personal courage during a campaign

in Holland. Returning to England, he began

his career as an actor, and in 1598 his drama.

Every Man in His Humor, was produced,

Shakespeare playing a part in it. A duel, in

which he killed his antagonist, led to Jon-

son's imprisonment, and after his release he

was deprived of his possessions and branded

on the thumb. In 1599 he brought out his

comedy, Every Man Out of His Humor, which

was followed by Cynthia's Reveh', The Poet-

aster; Sejanm, a tragedy; Volpone; Epicoene,

or the Silent Woman, his best work, and Catiline,

a tragedy. In 1619, on the death of the poet

laureate, Jonson was appointed his successor,

and the salary was raised to the sum of $500

by Charles I. Much of his time was spent at

the Apollo, Mermaid and other taverns, feast-

ing, drinking and engaging in those brilliant con-

tests of wit in which in earlier days Shakespeare

also had taken part. His latter days were spent,

not perhaps in much prosperity, but certainly in

fame iid honor, as the acknowledged chief of

English literature. He died of an attack of

palsy, leaving behind him an unfinished pastoral

poem of great beauty. The Sad Shepherd. He

was buried in Westminster Abbey, where a

monument was erected to his memory with the

inscription, "O rare Ben Jonson." Jonson's

best dramas are excellent in plot and develop-

ment, have strongly conceived characters and
excellent traits of humor, but he is sometimes

forced and unnatural and deals perhaps too

much with passing manners and eccentricities.

He had a genuine IjTical power, which is seen

in his short poems and the songs interspersed

in his masques.

Jop'lin, Mo., one of the county-seats of

Jasper co., 68 mi. w. of Springfield on the

Missouri Pacific, the Saint Louis & San Fran-

cisco and other railroads. The city is in the

center of the zinc and lead fields of southwestern

Missouri, which are the most important in the

United States. There are extensive smelting

works, white lead and paint factories and large

foundries, machine shops and flouring mills.

A valuable trade from a large agricultural dis-

trict centers here. The especially notable struc-

tures are the courthouse, the Federal building,

the Carnegie library, the opera house, several

hotels and the Y. M, C. A. building. Joplin was

settled in 1870 and was incorporated three years

later. Population in 1900, 26,023.

Jop'pa. See Jaffa.

Jordaens, yor'dahns, Jacob (1593-1678), a

leading Flemish painter, noted for the masterly

realism shown in his jx)rtraits, historical paint-

ings and home scenes. There are a great many
of his works in the principal European galleries.

His Admiral Ruyter, in the Louvre; his Christ

Driving the Money Lenders from the Temple,

in the Louvre, and The Bean Feast, in Vienna,

are typical of the three classes of paintings

which he executed.

Jor'dan, the most important river of Pales-

tine. It rises in the northern part and is formed

by the union of several small streams, which

have their sources in the mountains. The river

flows southward through Lake Huleh, or the

biblical Merom, the Lake of Tiberias, or Sea

of Galilee, and enters the northern end of the

Dead Sea. The distance between its source

and its mouth in a straight line is about 65 miles,

but owing to its winding course the length of the

river is 200 miles. The Jordan is a very rapid

stream and descends during its course from an

altitude of about 700 feet above sea level to that

of 1300 feet below sea level. Between Lake

Huleh and the Sea of Galilee the river falls ()9

feet to the mile, and below the Sea of Galilee

its average fall is 9 feet to the mile. Where it

enters Lake Huleh it is about 100 feet wide;
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between the Sea of tialilee and its mouth it

varies in width from 90 to 2.50 feet, and at its

mouth it is 540 feet wide. Its usual depth

below the Sea of Galilee is from 2 to 3 feet,

but occasional depressions in the river bed

cause pools of greater depth. Except during the

period of flood, the river is navigable in many
places. It is also crossed by a bridge at a point

a little below Lake Huleh and another below

Lake Tiberias.

The Jordan flows through a remarkable val-

ley, which consists of a smaller valley within a

large one. The great valley, called the Ghor,

varies in width from 1 to 16 miles and is bounded

by precipitous ridges, which in places attain

a' height of from 3000 to 4000 feet. The small

valley, called the Zor, which is the real valley

through which the river flows, is narrower.

van,-ing from J mile to 2 miles in width, and in

many places is bounded by steep sides. During

the rainy season the valley of the Jordan is cov-

ered wnth grass; and trees, such as the tamarisk,

the acacia, the oleander and other trees, flourish.

The Jordan is of unusual historical interest,

because of the events connected with the life

of Christ and the Chosen People, which occurred

along its banks and in the immediate vicinity.

See Palestine.

Jordan, David St.\er (1851- ), an
American educator. He was bom in Gaines-

ville, X. Y., and attended Cornell University,

where he became instructor in botany in 1870.

Two years later he was professor of botany

and biology in Lombard University, Galesburg,

111., and at this time he began the study of

fishes under the instruction of Agassiz. From
1875 to 1879 he was a professor in biology at

Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind., and later,

in 1885, after having served as professor of

zoology at the University of Indiana, he w'as

made president of that institution. For many
years Jordan was connected with the United

States FLsh Commission and made many valuable

researches and investigations. In 1891 he was

made president of the Leland Stanford Junior

University, where his work has been very suc-

cessful. In addition to many reports and papers

prepared for the Fish Commission, he has writ-

ten various books, including a Manual of Verte-

brate Animals of the Northern United States, Sci-

ence Sketches, Fishes of Northern and Middle

America and Imperial Democracy.

JoniUo, ho Toc/lyo, a volcano of Mexico, in

thf- Department of Michoacan. Its origin dates

from 1759, when it was formed as the result of

an earthquake. Its height is 4265 feet, and it

is now dormant.

Joseph, jo'sef, one of the two sons of the

patriarch Jacob by his favorite wife, Rachel.

His father's preference for him aroused the

jealousy of his elder brothers, who sold him to

some Ishmaelitish slave dealers, by whom he

was sold to Potiphar, a distinguished officer in

Egypt. The story of his elevation to the posi-

tion of vice-regent of Egj'pt, and the settlement

of his father and brothers there is well known
{Gen. XXXVII, xxxix-xLViii). Authorities still

differ as to the period in Egyptian history to

which Joseph's life belongs, some placing it

before, others under, and others after the time

of the Hyksos, or shepherd kings.

Joseph, the husband of Mary, the mother of

Jesus, was a descendant of the House of David,

though resident at Nazareth, where he followed

the trade of a carpenter. Early tradition repre-

DAVID STARK JORDAN

sents him as an old man at the time of his mar-

riage, and he seems to have died before the com-

mencement of the public ministry of Jesus.

His day in the Roman Catholic calendar is

March 19.

Joseph n (1741-1790), Holy Roman emperor,

son of Francis I and Maria Theresa. He was

elected king of the Romans in 1764, and on the

death of his father in the following year he

became German emperor, succeeding his mother,

however, in the hereditary estates of the house
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of Austria only in 1780. He at once commenced
an extensive scheme of reforms, but the country

was not prepared for such sudden changes, and

he was compelled to give up most of his plans.

Religious freedom was allowed throughout his

dominions. In 1788 he made war against

Turkey, which resulted unfavorably for Aas-

tria.

Josephine, zho za ]een', M.\EiE Rose (1763-

1814), emj)ress of the French, wife of Napoleon

Bonaparte. She was married to the Vicomte

de Beauharnais, by whom she had two children,

Eugene and Hortense. In 1794 her husband,

who had been commander of the army of the

Rhine, was executed by order of the Convention.

After the fall of Robespierre she paid a visit to

Napoleon to thank him for restoring the sword

of her husband, and she so pleased him that he

soon after married her (1796). She became a

beneficial element in his life, and her amiable

manners won the hearts of everybody and helped

to secure her husband's position. When Napo-

leon ascended the throne in 1804 she was crowned

along with him. But the fact that the union

was childless stood in the way of Napoleon's

ambition to become the founder of a dynasty,

and in 1809 Josephine was divorced. She

retained the title of empress, and was allowed

a large annual grant.

Joseph of Arimathaea, a member of the

Jewish sanhedrin, who, though a believer in

Jesus, had not the courage to make open pro-

fession of his faith. Nevertheless, after the

crucifixion he went to Pilate, begged the body

of Jesus and with Nicodemus buried it in his

own garden.

Josephus, josee^fus, Flavius (37-?), a Jew-

ish historian. In 64 A. D. he made a journey to

Rome, and on his return he found his country-

men preparing to throw off the Roman yoke.

Having tried in vain to persuade them of the

hopelessness of such a struggle, he accepted the

post of defending the Province of Galilee and

actually held the fortified town of Jotapata

against the whole Roman army for forty-seven

days. He was captured at the fall of the city,

was afterward present in the Roman army at the

destruction of Jerusalem (70 A. D.) and went

with Titus to Rome, where, assuming the family

name of his patron, Flavius, he lived in learned

leisure, llere he wrote (in Greek) The History

of the JpAiAsh War; Jewish Antiquities, giving a

history of the Jews from the earliest times to the

reign of Nero, and an Autobiography, mostly

relating to the time of his military activity. 'I'iie

date of his death is uncertain. It is known
that he saw the end of the century.

Josh Bil'lings . See Shaw, Hexhy Wheeler.
Josh'ua, the successor of Moses in the com-

mand of the Israelites, the son of Nun, of the

tribe of Ephraim. He was nominated by Moses
to succeed him in the command of the army of

Israel, led the Israelites over the Jordan and
in the course of seven years conquered the greater

part of Palestine and divided the country among
the tribes. He died at Timnath-Serah, in Mount
Ephraim, at the age of 110. His history is

contained in the book which bears his name
and of which he is usually regarded as the

author.

Josi'ah, king of Judah, succeeded his father

Amon at the age of eight years (639 B. c). He
took an active part in the reform of public wor-

ship and commenced the restoration of the

temple, during the progress of which the high

priest Hilkiah discovered the book of the law,

thought by some to be substantially the same as

the book of Deuteronomy. The prescriptions it

contained gave a decided direction to the reform

movement, which the king conducted with great

vigor. In his thirty-first year, prompted prob-

ably by friendship for the king of Assyria, he

marched out against Pharaoh Necho, who was

on his way to attack that kingdom. The two

armies met at Megiddo, where Josiah was slain.

Jotuns, yo'toonz, in northern mythology, im-

mense giants and magicians, who had command
over the powers of nature and lived in dark

caves in their kingdom of Jotunheim, from

which they waged perpetual war agamst the

gods. Originally they represented the destruc-

tive forces in nature. They were cunning, malig-

nant, versed in witchcraft, but not highly intel-

ligent.

Joubert, zhoo bair', Pietrus Jacobus (1831-

1900), a Boer general and statesman, born in

Cape Colony, of Dutch Huguenot parents. He
moved to the South African Republic and

engaged successfully in farming and cattle

raising. He was elected to the legislative

assembly of the Republic and became attorney-

general. In the campaign against the British

in 1880 and 1881, Joubert was conmiandcr

general of the Boer forces and Avon fame for his

military ability. Several times he acted as

president of the Republic in the ab.sence of that

official, and throughout his career he was in

favor of a liberal policy toward the English resi-

dents of the country. In the great contest of

1899-1900 he proved hmiself to be one of the
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ablest generals on either side. Early in 1900

his heaUh failed, and he retired to Pretoria,

where he soon afterward died.

Jourdan, zhoor dahn', Je.\x B.^PTISTE, Count

(1762-1833), marshal of France. He fought in

the American Revolutionary War, under d'Es-

taing, and on the outbreak of the French Revo-

lution he was made a captain of the National

Guard at Limoges. Later he was chief of bat-

tiiUon, brigadier general, general of division and,

finally, commander in chief of the army of the

north. He won several victories over the Aus-

trians during 1793 and 1794, but during the two

years that followed, he was less successful and

consequently resigned his command. In 1799 he

was placed in command of the army of the

Danul)e, but was removed from command after

a defeat by the Austrians. XajX)leon made hini

governor of Piedmont in 1800, and later he

became chief of stitff to Joseph Bonaparte. He
was in favor under Louis XYHI, but took part

in the Revolution of 1830, after which he held

for a short time the office of minister of foreign

affairs.

Journalism, jttr'nal {z'm. See Newspaper.
Journalism, School of, a college of Colum-

bia University, founded in 1903 by Joseph

Pulitzer of the New York World. The school

has an endowment of S2,000,000. It is the pur-

fX)se of this school so to train men in journalism

as to make the newspaper profession one of

higher character and standing, and to increase

its power and prestige through the better equip-

ment of those who follow it. The course of study

will include the ethics and law of journalism

Ijesides a serviceable course in general ethics

and practical law, rhetoric and composition,

with especial regard to the requirements of news-

paper work; advanced courses in literature.

United States history, contemporary European
history, economics, sociology and political science.

Other universities in the east and in the

central west have organized courses in training

for journalism along about the same lines as that

of Columbia, though with somewhat less elab-

orateness.

Juan Fernandez, hwahn fer nahn'dath,

known, also, as Mas-a-Tierra, a group of small

Islands in the South Pacific Ocean, about 400
mi. off the coast of Chile, to which the group
belongs. They are of volcanic origin and reach

in some parts a height of 6000 feet. Parts are

fertile, producing various kiiids of timber,

peaches, figs, grapes and cherries. The islands

are ocr upierl by some hundreds of settlers, whose

chief occupation is cattle raising. De Foe is

said to have founded his Robinson Crusoe on the

history of the solitary residence here for over

four years (1704-1709) of a Scotch sailor, Alex-

ander Selkirk. The islands were discovered in

1574 by Juan Fernandez.

Juarez, hwah'res, Benito Pablo (1806-

1872), president of the Mexican Republic. He
was born of pure Indian parentage, received a

good education, W'as admitted to the bar and

after holding various important public offices,

was elected' president in 1861. As the Mexican
government at his accession was bankrupt, he

declared the susjicnsion of pa}Tnents on the for-

eign debt for two years, a step which occasioned

the interference of Britain, Spain and France.

Troops were landed in Mexico in 1862, but

Britain and Sj)ain soon retired, leaving Napoleon

III to carry out his plans alone. Maximilian of

Austria came, on Napoleon's invitation, to

assume the throne, but Juarez, in spite of defeats

and losses, continued to head a resistance, and

when Najwleon under pressure from the Ameri-

can government withdrew his troops in 1866, the

republicans carried all before them. Maxi-
milian w'as captured and shot, and Juarez was
reelected to the presidency (1867), w^hich he

held till he died. See Maximiiiajst; Mexico,
subhead History.

Ju'bilee, a festival of the Jews, held every

fiftieth year. During this year all slaves or

captives were to be released; all estates which

had bee., sold reverted to their original proprie-

tors or their descendants, unless it were a house

in a walled city, and the ground was to lie fallow.

It has been doubted whether the law of jubilee

was ever actually observed until the return from

Babylonian exile, when, for a time at least, it

came into operation.

Ju'dah, the fourth son of the patriarch Jacob

1j} his wife Leah, the forefather of one of the

twelve tribes.

Ju'das, surnamed Iscuriot, meaning, perhaps,

the man of Kerioth, a village of Judea, was one

of the twelve apostles of Jesus and betrayed his

Master into the hands of the Jewish priests for

thirty pieces of silver. Remorse for his crime

led him to suicide.

Judas or Jude, brother of James, one of the

twelve apostles. Matthew and Mark call him
Thaddeus, surnamed Lebbaeus. Nothing is

known of his life. By many he is considered

the author of the Epistle of Jude.

Judas Tree., a name given to a ntimber of

trees of the same genus and belonging to the
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same family as the locust. The name originated

in the tradition that Judas hanged himself on
one of these trees, which grow wild throughout

the Orient, in southern Europe and in tropical

America. One species, called the red bud, is

common in the warmer parts of the United States.

This has pointed leaves and produces numerous
clusters of bright red flowers in early spring,

before the leaves appear on the branches. The
buds of most species are esteemed as a delicacy.

Judd, Or.\xge (1822-1892), an American

farmer and journalist, born near Niagara Falls,

N. Y. He graduated at Wesleyan University

and soon after began the publication of the

American Agricidturist. In 1883 he founded

the Prairie Farmer and in 1888 the Orange Judd
Farmer, which is stUl published. Through his

influence much legislation in the interest of the

agricultural classes was passed by Congress and

by state legislatures.

Jude, one of the books of the New Testament.

Its acceptance by the early Church was delayed

until, like the writings of the evangelists, its

divine inspiration was undoubted. In it the

apostle denounces the heresies of the Simonians,

the Nicolaites and the Gnostics and appeals to

the members of the Christian Church to adhere

faithfully to its teachings. Jude's epistle was

written in Palestine about 02 a. d.

Jude'a, a term applied, after the return of the

Jews from exile, to that part of Palestine bounded

on the east by the Jordan and the Dead Sea, on

the north by Samaria, on the west by the Medi-

terranean and on the south by Arabia Petraea.

See Palestine.

Judge, juj, a person duly invested with

authority to determine questions between parties

according to law. The term is quite a general

one, being applicable to any one appointed to

sit in a court of law and try cases; but certain

judges are designated by particular titles, as

justice and lord-justice. The judge at common
law decides points of law and enables the jury

rightly to decide questions of fact, while in

equity he decides both classes of questions. A
judge cannot be prosecuted for the consequences

of his decisions, except in the case where he may
have acted without jurisdiction, nor can he

officiate in a case where he has a personal interest,

unless it be merely his common interest as a

citizen. See Law; Courts; PnocEDrRE.

Judges, Book of, one of the books of the Old

Testament, so called because the greater part of

the narrative is occupied with the history of the

judges who were raised up to deliver their

country-men from the oppression of their neigh-

bors.

Judgment, in law, the judicial determination
and decision of a court in an action. It is

either interlocutory or final. In the former case

it is given only on some particular point or pro-

ceeding; upon the final judgment execution
may follow, unless it be appealed against, sus-

pended or recalled. See Procedure.
Judgment, in psycholog}-, the process of com-

paring two concepts and deciding that they
agree or disagree. The formation of a judgment
is the second step in thinking (See Thought).
It is more diflBcult than the formation of concepts,

because in the formation of judgments two con-
cepts must be held in mind, while in the forma-
tion of a concept, we group together the qualities

belonging to the object before us and decide

that these quahties also characterize the class to

which these objects belong. In forming the

concept of gold, for instance, from observation

we obtain the idea of color, hardness, weight

and malleability, all from the object under con-

sideration. But in forming a judgment we hold

in mind two distinct ideas, both of which are

abstract, and from our comparison we decide

that they agree or disagree. Judgment com-
bines concepts and unites knowledge and makes
it more valuable. Correct judgments can be

formed only from accurate concepts and by fol-

lowing the laws of thought. See Co^•CEPT;

Reason.

Judiciary, jti dish'e a ry. See Courts.
Ju'dith, widow of ]\Ianasses, a Jewish hero-

ine, whose history is given in the apocryphal

book which bears her name. According to this

book, Judith went to the tent of Holofernes, an

Assyrian general who was besieging Bethulia,

the city in which .she lived, and charmed him with

her beauty. A banquet was served in her honor,

and after it, while Holofernes lay in drunken

sleep, Judith cut off his head.

Jud'son, Adoniram (1788-1850), an Ameri-

can missionary, born in Maiden, Mass. He was

a graduate of Brown University and of Andover

Theological Seminary, and in 1812 sailed for

India with his bride. They settletl in R^nngoon

and joined the Baptists. Judson translated the

New Testament into Burmese, 1817-1821, com-

pleted the Bible translation in 1833 and later

made a Burmese-English dictionary. During

the Burmese war Judson was imprisoned. His

wife, author of History of thf Burmese Mission,

died in 1826. His .second wife, widow of G. D.

Boardman. died on a voyage to America in
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1S45. His third wife wrote under the pen name
Fanny Forester. Jiidson died at sea on his way
to Mauritius.

Jug'gernaut or Jagannatha (lord of the

world), the name given to the Indian god Krishna

and to a very celebrated idol of this deity in a

temple specially dedicated to Jaganndtha at

Puri, on the Bay of Bengal. The idol is a rudely

cut wooden image, with a red body, black face

and gilt arms; the mouth is open and blood-red;

the eyes are formed of precious stones. It is

covered with magnificent vestments and is

seated upon a throne between two others—his

brother Bala-Rama and his sister Subhadra,

colored respectively white and black. Great

numbers of pilgrims, sometimes a hundred
thousand, at the time of the festivals of Jagan-

ndtha, assemble from all quarters of India to

pay their devotions at this shrine. On these

occasions the idol is mounted on a huge car

resting on si.xteen wheels and is draA\n by the

pilgrims to his summer home. The task requires

several days, on account of the great weight of

the car and the sandy condition of the roads,

and the pilgrims, becoming exhausted, usually

secure professional car haulers to complete the

task. There is no truth in the popular belief

that the devotees prostrate themselves before

the car to l)e crushed.

Ju'gular Vein, one of the large trunks by
which the greater part of the blood that has cir-

culated in the head, face and neck is returned to

the heart. There are two jugular veins on each
side, an external, or superficial, one, lying just

underneath the skin, and an internal, or deeper,

one. near the carotid artery.

Jugur'tha (?-104 b. c.),.a king of Numidia,
the grandson of Masinissa. He was brought up
at the court of his uncle, the king of Numidia,
and after his uncle's death he succeeded in

wresting the kingdom from his cousins. \Mien,

at the solicitation of the deposed princes, Roman
armies were sent against Jugurtha, he bribed

the generals and for many years exercised his

|>ower unchecked. Q. Caecilius Aletellus, who
was .sent against him in 109 B. c, finally defeated

liim and compelled him to flee from the country.

.Marius further prosecuted the war and in 104
n. c. took Jugurtha a captive to Rome.
Ju'jube, the popular name of a genus of spiny

shrubs or small trees. There are numerous
species, several of which bear a blood-red or

saffron-colored fruit, which is wholesome and
pleasant to eat. The fruit of the common
jujube, which has been introduced from Syria

into Europe, resembles an olive in size and
shape. The jujube paste, which is used as a

confection, is no longer made from the jujube

fruit, but is prepared from gum arabic with

sugar and the whites of eggs. Tradition says

that the crown of thorns which w-as placed on

the head of Christ w-as made from the spines of

the jujube.

Ju'lep, in medicine, a solution of sugar in

aromatic water, not so concentrated as syrup.

In the United States the name is given to a drink,

composed of brandy or whisky, sugar, pounded

ice and a seasoning of mint. It is also called

mint julep.

Ju'lian, in full, Claudius Julianus, called The
Apostate, (331-363), Roman emperor. He was
brought up in the Christian religion, studied

philosophy and letters and resided in Athens,

where he was induced to accept paganism.

Having received command of an army against

the Alemanni, he defeated them at Strassburg

and drove them beyond the Rhine. He also

displayed great talent as an administrator in

Gaul. The emperor now became jealous of

Julian and recalled his best troops, under pre-

tense that he wanted to employ them against

the Persians. This order caused a rebellion

among the soldiers, who proclaimed Julian

emperor in 360, in spite of his own resistance.

Constantius prepared to proceed against him,

but soon after died, and Julian was generally

recognized as emperor. He sought to restore

the heathen worship in all its splendor, and on

that account he opposed Christianity as much
as was in his power, without, however, persecut-

ing the Christians themselves. In 363 he headed

an expedition against the Persians and took

several cities, but was mortally wounded in a

battle.

Julian, George Washington (1817-1899),

an American political leader, born in Centerville,

Ind. After an academic education he was

admitted to the bar in 1840 and immediately

entered politics. He served in the .state legis-

lature, was prominent in the free soil movement
in 1848 and .}\as elected to Congress in the fol-

lowing year. In the succeeding presidential

election (1852) he was candidate for vice-presi-

dent on the Free-Soil ticket with John P. Hale.

At the organization of the Republican party he

joined the movement and was a conspicuous

adherent of the party for many years. From
1860 to 1870 he held a seat in Congress, but two

years later he joined the Liberal Republican

movement and from that time acted with the
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Democrats. HLs last public office was sun-eyor-

general of public lands in New Mexico, an
appointment which he received from President

Cleveland.

Julian Calendar. See Calexd.ui; Epoch.
Ju'lius, the name of three popes. Julius I

reigned from 337 to 352 and was noted for the

assistance that he gave to the bishops in their

opposition to the son of Constantine. He is

considered a saint, and his day is obsen'ed on

April 12. Julius II reigned from 1503 to 1513.

He gave his attention chiefly to the political and
military movements that resulted in a complete

restoration of papal sovereignty and the extinction

of foreign rule in Italy. In 1508 he entered into

the League of Cambrai with Louis XII, the

emperor Maximilian and Ferdinand of Aragon,

but when the purposes of this league had been

attained he withdrew and joined the Holy

League, thus forming an alliance in opposition

to the league that he first joined. The Holy

I^eague secured a controlling influence in France,

northern Italy, Bologna, Reggio and some

smaller Italian states and secured these to the

papal government. Before the papal power

could be further extended, however, Julius died.

Julius III was pope from 1550 to 1555. He
was one of the three legates appointed to preside

over the Council of Trent, which he reopened as

pope in 1551.

Jul'lundur. See Jalaot)har.

July, the seventh tnonth in our calendar,

having 31 days. In the Roman year it bore the

name of Qmntilis, as originally it was the fifth

month. Its change of name to Julius was in

honor of Julius Caesar, who was bom on the

12th of the month.

July, Column of, a bronze column in Paris

in the Place de la Ba,stille, in commemoration

of the citizens who fought for the liberty of

France, July 27, 28 and 29, 1830. The column

bears the names of the 615 who fell in the revo-

lution, and in the vaults below are the bodies

of these victims and also those of the Revolution

of 1848.

July Revolution, the name given to the

revolution in France in 1830 which placed Louis

Philippe on the throne and drove out the restored

House of Bourbon. The reactionary policy of

Louis XVUI and Charles X had made the

Bourbon dynasty exceedingly unpopular, and

when, in July, 1830, edicts interfering with the

liberty of the press and with the franchise privi-

leges were issued, matters came to a climax at

once. The July Revolution in France extended

little beyond Paris, but its influence was wide

and affected seriously other European countries.

Jumping Bean, a name given to the seeds of

a number of difl"erent plants of the spurge family,

because the seeds when laid upon a level surface

will move about by jerks and jumps. The
motion is caused by a larva or small grub which

lives in the seed until ready for its transforma-

tion into a moth. The plants and insects are

found in Central and South America. Bronco

beans is a local name for the seeds.

Jumping Mouse. See Deer Mouse.
Jun'co, the popular name of several species

of dark slaty or ash-colored birds which show
more or less white below and have white bills.

All are small finches, and the slate-colored junco

is seen in large numbers among the earliest of

the spring migrants in the northern United

States east of the Rocky Mountains.

Junction City, Kax., the county-seat of

Geary co., 135 mi. w. of Kansas City, at the

junction of the Republican and Smoky Hill

rivers and on the Union Pacific and the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas railroads. The city has

extensive limestone quarries and is an important

shipping point for grain, live stock and other

farm produce. Fort Riley, a large army post,

is three miles east of the city. The waterworks

are owned and operated by the municipality.

Population in 1905, 5264.

June, the sixth month in our calendar. It

consisted originally of twenty-six days, to which

it is said Romulus added four, and from which

Numa took away one. Julius Caesar again

lengthened it to thirty days, and it has ever

since remained unaltered.

Juneau, joo no', the capital of Alaska, situated

on Gastineau Channel, 110 mi. s. of SkagAvay

and 160 mi. n. w. of Sitka. It is in the center

of a mining district and is near the Treadwell

gold mines on Douglass Island and the Silver

Bow mines. It is the largest town in that part

of Alaska, has banks, an electric light plant and

newspapers and is connected directly with

Seattle, San Francisco and other Pacific towns

by steamer. Other lines also give it communi-

cation with Sitka, Nome and Skag^vay. It is

an important |X)int for miners' supplies and was

made the capital of the territory in 1906. Popu-

lation in 1900, 1864.

Juneau, Lalrent Solomon (1793-1856), an

American pioneer, founder of Milwaukee, Wis.,

bom in Canada. He became an Indian trader

and soon went to Wisconsin, settling first at

Green Bay and then at the site of Milwaukee.
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Obtaining possession of a large tract of land

ceded by the Indians, he began the erection of a

village and became first postmaster and presi-

dent. He was also first mayor of the city. He
lost most of his property, which at one time

was immensely valuable, and died in compara-

tive poverty.

June'beny, a North American wild tree

common in Canada and the United States, allied

to the medlar. The fruit is pear shaped, about

the size of a large pea, purplish in color, and it

Ls a good article of food. Service Berry and
shad biD^Ji are other names.

June Bug or May Beetle, a common clumsy

l>eetle that buzzes around the lights in summer
evenings, frequently bumping into walls and
falling to the ground. ^Mien numerous, the

lan-ae, which are fat, white grubs, are injurious

to lawns and meadows.

Jungfrau, yoong'froiv, (maiden), a mountain

of Switzerland, in the Bernese Alps, on the

frontiers between the cantons of Bern and
Valais, 12 mi. s. s. e. of Interlaken. It is one of

the most magnificent mountains in Switzerland

and is 13,670 feet high. It was first ascended

in 1808, and since that time the ascent has often

been made. An electric railway ascending the

mountain was opened in 1903. A striking

feature of the route is a tunnel over six miles in

length.

Jungle, jun'r/l, properly, an Indian term

applied to a desert and uncultivated region,

whether covered with wood and dense vegeta-

tion, or not; but in English it is applied to land

covered with forest trees, thick, impenetrable

brushwood or any coarse, rank vegetation. The
densest jungles occur in the tropical regions.

Jungle Fever, a severe variety of remittent

fever, rxfurring in the East Indies and other

tropical regions. Cold and hot stages alternate,

the fever usually appearing at night and disap-

pearing in the morning.

Jungle Fowl, one of a genus of birds of which

four species are known, living in the East Indies

and northern India. The most common spe-

cies is much like our domestic fowls, and it is

believed that the barnyard poultry have de-

scended from these birds.

Ju'niper, a genus of evergreen shrubs and
trees of the cone-bearing family, growing in

lx)th Europe and the United States. About
twenty species are known. The common juni-

per is a straggling bush which bears Ijluish-

black berries, that require two years to mature.

In Holland they are used extensively in the prepa-

ration of gin, and from them an important

medicinal oil is prepared. One species of juni-

per furnishes the common red cedar of North
America, a wood valuable to cabinetmakers

and in the manufacture of pencils.

Ju'nius Letters, The, certain letters on

public affairs which first appeared in the Public

Advertiser, a London paper published by Henry
S. Woodfall, from which they were copied into

most of the other journals of the time. The
earliest bears the date Jan. 21, 1769; the last,

Jan. 21, 1772. After they were completed they

were collected and published by Woodfall, with a

dedication to the English nation and a preface

by the author. Although so long a time has

elapsed since the publication of these papers,

their authorship seems as far from being settled

as ever. It was evident from the first that the

author was fully acquainted with British politics,

with the proceedings of both houses of Parlia-

ment and with the characters of all the leading

statesmen. To this wide information he united

a boldness, vehemence and rancor which, com-
bined with his epigrammatic and unsparing

invective, rendered him an object of terror to

those whom he attacked. Public suspicion at

the time was fixed most strongly on Burke and

Viscount Sackville. But Burke denied the

authorship to Dr. Johnson, and on several points

Burke and Junius were in direct opposition to

each other. That Viscount Sackville was the

author received considerable belief for some
time. But it is now generally believed that Sir

Philip Francis was Junius, although all the

evidence is but circumstantial.

Junk, a flat-bottomed ship used in the waters

of China and Japan, sometimes reaching 1000

tons. It has a high forecastle and poop and

ordinarily three masts of considerable height,

each mast being made in one piece, with a lug-

sail, generally of bamboo splits. The bow is

bluff, the stem is full and the rudder is very

large.

Ju'no, called Hera by the Greeks, was, in

classical mythology, queen of the gods, sister and

wife of Jupiter. The life of Jupiter with his

queen was not represented by poets as an

exceedingly happy one, for Jupiter was an un-

faithful husband, and Juno was a very jealous

and exacting wife. Much of her time, therefore,

was of necessity spent in devising punislmients

for Jupiter's mortal wives or their sons. She

was represented as a beautiful woman of ma-

tronly aspect, attended by the nymphs and the

hours and, particularly, by Iris. The goose, the
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cuckoo and the peacock were sacred to her.

As the special protectress of all that concerned

marriage or the birth of children she was partic-

ularly worshiped by women.
Junot, zhu no', Andoche, Duke of Abrantes

(1771-1S13), a French marshal. He was made
aid-de-camp to Napoleon in the Italian and
Egyptian campaigns, and on his return from

Eg}^t in 1800 he was made commandant of

Paris. As he did not fill that position satisfac-

torily, he was sent in 1805 as ambassador to

Lisbon. Leaving that post, he joined the army
in Germany and distinguished himself at Auster-

litz. While in a campaign in Portugal in 1807

he rendered such good service that he was made
duke of Abrantes as a reward, but in 1808,

after a defeat by Wellington, he made an unfa-

vorable treaty with the English and as a result

fell into disfavor with Napoleon. In 1812 he

was made governor of lUyria, but it became

plain at this time that as a result of a wound
in the head, which he had received in the early

Italian campaign, he was mentally deranged.

He was brought back to Montbard in 1813 and

there committed suicide.

Jun'ta (Spanish, "an assembly"), in Spain and

Spanish-American countries, a council of state.

It was originally applied to an irregularly sum-

moned assembly, as distinguished from the

Cortes, or parliament, regularly called together

by the authority of the king; but the name is

now applied to legal bodies.

Ju'piter, the fifth planet from the sun, the

largest planet of the solar system and, excepting

the sun, the largest body. It is more than three

times as large as all the other planets put together,

and yet it is not more than l/lOOO part as large

as the sun. The mean diameter of Jupiter is

about 85,000 miles, and the mean distance from

the sun over 475,000,000 miles. Jupiter rotates

on its axis in 10 hours and is accompanied by

seven moons. Until 1892 but four were kno\Aai.

Then the fifth satellite was discovered by Prof.

E. E. Barnard, then of the Lick Observatory.

A sixth was discovered at the same institution

by C. D. Perrine in 1904, and a seventh by the

same astronomer in 1905. As the inclination

of Jupiter's axis is very small, changes in season

must be almost unknown. Jupiter is recognized

by the naked eye as, next to Venus, the brightest

of the planets, and during January, 1908,

February, 1909, and so on for several years, a

month later each year, is the brilliant evening

star. Jupiter and its satellites, making a minia-

ture solar system, have always been studied with
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great interest by astronomers. Its surface shows

belts of dark and light shade, which are usually,

but not always, parallel to each other and undergo

quick changes, seeming to merge one into another.

These are thought to be masses of clouds, swept

about by air currents in an atmosphere much
heavier than ours. The moons appear from the

earth to move in nearly straight lines from one

side of the planet to the other, so that the planes

of their orbits are nearly the same as those of

Jupiter. They are eclipsed in the shadow of

the planet, and their own shadows may be seen

passing over the planet's surface. It was by
observation of the eclipses of the satellites of

Jupiter that Romer discovered that light does

not travel instantaneously and computed its

velocity. Through a telescope, Jupiter appears

like a sphere more flattened at the poles and
more bulging at the equator than our earth. It

is probable that Jupiter is not a solid body, like

Venus and INIars, but is still in a heated and
probably partially gaseous state, resembling the

sun except that the light given off is small.

Jupiter or Jove, the greatest of the Roman
gods, called Zeus by the Greeks. He was the

son of Saturn and

Rhea, and in the

division of the

world by lot,

which took place

after the over-

throw of Saturn,

Jupiter received,

as his share of

the universe, the

heavens and the

earth, while Nep-j

tune received the

sea, and Pluto,i

the lower world

His first wife was

INIetis, the god

dess of wisdom, jupiteb

whom, to prevent ^eus Otricoli, Vatican. Rome

a prophecy that his first child should be wiser

than himself, he swallowed. Shortly after, how-

ever, Minen'a sprang full armed from his head.

Juno was the chief wife of J upiter, but he was by

no means always faithful to her and was con-

stantlypursued byher jealousy. Besides the god-

desses Themis, Ceres, Mnemos}iie and Latona,

he had many mortal wives, among them Alcmene

and Antiope, Danae, Europa, Leda and lo.

Among his children were the FateSj the Graces,

the Muses, Apoiio and Diana, Mars and Hebe
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and many of the famous Greek heroes. Jupiter

was represented in art as a man of middle age

and dignified appearance, usually seated on a

throne and bearing in his hands his spear and

thunderbolts. He was usually accompanied

by an eagle, his sacred bird.

Jura, zhu ra', a chain of mountains in central

Europe, which covers parts of France, Switzer-

land and Germany. The main Jura is made up
of a series of parallel ranges, with a length of

ISO miles, in the form of a cun-e, and a breadth

of 30 miles. The principal geological formation

Ls the Jura limestone, with green sand, belonging

to the lower cretaceous series. Stalactite caves

are numerous, and fine forests are on the sum-
mits. The two chief rivers which have their

source in the chain are both French—the Ain

and the Doubs. They descend from its western

slopes and belong to the basin of the Rhone. Its

highest points are Cret de la Neige, 5680 feet;

Reculet, Dole and Mont Tendre.

Juras'sic System, a system of rocks lying

between the Triassic, below, and the Cretaceous,

above, and named from the Jura Mountains in

Switzerland, where the formations are especially

prominent. The Jurassic is the middle system

of the Mesozoic era. The formations are

prominent in Europe, but in the United States

they are comparatively unimportant. In Cali-

fornia and Oregon they constitute some of the

gold-bearing rocks, but are so closely related to

those of the Triassic that it is impossible in many
instances to tell to which system the formations

belong. See Trussic System; Mesozoic Era;
Cretaceous System.

Jurua, zhoo TOO a', a river of South America,

the most •westerly of the large southern tribu-

taries of theAmazon. It rises inthe Andes Moun-
tains in Peru and flows in a northeasterly direc-

tion. Its length is somewhat over 700 miles.

Ju'ry and Trial by Jury. The history of

trial by jury is not traceable to its origin. It

probably began among northern European races,

the first known form being found among the

Anglo-Saxons, where an accused person could

summon twelve neighbors to swear to his iimo-

oence.

To-day in criminal trials two juries act, the

grand jury and the petit jury. The former may
consist of any numbier more than eleven and less

than twenty-four men, whose names are drawn
by lot from a list of eligible men andwho are simi-

moned by the sheriff of the county. Their names
are returned on a piece of parchment, which is

called a panel. After the oath has been admin-

istered they proceed to consider in private the

charge, or indictment, which is brought against

the accused. If twelve members agree that the

accusation has a basis of truth they return a

true bill. If they find that the accusation is

unfounded they ignore the bill, and the accused

is dismissed. Petit juries consist of twelve per-

sons and are required in the trial of all criminal

offenses and of all issues of fact in civil cases

under the common law.

The petit jurors are chosen in the same man-
ner as the grand jurors, but the attorney for

either the defendant or the plaintiff in any suit

has the right to challenge the right of any one

to sit upon the jury for reasons either of prejudice

or ignorance, or for other good cause. When
once accepted, no juror is at liberty to leave

his post without the court's permission. When
a prisoner is charged with treason or felony the

jurymen are usually allowed to retire only in cus-

tody of the sheriff or his deputies, who are sworn

to keep them together and not to speak to them
with reference to the case. When the evidence

has been given, the presiding judge instructs

the jury in the points of law which apply to it,

leaving the jury to deal with the facts, and their

decision is considered final. In considering the

evidence they withdraw to a private room, and
until reaching an agreement, or until it becomes
evident that they cannot reach an agreement, no
communication is permitted with other persons,

even food and other necessaries being supplied

by officers of the court. If the twelve jurors

fail to agree they are discharged by the judge,

and the case can be tried anew before a new jury.

An appeal can be taken from any verdict to a

higher court upon showing some legal error in

the conduct of the case, or upon the presenta-

tion of new important evidence.

The so-called coroner's jury is summoned to

inquire into cases of sudden or violent death.

This jury varies in size from six to twenty-

three members. If any persons are found guilty

of crime in connection with the death they are

reserved for trial before a petit jury. See Law;
Courts; Procedure.

Justice, Department of, one of the execu-

tive departments of the government of the

United States. Though the office of attorney-

general was organized in 1789, this official did

not become a member of the president's cabinet

until 1870. He Ls fourth in line of succession

to the presidency. The department has charge

of all legal business of the government, the

attorney-general being the chief law officer.
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It is his duty to adnse the president and the

secretaries of the departments in all legal mat-

ters, to represent the government in court, to

direct the district marshals and attorneys of

the government, to superv'ise the penal and

reformatory institutions, to administer the

national bankruptcy law and, when required,

to revise and codify the Federal laws. See

United States, subhead Government.

Justice of the Peace, a judicial magistrate

intrusted with the conservation of the peace.

In the United States the office is held either by

appointment or election, and the incumbent

has judicial power in certain petty civil and
criminal cases. He can examine offenders and
hold them to upper courts for trial. In some
states he has a right to celebrate marriages. In

Great Britain the justice is practically appointed

by the lord chancellor and has certain executive

as well as judicial functions.

Justifica'tion, a theological term employed

to designate the act by which a person is ac-

counted just or righteous in the sight of God
or placed in a state of s;iIvation. This concep-

tion of God as a judge who absolves the sinner

on account of Christ's merit and imputed right-

eousness, is based upon the writings of Saint

Paul and received its most pronounced expres-

sion at or immediately after the Reformation.

Justin'ian I, in full. Flavins Anicius Justini-

anus, called the Cfreat, (483-565), emperor of the

East, was born of an obscure family. On the

death of his uncle, the emperor Justin, with

whom he had latterly shared the imperial power,

he was proclaimed emperor. Aided by his

generals Belisarius and Narses, he was able to

restore to the Roman Empire a part of its

former possessions, by victories over the Per-

sians, victories in Africa and victories over the

Ostrogoths in Italy. Turning his attention to

the laws, Justinian commissioned ten learned

civilians to draw up a new code, and the result

was the Corpus Juris Civilis. He took great

interest in building cities, fortifications and

churches and rebuilt the Church of Saint Sophia

at Constantinople. To maintain his public

munificence he oppressed the people with taxes

and suffered his servants to commit the most

flagrant crimes. His reign of thirty-eight years

was a great period in the history of the Empire,

but the emperor himself was by no means great.

Jute, a textile fabric obtained from a plant

belonging to the same family as the basswood.

The jute plant is a native of the warmer parts

of India, where its cultivation is carried on.

especially in Bengal, on an extensive scale. It

is an annual, growing to a height of 12 or 14 feet.

The fiber forms the inner bark of the plant and
possesses in an eminent degree that tenacity

common to the bark of the plants of this order.

The fiber is fine and has a shining surface; it

is injured by exposure to water and hence is

not well adapted for cordage and canvas, but
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it is in extensive use for making bags, and in

the United States and Great Britain it is mixed

with hemp for cordage, and with silk in the

manufacture of cheap satins. Its principal use

is in the manufacture of coarse cloth for bagging

and in making the foundation of inferior car-

pets and mats. In Bengal, jute has been culti-

vated, and its fibers have been woven into fabrics,

from a remote period, but it is only since about

1830 that its manufacture has risen to impor-

tance in Europe. The headquarters of this

branch of industry are at Dundee. The rice,

cotton, sugar, coffee, pepper and other articles

of East Indian commerce are almost wholly

carried in gunny bags made from jute.

Jutes, a German tribe that assisted the

Angles and Saxons in their conquest of England,

in the fifth century. See Anglo-S.vxons.
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Jut'land (Danish, JijUand), the peninsula

and most important portion of Denmark, sur-

rounded on three sides by the sea—the Skagerrak,

the Cattegat and the North Sea—and on the s. by

Schleswig; it has an area of 9755 sq. mi. The
surface is generally low and is diversified by a

ridge of hills through the center of the peninsula.

The west coast is sandy, and the east coast has

manv fjords. The inhabitants are considered

to be the most genuine specimens of the old

Danish stock and have preserv'ed both the lan-

guage and the manners and customs of early

times in their greatest purity. The earlier

inhabitants, the Jutes, took part in the expe-

dition of the Saxons to England (See Den-
mark). Population m 1901, 1,061,904.

Ju'venal, DEcnros Junius Jitvenalis, a

Latin satirical poet, bom probably about the

middle of the first century a. d. He is said to

have been the adopted child of a wealthy freed-

man; to have been by profession a pleader;

to have been the friend of Martial, and to have

.

died in Egypt as an exile in charge of a cohort

of infantry. Nothing of this is authentic; we
know certainly only that he resided in Aquinum
and flourished about the end of the first century

after Christ. His extant works are sixteen

satires, composed in hexameters, giving in pow-
erful language, inspired by a bitter and heart-

felt indignation, a somber picture of the cor-

rupt Roman society of that era. His satires

have also been translated by Gifford and some
of them by Dryden, while Johnson's imita-

tions of two of them, under the titles London
and the Vanity of Human Wishes, are well

known.



K, the eleventh letter of the English alphabet,

derived in its form from the Phoenician character,

which resembled a reversed k. In Anglo-Saxon

this letter was little used, c being regularly sub-

stituted for it. Gradually, hov.ever, it came to

replace c in positions where the latter would be

ambiguous in sound. It has but the one sound,

and it is silent before n. In words of one

syllable k is often used after c as a final letter,

to secure the proper pronunciation of derived

forms, as in crock, cracked.

Eaaba or Caaba, kah'ha, the sacred shrine

at Mecca to which Moslems make their pilgrim-

ages. It is a flat-roofed quadrangular struc-

ture about 40 feet high, 55 feet long and 45 feet

broad, and stands in the center of the mosque,

or sacred area, which is inclosed by walls and

colonnades. At the southeast corner of the

Kaaba, built into the wall, is the famous

"black-stone," or Keblah, which is devoutly

kissed by the pilgrim and is the point to which

every pious Moslem directs his face in prayer.

Kabul or Cabul, ka tool', capital of Afghan-

istan, 80 mi. n. n. e. of Ghuzni. It is situated

on the Kabul River, at an elevation of 6400

feet above sea level. The citadel, Bala-Hissar,

contains the palace and other public buildings

and the fort. Kabul carries on a considerable

trade with Hindustan through the Khyber Pass

and is the center of an important fruit-growing

district. It was taken by the British in 1839,

in 1842 and again in 1879. Population, about

60,000.

Kadiak, kad yak', an island south of Alaska,

belonging to the United States. It is rocky

and of little agricultural value. The inhab-

itants, below 3000 in number, resemble the

Eskimos and live by hunting and fishing. A
considerable fur trade is carried on, and the

catching and canning of salmon is an important

industry.

Kadiak Bear. See Bear.

Kaffir Corn, a variety of millet. The seed

was first brought from Kaffraria in Africa, but

the plant is now gro^-n extensively in those

Western states which are subject to drought.

Kaffirs, Kafirs, Kaffres or Caffres,

kaj'urz, the principal race inhabiting south-

eastern Africa, a branch of the great Bantu
family. The name is now chiefly restricted to

the tribes occupying the coast districts between
Cape Colony and Delagoa Bay. They differ

from the negroes in the shape of the head,

which is more like that of Europeans, and in

the high nose, frizzled hair and brown com-
plexion, which becomes lighter in shade in the

tribes of the more southern districts. They are

a tall, muscular race, frugal and simple in their

habits. Their chief occupation is raising and
tending cattle and hunting; garden and field

work is mainly performed by women. They
have many times been in fierce and bloody

conflict with the English, who every time have
been successful in still further circumscribing

the territory of the nations.

Kaffra'ria. See K.ajffirs.

Kaftan or Caftan, kahf'tan, a long gown or

vest, worn by the Turks, Persians and other

Eastern peoples. It is the national garment of

the Turks. It is made of woolen or silk stuff

and is sometimes lined with fur.

Kailas, ki lahs', a sacred mountain of the

Hindus, the highest peak of the Gangri Moun-
tains in Tibet. It is situated between the

sources of the Brahmaputra and the Indus and
has an altitude of over 22,000 feet. It is

believed by the natives to be the dwelling place

of the gods.

Kaiser, ki'zur. See Germany, subhead

Government.

Kaiser WiPhelm Canal, or Baltic and
North Sea Canal, a canal extending from

Holtenau to Brunschuttel and connecting the

Baltic Sea with the North Sea. It was completed

in 1895. It is 61.3 miles long, 190 feet wide

at the surface and 29.5 feet deep. The cost

was S39,000,000. This canal was constructed

by the German government for military and
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naval purposes, but it is used by merchant

ships and passenger steamers. It cuts off the

voyage around Denmark and saves 200 miles

in going from Hamburg to the English Channel.

Kalahari, kah'la hah'rc, Deseri;, a region

in central South Africa, north of the Orange

River, extending about 400 miles from east to

west and 600 miles from north to south. It is

\ery flat, is subject to long-continued droughts

and has only dried-up river beds; nevertheless

it is not devoid of vegetation, patches of grass

and shrubs occurring here and there in the

interior. An abundant supply of watermelons

and some remarkable varieties of tubers, together

with large herds of antelopes and other game,

provide ample subsistence to the bushmen and

Bakalahari inhabiting this barren region. See

Deskrt.

Kal'amazoo', INIich., the county-seat of

Kalamazoo co., 50 mi. s. of Grand Rapids, on

the Kalamazoo River and on the Lake Shore &c

Michigan Southern, the Michigan Central and

several other railroads. The city is in an

agricultural district where celery is the chief

product, along with considerable quantities of

fruits and grains. Kalamazoo College and the

Michigan Female Seminary are located here.

Other important structures are the Michigan

Asylum for the Insane, the city hall, the post-

office, the public librarj' and the Y. M. C. A.

building. The manufactures include paper,

wagons, buggies, windmills, engines, machinery,

undertakers' supplies and various articles for

women's wear. The place was settled by the

Titus brothers in 1829 and was chartered as a

city in 1884. Population in 1904, 29,782.

kalb, kahlp, Joil\xn, Baron de (1721-1780),

a German-American soldier, born in Bavaria.

He entered the French army in 1743 and re-

ceived several promotions, becoming lieutenant

general in 17G1. Some years later he was a

secret emissary of the French government in

America and returned to France with a report

favorable to the American cause. In 1777 he

was persuaded by American representatives in

Europe to join Lafayette's expedition, and upon

arrival in America he was made a major general.

He ser\'ed with credit throughout the war, was

second in command to General Gates in the

South and commanded the American forces

at Camden. In this engagement he received

eleven wounds, from which he died a few days

later.

Kaleidoscope, ka li'do skope, a well-known

optical toy, invented by David Brewster, by

which an infinite variety of symmetrical, and

often beautiful, colored designs is obtained.

The ordinary kaleidoscope consists of a tube

containing three glass plates acting as mirrors,

which extend along its whole length and make
an angle of 60° with one another. One end of

the tube is closed by a metal plate with a small

hole at its center, to which the eye is applied;

at the other end there are two plates, one of

ground glass, the other of clear glass, the latter

being nearer the eye. A number of pieces of

colored glass or beads lie loosely between them.

When the eye is applied to the aperture the

mirrors produce a beautiful, symmetrical figure,

and when the tube is turned about or shaken,

new images, always symmetrical, are formed.

This arrangement may be modified in various

ways. The instrument has been used by

designers of patterns for calicoes and other

fabrics.

Kal'ends. See Calendar.

Kalevala, kah'la vah'lah. The Finnish poems

which have been preserved by oral tradition from

the times of heathendom, were gradually dying

out, when Lonnrot grouped together, in one

whole, all the fragments he could find and pub-

lished them as the national epic of the Finnish

people, under the title of Kalevala.

Kali, kah'le, a Hindu goddess, one of the

fonns of the wife of Siva, therefore in some
respects corresponding to Durga and other

deities. She has four arms, and wears a neck-

lace of skulls and a belt of the hands of slaugh-

tered giants. In one hand she holds a sword, in

another a human head. She is the goddess of

death and destruction, and goats and other

animals are sacrificed on her altars.

Kal'ispel or Pend D'Oreille, a tribe of

indians which formerly occupied a portion of

Idaho and Washington, whence they sallied

into the plains for an annual buffalo hunt.

The greater portion are now with the Flathead

and Kootenai indians in Montana.

Kal'mia, a genus of North American shrubs,

which bear cup-shaped rose or purple flowers in

clusters. The kalmias belong to the heath

family and are known commonly in the United

States as laurel. All are more or less poisonous

when eaten. The mountain laurel, or calico

bush, has been carried from its home in the

Alleghany Mountains to Europe, where it is a

favorite garden shrub. The flowers of the

kalmia have a peculiar arrangement for fertiliz-

ing themselves. When the flower opens, the

stamens are bent back away from the pistil and
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are held in little pockets in the corolla. WTien-

ever an insect touches them they fly loose,

scattering the pollen from little holes in the tops

of the anthers. Some of the pollen falls upon
the insect and is by him carried to the stigmas

of other flowers, and in this way cross fertiliza-

tion is secured. Under favorable conditions the

trunk of the mountain laurel attains a diameter

of three inches, and as the wood is hard like

box, it is used by turners for small objects, such

as handles to tools. The sheep laurel, or lamh

kill, sometimes called staggcrbush, is a small

species of kalmia that poisons sheep.

Kal'mucks or Calmucks, a wandering, war-

like ^Mongol race, originally natives of the terri-

tory of central Asia, but now inhabiting not

only parts of the Chinese Empire, but also dis-

tricts of Siberia and European Russia. They
are intrepid soldiers and splendid horsemen,

and troops of them are aUached to almost every

Cossack regiment. Many of the Russian Kal-

mucks have been converted to Christianity.

Physically they are small of stature, broad-

shouldered, with small, round heads and nar-

row, oblique eyes.

Kama, kah'ma, a river in Russia, rises in the

northeastern part of the country and flows

southerly and southwesterly and enters the

Volga at Spask. Its length is about 1200 miles,

and it is the longest tributary of the Volga.

One of its tributaries is connected with a tribu-

tary of the Dvina by canal, so that it forms an

important link in the waterways of the part of

Russia through which it flows.

Kama, the Hindu god of love, corresponding,

generally speaking, to the Greek Eros and

Roman Cupid. He is represented as a beauti-

ful youth riding on a parrot. He carries a bow,

with a string formed of bees, and five arrows,

each tipped with a flower.

Kamerun, kah'me roon, or Cameroon, a

German colony in West Africa, at the head of

the Bight of Biafra. It is bounded on the s.

and e. by the French Kongo and on the n. w.

by the British colony of Nigeria. The country

takes its name from the Kamerun River, which

flows in a southwesterly direction through it.

Another and still longer river, the Sanaga, flows

into the sea a little south of the Kamerun and

is navigable for forty miles. The Kamerun
Mountains extend through the colony from the

southwest to the northeast and in some places

attain an altitude of 13,760 feet. The most

important products are the banana, the oil

palm, the sweet potato, the ground nut, the

manioc and the yam; and tobacco, coffee and
cocoa are also successfully cultivated. A con-

siderable trade in oil, cotton and ivory is car-

ried on. The majority of the inhabitants are

Bantus. Kamerun is the chief trading town
and seat of government. The government is

administered bv a local governor, but his influ-

ence over the interior is only nominal. Ger-

many annexed the coast in 1884 and the interior

soon after. Population, estimated at 4,-500,000;

area, about 191,000 square miles.

Kamtchatka, kam chat'ka, a large peninsula

in the northeast of Asia, between the Bering Sea

on the e. and the Sea of Okhotsk on the w. It

is about 700 miles long, from 70 to 250 miles

wide and has an area of 104,000 square miles.

The chief wealth of the country lies in its fur-

producing animals, which include the sable, the

Arctic fox, the beaver and the bear. The Kam-
tchadales, once the predominant race of the

peninsula, are a branch of the Mongul family, a

low type, physically and morally; but they are

rapidly vanishing before the Russian settlers.

The Koryaks are a wandering tribe, Uving in

the northern districts. Population, estimated at

7500.

Kanakas, ka nah'kas, the native inhabitants

of the Hawaiian Islands. In New Caledonia

and the New Hebrides the name is applied to all

the native laborers, without distinction of origin.

Kanawha, ka naw'wa, River. See Great

Kandahar or Candahar', a town of con-

siderable commercial and strategical importance

in the south )f Afghanistan, on the direct route

to India, 210 mi. s. w. of Kabul. It lies 3484

feet above the sea, and has a large transit trade

in silk and felt, chiefly carried on with British

India. The towTi is said to have been founded

by Alexander the Great. Population, estimated

between 25,000 and 50,000.

Kandy, kahn'de, a fortified to^Ti in Ceylon,

the former capital of the island, situated 82 mi.

from Colombo. It contains the palace of the

former king and a number of Buddhist temples.

Near by are botanical gardens of considerable

celebrity. Population in 1900, 26,522.

Kane, Pa., a borough in INIcKean co., 95 mi.

s. e. of Erie, on the Baltimore & Ohio, the

Pennsylvania and other railroads. It has an

elevation of over 2000 feet, with a healthful

climate and good hunting and fishing, and has

become a popular resort. The region is rich in

oil and natural gas, and large glass works, lum-

ber mills, wood-working shops and other fac-
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tones are located here. Population in 1900,

.'1206.

Kane, Elisha Kent (1S20-1S57), an Ameri-

can surgeon, traveler and Arctic explorer. He
obtained the degree of M. D. at the University

of Pennsylvania in 1S42, was attached as sur-

geon to the American mission to China and after-

ward visited India, Kgypt and Greece. In 1846

he rendered important service as a volunteer in

the United States army in Mexico, and in 1850

he joined the Grinnell Expedition, as medical

and scientific member, in the unsuccessful

search for Sir John Franklin. His observations

led him to the belief that there was a large open

sea near the pole, and with a view to penetrate

it he organized and commanded a second ex-

pedition, which left New York in the Advance in

May, 1853. He succeeded in getting as far as

78° 43' north latitude, where he was frozen in

for twenty-one months. Finally, being harassed

by scurvy and want of provisions, he was obliged

to abandon the vessel. A perilous journey of

1300 miles in boats and sledges brought him
back to Greenland, and he again reached New
York in November, 1855. Much broken in

health, he sailed for Cuba to recuperate, but

died there. (See North Polar Exploration.)

Kan'garoo', the common name of a number

of animals native of Australia. The most

KANGAROO

noticeable feature about the kangaroo is the

disproportion between the upper and lower parts

of the body. The head is small and deer-like in

shape, with large ears; the fore legs are small, and

the hind legs are relatively large and powerful.

The tail is long and thick at the base and helps

to support the animal when it sits erect, and to

assist it in its long leaps. The young are born

very immature and are protected and nourished

for about eight months in a pouch on the mother's

abdomen. Kangaroos hve entirely upon vege-

table growths, and where still plentiful, they are

a serious pest to farmers. They are very timid,

but are alert in time of danger. The kangaroos

include many species, varying in size from that

of a hare to that of a large sheep, and remains of

still larger extinct species have been found in

Australia. The larger and more common kinds

belong to a genus including the giant kangaroo,

the red kangaroo and the brush kangaroo. The
animals are hunted for their hides, which make
excellent leather, and also for their flesh.

Kankakee', III., the county-seat of Kankakee
CO., on the Kankakee River and on the Illinois

Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Saint Louis and other railroads. The city is

in an agricultural region. The most important

manufactures are agricultural implements, fur-

niture, wagons, shoes and starch. There are

also extensive limestone quarries and brick and
tile yards in the vicinity. It is the seat of the

Eastern Illinois Hospital for the Insane. Other

fine buildings are the Arcade, the county jail,

the opera house, the public library, a conserva-

tory of music and the Y. M. C. A. building.

Saint Viateur's College, a prominent Roman
Catholic divinity school, is located at Bour-

bonnais Grove, a suburb three miles distant.

Kankakee was settled in 1853 and was incorpo-

rated the next year. Population in 1900, 13,595.

Kan'sas, the Sunflower State, is located in

the geographical center of the Union and is

bounded on the n. by Nebraska, on the e. by the

Missouri, on the s. by Oklahoma and on the w.

by Colorado. With the exception of the north-

east corner, where the boundary is formed by

the Missouri River, the state is a rectangle. Its

length from east to west is 410 miles, its width

from north to south is 210 miles and its area is

82,080 square miles. Population in 1905,

1,544,968.

Surface and Drainage. The state occupies

a portion of the great plain lying between the

Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi River.

As a whole it is an undulating plain, rising at the

rate of about 7^ feet per mile from the eastern

to the western boundary. The average altitude

of the eastern boundary is about 800 feet, and

that of the western boundary is about 3500 feet.

The highest point is in Sherman County, on the
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extreme western boundary, and is over 4400

feet in altitude. In general the surface of

the state is characterized by low swells, separated

by shallow valleys. Here and there are hills

rising above this plain to the height of 400 or 500

feet and giving some variety to the scenery.

The banks of streams in the eastern portion of

the state are characterized by bluffs, varying in

altitude from 100 to 200 feet; but the streams in

100 miles.

KANSAS
1, Topeka; 2, Kansas City; 3, Witchita; 4, Leaven-

worth.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

the western part of the state flow through shal-

low valleys and have low banlcs.

The Missouri drains the northeastern portion

of the state, and the remainder is divided between

the basins of the Kansas and the Arkansas. The
Kansas and its tributaries flowing eastward

drain all of the northern half of the state, and the

Arkansas, flowing eastward through a little more

than half of the state and then bending south-

ward, with its tributaries drains the remainder.

Among the important tributaries of the Kansas

River are the Republican, the Smoky Hill and the

Solomon. The Verdigris flows into the Arkan-

sas. The Missouri and the Kansas are navi-

gable in the lower parts of their courses, but in

general the streams are shallow and have but

little fall, though a few of the smaller tributaries

have sufficient fall to afford some water power.

Climate. Kansas has a temperate climate,

characterized by extremes of heat in the sununer

and occasional cold waves in the winter, though

as a whole the climate is pleasant and healthful.

The atmosphere is clear and dry, and through-

out the year there are many sunny days. The
winters are short and mild, and but little snow

falls. The mean annual temperature in the

northern part of the state is about 50° and in the

south about 55°. The mean rainfall for the

entire state is about 27 inches, but it is much

heavier in the eastern third than elsewhere.

Here it exceeds 35 inches. In the central third

of the state it is about 25 inches, and in the

western third it is from 10 to 15 inches.

MiXER.YL Resoltices. The southern coun-

ties contain extensive deposits of bituminous

coal, wliich are worked in a number of places

and }ncld a sufficient quantity of coal for all

local purposes and for large shipments to other

localities. There are also in this vicinity deposits

of lead ore and of zinc, the latter being exten-

sively mined. To the northwest of the zinc and

lead deposits is an extensive field of natural gas,

and a little to the north and west of this are

considerable deposits of petroleum, yielding

about 1,000,000 barrels per year. Gj-psum,

limestone, chalk and large deposits of salt, clay

and other minerals are scattered through the

state and in many localities appear in workable

quantities. The output of salt amounts to about

2,000,000 barrels a year.

Agriculture. Agriculture is the chief indus-

try of the state. The soil is fertile, and the cli-

mate is well suited to growing all products that

can be raised in a temperate climate. The only

drawback to agriculture is the lack of rainfall in

the western third of the state; however, the an-

nual rainfall of this district is noticeably in-

creasing. In the eastern third the chief crops

are corn, oats, rye, potatoes, sorghum, broom

com, hay, hemp, flax and fruit. The central

portion of the state is devoted to raising winter

wheat, and in the production of this variety of

wheat Kansas leads the other states of the Union.

In this region are also found many thriving fruit

orchards ^\•hich assure the farmer a full crop every

year. Alfalfa is quite generally raised through-

out the state. The western third of the state is

very generally devoted to the raising of live

stock, for which it is abundantly suited, since

there is sufficient moisture for grazing pur-

poses and the mild winters allow stock to re-

main without shelter. The Arkansas valley, in

the western part of the state, is largely devoted

to sugar-beet culture. Large numbers of cattle,

horses and sheep are marketed from the state

every year, and the wool clip exceeds 2,000,000

pounds.

Manufactures. Compared with agriculture,

manufacturing is of minor importance. The
leading industries, in the order of their value,

are slaughtering and meat-packing, with their

chief center in Kansas City; the manufacture of

soap, butter, cheese and condensed milk; build-

ing and repairing cars and other rolling stock for

large railroads; the manufacture of flour and
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other grist mill products, beet sugar, foundry

and machine shop products. Other major

industries include glass factories, brickyards and

carriage factories.

Tr-cnsportatiox axd Commerce. The east-

em and central portions of the state are well

supplied widi railway lines, and a number of

trunk lines extend through the state from east to

west, but in the western third there are few cross-

lines connecting these, so that some portions of

this part of the state are without direct railway

communication. Kansas City, Fort Scott,

Wichita, Parsons, Coffeyv'ille, Hutchinson and

Topeka are important railway centers.

The commerce of the state is extensive and is

constantly growing. It consists in the export of

live stock and packed meats, wool, fruit, wheat,

com and other agricultural products, and the

importation of manufactured goods and prepared

foods.

Government. The legislature is composed

of a senate, restricted to 40 members, and a

house of representatives, restricted to 125 mem-
bers. The senators are elected for four years,

and the representatives for two years. The
legislature meets biennially, and the session can-

not exceed fifty days. The executive depart-

ment of the government consists of the governor,

the lieutenant governor, the secretary of state,

the auditor, the treasurer, the superintendent of

public instruction, the attorney-general, the

secretary of labor statistics, the superintendent

of insurance and the secretary of horticulture,

each elected for two years. There are also sev-

eral administrative boards, such as the state

agricultural society, the board of railroad com-
missioners, the board of control of charitable

institutions and the free employment agency.

The govemor, the secretary of state, the treasurer,

the auditor, the superintendent of public instruc-

tion and the attorney-general constitute an

executive council. The judiciary department is

vested in a supreme court consisting of seven

judges, elected for six years, and thirty-three dis-

trict judges, who preside over the courts in their

respective districts. Each county has a probate

judge and a clerk of the district court. The
large cities have city courts, while townships,

villages and cities have justice courts for the try-

ing of petty cases.

Education. The state maintains a good

system of public schools. The widely scattered

rural population in the western part of the state

is adopting the consolidated school idea. The
school fund is derived from the sale of school

lands, two sections to each township, and is sup-

plemented by local taxation. The public schools

of the state are under the supervision of the

superintendent of public instruction, and those

in each county are under the supen'ision of the

county superintendent. Cities of the first and

second class are each under a city superintend-

ent employed by the board of education of the

city. The people throughout the state manifest

deep interest in education, and advancement is

constantly being made in all grades of schools.

The state university at La-^Tcnce is at the head

of the public school system, and graduates from

high schools whose courses of study and work

are approved by the university are admitted to

that institution without examination. There is

a state normal school at Emporia, with a branch

school at Hays and another for industrial

branches at Pittsburg. Graduates of schools of

collegiate rank, accredited by the state board

of education, are granted three years' state cer-

tificates. The state agricultural college and

experiment station are at INIanhattan. Besides

these there are numerous colleges and secondary

schools maintained by religious denominations.

Among those worthy of mention are Baker Uni-

versity at Baldwin, Fairmount College at Wichita,

Friends' University at Wichita, Southwest Kan-
sas College at Winfield, Ottawa University at

Ottawa and College of Emporia at Emporia.

Institutions. The school for the deaf and

dumb is at Olathe, and that for the blind is at

Kansas City. There is a soldiers' orphans'

home at Atchison and a national soldiers' home
at Leavenworth. The state soldiers' home is

located at Dodge City. The state penitentiary

is at Lansing, and the industrial reformatory is

at Hutchinson. A Federal prison is near Leav-

enworth. The state also maintains an industrial

school for girls at Beloit and a reform school for

boys at Topeka.

Cities. The chief cities are Topeka, the

capital, Kansas City, opposite Kansas City, Mo.;

Wichita, Leavenworth, Atchison, Lawrence,

Fort Scott, Pittsburg, Parsons, Hutchinson,

Coffeyville and Emporia, each of which is

described under its title.

History. Kansas was first visited by Span-

iards under Coronado about 1541, but it was

not again explored until the eighteenth century,

when Frenchmen passed through it. It came

into the possession of the United States in 1803

as part of the Louisiana Purchase, was explored

by Lewis and Clark in the following year and

by Pike two years later, and Fort Leavenworth
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was established by the government in 1827. It

was a part of the Territory of Missouri in 1821,

but from that time imtil 1854 it was an imorgan-

ized territory. In that year occurred the great

contest over organization, precipitated by the

Kansas-Nebraska Bill. Several attempts to

form constitutions and elect legislatures were

made, and a lively contest ensued between

immigrants from the South and from the North

to gain control of the state. A pro-slavery

party gained the first success in 1855, but in

October of the same year a convention of free

state men met at Topeka and adopted a con-

stitution prohibiting slavery. An election was

held under this instrument in January', 1856,

and a free state governor was chosen, the pro-

slavery party taking no part in the election. In

1856 occurred the famous raid of John Brown at

Pottawatomie Creek (See Brown, John). With

the aid of Federal troops the free state legislature

was prevented from meeting, but a constitution

adopted by the pro-slavery party at Lecompton,

in November, 1 857, was voted down. The immi-

gration from free states thereafter became so

preponderant that a constitution, adopted in

1859, prohibiting slavery, was finally ratified,

and the state was admitted to the Union, Jan.

29, 1861. In the Civil War, Kansas contributed

more than its quota of soldiers to the Union

armies. After the war the state received a

great impetus by the development of railroads.

The principle of prohiljition has been incor-

porated in the state law after a long struggle,

and the state has also taken advanced ground

in opposition to railway and other trusts. Kan-

sas has been :ilmost uniformly Republican since

the Civil War. Consult Spring's Kansas, in the

American Commonwealths Series.

Kansas, University of, a state institution of

learning, established at Lawrence, Kan., in 1864.

The campus includes 170 acres, and the buildings

number thirteen. The value of the buildings

and equipment is $1,335,000. The university

comprises eight schools—a college of liberal arts;

a graduate school; the department of law; the

department of medicine; the department of

pharmacy; the department of engineering, in-

cluding electrical, mechanical, mining and

chemical; the department of fine arts, and

the University Geological Sur\'ey. The fac-

ulty numbers over ninety, not including numer-

ous lecturers of note; the enrollment is about

1700. The library' contains 42,000 volumes,

and the natural history collection is valued at

$200,000.

Kansas City, Kan., a city and the county-

seat of Wyandotte co., on both sides of the

Kansas River at its confluence with the ^lissouri,

opposite and connected with Kansas City, Mo.,
on the ^Missouri Pacific, the Union Pacific, the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa F^ and the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific railroads. Kansas City

is the site of the state institution for the blind and
of the Kansas City University. It has .a large

and fine high school and a fine library' building,

costing .175,000. The live stock interests are

very important, and Kansas City, Kan., is the

.second largest live stock center in the United

States. The industries include grain elevators,

flour mills, railroad car and machine shops,

manufactures of soap, foundry' products and
other articles The city, known as Wyandotte,

w^as chartered in 1886. Its recent growth has

been very rapid. Population in 1905, 67,614.

Kansas City, Mo., a city of Jackson co., at

the junction of the Kansas and Missouri rivers,

opposite and connected with Kansas City, Kan.,

on the Chicago & Alton, the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Saint Paul and other railroads. Among the

chief structures are the United States custom-

house, a large public library building, the art

gallery and museum, the city hall, the court-

house and the office buildings of several life

insurance companies. The charitable and edu-

cational institutions include the Kansas City

School of Law, University ^ledical College,

Scarritt Training School and several hospitals.

The city is a verj' important commercial center.

It is in the midst of a rich agricultural region,

and its trade in grain and live stock is especially

great. Its industrial and commercial interests

are closely allied with Kansas City, Kan. There

are important manufactures of foundry and

machine shop products, confectionery, clothing

and malt liquors. The first settlement was made
in 1S21. In 1838 the town was laid out, and it

was incorporated as a city in 1853. Population

in 1000. 163,752.

Kansas-Nebras'ka Bill, a bill passed by the

Congress of the United States in 1854 separating

and organizing the territories of Kansas and

Nebraska. It was introduced by Stephen A.

Douglas. It w-as chiefly important as embody-

ing the "squatter sovereignty" idea of Douglas,

that is, as expressed by the bill, that "all ques-

tions pertaining to slavery in the territories and

the new .states to be formed therefrom, are to be
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left to the decision of the people residing therein,

bv their appropriate representatives." This pro-

vision would have overridden the Missouri Com-
promise, which prohibited slavery north of the

latitude of 36° 30'. The original bill was super-

seded by another prepared by Douglas, which

distinctly repealed the slavery clause of the INIis-

souri Compromise. The bill passed the Senate

against the opposition of Sumner, Chase, Everett,

Seward and others, and it passed the House after

a long and bitter struggle. It revived the bitter

slavery' contest which had been allayed by the

Compromise of 1850, for it practically opened

to slavery' an area of 500,000 square miles, includ-

ing the present states of Kansas, Nebraska,

Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyo-
ming and part of Colorado. It was immensely

important in hastening the Civil War.

Kansas River, a river of Kansas, formed by

the junction of the Republican and the Smoky
Hill (the latter rising in the Rocky Mountains).

It traverses the state in an easterly direction

and falb into the Missouri near Kansas City.

It is 250 miles long and is not important for

navigation. Topeka, Lawrence and Junction

City are on its banks.

Kant, kahnt, Imilvnuel (1724-1804), a cele-

brated German philosopher, born at Konigsberg,

Prussia. He was educated at the University of

Konigsberg, where he supported himself as a

private tutor and later served as a lecturer until

1770, when he became professor of logic and

metaphysics, a position w'hich he held until old

age. Kant's personal appearance and manner
of living gave no suggestion of the strength of

his influence. He was small of stature, being

scarcely more than five feet tall, and lived a

most methodical, unpretentious life. Although

he was deeply interested in travels and in descrip-

tions of the characteristics and customs of foreign

nations, it is said that he was never outside the

borders of the province in which he was born.

Kant attempted to reconcile the conflicting

philosophical systems which had dominated

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In

doing this, he constructed a new system, in

which the contradictory theories were recon-

ciled. Kant's greatest work, The Critique of

Pure Reason, contains a complete exposition of

his philosophy, and through it and other wTit-

ings he exerted a more pdtent influence upon
thought than any other man of his time. His

other important works are The Critique of

Practical Reason and The Critique of the Power

of Judgment.

Ka'olin, a name fiirst given by the Chinese

to a pure white clay used by them in the manu-
facture of porcelain. Kaolin is a product of

the decomposition of granite rock, containing

feldspar, mica and quartz. Similar clays,

differing slightly in color and in the percentage

of constituents, are found at Schneeberg in

Saxony, furnishing the material of Dresden
china; at Limoges, in France, employed for

Limoges ware, and at Saint Austell, in Corn-

wall, the source of supply for the British pot-

teries. In the United States kaolin is found in

Nebraska, North Carolina, Delaware, Georgia,

Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Vermont, but

the best quality is obtained from Cornwall,

England. In its natural state kaolin somewhat
resembles mortar; by sorting and repeated

filtration it is freed from all coarse ingredients,

then dried in pans and sheds and sent into the

market cut into blocks. When burned it be-

comes pure white. See Pottery.

Karakorum, kah'ra ko'rum, Mountains or

Mustagh Mountains, a mountain range in

Central Asia, forming a sort of rampart between

Kashmir and Eastern Turkestan. Mount
Godwin-Austen, 28,278 feet in height, is, after

Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the

world, while the average elevation of the range

is great.

Karikal, ka re kahV , a French settlement in

India, on the Coromandel coast, 150 mi. s. of

Madras. It has an area of 63 square miles.

The town carries on an extensive trade in rice.

Population, 70,526.

Karlsbad or Carlsbad, kahrls'haht, (Charles's

bath), a town of Bohemia, famous for its hot

mineral springs, and much frequented by visitors

from all parts of the world. The principal

spring, the Sprudel, has a temperature of 165°.

Sulphate of soda, carbonate of soda and common
salt are found in these waters, which are valuable

in cases of diabetes, gout and dyspepsia. Popu-

lation in 1900, 14,600.

Karlsruhe or Carlsruhe, kahrls'roo a,

(Charles's rest), the capital of the grand duchy

of Baden, Germany, situated near the Rhine,

30 mi. n. w. of Stuttgart. The city is noted for

its well-paved streets and for its excellent build-

ings and monuments. Among the important

buildings are the palace of the grand duke,

the Evangelical church, the Roman Catholic

church, the court theater and the new palace

of the crown prince. Besides a court library,

which contains 100,000 volumes, there are also

a large public library, several valuable museums
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and art collections, a botanical garden and a

school of forestry. The chief industries are the

manufactories of locomotives, machinery, stoves,

wagons, paper and stone ware. Karlsruhe dates

its beginning from a hunting palace erected in

1715 by the margrave Karl Wilhelm. Popu-

lation in 1905, 111,200.

Karnak, kahr'^iak. See Thebes.
Easchau, kah'show, a city of Hungary,

capital of the County of Abauj-Torna, 170 mi.

n. e. of Budapest, it is beautifully situated,

surrounded by vineyards, and is one of the

best-built towns in Hungary. The chief build-

ings are an old Gothic cathedral, Saint Michael's

church, the townhall, the Episcopal palace, a

theater, the oldest in Hungnry, and a royal law

school. The manufactures include paper, spirits,

flour, tobacco and wooden products, and the

trade is extensive. Population in 1900, 40,102.

Eashgar, kahsh gahr', a city of central Asia,

in Eastern Turkestan, on a river of the same
name. It has considerable manufactures of

cotton, linen, gold and silver clolh, and carpets,

and is the center of an extensive trade. Popu-

lation, estimated at from 60,000 to 70,000.

Eashmir or Cashmere, kash mcer' , an exten-

sive principality in the northwest of Hindustan,

subject to a ruler belonging to the Sikh race.

It is politically subordinate to the British Indian

Empire. The area is estimated at 80,900 square

miles. Kashmir proper, which forms a small

portion of the whole, is a valley surrounded by

mountains, the Himalaya and Hindu Kush,

and traversed by the river Jhelum. There are

ten chief passes through the mountains into this

valley, varying in height f/om about 9000 to

12,000 feet. The elevated situation of the val-

ley and the mountains of snow which surround

it render the climate rather cold; but the region

is well watered by streams and is very fertile.

Forests on the slopes, fields of corn, rice crops

along the sides of the rivers, rich orchards and

an abundant growth of flowers distinguish the

district. The common European fruits are

grown, and attention is now being paid to the

culture of the vine. The chief crops are wheat,

barley, rice and Indian com, and two harvests

are reaped in the year. The chief manufacture

is that of the celebrated Cashmere shawl. The
capital of the whole principality is Jamoo.

Srinagar, or Kashmir, is the maharajah's sum-

mer residence and is the largest town. Popu-

lation of the principality, 2,905,578. For picture

of Kashmir ruler, see Races of Men, color

plate, Mongolian Types, Fig. 10.

Easkas'kia River, a river of Illinois, rising

in the east central part of the state and flowing

south by west and entering the ^lississippi at

Chester. Its length is about 300 miles, and it

is navigable for about 150 miles.

Eas'sel. See Cassel.

Eatah'din, one of the prominent peaks of the

Appalachian Mountains, situated in the north-

em part of Maine, the most prominent peak
in the state Its altitude is 5200 feet. It is

located in the midst of a wilderness and is

formed principally of granite. An extended

view of the surrounding country can be obtained

from its summit.

Eatrine, kat'rin, Loch, a picturesque and
much frequented lake in Scotland, County of

Perth, 5 mi. e. of Loch Lomond. It is 9J miles

long and 2 miles wide. The scene of Scott's

Lady of the Lake is largely laid here. All

around the lake are lofty mountains, and the

scenery is very beautiful.

Eat'tegat. See Cattegat.

Eatydid, a species of grasshopper, foimd

in some parts of North America. The insect

is about an inch long and of a pale green

color. It is named from the noise made by

rubbing the drum-like organs in. the wing

covers against each other. The females are

noiseless.

Eauffman, koicj'man, Angelica (17-11-

1807), a German painter. At an early age she

went to Italy to study, where she first attracted

attention by her portraits. In 1763 she studied

ancient art under Winckelman at Rome, but

two years later went to England, where she

was received with great favor. She was made
one of the original members of the Royal

Academy in 1769. After her marriage to

Zucchi, a Venetian painter, she returned to

Italy, where her house became the favorite

resort for artists and scholars. Her works are

marked by grace and charm, but lack vivacity.

Among her historical paintings are Mother of

the Gracchi, Anna and Abra and The Sacrifice

of Mcssalina. Other works are Death of

Leonardo da Vinci, yiriadne and Theseus and the

well known Vestal Virgin.

Eaukau'na, Wis., a city in Outagamie co.,

7 mi. n. e. of Appleton, on the Fox River and

on the Chicago & Northwestern railroad.

There is good water power, and the industrial

establishments include railroad shops, pulp and

paper mills, brick and tile works, flour and

planing mills, foundries and machine shops.

Population m 1905, 4991.
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Kaulbach, koid'bahK, Wilhei^i von (1805-

1S74), one of the greate,st of modern German
painters. He studied at the art academy of

Diisseldorf under Cornelius and subsequently

succeeded in the Munich academy. His most

ambitious pictures, with the exception of the

Madhouse, are to be found in a series utihzed

in the decoration of the BerUn Museum depict-

ing the progress of the human race in typical

scenes from the great historic periods. This

series comprises the Tower of Babel, Age of

Homer, Destruction of Jtrusalem, Battle of the

Iluns and Rotnatis, the Crusades and the

Hefurmation. His works show strong power

of characterization, and in some cases reveal

the keen satire of the painter.

Kaunitz, kow'jiits, Wenzel Anton Domtnik,

Prince (] 711-1794), an Austrian statesman, the

great minister of Maria Theresa. His most

famous ser\-ice to Austria was the alliance

which he concluded with France, the hereditary

enemy of Austria, against Frederick the Great.

His influence in the government declined under

Joseph II and Leopold II, and in 1792 he

retired.

Eaw, a tribe of Siouan Indians which formerly

lived near the mouth of the Kansas River,

though now the small remnant of them are

with the Osage on a reservation in Oklahoma.

Kazan, ka zahn', a city of European Russia,

capital of the government of same name, situ-

ated on the Kazanka, about 4 mi. above its

junction with the Volga, 430 mi. e. of Moscow.
It is an extensive city and is strongly fortified.

There are several mosques, a cathedral and
several monuments. The university is a great

seat of Oriental learning, with nearly 1000

students. The city has large wool-combing,

weaving and dyeing etsablishments, tanneries

and soap works, and a government dockyard

is in the vicinity. The timber, flour and hemp
fairs of Kazan are among the largest in the

Russian Empire. Population in 1900, 143,707.

Kean, keen. Charles John- (1811-1868), an
English actor, son of the celebrated Edmund
Kean. He was educated at Eton. In 1830

he visited America, established his reputation

as an actor and three years later appeared in

Othello as lago, his father having the role of

Othello. He married the accomplished actress

Ellen Tree in 1842, revisited the United States

an J later became sole lessee of the Princess

Theater, London, where he put some of Shakes-

jKjare's plays on the stage with a splendor never

Ijefore attempted. In 1868 he made a tour to

Australia, Jamaica, the United States and
Canada, which proved very successful finan-

cially. On his return he continued to play in

London and the provinces until a short time

before his death. He inherited little of his

father's genius, and his success was largely due
to effective staging.

Kean, Edmund (1787-1833), the most bril-

liant tragic actor of his age in England. His

parents were poor and connected in a low

capacity with the theatrical profession. At two
years of age he was placed in a pantomine,

at seven he went to school, but ran away, and
for a short time he was cabin boy in a vessel.

Returning to the stage, he ultimately obtained

an engagement at one of the minor London
theaters. For some years he played chiefly in

small towns, and he managed to please his

country audiences as Hamlet and Cato, and
at Windsor he gained the applause of the royal

family in Richard III. In 1814 he appeared

at Drury Lane as Shylock and Richard III.

His success was sudden and unexampled, and
it was equally gi-eat in other parts, including

Othello, Hamlet, Macbeth, lago and Lear.

He made two tours of the United States and
was well received for his art, though criticised

for unbusinesslike and discourteous personal

conduct.

Kearney, kahr'ny, Neb., the county-seat of

Buffalo CO., 125 mi. w. of Lincoln, on the Chi-

cago. Burlington & Quincy and the Union Pacific

railroads. The important industrial establish-

ments are large cotton and flour mills, grain

elevators, brickyards, bicycle and cigar facto-

ries, foundries, machine shops and other works.

The city is the seat of the state industrial school

for boys, a military academy and a normal

institute, and it has a public library, a fine

high school, a city hall, a courthouse and an

opera house. Other features of interest are a

bridge across the Platte, over a mile long, and

I^ake Kearney, covering forty acres. The place

was settled in 1871 and was incorporated as a

village the next year. Population in 1900, 5634.

Keamy, N. J., a town in Hudson co., on

the Passaic River, opposite Newark, and on the

Erie and other railroads. It is a residence

suburb of New York and Newark and has impor-

tant manufactures of linoleum, thread, roofing,

novelties and other products. A state soldiers'

home, a Roman Catholic protectory and an

Italian orphan asylum are located here. The
place was settled by the Germans, who called it

New Barbadoes. Later it was included within
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the limits of Harrison, until it was separately

incorporated in 1871. Population in 1905,

13,601,

Kearny, Philip (1815-1862), an American

soldier, born in New York City. He graduated

at Columbia College in 1833, studied law,

entered the army in 1837 and two years later

went to France to study the tactics of the French

cavalry. ^Vhile abroad, he served in the French

army in the Algerian War, and in 1840 he was

made aid to General Macomb, general in chief

of the United States army, and was on the staff

of General Scott, his successor, from 1841 to

1845. Kearny took an active part in the

Mexican War, fought in an Indian campaign

in 1857, resigned, entered the French army
and served with distinction in the Italian war,

receiving the cross of the Legion of Honor,

but returned to America in 1861. He reenlisted

in the Union army and was killed at Chantilly

in September, 1862.

Kearsarge, keersahrj', The. See Ala-

bama, The.
Keats, keets, John (1795-1821), an English

poet, born at Moorfields, London. From 1803

to 1810 he was at a school at Enfield, and at

the close of that term he was apprenticed to a

surgeon. Although he was a fairly good sur-

geon, he found the work very nmch against

his inclinations, which were all toward the

beautiful and fanciful, and he gave up the pro-

fession that he might devote himself to study,

preparatory to a literary career. His first volume

of poems came out in 1817; Etulymion appeared

in 1818; his last volume of poetry, containing

Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of Saint Agnes,

Hyperion and other poems, appeared in 1820.

By this time he had become so ill of consump-

tion that he was advised to seek a warmer climate;

but it was too late, and though he reached Rome
he survived only a short time. Shelley honored

his memory by his elegy Adonais.

Keats's first volume of poems attracted little

attention; the second, while it met with some

favorable notice, was most severely criticised in

Blackwood's Magazine and The Quarterly

Review, and to the effects of this harsh treat-

ment on a sensitive nature, Shelley in Adonais

attributed Keats's early death. It is on his

third volume that the fame of Keats rests, and

the delicate, often faultless beauty of these

poems entitles him to rank with the foremost

of British poets. According to his conception,

philosophy, politics, ethics had no place in poetry,

which should concern itself merely with beauty.

And the beauty to the worship of which Keats
gave himself was not spiritual beauty, but the

highest type of sense-impressions. In descrip-

tion of form, color, perfume, Keats has never

been surpassed.

Ke'ble, John (1792-1866), an English

divine, born at Fairford. He was educated by
his father at home till the age of fifteen, when
he was elected to an open scholarship at Corpus
Christi College, Oxford. Here he gained a first

class in mathematics and classics, was elected

Fellow of Oriel College and gained in 1812

the English and Latin prize for essays. He
was ordained deacon in 1815, priest in 1816

and was tutor in his college, 1818-1823, after

which he went to Oxford to assist his father.

From 1831 to 1841 he was professor of poetry at

Oxford. He had previously published The

Christian Year; or Thoughts in Verse for t/ie

Sundays and Holidays Throughout the Year,

which had great influence, especially after he

became identified with the Tractarian move-

ment. He was noted for his saintliness, for hus

love of home life, for his reverence for children,

for his dutiful devotion to his parents as well as

to the Church, and for his generosity to his

friends. Among his published works are Lyra

Innocentium, Thoughts in Verse on Christian

Children, besides theological pamphlets and

sermons. Keble College, Oxford, built after

his death, is a monument to his memory.

Kecskemet, kech'ke mate, one of the largest

market towns of Hungary, 50 mi. s. e. of Buda-

pest. It has an extensive trade in horses and

cattle and is famous for its annual cattle fair.

Population in 1900, 57,812.

Kee'ley, Leslie (1836-1900), an American

physician, born in Saint Lawrence County, N. Y.,

and educated at Rush INIedical College, Chicago.

During the Civil War he was an army surgeom

After this he located at Dwight, III., and during

his practice he discovered a preparation for

curing those addicted to the use of alcohol and

opium. In 1880 he opened a sanitarium at

Dwight for this purpose, and such was the

success of this method that numerous other

sanitariums were established throughout the

Union. AMiile his treatment was in many cases

successful, its continuous use showed that it

was not as effective as Doctor Keeley supposed

it would be.

Keene, N. H., the county-seat of Cheshire

CO., 43 mi. w. of Manchester, on the Ashuelot

River and on two lines of the Boston & INIaine

railroad. The city contains railraid repair
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shops, sash and blmd factories, fimiiture and

other wooden-ware plants, a pottery, a shoe

facton.', a woolen-niill and other works. It is

located on a plain surrounded by high hills.

The place was settled in 173-i and was known
as Upper Ashuelot until its incorporation under

the present name, in 1753. The city was char-

tered in 1S74. Population in 1900, 9165.

Keene, Lato-v (about 1S20-1873), the stage

name of an English-American actress whose real

name was Miss ^lary Moss. She first achieved

success in London, in 1851, as Pauline in The
Lady of Lyons. In the following year she visited

the United States and Australia and in 1S55

opened a theater in New York City. In 1858

she produced Our American Cousin, among the

supporting actors being Joseph Jefferson and

E. H. Sothem. It was during the presentation

of this play that President Lincoln was assassi-

nated in Ford's Theater at Washington, in 1865.

Keewatin, kee u-ah'tin, a large Canadian

territory under the jurisdiction of ^Manitoba,

stretching from Manitoba to the Arctic Ocean
and from Mackenzie and Saskatchewan to Hud-
son Bay. It is 1300 miles long and has an
area of 756,000 square miles. The rivers in

this territory are the Severn, the Nelson, the

Back and the Churchill. The southern portion

contains dense and valuable forests of spruce,

pine and aspen poplar. Gold and copper have

been found. Population in 1901, 8546.

Keller, Helen Adams (1880- ), an Ameri-

can writer. An attack of scarlet fever destroyed

the senses of sight and hearing when she was but

nineteen months old. When she was seven years

old INIiss Anna Sullivan was secured as her

teacher, and the child's progress was extraordi-

nary. She learned to read, wTite and talk with her

fingers and finally to speak. After studying in a

'Cambridge school, she entered Radcliffe College

in 1 900. She has published The Story of My Life.

Kel'logg, Claea Louise (1842- ), an
American soprano, born at Sumpterville, S, C.

She was educated in New York, but made her

ddbut in London and appeared with great suc-

cess in many tours of Europe and America.

Kelp, in commerce, the crude alkaline sul>

stance obtained by burning seaweeds, which
themselves are known as kelp. When salt was
dear, the bulk of soda used in soap making
was obtained from kelp and barilla; Imt since

soda can be more cheaply manufactured from
salt, kelp burning has ceased to be a flourishing

industry. Kelp is now chiefly used in the pro-

duction of iodine and chloride of potassium.

Kel'vin, Lord. See Thomson, William,
Sir, Lord Kelvin.

Kem'ble, Frances Anne (180^1893), popu-
larly known as Fanny Kemble, an English ^\Titer

and actress, eldest daughter of Charles Kemble
and niece of ]Mrs. Siddons. She was induced tc

appear on the stage in 1829 at Covent Garden as

Juliet, and her success in this role was followed

by successes as Portia and as Lady Teazle. Her
trip to America in company with her father was
also a splendid triumph. She returned to Lon-

don in 1847, and from that time she resided

alternately in America, England and on the

Continent, appearing at intervals as a public

reader. She wrote the tragedy Francis the First,

Records of a Girlhood and Poems.

Kemble, John Philip (1757-1823), an emi-

nent English actor. Being intended for the

church, he was sent to the Roman Catholic college

of Douay, France; but, in spite of his parents'

opposition, he selected the stage as a profession,

made his first appearance at Drury Lane in 1783

and became at once popular. From 1801 to

1803 he made a most successful tour in France

and Spain, and on his return to London he pur-

chased a share in the Covent Garden Theater and
made himself a splendid reputation in the char-

acters of Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Macbeth, Riche-

lieu and Coriolanus. He abandoned the stage

in 1817 and received many tokens of esteem

from his numerous admirers on that occasion.

His acting was distinguished for dignity and
precision, but lacked fire and pathos.

Ken'dal, Mrs. (1849- ), the stage name
of ]\Irs. Margaret (Madge) Robertson Grimston,

a distinguished English actress. She was born

of a theatrical family and in childhood took juve-

nile roles. In 1865 she made her formal debut

as Ophelia. In 1869 she was married to W. H.

Grimston (Mr. Kendal), with whom she after-

ward acted. She attained notable success in

both Europe and America in Sardou's Diplo-

viacy, Shakespeare's As You Like It and some

lighter modem comedies.

Ken'dall, Amos (1789-1869), an American

politician, bom at Dunstable, Mass. He gradu-

ated at Dartmouth in 1811, and several years

afterward he was a tutor in the family of Henry

Clay, in Kentucky. There he was admitted to

the bar and became a warm supporter of Andrew

Jackson, whose cause he espoused in the Frank-

fort Argns. After Jackson's election to the

presidency, Kendall became one of the leading

figures in the famous 'Kitchen Cabinet" (See

Kitchen Cabinet), and as such he did much to
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shape the policies of the administration. He
became postmaster-general in 1835 and retained

the oflBce through most of Van Buren's term.

Later he edited several newspapers and finally

invested with Samuel F. B. Morse in telegraph

patents, which returned him a large fortune.

In the last years of his life he devoted himself to

philanthropy. He was a warm supporter of

Lincoln during the war, but still wished to be

known as a Jacksonian Democrat.

Ken'esaw Mountains, Battle of, an im.por-

tant battle of the Civil War, fought near Marietta,

Ga., June 27, 1864. General Sherman with a

force of about 95,000 Federals had begun his

march from Chattanooga to Atlanta and had

compelled the Confederates, 60,000 strong, under

Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, to retreat before him.

The latter, however, had taken up a strong posi-

tion on Kenesaw Mountain, and there success-

fully met the determined assault led by Logan
and McCook, the latter l)eing killed. The loss

of the Confederates was 700, and that of the

Federals, 3000. Soon after the battle, Sherman
succeeded in turning Johnston's position and

later retired still farther southward.

Ken'ilworth, a town of England, in War-
wickshii'e, 4 mi. n. of Warwick. Kenilworth

Castle, now a magnificent ivy-covered ruin, was

founded in the reign of Henry L The gor-

geous entertainment given here in 1575 to Queen
Elizabeth by the earl of Leicester, to whom the

castle was presented, is familiar to all, from

Scott's romance of Kenilworth. Population in

1901,4544.

Ken'nan, George (1845- ), an American

traveler and writer-, born at Norwalk, Ohio. He
was educated in the common schools, studied

telegraphy and became an operator on the lines

of the Russo-American Telegraph Company in

Kamtchatka and Siberia. He returned to the

United States, but in 1 870 continued his explora-

tions in Russia. In 1885 and 1886 he investi-

gated the convict and exile system of Siberia,

making a journey of 15,000 miles. Later he

embodied his experiences and conclusions in

many magazine articles, books and lectures.

He was expelled from Russia in 1901, while

making further investigations. Kennan served

as special war correspondent for New York

papers during the Spanish-American and Russo-

Japanese wars.

Ken'nebec', a river of Maine, rises in Moose-

head Lake and after a course of 150 miles, mostly

in a southerly direction, empties into the Atlantic,

12 mi. below Rath. Its chief tributary is the

93

Androscoggin. The Kennebec has falls at

various points in its course, one being at Augusta,

where a dam has been built. It is navigable for

ships as far as Bath and for steamers to Hallo-

well, 40 miles. Along its banl^ are the cities of

Bath, Augusta, Waterville and Hallowell.

Keno'sha, Wis., the county-seat of Kenosha
CO., 34 mi. s. of Milwaukee, on Lake Michigan
and on the Chicago & Northwestern railroad.

The city has a fine harbor, with an increasing

trade, and the manufactures include fiour,

hosiery, leather, typewTiters, lamps, carriages,

furniture and various machine-shop products.

It contains the Kemper Hall School and Simmons
Memorial Library. The place was first incor-

porated in 1841. Population in 1905, 16,235.

Kent, James (1763-1847), an eminent Ameri-

can jurist, born at Fredericksburg. N. Y. He
was ed c ted at Yale College, and was admitted

to the bar in 1785. He became professor of

law at Columliia College and rose to be chancel-

lor of New York (1814-1823). His Commen-
taries on American Law, published between 1826

and 1830, at once became a standard work and
have had a great influence upon American legal

practice and legislative principles.

Ken'ton, Ohio, the county-seat of Hardin co.,

55 mi. h. w. of Cohunbus, on the Scioto River

and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Saint Louis, the Erie and other railroads.

The city is in a farming region and has lumber-

ing interests and manufactures of iron, hard-

ware, tools and other articles. There is a public

library, and the other important buildings are

the courthouse, the city hall, the county jail and
the armory. The place was settled in 1833 and

was incorporated in 1885. Population in 1900,

6S52.

Kenton, Simon (1755-1836), an American

frontiersman and Indian fighter, born in Virginia

of Scotch-Irish parentage. He received but a

limited education and in 1771 went to the head

waters of the Ohio, where he became an Indian

trader. He attained distinction in the frontier

warfare of Ohio and Kentucky, under Daniel

Boone and George Rogers Clark, accompanying

the latter upon his famous expedition to Kas-

kaskia in 1778. He was several tmies a prisoner

among the Indians and sufl'ered terrible tortures.

At the end of the war he settled at Maysville,

Ky., but took part in Wayne's campaign in 1793

and in the Indian campaign of the War of 1812.

Kentuck'y, the Bluegrass State, one of the

central states, bounded on the n. by Illinois,

Indiana and Ohio; on the n. e. by West Virginia;
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on the s. e. by Virginia; on the s. by Tennessee,

and on the w. by Missouri and IlHnois. The
Ohio River forms the nprth boundary Une, which

is ver}' irregular, and the Sandy River separates

the state from West Virginia. The greatest

length from east to west is about 500 miles, and

from north to south, about 180 miles. The area

is 40,400 square miles, of which 400 square

miles are water. Population in 1900, 2,147,174,

of which 284,706 were colored.

Surface axd Draixage. Kentucky is di-

nded into a number of distinctly marked phys-

ical regions. The eastern and southeastern parts

of the state are crossed by parallel ranges of the

Appalachian ^Mountains. The summits of these

seldom exceed 3000 feet, but a number of the

ranges are unbroken and are separated from

100 miles.

KENTUCKY
1, Frankfort; 2, Newport; 3, Louisville; 4, Lex-

ington.
Dotted liues indicate chief railroads.

each other by deep, even valleys. This portion

of the state is quite heavily timbered with a

number of varieties of hard wood. Descending

across the state from the northeast to the south-

west and bordering upon the region already

described Ls a region diversified by numerous

conical sandstone hilLs, which rise from 1200

to 1300 feet above sea level. The peculiar

appearance of this region has caused it to be

named the Knobs. The Knobs extend along

the southern boundary near the central portion

of the state for a number of miles, and another

branch extends northerly and northwesterly to

the Ohio River. Lying between the branches of

the Knobs and extending from the most northerly

point in the state somewhat more than half-way

to the southern boimdary, is the celebrated

Vjlue grass region. To ihe west of this is an

area of slightly diversified country, underlaid

with thick formations of limestone, in which are

found Mammoth Cave, near the central part of

the state (See Mammoth Cave), and numerous

other caverns of less note. To the west and

north of a portion of the limestone region is

found a hilly section, closely resembling in its

appearance and structure the southern portion

of Indiana and Illinois, and the southwestern

part of the state also bears a very close resem-

blance to this region.

The general slope of the state is toward the

north and northwest, and all of the rivers flow

into the Ohio or the Mississippi. Some of these

streams have worn deep channels through the

hills and low mountains which they have crossed.

A number of them are important because of their

size. Passing from west to east, these rivers, in

the order of their occurrence, are the Tennessee,

the Cumberland, the Green, the Kentucky and
the Licking. The Tennessee and the Cumber-
land are navigable across the state, and the

Green, the Kentucky and the Licking are navi-

gable through the lower parts of their courses;

previous to the construction of railway lines they

formed important outlets to the Ohio River.

There are no lakes of importance.

Climate. The climate of Kentucky is warm-
temperate, equable and healthful. The mean
annual temperature is about 55°. In summer
the thermometer may reach 100°, and the aver-

age temperature for July is 78°. The winters

are warm, having an average of 35°, and there is

but little snow. The average rainfall is about

40 inches in the entire state.

Mineral Resources. The eastern and

southeastern portions of the state are underlaid

with coal measures, which have an area of about

9000 square miles and yield an excellent quality

of bituminous coal. Another coal region having

an area of about 4000 square miles is located in

the northwestern part of the state and is a con-

tinuation of the coal fields of Illinois and Indiana.

Though of smaller area than the eastern region,

this produces a larger quantity of coal, due

mainly to its greater transportation facilities.

Iron ore is found in the coal regions, but it has

not yet been extensively mined. Other minerals

of some importance are natural gas, occurring

in several counties, and petroleum, found in the

south central part of the state. In 1905 a pipe

line was laid from the Menifee County gas field

to Lexington, through which natural gas is

supplied in abundance to this city. Limestone,

salt, and clay suitable for brick and tile and for

pottery are found in various localities.

Agriculture. The soil and climate of most

regions are admirably adapted to agriculture.

The counties along the Ohio engage quite exten-

sively in raising fruit. The blue grass region is

devoted to stock raising and has attained more
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than a national reputation for its fast horses and
excellent breeds of cattle. Mules are also

raised in large numbers for the southern market.

The leading crops are tobacco, corn, wheat and
hemp. Rye and potatoes are also important

crops. In the production of tobacco Kentucky
leads all other states, producing from one-third

to one-half of the crop grown in the countrj'.

Manufacturks. Themanufacture of tobacco

is the leading manufacturing industry. This is

followed in importance by meat packing, the

production of iron and steel, the manufacture of

alcoholic and malt liquors, lumbering, manu-
facture of flour and grist mill products, and

slight industries of lesser magnitude, including

the manufacture of woolen and cotton goods,

furniture, carriages and machinery. The manu-
facturing industries center in and about Louis-

ville.

Transportation ant5 Co:m:werce. In most

parts of the state the carriage roads are fairly

good. The state contains over 3000 miles of

railway, but it is too far south to receive bene-

fit from the great east and west trunk lines.

There are a number of lines extending across the

state from north to south; these are connected

by cross lines, and some of them contain spurs

extending into the most fertile regions. A num-
ber of counties in the eastern part of the state

and in the south central region are wholly with-

out railway communication, and as a whole the

rail'v«;ay 'ines are inadequate to the needs of the

state. The Ohio and its largest tributaries, the

Tennessee, the Cumberland, the Green and the

Licking, furnish important watern-ays.

The state has but very little direct foreign

commerce. The exports are hemp, flax, tobacco

and live stock, while the imports consist of manu-
factured articles and various food products.

Louisville is the chief commercial point.

Government. The legislature consists of a

senate of 38 members, elected for four years, and

a house of representatives of 100 members,

elected for two years. The legislature meets

biennially, and the session is limited to sixty

legislative days. The executive department con-

sists of a governor, a lieutenant governor, a

treasurer, an auditor of public accounts, a regis-

ter of land office, a commissioner of agriculture,

labor and statistics, a secretary' of state, an

attorney-general and a superintendent of public

instruction, each elected for a term of four

years; they are ineligible for reelection at the

succeeding term. The judicial department

culminates in a supreme court, known as the

Kentucky

court of appeals, comprising from five to seven

judges, each elected from a district for a term
of eight years. The lower courts are the circuit

courts, county courts and justice courts. The
circuit courts consist of coiuts in each district

into which the state is divided, and they are

presided over by a judge who is elected in the

district for a term of sLx years. The local affairs

are administered by county and magisterial dis-

trict officers.

Education. Separate schools are provided

for white and colored pupils. The larger towns
and cities have excellent systems of graded

schools, but the rural schools 1 bor under the

disadvantages common to all rural communities,

having a small number of pupils and finding it

difficult to raise a sufficient sum by taxation to

continue the schools more than six months each

year. As one of the older states. Kentucky was
unable to profit by public lands which have
been so beneficial in aiding the school systems

of newer states. The state college at Lexington,

which includes the agricultural and mechanical

college, is at the head of the public school system

and admits pupils who have completed the pre-

scribed school course. There is also a state

normal school at Frankfort, which is devoted to

the preparation of teachers for colored schools.

These institutions are supplemented by numer-
ous colleges and secondary schools maintained

by various denominations. Among the most

important of these are Kentucky University at

Lexington, Berea College at Berea, Central

University at Danville, Georgetown College at

Georgetown and WUhamsburg Institute at

Williamsburg.

Institutions. The state school for the blind

is at Louisville, the school for the deaf is at

Danville and the institution for feeble-minded

children at Frankfort. The insane asylums are

at Lexington, Hopkinsville and Anchorage, and

the penitentiaries are at Frankfort and Eddp'ille.

Cities. The chief cities are Frankfort, the

capital; Louisville, Covington, Newport, Lex-

ington, Paducah, Owensboro, Henderson and

Bowling Green, each of which is described undei

its title.

History. Kentucky was probably first visited

by Dr. Thomas Walker in 1750, but it was not

settled until 1774, when James Harrod planted

a colony at Harrodsburg. ^Meanwhile, Daniel

Boone had led exploring expeditions into the

region and in 1775 established Boonesborough.

Virginia claimed the territory until 1790, when

the Virginia legislature passed an act allowing
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separation, and this was accepted by a conven-

tion erf the citizens of Kentucky. For many
years, however, a strong sentiment in favor of

the creation of an uidependent state had been

growing and had been fostered by a land com-

pany known as the Transylvania Company,

headed by Richard Henderson. The state was

admitted to the Union June 1, 1792, and Isaac

Shelby was elected first govemoro Kentucky

took a prominent part in the War of 1812, her

great leader, Henry Clay, being a conspicuous

member of the war party. It also was honorably

represented in the ^Mexican War. In the Civil

War she at first attempted to maintain her neu-

trality, though slaves were held in the state and

her inclinations were naturally with the South.

The Union armies, however, soon were in pos-

session, and the state was saved to the Union.

It was the scene of important battles, including

those of Mill Spring, Riclunond and Perry-

ville. Forty thousand Kentuckians fought

for the Confederacy during the war. The
state was Democratic in both national and

state poUtics almost continuously after the Civil

War.

Consult N. S. Shaler's Kentiicky, in the Ameri-

can Commonwealths Series.

Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions, a

series of resolutions adopted by the Kentucky

and Virginia legislatures in 1798 and 1799.

Those adopted by Kentucky were nine in num-

ber, were probably written by Jefferson and

contained radical denunciation of the Alien and

Sedition Laws, besides a protest and warning

against the assumption by the Federal govern-

ment of powers belonging to the states In

1799 the legislature passed a resolution declar-

ing the right of a state to nullify any Federal

law which it deemed unconstitutional.

The resolutions passed by the Virginia legis-

lature in December, 1798, were eight in number,

were probably written by James Madison and

were much milder in their expression. How-
ever, they contained the same principles. The
tn'O sets of resolutions were sent to the execu-

tives of all the states, and replies were received

from many. All were, unfavorable to the prin-

ciples expressed in the resolutions

Kentucky River, a river in the State of Ken-
tucky, rises in the Cumberland Mountains,

traverses the state in a northwesterly direction

and after a winding course of 260 miles flows

into the Ohio at Carrollton, By a series of

improvements, the lower portion has been ren-

dered continuously navigable for steamers.

Kepler's Laws

Kentucky University, an institution of

higher learning at Lexington, Ky., founded at

Georgetown in 1837. It comprises, besides the

College of Liberal Arts and College of the Bible,

the commercial college, and the medical depart-

ment at Louisville. The attendance is about

1200, and the faculty numbers about seventy.

Ke'okuk, Iowa, one of the county-seats of

Lee CO., 160 mi. s. e. of Des Moines, on the

Mississippi River at the mouth of the Des Moines

River, and on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Wabash
and other railroads. A canal eight miles long

has been constructed by the Federal government

around the rapids in the Mississippi, which are

just above the city. The city contains lumber

mills, powder works, canning and pickle fac-

tories, a poultry packing plant, and stove, shoe

and other factories. The surrounding region is

a fertile agricultural section, and there is a

valuable trade in faiTn products. The Indian

chief Keokukj after whom the place was named,

is buried in Rand Park. A bridge crossing the

Mississippi River here is more than 2000 feet

long. The city has a national cemetery, a public

library, a medical college and a large dental

college, Keokuk was incorporated in 1848.

Population in 1905, 14,604.

Kep'ler, Johann (1571-1630), a celebrated

German mathematician and astronomer, friend

and companion of Tycho Brahe. After the

death of Tycho, Kepler continued his work

alone and was appointed imperial mathema-
tician and astronomer (See Kepler's Laws).

The latter part of his life was chiefly passed at

Linz, as professor of mathematics. Kepler

wrote much, but the work that has rendered

him famous is his New Astronomy, or Celestial

Physics delivered in Commentaries on the Motions

of Mars.

Kepler's Laws, in astronomy, three laws

discovered by Kepler, on which were founded

Newton's discoveries, as well as the whole

modem theory of the planets. They are:

(1) Every planet describes an elUpse, the sun

occupying its focus.

(2) The radius vector of each planet (line

joining the center of the sun with the center of

the planet) sweeps over equal areas in equal times.

(3) The squares of the periodic times (the

periods of complete revolution round the sun)

of two planets are proportional to the cubes of

their mean distances from the sun.

These laws enabled Newton to determine the

laws of the attraction of gravitation.
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Kerosene, ker o seen', an illuminating oil

made by distilling crude* petroleum. Kerosene

has a strong, disagreeable odor and a slightly

yellowish color. It is the most valuable product

of petroleum and is extensively used for lighting

houses and for cooking and heating purposes.

The United States and Russia produce the largest

quantities of kerosene. The name was first

applied to oil distilled from coal in 1846. See

Petroleum.

Kershaw, Joseph Brevard (1822-1894),

an American soldier, bom at Camden, S. C.

He was admitted to the bar in 1843 and was
elected to the South Carolina senate some years

later. At the opening of the Civil War he

enlisted in the Confederate army, became a

brigadier general and fought in the Peninsula

Campaign, at Fredericksburg, at Gettysburg

and at Chickamauga, in all of these battles

serving with valor and ability He later com-
manded a division at the Wilderness, Spottsyl-

vania and Cold Harbor and served against

Sheridan in the Shenandoah campaign of 1864.

His force was captured April 6, 1865, when he

returned to South Carolina and again entered

the legislature. Later he became judge of the

circuit court, a position which he held until 1893.

Kes'trel or Windhover, a species of falcon

widely distributed over Europe, some parts of

Asia and northern Africa. The kestrel is closely

related to the American sparrowhawk, which

it resembles in size, color and habits. The color

is red above, buff and fawn beneath, everywhere

marked with black, with bluish-gray feathers

on the head and rump. The female is usually

a rusty brown. The kestrel is a strong flyer

and is able to hover over one spot for a long

time, by means of the movement of its wings.

When holding itself in this position it keeps

its head to the wind, and because of this it is

sometimes called the windhover. It feeds on

mice and insects and can be trained to capture

small birds. It occupies nests that have been

deserted by crows and other birds, and it also

builds in old towers and buildings.

Ketch'up or Cat'sup, said to be derived

from the Japanese kifjap, a pungent sauce first

introduced from the East and employed as a

seasoning for gravies, meat and fish. It was

formerly prepared from mushrooms only, but

numerous other products are now used for the

same purp>ose. The best ketchup is obtained

from mushrooms and walnuts.

Kew, a small village in England, situated on

the Thames, 1§ mi. n. e. of Richmond. It con-

Key West

tains the most noted botanical gardens of Eng-
land and possibly of the world. In connection

with these are a number of conservatories, three

museums and a winter garden; also, a gallery

containing a large collection of paintings of

tropical flowers.

Kewanee, ke wah'nee, III., a city in Henry
CO., .50 mi. n. w. of Peoria, on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy railroad. It is in an agri-

cultural region, has coal mines in the vicinity

and has become an important manufacturing
center. It is the seat of extensive iron works
and manufactories of agricultural implements,

steam heating apparatus, pumps, gloves, mittens

and other articles. Population in 1900, 8382.

Key, kee, Francis Scott (1780-1843), author

of The Star-spangled Banner. He was bom in

INIaryland, practiced law at Frederick City and
at Washington and became district attorney for

the District of Columbia. It was during the

British invasion in 1814, at the attack on Balti-

more, which he witnessed as a prisoner in an
English man-of-war, that Key wrote the words
which have kept his name alive.

Keyes, keez, Erasmus Darwin (1810-1895),

an American soldier, born at Brimfield, Mass.

He graduated at West Point in 1832, and from

that time until the Civil War he was on garrison

duty on the frontier. At the opening of the war
he was made brigadier general of volunteers,

took part in the first Battle of Bull Run and in

the Peninsula Campaign, but resigned in 1864

and removed to California, where he entered upon
a mercantile career.

Key West, Fla., the county-seat of Monroe
CO., on Key West Island, which is the most

westerly of the Florida Keys, at the southern

extremity of Florida, about 90 mi. n. by e. of

Havana, Cuba. The mild climate and pure air

have made it a popular winter and health resort.

The harlxjr is defended by Fort Taylor, at the

entrance, and there are two lighthouses. It is on

a number of steamship lines and has a consid-

eiable trade in fish, fruit, vegetables, turtles,

salt, tobacco and other goods The manufacture

of cigars, mostly by Cubans, is the principal

industry, while sponge fishing is also of consid-

erable importance. The city has a naval station,

with docks, machine shops, a marine hospital

and barracks. The principal educational insti-

tutions are the Methodist Seminary and the Holy

Name Academy. Other interesting features are

the courthouse, the Federal building, the city

hall, a convent, the public library and the Mar-

tello towers. Key West was settled in 1822
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and v Ja churtcred as a city ten years later.

It wus a place of considerable importance to the

navy during the Civil War and also in the war

uith Spain. Population in 1900, 17,114.

Khaibar, ki'hur, Pass. See Ka-i-sER Pass.

Khamsin, kahm seen', the name of a warm
wind, or sirocco, which blows over northern

Africa in the early spring. The word means

pfty, and this name is given the wind because

it is usually of fifty days' duration. The kham-
sin is a high, hot wind and often fills the air with

dust. It follows the southward movement of

the tropical belt of high barometric pressure.

ELhan, kahn, a title given by Eastern nations

to princes, commanders and governors. It is

now generally resented for governors of cities

and provinces.

Kharkov, kahr kofe', a city of Russia, capital

of a government of the same name, located

about 420 mi. s. w. of Moscow. Its most impor-

tant institution is the university, which has about

1.500 students. There are also various other

educational institutions. The city has a large

trade and has manufactures of cigars, tobacco,

spirits and sugar. Population in 1900, 197,405.

Khartum or Khartoum, kahr toom', the

capital of Egj'ptian Sudan, on the left bank of

the Blue Nile, near its junction with the \Miite

Nile, and on the Cape-to-Cairo railway. There

are several mosques. Christian churches, govern-

ment buildings and barracks here. Khartum is

the emporium of a large trade, ivory, gums,

ostrich feathers and senna being exchanged for

European goods. Slaves are also bought and

sold. It was made the seat of the governor-

general of the Egj'ptian Sudan in 1850, and

since that time it has groAVTi in commercial

importance. In 1885 it was taken by the

Mahdi, who massacred the whole British gar-

rison, including their gallant commander. Gen-
eral Gordon. In 1898 it was again captured

by Lord Kitchener, who overthrew the Mahdi.

Population, 14,023.

Khiva, ke'vah, a khanate of central Asia, a

vassal state of Russia, though it is practically

indejjendent. Its manufactures are unimpor-

tant. Trade is now being rapidly developed

by Russian influence, especially by the Caspian-

Bokhara railway. Population, estimated at

800,000. The capital, Khiva, lies on an allu-

vial flat at the junction of two canals, 50 mi.

w. of the left bank of the Amu.
Khorsabad, kor sa hahd', a small village in

Assyria, about 235 mi. n. of Bagdad. The
village is near a mound which was formed by

the ruins of a suburb of ancient Xincveh.

Excavations here have revealed the walls of a

large palace built by Sargon about 700 b. c.

In connection v.ith these ruins numerous pieces

of statuary and other works of art have been

obtained and removed to the Louvre in Paris.

Khyber Pass or Khaibar, ki'bur, Pass, a

famous pass in the northeast corner of Afghan-

istan, the chief gate between that country and
India. The pass is 30 miles long, and though
of considerable width in some places, it is in

others not more than 20 feet wide. It is forti-

fied and has been of great military importance

during the various Afghan wars. It is under

the control of the government of India.

Kiao-Chau or Kiao-Chow, hjah'o chow', a

walled city of China, situated on the south

coast of the peninsula of Shan-tung and on the

bay of the -same name. In 1898 it was made
the administrative center of the German pro-

tectorate in this part of China. Formerly it was

a place of considerable commercial importance,

but the filling up of its harbor transferred most

of its trade to another port. Its occupation by

the Germans was caused by the murder of two

German missionaries in 1897, and in settling

this affair with the government Germany
obtained an extended lease of the place.

Kick'apoo, an indian tribe now numbering

less than 1000, living on reservations in Kansas

and Oklahoma. After the Illinois were driven

away, the Kiekapoo moved south from their

home in central Wisconsin and were consist-

ently the friends of the English, though after

the close of the War of 1812 they peacefully

gave up their lands to the United States.

Kidd, William (about 1650-1701), a cele-

brated pirate, known as Captain Kidd. He
was originally a shipmaster of New York, and

in 1696 he was appointed captain of the ship

Adventure, of thirty guns, for the suppression of

piracy. He collected about one hundred fifty

recruits, sailed for the East Indies, took to

pirating in the Indian Ocean and returned with

his booty to New York in 1698. He was arrested

and arraigned in England for piracy, but the

charge could not be proven. He was, however,

tried for the murder of one of his crew, sentenced

and hanged. The myth that he buried immense

treasure on the shores of Long Island Sound

or the banks of the Hudson River gave rise to

one of Edgar Allan Poe's tales. The Gold-Bug.

Kid'napping, the act of getting forcible and

illegal possession of and carrying away a person;

an offense of varied degree, but always punish-
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able by fine or imprisonment. The act may be

committed against either children or adults,

but must always be either against their will or

with consent fraudulently obtained. In the

case of children, valid consent in the sight of the

law cannot be obtained.

Kidneys, The, in man, two in nimiber, are

situated one on each side of the spinal column

and extend downward from the eleventh rib.

The right kidney is a little lower than the left,

owing to the position of the liver. The kid-

neys are about 4 inches long, 2^ inches broad

and IJ inches thick, and each weighs about

4J ounces. They are shaped somewiiat like a

bean, are reddish in color, are composed of a

dense substance that is easily crumbled and

are abundantly supplied with blood by the

renal artery, a branch of the aorta. A corre-

sponding renal vein carries the returning blood

to the ascending vena cava. The function of

the kidneys is to take the lurea from the blood

that circulates in the capillaries around them.

The urea is made in the liver, and the health

of a person depends upon its being carried out

of the system. The urine is carried by the

ureters to the bladder, where it is held until

expelled from the body. For diseases of the

kidneys see Bright's Disease; Calculus;

Gout.
Kieft, Icccft, ,\\iu.mi (?-1647), a Dutch

colonial governor in America. He arrived in

March, 1638, and immediately displayed a

haughty and tjTannical spirit, which aroused

the enmity of the people of New Netherlands.

His cowardly and deceitful policy against the

indians resulted in a war of extermination, the

desolation of the colony and the massacre of

hundreds of settlers. As a result he was obliged

to admit the colonists to a share of the govern-

ment, through a "council of twelve." In 1647

Kieft was superseded by Peter Stuyvesant and

sailed for England, but the vessel was wrecked

and Kieft was drowned.

Kiel, keel, a town of Pi-ussia, in the Province

of Schleswig-Holstein, 53 mi. n. n. e. of Ham-
burg. It is the most important naval station

of the German Empire. The chief industry is

shipbuilding, but Kiel has also iron foundries,

engineering works, oil mills, tanning works

and tobacco works. A great ship canal now
connects the town with the Elbe (See Kaiser

WiLHEXM Canal). Population in 1900, 107,-

977.

Kieserite, hee'zur lie, a sulphate of magnesia,

obtained at Stassfurt and elsewhere and employed

as a source of Epsom salt, as well as in the

manufacture of fertilizers. See Epsom Salt.

Kiev, he'yef, a city of Russia, »"apital of the

government of the same name, situated on the

Dnieper, 670 mi. s. of Samt Petersburg. The
city is divided into three parts— old Kiev; the

commercial quarter, Podol, and the portion

which contains the old fortifications, known as

Petchersk. In the early years after the intro-

duction of Christianity into Russia, the city was
the center of the new religion, and it contains

many notable old ecclesiastical buildings. It

has manufactures of tobacco, paper, chemicals

and hardware, but its chief industries are the

refining of beet sugar and milling and distilling.

It has a good harbor, and its trade is extensive^

Population in 1902, 319,000,

Kilauea, he'lah oo a'ah, an active volcano in

the east of the island Hawaii, on the eastern

slope of the great volcano IMauna Loa, 30 mi.

s. w. of Hilo. It has an oval crater, 9 miles in

circumference, with a lake of red and boiling

lava at the bottom, over 100 feet below the

crater's mouth. The great eruptions of Kilauea

were in 1789, 1823, 1832, 1840 and 1868.

Kilimanjaro, kil'e man jah'ro, a double

peaked, snowclad volcanic mountain in Ger-

man East Africa. The two peaks are Kibo and

JNIawenzi. Kibo is the higher, measuring

19,710 feet, and Mawenzi is 17,570 feet high.

Vegetation is found up to 14,000 feet, and

forests reach to 11,000 feet. The first ascent of

the mountain was made by Hans INIeyerj in 1889.

Killamey, kil lahr'nii, a market to'n'n of

Ireland, in the County of Ken-y, 44 mi. w. n. w.

of Cork, in the midst of beautiful scenery,

withm a mile of the celebrated lakes to which it

gives its name. These lakes, three in number,

are interspersed with wooded islands, and the

lofty banks are also richly wooded. They are

popular summer resorts and are visited annually

by many tourists. Population of to\\Ti, 5500.

Kill'deer, a variety of plover common in

America, named from its plaintive cr}'. See

Plover.

Kiln, kil, a stnicture of brick or stone, used

for dr}'ing, baking, burning, annealing and calcin-

ing various substances and articles, such as

corn, hops malt, cement, limestone, iron ore,

glass, bricks and pottery. The construction of

kilns naturally varies with the special object

for which they are designetl, but the same prin-

ciple is involved in all. that Is, the generation of

ample and regular heat witi) a small expenditure

of fuel.
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Kil'Ogram, a -n-eight in the French or metric

ivstem, contaimng 1000 grams, or about 2.2

pounds in the English system. It is also called

kilo.

KU'ogranune'ter, a unit of measurem^it,

expressing the mechanical work expended in

raising a body whose weight is one kilogram

(2.2046 pounds) through the vertical height of

one meter (3.2809 feet). It is equal to 7.233

foot-pounds.

Balpat'rick, Hugh Judson (1836-1881),

an American soldier, bom on a farm in New
Jersey. He graduated from West Point in

1861 and took an active part in the Civil War
as a cavalry leader, distinguishing himself

particularly at the second Battle of Bull Run,

at Gettysburg and wath Sherman in his famous

marches through Geor^a and the Carolinas.

He also achieved fame by a daring raid through

Virginia m March, 1864. For his brilliant serv-

ice he was promoted, through all grades, to be

full major general in the regular army. He
was minister to Chile in 1868 and again in 1881.

Kimberley, him'hxir ly, the capital of Griqua-

land West, Cape Colony, and the center of the

South African diamond fields which were discov-

ered in 1867 (See Diamond). It is connected by

rail with Port Elizabeth and Cape To^\ti, and its

commerce is rapidly increasing. Kimberley was

the scene of a long siege in the South African

War. Population in 1904, 34,331.

Kindergarten, Mn^dur gahr'ten, a school de-

signed for the instruction of children between

three and six years of age. The word means
child garden and originated with the first school

of this kind, which was established by Friedrich

Froebel m 1840, in the village of Blankenburg,

Prussia. Froebel's idea was to place the child

amidst such surroundings as would assist in the

right expression of every activity. His ideal

school included a building fitted up into work

rooms and play rooms, flower and vegetable

gardens and suitable playgrounds.

The imderlying principles of the kindergarten

are to use every impulse, desire, hope, interest or

purpose of the child in advancing his skill along

all lines of self-activity; through play so to train

the child that he will become familiar with the

ordinary occupations of life; to teach the chil-

dren to love one another and to be kind. These

ends are secured by use of carefully selected

objects, called gifts, and by songs and games.

The gifts are eleven in number and were selected

by Froebel ^^^th a view to giving expression to all

of the child's different activities. They are

divided into five groups: (1) solids, (2) surfaces,

(3) lines, (4) points, (5) construction material.

The first gift consists of six colored balls about

one and one-half inches in diameter, covered

with different colored worsteds. The second

gift is a wooden ball, a cylinder and a cube one

and one-half inches in diameter. This is occa-

sionally replaced by half-inch beads, stained in

six colors. The third gift consists of eight

wooden one-inch cubes, forming, when properly

placed together, a two-inch cube. The fourth

gift consists of eight wooden brick-shaped blocks,

one-half by one by two inches, forming, when
placed together, a two-inch cube. The fifth

gift is twenty-seven one-inch cubes, three of

which are bisected diagonally and three quadri-

sected diagonally. The sixth gift is twenty-

seven wooden brick-shaped blocks, three being

bisected lengthwise and six crosswise. The
seventh gift consists of wooden tablets one inch

in diameter. These consist of circles, half-

circles, squares, half-squares, equilateral tri-

angles, half-equilateral triangles and thirds of

equilateral triangles. The eighth gift consists

of sticks or splints from one to five inches long;

the ninth gift is of wire rings, half-rings and

quarter-rings of various lengths; the tenth is of

natural objects containing points, such as pebbles,

lintel seeds and the like. The eleventh consists

of construction materials, such as softened peas,

pellets of wax, cork cubes and sticks with

sharpened ends. In addition to these gifts,

material is supplied for occupations. The
solid material consists of clay suitable for mold-

ing, sand, cardboard and wax. The surface

material includes papers for folding into squares,

oblongs, triangles and other forms, colored

crayons and water colors. The linear material

includes slats for basketry work; material for

weaving, embroidering and for drawing; material

for emphasizing points, such as beads, buttons,

papers, and material for stringing and perforat-

ing.

The kindergarten is not a school for instruc-

tion, but one where all barriers between teacher

and pupil are removed and where the greatest

freedom prevails, though the activities of the

children are so directed by the teacher as to

secure the desired end. For best results, one

teacher should not have charge of more than

twenty children.

Kindergartens are now common throughout

Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria, England,

the United States, Canada, Argentina and some

odier South American countries. The work was
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mtroduced systematically into the United States

in 1870, and schools are now found in all large

cities and many small ones, so that there are

over 300,000 children receiving systematic kin-

dergarten instruction. The Pratt Institute of

New York, the Teachers' College, connected
with Columbia University, the Workingman's
Institute in New York and the Chicago Kinder-
garten College provide means for the thorough
training of those who wish to engage in kinder-

garten work. The state normal schools in a

number of states also maintain kindergarten

departments and prepare kindergarten teachers.

The American Froebel Union was organized in

1867 and included the kindergarten instructors

of the United States. This organization con-

tinued to increase in numbers and in influence

imtil, in 1885, it became the Kindergarten

Department of the National Educational Asso-

ciation. See Froebel, Friedrich. Consult

Blow's Kindergarten and Child Culture; Froe-

bel 's Education by Development and Education

of Man; Harrison's The Kindergarten System

and Froebel's Building Gifts; Peabody's Lec-

tures to Kindergartners; Wiggin and Smith's

Kindergarten Principles in Practice,

Kinet'ic Theory of Gases. See Gas.

Kinet'oscope, an instrument for reproducing

movable pictures from photographs and pro-

jecting them upon a screen. The pattern in

most common use consists of a magic lantern

with a strong light and an object glass and shutter,

constructed specially for the pictures used. The
pictures are photographs about an inch in diame>

ter, arranged in succession on a long strip of

celluloid film. This is attached to a rotating

apparatus, which is operated by an electric

motor or a belt and pulley and is unwound from

one cylinder and wound upon another in such

a manner as to cause the pictures to pass rapidly

across the lens of the lantern. Each picture is

exposed to view for about one-fiftieth of a second,

and from fifty to sixty exposures a second are

made. The opening shutter comes opposite to

each picture as it falls upon the screen and then

moves so as to shut off the light as the picture

is changed. The time required for changing

from one picture to another is about one-tenth

the time given to the exposure upon the screen;

hence the pictures succeed one another so

rapidly that the impression of the first re-

mains upon the eye until the next appears, thus

producing a very lifelike effect. The kinet-

oscope is also called vitascope. See Magic
Lantern.

Sing

King, the title of the supreme ruler of a tribe,

nation or state. In the earhest times the king

was absolute ruler and the source of all authority.

He was considered the representative of God on

earth, and his person was held sacred. But this

conception of a king has gradually changed with

the growth of the spirit of liberty, until most
riders are now restricted by constitutions; many
are elective, that is, subject to removal by a body
representing the citizens of a State. No king

now holds supreme authority; he is only coor-

dinate with the national legislature and the

national courts. The kingship is hereditary in

most States and generally descends to the oldest

male heir, though in some countries it may fall

to female descendants in the absence of male
descendants. In European countries the king

is usually subject to a certain qualification as to

religious faith. Thus, in England the sovereign

must be a Protestant, and in Austria-Hungary
he must be a Roman Catholic. The old theory

that a king can do no wrong still obtains in

Europe, and, accordingly, responsibility for

political action is usually placed in the hands of

his mmisters. The powers of the king in most
European coimtries theoretically include ap-

pointment, military and naval command, the

summoning, opening and adjourning of the

parliament, the approval or disapproval of legis-

lation, the direction of foreign affairs, the par-

doning of criminals, the conferring of titles; but

in reality most of these powers a-e delegated to

the king's ministers.

King, Clarence (1842-1901), a noted Ameri-

can geologist and mining engineer, born at New-
port, R. I., and educated at the Sheffield Scien-

tific School, Yale. After graduation he became
connected with the geological survey of Cali-

fornia and gave most of his time during the next

five years to the exploration of the high Sierras.

He made the first survey of Yosemite Valley and
discovered and named mounts Whitney and

Tyndall. In 1867 he was placed in charge of

the United States geological exploration of the

fortieth parallel and gave five years to this work,

which resulted in a complete geological and

topographical cross section of the Rocky INIoun-

tains and Sierra Nevadas. In 1879 the geological

surveys acting under the government were

organized under one head and placed in charge

of the department of the interior. INIr. King

was made the first director. Among his writings

are The Age of the Earth and Systematic Geology.

King, RuFus (1755-1827), an American states-

man, bom at Scarboro, Maine. He graduated
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from Hanard University and was admitted to

the bar in 17S0. He early entered poUtics, was

elected to the legislature of the colony and was

a delegate to the constitutional convention, being

an earnest ad^•ocate of the instrument, especially

in Massachusetts. In 17S9 he was elected

United States senator from New York and be-

came a leader of the Federalists. In 1796 he

was appointed minister to England, where he

remained until 1803. He was twice thereafter

elected to the United States Senate.

King, ^YILLIA:kI RuFUS (1 786-1853), an

American statesman, bom in Sampson Coimty,

N. C. He was educated at the state university,

was admitted to the bar and was elected to the

state legislature in 1806. He was reelected in

1808 and in 1809 was sent to Congress, sening

seven years. In 1819 he removed to Alabama

and became one of the new state's first United

States senators, serving continuously until 1844,

when he was appointed minister to France.

Returning at his own request in 1846, in 1848

he again became United States senator and in

1852 was chosen vice-president of the United

States on the Democratic ticket with Franklin

Pierce; but he was unable to enter upon the

duties of the office on account of illness, which

soon after caused his death.

Kingbird, a common drab-colored bird vnth

white under parts and a patch of bright red

KINGBIBD

feathers on the top of its head; this it raises as

a crest when angry, but it is ordinarily concealed.

The kingbird is one of the tyrant flycatchers and

is an exceedingly active, pugnacious bird; it

defends its nest with vigor and skill. It has

very keen sight, and even when sitting on its nest

it keeps a sharp lookout for insects and, leaving

its charge for a moment, catches them quickly

on the wing. The kingbird is charged with

eating bees and is consequently not favored by
the bee raiser, though on the whole few birds

are of greater assistance to the agriculturist.

For the egg of the kingbird, see Birds, color plate,

Eggs. Other nearly related species are called by

the same name. The great-crested flycatcher, a

near relative and a more showy bird, has a curi-

ous custom of wea\ang into its nest, wherever

possible, one or more of the cast skins of snakes.

King Crab. See Horseshoe Crab.

King'fishers, a family of birds distinguished

by their long, stoutly formed, foiur-sided bills,

which are

broad at the

baseandter-

minate in a

fine, sharp

point; short

legs, strong

feet and

somewhat
elongated
toes. The
common
kingfisher of

Great Brit-

ain has a

greenish
head, back

and neck,

spotted with

blue, and a

bright blue

ower back and rump. Its throat is white, and

he under surface of the body is pale brown.

The kingfisher spends most of its time perched

on the bough of a tree overhanging the bank of

a river. From this place it watches for fish, and

as soon as it sees one, it dives into the water,

secures the fish and returns to its former posi-

tion, where it swallows it entire. This bird has

long been recognized in poetry and is the sub-

ject of many superstitions. Many people

believed that it laid its eggs in a nest and floated

it out upon the sea, stilling the waves with its

wings. It was then called the halcyon bird,

and from its name beautiful days came to be

known as halcyon days. In the United States

the belted kingfis/wr is a bluish bird with white

under parts, crossed over the breast with a bar

of blue. In the female and young this blue

band is bordered with chestnut. This bird nests

at the end of a long tunnel, A'hich the bird

makes in the bank of a stream.

BELTED KINGFISHER
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King George's War. See French and
VNDi.Ajj Wars.
King'let, a delicate little bird of the thrush

family, olive-green above and yellowish below.

Two species are common in the United States,

the golden-crowned kinglet, which has a stripe of

beautiful gold or orange through the middle of

its head, and the ruby-crowned kinglet, which

has a fiery red crest, hidden by grayish feathers,

except in moments of anger or excitement.

Both are common in the Northern states during

the period of migration, and the ruby-crowned

kinglet is one of the sweetest of the spring

songsters.

King Philip (?-1676) or Metacomet, son of

INIassasoit, chief of the Wampanoags. Though
Massasoit was a steadfast friend of the whites,

his son had become suspicious of them and

planned an outbreak which for a long time filled

the colonies with burnings and massacres.

Finally Philip was defeated and driven hither

and thither; having taken refuge in a swamp
near Mount Hope, he was slain by another

Indian.

Kings, Books of, two books in the English

and one book in the Hebrew canon of the Old

Testament. The history, as related in the books

of Kings, begins with the close of David's reign

and carries the events onward to the capture of

Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple.

See Chronicles.

King's Evil. See Scrofula.

Kings'ley, Charles (1819-1875), an Eng-

lish clergjanan and author. He was educated

at King's College, London, and afterward at

Magdalen College, Cambridge, where he took

his degree with high honors. Shortly after his

graduation he was given the curacy of Eversley,

and he was later made rector of the same parish.

The condi':ion of the English working people

always interested Kingsley greatly, and he

worked constantly for their improvement, both

spiritually and materially. His opinions on the

social and economic questions of the tune are

powerfully expressed in his earliest novels, Alton

Locke, Tailor and Poet and Yeast, A Problem. In

1853 Hypatia was published, and in 1855 West-

toard Ho, both brilliant historical novels, the for-

mer dealing with the early Christian church, the

latter with the South American adventures of

the Elizabethan era. Among his other well-

known works are Two Years Ago, Hereward,

The Hermits and The Water Babies. He was

appointed professor of modern history at Cam-
bridge in 1859 and was canon of Chester in 18G9.

Kingsley, Henry (1830-1876), an English

novehst, a brother of Charles Kingsley. Edu-
cated at King's College, London, and Worcester

College, Oxford, he left England to become an
Australian colonist, in 1858. On his return he
contributed largely to magazines and reviews.

Of the novels which he published between 1859
and 1874 Geojfrey Hamlyn was the first, while

Ravenshoe and Austin Elliott are considered the

best. He was also for a short tune editor of the

Edinburgh Daily Review.

Kings'mill Group. See Gilbert Islands.

King's Mountain, Battle of, a battle in

the Ptevolutionary War, fought October 7, 1780,

between a detachment of Cornwallis's army,

under Ferguson, and a force of backwoodsmen,
under a number of partisan leaders, including

James Williams, Isaac Shelby and John Sevier.

The British were posted at the summit of a

steep mountain about a thousand feet in height,

and thirty miles southwest of Charlotte, N. C,
but the Americans stormed the position from all

sides, inflicting a loss of nearly 400 men in killed

and wounded and capturing the remainder of

the British force.

Kings'ton, the capital of Frontenac co.,

Ontario, Can., on Navy Bay, at the northeast

corner of Lake Ontario, 172 mi. s. w. of Montreal,

on the Grand Trunk, the Kingston & Pembroke
and the Bay of Quinte railroads. Queen's

University and College, a collegiate institution

belonging to the Presbyterians, a mechanics'

institute, the Anglican and Roman Catholic

cathedrals and a hospital are located here.

About a mile west of the city is the Provincial

penitentiary. Next to Quebec and Halifax,

Kingston has the strongest fortifications in

Canada. The trade is very considerable, and

the harbor is accessible to ships of large size.

There are breweries and manufactures of

machinery, steam engines, cottons, leather and

pianos. Shipbuilding is carried on extensively.

There are mineral springs in the town and

neighborhood, and the city is a popular summer

resort. Kingston was founded in 1783, on the

groimd formerly occupied by Fort Frontenac.

Population in 1909,20,000.

Kingston, a city and the capital of Jamaica,

situated on the southeast coast. The harbor is

G miles long by 2 miles wide and forms an ex-

cellent anchorage for vessels. On Jan. 14, 1907,

the city wa.s visited by an earthquake, which,

with the fire that followed, caused a lo&s of 200G

Kves and a i)roperty loss of many million dollars

P .[.Illation, 40,542.
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Kingston, N. Y., the county-seat of Ulster

CO., 55 mi. s. of Albany, on the Hudson River

and on the Xew York, Ontario & Western, the

Walkill Valley and other railroads. The city

is the center of a large trade in coal, stone, brick,

lime, lumber and cement, the last of which is

especially famous. Kingston and Ulster acade-

mies are located here, and the city has several

libraries, Kingston Point Park and a railroad

bridge 150 feet above tidewater. The Senate

House is liistorically interesting as the early

seat of the state legislature, when the city was

for a time the capital of the state. The first

settlement was made in 1652 by the Dutch and

was called Esopus, from the neighboring Indians.

It was a dependency of Fort Orange until organ-

ized as Wiltwyck in 1661. Three years later

the English took control and changed the name
to Kingston. The adjoining villages of Rondout

and "Wilbur were added in 1872, and the place

was incorporated as a city. Population in 1905,

25,556.

Kingston-upon-Hull. See Hull.
King William's War. See French and

IxDiAX Wars.
King'wood, a beautiful, dark-colored wood,

sometimes variegated with violet streaks, which

closely resembles West Indian rosewood. It is

used for small cabinet work.

Kinkajou, Idn'ka joo, a carnivorous mammal
of northern South America, related to the rac-

coon. In habits it is nocturnal, and it is docile

when captured. In shape it resembles the lemur,

the legs being short, fur close and woolly and tail

long and prehensile. Kinkajous feed chiefly on
small animals, insects, birds and honey.

Kio'to, Kyoto or Saikio, a large city of

Japan, on the island of Hondo, in an extensive

plain, 230 mi. s. w. of Tokyo, with which it is

connected by railway. It was formerly the

special residence of the mikado and the seat of

his court, and the chief buildings are the old im-

perial palace and the residence of the shogun. It

is the center of religion, of learning and of artis-

tic manufactures, such as carved ivory ornaments,

lacquerr-d ware, bronze ornaments, brocaded and
embroidered silks, porcelain and cloisonne ware.

Kioto has many good schools and an imperial

university. Population in 1904, 380,568.

Kiowa, ke'o wah, a powerful and peculiar

tribe of indians that seem distinct from any of

the other families. They were hostile to the

whites and, with the Comanches and Chinooks,

were for many years among the most trouble-

some of the western indians. The remaining

Kiowas are now living outwardly like the

whites.

Kip'ling, (Joseph) Rudyard (1865- ),

an English poet and writer of fiction. He was
born at Bombay, India, but was sent to Eng-
land to be educated and in 1878 entered the

United Serv'ice College at Westward Ho. Many
of the incidents of his life here were afterwards

described in Sialky & Co. On his return to

India he became sub-editor on the Civil and

Military Gazette at Lahore, which position he

RUDYARD KIPIJNQ

held imtil 1889. During this time there ap-

peared in the Gazette many of his short stories

and poems, which were afterw^ards collected and

published in book form. In 1892 he went to

the United States, and while there he married

Miss Caroline Starr Balestier. In 1899 he trav-

eled in South Africa, and on his return he settled

in England. Kipling may be reckoned as one

of the most forceful of modern fiction writers,

on account of his vivid descriptions of life in

India, his keen insight into nature and character

and his well-nigh unfailing ability to grasp the

telling points in whatever he seeks to describe.

Of his long list of books, the following may be

mentioned: Departmental Ditties, Plain Tales

from the Hills, Soldiers Three, Tlie Phantom

Rickshaw, Wee Willie Winkie and Other Stories,

The Light that Failed, the two Jungle Books,

The Day's Work, Captains Courageous, Kim,
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generally considered his greatest work, the

Just-So Stories, The Five Nations and Traffic

and Discoveries. His versatiHty may be best

seen by a comparison of the almost brutal

realism of Soldiers Three and the stories in the

collection known as Many Inventions, with the

super-sensual, mystic atmosphere of The Brush-

wood Boy, or They.

Kirghiz, Mr gcez', a wandering Mongol-

Tartar race, numbering in its various branches

about 3,000,000 and inhabiting the steppes that

extend from the lower Volga and the Caspian

Sea in the west to the Altai and Thian-Shan

Mountains in the east, and from the Sea of Aral

and the Syr Daria in the south to the Tobol and

Irtish on the north.

Kirksville, kurks'vil, Mo., the county-seat of

Adair co., 204 mi. n. w. of Saint Louis, on the

Wabash and the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City

railroads. The city has a considerable trade

with the surrounding agricultural region and

contains iron works and other factories. A
state normal school and the American School

of Osteopathy are located here. It was settled

in 1840. Population in 1900, 5966.

Kirkwood, kurk'wood, Samuel Jordan
(1813-1894), an American politician and admin-

istrator, born in Hartford co., Md., educated at

Washington, D. C. He went to Ohio in 1835,

studied law, and was admitted to the bar in

1843. Twelve years later he removed to Iowa,

where he engaged in manufacturing. He became

conspicuous as a member of the new Republican

party and in 1859 was elected governor of Iowa.

He became known as one of the most faithful

and efficient of the famous "war governors."

At the close of the war he was elected to the

United States Senate. In 1875 for the third time

he was elected governor of the state and at the

close of his term again entered the United States

Senate. In 1881 he was made secretary of the

interior by President Garfield, but resigned

in the following year and retired from public life.

Kishinev, ke'she nyef, a town of Russia,

capital of the Government of Bessarabia, on the

Byk, a tributary of the Dniester. In 1812 only

a small town, it is now the seat of the civil and

ecclesiastical authority, has many churches,

schools, theaters and large markets for cattle

and corn. Population, 125,787.

Kiss, August (1802-1865), a German sculp-

tor whose first important work was the Mounted

Amazon Attacked by a Tiger. This is acknowl-

edged to be his masterpiece, but among his other

important works are a statue of Frederick the

Great, a statue of Saint George Slaying the

Dragon and a marble group of Faith, Hope
and Charity.

Kitchen Cabinet, a name applied to a
group of men who, during Andrew Jackson's

administrations as president, exercised a great

influence upon the policy of the government,

though they held no important offices. The
chief members of this circle were Major William

B. Lewis, Isaac Hill, Amos Kendall, Duff Green
and Francis P. Blair, Sr.

Kitch'ener, Horatio Herbert, First Vis-

count Kitchener of Khartum, of the Vaal and
of Aspall (1850- ), a British general, born

at Gunsborough Villa, in County Gerry, Ire-

land. He was educated at the Royal Military

Academy in Woolwich and entered the army in

1871 as a lieutenant of engineers. Later he

was engaged m surveys in Egypt and vicinity

and was rapidly promoted to commands with

the British force in Egypt, being conspicuous

in the expedition which vainly tried to keep

open communication with General Gordon at

IQiartum. In various minor campaigiis in

Africa he attained distinction and won promo-

tion, being given high offices. In 1896 he began

an active campaign for the recovery of the lost

provinces of Upper Egypt, and the capture of

Kliartum in September, 1898, marked the suc-

cessful close of a brilliant series of engagements.

During the Boer War he wiis chief of staff to

Lord Roberts and rendered valuable service to

the British force. When Roberts returned to

England Kitchener became commander in

chief.

Kitchen Middens, the name given to certain

mounds, from 3 to 10 feet in height and from

100 to 1000 feet in length, found in Denmark,

the north of Scotland and other localities, con-

sisting chiefly of the shells of oysters, cockles

and other edible shellfish. They are the refuse

heaps of a prehistoric people unacquainted with

the use of metals, all the implements found in

them being of stone, bone, horn or wood.

Fragments of rude pottery occur. The bone.s

are all those of wild animals, with the exception

of those of the dog. Similar shell deposits

occur on the eastern shores of the United States

and probably were formed by early Indians.

Kite, a bird of prey belonging to the family

of falcons, but difi'ering from the true falcons

in having a somewhat long, forked tail, long

wings, short legs and weak bill and talons. This

peculiarity renders it the least formidable of

the birds of prey. The American swallowtail
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kite is benutiful bird with glossy black back,

wings and tail, and white under parts.

Kites have been kno^\^l since earliest times

and in certain countries are still the chief amuse-

ment of the people. In Japan kites strong

enough to lift a man were made six hundred

years ago, in order to spy out the force of an

enemy in times of war. Not only the youths

of Japan but the adults, also, enter into kite-

flying with great zest, and some of the kites

themselves are beautiful and elaborate produc-

tions, decorated with the highest art. In China

the kite-flyer often has a niunber of kites in

the air at once, all attached to a common string,

and the greatest skill and patience are nec-

essary to keep them separate or disentangle

them when they have been blown together by

a strong wind. Fish, butterflies, dragons and

birds are imitated in kites by the skilful Chi-

nese, and many of these peculiar forms have

found their way into stores of the United States.

In the United States, kite-flying is in some lo-

calities a favorite pastime of children, and since

the invention of the box kite, it has become
possible to fly them very successfully in restricted

space. Even here, kite-flying is not altogether a

pastime, for besides the scientific use of kites in

meteorological observations, use is made of them
in carrA'ing messages, in photographing land-

scapes and, to a considerable extent, in adver-

tising. It has become no uncommon thing to

see over a large out-door assembly a number
of kites bearing advertising banners on their

strings.

Kit'tiwake, a spacies of gull, found in great

abundance in all the northern parts of the

world, wherever the coast is high and rocky.

It is a small, snow-white bird, with pearly blue

,

upper parts. It takes its name from its peculiar

cry.

Kit'tredge, Ai.fred B. QSOl- \ an

American politician., born w Cheshire County,

New Hampshire. He was educated at Yale

University, graduated from the Yale Law
School and was admitted to the bar in 1885

In the same year he removed to Sioux Falls,.

S. D., where he obtained a large law practice.

He was elected to the state legislature in 1889,

sen'ing four years, and in 1901 was appointed

United States senator. He was elected for

a full term in 1903.

Kiushiu, hyoo'slioo'. See Japan.

Klamath, Mah'mat, a fairly civilized indian

tribe, who now live on their reservation, but who
were once important in southern Oregon,

where they held as slaves the captives they made
in their warfare. See Modoc.
Klausenburg, Mow'zen hoorK, (Hungarian,

Kolozsvar), an Hungarian town, the former

capital of Transylvania and the present capital

of the County of Klausenburg. It carries on an

active trade and has manufactures of cigars,

beet sugar, cloth and paper. It is the seat of a

Reformed and a Unitarian superintendent and
has several educational institutions of impor-

tance. The greater part of the inhabitants are

Magyars. Population in 1900, 49,295.

Klondike, the region surrounding the Klon-

dike Creek and its tributaries, in the Canadian

Territory of Yukon. The Klondike placer

mines are located in the beds and along the

banks of the Bonanza, the El Dorado and other

tributary streams and creeks of the Klondike.

This district is just east of the Alaskan border

line, 2200 miles from the mouth of the Yukon
River. Gold was discovered here by G. W.
Cormack, a native of Illinois, in August, 1896.

The gold lies all the way through a frozen bed

of muck, fine and coarse gravel, and is free

in large grains and nuggets. The world at

large learned of the rich Klondike mines in

July, 1897, and before the middle of August,

6000 nicn were on their way to the Klondike

district. Dawson City, which sprang up after

the advent of the crowds of miners, is the chief

trading post of the district (See Dawson).

It is estimated that over $2,000,000 in gold was

taken from the Klondike placer mines in 1897.

jNIining operations are seriously embarrassed by

the short summer period, as the lunit of outdoor

work is about three months. Miners excavate

pay dirt during the winter months and wash
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the dirt during summer. In 1902 a diminution

in the supply of gold was noticeable. Several

of the richest claims had been exhausted, and

no compensating new fields were discovered.

Kneipp, knipe, Sebastian (1821-1897), a

German priest who is best known for the water-

cure treatment v/hich he advocated. One of

his principles is that patients should walk bare-

footed in the snow in winter and on the wet

grass in summer. Sunshine and settled routine

of exercise in the o])en air are important factors

in his system. Establishments of the Kneipp
treatment are to be found in many cities of the

world, including the principal ones in the United

States.

Knife, nife, a tool used for cutting. A knife

has a blade and a handle. These are usually

made of two parts and joined. There are nearly

as many kinds of knives as there are uses for

them. Savages made knives of stone hy hewing

the edge very thin and giving the blade a rough

point. Bone, ivory and horn are used for paper

knives, but table knives are made of steel or of

bronze and plated with silver. Steel is used for

the blades of knives that require a sharp edge.

The pocket knife is a Yankee invention and was
first made in Connecticut. A pen knife is a small

pocket knife with a thin, narrow blade; it was
so named because knives of this style were in

general use for making quill pens before steel

pens became common (See Pen). In sharpen-

ing a knife, both sides of the blade should be

ground alike, and in using it, generally the edge

should be turned so as to ^^•hittle from the holder.

The best results are obtained by drawing the

blade sloAvly toward the point as it is pushed

forward through the wood.

Knight, nife. See Chivalky.
Knight'hood, Orders of, the name given to

organized and duly constituted bodies of knights.

The orders of knighthood are of two classes^

associations or fraternities possessing property

and rights of their ovm as independent bodies;

and merely honorary associations, established

by sovereigns within their respective dominions.

To the former class belonged the three cele-

brated religious orders founded during the

Crusades—Templars, Hospitalers and Teutonic

Knights. (For the costume of a medieval knight,

see DresSj color plate I, Fig. 9.) The other

class embraces most of the existing European

orders, such as the Order of the Golden Fleece,

the Order of the Holy Ghost, the Order of

Saint Michael. The chief British orders are

the orders of the Garter, the Thistle, Saint

Patrick, the Bath, Saint Michael and Saint

George, the Star of India and of the Indian

Empire. The various orders have each their

appropriate insignia, which generally include

a badge or jewel, a collar, a ribbon of a certain

color and a star.

Knights Hos'pitalers of Saint John.

See John, Kmghts of Saint.

Knights of Labor, a labor organization

founded at Philadelphia in 1 869. Its operations

were secret, but its professed object was the

amelioration and protection of the laboring

classes. Of late years the membership has

largely decreased through internal dissensions

and ill-advised strikes, and it has been largely

superseded by the American Federation of

Labor.

Knitting Machine. The first knitting

machine was the stocking frame, invented by

William Lee of England, in 1589. An improved

form of this machine was introduced into the

KNITTING M.-a^ii:

United States early in the eighteenth century,

and power was first applied to the knitting

machine at Albany, N. Y., in 1831. The most

common form of knitting machine now in use

is the circular, or rotary, machine, which knits

a circular web. The needles are arranged in

rows around a horizontal circular frame. Each

needle has a hook at the end, by means of which

it draws down the thread and makes a loop as

it is depressed, ^^^len the needles are again

elevated the loop is slipped off over this hook

and forms a part of the web as the next hook is

joined to it. The needles are upright and have

an upward and dowTiward motion, produced
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by means of cams on the side. The web extends

downward within the circle and has a weight

attached to its lower end to hold it in position.

The machines are automatic and so perfectly

adjusted tliat a boy can tend four of them.

They are used extensively in the manufacture

of hosiery and underwear.

Knot'grass or Knotweed or Door-mat, a

very common plant of the buckwheat family,

remarkable for its wide distribution. It is a

much-brnnched herb, with trailing stems and
knotted joints, that grows in a mat, pressed

flat to the ground. The flowers are not easily

seen, but are small and greenish and pink in

color. Knotgrass is remarkable for its varied

forms and for the persistence with which it

grows in hard or trampled ground.

Knots include the various methods of tying,

fastening and joining ropes or cords. From

one hundred fifty to two hundred different kinds

of knots may be enumerated, mostly used on
shipboard, though almost all occupations using

ropes or cordage have special kinds of knots

adapted to their different requirements. While
the great majority of these are purely technical,

there are a few so generally useful in the every-

day occurrences of life that they may be briefly

described. The figures represent the various

knots before they are drawn taut, the better

to show the method of tying. Generally, the

requirements of a useful knot may be stated

to be that it should neither slip nor jam; that

is, that while it holds without danger of slipping

while the strain is on it, when slackened it should

be easily untied again. The simplest knot is

the common one tied on the end of a thread or

cord to prevent its slipping. By passing a loop,

instead of the end of the cord, the common slip

knot (1) is formed; and a useful fixed loop is

obtained by tying a simple knot, or the figure

8 knot (2), on the loop of a cord. One of the

simplest and most useful running knots for a

small cord is made by means of two simple

knots (3). The most secure method of fasten-

ing a line to a bucket is the standing bowline

(4) ; and a running bowline is formed by passing

the end a through the loop b, thus making a

running loop. Another good knot to make fast

a bucket is the anchor bend (5). Out of the

score or so of methods of fastening a boat's

painter the one which will be found most useful

is the well-known two half-hitches (6). The
timber hitch (7) is useful for attaching a line to

a spar or a stone, and the clove hitch (8) is

invaluable for many purposes. It is very simple

and cannot slip. A simple method of fastening

a rope to a hook is the blackwall hitch (9),

where the strain on the main rope jams the end

so tightly against the hook that it cannot slip.

There are many methods for shortening a rope

temporarily, one of them being the sheep shank,

the simplest form of which is shown in 10.

Of the methods for uniting the ends of two

cords, the simplest and one of the most secure

is the common reef knot (11), which must be

carefully distinguished from the "granny" (12),

which will jam if it does not slip; the reef knot

will do neither. For very small cords or thread

the best knot is the weavers' (13). The fisher-

man's knot is a very useful one for anglers and

is formed by a simple knot in each cord being

slipped over the other (14); when drawn taut

it is very secure, and it is easily separated by

pulling the short ends. A useful method of

uniting large ropes is shown in 15; tie a simple

knot on the end of one rope, and interlace the

end of the other and draw taut. This tie may
also be made with the figure 8 knot. For very

large ropes the carrick bend (16) is the simplest

and most secure. The bowline bend is formed

by looping two bowline knots into each other.

See Splicing.

Knowles, nohk, James Sheridan (1784-

1862), a British dramatist. He tried acting

for a time, but meeting with indifferent success,

he devoted himself to teaching, first in Belfast
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and afterward in Glasgow. His tragedy of

Cains Gracchus was performed in 1815 with

success, and from tMs time he had a prosperous

career as author, actor and lecturer. Among his

best plays are Virginius, The Wife, The Hunch-
back and TJie Love Chase. About 1845 he

retired from the stage. He afterward became
a Baptist preacher and published several theo-

logical works.

Know'-Nothings, the popular name for the

American party, which was formed in the

United States shortly before 1855. The party

gained considerable success in that year, lost

its ground hopelessly in 1856 and soon after

disappeared from American poHtics. Its dis-

tinctive principle was that the government of

America must be in the hands of Americans;

naturalization was to follow only after twenty-

one years' probation, and allegiance to any
foreign potentate or power was to be a bar to

selection for political office. The term Know-
Nothings was applied to them because they

refused to tell anything that transpired at their

meetings.

Knox, noks, Henry (1750-1806), an Ameri-

can revolutionary soldier, born in Boston. At
an early age he entered on a military career,

and he took an active part in the contests imme-
diately preceding the revolution. He took part

in the battles of Bunker HiU, Brandywhie,

Germantown, Monmouth, Trenton and York-

town; was for a time a member of Washington's

staff, and was appointed by Washington to

receive the surrender of the British forces in

New York State. In 1785 he was appointed

secretary of war, and he held the office for

ten years. His bravery, skill and constant

loyalty to Washington made him one of the

commander in chief's most trusted friends.

Knox, John (1505-1572), the chief promoter

of the Reformation in Scotland, was born in

Gifford, in East Lothian. He was educated in

Glasgow and at Saint Andrews, became an

ardent advocate of the reform faith in about

1542 and four or five years later preached to the

beleaguered Protestants in the castle of Saint

Andrews. When this castle was taken by the

French, Knox was sent to France with the other

prisoners and put to the galleys, from which he

was released in 1549. Two years later he was

appointed chaplain to Edward VI and preached

before him at Westminster. On the accession

of Mary in 1554, Knox left England and sought

refuge at Geneva. Here he was soon involved

in a controversy and, after a few months, re-

94

turned to England, but again went back to

Geneva the following year at the request of the

congregation which he had left there. In May,
1559, Knox returned to Scotland and joined the

lords of the congregation. He preached at

Perth with such fire and effect that his hearers

made a general attack upon the churches of the

city, overturned the altars, destroyed the pic-

tures, broke the images and almost leveled the

monasteries to the ground. He was appointed
minister of Edinburgh, and from that time until

his death he fook a leading part in the proceed-

ings of the Protestants and had the principal

share of the work in drawing up the confession

of faith which was accepted in 1560 by Parlia-

ment. The next year he was involved in a sharp

controversy with ]Mary Stuart, because of her

attempt to reestablish the Catholic form of

worship in Scotland. In 1569 he retired for

a time to Saint Andrews, and three years later

his health gave way. He married ^Margery

Bowes in 1555. Besides preaching, Knox wrote

extensively. Among his works are the First

Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regi-

ment oj Women and the History of the Reformat

tiori of Religion within the Realm of Scotland.

The best edition of his works is that edited by
David Laing. Consult M'Crie's Life of Knox.
Knox, Philander Chase (1853- ), an

American lawyer and statesman, born in Browns-
ville, Pa. He graduated from Mount Union
College, Alliance, Ohio, in 1872, was admitted

to the bar three years later and with the excep-

tion of one year, in which he was assistant

United States district attorney, was engaged in

active practice in his native city until 1901, when
he was appointed attorney-general by President

McKinley. This position he retained until

June, 1904, when he resigned to accept an

appointment to the United States Senate, as

successor of ]M. S. Quay. He was elected for

a full term in 1905.

Knox'ville, Tenn., the county-seat of Knox
CO., 110 mi. n. e. of Chattanooga, on the Holston

River and on the Atlanta, Knoxville & North-

ern, the Southern and other railroads. The
city is beautifully situated at the foothills of

Clinch Mountains and is the seat of the Uni-

versity of Tennessee, an agricultural college, the

Nashville College for Colored Students and the

state institutions for the insane and the deaf

and dumb. Knoxville is one of the leading

inland cities of the South. It has a large trade

in marble, exports considerable agricultural prod-

uce and contains manufactories of cotton and
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woolen goods, flour, lumber, wagons and other

articles. The place was settled in 1 787. It was

the capital of the "Territory South of Ohio"

from 1792 to 1796 and of the state from 1796 to

1811. During the Civil War it was captured by

General Bumside, in August, 1863, and was

thereafter held by the Union forces. Popula-

tion in 1902, 32,637.

Koala, ko ah'lah, an Australian animal, some-

what resembling a small bear, hence, sometimes

called the native bear. Its toes are divided into

groups of two and three, in which it differs from

all other quadrupeds. This arrangement adapts

the koala to grasping and hanging from

branches of trees. The koala is about two

feet long and is covered with a w-oolly fur,

which is short and gray. It is nocturnal in

its habits and feeds on leaves, chiefly of the

eucalyptus. Like the kangaroo, the female has

a pouch on its abdomen, in w^hich the young

are carried.

Kobe, kc/bay, a seaport of Japan, adjoining

Hiogo so closely as to form one town with it. It

lies on the western shore of the bay of Osaka

ind is 22 miles from the city of Osaka. It has

docks, railway shops and a shipyard. Its har-

bor is safe and deep, and it has direct steamship

communication with China, Australia and vari-

ous European and American ports. Among its

manufactures, the chief is paper. Kobe is one

of the ports opened by treaty to foreign com-

merce, and it is considered the most attractive

of them. Its trade is more extensive than that

of any of the other treaty ports. Population in

1904, 285,002.

Koblentz or Koblenz, ko'blents. See Co-

BLEXZ.

Koch, koK, Robert (1843- ), a noted

German physician and bacteriologist, bom at

Clausthal, Hanover. He was educated at Got-

tingen, and he practiced for a number of years

with great success. Doctor Koch became noted

for his investigation of bacteria as a source of

disease, and he was able to place bacteriology

on a firm foundation as a science. In 1882 he

discovered the germ which produces consump-

tion, and the next year he was sent by bis gov-

ernment to Egypt to investigate the cholera;

there he discovered the bacillus which causes

this disease. In 1890 he proposed the lymph

treatment for consumption; but the treatment

has not been entirely successful. Doctor Koch
is a member of the medical faculty of the Uni-

versity of Berlin See Germ Theory op Dis-

e-vse; Cholera; Tuberculosis.

Koh-i-noor, ko e noor', or Mountain of

Light, the name of the most celebrated diamond.

According to legend, it was in possession of a

ruler in India more than five thousand years ago.

It first came into history in the fourteenth cen-

tury, when it was brought to Delhi. At the

sacking of this city in 1739 it was carried to

Afghanistan, but was returned to India later,

EGBERT KOCH

and at the conquest of Punjab it came mto pos-

session of the British East India Company, by

whom it was presented to the royal family of

Great Britain, in whose possession it still remains.

It has been reduced, by successive cuttings, from

793 to 106 carats, and it is now valued at $600,-

000. See Diamond.

Ko'komo, Ind., thecounty-seat of Howard co.,

on the Wildcat River and on the Lake Erie &
Western, the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Saint Louis and other railroads. The city is in

an agricultural region, but is principally engaged

in manufacturing. Glass, pottery, paper, rub-

ber goods and automobiles are the principal

products. It has a number of churches, a

beautiful park, a public library and a high school.

Kokomo was settled in 1844 and was chartered

as a city in 1855. Population in 1900, 10,609.

Ko'la or Co'la, a genus of plants native of

western Africa. The fruit consists of two,

sometimes more, separate pods, containing
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several seeds about the size of horse-chestnuts,

which have been found to contain caffeine, the

active principle of coffee and also the same
active principle as cocoa, with less fatty matter.

A drink prepared from them is largely used in

tropical Africa and is said to have digestive,

refreshing and invigorating properties. It has

been introduced into this country.

Kolmar, kolc'mahr. See Colmar.
Kongfutse, kong jute'see. See Confucius.

Kongo or Congo, the largest, and, excepting

the Nile, the longest, river in Africa, and one

of the largest rivers of the world. It has various

names along its course. It rises in the moun-
tainous region between Tanganyika and Nyassa

and flows southwest under the name of the

Zambesi River, entering Lake Bangweolo, or

Bemba. From here it is continued as the Lua-

pula northward into Lake Moero. The outlet

of this lake flowing north receives in its course

the great Lualaba. The river has many tribu-

taries, among which are the Aruwimi, the

Ubanghi, the Sanga and the Kassai. About

eighty miles below Stanley Falls it is joined by

the Lomani, and a little east of this point it

begins its great bend to the west. About three

hundred miles from the mouth of the Kongo is

Stanley Pool, an enlargement of the river. The
total length is perhaps 3000 miles, of which about

one-half is navigable. Navigation is free from

the mouth for about ninety miles, where it is

interrupted by cataracts and falls, and is free

again between Stanley Pool and Stanley Falls.

The chief towns on the river are Matadi, Boma
and Banana.

Kongo Free State

Kongo Free State or Congo Free State,

an independent state in central Africa. It

reaches the Atlantic at the mouth of the Kongo
River by a narrow neck of land and extends

inland so as to cover an immense area lying

mainly south of the river. In 1876, under the

organization of King Leopold II of Belgium, the

International African Association was founded
for the purpose of promoting the colonization

and civilization of Africa. At the expense of

Leopold, Henry M. Stanley was sent to pre^

pare for the development of the resources of the

Kongo region (See Stanley, Hexry Morton,
Sir). The Kongo Free State was founded in

1884 under the auspices of the Kongo Inter-

national Association, and recognition for this

territory as an independent sovereignty W'as

obtained from the European governments and
the United States in 1885, by the act of the

Congress of Berlin, which declared that the

state was free and neutral, that the trade was
open to all nations and that the slave trade was
to be suppressed. Leopold was made the

sovereign of the state. The central government
is located at Brussels and comprises the king of

Belgium and a secretary of state. The direct ad-

ministration of the government is carried on
at Boma by a governor-general. In 1890 the

right was reserved to Belgium of annexing the

Kongo Free State after ten years. In 1901 no
change was made in the existing form of govern-

ment, but in 1908, by virtue of authority vested

in the King, the State was annexed to Belgium.

The Kongo is the chief river, and with its

tributaries it drains a great part of the land. The
climate is tropical, and the lowlands along the

coast are unhealthful, but in the interior Euro-

peans can live nearly as safely as in their home
countries. Among the products grown are

hemp, bananas, sugar cane, rubber trees, coffee,

tobacco, corn and rice. The trade m rubber

and ivory is very valuable. The commerce has

been increasing rapidly; the trade is carried on

chiefly with Belgium, Great Britain, Germany
and Holland. The principal stations are Boma,

the capital; Banana; Ndolo; Leopoldville,

the probable future capital; Stanley Pool,

Stanley Falls, and Matadi, the railway city.

The communication between the interior and the

Atlantic has been greatly facilitated by the con-

struction of a railroad line between those places

on the Kongo where navigation is impossible

on account of the numerous rapids and falls in

the river. The inhabitants are mostly of the

Bantu race. The population has been estimated
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at from U,000,000 to 30,000,000; the number

of Europeans, most of whom are Belgians, is

alx)ut 2300. Consuh Stanley's Tlie Congo and

ihr FouiuUnrj of Its Free State.

Kdniggratz, ko'nig grayts. See Sadowa,

Battle of.

Kbnigsberg, ko'nigs bcrK, a fortified town of

Prussia, capital of the Province of East Prussia,

situated about 5 mi. from the mouth of the

Pregel. There are a number of buildings of

historical interest, among them the Schlosskirche,

in which Frederick I and William I were crowned.

The university, founded in 1544, is attended by

SOO or 900 students and has a library of 225,000

volumes, a zoological museum and other valu-

able collections. The manufactures of Konigs-

berg are various, including machinery, pianos,

tobacco and cigars. The chief trade is in grain,

flax and hemp, timber, tea, petroleum and

leather products. Population in 1900, 189,483.

Koo'doo or Kudu, the native name of a

striped antelope of South Africa. The male is

distinguished by its

fine horns, nearly

four feet long and

beautifully twisted

in a wide spiral.

The koodoo is of a

grayish-brown =J
color, with a narrow

white stripe along

the back and eight

or ten similar stripes

down either side.

It is about four feet in height and fully eight in

length.

Kootenay, Kootenai or Kutenai, a small

family of indian tribes who lived on the border-

land between Montana and British Columbia

and are now zealous Catholics, quite well civi-

lized and living comfortably on their reserva-

tions. They have always been honest and godd

friends of the whites.

Kootenay River, a river of British Columbia,

which rises in the Rocky Mountains and flows

southward into the United States, passing

through Montana and Idaho, and then reenters

British Columbia, where it flows through

Kootenay Lake and thence into the Columbia

River. It is about 400 miles long, but only a

small part of it is navigable, because of rapids.

Koran, ko'ran or ko rahn' , or Alcoran (the

reading, or that which is to be read), the book

containing the religious and moral code of the

Mohammedans, by which, indeed, all their

transactions, civil, legal and military, are regu-

lated. According to the Mohammedan belief,

the Koran was written from the beginning in

golden rays on a gigantic tablet in the highest

hesn'ens, and portions were communicated by

the angel Gabriel to Mohammed at intervals

during twenty-three years. These portions were

dictated by Mohammed to a scribe and kept for

the use of his followers. After Mohammed's
death, they were collected into a volume at the

command of Mohammed's father-in-law and

successor, Abu Bekr. This form of the Koran,

however, was considered to contain erroneous

readings, and in order to remove these Caliph

Othman, in the thirtieth year of the Hejira

(652 A. D.), caused a new copy to be made from

the original fragments and then ordered all the

old copies to be destroyed. The leading doc-

trine of the Koran is the Oneness of God, clearly

laid down in the symbol of the Moslem, "God
is God, and Mohammed is his prophet." To
Christ—who is simply regarded as one of the

prophets—Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses and

Mohammed, it assigns a place in the seventh or

highest heaven, in the immediate presence of

God. The doctrines of good and bad angels

and of the resurrection and final judgment are

fully set forth, and also God's mercy, which,

instead of the merits or good works of a man,
secures entrance into heaven. Idolatry and the

deification of created beings are severely con-

demned. The Koran prescribes prayer five

times a day with the face turned toward Mecca;

fasting; alms, and the pilgrimage to Mecca and

Mount Ararat, something similar to which had

existed with most sects before Mohammed.
Purification must precede prayer, and where

water is not obtainable, dry dust or sand may
be used. To give alms was always a particular

trait of the Arabians, but Mohammed made it

obligatory. The language is considered the

purest Arabic. See Mohammedanism.
Kordofan, hor do fahn', a country of Africa,

in the Eastern Sudan, between Darfur and the

White Nile. From 1821 to 1883 it formed one

of the Sudanese provinces of Egypt, but at the

latter date it was freed from Egyptian rule

through the Mahdi's insurrection and has since

been virtually independent. The surface is

generally flat, and the soil, barren during the

dry season, is covered with vegetation during

the rainy season. The climate in the wet season,

lasting from June to October, is extremely

unhealthful; in the dry season, though health-

ful, it is intolerably hot. The principal articles
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of trade are mucilage and ostrich feathers. Cul-

tivation is almost wholly confined to a species of

millet. The inhabitiints consist largely of

negroes and Arabs. The chief town is El Obeid.

Population, about 300,000.

Kore'a or Gorea, a kingdom of Asia, lying

between 125° and 129° 3G' east longitude and

34° 40' and 43° north latitude. It is bounded

on the n. by Manchuria, from which it is sepa-

rated in part by the Yalu River, and it projects

to the s. e. between the Japan Sea and the

Yellow Sea and is separated from Japan by

Korea Strait. Its length is 560 miles and its

area is 82,000 square miles, or a little less than

that of Minnesota. The population is variously

estimated at from 8,000,000 to 15,000,000

A mountain range extends the entire length

of the kingdom along or near the northwest and

the eastern shore, and this contains peaks varying

in height from 4000 to 8000 feet. To the south

and west the land slopes gently to the coast.

The mountains are well wooded, as is most of

the northern part of the country. The southern

and western sections are covered with a fertile

soil, contain numerous streams and are in other

ways well suited to agriculture. The climate

in the north resembles that of China in the same

latitude. The winters are somewhat severe and

the summers warm. The climate of the southern

part of the kingdom resembles that of Japan,

being mild and equable. Everyw^here there is

sufficient rainfall for agricultural purposes.

The mineral resources include coal, found in

the west central part; gold, which is obtained

along the rivers in the north; copper, lead ore,

and granite, limestone and other building stones.

Mining has not been extensively developed, but

parties from the United States, Germany and

Great Britain have obtained concessions for

gold mining, and the output is now about

$2,240,000 a year. Considerable copper is also

exported, and coal is mined for local use. With

the exception of the northern region, the entire

kingdom is well suited to agricultural purposes,

and agriculture forms the occupation of nearly

all the inhabitants. In the north, crops are

confined to barley, oats and millet, but in the

central and southern regions rice, corn, w^heat,

cotton, tobacco, potatoes and vegetables are

raised in large quantities. Rice is the most

important food plant. Fruits thrive, but owing

to the frequent rains they have little or no flavor.

Cattle, hogs and goats are raised, and oxen are

generally used for work animals, the horse being

reserved for riding. The raising of sheep is

forbidden by law. Until recently the inhabit-

ants knew nothing of butter, cheese and milk,

but since the introduction of cattle these are

gradually coming into use. The manufactures

are limited and are at present confined to the

weaving of fabrics from hemp and graSvS, the

manufacture of coarse cotton and silk cloth,

mats, bamboo screens and inlaid ware, also the

manufacture of paper of a peculiar quality, used

by the natives in making hats, other articles of

clothing and umbrellas. Formerly the Koreans

were noted for their skill in those arts which now
specially characterize the manufactures of the

Chinese and Japanese, and it is supposed that

these arts were introduced into Japan through

Korea.

There are practically no good roads, and out-

side the seaports wheeled vehicles are unknown.

Travel and transportation of commodities are

by pack animals. The nobility travel by sedan

chairs. A railway connecting Chemul{)o with

Seoul is in operation, and another from Seoul to

Fusan, the southern seaport, is in the process

of construction. The kingdom contains over

2000 miles of telegraph lines, and a postal system

conforming to the regulations of the Postal

Union is in operation. The comimerce of the

country is limited and is carried on chiefly with

China and Japan, though the United States,

Great Britain, Germany and France have com-

mercial treaties with Korea and carry on a

limited trade.

The government is an absolute monarchy.

The king is assisted by a ministry of ten mem-
bers, to whom are added five councilors, the

whole making a supreme council. The council

passes upon acts before they are signed by the

king. For local administration the country is

divided into provinces. Education is general

and theoretically reaches from the common
schools to the university. However, the state

university has not yet been established. There

are numerous schools, in which Japanese and

other foreign languages are taught, and several

mission schools are maintained by various

denominations.

The inhabitants are supix)sed to have sprung

from the intermarriage of Chinese, Ainos and

other races and are of Mongolian descent.

They difl"er somewhat in size, appearance and

habits from the Chinese on the one hand and

the Japanese on the othpr. The women live

in seclusion. Polygamy is not legally author-

ized, but it is practiced to a greater or less

extent. In religion most of the people are
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ancestor and spirit worshipers, and their wor-

ship includes very many curious superstitions.

History. Korea is supposed to have been

founded alx)ut 1100 b. c, and about 100 B. c.

it was annexed to the Chinese Empire and con-

tinued this rehition for somewhat over a century,

when the kingdom was divided into three

principaHties. This condition lasted for about

10(X) years. In 960 a. d. one of these princi-

palities gained its independence and absorbed

the others, and for the next 300 years Korea

existed as an independent kingdom. During

this time the arts flourished, and Buddhism

obtained a very strong hold upon the country.

At about the beginning of the fifteenth century,

however, there was a revolution. Buddhism

was overthrown, and a new dynasty was estab-

lished. In 1592 the country sufi'ered an inva-

sion from the Japanese, who overran the king-

dom, but were finally driven out by the Chinese.

This military assistance resulted in making

Korea again tributary to China, under which

condition it remained until 1894, when, at the

close of the China-Japan War, it was again

made independent, though subject to Japanese

influence. In the war with Russia, Korea sus-

tained such a relation to Japan as to make it

practically tributary to that country when the

war closed. Consult Bishop's Korea and Her
Neighbors.

Edmer, kor'nur, K\rl Theodor (1791-

1813), a German poet. He wrote the tragedies

of Rosamunde and Zriny and a large number

of dramas for the Theater Royal at Vienna,

but he owes his fame to his celebrated patriotic

lyrics.

Kosciusko, kos e ns'ko. Mount, one of the

highest mountain peaks ia Australia, in the

Australian Alps, in New South Wales, near the

frontier of Victoria. It is 7340 feet high.

Kosciusko (Polish pronunciation, kos choosh'-

ko), Thaddeus (1746-1817), a Polish patriot,

a man of noVjle family. He was educated in

the military school at Warsaw and was after-

ward sent, at the expense of the state, to com-

plete his .studies in France. He went to America

(1776), where he attracted the notice of Washing-

ton, was appointed by him engineer, with the

rank of colonel, and afterward general of

brigade. He did not return to Europe till three

years after the conclusion of the Peace of 1783.

For .some years after his return he lived in retire-

ment, but after .serving in his own country under

Poniatow.ski, he was appointed in 1794 general-

issimo of the insurgent forces and defeated the

Russians at Raclawice, near Cracow. At the

battle of Maciejowice, however, his army was

defeated, and he himself was wounded and

taken prisoner. He remained in captivity for

two years, but was liberated on the accession of

Paul I of Russia, in 1796. After visiting

P^ngland and America, he spent the remainder

of his life chiefly in France. In 1817 he issued

a letter of emancipation to his serfs.

Kossuth, kosh'oot, Louis (1802-1894), an

Hungarian patriot. He studied law, in 1832

entered the upper house of the Diet as substi-

tute for an absent member and acquired imme-

diate influence. In 1841 he became editor of

the Pesth Journal, an exceedingly liberal paper.

During the Hungarian war for liberty he was

chosen governor or dictator, but the intervention

of Russia on the side of Austria rendered all the

efforts of the Hungarians unavailing. Kossuth

resigned, was succeeded by Gorgey, and was

kept as prisoner in Turkey, whither he had fled.

He was released through the intervention of

Great Britain and the United States, and on his

visits to tho.se countries met with an enthusia.stic

reception. When the settlement was effected

between Austria and Hungary in 1867, he might

have returned to Hungary, but he remained an

exile until his death, which took place in Turin.

Koto. See Nigeria.

Koumis or Kumiss, koo'mis, a preparation of

milk, whether cow's, mare's, ass's or goat's,

which is said to possess wonderful nutritive

and digestive properties. In the United States

it is made from cow's milk. It consists essen-

tially of milk in which alcoholic fermentation

has been developed. On the Asiatic steppes,

where it has been long used as a beverage, it

is made of mare's milk; but koumis of mare's

milk or goat's milk has a somewhat unpleasant

smell. Koumis is recommended by physicians

in cases where the stomach will not retain food.

Kov'no, a town in Russian Poland, in the

government of the .same name, of which it is the

capital. It is 506 miles southwest of Saint

Petersburg, on the left bank of the Niemen.

The chief manufactures are nails and beer.

The population, a great part of which consists

of Jews, was, in 1903, 73,743.

Kra'cow. See Cracow.
Kraft, Adam (?1440-1507), the most noted

sculptor of the Nuremberg School in Germany.

His first work of importance was executed

when he was fifty years old. This was The

Seven Stations, now found in the German
Museum. Kraft is especially known for his
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famous monuments and tombs, which are

executed in wonderful architectural and sculp-

tural designs. HLs greatest work Ls without

doubt the Tabernacle, in the Church of Saint

Lawrence. It is a pyramid more than sixty

feet high and is especially beautiful for its

splendor of ornamentation. Other works are

Tomh oj the Schreyer Family, Tomh of the

Rebeck Family and the Landauer Tomb.

Krakatoa, krah'ka to'ah, a small volcanic

island, situated in the Sunda Strait, about

equally distant from Java and Sumatra. There

was no eruption of the volcano from 1680 to

1883, but in August of the latter year an erup-

tion occurred which was one of the most violent

in history. As the island is uninhabited, the

eruption itself caused no deaths, but the gigantic

sea waves which the disturbance generated

caused great loss of life in the neighboring

islands.

Krapot'kin, Peter Alexeyevitch, Prince.

See Kropotkin, Peter ALEXEyE^^TCH, Prince.

Krefeld, kra'felt, or Crefeld, a town in

Rhenish Prussia, in the Government of Diissel-

dorf, 34 mi. n. w. of Cologne. It is the prin-

cipal locality in Prussia for the manufacture of

silks, velvets and mixed silk goods. There are

also manufactories of woolen, linen and cotton

cloth, wax cloth, hosiery, soap, candles, paper,

leather, chemical products and tobacco. Popu-

lation in 1900, 106,928.

Krem'lin, the name used to denote the citadel

of a Russian city. The most famous kremlin

is that of Moscow, situated on the north bank

of the river Moskva. It occupies a high trian-

gular portion of land covering 100 acres and is

surrounded by a wall one and a half miles long,

with eighteen towers and five gates. Most of

the buildings comprising the Kremlin were

erected by Italian architects at the close of the

fifteenth century, though the royal palace was

built as late as 1831. Among the buildings are

the cathedral, where every czar since Ivan IV

has been crowned; the tower of Ivan the Great,

with a gilt dome and thirty-four great bells;

one of the largest arsenals in the world, mu-
seums, barracks and palaces. One of the

remarkable curiosities of the Kremlin is the

great czar bell, cast in 1733, measuring 60 feet

in circumference and weighing almost 200 tons.

See Bell.

Kriegsspiel, kreeK'shpeel. See War Game.

Krish'na, in Hindu mythology, one of the

manifestations of Vishnu and the most popular

deity in the Hindu pantheon. See Vishnu.

Eris^tian'ia. See Christian^..

Kronstadt or Cronstadt, the most impor-

tant naval station of Russia, situated 20 mi.

w. of Saint Petersburg, on the extremity of the

Gulf of Finland. It has three harbors, which

will accommodate a thousand vessels and

which are closed by ice during five months of

the year. Kroastadt was foimded by Peter

the Great in 1710. The city has a naval school,

government navy yards and cannon foundry,

building yards and sawmills. Population in

1897, 59,539.

Kropot'kin or Krapotkin, Peter Alex-
eyevitch, Prince (1842- ), a Russian geog-

rapher and anarchist, born at Moscow. Though
destined by his father to life at court, he entered

the army as a member of a Cossack regiment

in 1862 and, being stationed in Siberia, made
numerous valuable explorations there. The
policy of the Russian government toward the

prisoners in Siberia embittered Krojx)tkin, and

it was not long before he had openly espoused

the anarchist cause. His convictions upon social

and political matters were confirmed by a visit

to Finland. Soon after, he devoted himself to

spreading anarchist doctrines in Russia, was

imprisoned, escaped to England and finally

reached Switzerland, where he continued his

propaganda. In 1879 he began the publication

of Le Rcvolte, the oflicial organ of the anarchists

at Geneva. Expelled from Switzerland, he

continued his work in France and England,

where he afterward resided. In 1900 he visited

the United States. Among his principal works

are The Memoirs oj a Revolutionist, Law and

Axithority, In Russian and French Prisons,

The Orthography of Asia, Modem Scie7ice and

Anarchism.

Kruger, kroo'gur, Stephanus Johannes
Paulus (1825-1904), a South African states-

man, president of the South African Republic.

In 1872 he became a member of the Executive

Council of the African Republic, and when,

five years later, the Transvaal was annexed to

British territory, Kruger, as vice-president,

strongly opposed the annexation. In 1883 he

was elected president, and he was successively

reelected in 1888, 1893 and 1898. President

Kruger used all his powers and influence against

British aggression, and in 1884 he succeeded

in obtaining a considerable reduction in the

suzerain powers claimed by Great Britain.

He was also successful in defeating the Jameson

raid in 1896. He believed that war with Great

Britain was inevitable and had his country
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equipped with jirms and ammunition before the

struggle began. . \Micn the British approached

Pretoria in UKX), Kruger moved !iis capital

eastward and in September crossed into the

Portuguese possessions, whence he sailed for

Europe in October. He made several attempts

to secure the assistance of the European jx)wers

in putting an end to the war, but without avail,

and he finally took up his residence at The
Hague.

Erupp, Friedrich Alfred (1854-1902),

known in Germany as the Cannon King. Upon
the death of his father, he undertook the direc-

tion of the great Krupp works at Essen and

vastly increased the capacity of the business.

He invented a new bessemer steel, out of which

he made rifles and cannons and a .seamless tire

for car wheels, and discovered a new method

of hardening armor plate. At his death he was

the richest man in the Empire. He was well

known for his generous dealings with his em-
ployes, having built for them comfortable

modem dwellings, each with its garden, and

provided a pension fund of over .S4,000,000 for

their benefit. The Krupp works cover over

1.50 acres. His daughter succeeded to his

business.

Kry'olite. See Cryolite,

Kryp'ton, a gas resembling argon, existing

in the atmosphere and obtained by distilling

the heavier portion of liquid air. It is estimated

that the atmosphere contains only one part

in a million. Krypton boils at 151.7° below

zero. When an electric spark is passed through

it, it emits a yellowish-green light.

Kubelik, 'kw/bekek, Jan (1880- ), a

Bohemian violinist. He received his early

education under his father and entered Prague

Conservatory when twelve years old. In 1898

he made his finst public appearance and two

years later made his d^but in Berlin and in

London. Thereafter he made several tours

of both Europe and America, where he created

a furor by his remarkable technique, though

his interpretative aVjility was not at first pro-

nouncefl.

Eublai Khan, koob'ly kahn' , more prop-

erly, Khubilai Khan (1214-1294), a Mongol
emperor who founded the twentieth Chinese

dynasty, that of the Mongols of Yuen. In 1259

he succeeded his brother as grand khan of the

Mongols, and in 1260 he conquered the whole

of northern China, driving out the Tartar, or

Kin, dynasty. Marco Polo, who lived at the

court of this prince, describes the splendor of

his court and entertainments, his palaces and

hunting expeditions, his revenues, his extraor-

dinary paper currency and his elaborate system

of posts. Kvblai Khan is the title of a poetical

fragment by Coleridge.

Kudu, ko(/doo. See Koodoo.
Ku'fic. See CuFic.

Ku-Klux' Klan, a secret society founded in

the Southern states of the Union about 1866.

Primarily, the object of the society was social

improvement, but its political ])urpose was to

intimidate negroes and those who were in favor

of the government's reconstruction measures,

and thus to prevent them from voting. It soon

gained thousands of members, who operated

under disguise and usually in the night. Many
outrages and crimes were committed by them,

and conflicts were frequent between the Ku-
Klux Klan and the Loyal League, an organiza-

tion of the same nature of opposite creed. In

1871 the government took active measures to

break up the organization, and the Klan, hav-

ing accomplished its purpose to a large extent,

was soon disbanded. The organization never

received the general support of the better ele-

ment in the South.

Kulu'ri. See Salamis.

Kumassie, koo mahs'see, or Gooinassie, the

capital of Ashanti, in western Africa, about 150

mi. n. of Sekondi, on the Gulf of Guinea. It

is connected with Sekondi by the government

railroad. Kumassie was taken by the British

in 1874 and again in 1896. Population, esti-

mated at 30,000.

Kumiss, koc/mis. See Koumis
Kumquat, kum^kwot, a very small variety of

orange tree, growing not above 6 feet high,

whose fruit, of the size of a large gooseberry,

is delicious and refreshing. It is a native of

China and Japan, but has been introduced into

Australia and the United States.

Kurdistan, koor de stahn', an extensive terri-

tory of Western Asia, south of Armenia. It is

a mountainous region, containing considerable

forests of oak and other hard timljer and also

numerous pastures on which horned cattle,

sheep and fine-haired goats are reared. There

are in the valleys many fertile districts yielding

rice, cotton, flax, fruits and gall nuts. The
Kurds, to whom the territory owes its name,

are not confined within its limits, but are found

in considerable numbers eastward in Khorasan

and over the hilly region of Mesopotamia, as

far west as Aleppo and the Taurus; They are

a stout, dark race, well formed, with dark hair,
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small eyes, wide mouth and a fierce look. On
their owti mountains they live as shepherds,

cultivators of the soil, and bandits. Their lan-

guage is a dialect of Persian, now much mixed

with Arabic and S}Tiac; their religion is Moham-
medanism. The Kurds owe but slight allegiance

to either Turkey or Persia, living in tribes under

their own chiefs, who commonly exact duties

on the merchandise which passes over their

territory.

Europatkin, koo ro paht'kin, Alexei Niko-

LAYEviTCH (1848- ), a Russian general.

He won distinction in the Russo-Turkish wars,

gaining promotion from lieutenant to colonel;

became lieutenant general in 1890, and minister

of war in 1898. In 1904 he resigned to assume

command of the Russian troops in the Japanese

war, but before the close of the war he resigned

the chief command. See Russo-Japanese

War.

Euro Sivo, ko</ro se'vo, or Japan' Current,

the name of a warm current in the North Pacific

Ocean corresponding in position and direction

to the Gulf Stream in the North Atlantic. It

flows past Formosa, Japan, the Kuriles, the

Aleutian Islands and thence bends southward

to California. It is much inferior to the Gulf

Stream in volume and is of a lower temperature.

See Currents, INIarine.

Eutenai, koc/ten i. See Kootenay.
Ey'anite, a mineral of the garnet family,

found both massive and in regular cr}'stals.

Its prevailing color is blue, but of varying

shades. The best specimens take a high polish

and are used for table tops, ink stands, paper

weights and other ornaments. Kyanite is found

in the United States in INIassachusetts, Con-

necticut, Delaware and Virginia, and in Europe

in Switzerland, Tyrol and Bohemia.

Eyo'to. See Kioto.



L, the twelfth letter of the English alphabet,

derived in form from the Phoenician, through

the Greek and Latin. L has only one sound

in English, but is silent in a few words, as halj,

talk. Its nearest allied letter is r, and there is

no letter, accordingly, with which / is more
frequently interchanged, instances of the change

of / into r and of r into / being very common in

various languages. In fact, in the history of

the Indo-European alphabet, / is considered to

be a later modification of r.

Labiatae, la'he a'tee, the botanical name of

the mint family, a very important and extensive

order of plants, so named because most of the

flowers present prominent upper and lower lips.

The labiatae have a four-lobed ovary, which

changes into four seed-like fruits. There are

about 2800 species, mostly herbs or small shrubs,

with opposite or whorled leaves and usually

square stems. They are found throughout the

world in temperate latitudes. ]\Iany, such as

lavender and thyme, are valued for their fra-

grance; others, such as mint and peppermint,

for their stimulating qualities, and still others,

such as savory, basil and marjoram, as aromatics.

Many of them possess bitter tonic qualities,

and not a few bear beautiful flowers, that make
them favorite garden plants.

Labor, American Federation of. See

Labor Organizations.

Labor Day, a day set apart by the executive

or legislative bodies of most of the states of the

Union, at the solicitation of the labor unions

and other industrial bodies, to be devoted to

processions and other festivities in the interest

of labor and laboring men. The first Monday
in .September has been agreed upon by many
of the states as the day for such celebration.

Labor Legislation. See Labor Organi-
zations; Factory and Factory Legislation.

Labor Or'ganiza'tions, societies of laboring

men organized to obtain mutual benefit and
protection. These organizations are of two

classes, those organized within separate trades,

for the purpose of obtaining benefits for the

workmen within those trades alone, and those

admitting workmen of all trades and classes, for

the purpose of improving the condition of labor-

ing men as a whole. The methods of these twc

classes of organizations differ in accordance with

these purposes. The former rely chiefly r.pop.

such direct influences as strikes or collective

bargains, while the latter depend upon more

indirect means, such as agitation and political

action. The former, or trades unions, were

organized first, appearing in England about the

middle of the eighteenth century, and were the

result of natural evolution from the ancient

guilds (See Guild). They did not attain great

influence in the United States until about 1830,

but since that time have constantly grown in

numbers and importance. During the period

from 1830 to 1850, the tendency was toward the

formation of general labor organizations rather

than trades unions, but after the latter date,

which marks the appearance of the Typograph-

ical Union, the laborers in almost every line of

trade organized separate local unions. About
1865 a reaction set in, marked by the organiza-

tion, in 1869, of the Knights of Labor, a general

society admitting members of all classes of labor,

and including, when at its height, probably

200,000 workmen. Its influence in politics was

at times notable, but this very activity also

brought it into disrepute, and since about 1885

it has gradually lost influence, being superseded

more recently by the American Federation of

Labor. This organization, founded about 1887,

consists of the federation of trades unions, and

it rapidly gained strength, until in 1905 it included

nearly 2000 local unions, with a membership of

more than 2,000,000. Its policy was, at first,

to keep out of politics, but to maintain a con-

tinuous agitation through the general and special

press and to obtain its demands by means of

strikes and conferences. Later, however, it

entered politics, devoting itself to securing the

nomination and election of candidates favorable
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to the laboring classes. It sometimes worked
in and through the old parties and sometimes

through independent candidates.

The prejudice which formerly existed against

labor organizations is rapidly dying out, as the

public has learned to know and respect their

leaders and has obtained a clearer understand-

ing of their aims and principles. In the fur-

therance of their original purposes, namely,

increasing the intelligence, skill and efficiency

of the workmen, the elevation of character, the

raising of wages and the improvement of the

conditions of employment, the payment of

insurance and of benefits to the sick and the

general protection of the rights of laboring men,

they have accomplished and are still accom-

plishing a great work. See Strike.

Labor Unions. See Labor Organizations;

Factory and Factory Legislation.

Labouchere, lah boo shaif, Henry Duprey
(1831- ), an English journalist and politician,

born in Broom Park, Surrey. He was educated

at Eton and entered the diplomatic service, where

he remained ten years, part of the time serving

dt Washington, D. C. He was several times

member of the British Parliament, serving con-

tinuously for Northampton for more than

twenty years. He established Truth, a society

and political journal, and was also connected

with other British papers. As editor of the

former, he attained fame by his vigorous criti-

cisms of British policy, especially as an advocate

of Irish home rule. He was a member of the com-

mission which investigated the Jameson Raid of

1896, and during the Boer War he was outspoken

in his opposition to the British government.

Laboulaye, lah boo lay', Edouard Rene
Lefevre de (1811-1883), a French jurist and

statesman, born in Paris. His early life he

devoted to a careful study of European con-

stitutional history, and he attained some dis-

tinction by the publication of Memoir on the

History of Landed Property in the West. He
soon after published another work, Studies of

the Civil and Political Condition of Women, and

two years later an Essay on the Criminal Laws

of the Romans. During the time of Napoleon

III he wrote and spoke with great earnestness

in favor of liberalism and national spirit in

France, and later he directed many ironical but

patriotic essays against certain abuses in the

government of France under Napoleon, com-

paring them unfavorably with some institutions

in America. Throughout his life he was a

prolific author.

Lab'rador, a peninsula on the east coast of

British North America, between the Gulf of

Saint Lawrence and Hudson Bay. The eastern

part, to which, politically, the name Labrador
belongs, is under the government of Newfound-
land, while the remainder belongs to Canada
and constitutes the district of Ungava. See

Ungava.
Lab'radorite, a mineral found on the coast

of Labrador, formerly called Labrador horn-

blende. It is a lime soda feldspar and is dis-

tinguished by its remarkable changeability of

color. Blue and green are the most common
colors, but occasionally these are intermingled

with rich flame-colored tints. It is sawed into

slabs by lapidaries and is employed in inlaid

work.

Labrador Tea, a name given to two plants

that grow in the north of Europe and in America
north of Pennsylvania. They are species of

heath and are low shrubs, with alternate, entire

leaves, clothed underneath with rusty wool.

The fragrant crushed leaves are used by the

natives of Labrador as a substitute for tea.

Labuan, lah boo ahn', a small British colony,

consisting of an island on the western coast of

British Borneo. It has an area of about thirty

square miles and is inhabited chiefly by Malays
!rcm Borneo. It is well supplied with water

and has a good harbor at Victoria, on its south-

east side. Coal of excellent quality is plentiful,

but has been mined hitherto with indifferent

success. Other products are timber, caoutchouc,

gutta-percha, wax and sago. This island was

taken possession of by the British in 1844 and

is under the government of the British North

Borneo Company.
Labur'num, a tree, native of the Alps and

cultivated for ornament. It is well and widely

known for the beauty of its pendulous racemes

of yellow, pea-shaped flowers. The seeds con-

tain a poisonous substance which is called

cytisine. The wood is hard and durable and

is much prized by cabinetmakers, being wrought

into a variety of articles.

Lab'yrinth, a structure having numerous

intricate winding passages, which render it

difficult to find the way through it. The
legendary labyrinth of Crete, out of which no

one could find his way, and in which all who
entered became the prey of the Minotaur, was

said to have been constructed by Daedalus.

The hint of this legend was probably given by

the fact that the rocks of Crete are full of wind-

ing caves. The Egyptian labyrinth was a build-
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ing situated In central Eg}'pt, above Lake
Moeris, not far from CrocodilopHs (Arsinoe) in

the district now called the Fayoum. The build-

ing, half above and half below the ground,

contained 3000 rooms. Imitations of lab}Tinths,

called mazes, were once fashionable in gardens.

They were made of hedges.

Lac, a resinous substance produced on numer-

ous trees in India by the secretions of the lac

insect. It is formed chiefly by the female insects,

each of which inhabits a cell. The insect is a

scale-like thing which, after fastening itself to

a twig or the bark, draws a resinous substance

from the juices of the plant. The insect dies,

leaving a multitude of young beneath its shell.

These bore their way through the body of their

mother and swarm on the bark and immediately

commence the secreting of lac, repeating the

life history of their parent. In time the bark

becomes covered to a depth of half an inch with

the gum and the blood-red bodies of the insects.

\Mien the bark is put in hot water, the resin

melts and the coloring matter is dissolved from

the bodies of the insects. In India the cultiva-

tion of the lac insect has received much attention.

Shellac is, the name given to the resin when
melted and reduced to a thin crust. Mixed
with turpentine, coloring matters and other sub-

stances, lac is used to make various kinds of

sealing wax. ^^^len dissolved in alcohol by

different methods of preparation, it is made into

various kinds of varnishes and lacquers. Lac
dye and lac lake are coloring matters used in

dyeing cloth scarlet. The lac insect is nearly

related to the cochineal insect.

Lac or Lak (from Sanskrit laksha), an oriental

term representing 100,000. In the East Indies

it is especially applied to computations of money.

Thus, a lac of rupees equals i00,000.

Laccadives, lak'ka dive'z, it, group of fourteen

small coral islands in the Arabian Sea, about

200 mi. off the coast of Malabar, belonging to

British India. The islands are well supplied

with fish and export cjuantities of cocoanut fiber.

Cocoanut, cowTies, jaggery and plantains, the

only other exports, are of little importance.

The natives are a race of Mohammedans, called

Moplahs, of mixed Hindu and Arab descent.

They are bold seamen and expert boat builders.

Population, about 14,500.

Lace, lase, a delicate kind of network, fonned

of silk, flax or cotton thread, used for the orna-

menting of dresses. Needle laces are called

point; those made on a pillow by means of

bobbins, cushion, or bobbin, laces.

Specimens of the early Venetian point lace

may still be seen in collections. The pdnt
d'Alencoti is the most expensive and complicated

of modern needle-laces. Among the cushion

laces are the Honiton, made in England; Mech-
lin, made in Germany; Valenciennes and Chan-

tilly, made in France, and Duchess lace, made
in Belgium at Bruges, besides the celebrated

Brussels, Venetian and Florentine laces. Gui-

pure lace consists of a network ground, on

which patterns are wrought in various stitches

with silk. It was originally made in silk, gold

or silver thread on little strips of parchment or

vellum.

Lace-bark Tree, a native tree of the West
Indies. It receives its common name from the

fact that when its inner bark is cut into thin

pieces and soaked, it assumes a beautiful net-

like appearance. It Is used by women for orna-

ment, and the negroes manufacture matting

from it.

Lacedaemonians, las^e de m(/ny anz. See

Sparta.

Lace-winged Flies, Insects so called from

their delicate wings, which have many netted

spaces, like lace. The larvae are exceedingly

voracious and feed upon plant lice.

Lachesis, lak'e sis. See Fates.

Lachine, la sheen', a village of Canada, in

the Province of Quebec. There are at Lachine

famous rapids on the Saint LawTcnce, which are

avoided by means of a canal from Montreal

harbor to a point above them. The shooting

of the rapids is a favorite trip for tourists.

Population in 1901, 5561.

Lachlan, lak'lan, a river of New South

Wales. It rises in the mountains on the east

side of the state, a little south of the central line,

flows northwesterly, then southwesterly and

joins the Murray. It is 700 miles long, and in

the last part of its course it expands into several

marshes.

Lachrymal, lak're mal. Glands, the glands

by which tears are secreted. There is one for

each eye, and it is situated in a depression in the

upper and outer part of the orbit. The fluid

secreted is distributed over the inner surface of

the upper eyelid by a number of minute ducts

and is just enough at ordinary times to keep the

mucous membrane and conjunctiva moist.

After being spread over the eye by the upper lid,

this fluid passes through two small openings

near the inner angle of the eye into the lachrymal

sac, which is the upper opening of the nasal

duct, a small tube about a half inch in length
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that conducts the fluid to the back nasal passage.

The secretion of an unusual amount of fluid,

such as is caused by irritation of the eye or

excessive grief or joy, overflows the lower lid in

the form of tears. See Eye.

Lackawanna, lak a won'nah, a river of Penn-
sylvania, rises in the northeastern part of the

state and empties into the Susquehanna between

Pittston and Wilkesbarre. It is about 50 miles

in length and is chiefly important because of the

valuable anthracite coal beds in its valley. This

region is one of the most valuable coal regions

in the United States. Scranton is the chief city

on its banks.

Laco'nia, N. H., the county-seat of Belknap

CO., 100 mi. n. of Boston, Mass., on the Winnepe-

saukee River, between Lakes Winnisquam and
Winnepesaukee, and on two lines of the Boston &
Maine railroad. It is a prosperous manufactur-

ing city, producing cars, hosiery, lumber and
foundry products, paper boxes and other goods.

The beautiful lake region, with its cool climate

and good fishing, has made the place a popular

summer resort. The chief buildings are a

public library, an opera house, a hospital, the

state home for feeble-minded children and a

state fish hatchery. The place was settled about

1780, the town was incorporated in 1852 and

the city was chartered in 1893. Population in

1!)00, 8042.

Lacquer, lak'ur, Ware, the name of a ware

covered with varnish, or lacquer. It is manu-
factured in Japan, China, India and Persia, but

the Japanese ware is the best. This remark-

able lacquer not only forms a very hard surface,

but, unlike other varnishes, it stands a consider-

able heat without injury, so that in Japan lac-

quered vessels are used for hot soups and hot

alcoholic drinks. The lacquered surface of the

best ware is prepared by a very tedious process,

owing to the number of coatings it receives.

For the finishing coat the best lacquer is em-

ployed, and this is polished with calcined deer

horn, finely powdered, the finger and a little

oil bringing up the final gloss. Many cheap

imitations of lacquer ware are placed on the

market.

La Crosse, la kros' , a game of ball originating

with the indians of Canada, played somewhat

on the principle of football, by twenty-four per-

sons, twelve on a side, each of whom carries an

implement called a crosse. The field is as near

125 yards long as possible, and at each end are

two goal posts, 6 feet apart and 6 feet high.

Whenever either side succeeds in putting the

ball between the posts of their opponent's goal,

by throwing or striking with the crosse or by
kicking it, it scores a goal, and the side that

scores the most goals within the time fixed for

playing, wins. The crosse is something like an

CROSSE AND BALL

elongated lawn tennis racket, woven with catgut,

which must give a flat surface. In the widest

part, the crosse should not exceed one foot, but

it may be of a length to suit the player.

La Crosse, Wis., the county-seat of La
Crosse co., 200 mi. n. w. of Milwaukee, on the

Mississippi River and on the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, the Chicago & Northwestern

and other railroads. The city is near extensive

forests of pine and hardwood timber and is an

important farming, dairying and manufacturing

trade center for a large section of the Northwest.

Very large lumber mills are located here, and
the principal manufactures are agricultural im-

plements, knit goods and flour. The city has

more than fifty churches, Washburn Public

Library, an asylum for the insane and the Saint

Francis and United States Marine hospitals.

The place was settled in 1841 and was incorpo-

rated in 1856. Population in 1905, 29,078.

Lacteals, lak'te ah, The, the lymphatics of

the small intestines. The lacteals have their

origin in small projections, called villi, which

are found in the mucous membrane of the small

intestines. Each villus has its own lacteal vessel

or network of vessels. The lacteals discharge

their contents into the receptacidum chyli, from

which the contents pass to the thoracic duct.

The chief office of the lacteals is to absorb the

fatty particles of the chyle, which, after they have

entered these vessels, change their character.

In the intestines, these particles exist in the form

of minute drops, while in the lacteals they are

found to be as fine as dust and to have changed

from the kind of fat that was eaten—tallow,

butter or lard—to the fat of the animal in whose

lacteals they are found. See Thoracic Duct.

Lac'tic Acid, an acid found in several animal

liquids, in milk when it becomes sour, in the

fermentation of several vegetable juices and in

the putrefaction of some animal matters. It is

a colorless, inodorous, very sour liquid, of a

syrupy consistence. It has some use as a medi-
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cine, particularly in dissolving the membrane in

diphtheria.

Ladd, George Trumbull (1842- ), an

American educator and psychologist, born at

Painesville, Ohio. He was educated at Western

Resen-e College and Andover Theological Semi-

nan-. On completing his education, he served

as pastor of churches in Edinburgh, Ohio, and
Milwaukee, Wis., and then became professor of

philosophy at Bowdoin College. From here he

was elected to a similar position at Yale, where

he succeeded President Porter as professor of

moral philosophy. Professor Ladd is widely

known in the United States and Europe through

his writings and lectures on psychology, and he

is considered one of the leading authorities on
this subject from the physiological point of

view. He is the author of numerous works on

psychology', a number of which have been trans-

lated into foreign languages. Among the best

known of these are Elements of Physiologkal Psy-

chology, Outlines of Physiological Psychology,

Primer of Psychology, Introduction to Philosophy,

Philosophy of Mind, Philosophy of Knowledge

and P.^njehology, Descriptive and Explanatory.

Ladoga, lah'do ga, a lake in northwestern

Russia, over 7000 sq. mi. in area. It is the

largest lake in Europe. The navigation is dan-

gerous for small craft, but the lake is very impor-

tant commercially, and canals along its southern

shore connect the rivers Volkhov and Neva.

The fishing is important.

Ladrone' Islands or Mariana Islands, a

group of sixteen islands in the Pacific Ocean,

east of the Philippines and the Caroline Islands.

Guam is the southernmost and largest; next in

importance are Saipan, Tinian and Rota. The
islands are mostly of volcanic origin and are

very rugged, but their general aspect is pictur-

esque, as they are densely wooded and covered

with a perpetual verdure. The soil is extremely

fertile. The islands were discovered by Magel-

lan in 1521. Excepting Guam, which belongs

to the United States, the whole

group was sold by Spain to Ger-

many in June, 1899. See Guam,
La'dybird, the name of a

numFx-r of small insects, or bee-

tles, common on trees and plants

in gardens. They are usually

rounded in form, many of them
of bright colors, ornamented with

black or scarlet spots. They are of great service

to vegetation on account of the number of

aphides, or plant lice, which they destroy.

lady's slipper

See Orchids; Flow-

ladybird

La'dysmith, a town in Natal, South Africa,

on the Klip River, 84 mi. n. w. of Pietermaritz-

burg, with which it is connected by rail. In the

Boer War the British Army, commanded by Sir

George White, was besieged here from October,

1899, to February 28, 1900. Population, esti-

mated at 3000.

Lady's Slipper, one of a genus of beautiful

orchids (cypripedium), several species of which
are natives of the

United States. The
lip of the corolla is

large and inflated,

resembling a slipper.

Our species are'

either yellow or

white, or white mot-

tled and striped with

pink. Foreign spe-

cies differ from

American greatly,

both in shape and color.

ERS, color plate, Fig. 1.

La Farge, la fahrzh', John (1835- ), an

American painter, born in New York. He
went abroad and studied in Paris. After his

return to America his first work was done on

the mural decorations for Trinity Church,

Boston. After this he directed his attention to

the art of glass painting and window designing

and became associated with Saint Gaudens in

the building of the King's Sepulcher Monmnent
at Newport, R. I. In 1887 he executed one of

his finest works, the large altarpiece in the

Church of the Ascension, New York. The sub-

jects which I/a Farge undertook are numerous

and varied, including portraits, landscapes and

religious subjects. Among his best paintings

are The Arrival of the Magi and decorations

in the Brick Church, New York, and the Congre-

gational church, Newport, R. I.

Lafayette, lah fa yet', Ind., the county-seat

of Tippecanoe co., 64 mi. n. w. of Indianapolis,

on the Wabash River and on the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis, the Wabash
and other railroads. The city has a beautiful

location on the bluffs and terraces of the river

and is surrounded Vjy an agricultural region.

The manufactures include boots, shoes, wagons,

bicycles, bridges, agricultural implements and

many other articles. The city is the seat of

Purdue University, has a good high school, a

public library, Saint Elizabeth's Hospital and

Saint Joseph's orphan asylum. TJie city was

built near the site of the French fort. Post
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Oniatanon, which was constructed about 1720.

The fort was taken by the British in 1760, but

was captured by the indians the next year.

Lafayette was settled in 1820 and was incor-

porated in 1854. Population in 1900, 18,116.

Lafayette, IVIarie Paul Jean Roch Yves
Gilbert Motier, Marquis de (1757-1834), a

MARQUIS DE LAFAYETTE

French general and statesman. He began his

career at the court of Louis XV, at the period

when hostilities were commencing between

Britain and the American colonies. In 1777

he left France for America, having fitted out a

vessel for himself, and was received most cor-

dially by Washington and his army. He was
made a member of Washington's staff, with the

rank of major general, was wounded at Brandy-

wine and commanded the vanguard of the

American anny at the capture of Cornwallis.

He returned to France on the close of the cam-

paign, was called to the Assembly of the Nota-

bles, and in 1789 was elected a member of the

States-General, which he was partly instrumental

in converting into the National Assembly. In

the Assembly he proposed a declaration of rights

and the decree providing for the responsibility

of the officers of the Crown. Two days after

the attack on the Bastille, he was appointed

commander in chief of the National Guards of

Paris. It was through his means that the king

and queen were saved from the mob that had
taken possession of the palace at Versailles.

His popularity was not great •mih any party in

the state; he was too moderate for the radicals

and too liberal for the court party.

After the adoption of the constitution of 1790,

Lafayette resigned all command and retired

to his estate of La Grange. In 1792 he was
appointed one of the three major generals in

command of the French armies and directed

some small operations on the frontier of Flan-

ders, at the same time striving unsuccessfully

to overthrow the Jacobins at Paris. Commis-
sioners were sent out by the Jacobins to arrest

him, and he determined to leave the country

and take refuge in some neutral ground. He
was captured by an Austrian patrol and confined

at Olmiitz till 1797, when Napoleon procured

his release; and on his return to France he took

little part in public affairs, on account of his

opposition to the Consulate and the Empire.

In 1818 he was chosen a member of the Cham-
ber of Deputies and was a constant advocate

of liberal measures. In 1824 he visited the

United States and was received with great

enthusiasm. Congress voted him $200,000 and

a township of land. During the revolution of

July, 1830, he was appointed general of the

National Guards of Paris, and it was chiefly

to him that Louis Philippe owed his elevation

to the throne.

La Follette, lafolflcf, Robert Marion
(1855- ), an American lawyer and poli-

tician, born at Primrose, Wis. He graduated

at the University of Wisconsin in 1879, was

admitted to the bar in the following year, imme-

diately became district attorney of his county

and served for two terras. In 1885 he was

elected member of Congress and during a service

of six years attained prominence as an orator

and for a conspicuous part in the framing and

advocacy of the McKinley tariff law. He was

elected governor of his state in 1900 and was

twice reelected, resigning in 1905 to accept an

election to the United States Senate. Before

and during his governorship he led a successful

movement for the direct nomination of candi-

dates for office, for the taxation of railway proj>

erty at the same rate as other tiixable property

and for the control of railway rates within the

state by a commission. (See illustration on

next page.)

Lafontaine, lah'Jontamf, Jean de (162]"

1695), a French writer. His early verses won

him influential friends, who induced him to go
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to Paris and provided for him while there.

He enjoyed the friendship of MoHere, Boileau,

Racine, and all the first wits of Paris, by whom
he was much beloved for the candor and sim-

plicity of his character. But he was no favorite

with Louis XIV, who even hesitated some time

<^'^^j-

HOBERT M. LA FOLLETTE

to confirm his nomination to the French Acad-

emy. The first volume of his Tales appeared in

1664, a second in 1671. Of his Fables, innu-

merable editions have been printed, and it is

through them that he is universally known.

Lago Maggiore, lah'go ma jc/ray. See

Maggiore, Lake.

La'gos, a British colony in western Africa.

It consists of a strip of land along the Gulf of

Guinea, and its area is about 3460 square miles.

The chief article of commerce is palm oil.

Acquired by Britain in 1861, Lagos and the

Gold Coast were for some time under one

governor; but in 1886 Lagos was put under an

independent administrator of its own. Its

capital is the town of the same name- Popu-

lation, about' 1 ,500,000.

Lagos, lah'gos, a city of Mexico, on the

Mexican Central railroad. It was founded by

Francis Comartel in 1563 and was named Lagos

de Moreno from the name of its defender,

Pedro Moreno, who died in the War of Inde-

pendence. The city contains a number of

noted churches, and there are valuable silver

mines in the vicinity. Population in 1895,

14,716.

La Guayra, la givi'ra, the chief seaport of

Venezuela, situated about 5 mi. from Caracas,

of which it is the port. The chief objects of

interest are a statue of Vargas, a celebrated

physician of La Guayra, several churches and
hospitals. The harbor has been improved

recently and is protected by a fort. The chief

industries are manufactured goods and exports

of coffee, cocoa and skins. The port is con-

nected with C-aracas by a railroad 29 miles

long. It was founded in 1588. Population,

9000.

Lahore', a city of British India, capital of

the Punjab and administrative headquarters of

Lahore division and district. The native town

is surrounded by a brick wall 15 feet high,

flanked by bastions. The streets of the native

town are exceedingly narrow, unpaved and

dirty, and the houses have, in general, a mean
appearance. The European quarter lies out-

side the walls on the south and dates from 1849.

Among the public buildings and institutions are

the Punjab University, the Oriental College, a

medical school, a law school. Mayo Hospital

and Lawrence and Montgomery halls. Its

most important industry is the manufacture of

carpets. In 1524 Lahore became the seat of the

Mogul Empire, under which it reached its

greatest splendor. Before passing into the

hands of the British, it was the capital of the

Sikhs. Population in 1901, 120,058.

Laing, layng, Alexander Gordon (1793-

1826), a British traveler and explorer, born in

Edinburgh. After serving in the army and

attaining the rank of major, he entered, in 1822,

on his career as an African traveler. The results

of his early journeys in West Africa were pub-

lished in 1825. He explored the upper course

of the Niger, and was assassinated by his guide

near Timbuktu.

Laisser Faire, lay say fair', in economics, a

term applied to the theory that a public authority

should interfere in the concerns of a community

as little: as possible; that wealth tends to be

produced most peaceably and economically

where a government leaves individuals free to'

produce and distribute on mutually arranged

terms. This rule in practice has various excep-

tions, as in matters of education and the

employment of children and the promotion of

health or morality.

Lake, a large sheet oi body of water, wholly

surrounded by land, having no direct or imme-
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diate communication with the ocean or with

any seas or having such only by means of rivers.

A lake differs from a pond in being larger.

Lakes are divided into four classes: (1) Those
which have no outlet and receive no running

water, usually very small. (2) Those which

have an outlet, but receive no running waters

on the surface and are consequently fed by

springs. (3) Those which receive and discharge

streams of water, by far the most numerous

class. (4) Those which receive streams and

have no visible outlet, being generally salt, as

the Great Salt Lake, the Caspian Sea and the

Aral Sea.

Lake Charles, La., the parish-seat of

Calcasieu parish, 216 mi. w. of New Orleans,

on the Southern Pacific, the "Kansas City

Southern and other railroads. The city has a

beautiful location on the Calcasieu River and

on the shore of Lake Charles, between the great

rice fields and the forests of long-leaved pine,

and has extensive rice, cotton and lumber mills

and other industries. It is the seat of Acadia

College. The place was settled in 1849 and

was incorporated in 1860. Population in 1900,

6680.

Lake City, Fla., the county-seat of Columbia

CO., 60 mi. w. of Jacksonville, on the Atlantic

Coast Line, the Sea Board Air Line and other

railroads. It is the seat of the state agricultural

college and of a United States agricultural

experiment station. The tovra is surrounded

by a cotton-growing region and has a consider-

able trade in cotton, lumber, turpentine, phos-

phates and fruits. Population in 1900, 4013.

The municipal limits were extended in 1901,

and the population was estimated in 1902 at

6000.

Lake Dwellings, a name commonly applied

to the preliistoric dwellings of which numerous

remains have been found in the lakes of Swit-

zerland and other parts of southern Europe.

These remains were not known until 1853 and

1854, when the discoveries were first made in a

lake near Zurich. Since then other similar

discoveries have been made which show that

some of these villages built on piles in the water

were constructed during the Stone Age, that

others were built after iron was in use and that

a period of three or four thousand years must

have elapsed between the building of the first

and the last of those now known. In some

places the huts were built on islands which the

prehistoric man had built, and in other cases

piles made of sharpened tree trunks were
95

driven into the bottom of the lake, platforms

built upon the tops of the piles and the houses

constructed upon the platforms. Remains of

various grains and some fruits have been found,

and it has been proven that these people had
herds of cattle and goats and knew something

of the manufacture of potterj'.

At the present time there are people in South
America, as seen in Lake Maracaibo, who
dwell in separate houses on tall piles

Lake of the Woods, a lake on the southern

frontier of British America, on the northern

border of Minnesota, 190 mi. w. n. w. of Lake
Superior. It is 65 miles in length and has an

extremely irregular form and a coast line of

about 300 miles. It is studded with numerous
wooded islands. Rainy River, the principal

feeder of the lake, enters it at its southeastern

extremity, its discharge Is at the north by the

Winnipeg River.

Lakes, Great. See Great Lakes.

Lake School or Lake Poets, a name given

by the Edinburcjh Review to Wordsworth,

Coleridge and Southey, because they lived in

the Westmoreland and Cimiberland lake dis-

trict. They had little in common except their

non-classicism.

Lak'hnau. See Lucknow.
Lamaism, lah'mah iz'm, a variety of Bud-

dhism dating from the seventh century after

Christ and
.
prevailing chiefly in Tibet and

Mongolia. It is named from the lamas, or

priests, belonging to it. The highest object of

worship is Buddha, who is regarded as the

founder of the religion and the first in rank

among the saints. In the priesthood there are

two heads, the Dalai-lama and the Teslio-lama,

in whom Buddha is supjxjsed to be incarnate.

The Dalai-lama and Tcsho-lama are equal in

rank and authority in name only, for the (ormer,

jx)ssessing a much larger territory, is in reality

much the more powerful. His residence is at

Potala, near Lassa, and he is the acknowledged

head of the Buddhists, not only in Tibet, but

throughout Mongolia and China. See Bud-

dhism.
I

Lamar, la mahr^, Lucius Quintus Cincin-

NATUS (1825-1893), an American lawyer, poli-

tician and jurist, born in Putnam County,

Georgia, educated at Emory College and

admitted to the bar in 1847. He moved to

Mississippi and was elected representative in

1856. In 1861 he resigned and joined the

Confederate army as lieutenant colonel, but

later spent two years in Europe as unoflBcial
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representative of the Confederacy. He was

professor of law in the University of Mississippi,

LUCIUS Q. C. LAMAR

1867-1872, when he was again sent to Congress,

becoming senator in 1876. He was reelected

in 1882, but in 1885 became secretary of the

interior in President Cleveland's cabinet. He
was later appointed associate justice of the

Supreme Court of the United States. During

his political career his single purpose was to

effect complete reconciliation between North

and South, and he did much to accomplish this

end. He was a brilliant orator.

Lamarck, la mahrk', Jeaj^ Baptiste Pierre

Antoixe de Monet (1744-1829), a French

naturalist. He was educated for the Church,

but entered the army and served in the Seven

Years' War. Disabled by an accident, he

repaired to Paris and devoted himself to the

study of medicine and physical science. He
gave the name Jardin des Plantes to the

royal botanical garden. HLs chief works are

Pkilosophie Zoologique, a work in which he

introduced great reform in the classification of

animals and set forth a theory foreshadowing

what is now known as the law of evolution;

Histoire Naturelle des Animaiix Vertehres, and

Tableau Encyclopedi/jue de la Botanique.

Lamartine, lah Tnahr teen', Alphonse de

(1790-1869), a French poet and statesman.

By his first production. Poetic Musings, he at

once obtained a high place among the poets of

the day. In 1820 he was attached to the

legation at Naples, and married a rich English

lady, Miss Birch. The New Poetic Musings
and the Poetic and Religious Harmonies estab-

lished his poetic fame and obtained for him
admission into the French Academy. After the

Revolution of 1830 he traveled in the East, and
on his return he published A Voyage in the

East. During his absence he had been elected

a member of the Chamber of Deputies, and

thenceforward his career was as much political

as literary. In 1847 he published his History

of the Girondins, in which he manifested strong

republican leanings. After the February revo-

lution of 1848 he became a member of the pro-

visional government, in the capacity of minister

of foreign affairs. For some months he enjoyed

unbounded popularity, and his energetic be-

havior was on more than one occasion the means

of averting incalculable evils. After the in-

surrection of June, 1848, he lost his popularity,

and in 1851 he withdrew from public life. He
was latterly much impoverished and was finally

voted an annuity.

Lamb, lam, Charles (1775-1834), an English

poet, essayist and humorist. He was educated

CHARLES LAMB

at Christ's Hospital, where he formed his life-

long friendship with Coleridge. After leaving
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school, the greater part of his life was devoted

to the safe-keeping and care of his sister Mary,

who in a fit of acute mania had stabbed her

mother fatally. Charles refused to allow her

to be confined permanently in an asylum, and

except during attacks of her mania, she was in

his home. His first appearance as an author

was in 1798, when he published a number of

poems, in conjunction with his friends, Coleridge

and Lloyd. These attracted little attention,

nor was he more successful with his two attempts

at the drama, John Woodville, written in imita-

tion of the early English dramatists, and a farce

entitled Mr. H. His Tale of Rosamund Gray,

although it was well received, did not bring him

fame; but with the publication of his Tales

from Shakespeare, written in conjunction with his

sister Mary, he came at once into popular favor.

Tlw Adventures of Ulysses followed, and in

Specimens of English Dramatic Poets Contem-

porary icith Shakespeare, he brought to public

notice the almost unknown lesser dramatists

of the sixteenth century. He owes his chief

literary distinction, however, to his delightful

Essays of Elia, contributed chiefly to the London

Magazine. Here, in a style ever happy and

original, he has carried the short humorous

essay to a point of excellence perhaps never

before attained.

Lambayeque, lahm'ba yay'kah, a towTi in

Peru, capital of the department of the same name,

situated on the river Lambayeque, six miles

from the sea. Its industries consist chiefly in

the manufacture of cotton and woolen goods.

Population, estimated at 8000.

Lam'bert's Pine, a pine growing in Cali-

fornia, sometimes reaching the height of 300

feet. It yields, when burned, a sugary substance,

known as California manna. The leaves are in

fives; the cones are fourteen to eighteen inches

long and contain edible seeds.

Lam'bertville, N. J., a city of Hunterdon

CO., on the Delaware River and on the Pennsyl-

vania railroad. Its industries include the manu-

facture of flour, paper and wooden and rubber

articles. It is connected by a bridge with

Newhope. Population in 1905, 5016.

Lam'enta'tions, the name of a book in the

Old Testament in the Authorized Version of

the Scriptures, occupying a place between

the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Lamen-

tations is a poem in five chapters, which, with

the exception of the fifth, are arranged in verses

corresponding to the letters in the Hebrew

alphabet. In chapters one, two and four the

verses are arranged alphabetically. In chapter

three the first three verses begin with the first

letter of the alphabet, the second three with the

second, and so on. This chapter has sixty-six

verses, while the first, second and fourth have

twenty-two verses each, the nmnber of verses

corresponding in this case to the number of

letters in the alphabet. The fifth chapter is not

alphabetically arranged and is supposed by some
critics to have been written by another author,

though the entire book is generally ascribed to

the prophet Jeremiah. Lamentations treats of

the destruction of Jerusalem and the suffering

of its defenders, while it laments the catastrophe,

especially because it was brought on by the sins

of the people.

Lammergeier, lam'mur gi'ur, sometimes

called the bearded vulture, a bird of prey which

occupies an intermediate position between the

eagles and the vultures. It is found in the Swiss

and German Alps, as well as in the higher

mountains of Asia and Africa, and is the largest

European bird of prey. It is about four feet in

length and has a wing expansion of from nine to

ten feet. It preys on small quadrupeds, on

chamois, lambs and hares, but does not refuse

dead and decaying meat.

Lament', Daxiel Scott (1851-1905), an

American lawyer and politician, born in Court-

landville, X. Y., and educated at Union College.

He did not graduate, but entered journalism at

Albany, and in 1883 he became private secretary

to Governor Grover Cleveland. He continued

in this position after Cleveland became president,

and upon his second election Lamont was made
secretary of war. At the close of his term in 1897,

Lamont was elected vice-president of the North-

ern Pacific Railway.

Lamp, a device for producing an artificial

light. Originally the lamp consisted of a vessel

for holding an inflammable fluid in which a wick

was suspended, but now the term is applied to

any arrangement for illuminating purposes,

whether it uses gas, electricity or an illuminating

fluid. The first lamps had shells or the skulls

of animals for cups, and reeds or rushes for

wicks. The fluid usually consisted of the fats

of animals, but later oils from plants came into

use and were more acceptable, because they

remained liquid at a lower temperature. Cloth

or a roll of tow was finally substituted for rushes

as wicks. Lamps of this sort gave a dim light,

made a great deal of smoke and were not very

satisfactory.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century a
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Frenchman named Argand invented a burner

\\hirh used a flat wick in a round tube, ko ar-

ranj^ed that the air couhl pass tlirough tiie tube

and reach the center of the flame. This improve-

ment is the greatest ever made in the lamp.

\N'ith the introduction of kerosene came further

clianges. The wick was made broad and flat,

and the flame was enclosed in a glass chimney,

resting upon a perforated bottom. This arrange-

ment caused a good circulation of air about the

flame.

'J'he ancients regarded the lamp as a symbol

of wistlom and as a sacred emblem, "^i'he candle-

stick which sto<Kl in the Tabernacle of the .lews,

and later in the Temple, was a stand for holding

lamps, and the lamp is .still found in Catholic

churches and those of some other denominations.

The Roman lamj) also fre(|ucntly adorns the

title pages of books and dij)lomas given l)y edu-

cational institutions.

Lamp'black, a fine soot, formed l>y the con-

densation of the smoke of burning oil, j)itch or

resinous substances, as in a chimney. It is used

in the manufacture of pigments, blacking and
printing inks. Sec C.'AifUOX.

Lam'prey, the popular name of .several

si>ecies of eel-like, .scaleless fishes, which inhabit

lM)th fre.sh and .salt water. The lampreys have

seven apertures on each side of the neck and an

ajKirture on the top of the head. The mouth
i.s in the form of a sucker, lined with .strong teeth

and cutting plates. '^I^he marine, or sea, lamjmy
.sometimes reaches a length of three feet and a

weight of five [X)unds. It is of a dusky brown,

with yellowish fjatches, is common round the

British croasts and is also founfl in the Mediter-

ranean. It ascends rivers in the spring U)V the

purpose of spawning and was formerly much
valued as an article of foofl. The river lamj/rey,

or tarnpem, is a smaller species and abounds in

the fresh-water lakes and rivers of nf)rtln;rn

countries. It is often .seen clinging to stones

with its mouth. It is black on its upper parts

and of a silvery hue on its under surface.

Lampreys attach themselv(!S to other fishes,

such as the shark, sturgeon or salmon, and suck

their blood; they also eat soft animal matter of

any kind. See Hagfisii.

Lan'caster, Englai^d, the county-town of

Lancashire, 45 mi. n. e. of lyiverpool. There
is in the town an ancient ca.stle, now used as the

county jail, built in the reign of Edward III,

but with a k(!ej) su])posed to be Saxon and with a

tower on the southeast attributed to the emperor

Hadrian. The indu.strics comprise the manu-
facture of furniture, sailcloth, cotton goods,

floor cloth, oil and varnish. Population in 1901,

40,;i()().

Lancaster, Ohio, the county-.seat of Fair-

field CO., lil) ini. s. e. of (Columbus, on the Hock-
ing River and the Hocking f!anal and on the

Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley and the Hock-
ing Valley railroads. The city is in the natural

gas belt and is surrounded by a rich agricultural

region. The shipj)ing facilities are good, and

the city is the .seat of railroad shops and manu-
factories of agricultural implements, foundry

products, carbons, flour, shoes and glass. The
state industrial school for boys is lo(;ated here.

The j)lace was settled in 1800. Population in

1900, <S990.

Lancaster, Pa., the county-seat of Lancaster

CO., 08 mi. w. of Philadelphia, on the Conestoga

Riv(!r and on the Philadelphia & Reading and

the Pennsylvania railroads. The city is the seat

of large tobacco fa<;tories and extensive manu-
factories of cotton, iron and steel goods, shoes

and other arti(;les. Franklin and Marshall Col-

lege is located here and one of the state normal

schools is at Millersville, near the city. The
public institutions include the I.,ancaster General

and Saint Joseph's hosj)itals, the Children's and

Stevens's homes and several libraries. Other

features of interest are the Soldiers' Monument
and Witmer's .stone bridge. "^I'he place was

settled about 1718 and was called Hickory Town
until IV 29. From 1799 to 1812 it was the

capital of the state. It was chartered as a city

in I SI 8. Population in 1900, 41,4.')9.

Lancaster, Housic oi; the name used in

English history to designate the line of kings

irruncdiately descended from John of Gaunt,

fourth .son of Edward III. Henry IV, who
received the crown on the enforced abdication

of Richard II (1:^99), was the finst-king of this

House and established a strong government,
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which was continued under his successor,

Henry V. Henry VI was a weak king, and

during his rule arose the Wars of the Roses.

See Henry IV; Henry V; IIt:NRY VI; Roses,

Wars ok tiik; York, House of.

Lancaster, John of Gaunt, Duke of. See

John of (ivuNT.

Lancaster Sound, a passage leading from

Baffin's Bay to Barrow's Strait. It was dis-

covered by Baffin in 1G16. It is about 250 miles

long and 05 miles wide.

Lance, lanjf, a weapon consisting of a long

siial't with a sharj) {)oint. It was common among
the Greeks and Romans. The INIacedonian

phalanx was armed with it, and it was the chief

wea{)on of the Roman infantry. The lance was

the chief weapon in the INIiddle Ages and was

especially the arm of knighthood. The intro-

duction of firearms gradually led to the disuse

of the lance in the west of Europe, though it con-

tinued in the cast. Napoleon organized several

regiments of Polish lancers for service in his

army, and now most of the armies of Europe

have regiments of Uhlans, or lancers.

Lancelot, Idu'w lot, of the Lake, the name
of one of the knights celebrated in the traditions

and fables relating to King Arthur and the Round
Table. According to tradition, Lancelot was of

royal birth, was educated by the Lady of the

Lake and was taken by her to Arthin"'s court,

where he became one of the chief knights. His

love for Guinevere, the beautiful wife of Arthur,

and his disregard of jNIorgana, a fairy and the

sister of Arthur, placed the knight in the most

dangerous and marvelous situations, from which,

however, he always extricated himself by his

valor and the help of the Lady of the Lake.

Elaine, the maid of Astolat, loved Lancelot and

died of her love. Lancelot is one of the chief

figures in Tennyson's Idijlh of ihe Kincj, and the

love between him and Guinevere is the main

thread of the series.

Lancet, hm'ttd, Fish, one of the largest and

most formidable of deepsea fishes, found both

in the Atlantic and the Pacific. The bodies are

long and scaleless, and the snout is prolonged,

the mouth being supplied with long fangs and

small teeth. They vary in length from two to

four feet and have sharp spines, one on each

side of the tail. The Pacific species is known

as the handsaw fish, from the saw-like ventral

fin. Still another species is called tlie wolf fish.

Lancewood, hits' wood, the popular name of

the wood of several tropical trees of the same

order, which possesses in a high degree the

qualities of toughness and elasticity and Is on

this account extremely well adapted for the

shafts of light carriages, fishing rods and all

those uses where light, strong, but elastic timber

is reqiiiri'd.

Land and Sea Breezes, the name of daily

winds, which blow alternately on and off shore.

During the day the land becomes heated to a

higher temperature than the sea, and a little

before noon a breeze begins to blow landward.

This increases in strength mitil about the middle

of the afternoon, when it gradually subsides.

During the night the land radiates heat rapidly

and becomes cooler than the sea, so that after

midnight in most localities a breeze sets in,

blowing off shore and continuing until about

sum'ise. Land and sea breezes are regular

occurrences in the tropical regions that are free

from local storms, and they are gentle winds.

In the temperate latitudes they are not as regular,

since they are liable to be disturbed by local

conditions. Similar breezes occur along the

shores of the Great Lakes and other large bodies

of fresh water, though they are not as distinctly

marked as the true land and sea breezes.

Land Crab, a species of crab which takes its

name from the fact that when full-grown it lives

upon the land. The family is large and in-

cludes a number of genera, all of which live

in warm countries. The land crab resembles

common crabs very closely. All species breathe

by gills, and some of them inhabit dry j)laces and

burrow in the sand or the earth. They are

supposed to carry their eggs to the water and

for this reason make {periodical migrations to

the sea or other near bodies of water. Among
the most conmion species are the black crab, or

viouuiain crab, of the "West Indies. It lives in

the woods and hills and is often found two or

three miles from shore, but regularly visits the

sea in the months of April and INIay. Nearly

all species are active during the night, and except

in rainy weather they remain concealed during

the day. Some of the species are esteemed for

food, and the eggs are also considered a delicacy.

I^and crabs generally feed upon plants, and in

some localities tliey are destructive to sugar

cane and other agricultural plants. See Cr-VB.

Land'grave (German, Landgraf), in Ger-

many, about the twelfth century, the title assumed

by certain counts, to distinguish them from the

inferior counts under their jurisdiction. There

were at first three landgraves, the princes of the

territories of Thuringia, Lower Alsace and

Hijrher Alsace.
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Land League, an organization projected in

1S79, by Charles Parnell, the leader of the Irish

nitional movement, the ostensible object of

\\hich was to purchase the land of Ireland for

the people of Ireland. Funds were largely sub-

scribed, especially in America, but the league's

lawless decrees against landlords and tenants

who held aloof from it, and the alleged complicity

of its members with many terrible outrages,

caused it to be suppressed in 1881. After the

suppression of the Land League a political and

agrarian organization, called the National

League, was formed. Its main objects are the

reform of the land laws, the weakening of the

power of the landlords, the increase of peasant

proprietors and a semi-independent govern-

ment for Ireland.

Landlord and Tenant. See Lease; Ten-
ant.

Lan'dor, Walter Savage (1775-1864), an

English jx)et and prose ^Titer. He was educated

at Rugby and Oxford, from both of which he

was expelled for unruliness. In 1795 he issued

a small volume of poems, and in 1798 he pub-

lished a lengthy poem, Gebir, which he after-

wards translated into Latin. His fame chiefly

rests on his Imaginary Conversations between

celebrated persons of ancient and modern times,

which is a model of a pure, vigorous, finished

English style.

Lands, Public, a part of the national domain

which is owned exclusively by the government

and is subject to its sale or disposal. It consists

wholly of land secured from other nations by

treaty, from the states by cession and from

indian tribes by treaty, cession and conquest.

At the organization of the national government

there were no puVjlic lands, except those under

the jurisdiction of the several states or claimed

by them. This, however, included a large

territory northwest of the Ohio River, known as

the Northwest Territory. Before the adoption

of the Articles of Confederation the several

states ceded to the national government all their

claims to this territory, and at that time the

first public domain was created. Soon after-

ward North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina

and Virginia ceded their claims to other lands

sfjuth of the Ohio River and west of the Alle-

ghanies. In 1803 the United States gained by

the Ix)uisiana Purchase (including Oregon) more

than 1,000,000 square miles. In 1819, by the

acquisition of Florida, it secured some 60,000

square miles. By the annexation of Texas in

1845, the public domain received an addition of

262,000 square miles. At the close of the

Mexican War in 1848 the present territory of

New Mexico and California was added, with a

total area of 523,800 square miles. In 1853,

by the Gadsden Purchase, 36,200 square miles

was added, and in 1867, with the purchase of

Alaska, another increase of 577,000 square

miles was secured. The part of this vast terri-

tory which has been reserved by the general

government at the time of the organization of

states and territories is known popularly as the

fiihlic lands.

Six methods of disposing of these lands have

been followed, of which the most important in

the early years of the government was that of

gift and special grant. These were of several

kinds: those made to individuals by reason of

special service; those made to the states for the

purpose of encouraging education or building

public roads or railroads; those made to the

railroads and other corporations as an induce-

ment to develop the resources of the country.

The government also disposed of its lands by

sale, at first in large quantities for a nominal

sum, and later in smaller quantities for reason-

able compensation. It has also sold them at

public auction, the minimum price accepted

being $1.25 per acre. It has granted them by

preemption. According to this scheme persons

who desire to secure lands for farming or some
other direct use, may settle upon the land, live

there for six months and at the end of that time,

by paying $1.25 per acre, receive the clear title

to the property. This law has been repealed.

The Homestead Laws provide a somewhat differ-

ent course of procedure. They require a resi-

dence of five years upon the land, when the title

will pass to the occupant upon the payment of a

nominal fee, rarely more than $30. The maxi-

mum amount granted to any one settler or head

of a family is 160 acres. By the so-called Timber
Culture Act of 1878, which has recently been

repealed, any person who proved that he had

planted a certain nmnber of acres of land with

timber would receive a patent for not more than

160 acres.

The management of the public lands rests with

a bureau of the department of the interior, known

as the General Land Office, presided over by a

commissioner appointed by the president. He
has charge of the survey and disposal of the land

and carried on the work through "land offices"

scattered throughout the states. The survey of

the public lands is made according to the so-

called rectangular system, which was first adopted
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in surveying the lands in the Northwest Terri-

tory, about 1790. It provides for the division of

lands into ranges, to\\Tiships, sections and
quarter-sections. The ranges extend in a north

and south direction and are numbered east and
west from a principal meridian. These ranges

are 6 miles wide and are divided into townships

6 miles square, which are numbered north and
south from a certain parallel. The townships

are subdivided into sections, each one mile

square and numbered according to a uniform

system. Each section is divided into quarter-

sections, which are designated by their direction

from the center, as northwest, southwest, north-

east and southeast. It is therefore possible to

designate any plot of land as small as 40 acres

(and even less) with perfect accuracy.

According to the latest report of the commis-

sioner of the General Land OfBce, there are

still unappropriated and unreserved public lands

in the United States, to the amount of 817,527,157

acres. Of these, more than 368,000,000 are in

Alaska. Of the other states and territories,

Nevada contains the greatest area of unappro-

priated public land, with 61,000,000 acres.

Montana contains 55,000,000; New Mexico,

52,000,000; Arizona, 47,000,000; Utah, Wyo-
ming, Idaho, California and Colorado follow in

the order named, each with more than 30,000,000

acres still untaken. Besides this land, the gov-

ernment has reserved for its own purposes more

than 183,000,000 acres. Up to July 1, 1905,

808,000,000 acres had been appropriated. In

a single year as many as 13,000,000 acres have

been disposed of. See Homestead Laws.

Land'scape Gardening, the art of laying

out grounds, arranging trees, shrubbery and

flowers, so as to bring into harmonious combina-

tion all the varied characteristics of a park or

lawn. It disposes flowering plants, shrubs and

trees over varying levels, in such a manner as

to produce the most pleasing effects; it shuts

out undesirable views by means of judicious

planting, and it introduces rock work, water and

other artistic embellishments, where the local

peculiarities of the ground permit. Landscape

gardening has become a distinct art, and land-

scape gardeners of great skill are employed to

lay out city parks and other public grounds.

See Horticulture.

Land'seer, Edwin, Sir (1802-1873), a fa-

mous English painter, born in London. He be-

gan to draw animals when a mere child, and at the

age of twelve he was able to paint with great

skill. In 1825 he went to Scotland to visit Sir

Langland

Walter Scott, whom he painted with his dogs.

After this he rapidly rose to fame, producing

pictures of animals painted with so much senti-

ment and feeling that they seemed almost human.
In 1831 Landseer became a member of the

Royal Academy and later was knighted. Among
his best known works are Dignity and Impu-
dence, Alexander and Diogenes, A Distinguishea

Member of the Humane Society, Connoisseurs,

The Return from Deer Stalking, High Life and
Low Life, Highland Drover Departing from the

South, The Return from Haivking, The Shep-

herd's Chief Mourner, There's Life in the Old

Dog Yet, The Stag at Bay and Dialogue at

Waterloo. The fine engravings made by his

brother Thomas have made Landseer's paintings

well known to the public.

Land's End, a headland in Cornwall, the

westernmost point of England. There is a

lighthouse on the dangerous rocks, the Long-

ships, about a mile to the west.

Landsturm, lahnt'stoorm. See Army, sub-

head German Army.

Land Survey, sur'vay. See Lands, Public.

Landwehr, lahnt'vair. See Army, subhead

German Army.

Lan'franc (about 1005-1089), the first arch-

bishop of Canterbury after the Norman Con-

quest, born at Pavia. He founded a law school

in France and in 1046 was chosen prior of the

Benedictine monastery of Bee. William of

Normandy made Lanfranc prior of Saint

Stephen at Caen, as a reward for procuring the

pope's consent to William's marriage to his

cousin, and in 1070 he made him archbishop of

Canterbury. Among Lanfranc's writings are

Commentaries on the Epistles of Saint Paul,

A Treatise against Berenger and Sermons.

Lang, Andrew (1844- ), an English

miscellaneous writer. He was educated at

Edinburgh Academy, Saint Andrew's Univer-

sity and Balliol College, Oxford, where he took

a distinguished position. A most versatile

WTiter, he has published several volumes of

ballads and other light verse; Custom and

Myth, a valuable contribution to the science of

comparative mythology; translations of Homer

(with collaborators), of Theocritus and of Bion;

Letters to Dead Authors and Letters on Literature,

and several volumes of selected fairy tales.

Lang'land, William (about 1332-1400?),

the supposed author of the English poem,

The Vision of Piers Plmvman. The poem is

allegorical in form and satirical in spirit; the

trials and troubles of life generally, but more
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particularly the corruptions of the Church and

the worldliness of the ecclesiastical order, are

its theme.

Lang'ley, S.uiuel Pierpoxt (1834-1906),

an American scientist and astronomer, born at

Roxbury, Mass. He was educated in the

Boston Latin School and also studied in Europe.

He was successively assistant in Han'ard obsers'-

atory, professor of mathematics in the Naval
Academy at Annapolis and director of the

Allegheny Observatory. He became secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution in 1887. Pro-

fessor Langley made special observations which

have added substantially to our knowledge of

the sun's heat. He also extended the invisible

portion of the solar spectrum and invented the

bolometer, a very delicate instrument for meas-
uring radiant heat. For several years he gave

his attention to aerial navigation and was
granted an appropriation of $5,000 by Congress

for experiments. See Flying [Machine.

Lang'try, Mrs. Lillie (1852- ), an
English actress, bom at Le Breton, on the

island of Jersey, the daughter of a clergyman.

After her marriage to Edward Langtry in 1874,

she became conspicuous in English society,

being known as the "Jersey Lily," on account

of her beauty. In 1881 she made her debut in

London in She Stoops to Conquer, and in the

following year she appeared in America with

great success. After the death of her husband
she again married, and in 1903 she returned

to America, where she appeared in The Cross-

ways, a play written by herself in collaboration

with J. Hartley Manners.

Language, lanfgwaij. See Philology.
Language, Methods of Teaching. The

practical end and aim of all language teaching

is the securing of the accurate and fluent use

of pure English. While, as far as securing

accuracy of expression is concerned, lessons on
all subjects should be considered language

lessons, yet, for the purpose of securing the

practical end for which language is used, this

subject must receive special attention.

' Primary Grades. "While in these grades

language and reading are inseparably connected,

yet each needs specific treatment, and after the

first few months the best results are obtained

by having language lessons which are distinct

from the reading lessons. Language lessoas

should be devoted to two lines of work, oral

and written.

1. Oral Language. The object of this line

of work is to secure accurate and fluent oral

expression. In order that this may be done,

proper habits of speech must be formed, and

bad habits must be broken up. The first task

is much easier than the second. Since pupils

in the primary grades will not express themselves

freely under embarrassment, every effort should

be made to make them at home in the school-

room and to give them the greatest freedom

possible in their language work. Again, in

order that the best results may be obtained,

the subjects used should be those with which

the pupils are perfectly familiar. Having

planned the recitation along these lines, the

teacher should so conduct it as to secure the

following results:

(a) Freedom of expression. Lead the pupils

to talk freely about what they say and do at

home and in school and upon the playground.

This will remove any embarrassment that they

may feel because of their new surroundings and

enable them to become acquainted with one

another and with the teacher.

(6) Hold conversation lessons with the pupils

and in this w^ay become acquainted with their

vocabulary. Notice also their wrong habits of

speech. This will give a key to the habits that

must be broken up.

(c) Classify the errors in common use by the

pupils. It will be found that these errors

usually reduce to errors in the use of the verb,

the pronoun and the preposition. When these

errors are knowTi, the teacher has a guide which

she can follow in breaking up the bad habits

of speech which the pupils have formed.

(d) Lead the pupils to correct their errors in

speech. This is a somewhat delicate task and

one which will need to be approached carefully.

If corrections are made in such a manner as

to cause the pupil to feel embarrassed, he ceases

to express himself freely, and one of the impor-

tant objects of the language lesson is lost.

Usually corrections are best made by incidentally

giving the correct form and asking the pupil to

repeat it, then in succeeding lessons calling his

attention to it again and again, until its use

become.« a habit.

2. Written Language. Written work in the

first year consists in copying words and sen-

tences from the reading lesson, and during the

first half of this year but little stress is placed

upon this phase of the work. However, the

teacher should see that whatever is attempted

is performed accurately. Pupils should be

trained from the first to use correct forms.

Capitals and the period should be used in the
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first sentence that the child writes. He should

be led to consider these a part of the sentence.

Since these forms are learned from unitation,

the teacher should place before the children only

such forms as they can copy correctly. During

the last months of the first year, very brief

written exercises may be required of the more
advanced pupils of the primary grade. These
should be based upon the nature study work
and stories which the teacher has read or told

to the pupils. The subject upon which the

pupils are to write should be thoroughly reviewed

a short time before the lesson is given.

All through the work in primary grades

memory gems should be taught, beginning with

those which the youngest children can easily

understand and enjoy, and increasing in length

and difficulty as the pupils' ability to under-

stand them develops. Great assistance is ren-

dered the pupils also by reading suitable selec-

tions and interesting stories, provided the teacher

is a fluent reader, uses a pleasant tone of voice

and clear enunciation. Since pupils are imita-

tors, the teacher should be exceedingly careful

in her use of language, as they will copy any

inaccuracies which she may place before them.

In the second and third grades much more
written work can be done, but too much should

not be attempted. The tendency often is to

require so much that the pupils do not have

time to do the work well, and the teacher is

unable to examine it properly. Tliis leads to

the habit of carelessness, which, when once

formed, is very difficult to eradicate.

Intermediate and Grammar Grade;s. The
purposes of the language work in these grades

are to enable the pupils to express themselves

with ease and accuracy, either in speaking or

writing; to make them acquainted with the

fundamental principles and rules of English

grammar and their application. The same fun-

damental principles given for work in the pri-

mary grades should be followed in these grades,

but the work should be more extended.

1. Written Work. This should be along two

lines, drill work and origmal composition.

Drill work should be given for the purpose of

securing accuracy in form and original comjx)-

sition. Exercises in spelling, copying portions

of the reading lesson, stanzas of poetry and
exercises in using the different fonns of irregular

verbs are good illustrations of what exercises

for drill purposes should be. If time is short

and a course of study in which the work is

definitely laid out is not at hand, it is well for

the teacher to classify these drill exercises, such
as drills on the use of capitals, drills on the

use of the comma, drills on the use of the fonns
of verbs. In this way definite work will be
done, and all of the points upon which drill is

necessary will receive attention. The value of

this work is in its accuracy. Unless accuracy

is insisted upon, these exercises contribute to

the habit of carelessness and often do more
harm than good.

Original composition should be carried on,

along with the drill work. An important line

of this work is letter writing. Pupils should

begin this exercise in the third grade by writing

simple notes, and they should continue it until

they are able to write good letters, either of

business or friendship. Many devices can be

used to retain the interest, such as having

pupils correspond with one another or having

those in one school wTite to those in another.

The letters may be read before the school.

The ingenious teacher will discover many ways
in which the work can be made interesting.

Another important line of work in these grades

is the reproduction of stories told or read. At
first the reproductions should be very simple,

consisting of the reproduction of the thought

in a stanza of poetry or a short paragraph of

prose. The work should be increased in length

and difficulty as the pupils advance in ability,

until in the higher grades it should include the

reproduction of some of the selections from the

best authors. A similar line of work, but on
different topics, is that of descriptions of jilaces

or people. Abundance of material is obtained

from history, geography and literature for WTit-

ten exercises of every sort. In all cases abstract

themes should be avoided, for children are not

able to discuss them. The study of occupations

and industries, including railroads and means
of transportation, also furnishes many themes

suitable for written language at these grades.

2. Oral Language. The purpose of oral

language in these grades is to secure fluency of

expression, correctness in speech and continuity

of thought. The only difference between the

work here and in the primary grades is in

extending it to greater length and to more

difficult topics. Oral reproductions of selections

read, reciting such subjects as history and

geography by topic, and the arrangement of

reviews so that the different pupils in the class

will recite fully upon different topics, afford

excellent means for giving pupils drill in fluency

of expression and continuity of thought. Such
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exercises are particularly valuable, since they

train the pupil to become a good conversation-

alist and to maintain his position with others

after he leaves school. Oral reviews of books,

articles in magazines and occasional debates

among the older classes also tend to assist in

securing the same end. See color plate, Draavixg.

The terms and principles of grammar should

be introduced incidentally, beginning with the

fourth grade. Early in this year subject and

predicate are easily taught. After the terms

have been introduced the teacher should call

attention to them frequently, imtil the pupils are

able to recognize the subject and predicate in

all short sentences. In a similar way, the

names of the parts of speech should be taught,

beginning with the noun and following with

verb, pronoun, adjective and adverb, ^\^len

these are learned and understood, the parts of

speech expressing relation, such as the prepo-

sition and the conjunction, can be learned,

though probably these will not be reached

before the fifth grade. In the higher grades

in the grammar schools and with the oldest

pupils in the ungraded schools, the principles

and rules of grammar should be emphasized.

This does not mean that a text-book in grammar

should be formally studied, but that these fun-

damental principles, such as the agreement of

a subject with its predicate in nimaber and

person, the different forms of the common
irregular verbs in the present, past and perfect

tenses, and the agreement of pronouns with

their antecedents, should receive enough atten-

tion to enable the pupils to become familiar

with the application of these principles and to

use them correctly. Teachers in primary lan-

guage will find valuable assistance in Mrs.

Cooley's Language Lessons Jrom Literature,

Book I; Metcalf and Bright's Language Exer-

cises, and Mrs. Rankin's Everyday English,

Book I; while Southworth and Goddard's

Elements of Composition and Grammar is valu-

able for teachers of intermediate and grammar

grades.

Lanier, la neer', Sidney (1842-1881), an

American poet and musician, bom at Macon,

Ga. After graduating from Oglethorpe College,

he taught one year and then entered the Con-

federate army. He served through the war,

suffering so much from exposure and impris-

onment that he was an invalid the rest of his

life. After the war he supported himself for a

time by teaching, .serving as clerk in a .shop

and practicing law with his father in Macon;

but he devoted all of his spare time to music

and literature. After 1873 he decided to give

up all of his time to these arts, and in Baltimore

and New York his musical ability was generally

recognized. That his poetic ability was also

admitted is shoAVTi by the fact that in 1876 he

was chosen to write a cantata for the Centennial

Exposition. In 1879 he was made lecturer on

English literature at Johns Hopkins University,

where he delivered the lectures afterward pub-

lished as The Science of English Vdrse and

The English Novel. He made frequent trips

south in search of health, and on one of these

journeys he died. Lanier's first published work
was a novel, Tiger Lilies, which appeared in

1867 but met with little success. His poems,

for which he is chiefly famous, are remarkable

for their exquisite melody. He was one of the

genuine poets of his generation, and his fame

is growing steadily. Among his best-knowTi

poems are Com, The Marshes of Glynn and

the Song of tJie Chattahoochee.

Lan'kester, Edwin Ray (1847- ), an

English scientist, noted for his remarkable

studies in biology and as the director of the

department of natural history in the British

Museum. Besides a number of technical pub-

lications on different animal forms, he has pub-

lished Comparative Longevity, Regeneration and

several volumes of scientific articles.

Lan'sing, Mich., the capital of the state

and the county-seat of Ingham co., 90 mi. n. w.

of Detroit, at the junction of the Grand and

Cedar rivers, on the Grand Trunk, the Michigan

Central and several other railroads. The city

occupies a level site and has broad and well-

shaded streets. It was settled in 1837 and was

laid out as the capital ten years later, when
the place was still a comparative wilderness.

The state capitol is a fine structure located in

a twelve acre park near the center of the city.

The state school for the blind and the state

industrial school for boys are located here, and

the state agricultural college, with its farm of

675 acres, is near the city. Other important

structures are the city hall, the high school,

the public library, a hospital and the Federal

building. The Grand River has a fall of eight-

een feet and furnishes good water power.

The manufactures include flour, stoves, auto-

mobiles, agricultural implements, artificial stone,

machinery, condensed milk, beet sugar and knit

goods. The city has about twenty churches

and an excellent public school system. Popu-

lation in 1904, 20,276.
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Lantern Fish, a name applied to a number
of different deep sea fishes, some of which are

of remarkably grotesque appearance. They are

called lantern fish because they possess organs

which give the light necessary for them to see

by in the great depths at which they live.

Lantern Flies, insects allied to the cicadas,

but forming a family by themselves. The
lantern fly proper is a native of South America.

It is more than three inches in length and five

inches across the wings. It is reported to fly

only during sunlight and not to appear abroad

during dark. The name is jirobably given

these insects solely on account of the shape of

their heads.

Laoco'dn, la ok'o on, m ancient Greek legend,

a Trojan priest of Neptune. Near the close of

the Trojan War, when the Greeks tried to

introduce into Troy the wooden horse, Laocoon

protested strongly and perhaps might have

convinced his countrymen of his wisdom had

not a serious accident occurred. Two enormous

serpents glided up from the sea and, winding

themselves about Laocoon and his two sons,

crushed them to death. This was regarded by

the Trojans as a sign that Laocoon had been

guilty of sacrilege in doubting the sacred char-

acter of the wooden horse. This story serves

as the subject of various sculptures, chief among
them a group discovered in 150G and now in the

Vatican. See Wooden Horse.

La'odami'a. See Protesilaus.

Laodicea, lo/od e see'ah, the ancient name
of several cities in Asia Minor. One of these,

which is now called Eski-hissar, was the site of

one of the seven primitive Christian churches

of Asia. Another is now known as Sorgan

Ladik.

La Paz, lah pahs', a town of Bolivia, capital

of a department of the same name. It is more

than 12,000 feet above sea level. The city is

buUt in amphitheater form, is the seat of a

bishopric and has a cathedral and a university.

It is a place of considerable wealth and impor-

tance. Most of the inhabitants are A^nnara

Indians or are of mixed race. Population,

45,000.

Lap'idary, one who cuts and polishes precious

stones. The success of the art depends almost

entirely upon the skill of the workman. The
gem to be cut is fastened to a holder, which is

about the length of a lead pencil, and then

pressed against a revolving wheel whose sur-

face is covered with diamond dust. The gem

is held in place by a device attached to the

Lapland

frame that supports the wheel, so that flat sur-

faces and sharp angles are obtained. St^e

Diamond; Precious Stones.

La'pis Laz'uli or Lazuhte, a mineral

composed of siUca, aluminum, iron and several

less important substances. It occurs in crystals

and in massive form. It is found in granite

and crystalline limestone. The best qualities

are obtained from China, Siberia, Persia and
Chile. This stone was prized by the ancients

for its supposed medicinal properties and was
used by tlie Egyptians for jewelry. Fine speci-

mens were also used for vases, inlaid work and
mosaics. When ground into powder and mixed
with oil, it makes ultramarine, but the supply

of this color is now obtained by an artificial

process. See Precious Stones; Ultramarine.

Laplace, lah plas', Pierre Simon, Marquis
de (1749-1827), the greatest of French astron-

omers. His parents were very poor and unable

to give him an education, but through the

assistance of influential friends he was enabled

to go to school, and at the age of twenty he

became professor of mathematics in the military

school, through the influence of D'Alembert,

who was his patron. He is especially known
by his important work in regard to improve-

ments of the lunar theory, the question of tides

and the stability of the solar system. His great-

est work was a complete solution of the problem

of the solar system, one of the most important

contributions to science (See Nebular Hypoth-
esis). In physics, also, he made many impor-

tant experiments.

Lap'land, the land of the Lapps, an extensive

territory in the north of Europe, between 85,000

and 90,000 square mUes in area. Of this terri-

tory more than half belongs to Russia, and the

remainder is shared, in nearly equal proportions,

between Sweden and Norway. The climate for

nine months is excessively cold; spring and au-

tumn are short, and the smnmer of two months

is extremely hot. Vegetation is scanty, except

in the form of birch, pine, fir and the mosses

which supply food for the herds of reindeer.

The Laplanders are a small, muscular, large-

headed race, with high cheek bones, wide mouth,

flat nose and scanty beard. Many of them are

nomadic, owing their subsistence to their herds

of reindeer; others support themselves by fish-

ing. They are generally ignorant, simple-

hearted and hospitable. The Norwegian Lap-

landers belong to the Lutheran, and the Russian

Laplanders belong to the Greek Church. Their

numbers do not exceed 30,000.
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La Plata, la plak'toh, a city of the Argentine

Republic, 32 mi. s. e. of the city of Buenos Ayres,

with which it is connected by rail. Founded in

1SS2 as the capital of the State of Buenos Ayres,

it has already become an important city, having

a palace for the legislative assembly, a cathedral,

law courts, a theater, a public park and a system

of public and private schools. Population in

1901, 75,000.

La Plata, Rio de. See Plata, Rio de la.

La Porte, la port', Ikd., the county-seat of

La Porte co., 12 mi. from Lake Michigan and
59 mi. s. e. of Chicago, on the Lake Erie &
Western, the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

and other railroads. The city is in a farming

region, and its manufactures include woolen

goods, agricultural implements, wheels and other

articles. There are beautiful lakes in the vicin-

ity, and the place has become an attractive and
popular summer resort. It was settled in 1830

and was chartered as a city in 1852. Population

in 1900, 7113.

Lap'wing, a handsome bird, belonging to the

plover family. The common lapwing is a well-

known bird about the size of a pigeon and is

often called the peewit, from its peculiar cry.

This is a European bird, whose eggs are esteemed

a great luxury and are gathered and sent to the

markets. Its back is glossy green; head and
neck and delicate crest, black; breast and under

parts, white. Other species are found in Asia

and South America.

Laramie, lar'a me, Wyo., the county-seat of

Albany co., 5G mi. n. e. of Cheyenne, on the

Big Laramie River and on the Union Pacific

railroad. It is a thriving city, located on an

elevation of over 7000 feet, in the neighborhood

of rich deposits of coal, iron, lead and other

minerals. The city has extensive railroad shops,

rolling mills, soda works, flour mills and glass

works. Laramie is the seat of the state univer-

sity, the state agricultural college, a United States

Agricultural Experiment Station and the state

fish hatchery, and is the see of the Protestant

Episcopal bishopric of Wyoming. The railroad

company started the first sale of lots in April,

1868, and in less than two weeks many buildings

had been constructed and the rapid growth of the

city had begun. Population in 1905, 7601.

Laramie Mountains, a range of the Rocky
Mountains which extends through southeastern

Wyoming and into Colorado. The highest

point is Laramie Peak, 10,000 feet high. Coal

is found in abundance.

Larceny, lahr'se ny, the fraudulent appro-

priation of the property of another person with-

out that person's consent. To constitute this

crime the removal of the goods to any distance

is not necessary, but the article must completely

pass, for however short a time, into possession

of the criminal. The common law restricted the

classes of things the appropriation of which is

larceny, to personal property, but this distinction

has been largely abolished by recent statutes.

Larceny was formerly divided into two kinds,

grand and petty, according to the value of the

thing stolen, but the distinction is now abolished

in almost all the states. The penalty varies,

but in ordinary cases a person convicted of lar-

ceny is generally liable to imprisonment with

hard labor for not more than two years; on

second conviction not more than ten, nor less

than four. See Robbery; Burglary.
Larch, the common name of a genus of trees

belonging to the cone-bearing family, but not

themselves fragrant. In New England and

Canada the native species is known as hackma-

tack, and in the western and southern states the

same tree is known as tamarack. This American

larch often grows to a height of seventy feet in

swampy places, where the soil is deep. It has

a slender trunk and horizontal branches which

are covered with fine, needle-like leaves that

fall in autumn. The small cones turn to a

beautiful deep red before they ripen. The wood,

which is compact and durable, heavy and diffi-

cult to burn, is valued for fence posts, railroad

ties, telegraph jx)les, and in shipbuilding.

Larcom, Lucy (1826-1893), an American

poet, born in Beverly, Mass. As a Lowell

factory girl, she attracted the favorable attention

of Whittier by her contributions to a little paper

conducted by the operatives in the cotton mills.

She was afterwards educated in the Monticello

Female Seminary in Illinois and then taught

school in Massachusetts. She was editor of
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Our Young Folks, a Boston magazine, and pub-

lished Childhood Songs and Wild Roses of Cape
Ann and Other Poems. Her poems of New
England life were especially effective, and
Hannah, Binding Shoes became the best known.
Lard, the fat of the hog. Lard is obtained

by extracting it from the fatty portions of the

carcass, in kettles heated by steam. It is clari-

fied by heating to a high temperature, straining

and then cooling by refrigeration. Just before

it solidifies, the lard is run into pails, barrels or

other vessels for marketing. The best quality

is found in the fat which surrounds the kidneys,

and this is employed in pharmacy for the prepa-

ration of ointments. When subjected to pres-

sure the oleine is liberated, forming lard oil,

which is much used as a lubricant for machinery.

Lard is used in cooking, in the manufacture of

soap and for many other purposes.

Laredo, la rai/do, Tex., the county-seat of

Webb CO., 140 mi. s. w. of San Antonio, on the

Rio Grande and on the International & Great

Northern, the National of Mexico and other

railroads. The city is in a fertile agricultural

and stock-raising district of Texas and is an

important shipping point between the United

States and Mexico. Grape culture and the

raising of vegetables are the most important

industries. There are valuable coal mines in

the vicinity, and the city contains car and machine

shops, brick and tile works, tanneries, foundries

and other factories. Laredo has a fine court-

house and jail, the Mexican National and Mercy
hospitals, Ursuline Convent and is the seat of

Laredo Seminary and Ursuline Academy. The
place was settled by the Spaniards in 1767 and

was first incorporated in 1848. Population in

1900, 13,429.

Lares, lay'reez, and Penates, pe nay'teez, the

inferior Roman gods who presided over the home
and over families. The Penates were regarded as

having been gods from the beginning, while

the Lares were human beings who had died and

returned to watch over their friends or descend-

ants. As far as the two classes of deities had

separate provinces, it was believed that the

Penates protected the interior of the home and

watched over its happiness, while the Lares

guarded it from danger from without. These

deities were usually worshiped in the form of

small images, which were held as the most sa-

cred possessions of the household. When a

family moved, it took with it its Lares and

Penates and provided a place for them before

the welfare of the family was looked after.

They were usually kept in the atrium (See

Atrium).

Lark, a song bird related to the finches,

having a strong, short bill, nostrils covered with

feathers, forked tongue and the power to raise

the feathers on the back part of its head into the

form of a crest. Larks are found generally

distributed over the old world, but the only

species in America is the shore lark. The
larks live upon the ground, feeding on worms
and larv'ae, and bring forth two broods in a year.

The best known is the English skylark, which is

celebrated for the prolonged beauty of its song,

which it utters as it rises high in the air in spiral

flight. It usually sings early in the morning
and only during the nesting season. No bird

has been more celebrated by poets than this,

and Shelley's Ode to the Skylark is one of the

most beautiful poems in the English language.

A few of these birds have been introduced into

the United States, and some are now living wild

on Long Island and elsewhere in the East.

Lark'spur, the common name of a genus of

plants belonging to the buttercup family. Some
medicinal properties are possessed by several

species, but they are cultivated principally for

their handsome, irregular flowers, which grow

in large open clusters or in spikes. One hundred

or more species are found wild in the United

States, but the most beautiful kinds are natives

of Asia. Gardeners have produced beautiful

double flowers with a great variety of coloring.

La Hochefoucauld, lah rohsh joo ko^, FiL'm-

fois. Due de. Prince de Marcillac (1613-1680),

a distinguished French courtier and man of

letters. As a military officer he appeared at the

court of Louis XIII, but was suspected by Riche-

lieu of favoring the party of Queene Anne of

Austria and was exiled to Blois. After the death

of Mazarin he became reconciled with the court

and played a brilliant r6le there. His Memoircs

and his Maximes, published anonymously in

1665, are his chief writings. The latter work,

for its brilliancy of style, is still considered a

French classic.

Larva, lahr'va, a name used to denote, in

natural history, the first stage in the metamor-

phosis of insects and the early form of any ani-

mal, in which there is little resemblance to the

parent. In the latter sense the tadpole is the

larva of the frog. In insects this is the grub or

caterpillar stage. WTien the insect first appears,

it is usually in the fonn of a maggot, or small

worm, as it is jwpularly, though WTongly, called.

The larval stage is usually the active stage of
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insect life, during which the animal accomplishes

most of its growing. From time to time the

larva sheds iti; skin to permit of greater growth.

See Metamorphosis; Insects; also Cater-

PILL.\R.

Larynx, lar^inks, the organ of voice, situated

between the hyoid bone and the upper part of

the trachea, communicating with the pharynx

alxjve and the trachea below. It is composed of

nine cartilages, one thyroid, one cricoid, one

epiglottis, two arytenoid, two comicular laryngis

two cuneiform. The cricoid cartilage has the

shape of a signet ring, with the broad part toward

the back of the throat, and is attached by fibrous

tissue to the upper part of the trachea. The
two ar}i;enoid cartilages are placed on top of

the wide part of the cricoid, with which they

articulate in a movable joint. The vocal mem-
branes are attached to them. The two halves

of the largest cartilage, the thyroid, meet in an

angle in front, but its sides do not form a com-

plete ring. The projection of this cartilage is

known as Adam's apple. The epiglottis is

attached to the top of the thyroid in such a

manner that it may close the opening from the

pharynx to the larynx during the act of swallow-

ing. The vocal cords are two membranes which

extend from the ar}i;enoid cartilages across the

larjTLx to the thyroid. They may be compared

to the head of a drum, the membrane of which

has been slit across the middle. The length

and tension of these membranes are controlled

by the movements of the arytenoid cartilages.

In quiet breathing the slit, called the glottis, is

wide open, being narrow in front and wider

behind. A set of muscles pulls the arytenoid

cartilages backward, thus stretching the vocal

cords; another set pulls the same cartilages

toward the thjToid cartilage, making the vocal

cords slack; a third set pulls the arytenoids

toward each other, making the glottis narrower

behind, while a fourth set has an opposite effect.

The space above the vocal cords is triangular in

shape, and its mucous lining, just above them,

makes on each side a fold known as the false

vocal cords. The ventricle of the larynx lies

between the true and the false cords. See Voice.

La Salle, la sal'. III., a city in La Salle co.,

99 mi. s. w. of Chicago, on the Illinois & Michi-

gan Canal and on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Lsland & Pacific and

the Illinois Central railroads. It lies on high

bluffs along the Illinois River, near productive

bituminous coal fields, and has a large trade.

The other important industries are zinc smelting

and the manufacture of cement, brick, sulphuric

acid, implements, clocks and glass. The city has

a public library, a township high school and sev-

eral hospitals, and is the seat of Saint Bede Col-

lege. The place was settled in 1830 and was
named in honor of La Salle, the explorer. Pop-

ulation in 1900, 10,446.

La Salle, Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de

(1643-1687), a French explorer in America. He
went to Canada early in 1666, and from there he

conducted many expeditions. In 1669 he de-

scended the Ohio to the site of Louisville and

later explored the regions of the Great Lakes.

LA SALLE

Finally he set out to explore the Mississippi and

was the first to follow the river to its mouth. He
established Fort Saint Louis, on the Illinois

River, and, returning to France, was made com-

mandant of all the country which he had found.

On another voyage he tried to find the mouth of

the Mississippi, but failed; his party was scat-

tered, and he was shot from ambush by a muti-

nous ooldier.

Las Casas, las kah'sas, Bartolome de (1474-

1556), a Spanish prelate, known as the "Apostle

of the Indies." He went to Hispaniola in 1502

and on the conquest of Cuba received charge as

priest there and distinguished himself for his

humane treatment of the natives. In the cause

of religion he visited various parts of the New
World, including Mexico, Guatemala and Peru.

In 1542 he wrote his famous Breuissima reUuwn
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de la destriiycion de las Indias. He was made
bishop of Chiapas in 1544, but three years later

returned to Spain.

Lassa, lahs'sah. See Lhasa.

Lassalle, la sal', Ferdinand (1825-1864), a

German sociahst, educated at Berhn University.

He first made himself known as a leader during

the democratic troubles of 1848 and was impris-

oned for a year. In 1861 he published his

System of Acquired Rights. Thereafter he organ-

ized the working classes, which caused the gov-

ernment to accuse him of sedition, and he was

imprisoned for four months. In May, 1863, he

founded a labor union and began that socialist

propaganda which has since become so wide-

spread in Germany.

Las'SO, a contrivance used in Spanish America

and in the Western states of the Union, consisting

of a long rope of plaited rawhide, at one end of

which is a small metal Ting. By means of this

ring a noose is readily formed, and the lasso, or

lariat, is then used for catching wild animals,

the rope being cast over the animal's head or

leg while the hunter is in full gallop. Most
remarkable skill is acquired by those who use

the lasso, which is the constant companion of

the "cowboy" on the great cattle ranges of the

West.

Las Vegas, las va'gas, N. M., the county-

seat of San Miguel co., 40 mi. directly e. of Santa

F^, on a branch of the Pecos River and on the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad. The
city is composed of two parts, the old Mexican

settlement and the modern city, known as East

Las Vegas until it was incorporated as the city

of Las Vegas in 1896. The city is located just

between the Rocky Mountains and the plains.

It has a large trade in wool and contains wool

scouring works, flour mills, wagon shops, found-

ries, breweries and other factories. There are

about 40 of these springs and on account of

their curative properties, they have become a

favorite resort for invalids. The city contains

the New Mexican Normal University, a public

library, the Castanenda Hotel and many fine

buildings. The famous Las Vegas hot springs

are six miles from the city. The population of

the incorporated city in 1900 was 3553, but that

of the whole city is estimated at 8000.

Lat'eran, one of the churches at Rome,
built originally by Constantine the Great and

dedicated to Saint John of Lateran. The site

on which the buildings stand originally belonged

to Plautius Lateranus, who was put to death by

Nero. The Lateran is the episcopal church of

the pope and the principal church of Rome. It

has a palace, now used as a museum of statues

and antiquities, and other buildings annexed to

it. Ever}' newly-elected pope takes solemn pos-

session of the church, and from its balcony he

bestows his blessing on the people. The palace

and the church belong absolutely to the popes,

having been given them by the Italian govern-

ment in 1871. Pope Leo XIII and many of

his predecessors are buried in the Lateran.

Lathe, layth, a machine for turning and
polishing flat, round, cylindrical and oval objects

of wood, ivory or metal. The object worked

receives a rotary motion. The important parts

of the lathe are the frame, the balance wheel,

the two heads, to which the object to be turned

is fastened, and the rest for the chisel. One
head slides in the grove in the frame and can

be firmly fastened at any point by a screw. This

admits of turning articles of different lengths.

A belt passes from the balance pulley over

another in the head and imparts the motion.

A series of pulleys of dift'erent sizes on the bal-

ance wheel and head enable different rates of

speed to be maintained. A lathe for turning

wood has a much higher speed than one for

turning metal. The tools used are chisels made
especially for the purpose. Small lathes are

often run by foot power, but large ones use

steam or electric power.

La'throp, George Parsons (1851-1898), an

American poet and journalist, Ixjrn in the Sand-

wich Islands. He was educated in New York

and Dresden, Gennany; studied law for a time,

was an editor of the Atlantic MonthUj, and later,

of the Boston Courier. In England (1871) he

married Nathaniel Hawthorne's daughter Rose,

who was herself a writer of prose and poetry.

He lived in Hawthorne's old home, The Way-

side, at Concord, Mass., and afterwards in New
York. He foujided the American Copyright

League (1883). Part of his writing was done

jointly with his wife. It includes works on

Nathaniel Hawthorne; many poems, as Dreams

and Days; a novel, entitled Afterglow, and A
Story of Courage.
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Lathrop, Rose Hawthorne. Lee Lathrop,

Gkokge Parsons.

Lat'imer, Hugh (1490-1555), an English

prelate, reformer and martyr. He was educated

in Cambridge, was made chaplain to Henry VIII

in 1530 and during the ascendency of Anne
Bole\Ti in 1535 he was appointed bishop of

Worcester. In 1539 he resigned his bishopric,

not ]>eing able to accept the Six Articles, and

lived in privacy for six years. On coming to

London, he was put in prison, but on the acces-

sion of Edward VI was released and became

highly popular at court. This continued until

Mary ascended the throne, when Latimer was

cited to appear, along with Cranmer and Ridley,

before a council at Oxford. He was condemned,

and after much delay and a second trial, Latimer

and Ridley were burned at the stake, Oct. 16,

1555.

La'tin Language. Latin is a branch of

the Indo-European, or Arj'an, family of lan-

guages. It was spoken by the people of central

Italy perhaps as early as 1500 b. c. In the

]>eriod of the Roman Republic and the Empire

it received its literary form, and it is to the

language of that time the designation classical

is given. During the last two centuries of the

Empire, Latin became much corrupted through

contact with other languages, and this process

was still more marked after the fall of Rome.

By the eighth century it had ceased to be a gen-

erally spoken tongue, and in the several countries

where Roman civilization had been established,

it had developed into the several tongues which

have survived in the modem Romance languages.

The chief representatives, besides Italian, are

French, Spanish, Portuguese and Rmnanian.

In Great Britain the effect upon the language of

the first contact with Latin was not considerable,

owing to the early extinction of Roman suprem-

acy there and the overpowering inroads of

Germanic tongues. Of the large proportion

(about three-sevenths) of words of Latin origin

in the English language, the most came in through

the Norman Conquest (See English Lan-
guage),

It is to be noticed that the Romance tongues

are descended, not from classical Latin, but

from wnat is known as folk-Latin, the corrupted

idiom of later popular speech. During the Dark
Ages, Latin continued, in a corrupted form, to

be the language of the Church, law and learning,

and in some countries it remained so until

within two centuries. In still later times it was

employed, restored to its classical form, in

learned writings and as a means of international

communication. It was the clergy who pre-

served the Latin language and literature in the

Dark Ages, and to the convents were carried

the remnants of the libraries.

In structure and vocabulary Latin is more
closely related to Greek than to any other Indo-

European language, an interesting evidence of

the probably close relationship of the two races.

The Latin language is remarkable for its accu-

racy of expression and its perfect mechanical

structure. It was, indeed, well fitted for its

important service in the law. As Latin has

never ceased to be spoken as a learned language,

its pronunciation has followed in general the

principles governing the language of each

country in which it is used. In America a

method known as the Roman is, however, now
almost universal in the universities, colleges

and high schools of th# country. This is an

attempt to attain to the real pronunciation of

Latin in the time of Cicero. The vowels are

pronounced almost as in Italian, French and

Spanish, and the consonants have their English

sounds, with the exception that c and g are

always hard; r is trilled; s is voiceless; z is

like dz; ph, th and ch are really aspirated

consonants. In England the so-called English

method is still used in the schools, the Latin

words being pronoimced precisely as if they

were English.

Lat'itude, in geography, the distance of any

place on the globe north or south of the equator,

measured on its meridian. It is called north

or south, according as the place is north or

south of the equator. The highest or greatest

latitude is 90°, that is, at the poles; the lowest

or smallest, 0°, at the equator, between which

and the poles any number of parallel circles

called parallels of latitude may be supposed to

be drawn. One method of finding the latitude

of a place is by measuring the altitude of the

polar star, the latitude of the observer being

equal to the altitude in degrees of the star

above the horizon. When the latitude and

longitude of a place are given, its position on

a map is easily found (See Longitude). Cer-

tain parallels of latitude are more noteworthy

than others. See Antarctic Circle; Arctic

Circle; Equator; Tropics.

Latium, la'she um, the ancient name applied

to a district of central Italy, on the Tyrrhenian

Sea, extending between Etruria and Campania

and inhabited by Latins, Volsci, Aequi and

other peoples.
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Latour D'Auvergne, la toor' do vair'ny',

Theophile ]\L\lo Garret de (1743-1800), a

French soldier. Entering the mihtary service

in 1767, he became aid-de-camp to the duke

of Crillon and distinguished himself at the

siege of Port Mahon. When the revolution

began he was a captain of grenadiers and as,

in spite of his meritorious services, he refused

higher positions, he was named First Grenadier

of France by Napoleon. He commanded a

corps of eight thousand men, which was knoAVTi

as the infernal column. In 1799 he fought under

Massena in Switzerland and fell at Neuburg,

June 27, 1800.

Lat'terday Saints. See Mormons.
Laud, William (1573-1645), archbishop of

Canterbury in the reign of Charles I, born at

Reading in Berkshire. He was educated at

Saint John's College, and took priest's orders

in 1601. He became unpopular with the univer-

sity authorities becau"fee he was so opposed to

Puritanism. He filled many jx)sitions, was made
archbishop of Canterbury in 1633 and was twice

offered the cardinal's hat. As archbishop he

instituted rigorous proceedings against all who
would not conform to the Church of England.

By means of spies he hunted out the Puritans,

and he sought to extinguish all forms of dissent

through fines, imprisonment and exile. When
the Long Parliament met (1640), the arch-

bishop was impeached for high treason. The
House of Commons passed a bill of attainder

(1644) and declared him guilty of high treason.

He was beheaded on Tower Hill.

Lau'danum or Tincture of O'pium, a

brownish-red fluid, prepared from opium and

having the qualities of that drug, but in a milder

degree. It is a frequent ingredient of "soothing

syrups" for infants and is sometimes given to

relieve colic and pains. Its use, however, is

liable to be very injurious, and not a few deaths

among infants follow very small doses. See

Opium.

Laughing, lahj'huj, Gas, nitrous oxide or

nitrogen monoxide or protoxide of nitrogen;

so called because, when inhaled, it usually pro-

duces exhilaration. It is administered by den-

tists to deaden pain and produce unconscious-

ness during the extraction of teeth, as its effects

are usually less severe than those of ether or

chloroform. See Nitrogen.

Laughlin, laf'lin, James Laurence (1850-

), an American economist and educator,

bom at Deerfield, Ohio. He graduated at Har-

vard in 1873, taught in the public schools of

9§

Boston and later as instructor and assistant pro-

fer.sor in political economy at Harvard. In

1887 he became president of the Manufacturers'

Mutual Insurance Company, Philadelphia, and

retained the position untU 1890, when he became

full professor of political economy at Cornell

University. Two years later he accepted a

similar position at the University of Chicago.

As a member of the monetary commission, he

took an active part in its discussions and wrote

a report of the greatest value. Among his

published ^\Titings are I"he History of Bimetal-

lism in the United States, Elements of Political

Economy and Facts About Money.

Laureate, law' re ate. Poet, a name first

applied to poets who were honored by the gift

of a laurel wreath. It is now the title of an

official of the royal household of Great Britain,

the patent for which appears to have been

granted by Charles I in 1630, although Ben

Jonson and others are said to have held the title

previously. Since the reign of George HI, there

have been no special duties connected with the

office. From the time of Charles II the follow-

ing poets have in succession held the office of

laureate: John Dryden, Thomas Shadwell,

Nahum Tate, Nicholas Rowe, La^Tence Eusden,

Colley Gibber, William WTiitehead, Thomas
Warton, Henry James Pye, Robert Southey,

William Wordsworth, Alfred (Lord) Tennyson

and' Alfred Austin. The salary is $360 a year.

Lau'rel. The sweet bay, or laurel, is a

native of the north of Africa and south of Europe

and is cultivated in

gardens, not only on

account of its elegant

appearance, but also

for the aromatic fra-

grance of its ever-

green leaves. The
fruit, which is of a

purple color, and the

,

leaves, have long been

used in medicine.

The common, or cher-

ry, laurel, the Portu-

gal laurel and the

spurge laurel are very

different from the true

laurel. The name is also given to other plants,

as in America to species of rhododendron and

other plants having thick leaves of a dark, glossy

green. In ancient times heroes and scholars

were crowned with wreaths of bay leaves, and

thus the terms laurels, bays and laureate came to
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be significant of honor. From the fruit of the

sweet bav, or laurel, several oily substances have

been extracted; the cherry laurel yields a vola-

tile, poisonous oil when its leaves ai'e distilled

in water.

Lau'rens, Hexry (1724-1792), an American

soldier and patriot, bom in Charleston, S. C,
of Huguenot descent. He entered business at

Charleston, but retired in 1771 and spent several

years in European travel. He believed in the

validity of the Stamp Act and opposed forcible

opposition to the intolerable acts of 1774, but he

nevertheless became active in the struggle against

Great Britain, was elected to the second Conti-

nental Congress and presided over it after Nov.

1, 1777. He resigned in the folowing year, and

in 1779 he was sent to Holland to frame a com-

mercial treaty. He was captured by the British

and imprisoned in London Tower for more than

fifteen months. After his release he became

one of the American peace commissioners and

signed the Treaty of Paris in 1783.

Laurens, John (1753-1782), an American

soldier, son of Henry Laurens, born in South

Carolina and educated in England. He became

an aide to Washington in the Continental Army
in 1777, participated in almost all of Washing-

ton's great battles and was several times wounded.

In 1781 he was sent to France, where he suc-

ceeded in negotiating a loan in spite of his inde-

pendence of diplomatic forms. Returning to

America, he fought at Yorktow'n and in the

following year was killed in one of the minor

skirmishes of the Southern armies. He has

been called the "Bayard of the Revolution,"

on account of his patriotism, gallantry and uni-

form courtesy and kindness.

Laurentian, law ren'shan, Mountains, a

range of highlands or mountains in Canada,

extending for over 3000 miles from Labrador

to the Arctic Ocean, forming the watershed

between Hudson Bay, the Saint Lawrence and
the Great Lakes, and dividing Hudson Bay
from the sources of the Mackenzie River. The
average elevation is about 1500 feet, while some
of the peaks attain a. height of over 3000 feet.

Laurier, lo re ay', Wilfrid, Sir (1841- ),

a Canadian statesman, born at Saint Lin, Quebec.

He was educated at L'Assomption College and
McGill University and was admitted to the bar

in 1864. For a short time he was editor of La
Defricheur, then became member of the Quebec
A.ssemb]y. In 1874 he was elected to the

Dominion Parliament and became minister of

internal revenue in 1877. Upon the retirement

of Mr. Blake, Laurier became leader of the

Liberal party, and in 1896 he w^as chosen pre-

mier of the Dominion, being the first French-

Canadian to hold the office. In 1898 he was

SIR WILFRID LAURIER

appointed a member of the Anglo-American

Joint High Commission. His eloquence and

magnetism earned for him the sobriquet of

"silver-tongued Laurier."

Lau'rium, Mich., a village in Houghton co.,

17 mi. n. e. of Houghton, on the Mineral Range

and the Copper Range railroads. Laurium is

on the Keweenaw peninsula and in the midst of

one of the richest copper regions in the United

States and in the world. The chief occupation

is the mining of copper, and the industries

directly connected with this are of coasiderable

importance. There are also mattress, clothing

and cigar factories. Laurium and Red Jacket,

which is also an impoxtant mining center, are

situated in the township of Calumet. Formerly

the name Calumet was applied to the villages

and townships alike, but in 1895 the name
Laurium was given the chief village. Popula-

tion of the village in 1904, 7653; of Calumet

township, 28,587.

Lausanne, lo zaknf, a town in Switzerland,

capital of the canton of Vaud, on the slopes of

Mont Jorat, about ^ mi. from the Lake of

Geneva. Lausanne is built on three hills, two

of which are connected by a lofty viaduct, and

the most interesting building is the Gothic cathe-
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dral, erected in the thirteenth century. Lau-
sanne is of httle trade or commercial interest,

but it is much visited by tourists, and its educa-

tional institutions attract many foreign pupils.

In 1875 it became the seat of the supreme court

of the Republic. Population in 1900, 47,444.

Lava, lah'ra, the general name for all rocky

matter which flows or has flowed in a molten state

from volcanoes and which, when cooled, forms

varieties of tufa, trachyte and basalt, according to

the proportions of feldspar, hornblende and augite

which enter into its composition. The texture

of rocks formed from lava depends upon the

rapidity with which the mass has cooled. When
cooled rapidly the lava forms a compact rock.

If cooled slowly, the rock is porous and often

brittle and easily crumbled. Lava beds occur

in two forms, those which have been deposited

by the overflow of volcanoes, and are found on

the sides and at the base of the mountains, and

those which have been forced up between other

layers of rock and have cooled in this position.

Such beds often outcrop at the summits of moun-

tains or at high altitudes upon their sides. See

VOLC.VXO.

Laval', a town of France, capital of the

Department of Mayenne, 45 mi. e. of Rennes.

It is an interesting and picturesquely situated

place, and among its principal edifices are the

cathedral, the episcopal palace and an ancient

castle, now a prison. The manufactures con-

sist of damasks and other linen goods, flannels,

leather, machinery and marble products. Popu-

latton in 1901, 25,326.

Laval-Montmorency, laval'mohNmo rahN-

see', Francois Xavier de (1622-1708), a French

churchman, born at Laval. He became a priest

at twenty-three and a few years later became

archdeacon of Evreux. In 1659 he was sent to

Canada, as a special envoy of the pope, and

established the Seminary of Quebec, besides

actively engaging in the upbuilding of French

and Catholic influence in the region. Laval

University, Quebec, was named in his honor.

Laval University, a French educational

institution, established at Quebec in 1852, under

the auspices of the Roman Catholic Church.

It maintains departments of theology, law,

medicine and arts. The faculty numbers over

fifty, and there are about 400 students. The
library contains 140,000 volumes, and the

museum has one of the most complete collections

of Indian relics in America.

Lavender, a fragrant shrub, three or four

feet high, which is a native of the south of Europe.

From the flowers of the lavender is extracted an

oil which is much in demand as a perfume.

The oil is pale yellow, with an aromatic odor

and a hot taste, and it is used as a stimulating

medicine. Lavender water is a solution of oil

of lavender, flavored with attar of roses, berga-

mot, musk, cloves or other preparation. Florida

water, a favorite American perfume, is largely

prepared from lavender.

Laveran, la r' rahX', Charles Louis Al-
PHONSE (1845- ), a French physician, noted

for his investigations into the cause and treat-

ment of malarial fever. In carrying out his

plans, he resided for five years in Algeria and

then returned to France. He discovered the

Plasmodium which is the cause of malaria and

thus, with Patrick ^Nlanson, opened the way to

the intelligent treatment of that disease.

Lavoisier, la incah syarf, Antoixe Laurent
(1743-1794), a celebrated French chemist. His

first public distinction was to receive the prize

for the best essay on lighting the streets of Paris.

He was the first to organize the methods of

chemistry and establish its terminology. Ac-

cused before the Convention as an ex-farmer-

general, he was guillotined in the Reign of Terror.

Law, in government, a rule of conduct pre-

scribed by a competent authority; the body of

all such rules, and the science which investigates

and treats of them. Law in the first and second

meanings given above originated in custom, in the

precedents of the action or forbearance from

action of individuals, kinsmen, tribes and,

finally, of the community as a whole, or society.

Eventually, the necessity of establishing tribunals

for settling controversies became apparent, and

the decisions of these tribunals gave to precedent

a much greater force and eventually practically

established laws by declaring what previous

custom had been. Gradually these tribunals or

courts evolved a new set of rules, not founded

entirely upon precedent, but upon common
sense and conscience. Here was the origin of

the law of equity. It was not a long step from

law making by judges to the establishment of a

special law-making body, or legislature. Thus,

the three great branches of law were developed,

common law, or the law of custom; equity, or the

law of right, and statutory law.

Law in its modern sense is said to be of two

kinds, substantive, which deals with principles

of right to be followed, and adjective, or remedial,

which deals with procedure in case of violations,

that is, with the arrest and trial of offenders.

Substantive law is in turn divided into public
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lair, which deals with the state and its relations,

and private law, which concerns private persons

and property. Another division of public law

is sometimes made. It is said to consist of

iniernafional law, or the law recognized between

nations, consiiiutional laic, which regulates the

organization and the relations of the parts of a

single state, and administrative law, which regu-

lates the procedure of the various organs of

government. Adjective or remedial law has to

do not only with civil and criminal procedure,

but with the classification of crimes and penaltit-s.

This article treats only of the fundamental prin-

ciples and the general organization of the sub-

ject of law. The many variations in the treat-

ment and framing of laws by different nations

and races cannot be profitably discussed in this

work. General statements of the important

points of difierence will be found in the articles

upon the most important nations. See, also. Civil

Law; Common Law; Equity; Statute; Inter-

national Law; Procedure; Courts; Crime.

Law, JoiLX (1671-1729), a celebrated finan-

cier and speculator, son of a goldsmith of Edin-

burgh. In 1691 he went to England, where he

soon showed great financial ability, but in 1695

he was obliged to leave the country on account

of a duel. Returning to Scotland in 1700, he

made proposals to the Scottish Parliament to

remedy financial affairs in Scotland by the issue

of paper currency to the value of all the land of

the kingdom. This proposition, which the

Scottish Parliament rejected, he also advanced

in various Continental countries, where it was

again rejected. Having made a fortune by

gambling, he went to Paris and there set up a

bank. The duke of Orleans became his patron

and changed the bank to a national bank. In

1717 Law floated the celebrated Mississippi

Scheme, and his influence and power in the

countr}' increased greatly. The large amount

of paper currency issued made the shares, how-

ever, .soon depreciate in value, and in 1720 the

Mississippi Scheme, with the bank, collapsed,

and Law was obliged to flee from France. See

Mississippi Scheme.

Lawn Mower, a machine used for cutting

grass on lawns. It consists of a set of spiral

knives with blunt edges, so arranged that when
the machine is pushed along they revolve rapidly

and cut the grass by bringing it against a station-

ary- knife. They do not work successfully in

long grass.

Lawn Tennis, a modified form of an old

English game, played with rackets and light

rubber balls about 2^ inches in diameter and
thinly covered with felt. The ground, or court,

on which tennis is played should be 78 feet long

by 27 feet wide when two play, or 36 feet wide
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when four play. It should be laid on a level

surface of turf or firm ground. The court is

marked out with white lines indicating the

boundaries, and the space is divided in the

middle by a net 3 feet in height, stretched across

from one side to the other. The accompanying

diagram, in which AB represents the net, shows

a court properly laid out. When two play, the

narrow court CDEF only is used; when four

play, the entire court, GHJK. A consultation

of the accompanying
^ ^ ^ ^

diagram will make
this clear. The racket

is 8 inches wide and 15

inches long.

The object of the

game is to knock the

ball with the racket

into the opponent's

court, so that he can-

not return it. When-
ever this is accom-

plished, a score is

made. The first point

won by either side

counts 15. The sec-

ond point for either

side makes the score

30, and the third, 40.

The fourth point wins

the game, unless each

side has at one time won three points, which

would make the score of both teams 40. When
the sides are tied at 40, the score is said to be

deuce, and one side must win two points in

succession in order to win the game. A set is

played when either side has won six games, the

side first winning this number of games winning

the set. One modification of this statement is

necessary. If in any set both sides have won

!4^ t—'3-i «.—:(-
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five games, this becomes a deuce set and neither

side is the winner until it has won two games
in succession. Most matches are played for the

best two out of three, or three out of five, sets.

At the beginning of the game one player takes

the ball and serves it; that is, he

throws it into the air and knocks

it with the racket over the net

and into the small square on the

opposite side, near the net and
diagonally opposite the server. It

must be returned by the other

player on the first ]>ound after it

strikes the ground. The server

then returns the ball, either before

it strikes the ground or on the

first bound afterward. The player

who first misses the ball or knocks

it outside of the outside lines or

fails to knock it over the net,

loses the point. There are numerous rules

which govern the niceties of plays, and these

may be learned from a manual of the game.

Lawn tennis is an excellent game, requmng
great activity and skill and giving vigorous

exercise of the lighter type. It is played exten-

sively by both sexes, and there are numerous

local tennis associations, as well as a national

association, which conduct popular contests.

Law'rence, Kan., the county-seat of Douglas

CO., 40 mi. w. of Kansas City, on the Kansas

River and on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

and the Union Pacific railroads. It is the seat

of the state university (See Kansas, University

of) and of the Haskell Institute, a national

industrial school for indians, which occupies a

site of GOO acres. The city has many attractive

buildings and conducts a large trade with the

surrounding agricultural section. The m.anu-

factures include flour and paper mills, cream-

eries, foundries, machine shops and wood-

working establishments. Lawrence was founded

by the Emigrant Aid Society in 1854, after the

passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, and was

for a time the headquarters of the antislavery

party in the territory. Population in 1905,

11,708.

Lawrence, Mass., one of the county-scats of

Essex CO., 26 mi. n. w. of Boston, on both sides

of the Merrimac River and on six lines of the

Boston & Maine railroad. The Common,

which is the largest public park, contains a fine

monument in honor of the soldiers of the Civil

War. Glen Forest, on the banks of the Merri-

mac, is a popular park rosni-t. There are various

educational and numerous charitable institu-

tions, besides a large public librarj-. Prominent

buildings include the city and county court-

house, a state armory, numerous factories and
the Odd Fellows' Building.

The first settlement was probably made here

about the middle of the seventeenth century,

but the modern city dates from the construction

of the great dam across the Merrimac. The
city has long been known for its extensive manu-
factures of cotton and woolen goods, including

shirtings, calicoes, flannels, broadcloths and
other goods. There are various other establish-

ments, including paper mills, foundries and
carriage, engine, sewing machine and other

factories. The town was incorporated in 1847

and was chartered as a city in 1853. Population

in 1905, 70,050.

Lawrence, Auc& (1780-1852), an American

merchant and manufacturer, bom in Groton,

Mass. In partnership with his brother Abbott,

he established in Boston a very large dry goods

business, which became the leading wholesale

mercantile establishment in the country. He
also was influential in the upbuilding of the

cotton manufactures at Lowell and Lawrence,

Mass. In 1831 he retired and engaged in acts of

benevolence, expending $640,000 for charitable

purposes.

Lawrence> James (1781-1813), an American

naval officer, born at Burlington, N. J. In

1798 he entered the United States navy as mid-

shipman. He served under Commodore Bain-

bridge in the War of 1812 and as commander

of the Peacock captured the Hornet. This vic-

tory gained for him the command of the Chesa-

peake. But a few days after taking command
of this ship he engaged in battle with the British

ship Shannon; his ship was captured and he

was killed. While he was being carried below

he said, "Don't give up the ship," words which

were afterward adopted as a motto in the navy.

Lawrence, John Laird-Mair, Lord (1811-

i879), governor-general of India. His rare

administrative ability as chief commissioner of

the Punjab enabled him to obtain such an

influence over the Sikhs that in the Indian

Mutiny of 1857 he was able not only to keep

the Punjab quiet, but to collect native forces and

send them to assist in the capture of Delhi.

His services were rewarded by an appointment

to the governor-generalship of India in 1863,

and later he was created Baron Lawrence,

Lawrence, Thomas, Sir (1769-1830), an

English painter, born at Bristol. He was the
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son of an innkeeper and at an early age gave

striking proof of his talent for art. George III

made him court painter, and in 1815 knighthood

was conferred on him. His portraits of notable

persons are his best works. Among them are

portraits of Pius ^'II, Mrs. Siddons, Benjamin

West and George IV.

Law Schools, educational institutions for

preparing students for the legal profession. The
first law school established in America was at

Litchfield, Connecticut, in 1784. This was an

entirely independent institution and continued

for about fifty years, when, in 1833, it suspended.

During this time it was very influential, and

many of its graduates came to occupy prominent

positions in the state and national governments.

The beginning of law schools as departments of

the different colleges was in the form of courses

of lectures on law, delivered in such institutions

as the College of Philadelphia, Columbia and

Harvard. Later, law departments were organ-

ized in these institutions, and these finally became

law schools. In addition to schools of this

nature, there are in the large cities of the country

many independent law schools having courses

similar to those connected with the universities.

The standards for admission vary somewhat in

different states. The best schools require a

college course as preliminary to their work, and

the law course occupies from three to four years.

There are other schools that admit students

without this preparation and do much more
elementary work.

Lawsuit, law'sute. See Procedure,
Law'ton, Henry Ware (1843-1899), an

American soldier, bom at Manhattan, Ohio.

He entered the Union Army in 18G1 and served

during the Civil War, attaining the brevet rank

of colonel. In 1866 he wao commissioned second

lieutenant in the regular army, and later he was

made inspector-general, with the rank of major.

At the beginning of the Spanish War he was pro-

moted to the rank of brigadier-general of vol-

unteers and commanded the division that cap-

tured El Caney, July 1, 1898. The next year

General Lawton was sent to the Philippines as

second in command and rendered valuable

service in putting down the Filipino rebellion.

He was killed in an attack on San Mateo in

December, 1899.

Lay'ard, Austin Henry, Sir (1817-1894), an

English archaeologist, diplomatist and traveler.

In 1839 and following years he traveled in the

East and began his celebrated excavations on

the site of ancient Nineveh. The material which

he discovered was sent to the British Museum,
and the results of his search were described in

his works, Nineveh and its Remains and Nineveh

and Babylon.

Laz'arus (God hath helped), 1. The name of

the beggar in the parable of the rich man and

Lazarus (Luke xvi, 19-31). 2. The brother of

Martha and Mary. Jesus raised Lazarus from

the dead {John xi, 1-44).

Laz'urite. See Lapis Lazuli,

Lead, led, a soft metal of bluish-gray color,

which, when cut, has a bright metallic luster,

but soon tarnishes on exposure to the air. Lead
is about eleven and one-third times heavier than

water and is easily indented or bent, but is not

elastic. It is somewhat ductile and quite malle-

able, but it is not strong. Lead melts at a

temperature about three times that of boiling

Avater, but it contracts on solidifying, and for

this reason it is not suitable for castings.

Lead ore is quite generally distributed, but

it is found in paying quantities in only a few

localities. The most important ores are the

sulphide, or galena, sometimes known as lead

glance (See Galena), and the carbonate, which

often contains considerable silver and copper.

Such ore is worked for the different metals which

can be obtained from it; hence, considerable

silver is obtained in the reduction of lead ore,

and considerable lead in the reduction of silver

ore. The United States leads all countries in

the production of lead.

Lead is used for lining tanks and tea chests, in

the manufacture of lead pipe and in making

numerous alloys and compounds, such as solder,

Britannia metal, powder, shot and type metal,

which is a compound of lead and antimony. A
number of compounds of lead are also in general

use. Of these, the oxides, litharge and red lead,

are used in paints and the manufacture of glass,

and the carbonate of lead, or white lead, forms

the basis of many paints. Lead acetate, or sugar

of lead, is used in coloring and sometimes for

medicine. See Lead Poisoning.

Lead, an instrument used on shipboard for

discovering the depth of water. It is composed

of a large piece of lead, shaped like an elongated

clock weight, from seven to eleven pounds in

w-eight, and attached to a line, generally of

twenty fathoms length, called the lead line.

This is marked at certain distances to ascertain

the depth in fathoms. "When the depth is great,

the deep-sea lead, weighing from twenty-five to

thirty pounds, is used. The line, which is much
longer than the former and is called the deep-
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sea line, is marked by knots every ten fathoms

and by a smaller knot every five fathoms. See

Sounding.

Lead, leed, S. D., a city in Lawrence cc, about

18 mi. from the western boundary of the state,

on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the

Chicago & Northwestern railroads. It is situ-

ated in the Black Hills, near gold mines, of

which the Home Stake is the largest and the

most famous. Mining is the chief industry, but

there are also manufactures of mining tools and

camping supplies. The city has public and

parish schools, a business college, the Hearst

Library, the Lead Coliseum and several churches.

It was settled in 1876 and was incorporated the

next year. Population in 1900, 6210; estimated

in 1903, 11,000.

Lead, led, Glance. See Galena.

Lead Poi'SOning is caused by the presence

of lead in the system. Lead is often contained

in water or other beverages which have been in

lead pipes or vessels, and it is not infrequently

found in confectionery which has been colored

and in wine that has been sweetened by lead

preparations. Sufficient lead may be taken

from any one of these sources to cause more or

less serious illness, but the most frequent and

virulent cases occur among painters and persons

engaged in white lead factories. The effects of

poisoning may manifest themselves in severe

colic or in a species of rheumatism, or, far more

serious, in paralysis or, rarely, in brain diseases

that terminate in delirium, convulsions and

death. Opium and cathartics are the chief

medicines used.

Leadville, led'vil, Colo., the county-seat of

Lake co., about 80 mi. s. w. of Denver, on the

Colorado Midland, the Denver & Rio Grande

and the Colorado & Southern railroads. The

city is picturesquely located at an elevation of

10,200 feet, between the Saguache and ^losquito

ranges of the Rocky jNIountains. Rich placers

were discovered here in 1800 in California Gulch,

but in a few years they were almost exhausted

and the camp was practically abandoned, when,

in 1877, rich silver and lead deposits were dis-

covered. It then became widely known as a

silver camp. After the decUne in silver late in

the nineteenth century', attention was again

turned to gold mining, and for years the district

has been a heavy producer of gold, also of

zinc, copper, bismuth and manganese. The

city contains large sampling, refining and reduc-

tion works and smelting furnaces. The prin-

cipal business streets are "surfaced"; gas and

electricity are supplied by private enterprise,

good public schools are mauitained, and the

city has two theaters, several hospitals, about a

dozen churches and a Carnegie library. A
United States fish hatchery is located here, and

the govermnent has recently erected a commo-
dious postoffice building. Population in 1900,

12,455.

Leaf Insects, popularly known by the name
of icalkinfj leaves. Some of them have wing-

covers so closely resem-

bling the leaves of plants

that they are easily mis-

taken for them. The
eggs, too, have a curious

resemblance to the seeds

of plants, and certain

wingless species look like

slender twigs. Leaf in-

sects are for the most

part natives of the East

Indies, Australia and

South America. Males

have long antennae and

wings and can fly; fe-

males have short anten»

nae and are incapable of

flight See color plate,

Mimicry.
League, leeg, a measure of length which

varies in different countries. The English land

league is 3 statute miles, and the nautical league

is 3 equatorial miles, or 3.457875 statute miles.

The French metric league is reckoned as equal

to 4 kilometers, or 4374 yards.

Lean'der. See Hero.

Leap Year, a year which has 366 days. It

is so named because it leaps over a day more

than a common year. Thus, in common years,

if the first day of March is on Monday in the

present year, it will the next year fall on Tues-

day; but in leap year it will leap to Wednesday,

for every leap year has a day added to the

month of February. Every year which is

exactly divisible by four is a leap year unless the

number representing the year terminates in two

ciphers, in which case it must be divisible by

400 in order to be a leap year.

Lease, lees, a permission to occupy lands or

tenements for life or for a certain number of years

or during the pleasure of the parties making

the contract; also, the contract itself. The party

letting the lands or tenements is called the

lessor, the party to whom they are let, the les-

see, and the compensation or consideration for

LEAF INSECT
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the lease, the rent. A lease for a period vary-

ing in different places from one to three years

may be by verbal contract, but for a longer

period it must be in writing. A breach of any

of the covenants contained in a lease was for-

merly sufficient to render it void, but now any

breach may be compensated by a money pay-

ment. The power to lease necessarily depends

upon the extent of the lessor's interest in the

property to be leased. A proprietor who has

only a life estate can of course lease his prop-

erty only during his life. A lease creates a

certain set of legal relations between landlord

and tenant, or lessor and lessee, such, for instance,

as the duty of the former to defend his tenant's

title and the duty of the latter to make necessary

repairs and prevent unnecessarj' waste. The
lease, however, may contain certain other agree-

ments, not necessarily implied in the relation of

landlord and tenant; and the latter relation may,

on the other hand, exist without the basis of a

lease. See Tex.oct.

Leather, Icth'ur, the dressed skins of animals,

prepared by tanning, tawing or other similar

processes. Most leather is made from the skins

of cattle and horses, but the skins of asses, pigs,

goats and sheep are also used. The leather

made from the skins of large animals, such as the

horse and the ox, takes the name hide, combined

with the name of the animal, as cmchide and

horsehide, while that from the skins of small

animals is named by combining the word skin

with the name of the animal, as sheepskin and

calfskin.

T.\yrsTSG. ^\^len received by the tanner,

hides are in various conditions. Those coming

from a distance are usually cured by salting or

drjTng, sometimes by both processes. Before

they can be tanned the cured hides need to be

brought back as far as possible to the condition

of fresh hides. This is done by soaking and

softening them in water, to which, sometimes,

salt or carbolic acid is added. Softening is

generally hastened by the use of machines, which

subject the skins to a kneading process. The
hair is then removed by the ase of lime, the

cu-stomary method being to spread the hides in

a tank containing milk of lime and to expose

them frequently to the air. After the hair has

been loosened by this process, it is scraped from

the hides, either by hand or by machines.

After being thoroughly cleansed to remove all

traces of lime or other matter, the skins are

placed in the tanning vats, which contain a

solution made by soaking ground oak or hem-

lock bark in boiling water. The skins are first

placed in a weak solution of the liquor, and as the

process continues they are changed from this

to one a little stronger, and so on imtil the proc-

ess is completed in the liquor of greatest strength.

This gradation is necessary to secure a thorough

tanning of the hide and to prevent the formation

of hard and brittle leather. The tanning of large

hides from horses and cattle requires from four

to twelve months by this process. Skins from

smaller animals can be tanned much more

quickly. In some works a chemical process

which is much more rapid is now employed,

especially for the manufacture of the leather

used for the uppers of shoes and other purposes

where great strain is not required. Sheepskins

and goatskins are prepared by a process called

tawing. In this process bran and alum take

the place of the tan bark and produce a very

soft, pliable leather, which is extensively used in

making gloves and mittens and the uppei^s for

women's shoes.

KiXDS OF Leather. Sole leather is made
from the thick parts of horsehide and cowhide,

found along the back. Uppers are made from

the thin portions of these skins or from the skins

of smaller animals, such as calf, sheep and goat.

From goatskins various grades of kid and the

so-called Morocco, extensively used in bock bind-

ing and making pocketbooks, are made. An
imitation INIorocco is also made from sheepskin.

Cordovan is made from horsehide and is water-

proof. Patent leather is made by treating the

tanned skin with coatings of lampblack and oil,

each of which is allowed to dry, and by rubbing

down with pumice stone. The finishing coat

contains varnish, after the application of which

the leather is baked.

Tlie United States manufactures the best

leather in the world and exports it in large

quantities. In order to meet the demand for

this product, hides are imported from Australia,

Argentina and other countries. See T.\kning.

Leather, Artificial, the name for certain

materials which resemble leather in general

appearance and are used for practically the same

purposes. The demand for leather exceeded

the supply, and it was necessary to produce some

article which could take its place. The first

article of this kind was made in America in 1849

and was called kather cloth. The method Is as

follows : The cloth is covered with oily pigments,

is then dried in a heated oven and after passing

between rollers is covered with pimdice dust, to

make it smooth, after which it is coated several
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times with enamel paint. Another kind is made
of leather parings and shavings; which, on
being reduced to a pulp, are molded into various

objects. Still another kind, called vegetable

leather, consists of caoutchouc, dissolved in

naphtha and spread over linen cloth. This kind

is especially strong and durable.

Leatherback or Leatherback Turtle, a

marine turtle found in all tropical seas, but most

frequently in the western part of the Atlantic

Ocean. It sometimes comes as far north as

Long Island, in the United States, and France,

LEATHERBACK

in Europe. This is the largest turtle known,

and specimens measuring (U feet in length and

weighing upwards of a thousand pounds have

been found. The brown shell is soft and leath-

ery. The flesh is not suitable for food.

Leatherwood, Moosewood or Wicopy, a

bush common in the United States, with small

yellow flowers, flexible jointed branches and a

tough, leathery, fibrous bark, which is used by

the Indians for thongs.

Leavenworth, lev'en wurth, Kan., the

county-seat of Leavenworth co., 26 mi. n. w.

of Kansas City, on the Missouri River and on

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, the Union Pacific, the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Missouri

Pacific and the Leavenworth, Kansas & Western

railroads. The city is in a farming region near

valuable coal mines and has a very extensive

trade. The manufactures include brick, stoves,

furniture, machinery, flour and wagons. Fort

Leavenworth, a large military post, established

in 1827, is north, and the national soldiers' home
is just south, of the city. The principal struc-

tures are the Cathedral of the Immaculate Con-

ception, a city orphanage and tAvo hospitals.

The city has a high school, several modem ward

school buildings, Mount Saint Mary's Academy
and the Whittier Library. The first newspaper

in Kansf.s, The Herald, was published in Leaven-

worth in September, 1854. Leavenworth was

settled by Southern sympathizers in 18.54 and
was chartered the next year. During the slavery

agitation it was a strong pro-slavery center.

Population in 1906, 22,167.

Leaves, Icevz, may be said to be the lungs of

plants. They are arranged on the branches in

a certain definite, regular order, always the same
in the same species. Usually as they grow they

arrange themselves in this definite order, so as

to expose the largest possible surface to light and
moisture. The size and shape of leaves seems

to be dependent ujK>n the locality which the

plant favors. As they are the organs of evapora-

tion, the upper surfaces are glazed, while the jx>res

are on the under surface of the leaf; and in very

dry regions or where the sun is hot and clouds

rarely intervene, the leaves may be very much
reduced in size, glazed on both surfaces, or may
disappear entirely from the plant. A typicrl

leaf consists of an expanded blade and a stem,

with, in some species, two small bracts at the

base. The blade may be a simple and rounded

expansion of the stem, with a perfectly smooth

outline, or it may be notched or cut and divided,

or in any one of the hundreds of intermediate

shapes, even to the delicately dissected feather-

like leaf of the acacia. The leaf performs four

functions in plant economy: First, it makes

starch; second, it assimilates the prepared foods;

third, it throws off the water which has served

its purpose in plant circulation, and fourth, it

brings oxygen into contact with living plant

cells. See Chlorophyll.

Leb'anon, Pa., the county-scat of Lebanon co.,

26 mi. e. of Harrisburg, on the Philadelphia &
Reading and other railroads. The city is in the

Lebanon Valley between the Blue and the South

Mountains, near the famous Cornwall iron

mines. There are also deposits of brownstone,

limestone and brick clay in the vicinity. The
industries are chiefly mining, quarrying, brick-

making and manufacturing of silk, machinery,

nuts and bolts, chains and other articles. The
city has four public libraries, a business college,

a school of telegraphy and a number of churches.

The place was settled by Gennans about 1700.

It was incor|X)rated in 1820 and was chartered

as a city in 1885. Population in 1900. 17,628.

Lebanon, Mountains of, two nearly parallel

ranges in the north of Palestine, extending

parallel with the coast of the Mediterranean.

The range on the west is called Lebanon, and

that on the east, Anti-Lebanon. The former is

by far the loftier range of the two and presents

an almost continuous ridge, the loftiest summit
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of which is over 10,000 feet above the sea.

Though under the snow Hmit, snow and ice

remain throughout the year in the higher ravines.

The ranges were formerly famous for their

cedars, but there are now but a few hundred

of the trees left. In the southern part of the

chain the Upper Jordan has its source. See

Palestine.

Lebrun, Ichron', Cblvrles (1619-1690), a

French painter and architect, born in Paris.

He studied first with French artists and later

went to Rome. Returning to France in 1642, he

was immediately honored with the commission

to reconstruct part of the Louvre, which had

been destroyed by fire. During the reign of

Ix)uis XIV he possessed great influence, having

charge of all the artistic enterprises of the king,

including the decoration of the palace and park

at Versailles. Another important undertaking

was the construction and decoration of the

(^hateau of Marly, which was destroyed, but

the designs of which have been preserved.

Besides his architectural and decorative work,

he painted numerous portraits and historical

pictures, many of which hang in the Louvre and

other principal European galleries.

Leck'y, Willia.m Edward Hartpole (1838-

1!X).'3), an English historian, born in Ireland and

educated at Trinity College, Dublin. His

Leaders of Public Opinion m Ireland was pub-

lished anonymously, but with the publication,

four years later, of the History of the Rise and

Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe,

he gained a wide reputation. He became the

representative of the University of Dublin in

Parliament, where he attained distinction as a

speaker and later was called to the Privy Council,

l)Ut resigned in 1902. His best works besides

those mentioned are History of European Morals

from Augustus to Charlemagne, History of Eng-
land in the Eighteenth Century and Democracy

and Liberty.

Leclaire, leMair', Edne Jean (1801-1872),

a French merchant and economist, considered

the founder of the .system of profit sharing. He
began as a painter in Paris and soon built up a

large business. In 1842 he announced his plan

to share the profits of his business with his em-
ployes, giving each about S50. After 1853 a

mutual aid society, which he had established

much earlier, was supported from the profits of

the concern, instead of from contributions ot the

individual members, as previously. Some years

later an old age pension system was created. The
establishment which he founded is still prosperous.

Lecomp'ton Constitution, a constitution

adopted by a convention held at Lecompton,

Kan., in 1857. It contained provisions declar-

ing the legality of slavery in Kansas, prohibiting

emancipation and forbidding the amendment of

the instrument for seven years. The only por-

tion submitted to the vote of the people was the

question of the extension of slavery in the state,

the rights of the present slave owners being

declared inalienable. In the election the con-

stitution was adopted, the free-state men declin-

ing to vote and the slavery vote being swelled

by Missouri voters. In an election over the

same instrument held under the auspices of the

free-state legislature, the constitution was rejected

in January, 1858. After a long contest in Con-

gress it was voted that it should be again sub-

mitted to the people and the acceptance of the

constitution was a prerequisite for admission.

It was again rejected, however, and an anti-

slavery constitution was adopted in 1859. See

Kansas, subhead History.

Le Conte, k konV, Joseph (1823-1901), an

American geologist, born in Liberty County,

Ga., and educated at Franklin College and the

College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York
City. At Hansard University he studied under

Agassiz, whom he accompanied on a scientific

expedition to Florida. Later he was made, suc-

cessively, professor of natural science in Ogle-

thorpe University, professor of natural history

in Franklin College, professor of chemistry and
geology in the University of South Carolina and

professor of geology in the University of Cali-

fornia, which position he held until his death.

He did much towards popularizing geology

throughout the country and wrote many valuable

works, among which are Religion and Science;

Elements of Geology; Compend of Geology;

Evolution, Its Nature, its Evidence and its

Relation to Religious Thought.

Lee, Arthur (1740-1792), an American

diplomatist, brother of Richard Henry Lee and

Francis Lightfoot Lee, born in Virginia. He
completed his education in England and at the

University of Edinburgh and, returning to

America, began the practice of medicine at Wil-

liamsburg, Va. Later he studied law in London

and practiced his profession there, but was an

earnest opponent of the policy of Great Britain

in regard to the colonies, and succeeded Benja-

min Franklin as the agent of Massachusetts.

Later he was the secret emissary of the Conti-

nental Congress in England and France and

was the acknowledged United States minister
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in France and Spain, being one of the commis-
sioners who signed the treaty of alHance in 1778.

After returning to America in 1780 he held nu-

merous state and national offices.

Lee, Charles (1731-1782), an American
Revolutionary general. He was the .son of a

British officer, took part in Braddock's cam-
paign in 1755 and served during the last French
and Indian war. He then returned to England,

but removed to America in 1773, and on the

outbreak of the war he was appointed major
general, by Congress. He took part in the siege

of Boston, commenced the fortifications around

New York and was given credit for the victory

at Charleston in 1776. He was captured in the

autumn of that year, but was exchanged in time

to take a command in the Battle of Monmouth.
His conduct at that time led to his reprimand

and finally to his dismissal from the army.

Lee, FiTZHUGH (1835-1905), American sol-

dier, nephew of Robert E. Lee, born in Fairfax

Co., Va. He graduated at West Point and
saw some service in the Federal army, but at

the outbreak of the Civil War he joined the

Confederate forces and rose to the rank of major

general before the close of the war. He was

elected governor of Virginia in 1885 and held

the office until 1890. In 1896 President Cleve-

land ap|X)inted him consul-general at Havana,

and he was asked to remain at that post when
President McKinley came into office. He re-

turned to the United States at the outbreak of

the war with Spain and was appointed a major

general by President McKinley. In 1899 he

was made military gover.nor of Havana.

Lee, Francis Ligiitfoot (1734-1797), an

American statesman, one of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence. He was born in

Virginia, a brother of Richard Henry Lee and

Arthur Lee, and was for ten years a member of

the Virginia House of Burgesses and later sat

in the Continental Congress. After the Revolu-

tionary War he retired to private life.

Lee, Henry, called Lif/Jd Horse Harry (1756-

1818), an American Revolutionary general, born

at Leesylvania, Va., and educated at Princeton

College. In 1776 he was appointed captain of

a company of cavalry in Colonel Bland's Vir-

ginia regiment, and in the following year he

joined Washington's army just before the Battle

of Brandywine. He served through the war

as scout, and he had command of the brilliant

expedition against the British at Paulus Hook.

In the memorable retreat of Greene before Lord

Cornwallis, Lee's legion acquired fame as the

rear guard of the American army, the post of

greatest danger, and at the battles of Guilford

Court House and Eutaw Springs, Lee especially

distinguished himself. On the conclusion of

the war he was sent to Congress as a delegate

from Virginia, and in 1792 he was chosen gov-

ernor of that state. In 1801 he retired from
public life.

Lee, Richard Henry (1732-1794), a dis-

tinguished American of the Revolutionary era,

born at Stratford, Westmoreland County, Vir-

ginia. He was chosen a delegate to the House
of Burgesses, and in the opposition to unjust

British claims he played a most important part.

On being sent as delegate to the first American

congress at Philadelphia (1774); he was at once

recognized as a leader in that assembly. He
drew up many addresses to the king and the

English people, which were admitted, even by
his political opponents, to be unsurpassed by

any of the state papers of the time. On June 7,

1776, he introduced the motion finally breaking

political connection with Britain. In conse-

quence of weak health, he was unable to serve

in the field, but his activity as a politician was

unceasing and extremely valuable, especially in

his o^\•n state. In 1784 he was unanimously

elected president of the Congress. He opposed

the ratification of the Federal Constitution, but

later entered the Senate as an Anti-Federalist.

Lee, Robert Edward (1807-1870), an

American general, commander in chief of the

Confederate army and one of the most skilful

tacticians who took part in the Civil War. He
was the son of the Revolutionary cavalry leader,

"Light Horse Harry" Lee, and was born in

Westmoreland County, Va. In 1829 he left

the military academy of West Point with the

rank of second lieutenant of engineers. After

ser\'ing for a time as chief engineer of the army

in Washington, and superintending the con-

struction of defenses in New York Harbor, he

was appointed in 1847 engineer in chief of the

army for the Mexican campaign. His brilliant

services at Cerro Gordo, Contreras, Churubusco

and Chapultepec* gained for him the rank of

colonel. From 1852 to 1855 he was superin-

tendent of military studies at West Point, and in

1855 he was made lieutenant colonel of cavalry.

In 1861 he became colonel of his regiment,

but on the secession of Virginia from the Union

he threw up his conmn'ssion and, despite the

fact that he was strongly opposed to disunion,

accepted the command of the Virginian army and

subsequently was selected by President Davis
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as c-oimnander in chief. In June, 1862, he

defeated the Federal army under McCleUan in

a series of battles around Richmond, and, aided

by "Stonewall" Jackson, he defeated Pope in a

number of engagements commencing August 20

and ending with the victory of Manassas Junc-

tion on the thirtieth. Lee then crossed the

Potomac into Maryland to threaten Washington

itself, but a series of checks obliged him to w ith-

draw behind the Rappahannock. The plan of

the Federals now was to advance on Richmond,

but this was prevented by Lee, who, on Decem-

l)er 1.3, defeated Burnside at Fredericksburg,

and on May 2 and 3, 1803, gained the victory

of Chancellorsville over Hooker. After this,

Lee resolved on an invasion of Pennsylvania,

but was beaten by Meade at Gettysburg, July

1, 2 and 3, and forced to retreat into Virginia.

The campaign of 1864 was begun by the advance

of General Grant on May 4. A succession of

stubbornly contested battles followed, from the

"Wilderness," by way of Spottsylvania and

Cold Harlxjr, to Petersburg. On April 2, 1865,

(xrant broke through Lee's defenses, and Lee's

attempt to unite with Johnston was prevented.

The Union forces with their great superiority of

men gradually hemmed in the Confederate army,

which on April 9 surrendered to Grant at Appo-

mattox Court House. General Lee retired into

private life, but in October of the same year was

elected president of Washington College, Lex-

ington, Va., now Washington and Lee Uni-

versity.

Leech, the common name of certain worms,

characterized by the presence of one or two

sucking disks. The rings or segments of the

\>cAy are very numerous and closely set.

Leeches chiefly inhabit fresh-water ponds,

though some live among moist grasses and some
are marine. They breathe through the general

surface of the body or through little pouches.

In Ceylon are land leeches, which live in damp
foliage and are often a .serious pest to travelers.

In those species generally employed for medici-

nal purposes, the mouth is situated in the middle

of the anterior sucker and is provided with

three small white teeth which are capable of

making a peculiar Y-shaped wound, which is

difficult to close and permits a large flow of

blood. A single leech may draw as much as one

ounce of blood. After the leeches are sated and

have detached themselves, they may be made to

disgorge the blood they have drawn by placing

them in a weak solution of salt. Leeches

bury themselves in winter in the mud at the

bottom of pools and come forth again in the

spring.

Leech, John (1817-1864), an English artist

and caricaturist, born in London. He was

educated at Charterhouse, where he became

acquainted with Thackeray, who was his life-

long friend. He studied medicine, but was

most proficient in his drawings, and he soon

began to support himself by this means. He
first published an independent volume of sketches

and etchings and later became associated with

Punch, W'here his works brought him to wide

public notice. Later he illustrated the works

of some of the greatest English authors, includ-

ing both Thackeray and Dickens. He was one

of the first of English cartoonists to abandon the

coarse humor which had previously character-

ized newspaper drawings.

Lee'chee'. See Litchi.

Leech Lake, a lake in northern Minnesota,

one of the chief feeders of the Mississippi River

in its early course. Its length is about 20 miles,

its width, 15 miles, and its height above sea

level, 1297 feet.

Leeds, Iccdz, a manufacturing town of Eng-

land, on the River Aire, 21 mi. s. w. of York.

Leeds has been for generations the chief site of

the woolen manufacture of Yorkshire. The
city is situated in a rich coal and iron district,

and the iron industry is almost as important as

the cloth industry. Among the chief buildings

and institutions are Saint Peter's Church, Saint

John's Church, the townhall, the royal exchange,

a grand theater. Mechanics' Institute, Central

Public Free Library and University of Leeds.

Near by is the Kirkstall Abbey, a magnificent

ruin. Besides cloth manufactures, there are

manufactures of boots and shoes, locomotives,

agricultural machines, glass, tobacco, oil, worsted,

silk and pottery, while nearly a hundred collieries

are worked in the district, and some of the

largest tanneries in the kingdom are located

here. Population in 1901, 428,968.

Leek, an odd little plant which i.s native in

the southern mountain ranges of Europe. The
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peasants used to plant leeks on the roofs of

their cottages as a protection against lightning.

In this particular species the stem grows to a

height of eight or ten inches and bears a few-

purplish flowers, but the most noticeable fea-

ture is the thick, fleshy leaves, which grow in

pretty clusters close to the ground. Because of

the trim and compact form of these plants,

gardeners grow them in large quantities and
cover the ground in neat patterns which from a

distance resemble paintings. Some species are

edible.

Lee'ward Islands, a British colony including

a number of the West Indies, divided into five

administrative districts, namely Antigua, Saint

Christopher, Dominica, Montserrat and the

Virgin Islands. The area of the group is 701

square miles. The capital is Saint John, in

Antigua. Population in 1901, 127,434.

Leeward Islands, a name frecjuently applied

to that portion of the West Indies which includes

Porto Rico and the islands lying immediately

to the west of it; also a group of islands in the

Caribbean Sea, extending w'estward from Trini-

dad. See Windward Isl.vnt)S.

Legacy, Iccfa sij, technically, a gift of personal

property or of money by the will of a deceased

person. It is thus distinguished from devise,

which is a gift of real estate by a will. See Will.

Le Gallienne, legal'ly en, Richard (1860-

), an English journalist and author, born in

Liverpool, educated at Liverjwol College. He
became literary critic for the Star in 1891 and

was also associated with other papers. He first

came into prominence in a religious controversy,

which resulted in the publication of the Religion

of a Literari) Man, and he later attained notoriety

by his attack on Rudyard Kipling's method and

ability. In 1898 he came to the United States on

a lecture tour and later settled in New York.

Among the best of his works are Retrospective

Reineivs; Prose Fancies; English Poems;

Travels in England, and George Meredith, Some

Characteristics.

Le'gal Ten'der. See Tender.
Legal Tender Cases, a series of cases before

the Supreme Court of the United States, con-

cerning the legality of the acts of Congress mak-

ing United States notes legal tender. The first

case, that of Hepburn versus Griswold, was

brought from the State of Kentucky, where a

court had held the act unconstitutional. The

Supreme Court reaffirmed this decision in

Xovenil>er, 1869, but after changes in the per-

sonnel of the court and an addition to its mem-

Legion

bership, the decision was reversed in May, 1871.

In a later case in 1878 the question was again

brought before the court on the ground that,

though the act of Congress was legal as a war
measure, it was not legal in time of peace. With
a single dissenting vote, that of Justice Field,

the court decided that the act was constitutional

in both war and peace. See Tender.
Legend, lej'cnd or le'jend, originally the title

of a book containing the lessons that were to be

read daily in the ser\-ice of the early Church.

The term was afterward applied to collections of

biographies of saints and martyrs, or of remark-

able stories relating to them, because they were

read at matins and in the refectories of cloisters

and were earnestly recommended to the perusal

of the laity. Among the best-known collections

were the Legcnda Sanctorum, or Historia Lom-
hardica and the Golden Legend.

Legendre, le zhahN'dr', Adrien M.\rie

(1752-1833), a French mathematician; born in

Paris. He was early a professor of mathematics

in the military school at Paris, and in 1783 he

was a member of the Academy. He particularly

distinguished himself by profound investigations

as to the attraction of elliptical spheroids and by

his method of calculating the course of the

comets.

Leghorn, a seaport of Italy, capital of the

Province of Leghorn, on the Mediterranean, 62

mi. w. of Florence. Leghorn is for the most

part modem and well built. Among objects of

interest are the Cathedral, the Church of the

Madonna, a s}Tiagogue richly ornamented with

marbles, the English chapel and cemetery and

the lazarettos, particularly that of San Leopoldo,

which is one of the most magnificent works of

the kind in Europe. The manufactures are

varied. Shipbuilding is carried on, and within

recent years several ironclads have been con-

structed in the dockyards. Leghorn was a

mere fishing village when it came into the pos-

session of the Florentines in 1421, and it con-

tinued to be a place of little importance till the

sixteenth sentury. It now ranks among the

chief ports, after Genoa and Naples. Popula-

tion as a commune, 98,321.

Legion, le'jun, in ancient Roman armies, a

lx)dy of infantry, at different periods consisting

of different numbers of men, from 3000 to above

6000, often with a complement of cavalry. Each

legion was divided into ten cohorts, each cohort

into three maniples, each maniple into two cen-

turies. Every legion had sixty centurions and

the same number of optinnes. or lieutenants, and
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standard bearers. The standard of the legion

was an eagle.

Legion of Honor, a French order for the

reeognition of military and civil merit, insti-

tuted by Napoleon in 1S02 and inaugurated in

1S(M. The order has been remodeled several

times, the last time just after the downfall of the

Second Empire. There are now five ranks or

classes: ordinary chevaliers, or knights; officers,

commanders, grand officers, grand crosses.

The profuse granting of the decoration of the

order latterly brought the institution into dis-

credit and the number of chevaliers is now
restricted to 25,000, the officers to 4,000, the

commanders to 1000, the grand officers to 200

and the grand crosses to 70. The emblem is a

five-pointed star of white enamel, which bears a

figure emblematic of the Republic, with the

inscription " Republique Francaise," and on the

reverse, two flags, with the inscription, "Hon-
neiir et Pafrie" (Honor and Country).

Legislature, lej'is la'ture, that organ of gov-

ernment which has the power to make, amend
and repeal laws, subject, in some cases, to an

organic law, or constitution, from which it

receives its powers. In the earliest times of

ancient Greece and Rome, the legislative power

rested with assemblies, varying in numbers from

the whole body of citizens to a few chosen repre-

sentatives. In the Middle Ages all the functions

of government, including the legislative body,

were usually united in the king, emperor or

feudal lord, but during modern times there has

been a gradual return to the ancient system, and

in most states laws are now- made by assemblies.

Legislatures of modern states, though varying

widely in size and power, are agreed in essential

principles. The legislature of a country usually

consists of two houses, or chambers. In most

states one of these is composed of representatives

of the people, chosen directly by the votes of

male citizens having certain qualifications, such

as a certain age and, in some instances, con-

formity to educational and property require-

ments. This house generally possesses the sole

fKjwer to initiate financial legislation and some-

times other legislation affecting the general inter-

ests of the people. The other house is represent-

ative of classes, as in England (the House of

Lords), or of territorial divisions, as in the United

States (the Senate). The members are some-

times chosen indirectly by the electors w^ho choose

representatives of the other house, and occasion-

ally they are chosen directly by these electors-

There is a general agreement as to the rights and

privileges of members of a legislative body dur-

ing their terms of office, such as freedom from

arrest, except for treason or other high crimes,

and freedom of debate, subject only to the rules

of the body. The tenure of legislators varies

greatly. In some states, as in most European
countries, members of the upper house serve for

life or for long periods, or at the pleasure of the

government of the division w^hich they repre-

sent. The tenure of the members of the lower

house of the legislature varies from one to seven

or ten years, though usually it is a short period.

Members of the legislature are sometimes com-
pensated, as in the United States, but frequently

are not, as in Great Britain and Germany.

Among the states of the Union different names
are given to the legislative body in the state gov-

ernment, though it is most frequently known
merely as the legislature. In small units of gov-

ernment, as in the county of the Western states,

the legislative body is merged with the executive

body in a board of supervisors, but in cities it is

usually a separate organ, known, generally, as

the common council.

Leguminosae, le gu'min o'see, or Pulse

Family, one of the largest and most important

families of plants, including about 7000 species,

which are dispersed throughout the world. They
are trees, shrubs or herbs, differing greatly in

habit. The largest division is characterized by

a flower, called papilionaceous, because of its

resemblance to a butterfly; a good example is

the sweet pea. The fruit is usually a pod, or

legume, and from this the family takes its

botanical name. The leaves are usually com-

pound and sometimes are doubly so. Wood,
timber, medicine, dyes, foods and a great variety

of substances used in domestic life are produced

by this great family, and many species are

highly ornamental in foliage or in flower. A
great many of the plants of this order are de-

scribed in their proper places; as, for instance,

Indigo; Peanut; Pea; Bean; Cassia; Acacia;

Clover.

Lehigh, le'hi, River, a river of Pennsylvania

which rises near Wilkesbarre, flows southeast,

then northeast and joins the Delaware at Easton,

after a course of about 120 miles. It is navigable

for about 84 miles.

Leibnitz, Upe'nitz, Gottfried Wilhelm,
Baron von (164G-1716), a German scholar and

philosopher, born at Leipzig. He studied law,

mathematics and philosophy at the university of

his native town, where he published a philo-

sophical essay when only seventeen years of age.
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This was followed by several legal treatises and
by a remarkable philosophico-mathematical

treatise. After holding political appointments

under the elector of Mainz he went to Paris,

where he applied himself particularly to mathe-

matics. He also went to England, where he

was elected a member of the Royal Society and
made the acquaintance of Boyle and Newton.

About this time he made his discovery of the

differential calculus (See Calculus). The duke
of Brunswick-Limeburg then gave him the office

of councilor, with a pension, and after a further

stay in Paris he returned to Hanover and entered

upon the superintendence of the library. Being

commissioned to write the history of the House
of Brunswick-Liineburg, Leibnitz went to Vienna

and thence to Italy. About this time he pro-

posed a scheme to reunite Protestants and

Catholics. Having assisted the elector of Bran-

denburg (afterward Frederic I of Prussia) to

establish the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Berlin, he was made president for life. He was

also made a privy councilor by the czar Peter

the Great, and he proposed the plans upon which

the Academy of Saint Petersburg was established.

His \\Titings were voluminous and included

mathematlv^, science, philosophy and religious

topics. A sketch of his philosophy was given

by him in his Monadologie.

Leicester, ks'tur, the county town of Leices-

tershire, England, on the Soar, 100 mi. n. n. w.

of London. It is a place of considerable an-

tiquity and was known to the Romans under

the name of Ratae. Its walls and strong castle

were demolished in the reign of Henry II. It

suffered severely during the wars of Lancaster

and York and also during the Civil War of 1642,

having in the latter been first taken by storm by

the royalists and then retaken by the repub-

licans. Its manufactures consist of boots and

shoes, hosiery, laces, thread and iron ware.

Population in 1901, 211,579.

Leicester, Robert Dr])LEY, Earl of (alx»ut

1 532-1588), an English courtier, a favorite of

Queen Elizabeth. In 1550 he was married to

Amy Robsart, daughter of a Devonshire gentle-

man, and is .said to have been accessor}- to her

murder in 1560. Elizabeth created him earl of

J^eicester and privy councilor and lavishly be-

stowed titles and estates on him. Her fondness

for him caused his marriage with her to be re-

gard :d for a time as certain. So great was the

opposition that Elizabeth was obliged to renounce

any intention she may have had of marrj'ing him;

but his marriage with the countess of Essex in

Leipzig

1578 deeply offended her. Kniiluorth, by Sir

Walter Scott, gives the storv- of Amy Robsart.
Leiden, H'den. See Leiden.
Leidy,' li'dy, Joseph (1823-1891), a cele-

brated American naturalist. He was bom in

Philadelphia and received his education at the

University of Pennsylvania. In 1846 he was
made chainnan of the board of curators of the

Academy of Natural Sciences and also filled a

position as demonstrator of anatomy in the

University of Pennsylvania. Later he was
made profes.sor of anatomy in the medical school

of the same university, and in 1S02 he became
profe-ssor of biologj' in the faculty of philosophy.

He was elected president of the Academy of

Natural Sciences at Philadelphia in 1881, and
four years later became president of the Wagner
Free Institute of Science. He received many
honors for his work and made many valuable

contributions to the natural sciences. Leidy's

works include contributions to the Transaciions,

to the American Philosophical Society and to

other publications, A Flora and Fauna Within

JAving Animals, Cretaceous Reptiles of the

United States, The Extinct Mammalia Fauna o)

Dakota and Nebraska and Treatise of Human
A natomij.

Leif, lije, Er'icson. See Eric the Red.
Leighton, la'ton, Frederick, Ix)rd (1830-

1896), an English painter, lx)m at Scarlwrough.

^^^len twenty-five years of age he sent to the

Academy his picture of Cimahue's Madonna
Carrii'd in Triumph through Florence, which

called forth general admiration. For the next

four years Leighton lived in Paris, then took up

his residence in I/ondon. In 1869 he was elected

a Royal Academician, and in 1878 he became

president of the Academy, was knighted and was

named an officer of the Legion of Honor. In

addition to his painting, he gained a high place

as a sculptor by his Athlete Stra-iigling a Python

and his Sluggard. The special merit of his

work lies in the perfection of his drawing and

design, as well as in refinement in execution.

Among his many works may be mentioned his

Herndes Wrestling with Death, The Bath oj

Psyche, The Music Lesson, Lachrymae, Cymon

and Iphigenia, Captive Andromache and Ball

Players. The large frescoes at South Kensing-

ton INIuseum, representing the Industrial Arts

Applied to War and the Arts of Peace, are also

by him.

Leipzig, lipe'tsiK, or Leipsic, lipc'sik, the

largest city of the kingdom of Saxony and one

of the chief seats of commerce in Germany, is
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situated on the Elster, Pleisse and Parthe, 64

mi. w. n. ^\. of Dresden. The market place in

the old town has a picturesque appearance, hav-

ing about it the old townhall (Rathaus) and other

buildings in the Renaissance style. It contains

a fine war monument, erected in 1888. The
Augustusplatz is one of the finest squares in

Germany and contains the university, the mu-
seum, the theater and the postoffice. The
Pleissenburg, or castle, now used in part as a

barrack, withstood the attacks of Tilly and is

memorable as the scene of the famous disputa-

tion between Luther and Doctor Eck. The
suburbs contain the Church of Saint John, the

Church of Saint Peter and the Roman Catholic

church, the Rosenthal (Valley of Roses), with

pleasant wooded walks, and numerous places

of recreation. The university, founded in 1409,

is the third in importance in Germany and has

almost 4000 students and a library of about

')00,000 volumes. Schools are numerous and

good, and there is a famous conservatory of

music. Besides being the center of the book and

publishing trade of Germany, Leipzig possesses

considerable manufactures and has important

general commerce, carried on especially through

its three noted fairs at the New Year, Easter

and Michaelmas. Leipzig early received the

Reformation. In 1631 Gustavus Adolphus de-

feated Tilly near it, at Breitenfeld. It suffered

much from the Seven Years' War. In October,

1813, the great "Battle of the Nations" was

fought around and in Leipzig (See Leipzig,

B.\TTLE.s OF). Population in 1900, 455,089.

Leipzig, Battle.s of. Two important battles

were fought near Leipzig during the Thirty

Years' War, and one during the war against

Napoleon. The first was in September, 1631,

and resulted in the defeat of the imperial army,

under Tilly, by the Protestants, under Gustavus

Adolphus. This was the first great victory which

the Protestants had won. The .second battle

took place in November, 1642, and was also

between the Swedes and the imperialists. The
imperialists were again defeated.

In October, 1813, a great battle was fought at

Leipzig between Napoleon and the Austrians,

Prussians, Ru.ssians and Swedes. This bat-

tle, which was known as the "Battle of the

Nations," resulted in a complete defeat for

Napoleon.

Leith, leeth, a town of Scotland, situated on

the Firth of Forth, 2 mi. n. of Edinburgh, of

which it is a seaport. Among the chief build-

ings are the Trinity house, the customhouse, the

royal exchange and the townhall. Towards the

west of Leith is an important fort. The harbor

extends more than a mile into the firth and is

well built. Among the manufactures are ships,

machinery, sailcloth, ropes, ale, soap and flour.

The history of Leith is to a large extent con-

nected with that of Edinburgh. Population in

1901, 76,600.

Le'land, Charles Godfrey (1824-1903), an

American author, born at Philadelphia. He
studied law and was admitted to the bar, but

after successfully writing for magazines for a

time, he gave up the law entirely for a literary

life. He is best known through his quaint Hans
Breitmann Ballads, in Pennsylvania Dutch, and

his works on the language and poetry of the

gypsies.

Leland Stan'ford Junior University, a

coeducational institution of higher learning,

located at Palo Alto, Cal., 33 mi. s. of San Fran-

cisco. This university was founded by Leland

Stanford and his wife in memory of their only

child, Leland Stanford, Jr., who died in 1884.

The university was opened to students in 1890.

The endowment, which at first consisted of about

81,000 acres of land and -52,500,000, was in-

creased, after Mr. Stanford's deaih, to about

$30,000,000. The university maintains depart-

ments of Greek, Latin, Germanic languages,

Romance languages, English, psychology, phi-

losophy, education, economics and social science,

law, history, drawing, mathematics, civil, me-

chanical and electrical engineering, mining,

physics, chemistry, botany, physiology and

hygiene, zoology and geology. The Hopkins

Library of Natural History, located at Pacific

Grove, is also a branch of the biological depait-

ment of the University. The usual class divi-

sions are not recognized, and students graduate

whenever they have completed the w ork required

for the degree for which they are studying,

regardless of the amount of time spent at the

xmiversity. The buildings are patterned after

the old California missions and are arranged

around two quadrangles. The material used

is gray stone, with red tile for roofing. This

combination, together with the arrangement of

the buildings, makes Leland Stanford one of

the most attractive universities in the country.

The beautiful memorial chapel was destroyed

and a number of the other buildings were badly

damaged by the earthquake which occurred

April 18, 1906, but plans for their rebuilding

were made at once. The attendance is about

1500; the library includes over 80,000 volumes.
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Le'ly, Peter, Sir (1617-1680), a German
painter, born at Soest, in Westphalia. He was
first instructed by Peter Grebber at Haarlem,

but went to England in 1641 and commenced
portrait painting. He painted portraits of

Charles I and of Cromwell, but it was not until

the Restoration that he rose to the height of his

fame. He was in great favor with Charles H,
who knighted him. The finest of his few his-

torical works is the Susannah and the Elders, at

Burleigh House.

Leman, le mahN', Lake. See Geneva,
Lake of.

Le Mans, le mahN'. See Maxs, Le.

Le Mars, le makrz', Iowa, a city and the

county-seat of Plymouth co., on the Illinois

Central and the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapo-

lis & Omaha railroads, 2.5 mi. n. by e. of Sioux

City. Western Union College is located here.

The chief manufactures are flour, drills, foundry

and machine shop products, brick and cigars.

Population in 1905, 5041.

Lemberg,/pHi'6frX, a city of Austria-Hungary,

capital of Galicia, 365 mi. e. n. e. of Vienna. It

is the seat of a Roman Catholic, an Armenian

and a United Greek archbishop. It has a uni-

versity with an attendance of over 2000 and a

library of about 180,000 volumes; and the

Ossolinski National Institute has a library of

over 100,000 volumes. The manufactures are

extensive antl varied, and there is a large trade,

which is chiefly in the hands of the Jews, who
number more than 30,000. Population in 1900,

159,618.

Lem'ming, a burrowing animal, much like the

rat. There are several species, found in Nor-

way, Lapland, Siberia and the northern parts of

America. The best-known species is the co7n-

mon, or Evrojjean, lemming, of which the body

color is brownish, variegated with black, while

the sides of the head and belly are white or of

a grayish tint. The legs and tail are gray. The
lemming feeds on plants and is exceedingly

destructive to vegetables and crops. Vast

hordes, at intervals ranging from five to twenty-

five years, migrate toward the Atlantic and the

Gulf of Bothnia, destroying vegetation in their

])ath. Bears, wolves and foxes make them their

prey while they are migrating. One species,

called the handed lemming, is found in the

Hudson Bay region of North America. Like

some other fur-bearing animals inhabiting cold

countries, it turns white in winter.

Lem'nos, the most northerly island of the

Grecian Archipelago, between the Hellespont and
97

Mount Athos. It has an area of about 175

square miles and abounds in vines, wheat, fruits

and tobacco. The principal town is Lemnos or

Kastro. The volcano, Mosychlus, was at one

time active and was regarded as the workshop
of Vulcan. Population of the island, about

30,000.

Le Moine, le mwah;i' , James MacPherson,
Sir (1825- ), a Canadian author and natu-

ralist. He was born in Quebec and received his

education at I>e Petite Seminaire de Quebec. In

1850 he was admitted to the bar. His first

public position was collector of inland revenue

at Quebec, and later he became inspector. Much
of his time has been spent in the study of natural

history, especially the study of birds, and he has

made many careful researches and investigations

and has written many books, among which are

The Ornithology of Canada, Legendary Lore of

the Lower Saint Lawrence, Maple Leaves and

Quebec, Past and Present.

Lem'on, the fruit of the lemon tree, closely

resembling in its structure the orange. The
lemon is a native of India, but it is now exten-

sively cultivated in the south of Europe and in

Florida and California. The lemon tree is a

knotty-wooded tree of rather irregular growth,

about eight feet high. The leaves are oval and

contain an oil which is of some value in making

extracts and for other purposes. The fruit is

oblong, and the juice is very sour, though when

the fruit is ripe it is agreeable. It ripens in

winter, but since the lemon is in greatest demand

during the summer, the ripened fruit is pre-

served under cold storage. The fruit does not

ripen well on the tree; hence it is picked green

and allowed to mature slowly in a darkened

room. Lemons are used for flavoring beverages

and numerous articles of food; also in calico

})rinting and in the manufacture of citric acid.

Lemon extract, common in cookery, is made by

expressing an oil from the peel or extracting the

oil by soaking the peel in alcohol. See Fruits,

color plate, Fig. 16.

Lemon, Mark (1809-1870), an English

humorous and dramatic writer. He made his

first literary essays in the lighter drama, supply-

ing the London stage with more than sixty

farces, melodramas and comedies. With Henry

Mayhew he established Punch in 1841, and two

years later he became sole editor. He was also

literary editor of the Illustrated London Xnvs

and an occasional writer for Dickens's Household

Words and other periodicals. Among his later

productions are some novels of average merit-
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Le'mur, the name generally applied to a

family of animals between the monkeys and the

apes. Th?re are about fifty species, all of which

live in Africa or Madagascar and neighboring

islands. The fur is soft and delicate and usually

of a light color, and the tail is long. Lemurs

vary from the size of a cat to that of a mouse.

The ring-tailed lemur, a species which lives on

cliffs and along the sea, is gray in color, with

black and white rings al)out its tail. The ruffled

lemur is the largest of the lemurs; the mouse

lemur is about the size of a rat; the avahis is

about a- foot long, with a tail 15 inches in length;

it lives a solitary life and appears only at night.

The indris is of a black color, with white upon

the nunp and limbs. The natives of Madagas-

car call this lemur the dog of the forest, because

its howls resemble those of a dog, and also from

the fact that in some parts of the island it is

tamed and used to chase birds.

Lemurs are hamdess little creatures and are

easily tamed, but the peculiar appearance of the

face, their large eyes and their habit of feeding

at night made them objects of superstition and

awe, and gave them the name lemur, which

means ghost. See Aye-Aye; Loris.

Le'na, a river of Siberia. It rises west of

I>akc Baikal, flows northeasterly, then north-

westerly and enters the Arctic Ocean through

several mouths. Its total length is 2700 miles.

Its chief tributaries are the Aldan, the Olekma,

the "N^ilira and the Vilyui. Eight hundred miles

from the ocean the Lena attains a w-idth of five

or six miles, and it is generally navigable during

the open season. It is free from ice between

Yakutsk and Kirensk from the middle of May
to the middle of November, and during this season

it is navigable for steamers between these points.

The Lena Ls one of the largest rivers of Asia and

the largest withm the boundaries of Siberia.

It drains an area of about a million square miles.

Lenni-Lenape, len'ne le nah'pay. See Dela-
warp: (Indians).

Le Notre, leno'tr, Axdre (1613-1700), a

French landscape artist, born in Paris. His

jrst important work was the arrangement of the

grounds of the Chateau de Vaux. This brought

him instant recognition from Louis XIV and

other prominent persons, and he w^as continu-

ously employed in laying out some of the finest

grounds in France. He also planned the gar-,

dens of the Vatican and the Quirinal, in Rome,
and the Saint James and Kensington gardens,

in I^ondon.

Len'ox, Jajmes (1800-1880), an American

philanthropist, born in New York City. He
was educated at Columbia College and was

admitted to the bar. Having inherited from

his father several millions of dollars, for half a

century he devoted himself to the forming of a

library and gallery of paintings. This he con-

veyed to New York City in 1870, having erected

a beautiful structure to receive it. He was a

liberal donor to many churches and societies.

Lens, lenz, a transparent body having at least

one curved surface. Lenses have either one

—
I

—

\

s^-C. "

FIG. 1

plane and one spherical surface, or two spherical

surfaces. If the surface curves outward, the

lens is convex; if inward, it is concave. There

are six kinds, as shown in Fig. 1.

1. DouV)le-convex lens; both surfaces convex
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2. Plano-convex lens; one surface convex and

one plane.

3. Concavo-convex lens; one surface convex

and one concave.

4. Double concave lens; both surfaces con-

cave.

5. Plano-concave lens; one surface plane and
one concave.

6. Convexo-concave lens; one surface con-

cave and one convex.

Lenses refract rays of light which pass through

them. If the lens is convex, the refraction tends

to bring the rays

to a point, called

the focus, as shown

in Fig. 2. The p.^

parallel rays 1, 2,

3, 4 and 5, passing

through the dou-

ble-convex lens

LM, come to a

point at F, which is the focus. When the rays

of the sun are collected in this way by a

double-convex lens, they afford sufficient heat

to set such substances as tinder, paper and dry

pine wood afire. For this reason, such a lens

is sometimes called a burning glass.

Convex lenses form two kinds of images.

When the object is at a long distance from the

lens, the image formed is smaller than the object,

and inverted, as shown in Fig. 3. AB repre-

FIG. 2

FIG. 3

sents the object. The parallel rays from A and

B strike the lens respectively at a and b. Aa is

refracted to A' and Bb to B'. The rays AA'

and BB' strike the lens vertically and pass

through its center; consequently they are not

refracted. A screen placed at the point whore

these rays meet the refracted parallel rays will

receive the image. If the screen is moved

either backward or forward from this point,

some of the rays are lost and the image becomes

indistinct.

When the object is between the focus and the

lens, the image is erect and magnified. In Fig.

4, AB is the object and A'B\ the image.

FIG. 4

The parallel rays from A and B are refracted

and meet at F, while the rays A'A and B'B pass

through the center of the lens and are not

refracted. The image appears where these rays

meet the refracted

parallel rays. In

this case both the

object and the im-

age are on the same F-

side of the lens,

w hile in the former

the image is on

the other side of

the lens from the

object. Fig. 4 illustrates the use of the convex

lens as a simple magnifying glass. The images

formed by concave lenses are erect and smaller

than the object. For the use of lenses, see Cam-
era; Eye; Microscope; Opera Glass; Tel-
escope.

Lent, the forty days' fast in spring, beginning

with Ash Wednesday and ending with Easter

Sunday. In the Latin Church Lent formerly

lasted thirty-six days, but in the fifth century

four days were added, in imitation of the forty

days' fast of the Saviour, and this usage became
general in the Western Church. The Carnival

is held just before Lent begins, and the close is

celebrated in Roman Catholic countries with

great rejoicings. The English Church has re-

tained Lent and many other fasts, but gives no

directions respecting abstinence from food.

Len'til, the fruit of a plant that resembles

the pea vine. Two varieties are recognized;

one is distinguished by its size and the greater

quantity of mealy substance which the fruits

afford. Lentils are flattish, rounded and, when
cooked, reddish in color. They are more easily

digested than peas, are very nutritious and form

the chief article of diet in Egypt, Syria and other

Mediterranean countries. They are not uncom-

mon in the markets of the United States.

Le'o (the lion), a bright and interesting con-

stellation, containing ninety-five stars, note-

worthy because of its remarkable nebulae.. Leo

is the fifth sign of the zodiac, between Cancer and

^'irgo, and is entered by the sun about July 22.

In ancient astrology the .symbol (^) was the

breastbone or the tail of a lion.

Leo, the name of thirteen popes, of whom
the following are most important: liEO I,

Saint, pope from 440 to 401, was a very able

ruler and strengthened the {xjwer of the papacy.

When Attila took Rome in 452, Leo visited the

conqueror in person and induced him to spare
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the city, and three years hiter, when Genseric

attacked the city, by his interposition he saved

many of the most beautiful buildings of the city.

Leo III, who became pope in 795, was the pope

who crowneil Charlemagne emperor of the West.

Leo IX, {K)pe from 1048 to 1054, was a learned

man and devoted much attention to the correc-

tion of abuses within the Church. He firmly

upheld the power and rights of the Church and

thus prepared the way for the later struggle over

prerogatives between the popes and the emperors.

Leo X, Giovanni de' INIedici, was the son of

Lorenzo the ^Magnificent and became pope in

1513. His court was splendid and, like the

other members of his family, he Avas a munificent

patron of learning and art. The University of

Rome was reorganized by him. It was during

his reign that the Reformation broke out in

Gertnaiiy. At first Leo refused to take the new
movement seriously, but in 1520 he went so far

as to proclaim a bill of excommunication against

Lutner. See Leo XIII.

Leer XTTT (1810-1903), Giovacchino Vincenzo

Pe» <3. pope of the Roman Catholic Church, born

at Carpiento, Italy. He became titular arch-

bishop in 1843, was apostolic delegate, succes-

sively, of Benevento, Spoleto and Perugia, and

was bishop of Perugia in 1840. He was raised

to the rank of cardinal in 18.53 and appointed

chamberlain of the Sacred College in 1877; the

Conclave of Cardinals elected him successor to

Pius IX in 1878. The new pope at once made
known his election to the powers, and his first

official act, March, 1878, was to restore the

Roman Catholic hierarchy of Scotland, thus

inaugurating a policy somewhat different from

that of his predecessor. In 1879 the pope issued

an encyclical aimed at Socialists, Communists

and Nihilists. The czar ordered this to be read

in all the Roman Catholic churches of Russia.

The policy of Leo XIII was to harmonize the

diversified opinions and interests of the Church

and to strengthen all lines of work which it is

authorized to undertake. He was very friendly

to the United States; he established the Catholic

University at Washington, and expressed great

interest in the Columbian Exposition. Leo was

noted for his learning, holiness and statesman-

like qualities.

Leominster, Ion'in stur, Mass., a town in

Worcester co., 5 mi. s. e. of Fitchburg, on the

Nashua River and on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad. The principal

manufactures are piano cases, baby carriages,

notions, toys, furniture, paper, cement and

brick. The place was settled in 1725 and re-

mained a part of Lancaster until 1740. Popu-

lation in 1905, including several villages, 14,297.

Leon, la one', a town of Nicaragua, on a

large and fertile plain 13 mi. from the Pacific

coast. It is regularly built, and the public

buildings, which are considered among the finest

in Central America, include a massive cathe-

dral, an old episcopal palace, a new episcopal

palace and several churches. A railway con-

nects it with the coast at Corinto. The town

has suffered much from the civil wars Popula-

tion, about 34,000.

Leon or Leon de los Aldamas, la one'day-

lose al dah'mas, a town of Mexico, in the State

of Guanajuato, on a fertile plain, more than

6000 feet above sea level. It is a well-built

place, with flourishing industries of various kinds,

which its railway connections have helped to

develop. Its chief manufactures are leather,

saddlery, cottons and woolens. Population in

1900, u2,G23.

Leonardo da Vinci, la o nahr'do da veen'che.

See Vinci, Leonardo da.

Leon'idas, a king of Sparta, who ascended

the throne in 491 B. c. When Xerxes invaded

Greece, the Greek congress assigned to Leonidas

the command of the force destined to defend

the pass of Thermopylae. His force, according

to Herodotus, amounted to over six thousand

men, of whom three hundred were Spartans.
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After the Persians had made several vain

attempts to force the pass, a Greek named
Ephialtes betrayed to them a mountain path,

by which Leonidas was assailed from the rear,

and he and his followers fell fighting (480 B. c).

Leopard, lep'urd, one of the largest animals

of the cat family, next in size to the lion and the

tiger. It is found in Africa, Persia, India, some
parts of China and some of the East India Is-

lands. The color varies from a pale fawn

to a deep buff, which

fades into white on the

under side of the body

and the inner parts of

the limbs. The coat is

thickly marked with

black or deep brown

spots. The leopard is

a beautiful and grace-

ful animal. It fre-

quents the forests and

feeds upon antelopes,

monkeys, sheep, goats

and other animals, but

seldom attacks man. It

is considered more
treacherous than the

lion or the tiger, and

while it is easily sub-

dued when in captivity,

great risk and danger attend hunting it. One
variety is nearly black and is more fierce than

the common leopard. The cfutah, or hunting

leopard, is found in northern India.

Le'opold I (1790-1865), king of the Belgians,

son of the duke of Saxe-Coburg. In 1816 he

married the Princess Charlotte, heir apparent of

Great Britain, who died in the following year.

In 1831 he accepted the crown of Belgium,

which was offered him by a national congress.

He gave to Belgium a wise and moderate rule.

His second wife was a daughter of Louis Philippe.

Leopold II, Louis Philippe Makie Victor

(1835-1909), king of the Belgians, eldest son of

Leopold I, came to the throne in 1865. The
organization of the African International Asso-

ciation was his work, and he assisted Stanley

with money in his exploration of the Kongo.

When the Kongo Free State was established in

1885, Leopold was made its sovereign.

Lepanto, le pahn'to, or Naupaktos, a sea-

port town of Greece, in the nomarchy of Acar-

nania and Aetolia, on the Gulf of Corinth, or

Lepanto. Its harbor is now silted up, but it

was anciently of considerable innx)rtance. It is

memorable for the naval battle, from which

dated the decline of the Turkish power in

Europe, fought within the gulf on October 7,

1571, between the Ottoman fleet and the com-
bined fleets of the Christian state-s of the ]Medi-

terranean, imder Don John of Austria. The
Turkish fleet was destroyed.

Lepanto, Gulf of. See Corinth, Gulf of.

Lep'er. See Leprosy.

Lepid'olite, a kind of mica, occurring in

BLACK LEOPARD

oblique, rhombic or hexagonal prisms, or in

masses composed of small crystalline scales. Its

color is pink or peach-blossom, passing into

gray and having a pearly luster. It is easily

split into thin, translucent, flexible scales, or

plates. The mineral is one of the principal

sources of the metal lithium.

Lep'idop'tera. See Insects.

Lep'idus, Marcus Aemilius (?-13 B.C.), a

Roman triumvir. He was praetor in 49 B. c,
consul with Julius Caesar three years later and

in 44 was appointed by Caesar to the govern-

ment of Nearer Spain. He was in Rome at the

time of Caesar's death and joined Mark Antony.

In 43 he united with Antony and Octavianus to

form the second triumvirate, obtaining Spain in

the division of the Empire. After the Battle of

Philippi (42) a revision took place, in which

Lepidus received Africa. In 36 he was sum-

moned to assist Augustus against Sextus Pom-

pey. He then tried to seize Sicily, but was

overcome by Augustus, who deprived him of

his triumvirate and banished him.

Lep'rosy, a name applied at different times U)

several different skin diseases, all of which are
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characterized bv roughness and scaUness. True
leprosy is the eltphanfio-»-is of the Greeks, the

Itpra of the Arabs, and the great disease of *the

early English. There are several well-marked

types of the disease. In the first, tubercles

form in the skin, particularly around the eye-

brows, where they destroy the hair and after a

time form idcers, which may cause extensive

deformity. Sometmies the tubercles form in

the nostrils or throat and alter the voice. In the

second type, the chief features are insensibility

anil numbness of the skin, with pains, sleepless-

ness and restlessness. A third variety is much
more violent and often causes a complete de-

struction of the tissues, even of the. bones. All

these varieties begin with the appearance of

dull or copper-tinted blotches on the skin.

^^^len the redness disappears, a stain or white

blotch is left. It is now believed that the dis-

ease is caused by a bacillus and is contagious,

though it Ls not nearly so widespread in its preva-

lence as at former times. It is found in Nor-

way and Iceland and in warmer regions gener-

ally. From a very early time lepers were sepa-

rated from the people or often driven into desert

and waste regions, where they lived entirely away
from other human beings. Even more severe

measures were taken against them in some
countries, where they might be allowed to come
among the healthy, but were compelled to be so

clothed as to be recognized at sight and were

forced to carrj* rattles with which to warn others

of their approach.

In the United States, Louisiana has a hospital

for lepers, in which there are probably less than

a hundred now congregated. There are many
lepers in the Hawaiian Islands. The care of

them has become a burden upon the government.

Most of them are confined in a leper settlement

on Molokai, where they number about 1300.

Here they are allowed to receive visitors, who
may, however, not touch them, and from whom
they are separated by wire fencing.

Lesage, lesahzh', Alain Rexe (1668-1747),

a French novelist and dramatic writer. His

first attempts were in imitation of the Spanish

drama, but hLs first success was with his Crispin,

his Master's Rival. The Devil on Two Sticks,

imitated from a Spanish romance, appeared the

same year. In 1715 he published the first two

volumes of Gil Bias, one of the best romances in

the French language, the third volume appearing

in 1724, the fourth in 1735. Among his other

works are Turcaret, his best comedy; Tfie

Adventures of Guzman d'Alfarache, The Adven-

tures of M. de BeauchesTie and The Bachelor of

Salamanca.

Lesbos, lez'bos, a Greek island situated off the

northwest coast of Asia Minor, often called

!M}1;ilene, from its capital. In shape it is nearly

triangular, and it has an area of 675 square

miles. It is mountainous, but is exceedingly

fertile, its principal products being figs, grapes,

olive oil and pine timber. The island has

belonged to Turkey since the sixteenth century.

Les'seps, Ferdinand, Vicomte de (1805-

1894), a French diplomatist and engineer. After

FERDINAND DE LESSEPS

holding several consular and diplomatic posts

he retired from the government service, and in

1854 went to Egypt and proposed to the viceroy

the cutting of a canal across the Isthmus of Suez.

This great work was successfully completed in

1869, under his supervision, and brought him

high honors of various kinds. He subsequently

proposed several other grand schemes; but the

only one really taken in hand was the Panama
Canal, which, under . French management,

proved an unfortunate venture. See Panama
Canal.

Lesser Antilles, an til'leez. See Antilles.

Les'sing, Gotthold Ephraim (1729-1781),

a German critic, dramatist and scholar. He
entered the University of Leipzig in 1746 to

study theology, but his love of the drama and

his intimacy with Schlegel and other young men
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of literary tastes, led him to abandon this inten-

tion. In 1755 appeared Miss Sara Sampson, a

tragedy dealing with the family relation, which

had a great effect on German drama. In 1760

Lessing became secretary' to General Tauenzien
in Breslau for five years, and while there he
worked on Minna von Barnhelm, the greatest

drama produced up to that time in Germany,
and Laokoon, or on the Limits of Painting and
Poetry. About 1767 he became director of the

National Theater at Hamburg. WTiile here he

WTOte his Dramaturgic, essays on dramatic art.

In 1775 he accompanied Prince Leopold of

Brunswick to Italy, and on his return he married.

His wife died in little more than a year. At
this period he was involved in fierce theological

disputes, which his philosophical drama, Nathan
der Weise, did nothing to allay.

Le'the (from a Greek word meaning jorget-

fnlness), one of the streams of the lower regions,

celebrated in ancient mythology. Its water had
the power of making those who drank of it

forget the whole of their former existence.

Souls before passing into Elysiiun drank to

forget their earthly sorrows; souls returning to

the upper world drank to forget the pleasures of

Elysium.

Letters. From \ery early times the writing

of letters has been an imp)ortant means of com-

munication, and often it has served a much
wider purpose than this, as in many instances

correspondence which has been preserved has

furnished to later ages valuable information

regarding the times of the wTiter. In early

times in Greece, correspondence as far as is

known was largely between the philosophers

and their pupils. Among the Romans, letter

writing was more widespread, and certain col-

lections of letters, especially those of Cicero to

Atticus, constitute documents of great historical

importance. Seneca's letters and those of the

Younger Pliny are other notable collections. It

was the Romans who first developed the poetical

epistle, which was usually a satirical account of

private or public affairs. Horace was especially

adept in this style of writing. In later centuries

Dante, Petrarch, ^lelanchthon and Erasmus

wrote letters which have been preserved and

which are valuable records of the times.

With increased facility for communication

came, of course, corresponding increase in the

number of letters which passed between friends.

Letters came to be no longer dissertations on

public affairs only, but accounts of the real lives

of real men and women. Swift's letters to Stella,

as well as those of Arbuthnot, Bolingbroke and
Pope, present an almost complete autobiography

of the writer. Lady Mar}- Wortley Montagu's
letters are among the most famous which have

ever been written by a woman. Chesterfield's

letters to his son and Walpole's, Gray's and
Cowper's letters are examples of different styles

of letter writing, but all show the perfection to

which this art may be brought. In the nine-

teenth century George Eliot, BjTon, Lamb,
Keats, Scott, Macaulay, Emerson, Carlyle, Mrs.

Carlyle, Thackeray, Dickens, Matthew Arnold,

Stevenson—in fact, almost all of the famous

men and women of literature—left collections

of letters which throw most interesting light on

their lives and works.

The French have always excelled in letter

writing, and perhaps the most famous letter

writer of modern times is Madame de S^vign^,

whose letters to her married daughter present

an excellent picture of Parisian life.

Lettres de Cachet, let r' de kash shay',

(French, "letters of seal"). During the four

centuries before the outbreak of the French

Revolution, it was common for the king or any

of his ministers, if they wished to get rid of some

person without going through the ordinary

forms of law, to order the arrest of such a person

and to dispense with the countersigning of the

order by a minister, with the registering of the

letter by the parlement and with the signature

of the great seal of state. Such orders, written

on ordinary paper, signed by the king and by

one of the secretaries of state and sealed with

the king's little seal, were known as lettres de

cachet. From the accession of Louis XIV the

issue of such orders increased in frequency, and

often a man might be arrested, thrown into the

Bastille and left there, either wilfully or care-

lessly, until he died, without even being in-

formed as to the nature of his offense. The
abolition of these lettres de cachet was one of the

first things demanded at the outbreak of the

revolution in 1789.

Letts, a branch of the Aryan family, belong-

ing to the Letto-Lithuanian group. The.se

people live in the Russian provinces of Courland,

I>ivonia, Vitebsk, Ko\^lo, Pskov and in East

Prussia. They are closely related to the Lithu-

anians, whom they resemble in appearance.

They number al>out 1,350,000 and are mostly

Protestants.

Lettuce, let'ti.f, a common little garden plant,

of the Compositae, Tiuich used as a .salad. When

allowed to fruit, it produces a stem which grows
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to a height of about two feet and bears small,
pale yellow flowers. In cultivation the young
plant only is eaten, as it becomes bitter and
even somewhat poisonous when old. Several
different species are recognized, and from one
garden variety is produced a form that grows
in a head much like a small cabbage. From
the sap of one species a drug is obtained that
resembles opium in its effects.

Leuctra, luke'trah, a village in Boeotia,
famous for the victory of the Theban Epami-
nondas over the Spartans, which put an end to
the Spartan domination in Greece (371 b. c).
See Epaminoxdas.
Leutze, loit'se, Ealvnuel (1816-1S68), a

German-American painter, born in Gemhnd,
Wiirttemberg. At an early age he came with
his parents to Philadelphia, where his first

mstruction in art was received. Later he went
to Diisseldorf to study with Lessing. The finest
of his productions is a series of pictures of the
Revolution, among which is Washington Cross-
ing thf Delaware. His subjects, more than the
quality of his drawings, have made him famous.
Other works are Columbus in Chaim, Columbus
Before the Queen, Cromwell and His Daughter,
Washington at Monmouth, News from Lexington
and Westward Ho.
Levant', a term applied in the widest sense

to all the regions eastward from Italy as far as
the Euphrates and the Nile, and in a more
restricted sense to the Asiatic coasts of the
Mediterranean and the adjacent countries of
Asia Minor.

Lev'ee, in engineering, an artificial embank-
ment constructed on the banks of a river for the
purpose of keeping the waters in the natural
channel during floods. According to this defini-
tion the dikes of Holland and the embankments
along a number of European rivers, such as the
Danube, Po and Vistula, are levees. In the
United States, however, the term is applied par-
ticularly to the artificial embankments along the
Mississippi River, which aggregate more than
1200 miles in length and are constructed along
the river at various places from Cairo to the
Gulf of Mexico. See Mississippi Rivkr.
Level, an instrument used to find, or draw,

a .straight line parallel to the plane of the hori-
zon, by this means to determine the true level
or the difi"erence of ascent or descent between
several places. There is a great variety of
instruments for this purpose, differently con-
structed and of different materials, according to
the particular purposes to which they are applied,

Lever

as carpenter's level, mason's level, gunner's level,
balance level, water level, mercurial level

i

spirit level and surveying level. All such instru-
ments, however, may be reduced to three classes:

(1) Those in which the vertical line is deter-
mined by a suspended plumb line, or balance
weight, and the horizontal indicated by a line
perpendicular to it. Such are the carpenter's
and mason's levels. (2) Those which determine
a horizontal line by the surface of a fluid at rest,

as water and mercurial levels. (3) Those which
point out the direction of a horizontal line by a
bubble of air floating in a fluid contained in a
glass tube. When the air bubble rests directly
under the middle point of the tube, the instru-
ment is level. Such are spirit levels, which are
by far the most convenient and accurate. All
levels depend on the same principle, namely,
the action of gravity.

Lever, le'vur or lev'vr, a bar moving about a
point called the Julervm (F). The force used to
move the lever is called the poiver (P), and the
object to be lifted, the weight (W). The parts
of the lever on each side of the fulcrum are called
the arms. The power arm is the part between
the fulcrum and the point where the power is

applied
J the weight arm is that part between

the fulcrum and the weight. There are three
classes of levers, distinguished by the difl'erein

applications of the fulcrum, power and weight.
The lever of the first class has the fulcrum

between the power and the weight, as shown
in Fig. 1. F represents the fulcrum, P the

P Pm
FIG. 1

W
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power and W the weight. A common crowbar,
a pump handle and a pair of scissors are good
illustrations of levers of the first class.

The lever of the second class has the weight
between the jx>wer and the fulcrum, as shown
in Fig. 2. An oar, a nutcracker and a wheel-
barrow are good illustrations of this class of
levers.

The lever of the third class has the power
between the weight and the fulcrum, as shown
in Fig. 3. Good illustrations of the third

class lever are the treadle of a sewing machbe
and the forearm.
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A lever is said to be in equilibriuin when the

power and the weight balance each other. The
law of equilibrium is that the power multiphed

by the length of the power arm is ecjual to the

weight multiplied by the length of the weight ami.

In a lever of the first class which is three feet long

and has a fulcrum one foot from one end, a

jx)wer of one j>ound would balance a weight of

two pounds. In levers of the third class the

positions of the power and ^\eight are reversed.

By levers of the first and second classes we gain

power and lose speed; by those of the third class

we lose power and gain speed.

Compound levers consist of a number of levers

so arranged that the power arm of one acts upon

the weight arm of the other. Their effect is to

increase the power of the lever. They are illus-

trated by the hay scale, in which the weight of

the hand may balance a load of hay. See

Weighing Scale.

Lev'er, Charles James (180&-1872), an

Irish novelist. He was bom in Dublin and

educated at Trinity College. In March, 1834,

he contributed his first paper to the newly started

Dublin University Magazine, and the first chap-

ter of Harry Lorrequer appeared in that maga-

zine in 1837. Among his later novels are

Charles O'Malley, Tom Burke of Ours, Jack

llinion, Arthur O'Leary and Roland Cashel.

Vhe lively humor which is considered character-

istic of Lever is more in evidence in his early

than in his later writings. For the last thirty

years of his life Lever was in the diplomatic

service, first at Florence, later at Spezia and

finally at Trieste.

Lev'erwood. See Hornbeam.
Levi'athan (a long-jointed monster), the name

applied in Job xli and elsewhere in the Scrip-

tures to an aquatic animal variously held to be the

crocodile, the whale or some s{>ecies of serpent.

Levis, le vee', or Point Levi, capital of

Levis CO., Quebec, Canada, on the Saint Law-

rence River, opposite Quelle. It is on the

Intercolonial, the Quebec Central and the

Grand Trunk railways and is connected with

Quebec by ferry and by a cantilever bridge, the

largest of its kind in the world. Steamships

arriving from Europe land their passengers at

Levis. It has machine shops, an iron foundry,

boot and shoe, cigar, soap, woolen and other

factories and lumber mills. The first .settle-

ment was made in 16-17, and it became a city in

1861. Population in 1 no I, 7783. See Quebec.

Le'vites, the name generally employed to

designate not the whole Jewish tribe that traced

its descent from Levi, but a division within the

tribe itself, in contradistinction to the priests,

who are otherwise called the "sons of Aaron."

They were the ministers of worship, especially

singled out for the service of the Temple, and
with the priests formed the priestly tribe. A
permanent arrangement was made for their

maintenance. In place of territorial possessions

they were to receive tithes of the produce of the

land, and in their turn to offer a tithe to the

priests. After the settlement in Canaan, forty-

eight cities, six of which were cities of refuge,

were assigned to the tribe of Levi, thirteen of

the total number being set apart for the priests.

To the Levites was to belong the office of pre-

.sers'ing, transcribing and interpreting the law,

and they were to read it every seventh year at

the Feast of Tabernacles. Their position was
much changed by the revolt of the ten tribes,

and they are seldom mentioned in the New
Testament, where they appear as the types of

fomial, heartless worship.

Levit'icus, the name of the third book of the

Old Testament, so called from the first word of

its contents. By the later Jews it was called the

Law of the Priests and sometimes the Law of

Offerings. It consists of seven principal sections,

but may be generally described as containing the

laws and ordinances relating to Levites, priests

and sacrifices.

Lewes, lu'i^, George Henry (1817-1878),

a philosophical writer and contributor to most

departments of literature, born in London. He
was educated in England and Germany, where

he gave special attention to philosophy. He
then began to write for magazines, becoming

literary editor of the Leader, which position he

held for five years. He made an exhaustive

study of physiology-, for the purpose of using the

knowledge gained in the solution of philosoph-

ical problems. In 1854 he became the common-

law husband of Marian Evans (George Eliot).

In 1865 he founded the Fortnightly Revieiv.

His be.st-known works are Biographical History

of Philosophy from Thales to Comte, Comic's

Philosophy of the Sciences, Life and Works of

Goethe, Physiology of Common Life and Pro}>-

lems of Life and Mind.

Lew'is, Meriwether (1774-1809), an Ameri-

can explorer, born near Charlottesville, Va.

He fought in the United States army during the

WTiisky Rebellion in 1794 and later became an

ensign and captain in the army. In 1801,

President Jefferson ap[)ointed him his private

secretary, and two years later he was chosen to
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lead an expetlitioii for the purpose of exploring

the territory recently acquired from France

(See Lewis .\xd Ciark Expedition). As a

reward for his service in this expedition, Con-

gress votecl him 1500 acres of land, and he was

appointed governor of Louisiana Territory in

1S07. He displayed energ^y and ability in ad-

ministration and during his incumbency prepared

for publication a valuable account of his jour-

ney.

Lewis and Clark Expedition, an expedi-

tion commanded by ^Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark, whose purpose was to explore the

territory between the ^lississippi River and the

Pacific Ocean. The party left Saint Louis, Mo.,

May 14, 1804, ascended the Missouri River,

wintered among the Mandan indians in North

Dakota, again set out in April, 1805, crossed the

Rocky Mountains in September and came in

.sight of the Pacific Ocean, November 7. They
started on their return in the following March
and arrived at Saint Louis, September 23, after

a journey of 8500 miles. The trip resulted in

the collection of a great mass of exceedingly

valuable information concerning the geography,

climate, natural products and animal life of the

region explored. See Lewis, MERnvEXHER;
Clark, William.

Lewis and Clark Exposition, an industrial

exposition held at Portland, Ore., in the simimer

of 1905, to commemorate the one htmdredth

anniversary of the journey of Meriwether I^ewis

and William Clark from the Mississippi River

to the Pacific coast. The ex{X)sition buildings,

of which there were eleven main structures,

were artii>tically grouped on a beautiful sloping

greensward, facing two attractive bodies of

water, which made possible the development of

landscape and architectural scenes of rare

beauty. The exhibition covered about 406

acres. Its total cost to its promoters was about

$7,500,000; to the states that had special ex-

hibits, SI,000,000, and to the Federal govern-

ment, ?.500,000.

Lewis River. See Snake River.

Lew'iston, Idaho, the county-seat of Nez
Perces co., about 145 mi. s, by e. of Spokane,

Wash., at the junction of the Clearwater and
Snake rivers and on the Northern Pacific railroad.

The city Ls in a rich farming, fruit-growing,

.stock-raising and mining district, has a consider-

able trade and is growing very rapidly. The
most important industrial establishments are

flour and lumber mills. The city is the seat

of the state normal school and of several private

academies. A splendid steel bridge connects

the place with Clarkston, on the opposite side

of the Snake River. Population in 1900,

2424, and in 1905, 53.54.

Lewiston, Maine, a city in Androscoggin co..

35 mi. n. of Portland, on the Androscoggin River,

opposite Auburn, and on the Grand Trunk and

the Maine Central railroads. It has many fac-

tories, of which the most important are cot-

ton and woolen mills. There are also extensive

bleaching and dye works and manufactures of

boots and shoes, lumber, machinery and various

products. Bates College, which includes the

Cobb Divinity School, is located here, and the

city has a fine public park, a city hall, a Car-

negie library, two hospitals, two convents and a

number of fine church and school buildings.

The place was settled in the early part of the

seventeenth century and was incorporated as a

town in 1795. It was chartered as a city in

1863. Population in 1900, 23,761.

Lex'ington, Ky., the county-seat of Fayette

CO., 98 mi. s. of Cincinnati, Ohio, on the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, the Louisville & Nashville, the

Southern and other railroads. The city is in the

famous "blue grass region" and is the chief

market for the products of that section. The
principal manufactures are bourbon whisky,

saddlery, flour, canned goods, lumber and

wagons. In 1905 natural gas was brought to

Lexington through a pipe line from Menifee

County. This has given an impetus to manu-
facturing by offering cheap fuel. Lexington

has a good public library and is an important

educational center, being the seat of Kentucky

University, Sayre Female Institute, Hamilton

and Campbell-Hagerman female colleges. Saint

Catherine's Academy, the state agricultural and

mechanical college and the Kentucky reform

school. The charitable institutions are the

state asylum for the insane. Saint Joseph's Hos-

pital, an industrial home for negroes and the

Good Samaritan Hospital. Henry Clay had his

home in Lexington for many years. The first

settlement was made in 1779 by hunters. In

1782 tlie town was incorporated, and when Ken-

tucky became independent it was made the

capital. Population in 1900, 26,369.

Lexington, Mo., a city and the county-seat of

liafayette co., 40 mi. e. of Kansas City, on the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 and the Missouri

Pacific railroads. The city is situated on the

Missouri River and is in the center of the hemp-

growing region. It contains the Wentworth

Military Academy, Central Female College and
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Baptist Female College. To the northeast of the

city is a hill which is interesting from a histor-

ical point of view, being the place where 3000
Union soldiers under Colonel James Mulligan

sustained a siege against 18,000 Confederates

imder General Sterling Price. They were at

last compelled to surrender. Lexington was
settled in 1825 and was incorjxjrated in 1830.

Population in 1900, 4190.

Lexington, Batfle ok, the first battle of the

Revolutionary War, fought at Lexington, Middle-

sex County, Mass., April 18, 1775. A British

force of 800 soldiers had l^een dispatched l)y

(jeneral Gage to seize the stores which had been

collected at Concord by the colonists and to

capture Samuel Adams and John Hancock, who
were said to be in hiding at Lexington. News
of the expedition was carried through the country

by Paul Revere, who rode from Charlestown to

Lexington. When the soldiers reached the

latter point, they were confronted on the Com-
mon by about 70 militiamen. The British

commander, Pitcairn, demanded that the com-

pany disperse, and some one, minuteman or

grenadier, fired a shot. A brief skirmish ensued,

in which eight militiamen were killed and ten

wounded. At Concord the British found the

stores removed and encountered another force of

about 400 militiamen, who forced them to make
a rapid retreat towards Boston. On the route

they were constantly harassed by bands of

farmers who fired upon the British columns from

behind rocks and trees. The loss to the British

was 273 men.

The village of Lexington is 11 mi. n. w. of

Boston, on the Boston & Maine railroad. Its

population in 1900 was 3S31.

Leyden or Leiden, U'den, a city of the

Xetherlands, 22 mi. s. w. of Ani.sterdam. The
most important educational institution is the

university, formerly one of the most famed in

Europe. It is attended on the average by about

900 students, nearly one-half studying law.

Leyden has cloth and other manufactures,

although it is no longer famous for its textiles,

as it was during the fifteenth century. The
historical event for which Leyden is most famous

is the siege by the Spaniards in 1573-1574 and

the relief by the prince of Orange, who had the

dikes opened and the country flooded. The
Pilgrims started from Leyden to found the

colony at Plymouth, Mass. Population in

1902, 54,857.

Leyden Jar, an early form of electric accumu-

lator, introduced to the scientific world by

Libby Prison

Muschenbroek of Leyden in 1746; hence its

name. It consi.sts of a glass jar, coated inside

and outside, usually with tin foil, to within a

third of the top. The mouth is closed by a

wooden cover. A metallic rod, with a knob at

the top, is fixed into the cover and is made to

communicate with the inside coating; when
the jar is to be charged the knob of this rod is

applied to the prime conductor of an electric

machine and the two coatings are brought into

op|x)site electrical states, the inside being jxjsi-

tive and the outside negative. The jar is dis-

charged by establishing a communication be-

tween the outside coating and the knob. When
a immber of jars are placed in a lx)x lined with

tin foil connected with the earth, their knobs

being joined together, they form a battery. A
quantity of electricity equal to the sum of the

charges which would be received by each jar

can be collected in such a battery, capable of

melting fine metallic wires, puncturing plates of

gla.ss or cardboard, killing animals and ruptur-

ing Itad conductors. See Elfxtricity.

Lhasa or Lassa, lah'.iuh, the capital of Tibet,

situated on the Kyi-ch'u, a tributary of the Brah-

maputra. All the public edifices worthy of notice

are connected with the BucMhist religion, as

Lhasa is a great center of Buddhism and is

visited by thousands of pilgrims from China,

Turkestan and Nepal. Lhasa is the principal

emporium of Tibet, silk stuffs, tea and other

articles being here exchanged for Tibetan,

Indian and European goods. Late in the

eighteenth century a law was established that

no foreigner should enter the city, but it was

entered by British forces under Colonel Young-

husband in 1905. Population, about 10,000.

Lia'nas, a name common to any of those

twining and climbing plants which grow in great

profusion in the hot, moist climate of the tropics.

Here in many cases the lianas overtop the high-

est trees and make an impenetrable network

of an entire forest by their cable-like stems.

Libau, Ic'how, an important seajxirt of Russia,

in the Province of Courland, between Lake Lil)au

and the Baltic Sea. Its trade in corn, flax, hemp
and other products is considerable. Population,

()4,500.

Lib'by Prison, a military prison in Richmond,

Va., used by the Confederacy during the Civil

War. It was originally a tobacco warehouse,

was first used as a prison after the first Battle of

Bull Run and was constantly in service from

that time until the end of the war. .\t times

there were twelve hundred prisoners in the build-
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ing, and their crowded condition caused much
suffering. Many attempts to escape were made
by prisoners, and ui February, 1864, more than

one hundred prisoners escaped through a tunnel

which had been excavated by some of their

number. About sixty of these reached the

Federal lines, but the remainder were recaptured.

The building was taken down in 1888, carried

to Chicago and there rebuilt, brick by brick,

being opened in the following year as a war

nmseum. It was later demolished.

Li'bel, in law, the act of publishing malicious

statements with the intent to expose persons or

institutions to public hatred, contempt or ridi-

cule. The difference between libel and slander

is that in the former case the defamation must

have been in writing, printing or in some other

visible manner, wliile in the latter the offense is

committed verbally. Publication is held to have

taken place if the libel is seen but by one person

other than the person libeled. In criminal law

it is a misdemeanor to publish, or threaten to

publish, a libel; or as a means of extortion, to

offer to abstain from or to prevent others from

publishing a libel. In the United States the

punishment for this offense is imprisonment,

fixed by statute in the different states. If the

charges contained in the libel are true, a civil

action cannot be maintained, though the defend-

ant may still be held for a criminal offense. In

a civil action the plaintiff recovers damages, the

amount of which is settled by the jury. Recent

legislation and decisions in this branch of law in

Great Britain and the United States have a

tendency to limit liability for action to purely

false, scandalous and malicious libels. Truth,

if published with good motives and for justifiable

ends, is now admitted as a good defense; and

even an innocent motive alone is so considered,

though the statements may prove untrue.

Lib'eral, in politics, one who claims to repre-

sent the principles of freedom, reform and prog-

ress. The main objects of liberal agitation and

legislation are to extend the principles of democ-

racy. Most European countries have powerful

lil)eral parties, and liberalism is rapidly spread-

ing, particularly in Great Britain, Germany,

Italy, Spain, Holland, Norway and Sweden. In

Great Britain, the Liberal party is the lineal

descendant of the Whigs and stands for economy

and constitutional reform. It is strongest in

Scotland and Wales and is almost always in a

minority in England. The greatest of modern

Liberal leaders was W. E. Gladstone, but his

introduction, in 1886, of the Irish Home Rule

and Land Purchase bills alienated some of his

most able supporters and led to the formation

of the Liberal Unionist Party. The Liberals,

led by Campbell-Bannerman, won a sweeping

victory in England in 1906, on the principle of

the maintenance of free trade. The Radicals

consist of a branch of the Liberals, who demand
more sweeping reforms than others of their

party. The party opposed to the Liberals is the

Conservative party.

Liberal Repub'lican Party, the name given

to a coalition of political factions during the

presidential campaign of 1872. It was organ-

ized by Missouri Republicans under Carl Schurz

and B. Gratz Brown, as a protest against the

reconstruction policy of Congress and in favor

of tariff reform and civil service reform. The
national convention was held in January, 1872,

at which Horace Greeley was nominated for

president and B. Gratz Brown for vice-president,

the issues being the same as in Missouri, with

the omission of the tariff question. The Demo-
cratic convention accepted the Liberal Repub-
lican candidates ; but a small Democratic element

made independent nominations. After a cam-

paign remarkable for its bitterness and for the

widespread interest it aroused, Greeley was over-

whelmingly defeated, and the party did not

reappear in politics.

Liberal Unionist Party, in British politics,

a party formed in the summer of 1886 by Liberals

(under the leadership of the marquis of Harting-

ton), who objected to Mr. Gladstone's Irish

Home Rule and Land Purchase bills, as being

destructive of the integrity of the United King-

dom and dangerous to the Empire. They
gained their immediate object by coalescing with

the Conservatives, and in the election which

followed the defeat of the Gladstonian ministry

they succeeded in returning some 80 members
to Parliament. They have since acted with the

Conservatives.

Libe'ria, a negro republic on the west coast

of Africa, founded in 1822 by liberated American

slaves, under the auspices of the American

Colonization Society, and recognized as an

independent state in 1847. The area is about

35,000 square miles, or a little less than that of

Indiana. The soil is fertile, well watered and

highly adapted to the cultivation of all tropical

products. The chief crop is coffee, increasing

quantities of which are grown from year to year

and exported, other exports being palm oil,

groundnuts, caoutchouc and ivory. The con-

stitution of the Republic is modeled after that of
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the United States. The capital is Monrovia.

The population is estimated at between 1 ,000,000

and 2,000,000, of which perhaps 20,000 are

civilized negroes.

Liberty, Statue of, a huge bronze statue on

Bedloe's Island, in New York harbor. It was

presented to the United States by the people of

France and was intended as a commemoration

of the one hundredth anniversary of American

independence. It was placed on the island in

1885 and was dedicated in the following year.

The Statue of Liberty is the. largest statue in the

world and represents a female figure with a

torch. From the base to the top of the torch

the statue is 151.41 feet high. A stairway in

the inside of the statue leads to the head, and

there is a branch stairway within the extended

arm. The complete name, given it by its donors,

is "Liberty Enlightening the World."

Liberty Bell, the bell which hung originally

in Independence Hall, Philadelphia, and which

first pealed forth the news of the signing of the

Declaration of Independence. It was cast in

England in 1752, and bears the inscription:

Proclaim Hberty throughout all the land unto all

the inhabitants thereof (Lev. xxv, 10). It

was cracked at its first ringing, was recast in

1753 and was again cracked while tolling on the

funeral day of John Marshall, July 8, 1835.

It is on exhibition at Independence Hall, Phila-

delphia, but has been shown at several recent

expositions.

Liberty Party, a political party organized

in the Northern states of the Union about 1830,

its purpose being to oppose slavery by means of

political action. Its formation in reality voiced

a protest against the non-resistant and non-

participant attitude of Garrison and his radical

followers. James G. Birney was the first can-

didate of the party for president, being originally

nominated at a small local convention in New
York State and afterward endorsed by a so-called

national convention at Albany, N. Y. The

ticket polled only about 7000 votes, more than

one-third of which were cast in New York State.

In 1844 a more representative convention as-

sembled and again nominated Birney for presi-

dent. In this election the Liberty party polled

62,000 votes. Moreover, by drawing many
votes from the WTiig party in New York, it

defeated Clay and elected James K. Polk. Its

last candidate was John P. Hale, who, however,

withdrew after Van Buren's nomination by the

Free-Soil party in 1848. Thereafter it was

practically absorbed by the latter party.

Li'bra (the balance, or scales), the seventh

sign of the zodiac, into which the sun enters

about September 23, the time of the autumnal
equinox. In ancient astrolog\' the sjTnbol (^)
represented a pair of scales.

Li'brary, the name given to a collection of

books and to the building in which it is located.

Libraries existed in ancient Egypt and Assyria,

and Pisistratus is said to have established a free

public library at Athens in the fifth century b. c.

Cicero and various wealthy Romans made col-

lections of books, and several Roman emperors

established libraries, partly with books obtained

as spoils of war. In the fourth century a. d.

there were twenty-eight public libraries in Rome,
besides many private collections, the librarians

of which were slaves or freedmen. The bar-

barian invasions destroyed all these libraries.

The most celebrated library of antiquity was the

Alexandrian (See Alexandrian Libr.\.ry).

Through the Middle Ages the chief libraries

were those of the monasteries. Every Benedic-

tine house had its collection of books and its

corps of copyists. Many of the famous libraries

of modern Europe originated in these monasters'

collections. The universities of the fourteenth

century found libraries indispensable; and by

the middle of the fifteenth, public city libraries

were in existence. The invention of printing

gave a great impetus to the collecting of books,

as copying manuscripts by hand had made them

exceedingly expensive.

The principal libraries of modem times arc

the National Lil)rary at Paris, the largest in the

world, with about 3,.500,000 books and over

100,000 manuscripts; the British Museum
Library, Ix)ndon, with more than 2,000,000

books and 100,000 manuscripts, and the Imperial

Library at Saint Petersburg, with over 1,500,000

volumes and 33,000 manuscripts. The Royal

Court Library at Munich, the Librarj' of Con-

gress at Washington and the Royal Library at

Berlin have each over 1,250,000 volumes and

thousands of manuscripts. Other great libraries

are the Imperial Library at Vienna; the royal

libraries at Copenhagen, Stuttgart, The Hague

and Brussels; the university libraries of Oxford,

Cambridge, Paris, Gottingen, Leipzig and

Heidelberg, and the libraries of Moscow,

Madrid, Florence and Edinburgh. The Vatican

Librar\', Rome, and the Bodleian, at Oxford,

are particularly rich in rare lx)oks and manu-

scripts. The spread of education has called

into existence innumerable smaller libraries,

general in .scope, or institutional, with books
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selected for special classes of readers. Natu-

rally the widest provision for such libraries is

found in countries having tlie best educational

systems, as the United States, France, Germany
and Great Britain.

Harvard College, founded in 1636, really

started from the gift of John Harvard's library

in 1638; Yale began in 1700 with a library;

nineteen other college libraries were founded in

the colonics before 1800, when the largest library

in the United States, that of the Library Com-
pany of Philadelphia, contained only 15,549

volumes. Now there is a free library in almost

ever}- town; there are great libraries in the

larger universities, libraries in the colleges, in

many schools and in clubs. According to the

re[)orts of the bureau of education, there are in

the United States nearly 6000 libraries which

have 1000 or more volumes each. Massachu-

setts has a free lending library in every town,

and the Pul)lic Library of Boston, long the first,

is now the second largest free circulating library

in the world (See Boston, subhead Buildings).

The following table gives the largest United

States libraries, with their number of volumes

according to the latest available statistics of 1905

or 1906:

Library of Congress 1,344,618

New York Public Library 1,229,383

Boston Public Library, 871,050

Ha^^ ard University Library 700,342

Brooklyn Public Library 476,969

Vale University Library 475,000

University of Chicago Library 447,166

New York State Library 413,288

Columbia University Library 388,080

Chicago Public Library 324,082

Cornell University Library 311,897

Princeton University Library 291,032

Enoch Pratt Free Library of Balti-

more 285,502

Newberry Library, Chicago 267,600

Free Library of Philadelphia 265,588

University of Pennsylvania 244,856

Mercantile Library, New York Qty 235,947

Increase in the number of libraries has been

followed by better facilities for the distribution

of books among the people. In cities, through

branch libraries and substations, books are

supplied from the central library by library

wagons. New York has 35 branch libraries;

BrookljTi, 27; Boston, 10 branches and 16

delivery stations; Chicago, 6 branches and 68

stations, and Saint Louis, 68 stations. New
York state provided for rural districts in its

library law of 1835, giving aid equal to the

amount raised in each district, and twenty-one

other states established school district libraries;

Library of Congress

but this system failed, owing to the small amounts
raised in each district. The Illinois statute of

1872 set a new standard, providing library sup-

port by taxation, and was followed in many
states. Since 1890 twenty-three state library

commissions, or their equivalents, have been

established, and these in New York and the

West reach the rural districts through traveling

libraries. The commission selects the books,

buys them at the expense of the state and ar-

ranges them in small collections in boxes or

cases, so constructed that they can be readily

transported from place to place. The only

expense to those wishing to use them is the cost

of transportation. In New York, Wisconsin and

Minnesota these traveling libraries have been

a remarkable success.

In many cities and towns there are also cir-

culating libraries conducted by private enter-

prise. The books are owned by some individual

or corporation and loaned to patrons at a nominal

charge. The most extensive libraries conducted

on this plan are the Book-Lovers' Library and

the Tabard Inn Library, each of which has

stations in nearly every city and town of con-

siderable size in the country.

Library of Congress, a library at Washing-

ton, D. C, established by the United States

government in 1800. It was destroyed in 1814

at the burning of the capital by the British, but

received a new start with the purchase of tho

library of Thomas Jefferson. It was again

partially destroyed in 1851, but since that time

it has constantly increased in extent and value,

until in 1905 it contained 1,344,618 printed

books and pamphlets, besides 500,000 pieces of

music, maps, charts, photographs, engravings

and manuscripts. It is the largest library on

the western hemisphere and one of the finest in

the world. It is especially rich in history and

political science and in collections of American

newspapers. The library is replenished through

regular appropriations by Congress, through

gifts and exchanges and through the addition of

copies of all books copyrighted in the United

States. In 1897 the library was removed from

the Capitol to a special building begun in 1889

and completed at a cost of $6,500,000. It stands

just east of the Capitol building. Its ground

plan is oblong, covering 3f acres of ground, and

is has a floor space of more than 8 acres. The

building is of Concord granite on a framework

of steel, and the interior walls are encased and

decorated wholly with stucco and marble. The

vast copper dome terminates 195 feet from the
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ground in a gilded torch of learning. The
decorations represent the finest work of American

artists, more than forty of whom were engaged

upon the work at different times. The building

is considered to be the finest library building in

the world.

License, li'sens, in law, the grant of permis-

sion to do some act, otherwise unlawful; also

the document conferring such authority. All

civilized countries require that persons should

not carry on certain trades or professions or do

certain acts, without previous grant of license, and

such licenses are imposed for the sake of regulat-

ing traffic and raising revenue. The most com-

mon licenses are issued to empower persons to

sell such articles as liquors and tobacco, to

peddle or to assemble in public meetings. In

regard to the sale of liquor, the license question

has become of great importance in the United

States, as the source of a heated controversy

between the ProhibitionistJi, who would forbid

the liquor traffic; the advocates of low license,

who would collect a license as a source of revenue,

but not for regulation, and the advocates of

hicjh license, who would collect the license pri-

marily for regulation of the business and second-

arily for revenue. In different states of the

Union all of these systems are in use. See

Prohibition Party; Local Oi'tiox.

Lichens, li'kenz, a very extensive order of

flowerless plants. According to the well-estab-

lished modern .vA-U/^^

theory, lichens

are composed

of both algae

and fungi, the

latter parasitic

on the former

and yet living

with them in a

way that seems

to be mutually

beneficial. The
lichens have

neither stem

nor leaves, but

consist mainly

of a leaf-like

thallus, which
J • ., A LICHEN
derives its nour-

ishment from the air. Probably 4000 species of

lichens have already been described, and doubt-

less more will be found. They are gray, yellow

or brown in color, and they sometimes present

a beautiful and varied appearance. They are

^j^^S^'^^rr^

found in greatest variety in high mountain
regions and in Polar lands, where they are the

principal form of vegetation. Some species are

widely distributed, being found in almost all

parts of the northern hemisphere. Some are

valuable articles of food, as the Iceland moss,

which grows abundantly in the nortliern regions,

and the so-called reindeer moss, which is the

chief article of food for reindeer and other ani-

mals during the cold winters. Several dyes and
litmus, so extensively used in chemistn*', are

lichen products. The chief ser\-ice which the

lichens perfonn in nature is to pave the way for

plants of higher orders. They are able to

derive their subsistence from the air. Growing
as they do upon exjx)sed rocks and in barren

soil, they dissolve the rock and soften the soil,

and in time, when their decaying bodies mix with

the soil, they enrich it so that more highly devel-

oped plants can grow there.

Lick, James (1796-1876), an American phi-

lanthropist, bom in Fredericksburg, Pa. He
engaged in the manufacture of pianos and in

1847 settled in California, where he accumulated

a large fortune by real estate investments. In

1874 he placed '§3,000,000 in the hands of

trustees, for use in the promotion of educational

enterprises. Of this, S540,000 was given for a

school of mechanical arts and S700,000 wiis

granted to the University of California for an

observatory, which was to contain the largest

telescope in the world at that time. See Lick
Observatory.

Lick Observatory, oh zurv'a fo ry, an astro-

nomical observatory in California, situated on

Mount Hamilton, 4285 feet above sea level, and

alxjut 25 miles east of San Jos^. The telescof>c

is the second-largest refracting telescope in the

world, the objective having an aperture of 36

inches, being exceeded only by the 40-inch tele-

scope of Yerkes Observatory at Lake Geneva,

near Chicago. The point of suspension of the

telescoj)e tube is 36 feet from the floor, and the

diameter of the dome is 36 feet. The sum of

§700,000, left by James Lick, a San Francisco

millionaire, wsis used for the erection and equii>

ment of this observatory.

Licorice or Liquorice, lik'o ris, a name for

several herbs of the family leguminosjie. Though

the purplish flowers are large and attractive, the

plant is known best for its juice, prepared from

the small, yellowish roots and most familiar in

the form of a black, gummy substance, sold in

sticks or lozenges. A great deal of the licorice

sold in the markets is much adulterated with
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cheaper materials, and this is especially true

of that which comes from Spain.

Lic'tors, in Rome, were the public servants,

usually freedmen, who attended upon the chief

magistrates—dictators, consuls, praetors and

propraetors—io clear the way for them and to

cause due respect to be paid to them. They
carried axes tied up in bundles of rods, called

faeces, as ensigns of office. The number of

lictors depended upon the rank of the magis-

trate, a dictator having tiventy-four, a consul

twelve, a praetor two and a propraetor six.

Liebig, le'hiK, Justus, Baron von (180.S-

1873j, one of the most eminent of modern chem-

ists, born at Darmstadt, Germany. Through
the favor of Humboldt, he was apj)ointed, in

1825, professor of chemistry at the University

of Giessen, a chair he held for twenty-five years.

Later he held similar positions at Heidelberg

and Munich. He is regarded as the founder of

organic chemistry, owing to the many discoveries

he made in this department. He did much to

improve the methods of analysis; his Chemistry

of Food has brought about a more rational mode
of cooking and use of food, while agriculture

owes much to his application of chemistry to

soils and manures.

Liechtenstein, leeK'ten stine, an independent

state, lying between Austria and Switzerland,

bounded on the n. and e. by Vorarlburg, on the

s. and W'. by the Swiss cantons of Grisons and

Saint-Gall. The surface, except in the western

part, is covered wdth mountains, branches of the

Rhaetian Alps. The western boundary of

Liechtenstein is the Rhine River. The chief

industries are agriculture, stock raising, weaving

and the production of wines and various wooden
articles. Since 1866 the principality has be-

longed to the Austrian Customs-Union.

Liege, le ayzh', a town of Belgium, capital of

the province of same name, 54 mi. s. e. of Brus-

sels. It dates from the sixth century, was once

strongly fortified and still has a citadel and

another fort. Li^ge is the principal manufac-

turing town of Belgium, its foundries and its

firearm, metal and tool manufactures being very

extensive. There are also important woolen

mills, tanneries and printing offices. Population

in 1900, 173,706.

Liegnitz, leeK'nits, a town of Prussia, in the

province of Silesia, on the Katzbach, 40 mi. w.

n. w. of Breslau. Among its notable buildings

are the ancient royal castle and the churches of

Saint Peter and Saint Paul. Its manufactures

include machinery and hardware, pianos, gloves,

woolens, cottons and linens. Population in

1900, 54,882.

Lien, leen or li'en, in law, in its most usual

acceptation, "the right which one person, in

certain cases, possesses of detaining property

placed in his possession belonging to another,

until some demand of the one possessing the

property is satisfied." In the United States liens

are of two kinds; (1) Specific liens, where the

person in possession of goods may detain them

until a claim, which accrues to him from those

identical goods, is satisfied; such are, the lien on

baggage, possessed by hotelkeepers or common
carric-s; on goods sold but remaining in pos-

session of the merchants; of workmen on the

product of their labor. (2) General liens, where

the person in possession may detain the goods,

not only for his claim accruing from them, but

also for the general balance of his account with

the owners.

Life'boat, a special boat for saving persons

from shipwreck. The first lifeboat was patented

in Great Britain in 1785, but a very successful
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improved form was introduced in 1789 and
remained almost the only one in use till 1851.

Since that time many improvements have been

made, so that now strong and serviceable boats,

so constructed that it is almost impossible to

upset them, capable of carrying heavy loads

and fully prepared for all the emergencies of a

shipwreck, are in use at the life-saving stations

on the coasts of the great nations. See Life-

Saving Sf:rvice.

Life Buoy, boi, a device intended to support

persons who have fallen into the water, until

assistance can reach them. The common life

buoy consists of a ring of canvas, stuffed with

cork. The ring is usually -about 30 inches in

diameter and has one or more loops on the outer

rim, to which a life line can be attached. When
in use the buoy is placed around the wearer under

the arms. It is usually put on over the head

and will assist the person to float for a long time.

Another common style of life buoy consists of

a sort of jacket, made of plates of cork covered

with waterproof canvas. This is buckled around

the body under the arms and serves the same

purpose as the ring buoy. See Life-Saving

Service.

Life Insurance, in shoor'ans. See Insur-

AXCE.

Life-Saving Gun and Rocket. At nearly

every life-saving station is a mortar, loaded with

gunpowder and with a projectile with a line

attached to it. The missile in one form is armed

with curved barbs, something like the flukes of

an anchor, which are intended to grapple the

rigging or the bulwarks of a ship. The mortars

may be discharged with accuracy at a range of

from 700 to 1000 yards. A so-called rocket is

also sometimes used. It is fired in the ordinary

way, but in its head is a line that uncoils as the

rocket speeds toward its mark. See Life-

Saving Service.

Life-Saving Service. In 1871 the United

States organized its present life-saving system,

and now stations are located at points of danger

on the Atlantic coast about five miles apart and

at intervals wherever there is most danger on

the Pacific coast and along the shores of the

Great Lakes. There are now about 275 of these

stations, of which about two-thirds are on the

coasts of the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of

Mexico. The buildings are firmly built struc-

tures, intended to weather any storm and, if

necessary, to withstand the tides. Within are

apartments for the life-saving crew and for such

persons as may be saved from wrecks. Usuallv
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the crew consists of a keeper and from six to

eight men, who are required to be citizens of the

United States between eighteen and forty years

of age. The keeper is in care of the buildmgs

and has the control of his crew, over whom he

exercises rigid discipline and from whom he re-

quires frequent drills, in order that the men may
become expert in handling the apparatus. Each
station is equipped with boats, which are always

in readiness for launching and are equipped with

hatchets, bailing buckets, life-preservers and
various other appliances that may become neces-

sary. Five or eight oarsmen handle the boat,

which will carry from nine to twelve additional

persons (See Lifeboat). When the lifeboat

cannot be used, rockets and guns may be used

(See Life-Saving Gun and Rocket). When a

line has been fastened to the ship in distress, a

life buoy or life car can be sent out to the ship

and brought back loaded with passengers. Th«
breeches buoy is a circular contrivance from

which depend a pair of short canvas breeches.

It is so contrived as to be run along a line from

the ship to shore, a single passenger being fas-

tened in the buoy (See Life Buoy). All day

and all night, especially in heavy weather, a

strict lookout is kept for vessels in distress, both

from the station and by the men who patrol the

shore. The work done during a single year is

remarkable. Several hundred vessels are w-amed

away from dangerous places by the patrolmen

each year, and the number of persons saved runs

into the thousands, while the value of property

reclaimed is estimated in the millions of dollars.

Most of the foreign nations sustain similar

organizations.

Lig'ament, in anatomy, a strong, tendinous,

inelastic white body which surrounds the joints

and connects bones, or which strengthens the

attachments of various organs or keeps them

together. Every joint is surrounded by a cap-

sular ligament; the tendons at the wrist and

ankle are bound down by what are called the

annular ligaments. In dislocation of joints the

capsular ligament is often broken.

Light, lite. Everytlay experience tells us

that we see objects by the aid of something that

comes from them to the eye, and that this agent

is thrown off by the sun and other liright objects.

We call this agent lujht. Light is supposed to

be the result of minute vibrations in a substance

or medium called dhrr. Unlike the vibrations

that produce heat, those which produce light

run crosswise to the direction in which the lines

of light travel. They arc so minute that their
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effect cannot be perceived by any organ except

the eye.

Where Light Comes from. So far as we
know, light is given off only by very hot bodies.

The sun is the great source of light, as well as

of heat. The stars also are sources of light, a

small portion of which comes to us. Other

sources are chemical and mechanical action.

The lights used to light our houses and streets

are from one or the other of these sources.

Candles, lamps and gas jets give off light by

burning. The burning is caused by the union

of the oxygen of the air with the carbon in the

tallow, oil or gas. This is a form of chemical

action. Electric lights are produced by friction,

which is a form of mechanical action (See

Electric Light). Bodies that give off light are

called luminous. Luminous bodies give off light

equally in all directions.

How Light Travels. Light travels through

substances of uniform density in straight lines,

called rays. For this reason we cannot see

through a bent tube or around the corner of a

house. The velocity of light is so great that

for all distances on the earth it is instantaneous.

Light travels one hundred eighty-six thousand

miles per second. It requires eight minutes

and nineteen seconds for light to pass from the

sun to the earth, but many of the stars are so

far away that it requires a number of years for

the light to reach us from some of them.

A substance which allows light to pass through

it freely, like glass and water, is transparent.

A substance that will not allow light to pass

through it, as iron, tin and black cloth, is opaque.

A substance which allows some light to pass

through it, but not enough to enable us to see

objects beyond it, as ground glass, white paper

and white cloth, is translucent.

The brightness of light varies directly as the

brightness of the luminous body and decreases

as the square of the distance from the luminous

body increases. A lamp having a flame four

times as bright as a candle will give four times

as much light; an object two feet from a lamp
will receive four times as much light as it will

when four feet distant.

Reflection of Light. When rays of light

strike an object, some of them enter it, or are

absorbed, and others are thrown back, or re-

flected. It is by the reflected rays that we see

objects. A rough surface scatters the reflected

rays more than a surface that is highly polished

like a mirror. Strange as it may seem, objects

that are poor reflectors can be seen more easily

than those that are good reflectors. The
reflection of the object which we see in the mir-

ror is an image. Rays of light are reflected at

an angle equal to that with which they strike

the reflecting surface. For this reason, images

of objects mirrored in bodies of water are in-

verted. This can be illustrated by laying a

mirror on a table and setting an object beside

it. In Fig. 1, the ray from the top of the candle

FIG. 1

A strikes the mirror MM at C and is reflected to

the eye at D; the flame is seen in the direction

of the reflected ray and appears near B. This

is true of all the rays; so the image of the

candle is inverted.

Light may be reflected a number of times.

We see objects by the moonlight which they re-

flect, and we know that the moon's light is

reflected from the sun. When we see an image in

a mirror, the light from the object is reflected to

the mirror and from that to the eye.

Refraction of Light. 'When a ray of light

passes from one substance to another of a differ-

ent density, it is bent out of its course, or re-

fracted. If we stand a stick in a pail of water,

it appears to be bent or broken at the surface of

the water; the handle of a spoon in a cup of

clear tea presents a similar appearance. The
object is seen in the direction of the refracted

ray. In Fig. 2, the stick AB appears bent at

FIG. 2

C, on account of the refraction caused by the

water. The eye sees the end B in the direction

of the refracted ray, and it appears at D instead

of where it really is, This is the reason why
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the bottom of a vessel filled with water appears

sortie inches above the support upon which the

vessel rests.

When a ray of light passes through a triangular

prism, it produces the effect shown in Fig. 3.

A'.

FIG. 3

The ray from A is refracted at B toward C On
leaving the prism at C, it is bent towards D and
the candle is seen at A'.

The law of refraction is: When light passes

from a rare to a dense substance, it is bent in the

direction of a line that is perpendicular to the

surface of the refracting body; when light

passes from a dense to a rare substance, it is

bent away from a line perpendicular to the sur-

face of the refracting body.

Rays of light passing through a window pane

are refracted twice, but in such a manner as to

make them appear straight, as shown in Fig. 4.

FIO. 4

The ray AB passing through the pane MN is

refracted at C and D, but it has the same general

direction as the line EF.

The Spectrum. When sunlight is passed
through a triangular prism, the rays are separated
by refraction and form the colors seen in the

rainbow. The band of color so formed is called

the solar, or prismatic, spectrum. From this

experiment we learn that white light is com-
posed of seven colors (See Spectroscope). The
explanation of the action of light is further illus-

trated in the articles Color; Lens; Mirror;
Polarization of Light; Prism; Rainbow.
For the application of the principles of light, see

Camera; Magic Lantern; Microscope; Spec-

troscope; Telescope. For a new theory of

light, see Et.ectro-magxetic Theory of Light.

Light'house, a tower or other elevated

structure bearing a light at the top and erected

at the entrance of a harbor or on some
rock or headland to serve as a guide or warning

of danger to navigators at night. The Pharos

of Alexandria, erected about 300 B. c, is, as far

as known, the first structure erected expressly

for a lighthouse. This tower was so high that it

was reckoned among the seven ancient wonders

of the world. The Egyptians, Phoenicians,

Greeks and Romans used systems of lights for

the guidance and protection of their mariners,

but during the Middle Ages these were lost with

many other institutions of that ancient civiliza-

tion. The lighthouse of Cordouan, at the mouth

of the Garonne in France, founded in 1584 and

rebuilt on an improved plan in 1727, can be

considered as the forerunner of modern light-

houses. Its tower is 197 feet high, and it is a

model of strength and neatness. The first

lighthouse in the United States was erected in

1716, on the north side of the entrance to Boston

Harbor. All seafaring nations now maintain

elaborate systems of lighthouses.

Construction. The plan of a lighthouse and

the material of which it is constructed depend

upon its location and the distance to which it is

necessary to throw the light, ^^^lereve^ possible

lighthouses are placed on high promontories or

other sites on the mainland whore they will be

free from the action of waves, but many of them

have to be located on very dangerous places and

are subject to great strain from the waves and,

in some instances, from floating ice. Light-

houses built in such positions are constructed

of the strongest masonry. The tower is in the

form of a truncated cone, gradually sloping as it

ascends. The construction of the foundation is

usually the most difficult and expensive part of

the work, since it often happens that this must

be laid under water, under such conditions that
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the work can be done only during periods of

low water and when the sea is quiet. After the

foundation is completed, the tower rises with

comparatively little difficulty. The stones are

doweled and cemented together so as to make the

walls particularly firm. For the strongest tow-

ers the walls at the base are usually five or more

feet in thickness and gradually narrow until at

the top they are about eighteen inches in thick-

ness. The interior of the tower is usually lined

with brick, and between the walls there is left

a narrow space for dead air.

As shown in the illustration, a lighthouse is

usually divided into the following sections: A

LIGHTHOUSE
1, Cistern and entrance; 2, fuel room; 3, workshop,

4, storeroom; 5, kitchen; 6 and 7, bell rooms; 8, oflBce
room; 9, oil room; 10, light room.

cistern, for storing fresh water; a storehouse for

supplies; a shop; the living rooms, for the

keeper and his family, and the lantern, which

surmounts the tower. All of these compartments

are connected with one another by stairways.

The lantern is the most important part of the

structure, and it is for this that the tower is

erected. In all of the best lighthouses of modern
construction, the lantern consists of a light metal-

lic frame, holding in position a series of lenses

and rings, which form the sides. In the largest

lights this lantern is about twelve feet in diameter

and ten feet high. The number of sides or faces

depends upon the style of light desired. The
simplest of these lanterns have but four faces,

but they may have as many as eight or ten. The
center of each face contains a large plano-convex

lens (See Lens), and this is surrounded by a

series of prisms, each of which is the portion of

a ring and has its sides and edges so cut and

curved as to reflect all rays of light which strike

it from the lamp so that they will be parallel to

one another. The lantern is mounted on a ver-

tical shaft and is supported either in a tank of

mercury or upon conical rollers which move
over a hard, smooth metallic track. When in

use the lantern is caused to revolve by clock-

work, w^hich is kept in motion by a weight. Lan-

terns of this style and of the best construction will

throw light so that it can be seen for twenty

miles. The light can be seen only when a face

of the lantern is directly opposite the observer,

hence a revolving light is a flash light, and in

one revolution the lantern gives as many flashes

as it has sides. By covering any side with red

glass a red light is produced, and some lanterns

are arranged to give red and white lights.

The lamp is a comparatively small structure.

In small lanterns it resembles very closely the

largest sized kerosene lamps having circular

wicks, but in the larger lights the lamp contains

two or more circular wicks arranged one within

the other and each in its special tube. These

lamps burn the best grade of kerosene.

Lighthouses of similar structure, contain-

ing stationary lights, with reflectors in the shape

of a parabola or closely resembling those used

in the headlights of locomotives, are found at

numerous points on the coast, where an intense

light is not required. In some localities, where

there is no danger from the action of the waves

or from ice, steel towers in the form of trestle-

work are used, and occasionally a wooden tower

is found.

Light-Ships. There are many places danger-

ous to navigation where a lighthouse cannot be

erected, and light-ships are used to warn mari-

ners of their approach to such points. The
ship carries two or more reasonably high masts,

from the top of which lights arc suspended.

It is moored near the point of danger and

securely anchored so that it will be enabled to
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ride out the severest stonn without breakincj

from its moorings. One of these ships off the

shoal at Nantucket is more than twenty-five

miles from land. The kee|)er of the light receives

his supplies through a lighthouse tender, which
visits the ship and other lighthouses in its dis-

trict at regular intervals.

Man.\gemext. The lighthouses in the United

States are under the control of the United States

Lighthouse Board. This is an organization

authorized by Congress in 1852 and consists of

the secretary of the treasury, who is ex-officio its

president, two naval officers, two engineers and
two civilians of noted scientific ability. All are

appointed by the president. All matters per-

taining to lighthouses, buoys and other agencies

for the protection of vessels in harbors and along

the coast are in charge of this board. By them

the country is divided into sixteen districts, each

of which is under the management of a naval

superintendent. Lighthouse tenders, which are

vessels in the employ of the board, make period-

ical visits to all lighthouses. These ships carry

inspectors w ho inspect the lighthouse and report

upon its condition, and they also carry the needed

supplies for the light and the keeper's family.

See Buoy; Fog Signals.

Lightning, lite'ning, a very bright flash of light

between two clouds or between a cloud and

the earth. Franklin proved that a flash of light-

ning was the same as a spark from the conductor

of an electric machine (See Electric Machine),

except that it is on a much larger scale. The
clouds act as condensers upon which the elec-

tricity gathers, and when two clouds oppositely

electrified approach each other, a discharge

occurs. If the clouds are in the lower atmos-

phere, the discharge takes the form of a zigzag

line of very brilliant light, the irregular path

being caused by the fact that the discharge

follows the line of least resistance. When a

discharge occurs in the upper regions of the

atmosphere, it frequently takes the form of a

flash or sheet of flame. Since this form of dis-

charge is usually seen during warm weather, it

is called heat lightning. When a heavily charged

cloud approaches the earth, the discharge fre-

quently occurs between the earth and the cloud.

This forms what is termed a thunderbolt.

The discharge usually follows some conductor,

like a tall tree, chimney or building, and is

usually so powerful as to damage or destroy the

conductor. Following the thunderbolt there is

a return shock, which establishes the e([uilil)rium

between the earth and the atmosphere. This

Li Hung Chang

shock is usually felt for some distance around
the point where the thunderlwlt strikes, and it

Ls this, rather than the lx)lt itself, that causes

many of the effects produced by the discharge,

such as throwing people down, or stunning them,

breaking glass and doing other damage. Some-
times the return shock is sufficiently powerful

to kill men and animals. Thunder is due to

the sudden disturbance of the air, protluced by

the discharge. The long rolling effect is prob-

ably due to echoes from the clouds, but it may
be due partly to a nunil)er of discharges at dif-

ferent distances from the observer. The report

following a thunderbolt resembles that of a

cannon. See Ligtitxixg Rod.
Lightning Rod, an instrument by means of

which either the electricity of the clouds, the

cause of lightning, is conducted without explo-

sion into the earth, or the lightning itself is

received and conducted quietly into the earth

or water without injuring buildings, ships or

other structures upon which the rod is placed.

The lightning rod was invented by Benjamin

Franklin about 1752, and it met with general

adoption. It usually consists of a stout iron

rod, v,ith one or more points at the top, the

lower end being metallically connected with

thick strips of copper or iron, which are carried

into the ground to a considerable depth and

laid, if possible, in water or wet earth. The rod

is insulated from the building by passing through

glass insulators, which are attached to the suj>-

ports. See liiGHTXiNG.

Light-Ship. See Lighthouse, subhead

Lighf-Ships.

Lig'nite. See Coal, subhead Lignite.

Lig'urite, a mineral occurring in oblique

rhombic prisms, of an apple-green color, occa-

sionally speckled on the surface. It is so called

on account of its being found chiefly in Liguria.

Its color, hardness and transparency have caused

it to be classed as a gem.

Li Hung Chang, le hoong chafing, Earl

(1823?-r.K)l), a Chinese statesman. As gov-

ernor of the Kiang provinces, he put down, in

conjunction with General Gordon, the Taiping

rebellion. He was viceroy of the Province of

Chi-li and senior grand secretary of state from

1870 to 1894. Earl Li was commander of the

Chinese forces during the war with Japan and

negotiated the treaty of peace. In 1896 he

representetl his government at the coronation of

the czar and visited the I'nited States. After he

had returned to China he became the real head

of the foreign oftice. In 1899 he was decorated
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with the Double Dragon, an unusual honor, and

in 1900 he \Yas ap{K)intecl with Prince Ching to

negotiate a treaty with the foreign powers oper-

ating in China. Li Hung Chang was one of

LI HtTNG CHANG

the foremost diplomats and statesmen of his age,

and he managed the affairs of his country with

consummate skill. He was a friend of Western

culture, and to him is due much of China's

progress.

Li'lac, a shrub belonging to the olive family,

cultivated commonly in gardens for its large

clusters of fragrant flowers. Many varieties are

known, both single- and double-flowered, and

white, blue or purple in color. The common
lilac, which was introduced into Europe from

northern Persia, grows freely in almost any good

soil and spreads rapidly by means of suckers.

Liliuokalani, le k oo'o ka lah'ne, Lvdia
Kamekeha (1838- ), the last independent

ruler of the Hawaiian Islands. She succeeded

her brother. King Kalakaua, in 1891, but she

immediately aroused the greatest antagonism

among her subjects by a policy of reaction against

the liberal laws which had prevailed. A body
of white citizens of the islands finally deposed

her in January, 1893, and organized a republic,

with Sanford B. Dole, an American, at its head.

The new government desiretl annexation to the

United States, but this was opposed by President

Cleveland, who declared that United States

forces had l>een instrumental in establishing the

Ile{.ul)lic and demanded the restoration of the

queen to power. This demand was not heeded,

however, and the queen was compelled to retire

to her private estates in Honolulu. See Ha-
waiian Islands, subhead History.

Lille or Lisle, kel, a fortified city of France,

capital of the Department of Nord, situated on

the Deule, 155 mi. by rail n. by e. of Paris.

The city is well built and contains a number

of public squares and open places. Among the

chief public buildings are the Renaissance town-

hall ; the Porte de Paris, which was built in the

seventeenth century to commemorate the union

of French Flanders with France; the Palais des

Beaux Arts, and a number of prominent churches.

The city is the seat of a Protestant university and

of a Catholic university; also of an Institute

of Technology and a Pasteur Institute. The
municijDal library contains 100,000 volumes, and

the city has a number of museums of natural

history and archaeolog}'. Lille is one of the

leading cities of France in the manufacture of

textiles, and its mills produce large quantities of

linen and cotton goods. Other important indus-

trial establishments are machine shops, sugar

refineries and chemical works. The city is

strongly fortified, its forts having a circuit of

about thirty miles. Population in 1901, 210,091

.

Lil'y, the common name of a large family of

plants* and also of the characteristic genus of that

order. The leaves and stem are produced from

a scaly bulb and bear at the summit flowers

which are in many species large and elegantly

formed. The typical lily has a colored perianth

of six parts, either tubular with spreading divi-

sions, bell-shaped or with re-curving parts.

Many of the lilies are common in cultivation

and are among the favorite plants of the gar-

deners, though some which are commonly known
by the name of lily belong to very different

families, as, for instance, the calla and the water

lily. White lilies are universally regarded as

emblems of purity and innocence, and among
these are the Easter, or Bermuda, lily, the

Mediterranean lily and the beautiful Chinese and
Japanese varieties, with their rosy or golden

markings. In tlie United States there are about

twelve native species, four of which grow east

of the Mississij)pi. These are red or orange-

red in color, spotted, or mottled, with dark

shades or black.

Lily of the Valley, a beautiful little plant

of the lily family. It bears a dozen or more
small, white, bell-shaped flowers on a slender

stalk, which rises from between two large, dark-

green leaves. Its beauty and the pleasing fia-
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grance of the flowers make the Hly of the valley

one of the most popular of cuUivated plants.

Under favorable conditions it spreads rapidly in

LILY OF THE VALLEY

rich gardens and requires very little attention.

Florists force the plant to bloom at all seasons

of the year, but in outdoor gardens it appears

early in the spring.

Lima, Ic'mah, the capital of Peru, is situated

on the Rimac, 7 mi. from Callao, its port on the

Pacific. Among the chief buildings the most

notable is the cathedral, begun in 1535. The
houses are for the most part built of adobe, with

plaster stuccoes. The manufactures are unim-

portant, but there is a considerable import and

export trade through the port of Callao. The
climate is very agreeable, but the locality is sub-

ject to earthquakes. Lima was founded in 1535

by Pizarro and was called Ciudad de los Reyes

(City of the Kings). In January, 1881, Lima

capitulated to the Chileans, who occupied it for

two years. Population, estimated at 130,000.

Li'ma, Ohio, the county-seat of Allen co., 72

mi. s. w. of Toledo, on the Ottawa River and on

Lime Light

the Cincirmati, Hamilton & Da}'ton, the Erie,

the Pennsylvania and other railroads. The city

is in the great petroleum and natural gas belt of

the .state and ships large quantities of oil. It

contains extensive railroad shops, locomotive and
car works, machine shops and refineries. Lima
College is located here. Population in 1900,

21,723.

Lime, a small globe-shaped lemon, the fruit

of a shrub about eight feet high. It is a native

of India and China, but was introduced into

Europe long before the orange and is now exten-

sively cultivated in the south of Europe, the

West Indies and some parts of South America.
The fruit is agreeably acid, and its juice is em-
ployed in the production of citric acid and in

the preparation of l>everages.

Lime, the oxide of calcium, produced l)y heat-

ing limestone, or calcium nitrate. Pure lime is

perfectly white, has the properties of a strong

lye, dissolves slightly in water and is not affected

by heat. The ordinary quicklime of commerce
is made by heating some varieties of limestone

in kilns. The heating drives off the carbon

dioxide and leaves the lime. The limestone is

usually put in at the top of the kiln, and the

lime is taken out at the bottom. This lime is

not pure, but answers for most purposes for

which lime is used. The best quality is obtained

from marble. Hydraulic lime is obtained by
burning limestone that contains some silica and
clay. When burned, these substances form

with the lime a compound which hardens under

water.

Lime is used for making mortar, cements,

glass and numerous other commodities. It is

also used in tanning, to remove the hair from

skins; for a fertilizer, in the manufacture of

soap and as a flux in smelting ores. Slaked

lime is made by pouring water upon quicklime.

Unless used immediately, slaked lime absorbs

carbon dioxide from the air and becomes worth-

less. The limewater used in medicine is pre-

pared by dissolving a small quantity of pure

lime in water. See Cements; Metallurgy;
Mortar.
Lime Light or Oxyhy'drogen Light, a

brilliant light, produced when a jet of mixed

hydrogen and oxygen gas is ignited and directed

on a solid piece of lime. It is commonly used

in magic lantern exhibitions; and the two gases

are kept in separate air-tight bags or iron cylin-

ders, into which the gas is forced under very high

pressure. From these receptacles, tubes con-

duct the gases to meet in a common jet. Elec-
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trie light has largely taken the place of the lime

light.

Lim'erick, a city of Ireland, capital of Limer-

ick CO., and itself a civic county. It is built on

hoth sides of the Shannon and is 106 miles south-

southwest of Dublin. The three parts into

which the city is divided are known as English-

town, Irishtown and Newtown Pery. The
industries include the curing of bacon, flax

spinning and weaving and lace making. There

are distilleries, breweries, tanneries, corn mills,

a large military clothing establishment and ship-

building slips. Limerick is the leading port on

the west coast of Ireland for the shipment of

produce. Population in 1901, 39,873.

Lime' stone, a common rock, composed of

lime and carbonic acid. The ordinary limestone

is of a grayish color and is somewhat coarse-

grained, but there are many varieties, varying in

color from white, as in the pure marble, to black.

The pure limestone forms in crystals, which from

their form are often called dog-tooth spar.

Iceland spar is another pure variety. When
changed by heat in the earth, limestone becomes

marble (See Marble). Limestone forms about

three-fourths of the sedimentary rocks. It is

not so hard as granite, but is strong and con-

stitutes an excellent building stone for founda-

tions and walls where a nice finish is not required.

It is also used as a flux in smelting iron ore, in

the manufacture of glass and for making quick-

lime (See Lime). Acid is a good test for lime-

stone, since it always effervesces when acid is

applied.

Limoges, le mohzh', a town of France, capital

of the Department of Haute-Vienne and former

capital of Limousin. The principal industry is

the manufacture of artistic porcelain, known as

Limoges ware. About 6000 men are employed

in making this porcelain. There are also wool

and cotton spinning mills, cloth factories, found-

ries, paper mills and extensive shoe and clog

making establishments. Limoges is the seat of a

bLshop. Population in 1901, 70,593.

Li'monite, a very important ore of iron, the

varieties of which are bog iron ore and brown
hematite. It is of a brownish color, occurs in

rounded masses and is found in various parts of

England and abundantly on the Continent and
in America. See Hematite.

Lim'pet, a mollusk which adheres to rocks,

partly by the suction of its broad, disk-like foot

and partly by a sticky secretion. The common
limpet is often found sheltered in a shallow bed,

excavated bv itself out of the rock. From this

pit the limpet, when covered by the tide, makes
short journeys in search of its food, which con-

sists of algae, which it eats by means of a long,

ribbon-like tongue, covered with rows of hard

teeth. The limpet is used as bait by fishermen

and is eaten by the poorer classes of Scotland

and Ireland. Some of the tropical limpets gi-ow

to be about a foot wide.

Lincoln, link'on, capital of Lincolnshire,

England, 130 mi, n. w. of London. The city

is very imposing in appearance, being situated

on a hill which is crowned by the cathedral.

Among the interesting buildings are the remains

of the Norman castle, the palace and stables of

John of Gaunt and the townhall. The cathe-

dral, which is one of the finest in England, has

three towers, two of which are 180 feet in height

and the third 300 feet high. In the central

tower hangs the famous bell called Tom of

Lincoln. The city has several schools and chari-

table institutions. There are several iron

foundries, manufactories of steam engines and

agricultural machines, and large steam flour

mills. It is the center of an important trade in

live stock, com and wool. It is also noted for

the horse races which are held here. Under

the Romans and also under the Saxons and

Danes, Lincoln was a place of importance, being

specially famous in the time of the Norman con-

quest as a place with an extensive shipping

trade. Population in 1901, 48,784.

Lincoln, III., the county-seat of Logan co.,

29 mi. n. e. of Springfield, on the Chicago &
Alton and the Illinois Central railroads. The
city is in a farming region, near extensive deposits

of coal. The chief manufactures are of flour,

horse collars, mattresses, caskets, clay products,

excelsior and cellulose. Lincoln University is

located here, and the city has a Carnegie library,

several hospitals and children's homes, including

the state institution for imbecile children. The
place was settled in 1835 and was incorporated

in 1854. Population in 1900, 8962.

Lincoln, Neb., the capital of the state and

the county-seat of Lancaster co., 55 mi. s. w.

of Omaha, on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

the Missouri Pacific, the Chicago & North-

western and other railroads. The most prom-

inent buildings are the capitol, the Federal

building, the courthouse. Saint Elizabeth's Hos-

pital and a Carnegie library. There are excellent

railroad facilities, making the city an important

distributing point; the water is of good quality,

being of the artesian type. Flour, furniture.
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leather goods, brooms, farm implements, paints,

creamery j)rcMlucts and clothing are the chief

manufactures. Lincoln is renowned as being

one of the few prohibition capitals; it is an im-

portant educational center, there being located

here the University of Nebraska, Nebraska
Wesleyan University, Cotner University, Union
College, the Nebraska Military Academy and
two large Chautauquas—Bethany Assembly and
the Epworth Assembly. The site was chosen

for the city in 1859. It was made the capital

and named in honor of Abraham Lincoln in

1867. Population, 1909, estimated, 60,000.

Lincoln, Abraham (1809-1865), an American

statesman, sixteenth president of the United

States. He was born in a frontier cabin on

Nolin Creek, Hardin (now Larue) County, Ky.

His ancestors were Quakers. His parents, who
had lived amid the rude surroundings of the

Kentucky frontier, had had little opportunity to

acquire an education, but were simple, indus-

trious, kindly people, who desired for their son

the opportunities which they had lacked. At

the age of seven, Lincoln was taken by his parents

to Spencer County, Ind., where his mother died

in 1818. In the following year, his father mar-

ried again, and the stepmother took an affec-

tionate interest in Abraham's life and encour-

aged him to study. For ten years after going

to Indiana, Lincoln took up a variety of humble

employments; in 1828 he made a voyage to

New Orleans on a flat-boat, and after the family's

removal to Macon County, 111., in 1830, he

helped his father clear a farm, there laying the

foundation for the nickname rail splitter, which

in after life assisted him in his candidacy for

public office. It was in 1831, upon a second

trip to New Orleans, that his .sen.sitive nature

was outraged by witnessing the sale and mal-

treatment of negroes.

Up to this time he had received less than

one year of regular schooling, but he now devoted

himself to the study of law, while acting as clerk,

grocer, surveyor and postmaster at New Salem.

In 1832 he enlisted in the Black Hawk War, was

promoted to captain and served for three months.

After his return, he was a candidate for the

legislature and was defeated, but was elected in

1834 and was reelected for three successive terms.

He was admitted to the bar in 1837 and began

practice at Springfield, the state caj)ital. He
married in 1842 and soon began an active career

in {X)litics. Finally, in 1846, he was honored

with election to the House of Representatives.

He served but one term and did not win partic-

ular distinction, but voted consistently against

the slavery party.

It was not until 1854 that he devoted him.self

in earnest to the struggle against the extension

of slavery. In that year he met Douglas in a

debate before the Illinois legislature over the

Kansas-Nebraska Bill, winning such fame by

his remarkable logic and forceful expression that

he was made the anti-Nebraska candidate for

senator. He was defeated by L}Tnan Trumbull.

In 1856 his name was pres.sed for vice-president

on the Republican ticket with Fremont, but

he was defeated. Two years later occurred the

famous series of public debates by which,

though defeated in his candidacy for senator,

he attracted the attention of the whole country.

In them he displayed not only admirable sin-

cerity and insight, but exceptional political

shrewdness, and it was not long before his name
was prominently mentioned as a candidate for

president. His famous Cooper Union speech in

1860 at New York made him the most conspicu-

ous figure in Republican politics, and at the

convention at Chicago, after a spirited contest

with Seward, Chase, Cameron and Bates, he

was nominated upon a vigorous anti-slavery

platform. The campaign which followed was

one of the most momentous events in the history

of the United States. The Democratic party,

having been disorganized and divided, presented

two candidates, Douglas and Breckenridge,

while the Constitutional Union party, who took

a neutral stand, nominated John Bell. Lincoln's

victory was an easy one, though he failed to

receive a majority of all the votes.

His election was the signal for secession by

South Carolina, which had long comtemplated

the possibility of such a step if the demands of the

slavery faction were not heeded. The action

was taken in Decemlx^r, and South Carolina was

followed l)y the Gulf States and within a few

months by four others. Lincoln was inaugu-

rated March 4, 1861, and in a memorable address

he urged the people of all sections to xmite in

upholding the Union. He called to his cabinet

all his principal rivals in the Chicago convention,

and by every means in his power he sought to

avert a civil war, which seemed inevitable.

His efforts were in vain, however, and on April

14 the war began with the liombardment of

Fort Sumter. (The events of that struggle may

l)e more appropriately discussetl in the articles,

Civil War in America and UnttEd States,

subliead History.)

Throughout the war Lincoln displayed the
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same firmness, sagacity and generosity which
he had disclosed in his previous career, and it

was largely due to his persistent efforts at recruit-

ing that the Union armies were finally able to

put tlown secession. The most important [X)liti-

cal event of the whole struggle was doubtless the

announcement of the Emancipation Proclama-

tion, the preliminary proclamation being issued

September 22, 1862, and the final document,

January 1, 1863. Just as the end of the war
seemed near. General Lee's great army having

surrendered to Grant at Appomattox Court

House (April 9), Lincoln was assassinated while

attending a performance at Ford's Theater in

Washington, the evening of Good Friday, April

14. He died the following morning. The fu-

neral was unparalleled in its solemnity and mag-
nificence, and the mourning was universal.

Southern leaders mourned his loss as that of a sin-

cere and magnanimous opponent. European
statesmen united in conceding to him all the high-

est qualities of manhood and statesmanship, while

the grief of the people of the North, who had con-

sidered him their truest friend—indeed, their sav-

ior—was almost too great for expression.

The years since his death have served to raise,

rather than to lower, the general estimate of his

service to the Union and of the high moral qual-

ities which his character exemplified. Consult

biographies by Schurz, Arnold, Tarbell and Nico-

lay and Hay, and Lowell's Commemoration Ode.

Lincoln, Benj.^mix (1733-1810), an Ameri-
can soldier, born at Hingham, Mass. He was
elected to the legislature and in 1775 was chosen

colonel of a Massachusetts regiment. He was
active in organizing the Continental Army in

the following year and was present at the Battle

of Bunker Hill as major general of Massachusetts

troops. He also fought at the Battle of WTiite

Plains, and in February, 1777, he was made a

major general in the Continental Army, being

second in command to General Gates in the

Burgoyne campaign. He was wounded Octo}>er

8 and was crippled for life, but he resumed his

service in August, 1778, assuming command of

the Southern army. He was unfortunate in his

campaigns, being defeated at Brier Creek and
repulsed at Savannah, and was finally compelled

to surrender at Charleston, May 12, 1780. He
became secretary of war in 1781 and retired three

years later. He commanded the Ma.s.sachusetts

militia in Shays's rebellion, and in 1789 he
fxK-ame collector of the port of Boston.

Lincoln, Robkrt Toun (184.3- ), an
American lawyer and |x>litician, lx>rn at Spring-

field, 111., and educated at Harvard. He was
the eldest son of Abraham Lincoln, and in the

Civil War he serA'cd as captain on General

Grant's staff. After the war he went to Chicago

and practiced law. In 1881 he became secre-

tary of war in President Garfield's cabinet, and

he was United States minister to England during

Harrison's administration. He became identi-

fied as counsel and later as officer with the Pull-

man Palace Car Company.
Lincoln Cathedral, probably the finest

church in England, as regards size, beauty and

location. It crowns the hill on which the city

of Lincoln is built. It is about 500 feet long

and 220 feet wide, and it has three towers, two

of them 180, and the third 300, feet high. The
original cathedral was built at the end of the

eleventh century, but only a small portion of

that now remains.

Lind, Jenny (Madame Otto Goldschmidt)

(1820-1887), a Swedish soprano, born in Stock-

holm. She received her musical training under

Garcia at Paris, achieved her first success in

Berlin in 1845 and subsequently was received

with a great ovation in her native city of Stock-

holm. She made her first appearance in London

at Covent Garden in 1847 before an enthusiastic

audience and then went to the United States,

where she married Herr Goldschmidt in 1851.

Returning to Europe, she made an extensive

tour, finally settling in England. In later years

she seldom came before the public.

Lin'den, a handsome forest tree of Europe.

The wood is rather soft and close-grained and is

much used by turners. See Basswood.

Lindsay, Hn'zy, a port and the county-seat of

Victoria co., Ontario, Canada. It is on the

Grand Trunk railway, 70 miles n. e, of Toronto.

Its trade in lumber and grain is extensive, and

it is an important railway center. Population

in 1901, 7003.

Line, a geometric magnitude having but one

dimension, length. It is also sometimes regarded

as a boundary between two surfaces or as the

path of a moving point. A straight line does

not change its direction between any two of its

points. A curved line, or curve, changes its

direction between every two points. A broken

line is a continuous succession of straight lines

in different directions. A mixed line is one com-

posed of straight and curved lines. In analytical

geometry it is shown that every line may be

expressed by an algebraic equation containing

two variable quantities, and that every such

algebraic equation represents a line. See
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Co*6rdinates; Analytical Geometry; Geom-
etry.

Lin'en, the name of a fabric made of flax. It

is of very ancient use, pieces being in existence

which are over four thousand years old. The
cloths in which the Egyptian mummies are

wrapped give evidence of its early and extensive

manufacture in Egypt. The Jews are supposed

to have introduced linen manufacture into west-

ern Asia, and here the Greeks got their knowl-

<Klge of it. It was not until the late years of the

ilepublic that the Romans had it in common
«se, and at that time the priests wore linen

^rments. In the Middle Ages linen was made
t.'Xcensively in all parts of Europe and especially

in Italy, Spain, Flanders and France. The
Flemish weavers introduced it into England.

The soil of France is especially adapted to the

growth Or bttx, and the linen industry here sur-

passes that of any other country, though Bel-

gium, Holland and Ireland are close rivals and
have very fine products. The United States

did not begin to manufacture linen until the

eighteenth century and has not developed this

industry to a great extent. There is more linen

in the United States in proportion to its popula-

tion thtan in any other country.

The ilitx IS reduced to thread, which is spun

into yami for weaving by means of machinery,

which Is the same as that used for cotton, except

for some special adaptations. Linens are supe-

rior to cottons in many respects, being smoother,

stronger and of brighter luster; they are cleaner

and cooler material for summer clothing. They
are, however, more expensive. The chief

kinds of linen manufactured are lawn, of fine

quality; muslin, produced in Ireland; damask,

used for tablecloths and the like, and cambric,

an exceedingly fine linen fabric. Coarse linen

fabrics are sheets, towelings, crashes, duck and

canvas. See Flax.

Ling, a species of sea fish allied to the cod

family and measuring from three to four feet in

length. The color is gray, shtiding to olive

green, and on the belly, white. It alK)unds

around the British coasts and northern EurojK',

is caught with hook and line and is preserved in

immense quantities in a dried state, under the

name of stockfish. In the United States the

burbot of Lake Ontario is called the ling.

Ling, Fkhr IIenhik (1770-1839), a Swedish

|)oet and teacher of gymnastics. Ling was a

great traveler through Germany antl France,

and after teaching fencing at Karlberg he settled

in Stockholm and established there a school of

gymnastics. WTiile here he developed a system

of exercise which is still used extensively and Is

known as the Swedish movement cure. As a

patriotic poet he enjoyed a high rejjutation,

especially from his dramatic works.

Lin'gard, Joh.n (1771-1S51), an English

historian, born at Winchester. He was educated

for the priesthood at Douay College, in France.

He became a priest, and during the most of his

later life he occupied humble positions. Mean-
time, he wrote and published important historical

works, of which the first was The Antiquitii oj

the Anglo-Saxon Church. His great life work,

however, was The Historic of England Until 1688,

which is a scholarly narration of English history,

from the standpoint of Catholicism.

Lin'iment, in medicine, an application to be

rubbed into the skin for stimulating the tissues

and relieving pain. Many official liniments are

listed, each having its own peculiar merit, as, for

instance, soap liniment, used in bruises and

sprains.

Linnaea, lin ee'ah, a delicate little evergreen,

of the honeysuckle family, with creeping stems.

It is found in woods and in mountainous places

in Scotland and other northern countries, includ-

ing North America as far south as Maryland.

Two beautiful, drooping, fragrant, bell-shaped

pink flowers are borne on each flower stalk.

Linnaeus, lin ee'us. See Linne, Karl von.

Linne, leen nay' , Karl von (1707-1778),

commonly called Linncu'us, a great Swedish

botanist, was born at Rashult, Sweden. He
showed an early interest in lK)tany, but because

of jx)verty was unable at first to go to school;

later, through the assistance of a friend, he

entered the University of Lund, where his

botanical tastes were encouraged. In 1728 he

removed to Upsala, where he undertook the

su|)ervision of the Ixitanic garden. Here he

made the ac(|uaintance of the botanist Rudbeck,

whose assistant he became. Aided by the

Academy of Sciences at Upsala, Linnt^ made a

journey through Lapland, the result of which was

shown in his Flora Lapponira. After this he

went to the University of Harderwyk, in Holland,

and took the degree of M. D. While visiting

Leyden he published the first sketch of his

Systems of Nature and Fundamental Botany.

One of his most innxjrtant works is Species of

Plants. After traveling in England and Paris,

he settled in Stockholm as a physician. He

lH*came professor of medicine at Upsala in 1741

and then of botany and natural history. Tiie

great merit of Linn^ as a botanist was that he
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arranged plants on a simple system of sexual

relationship and prepared the way for the more
natural and satisfactory classification which has

superseded the Linnaean system. Linn^ is con-

sidered the originator of modern systematic

botany anil zoology.

Lin'net, a small singing bird of the finch

family, popular as a cage bird in Europe. It is

one of the commonest of British birds and breeds

in firs and low bushes. The name linnet is

given to a number of different species, one of

which, the redpoll, is found both in Europe and

the United States.

Lino'leum, a preparation of linseed oil with

chloride of sulphur, by which it is rendered solid

and useful in many w^ays. ^Vhen rolled into

sheets it is used as a substitute for india rubber

or gutta-percha; dissolved, it is used as a varnish

for waterproof textile fabrics, table-covers, felt

carpets and the like; as a paint it is useful both

for iron and wood and for ships' bottoms; as a

cement it possesses some of the qualities of glue;

vulcanized or rendered hard by heat, it may be

carA'ed and polished, like wood, for moldings and
knife handles; and mixed with ground cork and
pressed upon canvas, it forms floor cloth.

Lin'otype, a typesetting machine in general

use in the United States. It casts its own type

in solid lines as they are set, and its case carries

matrices instead of types. The matrices are

Vjrass molds used in casting the type. As the

operator fingers the keyboard, which resembles

the keyboard of a typewriter, the matrices called

for are set in order. When a line has been set,

the machine moves it automatically to the casting

apparatus, where it is properly spaced, or justi-

fied, and the matrices are filled with melted

type metal, casting the type into a solid line.

This is then automatically set in the stick in its

proper place, and the matrices are returned by
a lever arm to the case, where by means of an

automatic arrangement they are distributed to

their proper channels. Each matrix has a num-
ber of nicks on the back, and these are used in

distributing. They allow the matrix to fall into

its proper channel and prevent it from falling

into any other. The operator pays no attention

to the casting, the placing of the type in the

stick or the distribution of the matrices, the

machine performing all of these operations

automatically.

The linotype is the invention of Mr. Ottmar
Mergenthaler, of Baltimore, who spent over

twenty years in completing it. It is a very suc-

cessful machine and is in general use in the com-
posing rooms of large daily papers. By its use

one operator can do the work of about eight

men working by hand. By using different cases

of matrices, more than one style of type can be

set by the same machine. The disadvantage of

this machine is that when an error is made, it

can be corrected only by recasting the entire line.

Lin'seed Oil, the oil prepared from the seed

of the flax plant. The seeds are bruised and

ground and then put under great pressure. When
expressed without heat, the oil is purer. Lin-

seed oil is used principally in paints and var-

nishes. It is placed on the market in two forms,

boiled, or drying, oil, and raw oil. The boiled

oil contains a small quantity of oxide of lead,

which causes it to dry quickly. It is the kind

used in the manufacture of paints and varnishes.

When pure, linseed oil is colorless, but the com-

mercial grade is usually of dark amber hue. Its

taste and odor are disagreeable. See Flax;

Paints; Varnish.

Li'num. See Flax.

Linz, lints, the capital of Upper Austria, a

fortified city, situated on the right bank of the

Danube, 98 mi. w. of Vienna. The manufac-

tures consist chiefly of woolen and cotton goods,

machinery, hardware, vinegar, liqueurs and

tobacco. There is an extensive trade on the

Danube. " Population in 1900, 58,778.

Li'on, one of the largest and strongest of the

cat family, distinguished by its tawny or yellow

color, tufted tail and, in the male, full flowing

mane. When the male is three years old its

mane begins to grow; at six or seven years the

lion is full-grown, and at about twenty-two it is

feeble and decrepit. The lion is a native of

Africa and parts of western and central Asia,

where it preys chiefly in the night on live animals,

for it avoids carrion, unless nearly famished. It

approaches its prey with a stealthy pace, crouches

when at a proper distance and springs upon it
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with fearful velocity and force. The lion's

favorite haunts are not in the forests, but in

level plains, where herds of antelope graze.

The lion's whole frame is muscular, the fore

parts extremely so. The large head, flashing

eye and heavy mane make the animal so noble

in appearance that it is called the king of beasts.

The voice of the lion is a mighty roar and is

probably the loudest call among animals. By
nature the lion is somewhat cowardly and dis-

inclined to attack man, but when angered or

driven by hunger, it becomes fierce and terrible.

Still, it is not nearly so dangerous

as the tiger, nor does it have the

stealthy, treacherous look which

distinguishes the tiger and some
other cats. Unlike most members
of the cat family, lions are unable

to climb trees, but they are very

agile in climbing about rocks. Of
the African lions there are several

varieties, as the Barbary lion, the

Gambion lion and the Cape lion.

The Asiatic varieties are generally

smaller, and some lack the mane.

Lipan, le pahn', formerly a wandering tribe

of hostile Athapascan indians, who lived in the

southwestern part of the United States. After

a period of brave opposition to the settlers,

they seem to have disappeared or to have been

absorbed by other tribes.

Lip'ari Islands, a group of islands in the

Mediterranean, north of Sicily. It comprises

the islands, Lipari, the largest; Salina, Vulcano,

Filicudi, Stramboli, Panaria and Alicudi. They
are of volcanic origin, and two of the islands,

Stramboli and Vulcano, have active volcanoes.

There are hot springs and pumice stone quar-

ries here. Population in 190], 20,455.

Lip'pi, FiLiPPO (140(>-1469), a Florentine

painter. He was a pupil of ]Masaccio, and his

works are noted for their warm, transparent

color and expression of human sympathy. He
is considered the first representative of the

Florentine school of painters, and his greatest

works now existing are the frescoes in the Cathe-

dral of Prado, which were executed between

1452 and 1464. These frescoes represent

scenes from the lives of John the Baptist and

Saint Stephen. Lippi's son, Filippo, usually

known as Filippino, inherited his father's talent

and continued his work with marked distinc-

tion.

Liquid; that kind of matter which, if placed

in any gas with which it does not mix, as

Liquors

air, forms a spherical drop; or, if placed in

a hollow solid vessel, takes the shape of the

vessel, maintaining a constant volume. See
Matter.
Liquid Air. By lowering the temperature of

air to 220° below zero F., or 140° below zero C,
and subjecting it to a pressure of 585 pounds to

the square inch, it can be changed to a liquid.

For a number of years physicists attempted to

liquefy air, without success, because they could

not reduce the temperature to the necessary,

point; but when this difficulty was overcome, it

was found that air could be liquefied more
easily than some other gases. The most suc-

cessful of all experimenters in this line was Mr.

C. E. Tripler of New York, who constructed

apparatus that enabled him to produce liquid

air in large quantities, ^\^^en exposed in a glass

vessel, liquid air absorbs heat rapidly from cer-

tain objects and boUs violently until it has

evaporated. The nitrogen evaporates more
rapidly than the oxygen. Notwithstanding its

exceedingly low temperature, liquid air can be

frozen. It instantly freezes al' substances im-

mersed in it. Meat is frozen so hard as to

become brittle, and even iron is affected by the

temperature. Liquid air is so much colder than

ice that when placed in a tin vessel and set upon

a taKC of ice it boils rapidly. For a time it was

supposed that great commercial advantages

would be derived from liquid air, but tliese hopes

proved to be without foundation, and now it is

regarded only as a curiosity for physical labora-

tories.

Liq'uidam'bar, a genus of handsome trees,

with lobed shining leaves and catkins, or globular

heads of flowers. The fragrant liquid resin,

called oil of liquidarabar and copal balsam, is

obtained from the sweet giun, or liquidambar,

of Mexico and the United States.

Liquorice, lik'or is. See Licorice.

Liquors, lik'kurz. See Distilled Liquors.
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Lisbon, liz'bun, (Portuguesc,i?\<(fcoa), the capi-

tal and principal seajxjrt of Portugal, on the right

bank of the Tagus, about 7 mi. from the ocean.

The old town is built in the form of an amphi-

theater, on a series of hills, and presents a most

picturesque appearance, although it has narrow,

ill-paved streets. The new part has broad, well-

kept streets and open squares. There are in

Lisbon several royal palaces, an old Moorish

citadel and numerous notable churches and con-

vents. The exports consist chiefly of wine, oil

and fruit, and the principal imports are cotton,

cotton tissues, sugar, grain, coal, tobacco and

coffee. The manufactures are tobacco, cotton,

wool, silk, paper and chemicals. Lisbon is a

place of remote antiquity, its earliest name being

Oil.tipo. In 1755 it was visited by an earth-

quake, which threw down the greater part of the

city and destroyed over 30,000 of its inhabit-

ants. It was taken by the French in 1807, but

resisted an attack by Mass^na in 1809. Popu-
lation in 1900, 357,000.

Lisle, leel. See Lille.

Lis'ter, Joseph, Sir (1827- ), an English

surgeon, bom at Upton, Essex. From 1860 to

1869 he was professor of surgery in Glasgow

University; from 1869 to 1877 he was professor

of clinical surgery in the University of Edin-

burgh, and in the latter year he was appointed

to the corresponding chair in King's College,

London. His name is especially connected with

the successful application of the antiseptic treat-

ment in surger}', which inaugurated a new^ era

in this branch of medical science. He has pub-

lished various papers on surgical pathology.

See Surgery.

Liszt, li^t, Franz (1811-1886), an eminent

pianist and composer, bom in Hungary. He
made his first public appearance in his ninth

year, studied in Vienna and Paris, produced an

opera in 1825 and became director of the Court

Theater at Weimar in 1849. This gave him
opportunity to introduce the music of Wagner,
Berlioz, Schumann and other modem writers.

In 1861 he went to Rome, where he joined the

priesthood. In 1870 he became director of the

Conser^'atory of Music at Pest. His chief works
are the Faust and Dante symphonies and the

oratorios. Saint Elizabeth and Christus; but his

fame largely rests upon his ability as a pianist,

for he has been unhesitatingly accorded first

place among the world's artists in that field.

Lit'any, a solemn supplication to God that

he will turn aside his anger. Of the three litanies

in the Roman Catholic Church, the "Litany of

the Saints" is the only one having a place in

the service books of the Church. The other two

are the "Litany of the Name of Jesus" and the

"Litany of Loreto." The most common form

in the early Church was ''Kyrie eleison" (Lord

have mercy), given by the priest, to which the

congregation responded "Christe eleison." It

is reported that this was repeated three hundred

times in one procession. The use of the litany

in Latin churches is required only on Rogation

Days, or the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
before Ascension Day, and on Saint Mark's Day,

April 25. It is common, however, on special

occasions, as ordinations and consecrations, and

is ordered in time of famine, pestilence, war or

like calamities.

Litch'field, III., a city in Montgomery co.,

45 mi. s. of Springfield, on the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, the Illinois Central, the Wabash
and a number of other railroads. It is in an

agricultural region near deposits of oil, coal and

natural gas. The leading manufactures are rail-

road cars, foundry and clay products, glass,

engines, flour and lumber. The city has a free

library, good schools and public parks. The
place was settled in 1853 and became a city six

years later. Population in 1900, 5918.

Litchi or Leechee, le'che, the fruit of a tree,

native of southern China. The tree is of a

moderate size, with brown bark and large leaves,

and the fruit is produced in bunches, which

hang from the extremities of the twigs. The
berry is red or green, about two inches in diame-

ter, with a tough, thin, leathery coat and a color-

less, half-transparent pulp, in the center of which

is a single brown seed. The pulp is slightly

sweet and pleasing to the taste.

Liter, le'tur, the standard measure of capacity

in the French or metric system. The liter is a

cubic decimeter, that is, it contains about 61.028

English cubic inches. It is equivalent to about

one English quart, or, more exactly, to .23

gallons.

Lit'erature, a word often used to mean all the

writings of a race or people, no matter upon what

subject they may be. In a narrower and better

sense, however, only those works which are in-

spiring and whose reading tends to ennoble and

elevate human character should be considered as

literature. Under this head come those essays,

novels, orations, histories and poems which have

proved themselves of greatest worth. This

article gives a brief historical view of the subject,

and by means of references it suggests a wide

range of reading (See History; Oration;
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Poetry; Prose"). Every language worthy of a

name has its own pecuHar Uterature, which is of

greatest dehght to its own people and which to

a certain extent influences the literatures of other

tongues. EngUsh Hterature, for example, is

indebted to the Greeks, the Latins, the Italians,

the French and the Germans for molding influ-

ences. Some of our writers have followed the

forms of the Greek and Latin poets; others have

been influenced by the more musical Italian,

and a third class has shown deference to the

classic formality of the French.

English Literature. The beginnings of

English literature may be said to lie in the songs

of the Saxon gleemen, who encouraged their

warriors in battle and enlivened their victorious

feasts with praise of the heroes (See Beowulf).

There was an early literature of the Celts, light

and poetic, filled with delicate sentiment and
humor that the Saxon tongue did not show.

Very little of it remains, but it exerted a strong

influence on our Anglo-Saxon literature. The
first poem that really originated in England is

Caedmon's Paraphrase, a metrical version of

parts of the Bible, which was composed about

670 A. D. Because of his numerous translations

of Latin into English, the name of "Father of

English Prose" has been given to King Alfred,

though his prose was by no means the first (See

Bede). The growth of the literature was slow,

and it was not until the end of the fourteenth

century that the Vision of Piers Plowman, the

first great poem, was written. At about the

same time John Wyclif was translating the Bible

into English. Geoffrey Chaucer, the "Father

of English Poetry," was bom about 1340, and

his Canterbury Tales, a collection of stories

ostensibly told by pilgrims who met at the

Tabard Inn and journeyed to Canterbury, are

still filled with beauty and charm for the reader

who has skill and patience to study them suffi-

ciently to understand the language used by the

old poet (See Chaucer, Geoffrey). With
Chaucer may be said to have closed the age of

preparation in literature, for thereafter the

development was steady and rapid. After the

introduction of printing in the fifteenth century

books multiplied with great rapidity (See Cax-
TON, William); but nevertheless, it was not

until the time of Queen Elizabeth, in the latter

half of the sixteenth century, that English litera-

ture took the position of first importance in the

world. Then, awakened as the nation was by

' the wonderful discoveries and explorations in

America, by scientific discoveries and by the

great victories of the navy, England produced a

company of writers the equals of whom have

scarcely been seen (See Bacox, Francis; Spen-
ser, Edmund; Jonson, Ben; Shakespeare.
William). Thoughtful essays, filled with the

new science and sparkling with the wit of the

day; poetry, glowing with the love of naUire and
splendid with beautiful phrases, and mar\'elous

dramas, never since equaled, were poured out in

those fifty resplendent years. The period is

said to close with the accession of James I in

1603.

During the Puritan Age, which closed in 1660,

England changed her literary style completely

and sacrificed her love of the beautiful to her

search for truth. Milton, the one great literary

man of his age, shows in his poetry the changes

that were taking place, for he began his long

literary career under the first Charles and did

not complete his greatest poem till, old and
blind, he lived alone after the Revolution had
done its work (See Milton, John). With the

restoration of Charles II, the literature of Eng-
land quickly responded to French influences and
rapidly developed into the striking brilliancy and

beauty of the age of Queen Anne (1702-1714)

(See Dryden, John; Robinson Crusoe;
Swift, Jonath.\n; Addison, Joseph; Pope,

Alexander). It was during this time that

The Specfator, the first newspaper, vastly differ-

ent in form from those of the present day, made
its appearance. In the latter part of the eight-

eenth century were to be seen the beginnings of

the modern period, the chief characteristics of

which were the perfection of oratory and the

rise and growth of the novel (See Burke,
Edmund; Richardson, Samuel; Fielding,

Henry; Goldsmith, Oliver). A revival of

interest in nature brought the poets away from

the strict rules that had made their work cold and

dead and filled it with new life and vigor (See

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor; Wordsworth,
Willl\m; Burns, Robert; Lamb, Charles;

Scott, Walter, Sir; B^-ron, George Gordon
Noel; Keats, John; Shelley, Percy Bysshe).

The impetus given to true art by these great men

was continued by the writers of the Victorian

Age, who placed English literature at the

summit of excellence (See Carlyle, Thomas;

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett; Macaulay,

Thomas Babington; Tennyson, Alfred;

Dickens, Charles; Browning, Robert; Eliot,

George; Thackeray, William Makepeace).

American Literature. In early colonial

days there was little that could be callfed really
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American in the writings of the Uterary men of

this countn% but, beginning with the excellent

prose of Franklin's Autobiography, a new life

appeared, though it was not until the early part

of the nineteenth century that poetry, essays and
fiction of a characteristic American type became
common (See Irving, Washington; Cooper,
James Fenimore; Bryant, William Cullen;
PoE, Edgar Allen; Prescott, William
Hickling). Before, during and after the Civil

War lived a remarkable group of poets, essayists

and novelists, the greatest this country has ever

known. INIost of them resided in and around

Boston and were deeply moved by new ideas in

religion and by the slavery agitation that was
then at its height. These greatest poets, great-

est essajTsts, greatest writers of fiction, greatest

historians, placed this epoch on a level with the

highest period in England, if we except possibly

the age of Shakespeare. To find what was really

accomplished, reference should be made to the

articles on Emerson, Ralph Waldo; Haw-
thorne, Nathaniel; Longfellow, Henry
Wadsworth; Whittier, John Greenleaf;
Holmes, Oliver Wendell; Lowell, James
Russell; Parki\l\n, Francis; Bancroft,

George; Motley, John Lothrop. Since the

Civil War a host of writers in both prose and

poetry have kept the level high, and there are

now many artists whose graceful writings give

the keenest pleasure to thousands of readers

(f >ee Howells, William Dean; James, Henry;
( lemens, Samuel Langhorne; Mitchell, S.

\k^EiR; Harris, Joel Chandler; Freeman,
Mary E. Wilkins).

Greek Literature. The literature of the

Greeks has served as a model and inspiration to

writers of everyage and race. Its poetry is musical

and finished, its essays are refined, thoughtful

and polished, and its oratory is noble and elo-

quent. Its great epic, the Iliad, is still studied

in every school where the language is taught and

still has its influence on the writers of to-day. It

is a storehouse of allusions which are in constant

use, and without a knowledge of it reading be-

comes difficult (See Homer; Iliad; Odyssey).

Greek lyric poetry was connected with, in fact

was almost a part of, their music. The Greeks

employed a great variety of meter and developed

many forms of poetry that are still imitated

(See Sappho; Anacreon; Pindar). Their

historians were numerous, and to them we are

indebted for much of our knowledge of the earlier

peoples (See Herodotus; Thucydides; Xeno-
PHON). In philosophy Greece had no rivals,

and in one way and another her great men fore-

shadowed most that has been perfected in our

times (See Socrates; Plato; Aristotle).

Her orations were among the greatest ever

delivered, and if we consider their effect upon
the people, they must be called the greatest.

In their modern form they have served as models
for many an orator (See Demosthenes). But
the greatest triumph of Grecian literature, if

we except the Iliad, lay in her dramas. Both
tragedy and comedy had their origin in Greece in

the worship of the god Bacchus, and for beauty,

strength and passion, the productions of the old

Athenians still rank among the greatest in the

world (See Aristophanes; Aeschylus; Sopho-
cles; Euripides; Theater; Drama).
Latin Literature. Scarcely behind the

Greeks were the Romans, though the latter were

in a sense imitators and really originated few

things. Both their prose and poetry, however,

have influenced the literature of modern Europe

more forcibly than that of Greece and have

entered more deeply into the education of man-
kind than those of any other nation. There was

a period of crude beginnings, in which the lan-

guage was taking form. During this time little

was produced that has remained alive. Fol-

lowing this came a period of improvement, which

lasted to about 84 B. c, during which time there

were many great literary names in Rome, chief

of which was Cato. From 84 B. c. to 14 a. d.

is usually known as the Golden Age (See Vergil;

Aeneid; Caesar, Caius Julius; Cicero,

Marcus Tullius; Livy). From the death of

Augustus to the time of Hadrian is often called

the Silver Age (See Juvenal, Decimus Junius

JuvENALis; Tacitus, Publius Cornelius;

Pliny, Caius Plinius Secundus). From then

till the fourth century there was a falling off in

literary power, and after the fourth century there

was a distinct decline that finally resulted in the

extinction of Latin as a living language.

Italian Literature. For Italy the four-

teenth century was the most brilliant period,

although it was the first in which the modern

Italian tongue was used. Latin still remained

the scholarly language, but a trio of great writers

used the language of the people, and the beautiful

poems and perfect prose produced by these men
made Italy for a time the most prominent liter-

ary nation in Europe (See Dante Alighieri;

Petrarch, Francesco; Boccaccio, Giovanni).

By the latter part of the sixteenth century other

nations had taken the lead, and thereafter the

influence of Italy became of less and less impor-
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tance, only a few writers deserving a world-

wide recognition (See Ariosto, Ludovico;

Tasso, Torquato). It must be remembered,

however, that Italy gave the sonnet to poetry,

and that the imagery, metrical forms and

materials for plots in both drama and story

used by such writers as Chaucer, Spenser and

Shakespeare came directly from the Italians or

were the fruitful result of their art.

French Literature. It was not until the

sixteenth century that France was moved by the

awakening spirit that had caught the souls of

the English, but then little tales and polished

essays were produced in great number, as the

characteristic feature of the age (See Rabelais,

Francois; Montaigne, Michel). The Golden

Age of the French appeared at the end of the

seventeenth century, the epoch of Louis XIV.

Then her art really dominated Europe, though

the full effect of her influence was not felt until

some time later. Dramatists, essayists, wits and

poets all are represented among her men of

genius (See Corneille, Pierre; Racine, Jean;

Moliere; Lafontaine, Jean de; Fenelon,

Francois de Salignac). The eighteenth cen-

tury produced many brilliant men and established

France firmly in the high position she to-day

occupies. Among her writers of that time are

Montesquieu, Voltaire and Rousseau. Of later

writers she has many in every field of literature

(See Hugo, Victor; Dumas, Alexander;
Balsac, Honore de; Gu^zOT, FRANfOis; Lam-
artine, Alphonse Marie).

German Literature. The literature of Ger-

many did not become of world-wide importance

until modern times, though her poems and

tales date back beyond Charlemagne (See

Nibelungenlied; Minnesingers). In mod-
em times, however, the profound scholarship of

the Gennans has made them leaders in almost

every domain of thought, and the names of their

great writers are made household words through

admirable translations (See Lessing, Gotthold;
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von; Schiller,

JoHANN Friedrich Christoph von; Kant,
Immanuel; Humboldt, Friedrich Heinrich
von; Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich;

Richter, Je.^n Paul Friedrich).

Other nations than those mentioned have

their literature, and some have produced books

that have profoundly affected the drift of modern
thought. The Hebrew Bible is doubtless the

one book to which the literature of the world is

most indebted, both as an inspiration and a

model. Some of the leading articles to which
99

the reader is referred for a further acquaintance

with the literature of nations not mentioned

above are Confucius; Sanskrit; Vedas;

Avesta; Talmud; Bible; Apocrypha; Ara-
bian Nights; Kalevala; Edda; Sagas;

Mahabharata. See Reading.

Mention of the special literature of the coun-

tries not given here may be found under the

names of those countries.

Lith'ium, a metallic element of silver-white

luster, that quickly tarnishes in the air. Although

lithiiun may be cut with a knife, it is scarcely as

soft as potassium of soda. It fuses at ISC'* C.

and takes fire at a slightly higher temperature.

Lithium, which is the lightest of all known solid

bodies, floats upon rock oil. It is distributed

very widely, but always in small quantities. It

forms salts similar to those of potassium and

sodium, and these are used extensively in medi-

cine. Effervescing lithium water is sometimes

used in place of soda or potash water. The
citrate of lithia, whose properties are similar to

those of the carbonate, is also used by physicians.

On account of the splendid red color they impart

to flame, some of the lithium compounds are

used in the manufacture of fireworks.

Lithography, lith og'ra fy, the art of printing

from specially prepared stones. The stone used

is a fine-grained limestone of light gray color

and is generally known as lithograph stone.

That of the best quality is obtained in Bavaria,

where most of the world's supply is secured.

Lithography is based on the principle that

grease and water will not mix, and the prepara-

tion of the stone consists in so treating the sur-

face that the portion containing the drawing

will retain ink, while the remaining portion will

not. The stones are cut into slabs 4 inches

thick and varying in size from 6 by 8 inches to

44 by 62 inches. The surface of the stone is

ground to a grain resembling that of fine draw-

ing paper or polished with pumice stone, accord-

ing to the style of print to be made. If the

picture is to be drawn with a crayon, the ground

surface is used, but if it is to be worked on with

a pen, the polished surface is required.

After the stone is prepared, the picture is

drawn upon it with a lithograph crayon, just as

it appears in the copy, except that it is reversed,

like the face of a type. The drawing is then

washed with a solution of gum arabic and nitrate

of soda, to keep the grease from spreading and

to render the other portions of the surface more

porous and more capable of absorbing water.

After the coating of acid and gum is dried, the
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stone is washed with water, then with turpen-

tine, which removes all traces of the drawing

except the grease from the crayon. The tur-

pentine is then removed by washing with water,

and the stone is ready for use. When the pic-

ture is engraved on the stone, the work is done

in a manner similar to that of engraving steel or

copper. See ExGR.\^^XG.

In printing, the stone is first wet with a sponge.

The water does not stick to the greased portion

constituting the picture, so that part of the sur-

face remains dry while the other is wet. When
ink is applied the process is reversed. The ink

sticks to the greased surface in such a way as

exactly to reproduce the drawing when the paper

is pressed upon it, while it leaves the wet sur-

face clean. The printing is done in a cylinder

press especially prepared for this work, and

transfer plates, made by transferring the pic-

ture from the stone to a metal plate, are usually

employed. By this means a number of pictures

can be impressed upon the same plate, so

that by using a large sheet of paper several

pictures are produced at each revolution of the

press.

Color Lithography. This is the process of

producing lithograph pictures in the natural

colors of the object and differs from ordinary

lithography only in the elaboration of the proc-

ess. First, a good plate or stone is made, which

contains the complete outline of the picture.

This plate contains registering marks on each

of its margins, and all of the other plates must

be made to register accurately with it. Each

color requires a special plate, and the final effect

is produced by printing in the right order the

difi'erent colors required. This order is usually

yellow, red, brown, or gray, blue and then the

tints of any other colors necessary. The color

plates in this encyclopedia are produced by

color lithography.

Photo-Lithography'. This is a combina-

tion of photography and lithography, now in

quite general use. By this process the outline

of the picture is photographed on a sensitive

film, which is placed on the surface of the stone.

This is used in producing the outline of the

picture (See Photography). From this outline

the stone is prepared and the printing is done in

the same manner as in ordinary lithography.

Lithography reproduces art work of a high

order of excellence and is often employed to

reproduce in an inexpensive way paintings and

other works of the old masters. It is also very

generally used in the production gf colored pic-

Little Falls

tures and for engraving letter heads and illus-

trations used m high class advertisements.

Lithot'omy, in surgery, the operation for the

removal of stone from the bladder. When
properly performed, the operation seldom re-

quires more than three minutes, and in favorable

cases the wound heals in the course of a month.

See Calculus.

Lithua'nia, a region in eastern Europe,

which formed a grand duchy in the eleventh

century, became united to Poland in the four-

teenth century and at the dismemberment of

that kingdom was nearly all appropriated by

Russia. The balance went to Prussia. The
Lithuanians are fair-haired, blue-eyed and light-

skinned; they are of mild disposition and are

chiefly occupied in agriculture. Their language

is akin to the Old Prussian and forms, with

these, the I^ithuanian, or Ivcttic, branch of the

Aryan family of tongues. Their literature con-

sists chiefly of popular songs and hymns, reli-

gious works and tales.

Lit'mus, a peculiar coloring matter, procured

from lichens. Paper tinged blue by litmus is

reddened by the feeblest acids and hence is

used as a test for the presence of acids. Litmus

paper which has been reddened by an acid will

be turned blue again by an alkali. Hence the

paper is indispensable in chemical laboratories,

especially in all analyses.

Lit'tle Falls, Mimsr., the county-seat of

Morrison co., 96 mi. n. w. of Minneapolis, on

the Mississippi River and on the Northern

Pacific railroad. The city is an important com-

mercial center for a large agricultural and lum-

bering district. A dam across the river affords

good water power and there are extensive manu-

factures of Imnber, paper, flour, beer, agricul-

tural implements and brick. The city has a

fine courthouse, a public library, Saint Gabriel's

Hospital, Saint Otto's Orphan Asylum and

several good school buildings. Population in

1905, 5856.

Little Falls, N. Y., a city in Herkimer co.,

21 mi. s. e. of Utica, on the Mohawk River and

the Erie Canal and on the New York Central,

the West Shore and other railroads. It is in a

grazing region, and exports considerable dairy

products. The river here flows through a

rocky defile over many little falls and affords

good water power for extensive manufactures.

These include knit goods, paper, carriages,

bicycles, leather, machinery, foundry and cream-

ery products and other articles. The city has

a public library, an excellent high school, a city
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hospital and many fine church buildings. The
place was settled about 1770. The settlement

was destroyed by indians and Tories in 1782,

but was rebuilt by a colony of Germans eight

years later. It became a city in 1895. Popu-

lation in 1905, 11,122.

Little Rock, Ark., the capital of the state

and the county-seat of Pulaski co., situated in

the geographical center of the state, about 130

mi. s. w. of Memphis, Tenn., on the Arkansas

River and on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Saint Louis Southwestern and two

lines of the Saint Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern railroads. The city is built on a

rocky bluff about 50 feet above the river. The
new capitol is the most prominent building, and

there are, besides this, the Federal buildings, a

state arsenal and penitentiary, the county court-

house and various other fine buildings. The
city contains the Marquand, supreme court,

state and collegiate libraries. Among the edu-

cational institutions are the Philander Smith

College, Arkansas Baptist College, Maddox
Seminary, the Arkansas Military and other

academies and state schools for the blind and

deaf. The charitable institutions include a

Confederate soldiers' home, a state asylum for

the insane, the Saint Vincent's Infirmary, Jane

Kellogg Home and the Methodist Orphanage.

There are more than 70 churches, the most

prominent of which are the Saint Andrews
Cathedral and Christ Church.

Cotton is the principal agricultural product,

and fruit growing, truck farming and coal mining

are also carried on. There are various indus-

trial establishments, including cottonseed oil

mills, foundries and railroad shops, granite

quarries, flour mills, brick and tile works and

other manufactories. The place was settled in

1814 and was known as Little Rock, in con-

trast to Big Rock, one mile above the city,

which is now the site of Fort Logan H. Roots.

It was made the seat of the territorial gov-

ernment in 1820, was incorporated as a town

five years later and was chartered in 1835.

The place was captured by a Union army
under General Steele, Sept. 10, 1863. Since

about 1880 the growth has been constant

and rapid. Population in 1900, 38,307; es-

timated in 1905 from the city directory at

65,000.

Liturgy, lit'ur jy, the form of worship in the

celebration of the Lord's Supper, which is in

general the same in all churches. The first

part of the service consists of Scripture reading.

sermon and prayers; the second, of prayers and
the ofi'ering of the consecrated bread and wine.

The Book of Common Prayer contains the form

of communion service used in the churches of

the Anglican communion. The liturgies of the

Eastern churches have been named the Syrian

rite, still used by the INIaronite Church of Mount
Lebanon, in a Syriac version; the Persian rite,

now used by the Nestorians; the Byzantine rite,

used m many parts of the world and by the

Greek and Russian churches; the Egyptian rite,

a version of which is used by the Copts. The
Western liturgies are the Roman mass, called

the Latin liturgy, and that of Protestant churches,

known as the vernacular, which grew out of the

Reformation.

Liu-Chiu, Lu-Chu, Liu-Kiu, lyoo kyoo. See

Loo-Choo.
Live'-forever. See Houseleek.
Liv'er, the gland which secretes bile. In

man, the liver is situated just below the dia-

phragm, on the right side, extending across the

middle line of the body toward the left. From
its position it is liable to compression and injury.

In its general form the liver is flat, broad and

thick toward the right side, becoming narrow

and thin toward the left. Its upper surface is

convex or arched and fits into the concave sur-

face of the diaphragm, while its lower surface

is irregularly divided into lobes, five in number,

separated by clefts, or fissures. In texture it

is soft and easily crumbled. Its color is a dark

reddish brown. The liver is supplied with blood

by the hepatic artery. The portal vein carries

to it the venous blood from the intestines, spleen

and stomach, and after this blood circulates

through the cells of the liver it is carried by the

hepatic veins to the inferior vena cava. The
bile secreted in the liver is carried by the hepatic

duct to the gall bladder, a little pear-shaped

sac on the under side of the liver, where it is

stored when digestion is not going on; during

digestion it is poured directly into the duodenum.

See Bile; Digestion.

Liv'ermore, Mary Ashton Rice (1821-

1905), an American refonner, born in Boston.

She early was active in the anti-slavery and

temperance reform movements and during the

Civil War gained special fame by her unselfish

relief service for the Union soldiers. After the

war she lectured upon moral and social problems,

being a po\Aei"ful advocate of temperance and

woman suffrage. She was at one time editor

of the Woman's Journal of Boston and was the

author of numerous books.
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Liv'erpool, the second city and seaport of

England and the third city of the United King-

dom, situated on the river INIersey, 3 mi. from

its mouth, 3U mi. s. e. of Manchester and 201

mi. n. w. of London. The city is built on a

bend in the river, -nhich gives it a semicircular

water front between six and seven miles in extent.

From this level the land rises gradually to an

altitude of 250 feet. The main streets lead from

the water front to different parts of the city.

The newer and better part of the town is on the

highland back from the river. Here are

located some of the finest public buildings in the

world. Chief among these is Saint George's

Hall, constructed from the profits arising from

the docks, and used for various purposes. It

contains a large audience room, which has one

of the largest organs in the world; it also has

other apartments used for public gatherings

and educational purposes. Around this build-

ing or near by are located the free library, the

WaJker Fine Art Gallery and the Picton Lecture

Hall, with a large reference library. The city

maintains a large number of hospitals and other

charitable institutions, designed to meet all the

wants of its inhabitants. Nearly all of the public

utilities, such as waterworks, lights, tramways or

street cars, are owned and operated by the

municipality.

Liverpool has a more extensive foreign com-

merce than any other port in the United King-

dom, and the docks, which extend along the

river for nearly seven miles and contain over

twenty-four miles of wharfage, are the chief

oVjjects of interest. Near the center of the

line of docks is an immense floating dock, sup-

ported on pontoon boats. This is 2060 feet

long and is connected with the mainland by

eight bridges. Here most of the passenger

.steamers land. The docks have been con-

structed at great expense and include basins

which are enclosed by gates, so that vessels load-

ing or unloading are not affected by the change

of tide. Nearly all of the cotton, grain, dressed

meat and other produce shipped from Australia,

Canada and the United States to England enter

through the port of Liverpool; likewise most of

the exports from the United Kingdom to these

countries leave from this port. Population in

1901, 684,947.

Liverworts, Hv'vr wurts, a group of plants

forming one of the two suborders of the hryo-

phitcs, the other including the mosses. Liver-

worts grow in various places, though they are

commonly found in moist regions. One of the

most common liverworts is the marchantia,

which is always found in damp places. The
species of another group live upon rocks and tree

trunks and are often confused with delicate

mosses, which they closely resemble.

Liv'ingston, Mont., the county-seat of Park

CO., 123 mi. s. e. of Helena and about 45 mi. n.

of the Yellowstone Park, on the Yellowstone

River and on the Northern Pacific and the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy railroads. The city

is in a mining and lumbering section. It is a

division headquarters of the Northern Pacific and

has railroad shops and roundhouses. There are

also lumber mills, lime works and an important

trade in live stock, wool, mining tools, gold, coal

and coke. The railroad passenger station is a

fine building. Population in 1900, 2778.

Livingston, Edward (1764-1836), an Ameri-

can statesman, born in Clermont, N. Y. He
graduated at Princeton in 1781, studied law, was

admitted to the bar and soon attained eminence

in his profession. He was sent to Congress from

New York in 1794, serving until 1801. Later

he became mayor of the city of New York, but

through the dishonesty of others a shortage in

his accounts developed; he resigned and went

to the newly acquired Territory of Louisiana,

where he built up a large practice. He was

partly responsible for the law code adopted in

the state in 1821, and he later prepared an

elaborate code of criminal law, which has been

adopt'^d in part by many states and foreign

countries. He served in Congress from 1822 to

1829, and was then elected United States senator.

In 1831 he was secretary of state and in 1833 was

minister to France, where he settled the claims

of American citizens against France for depre-

dations against American commerce.

Livingston, Robert R. (1746-1813), an

American statesman, born in New York City,

educated at King's College (now Columbia) and
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admitted to the bar. He was appointed to a

position in New York City under the British

government, but lost his office through his

radical patriotism, and was thereupon elected

to the Continental Congress, where he was one

of the cormnittee appointed to draft the Declara-

tion of Independence. Before the instrument

was signed, however, he returned to New York

State, where he assisted in drawing up a state

constitution. He became chancellor under that

constitution, holding the office until 1801. In

that capacity he administered the oath of office

to Washington as president. From 1781 to

1785 he had charge of the foreign relations of

the Confederation and he was active in his sup-

port of the Federal Constitution in New York

State. He was minister to France in 1801 and

with James Monroe negotiated the purchase of

Louisiana.

Livingstone, Da\7d (1813-1873), a mission-

ary and African traveler, born at Blantyre, in

DAVID LIVINGSTONB

Scotland. Under the auspices of the London
Missionary Society he went in 1840 as medical

missionary to South Africa, where he joined

Robert Moffat. His first station was in the

Bechuana territory, and here his labors were

associated for nine years with Moffat, whose

(laughter he married. Having learned from

the natives that there was a large lake north of

the Kalahari Desert, he explored the region and

discovered Lake Ngami. Three years later, in

1852, he undertook another expedition, explor-

ing the upper lakes of the Zambezi River and

arriving at Loanda, on the Atlantic coast, in 1854.

Returning to Linyanti, he struck eastward from

there in 1855, tracing the Zambezi to the Indian

Ocean and thus crossing the entire continent.

The record of this journey is found in his Mis-

sionary Travels and Researches in South Africa,

published in London in 1857. In 1858 he was

placed in command of an expedition for the

exploration of eastern and central Africa, and

during this expedition he discovered lakes

Shirwa and Nyassa. Seven years later he started

out to set at rest the question of the sources of

the Nile, and from this time imtil his death he

was engaged in laborious explorations in the

lake region of South Africa, especially to the

westward of Nyassa and Tanganyika, where he

discovered lakes Moero and Bang^eolo. For

about three years no communication from him

reached the outer \\orld, and doubts regarding

his safety were set at rest ordy when it was knov\-n

that Henry I\I. Stanley, the correspondent of the

New York Herald, had seen and assisted liim at

Ujiji, on Lake Tanganyika. They parted in

March, 1872, Livingstone going to explore the

southern end of Lake Tanganyika and Stanley

proceeding to Zanzibar. Another year's hard-

ships completely exhausted Livingstone, and he

died in May, 1873, near Lake Bangweolo. His

body was taken to England and was buried in

Westminster Abbey. He was the author of

Missionary Travels and Researches in South

Africa and TJw Zambesi and Its Tributaries.

Consult Stanley's How I Found Livingstone and

Hughes's David Livingstone.

Livo'nia, Gxtlf of. See Riga, Gulf of.

Livre, le'vr', an old French coin about equal

in value to the franc, which superseded it in 1795.

The livre was also an ancient unit of weight,

equal to about 17^ ounces avoirdupois.

Liv'y (59 B. C.-17 a. d.), Titus Livius, a

celebrated Roman historian. Nothing is known
of his life except that he was bom at Pataviima

(Padua), that he came to Rome, secured the

favor of Augustus and became a person of some

consequence at court; that he was married and

had at least two children, and that he died in his

native town. His history of Rome consisted of

140 or 142 books, of which we have only the

first ten. Of all the books except two, however,

we possess short epitomes or tables of contents.

Livy makes no pretensions to the character of

a critical historian; his purpose was to glorify his

country, and he adopted all the legends of the
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early history, without troubling his mind about

their truthfulness.

Liz'ard is the popular English name of numer-

ous reptiles, which have usually two pairs of

limbs and a long body terminating in a tail.

The lizards number about two thousand species

and accommodate themselves to all conditions

except cold. In the tropics they are numerous

and large. Some lizards feed on vegetables, but

for the most part they live upon small birds and

insects. Lizards lay their eggs in the sand and

abandon them. The chief families of lizards are

the skinks, the geckos, the iguanas and the

chameleons. Poison glands are wanting in all

lizards excepting in the Gila monster of Arizona

and Mexico, which is capable of inflicting a

dangerous bite. See B.\silisk; Gila Monster;
HoRXED To.\d; Monitor.

Llama, lah'ma, a cud-chewing animal, found

in South America and closely allied to the

camel. The llama has the general appearance

of a long-necked sheep, standing about three feet

at the shoulder. Of the four known species, the

guanaco and the vicuna are found in a wild con-

dition, while the llama and the alpaca have long

been domesticated. The llama is ased by the

inhabitants of Chile and Peru to carry burdens

after the manner of a camel. WTien loaded with

a hundredweight it can travel about fourteen

miles a day across. the mountain passes.

Llanos, lah'noze, the Spanish name given to

the vast plains situated in the northern part of

South America, particularly in Colombia and the

basin of the Orinoco. During the dry season

the vegetation is burned up by the sun, while in

the rainy period the llanos are flooded with water.

Between these two seasons they are covered

with thick grass and are ranged by vast herds of

cattle and horses. Farther south, such plains

are called pampas, and in North Amenca so-'

vdunas. See Plain.

Lloyd's, a famous marine insurance associa-

tion, whose headquarters are in the Royal

Exchange at London. It derived its name from

Lloyd's Coffee House, where the members were

at first accustomed to meet. Members are

admitted by subscription, and the affairs of the

association are conducted through an executive

committee. The society includes brokers, who
enter ships for insurance; surveyors, who deter-

mine the desirability of the risk, and under-

writers, who insure the vessel. It has agents in

all important ocean ports of the world, from

whom it receives reports, and it issues daily

reports at the society's headquarters, containing

much valuable information as to the condition

of shipping. An annual publication, called

Lloyd's Register, is also compiled. A similar

society is the Austrian Lloyd's, with head-

quarters at Trieste. See A 1.

Load' stone. See Magnet.
Loam, lome, a soil compoimded of various

earths, of which the chief are sand, clay and

carbonate of lime or chalk, the clay predominat-

ing. Decayed vegetable and animal matter, in

the form of humus, is often found in loams in

considerable quantities, and the soil is fertile in

proportion. See Soil.

Loanda, lo ahn'dah. Saint Paul de. See

Saint Paul de Loanda.
Lobe'lia, an extensive genus, of beautiful

herbs, which are natives of almost all parts of
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the world and especially of the wanner portions

of America. Several species grow wild in the

United States. The most brilliant of these is

the cardinal flower that forms so conspicuous a

feature in the autumn swamps. A large, blue-

flowered variety is almost as brilliant. Many
tropical species are cultivated in hothouses

because of their great beauty. All of the plants

are more or less poisonous when eaten, and some

are extremely so. Powerful drugs have been

prepared from the juice of many species.

Lob'loUy Bay, the popular name of an ele-

gant ornamental evergreen tree, common along

the seashore of the southern United States. It

has large and showy white flowers and grows

to the height of fifty or sixty feet.

Loblolly Pine, an American pine, next to

the white pine the loftiest in North America.

Its leaves are six inches long, united in threes or

fours. Its timber is of little value.

Lob'ster, the largest of the crustaceans, an

animal very closely related to the common cray-

fish (See Crustacea). The body has seven

distinct segments, while the other thirteen, which

form the thorax and head, are so blended

together as not to be easily distinguished. The
animal has two pairs of antennae and six pairs

of mouth organs. The first pair of legs is long

and terminates in large claws, one of which is

thick and very heavy and is used for crushing

objects. The other claw is shorter, smaller,

more or less curved, toothed and pointed at the

tip. It is borne on the large claw and so arranged

that it can be used in fighting or to seize its prey.

The tail is com-

posed of the

last segment

and has two

wide append-

ages on each

side, making a

broad incurved

organ, which

the animal uses

in swimming. By straightening this tail and

drawing it forcibly under, the lobster is thro^vn

backward through the water at a rapid rate.

The lobster has two large, compound eyes, situ-

ated at the end of thick stocks. Its sense of

smell is keen, as is its sense of hearing. The
female carries her eggs on the under side of the

abdomen until they hatch, when the young are

driven away and for a time swim about freely

near the surface. After about a month they

descend to the bottom, where they remain. The

lobster's head
Right gill covering removed to

show the gills

lobster lives on the bottom of the sea and rarely

rises more than a few feet from it. It walks

about on the tips of its legs, extending the large

claws forward and pushing itself along by the

swimming feet.

Lobsters are highly esteemed for food. They
are caught in pots, which are traps made of wood,

sunk among the rocks in the clear water in which

the animals live. The pots have a funnel-

shaped opening and are baited with fresh meat,

which attracts the lobsters. When they have

once entered the trap they are unable to escape.

When taken from the water the lobster has a

greenish appearance. The brilliant red color of

those placed upon the market is produced by

boiling.

Lob'worm, a worm with a round head and

a body about the size of a large earthworm. It

breathes through thirteen pairs of gill-tufts.

The lobworm, or lugworm, is used for bait in

deep sea fishing, and at low tide it may be found

on every seabeach by the little coils of sand it

leaves when burrowing.

Lo'cal Option, a term applied to the prin-

ciple by which a certain majority of the inhab-

itants or taxpayers of a certain locality may
decide as to whether liquor may be sold therein.

This principle operates in several of the states

of the Union and is being rapidly extended

through the agitation of temperance organiza-

tions. See License.

Loch Lomond, loK lo'viond. See Lomonb,

Loch.

Lock, an arrangement for fastening doors,

chests, drawers and the like. It is so made that it

cannot be worked ex-

cept by the key or knob

especially fitted to it. F
n- LThe simplest lock con

tains a bolt, a staple

into which the bolt

locks, and a spring

which prevents the bolt

from being moved without the key. The
bolt has a rounded notch on the under side,

into which the key fits. On the upper side

are two square notches, CC, which are as far

apart as the bolt moves. Back of the bolt

and fastened to the frame by a pivot, is a tum-

bler, indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. L
On the end of the tumbler is a square piece of

metal, E, which drops into the notches, CC, as

the bolt is locked or unlocked. This plug is

pressed down upon the bolt by a spring attached

to the frame and the other side of the bolt. The
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whole arrangement is enclosed in an iron frame.

On the inside of the frame are curved ridges,

called wards. Slots are cut into the key so as

exactly to fit these wards, and by this arrange-

ment each lock is protected so that it cannot be

opened or closed^ by any key but the one made
specially for it. In Fig. 2 is shown a lock with a

FIG. 2

number of tumblers, Avhich make it more com-

plicated and more difficult to be opened with any

key except its own. Formerly locks of this pat-

tern were in general use on stores and other

public buildings, but they have now been almost

entirely replaced by the Yale lock, named from

its inventor, Linus Yale. This has a fiat key

with notches on one edge, which fit a number of

pin tumblers that move up and down. It is

practically impossible to open this lock with any

key except the one designed for it.

Lock, in engineering, a device in a canal for

raising or lowering boats from one level to

another. A lock is a chamber whose side walls

are made of stone or concrete and whose ends

are closed by a pair of folding gates. The gates

in each pair are called leaves. Each leaf turns on

an upright post, called the quoin post. When
closed, the leaves form a V-shaped partition

across the chamber, with the vertex pointing up
stream. This enables the gates to withstand the

pressure of the water in the lock. When a boat

is to be locked from a lower to a higher level, the

gates at the upper end of the chamber are closed

and those at the lower end are opened. This

leaves the water in the chamber at the same level

as that in the lower level of the canal. The boat

passes into the chamber, and the lower gates are

closed. By means of valves in the gates at the

upper end or in the sides or bottom of the cham-
ber, the water is gradually let into the lock until

the boat is raised to the upper level of the canal.

The gates at the upper end of the lock are then

opened and the boat passes out. When the

boat is lowered, the operations are reversed. In

large locks the gates and valves are operated by
machinery. See Canal.

Locke,' David Ross (1833-1888), an Ameri-

can journalist and humorist, born in New York
State. He learned the printer's trade and was
connected with several newspapers. He became
famous for his political satires, published under

the name of Petroleum Vesuvius Nasby.

Locke, John (1632-1704), one of the most
influential of English philosophers, born at

Wrington, in Somersetshire. He was educated

at Westminster School and Christ Church Col-

lege, Oxford, after which he applied himself to

the study of medicine. Later he became secre-

tary to the earl of Shaftesbury and was assigned

the task of drawing up a constitution for the

Carolinas, of which the earl was one of the pro-

prietors. His attempt, known as the Grand
Model, was a failure, because it was based upon a

feudal aristocracy, which was wholly impractica-

ble in a new country. Later he published his

Essay Concerning Human Understanding, a

work which attracted wide attention and at once

gave him a place among the foremost thinkers of

his time.

Locke's essay is essentially an inquiry into

the nature and limits of human thought processes.

He maintains that there are no innate ideas and
that at birth the mind is as a tablet of blank

white paper (tabula rasa), whereon experience is

to write ideas. He asserts that all experience

can be resolved into sensation and reflection,

that is, into the impressions that external objects

make upon the mind through the avenues of

the senses and the perceptions of the operations

of the mind in disposing of sensations, and there-

fore external objects and reflection upon mental

processes, such as reasoning, willing, believing

and other similar operations, constitute the

sources of all knowledge. These views were

revolutionizing in their tendency and profoundly

affected the educational thought of the time.

Besides his essay on the understanding, Locke's

other important works are Of Civil Government,

Reasonableness of Christianity and Thoughts

Concerning Education.

Lock'hart, John Gibson (1794-1854), a

Scotch author and editor. He was educated at

the University of Glasgow and at Balliol College,

Oxford; studied for the Scottish bar, but never

practiced, and began his literary career in 1817,

as a contributor to the newly established Black-

wood's Magazine. In 1820 he married the

daughter of Sir Walter Scott, and in 1825 he

succeeded Mr. Gilford as editor of the Quarterly
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Review. He wrote several novels, a Life of

Bums, a History of Napoleon and a Life of

Scott. The last is his greatest work, and with

the exception of Boswell's Johnson it is the best

biography in English.

Lockha'ven, Pa., the county-seat of Clinton

CO., 68 mi. n. w. of Harrisburg, on the west

branch of the Susquehanna River and on the

New York Central and the Pennsylvania rail-

roads. The city is in an agricultural and lum-

bering region and contains planing mills, found-

ries, tanneries, brick and sewer-pipe works,

silk mills and manufactories of paper, cigars and
other articles. One of the state normal schools

is located here, and the city has a fine court-

house, a hospital and a subscription library.

The place was settled in 1769 and was incorpo-

rated as a city in 1870. Population in 1900,

7210.

Lock'jaw. See Tetanus.
Lock'port, N. Y., the county-seat of Niagara

CO., 26 mi. n. e. of Buffalo, on the Erie Canal and

on the New York Central and the Erie railroads.

The canal here has a series of five locks, with a

lift of 12 feet each, and affords good water power.

Near the city are extensive quarries of limestone

and sandstone, and the principal manufactures

are waterworks machinery, milling and wood-
working machinery, pulp, paper, glass, brooms

and cereals. The city has a large trade in grain

and fruits from the surrounding agricultural

region. The prominent buildings are the high

school, the Federal building and the courthouse.

Saint Joseph's Academy is located here, and

there are good public and parish schools. The
place was settled in 1823 by workmen on the

Erie Canal. It was incorporated in 1829 and

was chartered as a city in 1865. Population in

1905, 17,552.

Lock'wood, Belva Ann Bennett (1830-

), an American lawyer and reformer, born

at Royalton, N. Y. She graduated at Genesee

College, Lima, N. Y., taught school for some
years, afterward studied law and was admitted

to the bar in Washington in 1873. After labor-

ing for the passage of a law admitting women
to practice before the Supreme Court, she was
admitted to that practice and acquired some
reputation. She was afterward conspicuous in

the agitation for woman suffrage, temperance

and world peace. She was twice married, the

second time to Dr. Ezekiel Lockwood.
Lo'CO-Fo'CO, a name given to a faction of the

Democratic party in New York State in 1835,

which demanded the rechartering of the United

States bank and was opposed to the chartering

of state and private banks by special legislation.

The faction received its name from an occur-

rence at a mass meeting held at Tammany Hall,

New York, in October, 1835. The organization

Democrats attempted to control the meeting,

but being unsuccessful, they turned out the

lights and retired. The victors, however, had
supplied themselves with friction matches, which
were at the time called loco-focos, and, lighting

candles, proceeded to transact their business.

The regular Democratic press soon took up the

incident and dubbed the faction loco-focos.

Eventually the Whigs applied this name to the

Democratic party throughout the country. The
faction was finally absorbed into the original

organization, through the efforts of President

Van Buren.

Locomo'tive, in the ordinary meaning of the

term, a steam engine used to haul cars upon a

railway track, but in its broadest sense, any
self-propelling engine. Those operated by other

than steam power are known as electric locomo-

tives and compressed air locomotives. Those
used upon roads and farms are called traction

engines (See Traction Engine). The first suc-

cessful attempt to construct a self-propelling

engine was by a Frenchman named Cugnot in

1796, but the railway locomotive was invented

by Richard Trevithick, a Cornish miner, in

1804. While this locomotive was considered a

failure commercially, it contained most of the

important features successfully used in later

patterns. The success of the locomotive is due

to George Stephenson, an English engineer (See

Stephenson, George). In 1829, at a com-
petitive trial of several locomotives on the Liver-

pool & Manchester railway, Stephenson's engine,

the Rocket, was the most successful, and many
others were patterned after it. This engine was
mounted on four wheels, and had a horizontal

boiler 6 feet in length and 5 feet 4 inches in

diameter, which contained 25 tubes, each 3 inches

in diameter. The cylinders were placed at the

rear end of the boiler, just over the fire box, and

exhaust pipes led from them to the smokestack.

The drive wheels were in front and were con-

nected directly with the piston by connecting

rods. When ready for use this engine weighed

4^ tons, and with the tender, 7^ tons. On its

trial trip it hauled a load weighing over nine tons

at a speed of 15 miles per hour, and on another

trip it reached a speed of nearly 30 miles per hour.

The success of this locomotive demonstrated the

practicability of steam power for railways.
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The first locomotives used in the United States

were imported from England, but in 1830 one

was built at the West Point foundry, and others

soon followed. The early American engines

copied the English patterns very closely, but the

conditions to be met upon American railways

made it necessary to deviate from the English

type, and soon a distinct type of American loco-

motive was developed, which, with various modi-

fications and enlargements necessary to meet the

constantly growing traffic, is still in general use.

A locomotive consists of a steam boiler of the

tubular type (See Boiler), a pair of simple or

compound engines, a running gear and a wrought

iron frame, on which the various parts are so

mounted that the engine can travel upon a

track. The accessory parts are the smokestack,

or chimney; the pilot, for knocking objects off

the track; the cab, for sheltering the enginemen;

the tender, for carrying fuel and water; the zn-

jedor, for forcing Avater into the boiler; the air

brake pump and necessary appliances; the

satid dome, the bell, the whistle, steam gauges,

water gauges and the safety valve.

The most common type of American loco-

motive has a horizontal boiler; four drive wheels,

from four feet five inches to six feet five inches in

diameter, and connected on each side of the

engine by a bar joined to the pistons by con-

necting rods. The forward end of the machine

rests upon a truck, or bogie, of four wheels, and

the tender usually has eight wheels arranged in

two trucks. Locomotives intended for hauling

freight trains may have as many as eight, or even

ten, drive wheels. The wheels of these locomo-

tives are smaller than those of passenger loco-

motives, since in the freight engine great traction

power is desired, while speed is not as essential.

Some passenger engines, especially those designed

for heavy grades, have six drive wheels, and if

the engine is designed for high speed, the wheels

are six or more feet in diameter. Every device

for controlling the locomotive is within easy

reach of the engineer, so that by pulling a lever,

he opens the throttle valve and lets on the steam,

or by pushing it from him, he closes the valve

and shuts off the steam. A lever, connected

with a link in which the valves work, can be

moved fonvard or backward, and by moving it

the engine is reversed and will run as well in

one direction as in the other.

The weight of passenger locomotives ranges

from 60 to 70 tons, in the older patterns, to as

high as 12.5 and even 140 tons, in the newer

patterns, while the largest freight engines weigh

nearly 200 tons. The largest locomotive works
in the United States are the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works at Philadelphia. Others of

importance are the Rogers Locomotive Works
at Paterson, N. J., and the works of the American
I^ocomotive Company, which are located in

eight different cities. The total capacity of

these works is about 3100 locomotives a year.

Of this number 600 are exported to foreign

countries, exclusive of Canada and Mexico.

The American locomotive is now found on every

continent. See Railroad; Steam Engine.

Locomo'tor Atax'ia, a disease of the nervous

system, characterized by a loss of the power to

move the muscles harmoniously. It is not

paralysis, for the person is able to move and
even to walk, though with a peculiar halting gait,

during which he often falls, because the limbs

will not move together. The approach of the

disease is slow and long continued, and is often

accompanied by partial paralysis. The disease

usually continues to a fatal termination, though

it is sometimes stopped if treatment is begun in

the earlier stages.

Lo'CUSt, the name rather loosely applied to

several insects of different genera. In the

United States, the cicada, or harvest fly, is called

a locust, while the real locust of this country is

known as the red-legged grasshopper (See

Cicada; Grasshopper). The hind legs of the

locusts are large and powerful, so that they have

great power of leaping, but their antennae are

short, and they differ also from katydids or true

grasshoppers in their peculiar notes, which are

made by rubbing their hind legs on their wing

covers. The Rocky Mountain locust breeds

west of the Mississippi River and east of the

Rocky Mountains, selecting places along river

bottoms or in grassy places of the mountains in

the northern part of the region mentioned. The
female lays twenty-five or more eggs, cementing

them carefully together and covering them with

a case, or cocoon, which she buries in the sand.

Prom the first, the young resemble their parent,

and after frequent molting they reach their full

size in about seven weeks. On reaching matu-
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rity they gather in flocks and begin incredibly

long migrations, with an apparent definiteness

of purpose and regularity of movement that no

other insect ever shows. Sometimes they ap-

pear in such vast numbers as almost to obscure

the light of the sun; toward night or on cloudy

days they settle down on the earth and devour

everything green they can find. Sometimes

within a few hours whole acres of flourishing

vegetation have been destroyed. In 1874 the

locusts overran the whole territory west of the

Mississippi, and it is estimated that -150,000,000

would not cover the damage they did. The
next year 750,000 people were made destitute or

sufi"ered severely in Kansas, Nebraska and Mis-

souri. Since that time, though there have been

numerous flights of locusts, they have not

appeared in such destructive niuubers, and it

is thought that the cultivation of the land and

the destruction of their breeding places has .pre-

vented anything of the kind in the future. Mi-
gratory locusts are found also in Asia and Africa,

where their flights have been as destructive as

those of the locusts in this country. Arabs and

other natives of the East frequently use the

dried insects as food.

Locust, a well-known tree of the United

States, with delicate leaves and drooping clusters

of white, heavily scented flowers, shaped like

pea blossoms. From the tall trunk a hard,

durable wood is obtained and used for cog

wheels and special purposes in cabinetmaking

and shipbuilding. The locust grows best in

Kentucky and Tennessee, but as it spreads

rapidly and is subject to insect pests, it is losing

its popularity.

Lodge, loj, Henry Cabot (1850- ), an

American statesman and writer, born at Boston,

educated at Han'ard University and admitted

to the bar in 1876. While attaining eminence in

his profession, he also wrote many books upon

historical and legal subjects, notably A Short

History of the English Colonies in America and

biogi'aphies of Daniel Webster, Alexander Ham-
ilton and George Washington. He was elected

to Congress in 1887, served three terms and

was then elected United States senator. He
was reelected in 1899 and 1905.

Lodi, lo'de, a city of Italy, in the Province of

Milan, on the Adda River, 20 mi. s. e. of Milan.

Its chief buildings are a cathedral, which dates

from the twelfth century, and the Renaissance

Church of the Incoronata. Linen and woolen

goods and silk are manufactured, but the most

inijiortant industry of the city and the surround-

ing district is the manufacture of cheese. In

May, 1790, Napoleon defeated the Austrians at

Lodi. Population in 1901, 20,730.

Lodz, loje, a town in Russian Poland, in the

Government of Piotrkow, 75 mi. w. s. w. of

Warsaw, and next to it, the most populous town
in Russian Poland, It has extensive trade and
manufactures, especially in woolens and cottons,

and is, in fact, one of the important cotton manu-
facturing cities of the world. Population in

1900, 351,570.

Loeb, loh, Jacques (1859- ), a German-
American biologist. He was educated at Berlin,

Munich and Strassburg and became assistant

professor of physiology at the University of

Wiirtzburg in 1886; two years later he was
given a similar position in the University of

Strassburg. In 1891 he came to America, to

accept an appointment as associate professor of

biology at Bryn Mawr College, and in the fol-

lowing year he was called to the University of

Chicago. In 1902 he became professor of physi-

ology in the University of California. Professor

Loeb specialized in comparative physiology,

becoming famous for ingenious experiments upon
the subject of reflex action in lower animals,

for his researches in the composition of proto-

plasm and especially for showing the effect of

salt solutions on muscles of the heart.

Loess, los, a sandy deposit of the early part

of the Quaternary era. It consists of a fine,

porous, siliceous silt, containing more or less

carbonate of lime, that collects in nodules or

tubules which take a vertical position. It was
first described from deposits in the Rhine Valley,

but it is found in large quantities in all parts of

the world. Where the deposits are cut by rivers,

they often form bluffs like those along the Mis-

sissippi, in some of which the formation exceeds

250 feet in depth. When charged with humus,

loess forms excellent soil, but on account of

its sandy nature it requires more rainfall than

loam (See Soil). There are numerous theories

concerning the formation of loess. Some geolo-

gists consider that the deposits on the Great

Plains are the bed of a lake which existed dur-

ing the close of the Glacial period. The deposits

along rivers were probably formed by running

water, and wind has undoubtedly contributed

to the formation of other deposits. See Glacial

Period; Quaternary Period.

Lo'foten or Lo'foden, a group of islands

off the northwest coast of Norway, measuring

about 165 miles in length. The chief islands

are Ando, Lango, Hindo, East and West Vaago,
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Moskenaso and Flakstado. Most of them are

rugged and precipitous, and several of them have

mountains. They are for the most part unfer-

tile, though there are some regions which are

productive. The Lofoten Islands are especially

noted for being the richest fishing grounds in

the world. The cod and herring fisheries are

especially important and are the chief source

of national wealth. About 30,000 fishermen are

engaged around the islands. In some places

the navigation, even for schooi^^i^rs, is very diffi-

cult, because of the tidal currents and the narrow
channels between the islands, and near the

south end of the group is the whirlpool called

Malstrom. Population in 1900, 42,817.

Log, a contrivance used in measuring the

rate at which a ship travels through the water.

The common log is a piece of thin board, form-

ing the quadrant of a circle of about sLx inches

radius, so balanced as to float perpendicularly

in the water, with the greater part immersed.

One end of the log-line is fastened to the log,

while the other is wound round a reel. The
log is thrown out and the length of line unwound
in a given time gives the rate of the ship's sailing.

This is calculated by knots made on the line at

certain distances, while the time is measured by
a sandglass running a certain number of seconds.

Lo'gan, Utah, the county-seat of Cache co.,

70 mi. n. of Salt Lake City, on the Logan River

and on the Oregon Short Line railroad. The
city is in an agricultural and stock-raising dis-

trict and has flour, lumber and woolen mills,

breweries and sugar factories. The state agri-

cultural college, Brigham Young College and
the New Jersey Academy are located here. Lo-
gan was settled in 1859 and was incorporated

in 1866. Population in 1900, 5451.

Logan, John Alexander (1826-1886), an
American soldier and statesman, born in Jackson
County, 111. He served in the Mexican War
with credit and at its close entered college,

graduating from Louisville University in 1852.

He was then elected to the state legislature sev-

eral times, and in 1858 he was sent to Congress,

as a Democrat, being reelected after his first

term. He resigned to enter the army. He was
made colonel of an Illinois regiment, fought at

Belmont, Fort Henry and Fort Donelson, and
became brigadier general, later major general of

volunteers. Logan participated in the Vicks-

burg campaign and was with Sherman in his

march toward Atlanta, taking a conspicuous

part in the Battle of Kenesaw Mountain and
being twice placed at the head of the Army of

the Tennessee. In 1866 he was reelected to

Congress, where he served until 1871. He was
one of the managers of Johnson's impeachment
trial. He became United States senator, but in

1877 resumed the practice of law, in Chicago;

shortly afterward he returned to the Senate,

JOHN A. LOGAN

where he won a reputation as a forceful and
eloquent orator. In 1884 he was a leading

candidate for the Republican nomination for

president, but being defeated, was made the

candidate for vice-president. Later he was
again returned to the Senate and died in ofiice.

He was the author of the Great Conspiracy and

The Volunteer Soldier of America. Consult

Dawson's Life and Services of John A. Logan.

Lo'gansport, Ind., county-seat of Cass co,,

72 mi. n. of Indianapolis, at the confluence of

the Wabash and Eel rivers and on the Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis, the Vanda-
lia and the Wabash railroads. The city has

good water power and a supply of natural gas;

and the industrial establishments are railroad

shops and manufactures of automobiles, motors,

lumber, carriages, lime, cement and other goods.

The Northern Indiana Hospital for the Insane

has its buildings here. The city has a fine

courthouse, a Carnegie library, the Holy Angels'

Academy, a business college and public high

and parish schools, Logansport was first incor-

porated in 1838, Population in 1900, 16,204,

Log'arithm, the index of the power to which

a constant number, called the base, must be
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raised to equal a given number. The base

most commonly used is 10. Thus, 10^ equals

1000, and the logarithm of 1000 (generally

uTitten log 1000) is 3; lO"'"''' equals 836; the

logarithm of 836 is therefore 2.9222. According

to the same principle the following expressions

are derived:

log .001 = —3
log .01 = —2
log .1 = —1
log 1 =

log 10 =1
log 100 = 2

log 1000 =3
log 10,000 = 4

From this table it is evident that the logarithm

of any number greater than 1 and less than 10

is fractional; the logarithm of any number
greater than 10 and less than 100 is greater

than 1 and less than 2; the logarithm of any
number less than 1 is negative. In the expres-

sion 2.9222, which is the logarithm of 836, the

integer 2 is known as the characteristic; the

decimal is known as the mantissa. According

to the common system, the mantissas in loga-

rithms of all numbers having the same sequence

of figures are the same; thus, log .008 equals

3.9031; log 8 equals .9031; log 800 equals

2.9031. This fact, together with the rules

developed above for the formation of logarithms,

make it unnecessary to place characteristics in

the table of logarithms. Thus, to find the

logarithm of the number 18.1 in a book of log-

arithmic tables, we find opposite 181 the man-
tissa .257679. Now 18.1 is greater than 10 and

less than 100; so, according to the rule given

above, its logarithm is greater than 1 and less

than 2. Hence, if its mantissa is .257679 its

characteristic must be 1. Therefore, the log 18.1

equals 1.257679. The characteristic of the

logarithm is always equal to one less than the

number of places to the left of the decimal point

in its corresponding number (See example

given above).

Since the logarithm is an exponent of the

power of the base, in performing the fundamental

calculations with logarithms the same rules are

followed as in algebra. In the example A^xA*
=A' (^ +*), if A is the base of a system of loga-

rithms, 3 and 4 represent the logarithms of two

numbers, respectively, and A^ and A* represent

those numbers. The expression A^xA* then

represents a process of multiplication. As in

algebra we add the exponents to obtain the

products of the quantities, so in using logarithms

we add the logarithms to obtain the logarithm

of the product of the numbers represented by

them. In division, one logarithm is sub-

tracted from the other to obtain the logarithm

Logwood

of the quotient. To obtain the logarithm of

the square root of a quantity we divide the

logarithm of the given number by the number
denoting the root to be extracted. In raising

a number to the given power we multiply the

logarithm of that number by the number denot-

ing the power to which it is to be raised.

Log Book, a book into which the direction of

the wind, the course of the ship, the state of the

weather at all hours of the day, are daUy tran-

scribed at noon, together with every circum-

stance deserving of notice that may happen to a
ship or within her knowledge, either at sea or in

a harbor. In the United States navy the record

is filled out and signed every day, and when
the book is full it is filed among the records of

the navy department.

Loggia, lod'jah, a word used with several

significations. It is applied to a hall open on
two or more sides, where there are pillars to

support the roof, such as the Loggia de Lanzi in

Florence; to an open colonnade, or arcade, sur-

rounding a court, and to an open gallery at the

height of one or more stories in a building. The
term is also used to designate a large orna-

mental window, consisting of several parts, often

seen in old Venetian palaces; or a small airy

hall, usually open on all sides, constructed on
the roof of an edifice.

Logic, loj'ik, the science of reasoning. Aris-

totle was the first to set forth the science of logic

in a formal manner, and the principles and laws

which he established are still recognized. Aris-

totle's system proceeded from general truths to

particular facts by a process of reasoning illus-

trated in the syllogism (See Syllogism); in

method his logic was deductive (See Deductive
Method). A later system, founded by John
Stuart Mill, begins with particular facts and
proceeds to general truths. This is known as

the inductive system. See Induction; Induc-

tive Method.
Log'wood, the common name of a tree which

grows in moist and swampy places in Cen-

tral America and on the eastern shores of Mex-
ico, and which has now become naturalized

in many of the West Indian islands. The wood,

which is red, tinged with orange and black, is

so heavy as to sink in water, and it takes a fine

polish. The use of logwood, however, is chiefly

as a dye wood. The best dyes are obtained from

the trees around the Bay of Campeachy. Here,

when the trees have grown to a height of from

twenty to fifty feet, they are cut down, the heart-

wood is trimmed out, cut up into short logs and
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then hewni and fjround into little chips. From
these the color is extracted by water; it is after-

ward purified and varied by chemicals to such

an extent that red, purple, black, violet, lilac,

blue and green may all be obtained. An extract

of logTvood is used as a medicine.

Lohengrin, lo en grin' , the hero of a German
poem of the end of the thirteenth century, rep-

resented as the son of Parsifal and one of the

guardians of the Holy Grail. Sent by King

Arthur to help the Princess Elsa of Brabant, he

arrives in a vehicle drawn by a swan, delivers

the princess from captivity and marries her.

He accompanies the emperor in a campaign

against the Hungarians and fights against the

Saracens. He then returns to his bride at

Cologne, but being pressed by her to state his

origin, he is prevailed upon to tell it, after which

he must, by the terms of his vow, return home to

the Grail. The legend has been made the sub-

ject of a well-known opera by Wagner.

Loire, Iwahr, (ancient Liger), the longest

river in France, which rises in the Cevennes,

flows first in a northerly, then In a westerly,

direction and empties into the Bay of Biscay.

Its whole course is over G20 miles, of which

about 490 miles are navigable.

Lok or Loki, lo'ke, in Northern mythology,

the wicked deity, the father of Hel, goddess of

the dead. Although regarded as the personi-

fication of evil, he was described as of handsome

appearance and well able to fascinate when he

chose. His ingenuity far surpassed that of any

of the other gods, and when he could, at times,

be compelled to exercise it in behalf of the other

gods, the results were most beneficial. Ordi-

narily, however, he was occupied with the most

evil plotting, partly from a spirit of mischief and

partly from pure wickedness.

Lol'lards, a name applied as a term of con-

tempt to various sects or fraternities deemed

heretical. It became well known in England

about the end of the fourteenth century, when

it was applied to the followers of Wycliffe and to

others more or less influenced by his teaching.

Later the Lollards drew^ upon themselves the

enmity of the civil powers, and numbers of them

were put to death, especially during the reign of

Henry V.

Lombards (so called either from the long

harte, or spear, which they carried, or from the

long beards they wore), a Germanic, or Teu-

tonic, people who at the beginning of the Chris-

tian era were dwelling on the Low-er Elbe. They
make little appearance in history till the sixth

century, when, under their king, Alboin, they

entered Italy in 568, and conquered the northern

portion, which hence received the name of Lom-
bardy. Authari, a successor of Alboin, mar-

ried Theodelinde, a Frankish princess, who
began the process of converting the Lombards

to the orthodox faith. The only king of note

among the successors of her family was Rothari,

who in 643 promulgated a system of laws, which,

with subsequent additions, became among Ger-

man jurists the basis of the study of law during

the Middle Ages. From 713 to 744 the Lom-
bards had a powerful king in the person of

Liutprant, Who extended his sway, at least

temporarily, over the w'hole of Italy. From that

time the power of the Lombards gradually

declined, and finally Charlemagne captured

Pavi? , after a six months' siege, and put an end to

the Lombard kingdom (773 or 774).

Lombardy, lom/burd y, the part of Upper

Italy which took its name from the Lombards,

who invaded and conquered it in the sixth cen-

tury. The Lombard kingdom was overthrown

by Charlemagne. Lombardy was formerly the

name of an Italian department embracing what

now constitutes eight provinces, Bergamo, Bres-

cia, Como, Cremona, Mantua, Milan, Pavia and
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Sondrio, and containing an area of 9374 square

miles. Population in 1901, 4,282,728.

Lom'bok, an island in the Indian Archipelago,

belonging to the Dutch. It lies between Bali

on the Avest and Sumbawa on the east and has

an estimated area of 2100 square miles. Rice,

com, tobacco and sugar are raised, and cattle,

horses and buffaloes are exported. Brahmans
are the ruling class, but the mass of the popula-

tion is Mohammedan. The capital is Mataram,

50 miles from its mouth. This latter fact has

given London many of the advantages of a city

on the coast. London south of the river, which

is the less important part of it, lies in the coun-

ties of Surrey and Kent; the portion north of

the river is in the county of ^Middlesex. The
commercial and money-making parts of I^ondon

are in the East End. Here are the port, the

docks, the customhouse, the bank, the general

postoffice and many public buildings, besides the

ONDON

1, Houses of Parliament: 2, Westminster Abbey; 3, Buckingham Palace; 4. Saint James Palace; 5, Albert
Memorial; 6, Natural History Museum; 7, South Kensington Museum; 8, Zoological Gardens; 9, British Mu-
seum; 10, Saint Paul's Cathedral; 11, Bank of England; 12, Tower of London; 13, Greenwich Observatory.

on the west coast. Population, estimated at

325,000.

Lo'mond, Locn, the largest lake in Scotland.

It is situated in the counties of Dumbarton and

Stirling and is 23 miles in length and from 1 to

5 miles in width. The region around here is

especially famous for its beautiful and pictur-

esque scenery.

London, lun'don, the largest city in the world,

the capital of the British Empire, is located in

the .southeastern part of England on the Thames
River, which runs through the city from east to

we.st. The Thames is about 230 miles in

length and is navigable by sea-going vessels for

great Saint Paul's Cathedral. That part of

London which lies west of the Temple contains

the Houses of Parliament, Westminster Abbey,

the royal palaces, the government offices, the

British Museum, picture galleries and the resi-

dences of the aristocracy and wealthy citizens.

London, as it -was politically organized in 1888,

is about 16 miles long and about 10 miles wide,

covering an area of about 117 square miles.

Outside these limits, however, is a wide area

extending about 15 miles in every direction from

Charing Cross, the official center of the metropo-

lis, and embracing the metropolitan and city

police districts. The area of this Greater London
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is alK)ut 700 square miles. The city of London
proper, or "the city," is a separate municipality,

having a civic corjioration of its own, at the

head of which is the lord mayor of London. The
city in this sense covers only 668 acres, and the

resident population in 1901 was about 37,000.

London is not a beautiful city, although it has

many magnificent buildings and some fine

streets. It is on low ground, and from no one

])lace can a general view of the city be obtained.

The business portions are densely crowded, the

streets are narrow and crooked, and the fogs and

smoke have rendered the buildings dingy and

unattractive in appearance. London east of the

city proper is one of the most densely crowded

and poorest places on earth. Poverty and dis-

ease make the death rate of this section one of

the highest known. In striking contrast to this

are the homes of the lower middle classes, to

the north of the city, where, in cheap and neat

houses, hundreds of thousands dwell in com-

fort, and the other thousands of luxurious homes

of the wealthy middle class and the aristocracy,

far out to the west. London is practical and

commercial, and the city has grown because of

its business importance, a fact which accounts

to a great extent for the crudity of its plan and

the oppressiveness of its general appearance.

Communication between different parts of the

city is effected by cabs, tramway cars, omnibus

lines, street railways and steamboats, which ply

regularly along the Thames. Elaborate systems

of undergroimd railways connect different parts

of the city and join the terminal stations of

the great railways. In order to dispose of the

soil taken from the imdergroimd tunnels, or

tubes, without detriment to the streets, it has

been necessary to put them at a great depth and

to work from the ends of the route into the city.

American capital has been largely interested in

these projects and has gradually obtained con-

trol of them. Yet the problem of rapid transit

within the city has not been satisfactorily settled,

for it is a tremendous task to move the millions

of people whom business requires to travel about

from day to day. London has excellent com-

munication with all parts of the United King-

dom and with the outside world through the

Thames River and the numerous railways, sev-

eral of which have elegant stations at their ter-

minals. The river is spanned by a number of

l)road, expensive bridges, some of which have

been coastructed on the site of other structures

erected hundreds of years ago, and all of which are

so arranged as not to interfere with navigation.

Streets and Parks. Among the noted

streets which run from east to west are Piccadilly

and Pall Mall; the Strand and its continuation.

Fleet Street ; Oxford Street and its continuations,

Holburn, Holbom Viaduct and Cheapside. The
Thames Embankment, otherwise known as the

Victoria Embankment, which runs along the

north shore of the river from the Houses of Par-

liament east, is a magnificent thoroughfare,

adorned by important buildings and ornamented

with parks and statuary. The river is held in

control by a solid granite embankment, through

which, at intervals, steps give access to the

steamers. Hyde Park, containing about 400

acres, is surrounded by a carriage drive 2^ miles

long. This is the most fashionable of the royal

parks and, together with Regent's Park, Saint

James's Park and Green Park, is located in the

West End. Regent's Park, to the northwest,

contains the gardens of the Zoological Society,

with the largest collection of animals in the

world, and the gardens of the Royal Botanic

Society. Other parks are located in different

parts of the city, and more are being provided

for as places of rest and recreation for the

crowded inhabitants. On the southern side of

the city is Greenwich Park, naturally one of the

most beautiful, and famous as being the location

of the Greenwich Observatory. More charac-

teristic of London than its formal parks are the

heaths, or commons, which are preserved nearly

in their natural condition for the use of the

people. Hampstead Heath, to the north, and

Black Heath and Plumstead Common, on the

southeast, are the* largest.

Public Buildings, Monuments and Insti-

tutions. Saint James's Palace, erected by

Henry VIII; Buckingham Palace, built by

George IV; Marlborough House; Kensington

Palace, the birthplace of Queen Victoria, and

others are among the royal palaces which grace

the city. The imposing Houses of Parliament

stand on the north bank of the Thames, in the

West End. The Tower of London is farther

east on the same side of the river (See Tower of

London). The Bank of England; the Royal

Exchange; the Mansion House, which is the

official residence of the lord mayor; Guild Hall,

the seat of municipal government, and the four

Inns of Court are noteworthy buildings. The
new Law Court is one of the most important of

recent public structures. Saint Paul's Cathedral,

completed in 1710 by Sir Christopher Wren, is

a magnificent building, 510 feet in length, with a

great dome 400 feet in height, the' most conspicu-
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ous of London's buildings. Westminster Abbey
adjoins the Houses of Parliament (See West-
minster Abbey). London is noted for its

museums and galleries (See British Museum).
The South Kensington Museum occupies a

capacious series of buildings which contain valu-

able collections in science and the fine arts, and

the natural history department of the British

Museum is located in an elegant building at

South Kensington.

Notwithstanding its fogs and dirt, London is,

taken as a whole, one of the healthiest cities in

the world, and its public and charitable institu-

tions are numerous. Hospitals and institutions

for the care of the defective classes are w^ell

managed, and in recent years charitable work

has been carried on extensively among the

poorer classes.

On Fish Street Hill is a monument 202 feet

high, erected in commemoration of the great fire

of London; in Waterloo Place is the York
Column, and in Ti'afalgar Square, the beautiful

Nelson Column, at the base of which are the

four famous bronze lions, the work of Sir Edwin
Landseer. On the Thames Embankment is

Cleopatra's Needle, a granite obelisk, companion

to the one in Paris, that was brought to Europe

from Egypt. Elsewhere in the city are many
beautiful monuments and statues (See Albert
Memorial).

Government. In 1900 the government of

that portion of the city outside of London proper

was very much simplified by consolidation; the

more than 500 public bodies, with a member-

ship of over 10,000, ceased to exist, and the

whole territory was divided into 28 boroughs,

or municipalities, governed by councils. Each

council has a mayor, not more than 10 aldermen

and 60 councilors. One-third of the councilors

may be elected each year, or all of them every

three years. The system of taxation was also

very much simplified. The metropolitan police

is not a municipal organization, but is adminis-

tered by the government. It is a large force,

whose central offices are New Scotland Yard, a

massive building near Westminster Bridge. The
postal authorities divide Greater London into

districts, designated as E. C. (East Central),

W. C. (West Central), etc.

Commerce and Industry. The commerce
of London is" enormous. Besides that which is

transacted over the railways from the ports

Southampton and Liverpool, and the internal

commerce with the other cities of Great Britain,

there is an enormous tonnage from all parts of

the world coming to the docks, which extend

along the river from London Bridge eastward.

London is the great port for the produce of the

East and West Indies. Tea, sugar, tobacco,

wine, tallow, hides and drugs are among the most

important imports, and all these form large items.

The value of the imports is estimated at more
than one-third that for the entire United King-

dom. The manufactories of London are almost

limitless in number and capacity. The largest

breweries and sugar refineries in the Kingdom
are located here; extensive chemical works,

soap manufactories and dye works are also to

be found; silk weaving is an important industry;

metal manufactories of all kinds, as well as

manufactures of clothing and articles necessary

to the shipping trade, are correspondingly greater

than in smaller cities. In fact, it is impossible

to give any clear idea of the extent and character

of the varied industries which have made London
what it is.

History. The southern part of Britain was
made a Roman province during the reign of

Claudius, and in the time of Constantine the

Romans fortified and walled the camp and

made it their great commercial city. At the

time of the Conquest, in 1066, London submitted

to William and received from him a charter

which is still preserved. Other charters were

granted by subsequent rulers. In the fifteenth

century some of the principal streets were paved,

but for many years afterward the sanitary con-

ditions remained terrible. In December, 1664,

began the great plague which carried off about

69,000 persons. In 1666 the great fire broke

out, destroying 14,200 buildings and spreading

over 336 acres. Many improvements were

made in rebuilding, and from that time the

growth of the city was rapid. The last time

that the peace of London was seriously threat-

ened was in 1780, when the Gordon riots took

place and for two days terrified London. The
growth and improvement at present are even

more rapid than they have been at any time in

the past.

P0PUT.AT10N. In 1891 the population of

Greater London was over 5,000,000. In 1901

it was 6,578,784.

London, a city of Canada, the capital of

Middlesex co., Ontario, on the river Thames
and the Great Western Railway, 121 mi. w. of

Toronto. There are extensive oil-refining works,

iron foundries, chemical works and other manu-
facturing establishments. London is in the

center of a fine agricultural region and carries
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on active trade in wheat and agricultural produce.

Western University, Huron College, Hellmuth

College and Hellmuth Ladies' College are

located here. Population, 1909, 50,000.

Long, Jonx Davis (1838- ), an American

politician and lawyer, born in Oxford County,

Maine, and educated at Harvard. After study-

ing law he was admitted to the bar in 1861 and

practiced at Boston. He was elected to the

state legislature and was made speaker of the

house; was governor of Massachusetts for one

term, and was member of Congress for three

terms (1883-1889). He was appointed secretary

of the navy by President McKinley in 1897, but

resigned in 1902. He served as president of the

board of overseers of Hansard College for a time.

Long Branch, N. J., a town in Monmouth
CO., 45 mi. by rail and 35 mi. by water from

New York City, on the Atlantic Ocean and a

branch of the South Shrew.§bury River, and on

the Pennsylvania and the Central of New
Jersey railroads. Long Branch was first settled

in 1670, when the land was owned by a British

officer, Colonel White, who spent his summers
here. After the Revolution, families from Phila-

delphia began to visit the place, and by the

last of the century it had a wide reputation as a

resort. It now has large hotels and boarding

houses, picturesque cottages, and bathing houses,

parks and places of amusement, which accom-

modate many thousands during the hot weather.

Ocean Grove, which extends along the high

bluff overlooking the sea, is a favorite walk.

There are many churches, a public library,

Monmouth Memorial Hospital and the Star of

the Sea Academy. Population in 1905, 12,183.

Longevity, lonjev'i ty, long duration of life.

It is purely a relative term, since some forms of

plants and animals live on the average but a

few hours, while others live for thousands of

years. Two causes may produce unusually

long life—heredity and environment—and each

may limit or offset the effect of the other. In

general it is known that forms of life which take

long to develop and which reproduce late in life

usually live longer than those which mature

early and reproduce in their first stages. A
crocodile has been known to live considerably

more than a century. It has been reported that

some fish live for one hundred fifty years, and

certain species of birds, such as the heron, goose

and swan, have sometimes lived to the age of

one hundred or more. Of mammals, man, the

elephant and the whale are the only ones that

ever live longer than one hundred years, and

there are but few cases of human life extending

over one hundred and eight. The horse and
the bear frequently live to the age of forty, and
one horse has been reported as still living at the

age of seventy. Some ants have been known to

live for fifteen years. The modern sciences of

sanitation, medicine and surgery have increased

the average duration of man's life perceptibly.

According to the census of 1890, the average age at

death of persons in the United States was 31.1

years. In 1900 this average had risen to 35.2 years.

Long'feilow, Henry Wadsworth (1807-

1882), an American poet, born at Portland,

Maine. His mother, Zilpha Wadsworth, was

a gentle and devout woman, and his father, who
claimed descent from John Alden, was a most

sensible and large-spirited man. Thus the

refined, wholesome home influences of his child-

hood and youth gave final impress to a character

naturally amiable, sympathetic and unselfish.

At the age of fourteen he entered Bowdoin Col-

lege, where he so distinguished himself in the

study of modern languages that he was sent to

Europe to prepare for the professorship which

he held in that college from 1829 to 1834. In

1831 he married Miss Mary Potter, of Portland,

a gifted and charming woman; and in 1834 he

published his first important work, Outre Mer,

a volume of prose sketches. He was elected in

1835 to the chair of modern languages and

literature in Harvard University, and after

another year spent in Europe in the study of

Scandinavian languages and literature he entered

on a professorship which was to last, with inter-

ruptions, for seventeen years. Before his return

to America, however, he lost his wife, who died

at Rotterdam in 1835. For a period of six

years he remained at Harvard, living in the old

Craigie house, where the prose romance, Hy-
perion, was published (1839), and the Voices of

the Night (1839), Poems on Slavery (1842) and

the Spanish Student, a drama in three acts (1843),

were written. Then, for a third time, he went

abroad. Returning, he resumed his professor-

ship and retained it until 1854. His remaining

years were quiet, contemplative and uneventful,

except for the one tragedy which broke their

serenity—the death of his second wife, who was

burned before his eyes in their Cambridge home.

In 1847 Evangeline was published; in 1855,

The Song of Hiawatha; and in 1858, The Court-

ship of Miles Standish, all thoroughly Ameri-

can in theme and sentiment. In 1863 Tales of

the Wayside Inn appeared; in 1867, Flower de

Luce, and in 1868 came The' New England.
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Tragedy, which, with The Golden Legend (1852)

and The Divine Tragedy (1872), fonns the

trilogy, Christus. In company with his three

daughters, Longfellow made a last trip to Europe

in 1868-1869. While abroad he received the

degrees of LL.D. and D.C.L. from the univer-

sities of Cambridge and Oxford, respectively.

And when he died, in 1882, his bust was placed

in the Poets' Corner in Westminster Abbey, an

honor which had never been accorded to any

other American. Three Books of Song, After-

math. The Hanging of the Crane, Morituri

Salutamus, the Masque of Pandora, Keramos

and Ultima Thule were the chief productions of

Longfellow's later years.

Longfellow's power of graceful translation is

seen in The Poets and Poetry of E^irope (1845)

and in the translation of Dante's Divine Comedy

(1867), but his fame rests chiefly upon his three

American epics. Though he possessed wide

culture and his poetrj^ is remarkably free from

vulgarity, he is preeminently the poet of the

common people. The truths he expresses may
be commonplace, but they are realized by him

with such fresh force and are so simply and

sympathetically told that his power of appeal is

unusually great among a large body of people

for whom the more abstruse poets have no mes-

sage. Refined in sentiment, musical in form,

stimulating in effect, his verse is one of the most

potent influences in American literature. His

influence in his owti day lay not only in his

writings, but in the fact that he was one of the

first American scholars to introduce into America

the culture and learning of European countries.

In all his work as a lecturer in college, he strove

to present to his students the spirit and beauty

of foreign literature, to ^v^den their outlook. Of
the briefer biographies of Longfellow the most

satisfactory are those by Thomas W. Higginson

and F. H. Undervv^ood. The biography by

Samuel Longfellow is a more extended work of

two volumes.

Long Island, an island belonging to the

State of New York, of which it forms the south-

eastern extremity. It is about 118 miles in

length, and varies from 12 to 23 miles in breadth,

while its area is 1682 square miles. It Ls con-

nected with New York City by two great sus-

pension bridges across East River (See Bridge,

subhead Siispejision Bridges) and is separated

from Connecticut by Long Island Sound. There

are considerable tracts covered with timber; the

most fertile portions are carefully cultivated,

and much produce is supplied for New York

and Brooklyn. Railways are numerous. The
chief city is the borough of Brooklj-n, which is

a part of Greater New York, but there are many
popular seaside resorts along the coast.

Long Island, Battle of, a battle of the

Revolutionary War, fought on Brooklyn Heights,

August 27, 1776, between an American force of

8000 under Israel Putnam, and a British force

of 15,000 under General Howe. The Ameri-

cans were attacked from four directions, and

though they fought gallantly for more than four

hours, they were compelled to flee, many sur-

rendering. The British loss was about 400;

the American loss, about 1400 in killed, wounded
and captured. The battle decided Washington

to evacuate his position on Long Island.

Long Island ^ound, an arm of the Atlantic

Ocean, between Long Island and the State of

Connecticut, about 110 mi. long and from 20

to 25 mi. wide. It is connected with New York

Bay by the strait called East River.

Longitude, lon'ji tude, in geography, the dis-

tance of a place due east or west from a meridian

taken as a starting point, this distance being

measured along the equator or a parallel of lati-

tude. Longitudes are generally reckoned from

the meridian of Greenwich; the meridians of

Paris, Ferro and Washington are or have been

also employed. Since the parallels of latitude

get smaller toward the poles, at which all the

meridians converge, it is e^adent that degrees of

longitude which are 69^ statute miles long at the

equator get shorter toward the poles, at which

they finally become 0. As the earth makes one

revolution on its axis, that is, turns through 360°

of longitude from west to east, in twenty-four

hours, if the sun or a star is on the meridian of

any place at a particular time it will be on the

meridian of another place 15° west of the first

in one hour. Thus, 15° of longitude represent

one hour of difference in time, and hence longi-

tude may be easily determined by the use of the

chronometer set to Greenwich time, which is

the method commonly employed at sea. Lon-

gitude is reckoned to 180° eastward or westward

of the fixed meridian. See Latitude.

Long Par'Iiament, the name given to the

Parhament of Charles I which assembled in

1640 and was not formally dissolved until March,

1660. Summoned to supply Charles with the

means of subduing the insurgents in Scotland,

it refused to proceed to this business until it had

secured the redress of certain grievances, and its

first acts were the impeachment of Strafford and

Laud and the abolition of the courts of High
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Commission and Star Chamber. After its

grievances had been attended to, Parliament

turned its attention to religious questions, and

here disagreement speedily arose. It was this

Parliament which conducted the civil war against

Charles I, and before the close of that struggle

the Independents in the army had become

strong enough to demand the withdrawal from

Parliament of the Presbyterian members, who
considerably exceeded in number the Independ-

ents. The name Rump Parliament is given to

the body which remained. The Rump Parlia-

ment put Charles to death and established the

Commonwealth, but Cromwell dissolved the

body. After Cromwell's death it was called

together again, but its only act of importance

was to order a new election and vote its o\\ti

dissolution.

Long'street, James (1821-1904), a distin-

guished American general, born in South Caro-

JAUES LONGSTREET

Una. He graduated at West Point in 1842, saw
service on the Mexican frontier and was brevetted

captain and major for gallantry. When the

Civil War broke out he gave up his commission

in the army and joined the Confederate forces.

He fought in the Seven Days' Battle, in the

second Battle of Bull Run, at which his arrival at

the right time turned defeat into a Confederate

victory, at Fredericksburg, at Gettysburg, at

Chickamauga and in the Battles of the Wilder-

ness. After the war he held important govern-

ment positions, among them those of minister to

Turkey and United States commissioner of rail-

roads, which post he held at the time of his death.

Loo'-Choo', Lu-Chu, Liu-Kiu, Liu-Chiu, or

Riu-Kiu, a chain of 55 islands in the Pacific

Ocean, between Japan and Formosa. The
largest island is Okinawa-Shima, or Great Loo-

Choo, which has an area of about 500 square

miles. The chief products of the islands are

sugar, rice, wheat, maize and sweet potatoes;

but cotton, sago, tobacco, indigo, figs and

bananas are also gro'RTi. The inhabitants are

mainly of a race akin to the Japanese. Since

1874 the archipelago has belonged to the Japan-

ese Empire. Population, 453,550. See Japan.

Look'out Mountain, Battle of. See

CiLVTTANOOGA, BaTTLES OF.

Loom. See Weaving.

Loo'mis, Charles Battell (1861- ), an

American humorous writer. He was born in

Brooklyn, N. Y., was educated in the Polytechnic

Institute of Brooklyn and was in business as a

clerk from 1879 to 1891. In addition to stories

in nearly all the periodicals, he has published

several volumes. Among his books are Cheerful

Americans, The Four-Masted Cathoat, More

Cheerful Americans and Yankee Enchantments.

Loon. See Diver.

Lope de Vega, l(/pay da va'ga. See Vega
Carpio.

Lo'quat, a Chinese and Japanese fruit, cul-

tivated in the sub-tropical countries of Europe

and in California and Florida. The tree is an

evergreen and has a height of 20 to 30 feet, but

when cultivated, it is not allowed to exceed 12

feet. The fruit is pear-shaped, yellow and about

an inch in diameter. The seeds have a fine

flavor, which they impart to tarts. See Fruits,

color plate, Fig. 12.

Lorain', Ohio, a city in Lorain co., 25 mi. w.

of Cleveland, on Lake Erie at the mouth of the

Black River, and on the Baltimore & Ohio, the

New York, Chicago & Saint Louis and the

Lake Shore Electric railroads. It is in a natural

gas region and forms an important outlet for

the central Ohio coal fields. There is a good

harbor, and large quantities of lumber, iron ore

and grain are also exported. The industrial

establishments include steel mills, foundries,

shovel works, Vjrickyards and shipbuilding plants.

The city has a public library. Saint Joseph's

Hospital and more than a score of churches.

It was settled in 1822 and was incorporated as

a village in 1873 and as a city in 1895. Popu-

lation in 1900, 16,028.
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Lor'ca, a town of southern Spain, in the

Province of Murcia, 42 mi. s. w. of the city of

Murcia. It consists of an old Moorish town,

on a slope cro\\Tied by a castle, and a lower

modem town. There are manufactures of

coarse woolens, linens, leather, saltpeter and
powder. In the vicinity are lead mines. In

1802 the dam, which has been constructed for

irrigation purposes, was broken, and the w-ater

from the great reservoir flooded the valley, caus-

ing great loss of life. Population in 1900, 69,910.

Lorelei, h're li, a rock in the Rhine River,

on the right bank, about 430 feet high. Its

extraordinary echo gave rise to the legend that

the rock was the home of a siren who, by her

wonderful singing, lured all who ])assed by on

the river to destruction. This legend is the

subject of a beautiful poem by Heine.

Lo'renz, Adolf (1854- ), an Austrian

surgeon, famous for his bloodless oj^erations for

the cure of deformities, especially the straighten-

ing of clubfoot and the reduction of hip dis-

locations. Doctor Lorenz has twice visited the

United States, and in both instances he performed

his remarkable operations in clinics for the in-

struction of other surgeons. His second trip

was at the expense of a wealthy Chicagoan, in

order that he might operate on a young daughter

whose hips had been dislocated from birth. In

this. Doctor Lorenz was successful, as he was

in many other operations, which he performed

without expense on poor children, who Avere

brought to him at the clinics. He has pub-

lished a number of important works, some of

which have been translated into English. See

Orthopedics.

Loreto, lo ra'to, a city of Ancona, Italy, 15

mi. s. e. of Ancona. It is especially noted as a

great Catholic pilgrmiage resort, and it is believed

that here is the Santa Casa, said to be the house

in Avhich Christ lived at Nazareth with his mother

and Joseph. There are many decorations here

by the great masters. Population in 1901, 7845.

Lor'imer, George Horace (1868- ), an

American editor and story writer. He was born

in Louisville, Ky., the son of a Baptist clergy-

man, and was educated at Colby and at Yale.

He entered upon a business career and later

took up newspaper work. In 1899 he became
editor of The Saturday Evening Post, and after

that date he published Letters from, a Self-made

Merchant to His Son and Old Gorgon Graham.

Both of these volumes contain truths and

aphorisms of the business world, expressed so

interestingly and pithily that the books enjoyed

an extensive popularity immediately upon their

publication.

Lo'ris, a lemur found in the East Indies. It

has a round head, long limbs, short muzzle,

large eyes and no tail. One species is called

the slender loris. All sleep during the day rolled

up in a ball and clinging with all four feet to a
branch. They are slow and stealthy and live

upon birds, insects and vegetables. The slow

loris is larger than the slender loris and is held

in reverence by the Malays because of its odd
appeai'ance and retiring habits.

Lome, .John, Sir. See Argyll, John
DoiTGLAs Sutherland Caaipbell, Ninth Duke
of.

Lorrain', Claude. See Gelee, Claude.
Lorraine. See Alsace-Lorraine.
Lo'ry, a group of climbing birds belonging

to the parrot family, with broad tails and dense,

soft, brilliantly colored plumage. They live

chiefly upon honey, which they are able to extract

from flowers by means of their brush-tipped

tongues. An Australian species has a bright

green head and a l)lue body, marked on the under

parts with red. The collared lory is easily

taught to speak. See color plate, Parrot.

Los Angeles, los an'gel es or an'jel es, the

county-seat of Los Angeles co. and the largest city

in southern California, is situated on the Los

Angeles River, 20 mi. from its mouth and 480

mi. s. by e. of San Francisco, on the Southern

Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F^ and

the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake rail-

roads. The city is well laid out and is noted

for its broad streets, many of which are well

paved and all of which in the residential sections

are embowered in palmetto palm, eucalyptus

and other trees and various forms of tropical

shrubs and flowers. The beauty of the city and

its surroundings, together with its mild and

equable climate throughout the year, has made

Los Angeles a famous resort, and it is visited

annually by thousands of tourists. The city

has an elaborate park system, containing four-

teen parks, the oldest of which is the Plaza,

within the city limits; and another very fre-

quently visited is Central Park, noted for its

beautiful trees and flowers and for the soldiers'

monument. Elysian Park is of interest because

of Fremont's Gate, erected in honor of the great

explorer, and its botanical gardens, which con-

tain a great variety of trees, shrubs and flowers,

gathered from nearly all parts of the world.

Griffiths, the largest park, is in the foot hills

without the city limits and contains about 3000
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acres. An elaborate system of boulevards is In

process of construction and when completed will

connect all of these parks.

Among the public buildings of note are the

Federal building, the city hall, the chamber of

commerce, Blanchard Art Building, Huntington

Building, the Angelus, the Van Nuys and the

Lankershim hotels. Among the most noted

churches are the Roman Catholic Cathedral;

Saint Paul's Cathedral, Episcopal; the First

Congregational, the First INIethodist Episcopal,

the Tmmanuel Presb}i;erian and the Old Plaza

church, of interest historically as the head-

quarters of General Fremont. The city has a

public library of about 100,000 volumes; it is

also the seat of a state noiTnal school and of the

University of Southern California, Saint Vincent's

College and Occidental College.

Los Angeles is in the center of a large fruit-

growing region, which produces oranges, lemons,

olives, prunes and nimierous other fruits. Con-

sequently, it is an important fruit market. Near

by are oil wells, which furnish an abundance of

cheap fuel for manufacturing purposes, and

since 1900 the manufacturing industries of the

city have developed very rapidly. Important

among these is the refining of petroleum. Other

manufactures consist of flour and grist mill

products and such industries as meet the local

demands, as much material can be manufactured

in the city more cheaply than it can be imported

from the eastern and central sections of the

countr}'. The city has regular steamer con-

nection with San Francisco and other ports,

through San Pedro, its seaport, 25 miles distant,

with which it is connected by steam and electric

railways. Near by are numerous suburbs noted

for their beauty and as health and pleasure

resorts. Among these are Holly^vood, Santa

Monica, Riverside, Redondo Beach, Redlands

and South Pasadena, celebrated for its ostrich

farm. The various parts of the city and these

near-by towns, as well as numerous other points

of interest, are all connected by one of the best

systems of electric railways in existence.

Los Angeles was first visited by white men in

1769 and was named by the governor of that

territory Puebla de Nuesira Senora la Reina de

Los Angeles, which means "The City of Our
Lady, the Queen of the Angels." The city was

not really founded until 1781. From that time

it grew slowly for a number of years, and pre-

vious to the American occupation it was for a

time capital of the province. It surrendered to

the United States troops in 1846 and in 1851 was

chartered as a city. After the construction of

railway lines into southern California, the city

began to increase in population rapidly, and the

discovery of petroleum in the vicinity gave an

additional impetus to its already thriving indus-

tries. Population in 1901, 102,479; in 1904,

170,000.

Los'sing, Benson John (1813-1891), an

American historical writer, born in Bickman,

N. Y. Beginning life as a journalist and pub-

lisher, he first attracted attention by his inter-

esting pictorial field book of the Revolution,

which was followed after some years by similar

works upon the Civil War and the War of 1812.

His researches in the preparation of these vol-

umes led to the writing of several historical

works, of which the chief are a series of school

histories, a large history of the United States,

Life and Times of Philip Schuyler, Encyclopedia

of United States History and The American

Centenary.

Loti, lo'te, Pierre (1850- ), a French

sailor and author. He entered the navy in 1867,

remained in the service until 1898, served with

distinction in the Tonquin campaign and was
decorated with the ribbon of the Legion of Honor
in 1887. His works include Aziyade, The Mar-
riage of Loti, Madame Chrysantheme and The
Romance of a Child. Loti was made a member
of the French Academy in 1891.

Lot'tery, a scheme for the distribution of

prizes by chance, the plan being generally to

have a certain number of prizes and a much
greater number of numbered tickets. The
prizes are allotted to the holders of tickets which

bear the same numbers as others drawn by chance

from a receptacle. In the United States, lotteries

were formerly very commonly resorted to as a

means of assisting colleges or benevolent insti-

tutions, but they have been abolished. By act

of Congress they are deprived of the use of the

mails.

Lo'tus, a name given to a number of different

plants. One grows in Egypt. It is a beautiful

water lily, with large, white and fragrant flowers

and immense, wide-spreading leaves. This lily

was held sacred to Osiris in ancient times and

was a symbol of the creation of the world. The
lotus often appears in Egyptian paintings and is

used in the decoration of the capitals of the

Egyptian columns. The Arabs prize it and

believe its fruit to be a food of paradise. In the

United States the yellow water lily, or water

chinquapin, is generally called the lotus (See

Nelumbo), but the plant which is known by
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botanists as the lotus is a little creeping herb,

which is chiefly grown in temperate regions

throughout the world. Four or five species are

AMERICAN LOTUS

found in Great Britain, where they are known
as bird's-foot trefoil and cat-in-the-clover and by

other fanciful names.

Lotze, lo'tse, Rudolf Hermann (1817-1881),

a German philosopher and physiologist, born

at Bautzen. Lotze's philosophy rests on the

belief that everything in the universe has its

cause in the notion of the Good, and that this

notion underlies all the activities and phenomena
of the world. His greatest research was in

psychology, and he was one of the leading authori-

ties on physiological psychology. His waitings,

which have been very influential in the United

States, include Universal Pathology, Logic, On
the Idea of Beauty, Medical Psychology and

System of Philosophy.

Loubet, loo hay', Emile (1838- ), a

French statesman and president of the Republic.

He began his career as a lawyer and rose rapidly.

He was elected to the Chamber of Deputies in

1876 and to the Senate in 1885. In 1887 he

became minister of public works, five years later

he became premier and on the death of President

Faure, in 1899, he was elected president of

France. The country prospered under his

administration. He was succeeded in 1906 by

Fallieres.

Louis I, loo'is, called the Debonair or the

Pious (778-840), the son of Charlemagne, suc-

ceeded his father in 814 as king of the Franks

and emperor of the West. In 817 he divided

his dominions among his three sons, I^othair

Pippin and Louis. In 829, in consequence of

the urgent solicitations of his second wife, Judith

of Bavaria, who had borne him a son, he made

a new division of the Empire. The result was

that the elder brothers revolted and commenced

a war, which, with varying fortune to the parties

concerned, lasted till the death of the emperof.

He was succeeded as emperor by his son Lothair

I; and by the Treaty of Verdun in 843 his son

Charles the Bald obtained the territories from

which France as a separate nationality developed;

while another son, Louis the German, obtained

territories from which the distinctive German
nationality developed.

Louis IX, known as Saint Levis (1215-1270),

king of France, eldest son of I^ouis VIII, suc-

ceeded to the throne m 1226. In the jear 1244,

when sick of a dangerous disorder, he made a

vow to undertake a crusade to Palestine; and
in 1248 he sailed with his wife, his brothers and
a large army to Cyprus, whence in the following

year he proceeded to Egypt. He was taken

prisoner by the Mohammedans and released

only on the payment of a large ransom, and it

was not until the year 1252 that he returned to

France. For the next fifteen years he employed

himself in improving the condition of the people

by wise laws. In 1270 he determined to under-

take another crusade. He sailed to Africa,

besieged Tunis and took its citadel, but a con-

tagious disorder broke out, to which he himself

fell a victim, together with a great part of his

army. In 1297 he was canonized by Boniface

VIII.

Louis XI (1423-1483), kmg of France, son

of Charles VII. On his father's death, in 1461,

he assumed the crown. The great object of

Louis was the consolidation of France, the

establishment of the royal power and the over-

throw of the great vassals. In achieving this

end he was very successful, although the means

he used were most unscrupulous. He encour-

aged manufactures and trade and did much
for the good of his kingdom, but was cold-

hearted, cruel and suspicious. In 1481 Louis,

who had been twice affected by apoplexy,

haunted by the fear of death, shut himself up

in his castle and gave himself over to supersti-

tious and ascetic practices.

Louis XII (1462-1515), king of France from

1498 until his death. He was the son of Charles,

duke of Orleans, grandson of Charles V, and

came to the throne on the death of Charles VIII,

whose widow he married. In Italy he con-

quered the Duchy of Milan, took possession of

Genoa and fought with Ferdinand the Catholic

for the kingdom of Naples. He also took part

in the League of Cambrai against the Venetians,

whom he defeated at Agnadello. In 1510,

however, he had to face the Holy League,

formed against him by the pope, Venice, England
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and the Swiss. He was beaten at Novara by

the Swiss and by the English at the Battle of

the Spurs. He married, a short time before his

death, Mary, the sister of Henry VHI of England.

Louis XIII (1601-1643), king of France, the

son of Henry IV, ascended the throne in 1610,

under the regency of his mother, Maria de'

Medici. In 1614 Louis was declared of age, but

for three years longer his mother managed to

keep the power in her hands. She was at length

banished from court, and the chief authority

fell into the hands of various ministers. From
1624 Louis was almost completely under the

guidance of Cardinal Richelieu, whose policy of

oppression of the Huguenots brought on a war.

Eventually Rochelle, the headquarters of the

Huguenots, was captured (1628), and the revolt

was put down. Louis was now induced by

Richelieu to take part in the Thirty Years' War,

and he gained frequent successes over the Aus-

trians and Spaniards, adding Roussillon and

Alsace to France.

Louis XIV (1638-1715), king of France,

known as Louis the Great, son of Louis XIII

and Anne of Austria, succeeded his father in

1643. His minority was occupied by the con-

tinuation of wars against Austria; by war with

Spain; by the struggles of the parlement against

the regent and Mazarin, and by the bloody

troubles of the Fronde. In 1659 peace was

concluded with Spain, and Louis married the

daughter of Philip IV of Spain. On the death

of Mazarin, in 1661, Louis resolved to rule

without a minister. He reformed the adminis-

tration and the taxes and chose as his chief

adviser the famous Colbert, who accomplished

a series of financial reforms, created the Com-
pany of the Indies, made roads and canals and

founded manufactories. In 1662 Louis pur-

chased Dunkirk from the needy Charles II of

England. On the death of the king of Spain

he claimed Franche-Comte, Luxemburg and
various provinces of the Netherlands and invaded

those territories, Turenne and Cond^ leading

his armies. In 1672 he declared war with

Holland, and in a few weeks he had conquered

three provinces; but the formation of an

alliance by the emperor, William of Orange,

Spain and Denmark checked his ambition.

Still the Treaty of Nimeguen (1678) left Louis in

possession of Franche-Comt^ and a part of

Flanders.

He was now at the height of his glory, and the

splendor of his court far outshone that of other

European courts. His wife died in 1683, and

Louis secretly married Madame de Maintenon

about 1684. She is said to have had a con-

siderable part in the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, which proved most unfortunate for

France, by driving many industrious Protestants

into exile. Louis's ambitious designs continued,

and led, in 1689, to the formation of the League

of Augsburg by Spain, Holland, England, the

emperor and various small states. A general

war continued with frequent and severe losses

to the French till the Peace of Ryswick (1697),

by which Louis was forced to restore all of his

recent conquests and most of the acquisitions

made since the Peace of Nimeguen. The ques-

tion of the Spanish Succession once more brought

Louis into conflict with a united Europe. The
principal episodes of the war were the defeats

of the French at Blenheim, Ramillies and Mal-

plaquet; but circumstances favored Louis, and
hostilities were terminated by the Peace of

Utrecht in 1713, without altering the relative

position of the combatants. His brilliant reign

left France impoverished and most of her indus-

tries languishing. Louis was succeeded by his

great-grandson, Louis XV.
Louis XV (1710-1774), king of France, great-

grandson of Louis XIV, began his reign in 1715,

but did not actually assume the government

himself till 1723. In the interval the country

was under the regency of the duke of Orleans,

by whose folly it was brought to the verge of ruin.

In 1726 Louis placed his tutor, Cardinal Fleury,

at the head of the administration. In 1725

Louis had married Maria, the daughter of

Stanislas Leszczynski, the dethroned king of

Poland, and in 1733 he became involved in a

war in support of his father-in-law's claims.

After two campaigns he acquired for Stanislas

the duchy of Lorraine. After the death of

Charles VI, in 1740, the War of the Austrian

Succession broke out, in which the victories of

Count Maurice of Saxony gave new splendor to

the French arms; and by the Peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle, in 1748, France regained her lost

colonies. Through Madame de Pompadour,

under whose influence Louis had fallen, the

Jesuits were declared a society hostile to France,

and in 1764 by royal edict the order was sup-

pressed throughout the French dominions (See

Je.suits). From 1769 Louis was governed by

Madame du Barry, who is said to have cost the

royal treasury in five years 180,000,000 li\Tes.

The Seven Years' War (175&-1763), in which

France was involved, brought severe losses and

humiliations on the country. At Louis's death
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the country was completely demoralized and
deeply in debt.

Louis XVI (1754-1793), king of France,

grandson of Louis XV. In 1770 he married

Marie Antoinette of Austria. He ascended the

throne in 1774, on the death of his grandfather,

and soon proved himself a man of honest inten-

tions but of little ability. He could not com-
prehend the situation of affairs, and the reforms

which he instituted were by no means sufficient

to check the general discontent. A succession

of incapable comptrollers-general brought matters

from bad to worse, and even the popular Necker
was unable to maintain order. At last, in 1789,

all the grievances and discontents which had
been gathering during a long period of misrule

found vent; the populace attacked and destroyed

the Bastille and the revolution was accomplished.

In June, 1791, the position of the king had
become so perilous that he attempted to escape,

but he was intercepted at Varennes and forced to

return. Among the events which followed were

the attack of the populace of Paris on the royal

palace, June 20, 1792; the king's arrest in the

National Assembly, to which he had fled for

refuge, and finally, his trial before the conven-

tion, where he replied to the charges with dig-

nity and presence of mind. On January 16,

1793, he was declared guilty of a conspiracy

against the freedom of the nation; on the follow-

ing day he was condemned to death, and on

January 21 he was guillotined.

Louis XVII (1785-1795), titular king of

France, second son of Louis XVI. On the

death of his elder brother, in 1789, he became

dauphin, and on the death of his father he was

proclaimed king by the royalists, but he was soon

afterward separated from his mother and deliv-

ered to a shoemaker named Simon, a fierce

Jacobin, who treated the boy with the most

unfeeling barbarity. He survived this treat-

ment only two years.

Louis XVIII (1775-1824), king of France,

brother of Louis XVI, known before his accession

to the throne as Monsieur. After the death of

Louis XVI, Monsieur proclaimed his nephew

king of France as Louis XVII, and on the death

of the boy he was himself proclaimed by the

emigres, king of France and Navarre. For

many years he led a wandering life, supported

by foreign courts and by some friends of the

House of Bourbon. He at last took refuge in

England and lived there till the fall of Napoleon

opened the way for him to the French throne.

He entered Paris in May, 1814; he had to flee

on Napoleon's escape from Elba, but was re-

placed on the throne by the allies after Water-
loo. He was weak in character, but his govern-

ment was most despotic.

Louisa, loo e'zah, Auguste Wilhelmine
Amalie (1776-1810), queen of Prussia, wife of

Frederick William III. Her beauty, her dignity

and her gentleness made her exceedingly popu-
lar, and her patriotic spirit in demanding that

Prussia should stand firm in its opposition to

Napoleon increased the love which the Prussian

people bore for her.

Louisburg, loo'is burg, Sieges of, two fa-

mous sieges about the village of Louisburg, Cape
Breton Island. The place had been strength-

ened by the French until it was considered the

strongest citadel in the New World, but was
taken by a British and colonial force during

King George's War in 1745, the French surren-

dering about 1600 men. It was restored by the

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, but was again besieged'

in 1758, during the Seven Years' War, and again

captured. Under British rule the fortifications

were destroyed.

Louisburg is situated on the Atlantic coast of

Cape Breton Island and has a fine harbor, but

it has become of little importance, save as a
shelter from storm.

Louisiana, loo e'ze ah'na, the Creole State,

one of the Gulf States, bounded on the n. by

100 miles.

LOUISIANA

1, Baton Rouge; 2, New Orleans; .3, Shreveport.

Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

Arkansas and Mississippi, on the e. by

Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico, on the s.

by the Gulf of Mexico and on the w. by Texas.

The Mississippi River forms a portion of the

eastern boundary, and the Sabine forms about

two-thirds of the western. The greatest length

from north lo south is 28(? miles, and from east
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to west, 290 miles. The area is 48,720 square

miles, of A\hich 3300 square miles are water.

Population in 1900, 1,381,625, of which 652,000

were colored.

SuHFACE A^•D Dr-^inage. Louisiana is one

of the lowest and most level states in the Union.

The highest land consists of ridges which cross

the central northern counties and nowhere

exceed 500 feet in altitude. The land along the

^Mississippi and other rivers consists largely of

tlat plains, and the southern portion of the

state is a gulf plain, extending inland 60 miles

or more. This is cut up by lakes and lagoons

and is generally swampy. Much of it has been

formed by the rivers flowing into the gulf and

is delta land, that formed by the Mississippi

extending the farthest into the gulf, A line

drawn east and west north of Lake Pontchar-

train through Baton Rouge, thence a little to

the southwest, practically separates this plain

from the higher land, which is somewhat rolling

and hilly.

No other state has so many miles of navigable

water as Louisiana. The Mississippi passes

through about one-half of the state and borders

the other half. The Red River crosses the

state from the northwest and joins the Missis-

sippi, while the Ouachita enters near the north-

eastern comer and flows southward to near the

middle of the state, before joining the Red. All

of these streams are navigable, while the south-

ern part of the state is cut up by bayous, which

are really broad estuaries of streams, all of which

are navigable.

Louisiana contains many lakes. Those in the

gulf plain on the south are really shallow arms

of the sea, and their water is salt or brackish.

In the interior, along the rivers, are found numer-

ous lakes, which are really lagoons that were

formerly in river channels but have been cut off

by changes in river courses. Such lakes are

usually in the form of arcs of a circle and are

connected with streams. Along the Red River

in the northwestern part of the state are numer-

ous lakes, which have been formed from the

tributaries to that stream. These have had

their outlets closed by the gradual rising of the

river bed through continual deposit of sediment.

Climate. Louisiana has a semi-tropical

climate, though, owing to the nearness of the

gulf, the intense heat is modified and the climate

is equable. The average temperature for Janu-

ary is about 60° in the southern part of the state,

and about 45° in the northern, while in the sum-

mer the thermometer may rise as high as 100°.

The coldest weather usually comes in February,

and frosts occur from the first of November

until the first of March; but the thermometer

seldom reaches zero point. The entire state

has an abundance of rainfall, averaging 60 inches

in the southern half and 50 in the northern.

Mineral Resources. The mineral resources

are limited. Petroleum is found in the south-

western parishes of the state, which contain an

extension of the Texas oil field. The Louisiana

fields now yield over 200,000 barrels a year.

Rock salt is found on the island of Petite Anse,

and it is also obtained from marshes along the

coast. There is also a coal region, an extension

of the Texas field; as far as exploited it has

yielded good returns. There are also in different

parts of the state deposits of limestone and

gypsum, and some mineral springs produce

waters valuable for their medicinal properties.

Forests. Louisiana contains extensive for-

est areas. These are found in the northern and

eastern parts of the state and along the Red
River. The prevailing trees are the long- and

the short-leaved pine, and the swamp regions

contain large quantities of cypress. Inter-

mingled with these woods are numerous varieties

of hard wocd.

Agriculture. The soil and climate of the

state are favorable to the growth of many crops

produced in semi-tropical regions, and Louisi-

ana is the leading state of the Union in the

growth of sugar cane and rice. These crops

prevail in the southern part of the state, the

rice fields occupying much of the swamp land

west of the Mississippi. North of the region

devoted to sugar cane is the area devoted almost

wholly to cotton. This is the most extensive

crop in the state, though its value is usually less

than that of the sugar cane. Other important

crops are corn, oats and fruits, which are now
extensively cultivated for Northern markets.

But little attention is given to the raising of live

stock, though the state raises nearly all the

horses and mules needed for tilling the soil.

MajNUFactures. The refining of sugar is

the leading manufacturing industry. This is

followed by the making of cottonseed oil and cake

and the preparation of lumber. Industries of

less importance include the manufacture of

tobacco products, bags, foundry and machine

shop products; the raising and shipping of

oysters employ a large niunber of people along

the coast.

Transportation and Commejice. The nav-

igable rivers enable almost all parts of the
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state to be reached by water; hence, transporta-

tion is comparatively easy and cheap. There

are about 3000 miles of railway running through

the state. These lines consist of trunk lines

extending north and south and from the north-

west to the southeast, besides an east and west

line across the northern part of the state and

another extending to the Pacific coast across the

southern part. New Orleans is the great rail-

road center, and Shreveport ranks next to it in

this respect. The commerce of the state con-

sists in the export of sugar, cotton, lumber and

fruit, and the importation of manufactured

ariicles.

GoA'ERNMENT. The legislature consists of a

senate that cannot exceed 41 members, and a

house of representatives that cannot exceed 116

members. The members of each branch are

elected for four years. The executive depart-

ment consists of the governor, a lieutenant gov-

ernor, an auditor, a treasurer and a secretary of

state, each elected for four years. The judicial

department consists of a supreme court, a court

of appeals and district courts. The supreme

court comprises one chief justice and four dis-

trict justices appointed by the governor and

senate for a term of twelve years. The state is

divided into four supreme court districts. The
court of appeals is composed of two district

judges appointed by the supreme court. There

are about thirty judicial districts, in which district

judges hold court.

The local government of Louisiana is unique

and differs very materially from that found in any

other state of the Union. This is due to the

fact that the state was settled by the French,

who, previous to the Louisiana Purchase, had

thoroughly established their laws and institutions,

most of which have been retained, with but little

modification. The state is divided into par-

ishes, instead of counties, and the French civil

law is authority in settling local matters.

Education. Public schools are provided for

both white and colored children, and notwith-

standing the difficulties with which the state

has been obliged to contend since the Civil War,

the schools are constantly increasing in number
and are raising their standard. Cities and towns

have graded schools, and the state fund is sup-

plemented by local taxation. The state main-

tains a normal school at Natchitoches. The
state university, with the Agricultural and Me-
chanical College, is located at Baton Rouge and

is at the head of the public school system.

Tuition is free to residents of the state. Other

imiversities and colleges of importance are

Tulane University, at New Orleans; the indus-

trial institute, at Ruston; the Southwestern

Industrial Institute, at Lafayette, and the

Southern University for colored students, at

New Orleans.

Institutions. The state schools for the

blind and deaf are at Baton Rouge. Charitable

hospitals are maintained at New Orleans and
Shreveport, and the asylum for the insane is at

Jackson.

Cities. The chief cities are Baton Rouge, the

capital; New Orleans, Shreveport, New Iberia,

Lake Charles, Alexandria and Monroe, each

of which is described under its title.

History. Louisiana was first visited by
Europeans about 1519, when Alvarez de Pineda

and his companions entered the mouth of the

Mississippi and spent sbc weeks on its banks.

In 1541 De Soto, the Spanish adventurer, ex-

plored the coast west of Florida to the Missis-

sippi River and visited the country on both sides

of the river where New Orleans now stands. In

1682, La Salle descended to the mouth of the

river, took possession of the country and named
it Louisiana, in honor of his king, Louis XIV of

France. The first peiTnanent settlement was

made in 1699 by d'Iberville, at Biloxi. In 1718,

the charter of the Company of the West (see

Law, John), was registered in the parlement of

Paris, and the commerce of Louisiana was
granted to it for twenty-five years. In the same
year, Bienville, the governor of the colony,

founded New Orleans. In 1733 France declared

Louisiana a royal province, and in 1763, by

secret treaty, she ceded to Spain all that portion

which lay west of the Mississippi, together with

the city of New Orleans and the island on which

it stands. On the same day France ceded to

Great Britain all the rest of her territory in

America. In 1800, Napoleon restored Louisiana

(including all the vast territory west of the Mis-

sissippi River) to France, and in 1803 he sold

the province to the United States for $15,000,000.

Louisiana, comprising the present area, was

admitted to the Union in 1812. In the War of

1812, New Orleans was attacked by the English

and was bravely defended by about 5000 men
under General Jackson (See New Orleans,

Battle of). The progress of the state from the

close of this war until the Civil War was rapid.

Baton Rouge became the capital in 1852. Lou-

isiana passed the ordinance of secession Dec. 23,

1860, and in 1861 it ratified the Confederate

constitution. New Orleans was occuj^ied by
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Union forces after INIay, 1S62, and the state

suffered severely from the cessation of commerce.

Durmg the period of reconstruction, Louisiana

was the scene of lonr-continued excitement,

extending through Hayes's administration.

Bloodshed was frequent. In 1S6S, Louisiana

ratified the Fourteenth Amendment, and in 1877

a new constitution was adopted. In 1884

occurred the New Orleans Exposition, which

had valuable commercial results. After a

long contest in 1891, the state lottery was

abolished. The state has also been concerned

with the establisnment of peaceful and satis-

factory relations between the white and black

races. Consult Phelps's Louisiana, in the

American Commonwealths Series.

Louisiana, Mo., a city in Pike co., 86 mi.

n. w. of Saint Louis, on the Mississippi River

and on the Chicago & Alton and the Chicago,

BurUngton & Quincy railroads. It is in an

agi'icultural region and has a large trade in fruit,

tobacco, grain and live stock. The industrial

establishments include flour and lumber mills,

tobacco and wagon factories, a stone quarry, a

lime kiln, brick yards and large nurseries.

Population in 1900, 5131.

Louisiana Purchase, the purchase from

France by the United States, in 1803, of the

territory known as the Province of Louisiana.

It ttas brought about by the discovery, in 1802,

that Spam had ceded Louisiana to France by

a secret treaty in 1800. This caused the greatest

uneasiness on the part of American statesmen,

since they felt that this event was merely a step

ui France's policy to regain its foothold in

America. In order to prevent the carrying out

of this plan, ^ President Jefferson urged the

purchase of the territory at the mouth of the

Mississippi from France, in order that the Mis-

sissippi might be the bound^y * between the

territory of the two nations. Robert R. liiving-

ston was dispatched to accomplish this purchase

and was met by a proposal on the part of Napo-
leon to sell the entire Province of Louisiana.

An agreement was finally made by the promise

of the United States to pay eighty million francs

to France and to assume the debts of Americans

to French citizens, amounting to twenty million

francs. The agreement was signed April 30,

1803, and was ratified October 20. Though
Jefferson believed such a step was unconstitu-

tional and at first urged the passage of a consti-

tutional amendment, the unanimity among the

people in favor of it finally led him to accept

the result. The total cost to the United States,

including principal, interest and debts, was
about $27,500,000. The area of the territory

was 875,025 square miles, or if the Oregon
country be included, more than a million square

miles. It included almost all of the area that

now constitutes twelve states and two territories,

whose present population is about 15,000,000,

and the value of whose agricultural products

alone in 1900 was $755,000,000.

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, a world's

fair, held at Saint Louis, Mo., in the smnmer
of 1904, in celebration of the one hundredth

anniversary of the transfer of the territory of

Louisiana from France to America. The site

chosen for the exposition was Forest Park,

consisting of more than one thousand acres, in

the western portion of the city. In this enclo-

sure fifteen mammoth exhibition buildings were

erected, arranged in the shape of a fan, the

pivotal point being occupied by three domed
buildings, from the center of whose base flowed

a broad stream of water, which fell in cascades

over a green background seventy feet in height to

the grand basin below. Special care and skill

were used in the distribution and designing of

the buildings to produce a truly artistic scene,

and the result exceeded all expectations in this

respect. The total cost to the exj^osition com-

pany before the opening of the gates was nearly

.^20,000,000, of which $5,000,000 was <lonated

by the United States government, $5,000,000 by

the city of Saint Louis, and $5,000,000 by the

citizens of Saint Louis. In addition, the United

States government spent $1,500,000 on its own
exhibit and $1,000,000 on the exhibit of Philip-

pine life and products. Forty-two states were

represented by buildings and special exhibits,

costing more than $7,000,000, while many of the

most important foreign nations also erected

buildings, at a cost of fully $7,000,000. The
total attendance was about 21,000,000. The
place of the Midway at the World's Columbian

Exposition was taken by the Pike, which, though

similar to the former in character, far exceeded

it in size.

Louisiana State University and Agri-

cultural and Mechanical College, a state

university, established in 1855, as the State

Seminary of learning. The school was opened

at Alexandria, La., in 1860, with William T.

Sherman, who aften\'ards became one of the

most prominent Union generals in the Civil

War, as superintendent. During the war it was

suspended, but it was revived iii 1874 by the

establishment of an a^icultural college, which
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was temporarily located at New Orleans.

Thi-ee years later this was combined with the

college at Baton Rouge, and the miiversity was
chartered under its present name. It maintains

courses in classics, literature, genera! science,

mechanical and ci\'il engineering, agriculture,

including a special course in the cultivation and
manufacture of sugar, and commerce. Three
experiment stations connected with the univer-

sity are located, respectively, at New Orleans,

Baton Rouge and Calhoun. The faculty num-
bers about thirty, and there are about 400 stu-

dents; the library contains 23,000 volumes.

]\Iost of the income is derived from state and

government a])propriations.

Louis Philippe, loo e' fe kep', (1773-1850),

king of the French. He was the eldest son of

Philippe, duke of Orleans, sumamed Egalite,

and during his father's lifetime he was known
as the duke of Chartres. He entei*ed the army
in 1791 and, favoring the popular cause in the

revolution, took part in the battles of Valmy
and Jemappes and distinguished himself at

Neerwinden. At the Revolution of July, 1830,

he was made "lieutenant general of the king-

dom," and in August he became king of the

French. He reigned for eighteen years, but his

rule was popular with no class of people and

the Revolution of 1848 drove him from the

throne. He went to England, where he remained

till his death.

Louisville, loo'y vil or loo'is vil, Ky., the

county-seat of Jefferson co., situated on the

Ohio River, 400 mi. above its mouth and 130

mi. s. w. of Cincinnati, on the Southern, the

Illinois Central, the Louisville & Nashville, the

Chesapeake & Ohio, the Pennsylvania, the

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and other

raUroaJis. The city extends along the river

front fi 4 over 7 miles, and its area is about 20

square riiles. It is built upon a plain, which

slopes ^fltly toward the river but is sufficiently

elevate-"] to be free from danger from high water.

It is connected with New Albany and Jefferson-

ville on the Indiana side by three bridges, vary-

ing from one-half to one mile in length. The
falls in the Ohio at this place constitute a series

of rapids, in which the river descends over 20

feet in the course of 2\ miles. A canal has been

constructed aroimd these falls to provide for

navigation during low water. The city is regu-

larly laid out, has wide, well-paved streets and

beautiful squares. The streets contain nimier-

ous shade trees, and the residential sections are

noted for their beauty, most of the houses being

set back from the street and surrounded by fine

lawns. The business portion of the city is com-
pactly built. Main, Market, Jefferson and
Fourth streets and the cross streets from First

to Fifteenth being the principal business streets.

There are a mmiber of parks, the most impor-

tant of which are Iroquois Park, containing over

550 acres, situated on the south side of the city,

and Cherokee Park, on the east side. Shawnee
Park, situated along the river bank in the vvest

portion of the city, affords a beautiful view of

the river and the opposite banks in Indiana.

Near Cherokee Park is Cave Hill Cemetery,

noted for its beauty and for a number of fine

monuments.

The chief public buildings are the court-

house, erected at a cost of over SI,000,000;

the city hall, the customhouse, the Masonic
temple, the Board of Trade building, the Com-
merce building, the Kentucky National Bank
and the building of the Courier-Journal. Among
the churches v\orthy of mention are the Roman
Catholic cathedral, Christ's Church cathedral

(Episcopal), the Warren Memorial church,

the Second Presbyterian church, the Church

of the Messiah, the Temple Adas Israel and
the Broadway Baptist. Louisville is an im-

portant educational center. It has 9 medical

colleges, a dental school, 2 law colleges, 3 theo-

logical seminaries, 2 schools of pharmacy

and several other educational institutions. The
public library contains over 50,000 volumes.

The Polytechnic Society of Kentucky, a literary

and scientific organization, also has a library

of over 57,000 volumes, and its building contains

a museum of natural history, a fine collection

of paintings and one of the largest collections

of minerals in the United States. The state

school for the blind is also located here and has

connected with it the American Printing House
for the Blind (See Blind, Education of the).

Louisville is an important manufacturing

center. Its chief products include whisky,

jeans, plows, cement, flour, farm wagons, malt

liquors, furniture, foundry products and agri-

cultural implements. Pork packing is also an

extensive industry. The city is one of the chief

distributing points for the southwest and has

an extensive trade. It is the largest leaf-tobacco

market in the world and handles fully one-third

of all the tobacco raised in the United States.

Its trade in pork, wheat and com is also exten-

sive.

The first settlement was made in 1778, and

two years later it was incorporated as a town
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and named Louisville, in honor of Louis XVI
of France. In 1S24 it was chartered as a city.

During the Civil War Louisville was in sym-

pathy with the Unionists. In 1890 it was

seriously damaged by a tornado, which caused

considerable loss of life and property, but the

damage was immediately repaired. Population

in 1900, 204,731.

Louse, the common name of a genus of

insects, parasitic on man and other animals.

The common louse is furnished with two simple

eyes, one on each side of its head,

and a mouth adapted to sucking.

The legs are short, with short claws

or with two opposing hooks, which

give a very firm hold. The body,

which is composed of eleven or louse, much

twelve distinct segments, is flattened

and nearly transparent. The young pass through

no metamorphosis, and their multiplication is

extremely rapid. Most, if not all, mammals
are infested by lice, each having generally its

own peculiar species. Three species are said

to belong to man.

Louvain, loo vaN', a town in Belgium, in

the Province of Brabant, 18 mi. e. of Brussels,

on the Dyle River. The city is well built and

has some fine buildings, among which are the

townhall, supposed to be among the finest in

Europe; the churches of Saint Pierre, Saint

Gertrude, Saint Michel, Saint Jacques and the

modem Church of Saint Joseph. Besides these

buildings there are the theater, the postoffice and

the famous University of Louvain. There are

also two seminaries, an industrial school, an art

school and an athenaeum. Louvain was famous

in the fourteenth century for its great cloth-

making industry, which employed about 15,000

people. Now, however, this industry has dis-

appeared. The chief products are beer, tobacco,

lace and starch. Population in 1901, 42,308.

Louvre, loo vr' , a group of magnificent

buildings in Paris, on the Seine. It was begun

in 1204 and was used at various times as fortress,

prison and castle. Francis I, after 1541,

erected that part of the palace which is now

called the old Louvre, and the buildings have

been enlarged and adorned by successive kings,

particularly by Louis XIV, until little trace of the

original buildings remains. The nexo Louvre

was begun by Napoleon I, as a museum for the

art treasures which he obtained from the nations

he conquered, and was completed by Napoleon

III in 1857. The whole group of buildings is

distinguished by its great extent and by its

elegant and sumptuous architecture. It con-

tains paintings, among which are masterpieces

of Murillo, Titian, Michelangelo, Delaroche,

Bonheur and others; drawings; engravings;

bronze antiques; sculptures, ancient and mod-

em, together with special collections of antiqui-

ties and an ethnographic collection. It is the

most extensive and varied museum in Europe.

It was much injured by the Communists in

May, 1871, the Richelieu pavilion, containing

the imperial library of 90,000 volumes and

many precious manuscripts, having been entirely

destroyed.

Lovebird. See Parrot.

Lovejoy, Elijah Parish (1802-1837), an

American reformer, bom at Albany, Maine.

He graduated at Waterville College in 1826 and

at Princeton Theological Seminary in 1833,

and he became editor of the Saint Louis Observer,

a Presbyterian paper, soon afterward. He soon

took an active interest in the anti-slavery agita-

tion and incurred the displeasure of pro-slavery

citizens of Saint Louis. He therefore removed

his plant to Alton, 111., but it was seized and

destroyed. Two other presses were also de-

stroyed by mobs, and finally, on November 7,

1837, another mob of forty men attacked a

warehouse containing a fourth press belonging

to Lovejoy and guarded by several of his friends.

In the melde Lovejoy was mortally wounded.

The event caused the greatest indignation

throughout the North and was the occasion of

the first great anti-slavery address of Wendell

Phillips.

Lover, Samuel (1797-1868), an Irish

novelist, poet and artist, born in Dublin. He
first devoted his attention to painting, but after-

ward turned to literature. He at first wrote

songs and ballads, and later he published several

novels, which he illustrated with his own pencil.

Among his works are Legends and Stories of

Ireland; Rory O'More, his most famous ballad;

Songs and Ballads, and the novels. Handy Andy
and Treasure Trove. The Angel's Whisper and

The Lmo-backed Car are among his most popular

songs.

Low, Seth (1850- ), an American admin-

istrator and educator, born in Brooklyn, N. Y.

He was educated at Brooklyn Polytechnic Insti-

tute and Columbia College. He began his

business career as a clerk in his father's store,

where he rose to the position of partner. He
early manifested an interest in public affairs

and was the organizer and first president of the

New York Bureau of Charities. In 1881
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Mr. Low was elected mayor of Brooklyn on an
independent ticket, and was reelected for a second

term. His administration was characterized

by a radical reform in all departments of city

administration, and, especially, by the advance-

ment of the public schools. In 1889 he was
elected president of Columbia College, and
during his administration the work of the insti-

tution was thoroughly reorganized and placed

on a university basis, the college was located

on its present site and its name was changed to

Columbia University. He was appointed one

of the membei's of the United States delegation

to the Hague Peace Conference, and in 1901

he was elected mayor of Greater New York
on an independent ticket. His administration

was characterized by extensive reforms in the

financial and police departments.

Low Archipelago or Tuamotu Islands, an

extensive group of islands lying in the Pacific

Ocean, e. of the Society Islands and s. of the

Marquesas. The archipelago is divided into a

number of groups, including Gambia Islands on

the southeast, Claremont, Tonnerre, Krusen-

stern and a number of others, Pitcairn Island

being sometimes included among them. With
scarcely an exception, the islands are of coral

formation and are in the form of rings, each

enclosing a lagoon. The chief exports are pearl

shells and cocoanuts. The islands are under

French protection, the seat of government being

Rokoava. Population, about 7000.

Lowell, Zo'fZ, Mass., one of the county-seats

of Middlesex co., about 25 mi. n. w. of Boston,

on the Merrimac River at the mouth of the

Concord and on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford and several lines of the Boston &
Maine railroads. Some of the features of interest

are the Fort Hill Park, the Ladd-Whitney Mon-
ument, the Pawtucket Falls and the Rogers

Street stone bridge. The Lowell Textile School,

the state normal school, Rogers Hall School,

Saint Patrick's Academy and other schools are

located here. There are also various charitable

mstitutions, a large public library and several

churches.

The Merrimac River has a fall of thirty-two

feet at this point, and the Canal and Lock Com-
pany completed the first system of canals in

1825. These have since been improved and

well equipped with locks and bridges. The
first mill was erected in 1823, and the city is

now widely known for its textile manufactures.

The principal products are cotton, woolen,

worsted goods, hosiery, felt, carpets and foundry

products. Lowell was founded In 1822 by the

Merrimac Manufacturing Company. The set-

tlement grew rapidly, was incorporated as a

town in 1826 and was chartered as a city ten

years later. Population in 1905, 94,889.

Lowell, James Russell (1819-1891),

America's most representative man of letters.

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL

great as poet, critic, essayist, orator and diplo-

mat. He was born at "Elmwood," Cam-
bridge, February 22, 1819, and his ancestors

were among the earliest and most eminent set-

tlers in New England. His early education

came not so much from his work in school as

from his reading and his out-of-door rambles.

When he was sixteen years old he entered Har-

vard University, and while here it is said that

he read everything except his text-books; certain

it Is that he almost failed to get his degree. He
did graduate, however, In 1838 and then studied

law for three years, after which he was admitted

to the bar in Boston. This profession was

uncongenial to him, and It Is uncertain whether

he ever had any clients. He soon gave it up

and determined to devote himself to literature,

and In 1843 he helped to found a monthly maga-

zine, The Pioneer. Hawthorne, Poe and Whit-

tier were also contributors to this periodical,

but It did not meet with success.

As a college student Lowell had written verse,

and at his graduation he wrote the class poem.

His first serious attempt at poetry, however.
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was a volume of love lyrics inspired by Maria

White, whom shortly afterward he married.

She induced him to use his genius in promoting

the cause of freedom, and the result was the

first series of the famous Biglow Papers, pub-

lished in 1S4S. In this same year he published

The Vision of Sir Launfal, his best-knovm

poem, and the Fable far Critics, which, in spite

of its frolicsome tone, shows much real critical

power. In 1855 Lowell was appointed to

succeed Longfellow as professor of modern

languages at Harvard, and he spent two years

abroad preparing for the duties of that position.

In 1857 was founded the Atlantic Monthly, of

which Lowell was the first editor, and he was

also during the years that followed a frequent

contributor to the North American Review.

Lowell's first wife died in 1853, and he married

four years later IMiss Frances Dunlop, with

whom his life was very happy.

Meanwhile, his writings had brought him

before the public as an independent supporter

of the Republican party, and in 1876 he was

made a presidential elector. In the following

year he was appointed by President Hayes min-

ister to Spain, and three years later he was trans-

ferred to England, where he remained until

1885. During this service he did much toward

bringing the American and British people

together. He was very prominent and exceed-

ingly popular while in Great Britain. Lowell's

wife died in the year that he returned to America,

and he himself died six years later, in the old

family mansion "Elmwood," where he was

bom and where he had lived most of his life.

Besides the works mentioned above, Lowell

produced a second series of Bicjloiv Papers,

dealing with the Civil War; The Commemo-

ration Ode to the Harvai-d graduates who died

during the war, which is one of the most beau-

tiful poems of its kind ever written; Under the

Willows, a volume of verse issued in 1869 and

containing many of his best poems; The Cathe-

dral, his longest poem, which is of very uneven

merit and into which he introduced, in the

midst of the most serious passages, prankish

humor. The chief elements which make Low-

ell's poetry great are its sound common sense

and its vigorous expression. It is not evenly

beautiful, as is that of Longfellow, and it is,

like his prose work, often so crowded with liter-

ary references and allusions as to be difficult

reading. Among his chief prose works are

Fireside Travels, which abounds in pleasant

fancy; and My Study Windows and Among

My Boohs, two volumes of criticisms which show

that he is entitled to rank with the best of

American critics. Consult biographies by

Underwood, Edward Everett Hale and Horace

E." Scudder.

Lower California. See California,Lower.

Low German. See Plattdeutsch.

Lowndes, loicnds, William (1782-1822),

an American statesman, born in Colleton

County, S. C, educated in England and admitted

to the bar in 1804. He became a planter, how-

ever, was elected to the South Carolina legis-

lature as a Jeffersonian Republican and entered

Congress in 1810. There he attained promi-

nence as an opponent of the administration during

the War of 1812 and as chairman of important

committees. In 1821 he was nominated for the

presidency by the legislature of his state, but

received only scattering support. His health

failing, he sailed for Europe in October, 1822,

and died at sea. During his term in Congress

he gained the esteem of the greatest of his

contemporaries, including Henry Clay, who
once said that he was the wisest man he ever

knew.

Loyo'la, Igna'tius of (1491-1556), original

name, Inigo Lopez de Recalde, the foimder of

IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA

the order of the Jesuits, was born at the castle

of Loyola, Guipuscoa. WTien- still a young
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man, he entered the army, and dm-ing the

defense of Pampelmia in 1521 against the

French, he was severely wounded, and a long

and tedious confinement was the result. The
onl}' books he found to relieve its tedium were

books of devotion and the lives of saints. This

course of reading developed in him a state of

devotion in which he renounced the world,

made a formal visit to the shrine of the Virgin

at MontseiTat and vowed himself her knight.

After his dedication he made a pilgriaiage to

Rome and Jerusalem; then he attended the

schools and universities of Barcelona, Alcala

and Salamanca. On completing his studies he

went to Paris, where he went through a seven

years' course of general and theological training.

Here, in 1534, he formed the first nucleus of

the Society of Jesus, or Jesuits, which afterward

became so famous. Frangois Xavier, professor

of philosophy, I>ainez and others, in conjunc-

tion with I/Oyola, bound themselves together

to devote themselves to the care of the Church

and the conversion of infidels. Rome ultimately

became their headquarters, and Loyola sub-

mitted the plans of his new order to Pope

Paul III, A\ho, under certain limitations, con-

firmed it in 1540. Loyola continued to reside

in Rome and governed the society he had consti-

tuted till his death. He was beatified in 1607

by Paul V and was canonized in 1622 by

Gregory XV. See Jesxjits.

Lub'bock, John, Sir, Baron Avebuiy (18-34-

), a British scientist and statesman, bom at

I^ondon and educated at Eton College. In 1S48

he joined his father, Sir John William Lubbock,

a famous astronomer and mathematician, in the

banking business, and in 1856 he became a full

partner in the firm. In this profession he became

conspicuous and held many responsible positions

under the goverimient, in connection w ith finan-

cial and educational affairs. In 1870 he was

elected as a Liberal to Parliament, and with the

exception of a brief period he continued to be

a member until 1900. During the latter years

of his service he acted with the liiberal Unionists.

TTpon retiring from Parliament, he was made a

peer, as the first baron of Avebury. Besides

being responsible for the passage of many impor-

tant financial and educational measures, he won
distinction as an archaeologist and anthropol-

ogist. He published many volumes, of which

the most important are Prehistoric Times; Origin

of Civilization; Ants, Bees and Wasps; Flowers,

Fruits and Leaves; The Senses, Instincts and

Tntelliqence of Animals; also several volumes of

101
'

essays, of which the best known are The Pleas-

ures of Life, The Beauties of Nature and The
Use of Life. By his clear description and
explanations of scientific principles he did much
to popularize the study of science, especially in

England.

Lu'beck, one of the three city-states of the

Gernian Empire. It stands on a low ridge at

the junction of the Wakenitz with the Trave,

36 miles northeast of Hamburg and 10 miles

from the Baltic. The manufactures are com-
paratively unimportant, but the trade is exten-

sive, especially with Hamburg, the Baltic ports

and the interior of Germany. Liibeck possesses

a territory of 115 square miles and includes

several isolated portions of Holstein and Lauen-
burg. It has a senate of 14 members and a

comicil of burgesses of 120 members. It became
an imperial free city in 1226, and about thirty

years later it became the head of the Hanseatic

League. Population of town, 82,098; of the

territory, 96,775.

Lucayos, lu M'yose. See Bahama Islands.

Luc'ca, a city of Italy, in the Provuice of

Lucca, Tuscany, 15 mi. n. e. of Pisa. The city

is surrounded by fortifications, and most of the

architecture is medieval. Among the chief

buildings are the churches, the Romanesque
Cathedral of San Martino, the Basilica San
Ferdiano and the Palazzo Provinciale, formerly

the residence of the dukes. On the remains of

a large Roman amphitheater stands the city

market. There are two academies of science,

literature and art in Lucca, and the city contains

four libraries. It is especially famous for its

manufactures of silks, velvets and other textiles,

and there are also foundries and glass and paper

factories. Lucca was first an Etruscan town
and was taken m 177 b. c. by the Romans,
who made it into a colony. After the fall of

Rome it was owned by the Ostrogoths, the

Lombards and the Franks, successively. Before

the rise of Florence, Lucca was a \'ery important

town, but later declined, being weakened by the

contests between the Guelphs and the Ghibel-

lines. By the Congress of Vienna it was given

to Maria Louisa, the Spanish infanta, and her

.son Charles Louis. In 1847 the duchy imited

with Tuscany, and together they became a part

of united Italy in 1860. Population in 1901.

74,971.

Lucerne or Lucern, lu'sum. See Alfalfa.

Lucerne, loo sum', a city of Switzerland,

capital of a canton of the same name, situated

on the margin of Lake l/uceme. It is a verv
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popiJar tourist resort on account of the beauty

of the surrounding country and the pictur-

esqueness of the city itself. There are several

ancient buildings, an arsenal with old armox*,

a galler}' of art, a museum of antiquities and
numerous interesting modern buildings. One
of the chief points of interest is the famous Lion

of Lucerne (See Swiss Guards). Population

in 1900, 29,255.

Lucerne, Lake of (German, Vierwcddst&tfer

See, or Lake oi' the Four Forest Cantons), a

Swiss T^ake, bounded by the cantons of Uri,

Schw}z, Unterwalden and Lucerne, and noted

for its magnificent scenery and historical asso-

ciations. It is nearly in the shape of a cross,

the bays of Lucerne, Kiissnacht and Alpnach
forming the head and arms, while the foot is

formed by the bay of Buochs and the lake of

Uri. Its length from Lucerne to Fliielcn is 23

miles; from Alpnach to Kiissnacht, at the

extremities of the arms, about 14 miles; its

width is from \ to 2 miles, and its greatest depth

is 700 feet. It is a favorite resort for tourists.

Lu-Chu. See Loo-Ciioo.

Lucian, lu'shan (about 12{>-about 200), a

Greek satirist and humorist. Little is known
of his life, but he is said to have made money
as a rhetorician or a lawyer, to have spent much
time in traveling and to have lived for long

intervals in Athens. Those of his works which

are still in existence are critical, satirical,

rhetorical and narrative, and they are mostly in

the form of dialogue. The most popular are

those known as Dialogues of the Gods and

Dialocjiies of the Dead. Lucian stands as one

of the world's greatest prose writers and as the

wittiest of the ancients.

Lucifer, lu'se fur, (in Greek, Phosphoros,

meaning light-hearer), a name anciently given

to the planet Venus, as the morning star. The
term is used figuratively by Isaiah (xiv, 12)

and is applied to the Babylonian king, but it

was mistaken by the commentators for a refer-

ence to Satan.

Lucilius, hi sil'i Its, Caius (148-103 b. c),

a Roman poet, grand-imcle to Pompey the

Great. He is considered the inventor of Roman
satire, because he first gave it the form under

which it was carried to perfection by Horace,

Juvenal and Persius. Of thirty satires which

he wrote, only some fragments have been pre-

ser\'ed.

Luck'now or Lakhnau, a city of British

India, cajiital of Oudh, 540 mi. w. n. w. of

Calcutta. It ranks fourth in size among British

Indian cities, being next after Calcutta, Madras
and Bombay. Although its streets are narrow

and dirty and many of its buildings are small

and mean, the city is from a distance pictur-

es(}ue and imposing in appearance, as there are

minarets and domes on many of the larger

buildings. Lucknow was one of the chief

scenes of the Sepoy mutiny in 1857. At the

beginning of the mutmy the residency was
fortified by Sir Henry I^awrence, and after his

death it wf^s closely besieged by the rebels till

relief was brought by Havelock and Outram.
The relieving force was only a small one, how-
ever, and the British were again besieged. In

the middle of October, .Sir Colin Campbell
gained possession of the place after severe

fighting and made it possible for the garrison,

to leave the city. In March, 1858, the British

permanently recovered the town. Population

in 1901, 264,049.

Lucretia, lu kre'she ah, in Roman legendary

history, the virtuous wife of Brutus, who was
outraged by Sextus, son of Tarquinius Superbus,

king of Rome. After telling her husband and
father of her wrong, she stabbed herself, and
her death was the signal for a revolution, by

which the Tarquins were expelled from Rome
and a republic was formed.

Lucretius, lu kre'she us, Titus Carus
(about 99-about 55 b. c), a Roman philosophic

poet. About his life almost nothing is known,
but he is said to have died by his own hand.

He is admitted to be one of the greatest of

Roman poets for descriptive beauty and elevated

sentiment. We possess a didactic poem of his

composition, in six books, De Rerum Natura
(On the Nature of Things).

Lucullus, lu Iml'lus, Ix'cius Liclvius

(about 110-57 B. c), a Roman naval and military

commander. He distinguished himself greatly

in his campaigns against Mithridates, king of

Pontus, from the time of Sulla to 6G b. c, when
he was supplanted by Pompey. He thencefor-

ward lived in luxurious retirement on the coast

of Campania. His house, which contained a
valuable library and works of art, was freely

opened to learned men and philosophers.

Lud'ington, Mich., the county-seat of Mason
CO., 105 mi. n. w. of Grand Rapids, on Lake
Michigan, at the mouth of the Marquette River,

and on the Pere Marquette and several other

railroads. The manufacturing and shipping of

lumber are the principal industries, and there

is also a large trade in grain, fruit and salt.

The manufactures include game boards, fumi-
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ture and clothespins. The city is in a beautiful

lake region affording good fishing, and it has

become a po2:)ular summer resort. The grounds

and cottages of the Epworth League assembly

are at Epworth Heights, near the town. Luding-

ton was settled in 1851 and was chartered as a

city in 1874. Population in 1904, 7259.

Lud'low, William (1843-1901), an American

soldier, bom at Islip, Long Island, educated at

West Point Military Academy. He served in

the Georgia campaign m 1864, was assistant

engineer to Sherman's army during the march

to the sea and was brevetted major and lieu-

tenant colonel for gallantry. From 1872 to

1876 he was chief engineer in the Black Hills

and Yellowstone expedition, and he held many
other important positions. He took an active

part in the Spanish-American War, commanded
the right wing at Santiago and was made military

governor of Havana. In December, 1899, he

was ordered to the Philippines, but was obliged

to return on account of ill health.

Ludwigshafen, loud'viKs hah'fen, a Bavarian

town in the Palatinate, across the Rhine from

Mannheim. Although the chemical w-orks con-

stitute the chief industry of the town, there are,

besides, manufactures of vinegar, spirits, wagons,

machinery and artificial flowers. Population in

1900, 61,914.

Luke, Saint, the evangelist, author of the

Gospel which bears his name and of the Acts

of the Apostles. He was probably born at

Antioch, in Syria, and was taught the science

of medicine. He is supposed to have been one

of the seventy disciples and was also one of the

two who journeyed to Emmaus with Jesus after

the resurrection (Luke xxiv, 13-35). He was

for several years a companion of the apostle

Paul in his travels, so that in the Acts of the

Apostles he relates what he himself had seen

and participated in.

Lumba'go, rheumatism or rheumatic pains

affecting the muscles of the loins. The disease

is caused usually by colds and exposure and is

likely to recur after the first attack and may
even become chronic. The pains may be sharp

and intermittent or dull and steady. The attack

lasts from a few hours to several weeks and often

disables and weakens the sufferer for longer

periods. Warmth and rest constitute the best

treatment. Pressure upon the affected mascles

often gives relief.

Lum'ber, timber manufactured for building

purposes. The most important forms in which

lumber exists are logs, telegraph poles, boards.

planks, joists, shingles, railroad ties and lath.

Its manufacture constitutes one of the most

important, as w-ell as one of the most extensive,

industries of the world. The leading lumber-

producing countries are the United States,

Canada, Sv/eden, Russia, Germany and France.

India, the Chinese Empire and the Kongo
region also produce lumber in large quantities.

In some of the lumber regions of the United

States the cutting of timber is carried on only

during the winter months, because it is at this

time that the logs can be more economically

transported than at other seasons. The lumber-

men during the logging time live in curaps,

which are usually constructed of logs and con-

sist of buildings in w hich the men sleep, a kitchen

and dining room, one or more stables for the

horses, and a blacksmith shop. The men of

the camp are organized into squads, each in

charge -of a foreman and assigned to a special

line of work. One squad fells the trees, which

is done by sawing them off near the ground,

instead of chopping them, as formerly. Another

squad cuts trees into logs; still another hauls

the logs to the river or to another suitable place,

from which they are transported to the mills,

while another may have charge of the roads over

which the logs are hauled. The general foreman,

or superintendent, has oversight of all the w^ork,

selects the trees to be cut and sees that each

squad performs the work assigned to it in a

satisfactory manner.

Formerly the logs were hauled to the nearest

stream or lake, from which they were carried

with the high water down the river to the mills,

but as the timber near the streams was cut off,

it became more economical to employ railways

for transporting the logs, so that now they are

often loaded directly upon cars constructed for

the purpose and hauled to their destination.

Because the manufactured lumber ean be trans-

ported more cheaply, steam sawmills are usually

erected in the midst of the lumber region, and

the logs are worked up near where they are cut.

Transportation by raft is used to some extent

on the Great Lakes and on the Pacific Ocean.

Logs are bound together in large rafts, usually

rectangular in form and longer than they are

V, ''5. Tnese are towed by tugboats or steamers.

This method of transportation is convenient

and inexpensive, and when the lumber is cut

near the water, it can be used very effectively.

The important lumber regions of the United

States are in Maine, northern Michigan, Wis-

consin and Minnesota, aroimd the Great Lakes,
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in the forest regions of North Carolina, Georgia,

Tennessee and Arkansas, and in Washington,

Oregon and the northern part of California.

Because of the immense size of the trees in the

last-named region, the methods employed vary

greatly from those in the other regions. Here

horses or oxen are of but little use in mo\ang

logs, and hoisting engines, traction engines and

railways are very generally employed for the

purpose of moving the logs and for transporting

*l'em to the mills. Some of the trees are of such

^ue that the logs have to be split into blocks

before they can be sawed.

The sawmills contain all the machinery neces-

sary for working the logs into the finished

lumber. Circular saws, band saws ano gang

saws are common in the largest mills See aAw).

The gang saw consists of a numOvT of saws

attached to an iron frame which moves up and

down. The space between the saws is the same

as is desired for the thickness of the board or

plank to be cut, and each gang contains enough

saws to convert the log into lumber as it passes

through them. While a mill of this pattern

seems to work slowly, yet because of the number
of saws employed it manufactures more lumber

in the same time than any other mill. All of

the waste product is used. The slabs and poor

boards are cut into lath; the bark, sawdust

and other waste go to feed the fire in the boiler,

so that practically nothing is wasted. Since

lumber shrinks in drying, it must be thoroughly

seasoned before it can be used, and many large

mills contain drying kilns, or chambers in which

the boards are stacked and subjected to the

influence of hot air for a number of days. Some
mills also contain planing mills and other

finishing machinery, so that the lumber can be

manufactured into any desired article before

leaving the mill.

Lumbering Ls the fourth industry in impor-

tance in the United States, and the value of the

lumber produced in the country yearly is about

8567,000,000. The industry gives employment

to nearly 400,000 men. The leading states are

Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania

and Washington. See Forests; Oak; Pine;

Maple.
Lump'fish or Lump'sucker, a fish, so named

from the clumsiness of its form. The back is

arched and sharp, the belly flat, the body cov-

ered with numerous bony tubercles and the

ventral fins modified into a sucker, by means
of which the fish can stick firmly to anything.

Before the spawning season it is of a brilliant

crimson color, mingled with orange, purple and

blue, but afterward it changes to a dull blue or

lead color. It sometimes weighs seven pounds,

and its flesh is very fine at some seasons, though

insipid at others.

Lumpy Jaw or Lump Jaw, a disease of cat-

tle, usually manifested by the appearance of swell-

ings on the lower jaw, though it affects other parts

of the body. It is caused by a fungus which is

found on grasses and on the a\\Tis of barley,

spears of oats and other grains. These occa-

sionally penetrate the gums of cattle, and the

fungus lodges in the tissue and grows, producing

tumors or abscesses. When opened and exam-

ined, these are found to contain minute grains,

varying in color from pale yellow to a sulphur

yellow. These granules are Imbedded in the

soft tissue composing the tumor or in the pus

of the abscess. The presence of the fungus

causes sufficient irritation to propagate these

inflammatory growths. The disease progresses

rather slowly, but unless checked it often produces

ulceration of the jawbone, causing displacements

or even loss of teeth. Without assistance the

animals seldom recover.

It is supposed that the disease is contracted

from food infected with the fungus. The treat-

ment consists in lancing or removing the tumors

and also in treating with solutions of iodide of

potassium and iodine. The latter method is

usually the more effective and has the advantage

that it can be applied by any one, while the

surgical operation can be undertaken only by

a trained veterinarian.

Lu'na, the Latin name for the moon, kno^na

to the Greeks as Selene. Her worship is said

to have been introduced among the Romans in

the time of Romulus.

Lunacy, lu'nasy. In law, "a lunatic," says

Blackstone, "is one that hath had understand-

ing, but by disease, grief, or other accident, hath

lost the use of his reason." In the United

States, the legislature exercises a protective

authority over idiots and lunatics. The statutes

of the different states provide that such persons

may be put under guardianship, provided lunacy

is proved before a competent court. Until the

contrary is shown, every man is presumed to be

sound of mind. In criminal cases lunatics are

not chargeable for their acts, but they may be

sued and can sue, in the name of their guardians,

for civil wTongs. See Insanity.

Lu'nar Caus'tic, a chemical preparation,

composed of nitrate of silver, mixed with a little

nitrate of potassium or silver chloride, and made
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into little sticks, which are white or grayish in

color and turn black on exposure to the air.

Lunar caustic is used extensively in surgerj',

because of its antiseptic qualities and its power

to bum away diseased tissue or such formations

as the membrane in diphtheria.

Lun'dy, Benjamin (1789-1839), an American

abolitionist of Quaker extraction, bom in Suffolk,

N. J. At the age of nineteen he emigrated to

Ohio, where he soon became an opponent of

slavery and the methods of its advocates. There

he organized the Union Humane Society, and

after spending a short time in Missouri he

founded at Mount Pleasant, Ohio, the Genius of

Universal Emancipation. This he removed

finally to Baltimore, Md., where it gained wide

influence as an anti-slavery organ. He was

joined in editing the paper in 1829 by William

Lloyd Garrison. The latter's views were more

radical than Lundy's and soon brought the

paper into disrepute among conservative aboli-

tionists. The partnership was dissolved, and

Lundy removed his office to Washington, where

the paper soon failed. Lundy started the

National Inquirer in Philadelphia in 1836, but

retired from its management two years later.

He also lost most of his property at the hands of

a mob in Philadelphia and removed to Lowell,

111., where he reestablished the Genius of Uni-

versal Emancipation, but died within a few

months.

Lun'dy's Lane, Battle of, an important

battle of the War of 1812, fought at Lundy's

Lane, about one and a half miles from Niagara

Falls on the Canadian shore, July 25, 1814.

The American force was commanded first by

General Scott and then by General Jacob Brown

and faced a superior force under General Reall.

The Americans were the aggressors and first

gained an important advantage, but the result

after an all-day's struggle was probably a drawn

battle. The loss on each side was about 850.

Lungs, The, organs of respiration, which

occupy, in man, the greater part of the cavity of

the chest and are separated from each other by

the oesophagus, the heart and the large blood

vessels. Though these organs occupy so large

a space they are the lightest, according to size,

of any in the body, weighing in man about three

and one-half pounds, in woman two and three-

fourths pounds. The color varies with the age of

the individual, being pinkish at birth, slate

colored and mottled in adult life and of a still

darker tint in old age. Each lung is partially

subdivided into lobes, the right into three, the

Luray Cave

left into two, and each lobe is made up of a large

number of tiny lobules, each minute part con-

sisting of bronchial tubes (See Bronchi), pul-

monaiy lobules, blood vessels, lymphatics and

nerves imbedded in fibrous and elastic tissue.

The root of the lung is the place where the

bronchial tubes and blood vessels enter it, at

about the middle of the inner surface. The
minute terminal branches of a bronchial tube

widen out, and the folds of their walls make

the air cells. A dense network of capillaries

lies outside the cells, so that between the air in

the cells and the blood in the capillaries there

are but the two very thin walls, and often there

is only a single layer of capillaries between

adjoining cells, thus exposing both sides of the

blood vessels to the air. The blood vessels of

the lung belong to two distinct systems, the

bronchial, which give nourishment to the lung

proper, and the pulmonary, which expose the

venous blood to the lungs for its arterialization.

The pulmonary artery carrying venous blood

from the heart to the lungs divides under the

arch of the aorta, enters the root of the lungs

with the bronchi, divides and subdivides, fol-

lowing the divisions of the bronchi, and finally

forms the capillary network before mentioned.

The blood, while passing through these capil-

laries, is changed to pure arterial blood. It is

then conveyed through the converging pulmon-

ary veins to the left auricle of the heart. See

Circulation; Pleura; Respiration.

Lungwort, lung'ivurt, a common garden

flower which has red and purple tubular blos-

soms and leaves speckled like diseased lungs.

It was formerly believed to be valuable as a

remedy in diseases of the lungs. A kind of

hawkweed and a Hchen receive the same

name.

Lu'perca'lia, a Roman festival, celebrated

annually in honor of Lupercus, an ancient pas-

toral god, afterward identified with Pan. It was

celebrated on February 15 at the Lupercal, a

grotto in the Palatine Hill at Rome. Goats were

sacrificed, and two youths, arrayed in goat skins,

ran through the streets of the city striking with

leather thongs all the persons they met.

Lu'pine, a very extensive genus of hardy

plants, some of which are cultivated in gardens

for the sake of their gaily-colored flowers.

Luray' Caverns, a series of underground

galleries in Page County, Va. , near Luray. Most

of the hundreds of chambers have not yet been

explored. The cave is considerably smaller

than the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, as it
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underlies only about 100 acres, but it affords a

wonderful display of stalactites.

Lurch' er, a very intelligent dog that lies in

wait for small game, such as hares, rabbits and
partridges, drives them into nets, runs them
down or seizes them. This species of -dog is

said to be descended from the shepherd's dog
and the greyhound, and in England, where it

is best known, it is more used by poachers than

by sportsmen.

Lute, a stringed musical instrument, similar

to a guitar, formerly very popular in Europe.

It consists of four parts, namely, the table or

belly, \s-ith a large round hole in the middle; the

body, ribbed like a melon, with nine or ten ribs,

or divisions; the neck, which has nine or ten

stops, or frets, which divide the strings into

semitones; and the head, or cross, in which are

fitted the pegs, or screws, for tuning the strings,

of which there are five or six pairs, each pair

tuned in octaves or in unison. The strings are

struck by the fingers of the right hand and are

stopped on the frets by those of the left.

Lu'ther, Martin (1483-1546), a German
reformer, born at Eisleben, Saxony. He was of

poor parentage, his father being a miner. When
but twenty years of age he graduated as master

of philosophy at Erfurt in Thuringia; in 1505 he
entered the monastery of the Augustinians at

Erfurt and two years later was consecrated

priest. The following year, by the influence of

his patron, Staupitz, who was district vicar of

the order, Luther was made professor of philos-

ophy in the new University of Wittenberg. At
first he lectured upon the philosophy of Aristotle,

but soon turned his attention to the Bible, and
his lectures on this subject attracted so much
attention that Staupitz prevailed upon him to

preach regularly in the monastery church at

Wittenberg. In 1512, upon his return from a
visit to Rome in the interests of his order, he
was made doctor of theology and began his

famous lectures on Paul's Epistles. His first

original work, the Exposition of the Seven
Penitential Psalms, was published in 1517.

Meanwhile, he had been made district vicar of

the Augustinians and then preached not only

in the convent chapel, but also in the parish

church.

During these years he had worked zealously

for the Church and in the interests of his order,

hut in 1517 a Dominican priest, Johann Tetzel,

appeared in the vicinity of Wittenberg, selling

indulgences, the proceeds of which were to go
toward the building of Saint Peter's. Just at

this time the dedication of the Schloss-kirche was
being celebrated at Wittenberg, and, as it was
customary upon such days to nail upon the

church doors bulletins of general interest to the

parish, Luther on the evening before the fete-

day published upon the door of the Schloss-

kirche his ninety-five theses, which led to the

movement known as the Protestant Reforma-

tion. These theses were called forth by Tetzel 's

abuse of the church doctrine regulating indul-

gences. Their tone was, however, moderate,

and it seems that at this time Luther contem-

plated no break with the Church. By means of

the press, the theses were scattered with remark-

able rapidity through Europe, and all the conti-

nent was soon plunged into a tumult of contro-

versy. Luther, meanwhile, devoted himself

to the further study of the Bible, Church history

and canon law, in order to defend the position

he had taken. His study resulted in his drifting

further and further from the Church. His pub-
lic utterances and writings became bolder, and
he was soon attacking the entire system and body
of teachings of the Church of Rome. At first

the pope did not regard the matter as of serious

import; but at length, being convinced that

Luther's influence was becoming dangerous, he
issued a bull against him and his friends. Lu-
ther's writings were condemned as heretical,

and he himself, if he did not recant his errors

in sixty days, was to be seized and sent to Rome
to be tried for heresy. Luther publicly burned
this communication.

In 1521 the Diet of Worms, an assembly of

the princes, nobles and clergy of Germany, was
. convened by the emperor Charles V to delib-

erate upon State affairs in general and especially

upon matters touching the great religious con-

troversy. Luther was summoned before this

body and called upon to recant his errors.

Refusing to do so, he was pronounced a heretic

and outlaw, but was allowed to depart in safety.

Frederick, elector of Saxony, conveyed him pri-

vately to the Wartburg castle, where he re-

mained for ten months in seclusion and trans-

lated the New Testament into German. Mean-
while, serious troubles arose from the excesses

of some professed followers of Luther. Castles

and monasteries were sacked, and horrible out-

rages were perpetrated. Although a legal out-

law, Luther now came forth, temporarily checked

the disturbance, then resumed his work in the

Church and university; and when several years

later trouble broke out afresh, he made a tour

through the neighboring towns, preaching a
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crusade against the image breakers. His history

from this time is identical with that of the

Reformation. It is thought that the rapidity

with which his doctrines gained groimd was

due as much to his hymns as to his preaching.

A Mighty Fortress is Our God is sometimes

known as the "battle hymn of the Reformation."

In 1524 Luther married Katharine von Bora, a

former nun, who for several years had been a

believer in his doctrines. In the same year he

established a school at Eisleben. From 1526

to 1529 he was engaged in the preparation of a

new church service. His translation of the Bible

in 1534 permanently established the literary

language of Germany. The life of Luther after

the drawing up of the Augsburg Confession con-

tains little of interest. See Reformation.

Consult E. H. Jacobs's Life of Luther.

Lu'therans, the name given in derision by

the opponents of the Reformation to those who
adopted the theological doctrines of Luther.

Luther himself protested against this name, as

his intention had been, not to form a new Church,

but to reform abuses in the Church then existing.

The Augsburg Confession set forth the doctrines

which are held by the Lutherans of to-day (See

Augsburg Confession). The Lutheran creed

includes the doctrines of "justification by faith

alone, universal depravity, the vicarious atone-

ment, regeneration, progressive sanctification, a

true sacramental, but not a material, presence of

Christ in the Lord's Supper, and the use of both

the Bible and the sacraments as means of grace."

Lutheranism is the prevailing form of Protestant-

ism in Germany and is the national religion of

Denmark, Sweden and Norway.

Lii'tzen, Battles of. The first Battle of

Liitzen was fought in November, 1632, between

the Swedes, under Gustavus Adolphus, and the

imperial troops, under Wallenstein. The Swedes,

although they had the smaller force, were vic-

torious after a stubbornly-fought battle, but

Gustavus Adolphus was killed. On May 2,

1813, occurred the second Battle of Liitzen, in

which Napoleon defeated General Wittgenstein

with a force of Russians and Prussians. The

loss to each side was approximately 20,000.

Luxembourg, looks'ahN boor', Palace, a

beautiful building in the southern part of Paris,

celebrated for its elegant architecture. It was

built in the first part of the seventeenth century,

but has been since that time changed very con-

siderably, though the original style and charac-

ter have been preserved. Since 1879 it has been

used as a Senate building, and besides this it

Lydia

has sei'ved as a royal or public picture gallery.

It has now the largest and most important collec-

tion of modern art, both sculpture and painting,

which is contained in a small neighboring build-

ing called the Museum of Luxembourg. The
palace is French in design, though modeled after

the Pitti Palace in Florence. The walls and

ceiling decorations are magnificent, and the

rooms are adorned with beautiful paintings, the

masterpieces of many great artists. The Luxem-

bourg gardens, the most noted gardens in France,

are large and beautiful and are used as a public

park.

Lux'emburg, a grand duchy of the Nether-

lands, bounded on the n. and e. by Rhenish

Prussia, on the s. by Lorraine and France and

on the w\ by Belgium. It is about 998 square

miles in area. Grain, fruit and wine are pro-

duced, cattle and horses are exported and iron

ore is mined and smelted. The inhabitants are

mostly of German origin, but French is the lan-

guage of the educated classes and of business.

The capital of the duchy is Luxemburg. Lux-

emburg is a member of the German zollverein.

Lux' or. See Thebes.

Luzon' (Spanish pronunciation, loo hohn')

See Philippine Islands.

Lyceum, li se'um, an academy at Athens, in

which Aristotle explained his philosophy. In

modern times the name lyceum has been given

to the schools intended to prepare young men

for the universities, also to organizations which

maintain lecture courses of a popular or tech-

nical nature.

Lycia, lish'eah, an ancient maritime province,

in the southern part of Asia Minor. It was

colonized by the Greeks at a very early period,

and its historical inhabitants were Greeks, though

with a mixture of aboriginal blood. Lycia was

conquered in the sixth century B. c. by Persia

and was afterward in turn ruled by Macedonia,

Egypt, Syria, Rome and Turkey.

LycurgUS, H kur'gus, the great lawgiver of

the Spartans, who flourished about 900 B. c.

He traveled mto Crete, Egypt and Asia and thus

prepared himself to give Sparta the laws which

have rendered his name immortal. His object

was to regulate the manners, as well as the govern-

ment, and to form a warrior nation, in which

no private interest should prevail over the pub-

lic good. See Sparta.

Lyd'ia, in ancient geography, a large and

fertile country of Asia Minor. It attained its

highest prosperity in the seventh and sixth cen-

turies B. c, especially under Croesus, who was
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conquered by the Persians under Cyrus, in 546

B. c. The Lydians are credited with the inven-

tion of certain musical instruments, the art of

dyeing wool and the art of smelting and working

ore. Sardis was the capital of Lydia.

Ly'ell, Ch.uiles, Sir (1797-1875), a British

geologist, born at Kinnordy, Scotland. He was

educated at Oxford and began the study of law,

but afterward resolved to devote his time and

fortune to geological research. For this pur-

pose he visited the continent of Europe and the

United States. His first important work was the

Principles of Geology, and a portion of this book

afterward formed the basis of the Elemenis of

Geologij. Another important work was the

Antiquity of Man, in which he summarized the

evidence in favor of the theory that the race

of man was much older than was currently

believed. Lyell is considered by many to be

the founder of modern geological science.

Lymph, limf, a colorless, nearly transparent

fluid, found in the lymphatics. It has a saltish

taste and, on examination with the microscope.

Is seen to contain corpuscles resembling quite

closely white blood corpuscles. The composi-

tion of lymph seems to be almost the same as

that of the blood, with the exception that it does

not contain any of the coloring matter found in

blood. Lymph is absorbed by the villi of the

small intestines, passes through the lacteals into

the receptacvlum c%/i and thence into the thoracic

duct. Its function is to provide nourishment

for the growth and repair of the tissues, as well

as for the storage of energy. The forma-

tion of lymph is continuous, and it is absorbed

by the tissues from the capillaries. Physiologists

suppose that the amount formed is regulated to

some extent by the pressure in the lymphatic

vessels and that this pressm-e is controlled by the

absorption by the tissues. See Lacteals;

Lymphatics.

Lymphatics, lira fat'iks, minute, transparent

tubes, which originate in lymph capillaries, found

in all parts of the body except the brain, eye,

spinal cord and tendons. They are so abun-

dantly supplied with valves that when filled with

IjTiiph they present a beaded appearance. In

the course of these lymphatics are glands, through

which the lymph passes on its way to the blood

vessels of the neck. The valves are abundant

in the armpit and the groin, along the great

vessels of the neck, thorax and abdomen, in the

arm as far as the elbow, and under the knee. It

is only after passing through these glands that

the lymph is ready to enter the blood. The

IjTnphatics of the left side of the body empty their

contents through the thoracic duct into the left

subclavian vein; those on the right side into the

right subclavian vein. See Lacteals; Lymph.
Lynch'burg, Va., a city in Campbell co., 124

mi. w. of Richmond, on the James River and on

the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western

and the Southern railroads. It has a picturesque

location on the hills along the river, where the

Blue Ridge and the peaks of Otter Mountains

make a beautiful background. The surrounding

region is agricultural and contains deposits of

coal, iron and granite. The main industries

include large tobacco factories, iron and brass

foundries, flour and cotton mills, shoe factories

and tile works. Randolph Macon Women's
College and the Miller Female Orphan Asylum

are located here. The place was settled in 1786

and was incorporated in 1823. It was an impor-

tant base of supplies for the Confederate army
during the Civil War. Population in 1900,

18,891.

Lynch Law, the practice of punishing men for

offenses, through private, unauthorized means,

without legal trial. The origin of the phrase

was in the name of one Charles Lynch of Vir-

ginia, who adopted this mode of punishing

offenders. Lynchings are most frequent in the

South and West, and negroes are more often the

victims than whites. There is a growing senti-

ment in opposition to lynch law, and the num-
ber of cases in 1904, eighty-six, is the lowest

recorded in fifteen years.

Lynn, Mass., a city in Essex co., 10 mi. n. e.

of Boston, on Massachusetts Bay and on the

Boston & Maine and the Boston, Revere Beach

and Lynn railroads. Lynn Woods and Lynn
Beach are features of interest. The city has

also a large public library, two high schools, a

city hall, the Lynn Hospital and Orphanage and

the Lynn Home for Aged Women. The most

important industry is the manufacture of shoes.

There are more than 280 shoe factories, employ-

ing about 11,000 people. Other industries have

also been developed, including the manufacture

of machinery, electrical appliances, leather,

patent medicines and other goods. The place

was settled in 1629 and was known as Saugus

until 1637. Population in 1905, 77,042.

Lynx, the name given to different wild cats

found in North America, Europe, and Asia,

north of the Himalaya Mountains. The com-

mon lynx of North America is from 30 to 40

inches in length and has stout limbs and a short,

thick tail. The species found in the north is
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known as the Canada, or red, lynx, and that in

the south as the southern lynx, or bob cat. The
Canada lynx is of a giizzly, brownish-gray color

and has tufts of black hair on the tips of its

ears and at the end of its tail. The lower part

of the animal is white. The bob cat is nearer a

reddish brown, especially in the sunamer, and its

fur is marked with spots and lines, which are

most distinct about the head. The lynx feeds

upon small animals, rats, mice and sometimes

upon sheep and

goats. It is es-

pecially fond of

poultry, and in

some localities

it is a pest to

the farmer. The
animals seek

their prey by

night, and dur-

ing the day they

sleep in small

caves or hollow

trees. The fur

is of good qual-

ity and finds a

ready sale. For

this reason and

because of their

depredations,
these animals

have been exter-

minated in most

of the older

states.

Lyon, Mary (1797-1849), an American

educator, born at Butler, Mass., and educated

at Sanderson Academy and Byfield Academy.

On completing her education, she became a

teacher in Sanderson Academy, and from the

outset she was interested in the education of

women. She was one of the founders of a

seminary for girls, and had charge of the insti-

tution for a number of years; but she is

best known as the founder and first principal

of the Mount Holyoke Female Seminary

at South Hadley, Mass. Under her man-
agement the school attained a high degree

of excellence and a wide reputation. It was

owing largely to her influence and her ideals

concerning higher education for women that

this school attained the reputation which it

now holds.

Lyon, Nathaniel (1818-1861), an American

soldier, born in Ashford, Conn., and educated

at West Point. He became lieutenant of

infantry and served in the Seminole War, and
for his gallant part in the chief battles of the

IMexican War he was made captain. At the

beginning of the Civil War he was stationed at

Saint Louis, and bj' his prompt action he did

much toward keeping Missouri on the Union

side. He was killed at the Battle of Wilson's

Creek and left his entire fortune, $30,000, to

the government, to aid in carrying on the war.

Ly'ons, a city of France, the third in popu-

lation, and the second in industrial importance,

in the country. It is the capital of the Depart-

ment of the Rhone, is 250 miles south-southeast

of Paris and 160 miles north of the INIediter-

ranean. Among its chief buildings are the

Cathedral of Saint Jean, which dates from the

fifteenth century; the Church of Ainay, which

has a cupola supported by ancient Roman
columns and a crypt believed to be of the ninth

century; the Church of Saint Nizier, and the

modern Church of Notre Dame de Fourvifere.

Lyons carries on various industries, among
them the manufacture of hats, books, perfume,

soap and laces, but it is noted chiefly for its silk

manufactures, which are the greatest in the

world. The silk industry in the towTi and sur-

rounding neighborhood gives employment to

almost 250,000 people. There is a large trade

by railway, river and canal. Lyons was a place
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of some importance when Gaul was invaded

by Julius Caesar, and it remained the chief city

of Gaul throughout the greater part of the life of

the Empire. During the Middle Ages it did not

lose at any time all of its importance, and

Louis XIV greatly improved the city. ^Vhile

the French Revolution was in progress, the city

suffered severely; thousands of its citizens were

put to death by the emissaries of the Paris Con-

vention, and its chief buildings were destroyed.

Population in 1901, 459,099.

Lyons, Gulf of, a bay of the Mediterranean,

on the southeastern coast of France. The prin-

cipal ports on this gulf are Toulon, ISIarseilles

and Cette.

Lyre, one of the most ancient stringed instru-

ments of music, consisting of a frame, with two

horn-like pieces rising from it, and a crosspiece

between the horns, from which strings were

stretched to the lower part of the frame. It is

said to have had originally only three strings,

but the number was afterward increased to

seven, then to eleven and finally to sixteen.

The lyre was common among the Egyptians,

Assyrians and Greeks, and it was considered

to be the favorite instrument of Apollo, the god

of music and poetry.

Lyre Bird, a very peculiar bird, living only

in Australasia, where there are but three species.

These birds take their name from the remark-

able tails of the males, which in shape and

arrangement resemble somewhat an ancient lyre.

The birds are brownish, about the size of small

hens, and live principallyupon the ground,whence
theycan leap to branches many feet above ground.

\\'hen running, they spread their tails out hori-

zontally. During the breeding season the male

bird is very vain, and scraping out little hollows

in the ground, it struts about or dances, with

erect tail and drooping wings, and sings a loud,

rather pleasing song.

Lyr'ic Poetry, originally, poetry sung to, or

suited for, the lyre; in modern usage, that class

of poetry m which are expressed the poet's own
thoughts and feelings, or the emotions attributed

to another, as opposed to epic or dramatic poetry,

to which a story of action is essential. There may
be a lyrical element in other kinds of poetry, in

epics or dramas, for example, but narrative and
action have little to do wnth truly lyric poetry.

Among the most beautiful of English lyrics are

the songs in Tennyson's Princess, '"The Splen-

dor fails on castle walls," "Sweet and Low,"
"Tears, idle tears," "As through the land at

eve we went" and "Home they brought her

Lyric Poetry

warrior dead"; Wordsworth's My Heart Leaps
Up, The Daffodils and The Solitary Reaper;

Tennyson's Break, Break, Break, and Crossing

the Bar; Holmes's Chambered l^autilus; Long-

LYKE BIRD

fellow's Hymn to the Night; Shelley's Cloud;

Milton's L'Allegro and // Penscroso and Bums's
Highland Mary and To Mary in Heaven. Ten-

nyson's "Tears, idle tears" is here given ^^D^irej

Tears, idle tears, I know not what they n^ec^n,

Tears from the depth of some divine despair

Rise in the heart, and gather to the eyes,

In looking on the happy autumn fields.

And thinking of the days that are no more.

Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail,

That brings our friends up from the underworld,

Sad as the last which reddens over one

That sinks with all we love below the verge;

So sad, so fresh, the days that are no more.

Ah, sad and strange as in dark summer dawns

The earliest Dipe of half-awaken'd birds

To dying ears when unto dying eyes

The casement slowly grows a glimmering square;

So sad, so straiige, the days that are no more.

Dear as remembo-rrf kiss'^s after death,

And sweet as those by Hopeless fancy feign'd

On lips that are for others; deep as love.

Deep as first love, and wild with ay regret;

O Deeth in Life, the days that are no more.
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Lysan'der (?-395 b. c), a Spartan general

who was appointed to the command of the

Spartan fleet off the coast of Asia Minor in 407

B. c, during the Peloponnesian War, In 405

he defeated and captured the Athenian fleet

off Aegospotamos, and thus put an end to

the war. He was killed in a battle with the

Thebans.

Lysimachia, li se mak'e ah, a genus of herbs,

belonging to the primrose family. Four species

occur in the United States, and many others

in various parts of the world. They are usually

leafy-stemmed and bear yellow flowers, which

in some species are large and handsome.

Moneywort is the common name of a pretty

little trailing vine that forms dense mats and has

been introduced into the United States from

Europe. Its roundish, light-green leaves, bright

yellow flowers and graceful trailing stems make
it a favorite for growing in hanging baskets.

Lysip'pus, a Greek sculptor who flourished

in Sicyon about 330 B. c, in the time of Alex-

ander the Great. He worked only in bronze,

in which he fashioned about fifteen hundred

statues, none of which have been preserved

except the Apoxyomenos in the Vatican. Lysip-

pus claimed to represent the human figure as

it seems to be to the eye, and not as it actually is.

His statues were characterized by a small

head, long legs and slender figure. He became

famous by his statues of Zeus, Heracles, Helios

and of Alexander the Great, whom he repre-

sented many times. Celebrated colossal

statues of Lysippus were those of Helios in

Rhodes, Zeus in Tarentum and Poseidon in

Corinth.

Lyt'ton, Edwakd George Earle Lttton-
BuLWER. See BxiLWER-LyTTON, Edward
George Earle.

Lytton, Edward Robert Bulwer (1831-

1891), an English poet and statesman, son of

the novelist Bulwer-Lytton. He early attained

a reputation as a poet, under the name of Owen
^Meredith; and he published Clyternnestra and

Other Poems, Tannhauser, The Wanderer,

Fables in Song, Glenaveril, and the highly popu-

lar Lucile, besides prose works, including the life

and letters of hi^ father.



M is the thirteenth letter of the English

alphabet. The character has come, with but

little change, through the Greek and Latin from

the Phoenician. The Phoenician name for the

sound was the word meaning wcUer, and it is

probable that the character was originally a

wavy line representing running water. M has

in English but one sound, and it is silent only

in a few foreign words, as mnemxmic. In such

words as chasm, when carelessly pronounced,

it has almost the force of a vowel, as if the word

were wTitten chazum. As a symbol, M means

1000.

Maartens, manr'tens, Maarten (1858 ),

a Dutch novelist whose real name is J. M. W.

van der Poorten-Schwartz. His early years

were spent in England. He went to school in

Germany and later attended a university in

Holland. His stories are written in English,

but they deal carefully and accurately with

types of Dutch life. His works include An Old

Maid's Love, A Question of Taste, God's Fool,

The Greater Glory and Dorothea.

Ma'bie, Hamilton Wright (184&- ), an

American critic, editor and essayist, born at

Coldspring, N. Y., educated at Williams College

and at the law school of Columbia University.

He was associated with the Christian Union, later

called The Outlook, and he became associate

editor of this periodical. Among his works,

most of which are essays on nature and litera-

ture, are My Study Fire; In the Forest of Arden;

William Shakespeare: Poet, Dramatist and Man,

and A Child of Nature. Mr. Mabie has also

gained great popularity as a lecturer.

Macao, mah'kow, a seaport town and Portu-

guese settlement in China, on a peninsula at

the mouth of the Canton River, about 40 mi.

from Hong Kong. It is considered the most

healthful residence place in southeast Asia.

The settlement has an area of about four square

miles. Its principal export is tea, but its com-

merce, formerly extensive, has greatly declined

since the rise of Hong Kong and the opening of

the Chinese treaty ports. It was in 1575 that

the Portuguese first obtained permission to form

a settlement and to trade at Macao, but not

until 1887 was it recognized by the Chinese as

Portuguese territory, over which China had no

rights. Population, about 60,000.

Macaque, ma hak' , a genus of monkeys,

found in Asia. They are all of medium size

and have short tails. Their food consists of

fruits, leaves, insects, frogs and lizards, and one

species feeds almost entirely upon crabs. The
bonnet monkey takes its name from a crest of

hair on the crown of the head. In India the

monkeys of this genus often become pests,

because they rob fruit and provision stores.

Some species are easily tamed and are frequently

trained as pets. See Barbary Ape.

Mac^aro'ni, a preparation of wheat flour,

used as food. In the manufacture of macaroni,

only the hardest wheat of the best quality is

used. The wheat is ground into a coarse flour

and then sifted, and the flour is mixed into a

dough with warm water. This is placed in a

cylinder with a perforated base. A plunger is

then placed in the cylinder and forces the dough

out through the holes at the opposite end, form-

ing the sticks of macaroni. These are cut into

lengths of about ten feet and are then hung over

frames to dry. The largest sticks form maca-

roni, while the smaller ones are known as ver-

micelli or spaghetti. Macaroni is manufac-

tured in large quantities in Italy, where it is a

national dish. It is also exported to Great

Britain and the United States. It is manufac-

tured to a considerable extent in France and in

the United States. In the modern method,

machinery is used and takes the place of much
of the hand labor formerly necessary.

MacAr'thur, Arthur (1845- ), an

American soldier. He entered military service

in 1862, with the twenty-fourth Wisconsin

Infantry, took part in some important cam-

paigns and in 1866 was commissioned first lieu-

tenant in the regular army. At the beginning
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of the Spanish War he was made brigadier

general of volunteers and was sent to Havana.

The following year he was sent to the Philip-

pines, and on the retirement of General Otis

he became commander of the forces in the Philip-

pines and military governor of the islands. He
was made major general in 1901, assistant chief

of staff in 1906, and latef in the same year,

lieutenant general.

Macas'sar, Strait of, a body of water sepa-

rating the islands of Borneo and Celebes and

varying in width from 80 to 140 miles. It is

about 400 miles long and contains a number
of small islands.

Macaulay, ma kmv'ly, Thomas Babington,

Lord Macaulay (1800-1859), an English histo-

rian, essayist and statesman, born at Rothley

Temple, Leicestershire. In 1818 he entered

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he obtained

the Chancellor's medal for a poem on Pompeii,

and a second time for a poem on Evening. He
received a fellowship and took his M. A. degree

in 1825. Before this he began to contribute

to Knight's Quarterly Magazine, in which

appeared his poems The Spanish Amiada,

The Battle of Ivry and Moncontour, and in

1825 he inaugurated his brilliant career in the

Edinburgh Review, by his article on Milton.

He was elected to Parliament in 1830 and was

a most vigorous and effective partisan of the

reform movement. During the years from 1834

to 1838 he was in India as a member of the

Supreme Council there, and on his return he

was again made a member of Parliament. In

1842 he published his Lays of Ancient Rome,

and in 1848 appeared the first two of the five

volumes of his History of England from the

Accession of James II, This brilliant rhetorical

exposition, although touched with partisanship

and with a tendency to paradox, has attained

the position of an English classic. Its popu-

larity when it first appeared was phenomenal,

and it is said that in America its sales exceeded

those of any book except the Bible. Macaulay

was created a peer in 1857, and at his death he

was buried in Westminster Abbey. The Life

and Letters of Macaulay has been published by

his nephew. Sir George Otto Trevelyan.

Macaw, a genus of large parrots, found in

South America. They are characterized by

their strong powers of flight and their brilliant

plumage. The tail is long and wedge-shaped,

and the wings are long and pointed. The feet

are strong, the cheeks naked and the bill short,

>lrong and highly arched. The largest species.

the great scarlet, or red and blue, macaw, is more

than three feet long. Its body is bright red, its

tail is blue and crimson and its wings are

greenish-blue and yellow. Its cheeks are bare,

white and wrinkled, and the upper mandible

of the beak is white. The green macaw is easily

tamed, but none of the macaws can be taught

to speak readily. Their notes are hoarse, and

their screams are piercing; consequently, while

prized for their brilliant coloring, they are some-

what annoying as pets. They feed upon fruits

and seeds and are very destructive to corn and

some other crops. See color plate. Parrot.

Macbeth' (?-1057), king of Scotland. In

1040, in a revolt against Duncan, king of Scot-

land, he killed the king and seized the throne.

At the death of their father the sons of Duncan
had taken refuge with their uncle Siward, earl

of Northumberland, and with his aid they

invaded Scotland in 1054; a battle was fought

at Dunsinane, but it was not vmtil 1057 that

Macbeth was finally defeated and slain at

Lumphanan, in Aberdeen. The legends which

gradually gathered round the name of Macbeth

were reproduced by Holinshed in his Chronicle,

which is the source of Shakespeare's tragedy.

McBur'ney, Charles (184.5- ), a skilful

American surgeon of New York City, born at

Roxbury, Mass. He graduated from Harvard

in 1866, and later, from the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, New York. He became connected

with the institution as instructor, demonstrator,

lecturer and professor and retained the latter

position for many years. He is a member of

many medical societies and is on the staff of

several of the great hospitals. Doctor McBurney
is one of the most influential surgeons of his time.

Mac'cabees, a dynasty of ruling Jewish

priests, of whom the first to come into promi-

nence was Mattathias, who opposed the perse-

cutions of Antiochus Epiphanes. With his sons

and a few followers he destroyed heathen wo-

ship. When Mattathias died, 166 B. c, his

sons Judas and Jonathan became successively

leaders of the national movement. The last

remaining member of the family was Simon,

under whose rule trade and agriculture flour-

ished. He was treacherously murdered by

Ptolemy, his own son-in-law, 135 B. c.

Maccabees, Knights of the, a secret

beneficiary and social order, founded Sept. 1,

1883. The so-called supreme tent, or head-

quarters of the order, is at Port Huron, Mich.

Below this governing body are 8 grand tents

and more than 5000 subordinate tents and
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hives, including, all told, 325,000 members.

The order pays death, accident, sickness and

disability benefits, and since its organization

it has dispersed more than §25,000,000 in this

way. The order known as the Ladies of the

Maccabees is affiliated with this organization.

McCar'thy, Justin (1830- ), a British

novelist, historian and politician, born at Cork,

Ireland. He traveled for three years in the

United States, contributed to various English

and American magazines and was connected

with the New York Independent. After his

return to England he held for years an editorial

position on the staff of the Daily News. He
was prominent in Parliament and was the leader

of the Home Rule party after Parnell's over-

throw. His writings include History of Our
Times, History of the Four Georges, The French

Revolution and The Story of Gladstone's Life.

McClel'lan, George Brinton (1826-1885),

an American general, born at Philadelphia. He
was trained at West Point, served in the Mexican

War and for gallant service at the battles of

Contreras, Churubusco and Chapultepec was

brevetted lieutenant and captain. In 1855 he

was appointed to the commission which reported

on the condition of European armies, and

he watched the military operations during the

Crimean War. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he was appointed major general in the

army, superseded McDowell in command of

the Army of the Potomac after the first Battle

of Bull Run and became commander in chief of

the armies of the United States in November,

1861. In this capacity he organized the raw

levies of the north and advanced toward Rich-

mond the following spring. After the evacua-

tion of Yorktown by the Confederates he led

the Army of the Potomac in a series of engage-

ments which terminated in the Seven Days'

Battles, when he had to retire from his lines in

front of Richmond. The result of this was his

removal from the position of commander in chief.

Afterward, when Les advanced into Maryland,

McClellan fought the battles of South Mountain

and Antietam and compelled the Confederate

forces to retire. The authorities at Washington

were dissatisfied with his apparent slackness in

following up this victory, and McClellan was

relieved of his command and retired from the

army. In 1864 he was nominated for the

presidency, but was defeated by Lincoln. In

1877 he was elected governor of New Jersey,

McCler'nand, John Alexander (1812-

1900), an .\merican soldier, bom in Brecken-

ridge County, Ky. He was taken in infancy to

southern Illinois, where he received an elemen-

tary education, and in 1832 he was admitted to

the bar. He served for a time in the Black

Hawk War, entered journalism as editor of the

Shawneetown (111.) Democrat, was elected to

the state legislature and from 1843 to 1851 was

a Democratic member of Congress. Again in

1859 he was elected to Congress from the Jack-

sonville district. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he was appointed brigadier general and

raised a force, which he commanded during the

early months of the struggle at Belmont and

Fort Donelson. He was appointed major gen-

eral of volunteers in March, 1862, fought with

distinction at the Battle of Shiloh and in January,

1863, superseded General Sherman in command
of the Vicksburg expedition, but was soon after-

ward superseded by General Grant. In No-

vember, 1864, he resigned from the army and

retired to the practice of his profession at

Springfield, 111.

McClos'key, John (1810-1885), a Roman
Catholic prelate, born in Brooklyn. He was

educated at Mount Saint Mary's College, Em-
mitsburg, Md., and took postgraduate work in

France and in Rome. On his return to New
York he became pastor of Saint Joseph's Church,

New York, served one year as president of

Saint John's College, Fordham, N. Y., and was

the first bishop of the diocese in Albany. While

bishop at Albany, he built the cathedral, founded

the theological seminary at Troy, introduced

monastic orders, built churches and showed in

many ways his executive ability. McCloskey

was made archbishop of New York in 1864 and

became cardinal in 1875.

McGlure, ma Moor', Alexander Kelly
(1828- ), an American journalist and legis-

lator, born in Perry County, Pa. He received

only private instruction, and when fourteen

years of age he was apprenticed to the tanner's

trade; but four years later he became the editor

of a small paper. He was admitted to the bar

in 1856 and was elected to the legislature in the

following year as a Republican. He returned

to journalism at Chambersburg in 1862, but

again practiced law in Philadelphia from 1868

to 1873 and was prominent in the Liberal Repub-
lican movement of 1872. In the following year

he became editor in chief of the Philadelphia

Times and continued in that position until

April, 1901, when he retired. In 1904 he

became chief clerk of the supreme court of

Pennsylvania. He was the author of several
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books, including Lincoln and Men of War
Times, Our Presidents and How We Make
Them and Recollections of Half a Century.

McCook', Alexander McDowell (1831-

1903), an American soldier, born in Columbiana
County, Ohio. He was educated at West Point,

graduating in 1852, served in Indian campaigns

and as instructor at the military academy. At
the opening of the Civil War he was made
colonel of a volunteer regiment and at the Battle

of Bull Run earned the brevet of major; later,

for gallant service in Kentucky and Tennessee,

he became a major general of volunteers. He
also fought with Buell in Kentucky, at Mur-
freesboro and Chickamauga, and at the close

of the war he was brevetted brigadier general

and later major general in the regular army.

He retired from active service in 1895, with the

full rank of major general, and served in various

special commissions until his death.

McCor'mick, Cyrus Hall (1809-1884), an

American inventor, born in Virginia. In 1831

he built the reaping machine, which, with his

improvements, has done so much for the cause

of agriculture. In 1847 McCormick removed

to Chicago, where the extensive works of

the company were established. McCormick
founded in Chicago the McCormick Theological

Seminary for the Presbyterian Church and
endowed a professorship in Washington and
Lee University in Virginia. See Reaping
Machine.
McCosh', James (18^1-1894), a Scotch theo-

logian, author and educator, born in Ayrshire

and educated at the universities of Glasgow and
Edinburgh. In 1868 he was elected president

of the College of New Jersey (now Princeton

University), which position he held for twenty

years. During his administration the work of

the college was greatly broadened and organ-

ized on a university basis, and the endowment
was largely increased. Dr. McCosh was widely

known through his lectures and writings on

philosophical subjects and on education and

psychology. Among his works best known in

this country are The Emotions, Psychology of

the Cognitive Powers and Our Moral Nature.

McCuUoch, makul'lo, Hugh (1808-1895),

an American financier, bom at Kennebunkport,

Maine, and educated at Bowdoin College. He
began the practice of law at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

in 1833, but in 1815 he entered the banking

business. In March, 1865, McCulloch was ap-

pointed secretary of the treasury by President

Lincoln and retained the position through

Johnson's term. Upon retiring from office, he
entered the firm of Jay Cooke & Co., which
thereafter was known as Jay Cooke, McCulloch
& Co., and engaged in banking in London,
He again became secretary of the treasury in

1884, but retired the following year. He was
the author of a valuable book entitled Men and
Measures of Half a Century.

McCutch'eon, John Tinney (1870- ),

an American cartoonist and special newspaper
correspondent, born in Tippecanoe County,

Indiana. He was educated at Purdue Univer-

sity, where he studied art under Prof. Ernest

Kanufft. He was first brought to public notice

by his cartoons while correspondent for fhe

Chicago Record in 1896. He made tours of

special service in India, Burmah, Siam, China,

Korea and Japan. During the Spanish-Ameri-

can War he attended the military expeditions in

the occupation of the Philippines. After this

he went to South Africa and joined the Boers

in the interest of his paper. In 1900 he fur-

nished political cartoons for the Record-Herald,

and in 1903 he became the cartoonist for the

Chicago Tribune. He is the author of Stories

of Filipino Warfare and Cartoons by McCutcheon.
Among his famous cartoons is the series called

The Cartoons that Made Prince Henry Famous.
Macdon'ald, Flora (1722-1790), a Scottish

woman, famous for the part which she took in

the escape of Charles Edward Stuart after the

Battle of CuUoden (See Stuart, Charles
Edward). When, after this battle, he was in

danger of capture by the troops of the English

king. Flora rescued hun, disguised him as her

servant and helped him to escape to the Isle of

Skye. In 1774, with her husband, Allan Mac-
donald, she came to America and settled in

Fayetteville, N. C. Macdonald served during

the Revolutionary War in the British army.

Macdonald, George (1824-1905), a Scot-

tish novelist and poet, born at Huntley, Aberdeen-

shire, and educated at Aberdeen University. He
was for several years a preacher, before he

turned his attention to literature. Among his

numerous novels are David Elginbrod, Alec

Forbes, Robert Falconer, Malcolm, The Marquis

of Lossie and Salted unth Fire. He also published

several volumes of verse and some stories for

children, as At the Back of the North Wind and
The Princess and the Goblin. In 1872-1873 he

made a lecturing tour in the United States.

Macdonald, John Alexander, Sir (1815-

1891), a Canadian statesman, born in Glasgow,

Scotland. He went with his parents to Canada,
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there studied law and was admitted to the bar.

He was elected to the Dominion Parliament,

became conspicuous as a Conservative leader

and was chosen to a cabinet position in 1854.

He became first premier of federated Canada in

1867, a position which he held until 1873, when
he resigned. He resumed the office again in

1878 and retained it until his death. Macdonald

was one of the British commissioners to settle

the Alabama Claims (See Alabama, The) and

was one of the signers of the Treaty of Washing-

ton in 1871. He was an active promoter of the

Canadian Pacific Railway and one of the prime

mpvers in securing the confederation of the

Canadian provinces. Consult Macpherson's

Lije of Sir John Macdonald.

McDonough, mak don'o, Thomas (1783-

1825), an American naval officer, born in Dela-

ware. He entered the navy as midshipman in

1800, ser^•ed in the Barbary War of 1801-1803

and in various minor commissions until the out-

break of the War of 1812. In that war he

served first as lieutenant on the Constitution,

but in September of 1812 he was commissioned

to build a fleet on Lake Champlain. September

11, 1814, he successfully met a British fleet,

superior to his own, under Captain George

Downey. For this service he was made captain

and was granted a gold medal by Congress.

Later he commanded other vessels in the navy

and died at sea.

McDowell, Irvix (1818-1885), an Ameri-

can soldier, born at Columbus, Ohio, educated

in France and at West Point. He served in the

Mexican War and was brevetted captain for

gallant service at Buena Vista. Soon after the

opening of the Civil War, he was appointed

brigadier general of volunteers and was placed

in command of the Army of the Potomac, but

suffered a defeat at the first Battle of Bull Run,
which caused his removal. Later he commanded
a corps under McClellan and was assigned to

the defense of Washington, being made major
general of volunteers. He was conspicuous at

the battles of Cedar Mountain and Bull Run,
but was later relieved from field duty. He asked

for a court of inquiry, which acquitted him of all

charges. In March, 1865, he was brevetted

major general for his gallantry at Cedar Moun-
tain and seven years later was given the full

rank of major general. He retired from active

service in 1882.

Mace, mase, an East Indian spice, the dried

covering of the seed of the nutmeg, this covering

being a fleshy, net-like envelope, somewhat

resembling the husk of a filbert. When fresh

it is of a beautiful crimson hue. It is extremely

fragrant and aromatic and is chiefly used in

cooking or in pickles. See Nutmeg.
Macedonia, mas e do'ny ah, in ancient geog-

raphy, a territory lying n. of the Aegean Sea and

Thessaly, e. of Illyria and w. of Thrace. The
name is now applied to no political division,

but is often used in connection with the terri-

tory so called in ancient times. The country is

mountainous, and was famous in ancient times

for its gold and silver mines. The capital and
chief city was Pella.

It is thought probable by most historians that

the Macedonians were a Greek tribe which

remained behind when other tribes migrated into

Greece, but the customs and language became
modified so that the Macedonians were a dis-

tinct people. The country did not become
powerful until the accession of Philip II to the

throne in 359 b. c. Under him Macedonia

became leader of the Greek states (See Greece,
subhead History; Philip II of Macedon), and

under Alexander the kingdom was immensely

extended (See Alexander the Great). After

the death of Alexander the Macedonian Empire
was divided among his generals, the chief divi-

sions being Macedonia, Egypt, Syria, Perga-

mos, Bithynia, Rhodes and the Greek states.

In 146 B. c. Macedonia was made a Roman
province, and in 395 a. d., when the Roman
Empire was divided, it became a part of the

Byzantine Empire, at the fall of which it came
into the power of the Turks, part of whose

territory it now forms. It is inhabited chiefly

by Bulgarians, Turks, Greeks and Albanians.

During the latter half of the eighteenth and the

nineteenth century the Christian inhabitants of

Macedonia frequently rose against the Turkish

rule, but such revolts have always been put

down with wholesale massacre. In 1903 both

Russia and Austria demanded of Turkey certain

reforms in the administration of Macedonia,

but although the sultan promised to grant these,

no steps were taken toward that end. The
people rose in arms, and a desultory warfare was
carried on throughout the entire summer. Late

in the year the INIacedonians were induced to

lay down their arms and return to their homes.

Maceio, mah say yo', or Ma^ayo, a Brazilian

seaport, capital of the State of Alagoas, on the

Atlantic coast. Its chief exports are cotton,

horn and hides. Population, 12,000.

McEn'ery, Samuel Douglas (1837- ),

an American lawyer and politician, bom at
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Monroe, La. He was educated at Spring Mill

College, the United States Naval Academy and
the University of Virginia and also studied law
at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. He served as lieutenant

in the Confederate army during the Civil War
and afterward engaged in the practice of law.

In 1879 he was elected lieutenant governor of

his state, became governor two years later, on
the death of Governor Wiltz, and was again

elected in 1884. After serving two terms, he

was appointed associate justice of the supreme
court of the state, in 1888, where he served until

elected to the United States Senate in 1897.

He was reelected in 1903.

Maceo, masm/o, Antonio (1848-1896), a

Cuban patriot, born at Santiago de Cuba. He
took part in the Cuban War from 1868 to 1878

and was made major general of cavalry. After

traveling for a time he returned to Cuba, and in

1890 he attempted to start another revolution.

At the outbreak of the Cuban rebellion in 1895,

he joined the forces of Gomez and performed

notable service. He was killed while making a

reconnoissance.

MacFar'ren, George Alexander, Sir

(1813-1887), a musical composer, born in Lon-
don. His chief operas are The Devil's Opera,

Don Quixote and Robin Hood, one of his best

works. Besides numerous cantatas and oratorios,

he wrote a notable Te Deurn and several impor-

tant treatises upon music.

McGill' College and University, a co-

educational institution, established at Montreal,

Canada, in 1821, by the bequest of Hon. James

McGill. The present organization includes the

department of arts, to which women are admitted,

the department of applied science, and depart-

ments of law and of medicine. There are also

several divinity schools affiliated with the uni-

versity. McGill is affiliated with the Univer-

sities of Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin, and it

has a large number of affiliated schools and

colleges in the Dominion. Its government is

similar to that of English universities. The
supreme authority rests in the governor-general

of the Dominion. The executive officer is styled

principal and is ex officio vice-chancellor. The
chancellor is the president of the board of gov-

ernors and is usually a non-resident officer. The
faculty numbers over 75, and there are over

1000 students. The library contains 92,000

volumes, the endowment exceeds $3,000,000,

and the annual income is over $410,000.

McGil'livray, Alexander (about 1740-

1793), chief of the Creek Indians, son of a Scotch
102

trader and a half-breed Indian \\oman. He
was educated at Charleston and for a time was
engaged in business in Savannah, but later he
became interested in the Indian trade and was
chosen "Emperor of the Creek Nation." In
the Revolutionary War he took active part

against the patriots, and he continued border
hostilities until 1790, when he signed a treaty of

peace for his tribe.

Machiavelli, mah'hja vel'le, Niccolo (1469-

1527), a distinguished Italian statesman and
historian, born at Florence. For more than
fourteen years he guided the destinies of the

Florentine Republic, undertook embassies, con-

cluded treaties and jealously guarded the rights

and liberties of his native city. WTien the

Medici returned to power in 1512, by the aid

of the pope, Machiavelli was deprived of his

office and retired to his country house. Here
he devoted himself to literary labor, the chief

results of which are found in his History of

Florence, Discourses upon the Ten First Books

of Lift/, The Prince, by which he is best known,
and the comedies of Jm Mmidragola and Fa
Clizia. The name of Machiavelli was long

synonymous with all that is tortuous and treach-

erous in state affairs.

Machine Gun, a name given to any of those

pieces of ordnance that are loaded and fired

mechanically. They have usually a number of

separate barrels. Such guns, while having their

own use in warfare by land, are regarded as

being of special value in marine warfare and are

intended mainly for use against torpedo boats.

As the range is limited, machine guns can never

take the place of cannon and rifle, however
deadly the guns may be at short range. The fh"st

machine gun to come into prominence was the

French miltrailleuse, which was employed in the

Franco-German War. The Gatling gun first

appeared in the United States and was speedily

adopted with modifications by Great Britain and
other powers. Other guns of this kind are the

Hotchkiss, the Nordenfeldt and the Gardner.

As to rapidity of fire the Nordenfeldt has slightly

the superiority; yet the two-barreled Gardner

can fire 236 rounds, and the five-barrel Gardner,

330 rounds, in half a minute. In continuous

work and ease and rapidity of fire, the

Gardner gun has a marked superiority over

the Nordenfeldt. The Hotchkiss gun fires

heavier projectiles than the other machine

guns. A more recent invention is the

Maxim, which, after the first shot, continues to

fire time after time by means of the power
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derived from the explosion of each successive

cartridge.

Mackay, nikmf, John William (1831-1902),

an American capitalist, born in Dublin, Ireland.

He moved to New York in childhood, in 1851

went to California and in the following year to

Nevada, where, in 1872, he was one of the dis-

coverers of the Bonanza mines, of which he

owned two-fifths. Their production has been

enormous. In 1884, with James Gordon Ben-

nett, he founded the Commercial Cable Com-
pany and Postal Telegraph Company and pre-

cipitated a long fight with the Western Union.

Later he headed the company which constructed

and laid the American Pacific Cable (See Cable,

Submarine). He died in London.

Mckees'port, Pa., a city in Allegheny co.,

15 mi. s. e. of Pittsburg, at the confluence of the

Monongahela and the Youghiogheny rivers, and

on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, the Baltimore &
Ohio and the Pennsylvania railroads. It is

in a region having deposits of bituminous coal

and natural gas, and it has a vast iron and steel

industry. The National Tube Works has a

very large plant here, employing between 8000

and 10,000 men. There are also manufactures

of railroad cars, locomotives, glass and lumber

products. The Douglass Industrial College is

located here, and the city contains a hospital,

a Carnegie library, a business college, a fine

high school building, a Y. M. C. A. building,

and about thirty churches. The place was

settled in 1795 and was incorporated as a bor-

ough in 1842 and as a city in 1890. Population

in 1900, 34,227.

McKees Rocks, Pa., a borough in Allegheny

CO., on the Ohio River, opposite Allegheny, and

on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie and the Pitts-

burg, Chartiers & Youghiogheny railroads. It

has extensive railroad shops, iron and steel works,

lumber and flour mills, glass works and other

factories. The place was settled by John

McKee in 1830 and was incorporated as a

borough in 1892. The population has increased

very rapidly during the last decade. Population

in 1900, 6352.

McKen'na, Joseph (1843- ), an Ameri-

can jurist and statesman, born in Philadelphia.

His family removed to California in 1855, where
he attended public schools, studied law and was
admitted to the bar when twenty-two years old.

He served several terms as prosecuting attorney

and was a member of the state legislature. He
was elected to Congress in 1884 and held his

seat until 1892, when he was appointed United

States circuit judge by President Harrison. In

1897 he was appointed attorney-general, and in

1898 he became a justice of the United States

Supreme Court.

Macken'zie, a districtand territory of Canada,

bounded on the n. by the Arctic Ocean; on the

e. by Keewatin; on the s. by Keewatin, Sas-

katchewan, Alberta and British Columbia, and

on the w. by Yukon. The area is over 500,000

square miles, and the population in 1901 was

5216. The country is generally low, sloping

gradually toward the north. It contains a large

number of lakes, chief among which are Great

Bear Lake, Great Slave Lake, Aylmer Lake and

Lake Dobaunt. The Mackenzie is the chief

river; it flows across the western part of the

territory and empties into the Arctic Ocean.

In the north central part is the Copper Mine
River, flowing into Coronation Gulf. While the

region is suitable to certain lines of agriculture,

it is as yet undeveloped.

Mackenzie, Alexander (1822-1892), a

Canadian statesman, born in Perthshire, Scot-

land. Originally a stone mason? he emigrated

to Kingston, Canada, in 1842 and began busi-

ness as a builder and contractor. In 1852 he

was made editor of a Liberal newspaper, and

he entered the Ontario parliament in 1861 and

the Dominion parliament in 1867. He soon

became leader of the Liberal party, and on the

resignation of Sir John Macdonald in 1873, he

became premier and retained office with great

success till 1878. He remained in parliament

until his death, heading the opposition for a

time, and he many times refused the honor of

knighthood.

Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir (1755-1820), a

Canadian explorer, born at Inverness, Scotland.

He emigrated to Canada in 1775, and in the

employ of the Northwest Fur Company he

explored the great river named after him, from

the western end of Great Slave Lake to the Arc-

tic Ocean (1789). He made another expedition

to the western coast (1792) and was the first

white man to cross the Rocky Mountains.

Mackenzie, Morell, Sir (1837-1892), an

English physician and surgeon, famous for his

successful operations on the larynx. When the

German emperor Frederick III was attacked

with cancer of the throat, Mackenzie became his

physician and stayed with him to the end, not-

withstanding the bitter opposition of German
physicians. Among Mackenzie's published

works are A Manual of Disease-^ of the Throat

and Nose, The Hygiene of the Vocal Organs
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and an account of the fatal illness of the German
emperor.

Mackenzie, William Lyon (1795-1861), a

Canadian politician and statesman, specially

noted as leader of the rebellion of 1837-1838.

He was born in Scotland, but at the age of

twenty-five he came to Upper Canada and settled

at York, now Toronto. Four }ears later he

established the Colonial Advocate, a paper in

which he attacked the govermnent and severely

criticised many of its measures. He was elected

to the legislature of Upper Canada in 1828

and was reelected three successive times,

but was refused a seat because of an alleged

libel on the ministry. In 1832 he visited Eng-

land as a delegate to secure reforms in govern-

ment and the redress of certain grievances. He
was successful in his mission, and on his return

he was chosen the first mayor of Toronto and

was again elected to the legislature. During

these years Mackenzie used his position and

opportunity to create a strong sentiment against

the existing government, and he publicly de-

clared his sympathy with the inhabitants of

Lower Canada (Province of Quebec), who were

even more open in their opposition to the exist-

ing conditions than were the inhabitants of

Upper Canada. In 1837 he led a movement to

establish a new govermnent and overthrow the

existing order. He and his followers were

defeated by a detachment of Canadian troops,

and Mackenzie fled to the United States, where

he established headquarters on Navy Island in

the Niagara River and attempted to gather

about him a following to invade Canada.

Prompt action on the part of the United States

authorities, however, prevented the success of

his project, and he went to New York, where

he remained several years, engaged in news-

paper work. In 1849 general pardon was

granted to all connected with this rebellion, and

Mackenzie returned to Toronto. See Can.vda,

subhead History.

Mackenzie River, a large river in the North-

west Territories of Canada. It flows out of

Great Slave Lake, first west, then north, finally

northwest, and after a course of about 900 miles

it falls into the Arctic Ocean by numerous

mouths. Its principal affluents, including the

feeders of Great Slave Lake, are the Athabasca,

the Great Slave River, the Liard and the Peel,

and it is navigable throughout its course. It

was discovered by Alexander Mackenzie in 1789.

Mack'erel, one of the important food fishes,

which inhabits almost the whole of the European

seas and is found in tropical and temperate

zones in other parts of the world. There are

several species, but the common mackerel is

the most important as a food fish. When full-

grown it is from seventeen to eighteen inches

long and weighs about three pounds. It is of

a dark green color above, shading to a darker
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color below the water line. In the United

States the center of the mackerel industry is at

Gloucester and Yarmouth, Mass., whence

mackerel fleets fish all along the coast. The
greater part of the product is salted, but fresh

mackerel is found on the market in cities near

the coast.

Mackinac, mak'in mv, Island, an island and

city in Mackinac co., Mich., 260 mi. n. by w. of

Detroit and 320 mi. n. by e. from Chicago, in

the Straits of Mackinac, at the northwest ex-

tremity of Lake Huron. The island is about 2

miles wide and 3 miles long and is a state park.

Its southern end rises abruptly from the lake,

and the bluff is the site of the old Fort Mackinac,

\vhich was an important military post previous

to and during the War of 1812, but has long

since been vacant. The city of Mackinac is at

the foot of the blufl^ along the south shore of the

island and is a noted summer resort, during the

height of the season having from 8000 to 10,000

visitors. The city contains a number of large

hotels and other structures erected for the pleas-

ure and convenience of summer visitors. The
regular inhabitants number about 675.

McKin'ley, Mount, the highest peak of

North America, situated in the south central

part of Alaska. Its height is 20,464 feet, and

it is covered with snow and has extensive glaciers.

McKinley, William (1843-1901), an Ameri-

can statesman, the twenty-fifth president of the

United States. He was born in Niles, Ohio,

and received his early education at the Poland

Seminary, in the same state. In 1860 he entered

Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa., but ill health

compelled him to discontinue his studies the

first year. After teaching school for a short

period, he enlisted, in June, 1861, in the Twenty-

third Ohio Infantry, under command of Colonel

(subsequently General) W. S. Rosecrans, and
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sened through the war, gaining the rank of

brevet major for gallantry at Antietam, Opequon

Creek and Cedar Creek. He returned to Poland

at the close of the war, began the study of law

and was admitted to the bar in 1867.

Entering on the practice of law in Canton,

Ohio, he soon became interested in politics

and was known as a leading stump speaker in

the state. He was elected prosecuting attorney

in 1869, in 1876 member of Congress and was
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reelected successively until 1891. His service

in Congress was notable for his advocacy of a

high tariff, embodied in a bill called by his

name, passed in 18fK). He was elected governor

of Ohio in 1891 and was reele(;ted in 1893 by

a majority of 8(),(KX). His administrations as

governor, though severely criticised for close

relations with corprjrations and for exceptional

regard for party advantage, were so efficient, in

general, that McKinley V^ecame a popular

party leader throughout the nation. In June,

1896, he was nominates] l>y the Republican

national convention at Saint Louis for president

and was elected by a vote of 271 in the electoral

college to 176 for William J. Uryuii, his Demo-
cratic opfx>nent. In the presidential canvass,

men of Ijoth parties rallied to his support in oj)-

position to the free silver movement rej)resented

by Mr. Bryan. His administration was notable

for maintenance of a [K>licy of expansion, both

ferntorial and commercial, th«! I'onrier being

emphasized by the Spanish-Am<;rican war, the

annexation of the Philippines and the annexa-

tion of Hawaii, the latter by the negotiation of

reciprocity treaties. The Dingley tariff law was
also passed in 1897, and a bill establishing the

gold .standard became a law two years later.

McKinley was reelected in 1900 with in-

creased majorities, receiving 292 of the 477

electoral votes. He had won a place in the

hearts of many of his supporters as one of the

most beloved of American .statesmen; his second

term had had an auspicious beginning, and his

foreign and domestic policies were received with

favor. On Sept. 6, 1901, while holding a

public reception at the Pan-American Expo-

sition at Buffalo, he was shot and fatally wounded

by Leon Czolgosz, an anarchist. He died Sep-

tember 14 and was buried at Canton, Ohio,

September 19. For five minutes at the hour of

his interment, all business ceased throughout the

land, and remarkable evidences of respect and

affection were manifested by the peoples of

other countries. As a statesman, McKinley

was influenced, perhaps exceptionally, by the

.sentiment of his constituents, and it was rather

his foresight in determining their views, than

his own convictions, that made him a jjopular

leader. However, his sincerity, his purity of

(character, his devotion to high ideals, and his

generosity and tact well merited the prestige

which he attained.

Maclaren, m'klair'en, Ian, See V/atson,

John.

McLaren, William Edward (1831-1905), a

Protestant Episcopal bishop, born in Geneva,

N. Y., and educated at Jefferson College. After

completing his education he began life as a jour-

nalist. Later he studied theology and was

ordained a minister in the Presbyterian Church

and .sent as a missionary to Bogota. On his

return he filled pastorates in Pittsburg, Pa.,

Detroit, Mich., and Peoria, 111. He was led to

change his religious views and became a minii*-

ter in the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1872

and was .stationed at Trinity Church, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Three years later he became

bishop of Illinois, and when the diocese in that

state was divided, he retained the northern part,

known as the Diocese of Chicago. Bishop Mc-

Laren was the founder of the W^estern Theo-

logical Seminary, at Chicago, and Waterman

Hall, a school for girls, at Sycamore, 111. He
was the author of a number of works of an

ecclesiastical nature. Among them are The

Pradire of the hilcri/ir Lijr, The Holy Priest

and The IC.-i.vnee of Prayer.
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McLau'rin, Anselm .Iosf.pu (184S- ),

an American lawyer anil jx^litieian. Ivrn at

Brandon, Miss. He reeoivtxl a cvnnnon sehool

e<.lueation. entei-ed the Confeilerate army in

1S04, and at the close of the war complete*.! a

course in Summerville Institute. In 1SI)S he

was admitteil to the Ivir and began practice at

Raleigh, where he was soon electixl district

attorney. He moved to Brandon in 187t>, was

electt\l to the state legislature, was a member
of the constitutional ivnvention of ISIH) ami

foiu' years later was chosen to the Inittnl States

Senate to fill out an unexpired term. In the

following year he was electetl ginernor of Missis-

sippi, serving until liKK), when he was again

elected to the Senate.

McLean, imik- laiu', Jonx (17S'>-lSt)l), an

.\nierican jurist and politician, Iwrn in New
•lersey. He ivmovtxl with his parents to \'ir-

ginia, to Kentucky, and finally to t^hio, where

lie was admittiH.1 to the bar in 1807. He servtxl

in C\mgre.-<s from 1812 to ISUi as a Democrat,

in the latter year being electtxl judgt^ of the Ohio

supreme coiu't. He was postmaster-general

under President .lames Monroe, also imdcr

John Adams, but refusetl rcapi>i)intmeut under

.lackson, owing to disagreement over the princi-

ple of partisan appoiiUment and removal. He
became associate justice of the Unitetl States

Supreme Court in 1830. He was n candidate

for the Fret^Soil nomination to the presidency

in 1848 and for the Republican nomination in

1800, and he wmte a dissenting opinion in the

l>rcd Si'ott case.

MacMahon, mak ma ohX', Makia Ki^mk

I'AruicK Mauiuci: \n\ Duke of Magenta

(1808 1803). a marshal of France, educated at

the military college of Saint (^yr. He dis-

tingiiisluHl himself tliu'ing the Crimean War
and din-ing the war with Austria in 18")0, having

uuich to do with the defeat of Au.stria at Ma-
genta aiul Solferino. In the war between

France and (icrmany in 1870, MacMahon was

shut up in the town of Sedan by the (uMinan

armies and was womided in the battle before

his siu'render. After the war he assistetl in

[»utting down the (\)nnnune, and in 1873 he

was elected presiilent of the L>ench Republii-,

a |)osition which he occupiinl until 1870.

McMas'ter, John Bach (1852 ), an

American historian, born in Brooklyn. He

graduated from the College of the City of New
^ ork and .soon became known as a writer on

engineering subjects. He was instructor of

civil engineering in Princeton; but, after six

years, resignetl to devote his whole time to the

study t>f history anil was later eltvttxl j^rofessor

of American history in the I'niversity of Penn-

sylvania. He publisluxi a mimber of books of

history and biography, but his nu^st important

contribution to the science is a Histon/ of ilu-

Pt-oplf of the Unitid Stahw. This is a very ex-

tensive work, designcil to cover the period twni

the Revolution to the Civil War. in seven vol-

umes, five of which had aj^peartxl up to 10t)7.

McMil'lin, Bi:nton (18»,'> ). an Ameri-

can politician, born in Mom-oe County, Ky. He
itHvived an academic education, was admitted

to the bar and was electixl to the Tennes.set»

legislature in 1874. He was for twenty years

(187l>-1800) a member of Congress and at the

close of his .serviiv was electinl governor of 'IVn-

ncs.see and was reelected in 1001.

McMonnies, mak mtm'iz, FHi:i>K.KUk

(1803 ), an American .sculptor, lH>rn in

Brooklyn. He studied at lirst imder Saint

Ciaiidcns and in 1884 went to Paris. His first

work, a statue of Diana, was exhibitixl in France

in 1880 and was acconUnl honorable mention.

His best known works are the McMotuiirn

Fountain, at the World's (\>hnnbian Fx|h>-

sition in Cliicago. in 1803; Sir llarrtj \'am\ in

the Boston Public Library, and Shakf.-ipcair, in

the Congressional Library at Washington.

.\fter 1000 McMonnies devoted himself to

painting.

Macomb, ma koom'. III., the county-seat of

McDotiough CO.. ()') mi. n. w. of Springfield, 011

the Chicago, Bmlington «!v Quincy railroad.

The city is in a productive agricultm-al region

and has a considerable trade in farm proiluce,

coal and lumber. Fire clay is fomiil in abun-

dance, and the manufacturing of clay [uoducts

is the most important inilustry. 'Phe Western

Illinois State Nornud School is located here,

and the city has a public library. Population

in 1000, r)37r).

Macomb, .Xi.i-.xandkk (1782 1811), an Amer-

ican .soldier, born in Detroit, Mich, lie cntertnl

the cavalry .service of the arniy in 170!) anil had

become adjtitant general at the outbreak of the

War of 1812. Diu'ing this struggle he .served

with the artillery and by January, 1814, had

become brigadier general, in conunand of the

northern frontier. There, in September, he

fought the Battle of Plattsbm-g, near Lake

Champlain, simultaneously with McDonough's

famous battle on the lake. For this .service he

was made major general and received the thanks

of Congress, as well as a gold medal. From
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]S2S until his death he \vas commander in chief

of the United States army.

Macon, vm'kon, Ga., the coiuity-seat of

Bibb CO., 100 mi. s. e. of Atlanta, on the Ocmul-

gee River and on the Central of Georgia, the

Southern, the Georgia Southern & Florida and

other railroads. It is the fourth inland cotton

market in the country and ships large quantities

of fruits, vegetables and other produce. The
manufacture of cotton products is the most

important industry. There are also railroad

shops, lumber mills, kaolin mines, foundries

and manufactures of clay products, furniture

and other articles. The important educational

institutions are Saint Stanislaus College, Mercer

University, INIount de Sales Academy, the state

academy for the blind and Wesleyan Female

College, one of the oldest colleges for women in

the United States. The place was settled in

1S22 and was chartered as a city in 1832. Pop-

ulation in 1900, 23,272. Two adjoining sub-

urlDS have since been taken into the city, making

the population at least 30,000.

McPherson, 7nak fur' son, James Birdseye

(1828-1864), an American soldier, born at San-

dusky, Ohio. He graduated from West Point

at the head of his class in 1853 and was appointed

to the engineering corps. At the outbreak of the

Civil \Yar he entered the Federal service under

General Halleck and was made lieutenant

colonel. He took an active part in the expe-

dition against Fort Donelson and Fort Henry

and at the Battle of Shiloh, as chief of engineers

on General Grant's staff. He was made major

general of volunteers for services at Corinth, and

he serv'ed with distinction in the Vicksburg

campaign, being made brigadier general in the

regular army. Later he became commander of

the Army of the Tennessee and took a conspic-

uous and important part in Sherman's march

to Atlanta. He lost his life in a gallant attack

upon Atlanta in July, 1864.

Macready, mak re'dy, William Cil\rles

(1793-1873), an English tragedian, born in

London. In 1826 he made his first visit to

America and in 1828 played in Paris, meeting

with great success in both countries. He re-

visited the United States in 1843 and 1848, and

during his last visit he was the victim of a riot

in Astor Place, New York, stirred up by his

rival, Edwin Forrest. For a time Macready

held the management of the Covent Garden

Theatre and later that of Drury Lane. He
retired from the stage in 1851. Although lack-

ing somewhat in fire and enthusiasm, Macready

was recognized as one of the great actors of his

time.

Mac Veagh, mak vay', Wayne (1833- ),

an American lawyer and politician, bom in

Chester County, Pa. He graduated at Yale in

1853 and was admitted to the bar in 1856.

After serving as prosecuting attorney, he took

part in the defense of Pennsylvania during the

Civil War, and in 1872 was appointed minister

to Turkey. President Hayes placed him at

the head of a commission to investigate con-

ditions in Louisiana in 1877, and Garfield

appointed him attorney-general in 1881. He
supported Cleveland for president in 1892 and

was appointed minister to Italy in the following

year. In 1903 Mac Veagh was chief counsel for

the United States in the Venezuela controversy

before the Hague tribunal.

Mad^agas'car, a large island in the Indian

Ocean, 230 mi. from the east coast of Africa,

from which it is separated by Mozambique
Channel. Its length is about 980 miles, its

greatest breadth, 358 miles, and its area, includ-

ing a few islets, 228,500 square miles. Mada-
gascar may be described as an elevated region,

with an average height of from 3000 to 5000 feet,

overlooked by mountains rising in some cases to

nearly 9000 feet. The coast exhibits a number

of indentations, w'ith several very fine natural

harbors in the northwest. The rivers are

numerous, yet few of them offer even to a moder-

ate extent the advantages of internal naviga-

tion. The cMmate is oppressively hot on the

coast, but it is temperate on the highlands of

the interior, and the island is unhealthfal for

Europeans only in the neighborhood of lagoons

or marshes. The rainy season continues from

December to April.

The trees of Madagascar include palms,

ebony, mahogany, fig, cocoanut and the ravi-

nala, or traveler's tree, which when pierced yields

a refreshing juice. The vegetable products

grown for food include rice, manioc, or cassava,

sweet potatoes, ground nuts and yams. Gin-

ger, pepper and indigo grow wild; cotton, sugar

cane, coffee, tobacco and hemp are cultivated.

India rubber, gum copal and dyewoods are

exported. Humped cattle are found in im-

mense herds, and form a large part of the wealth

of the inhabitants. There are also sheep, goats,

swine and horses. The most characteristic of

the wild animals are the lemurs (See Lemur).

Birds are numerous; snakes are rare; croco-

diles, lizards and chameleons abound.

The inhabitants, called Malagasy, belong to
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the Malayo-Polynesian stock and speak a Ma-
layan language. The Hovas are the ruling

tribe, having extended their sway over nearly

the whole island, while the other chief tribes

are the Betsimisarakas, the Betsileos and the

Sakalavas. In the coast districts the houses of

the better class are built of framed timber and
have lofty roofs; the dwellings of the lower

classes are constructed of bamboo or rushes, or

even of clay. The Malagasy show much apti-

tude as silversmiths, gunsmitlis and carpenters,

and with rude looms they make handsome
cloths. The religion of the great bulk of the

people is a kind of fetishism, or worship of

charms. Many of their superstitious customs

have been abolished, and Christianity has been

adopted, chiefly by the Hovas, but polygamy

and infanticide are still practiced. The govern-

ment is an absolute monarchy, but it is subject

to France. The capital is Antananarivo (See

Antananarivo) .

INIadagascar was known to Marco Polo at the

end of the thirteenth century, and in 1506 it was

visited by the Portuguese, who gave it the name
of Saint Lorenzo. In the latter part of the

seventeenth century and during the most of the

eighteenth century, the French had the ascend-

ency in the island, but the English gained the

supreme influence early in the nineteenth cen-

tury. In the year 1810 Radama I became

king of the Hovas, and with his approval Chris-

tian missionaries began to teach in the capital

in 1820. Many converts were made, the Bible

was translated into the Malagasy tongue, the

language was reduced to a systematic written

form and printing was introduced. In 1828

Radama was succeeded by his chief wife, Rana-

valona I, a woman of cruel disposition, who
persecuted the Christians and closed the island

to Europeans. She was succeeded in 1861 by

her son, Radama II, who reopened it to the

missionaries and emancipated the African

slaves. He also granted extensive territories

and privileges to France, an act which offended

his chiefs and led to his assassination in 1863.

His wife occupied the throne five years, and she

was succeeded by Ranavalona II, who became

queen in 1868. Under her, Christianity became

the State religion. The government, jealous of

foreign influence in the island, invaded French

territory in 1883, and the result was a struggle

which lasted for two years. By a treaty in 1885,

Madagascar was virtually placed under French

protection, and eleven years later it was declared

a colony of France. In 1897, France emanci-

pated the slaves of the Hovas and in the same

year was obliged to put down a serious rebellion.

Mad'der, a genus of plants native in almost

all tropical regions. From the roots of a species

which is grown extensively in Holland is ob-

tained a beautiful red coloring matter, which in

one shade is known as turkey red. The chief

coloring matter in the different madder dyes is

called alizarin. Common madder is a native of

southern Europe and Asia, though cultivated in

most European countries. It has black fruit

and small, greenish-yellow flowers. A French

variety, grown in the neighborhood of Avignon,

is considered the best. Cinchona trees and cof-

fee trees are members of this family, and in the

United States the common bluets and button-

bush are representatives. The madder family

has about 4500 species. See Dyeing.

Madeira, ma dc'rah, a Portuguese island in

the North Atlantic, about 400 mi. from the coast

of Morocco. Its length is about 38 miles, its

breadth, 12 miles, and its area, 315 square

miles. The island is traversed by a central

mountain ridge, the highest point of which is

over 6000 feet. The chief product of Madeira

is wine, for which it has long been famous, and

of which it exports yearly about 700,000 gallons.

The climate is equable, and the island is con-

sidered an excellent health resort. The capital

and chief center of trade is Funchal. Madeira
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was colonized by the Portuguese in the early

half of the fifteenth century. Population in

1900, 150,574.

Madeira River, a large river of South

America, the largest tributary of the Amazon.
It is formed by the union of the Beni, the Ma-
mor^ and the Guapore, on the frontiers of Brazil

and Bolivia. With the Mamor^ its length is

about 2000 miles, and it is navigable for almost

half of this distance. East of the Bolivian

frontier the navigation is interrupted by cata-

racts, but beyond the cataracts it is again navi-

gable.

Mad'ison, Ind., the county-seat of Jefferson

CO., 50 mi. n. e. of Louisville, Ky., on the Ohio
River and on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago

& Saint Louis railroad. The city has a large

river trade and contains shipbuilding and lum-

ber yards, foundries, machine shops, tanneries

and cotton and woolen mills. It has public

and parish schools and Saint Gabriel's Academy.

Madison was first incorporated in 1824. Popu-

lation in 1900, 7835.

Madison, Wis., the capital of the state and

county-seat of Dane co., is situated 83 mi. w.

of Milwaukee on the Chicago & Northwestern,

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul and the

Illinois Central railroads. It is situated in the

center of a broad valley and is almost sur-

rounded by four very attractive lakes. Beauti-

ful boulevard driveways radiate from the city

in all directions. Among the chief buildings is

the new state capitol, now being built at a cost

of .$5,000,000, on the site of the old one, which

was burned in 1904. The library and museum
building of the Wisconsin Historical Society is

of special interest. It is situated opposite the

state university campus and cost $700,000. It

houses the state historical and state university

libraries, in all numbering 240,000 volumes.

In addition to this library there are state law
libraries and a Carnegie library, which was
merged with the public library. The chief

educational institution is the University of Wis-
consin, founded in 1849 (See Wisconsin, Uni-
versity of). Madison is the home of two
learned societies, the Wisconsin Academy of

Sciences, Arts and Letters and the Wisconsin

Geological and Natural History Survey. A
state asylum for the insane is situated on Lake
Mendota, near the city. The manufactures
include agricultural implements, machinery,

tools, flour, boots and shoes and electrical

appliances. There are also numerous printing

establishments. In 1836 the city of Madison

was chosen for the location of the state capital,

and since 1839 it has been the regular seat of

government. It was chartered as a city in

1856. Population in 1905, 24,301.

Madison, James (1751-1836), an American
statesman, fourth president of the United States.

He was born at Port Conway, Va., and was
educated at Princeton College, at first with the

intent of entering the ministry, later in prepara-

tion for a legal career. He served in minor

JAMES MADISON

local public offices until 1776, when he was a

member of the Virginia constitutional conven-

tion. There he vigorously advocated the grant-

ing of absolute religious freedom and thus dis-

played for the first time his natural democratic

inclinations. He became a member of the first

state assembly, but was defeated at the end of

the term by corrupt means. In 1780 he was

sent by the state to the Continental Congress.

Returning to his state in 1784, he again was

elected to the legislature, where he labored

diligently toward the upbuilding of a strong

union of the colonies, in order to secure for all

the necessary stability and prestige. In the

constitutional convention of 1787 he was a

leading figure, though, being secretary of the con-

vention, he did not take a conspicuous place in

the debate. On account of his service, he was

afterward called the "Father of the Constitu-

tion." As a contributor to the' Federalist, with
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John Jay and Alexander Hamilton, he did much
to secure the ratification of the Constitution by
the states, especially New York and Virginia.

In 1789 he was elected to the national House of

Representatives, where he remained eight

years. Though elected as a Federalist, he soon

found himself in opposition to Hamilton, and
he eventually became a leader of the Anti-

Federalist, later Republican, and still later.

Democratic, party.

After his retirement from Congress, Madison
for a time did not show active interest in political

affairs, though it is believed that the Virginia

Resolutions of 1798 (See Kentucky and Vir-

ginia Resolutions) were written by him.

When Jefferson became president in 1801, he

chose as his secretary of state, Madison, who
was his warm personal friend. Madison retained

the office for eight years, until he himself was

elected president. Though not displaying re-

markable powers as a diplomat or an executive,

Madison's term at the head of the state depart-

ment showed him to be a man of firm con-

victions and perfect integrity.

When he became president in 1809, the for-

eign affairs were in a serious state, and through-

out his first term he was confronted by some of

the most serious diplomatic problems in the

history of the country. He was unsuccessful

in attempting to apply his theory that foreign

nations can be brought to terms by depriving

them of American trade. When the war was

forced upon him, he devoted himself to its

prosecution, but proved not to be an efficient

executive. However, he was reelected in 1813,

his second term being filled with controversies

over internal taxation, the establishment of the

United States Bank, which was finally carried

in 1816, and the tariff, in which a protective

principle was incorporated for the first time in

the same year.

At the close of his term, Madison retired to

his estate at Montpelier, Va., where, though

living quietly, he maintained a strong influence

upon his party and upon political events in

general. His wife, Mrs. Dorothy Paine Todd
Madison, was perhaps the most popular mis-

tress that the White House has ever known,

being familiarly called "Dolly" Madison. See

Gay's James Madison in American Statesmen

Series.

Madon'na, a term now commonly used in all

languages to refer to the Virgin in works of art.

It was not until after 431 A. c, when the Coun-

cil of Ephesus declared the Virgin Mary to be

the Mother of God, that she was frequently

represented in art, but after that time the num-
ber of paintings increased rapidly. In early

art she was painted with a robe of blue, starred

or marked with gold and usually draped over

her head. Byzantine models were followed up

to the thirteenth century, when the revival of

painting in Italy brought more natural and

beautiful forms. Fra Filippo Lippi was the

first to portray the incarnation of maternal

love and childish innocence. Botticelli's two

best productions represent the Virgin crowned

and adored by dreamy angels. Only two of

Leonardo da Vinci's Madonnas remain, both

of which are charming representations. The
Umbrian painters left striking and beautiful

pictures of the Madonna, one of the best of

which is the Madonna Enthroned, by Dosso

Dossi, now in the Cathedral at Ferrara. Of
Venetian painters, Giovanni Bellini and Titian

stand out most prominently, and Titian's

Pesaro Madonna in the Church of Frari, Venice,

is the most celebrated. Of all the Italian

painters of Madonnas, Raphael was the greatest.

In his early period his theme was Mary the

mother, while later he represented her as queen

of heaven. Of his fifty or more excellent

Madonnas, the most celebrated are the Ma-
donna of the Chair and the Sistine Madonna
(See below).

The artists of northern Europe did not pro-

duce many famous Madonnas, and of these,

few remain. The first in rank of the German
Madonnas is the Madonna of Burgomaster

Meyer, at Darmstadt, the work of Holbein.

Rubens and Van Dyke also furnished excellent

examples. Murillo is the representative Spanish

painter, and his best works are to be seen in the

Pitti Gallery, Florence, in the Corsini Palace in

Rome and in the Louvre, Paris.

A few of the famous Madonnas now in the

galleries are the following:

Madonna di Ansidai, by Raphael (1506), the

finest in England, in the National Gallery,

London. Sometimes it is called the Blenheim

Madonna, because it was purchased there in

1844 for $350,000.

Madonna del Baldacchino (Madonna of the

Canopy), by Raphael (1508), in the Pitti Palace,

Florence. The Virgin, enthroned under a

canopy, the curtains of which are raised by

angels, sits with Jesus in her lap.

Belle Jardiniere (Pretty Gardener), by Raphael

(1507), in the Louvre. The Virgin, seated in a

meadow among flowers, is looking at the infant
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Jesus, who stands at one knee; at the other,

Saint John kneels, holding a cross.

Madonna de CandeJabri or Madonna de la

Canddabras, by Raphael C151(>-1517), in Lon-

don. On one side of the Virgin, who holds the

infant Jesus, is a burning torch held by an angel.

Because this was formerly in the Borghesi

Palace it is sometimes called the Borghesi

Madonna.

Madonna of the Basket, by Correggio (1520),

in the National Gallery, London.

The Sistine Madonna, by Raphael (1518),

now in the Dresden Gallery, Germany. It

represents the Virgin supported on clouds and

carrying the child Jesus in her arms. On one

side Pope Sixtus II kneels in supplication. x\t

the other side kneels Samt Catherine, and below,

the two famous cherubs of Raphael are leaning.

This picture was painted as an altar piece for the

Church of San Sisto at Piacenza, and it was fin-

ished just before Raphael's death (See Raphael).

Madonna of the Rocks, by Leonardo da Vinci,

in the National Gallery, London. It takes its

name from the appearance in the background of

a grotto, with high rocks. The Virgin is pre-

senting the infant John to Jesus, who, supported

by an angel, is blessing him.

Madonna of the Rosary, by Domenichino, in

the Bologna Galler}'. Other paintings of the

same name have been done by Murillo, Cara-

vaggio and Van Dyke.

Madonna of the Chair {Madonna della Sedia),

by Raphael (1516-1517), in the Pitti Palace,

Florence. The Virgin is seated in a chair,

clasping Jesus in her arms, w'hile Saint John is

depicted in adoration at the left.

Madras', a maritime city of British India,

capital of the province of the same name, on

the Coromandel coast. It is ill-situated for

commerce, standing on an open surf-broken

shore, with no proper harbor, though an area

has been enclosed by piers so as to shelter a

certain amount of shipping. Despite draw-

backs, however, INIadras carries on an extensive

commerce, being the terminus of railways from

Bombay and the south, while it is also the head-

quarters of all the province departments. There
are no manufactures w^orthy of mention, but the

export and import trade amounts to millions of

dollars annually. Madras was founded in 1639

by the English, and it soon became their chief

settlement on the coast. It was taken by the

French in 1746, but three years later it was
restored to the English. Population in 1901,

509,397; about one-tenth are Christians.

Madras, a province of British India. With

its dependencies, it comprises the extreme

southern part of the peninsula of India. Its

area, not including the native states, is 141,726

square miles. It is surrounded by the sea on
every side except the north, on which side it is

bounded by Orissa, the Central Provinces, the

territory of Hyderabad and Mysore. The chief

rivers are the Godaver}', the Kistna and the

Kavery. The climate of Madras Ls varied.

The soil is sandy along the coast, but there are

many fertile districts; iron, copper, lead and

coal are found in considerable quantities. There
are extensive forests in the province, yielding

teak, ebony and other valuable timber trees.

The principal vegetable products are grains,

sugar cane, yams, plantains, tamarinds, man-
goes, melons, cocoanuts, ginger, tobacco, oil,

seeds, coffee and cotton. The most common
wild animals are the elephant, the tiger, the

jackal, the wild hog and the ibex. The popu-

lation in 1901 was 38,209,436, and the native

protected states have in addition a population

of 4,188,088.

Madrid', the capital of Spain, in New Cas-

tile, in the Province of Madrid, on the Manza-
nares, near the center of the Iberian Peninsula.

Situated upon a high plateau, 2150 feet above

the sea, wind-swept from the snowy Guadar-
rama, with unhealthful extremes of tempera-

ture, the city has no advantages except the

fanciful geographical merit of being in the cen-

ter of Spain. The principal streets are broad,

long and airy, but the squares are generally

irregularly built and deficient in decorative

monuments. The royal palace, a combination

of Ionic and Doric architecture, is one of the

most magnificent palaces in the world. It con-

tains a small but splendid Corinthian chapel, a

library of nearly 100,000 volumes and a fine

collection of ancient armor and coins. The
bull fights take place in the Plaza de Toros

(bull ring), a building which is about 1100 feet

in circumference and which is capable of seat-

ing 13,000 spectators. The Prado, a boulevard

on the east of the city, is one of the finest prome-

nades in Europe, and beyond it is the park. The
Royal Museum of Painting and Sculpture, in

the Prado, contains more than 2000 pictures,

many of them by the greatest masters of paint-

ing, especially those of Spain. The National

Library, founded by Philip V, contains over

600,000 volumes. The university has an aver-

age attendance of 5000 students, and there are

numerous colleges and medical, military and
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law schools. The manufactures are of small

value, although there is a large tobacco factory.

Madrid began to be a place of importance
under Charles V, and in 1561 Philip II made
it the capital. Population in 1900, 539,585.

Madura, ma doo'ra, an island of the Indian

Archipelago, n. e. of Java, from which it is

separated by the Strait of Madura. Its area is

about 1700 square miles. It is not very fertile,

but maize, cocoanuts, tobacco, Jamaica pepper

and tamarinds are produced to some extent.

The chief industry is cattle raising. The inhab-

itants, mostly IMohammedans, are governed by
native princes. Population, 1,630,510.

Maelstrom, malc'strom, or Malstrom, the

name of a tidal current or whirlpool oflF the

northwestern coast of Norway, immediately

southwest of the most southerly of the Lofoten

Islands. The current is caused by the ebb and

flow of the tides through the channel, pro-

ducing an immense whirling motion. Formerly

the water was supposed to be of such depth that

it could not be sounded, but later explorations

show that the depth does not exceed 20 fathoms.

This whirlpool has been the subject of numerous

legends by both medieval and later writers.

When the wind is northwest it is at its worst at

either high or low water, and under these cir-

cumstances it cannot be passed over with safety,

but at other times boats traverse it without

difficulty. See Whirlpool.
Maeterlinck, mefurUnk, Maurice (1862-

), a Belgian poet, born in Ghent. His

dramas, on which his fame largely rests, include

Monna Vanna, perhaps his greatest work; The

Princess Maleiiie, The Blind, The Intruder

and Home. These plays, mystical and sym-

bolic, are, with the exception of Monna Vanna,

not well adapted for presentation on the stage.

His characters are not living human beings,

but simply figures which the poet uses to express

his morbid views on life and death. Another

kind of work in which he has been exceedingly

successful is essay writing. The Treasure of

the Humble, Wisdom and Destiny, Our Friend

the Dog and The Life of the Bees are studies

charming in subject as in presentation.

Mafia, mah'fe ah, a Sicilian secret society,

whose object is to protect its members from

punishment for any crimes they may commit.

Nothing is known definitely of its origin or its

organization, and it is believed that there is not

a very strict, systematic organization. The
members take oath to obey their leader in all

things, to keep the secrets of the order, never to

Madgeburg

go to law for any grievance and to help their

fellow members under all circumstances.

Branches of the Mafia exist in various cities of

the United States. When in 1890 the chief of

police in New Orleans was murdered, the crime
was laid to the Mafia, eleven of whom were put
in jail. The jail was broken into, and the

prisoners were murdered by a mob, and the

affair came near leading to complications with
the Italian government.

Magazine, mag a zeen', a protected room,
used for the storage of ammunition. On land

the magazines are usually underground or have
shell-proof defenses. The magazines of war
ships are placed below the water line, as far as

possible away from the engines and near to the

guns. They are so constructed that they may
be flooded in case of accident and are kept cool

by currents of air and water. The light all

comes from above, through glass windows.

Iron fittings are not used anywhere in the maga-
zines, and the ammunition handlers do not

wear metal on their clothing or shoes. The
opening to the magazine proper is small and is

communicated with by a handling room, into

which the ammunition is passed in small quanti-

ties and from which it is taken with cars and
tackle to the guns.

Mag'dalen or Magdalene, Mary, that is,

Mary of Magdala. She is mentioned in

the New Testament as having had seven

devils cast out of her, as watching the cruci-

fixion and as having come early to the sepul-

cher on the resurrection morning. She was
erroneously identified as the "woman who was
a sinner" (Luke vii, 37), and hence the term

Magdalen came to mean a penitent fallen

woman.
Mag^dale'na, a river of South America,

which rises at the frontier of Equador, flows

generally north through Colombia, and empties

into the Caribbean Sea by several mouths. Its

length is about 950 miles, and it is navigable as

far as Honda, about 600 miles.

Mag'dalen Islands, a group of islands in

the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 54 mi. n. w. of Cape

Breton Island, The inhabitants, about 5000

in number, depend for their support chiefly upon

the fisheries. Lobster, cod, herring and seal

are taken in great numbers,

Magdeburg, mahg'de boorK, the capital of

Prussian Saxony, a fortress of the first class, on

the Elbe, 76 mi, w. s. w, of Berlin, The city is

chiefly on the left bank of the river, which here

divides into three arms. The fortifications
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comprise the citadel and a number of detached

forts and redoubts. Among the chief buildings

are the Cathedral of Saints INIaurice and Cath-

arine, the churches of Our Lady, Saint Ulrich

and Saint Paul, the Synagogue, the Rathaus

and the old royal palace. The manufactures

are varied, embracing machinery, castings,

armor plates, chemicals, spirits, pottery, sugar,

l)eer, cottons, ribbons, leather and tobacco. Of

the beet sugar industry Magdeburg is the chief

center in Germany. The trade is extensive,

both by rail and river. Magdeburg was first

prominent in the tenth century, when it became

the seat of an archbishop. It early distin-

guished itself in the Reformation. During

the Thirty Years' War the town was besieged,

stonned and sacked by Tilly, and 20,000 per-

sons are said to have been murdered. Popula-

tion in 1900, 229,663.

Magellan, ma jeVlan, or Magalhaes,
Ferdinand (about 1470-1521), a Portuguese

navigator, who conducted the first expedition

around the world. He served in the Portu-

guese army in the Indies for a time, but was not

well rewarded and offered his services to Spain.

In 1519 he received the command of a fleet of

five ships, with which he sailed westward,

entered the straits since called by his name
and discovered the Pacific Ocean. Subse-

quently he was killed in a skirmish with the

natives on one of the Philippines, but one of

his vessels completed the journey to Spain.

Magellan, Strait of, the strait which

separates the continent of South America from

the islands of Tierra del Fuego. It is over 350

miles long and varies in breadth from 2 to 70

miles; it forms communication between the

South Atlantic and South Pacific oceans. The
number of obstructing islands makes the channel

diflBcult of navigation. The strait was dis-

covered in 1520 by Magellan, for whom it was
named.

Magenta, ma jen'ta, Battle of, a famous
battle which took place on June 4, 18.59, between

the French and Sardinians, under Napoleon III

and Victor Emmanuel, and the Austrians. The
victory, which was with the allies, was due
largely to the bravery and brilliant tactics of

Marshal MacMahon.
Maggiore, ma jo'ray, Lake, or Lago

Maggiore, a lake partly in northern Italy,

partly in Switzerland, 37 miles in length and
averaging 2 miles in breadth. It is 635 feet

above the level of the sea and is in some places

considerably over 1000 feet deep. Its banks

are highly picturesque, and it is surrounded on
all sides by hills.

Magi, ma'ji, the hereditary priests among
the Medes and Persians, set apart to manage the

sacred rites and to preserve and propagate the

sacred traditions, acting also as diviners and
astrologers. They possessed great influence,

both in public and private affairs, conducted

the education of the princes and w'ere constant

companions of the monarchs. Their order was
reformed by Zoroaster, who compelled them to

live the severe and simple lives that the law had
laid down for them. The name viagi came also

to be applied to holy men or sages in the East.

The wise men that came from the East to wor-

ship Jesus were magi, whose names given by

tradition were Melchior, Balthasar and Gaspar.

It is claimed their bones are in the Cathedral of

Cologne. One of the men in works of art is

represented as a black man. See Epiphany.

Magic, maj^ik, the art or pretended art or

practice of producing wonderful effects by the

aid of superhuman beings or of departed spirits

or the hidden powers of nature. A large pro-

portion of magical rites are connected with the

religious beliefs of those using them, their

efficiency being ascribed to supernatural beings.

There is, however, an element in magic w'hich

depends on certain imagined powers and natural

powers, that can be utilized in various ways.

In savage countries the native magician is often

sorcerer and priest, and sometimes chief of the

tribe. Among the ancient Egyptians magic

was worked into an elaborate system and ritual,

and it was regularly practiced among the Baby-

lonians and Assyrians, as well as in Greece and
Rome. Alexandria, from the second to the

fourth century, became the headquarters of a

system of magic, in which invocations, sacri-

fices, diagrams and talismans were systematically

employed. The term is also, though wTongly,

applied to the operations of sleight-of-hand per-

formers.

Magic Lantern or Stereop'ticon, an in-

strument used for projecting upon a screen a

highly magnified image of a transparent picture

or some other object. The important parts of

the magic lantern are (1) the box, E, which may
be of wood or metal, but must be light-tight and
must contain a chimney and openings for the

admission of the air; (2) the light, F, back of

which in some lanterns there is a concave

mirror, M; (3) the condenser, L; (4) the slide or

picture to be magnified, ab; (5) the magnifying

glass or objective, 0. The conderuser collects
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the rays of light from the hmp and concen-

trates them upon the shde. As they pass through

the object glass they are caused to expand and
produce an enlarged image of the picture upon
the screen, B. Since the rays cross in the object

glass, the image is inverted, and in order to

have it appear erect the slide must be placed in

MAGIC LANTERN

the lantern in an inverted position. The light

employed in the best instruments is the calcium,

or lime, light, or the electric light. The magic

lantern is extensively used as an educational

appliance, in teaching geography and history

in elementary schools and for scientific purposes

in high schools and colleges.

Magic Square, a continuous series of num-
bers, arranged in a square, in such a manner
that the sum of the figui'es in each column or

row is equal to that in each of the others. The
following is a simple magic square. In this

case the sum is 34.

1 14 15 4

12

8 11 10

13 3 16

Magna Charta, mag'na kahr'tah, or Great
Charter, a document forming part of the Eng-

lish Constitution and regarded as the founda-

tion of English liberty. It was extorted from

King John by the confederated barons in 1215.

Its most important articles are those which

provide that no freeman shall be taken or

imprisoned or proceeded against except by the

lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of

the land; and that no scutage or aid shall be

imposed in the kingdom (except certain feudal

dues from tenants of the crown), except by the

common council of the kingdom. The remain-

ing and greater part of the charter is directed

against abuses of the king's power as feudal

superior. The charter was confirmed several

Magnetic Needle

times during the reigns that succeeded John's

and the form adopted in the reign of Edward I

was set down in the statute books. The most
accurate and complete copy of the original

charter is that preserved in Lincoln Cathedral.

The board of commissioners on the public

records ordered a facsimile of it to be engraved,

and it has been frequently translated into

English.

Magnesia, mag ne'zhe ah, the oxide of mag-
nesium, a white, tasteless, earthy substance, of

an alkaline nature. It is almost insoluble, is

absorbent and is a mild cathartic remedy. In

commerce, pure magnesia is generally dis-

tinguished by the term calcine of magnesia, and
it is readily obtained by exposing magnesia alba

to a red heat.

Magnesian Limestone. See Dolomite.
Magnesium, mag ne'zhe urn, a silvery-white

metal, with a brilliant luster. It is very malle-

able and fuses at a red heat. Although mag-
nesium is not found separate in a state of nature,

it is one of the widely distributed elements in

such mineral compounds as chrysolite, dolo-

mite, hornblende, serpentine, soapstone, tour-

maline and meerschaum. Heated to redness in

oxygen gas, it burns with brilliancy, and combin-

ing with the oxygen, it becomes magnesia, or

the oxide of magnesium. A magnesium light is

rich in chemical rays and is now employed to

some extent in photography. The chief salts are

the carbonate, the chloride, the sulphate (See

Epsom Salts), the phosphates and the silicates.

Mag'net, a substance which has the power of

attracting iron, steel, nickel and cobalt. Mag-
nets are natural or artificial. Natural magnets

are pieces of iron ore called magnetite and have

strong magnetic properties. They are also

known as loadstones or lodestones. Artificial

magnets are those made by magnetizing iron or

steel. The force of a magnet is strongest at the

ends, which are called the poles. The horse-

shoe magnet is U-shaped. A piece of soft iron

placed across the ends and held in place by the

force of magnetism, is called the armature. A
bar magnet is straight. An electro-magnet is

one made by an electric current. For an under-

standing of the properties and uses of magnets,

see Magnetism.

Magnet'ic Needle, a small bar magnet,

suspended so as to move freely in a horizontal

direction. The needle points nearly due north

and south. The north end is called the north

pole, and the south end, the south pole. See

Compass; Magnetism.
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Mag'netism, the power possessed by a mag-
net, by means of which it attracts iron and steel.

Magnetism was known for centuries before it

was applied to any practical use. It was first

discovered in a variety of iron ore found near

Magnesia, in Asia Minor; hence, the name
magnet. This ore, commonly known as mag-
netic iron or magnetic iron ore, is found in many
parts of the world, but it occurs in large quan-

tities in the Scandinavian peninsula and in

Siberia. However, only very small portions of

it possess the power of magnetism to any extent.

These pieces are commonly known as load-

stones. A piece of loadstone forms a natural

magnet, while a piece of iron or steel which

has been magnetized forms an artificial mag-
net.

A magnet can be made by takirg a piece of

iron or steel and rubbing it with a loadstone or

an aitificial magnet. Magnetism is imparted

to soft iron quickly, but when the magnet is

removed the force disappears. It requires

considerable time to magnetize hard steel, but

when magnetized it retains its magnetism for a

long time. The magnetic force is manifested at

the ends of the magnet, which are called poles.

This is illustrated by placing a bar of magnetized

steel in a box of iron filings. The filings will

adhere to each end, but will not adhere to the

middle of the bar. When a bar magnet is sus-

pended in a horizontal position so that it can

move freely, it always points nearly north and

south. For this reason the end pointing to the

north is called the north ( + )
pole, and the end

pointing south, the south (—)
pole. The mag-

netism of the two poles is different, and when
poles of the same name are brought together

they repel each other, while those of different

names attract each other. If the north poles of

two bar magnets approach each other and the

magnets are free to move upon a point of sus-

pension, they will turn in opposite directions.

The magnetic needle is a small bar magnet sus-

pended horizontally upon a point; it is always

found in the compass. The space over which

a magnet exerts influence is called the magnetic

field. If a piece of soft iron, as a tack or a

staple, is brought within this space, it becomes

magnetized by induction, but loses its magnetism

as soon as it is removed from the field. All

magnets lose their power if left without protec-

tion. For this reason, a piece of soft iron,

called the armature, should be placed across the

end of a horseshoe or U-shaped magnet when
it is not in use, and bar magnets should be laid

side by side so that the north pole of one will be
next the south pole of the other, and armatures

should then be placed across each end.

The exact nature of magnetism is still a sub-

ject of investigation and discussion. Ampere's

theory of the practical identity of electricity and
magnetism is now very generally discredited.

No other has yet taken its place in good stand-

ing. See Armature; Electro-magnetism.

Mag'netite or Magnetic Iron Ore, an ore

of iron, containing a large proportion of oxygen

and exhibiting magnetic properties. It is of an
iron-black color, has a metallic luster and is

very hard. Magnetite is one of the most valu-

able of iron ores, since its addition to other ores

greatly improves the quality of the iron pro-

duced. It occurs in massive form and in sand.

The largest quantities are produced in Sweden.

When occurring in sand, it can often be ob-

tained in paying quantities by washing the sand

in sluices, across the bottom of which small

bars of wood are placed at frequent intervals.

The magnetite is heavier than the sand and
sinks to the bottom. After the water is shut

off it can easily be collected.

Mag'neto-Elec'tric Machine, a machine
for generating electricity by magnetism. In the

ordinary machine an electro-magnet, called the

amiature, is caused to rotate near the poles of a

powerful fixed magnet, in such a manner that

the core of the armature becomes magnetized

first in one direction and then in the opposite, by
the inductive action of the poles of the fbced

magnet. Every change in the magnetization of

the core induces a current in the coil wound upon
it. Hence currents in alternately opposite direc-

tions are excited in this coil, their strength in-

creasing with the speed of rotation. It is now
usual in powerful machines of this class to em-
ploy electro-magnets as the fixed magnets, and
the current which feeds these fixed magnets is

often the current generated by the machine itself.

The machines in this case are called dynamo
machines. This name was originally confined

to machines which thus supply the current for

their own field magnets; but it is now applied to

any machine in which the field magnets are

electro-magnets. Such machines, of which there

is an enormous variety, driven by steam engines

or other powerful motors, are now almost uni-

versally employed when electric currents are

required on a large scale, as in electric lighting.

See Dynamo; Electro-magnetism.

Magnif'icat, the song of the Virgin Mary,
Luke I. 46-55, so called because it commences
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with this word in the Latin Vulgate. It is sung

throughout the Western Church at vespers, or

evensong.

Magno'lia, a genus of trees and shrubs, re-

markable for their rich green foUage and large,

beautiful flowers. There are more than a dozen

species, most of which are natives of subtropical

Asia and North America, but they have been

long cultivated extensively in the warmer parts

of Europe. The great-flowered magnolia is the
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most beautiful of several species that are native

to the Southern states. This is a tree of great

size and perfect shape, with large, evergreen

leaves, splendid, fragrant, white flowers and

scarlet cones. These cones, which are the fruit

of the plant, open when they are ripe, and the

bright red seeds hang suspended from fine

threads like cobwebs. The cucumber tree, the

melon tree, the mountain viagnolia and the

sweet bay, the white laurel and swamp sassafras

are other native species. See Tulip Tree.

Mag'pie, a bird of the crow family. There

are several species, two of which belong to

America and are found from the Arctic regions

to California. The American magpie is a

handsome black and white bird and a determined

robber of other birds' nests. The European

magpie is a fine, black bird, with white patches

on its belly and shoulders. It is celebrated for

its crafty instincts, its power of imitating words.

its continuous chatter and its habit of stealing

every glittering article it sees.

Magru'der, John Bankhead (1810-1871),

an American soldier, born in Virginia. He
graduated at West Point in 1830, took an active

part in the Mexican War and when the Civil

War broke out joined the Confederate army,

with the rank of brigadier general. Later in

the same year he was made major general. He
did good service throughout the war, and at its

close he served in the imperial army in Mexico
until the overthrow of Maximilian.

Mahabharata, ma hnhb'hah'rah tail, (liter-

ally, "the great history of the descendants of

Bharata"), an ancient Indian epic of about

220,000 lines, divided into eight books, the

leading story of which narrates the history of

the war between the Kauravas and the Pandavas

for the possession of the ancient kingdom of

Bharata, which is said to have comprised the

greater part of India. The Pandavas, who are

represented as incarnations of heroism and

goodness, are finally victorious. The author-

ship of the epic is attributed to Vyasa, "the

arranger," but this simply means that the

materials of which the poem consists were at

some time or other welded together with a cer-

tain order and sequence so as to fonn one work.

Mahan', Alfred Thayer (1840- ), an

American naval officer and author, born at West

Point, N. Y. He graduated from the United

States Naval Academy and at once entered the

navy, serving until he was retired in 1896 at his

own request. For several years he was presi-

dent of the Naval War College at Newport; he

was a member of the naval board of strategy

during the war with Spain, and the next year he

was one of the American representatives to the

peace conference at The Hague. He has written

a number of historical works, of which the most

important are his Influence of Sea Power upon

History, 1660-1783, and his Life of Nelson. As

a historian he has made a distinct contribution

to the science by pointing out how maritime

strength is one of the determining factors in the

development and prosperity of a nation.

Mahanadi, mah hah na¥de, or Mahanuddy,
a river in southern Hindustan, which flows

through the Central Provinces and Orissa, fall-

ing by several mouths into the Bay of Bengal.

Its total length is 520 miles, and it has several

large tributaries. Together with the canal

system which has been constructed in connec-

tion with it, it irrigates hundreds of thousand*

of acres.
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Mahanoy, mah ha noi', City, Pa., a bor-

ough in Schuylkill co., 55 mi. n. e. of Harris-

burg, on the Mahanoy Creek and on the Phila-

delphia & Reading and the Lehigh Valley

railroads. It is in the anthracite coal region,

near deposits of fire clay and building stone,

and it contains foundries, potteries, and flour,

lumber and hosiery mills. The borough has a

public library, a number of churches and both

public and parish schools. It was settled in

1859 and was incorporated in 1863. Popula-

tion in 1900, 13,504.

Mahdi, mah'de, (director or leader), a name

assumed by some of the successors of Moham-
med, particularly applied to the twelfth imam,

the lineal descendant of Mohammed, born 868

A. D. He mysteriously disappeared, being

murdered, probably, by a rival, and the belief

was that he would remain hidden until the "last

days," when he would reappear and at the head

of the faithful spread Mohammedanism over the

world. Many professed Mahdis have appeared

from time to time in Africa as well as Asia, the

latest being Mohammed Ahmed, the leader of

the Sudanese insurrection (1883-1885). He
made the chief city of Kordofan his capital and

annihilated the Egyptian army, Nov. 5, 1883.

His influence extended to the Red Sea. The
Mahdi died in 1885. See Gordon, Charles

George.
Mahmud II, mah mood', (1785-1839), sultan

of Turkey, placed on the throne after the depo-

sition of his brother in 1808. The chief events

of his reign were the war with Russia from 1808

to 1812, which cost him Bessarabia and the

provinces of Servia, Moldavia and Wallachia;

the war of Greek independence, which end-

ed in the separation of Greece from Turkey

and included the destruction of the Turkish

fleet at Navarino; the extermination of the

Janizaries and the reorganization of the army

on a European model; the Treaty of Adrianople

with the Russians, who were on the point of

entering Constantinople in 1829; the revolt of

Egypt under Mehemet Ali, and the new Treaty

of Unkiar-Skelessi with the Russians in 1833.

Mahog'any, the wood of a lofty and beauti-

ful tree, native to Central America and the West

Indies. It grows most abundantly and attains

its greatest development between 10° north

latitude and the Tropic of Cancer. It reaches

maturity in about two hundred years and grows

to a height of forty to fifty feet, with a diameter

of six to twelve feet. The wood is hard, com-

pact, reddish brown and takes a brilliant polish.

It is one of the best and most ornamental woods

known and is of universal use in the making of

fine furniture. It is imported to the United

States chiefly from Mexico and British Hon-

duras. British Honduras exports an average of

3,000,000 cubic feet per year. That which is

imported from the West Indies is called Spanish

mahogany and is most valued.

Mahom'et. See Mohammed.
Mahrattas, via rat'taz, a people inhabiting

the western part of the peninsula of India and

numbering from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000.

They are of mixed blood, speak the Hindu

language and are followers of the Hindu faith.

In the latter part of the seventeenth century they

rose rapidly and were instrumental in depriving

the Mogul Empire of much of its power. In

the latter part of the eighteenth century they

were overpowered by the Afghans and later

became subject to the British governmertt.

The present cities under British rulers are

Ba'roda, Gwalior and Indore.

Maid'enhair, the name given to elegant

ferns, of which thel-e are many widely distributed

MAIDENHAIB FERN

species. The common maidenhair of the United

States bears a cluster of upright, brown, shiny,

wiry stalks, upon the top of which the graceful

fronds expand horizontally. In some cultivated

species these fronds are exceedingly delicate,
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and in all, the rounded, scalloped leaflets are

characteristic.

Maid of Orleans. See Joan of Arc.

Main, viine, a river of Germany, which rises in

the Fichtelgebirge, flows in a general westerly

direction for 300 miles and joins the Rhine a

little above the town of Mainz. For about 200

miles from its mouth it is navigable. By means

of the Ludwig Canal it affords thi'ough navi-

gation to the Danube.

Maine, called the Pine Tree State because

of the vast extent of pine forests which once

existed within its limits, is one of the New
England group of North Atlantic States. It is

100 miles.

1, Augusta; 2, Portland; 3, Bangor: 4, liiddeford.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

the most northeasterly state of the Union, lying

between latitude 43°4' and 47°28' n. and between

longitude 66°57' and 71 °7' w. It is bounded

on the n. w. by Quebec, on the n. e. by New
Brunswick, on the s. e. by the Atlantic Ocean,

and on the w. by New Hampshire. The extreme

length of the state is 303 miles, and the extreme

width is 212 miles. The total area is 33,040

square miles, of which a little more than 3000

sqaare miles are water surface. The coast in

a direct line from Eastport to a point opposite

Portsmouth is 218 miles, but because of the

numerous indentations Maine has really about

2500 miles of seacoast. There are proportion-

ally more good harbors on the coast of Maine

than on any other part of the Atlantic coast.

Population in 1000, 694,466.
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Surface and Drainage. The surface is

moderately hilly. A height of land, rising

2000 feet above sea level, where it enters the

state from New Hampshire, crosses from south-

west to northeast, dwindling to 600 feet where

it reaches the Canadian boundary. There is

no mountain range, but the spurs and scattered

groups of mountains are really extensions of

the Appalachian system. The principal moun-

tains are Mt. Katahdin, 5385 feet; Mt. Abraham,

3387 feet; Mt. Bigelow, 3600 feet; Saddleback

Mt., 4000 feet, and Mt. Blue, 3900 feet; Bald

^Mountain, Mt. Kineo, and Mt. Haystack are

also well kno-RTi.

The portion of the state north of the main

divide is drained almost wholly by the St. John

River and its tributaries; the southern portion

is drained by the Penobscot, Kennebec, And-

roscoggin and St. Croix Rivers. These are

swiftly flowing rivers which furnish a magnifi-

cent water power.

There are more than fifteen hundred lakes

in Maine, of which Moosehead Lake and the

Rangeley Lakes are the most famous.

Climate. The climate of Maine is cold for

a large part of the year; snow covers the ground

from three to five months. The summers are

short and hot, and even in the southern portion

the farmer has not more than five months in

which to mature his crops. The prevalence of

forests, the fine river drainage, and the sea

breezes have all tended to make the climate of

Maine both healthful and delightful.

Minerals. Granite is found in large quanti-

ties in the southern part of the state, and the

quarrying and shipping of this stone form the

chief mineral industry. Hallowell and Dix

Island furnish the greatest amount of granite.

The capitol at Albany, and the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York City, are built of

Hallowell granite. Large quantities of lime

are made from the extensive limestone deposits

of Knox county. A good quality of slate is

found in the central part of the state. It is

quarried for table tops, blackboards, roofing,

and finishing interiors. The slate from Piscat-

aquis county is remarkably pure, is of a deep

black color and can be split into thin plates.

In some localities there are deposits of feld-

spar and silica of excellent quality. Some of

the products made wholly or in part of this

feldspar and silica are glass, porcelain, sand-

paper, scouring soap, and earthenware. There

is a famous tourmaline deposit in Oxford county

from which the largest and most beautiful
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crystals kno^Ti have been taken. There are in the

state about thirty mmeral springs of commercial

importance. Water from the famous Poland
Spring is shipped even to foreign countries.

Forests. Maine is one of the leading states

in the Union in the extent of its forest area

and the annual value received from the forest

products. In 1900 the woodland covered more
than three-fourths of the total area. The
primeval forests of pine are all gone, and a good-

sized second growth is now furnishing material

for the lumber mills. The spruce forests are

the most extensive and the most heavily drawn
upon at the present time. A belt of white

birch, extending across the state, furnishes

wood for spools. This spool timber is shipped

extensively to Scotland. In 1900 almost one-

half the spool stock of Great Britain came from
Maine. Large quantities of cedar are found
in the St. John and Penobscot basins. Because
of the rapid destruction of forests, both the

state and private corporations are taking active

measures for the preservation of the timber,

and the reforestation of denuded areas.

Fisheries. The fisheries rank second in

importance among those of the New England
states. In the coast waters are large quantities

of lobsters, clams, and mussels,; in the bays

and fiords are rock-cod, sculpin, bluefish,

cunners, and flounders; ^hile in the off-shore

waters are cod, herring, halibut, haddock,

mackerel, hake, porgy, menhaden, and pollock.

One of the smaller species of herring furnishes

a large amount of the fish used in the sardine

canning industry of Lubec and Eastport. The
rivers and lakes are so well stocked with the

choicest fish that Maine is considered the

sportsman's paradise. The salmon fishing is

largely in the Penobscot and Kennebec.

Agriculture. The soil in the gi*eater part

of the state is not very well adapted to agricul-

ture. Along the river valleys, however, and in

Aroostook county, are ^ many excellent farms.

The chief crops are potatoes, hay, oats and
wheat. Apples are successfully raised in a

number of counties. The finest sweet corn in

the world is raised in large quantities for canning,

and is shipped to all parts of the world. The
dairy products are second in value only to

those of Vermont among the New England

states.

Manufactures. The rivers flow swiftly

over rock}' beds, and the consequent extensive

water power has made Maine an important

manufacturing state. Shipbuilding was one

of the first manufacturing Industries. Bath

was the chief shipbuilding center of the United

States for a hundred years, and is still engaged

in this industry, though now the building is

chiefly of steel vessels. Lewiston. Biddeford

and Saco are very extensively engaged in the

manufacture of cotton goods. Immense quanti-

ties of paper and wood pulp are manufactured

in Maine. Large quantities of lime are made
in Knox coimty. Other important manufac-

i^i-es are woolens, leather, lumber products,

and foundry products.

Traxsportatiox. The coast of Maine
abounds in good harbors, and the Penobscot

and Kennebec are each navigable for about

sixty miles. Thus Maine has alwa, s had con-

venient water transportation. Portland is con-

nected by fine steamers with Boston, New York,

and the Provinces, and is the port for several

trans-Atlantic lines. Railway lines cross the

state from east to west and from north to south.

Two of these, the Grand Trunk and the Cana-

dian Pacific, are important trunk lines, connect-

ing with other great systems of the United States

and Canada, thus giving direct communication

with the central and extreme western portions

of the country. Another important system,

the Boston & Maine, makes similar connec-

tions through Boston and New York with the

Southern states, while the Maine Central con-

nects various places within the state. The
state has more than 2000 miles of railway lines,

besides numerous electric lines Avhich are being

extended every year. Portland is the chief

railway center.

Government. The legislature consists of a

senate of 31 members and a house of repre-

sentatives of 151 members elected biennially

by popular vote. The senators are chosen from

the counties, which are the senatorial districts.

The representatives are elected from towns.

The governor is chosen by popular vote for a

term of two years. His council, consisting of

seven members, also the secretary of state, the

state treasurer, and the attorney-general, are

elected by joint ballot of the legislature. As

in the other New England States, the local

government is largely in the hands of tov\n

officers. The Supreme Court comprises eight

judges appointed by the governor and council

for a term of seven years. The judges of the

two special courts in Kennebec and Cumberland

counties, known as superior courts, and the

judges of the inferior courts, except the probate

courts, are also appointed by the governor and
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council. The probate judges are chosen at

popular election for a term of four years.

Education. The town system of common
schools is in use, the town being the smallest

unit for their administration. In general the

schools are well organized and well taught. A
state superintendent of schools is appointed by
the governor and council for a term of three

years. The state has a considerable school

fund, which is supplemented by a state tax of

three mills on each dollar of the valuation, and
by a local tax under the state law that every town
shall raise annually not less than eighty cents

per capita of all inhabitants. A compulsory

school law which covers the ages of seven to

fifteen is well enforced. All cities and the larger

towns maintain graded schools and high schools.

There are state normal schools established at

Castine, Farmington, Gorham, and Presque

Isle; and by vote of the legislature in 1909 there

is to be one established at Machias. Other

prominent educational institutions are Bowdoin
College at Brunswick, the University of Maine
at Orono, Colby College at Waterville, Bates

College at Lewiston, and the Maine Wesleyan

Seminary and Woman's College at Kent's Hill.

Institutions. The school for the deaf is in

Portland, as is also the Maine General Hospital

and a United States marine hospital. There is

a United States soldiers' home at Togus. The
hospitals for the insane are at Augustus and

Bangor; there is an orphans' asylum at Bangor^

and a military and naval orphans' asylum at

Bath. The state prison is at Thomaston. the

state school for boys at South Portland, and the

state industrial school for girls at Hallowell.

Cities. The chief cities are Augusta, the

capital, Portland, Lewiston, Bangor, Biddeford,

Auburn, Bath, Waterville, Rockland, Calais

and Westbrook, each of which is described under

itstitle. Bar Harbor, Mount Desert Island and Old

Orchard Beach are famous as watering places.

History, Maine was visited by the earliest

explorers, probably by the Norsemen about

1000 A. D., by Verrazano in 1524, by Sir John

Hawkins in 1565, by Gilbert in 1583, by Gosnold

in 1602, and by John Smith in 1614. The first

English settlement was established at the mouth

of the Kennebec River in 1607, under the aus-

pices of the Plymouth Colony, and was directed

by George Popham, but owing to the rigorous

climate the settlement was abandoned in the

following spring. In April, 1622, Sir Fernando

Gorges and George Mason received the grant

of land between the Merrimac and the Kennebec.

In 1629 this was divided and Gorges received

the strip between the Piscataqua and the Kenne-

bec. A settlement was made at York, which

was the first chartered city in America. Later

settlements were made at Saco, Biddeford and

Scarboro, but all were destroyed by Indian

uprisings, and in 1677 Massachusetts purchased

the whole territory, which was united with it by

charter in 1692. It did not again have a separate

existence until it was admitted to the Union

as a state in 1820, to offset 'the admission of

Missouri as a slave state. (See Missouri

Compromise.) From that time until the^ Civil

War; the only important public questions in the

state were the dispute over the northeast boun-

dary, which was finally settled by the Webster-

Ashburton Treaty of 1842; and the enactment

in 1851 of a law prohibiting the manufacture

and sale of intoxicating liquors. This law, in

1884, became an amendment to the constitution.

In the Civil War the state furnished more than

70,000 men to the Union army. ]\Iaine has

never had any serious internal trouble. The
Australian ballot law was passed in 1891.

Maine, University of, a state university,

established at Orono in 1867, under the name of

the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts. This was changed to the present name
in 1897. The present organization includes a

school of arts and sciences, which offers clas-

sical, Latin, scientific and general scientific

courses; a school of engineering, a school of

agriculture, a school of pharmacy and a school

of law. The university is co-educational. Its

faculty numbers about sixty, and there are about

500 students enrolled. The income, including

state and government appropriations, is about

$106,000. The number of volumes in the

library is 22,000.

Maintenon, maN t' nohN', Frajstcoise

D'AuBiGNE, Marquise de (1635-1719), second

wife of Louis XIV. Left quite destitute in her

tenth year, Mademoiselle D'Aubigne spent her

youth in dependence on her rich relatives, and

was glad to contract a marriage with the famous

wit Scarron, a deformed, old and infirm man.

Her beauty and intelligence gained for her

powerful friends among those who frequented

her husband's house; and on Scarron's death

she was intrusted with the charge of the children

born to Louis XIV by Madame de Montespan.

She assumed this office and soon so captivated

the king that he married her privately in 1684.

For the remaining years of his life she was his

most confidential adviser.
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Mainz, mine ts, a fortified town of Germany,

in the grand duchv of Hesse, finely situated on

the left bank of the Rhine, opposite the mouth
of the Main, 20 mi. w. s. w. of Frankfort. The
older part of the town was modernized after the

destruction caused by a powder-magazine ex-

plosion in 1857, and an extensive new quarter

has been added since the recent widening of the

fortified circuit. The city contains a fine statue

of Gutenberg, by Thorwaldsen. The manu-
factures embrace leather, furniture, hardware,

carriages, tobacco, beer, chemicals, musical

instruments and cars. The trade, particularly

transit, is extensive. Mainz was for long the

first ecclesiastical city of the German Empire,

of which its archbishop-elector ranked as the

premier prince. Its history during the sixteenth

century is of considerable interest in connection

with the progress of the Reformation. Popu-

lation in 1901, 84,251.

Mait'land, Willi.\m (1528?-1573), a Scotch

statesman, coromonly known as Secretary

Lethington, because he was the son of Sir Rich-

ard Maitland of Lethington. In 1560 he was a

speaker in the Parliament which abolished the

authority of the pope in Scotland. When Mary
Stuart arrived in Scotland from France, he was
chosen one of her principal ministers, and was
continually employed as her agent at the English

court. He took part in the plot against Rizzio

and knew of Bothwell's plot against Darnley,

for supposed complicity in which he was later

arrested. He kept up an active correspondence

with Mary, and after the death of Murray he

became the leader of the queen's party. He
was therefore proclaimed a traitor by Parlia-

ment and thrown into prison, where he died.

Maize, one name of the common corn, or

Indian corn. See Corn, Indian.

Maj'esty, a title bestowed upon kings and
queens. The former kings of France were

addressed as "most Christian majesty," the

kings of Spain as "most Catholic majesty," the

kings of Portugal as "most faithful majesty,"

the kings of Hungary as "apostolic majesty."

The emperors of Germany and Austro-Hungary

have the title of "imperial royal majesty."

Majol'ica or Maiol'ica, a beautiful enamel

earthenware, decorated in colors and made in

Italy. There the term is applied to all such

wares, but by artists it is restricted to such as

are decorated with a fine metallic luster or to

the richly decorated wares of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. The most famous and

beautiful majolica was made in the towns of

northeastern Italy, where plates, platters, bowlsj

vases, pitchers and um'que forms of bottles or

flasks constituted the most commonly decorated

objects, though the ware was sometimes used in

tiling for floors and walls. See Pottery.

Ma'jor. See Music; Scale.

Major'ca (Spanish Mallwca), an island in

the Mediterranean, belonging to Spain, the

largest island of the Balearic group, about 58

mi. in length and about 1330 sq. mi. in area.

It is very irregular in shape and deeply indented.

The west and north coasts, which look towards

Spain, are steep and lofty, but in other directions,

and particularly on the east, the coasts are low

and shelving. The island is generally fertile,

producing, besides large crop of cereals, hemp,

flax and fruits. Silk is also raised. The
pastures are rich and maintain large numbers of

cattle, and the fisheries on the coast are valuable.

Several railways traverse the island. The chief

town is Pahna. Population in 1900, 230,396.

Makaw', a small tribe of indians who live

near the entrance to Puget Sound. They are

skilful and daring fisheiToen and boatmen and in

fonner times were warlike in nature. The
women weave beautiful baskets. Unlike other

indians, the men have beards. The Makaws
live upon a small reservation and are fairly

civilized.

Malac'ca, a town forming part of the British

colony of the Straits Settlements, on the west

coast of the Malay Peninsula. It is one of the

oldest European settlements in the East, hav-

ing been founded by the Portuguese in the early

part of the sixteenth century. The Dutch

gained possession of it in 1641 and the English

in 1824. Population, about 20,000.

Malacca, Strait of, the channel between

the Malay Peninsula and the island of Sumatra.

In length it is a little over 500 miles, and in

width it varies from about 30 miles to 190 miles.

Malachite, mal' a kite, a carbonate of cop-

per, of a dark, emerald-green color. The finest

specimens are obtained from Siberia and Ari-

zona, but it is found in many places all over the

world. Fibrous malachite, when finely pulver-

ized, is used as a paint; massive malachite is

made into boxes, knife-handles, table-slabs and

other ornamental articles and is susceptible of a

beautiful polish.

Mal'aga, a seaport of southern Spain, the

capital of a province of the same name in Anda-
lusia, on the Mediterranean. There are some
interesting ancient buildings and a number of

imposing modern structures. The manufac-
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tures consist chiefly of iron, the ore of which is

obtained from mines in the vicinity; soap, cot-

tons, leather and paper. The trade is of much
importance, the principal exports being olives,

wine, figs, almonds, raisins and lead in bars.

The climate is perhaps the mildest and most

equable in Europe. Malaga was a flourishing

city imder the Romans, and its long occupation

by the Moors left distinct marks in the older

parts of the town. Population in 1900, 131,063.

Mala'ria, a name sometimes given to air

tainted by poisonous emanations from animal or

vegetable matter, especially the exhalations of

marshy districts, which were supposed to pro-

duce fevers. A class of diseases, among which

intermittent and remittent fevers occupy a

prominent place, have been known from a very

early period to be especially prevalent in marshy

districts, where they are promoted at particular

seasons by certain conditions of heat and mois-

ture. The emanations from decaying animal

or vegetable matter were fonnerly supposed to

be the direct cause of the disease, but recent

investigations have shown that the immediate

cause of such diseases is the presence of bacteria

in the blood, and that these bacteria are carried

from the decaying substances, in which they

were bred, to the human body by the aid of the

mosquito (See Germ Theory of Disease). At

one time the Campagna, or great plain surround-

ing the city of Rome, was fertile and thickly

populated, but for centuries it has been almost

deserted because of the malarial diseases preva-

lent there. Large tracts on the western coast of

Africa and in parts of India are dangerous to

whites for the same reason. By attention to

drainage and the destruction of the breeding

places of mosquitoes, many of these localities may
be made safe places of abode.

The word vialaria is now applied to a disease

which manifests itself as a chill followed by

fever, perspiration and general weakness and

prostration. Common names for this disease

are ague and chills and fever. The attacks

recur with perfect regularity, at periods of from

one to four days, according to the life period of

the bacillus which causes the attack. See

Mosquito.
Malay' Archipelago, also known as the

Indian or Eastern Archipelago, the great group

of islands situated to the southeast of Asia and

washed on the west by the Indian Ocean and on

the east by the Pacific Ocean. The archipelago

lies, approximately, between the parallels of

11° south latitude and 17° north latitude. Within

these limits lie some of the largest and finest

islands in the world, as Borneo, Siunatra, Java,

Celebes and the Philippines; New Guinea is

not ranked as belonging to the group. The
chief of the smaller islands are the Moluccas, or

Spice Islands, Billiton, Banca, Madura, Bali,

Lombok, Smnbawa, Flores and Timor. The
islands are generally fertile and are covered with

a luxuriant vegetation; they produce all kinds of

tropical products in abundance. Many of them

contain volcanoes. The chief native race is

the Malayan. A large portion of the archipelago

is really, or nominally, under the sway of Hol-

land, and this portion is frequently called the

Dutch East Indies.

Malay Peninsula or Malacca, the most

southern part of continental Asia, the long

narrow projection that stretches fu'st south, then

southeast, from Siam and Burma. It is con-

nected with Lower Siam by the Isthmus of Kra,

has on the east the Gulf of Siam and the

China Sea and on the west the Strait of Malacca.

It varies in width from about 50 miles, at the

Isthmus of Kra, to about 210 miles, and the

area is about 90,000 square miles. The coun-

try is mountainous, with peaks from 7000 to

8000 feet high, is densely wooded and has

numerous short rivers. Of the minerals, the

most important is tin, which is found in great

quantities and is largely exported. Politically

the peninsula belongs partly to Great Britain

and partly to Siam. There are a number of

small states, governed by native chiefs, which

are protectorates of Great Britain. The native

races are Siamese, Malays and Negritos. The
population is variously estimated at from

1,000,000 to 2,000,000.

'

Malay Race or Brown Race. See Races

OF ]MeX.

Maiden, maivl' den, Mass., a city in Middle-

sex CO., 5 mi. n. of Boston, on the Maiden River

and on the Boston & Maine railroad. It is an

important manufacturing center, with more

than six hundred establishments and almost

fifty different industries. The chief products

are rubber, boots and shoes, shoe lasts, boot

trees, leather, paper, fiber and knit goods, furni-

ture and other articles. The city has excellent

schools, a Y. M. C. A. and many fine church

buildings, four libraries, a home for the aged

and a city hospital. The place was settled in

1641 and remained a part of Charleston imtii

1649. It was chartered as a city in 1881.

Population in 1905, including several villages,

38,037.
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Mai'dive Islands, a chain of islands in the

Indian Ocean, extending from latitude 0° 45'

south to 7° 6' north, nearly on the meridian of

73° SCK east. The chain is composed of seven-

teen clusters of atolls. The larger islands are

covered with trees, chiefly palm, and produce

fruits, various kinds of edible roots and millet.

All kinds of fish are found about the islands, and

the inhabitants carry on a considerable trade

with Bengal, Ceylon and the Malabar coast. A
sultan rules over the islands, which are inhabited

chiefly by Singhalese, who are Mohammedan in

faith. Population, about 30,000.

Malibran, ma le brahN', Maria Felicita

(1S0S-IS36), a contralto vocalist, one of the

greatest singers of modern times. She was the

daughter of a well-known singer and singing

master, Manuel Garcia, and made her debut in

1825 in London. The following year she went

to New York, where she married M. Malibran,

a French banker, from whom she .soon separated.

She returned to Europe, where her splendid

vocal powers and dramatic ability made her a

favorite. Ha\'ing obtained a divorce from her

first husband, she married the violinist De
B^riot.

Malice, ma/' i?, in law, a formed design or

intention of doing mischief to another, called

also malice prepense or malice aforethought.

Malicious mischief is the committing of an

injury to public or private property from sheer

wantonness. This offense is punishable wath

great severity. The law presumes malice in

the very commission of the act; so it lies with

the party indicted to rebut the presumption of

malice or suflSciently to explain the act. See

Murder.
Malines, ma leen'. See Mechlin.
MaMeabil'ity, a property of matter by

virtue of which it can be hammered or rolled

into sheets. Malleability is confined almost

entirely to metals, and there are but few metals

that are not malleable. Those possessing this

property in the highest degree are, in the order

named, gold, silver, copper, platinum, iron, alum-
'

inum, tin, zinc and lead. See Gold Beating.

Mal'let, a small wooden hammer, or beetle,

used by carpenters and others, for driving an-

other tool, as a chisel. It has a small handle

and is used with one hand. The name is also

given to the long-handled tool used to drive

croquet balls. Other small mallets are used by

jewelers and dentists.

Mal'lock, William Hurrell (1849- ),

an English author. He was educated at Balliol

College, Oxford, where he gained the Newdi-

gate prize for a poem on The Isthmus of Suez.

His writings, whether political, philosophical or

fictional, deal mostly with current questions.

Among his publications are The Neto Republic,

The Netv Paul and Virginia, Is Life Worth Liv-

ing?, A Romance of the Nineteenth Century, The

Old Order Changes, A Human Document and
The Heart of Life.

Mal'lory, Stephen Russell (1813-1873),

an American politician, born at Trinidad, West
Indies. He was appointed inspector of customs

at Key West in 1832, seven years later was
admitted to the bar, served in the Seminole

Wars and from 1851 to 1861 was United States

senator from Florida. He retired in the latter

year to enlist in the Confederate service, but was
appointed secretary of the navy of the Con-

federacy, where he served until the close of the

war. He was captured in 1865, but was released

in the following year and returned to the practice

of law.

Mallory, Stephen Russell (1848- ), an
American lawyer and politician, born in Florida,

the son of Stephen R. Mallory, former United

States senator from Florida. He entered the

Confederate army in the fall of 1864 and in the

following spring entered the navy, where he

served until the close of the war. He graduated

at Georgetown College in 1869, was admitted

to the bar in 1873 and in the following year

began practice at Pensacola, Fla. He was

elected to the state legislature in 1876 and in

1891 was chosen to Congress as a Democrat.

He was elected to the United States Senate in

1897 and was reelected in 1903.

Mal'low, the common name of a genus of

plants and of a much larger family. The com-

mon mallow is a widely diffused species, with

reddish-purple flowers, that on drying become

blue and yield their coloring principle both to

water and alcohol. The dwarf mallow is also

a native of Britain. Its stems, which are short,

simple and spreading, rise from a long, deeply

buried root. Its leaves are of a handsome,
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round, heart-shaped form, somewhat lobed and

scalloped on their edges; the flowers are white,

violet-white or purplish, and the fruits are flat

and circular. The musk mallow has handsome,

deeply cut leaves, which diffuse a pleasant,

musky odor. Both species have become natu-

ralized in the United States.

Malmo, mahl' mo, a seaport of Sweden, capi-

tal of the prefecture of Malmohus, situated on

the Sound, opposite Copenhagen. It is the ter-

minus of eight railway lines, has steamship con-

nection with many European cities and is con-

nected by ferry Ts-ith Copenhagen. The chief

buildings are the city hall, which dates from the

sixteenth century, the governor's residence and

several churches. The manufactures are con-

siderable and consist chiefly in iron, cottons,

tobacco, gloves, brandy, chocolate and cars.

Population in 1904, 70,797.

Malone% N. Y., the county-seat of Franklin

CO., 60 mi. e. of Ogdensburg and 12 mi. from

the Canadian line, on the Salmon River and on

the New York Central and other railroads.

The village is on the northern foothills of the

Adirondacks, in an agricultural region producing

hops, hay, potatoes, poultry and dairy products.

The industries include tanneries, woolen, paper

and floiu* mills, foundries, machine shops and

woodworking establishments. It is the seat of

the Northern New York Institution for Deaf

Mutes and of Franklin Academy. The fii'st

settlement was made in 1802. Population in

1905, 6478.

Mal'ory or Mallore, Thomas, Sir, an

English author, about whom little is known, save

that he flourished in the latter half of the fif-

teenth century. He is famous as the author of

the Morte d Arthur, which contains the stories

of Arthur and the Round Table which Tennyson

afterward utilized in the Idylls of the King.

These tales were probably translated into Eng-

lish from old French romances, and they form

the first important English romance in prose.

Malpighi, mal fee' ge, Marcello (1628-

1694), an Italian physician celebrated for his

anatomical discoveries made in the dissection of

animals. Among the facts he learned are the

spiral structure of the heart muscles and the

structure of glands. Besides his achievements

in anatomy, his industry and great originality

enabled him to make almost equally important

discoveries in botany and entomology.

Malt, viawlt, grain, usually barley, steeped in

water and made to germinate. The starch of

the grain is thus converted into sugar, after

which it is dried in a kiln and then used in the

brewing of porter, ale or beer, and in whisky

distilling. One hundred parts of barley yield

about ninety-two parts of air-dried malt. See

Brewing.

Malta, mawV tah, an island in the Mediter-

ranean, belonging to Great Britain, 58 mi.

s. s. w. of Sicily and 180 mi. from Africa. Its

area is about 95 square miles, to which the

adjoining islands of Gozo and Comino, Comi-
notto and Tilfla add 22. The most important

indentation is the double bay on which the

capital, Valetta, an important naval station,

stands. The greatest elevation of the island is

about 845 feet. There are only a few small

streams, but the springs are so nmnerous and

copious that no deficiency of water is felt. Com,
cotton, potatoes and clover are the chief crops.

Both the vine and the olive are cultivated, and

fruits, particularly figs and oranges, are very

abundant. The manufactures consist of cotton

goods, lace, jewelry and lucifer matches. The
climate is very hot in summer, but pleasant and

healthful in winter, attracting many visitors at

this season. Malta was held by the Knights of

the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem from

1530 until 1798, when it was surrendered to

Napoleon Bonaparte. It was taken from the

French by the British in 1 800, and it was finally

annexed by them in 1814. The people are

mamly of Arabic race, and speak a kind of

Arabic mixed with Italian. Italian and English

are also spoken. The educational institutions

include a university, a lyceum, two secondary

schools and many primary schools. Besides the

capital, Valetta, and the three cities adjoining,

there are several considerable towns or villages.

Population, including a garrison of over 10,000

British troops, 202,134.

Malta, Knights of. See John, Knights
OF Saint.

Mal'thus, Thojus Robert (176&-1S34), an

English political economist. In 1805 he was

appointed professor of history and political

economy in the East India Company's College

at Haileybury, an office which he held till his

death. He first published the views vnth which

his name is associated in his Essay on the Prin-

ciple of Population as it Affects the Future

Improvement of Society. His leading principle

is that population, when unchecked, goes on

increasing in a higher ratio than the means of

subsistence can, under the most favorable cir-

cumstances, be made to increase; that the great

natural checks to excessive increase of popula-
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tion are vice, misery and moral restraint, and

the great business of the enlightened legislator

is to diminish the first two and give every en-

couragement to the last.

Mal'vem Hill, Battle of, an important

battle of the Civil War, fought near the James

River, at Malvern Hill, Va., July 1, 1862, be-

tween the Federal Army of the Potomac of about

80,000 men, under General McClellan, and the

Confederate Army of Northern Virginia, about

equal in numbers, under General Lee. It was

the last of the "Seven Days' Battles" and prac-

tically terminated the Peninsula Campaign.

The Federals held the hill, naturally a strong

position, and the Confederates were compelled

to begin the assault. Though conducted with

the greatest bravery and skill, the attack failed,

and Lee's force was compelled to withdraw

with a loss of fully five thousand. The loss of

the Federals was about one-third of that number.

Mamar'oneck, N. Y., a town of Westchester

CO., situated on Long Island Sound and on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad,

20 mi. from New York City. It is a beautiful

residence place and has many handsome dwell-

ings belonging to New York business men.

Population in 1 905, 5090.

Mam'elukes, the former mounted soldiery of

Egypt, consisting originally of Circassian slaves.

As early as 1254 they became so powerful that

they made one of their own number sultan,

and this dynasty continued till the sixteenth

century, when it was overthrown by Selim I.

They suffered severely in opposing the French

at the end of the eighteenth century, and in

1811 Mehemet Ali caused a general massacre of

them throughout Egypt.

Mam'ertine Prison, The, one of the oldest

of the remains which exist of ancient Rome. It

is supposed to have been begun in the time of

Ancus ^Martins, but additions were made to it

as late as the time of Tiberius. Many of the

most famous events of Roman history were

intimately connected with the Mamertine

Prison. It was here that Jugurtha was allowed

to starve and that several of the Catiline con-

spirators were put to death.

Mamma'lia, the highest class of the verte-

brates and of the animal kingdom, including all

those warm-blooded animals that suckle their

young. The latter is the one distinctive char-

acteristic, and in all excepting the lowest orders

the young are brought into the world alive and

feed themselves upon the mother's mUk; but in

some of the lower orders the young are not fully

developed when born and are carried and fed by

the mother. The higher we ascend the scale of

life, the longer is the period through which the

young are more or less dependent upon their

parents.

The skin of mammals is always covered more
or less with hairs, which are found in many
forms, from the finest wool to large, coarse

bristles and e\en spines. The skeleton is quite

uniform in essentials, and in most points it

agrees with that of man. The skull forms a

single piece, composed of bones fixed together,

to which is articulated a lower jaw. The skull

rests upon the vertebral column, to which limbs,

never more than four in number, are attached.

The fore limbs are invariably present, but the

cetaceans and some other mammals have no
hind limbs, or they appear only in rudimentary

form. Most mammals have teeth, but they

appear only in embryo in the whales and are

entirely absent in the ant-eater and some other

forms. The muscles of mammals are well-

developed and perfect, resembling the birds in

this respect. The diaphragm, which divides

the body cavity in two, is peculiar to mammals.
Air is breathed directly into the lungs, even by

the whales and other water-living animals. All

have warm red blood, which is driven by a four-

chambered heart to all parts of the body through

distinct vessels called arteries, and which returns

through another set of tubes to the lungs for

purification. The anatomy of all mammals is

so similar to that of man that the student is

referred for greater detail to the separate

articles in this work descriptive of the organs

of man.

No mammals existed in New Zealand nor the

Polynesian Islands until they were introduced

by man. The marsupials, or animals which

carry their young for a time in pouches, are

confined to the Australian region and the one

genus opossum in America. Otherwise mam-
mals are distributed widely in all parts of the

world. Mammals are so well adapted for life

under varying conditions that they have been

earned from their native haunts, and conceni-

ing the original home of many we now have no

information. The apes, monkeys and those

mammals which are most closely related to

man in structure inhabit the tropical or sub-

tropical regions. The character of mammals
seems to be largely dependent upon their food

and surroundings. Those which live upon

other animals are fierce and active and highly

intelligent, living comparatively solitary lives.
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On the other hand, the vegetable-eating mammals
are comparatively timid and often herd together;

though many bear weapons of defense, most of

them trust to their fleetness or to their ability to

conceal themselves in order to escape from their

enemies. Of course many mammals combine

vegetable and animal food in varied propor-

tions. Mammals have been variously classified,

but the authority of Cuvier is generally recog-

nized in the main, though recently a more per-

fect arrangement of some divisions has been

made. Two primary classes are recognized, the

smaller of which is composed of those animals

provided with a temporary pouch in wliich the

young are hatched; they are kno\\n as the INIono-

tremata (See Duck-Bii.led Pl.\typus). The
second subclass includes all the remaining

families, namely, INIarsupialia, Edentata, Ungu-

lata, Sirenia, Cetacea, Carnivora, Rodentia,

Insectivora, Chiroptera and Primates. By
reading the articles on these families, and the

cross references therein, a very satisfactory idea

of the ^lammalia and its principal members

may be obtained.

Mam'moth, a species of extinct elephant, the

fossil remains of which are found in Europe,

MAMMOTH

Asia and North America. Geologically speak-

ing, the mammoth dates from before the Glacial

period, which it survived, and lived into the

earlier portion of the human period. Its bones

and large curved tusks have been found in great

abundance in Siberia. An entire carcass,

which had l^een preserved in the ice, was dis-

covered toward the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury on the banks of the river Lena, in such a

perfect state that the flesh was eaten by animals.

The skin was perfectly preserved and was

clothed with a furry wool of reddish color, inter-

sfierscd with black hairs. The skeleton and

other parts of this animal are presened in the

St. IVtersburo; Roval Museum. It must have

been twice as bulky as the elephants Viving at

the present time.

Mammoth Cave, the largest kno^vn cave in

the world, situated in Kentucky, near Green

River, about 80 mi. s. w. of Louis%alle. It is

one of a series of large caverns, formed in lime-

stone rock which extends over an area of about

eight thousand square miles, including portions

of Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana. The
cave is about ten miles in diameter, and passage-

ways aggregating more than one hundred miles

in extent have been explored. The main cave

is three miles long and from 40 to 175 feet in

width, and in some places it is 125 feet high.

The largest room, known as the Chief City, is

oval in form, 541 feet long, 287 feet wide and

125 feet liigh. There are numerous other ver}'

interesting rooms, among which is the Star

Chamber, a dome with a lofty ceiling of black

rock, dotted with snow-white crystals of g\'psum,

wliich, when seen by reflected light, glisten like

stars. The cave contains a number of rivers

and small lakes. The largest. Echo River, is

about three-fourths of a mile long and obtains

its name from the wonderful echoes produced

in the portion of the cave through which it

flows.

As far as explored, there are five altitudes, or

levels, and from the pit descending to the lowest

of these a number of passageways have been

discovered. These passageways undoubtedly

lead to other chambers of great interest. The
rivers contain numerous blind fish, and blind

grasshoppers, beetles and other insects are

found in the cave. ^Mammoth Cave was dis-

covered in 1S09 and was first brought to general

attention tlu-ough large deposits of saltpeter

found there and used for the manufacture of

gunpowder during the War of 1812. See Cave.

Consult Hovey's Celebrated American Caverns.

Man, the most highly organized being in the

animal world. Though many attempts have

been made to classify man as entirely separate

from the rest of the animal kingdom, yet the

more recent studies show him physically to

belong to the highest family, in the group of

apes and monkeys. But in mental endowments

man ranks far above the highest of the apes.

Again, he walks erect upon his feet and uses his

hands solely for the purjwse of taking and hold-

ing things; the bones of his face do not project

forward, but rather downward, and are immedi-

ately below his brain; he has much greater

cranial capacity than any other animal, anil the

convolutions of his brain are far more nuinerous
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and complex; his teeth are arranged close to-

gether; his hair covers only restricted areas of

the body, and in various other minor ways man
shows his difference from the apes. Man pos-

sesses a reasoning mmd and has a moral sense

of right and wrong; he possesses an articulate

language, by which he can communicate his

thoughts readily—gifts which no other animal

ever possessed. The gorilla, orang-outang and

chimpanzee most closely resemble man, the

latter differmg less than any of the others.

A\here man origmated or how he became dis-

tributed over the earth are questions which no

one can settle. Darwin believed that he was

directly descended from some form of anthro-

poid ape now extinct and that all present races

have come from one parent stock. Wallace

believes a portion of this doctrine, but thmks

that man has been especially endowed by his

Creator with a high, controlling intelligence.

Other great scientists believe that the race has

been developed from separate beginnings and

deny the supernatural creation of mii\d or soul.

Man, Isle of, an island in the L-ish Sea,

almost equidistant from England and Ireland

and 15 mi. s. of Scotland. Its area is about

227 square miles. A range of hills extends

throughout nearly the entire length of the island,

culminating in Snaefell, about 2030 feet above

sea level. Lead and zinc are extensively mined,

and silver is found in considerable quantity.

Fishing is an important industry. The island,

which is inhabited chiefly by the IManx, a people

of Celtic race, was purchased early in the nine-

teenth century by the British government. It is

ruled by a governor appointed by the English

crown, and the legislative authority rests with the

House of Keys. The ]\ianx language is still in

use, although all the inhabitants also speak

English. The principal towns are Douglas,

CastletowTi, Peel and Ramsay. Population in

1900, 5A,7o8.

Managua, ??ta nah'gwa, a town in Central

America, capital of the Republic of Nicaragua,

on the shore of Lake Managua. It is connected

with Granada by rail. Population, about

30,000.

Manar, ma nahr', Gxjlf of, a part of the

Indian Ocean, between Ceylon and southern

India. It is separated from Palk Strait by a

reef, called Adam's Bridge, which runs between

the islands of Manar and Ramisseram. The
gulf is noted for its pearl fisheries.

Manasarowar, ma nah'sah ro wahr' , a lake

of Tibet, north of the main chain of the Himalaya

Mountains, between the sources of the Indus

and the Bralunaputra. It is almost circular in

form, is about 15 miles in diameter and is drained

by the Sutlej.

Manatee' or Sea Cow, an animal which

resembles the dugong, found on the coasts of

South America, Africa and Australia. It gen-

erally frequents the mouths of rivers and feeds

on algae and such land vegetation as it can reach

at high tide. The animal is assisted in feeding

by its peculiar upper lip, which is cleft in two

and furnished with strong bristles. The mana-

tee has no hind limbs, and the fore limbs, or

swimming paws, are furnished with nails, by

means of which the animal drags itself along the

shore. Manatees are large, awkward animals,

attaining a length of from eight to twenty feet.

The skin is of a grayish-black color and is

sparsely covered with hairs. The flesh and oil

are both valuable.

Man'chester, a city, cvnc county, mvmicipal

and parliamentary borough and inland port of

Lancashire, England, on the Irwell River, 32

mi. e. n. e. of Liverpool and 164 mi. n. n, w.

of London. A ship canal, connecting it with

the Mersey, enables the largest ocean steamers to

enter the heart of the city (See M.vnchester

Ship Canal) . On the west side of the Irwell is

Salford, connected with IVIanchester by numer-

ous bridges and considered as virtually a portion

of the city. Manchester has many important

and striking public buildings and many fine

streets. The center of the towTi is largely

occupied by immense piles of warehouses and

offices, while factories and other manufacturing

works are chiefly in the outskirts. Among the

principal public buildings are the townhall, or

municipal building, in the Gothic style, one of

the finest modern buildings in England; the

Assize Courts, also a fine specimen of modern

Gothic; the Royal Exchange, and the new
buildings of the Victoria University. The most

noteworthy ecclestiastical buildings are the

cathedral, a fine specimen of Perpendicular

Gothic, built in the early fifteenth century, and

the Church of the Holy Name. The chief

educational institution is Victoria University.

Chetham's Hospital was founded under the will

of Humphrey Chetham for the education of

poor boys. Attached to the institution is a

library of 40,000 volumes, the first free library

in Europe. Among the public monuments, the

most noteworthy is the Albert Memorial, in

front of the towTihall.

The chief manufacture of Manchester is cot-
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ton, but woolen and silk fabrics are also pro-

duced. Metal manufactures, engineering and
the making of all kinds of machinery employ
many hands. The history of IVIanchester is

legendary dowTi to the tenth century, when the

towTi was devastated by the Danes. In the

twelfth century the woolen manufactures began

to develop, and in 1301 the place received

municipal liberties and privileges. During the

civil war the to^\^l suffered much at the hands of

both parties. The introduction of machinery in

cotton spuming toward the end of the eighteenth

century gave power and direction to the trade

of modern Manchester, and its progress since

has been extraordinarily rapid. A temporary

check resulted from the Civil War in America,

which led to a cotton famine in 1862, causing

the deepest distress in South Lancashire. Man-
chester now returns six members to Parliament,

while Salford has three members. Popula-

tion of Manchester in 1901, 543,872; of Salford,

220,956.

Manchester, Conn., a tomi of Hartford co.,

8 mi. e. of Hartford, on the New England rail-

road. The chief manufactures are silk, paper

and woolen goods. Electric lamps and electrical

power machinery are also made. Population

in 1900, including several villages, 10,601.

Manchester, N. H., one of the county-seats

of Hillsboro co., the largest city in the state, 17

mi. s. by e. of Concord, and 56 mi. n. by w. of

Boston, Mass., on the Merrimac River at the

mouth of the Piscataquog River, and on several

lines of the Boston & INIaine railroad. The
city contains a public library, a training school

for teachers. Saint Anselm's College, Saint

Augustine and Saint Mary's academies, and a

state industrial school, besides several charitable

institutions. Other prominent structures are

the Federal building, the courthouse, a Roman
Catholic cathedral and several business blocks.

Among the manufactures, boots and shoes are

the most important, though cotton cloth was

originally the greatest product. Other manu-
factures include fire engines and locomotives,

hosiery, paper, woolen goods, needles, lumber

and furniture. The place was settled by the

Scotch-Irish in 1722, and was kno^^•n under

different titles until 1810, when it received its

present name. It was chartered as a city in

1846. Population in 1900, 56,987.

Manchester, Va., a city in Chesterfield co.,

on the James River, opposite Richmond, and

on the Southern, the Atlantic Coast Line and the

Sea Board Air Line railroads. It has a pleasart

location and is connected with Richmond by
several bridges. An agi'icultural region sur-

rounds the city, and there are extensive coal

mmes in the vicinity. The industrial estab-

lishments include foundries, large flour mills,

tanneries, brickyards, cotton and paper mills,

railroad shops and other factories. Population

in 1900, 9715.

Manchester Ship Canal, a canal extending

from Manchester, England, to the estuary of

the Mersey River, at Eastham. It is 35.5 miles

long, twice as wide as the Suez Canal and has

a depth of 26 feet. It was ready for traffic on
Jan. 1, 1894, and was formally opened by Queen
Victoria on May 21. The construction of this

canal cost $75,000,000. Through it the largest

ocean steamers enter the heart of the city,

which has six miles of wharfage and 100 acres of

clock accommodations.

Manchuria, man choo' re ah, a Chinese ter-

ritory, occupying the northeastern corner of the

Empire. It is bounded on the n. and e. by
the Amur and Usuri rivers, which separate it

from Russian territory; on the s. e. and s.

by the Gulf of Liao-tung, Korea and the

Bay of Korea, and on the w. by Mongolia and
the Argun River. The total area is about

360,000 square miles. Most of Manchuria is

mountainous, but in the north there is a large

stretch of land of steppe character. Although
only about one-fifth of the arable land is now
under cultivation, large crops of grain, cotton,

tobacco, rhubarb, opium and potatoes are pro-

duced. The mountains are well covered with

forests, the chief of which are pine, oak, elm and
walnut. The majority of the population, which

is estimated at about 17,000,000, is Chinese.

In the seventeenth century the Manchus in-

vaded China and placed their leader's son upon
the throne (See Chlnese Eaipire, subhead

History). Since that time the Manchu dy-

nasty has continued to reign in China, and the

Manchu language has become the court and
official language. In 1898, as the price of her

intervention in the interests of China after the

close of the Chino-Japanese War, Russia ob-

tained a lease of the harbors of Port Arthur and

Ta-lien-wan. At the former a naval station

was established, and at the latter the towii of

Dainy was founded as the port of Russia for her

Siberian productions. During the Boxer trou-

ble in Chma, Russian forces occupied Man-
churia, and after the close of the struggle they

were not withdrawn. The result was the war

with Japan in 1904. Port Arthur, Dalny and
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Mukden, the chief to^-n of Manchuria, fell into

the hands of the Japanese, and by the Treaty of

Portsmouth, September 5, 1905, Russia was

forced to withdraw her forces from Manchuria.

See Russo-Jap.vxese Wae.
Man'dalay, a city of India, the former capi-

tal of Burma, situated on the left bank of the

Irawad i, 350 mi. n. of Rangoon, with which it is

connected by railway. The towTi formerly

consisted of four quadrangles, one within the

other, in the innermost of which is the palace of

the former king. This was surrounded by a

second, which was fortified and surrounded by

a moat and walls and used as a residential sec-

tion for the government officials, while outside

dwelt the general body of the inhabitants. A
destructive fire in 1892 made it possible to rebuild

quite a large portion of the city, and in doing

this under British direction the town was greatly

improved. The area covered is about six square

miles. The streets are shaded and well lighted.

The chief buildings are the former residence of

the king, or palace, the government house and

the hall of justice. The city also contains a

number of temples, pagodas and monasteries,

and it is celebrated for its grand bazaar, which is

a market containing miscellaneous collections of

wares. The most important industry is silk

weaving. Population in 1901, 183,816.

Manda'mus. See Writ.

Man'dan, once a large tribe of Indians living

in North Dakota. Few now remain after years

of great disasters, which were, however, met

^ith remarkable courage. The Mandans were

driven about by the Sioux; smallpox depopu-

lated their villages, and the tribe was akiiost

forgotten. Yet a few kept faithfully their

customs and habits, and, living clean lives,

their ntmibers have increased somewhat. They
stretched buffalo skins over a circular wooden

framework and made awkward tub-like boats,

which, however, they handled with much skill.

They tattooed their breasts, and in some of their

ceremonies they inflicted terrible torture upon

themselves. In complexion they are very light,

and albinos are frequently found among them.

See Indians, American, cohr plate, Fig. 1

.

Mandarin, man da reen', the term applied by

Europeans to government officials in China.

There are nine grades, each distinguished by the

size and design of a gold button which the officer

is required to wear in his hat. The Chinese

equivalent for mandarin is kwan.

Man'deville, John de. Sir, the name
adopted by the compiler of an extraordinary

book of travels, originally written in French,

between 1357 and 1371. An English version

was made from the French manuscript in the

latter part of the fomteenth century. That

part of the book which treats of the Holy Land
may be a record of the author's experience, but

the greater part is compiled from the accounts

of various other travelers.

Mandin'go, a negro tribe of West Africa,

remarkable for their intelligence and for the

advances they have made in ci\dlization. The
original country of this people, who are now

spread over a great portion of West Africa, was

the north slope of the high tableland of Sene-

gambia. They are nominally Mohammedans,
are keen traders, work iron and gold, manu-

facture cotton cloth and leather and cultivate

a variety of crops. They live in small inde-

pendent states, in large, clay-built, walled to^Tis.

Man'dolin, a musical instrument with a

shell-shaped body, composed of strips of differ-

ent kinds of wood glued together, and with a

neck like a guitar. There are from four to

seven double strings, which are struck by a

plectrum in the right hand, the fingers of the

left stopping the strings on the fretted finger-

board. A long note is produced by rapid

striking of a single note many times in succes-

sion, producing a peculiar, tremulous tone.

Man'drake, the popular name of several

plants, natives of south and east Europe and

western Asia, not uncommon in America and

Britain. One has large tap-roots, bearing

clusters of rootleaves, and short stalks, upon

which are the white, bell-shaped flowers. The
fruit is a large, two-celled berry, of an orange

color, containing many kidney-shaped seeds.

The root possesses narcotic qualities, and from

its occasional resemblance to the human figure

it was formerly supposed by the superstitious

to shriek when torn up. In the United States,

the May apple, a very different plant, is some-

times called mandrake.

Man'drill, a species of baboon, which is

distinguished by the short tail, the elongated,

dog-like muzzle, an ugly-looking head, crowned

with a crest of black hair, and an orange-yellow

beard. The mandrills inhabit' western Africa,
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where they associate in large troops. Full-grown

males measure about five feet and are exceed-

ingly strong and fierce. The mandrill has cheek

swellings, colored with stripes of brilliant red

and blue, and the nose is tipped with bright

scarlet. See Ape; Monkey; Baboon.

Man'etho, an ancient Egyptian priest and

writer, supposed to have lived about the middle

of the third century b. c. Ptolemy II employed

him to wTite a history of Egypt and its gods,

selecting hun because of his wide acquaintance

with Egyptian, as well as with Greek, literature.

This history, as well as all other works of Mane-
tho, has perished, but extensive extracts have

been preserved by later historians.

Man'ganese, a metal of a dusky white or

whitish-gray color, very hard and difficult to

fuse. Exposed to air it speedily oxidizes, and

it decomposes water with the evolution of hyhro-

gen. The common ore of manganese is the

dioxide, black oxide, or peroxide, a substance

largely employed in the preparation of chlorine,

for the manufacture of bleaching powder or

chlorate of lime. Metallic manganese is ob-

tained by reduction of the oxide by means of

heat and finely divided carbon. It I'esembles

iron in appearance and properties, is a con-

stituent of many mineral waters and is employed

in medicine. In steel manufacture, manganese

is used in certain proportions with advantage

(See Steel), and in other manufacturing opera-

tions it forms an important element. Man-
ganese ores are found in California, Colorado,

Virginia, Michigan and other states of the

Union, but not in quantity sufficient to supply

the demand. Productive mines are foimd in

Brazil and in Russia.

Mange, maynj, a skin disease which afflicts

dogs and cattle and, imder the name of scab, or

scabes, sheep. It is due to the presence of a

small mite, which burrows beneath the skin.

The disease appears in the forai of pimples, the

animal suffers severely and in a short time the

skin becomes covered with scabs. The disease

is contagious and can be conveyed in numerous

ways. The most successful treatment is by

dipping the animal in solutions which will

destroy the insect. These are usually solutions

of tobacco and sulphur, lime and sulphur or

carbolic acid. Preparations containing mercury

and arsenic or other poisonous materials should

not be used. In most regions where the disease

is prevalent, farmers combine and construct

dips, which are small tanks into which the

animals can be plunged.

Man'go, the name of a genus of evergreen

trees, which are natives of India and the Malay
Peninsula, though they have been introduced

into numerous tropical countries. In its native

state the common mango grows to a height of

about forty feet and has a spreading top with

dense foliage, the leaves being from six to eight

inches long. The flowers are small, reddish-

white or yellow and are borne in dense clusters.

The fruit is kidney-shaped and varies con-

siderably in size and color with different spec'es.

The best varieties of fruit are highly prized for

eating. They are sweet or slightly acid. The
unripe fruit is frequently used for sauces and

pickles and other preparations. By cultiva-

tion the mango has been extended to most of

the West India Islands and to Florida and Cali-

fornia.

Man'grove, a genus of trees or shrubs which

grow in tropical countries along the muddy
beaches of low coasts, where they form impene-

trable barriers for long distances. They throw

out numerous roots from the lower part of the

stem and also send down long, slender roots

from the branches, like the Indian banian tree.

The seeds germinate in the seed vessel, the root

growing downward till it fixes itself in the mud.

The fruit of some species is said to be sweet and

edible, and the fermented juice is made into a

kind of light wine.

Manhat'tan Island, N. Y., an island at the

mouth of the Hudson River, constituting the

Borough of Manhattan, in New York City. It

is separated from the mainland on the north

and northeast by the Harlem River. The

maximum length of the island is 13| miles, the
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width, 2\ miles, and the area, 22 square miles.

It has a wharfage front of 22 miles. See New
York (City).

Ma'nia. See INS.v^ITY.

Manil'a, the capital of the Philippine Islands,

situated on the western coast of the island of

Luzon, at the head of ^Manila Bay, at the mouth

of the river Pasig, which has been deepened so

as to admit ocean-going vessels to the harbor.

It consists of an old fortified city, wdth extensive
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suburbs, in which live the greater part of the

population, and a portion which contains the

business premises, factories and warehouses. In

San Miguel, which is built on an island formed

by the Pasig, are the residences of the wealthy

inhabitants. Manila is the center of the com-

merce of the Philippines, and it exports sugar,

tobacco, cigars and cheroots, indigo, Manila

hemp, coffee, mats, hides, trepang, rice and

mother-of-pearl. It imports cloth and hardware

from the United States and Great Britain, and

a great variety of articles, such as tea and pot-

tery, from China. The manufactures consist

chiefly of cigars and cheroots and hemp and

cotton fabrics. Manila was founded by Le-

gazpi, the conqueror of the Philippine Islands,

in 1571. It has frequently suffered from earth-

quakes, one of the most disastrous being that of

1863. The city was surrendered by the Span-

iards to the American naval and military forces

in the Philippines, Aug. 13, 1898 (See Spanish-

Americax War). At that time the Philippine

insurgents were surrounding the city, and in the

early part of 1899 they broke through the Ameri-

can lines which invested the city and burned a

considerable portion of it. In August, 1901, the

military government gave place to the new civil

rule. Population in 1903, 219,928.

Manila Bay, Battle of, an important naval

battle in the Spanish-American War, fought in

the bay at Manila, in the Philippine Islands,

May 1, 1898, between an American fleet, under

Commodore George Dewey, and a Spanish

fleet of about equal strength, under Admiral

Montojo, supported by land batteries. The
American fleet, which, at the declaration of

war, was in Chinese waters, had proceeded to

the Philippine Islands and had entered the

harbor at Manila during the night of April 30.

At about 5:30 the following morning, a vigorous

attack was begun against the Spanish vessels,

which continued with brief interruption until

12:30 and resulted in the complete destruction

of the Spanish ships and the silencing of the

batteries. The Spanish loss was more than

600 killed and wounded, while the Americans

had none killed and only 6 wounded.

Manistee', Mich., the county-seat of Man-
istee CO., about 140 mi. n. w. of Lansing, on Lake
Michigan, on the Manistee River near Lake
Manistee, and on the Pere Marquette, the Man-
istee & Grand Rapids and other railroads.

The city has a good harbor and ships consider-

able lumber, shingles and salt; fruit orchards

are now taking the place of what was once a

great lumber district. There are foundries,

furniture factories, tanneries and other works.

The important buildings include a fine court-

house and several good business blocks. Orchard

Beach, a popular lake resort, is near here. The
place was settled in 1841 and was chartered as

a city in 1869. Population in 1904, 12,708.

Man'ito or Manitou, among certain of the

North American Indians, a name given to what-

ever is an object of religious awe or reverence.

The spirit of good and the spirit of evil are the

two principal manitos.

Manito'ba, a Canadian province, bounded on

the n. by Keewatin, on the e. by Keewatin and

Ontario, on the s. by Minnesota and North

Dakota and on the w. by Saskatchewan. The
province is practically a square, measuring 270

miles on a side. The area is 73,732 square

mUes, of which 9405 square miles are water.

It is a little smaller than North Dakota and

Connecticut combined.

Surface and Drainage. In the north-

eastern comer a section of the Laurentian Hills

produces a broken and hilly countr}', somewhat

higher than the surrounding region. The
southern and central parts of the pro\nnce are
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nearly level and are a continuation of the broad

valley of the Red River of the North, found in

Minnesota and North Dakota. The western

border of this valley is formed by an escarpment,

which marks the shores of the ancient lake of

which the^ valley was the bottom. West of

this escarpment the surface consists of rolling

or undulating prairie, which increases slightly

in elevation toward the western boundary. The
higher swells here are known as the Riding and

Duck Mountains. In the northwestern corner

these mountains are covered with heavy forests

of pine.

The Red River of the North crosses the

southern boundary a little east of the middle

point and continues to Lake Winnipeg. Its

chief tributary is the Assiniboine, which enters

the province from the west. In the north-

eastern part are found the Berens and the

Pigeon rivers, while the northwestern section is

drained by the Swan. All of these streams are

small. Three large lakes occupy a portion of

the north central part of the province. These

are Lake Winnipeg, Lake Winnipegosis and

Lake Manitoba. Of these. Lake Winnipeg is

the largest, being 270 miles long and varying in

width from 20 to 60 miles. All of these lakes

are shallow and their shores are low.

Climate. The climate is characterized by

extremely cold winters, in which the thermome-

ter may fall as low as 50° below zero, and short,

hot summers; but the dryness of the atmosphere

prevents these extremes from being felt to the

extent that they would be in more humid re-

gions. The rainfall averages about 17 inches,

but three-fourths of this occurs during the grow-

ing season, so that, notwithstanding the limited

annual precipitation, the country is well suited

to agriculture.

Mineral Resources. Manitoba's most val-

uable mineral resource consists in her large areas

of deep, rich soil. Some coal and lignite occur

along the southern boundary and these are

mined to a limited extent. There are also

some deposits of iron ore, but they have never

been worked.

Agriculture. The great valley occupying

the central portion of the province is well suited

to the growing of all crops that can be raised

in a cool temperate climate, but because of the

peculiar nature of its soil, Manitoba is especially

adapted to raising the best varieties of spring

wheat, and this crop far outranks in acreage and

amount all other cereals. Next in importance

to wheat are oats, barley, flax and potatoes.

Hay and forage crops are gi-own to a consider-

able extent, and the raising of live stock and
dairying are fast becoming important branches

of agriculture.

Other Industries. The lakes and streams

abound in fish, and the taking and exporting of

whitefish, sturgeon, pickerel and other fish is

an important industry. There are but few

manufactures, and these consist of such indus-

tries as meet the local demands of the popula-

tion. No large establishments have yet located

within the province, but there are numerous
small mills for the manufacture of flour, and
some lumber mills are engaged in supplying the

inhabitants with lumber and timber products.

Transportation. The Canadian Pacific

railway crosses the province from east to west

and has numerous branches extending in vari-

ous directions from Winnipeg. A branch of the

Northern Pacific railroad enters the province

from INIinnesota and extends to Winnipeg, thus

forming connection with the trans-continental

lines of the United States and with Saint Paul

and Minneapolis. During high water the Red
River and the Assiniboine are navigable, though

since the construction of railways they are but

little used. The Saskatchewan and its outlet,

the Nelson, are navigable to Hudson Bay, and

with the outlay of comparatively little expense

an important ocean route could be developed

along this system of rivers.

The commerce of the province consists of the

exportation of wheat and other grains to England

and the importing of manufactured goods and

certain food products not profitably grown
within the province.

Cities. The population of Manitoba in 1901

was 255,211. The principal cities of the region

were Winnipeg, the capital, with a population of

42,340; Brandon, with a population of 5380, and

Portage la Prairie.

Government. The government consists of a

lieutenant governor, appointed by the governor-

general and council of Canada for a term of five

years, and a legislature of one house of 40 mem-
bers, elected for four years. The common law

of England prevails in Manitoba, and English

is the ofiicial language. The courts consist of

a supreme court, with one chief justice and three

associates, and inferior courts for each county.

Locrl affairs are managed by counties and town-

ships. Winnipeg is the capital.

Education. Manitoba maintains an excel-

lent school system and was the first province to

follow the example of the United States in setting
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apart one section of land in each to\\Tiship for

school purposes. The University of Manitoba,

which is an examining and degree-conferring

body, is at the head of the school system, and it

has affiliated with it the various denominational

colleges, as well as public schools. There is

also a provincial normal school at Winnipeg.

History. The territory from which Manitoba

was formed formerly belonged to the Hudson's

Bay Company and was sold to Great Britain in

1869. It was transferred by that government

to Canada, but pre\'ious to this the earl of Sel-

kirk, a member of the Hudson's Bay Company,

established a settlement on the Red River, a

little north of the present city of Winnipeg.

After the construction of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, the province was rapidly settled, and

the influx of Enghsh immigrants caused a local

struggle between the English and French set-

tlers, who, under the leadership of Louis Riel,

imprisoned some of the English and Scotch

settlers and then proceeded to establish a pro-

visional government. On the arrival of Cana-

dian troops, however, Riel and his followers

immediately disappeared, and a permanent

government was established. In 1885 another

rebellion under the same leadership occurred,

which caused more or less loss of life and prop-

erty. Riel was finally captured and executed.

The province was admitted to the confedera-

tion forming the Dorhinion of Canada, in 1870,

and from that time it has had a steady growth

in population and wealth.

Manitoba Lake, a lake of Canada, situated

in the Province of Manitoba, s. w. of Lake

Winnipeg, about 125 mi. in length by about 25

mi. in breadth and with an area of 1900 sq. mi.

It receives the waters of several lakes at its

northern extremity, and at its southern it re-

ceives those of White INIud River. It discharges

into Lake Winnipeg through the Dauphin

River.

Manitou, man'i too. See Manito.

Manitou, Col., a town of El Pa,so co., 6 mi.

n. w. of Colorado Springs, at the base of Pike's

Peak, 6296 feet above the level of the sea. It

is a famous health and plea,sure resort and is

noted for its mineral springs and its beautiful

scenery. The place has many canyons and

falls, and Monument Park and the Garden of

the Gods are here. Population, in summer,

over 5000; in 1903, 1303.

Manitoulin, man i too'Un, Islands, a group

of Islands in Lake Huron, consisting of Great

Manitoulin, 80 mi. long by 5 to 30 mi. broad,

Little Manitoulin, and Drummond Island. The
two former belong to Canada; Drummond be-

longs to the United States. Population, about

2000, more than one-half of whom are Indians.

Manitowoc', Wis., the county-seat of Mani-
towoc CO., 75 mi. n. of Milwaukee, on Lake
Michigan at the mouth of the Manitowoc River,

and on the Wisconsin Central and the Chicago

& Northwestern. It is connected by a boat line

with the Pere Marquette railroad, in Michigan.

The town has a good harbor and considerable

lake commerce, shipping large quantities of

grain, flour, dairy products and leather. The
industrial establishments include, also, cigar

factories, breweries, shipyards, planing mills,

brickyards and machine shops. The city con-

tains the James Library, the county insane

asylum and a Polish orphanage. It was chartered

as a city in 1870. Population in 1905, 12,733.

Manka'to, Minn., the county-seat of Blue

Earth CO., 90 mi. s. w. of Saint Paul, at the con-

fluence of the Blue Earth and Minnesota rivers

and on the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago

& Northwestern and the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Saint Paul railroads. It is situated in an agri-

cultural region near valuable stone quarries.

The principal manufactures are knit goods,

cement, lime, beer, candy, butter, lumber,

flour, and foundry and machine shop products.

A state normal school is located here, and the city

has a Carnegie library, two hospitals, a com-

mercial college, good schools and about a score

of churches. The place was settled in 1852,

M'as incorporated six years later and was char-

tered as a city in 1868. Population in 1905,

10,996.

Mann, Horace (1796-1859), a celebrated

American educator, born at Franklin, Mass.

During his boyhood and youth he worked on

a farm and attended a country school. At the

age of twenty he left the farm and began the

study of Latin and Greek, after which he en-

tered the Junior class of Brown University.

After graduation he studied law and was ad-

mitted to the bar, but four years later he was

elected to the Massachusetts legislature and

was ultimately elected to the Senate. In 1837

Mann was appointed secretary of the Massa-

chusetts board of education, which position he

held for twelve years. He devoted his entire

time to revising and reorganizing the common
school system of the state. He published the

Common School Journal and a series of annual

reports, which exerted great ipfluence toward

securing the changes that he desired. In one of
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these reports he compared the systems of in-

struction followed in Prus,sia with those in use

in Massachusetts. During his term of office he

secured the establishing of the Massachusetts

state normal schools, the first in the United

States, and completely reformed the pubhc

HORACE MANN

school system. In 1848 he was elected to Con-

gress to fill the vacancy caused by the death of

John Quincy Adams. During his term he en-

deavored to have the government establish a

national bureau of education at Washington,

but this was not done until much later.

Man'na. ^^^len the Children of Israel were

journeying in the desert, according to the

account in Exodus xvi and Numbers xi, they

were fed with a substance which fell from

heaven and to which the name manna was
given. It was small, round and white and had

a sweet taste. Each person gathered in the

morning enough to last him through the day and

no longer, for if it was kept over from one day

to the next, it spoiled. On the day before the

Sabbath, however, a double portion fell, and on

that day it could be kept. ^Mien the Israelites

entered Canaan, the falling of the manna ceased.

Mannheim, mahn'hime, a town of Germany,
in the grand duchy of Baden, on the right bank
of the Rhine, near its junction wath the Neckar.

The grand-ducal palace, one of the largest

104

buildings of its kind in Germany, is the most
interesting building, and it contains a fine

picture gallery and a library. The town has an
extensive harbor and docks and is the chief

commercial town of the upper Rhine. Its

industries include the manufacture of machinery,
sugar, chemicals, cigars, varnish and leather.

Population in 1900, 141,131.

Man'ning, Henry Edward (1807-1892), a
Roman Catholic prelate, bom at Totteridge in

Hertfordshire and educated at Harrow and at

Balliol College, Oxford, and made a Fellow of

Merton. He was a leader of the Tractarian

party, but in 1851 left the Church of England
and joined the Roman Catholic Church. After

being ordained priest, he studied several years

in Rome, founded the congregation of the Ob-
lates of Saint Charles Borromeo at Bayswater,

London, was made archbishop of Westminster

in 1865 and cardinal in 1875. Manning worked
for the advancement of the Church of England,
for the improvement of the people in temper-

ance and education and wrote many articles and
pamphlets on the Vatican Council, infallibility

and the temporal power of the pope. Before he
joined the Catholic commimipn he published

several volumes of sermons.

Man-of-War, a war vessel in the service of a

government. A man-of-war is considered a

floating piece of the territory of the nation

whose flag it carries, and consequently under
international law it has greater rights than the

ships owned by private persons. See War
Ship; Privateer.

Man-of-War Bird. See Frigate Bird.

Manon, 7tia nohN', Jeanne Philipon, Ma-
dame. See RoL.\ND de la Platiere, Marie.
Mans, mahN, Le, a town of France, capital

of the Department of Sarthe, on a height above

the Sarthe River, 130 mi. s. w. of Paris. The
principal building is a fine Gothic cathedral,

supposed to be in part a product of the tenth

century. The chief manufactures are woolen

and linen goods, chemicals, lace, hosiery, to-

bacco and leather. Le i\Ians existed in the time

of the Romans. It was the birthplace of Henry
II, the first of the Plantagenet kings of England,

and it witnessed the final dispersion of the

Vendean army in 1793. It was the scene also

of the defeat of the French army under Chanzy
by the Germans under Prince Frederick Charles

in January, 1871. Population in 1901, 63,272.

Man'sard Roof, a roof formed with a break

in the slope, so that each side has two planes,

the lower one approaching more nearly to the
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perpendicular than the upper. This kind of

roof permits of an upper story in place of an

ordinary attic. It received its name from

Fran9ois INIansart, a famous French architect,

who introduced it in France.

Mans'field, Ohio, the county-seat of Rich-

land CO., SO mi. s. w. of Cleveland, on the Balti-

more & Ohio, the Erie and the Pennsylvania rail-

roads. The city is in an agricultural region, has

a large trade and contains manufactures of

thrashing machines, boilers, engines, pumps,

street cars, electrical appliances and other arti-

cles. The important buildings include the

Children's Home, a Y. M. C. A. and about

twenty-five churches. The Ohio State Re-

formatory is located here, and the city has a

public library, four banks and two business

colleges. Mansfield was for many years the

home of John Sherman. It was settled in 1808

and was first incorporated in 1828. Popula-

tion in 1900, 17,640.

Mansfield, Richard (1857-1907), an Ameri-

can actor. He was born in Heligoland and

EICHAED MANSFIELD

studied for East Indian civil semce; but he

came to Boston at the age of seventeen and

opened an art studio. In 1875 he returned to

England and went on the stage, playing at first

small parts in comic opera, then in comedy and

later in tragedy. He made his first great hit as

Baron Chevrial in A Pari.sian Romance, at the

Union Square Theatre, New York, and from

that time his reputation grew steadily. At the

time of his death he was recognized as the fore-

most actor of America. Among his favorite

parts were the title roles in Richard III, Cyrano

de Bergerac, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Beau
Brummel, Monsieur Beaucaire and Peer Gynt.

Manslaughter, man'slaw tur. See Murder.
Man'son, Patrick (1844- ), an English

physician, noted for his studies into the cause

and treatment of malaria and other tropical

diseases. He was one of the first to suggest

that the mosquito is active in the transmission

of malaria.

Man'tis, a genus of insects, remarkable for

their grotesque forms. They frequent trees and

PRATING MANTIS

plants, and the forms and colors of their bodies

and wings are so like the leaves and twigs as to

be almost indistinguishable. The praying man-
tis has received its name because it holds its fore

legs in the position of the hands of a person at

prayer. In its habits, the mantis is voracious,

killing insects and cutting them to pieces. It is

a native chiefly of tropical regions, but one

species is found in the United States.

Man'tua, a strongly fortified town of northern

Italy, capital of the province of the same name,

on the Mincio River, 22 mi. s. s. w. of Verona.

There are several buildings of historic interest,

among them the Palazzo Vecchio, in which

Napoleon held his court; and there is a large

public library, various museums and a botanic

garden. The manufactures are limited, and the

trade is chiefly in the hands of the Jews. Man-
tua is a very ancient city, having been foimded,

it is said, by the Etruscans before the build-

ing of Rome. The Gongazas governed it for

about three centuries with great ability and dis-

tinguished themselves by the splendor of their

court and their patronage of art and literature,
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but on the death of the last duke, in 1708, the

duchy was made a part of Austria, Bonaparte

captured the city in 1797, but Austria regained

possession in 1814. It was united with Italy in

1866. Population in 1901, 29,142.

Man'ual Training, a department of educa-

tion that systematically teaches the theory and
use of tools, the nature of common materials,

and the elementary processes in the more com-
mon industrial arts, such as carpentering, wood
carving, forging and machine-shop practice.

Sewing and cooking, as arts, are properly classed

as manual training subjects and are taught in

most manual training schools.

The first manual training school in the United

States was opened in Saint Louis in 1880, under

the direction of Doctor Calvin M. Woodward,
as a department of Washington University.

Such excellent results were obtained from this

school that other large cities established similar

schools, either as independent institutions or as

departments in existing high schools.

The introduction of manual training into the

elementary schools began in 1882, in the Dwight
School of Boston. Progress, however, was
slight. Many patrons were opposed to the

work, because they believed that the time of a

school should be devoted to the study of books;

also, because of the extra expense for material

and because teachers were not prepared to do

the work. At first the work lacked system, and
the results were very crude; but with the estab-

lishing of the Sloyd School of Boston, a way
was prepared for the introduction of this system

of construction work into the elementary schools.

Wherever sloyd was introduced and taught by

competent teachers, the results were so satis-

factory as highly to recommend it. Modifica-

tions of the sloyd system and other systems have

followed; and now manual training constitutes

a regular feature of the system of instruction in

every large city and in more than three-fourths

of the cities of 8000 inhabitants in the United

States, while a large number of cities below

8000 population have introduced it, either in

the elementary schools or in the high school. In

'1903 a movement was begun by the National

Education Association for the introduction of

manual training and elementary agriculture into

the rural schools and the schools of small towns

and villages. A committee was appointed to

investigate the feasibility of such a movement
and to prepare plans for carrying it out, pro-

vided the work was found feasible. This com-

mittee made its report in 1905 and recommended

the introduction of these lines of work into all

rural high schools and into consolidated common
schools in which there were several grades. The
committee also recommended the establishment

of secondary schools in rural communities, in

which instruction in the elements of agriculture,

manual training and domestic economy should

be made leading features. The committee did

not, however, see its way clear to recommend the

general introduction of manual training into one-

room schools, because of the lack of suitable

apparatus, the crowded condition of programs

in such schools and the inability of most teachers

of rural schools to do the work.

The great majority of those who favored

manual training at the time it was introduced

into the public schools of the country advocated

it for its utility value, claiming that it gave a
training which prepared those taking it to enter

upon some definite trade much more readily

than would be possible without it. Many of

those opposed to it based their opposition on
the ground that it had little educational value

and that it was no part of the business of the

public school system to teach trades. At that

time, few of the advocates of manual training

saw the possibilities which have since been

realized through its development, nor did they

claim for it the cultural value which at the pres-

ent time is generally conceded. Most educa-

tional men now concede its value for purposes

of training and its right to a place in the public

school system.

The change in attitude of those responsible

for the introduction of manual training into the

public schools is shown by the fact that in the

earlier years of its history teachers were sought

among artisans, while at the present time it is

recognized that the same pedagogical principles

apply in teaching manual training that apply in

teaching other subjects and that, for the best

results, teachers must have special professional

training as a preparation for this work. This

has led to the establishment of many training

schools specially designed to prepare manual
training teachers.

The weight of the best educational thought

upon this subject is that manual training should

be begim at the very beginning of the elementary

school work and that it should be continued

through the high school period; that the work

should not be confined to a single material and

the tools necessary in the treatment of that

material, but that it should cover a wide range

in the use of tools and materials.
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The purpose.s of manual training are (1) to

enable the child to enlarge his powers of expres-

sion, through the action of the hand, guided and

controlled by the action of the mind; (2) to make
him acquainted with the nature and use of the

most common materials, such as clay, wood,

iron and textiles; (3) to lead him to develop a

certain degi-ee of skill in the use of tools; (4) to

develop his originality, and (5) to connect the

work of the school with the affairs of everyday

life. To these ends, in the elementary schools

the work in drawing, modeling and nature study

is all closely identified with manual training.

The work in manual training varies widely in

different school systems, as might be expected

in the early stages of its development; but the

educational values of exercises with different

tools and materials are being carefully studied,

and this study is resulting in a more defmite,

rational and systematic organization year by
year.

The early argument for manual training, that

it has a distinct industrial value for those who
may earn a living by their hands, is to-day ques-

tioned by few. More general knowledge as to

the very large percentage of pupils whose formal

education does not extend beyond the elementary

schools, and who in later life must earn their

living by the use of their hands, is indeed

strengthening this argument. Educational men
are no longer afraid to advocate the use of some-
thing in the public schools which will directly

fit the child to earn a livelihood. It is coming
to be recognized that the ability to support one's

self and those dependent upon one is the first

essential of good citizenship, and that therefore

the work in public schools in training for citizen-

ship cannot ignore this first essential.

It is not the idea of manual training to teach

trades in the elementary schools, but that ele-

mentary school pupils should be given such
systematic training of the hands, through the

manipulation of a wide range of tools and
materials, as will accastom them to deal with

material things and will enable them, because

of their training, to acquire a definite trade

more readily and more promptly than they

could without such training.

The argument for giving systematic manual
training in the public schools because of its

cultural value for all pupils, irrespective of what
their employment may be after their school days

are over, may be briefly stated as follows: The
essence of all training is doing; the essential

feature of manual training is doing with the

hands. In systematic manual training, from

beginning to end, the motor activities of the

hand must be set in operation and must be

guided and controlled by the action of the mind.

Mental power comes through organized think-

ing. Organized thinking follows whenever the

individual sets himself a definite task to do and

then determines and applies the ways and means

necessary for the accomplishment of that task.

Tools cannot be used successfully upon material

to produce a desired result, without the exercise

of the closest attention and of those forms of

mental activity leading up to an act of judgment.

There can be no training of the hand which does

not involve mental activity, and the mental

activity thus involved is of a kind that furnishes

just the training needed for the practical con-

cerns of life.

When properly taught, manual training is of

great value, both from the practical and the

cultural points of view. From the practical

point of view it increases the pupil's power to

do, gives him a degree of skill in the use of tools

and teaches him the dignity of labor and the

value of material. From the cultural point of

view, it is of the highest value in the develop-

ment of the individual, because, first, it demands
concentration of attention and thus develops

that quality so essential to success in any field of

human endeavor; second, it requires organized

thinking in the adaptation of means to ends, a

demand which will be constant through life;

third, it demands an exercise of the will power,

resulting in doing for the realization of those

ends, and through the doing there comes a clari-

fication of the thinking.

The danger is that it may descend to a single

variety of shop work or to training for a particu-

lar trade. These are far from the true ends of

this system of instruction. It is not the article

made, but the power which the pupil acquires

in making it, that the practical teacher of manual
training seeks; hence, finely finished products

are not sought so much as are means of develop-

ing the pupil's originality in desigi) and con-

struction. In order that the true ends of manual
training may be reached, only teachers who are

thoroughly in sympathy with the work and w^ho

have received special training for teaching it,

should be engaged as teachers of manual train-

ing. See Drawing; Nature Study; Sloyd;

Technical Education.

Consult Ware's Educational Foundations of

Trade and Industry; Dewey's The School and

Society; Booker T. Washington's Working with
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the Hands; Salomon's Theory oj Educational

Sloyd; Woodward's Manual Training in Educa-

tion; Rouillion's The Economics of Manual
Training, and the report of the National Edu-
cation Association's committee on Industrial

Education for Rural Schools (1905).

Manures', ina nure'z, substances applied to

soil for the purpose of aiding in the production

of crops. Manures are divided into natural

manures and artificial manures, or commercial

fertilizers. By natural manure is usually meant

the excrements of farm animals, also called

stable manures; but the term may also include

green manures, which are growing crops plowed

under for the purpose of adding to the organic

matter of the soil. Phosphates, lime, saltpeter

and a number of compounds of potash are also

used, but these are usually called fertilizers.

In this article the term manure is confined to

natural or stable manures.

Plants obtain their food from the air and the

soil, and the continued growing of crops tends

to exhaust the substances in the soil which are

the most important elements of plant food.

These are nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid.

Manure is used to restore this loss. It does

this directly and indirectly; directly, since it con-

tains the substances needed and sets them free

by decomposition; indirectly, since the manure
by its decomposition causes such chemical

changes in the soil as to liberate the plant-food

already there, which the plant alone cannot

obtain. Stable manures are injured by ex-

posure to the air and rain and should be kept

under cover. They are the most effective when

rotted, unless the process is carried on in the

open air, when much of the value is lost; there-

fore, if manure cannot be kept under cover it

should be spread upon the land before rotting

begins. Manure usually gives the best results

when spread evenly over the surface and plowed

under or harrowed in.

Stable manures are bulky and are at best

three-fourths water. A ton of such manure

contains less than forty pounds of plant-food;

consequently, good fertilizing requires several

tons to the acre. See Fertilizers; Guano.

Man'uscripts, literary writings of any kind,

whether on paper or any other material, in

contradistinction to printed matter. Although

properly including all writings on hard sub-

stances, such as stone or baked clay, the term

as generally used means only those writings

which are on parchment or on paper. The
paper of the ancient manuscript is sometimes

Egyptian, prepared from the real papyrus

shrub, sometimes cotton or silk paper, w'nich

was invented in the East early in the eighth

century A. D. and continued in use until after

the invention of Unen paper. The most com-

mon ink is a black, made of lampblack or burned

ivory or bone. Red ink of a dazzling beauty is

also found in some ancient manuscripts. With
this color were written the initial letters, the

first lines and the titles, which were thence

called rubrics. Blue, green and yellow inks

.were more rarely used. On rare occasions gold

and silver were used, though from their cost

they were oftenest confined to initial letters.

For the forms in which these ancient manu-
scripts appear, see the article Book.
The most ancient manuscripts still preserved

are those which have been found in Egj'ptian

tombs. Some of them date from 2500 to 3000

B. c. Next to them in point of age are the

Latin manuscripts found at Herculaneimi.

Numerous manuscripts of the Old and New-

Testaments of the second and third centuries

exist; and among those of profane authors may
be noted that of Vergil (fourth century), in the

Laurentian Library at Florence; a Livy (fifth

century), in the Imperial Library of Vienna

and the Jewish Antiquities of Josephus, in

the Ambrosian Library, Milan. See Pal-

impsest.

Illuminated Ma^^uscripts. The art of il-

Ivmiinating manuscripts dates from the remotest

antiquity. The Egyptian papyri were orna-

mented with vignettes or miniatures attached to

the chapters, either designed in black outlines

or painted in primary colors. It is supposed

that the Eg}'ptians used gold and silver for

decorating their manuscripts, but no trace of

such work has been found. The oldest orna-

mented Greek and Roman manuscripts that

have survived are the Dioscorides of Vienna

and the Vergil of the Vatican, both of the fourth

century. From the eighth to the eleventh cen-

tury, initial letters were composed of figures of

men, quadrupeds, fishes and birds, while the

initials of the twelfth century were made up of

masses of conventional foliage, interspersed with

the animal figures of the preceding centuries.

Continuous borders, with vignettes and tail-

pieces, were also prevalent in later times, and

some manuscripts are ornamented with very

artistic designs. From the sixth century to the

sixteenth, the art of illuminating manuscripts

was much practiced in Einope, and the orna-

mentation was often very complex and very
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brilliant. With the invention of printing the

art became practically extinct.

Man3rtch', a river of southeastern Russia,

which in its course connects a series of long,

nari-ow salt lakes and joins the Don near Tcher-

kask. Some geographers consider this river

valley the di\'iding line between Europe and

Asia.

Manzanillo, mahn sa nee'lyo, a seaport on

the southern coast of Cuba, in the Province of

Santiago de Cuba. It has a good roadstead and

its coastwise traffic is extensive. The region

about it is low and unhealthful. Sugar, tobacco

and lumber are the chief exports. Population

in 1899, 14,464.

Manzoni, manzo'ne, Alessandro (1785-

1873), an ItaUan poet and novelist. His chief

works are the Sacred Hymns; The Fifth of May,
a powerful ode on the death of Napoleon; the

tragedies Carmagnola and Adelchi, and his great

novel / Promessi Sposi (The Betrothed).

Maoris, viah'o rcez, the native inhabitants of

New Zealand. They belong to the Polynesian

branch of the Maori race and are characterized

by their large stature, being above the average,

and by their excellent physical development.

Tattooing is common among them, and they

are also noted for their ornamental and decora-

tive art. Formerly they were among the fiercest

cannibals of the South Pacific, but after they

were conquered by the British they rapidly

adapted themselves to the customs of civiliza-

tion and are now an intelligent and industrious

people.

Map, a projection on a plane surface, repre-

senting the whole or part of the earth's surface.

Since the earth is a spheroid, its surface cannot

be accurately represented on a plane; hence in

the drawing of maps systems of outlining,

known as projections, have to be used. There

are two such systems in general use. One is

known as the polyconic projection, which Ls

designed from rolling a cone, on which several

lines parallel to the base and several perpendic-

ular to the base are drawn, over a plane surface.

When the lines parallel to the base are pro-

jected on the plane surface by the revolutions of

the cone, they form circles, one within the other,

and these constitute the meridians of latitude;

the lines representing parallels of loiigitude are

straight and radiate from the center. In some
form or other this projection is the one most

generally used in drawing maps of hemispheres,

continents and large countries. It preserves the

form of the land masses more accurately than

the other projection, known as Mercator's, in

which the parallels and meridians are straight

lines crossing each other at right angles. The
Mercator projection is used for navigators'

charts and for drawing certain maps of the

world, used to represent commercial routes and
the ocean cable lines. It is more simple than

the other, and maps are more easily constructed

upon it, but the land masses are drawn out of

proportion, being too long from east to west as

they approach the poles.

Navigators' maps are usually called charts, as

are many maps of small areas drawn to show
details, though in reality there is but little dif-

ference between a map and a chart. All maps
are drawn by scale. In the United States the

measurement used is inches. In European
countries the metric system is generally em-
ployed. In drawing a map to a scale, a certain

distance, as one inch, represents a certain dis-

tance on the surface of the earth, as one hundred

miles. Relief maps are made by drawing and
coloring, so as to show mountains and valleys,

or by modeling, that is, using some material,

such as plaster of Paris, putty or papier mache,

and constructing maps with the actual eleva-

tions, though on such maps the scale of altitudes

is much larger than the horizontal .scale.

Ma'ple, a name for a family of trees peculiar

to the northern and temperate parts of the globe.

About fifty species are known, distributed

through Europe, North America and different

parts of Asia. The maples are characterized

by their opposite branches, palmate leaves, wdth

from three to seven lobes, by their full, symmet-

rical tops, when growing in the open country, by

their gray bark and by their hard, fine-grained

wood, which is white, or in the older trees,

slightly rose-tinted. The sugar, or rock, maple

is the most important species; this yields maple

sugar, which in Vermont, northern New York
and some parts of Canada, is an important

article of manufacture. A tree of ordinary

size will yield from fifteen to thirty gallons of

sap yearly, from which are made from four to

seven pounds of sugar (See Sugar). The
knotted parts of the sugar-maple furnish the

pretty bird's-eye, or curled, maple of cabinet-

makers. Some other American species are the

white maple; the red, or swamp, maple; the

striped maple, or moosewood; the mountain

maple, the vine maple and the large-leaved

maple. Two species are common in Great

Britain, the great maple, often miscalled syca-

more, and the common maple. The wood of
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the former is valuable for various purposes, as

for carving, turnery, musical instruments and
wooden dishes. Another well-known species is

the Norway maple, often planted in Great Britain

as an ornamental tree.

Marabou, mar a boo', a large stork, related

to the adjutant bird and inhabiting Africa. It

has beautiful, long feathers, which have been

much sought for ornaments on ladies' hats. In
»

their wild state the birds live in flocks near rivers.

They are easily tamed, though their vigorous

appetite makes them destructive to small do-

mestic animals.

Marabouts, mar a hoots', among the Ber-

bers of northern Africa, saints or sorcerers, who
are held in high estimation and who exercise in

some villages a despotic authority. They dis-

tribute amulets, affect to work miracles and are

thought to exercise the gift of prophecy.

Maracaibo, m,ah ra ki'bo, a seaport of Vene-

zuela, on the west shore of the strait which unites

the lake and gulf of the same name. There is

a good trade in coffee, cacao, timber, hides and

medicinal plants. Population in 1905, about

50,000.

Maracaibo, L.\ke, a lake of Venezuela, con-

nected with the Gulf of Venezuela by a channel

nine miles wide. The lake is deep, but it cannot

be entered by large vessels on account of the

bar at its entrance. The waters are generally

fresh.

MarajO, mah ra zho', or Joannes, an island

of Brazil, between the estuaries of the Amazon
and Para rivers, belonging to the Province of

Para. Its length is about 180 miles, its width,

150 miles, but the population is scanty and con-

sists largely in transient dwellers, who come to

the island to hunt or to gather rubber.

Maranhao, viah ra nyown', or Sao Luiz, a

city of Brazil, capital of the State of Maranhao,

situated on the island of Maranhao, opposite the

mouth of the Itapicuru. The harbor, which

was originally good and permitted the entrance

of fairly large vessels, is gradually being filled

up with sand, and the trade is consequently

declining. The town is regularly laid out and

has some interesting buildings, the most note-

worthy of which are the cathedral, the episcopal

palace, the government buildings and the town

house. Population, about 40,000.

Marat, via rah', Jean Paul (1744-1793),

one of the most famous leaders of the French

Revolution. He studied medicine at Paris and

spent many years in travel, visiting London,

Edinburgh, Dublin and Amsterdam. The out-

break of the revolution brought him to the front,

and he became the editor of the L'Ami du

Peiiple, or Journal de la Repuhlique Francaise.

This was the organ of the radicals and soon

became the oracle of the mob. It early advo-

cated the most extreme measures, and the tone

became more furious as Marat was inflamed by

the prosecutions of the authorities. In 1792 he

took his seat at the Commune and played a

leading part in the assassinations of September,

1792. He was a member of the Committee of

Public Safety and of the Convention. The
establishment of the revolutionary tribunal and

of the committee for arresting the suspected was

on his motions. As president of the Jacobin

club, he signed an address instigating the

people to an insurrection and to the massacre of

all traitors. For this Marat was deUvered over

to the revolutionary tribunal, which acquitted

him; and the people received him in triumph

and covered him with wreaths. He was assas-

sinated shortly after by Charlotte Corday (See

CordAY D'Armont, Marie Anne Charlotte).

Mar'athon, a village of ancient Greece, in

Attica, about 20 mi. n. e. of Athens. It was

situated on a plain which extends for about six

miles along the seashore, and it was on this

plain that Miltiades, the Athenian general,

defeated Darius with his Persian forces in 490

B. c. It has been called one of the "fifteen

decisive battles of the world" (See Fifteen

Decisive Battles).

Marble, mahr'h'l, a crystallized limestone,

usually finer grained and harder than the com-

mon limestone and capable of receiving a high

polish. The crystals are small, but are easily

seen by the use of a magnifying glass on a piece

of the polished stone. Pure marble is perfectly

white, but there are many varieties and colors,

owng to the different impurities in the rock.

This, however, is an advantage, since the differ-

ent varieties are suited to many different pur-

poses. Some varieties are also harder and

stronger than others, and some will withstand

the water better than others. All these varieties

are grouped under five classes: (1) pure or

single-colored marbles; (2) variegated; (3)

brecciated, that is, made of other rocks cemented

by limestone; (4) fossiliferous, made wholly or

in part of fossils; (5) serpentine, or verde antique.

Marble is found in a number of localities, but

the quarries most widely kno^Ti are those in

Italy, on some islands of the Mediterranean

Sea and in the United States. Of the foreign

quarries those at Carrara, yielding the cele-
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brated Carrara marble, are at present the most

widely known. In the United States the most

extensive quarries are found in Rutland County,

in the southwestern part of Vermont. Other

important quarries occur in Georgia and in

Tennessee, while very recently valuable quar-

ries have been opened in Alaska.

In the American quarries and marble works

most of the work is done by machinery, and there

is very little waste, but in the foreign countries

the old methods of blasting the rock and cutting

by hand are still in vogue. This involves much
waste and requires a long time for cutting the

stone from its bed. Marble is extensively used

for headstones, monuments and for finishing the

interiors of buildings.

Mar'blehead, Mass., a town in Essex co.,

18 mi. n. e. of Boston, on a rocky peninsula of

Massachusetts Bay and on the Boston & Maine
railroad. It was settled by immigrants from

Guernsey and Jersey in 1629 and remained for

twenty years a part of Salem. Many buildings

constructed before the Revolution are still

standing in a good state of preservation. The
town has a good harbor and was for a time

during the early days a settlement second only

to Boston. Fishing is yet an important industry,

while boat building and the manufacture of

shoes are also carried on. The place has be-

come a popular yachting and summer resort.

Population in 1905, including several villages,

7209.

Marbles, like tops and balls, have been the

playthings of children from time immemorial.

The variety of games played with marbles is

almost endless and every locality has its own
favorite games. In the United States the snow
is no sooner off the ground in the northern

villages than every boy brings out his marbles

and plays vigorously with them for a few weeks,

when they disappear suddenly and completely

for another year, usually giving way to the more
exciting sport of baseball. Most of the common
marbles now come from Coburg, in Saxony,

where the hard limestone is found. This stone

is broken into small cubes, and several hundred
of these cubes are placed in grooves cut around
a stationary millstone. Revolving on this mill-

stone is a block of oak, which smooths the cubes
into rough spheres while water runs over them.
Later the marbles are polished in revolving

barrels, lined with stone. Three mills, it is

said, will manufacture 60,000 marbles in a
week. Agate marbles are made at Oberstein

by pressing the hot glass into metal molds. The

bull's-eye and striped marbles are molded in

clay, then baked, painted and glazed.

Mar'bury versus Mad'ison, a famous casein

the Supreme Court of the United States in

1803, in which for the first time the Supreme
Court stated its right to declare a Congressional

law null and void because contrary to the Con-
stitution. The case arose over an attempt of

Marbury to compel James Madison, in accord-

ance with an act of Congress, to deliver to him
a commission as justice of the peace in the Dis-

trict of Columbia. Since the Constitution does

not give the Supreme Court original jurisdiction

in such cases, the law was clearly unconstitu-

tional and was so declared. Chief Justice Mar-
shall, who delivered the opinion, also stated

directly that the Constitution must be supreme

over any statute, a rule which \\a.s immediately

accepted and v/hich constitutes one important

peculiarity of the American system of govern-

ment.

Marcellus, mahr seVlus, IMaecus Claudius,

a Roman general, five times consul. He was the

first Roman who successfully encountered Han-
nibal in the second Punic War, and he was the

conqueror of Syracuse (212 B. c). He was
killed in a skirmish with the Carthaginians in

208 B. c. On account of his daring and im-

petuosity Marcellus was called the Sword of

Rome.

March, originally the first month of the

Roman year. Till the adoption of the new
style in Britain (1752), the 25th of March was
the first day of the legal year; hence January,

February and the first twenty-four days of

March have frequently two years appended,

as Jan. 1, 170J, or 1701-2.

Marco'ni, Guglielmo (1875- ), a cele-

brated Italian electrician, born near Bologna,

Italy, and educated at the University of Bologna.

Marconi showed remarkable aptitude for elec-

trical science at an early age. After many
experiments he was successful in perfecting

instruments which made wireless telegraphy

practicable, and to him is due the credit of this

invention. Marconi's first wireless telegraph

station was established near Cornwall, England.

He demonstrated the success of his invention

by sending signals across the Atlantic between

the United States and European coimtries, and

his system is in quite general use for commercial

and naval purposes (See Telegraph, Wire-

less). (See portrait on next page.)

Marco Po'lo. See Polo, Marco.
Mar'cus Aure'lius. See Aurelius, M.vrcus.
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Marcy, mahr'sy, William Learned (1786-

1857), an American statesman, born at South-

bridge, Mass., educated at Brown University

and admitted to the bar. He began tlie practice

of law at Troy, N. Y., but enlisted in the War of

1812, becoming captain in the army but retiring

from the service before the close of the war. In

1831 he was chosen United States senator, and

in the following year he became governor.

During his brief service in the Senate, he was a

staunch follower of Andrew Jackson, and was
the first to declare the propriety of the rule that

GUGLIELMO MAHCONI

"to the victors belong the spoils of the van-

quished." He served three terms as governor

of New York, became secretary of war in 1845

and under Pierce was secretary of state. In

this capacity he settled the Mexican boundary

controversy, a fisheries dispute v\'ith Great

Britain, a reciprocity treaty with Canada, and

dispatched Commodore Perry's expedition to

Japan. In all, he displayed notable ability as

statesman and diplomat.

Mardi Gras, mahr'de grah\ See Shrove
Tuesday.
Marechal Niel. See Marshall Niel.

Mare Island, an island in San Pablo Bay,

near San Framtisco, of importance because it is

the site of the chief United States naval station

on the Pacific. It has a large navy yard, an

arsenal, a dry dock and an observatory.

Maren'go, Battle of, a famous battle

fought near Alessandria, Italy, June 14, 1800,

between the French, under Bonaparte, and the

Austrians, under General INIelas. The Austrians

were completely defeated and were obliged to sur-

render Genoa, Piedmont and Milan. Napoleon's

supremacy was firmly established by this victory,

Margaret (1353-1412), queen of Denmark,
Norway and Sweden, the daughter of Valdemar
IV, king of Denmark. She was married to

Haakon, king of Norway. The death of her

husband in 1380 placed Norway in her hands;

that of her son Olaf in 1387 enabled her to

secure the throne of Denmark, to which she

had previously brought about his election, and

after defeating Albert, the Swedish king, she

also obtained possession of the throne of Sweden-

She endeavored to place the union of the three

Icingdoms on a permanent basis by an act of

union. Her ability and strength won her the

name of the Semiramis of the North.

Margaret of Anjou (1430-1482), daughter

of Rene, titular king of Naples, married in 1443

to Henry VI of England. The king's attacks of

insanity made her practically regent, and her

power being contested by the duke of York, a

claimant of the throne by an elder line, the pro-

tracted Wars of the Roses commenced (See

Roses, Wars of the). .After a long struggle

the wars ended in 1471; she was made prisoner

and remained in prison four years. She was
ransomed by Ix)uis XI of France.

Margaret of Navarre (1492-1549), a sister

of Francis I of France, married in 1509 to the

duke d'Alen9on and eighteen years later to

Henri d'Albret, later king of Navarre. Through
her daughter, IMargaret became the grand-

mother of Henry IV of France. She was
among the foremost literary personages of her

time, published dramatic and religious poems

and letters and was probably in part the author

of the famous Ileptameron, modeled on the

Decameron of Boccaccio. She was favorable to

Protestantism, not so much because she believed

in its doctrines as because she approved of abso-

lute religious liberty.

Margarita, mahr ga re'tah, an island be-

longing to Venezuela, in the Caribbean Sea.

Its greatest length is 45 miles, and its greatest

breadth is about 20 miles. On the fertile land

in the center of the island are produced maize,

coffee, cotton and sugar. Pearls were formerly

secured off the coast of this island. Mar-

garita was discovered by Columbus in 1498.

Population, about 40,000.
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Maria Christina, A-m ic'nah, (1806-1878),

queen of Spain, daughter of Francis I of the

Tv\t) Sicilies. She \\as the fourth wife of Fer-

dinand VII of Spain and bore to him in 1830 a

daughter, Isabella, who, in virtue of a procla-

mation issued before her birth, became heir to

the kingdom. AYhen Ferdinand died, Maria

Christina was made the guardian of the young

queen, but when civil war broke out on account

of the pretensions of Ferdinand's brother, Don
Carlos, to the throne, Maria Christina took

little interest in the affair. Her entire attention

seemed to center in one of her royal bodyguard,

whom in 1833 she married. She became ex-

ceedingly unpopular, and in 1840 she was

obliged to escape to France. In 1843 she re-

turned to Spain, but eleven years later she was

driven from the country. In 1864 she again

returned, but was again driven into exile.

Maria Louisa, loo ee'zah, (1791-1847),

second wife of Napoleon I, daughter of Francis

I of Austria. Her marriage with Napoleon took

place in 1810, after the divorce of Josephine,

and in 1811 she bore him a son. After his over-

throw, she received in 1816 the duchies of

Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla, which she

governed till her death.

Mariana, mah re ah'na, Islands. See La-

drone Islands.

Maria Theresa, tere'sah, (1717-1780),

queen of Hungary and Bohemia, archduchess of

Austria and wife of the emperor Francis I. On
the death of her father, Charles VI, in 1740, she

ascended the throne of Hungary, Bohemia and

Austria, and a little later she declared her hus-

band joint ruler. Her accession was in accord-

ance with the Pragmatic Sanction, to which her

father had secured the consent of the powers of

Europe, but her claims were at once contested.

Frederick the Great made himself master of

Silesia; Spain and Naples gained possession of

the Austrian territory in Italy, and the French,

Bavarians and Saxons marched into Bohemia,

carrying all before them. Charles Albert was

proclaimed archduke of Austria and shortly

after emperor of Germany; the young queen fled

to Pressburg, where she convoked the diet and

threw herself upon the sympathy of her Hun-

garian subjects. The French and Bavarians

were speedily driven from her hereditary states;

Prussia made a secret peace with the queen,

who unwillingly abandoned Silesia to Frederick,

and by the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748) her

husband was declared emperor. During the

time of peace which followed, Maria Theresa,

with the aid of her husband and her minister

Kaunitz, made great financial reforms; agri-

culture, manufactures and commerce flourished,

the national revenue greatly increased and the

burdens were diminished. The Seven Years'

War again reduced Austria to a state of great

exhaustion, but on its conclusion the empress

renewed her efforts to promote the prosperity of

her dominions. Her son Joseph was elected

king of the Romans in 1764, and on the death of

her husband, in 1765, she associated the young

prince with herself in the government. In 1772

she joined in the dismemberment of Poland,

obtaining Galicia for Austria, and in 1777 she

acquired Bukowina from Turkey. Of her six-

teen children ten survived her, one of whom
w as the unfortunate Marie Antoinette.

Marie Antoinette, via ree' ahN'hvah net',

(1755-1793), archduchess of Austria and queen

of France, the youngest daughter of the emperor

Francis I and Maria Theresa, born at Vienna.

She was married at the age of fifteen to the

Dauphin, afterward Louis XVI, but her manners

were ill-suited to the French court, and she made
many enemies among the highest families by

her contempt for its ceremonies. The freedom

of her manners, indeed, even after she became

queen, was a cause of scandal. The extraor-

dinary affair of the diamond necklace, in which

the Cardinal Louis de Rohan, the great quack

Cagliostro and a certain Countess de Lamotte

were the chief actors, tarm'shed her name and

added force to the calumnies against her. With-

out doubt, she had great influence over the

king, and she constantly opposed all measures

of reform. The enthusiastic reception given

her at the guard's ball at Versailles on October

1, 1789, raised the general indignation to the

highest pitch, and was followed in a few days

by the insurrection of women and the attack

on Versailles. When practically prisoners in

the Tuileries it was she who advised the flight of

the royal family in June, 1791, which ended in

their capture and return.

On August 10, 1792, she heard her husband's

deposition pronounced by the Legislative As-

sembly and accompanied him to the prison in

the Temple, where she displayed the mag-

nanimity of a heroine and the patient endur-

ance of a martyr. In January, 1793, she parted

with her husband, who had been condemned by

the Convention; in August she was removed to

the Conciergerie, and in October she was charged

before the revolutionary tribunal with having

dissipated the finances, exhausted the treasury,
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corresponded with the foreign enemies of France

and favored the domestic foes of the country.

She defended herself ^vith firmness, decision and

indignation; and she heard the sentence of death

pronounced with perfect calmness—a calmness

which did not forsake her when the sentence

was carried out the following morning. There

has been endless controversy as to the character

of Marie Antoinette, and it seems certain that

the bitter statements of her detractors are no

more to be received absolutely than are the

eulogies of those who regard her as a martyr

and saint.

Ma^riet'ta, Ohio, the county-seat of Wash-
ington CO., 125 mi. s. e. of Columbus, on the

Ohio River, at the mouth of the Muskingum,

and on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsyl-

vania and other railroads. It is the oldest

settlement in Ohio, having been founded by

Rufus Putnam and a colony from New England

under the Ohio Company in 1788. The same

year, the government of the Northwest Terri-

tory was formally organized here by Governor

Arthur Saint Clair. The city is the seat of Mari-

etta College and has a large public hbrary, and,

also, the oldest church and the oldest building in

the Northwest Territory. Petroleum, coal and

iron are found in the vicinity, and there is a large

river trade. The manufactures include flour,

lumber products, furniture, wagons, harness,

glass and other articles. Just twelve miles below

the city is Blennerhasset Island, which was the

scene of some of the incidents connected with

the conspiracy of Aaron Burr (See Burr,

Aaron). Population in 1900, 13,348.

Mar'igold, a name of several composite

plants. The common marigold is a native of

France and of the more southern parts of

Europe. It is an annual, from one to two feet

high, bearing large, deep yellow flowers. It is

as prolific as any weed and was formerly used in

cookery ancj as a medicine. A number of

species of this genus are indigenous to the Cape
of Good Hope. The so-called African mari-

gold and French marigold, common in flower

borders, are both Mexican species and have

brilliant flowers. The name marigold \s ap-

plied wrongfully to several plants. The English

marigold is really a chrysanthemum, and the

American marsh marigold belongs to the butter-

cup family.

Marine Corps, ma reen* kore', a body of

soldiers who serve in the navy of the United
States. Originally the sailors sailed the ship,

and the fighting was left largely to the soldiers

who were carried for that particular purpose;

to some extent the same custom now prevails,

but in a modern warship only about one-seventh

are marines. In battle they man the fighting

tops and are always used to make up landing

parties. They are organized in the same way
as the army, and when ashore they garrison the

naval stations.

Marine Insurance. See Insurance.

Mar'inette', Wis., the county-seat of Mar-

inette CO., on Green Bay, at the mouth of the

Menominee River opposite ]\Ienominee, Mich.,

MARIGOLDS

about 50 mi. n. of the city of Green Bay, on the

Wisconsin & Michigan, the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Saint Paul and the Chicago &
Northv/estern railroads. The city has a fine

harbor and a large lake trade, especially in

lumber. It contains large box factories and

manufactories of various other wood products,

thrashing machines, engines and other articles.

The chief structures are the city and county

buildings, two hospitals and a public library.

Marinette was settled about 1850 and was

incorporated in 1887. Population in 1905,

15,354.

Mario, viah're o, Giuseppe, Marquis di

Candia (1808-1883), a famous Italian tenor,
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born at Turin. He entered the Sardinian army
in 1830, but deserted and fled to Paris. There,

in 1838, under the assumed name of Mario, he
became first tenor of the opera. For many
years thereafter he divided his time between
London, Paris and Saint Petersburg and made
two tours of the United States, upon both of

which he was received with warm approval.

Marlon, Kt)., the county-seat of Grant co.,

65 mi. n. e. of Indianapolis, on the Mississinewa

River and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& Saint Louis, the Toledo, Saint Louis & West-
ern and other railroads. There are abo electric

lines to Indianapolis and other cities. A national

soldiers' home is just three miles to the south,

and the city contains a public library, a fine

courthouse and a large normal school. The
principal industrial establishments are clock

factories, flour, oil and paper mills, foundries

and brickyards. Population in 1900, 17,337.

Marion, Ohio, the county-seat of Marion
CO., 45 mi. n. of Columbus, on the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint Louis, the Erie,

the Pennsylvania and other railroads. The
city Ls in a farming region, has lime kilns and
quarries and contains manufactories of steam
shovels, engines, thrashers, buggies, carriages,

foundry products, agricultural implements and
other articles. It has a public library. Sawyer
Sanitarium, a normal school, a Y. M. C. A.

building and more than a dozen churches. The
place was settled chiefly by people from Rhode
Island in 1815 and was chartered as a city in

1890. Population in 1900, 11,862.

Marion, Francis (1732-1795), an American
Revolutionary commander. He entered the

service as a captain, but was rapidly promoted

until he became brigadier general. In 1775 he

served in a regiment organized by Colonel

William Moultrie in his native state of South

Carolina, and he accompanied Moultrie on his

,
occupation of Fort Sullivan. Later he com-

•manded Fort Moultrie, took part in the attack

on Savannah and then retired to South Carolina.

With a cavalry force which he himself had
organized in South Carolina, he kept up a

guerrilla warfare on the British, and in August,

1780, he won a brilliant \'ictory at Nelson's

Ferry. At the Battle of Eutaw Springs he dis-

tinguished himself by his daring. After the

close of the war he was for some time a mem-
ber of the state senate and served in the con-

stitutional convention in 1790.

Ma'rius, Caius (about 156-86 b. c), a Roman
general, bom of obscure parents. He served

with distinction at Numantia in 134 B. c, under

Scipio Africanus, was tribune of the people in

119 and acquired much popularity by his oppo-

sition to the nobles. In 115 B. c. he was ap-

pointed praetor, and a year later he became
propraetor of Spain, which he cleared of rob-

bers. In 109 he accompanied the consul Q.
Caecilius Metellus, as his lieutenant, to the

Jugurthine War, and later he himself was placed

in command of the war, which he brought to a

successful conclusion. He had been elected

consul in 107, and his successes against the

barbarians who threatened Rome made hiru so

popular that he was six times reelected to that

office. On the outbreak of the war against

Mithridates, Marius, who had long been jealous

of Sulla, endeavored to deprive him of his com-

mand, and in the struggle which followed the

former was compelled to flee from Italy. After

hairbreadth escapes he landed in Africa and

remained there until recalled by Cinna, who
had headed a successful movement in his favor.

In company with Cinna he marched against

Rome, which was obliged to yield, the entry

of Marius and his followers being attended with

the massacre of most of his chief opponents.

On the completion of the term of Cinna's con-

sulship, he declared himself and Marius con-

suls, 86 B. c, but the latter died seventeen days

later.

Mar'joram, a shrub, growing among copse-

wood in limy soils of Great Britain, now natural-

ized in parts of the United States. The leaves

are small and pointed; the flowers are reddish

and grow in clustered spikes. Sweet marjoram
is a biennial, cultivated in gardens. As soon

as it blossoms it is cut and dried and is em-

ployed as a seasoning.

Mark, a term originally used in Europe,

especially Germany and Spain, to designate

eight ounces of silver or gold. It is now used

commonly as a money of account and since

1873 has been the official monetary unit of the

German Empire. It weighs .3982 grams, ^
pure gold, and it is worth about 24 cents in

United States money. It is equivalent to J of a

thaler or 100 pfennige. Coins in multiples of

the unit and of these divisions are issued, also

crowns (10 marks) and double crowns (20

marks). The same name is given to the mone-

tary unit of Finland, which is exactly equal to

one French franc and is divided into 100 penni.

Mark, Saint, the Evangelist, according to

the old ecclesiastical writers, the person known
in the Acts of the Apostles as "John, whose sur.
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name was Mark" {Ads xii, 12, 25), was for

many years the companion of Paul and Peter on

their journeys. His mother, Mary, was gener-

ally in the train of Jesus, and ]\lark was himself

present at a part of the events which he relates

in his Gospel and received his information

partly from eye-witnesses. He was the cousin

of Barnabas (Col. iv, 10), and he accom-

panied Paul and Barnabas to Antioch, Cyprus

and Perga in Pamphylia. He returned to

Jerusalem, whence he afterward went to Cyprus,

and thence to Rome. He was the cause of the

memorable "sharp contention" between Paul

and Barnabas. The time and place of his

death are unknown.
Mark An'tony. See Antony, Mark.
Mark'ham, Edwin (1852- ) an Ameri-

can poet and educator, born in Oregon City,

Ore. He spent his boyhood on a cattle ranch

in California, attending country schools when-

ever he could. In 1871 he entered the San Jose

state normal, and later he graduated from the

Christian College, Santa Rosa. He became a

prominent California educator and rendered

especially valuable service as head master of

the Tompkins Observation School at Oakland.

From an early age he contributed poems to

magazines, but came into prominence at the

publication of The Man with the Hoe in 1899.

Afterward, he lectured widely on existing social

problems and wTote numerous articles on the

same subjects.

Mark Twain. See Clemens, Samuel
Langhorne.
Marl, an earthy substance, essentially com-

posed of carbonate of lime and clay in various

proportions. In some marls the proportion of

clay is comparatively small, while in others it

abounds and furnishes the chief qualities. The
most general use of marl is to improve soils.

The fertility of any soil depends in a great

degree on the suitable proportion of the earths

which it contains; and whether a lime or a clay

marl will be more suitable to a given soil may
be determined with much probability by its

tenacity or looseness, moisture or dryness.

The quicker action and greater efficiency of

slaked lime have in many districts led to

its substitution for marl. See Fertilizers;

Soil.

Marlboro, mahrV bur o, Mass., a city in

Middlesex co., 25 mi. w. of Boston, on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford and the Bos-

ton & Maine railroads. It was settled in 1646

p.nd was incorporated four years later. In

1676, during King Philip's War, a large part of

the town was destroyed by the Indians. The
important structures are the high school, the

city hall. Saint Anne's Convent and Academy
and the G. A. R. building. The various manu-
factures include boots and shoes, machinery,

automobiles, bicycles, wagons, electrical sup-

plies, lamps and cigars. Population in 1905,

including several villages, 14,073.

Marlborough, John Churchill, First Duke
of (1650-1722), an English general and states-

man, born at Ashe, in Devonshire. He early

entered the army, served on the Continent

under Turenne and at the siege of Maestricht

distmguished himself so highly as to obtain the

public thanks of the king of France. On his

return to England he was made lieutenant

colonel, and his advancement thereafter was
rapid. He strengthened his influence at court,

too, by ills marriage with Sarah Jennings, an

attendant upon the princess, afterward Queen
Anne. When William III came to the throne

of England, Churchill went over to his side, but

in 1691 he was suddenly dismissed from all his

employments and committed to the Tower on

the charge of treasonable communication with

the exiled James II. He soon obtained his

release, though it appears that the suspicions

against him were not without foundation.

When the War of the Spanish Succession broke

out, Churchill was inade by William commander
in chief of the English forces in Holland.

Anne came to the throne in 1702, and tlirough

his wife ChurchUl's influence soon became

paramount. In the campaign of 1702 he drove

the French out of Spanish Guelders and took

Liege and other towns, for which he was created

duke of Marlborough. In 1704 he stormed the

French and Bavarian Hues at Donauworth, and

in the same year, in conjunction with Prince

Eugene, he gained the victory of Blenheim over

the French and Bavarians. Many honors and

gifts were awarded Marlborough for this vic-

tory. The years that followed were marked by

the brilliant victories at Ramillies and Oude-

narde, both won in conjunction with Prince

Eugene. In 1709 he won a victory at Mal-

plaquet, but he had lost his popularity. On
his next visit to England he found that the

duchess, by her arrogance, had so disgusted the

queen that a total breach had ensued. On the

accession of George I, Marlborough was rein-

stated in the supreme military command.

Throughout the rest of his life, however, he

lived in retirement.
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Marlowe, mahr' h, Christopher (1564-

1593), an English dramatist. He settled in

London and became an actor, as well as a WTiter

for the stage. His death occurred in a drunken

brawl. Besides six tragedies of his owti com-

position, the best known of which are Tam-
bnrlaine the Great, Edward II, Doctor Faiistus

and the Jew of Malta, he ^\Tote parts of dramas,

collaborating with Nash and perhaps with

Shakespeare. Marlowe was by far the greatest

dramatic ^Titer before Shakespeare.

Marlowe, Jullv (Mrs. Julia Marlowe Tabor)

(1870- ), an American actress, born in Cum-

JULIA MAHLOWE

berlandshire, England. When she was five

years of age her parents removed to the United

States, where she afterward resided. She was

educated in the public schools and began her

career on the stage in her twelfth year, when she

joined a juvenile opera company and took part

in Pinafore, The Chimes of Normandy and

other light operas. She was christened Sarah

Frances Frost, but was known as Frances

Brough during her connection with the juvenile

company. She later played a child's part in

Rip Van Winkle, and the next year she took

small parts in classic dramas in the Western

states. She then retired from the stage and

studied for three years in New York. On
reentering theatrical life Miss Marlowe made
her d^but as Parthenia in Ingomar. After 1888

she starred in Shakespearean and other roles and

was most successful as Viola in Twelfth Night,

Rosalind in As You Like It and Juliet in Romeo
and Jidiet. She married Mr. Robert Tabor,

for several seasons the leading man in her com-

pany, but she was divorced a short time later.

Marmora, mahr'mo ra, or Marmara, Sea of
(ancient PropontLs), an inland sea, lying be-

tween European and Asiatic Turkey, communi-
cating with the Mediterranean by the Darda-

nelles and with the Black Sea by the Bosporas.

Its greatest length is about 160 miles, its greatest

breadth, about 50 miles. It contaias several

islands, of which the largest is Marmora, famous

for its quarries of marble and alabaster.

Marmoset, mahr'mo zet, a name of several

small South American monkeys, the smallest of

the monkey tribe. They are agile in their move-

ments, possess long tails and have a thick,

woolly fur. They bear a close resemblance to

squirrels in general appearance, feed upon fruit

and insects and occa-sionally upon the smaller

birds and their eggs. One species, known as

the silky marmoset, has a long, silky mane on
the head and neck.

Marmot, a small gnawing animal, classed

with the squirrels. It lives in Europe, northern

Asia and North America. Marmots have thick

bodies, short tails and short legs. They live in

large communities in long burrows. During
the winter they lie in deep sleep. The prairie

dog, or prairie marmot, of North America, i*

the most familiar species. Another species

found in America is the woodchuck of the middle

states. See Prairie Dog; Woodchuck.
Mame, mahm, a river of France, the largest

tributary of the Seine on its right. It rises in
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the plateau of Langres, flows northwest and

enters the Seine about three miles above Paris.

Of its course of 310 miles about 220 miles are

navigable.

Maroc'co. See Morocco.

Marque, mahrk, and Repri'sal, Letters of,

a license or commission granted by the supreme

power of one State to the citizens of this State to

make reprisals at sea on the subjects of another,

under pretense of indemnification for injuries

received; that is, a license to engage in priva-

teering. Letters of marque were abolished

among European nations by the Treaty of Paris

of 1856. The United States was invited to

accede to this agreement, but declined.

Marquesas, mahr ka'sas, Islands, or Men-
dana, mayn dah'nya, Islands, a group of vol-

canic islands in the Pacific Ocean, about 8° 11'

south latitude and 140° west longitude. There
are thirteen islands and islets, and their joint

area is about 480 square miles. The principal

products are yams, breadfruit and cocoanuts.

These islands were discovered in 1595, redis-

covered in 1791 and named Washington Islands.

They became part of French territory in 1842

and are governed by a French commissioner.

Population in 1900, 4300.

Marquette, mahr kef, Mich., the county-

seat of Marquette co., 58 mi. n. w. of Escanaba,

on Marquette Bay of Lake Superior and on the

Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and the Mar-
quette & Southeastern railroads. The city is

one of the principal shipping points of ore from

the Lake Superior mining region. It has quar-

ries of brown stone, iron works, foundries,

machine shops, sash and blind factories, flour

and lumber mills and other works. The
Northern State Normal School is located here,

and the city has a Federal building, a manual

training and high school building, an opera

house, Peter White Public Library, Episcopal

and Roman Catholic cathedrals and the Upper
Peninsula State Prison and House of Correc-

tion. The place was settled in 1845, when the

iron mines were first worked. It was char-

tered as a city in 1869. Population in 1904,

10,665.

Marquette, Jacques (1637-1675), a French

Jesuit missionary and explorer in America. He
came to Canada in 1666, founded Sault Sainte

Marie in 1668 and in 1673 accompanied Joliet

upon his exploration of the Mississippi. In the

following year, Marquette founded a mission

among the Illinois Indians, but contracted fever

and died before reaching Upper Michigan. His

pure character and lofty aims gave him a power-

ful influence among the Indians with whom he

labored. Wisconsin has placed his statue in

the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington.

Marriage, viar'rij, an assumed relationship

between a man and a woman, by which they are

united for life and attain the legal status of

husband and wife. Different localities have

different forms of the institution, the most

broadly marked of which are connected with the

right of a man to have only one wife, monogamy,

or his right to have several wives, polygamy.

Marriage is now commonly regarded as a civil

contract and is held to be valid only when both

parties are able and willing to contract accord-

ing to certain established forms. In the Roman
Catholic Church, marriage is considered a sac-

rament. The Church does not, however, deny

the validity of marriage as a civil contract. It

does deny its benediction upon the marriage of a

Catholic with one of a different religion.

The laws in relation to marriage in the United

States are founded mainly on the laws of Eng-
land. Though the different states have dif-

ferent statutes on the subject, most of them
requiring ceremony in the adoption of the

relation, there is a consensus of intent that no

specific form in marriage is necessar}', if the

consent of the parties is proved. The old com-
mon law marriage of England, which was evi-

denced by declared intention and acknowledg-

ment in connection T\ath cohabitation, is valid

in most states of the Union. In some states

the parties are required to obtain a license,

which is issued only to those legally capable of

marriage. Until recently, the courts of each

state recognized as valid a marriage contracted

in any other state; but recently the courts of a

number of states have refused to recognize the

validity of marriages in some others. In this

country each state fixes the age of consent, and

there is no uniformity of legislation in this

respect, though there has recently been a move-

ment toward raising this age, and in most states

it is now either sixteen or eighteen years. Minors

must obtain the consent of their parents or

guardians to the marriage.

The peculiarly sacred character of marriage

has distinguished the marriage contract, in the

eyes of the law. It cannot be set aside or abro-

gated by consent of the parties, nor on proof of

fraud, except in rare cases. See Divorce;

Husband and Wife.

Mar'ryat, Frederick (1792-1848), an Eng-

lish sailor and novelist. He entered the navv as
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midshipman when he was but a boy, became a

lieutenant at twenty and took part in the War of

1812 against the United States. For saving

more than a dozen lives during his naval serv-

ice, he was -nven a gold medal by the Royal

Humane Society. His experiences on the sea

gave him the materials for most of his novels,

among which are Frank Mildmay, Peter Simple,

Mr. Midshipman Easy and The Phantom Ship.

^larryat has been called "the Dickens of the

sea."

Mars, mahrz, the fourth planet from the sun,

and because it is next beyond the earth and most

nearly like our earth, the one most interesting

to us. To the naked eye it appears as a bright

star shining with a reddish light. Mars moves

round the sun in a little more than 686 of our

mean solar days, at an average distance of about

140,000,000 miles, its greatest distance being

152,000,000 miles, and its least, 126,000,000.

Its distance from the earth varies from 35,000,000

to 244,000,000 miles, and at its nearest approach

to the earth it is about 148 times as far away as

the moon. It rotates on its axis in 24 hours, 37

minutes, 22 seconds, and has a diameter of about

4200 miles. As it takes Mars about two years

to complete its revolution around the sun, the

seasons on the planet are similar to our own,

but about twice as long. As Mars is siniilar in

size and of less density, its gra\^tation is only

about one-third of that of the earth, so that a

weight of three pounds on the earth's surface

would weigh but one pound on the surface of

Mars. In 1877 two satellites were discovered

by Professor Hall of the Naval Observatory,

Washington. These are among the smallest

of the heavenly bodies and are supposed to be

only about 7 miles in diameter. One revolves

about the planet in a period of 30 hours, and the

inner one, which was only about 3700 miles

from Mars, revolves about it in 9 hours. When
examined through a small telescope, Mars
appears to nave a yellowish surface, marked
with indistinct and irregular gray patches.

While the surface of the planet generally seems

to have a hazy appearance, one of the poles

may show a white cap. Under a stronger tele-

scope the irregular patches are shown to be

connected by gray lines which intersect in every

direction. These patches and lines are constant,

and maps have several times been made of them.

For a long time it was thought that the gray

tract and lines were water, and the lighter por-

tions, land; but now it is quite certain that

both are solid, as the surface of both is irregu-

lar, often mountainous. It is thought that

water cannot exist upon the planet because the

atmosphere, which is thin and light, contains

little or no moisture. The caps seen at the poles

are probably frost or some condensed gas, for

they are only seen during the period which

corresponds to our winter. Mars has been the

subject of a great deal of speculation and ex-

travagant comment concerning its "canals"

and inhabitants, but the scientists know, without

a reasonable doubt, that it is impossible for

Mars to be populated by beings like ourselves.

Mars, the Roman god of war, called by the

Greeks, Ares. He was the son of Jupiter, and

like him he was often

called father, especially

by the Romans, who re-

garded his son Romulus

as the founder of their

city. He was a fierce

and terrible god, who de-

lighted in the rush and

noise of battle, and from

him kindnesses were

never expected . That he

was not, however, abso-

lutely unable to feel any

softer emotions was

shown by his love for

Venus. Although he was

the god of war and

was able to protect his

favorite warriors, he

himself was not invulnerable, but was wounded

at various times. Mars was greatly feared, and

human sacrifices were sometimes offered on his

altar.

Marseillaise, mahr say yayz'. Hymn, the

war-song of the French Republic. The words

were written in 1792 by Rouget de I'lsle, an

ofiicer in garrison at Strassburg, on the occasion

of a body of volunteers leaving that city for the

war against Austria and Prussia. The poem

was entitled by him Chant de Guerre de VArmee

du Rhin (War-Song of the Army of the Rhine).

It was called Marseillaise because it was first

sung in Paris by volunteers from Marseilles.

Marseilles, mxihr sayk^, (French, Mar-

seille), a city of France, the principal commercial

seaport of the coimtry, on the Mediterranean,

capital of the Department of Bouches-du-Rhone.

It is situated on the northeastern shore of the

Gulf of Lyons, 200 miles southeast of Lyons,

and it lies in the form of an amphitheater round

a natural harbor of moderate si2e, now known

MARS
Villa Ludovisi, Rome.
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as the Old Harbor. The most noteworthy

buildings are the cathedral, the episcopal

palace, the palace of justice, the ancient church

of Saint Victor and the H6tel de Ville. In

recent times, Marseilles has made great progress

in its extent, street improvements and com-
merce, owing largely to the conquest of Algeria

and the opening of the Suez Canal. The most
important manufactures are soap, soda and
other chemical products, olive and other oils,

sugar, machinery, iron and brass work, candles,

glass, earthenware and furniture, Marseilles

was founded by a colony of Greeks from Asia

Minor, about 600 b. c. The original name was
Massilia. The city was taken by Caesar in

49 B. c, and on the decline of the Roman
Empire it became a prey to the Goths, Bur-

gundians and Franks. In 735 it fell into the

hands of the Saracens; in the tentli century it

came under the dominion of the counts of

Provence, and for some centuries after it fol-

lowed the fortunes of that house. Population

in 1901, 491,161.

Marsh, a tract of wet land, partially or

wholly covered by water. Marshes are formed

by springs or rivulets, the flow of whose outlet

is obstructed. They may occur on slopes, but are

usually found on low and nearly level lands,

and they are frequently extensive in alluvial

plains along the lower courses of rivers. Salt

marshes are found along the shore of the ocean,

where the land is low and nearly level. Marshes
on hillsides often constitute bogs (See Bog) and
quagmires. Sometimes such marshes loosen

the soil and cause landslides. Many marshes

are the site of peat bogs, and most of them con-

tain more or less muck (See Pkat). Good
illustrations are the cypress swamps along the

Mississippi River in Mississippi and Louisiana.

Marshal, mahr^shal, a word of German
origin, signifying originally a man appointed to

take care of horses. The title of marshal in

the German Empire had its origin in a similar

title under the Prankish monarchs. The mar-

shal had to superintend the ceremonies at the

coronation of the emperor and on other high

occasions. There is still a marshal at the head

of the households of German sovereigns. In

France marechal de France is the highest mili-

tary honor. In Germany general field marshal

is the highest military honor. In the United

States a marshal is an executive officer con-

nected with the Federal courts. The same name
is popularly applied to the chief police oflScer

of a village or small town.
105

Marshall, Mo., the county-seat of Saline

CO., 80 mi. e. of Kansas City, on the Chicago &
Alton and the Missouri Pacific railroads. The
city is near deposits of coal, salt and building

stone and has manufactures of flour, lumber,

creamery products, brick, tile, wagons and
canned goods. The Missouri Valley College,

the San Saviour Academy and a state institution

for feeble-minded are located here. The city

has a fine courthouse and an opera house. It

was settled in 1839 and was incorporated as a

city in 1866. Population in 1900, 5086.

Marshall, Tex., the county-seat of Harri-

son CO., 45 mi. n. w. of Shreveport, La., on the

Texas & Pacific and the Texas Southern rail-

roads. The city is in a fertile agricultural

region, producing cotton, fruit and vegetables.

It contains foundries, machine shops, cotton

presses, lumber mills, carriage v>'orks and rail-

road shops, . Wiley University and Bishop

College for negroes are located here, and the

city has a fine courthouse and an opera house.

Population in 1900, 7855.

Marshall, John (1755-1835), a distin-

guished American jurist, born at Germantown,

JOHN ALARSHALL

Va, He did not go to college, but early began

the study of law, which was interrupted only by

four years of distinguished service in the Revo-
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lutionar)' War. He was admitted to the bar

in 1781, served several terms in the Virginia

legislature, and as a member of the Virginia

convention was inBuential in securing the

ratification of the Federal Constitution. He
was a firm supporter of Washington's adminis-

trations, but declined public office under the

nation until 1797, when he was sent with Gerry

and Pinckney to settle several points of dispute

with France. In 1798 Marshall was elected to

Congress, became secretary of state in 1800 and

in the following year was appointed chief jus-

tice of the United States Supreme Court. In

this office he proved himself one of the greatest

of the world's jurists, and several of his de-

cisions established extremely important points

of interpretation of the Federal Constitution

(See Dartmouth College Case; Marbury
VERSUS ]\I.udison). He held the office of chief

justice until his death.

Marshall Niel, ned, or Marechal Niel, a

popular tea rose, cultivated in hothouses. It is

a climbing plant and bears pale yellow roses,

with soft, light-green leaves.

Mar'shalltown, Iowa, the county-seat of

Marshall co., 60 mi. n. e. of Des Moines, on the

Chicago Great Western, the Iowa Central and

the Chicago & Northwestern railroads. The
city is in a stock raising and agricultural region,

in which wheat and corn are the chief products.

It contains grain elevators, flour mills, glucose

works, packing houses, machine shops and other

factories. The state soldiers' home is located

here. The place was settled in 1860 and was

chartered as a city in 1868. Population in

1905, 12,045.

Mar'shalsea Prison, a prison built in the

twelfth century and located in Southwark, Lon-

don. It was at first a king's bench prison, but

latterly it served as a poor debtor's prison. In

1849 it was abolished.

Marsh'field, Wis., a city in Wood co., 185

mi. n. w. of Milwaukee, near the center of the

state, on the Chicago & Northwestern and the

Wisconsin Central railroads. It has a large

trade in grain and live stock and extensive

manufactures of lumber and lumber products.

The city contains a fine city hall, seven churches,

a public library, a hospital and a sanatorium.

The place was settled in 1871 and was char-

tered as a city in 1883. Population in 1905,

6035.

Marsh Gas. See Methane.
Marsh Hawk or Harrier, a fine, light, bluish-

gray hawk, that hunts over marshy regions

and wet grounds. It is a long-winged bird,

capable of strong fiight; it should be favored

by agriculturists, because of the great numbers

of insects and troublesome animals it destroys.

In the spring time the male may often be seen

performing marvelous aerial evolutions, rising,

falling, whirling over and over, sometimes almost

at the surface of the ground and again far up

in the air, in his efforts to attract the attention

of the female.

Marsh Mal'low, a common European

plant, growing in great abundance in marshes,

especially near

the sea. It is

employed med-
ically and is used

in the prepara-

tion of lozenges

and confection-

ery. It is per-

ennial and has

a white, fleshy,

carrot-s h a p e d
root, which may
be used as food.

The stem is from

two to three

feet high. Both

leaves and stem

are covered with

soft down, and

the flowers are

flesh-colored.

Marsh Tre'foil. See Buckbean.
Marston, mahrs'ton, Moor, a locality in

Yorkshire, England, about 7 mi. west of York,

celebrated for the battle between the royal

forces, under Prince Rupert, and the troops of

Parliament, under Fairfax and Cromwell, July

2, 1644. The royal forces were completely

defeated.

Mar'supia'lia, an order of mammals, com-

posed of several families, confined almost wholly

to Australia and America, though in geologic

times they lived in Europe and more widely

everywhere. Marsupial animals live in trees,

on the ground or, in a few instances, in water.

They are generally like the other mammals, but

differ in one striking peculiarity: the young are

born in an immature state and are placed imme-

diately by the mother in a pouch, where they

attach themselves to the nipples and remain

until fully developed. The pouch is permanent

and differs in many respects from the temporary

pouch of the duck-billed platypus, in which the

MARSH mallow
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young are hatched from eggs. The young
marsupials remain in the pouch until they are

clothed with fur and are able to care for

themselves, but for some time after they

are able to move about they return to the

mother's pouch as a refuge. See Kangaroo;
Opossum.
Marten, mahr'ten, the name of several

flesh-eating animals. The body of the marten,

like that of the weasel, is elongated and slender.

The legs are short, and the feet are provided

with five toes, armed with sharp claws. In

habit, martens differ from weasels in living in

trees, which they climb with great ease. The
'pine marten is found chiefly in Great Britain

and Europe. It is of smaller size than the com-

mon marten, is of a dark-brown color, with a

yellowish mark on the throat, and has fine fur,

which is largely used for trimmings. The
famous sahle marten, which furnishes the valu-

able sable fur, inhabits Siberia, and is nearly

allied to the pine marten. Pennant's marten,

or the fisher, as it is popularly called, is another

well-known species.

Martha's Vineyard, vin'yurd, an island off

the coast of Massachusetts, forming the princi-

pal part of Dukes County. It is about 4 miles

south of the mainland and is 23 miles long and

from 2 to 10 miles broad. It contains several

towns and seaside resorts.

Martial, mahr'shal, in full, Marcus Vale-

rius Martialis, (about 40-about 104), a

Roman writer of epigrams, born at Bilbilis, in

Spain. He went to Rome when young, during

the reign of Nero, and lived there under Galba

and the following emperors. Domitian gave

him the rank of tribune and the rights of the

equestrian order. In 100 A. d. he returned to

Spain, to his native city, where he died. His

celebrity is founded on fourteen Ixjoks of epi-

grams, which for the most part depict wnth

remarkable good sense and pungent wit the life

of imperial Rome.
Martial Law, the law by which the dis-

cipline of an army is maintained, applying

only to persons in actual military service and

only to their conduct in such service. The
jurisdiction under martial law is vested in a

distinct tribunal, known as a court-martial,

appointed by some superior officer. Under

special circumstances of insurrection or rebellion,

where the ordinary law is insufficient to protect

life and property, it is sometimes necessary to

administer the law according to the practice of

military courts, by an armed force occupying the

disturbed district. The district is then said to

be under martial law.

Mar'tin, a large, purple swallow, common in

the United States, where it is widely distributed

throughout the summer, though it winters in

Central and South America. The male is a

beautiful blue-black, and from its large size and
vigorous flight it is a conspicuous bird wherever

it lives. The martins have become thoroughly

accustomed to the presence of man, and they

build freely in bird houses or even in the crevices

and under the eaves of inhabited buildings.

There are several species of true martins, a

name which unfortunately is locally given to

other birds; for instance, the kingbird is some-
times called the bee martin.

Martineau, mahr'ty no, Harriet (1802-

1876), an English author of French Huguenot
descent, born at Norwich. She wrote for peri-

odicals, chiefly religious papers, when a girl,

and when she found herself compelled to earn

her living, she turned to literature. In 1834

Miss Martineau visited the United States, and
after her return she published Society in America

and Westeryi Travel. In 1839 and 1840 appeared

Deerbrook and The Hour and the Man, two

novels, the first of which acquired a wide popu-

larity. Eastern Life, Past and Present, the

result of a visit made by her to the East, con-

tained a statement of her religious beliefs, which

had changed from Unitarianism to agnosticism.

Among her other works of importance may be

mentioned her History of England During
the Thirty Years' Peace, The Playfellow, chil-

dren's stories, and the autobiographic Life in

the Sick Room.

Martineau, James (1805-1900), an English

Unitarian minister and writer, brother of Har-

riet Martineau. He held pastorates in Dublin

and in Liverpool, was for years professor of

mental and moral philosophy at Manchester

New College, and when that institution was

removed to London in 1853 he took up his resi-

dence in London. In 1868 he became princi-

pal of the college. His writings include The

Rationale of Religious Incpdry, Unitarianism

Defended, Endeavors After the Christian Life,

Hours of Thought on Sacred Things, Study of

Religion and The Seat of Authority in Religion.

Martinique, mahr te neek', one of the French

West India Islands, belonging to the Windward

group, 30 mi. s. by w. of Dominica and 20 mi.

n. of Saint Lucia. The island is about 39 mi.

long and 10 to 15 mi. vnde and has an area

of 380 sq. mi. The form is irregular and
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the coasts are rugged, while the surface is rough

and mountainous, culminating in Mont Pel^e,

which has an altitude of 4500 feet. Like the

other islands of the group, Martinique is of

volcanic origin. The climate is hiunid, but not

unhealthful. The principal products are sugar

cane, coffee, cocoa and tropical fruits. Mar-

tinique was discovered by Columbus, and in 1635

it was settled by the French. The population

previous to 1902 was about 200,000. In 1902,

in ^lay and in August, occurred destructive

eruptions of Mont Pel^e, which destroyed the

city of Saint-Pierre, until that time the largest

and most important city on the island, and

killed from 30,000 to 35,000 people.

Mar'tinsburg, W. Va., the county-seat of

Berkeley co., 75 mi. w. of Washington, on the

Baltimore & Ohio and the Cumberland Valley

railroads. The town has a fine Federal build-

ing, a hospital, a female seminary and a female

institute. It is near valuable stone quarries

and contains railroad shops, clothing factories,

wool and hosiery mills, distilleries, canneries

and other factories. As the chief town in the

lower Shenandoah Valley, it was an important

town in the military operations of the Civil

War, and many minor engagements were fought

here. Population in 1900, 7564.

Martin's Ferry, Ohio, a city in Belmont co.,

on the Ohio River, nearly opposite Wheeling,

W. Va., and on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Penn-

sylvania and other railroads. It is in a region

that has deposits of coal, iron and limestone,

and it contaias manufactures of stoves, shovels,

nails, glass and lumber and machine-shop

products. The city has an interesting burial

place, known as Walnut Grove Cemetery.

Martin's Ferry was settled about 1769. Popu-

lation in 1900, 7760.

Mar'tyrs (witnesses), a name applied by

the Christian Church to those persoas who, in

the early ages of Christianity and during the

great persecutions, suffered ignominy and death

rather than renounce their faith. Festivals in

honor of the martyrs seem to have been ob-

served as early as the second century. The
Christians offered prayers at the tombs of the

martyrs, thanked God for the example which

they had given to the world, delivered eulogies,

read accounts of the lives of the deceased and

concluded the rites with the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper and the distribution of alms.

Mar'vell, Andrew (1620-1678), an English

political and miscellaneous writer, educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge. On the death of

his father he made the tour of Europe and after-

ward was appointed assistant to Milton in his

office of Latin secretary. In 1660 he was chosen

a member of Parliament for his native place,

which he represented so honorably to the end of

his life that he gained the name of the "English

Aristides." Besides a small number of musical

poems, he composed much humorous and satir-

ical verse.

Marx, mahrks, Karl (1818-1883), a German
socialist. He studied law and philosophy at

Berlin. After editing a liberal paper at Cologne

from 1841 till its suppression, he went in 1844

to Paris, where he took part in the publication

of the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher and a

liberal newspaper. In 1845 he was compelled

to flee to Brussels, and he there became head of

the central committee of the socialists. Banished

from Germany, he went in 1849 to London,

which was his home from that time. In 1864

he established the International Workingmen's

Association, which for a time had wide influ-

ence. His chief work is Das Kapital (Capital),

which sets forth his socialistic ideas and is the

text-book of modern scientific socialism.

Ma'ry I (1516-1558), queen of England,

daughter of Henry VIII by Catharine of Aragon.

She ascended the throne on the death of Ed-
ward VI, in 1553, after an attempt to set her aside

in favor of Lady Jane Grey. One of her first

measures was the restoration of the Roman Cath-

olic prelates, who had been superseded in the

late reign, and the suppression of all changes

in the Church. Her marriage to Philip II of

Spain, united as it was with a complete restora-

tion of the Catholic worship, produced much
discontent. Under Philip's influence a war
began with France, which ended in the loss of

Calais in 1558, after it had been in the hands of

the English for more than two hundred years.

This caused Mary the greatest grief. In the

later years of her reign the persecution of the

Protestants took place, which won for Mary her

title of "Bloody Mary." But the executions,

to the number of three hundred, which she

sanctioned, were permitted only because she

believed the restoration of the Catholic religion

to be an absolute necessity and saw no other

way of accomplishing it.

Mary II (1662-1694), queen of England, the

daughter of James II of England. She was

married in 1677 to William, prince of Orange,

and when the Revolution dethroned her father,

Mary was declared joint possessor of the throne

with William.
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Mary, The Virgin, the mother of Jesus.

The story of her Hfe, so far as it is given in the

New Testament, begins with her betrothal to

Joseph and the narrative of the birth of Christ.

She is thrice mentioned during Christ's public

ministry and once after his death. A tradition

asserts that she lived and died at Jerusalem,

under the care of John; another that she died at

Ephesus, to which she and John had retired

from the siege of Jerusalem. She is a perfect

example of Christian womanhood.

Maryland, mer' y land, the Ou) Line
State, one of the South Atlantic states, bounded

on the n. by Pennsylvania and Delaware, on the

e. by Delaware and the Atlantic Ocean, on the
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1, Annapolis; 2, Washington; 3, Baltimore; 4, Cum-

berland.

Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

s. and s. w. by Virginia and West Virginia,

from which it is separated by the Potomac

River, and on the w. by West Virginia. The
western and southern boundary lines are very

irregular. The length of the northern boundary

is 235 miles, to which must be added 35 miles

for the northern boundary by Delaware, so

that the extreme length of the state from the

western boundary to the ocean is 270 miles.

Its greatest breadth from north to south is 128

miles. The area, including Chesapeake Bay,

is 12,210 square mUes, but without the bay,

9860 square miles. Population in 1900, 1,190,-

0.50, of which 256,620 were colored.

Surface and Drainage. Chesapeake Bay
and the Susquehanna River divide the state into

two portions, known as the eastern and the

western shores. The eastern division is low,

nearly level, sandy and, withal, fertile. In the

north the surface of this division is diversified

by a number of low, rounded hills. The west-

ern portion of the state is crossed by the Blue

Ridge, the central Appalachian and the Alle-

ghany Mountains, making this region decidedly

mountainous, though there are no high altitudes,

the highest peaks reaching 2500 and 3000 feet.

Maryland

These ranges are nearly parallel and are sepa-

rated by deep valleys, and the entire region is

wooded. The portion of the state lying be-

tween the mountains and Chesapeake Bay is

rolling and hilly. The mountainous region is

celebrated for its beautiful scenery.

The Potomac, flowing along the western and

southern borders, is the largest river within the

state. The longest stream of importance is the

Susquehanna, which crosses the state from the

north. Other streams are small, except at

their mouths, where many of them have estu-

aries. Flowing into Chesapeake Bay on the

west are the Pawtuxent, the Patapsco, the Gim-
powder and the Susquehanna. On the east are

the Elk, the Sassafras, the Chester, the Chop-
tank and a number of others. The important

tributaries of the Potomac are the Monocacy,

the Antietam and the Youghiogheny.

Climate. The climate is mild and health-

ful. The mean summer temperature is 75°,

and the mean winter temperature, 34°. No
section is free from snow, and cold waves of

short duration occur during the winter months.

The average annual rainfall in the western

portion is 38 inches, and near the Atlantic coast

it is 46 inches.

Mineral Resources. Coal occurs in large

quantities in the northwestern portion of the

state, the veins being from one to fourteen feet in

thickness. The annual output exceeds 5,000,000

toas. Iron, copper, limestone and marble

occur in Hmited quantities in the vicinity of

Baltimore. Among other valuable minerals are

slate, chrome, potter's brick, porcelain clays

and hydraulic cement.

Fisheries. The oyster beds of Chesapeake

Bay are famed for their size and the excellent

quality of their product. Oyster fishing is one

of the important industries of the state. The
area of the beds exceeds 200 square miles, and

during the season over 7000 small vessels are

employed in dredging, scraping and tonging for

oysters. The output of canned oysters for 1900

was valued at $2,417,000, while the value of

those sold in bulk was equally great. Shad,

menhaden, mackerel and crabs are also taken in

large quantities.

Agricultltie. The eastern shore or that

portion of the state between Chesapeake Bay

and the ocean is remarkably well suited by soil

and climate to the growth of fruit and vegetables,

and a large part of this region is devoted to these

branches of agricultural industry. Truck farms

and fruit orchards prevail. The northern part
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of the state is well suited to growing wheat,

com, grass, Irish and sweet potatoes and tobacco.

The most important crops are corn, wheat, hay,

oats, tobacco and potatoes. In the regions

adapted to grazing, considerable numbers of

horses, mules and cattle are raised, and dairy

farming is practiced to quite an extent.

!^LoaJFACT^RES. Maryland is not essen-

tially a manufacturing state, but since 1890 all

lines of manufacturing mdustry have been

extended and the value of products has steadily

increased. The leading industries are the

canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables,

canning and preserving oysters and other shell-

fish, the manufacture of tobacco, slaughtering

and meat-packing, the production of iron and

steel and foundry and macliine-shop products,

shipbuilding and the manufacture of textiles.

The leading manufacturing interests center in

and about Baltimore.

Tr.o^sportation and Commerce. While

the Atlantic coast has no good harbors, the

coast of Chesapeake Bay affords many excel-

lent harbors for vessels of light draft, and that

of Baltimore is open to the largest ocean steam-

ers. The Potomac is navigable as far as Wash-
ington, 125 miles. The Baltimore & Ohio, the

oldest railway in the country, has lines con-

necting Baltimore with Philadelphia and Wash-
ington and also with the Ohio valley. The
Pennsylvania system, the Western Maryland

and the Baltimore & Lehigh traverse the state

in various directions. The Chesapeake and

Ohio Canal extends from GeorgetowTi, D. C,
to Cumberland and is still maintained as a

common carrier, chiefly for coal. The com-

merce consists largely in the exportation of fresh

and preserved fruits, coal, oysters and other

fish and some textiles and iron and steel prod-

ucts, and the importation of raw material,

manufactured goods not made in the state and

some food products.

Government. The legislature consists of a

senate of 27 members, apportioned one to each

of 23 counties and 4 to the city of Baltimore,

and a house of delegates of 101 members, appor-

tioned among the counties according to popula-

tion, each of the four districts of Baltimore city

having a number of delegates equal to that of

the largest county. The members of the senate

are elected for four years, but the terms of one-

half expire every two years. The members of

the house of delegates are elected for two years.

The legislative sessions are biennial and are

limited to ninety days. The executive authority

is vested m a governor, who is elected for four

years; an attorney-general, elected for four

years, and a comptroller of the treasury, elected

for two years. A treasurer is elected on joint

ballot by the legislature, for two years. Ap-

pointments are made by the governor and con-

firmed by the senate. The highest court is a

court of appeals, composed of the chief judges

of the seven country circuits and the circuit of

Baltimore. In each circuit except that of

Baltuuore, the chief judge and two associates

are elected, and they must hold court in each

county of the circuit. These courts have both

civil and criminal jurisdiction in important

cases and are courts of appeal from cases arising

in courts of the justices of the peace. Local

administration is by counties.

Education. The public schools of the state

are in charge of a board of education and a

superintendent of public instruction appointed

by the governor. The governor appoints school

commissioners for each county, and the county

commissioners appoint school trustees for the

districts. The law requires ten months of school

in each district whenever it is possible for a term

of that length to be sustained. Separate schools

are provided for white and colored children.

The Maryland state normal school is at Balti-

more. There is a second normal school at

Frostburg and a normal department in Wash-

ington College. The important higher insti-

tutions of learning are Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity (See Johns Hopkins University), the

University of Maryland and the Woman's Col-

lege, all located at Baltimore; Saint John's

College at Annapolis; the agricultural college

ill Prince George's County; Western Maryland

College at Westminster; Washington College,

and the Jacob Tome Institute, at Port Deposit.

Institutions. Schools for the blind and

deaf are located at Baltimore and for the deaf at

Frederick. The school for feeble-minded chil-

dren is at Owings Mills; the hospitals for the

insane are at Sykesville and Spring Grove. The
penal institutions include the state penitentiary

at Baltimore, a house of refuge for boys and a

similar institution for girls.

Cities. The chief cities are Annapolis, the

capital; Baltimore, Cumberland, Hagerstown,

Frederick and Cambridge, each of which is

described under its title.

History. Maryland was first settled in

1634 by the English, under the auspices of

Cecilius Calvert, Lord Baltimore, of England.

It was established through the efforts of George
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Calvert, first Lord Baltimore, and was intended

to be a refuge for persecuted Catholics of Eng-
land. It was the home of religious toleration

from its foundation. Its early history was
disturbed by conflicts between the proprietary

party and Virginian traders, the former finally

being successful. Another source of trouble

was the boundary dispute with the heirs of

William Penn, which was finally decided in

1767 by the establishment of Mason and Dixon's

Line (See Mason and Dixon's Line). In

the pre-Revolutionary period, Maryland was
aggressive in defense of colonial rights, and

she took a prominent part in the Revolutionary

War. She was the last to adopt the Articles

of Confederation, owing to her iasistent de-

mands that the large states relinquish their

territorial claims in the northwest (See Or-
dinance OF 1787). She adopted the Federal

Constitution in April, 1788. The first half of

the nineteenth century witnessed marked prog-

ress in Maryland through the establishment of

an elaborate policy of internal improvements,

including canals, railroads and telegraph lines.

During the Civil War Maryland remained

loyal to the Union, though a slave-holding state,

but sent many soldiers to both armies. Since

the close of the war Maryland has been a doubt-

ful state politically, though usually favoring

the policies of the Democratic party. Consult

William H. Browne's Maryland, in the American

Commonwealths Series.

Mary Mag'dalen. See Magdalen, Mary.

Mary Stu'art (1542-1587), queen of Scot-

land. She was born at Linlithgow Palace and

was the daughter of James V by his queen,

Mary of Lorraine, a princess of the family of

Guise. Her father dying when she was a few

days old, she was proclaimed queen, and the

regency was, after some dispute, vested in the

earl of Arran. Mary was educated in a French

convent, and in 1558 she married the dauphin,

afterward Francis II. He died seventeen

months after his accession to the crown, and

the young queen returned to Scotland. The
calamities of Mary began with her marriage to

her cousin. Lord Darnley, in 1565. Darnley

was a Roman CathoUc, and Mary had hoped

that his influence might be of help to her in her

claims to the English throne; but his weakness

and profligacy soon won her contempt. He
almost entirely alienated the queen by his com-

pUcity in the murder of Rizzio, Mary's Itahan

councilor, though a reconciliation seemed to be

efl'ected between them about the time of the

Mary Stuart

birth of their son, afterward James \T of Scotr

land and I of England. At the close of the same

year, however, Darnley withdrew from the court,

and in the meantime the earl of Bothwell had

risen high in the queen's favor. Darnley had

fallen ill at Glasgow, and Mary visited him and

took measures for his removal to Edinburgh.

He was there tended by the queen herself; but

during the absence of Mary at a masque at

Holyrood, the house in which Darnley lay was

blown up by gunpowder, and he was killed.

The circumstances attending this crime were

very imperfectly investigated, but popular sus-

picion pointed to Bothwell as the ringleader in

the outrage, and the queen herself was sus-

pected of complicity, suspicion becoming still

stronger when she was carried off by Bothwell,

with little show of resistance, to his castle of

Dunbar, and was married to him. A number

of the nobles now banded together against Both-

well, who succeeded in collecting a force; but

on Carberry Hill, where the armies met. Both-

well was defeated. The queen was forced to

surrender herself to her insurgent nobles, Both-

well making his escape to Denmark. The con-

federates first conveyed the queen to Ix)ch

Leven Castle. A few days later a casket con-

taining eight letters and some poetry, all said to

be in the handwriting of the queen, fell into the

hands of the confederates. They were held to

aft'ord unmistakable evidence of the queen's

guilt, and she was forced to sign a document

renouncing the crown of Scotland in favor of

her infant son and appointing the earl of Mur-

ray regent during her son's minority. After

remaining nearly a year in captivity Mary suc-

ceeded in making her escape and made an effort

for the recovery of her power. Defeated by

the regent's forces, she fled to England and

wrote to Elizabeth entreating protection and a

personal interview; but this the latter refused to

grant until Mary should have cleared herself

from the charges laid against her by her sub-

jects. For more than eighteen years she con-

tinued to be the prisoner of Elizabeth, and in

that time the place of her imprisonment was fre-

quently changed, her final prison being Fother-

ingay Castle, Northamptonshire. She was at

last accused of being implicated in the plot of

Babington against Elizabeth's life, was tried

by a court of Elizabeth's appointing and was

condemned to be executed. There was a long

delay before Elizabeth signed the warrant, but

this was at last done in February, 1587. Mary

received the news with serenity and dignity.
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which did not desert her ou the scaffold. Au-

thorities are more agreed as to the attractions,

talents and accomplishments of Mary Stuart

than as to her character.

Masai, mah'si, a negro people in British

East Africa. They are of large stature and have

short, cm"ly, black hair, a chocolate complexion

and slightly oblique eyes. There are several

tribes, which differ from one another decidedly,

some of them almost approaching the Cau-

casian t^'pe in facial features. They are no-

madic in habits, wear but little clothing, are fond

of gaudy ornaments and believe in witchcraft.

There is a separate warrior class; but the war-

riors, after sendng a certain time, settle down
to married life and prepare the weapons for

their successors. See Races of Men, color

plate, Negro Types, Fig. 5.

Masaya, ma sah'ya, a city of Nicaragua,

capital of the Department of Masaya, situated

13 mi. by rail w. n. w. of Granada, on the Lake
of Masaya. The towTi is an important railway

center and is at the foot of a volcano, which

was active in 1902. Population, about 20,000.

Masho'naland, a region in the northeast of

Matabeleland, Africa. The surface is mainly

a fertile plateau, 3000 to 5000 feet high and

intersected by several rivers. The region has

an extremely healthful climate and is in the

midst of valuable gold, iron and copper fields.

Gold has been found in large quantities, and

settlements have grown up in many places.

Mauch, a German traveler, discovered many
old mines which at one time had been very

valuable, especially at a place called Zimbabwe,

which was identified w'ith the Ophir of the

Bible. Many ruins consisting of old stone

structures and walls have been found here,

though their origin is not yet known. In 1890

Mashonaland was acquired by the British

South Africa Company, and Fort Salisbury

was made the seat of administration.

The Mashonas are of the Bantu race and are

a peaceful, agricultural class, raising corn,

sweet potatoes, rice, indian hemp and tobacco.

A common occupation is hunting for gold. Pop-

ulation, about 396,500.

Mask, a covering for the face, used either as

a disguise or as a protection. Masks have been

worn since ancient times, and their use in the

drama originated in the festivities of the Greeks

in connection wdth the processions and cere-

monies attending the worship of Dionysus or

Bacchus. In Greek tragedy, which grew out

of this worship, masks were common from the

first, and later they were used in comedy. They
w'ere sometimes only coverings for the face and

sometimes covered the whole head, with huge

open mouths, provided with metallic mouth-

pieces for the purpose of strengthening the voice

of the speaker, a device which was necessary

because of the great size and the construction of

the ancient theaters. In the Roman drama,

also, the mask was common. The use of masks

at balls and masquerades originated in Italy,

where the domino, or half-mask, was worn by

the women and was especially popular. See

Faces, False.

Maskat, mahs kahf, or Muskat, mus kahf.

See Muscat.

Ma'son, George (1725-1792), an American

politician, born in Stafford County, Va. He
was elected to the assembly of Virginia in 1759

and was a leader in the opposition to the British

policy. He continued to have great influence

throughout the Revolutionary period, but con-

fined his activity to state affairs, as a member of

the committee of safety, the constitutional con-

vention and the state legislature. In 1787 he

was elected delegate to the Federal constitu-

tional convention and with Patrick Henry of

the same state he refused to sign the instrument

and exerted his influence against its ratification

by Virginia. He w-as elected United States

senator, but declined the office.

Mason, James Murray (1798-1871), an

American lawyer and politician, born in Fairfax

County, Va., and educated at the University

of Pennsylvania. He entered politics and

was elected to the state legislature, to the na-

tional House of Representatives for one term

and finally to the United States Senate, where

he served from 1847 to 1861. In the latter

year he withdrew to assist the secession move-

ment, having been a faithful advocate of the

Southern cause and the author of the famous

Fugitive Slave Law. In 1861 he was appointed

representative of the Confederacy abroad, and,

while sailing for Europe in the British steamer

Trent, he was captured with his colleague, John

SlideU, and taken to Boston (See Trent Af-

fair). After being released, he went to Ix)n-

don, where he endeavored to win recognition for

the Confederacy, but without success. He re-

turned to America after the w-ar and lived in

Canada until 1868, when he removed to Virginia.

Mason, Jeremiah (1768-1848), an Ameri-

can lawyer and politician, born in Lebanon,

Conn., educated at Yale University, and admitted

to the bar in 1791. He began the practice of
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law in New Hampshire, residing at Portsmouth

after 1797. There he soon won a place at the

head of the state bar, though among his rivals

were Daniel Webster and other famous lawyers.

In 1802 he became attorney-general of the state.

In 1813 he was elected to the United States

Senate, and there he became conspicuous for

his powers as an orator. He resigned in 1817,

but thereafter he served at different times in the

state legislature. In 1832 he removed to Bos-

ton, where he practiced his profession until his

death.

Mason, John Yoxjng (1799-1859), an Amer-

ican politician, born in Sussex County, Va.,

educated at the University of North Carolina.

He was admitted to the bar, was chosen to nu-

merous important positions upon the bench

and in 1844 was made secretary of the navy by

President Tyler. In the following administra-

tion he became attorney-general, was again

transferred to the navy department and in 1853

was appointed minister to France by President

Pierce. There he remained until Ms death and

won special fame as a conspicuous member of

the famous Ostend Conference (See Ostend
Manifesto).

Mason and Dixon's Line, the line which sep-

arates the states of Maryland and Pennsyl-

vania. From the time of the grant of the latter

territory to William Penn in 1681, there were

disputes between the family of Penn and that of

the Lords Baltimore, the possessors of Mary-

land, as to the boundary between the two terri-

tories. An agreement was formed in 1763 by

which the line was fixed by two English sur-

veyors, Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon.

Milestones were set up along the whole of this

boundary line. Mason and Dixon's line is

commonly spoken of as the boundary between

the so-called South and the North, owing to

the fact that it was, before the Civil W^ar, the

dividing line between the slaveholding and the

free territory.

Mason Bee, a bee distinguished from others

by the manner in which it constructs the small

earthen cells in which it lives. These are made

of sand, pebbles, chips, sawdust and other sub-

stances, firmly glued together and smoothed on

the inside. They are usually made in groups

of from 10 to 20. In these the larvae are de-

posited, with the honey and pollen stored for

their food. These bees are of comparatively

small size and are dark in color.

Mason City, Iowa, the county-seat of Cerro

Gordo CO., 90 mi. n. e. of Fort Dodge, on the

Chicago Great Western, the Chicago, Milwau-
kee & Saint Paul and several other railways.

The city is in an agricultural and stock-raising

region, containing valuable clay and sandstone

deposits. It has a large trade in agricultural

produce, groceries and fruits. The National

Memorial University is located here, and there

is a public library, a fine courthouse and an Odd
Fellows' Home. The place was settled in 1855.

Population in 1905, 8357.

Ma'sonry, the name commonly given to a

secret fraternal organization of ancient origin.

It is also called Freemasonry, owing to the fact

that the members of the society call themselves

Free and Accepted Masons. According to

legend, the beginnings of Masonry can be traced

as far back as the time of King Solomon, and
some enthusiasts even declare that it has existed

since the building of Noah's Ark. However, its

definite history is known to extend only to the

sixteenth century. It is now believed to have

arisen from the medieval guilds of masons and
architects, the most skilled of whom had organ-

izations, bound together by signs and pass-

words, which represented the secrets of their

trade. Howevei', it was not until the beginning

of the eighteenth century that permanent lodges

were reestablished upon the principles which

form the basis of the modern organization.

There was then established a grand lodge in

England, which was composed of certain grand

officers, chosen by the whole body of Masons;

past grand officers, and, perhaps, representa-

tives of the subordinate lodges. This body had

complete legislative, judicial and executive con-

trol of the order. Each of the lesser lodges was

governed by a master and several wardens,

besides minor officers appointed by the master.

The grand lodge, as a supreme governing body,

however, soon lost much of its authority, through

the establishment of similar lodges in several

other countries, including France, Scotland and

Ireland. All of these except France established

lodges in America, the first being organized

about 1730. In the following year Benjamin

Franklin became a member. After the Ameri-

can Revolution, the American lodges, feeling

that allegiance to foreign grand lodges was in-

consistent with allegiance to the newly-fonned

American government, broke away, and the

lodges of each state organized a grand lodge.

This principle has been followed since, and there

are now 57 such lodges in the United States and

Canada.

The fundamental principle of Masonry is a
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helief in God and the acceptance of a Book of

the Law, which among Christians is the Bible

and among Jews is the Old Testament. No
lodge can be opened rmless the book of the law

lies open upon the altar. Masons are also ex-

pected to believe in the immortality of the soul

and in the resurrection, and peculiarly impress-

ive sjinbols are used to represent these principles.

The order also inculcates moral principles,

of which the chief are charity, truth, temperance

and justice. Though in the constitution of

the order there is no provision fo'r the pay-

ment of set or regular dues for the relief of

members or others, all Masons are expected to

relieve to the extent of their ability brother

Masons, their widows and orphans, when in

distress.

Secrecy is required under severe oaths of all

members, and there are many secret ceremonials

and symbols, which are intended to emphasize

the precepts of the order. The 57 grand lodges

in the United States and Canada had, in 1905, a

membership of 1,062,425, of which about 50,000

were in Canada. Besides these, there are 38

grand lodges of colored Masons in the United

States and one in Canada, including, all told,

about 100,000 members.

Masque or Mask, a dramatic entertainment

much in favor in the courts of princes during

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, par-

ticularly in England. In its earliest form it is

perhaps best described as a masquerade, with

an arranged programme of music and dancing

and a banquet. The first masque of this kind

in England, according to Holinshed's Chronicles,

w.;s performed in the early part of the sixteenth

century, and masques were frequently intro-

duced into the plays of Shakespeare, Beaumont
and Fletcher. The parts in the masques of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were usually

taken by the first personages of the kingdom; at

court the king, queen and princes of the blood

often performed in them. Under James I the

masque assumed a higher character, more care

being expended in its preparation. In the writ-

ing of such works Ben Jonson takes an important

place, his masques, despite much that is frigid

and pedantic, having not a little genuine poetry.

Inigo Jones was for a number of years exclu-

sively employed upon the decorations and
elaborate machinery of the court masques, and
Henry Lawes wrote the music for several of

them. Milton's Gorrms is, from the literary

point of view, the most beautiful of the pro-

ductions which bear the name of masque.

though it is possibly defective in the matter of

spectacle and music. The taste for masques
decreased in the reign of Charles I, and aJFter

the interruption given to the progress of dra-

matic art and Uterature by the civil war they

were not again brought into fashion.

Mass, in the Roman Catholic Chmch, the

prayers and ceremonies which accompany the

consecration of the eucharist, or all that part of

the Catholic service in which the eucharist is

oifered. At present the mass consists of four

chief parts, (1) the introduction, (2) the ojfer-

torium, or sacrifice, (3) the consecration, (4) the

commimion. These four chief parts, of which

the latter three are considered the most essential,

are composed of several smaller parts, each

having its proper denomination. They consist

of prayers, hymns, shorter and longer passages

of the Holy Scriptiires and a munber of cere-

monies, which, as the essential point of the mass

is the sacrifice of the Lord, consist partly of

symbolical ceremom'es commemorative of im-

portant circumstances in Jesus Christ's life, or

signs of devotion and homage paid to the pres-

ence of the Lord in the host. The order of

these ceremonies, and of the whole celebration

of the mass, is given in the missal, or mass
book. Mass can be offered only by a priest,

and he must have fasted absolutely from the

midnight previous till the morning of the serv-

ice. Each priest may offer three masses on
Christmas, but only one on other days, unless

there be a lack of priests, when two masses may
be offered on Sunday. Votive mass is an extraor-

dinary mass, instead of that of the day, re-

hearsed on some special occasion. Law mass is

the ordinary mass, performed by the priest with-

out music. High mass is celebrated by the

priest, assisted by a deacon and sub-deacon or

other clergy, and sung by the choristers, accom-

panied by the organ and other musical instru-

ments. A mass for the dead is called a requiem.

Mas'sachu'set, a confederation of indian

tribes which formerly lived along Massachusetts

Bay. Although at one time a leading group,

they suffered terribly from pestilence and dis-

ease, until in 1646 they ceased to have a separate

tribal existence.

Massachusetts, the Old Bay State, one

of the New England states, botmded on the n.

by Vermont and New Hampshire; on the e. by

the Atlantic Ocean; on the s. by the Atlantic

Ocean, Rhode Island and Connecticut, and on

the w. by New York. Its greatest length from

east to west is 184 mi., its average breadth is
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48 mi, and its greatest breadth is about 113 mi.

The land area is 8040 sq. mi. Population in

1905, 3,003,680.

Surface anb Drainage. The eastern por-

tion of the state is low and slightly undulating.

That part extending southward to Buzzard's

Bay and Nantucket Sound is especially low and
sandy. An extension of this plain forms Cape
Cod Peninsida. The northern portion of this

division contains some low hUls and is more
generally diversified than the southern. The

50 miles.

MASSACHUSETTS
1, Boston; 1, Lowell; 3, Springfield; 4, Fall River,

5, Lynn; 6, Gloucester.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads,

irregular coast line contains a nuinber of deep

indentations which form good harbors, such as

Boston Bay, Cape Cod Bay and Buzzard's Bay,

while on the south extensions of Narragansett

Bay touch the state in two places. To the west

of this region and occupjdng all of the central

portion of the state, is an area diversified by low

ranges of hills, which are outlying sentinels of the

White Mountains, This is a beautiful country,

consisting of hills, valleys, numerous streams

and many clear lakes and ponds. The western

part of it slopes gradually to the Connecticut

River. West of the Connecticut River the sur-

face rises to the mountains which, under the

name of Berkshire Hills, cross the state from

north to south. These are an extension of the

Green Mountains and consist of two distinct

ranges, the Hoosac Mountains and, farther

west, the Taconic range, forming the western

boundary of the state. These ranges are sep-

arated by deep valleys. This combination of

hni, valley, stream and lake renders a large part

of Massachusetts notable for the beauty of its

scenery. In the Connecticut Valley are a num-

ber of low, isolated peaks, of which Mount
Holyoke and Mount Tom are the most widely

known.

All of the rivers have worn deep channels and

flow through comparatively broad valleys. The
Merrimac, watering the extreme northeastern

part of the state, is navigable for about 18 miles,

but is chiefly important for its water power. Its

important tributaries from Massachasetts are

the Concord and the Nashua, In the south-

eastern part of the state, the Taimton, flowing

into Narragansett Bay, is the most important

stream. The Connecticut crosses the state

from north to south and is the largest river. It

receives from the east Miller's, the Bachelor

and the Chicopee rivers, and from the west the

Green, the Deerfield and the Westfield. The
Housatonic flows between the Hoosac and Ta-
conic moimtains southward into Long Island

Sound, and the Hoosac, which rises in the

northern part, flows in a northwesterly direction

to the Hudson, None of these streams is

navigable except for small boats, but all of them,

besides many smaller mountain streams, are

important for the water power which they fur-

nish, and the location of such manufacturing

centers as Lowell, Lawrence, Waltham and
many smaller jJaces is due to the falls in the

streams where the towns are situated. The
state contains a large number of small lakes,

usually known as ponds. Industrially these

are of little importance, but they add greatly to

the beauty of the scenery, and some of them are

sources of water supply for neighboring cities.

Climate, The climate is variable, especially

along the coast, with prevailing east winds. In

the mountainous regions, the winters are rather

severe. In the interior, the temperature is

more equable. The temperature ranges from
20° below zero to 100° above; the mean annual

temperature is 48°; the average rainfall, 44.99

inches.

Mineral Resources, Massachusetts is not

rich in minerals, although it is the leading state

in the production of granite and emery. Granite

is produced in considerable quantities in several

of the eastern counties. Hampden County, a

Httle west of the center on the southern boundary,

contains extensive quarries of sandstone. Lime-

stone is quarried in the western part of the

state and is used principally in the manufacture

of Ume. Clay suitable for brick, tUe and pot-

tery is quite generally distributed over the state,

and in some locahties there are valuable slate

quarries.

Fisheries, Massachusetts is one of the

leading states in the catching and cumng of fish.

Many towns along the coast are almost entirely

devoted to this industry. Cod, haUbut, herring

and mackerel are taken off shore in large

numbers, while many fishing fleets make peri-
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odical voyages to the Grand Banks for the

catch of cod. On the south coast are extensive

oyster beds, and other varieties of shellfish are

also found in this v-icinity. At Woods Hole, on

Buzzard's Bay, is one of the most important

stations of the United States Fish Commis-
sion.

Agriculture. The valleys of the Con-

necticut, the Housatonic and other streams are

fertile and well suited to agriculture, but the

slopes of the mountains and parts of the hill

country consist of a rocky, unproductive soil

and are covered with trees, so that agriculture

is not a leading industry in Massachusetts.

Farming is largely confined to the production of

milk, cream, garden truck and the raising of

poultry, since these products are in great demand
in the numerous cities in the state. Some
cereals, hay, tobacco and potatoes are also

raised. Fruits, such as apples, pears, plums

and peaches, are raised in abundance, but the

state is especially noted for its cranberries,

which are raised on the marshy lands in the

.southeastern part.

M.VNUFACTURES. The abundance of water

power and the excellent shipping facilities have

combined to make Massachusetts one of the

most important manufacturing states. She is

now exceeded in this line only by New York,

Pennsylvania and Illinois. In the production

of cotton and woolen goods and boots and shoes

Massachusetts leads all the other states. The
great centers of cotton manufacture are Lowell,

Lawrence, Fall River and New Bedford. Law-
rence is also an important center for the manu-
facture of woolen goods. The leading cities in

the manufacture of shoas are Lynn, Brockton

and Haverhill. Waltham contains the largest

watch factory in the world. Machinery, tools,

electrical apparatus and supplies, hardware and

carriages are also made in large quantities.

Another important industry in which the state

takes first rank is the manufacture of paper

from wood pulp. The great paper mills at

Holyoke have attained more than a national

reputation for the quality of writing paper

which they produce, and much of the best

book paper is also made within the state. Other
industries of less magnitude, but still important,

include the manufacture of rugs and carpets,

silks, furniture, silverware and jewelry, and
slaughtering and meat-packing. The manu-
facturing centers are widely distributed over the

state, though they are most numerous in the

eastern portion.

Transportation and Commerce. There are

good harbors at Boston, New Bedford and
Provincetown, which admit the largest ocean

steamships. Railways extend through the state

in every direction, so that almost every town has

railway communication. These Unes either

belong to, or are connected with, the great

systems extending to the west and south and

thus afford access to the great markets and

sources of supply of raw materials in those

regions. The chief railroad center of the state

is Boston. Another of importance is Spring-

field, and the great centers of communication

with which these are connected in neighboring

states are New York and Albany. Electric

lines connect neighboring towns, and a number

of systems have been extended long distances.

These lines are multiplying from year to year,

and their mileage already exceeds that of the

steam railways. Carriage roads are unusually

good, so that Massachusetts is well provided

with transportation facilities.

The commerce of the state is very extensive,

the foreign commerce being exceeded only by

that of New York. Of this trade Boston is the

great center, and it has direct steamer connection

with many of the leading ports of Europe.

Boston is not only the chief seaport of New
England, but it has been for many years one of

the principal outlets for the grain and meat

of the west. The extensive commerce of Massa-

chusetts is due largely to the variety and extent

of her manufactures. The imports consist

largely of wool, hides, fibers and vegetable

grasses and other raw materials for the factories,

while the exports include cereals, cattle and

dressed meats, lumber and cotton from the west

and south and fish and all lines of manufactured

goods produced in the state.

Government. The legislature, known as the

general court, consists of a senate of 40 mem-
bers and a house of representatives of 240

members, each elected annually. The executive

department consists of the governor and the

lieutenant governor, also elected annually. The
governor is as-sisted by a council of eight mem-
bers, elected annually by districts. The judiciary

department comprises a supreme court, with a

chief justice and six a.ssociates, and a superior

court, consisting of a chief justice and twenty-

two associates. The judges for these courts are

appointed by the governor, with the advice and

consent of the council. Below these are the

municipal and police courts in Boston and large

towns and the district courts. Counties have
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probate courts and courts of insolvency. Local

government is by township, and it was in Massa-

chusetts that this peculiar form of government

originated. The affairs of the town are in the

hands of three or five officers, known as select-

men, who, together with other township officials,

are elected at the annual town meeting, in which

every voter of the town has the right to vote.

Education. The first free school and the

first college in the United States were estab-

lished in Massachusetts. The state has not

only the oldest, but is generally considered to

have the best, system of public schools in the

Union. There is a state board of education,

the secretary of which is virtually the super-

intendent of public instruction. This board

employs supervisors, or state agents, each hav-

ing general supervision of a certain portion of

the state, known as a district. The town is the

local unit for school purposes, and the schools

of the rural communities, as well as those of the

cities, are under thorough and efficient super-

vision. Towns of sufficient population have a

superintendent, who devotes his entire time to

the schools of that town, but smaller towns are

obliged to combine in the employment of such

an official. The state maintains ten normal

schools, which devote their entire time to the

training of teachers. There is no state univer-

sity, but there is a state agricultural college at

Amherst. Chief among the higher institutioas

of learning are Harvard University, Amherst

College, Williams College, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Worcester Polytechnic Insti-

tute, Clark University and Tufts College.

Among the colleges for women are Mount Hol-

yoke College, Wellesley College, Smith College,

Radcliffe College, which is closely allied with

Harvard University, and Simmons College. In

addition to these colleges and universities the

state contains a large number of secondary

schools, colleges and professional schoob, main-

tained either by church denominations or as

private enterprises.

Institutions. The state schools for the deaf

are located at Northampton and Boston. The
blind are educated at the Perkins Institute and

Massachusetts School for the Blind in Boston.

The hospitals for the insane are at Danvers,

Medfield, Northampton, Taunton, Westboro

and Worcester. There is a reformatory for

men at Concord and one for women at Sherborn.

The state prison is at Boston.

Cities. Massachusetts contains a greater

number of large cities than any other state in the

Union. The most important of these are Boston,

the capital; Worcester, Fall River, Lowell, Cam-
bridge, Lynn, La-wrence, New Bedford, Spring-

field, Gloucester, Somerville, Holyoke and

Brockton, each of which is described under

its title.

History. The coast of Massachusetts was

probably explored by the Norsemen about 1000

A. D.; by the Cabots in 1497; by Bartholomew

Gosnold, who attempted to make a settlement

on the Elizabeth Islands in 1601, and by John

Smith in 1614. But a permanent settlement

was not made until 1620, when about one

hundred English Separatists, who had for several

years lived in Holland, landed at Plymouth

(See Plymouth Colony). In 1630 a company
of Puritans, also from England, settled at Salem,

and this village, with other settlements, made
soon at Boston and elsewhere, formed the Massa-

chusetts Bay Colony. Two contrary principles

were conspicuous in the life of the Massachu-

setts Bay Colony, one an insistence upon politi-

cal self-government, the other a rigid adherence

to religious intolerance. However, some of its

leaders were among the most admirable figures

in early American history (See Endicott, John;

Winthrop, John; Dudley, Thomas). Re-

ligious intolerance led to the banishment of

Roger Wilhams and Anne Hutchinson about

1636, the persistent persecution of the Quakers

and, later, of the supposed witches. Numerous
Indian wars caused great suffering during the

seventeenth century. In 1692 Plymouth and

Massachusetts Bay were united under a new
charter, less liberal than the preceding ones.

(For other details of the early history of Massa-

chusetts, see New England Confederation;

King Philip; Witchcraft.)

During the eighteenth century the colony of

Massachusetts experienced rapid development,

which was impeded only by the troubles with the

French and indians (See French and Indian

Wars), the strife with the king for the main-

tenance of its charter, and minor boundary

disputes with neighboring colonies. Massa-

chusetts led in the pre-Revolutionary struggle,

furnishing not only ideas but leaders. It was

the scene of some of the most important of the

early events of the war (See Boston Massacre;

Boston Tea Party; Lexington, Battle of;

Bunker Hill, Battle of). The first state con-

stitution was adopted in 1780, and it abolished

slavery within Massachasetts. The heavy taxes

which were imposed on account of the Revolu-

tion led to a rebellion in 1786, known as Shays's
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Rebellion (See Shays's Rebellion). Massa-

chusetts was among the first to ratify the Con-

stitution (January, 1788), but during the early

years of the Republic the state was strongly

Anti-Federalist. After 1797, however, Feder-

ahsm predominated until the downfall of the

party, partly on account of the Hartford Con-

vention, with wliich Massachusetts was closely

associated. The anti-slavery movement of

later years practically started in Massachusetts,

and during the Civil AVar the state furnished to

the Federal army about 160,000 men, its gov-

ernor, John A. Andrfew, being one of the most

conspicuous of the "war governors." Since

the Civil War the state has been prominent in

all reform movements, especially with regard to

education, temperance legislation and the labor-

ing classes. It has been almost uniformly Re-

publican in national politics. Consult C. F.

Adams's Massachusetts, Its Historians and

History.

Massachusetts Bay, an indentation on the

eastern coast of Massachusetts, bounded on the

n. by Cape Anne and on the s. by Cape Cod.

The name sometimes includes Cape Cod Bay,

also.

Massachusetts Bay Colony, the colony

established by a body of English Puritans at the

present site of Salem, Mass., in 1628. The first

colony consisted of a party of sixty, under the

leadership of John Endicott. This company

was, from the very first, practically independent

of English control, and authority was formally

transferred to America in 1630. Massachusetts

Bay Colony suffered from sickness, internal dis-

sension and poor management, and later, from

the most vigorous religious persecution in Ameri-

can history, causing the separation of many of

its prominent members and the establishment of

other towns and colonies, notably New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island and Connecticut.

. Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

a scientific and industrial school of high grade,

established in Boston in 1865. The original

plan upon which this school was founded pro-

vided not only for the study of principles, but

for the training of students in their practical

application to various professions and occupa-

tions, and it was the first school of high grade

established in the United States upon this plan.

It now maintains thirteen courses of study, each

extending over four years and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science. These courses

are civil engineering, mechanical engineering,

mining engineering and metallurgy, architecture,

chemistry, physics, biology, electrical engineer-

ing, chemical engineering, general studies, sani-

tary engineering, geology and naval architecture.

All of these departments are very closely affili-

ated, so that the work of each assists and
strengthens that of all the others. There are

also postgraduate courses in most of these

departments. The institute has a number of

laboratories constructed on a very large scale,

so that much of the work done in them assumes

the proportion of that in actual industrial es-

tablishments. This enables the students to

solve many problems in a practical way and
thus to fit themselves for taking prominent

positions in engineering or industrial works.

The number of instructors is about 225, and the

number of students is about 1700; among these

are found representatives from all states in the

Union and from about twenty foreign countries.

Mas'sage, or ma sahzh', a form of medical

treatment in which the body of the patient, or

some particular part of it, is stroked, rubbed,

kneaded, pinched, pressed, squeezed and hacked

by the hands of a skilled attendant. The effect

of this treatment is to assist and stimulate the

circulation and to increase the rt'aste-removing

action of the lymphatic vessels. The nutrition,

not only of the parts acted upon, but of the

whole body, is thus improved, swellings are

reduced and inflammation decreased. The
process, for which half an hour daily is usually

sufficient, is performed upon the naked skin by

the bare hands of the operator. 'I'he attendant

needs strong, firm, soft hands and must be care-

fully trained. Moreover, he should have a suf-

ficient knowledge of anatomy to be able to

locate with the fingers a single muscle or group of

muscles for treatment, and to trace the direction

of the larger vessels and nerve-trunks and act

upon them directly. The principal movements
should be characterized by a certain uniformity

and method. Thus, in stroking the limbs of

the patient, the strokes should always be from

the extremities toward the heart, not backward
and forward in a random way. The treatment

has been remarkably successful in cases of

nervous disorders of a hysterical kind, and in

cases of wasting through imperfect nutrition

dependent upon disturbances of stomach, bowels

or liver. See Osteopathy.

Mas'sasoit (1580-1661), chief of the Wam-
panoag Indians. When the whites first knew
this tribe, its numbers were small and the

people were feeble and ready to make an alliance

with the whites. The treaty was not broken for
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fifty years, and Massasoit was always faithful.

His home was near the site of the present town

of Bristol, R. I. At his death his son Philip

became king. See King Philip.

Massenet, mas nay', Jules Enin.E Fred-
eric (1842- ), a French composer. He
studied at the Paris Conservatoire and in 1878

became a professor there. He composed several

operas, of which the best-known are Herodias,

Don Cesar de Bazan and Le Cid. They are

notable for their fine instrtmaentation. He is

also well known as a song writer.

Mas'sey, Geraj.d (1828- ), an English

poet, born near Tring, Herefordshire, of poor

parents. For some time after he was fifteen

years old, he was an errand boy in London.

He wrote verse when but a boy, and in 1848 he

founded a radical paper, called the Spirit of

Freedom, some of his writings in which attracted

wide attention. Among his published volumes

are The Ballad of Babe Christabel and Other

Poems, My Lyrical Life, Shakespeare's Sounds

Never Before Interpreted and The Secret Drama

of Shakespeare's Sonnets.

Mas'sillon, Ohio, a city in Stark co., 65

mi. s. of Cleveland and 8 mi. w. of Canton,

on the Tuscarawas River and the Ohio Canal

and on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsyl-

vania and other railroads. It is in a noted

bituminous coal field and has quarries of valu-

able white sandstone. The industrial establish-

ments include foundries, rolling mills, machine

shops, bridge works, potteries, glass works,

flour mills and creameries. A state hospital for

the insane is located here. The place was

founded in 1825, was incorporated as a village

in 1853 and became a city in 1868. Popula-

tion in 1900, 11,944.

Mas'taba, the name applied by the Egyptian

Arabs to the tombs of the Memphite dynasties in

ancient Egypt. These tombs are oblong struc-

tures, with the appearance of a pyramid cut

squarely oft' at the top. The size varies from

19X25 feet to 84X172 feet. Some raastabas

are solid, and some are chambered; the latter

have a doorway, set in the recess which opens

up into the chamber or chapel, often adorned

with beautiful mural paintings.

Master and Servant. In law, a sen-ant,

in the narrowest sense, is one who owes his serv-

ices to another for a limited period, but cannot

bind the latter by contract. Servants are of

two classes, namely, those who engage to per-

form certain duties for certain wages, and those

known as apprentices, who may receive wages

Mastersingers

but are at the same time taught a trade. The
following are the important rules governing the

relations of master and servant in the United
States: (1) In the absence of any stipulation or

local custom the term of service is presumed to

be terminable at the pleasure of either party;

(2) if the term of service is stipulated and the

contract be broken without justification by the

servant, he cannot recover unpaid wages for

services already rendered; (3) he may be dis-

charged for immorality, disobedience, gross

negligence or gross incompetence, but if he be

discharged unjustly he may sue either for wages
for services rendered or for these and other

damages sustained; (4) the master is liable for

damages sustained by the servant in his ordinary

labor, when due to the neglect of the master to

furnish suitable instruments or conditions, pro-

viding that the employe did not realize the dan-

ger or had not complained of it within a reason-

able time; (5) the master may sue a third party

for injuries to his ser\'ants, which cause the loss

of services; (6) the master is liable for offenses

committed by his servants against third parties,

if the act was within the scope of the servant's

authority.

By recent statutes, known as Employer's

Liability Acts, in both England and the United

States, the responsibility of employers for the

act and offenses of their servants has been

extended so as to include, among other things,

the responsibility of certain actions of one against

another and, especially, the actions of superior

employes to their subordinates. See Agency.
Master of Arts, an academical honor con-

ferred by the universities of the United States,

Germany, Great Britain and other countries

upon students, after a course of study and a pre-

vious examination in the chief branches of a

liberal education, particularly languages, phi-

losophy, mathematics, physics and history.

The precise period of the introduction of this

title is not known; but even in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries the honor was so highly

esteemed in France that the most distinguished

men were eager to obtain it. Afterward, when
the universities were multiplied, and many
abuses crept in, it lost much of its importance.

Mas'tersing'ers (German, Meistersinger),

the name of a literary guild or association which

flourished in Mainz, Strassburg, Augsburg,

Nuremburg and various other German cities,

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, in

some cases surviving even to recent times. The
work of this association was the expression in
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poetn' of burgher life, as that of the Minne-

singers had been the expression of the feudal

chivalry. The members of the guild met and

criticised each other's productions in accordance

with a remarkable series of canons dealing with

literar\' form. Victory in their own compe-

titions carried with it the right to take appren-

tices in songcraft, who, after serving out their

term and after singing for some time satis-

factorily, were themselves admitted as full

masters. The most famous of the master-

singers was Hans Sachs, who, unlike most others

of the guild, was a true poet. The development

of artificial canons in the search for novelty

ultimately reduced the whole scheme to utter

absurdity.

Mastication, mas ti ka^shun, the process of

di\'iding the food by the combined action of the

jaws and teeth, the tongue, the palate and the

muscles of the cheeks. By it the food, besides

being finely divided, is mixed with the saliva.

Imperfect mastication is a source of indigestion.

See Digestion.

Mas'tifE, a large dog of the hound group.

The mastiff is a noble-looking dog, with a large

head, a broad muzzle, thick lips, which hang

down on each side of the mouth, hanging ears

an American specimen measured 18 feet in

length and 11 feet 5 inches in height.

Matabe'le, a Kafiir race or tribe, inhabiting

part of the British colony of Rhodesia, South

Africa, between the I/impopo and the Zambesi,

and smooth hair. The height of the shoulders

usually ranges from twenty-five to thirty inches.

The usual color is some shade of buff, with dark

muzzle and ears. Mastiffs are good watch-

dogs and are also prized as pets.

Mas'todon, an extinct genus of elephants, the

fossil remains of which first occur in the Miocene

rocks of the Tertiary period and persist through

the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene epochs. In

general structure, the mastodons bear a close

resemblance to the existing species of elephants.

Their chief peculiarities consist in the form and

structure of the teeth and in the curious mam-
millary processes irom which the name is de-

rived. The geographical range of the masto-

dons included North America, Europe and Asia;

MASTODON

north of the Transvaal, into which they removed

from Natal in 1827, under the leadership of

their chief, Moselikatse. They are a warlike

people, estimated to number about 40,000.

Matamoros, mah ta mc/ros, a town of

Mexico, situated in the State of Tamaulipas, on

the right bank of the Rio Grande, about 28

mi. above its entrance into the Gulf of Mexico.

Population in 1900, 8347.

Matan'zas, a seaport of Cuba, capital of the

province of the same name, on Matanzas Bay,

about 56 mi. e. s. e. of Havana. It has a large,

safe and very convenient harbor, and it ranks

in commercial importance next to Havana.

The chief exports are sugar, molasses, coffee

and tobacco. Population in 1902, 45,282.

Matches, small splints, or slips of wood, one

end of which is dipped into a composition which

takes fire by friction or other means. One of

the first forms of match was the brimstone

match, which consisted of a thin strip of dry pine

wood, with a pointed end dipped in sulphur.

These matches were lighted with tinder ignited by

a flint and steel. In 1827 the ordinary friction or

lucifer match was introduced. The head of this

match contained a mixture of chlorate of potash

and sulphide of antimony, which had been pre-

viously dipped into melted sulphur. These

matches were ignited by being drawn through

a piece of folded sandpaper. Improvements

on the lucifer match consist principally in pro-

ducing a composition which will ignite with less

friction and in covering tliis with some sub-

stance that protects it from the humidity of the
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atmosphere. For many years sulphur was a
prominent ingredient of the heads of matches,

but owing to its disagreeable odor it has now
been discarded in favor of paraffin.

Pine or poplar wood is used in the manu-
facture of matches, and in the United States the

work is all done by machinery. The wood is

first freed from all knots and cross-grained sec-

tions, then dried and sent to the factory, where

it is cut into two-inch planks. The planks are

cut into pieces the length of a match, and these

pieces are then cut by knives or dies into strips

containing splints for matches or into indi\T.dual

matches, according to the plan of the plant.

These splints are placed in cast iron plates

which form an endless chain that moves along

over a heated block, where they are warmed so

that the paraffin into which the end is dipped

will not harden on the surface. From the wann-
ing block the splints pass over shallow tanks

or pans containing the various substances

that make the head, in the order in which they

should be added. As they pass along, the ends

of the matches are dipped successively into

each of these pans. The heads are dried by

blasts of air, and the matches are then dropped

in quantities into boxes which the machine places

on the table. The boxes are then covered and
packed for shipping.

Safety matches are made by placing a part of

the substance for the head on the match and
the rest on the box. The match cannot be

ignited unless the head is rubbed over this pre-

pared surface.

Mate, mah'tay, or Paraguay Tea, a plant

of the holly family, raised in Paraguay, Brazil

and some other South American countries. Its

leaves are extensively used in the place of tea.

The plant is in the form of a large shrub or

small tree, with smooth leaves and small flowers.

The tea is made by placing the dried leaves in a

vessel and pouring boiling water upon them.

The liquid is usually drunk by sucking it through

a small tube, which has a strainer at the end
which is placed in the vessel. The drink is

highly prized by the people of South America,

but is usually nauseating and distasteful to

others.

Mate'rialism, in philosophy, that system

which denies the existence of a spiritual or

immaterial principle in man, called the mind, or

soul, distinct from matter. The first theory of

materialism was advanced by the early Greek
philosophers, who beheved that everything in

the universe, even the souls of men and the gods,
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was made by the combination of infinite num-
bers of atoms, according to mathematical pro-

portions. Since its origin, the theory has been

modified many times, and modem materialism

is closely associated with some theories of evo-

lution. It denies the existence of the mind or ,

soul as a spiritual entity and seeks to accoimt

for the activities of the mind by attributing them
to the various physiological processes in the

brain. The doctrine has but few followers,

and it is by many considered atheistic.

Mate'ria Med'ica, the collective name
given to the materials with which physicians

attempt to cure or alleviate the numerous dis-

eases of the human body. They comprehend

a great variety of substances, taken from the

mineral, animal and vegetable kingdoms.

Among these are mercury, antimony, arsenic

and zinc, from among the metallic bodies;

sulphur, lime, soda, niter, magnesia, borax and
several salts, from among the other minerals;

and some two hundred substances belonging to

the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

Math^emat'ics, the science which treats of

magnitudes, their measurement and relations

and the operations by which those relations are

determined and expressed. In a large sense,

any conception which can be certainly described

by means of a definite number of elements or

characteristics is mathematical in its nature.

For instance, the notion of a'ciibe is a mathe- \

matical conception, for a cube is completely

described by the statement that it is a body

having six equal, square faces. The notion of

vian is not mathematical in its nature, since the

nature and characteristics of man cannot be

wholly or definitely told.

The field of mathematics may be divided into

three great departments, arithmetic, analysis

and geometry. Arithmetic is that part of the

science which deals with numbers, their nature,

their properties and computations by means of

them. It in turn includes three general divi-

sions: first, the discussion of abstract number,

that is, the abstract relations of magnitude

existing between objects of the same kind; sec-

ond, notation, by which those relations are ex-

pressed; third, the operations or computations

by means of those symbols, to determine new or

unknown relations. Analysis is that pait of the

science of mathematics in which the quantities

upon which operations are to be performed are

denoted by letters or other general symbols, and

the operations themselves are indicated by

special signs. Analysis includes four general
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subjects: algebra, which treats of the relations

and properties of numbers by means of the

sjTiibols of analysis; analytical geometry, in

which the sjTnbols and processes of algebra are

applied to geometrical quantities and processes;

calculus, which is that part of the science of

mathematics which treats of the nature, the

values and the relations of a certain number of

variable quantities by means of algebraic sym-

bols and processes, and, finally, hypergeometry,

an imaginary field in which quantities of more
than three dimensions are considered, their

relations being determined and expressed by

algebraic symbols. Geometry is that branch of

mathematics which treats of the relations,

properties and measurement of solids, surfaces,

lines and angles.

Every branch of mathematics can be divided

into two parts, pure, or abstract, and applied, or

practical, or mixed. Pure mathematics treats

only of theories and principles, without regard

to their application to concrete things. Applied,

or mixed, mathematics considers only those

phases of mathematical theroies and principles

which have direct or practical application to

objects or actions in the material world. The
principles of applied mathematics have been of

invaluable service in the investigation of such

physical phenomena as heat, electricity, sound

and optics; of kinematics in mechanics; of sur-

veying and geodesy; of navigation, and of

astronomy. In fact, almost every discovery in

science during recent times has been first evolved

through the medium of mathematical formulas.

The science of mathematics, as we know it,

was first developed by the Greeks, although the

Hindus, Babylonians, Egyptians and Phoeni-

cians had all made some progress in the under-

standing and organization of the science. There

is evidence that some of the most fundamental

principles of algebra and the beginnings of a

notation had been discovered in Egypt as early

as 3000 B. c. It was nearly twenty-five hundred

years later that geometry was first formally or-

ganized, but during the next three hundred years

it was rapidly developed, by Pythagoras, Plato,

Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius. For many
centuries after the Roman conquest of Greece,

mathematical progress was confined almost

wholly to the Orient. During that time the

Hindus, represented especially by Aryabhatta

and Brahmagupta, began the investigation of the

theory of numbers, made considerable progress

in algebra, arithmetic, geometry and trigo-

nometry, and first developed the present system

of notation, which is often wrongly attributed to

the Arabs. The sixteenth century witnessed the

first important mathematical progress in Europe,

the advance beginning in Italy. Shortly after-

ward, there was also an awakening in France,

and before the end of the century, through the

labors, especially, of Descartes, Kepler, Pascal

and Fermet, the science of algebra and ele-

mentary geometry had attained almost perfec-

tion, the theory of numbers had been wonder-

fully developed and analytical geometry had
appeared. About the same time Leibnitz and
Newton simultaneously expounded the theory

of calculus, thus vastly extending the domain of

mathematics and eventually revolutionizing all

science. During modern times little addition

has been made to the knowledge of the funda-

mental principles of mathematics, but they have

been applied in a multitude of new ways and

forms. Among the important subjects devel-

oped during that time are the theory of substi-

tutions, quaternions, imaginary and complex

numbers, functions, projective and descriptive

geometry.

See articles on all branches of mathematics;

also Number; Line: Plane; Angle; Solid.

Math'er, Cotton (1663-1728), an American

minister and WTiter, the eldest son of Increase

Mather, born in Boston. He graduated at

Harvard College in 1678, and in 1684 he was

ordained minister in Boston, as colleague of his

father. The subject of witchcraft interested

him greatly, and in 1689 he published his

Memorable Providences Relating to Witchcraft

and Possesions, which was used as an authority

in the persecution and condemnation of nineteen

victims burned for witchcraft at Salem in 1692

(See Witchcraft). In 1693 appeared the

Wonders of the Invisible World, a work intended

to convince every one of the reality of witch-

craft, and between that time and his death he

produced many other works, among them the

Magnalia, an ecclesiastical history of New
England, and Parentator, a life of his father.

He died with the reputation of having been the

greatest scholar and author that America had

then produced.

Mather, Increase (1639-1723), one of the

early presidents of Harvard College, born at

Dorchester, Mass. He graduated at Harvard

and was ordained a minister. In 1685 l}.e was

chosen president of the college, and four years

later he was sent to England as agent of the

Province of Massachusetts to procure redress of

grievances. He held conferences with King
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James II and with William and Mary and re-

turned to Boston with a new charter providing

for the government of the province.

Matsys, maht'sise, Quentin (1466-1530),

one of the earliest painters of Antwerp. His

name is sometimes spelled Quintin Massys or

Metsys or Messys. His style was strong; his

use of color svas remarkable, and his fidelity to

minute details, especially in jewels and orna-

ments, was exceptional. Most of his pictures

are religious and are now scattered through the

galleries of Europe. In the Museum of Ant-

werp is his masterpiece, a great triptych repre-

senting the burial of Christ.

Matteawan, mat'te a won' , N. Y., a village

in Dutchess co., 45 mi. n. of New York City and

2 mi. e. of the Hudson River, on Fishkill Creek

and on the Newbury, Ducthess & Connecticut

raihoad. It has a considerable trade in fruity

potatoes and dairy products, and contains hat

factories, machine shops, silk mills, novelty

works and other establishments. The state

hospital for the criminal insane is located here,

and the village has several other hospitals and

the Howland Library. The place was settled

in 1814. Population in 1905, 5584.

Matter, that which occupies space and
through which force is manifested. It is also

that which makes itself knowTi to us by our

bodily senses, though there is believed to exist

one kind of matter, at least, which is too subtle

to be perceived by the senses (See Ether).

Roughly speaking, matter exists in one of three

states—solid, liquid or gaseous—but these .are

not marked off by any distinct line. See Soled;

Gas; Liquid.

Mat'terhom or Mont Cervin, a famous

mountain of the Alps, on the boundary of the

Canton of Valais, Switzerland, and Piedmont,

Italy. The peak is in the form of an immense

rocky horn and is very difficult of ascent. The
height of the peak is 14,837 feet. It was as-

cended in 1865 by Whymper, Lord Douglas,

Hudson and others.

Matthew, math'u, Saint, evangelist and

apostle, son of Alpheus. He was, previous to

his call, a publican, or officer of the Roman
customs, and, according to tradition, a native

of Nazareth. After the ascension of Christ we
find him at Jerusalem with the other apostles,

but this is the last notice of him in Scripture.

Tradition represents him as preaching fifteen

years in Jenisalem, then visiting the Ethiopians,

Macedonians, Persians and Syrians, and finally

suflFering martyrdom in Persia.

Matthews, math'uze, (James) Brander
(1852- ), an American author and dramatic

critic. Noted for his charming personality and
style, for his brilliant and feeling analysis of

literature and life, Matthews contributed a

most valuable addition to American literature

by his works of fiction, his literary and dramatic

criticisms and his other essays. He was born

in New Orleans, La., and graduated from
Columbia University and Columbia Law School;

instead of practicing law, however, he at once

entered upon his career by MTiting for the maga-
zines. In 1892 he was appointed professor of

dramatic literatm-e in Columbia. Prominent in

his long list of published works are the following:

Americanisms and Briticisms; Aspects of Fiction

and Other Ventures in Criticism; The Historic

Novel; Recreations of an Anthologist; Tom
Paulding, a story for children; Vignettes of

Manliattan, containing sketches of New York
life; In the Vestibule Limited and Tlie Decision

of the Court, two comedies, to be read rather

than acted; Studies of the Stage and Develop-

ment of the Drama, in the field of dramatic

criticism.

Matthews, Stanley (1824-1889), an Ameri-

can jurist, born in Cincinnati, Ohio, and edu-

cated at Kenyon College. He was admitted to

the bar, entered politics and was chosen to the

state senate in 1855. He served in minor com-
missions dm-ing the Civil War and succeeded

General Sherman as United States senator in

1877. In 1881 President Garfield appointed

him associate justice of the United States Su-

preme Court.

Mattoon', III., a city in Coles co., 75 mi.

e. by s. of Springfield, on the Illinois Central

and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & Saint

Louis railroads. It is in an agricultural region,

where broom corn is extensively cultivated.

The important industrial establishments are

raihoad shops, and manufactories of brooms,

flour, farm implements, carriages and other

articles. The principal buildings are the public

library, several good schools and churches and

the Odd Fellows' Home. Population m 1900,

9622.

Mauch Chunk, mawk chunk, Pa., the

county-seat of Carlton co., 46 mi. w. by n. of

Easton, on the Lehigh River and the Lehigh

Canal and on the Lehigh Valley and the Central

of New Jersey railroads. It is in the center of

a very valuable anthracite coal region. Because

of its beautiful surroundings and its fine climate,

it is very popular as a summer resort. Among
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the interesting features here are a burning mine,

and the Summit Hill coal mines, a short distance

south of the village, which are famous as the

richest in the state. The chief trade is in coal.

The industries include foundries and machine

shops. Population in 1900, 4029.

Maulmain' or Moulmein, a city of Burma,

situated on the Gulf of ^Nlartaban, at the point

where the Salwin, the Attaran and the Gyaing

rivers discharge into the gulf. IMaulmain has

a temperate and equable climate, a beautiful

town site and is a good port, except that the

harbor is somewhat shallow. It carries on an

extensive commerce in teak, rice, cotton and

other products of the country. There are also

important shipbuilding works. Population in

1901,58,446.

Maumee', a river in Indiana and Ohio,

formed by the junction of the Saint Joseph

and the Saint Mary's rivers at Fort Wayne,

and emptying into Lake Erie. It is about 150

miles long and flows through the northwestern

part of the state. The city of Toledo is situated

on its banks, and the river is navigable for 12

miles, to the Maimaee Rapids,

Mauna Kea, mah'oo tmh ka' ah, a volcanic

peak in Hawaii, the highest peak in the Pacific

Ocean. The mountain is in the shape of a

large mound and has an altitude of 13,805 feet.

It is surrounded by several cones and is covered

with vegetation towithin 1000 feet of its summit.

During the winter the summit is covered with

snow.

Mauna Loa, inah oo'nah lo'ah, a celebrated

volcano in the Hawaiian Islands, near the center

of Hawaii. It it the largest volcano in the

world, being 13,760 feet high and having a

crater a mile and a half in diameter. The last

great eruption occiirred in 1880-1881. See

VOLCOCO.

Maun'dy Thurs'day, the Thursday in

Passion week. It used to be the custom in

England and other countries, and it still is in

Austria, for the sovereign to wash thg feet of a

certain number of poor persons and make them

presents on this day. James II was the last

English sovereign to perform this ceremony in

person. Francis Joseph continued it from

1849 to 1888, washing the feet of twelve old

men. In Rome the pope washes the feet of

some of the bishops. The ceremony com-

memorates Christ's washing of the apostles' feet.

Maupassant, mo pa sahN', Hexri Rene
Albert Guy de (1850-1893), a French novel-

ist. After his graduation from the College of

Rouen, he served in the navy department at

Paris and as a soldier in the German war.

During his ser\'ice as clerk, he gave much
attention to WTiting, and under the instruction

of Flaubert he became steadily more skilful.

His short stories, which first won him fame, are

among the best, and are by some critics con-

sidered the best, of modern short stories. Among
his collections of tales are Mademoiselle Fiji,

Tales of the Day and Night, Yvette and Father

Milon, and among his most famous single tales

is The Necklace. He ^Tote also a number of

novels, among which are A Life and Pierre and

Jean. His work is all morbid, but it is char-

acterized by a wonderful art and by psycho-

logical insight. For three years before his

death he was partially insane, and his insanity

became complete in 1892.

Maurice, maw'ris, Duke and Elector of

Saxony (1521-1553), a famous German general.

He was a Protestant, but on the outbreak of the

struggle between Charles V and the Protestants,

he joined Charles, hoping thereby to gain the

electorate of Saxony, which belonged to his

cousin. He won several victories, and as a

reward for his services he received the title and

estates of the elector of Saxony. Shortly after-

wards, perhaps because he realized that he was

losing popularity with his subjects and that

Protestantism was really in great danger, he

deserted Charles and joined the Schmalkaldic

League. By his successes he forced Charles to

agree to the Treaty of Passau, which granted

religious liberty to the Protestants. Maurice

was killed in a battle against the margrave of

Brandenburg in 1553.

Mauritius, maw rish'e us, (formerly He de

France), a British island in the Indian Ocean,

550 mi. e. of Madagascar. It is oval in form,

about 705 square mUes in area and is surroimded

by coral reefs. The island is composed chiefly

of rugged and in-egular mountains. Between

the mountains and along the coast are large,

fertile plains and rich valleys. The climate is

pleasant during the cool season, but it is op-

pressively hot in summer. The principal

products are sugar, rice, maize, cotton, coffee,

manioc and vegetables. The government is

vested in a lieutenant governor and a legisla-

tive council. Mauritius was discovered in

1505 by the Portuguese, who retained possession

of it until 1598, when it passed to the Dutch.

The French took it about 1710, and it was

captured by the British in 1810. The princi-

pal town is Port Louis, the capital, Popula-
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tion in 1901, 378,195, about 3000 of whom are

whites. •

Maury, mo re*, IVIatthew Fontaine (1806-

1873), an American naval officer and hydrog-

rapher, born in Virginia. He entered the

United States navy in 1825 and later vv'as lamed
by an accident, after which he quitted active

service afloat for scientific work at the Wash-
ington Observatory. He WTote valuable papers

on the Gulf Stream, ocean currents and great

circle sailing, besides a Physical Geography of

the Sea, which gave him a wide reputation. At
the outbreak of the Civil War he entered the

Confederate service, in which he obtained the

rank of commodore. After the close of the

war he went to Mexico, Russia and England,

and in 1868 he became professor of physics in

the Virginia Military Institute.

Mausole'um, the tomb of Mausolus, a king

of Caria, erected by his wife Artemisia at Hali-

carnassus in 353 B. c. It became so famous as

to be esteemed one of the seven wonders of the

world. In modern times the term mausoleum is

applied to any costly sepulchral edifice.

Maxim, Hudson (1853- ), an American
inventor and engineer. He devised a process

for printing daily papers in colors, and was the

first manufacturer of smokeless gunpowder in

the United States^ He developed the INIaxim-

Schupphaus smokeless powder used by the

United States government. He has invented

also the explosive maximite, and the Hudson-

Maxim automobile torpedo. See Torpedo.
Maximirian (1832-1867), archduke i' Aus-

tria and emperor of Mexico In 1863 he was

induced by Napoleon, also by a deputation of

Mexican notables, to accept the throne of Mex-
ico. With this intention he entered Mexico in

1864. Having become involved in financial and

political difficulties, Maximilian, with the ap-

proval of Napoleon, resolved to abdicate, but he

was induced by the Conservative party to re-

main. The French army which had supported

him withdrew, at the stem demand of the United

States government, and after a brief period of

fighting the emperor and two of his chief generals

were captured and executed.

Maximilian I (1459-1519), Holy Roman
emperor. By his marriage with Mary of Bur-

gundy, the heiress of Charles the Bold of Bur-

gundy, he became involved in a war with Louis

XI of France, who laid claim to part of Mary's

inheritance. By the treaty concluded in 1482,

he was forced to surrender Burgundy, Artois and

Franche Comte to Louis, but he retained pos-

May

session of the Netherlands. In 1493 he suc-

ceeded his father as emperor, and his participation

in the wars with France in Italy lost him Milan.

Max'ims, Legal, the term given to certain

accepted principles of law, stated in concise

language. Many of these are derived from the

old Roman law; many have come down from

medieval times in Europe; others were formed

by early English jurists. A large majority are

therefore stated in Latin. Familiar examples

are caveat emptor (Let the buyer be on his

guard); aequitas sequitur legem (Equity follows

the law) ; ubi jus, ibi remedium, (Where there is

a right, there is a remedy); prior tempore, prior

jure (P'irst in time, first by right, or First come,

first served).

Max'well, William Henry (1852- ), an
American educator, born in Ireland. He was
educated at Queen's College, Galway, came to

America in 1874 and was engaged as teacher in

Brooklyn night schools. Later he became as-

sistant superintendent, then superintendent of

the Brooklyn public schools. On the consolida-

tion of Brooklyn with New York in 1898, he

was elected superintendent of public schools for

Greater New York. He is the author of a series

of English grammars and of numerous articles

in educational periodicals.

May, the fifth month of the year, containing

thirty-one days. The first day of May is cele-

brated in the country districts of England by

dancing about a JVIay pole and crowning some

young lady "'queen of the May." To a more

limited extent the day is celebrated in the United

States as May Day.

May, Phil (1864-1903), a British comic

newspaper artist, born at Leeds, England. At

the age of fifteen he was put in an architect's

office, but the work proving uncongenial, he

soon gave it up to join a strolling theatrical

troupe. While with them, he discovered his

talent by making, for advertising purposes,

comic portraits of the leading actors of his com-

pany. In 1882 he went to London, where he

became a regular contributor to the Saint

Stephen's Review. Afterward he was succes-

sively on the staff of the Sydney (Australia)

Bulletin, the London Graphic and Punch. He
constantly sketched from life and was one of

the best of draughtsmen. In depicting boy life

in the slums of London, he was especially suc-

cessful. His best sketches are contained in the

following publications: The Parson and the

Painter, Phil May's Sketchbook and Phil May's

Annual.
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Maya, mah'ya, a race of indians living in

Yucatan and the adjacent regions of Mexico and
Central America. They were partially civilized,

resembling in their habits the Aztecs of j\Iexico.

They raised many vegetables, kept bees for their

honey and were remarkably skilful in cloth

weaving and feather work. The men wore

armor in battle, and in times of peace they

carried on trade in their sailing vessels, using a

kind of money made from shells and pieces of

copper. Before the time of the Spanish con-

quest Yucatan had been covered with cities,

whose vast ruins astonished the whites and gave

evidence of long occupancy by the IMayas.

May Apple, a common plant of North Amer-
ica, sometimes called the mandrake. Two large

leaves are borne on a stem a foot or more high.

From the fork between them grows a large, hand-

some flower, with waxy petals, which produces

a yellowish, slightly acid, pulpy fruit, about the

size of a pigeon's egg. From the root a power-

fid drug is prepared.

May Beetle. See Juxe Bug.

May'flower, The, the vessel which carried

the Pilgrims from Southampton, England, to

the shores of ]\Iassachusetts in 1620. It arrived

in America, after a stormy voyage, in November,

but landing was not made until December 1 1 (new

style calendar, December 21). See Pilgrims.

May Fly, Day Fly or Shad Fly, a small

insect, with large fore wings and small hind wings.

May flies are known as ephemera, or day flies,

because of the extreme shortness of their lives

in the perfect state. The larvae and pupae are

aquatic and exist for years, until the latter are

ready for the final change, when they creep out

of the water, generally toward sunset of a sum-

mer evening; shortly after leaving the water

they shed their whole skin, and after a brief

flight, during which they take no food, they die.

]May flies are a favorite bait for fish and are

imitated in artificial flies.

May'nard, ^Iass., a village, situated in

Middlesex co., on the Assabet River and on the

Boston & !Maine railroad 10 mi. s. e. of Marl-

boro. It has extensive woolen mills and powder

works. Population in 1905, 5811.

May'or, the chief magistrate of a city or

corporate town in the United States, England,

Ireland and the British colonies. In the United

States the mayor usually is elected by the quali-

fied voters of the city or touTi for a certain term

of years. The power and authority which

mayors possess, being given to them by local

regulations, vary widely in difi"erent places.

Mayot'te or Mayot'ta, an island in the

Indian Ocean, one of the Comoros. Its area is

about 137 square miles, and its population,

11,640. See Coaioro Isl.^'ds.

Mays'ville, Ky., the county-seat of Mason
CO., 64 mi„ s. e. of Cincinnati, on the Ohio
River and on the Chesapeake & Ohio and the

Louis^'ille & Nashville railroads. The city is

in a fertile, agricultural region and has cotton,

flour and lumber mills-, foundries,, distilleries,

tobacco, furniture and shoe factories and other

works. There is a public library, and among
other prominent buildings are the Odd Fellows'

Hall and the Masonic Temple. The place was
settled as early as 1784, was incorporated three

years later and was made a city in 1833. Pop-

ulation in 1900, &423.

May'weed. See Chamomile.
Mazarin, mazaraN', Jules (1602-1661), a

French statesman and cardinal,, an Italian by
birth. He entered the pope's military service

and distinguished himself by diplomatic ability,

for which he was rewarded with two canonries

and the appointment of nuncio to the court of

France. Here he gained the favor of Richelieu

and accepted service from the king. He became

a naturalized citizen of France and was made a

cardinal, and in 1642, when Richelieu died,

Mazarin succeeded him. On the death of

Louis XIII, he won over the queen regent and

made himself master of the nation. The
Parlement of Paris denounced his increasing

taxation, while the nobility dreaded his su-

premacy, and the combination of these mal- -

contents resulted in the civU war of the Fronde

(See Froxde). As the immediate result of the

conflict, Mazarin had to go into exile, but finally

returned to his position at court in 1653, Dur-

ing the succeeding eight years he remained all-

powerfid in France.

Mazatlan, mah sa tlahn' , a seaport of Mex-
ico, in the State of Sinaloa, at the entrance of the

river Mazatlan into the Gulf of California. It /

forms the outlet for the gold and silver of the /
neighboring mines and imports considerable

quantities of English goods. Population in

1900, 17,852.

Mazep'pa, Ivan Stefanovitch (1640-1709),

a famous leader of the Cossacks. He was of a

noble Russian family and entered the service

of John Casimir, king of Poland. Discovered m
an intrigue with the wife of a Polish noble, he

was fastened upon the back of his own horse,

which was then driven out into the steppes.

The horse carried him back to his home, but he
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was ashamed to remain there and joined the

Cossacks in the Ukraine. Through his ability

he became their leader, and he was made prince

of the Ukraine by Peter the Great. Later,

however, Mazeppa, believing that it might be

possible to gain complete independence for the

Cossacks, joined Charles XII of Sweden, and
after the Battle of Pultowa he was obliged to

flee. His history has furnished a subject for

paintings, novels, poems and dramas. The
most famous of the poems is Byron's Mazeppa.

Mazzini, matse'ne, Giuseppe (1808-1872),

an Italian patriot, born at Genoa. He early

began writing literary and political essays for

periodicals, and as his writings grew more dis-

tinctly liberal in tone, the government sup-

pressed several of the papers in which they

appeared. Mazzini after^\'ard joined the Car-

bonari, and as a result of his share in their dis-

turbances he was imprisoned in Savona for

some months. On his release he was exiled to

Marseilles, but was compelled by the French

government to retire into Switzerland. During

the following five years he planned and organ-

ized various unsuccessful revolutionary move-
ments, until, in 1837, he was expelled by the

Swiss authorities and sought refuge in London.

During the revolutionary movements of 1848 he

proceeded to Italy, served for a time under

Garibaldi and when the pope fled from Rome
became a triumvir in its short-lived republic

and made a heroic defense of the capital against

the French, until compelled to surrender.

From that time he continued to organize various

risings in Italy, and the successful expeditions

of Garibaldi were due in part to his labors.

His republican principles prevented him from

accepting a seat in the Italian parliament, to

which he was several times elected. The
society of Young Italy was organized by Mazzini.

Meade, meed, George Gordon (1815-1872),

an American soldier, born of American parents

at Cadiz, Spain. He was educated in Phila-

delphia, Washington and Baltimore and gradu-

ated at West Point in 1835. After serving in

the Seminole W^ar, he resigned from the army,

became a civil engineer and was employed in

government surveys. He reentered the engi-

neering branch of the army in 1842 and served

in the Mexican War under General Taylor.

He became a captain before the outbreak of the

Civil War in 18G1 and in August of that year

was commissioned brigadier general of volun-

teers. He served through the Peninsula Cam-
paign, taking a prominent part at Mechanics-

ville, Gaines's Mill and Frazer's Farm, and was
also present at the second Battle of Bull Run,
and, in command of a corps at Antietam, was
wounded. For his gallantry Meade was com-

missioned major general of volunteers.

He performed notable service at Fredericks-

burg and Chancellorsville, in covering the

retreat of the Federal army, and in June, 1863,

GEORGE GORDON MEADE

succeeded Hooker in command of the Army of

the Potomac, just at the crucial point in Lee's

second invasion of Pennsylvania. Taking up a

strong position at Gettysburg, he compelled

Lee to give battle (See Gettysburg, Battle
of). Though winning a notable victory, he failed

to pursue the Confederates promptly and thus

incurred the censure of some military critics.

Meade commanded the Army of the Potomac
in Grant's Virginia campaign of 1864-1865, as

a major general in the regular army. After the

war he commanded various departments, in-

cluding one of the military districts of the

South during reconstruction days. Consult

Pennypacker's General Meade, in the Great

Commanders Series.

Meadow Lark, an American oriole, not

related to the lark. It has a most pleasing song.

It is a medium-sized bird, with a bronze mottled

plumage above and a bright yellow belly, with

a rich, black, crescent-shaped collar across its
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breast. Its home is in the damp meadows,
where it buUds an oven-like nest in a hole in the

ground (See Nest, color plate, Fig. 7). It is

one of the earliest of spring birds in the Northern

states. See Birds, color plate, Birds' Eggs.

Meadville, meed'vil, Pa., the county-seat of

Crawford co., 105 mi. n. of Pittsburg, on the

French Creek and on the Erie and the Besse-

mer & Lake Erie railroads. The city is in a

fertile valley and contains railroad shops, iron

works, planing mills, breweries, silk mills and

other factories. Allegheny College and the

^leadville Theological School are located here.

There are four music schools, two hospitals and
a public library. Other important structures

are the courthouse, the First Methodist Church
and the Lafayette Block. It was settled in

1788 and was made a city in 1866. Population

in 1900, 10,291.

Meal'y Bug, a scaly insect, so called because

of the white powder which covers its body. It

is a tropical or sub-tropical insect, though it is

occasionally found in some parts of the southern

United States, where it often does great injury

to oranges. Other species are also enemies to

greenhouse plants throughout the temperate

regions. They are often accompanied by ants,

which help to scatter them in greenhouses

by carrying the young bugs to new feeding

grounds. They may be exterminated by the

use of a kerosene-soap emulsion, well diluted.

Measles, me'zHz, a contagious disease

which usually affects a person but once in a life

time, generally in his youth. From the time of

exposure until the disease makes its appearance

in the form of weakness and fever, a period of

about two weeks elapses, and the ordinary

course of the illness is a week longer. The
characteristic feature of the disease is a rash,

which consists of little red pimples; they usually

appear first on the face and neck and thence

spread downward over the body. While the

appearance and some of the characteristics of

measles are likfe those of smallpox and scarlet

fever, yet there need be no confusion after a

day or two. After the rash subsides, the person

must be kept from exposure for some little time,

as colds bring about serious complications.

Measurement, mezh'ure ment. See Men-
suration; Unft; Weights and Measures.
Measuring Worm, a name given to the

small caterpillars of certain moths.. They are

long and rather slender, and their feet are

grouped at the extreme ends of their bodies.

Fastening their fore feet, they bring the hind

feet close up to them, thus looping the body
above; then raising the head and fore part of

the body, they thrust it forward to its full length.

From this habit they take the name given above,

as well as the names loopers and inch worms.

Some have the habit of thrusting their bodies

out from a branch and remaining immovable
in almost perfect imitation of a broken twig.

Some measuring worms are extremely destructive

pests. See Cankerworm; Mimicry,
Meat Packing, the general name given to

slaughtering animals and preparing from their

carcasses the various kinds of meats placed upon
the market. The leading centers of meat
packing in the United States are Chicago, Kan-
sas City, South Omaha, Saint Joseph, Mo.,

and New York.

Processes. The animals are brought by

rail from the grazing districts or the corn belt.

They are unloaded into yards, called stock-

yards, and sold to the packing houses. Cattle

are allowed to rest twenty-four hours before

slaughtering, but the hogs and sheep are driven

to the abattoirs as soon as sold. The animals

are driven up inclined viaducts to the top of

the building, where they are killed. As they

pass from one process to another, their bodies

are worked downward, until, when completely

dressed, they are sent to the cooling rooms on
the ground floor. The work is done with re-

markable rapidity. It requires less than eight

minutes to dress a hog and less than forty-five

minutes to dress a steer. The combined pack-

ing hoases of Chicago slaughter and dress

twenty hogs per minute. The division of labor

is carried so far that each workman does only

one thing and consequently becomes very

skilful in his work.

By the use of ice, ammonia or brine (See

Refrigeration), the cooling rooms are kept at

a temperature a little above freezing. Here the

meat remains until the animal heat is entirely

removed. Pork requires about three days for

cooling, and after that time it is ready for the

finishing processes. Beef, however, remains in

the cooler at least eight or ten days before it is

ready for the market, if it is to be sold as fresh

meat, and some of the choicest cuts are kept

for two or three weeks. This is to allow the

meat not only to cool, but to become tender, as

well. The process is known as "ripening."

Beef that is to be shipped in refrigerator cars is

usually loaded after three days, because it can

be kept as cool in the car as in the packing

house.
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Products. The different preparations of

beef, pork and mutton are too numerous to

mention. They may be classed as fresh meats,

salt meats, smoked meats, lard, tallow and
special ' preparations, such as canned meats,

dried beef and sausage. Each class includes a

great variety, but the pork products are far more
numerous than the others. After the head is

taken off the hog, the sidles are cut into ham,
side, shoulder, loin and spare rib, if the meat is

to be used in this country. K designed for

export, it is cut to suit the custom of the country

to which it is sent. With us, the loin and spare

rib are sold as fresh meat, the hams and shoulder

are pickled and smoked, the sides and backs are

dry salted or pickled for salt pork and bacon,

and the head and trimmings are made into

sausage.

Shippeng. Large quantities of beef, pork

and prepared meats are shipped to distant

cities and to foreign countries. Prepared meats

are shipped in casks, cases and cans, but all

fresh meat is transported in refrigerator cars or

refrigerator ships. So perfect are these re-

frigerators that beef shipped from Chicago to

Liverpool or any other European port arrives

at its destination in a perfect state of preserva-

tion.

Government Inspection. Before slaughter-

ing, all animals are examined by government

inspectors, and any that are diseased or injured

are rejected. After slaughtering, all meat is

inspected, since some diseases which may escape

detection in the live animal are detected in the

meat. This rigid inspection is an assurance

that all meat that is allowed to be placed on the

market is perfectly wholesome. Following ex-

posures of unsanitary conditions and methods

in certain departments of the packing business

in 1906, Congress passed a law providing for a

ngore strict inspection of meats at government

expense.

By-Products. Li no industry is there less

waste than in meat packing. Everything about

the animal is used. The hides are made into

leather; glue, soap and oils are made from the

hoofs and other parts that are not suitable for

meat; the intestines are made into "skins" for

packing sausages; the blood and offal are con-

verted into fertilizer; combs, knife handles and

buttons are made from the horns and hoofs;

the hair of cattle, the wool of sheep and the

bristles of hogs are of value in the manufacture

of niunerous articles. The value of hogs'

bristles exported each year is over two million

dollars, and this is one of the smallest items
among the by-products.

The United States produces more meat than
any other country, the quantity being about
one-third of the world's supply. The average

number of animals slaughtered each year is

6ve million five hundred thousand cattle, nine

million sheep and thirty million hogs. Chicago
is the great center of the industry and prepares

nearly two-fifths of the meat produced in the

country. See Bacon; Beef; Beef, Extract
of; Lard; Mutton; Pork; Sausage; Tallow.
Mec'ca or Mek'ka, a city of Arabia, about

60 mi. from Jidda, its port on the Red Sea. As
the birthplace of Mohammed, it is the holiest

city of the Mohammedan world. It stands in a

narrow, sandy valley and contains the great

mosque enclosing the Kaaba. The city, at the

time of the Hajj, or annual pilgrimage to the

Kaaba, enjoined by Mohammed on all his fol-

lowers, is filled with pilgrims, who increase the

population from fifty thousand to nearly two

hundred thousand. This pilgrimage is the only

source of wealth and occupation to the inhab-

itants of Mecca.

Mechanical, me han'ik al, Pow'ers, the

simple machines or the elements of which every

machine, however complicated, must be con-

structed; they are the lever, the wheel and axle,

the pulley, the inclined plane, the wedge and
the screw. Each of these is described under its

title.

Mechanics, the term originally used to de-

note the general principles involved in the con-

struction of machinery. Later the term became
separated from all direct connection with prac-

tical applications, and it now deals entirely

with abstract questions in which the laws of

force and motion are involved. In this sense,

mechanics is usually divided into dynamics,

which treats of movuig bodies and the forces

which produce their motion, and statics, which

treats of forces compelling bodies to remain at

rest. See Dynamics.

Mechanics' Lien. See Lien.

Mechanicville, N. Y., a village of Saratoga

CO., on the Hudson River and the Champlain

Canal and on the Delaware & Hudson and the

Boston & Maine railways, 19 mi. n. of Albany.

The water power Is abundant, and there are

manufactures of woodwork, paper boxes and

knit goods. Population in 1905, 5877.

Mechanicsville, Battle of, a battle fought

at Mechanicsville, 7 mi. from Richmond, Va.,

June 26, 1862, between a Federal force of about
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3i«H0, commanded by General Fitzjohn Porter,

aiW a Confederate force of 10,000, under the

personal direction of General Robert E. Lee.

The Federals were in a strong position and

compelled the Confederates to open the engage-

ment. Two attacks were repulsed, but on the

mornmg of June 27, upon the arrival of General

Stonewall Jackson with Confederate reenforce-

ments, General Porter retreated to a stronger

position at Gaines's INIill. The loss of the Con-

federates was about 2000, and that of the

Federals, about 360. The battle opened the

so-called "Seven Days' Battles" of the Penin-

sula Campaign.

Mechlin, meK'lm, or Malines, mah leen', a

toM\Ti of Belgium, on the Dyle, 14 mi. s. s. e. of

Antwerp. Its principal buildings are its cathe-

dral, an ancient Gothic structure which contains

an altar piece by Van Dyck; the Church of

Notre Dame, the Church of Saint John and the

archbishop's palace. The manufactures consist

of the famous Mechlin lace, felt and straw hats

and woolen stuffs and tapestries. Population in

1904, 58,101.

Meck'lenburg Declaration of Independ-
ence, a set of resolutions said to have been

adopted by a convention of delegates at Char-

lotte, Mecklenburg Co., N, C, May 20, 1775.

The phraseology of the resolutions is very simi-

lar to that of the Declaration of Independence

of the Continental Congress, and it thus led to

a long discussion as to the originality of Jeffer-

son's document. The weight of historical evi-

dence is now opposed to the claim that these

resolutions formed the basis of the Declaration

of Independence of 1776.

Mede'a, in Greek mythology, daughter of

Aetes, king of Colchis, on the eastern coast of

the Black Sea. After helping Jason to obtain

the Golden Fleece, she fled with him, and to

retard her father in his pursuit of them, she is

said to have killed her young brother, Absyr-

tus, whom she had carried away with her, and

to have scattered his limbs on the sea. On
arriving with Jason in Thessaly, Medea, through

her sorceries, put to death Pelias, Jason's uncle,

who had kept him from his kingdom, and to-

gether they reigned for years. When Jason,

however, deserted Medea for Glauce, the

sorceress sent to her rival a poisoned robe, which

caused her death, and afterward Medea put to

death her owti children. She then, in her dragon

car, mounted into the air and disappeared.

Medellin, ma da lyecn' , a city of Colombia,

capital of Antioquia department, 40 mi. s. e. of

Antioquia. It is chiefly noteworthy as the

center of the gold-mining industry of the prov-

ince. Population, about 40,000

Med'ford, Mass., a city in Middlesex co.,

5 mi. n. of Boston, on the Mystic River and on

the Boston & Maine raihoad. It is the seat of

Tufts College and is a popular residence suburb

of Boston. The city has several buildings that

are historically interesting, among which is the

Cradock House, built in 1634, supposed to be
the oldest intact structure in the United States.

The industrial establishments include carriage

worlvs, brickyards, and manufactures of machin-

ery, chemicals and other articles. The place

was settled in 1630 and was chartered as a city in

1892. Population in 1905, including several

villages, 19,686.

Me'dia, an ancient country in western Asia,

formerly the seat of a powerful kingdom. It

was bounded on the n. by the Caspian Sea, on

the e. by Parthia, on the s. by Persia and on the

w. by Assyria. The Medians were conquered

by Assyria at an early date and assisted in the

later conquests of the Assyrians. In 625, how-
ever, togetherwith the Babylonians, they revolted,

under the leadership of Cyaxeres, and while

they were absent at the siege of Nineveh, the

Scythians invaded INIedia. Not until more
than twenty years later were they able to drive

out the Scythians, but when they again turned

their attention to the conquest of Assyria, they

were successful, and that empire was divided

between the Medes and Babylonians. Under
Astyages Media gained control over Persia, but

Cyrus the Great in 558 conquered Media and
established the Medo-Persian Empire. See

Ass"iTiiA: Persia.

Med'ical JuMspni'dence, also called

Forensic Medicine, brings medical science to

bear on legal questions, in determining criminal

and civil responsibility. It has regard, mainly,

either to civil rights or to injuries to the person.

Among subjects in its province are those con-

nected with birth, murder, natural death, in-

sanity, monstrosity, accidental or intentional

injuries and the action of drugs. In the courts

of the United States either side of a case may
hire its owti experts, but in other countries the

practice is regulated so that not often do oppos-

ing experts contradict themselves.

Medical Schools, institutions established

for the purpose of giving professional training to

physicians and surgeons. The first medical

school of which we have any record was estab-

lished at Salerno in the tenth century. When
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the great universities of Europe were estab-

lished, medical schools became departments of

them. This custom was introduced into Eng-

land, and it has now become common in the

universities and large colleges of the United

States. The first medical school in the United

States was the Medical College of Philadelphia,

organized in 1765, now the medical department

of the University of Pennsylvania. The next

one was in connection with King's College,

now Columbia University, New York. After

the Revolutionary War a number of important

schools were established, the most noted being

the medical school of Harvard and the medical

college at Dartmouth. With the increase in

population and consequent demand for phy-

sicians, the number of medical schools has in-

creased from time to time, until now there are

more than 150 in the United States.

At first, the courses of study were elementary

and standards for admission were very low.

These standards have been gradually raised,

untU the best medical schools require graduation

from college or its equivalent for admission,

and a three or four years' course before granting

the medical diploma. The medical schools of

universities and other large colleges are all open

to women, and there is one institution, the

Women's Medical College at Philadelphia,

devoted entirely to the instruction of women who
wish to become physicians.

Medici, ma'de che, a Florentine family which

rose to wealth and influence by successful com-

mercial ventures and which continued to combme
the career of merchants and bankers with the

exercise of political power and a liberal patron-

age of literature and art. The most famous of

the family was Lorenzo de' Medici, called the

Magnificent (1449-1492). By his munificence

he made himself popular with all classes in

Florence and attained the position of an abso-

lute ruler. He encouraged learning and the

arts in the most liberal manner; he founded

academies and had collections made of books

and art relics. The popes Leo X, Leo XI and

Clement VH, Catharine, the wife of Henry II

of France, and Marie, wife of Henry IV of

France, were of the Medici family.

Medicine, vied'i sin, the science which in-

vestigates diseases and the art of preventing,

healing or alleviating them. It deals with the

facts of disease, with the remedies appropriate

to various diseases, with the results of accident

or injury to the human body, with the causes

that affect the origin and spread of diseases and

with the general laws that regulate the health of

individuals and the health of communities. It is

broadly divided into two great sections, surgery

and medicine proper. The diseases affecting the

outer frame, or those parts of the body visible to

the eye, are given to the care of the surgeon, while

those that affect the internal organs belong to the

province of the physician. There are departments

dealing with the diseases of women and children

and other departments dealing with the special or-

gans, such as those relating to diseases of the eye,

of the ear, of the throat and of the skin. Each
department occupies its own domain and is

represented by highly trained specialists. The
treatment of the insane, as it is concerned with

nervous diseases and correlated states of other

organs, is an integral part of medical practice.

War also has given rise to special developments

of medical and surgical science, namely, military

hygiene and military surgery; and the adminis-

tration of the law has created a special branch,

medical jurisprudence, or forensic medicine.

At first all diseases were attributed to super-

natural causes and the direct influence of unseen

beings, and it was believed that they had to be

exorcised by ceremonies and prayers. In course

of time it was recognized that diseases arose

from natural causes; but at the same time each

disease was held to be a principle distinct from

its effects, and each disease was supposed to

have a special remedy—something that would

actually cure the disease. Such views led to the

adoption of various systems of treatment. For

instance, one school held that only vegetable

remedies were appropriate to the treatment of

diseases; another school upheld the virtues of

the bath in one or other of its forms as a uni-

versal panacea for all human ills (See Hydro-

therapy). A third maintained the application

of the principle that similars are cured by sim-

ilars, that is to say, diseases are cured by sub-

stances having, in small doses, an action on the

body similar to that of the disease, so that one

might treat diseases by a series of fixed and

specific formulae, all depending on this single

principle (See Homeopathy). Finally, there is

a strong disposition to attribute success of treat-

ment to particular drugs and to act on the

principle that diseases are cured by contraries,

that is, by remedies having an action on the

body the reverse of that of the disease (See

Osteopathy). All these opinions depend on a

mistaken view of disease. Anything that inter-

feres with the free and healthy action of any

part of the body produces a state of disease, and
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the symptoms of the disturbance manifest the

disease. For instance, many diseases are

caused by the entrance into the body of Uving

germs, which grow and multiply in the blood

and tissues and interfere with the various or-

gans. These germs are, however, not the dis-

ease, but the cause of the disease (See Germ
Theory of Dise.^e). Again, many diseases

are due not to something that has entered the

body, but to a breaking down of a certain part

of the system. It is clear, therefore, that no

specific remedies can be apphed to such dis-

eases. The object of the physician is to restore

as far as possible the conditions of healthy

action, to remove, if he can, the causes of the

disease, to relieve pain and to control symptoms
so as to direct them toward recovery.

The chief departments of medical science

may be given as follows: The science of health

is called hygiene, or, as far as it relates to the

regulation of the diet, dietetics. Pathology is

the science of disease, treating of its nature,

origin and progress. Nosology treats of the

various kinds of diseases, their origin and
symptoms, and strives to arrange diseases

according to a scientific classification. Patho-

logical anatomy deals with the mechanical

alterations and changes of structure. Thera-

peutics is the science of the cure of diseases,

often divided into general, treating of the sub-

ject of cure in general, and special, of the cures

of separate diseases. See Dietetics; Hygiene;
Surgery; and numerous articles on special dis-

eases.

Medill', Joseph (1823-1899), an American
journalist born in New Brunswick, Canada.
When eight years old he removed with his par-

ents to Massillon, Ohio. He studied law and
was admitted to the bar at Canton in 1846.

Three years later he became a journalist and
was connected with the management of the

Coshocton Republican, a Free-Soil paper; the

Cleveland Forest City, a Whig paper, and the

Free Democrat, independent. He was actively

engaged in the organization of the Republican
party in Ohio, and in 1856 with two others he
bought the Chicago Tribune, which became
one of the principal Republican organs of the

West. In 1872 he was elected mayor of Chicago,
and two years later he became chief proprietor

and editor in chief of the Tribune, retaining

this position until his death.

Medi'na, a city in Arabia, 248 mi. n. by w,
of Mecca. It Is a holy city; the mosque of

the Prophet, which is the most important

building of the city, contains the tomb of Mo-
hammed. Though the pilgrimage to the tomb
is not considered by ]\Iohammedans as an
imperative duty, yet it is estimated that one-

third of the Mecca pilgrims go on to Medina.

None except Mohammedans may enter the

city. Population, about 48,000. (See Hegira.)

Medina, N. Y., a village of Orleans co., on
Oak Orchard Creek and the Erie Canal and on
the New York Central & Hudson River rail-

road, 41 mi. w. of Rochester. The creek fur-

nishes abundant water power, which generates

the electricity for the town and serves for in-

dustrial purposes. Furniture, pumps, hard-

ware, cigars and vinegar are manufactured.

The town was settled about 1830 and was incor-

porated two years later. Population in 1905,

5114.

Med'iterra'nean Sea, the great inland sea

which Is almost completely enclosed by Europe.

Asia and Africa. Its length is about 2300

miles, its greatest breadth, 1080 mUes. It

communicates on the west with the Atlantic

Ocean by the Strait of Gibraltar, and on the

northeast with the Black Sea through the Sea

of Marmora, the Dardanelles and the Bos-

porus. It is very irregular in shape and is

divided by Italy and Sicily into two distinct

and not very unequal portions. The important

subdivisions are the Adriatic Sea, the Tyrr-

henian Sea, the Ionian Sea, the Balearic Sea
and the Aegean Sea, or Archipelago. The
largest and most important Islands are Sicily,

Sardinia, Corsica, the Balearic Isles, C}^rus,

Crete and Malta. The principal rivers which
flow directly into the Mediterranean are the

Ebro, the Rhone, the Po and the Nile. Owing
to the very narrow channel which connects the

Mediterranean with the main ocean, there is

very little tide, though on parts of the African

coast a rise of more than six feet sometimes oc-

curs. The Mediterranean abounds with fish

and also furnishes the finest coral and sponges.

It is a great highway of traffic.

Medul'la Oblonga'ta, that portion of the

brain which lies below the cerebellum and

which forms practically the upper end of the

spinal cord. It is pyramidal in shape, about

an inch long, and contains a large number of

important nerve centers, such as the motor and

sensory centers of the cranial ner\'es and those

centers which govern respiration, the action of

the heart and many of the functions of digestion,

secretion and nutrition. Because of this the

medulla oblongata is often called the vital
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knot, a severe injury to this part of the brain

resulting in instant death. The medulla is

composed of a series of columns which are

continuous with the colunms of the spinal cord,

and it is connected with the cerebellum and the

cerebrum by nerve fibers which extend upward
to the various brain centers. See Brain;
Cerebellum; Cerebrum; Nervous System,

subhead Cerebro-Spi7ial System.

Medu'sa, in classical mythology, one of the

Gorgons, the only one who was not immortal.

In her youth she was a very beautiful maiden,

but having boasted to Minerva of her beauty and
power, she was turned into a hideous monster,

with brazen claws and teeth and serpents for

hair. She was killed by Perseus.

Medu'sae, the name given to certain circu-

lar, umbrella-shaped jellyfish, which have

acquhed theu- name because of the long trailing

feelers, that suggest the snakes on the head of

Medusa. The tentacles are aimed with stinging

cells, which in the common medusae of the

Atlantic coast are not strong enough to poison

bathers, though in tropical waters they are

exceedingly annoying. Scientists give the name
medusae to the swimming stage in the develop-

ment of any animal belonging to the Coelen-

terata.

Meerschaum, meer'shawm, a silicate of

magnesium, which occurs as a fuie, white, com-

pact clay. Its name is a German word meaning

sea foam and was applied to this substance

because early specimens were found on the

seashore in round, white masses, resembling

petrified sea foam. It is found in Europe, but

is more abundant in Asia Minor. It is manu-
factured into tobacco pipes.

Meg'aphone. See Speaking Tribipet.

Meg'athe'rium, a genus of extinct mam-
mals. They were allied to the sloths, but had

feet adapted for walking on the ground. Their

remains are found in the upper Tertiary or

pampas deposits of South America. The
megatherium was about eight feet high and

from twelve to eighteen feet long. Its fore

feet, about a yard in length and armed with

gigantic claws, show that roots constituted its

chief food.

Mehemet Ali, ma'he met ah'le, (1769-

1849), viceroy of Egypt. He entered the Turk-

ish army, became successively pasha of Cairo,

of Alexandria and of all Egypt. In order to

put doAvn a revolt of the Mamelukes, he massa-

cred them in great numbers. He then com-

menced, by the orders of the porte, a war of

six years' duration in Arabia, which was brought

to a successful conclusion by his son Ibrahim.

From 1824 to 1827 he assisted the sultan in

endeavormg to reduce the Morea, which led ^o

the destruction of his fleet by the allied Euro-
pean powers at Navarino. Subsequently he
turned his arms against the sultan, and in bis

efforts to secure dominion over Syria by armed
invasion, he was so far successful that the

European powers had to interfere and compel
him to sign a treaty which gave him the heredi-

tary pashalic of Egypt, but compelled his sub-

mission to the Turkish government.

Mei-nam, ma riahm' . See Me-naivi.

Meissonler, ma so nyay'. Jean Louis
Ernest (1815-1891), a French painter of his-

torical subjects, born in Lyons. He first be-

came known as an illustrator of books, but rapidly

became famous for the singular perfection of his

art. His pictures, which are almost without

exception upon a small scale, are characterized

by great minuteness of execution and by high

finish, but are at the same time not less remark-

able for their excellence in composition and
breadth of treatment. His pictures have been

sold for enormous sums. Among them are

The Smoker, Napoleon III at Solferino, The
Cavalry Charge and the picture entitled "1807."

Meistersingers, mise'tur sing'urz. See
Mastersingers.

Mek'ka. See Mecca.
Mekong, ma koncf. River or Cambo'dia

River, a large river of southeastern Asia, which

rises in Tibet, flows tlu-ough part of China,

Siam, Cambodia and French Cochin-China,

and enters the Chinese Sea by several mouths.

Its length is about 2600 miles, but it is navigable

for large vessels for o\\\y about 200 miles from

its mouth.

Melancholia, meVan ho'le ah. See Insan-

ity.

Melanchthon, ma lank' thon, Philip (1497-

1560), a German reformer, born at Bretten, in

Baden. While professor of Greek at Witten-

berg, he met Luther, with whom he became

associated in the work of spreading the new
religious movement (See Luther, Martin;
Reformation). Melanchthon was quiet and

studious, quite the opposite of Luther, and

often influenced the latter to adopt more moder-

ate views. Because of his mild disposition,

Melanchthon was able to settle peaceably many
differences between the Protestants and the

Catholics and to do much for the cause of the

Reformation. He is the author of the Augs-
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burg Confession, which is the standard of faith

for the Lutheran Church, although much altered

at the present time. HLs works include a Greek
and Latin grammar, biblical commentaries,

theological and ethical works.

Mel'ba, Nellie (1865- ), an AustraHan

soprano vocalist. She was educated in Europe
and made her d^but at Brussels in 1887. Her
first appearance in America was at New York
in 1893, as "Lucia," and her remarkably clear,

rich and s}'mpathetic voice won immediate
recognition. After that time she was considered

in the front rank of operatic sopranos.

Melbourne, md'hiirn, a city of Australia,

capital of Victoria, on the Yarra, about 8 mi.

from its mouth. It occupies an extensive area,

which is mostly hilly and undulating, with the

Yarra winding through it. The principal

streets are wide and well paved and are lined

with handsome and substantial edifices. Among
the most noteworthy of the public buildings are

the houses of parliament, the treasury, the law
courts, the free library, the mint, the university

and the theaters. There are several public

parks, a finely laid-out botanical garden and a

splendid race course. The shipping trade is

large, and Melbourne is the most important

commercial town of the Southern Hemisphere.

The chief exports are gold, wool, hides and
leather, cereals and flour, and the chief imports

are manufactured goods. Most imports are

subject to a heavy duty. By its railway sys-

tems, Melbourne Ls connected with all the

principal towns of the Australian continent.

Melbourne was founded and named in 1837 and
was incorporated in 1842. A Centennial Inter-

national Exhibition wa.s held there in 1888, in

celebration of the founding, in 1788, of the

Australian colonies. Population of the city

proper in 1901, 68,853; inclusive of suburbs,

490,896.

Melbourne, William Lamb, Viscount (1779-

1848), an English statesman. He succeeded to

the premiership in July, 1834, was dismissed in

November, but was recalled in the following

year. When Queen Victoria came to the throne,

it was ^Melbourne to whom she looked for

instruction as to her duties. From 1841 to his

death Melbourne took little part in public life.

Meleager, mel'e a'jur, in Greek mythology,

a hero distinguished for his part in the Argo-

nautic expedition, and particularly for his share

in the Calydonian hunt. He killed the boar and
gave its skin as the highest token of regard to his

beloved Atalanta.

Mel'ilot, the common name of a group of

plants belonging to the Pulse family, also called

sweet clover. These plants resemble alfalfa,

having three-lobed leaves and small white or yel-

low flowers. They have a sweet odor, especially

when drying. The yellow melilot grows to a

height of three or four feet and is found in damp
places. The flowers are used in the manu-
facture of perfume. This has become a trouble-

some weed in some districts, owing to its great

abundance in pasture land. Increased culti-

vation of the soil and fertilization will usually

prevent its spread.

Mel'len, Charles Sanger (1851- ), an

American capitalist and railway manager, born

at Lowell, Mass. He entered the service of

railways in 1809, rising gradually until he became
general traffic manager of the Union Pacific

system in 1889. Three years later he was made
general manager of the New York & New Eng-
land railroad, later president of the Northern

Pacific railway and in 1903 president of the

New Haven & Hartford railroad company,

one of the most important lines of the New
York Central system.

Melo'deon. See Organ.
Melodrama, mel o drah'ma, originally and

strictly, that species of drama in which the

declamation of certain passages is internipted

by music. The term has now come to desig-

nate a romantic play, generally of a serious

character, in which effect is sought by startling

incidents, striking situations and exaggerated

sentiment, aided often by splendid decoration

and music.

Melody, in the most general sense of the

word, any succession or series of tones; in a

narrower sense, a series of tones which please

the ear by their succession and variety; in a still

narrower sense, the predominant air or tune of

a musical piece.

Mel'on, a well-known fruit of a climbing or

trailing annual plant. There are numerous

varieties cultivated in all parts of the world.

Muskmelon (often heard as mushmelon) , canta-

loupe and nutmeg are names given to different

varieties that have been produced by cultivation

from one species whose origin no one knows

with any certainty. In England the word

melon is confined exclusively to this one fruit,

but in the United States the word is as frequently

applied to the fruit of a very different vine,

known as the xoaterinelon, which grows in most

warm countries and in several states is a large

and important crop.
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Me'los or Mi'lo, an island belonging to

Greece, in the Grecian Archipelago, in the

southeastern part of the Gulf of Aegina. It is

one of the Cyclades, and its area is about 60
square miles. Near the site of the ancient

town of Melos is a modern town, Plaka. In

1820 a peasant discovered on the island of

Melos the celebrated Venus of Milo, which is

now in the Louvre, Paris. Population of the

island, 5310.

Melpom'ene, the muse who presides over

tragedy. She is generally represented as a

young woman, wreathed with vine leaves and
holding in her hand a tragic mask.

MeProse, Mass., a city in Middlesex co.,

7 mi. n. of Boston, on the Boston & Maine rail-

road. It is a residence suburb of Boston and
also contains manufactures of rubber boots and

shoes and other articles. The city has a free

library and a public park. Other features of

interest are the Middlesex Fells, a state reserva-

tion of 1800 acres, and Spot Pond, a large

national reservoir. The place was settled about

1632, was made a separate municipality in 1650

and was chartered as a city in 1900. Population

in 1905, including several \'illages, 14,295.

Mel'viUe Island, an island in the Polar

Sea, north of America. Captain Parry dis-

covered it in 1819.

Melville Peninsula, a peninsula of the north-

ern coast of North America, n. of Hudson
Bay. It forms part of the Canadian territory

of Keewatin. Boothia Gulf bounds it on the

west. Fury and Hecla Strait on the north, and

Fox Channel on the east.

Membranes, mem'braynz, those tissues of the

lx)dy which are arranged in layers. They are

found covering organs, forming the walls of

tubes and lining caxaties. The principal classes

are serous, mucous and fibrous. Serous mem-
branes, as the pleura, pericardium and peri-

toneum, form a sort of closed sac surrounding

certain organs and secrete a small quantity of

serous fluid, which allows free action to the

organs. These membranes are liable to various

diseases, as inflammation, diseased growths and

hemorrhage. Serous membranes which line

the cavities of joints and the sheaths of tendons

and ligaments are called synovial membranes.

Mucous membranes line all cavities by which

matter is taken into the body or expelled from

it, as well as all that communicate with the

external air, as the digestive apparatus and air

passages. These membranes have a soft,

velvety surface and secrete such a fluid as best
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senses the organs they line. Fibrous membranes
include the periosteum, covering the bones, the

dura mater, covering the spinal cord and brain,

and the membrane found in many glands.

Memel, via'mel. See Niemen.
Mem'ling, Hans (1430?-1494), one of the

greatest of early Flemish painters. In his study

he became a pupil of Van der Weyden, whom
he surpassed. The figures of women in his

pictures are especially attractive and are noted

for the beauty and refinement of their faces.

He is also noted for the detail and accuracy of

his drawings. Many of his paintings are in

Bruges, where he lived. His Virgin and Infant

Jesus and Marriage of Saint Catherine are in the

LomTe, Paris. Other works are The Madonna
and Infant Christ Enthroned, Saint Lawrence
and Saint John the Baptist, and Saint Christopher

and the Infant Christ.

Memminger, mein'min jur, Christopher
GusTAVUs (1803-1888), an American politician,

born in Wiirttemberg, Gemiany. He was taken

in infancy to South Carolina, where he was
placed temporarily in an orphan asylum, but

he was later adopted into the family of a wealthy

and influential planter. He graduated from
South Carolina College in 1820, studied law

and began practice in Charleston. He was
elected many times to the state legislature and
always vigorously opposed John C. Calhoun.

After the election of Lincoln he was prominent

in the secession movement in South Carolina

and became secretary of the treasury in the

newly formed Confederacy. He resigned in

June, 1864.

Mem'non, a king of the Ethiopians, men-
tioned in the Homeric poems as coming to

the aid of Troy against the Greeks. He slew

Antilochus, but was himself slain by Achilles.

The name of Memnon was latterly given to

a statue still standing at Thebes, in Egypt,

which was one of two known from their size as

the Colossi. This statue, known as "the vocal

Memnon," was celebrated in antiquity as emit-

ting a sound every morning at the rising of the

sun.

Memo'rlal Day. See Decor.a.tion Day.
Mem'ory, the power of mind by which we

retain, recall and re-know mental experiences.

A complete act of memory has three phases,

usually known as retention, recollection and

recognition. If any one of these is missing,

the act is of little or no value. Memory is the

result of a fundamental law of the nervous

system, namely, a tendency of the nerves to act
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again in the manner in which they have abeady

acted (See Habit). Memory is not a distinct

intellectual power, with a special site or special

center in the brain, as formerly supposedo It

has a physical as well as an intellectual basis,

and as many centers as there are avenues of

knowledge. Each sense, each mental power,

each train of thought and feeling has its mem-
ory.

Laws of Memory. Ideas in the mind are

recalled to consciousness according to. two

methods of association, namely, by contiguity,

or simultaneity, and by similarity. See Asso-

ciation OF Ideas.

The Law of Contiguity. According to this

law, ideas are recalled according to their asso-

ciation in time and place. Ideas which accom-

pany each other in close succession are usually

reproduced in the order of their occurrence.

A child soon learns that fire is accompanied by
heat, and the idea of one will recall the idea of

the other. The idea of a part suggests the idea

of the whole, as a boiler suggests an engine; a

wheel, a wagon; a leaf, a tree. The order of

sequence is important under this law. We
recall with less effort those ideas which occur

in the order of logical connection or in the order

in which we are accustomed to associate them.

One will recall the letters in the alphabet in the

order of a, b, c, with little or no effort, but if he

attempts to recall them in any other order, a

serious effort is necessary. This law of memory
closely associates memory with reason and em-
bodies the relation of cause to effect, as light-

ning suggests thunder; a tree in blossom, the

fruit. Conversely, effects suggest causes, as the

eating of the fruit may suggest the tree in

blossom.

Law of Similarity. According to this law,

similar ideas tend to recall each other. A
stranger may recall a friend because he resembles

him in appearance. One river recalls another;

one journey, another, and so on. The law of

similarity has a less extensive application than

the law of contiguity; yet it is important, because

it enables many ideas to be reproduced which

cannot be recalled by the law of contiguity.

Ideas reproduced by similarity do not neces-

sarily occur simultaneously in time and place.

The primary laws of memory are modified

by so-called secondary laws. The most impor-

tant of these are:

Clearness of Knowledge. Ideas cannot be

reproduced unless they are retained, and it

naturally follows that one recalls more readily

the ideas which he has most completely appre-

hended. Therefore, every possible power of

the mind should be brought to bear upon the

acquisition of a new idea.

Repetition. Other things being equal, those

ideas which are most frequently present in

consciousness are the most readily recalled

Repetition tends to strengthen the idea and also

to establish the habit of its recall.

Degree of Feeling. The feeling attending

the experience of an idea may be either pleasiu"-

able or painful, and the greater the degree of

this feeling the more easily is the subject recalled.

Some ideas are acquired under ''Qnditions which

give rise to very strong emotions «nd are recalled

with an extraordinary degi'ee of vividness.

Severe accidents, gi-eat calamities, the death of

a friend, are ideas of this sort.

Interest. Interest is a strong factor in deter-

mining the association of ideas, and a person

most readily recalls those experiences which have

the most significance to him or which he feels

appeal most vitally to his needs. See Interest.

Inherent Mental Tendencies. Some are

naturally interested in one subject, and others

in another. For this reason two people viewing

the same scene will obtain different mental

pictures of it and consequently recall different

images. These tendencies begin to appear

early in life, and unless carefully guarded they

are liable to lead to one-sided development.

Kinds of Memory. Psychologists fre-

quently recognize two kinds of memory, based

upon the two primary laws of association. The
memoiy based upon the law of contiguity is

usually known as a logical, or thinking, memory.

The careful culture of this memory leads one to

associate cause and effect and to depend more

upon his powers of reasoning and judgment

for arriving at conclusions than upon his ability

to recall ideas mechanically. The memory
based upon the law of similarity is more of a

mechanical memory and tends to arrange ideas

in series and then recall them in a certain order,

whether or not this order is logicaL Many
illustrations of this sort of memory are found

among school children, such as committing the

multiplication table, regardless of the process

by which the results are obtained; the mem-
orizing of the rules in arithmetic, grammar

and other subjects without a knowledge of their

meaning or ability to apply them. Because the

mechanical memory is abused, it is often con-

sidered an evil, yet it is necessary to the com-

plete development of th§ memory, and whea
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properly guarded it is a source of mental
strength.

Cultivation of Memory. Memory is one
of the most important of the mental powers.

Without it, it would be impossible to retain

knowledge and one would be unable to profit

by his experiences. Memory develops early in

life, and through childhood and youth it should

receive careful attention. Its cultivation can be
assisted by adhering to the following principles:

(1) Memory depends upon sensation, per-

ception and thinking. Unless these powers are

properly developed, memory will be defective.

See Sensation; Perception, Concept.

(2) The order of the processes in the acqui-

sition of an idea is as follows: (a) Observa-

tion; (b) thought (forming concepts); (c) appli-

cation. In cultivating the memory, these three

phases of its use should be carefully considered.

Like every other power, memory is strengthened

by use, and unless children are required to

reproduce their ideas they never form the habit

of doing this easily and correctly.

(3) Memorizing selections may be either

beneficial or injurious, according to the method
employed. If the law of acquisition of ideas is

followed and the child understands what is

memorized, such exercises are beneficial in

strengthening the memory, but if to any extent

he is allowed to memorize meaningless words or

words which he cannot properly understand and
pronounce, he soon acquires the habit of doing

this work carelessly and is unable to recall the

ideas correctly.

(4) Habits of reading become means of

weakening or strengthening the memory. When
one reads without thought, the efi"ect upon the

memory is injurious; but if he reads thought-

fully, with the purpose of retaining the ideas,

and then follows the reading by the reproduction

of those ideas, the memory is strengthened. For

this reason requiring children to reproduce their

exercises in school, either orally or in writing, is

a valuable training.

(5) All school subjects are valuable for mem-
ory training, but arithmetic, literature, history

and drawing, when properly taught, are the

best, because they appeal to the powers of

observation and to the thought power.

(6) Memory is aided by repetition. If the

repetition is so planned that the mental process

is not different from the original act of learning,

it is a great aid to the memory. Teachers in

planning reviews should bear this principle in

mind. The review should enable the pupils to
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recall the subjects in the order in which the dif-

ferent topics were learned, and it should never

contain more than the mind can grasp and hold
at one time.

(7) The memory image, however vi\id, is

always fainter than the original; therefore, care

should be taken to see that the child obtains as
clear and complete ideas as possible. See
Perception.

(8) Childhood is the age for developing and
strengthening the memory. During the school

life of the child it is well for him to memorize
some things which he does not fully understand,

because as the reasoning powers develop and he
extends his field of knowledge, these subjects

will be fully apprehended.

(9) The mechanical memory is essential to the

child and in some cases to the adult. The dan-
ger in its use lies in the liability to rely upon it

after the logical memory should take its place.

See Psychology; Methods of Teaching.
Consult Dorpfield's Thought and Memory;
Halleck's Psychology and Psychic Culture, and
Salisbury's The Theory of Teaching.

Memphis, mem'fis, an ancient city of Egypt,
on the west bank of the Nile, about 12 mi. s. by
w. of Cairo. It is said to have been founded by
Menes, the first king of Egypt. It was a large

and splendid city and after the fall of Thebes
was the capital of Egypt. The pyramids and
tombs of Sakkara and the colossal statue of

Rameses II are the chief objects of interest on
the site.

Memphis, Tenn., a city and the county-

seat of Shelby co., on the Mississippi River, 20*j

mi. w. s. w. of Nashville, on the Illinois Central„

the Louisxalle & Nashville, the Saint Louis &
San Francisco, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific, the Southern and several other railroads.

It is situated on a bluff 40 feet above high water.

Among the principal buildings are the United

States customhouse, the Cotton Exchange, Cos-

sitt Library, Memphis Hospital Medical Col-

lege, Lyceum theater, the Grand Opera House,

the Auditorium and numerous fine office build-

ings. The city contains a marine hospital and

several other large hospitals, and among its

educational institutions are Christian Brothers'

College, Hannibal Medical College, Le Moyne
NoiTnal Institute and several other schools.

Memphis has several beautiful parks, contain-

ing, all told, more than 1000 acres. Its streets

are shaded and well paved and are lined with

}x:autiful homes and substantial business blocks,

which emphasize the city's prosperity and prog-
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ress. The facilities for transportation and the

excellent location of Memphis have made it one

of the chief commercial cities of the South. It

is the mor important cotton market in the

interior of the United States. Its cottonseed oil

industry is also important, as well as the trade

in groceries, dry goods, shoes, hardware and
agricultural implements. There are immense
wood-working establishments, large foundries,

machine shops, furniture factories, flour mills,

clothing factories, brick and tUe plants and
tobacco factories The Mississippi River is

crossed here by a magnificent iron bridge,

buUt in 1892o The first settlement in Memphis
was made in 1819 In 1826 it was incorporated

as a towTij and in 1843 it was chartered as a

city. Population in 1900, 102,320.

Memphremagog, mem'Jre ma'gog, a lake

which is situated partly in Vermont and partly in

the Pro\ince of Quebec, Canada. Its length is

about 35 miles, its width from 2 to 5 miles.

Its waters are discharged through the Magog
River into the Saint Francis River in Canada.

The lake, on account of its picturesque scenery,

is much visited by tourists, and many beautiful

summer resorts are located on its banks.

Menai, vien'i, Strait, the channel between

the island of Anglesey and the mainland of

Wales. It is about 13 miles long and its width

varies from one-fourth of a mile to two miles.

The navigation of the strait is extremely difficult.

The strait is spanned by a suspension bridge and
by the Britannia tubular bridge,

Menam, ma nahm', or Mei-Nam, the chief

river of Siam. It rises in the Shan Mountains,

flows in n generally southern direction and
enters the Gulf of Siam below Bangkok. Its

length is about 750 miles, but it is navigable by
large vessels only as far as Bangkok.

Menash'a, Wis., a city in Winnebago co., 88

mi. n. by w„ of Milwaukee, on Lake Winnebago
at its outlet into the Fox River, on the canal

between the Fox and Wisconsin rivers and on

the Chicago & Northwestern, the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Saint Paul and the Wisconsin Cen-

tral railroads. Like other places on the lake, it

is a popular siunmer resort It has a public

library and contains woodcnware mills, paper

mills, machine shops, flour, lumber and
woolen mills, brickyards and other establi^h-

m3nts. The place was settled in 1847 and
was incorporated in 1874. Population in 1905,

5960.

Mendana^ main dak'nya, Islands. See

Marquesas Islands.

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, men'del smu bahr-

iole'dy, Felix (1809-1847), a distinguished

composer, born at Hamburg. In his ninth

year he publicly appeared in Berlin, and
in his sixteenth year he produced the well-

kno^\Tl overture to the Midsummer Night's

Dream, In 1829 he began an extensive tour

through England, Scotland, France and Italy,

and on his return to Germany he became
musical director in Diisseldorf. In 1835 he
was chosen conductor of the famous concerts in

the Gewandhaus of Leipzig and later received

several royal appointments, which made the

last years of his brief life a continuous triumph.

His works are delicate and melodious, but

somewhat superficial. The best are Songs

Without Words,' the oratorios Saint Paul and
Elijah, the Midsummer Night's Dream over-

ture and the cantata to Goethe's First WaU
purgis Night,

Mendoza, men do'sa, the capital of the

Province of Mendoza, in Argentina, at the eastern

base of the Andes, 160 mi. e. of Valparaiso. It

is a well-built city, vn\h a college, normal

schools, banks and a street railway. It is con-

nected by raU with Buenos A}Tes. In 1861 an

earthquake destroyed the city and kUled about

10,000 people. Population, 28,602.

Men'ela'us, in Greek mythology, the brother

of Agamemnon and husband of the beauteous

Helen, with whom he received the kingdom of

Sparta. His wife was carried off by Paris, son

of Priam, king of Troy, and in accordance with

a previous oath, the Greek princes joined

Menelaus in his effort to avenge the affront.

Menelaus himself led sixty ships to the siege of

Troy. After its conquest he returned with

Helen to his native land in a devious voyage

which led him to Cypria, Phoenicia, Egypt and

Libya, and thereafter he ruled happily imtil his

death. See Helen.
Menha'den or Mossbunker, an American

salt-water fish of the herring family. It abounds

on the shores A New England, where it is taken

in large quantities and used for fertilizer and as

the source of a valuable oil. Since a method

for extracting the bones has been discovered,

the menhaden has become a valuable food fish

and is preserved in the same way as sardines.

This remarkable fish is known in different

localities by different names; pogy, whitefish,

bunker, fat-back, yellow-tail and bony fish are

but a few of them.

Men'no Si'mons (1492-1561), the founder of

the sect known as the Mennonites, was born in
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Friesland. The Mennonites of the United

States number about 56,000. The different

branches differ on the ritual, in discipline and
in points of doctrine. There are a number of

congregations in Holland, Germany and Russia.

Men'nonites, The, a Protestant sect, founded
at Zurich in 1525. The doctrines spread rapidly

through Switzerland, Germany and Austria. As
a result of persecution, three thousand perished

and many went to Mora\da and Holland. Menno
Simons gave the society its name, through his

efforts to counteract the influence of the Ana-
baptists and to unite those of his own belief.

In 1871 many Mennonites came to the United

States from Russia, to avoid conscription for

the army of the czar, and settled in Minnesota

and Kansas. These people refuse to take oaths

and to bear arms. They pay much attention

to the ordering of their lives on Christian prin-

ciples and are cultured, honest and charitable.

Menom'inee (wild rice men), a tribe of

Indians once occupying northern Wisconsin.

Of the remnant, about 1400 now live on a

reservation near Green Bay.

Menominee, Mich., the county-seat of

Menominee co., 52 mi. n. e. of Green Bay,

Wis., on Green Bay at the mouth of the Menom-
inee River, opposite Marinette, Wis., and on

the Chicago & Northwestern, the Chicago,

Milwaukee & Saint Paul and other railroads.

The city is a great lumber-shipping port, con-

tains many saw and planing mills and manu-
factures electrical apparatus, shoes, paper,

boilers, machinery and other articles. It has

a public library, Saint Joseph's Hospital and

a fine high school building. The place was

first setded in 1799. Population in 1904,

11,096.

Menom'onie, Wis., the county-seat of Dunn
CO., situated on the Red Cedar River and on

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul and the

Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
railroads, 25 mi. n. w. of Eau Claire and 70 mi.

e. of Saint Paul. Its industries consist of large

lumber and shingle mills, foundries, machine

shops and brickyards. The city is noted for

its educational advantages, being the seat of

the Stout Training School for the preparation

of kindergartners, teachers of manual training

and domestic science; also of a county training

school which prepares teachers for county

schools, and a county school of agriculture and

domestic economy. Its public schools give

instruction in art, manual training and domestic

science in all grades in which the various branches

Mercator's Projection

of the work can be taken with profit. Popula-

tion in 1905, 5473.

Men^sura'tion, the application of the sim-

pler processes of mathematics to the measure-

ments of lines, surfaces and volumes. Length
must be measured by direct comparison wath

some unit of length. But the area of surfaces

may be found without such direct comparison,

the number of units of area being equal to the

product of the numbers of corresponding units

of length in each of the" two dimensions of the

surface. The area of any parallelogram is

equal to the product of the munber of units of

length in its altitude by the number of units

of length in its base. The area of any irregular

polygon may be found by dividing it into tri-

angles, the area of each triangle being equal to

one-half the product of the nimiber of linear

units in its base by the nimiber of linear units

in its altitude. The area of a trapezium is

ecjual to half the sum of two opposite sides mul-

tiplied by the perpendicular distance between

them. The circumference of a circle may be

found by multiplying the diameter by ir or

3.14159. The area of a circle may be found

by multiplying the square of its radius by tt

or multiplying the radius by one-half the cir-

cumference. The volume of any rectangular

solid may be found by multiplying the length,

width and depth together; that of a cylinder,

by multiplying the height by the area of the

base; of a cone, by multiplying the height by

one-third the area of the base; of a sphere, by

multipl}dng the cube of the radius by ^ ir.

Men'tor, the faitliful friend of Ulysses, to

whom Ulysses entrusted the care of his domestic

affairs during his absence in the Mar against Troy.

The education of the young Telemachus fell to

liis charge, and the wise and prudent counsel

which he gave the youth has made his name the

sNTionrai for a wise counselor. See Ulysses.

Mephistopheles, mej'is tofe leez, the name

of a demon in the old puppet plays, adopted by

Goethe in the first part of Faust. Although the

name since Goethe's time has been conmionly

used as a name for the devil, the Mephistopheles

of Goethe has few of the characterisfics which,

in the ordinary belief, belong to Satan.

Merca'tor, Gerard (1512-1594), a Flemish

geographer, born at Rupelmonde, in Flanders.

He is the author of a method of projection used

in nautical maps, the principles of which were

applied practically by Edward Wright in 1599.

lie is also thi" autlior of Tahiihe Gcographicae.

Merca'tor' s Projection. See Map.
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Mercer, mw'sur, Hugh (1720-1777), an

American soldier, bom at Aberdeen. Scotland.

He served as surgeon in the forces of the pre-

tender Charles Edward in 1745, and at the

failure of the rebellion he went to America,

settling near the site of the present iNIercersburg,

Pa. At ths outbreak of the Revolution he

joined the patriot party and became brigadier

general in 1776. He fought with distinction at

Trenton and at Princeton, where he was mor-

tally wounded. . At Laurel Hill Cemetery, Phila-

delphia, there is a monument to him.

Merchant Marine, mur'chant ma reen\ a

collective name for the commercial fleets or

shipping of any nation or of the world.

Throughout all antiquity and during medieval

times, the ^Mediterranean Sea was the scene of

the world's commerce, and the most prominent

trading centers were successively Phoenicia,

Carthage and Venice. The Belgian cities of

Bruges and Antwerp and the German cities of

the Hanseatic League controlled the carrying

trade of northern Em-ope until the discoveries

and explorations of the fifteenth century -."ought

the Portuguese, Spanish, English, Dutch and

French into hearty rivalry with them. In the

end, England out-distanced her competitors

and has since held the most prominent position

in Europe. At the time of the breaking out of

the Civil War, the ships of the United States

controlled almost as much trade as Great

Britain herself, but the war threw our com-

merce back to such an extent that it has never

again reached the same relative importance,

although for a number of years it has been

rapidly improving. The coastwise trade of

the United States is nearly seven times as large

as its foreign trade. The position of the mer-

chant marine of the United States is shown by

the fact that in the year 1904 the tonnage of

Great Britain w^as fully 17,000.000, while that

of the United States was a little more than 6,000,-

000. The tonnage f Germany was '>''-er 3,000,-

000; of Norway, 1,750,000; of France, practi-

cally the same, while that of Italy was a little

over 1,000,000. For the year ending June,

1905, the United States vessels entered at

domestic ports had a carrying capacity of about

7,000,000 tons, while the capacity of foreign

shipping in our ports amounted to 24,000,000 tons.

There were in the world in 1903 about 30,000

ships exceeding 100 tons in capacity, but

of these the United States had only about

3400 ships, aggregating less than 4,000,000

tons.

Mercier, mair sya\ Honore (1840-1894), a

Canadian politician, born at Saint Athanase,

Quebec. He was educated at Jesuits' College,

Montreal, and studied law, but engaged in

journalism. He sat in the Dominion parlia-

ment from 1872 till 1874, became solicitor

general, was a member of the legislative assem-

bly of Quebec in 1879 and became attorney-

general and premier in 1887, at the head of a

coalition of Liberals and Clericals.

Mercury, mur'kury, or Quick'silver, a

metal, heavier than any other excepting the

platinum metals, gold and tungsten, and the

only metal which is liquid at ordinary tem-

peratures. At 39° or 40° below the zero of

Fahenrheit, it freezes, and under a heat of

660° it rises in fumes and is gradually con-

verted into a red oxide. Mercury is prepared

principally from cinnabar (red sulphide of

mercury) by heating, combined with condensa-

tion of the vapors. Mercury in its metallic

form, as well as in its salts, is poisonous, and

chronic poisoning is apt to afflict persons who
work continuously about the metal. Because

of the extensive range between its freezing and

its boiling point and because of its fluidity, it is

well adapted for use in barometers and ther-

mometers, which allow for its expansibility

under heat. Preparations of this metal are

among the most powerful poisons and are

extensively used as medicine (See Calomel;

Corrosive SuBLniAXE). In its fluid state,

mercury combines readily with most of the

metals, to which it imparts a degree of fusi-

bility or softness. This quality of combina-

tion makes it a useful factor in methods of

extracting metals from their ores. An alloy of

mercury and any other metal is called an amal-

gam. Mercury is sometimes found in its fluid

state, but usually it occurs as the sulphide.

About one-third of the mercury used in the

world comes from Spain, but it is also found in

Germany Italy China, Borneo, Mexico and

Peru. California, Texas and Oregon produce

some mercury, the largest supply coming from

California.

Mercury, the planet nearest the sun and the

smallest of the major planets. Its diameter is

about 3000 miles, which makes the planet

about three times the size of the moon. Mer-

cury moves round the sun in a little less than 88

of our mean solar days, at a mean distance of

about 35,392,000 miles. At its nearest approach

to the sun it is about 29,000,000 miles away,

and at its farthest point, more than 43,000,000
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miles from it. The period of its axial rotation

is said to be 24 hours, 5 minutes and 28 seconds.

Its volume is about one-seventeenth that of the

earth, and its density is one-tenth greater than

that of the earth. When farthest east of the

sun, it is visible to the naked eye in spring and

autumn, after suaset and before sunrise. Mer-
cury is a difficult planet for astronomers to study,

and very little is known concerning it. At inter-

vals of from three to thirteen years it is seen to

pass across the sun's disk, and this transit is

always studied very carefully, for it shows clearly

the laws that govern the planet's motion. Nov.

17, 1907, and Nov. 14, 1914, are dates when the

transit is visible in Europe and the Eastern

United States.

Mercury, in Roman mythology, the son of

Jupiter and Maia, and the messenger of the

gods; in Greek mythology he is called Hermes.

When he was but a few hours old he sprang

from the knees of his mother, seized a tortoise

shell and stretched strings across it, thus invent-

ing the lyre. Before night he had stolen the

oxen of Admetus, which Apollo was tending,

and had hidden them so securely that Apollo

could not find them. Mercury was obliged to

confess where he had concealed the animals,

and in return for the two which he had eaten

he gave to Apollo his newly invented lyre.

Apollo, pleased with the gift, presented Mercury
with the caduceus, which became his most

characteristic symbol. Jupiter also presented

him with a winged cap, winged sandals and a

short sword, by means of which he could make
himself invisible and could transport himself to

any place in the twinkUng of an eye. One of

Mercury's duties was to conduct the souls of

the dead to Hades. He was also the god of

thieves and robbers, of commerce and of elo-

quence. To the Greeks, Mercury was a very

important god, and at the crossroads small

statues of him were set up, the violation of which

was a weighty offense.

Mercy, Sisters of, the name given to mem-
bers of female religious communities founded

for the purpose of nursing the sick at their

own homes, visiting prisoners, superintending

the education of females and performing similar

acts of charity and mercy. Communities of

Sisters of Mercy are now widely distributed over

America and Europe.

Mercy Seat, the cover of the Jews' ark of

the covenant. It was made of pure gold and

was about forty-five inches long and twenty-

seven inches wide. On each side was a cherub

with outstretched wings, a wing of one meeting
that of the other. On the great day of atone-

ment the high priest entered the holy of holies,

burnt incense, sprinkled the blood of the sacri-

fice on the mercy seat and made atonement for

the sins of the nation and himself.

Mer de Glace, mair de glas, the name of the

most celebrated glacier of the Alps. It is situ-

ated on the northern slope of Mount Blanc and
has an area of sixteen square miles and a length

of about nine miles. The lower end is known
as the Glacier des Blois, whence it flows into the

Ai'veyron River, in the valley of Chamouni.
This glacier is easily accessible from the village

of Chamouni and consequently is visited by a

large number of tourists each season. During
the summer and autumn its flow has an average

of two feet a day. See Glaciers,

Mer'edith, George (1828- ), an Eng-
lish 23oet and novelist. He was born in Hamp-
shire and was educated in Germany. After

studying law for a time, he turned to literature,

and his first venture was a volume of poems,

published in 1851. His first novel, The Ordeal

of Richard Feverel, was published in 1859, and
from that date poems and novels have appeared

steadily, although not rapidly. Among the

works which have marked Meredith as one of

the foremost novelists of the late nineteenth

century are Rhoda Fleming, The Adventures of

Harry Richmond, The Egoist, Diana of the

Crossways, and The Amazing Marriage.

Mergan'ser, a family of fish ducks with

slender, straight bills, hooked at the tip and
notched at the edges. The hooded merganser is

suitable for food, but the flesh of most of the

others is strong, because of their proclivity for

eating fish. The red-breasted merganser is

about two feet long and has no crest. Together

with the hooded merganser it is found in nearly

all parts of the northern hemisphere.

Merida, ma're da, the capital of Yucatan, in

Mexico, 26 mi. from the port of Progreso, on the

Mexican Gulf, with which it is connected by a

railway. It has a Moorish aspect and contains

a number of fine squares, a cathedral, a bishop's

palace, a government house and good legislative

buildings. Population in 1900, 43,630.

Merida, a town of Venezuela, capital of the

State of Los Andes. It was once the largest

city of Venezuela, but it was destroyed by an

earthquake in 1812 and has been only partly

rebuilt. It is, however, a flourishing town, with

a university and manufactures of various art*

cles. Population, about 12,000.
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Mer'iden, Con^'., a city in New Haven co.,

halfway between New Haven and Hartford, on

two lines of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford railroad. It is a prosperous industrial cen-

ter and has a picturesque location in an agri-

cultural district, not far from the beautiful Lake
Merimere. There are extensive manufactures

of silver and plated ware, hardware, cutlery,

organs, piano-playing attachments, glassware,

machinery and various other articles. The city

contains the Curtis Library, Connecticut School

for Boys, Curtis Home for Orphan Children and

Aged Women and ]Meriden Hospital. Previous

to its incorporation as a town in 1806, it was a

part of Wallingford. It was chartered as a city

in 1867. Population in 1900, 24,296.

Merid'ian, one of the innumerable imaginary

hnes passing from pole to pole perpendicular to

the equator, on the surface of the earth. They
serve to determine the longitude of places and

thus to mark their exact position. Every place

on the globe has its meridian, and when the sun

arrives at this line it is noon, or midday. The
longitude of a place is its distance—usually

stated in degrees, minutes and seconds—east

or west of any meridian selected as a starting

point, just as its latitude is its distance north or

south of the equator. At a national conference

held at Washington, October, 1884, Greenwich

was selected as the geographical and astronom-

ical reference meridian of the world, longitude to

be reckoned east and west from this, up to 180°.

See Longitude.

Meridian, Miss., the county-seat of Lauder-

dale CO., 85 mi. e. of Jackson, on the Mobile &
Ohio, the Queen & Crescent and the Southern

railroads. The city is in a cotton-growing

region and has an extensive trade. It contains

railroad shops, cotton, cottonseed oil and lum-

ber mills, ice factories and various other works.

Here are located the East Mississippi Female

College, the Meridian Academy and the Lincoln

School. The city was an important supply

depot during the Civil War. In 1864 General

Sherman destroyed all the railroads in the vicin-

ity and many of the storehouses and residences

in the city. Population in 1900, 14,050.

Merimee, ma re ma', Prosper (1803-1870),

a French novelist, dramatist and historian. He
filled, in succession, various positions under the

French government, was elected to the French

Academy and was made commander of the

Legion of Honor. Several reports of his re-

searches as iaspector of ancient monuments

were among his early work; but he is chiefly

known for his Colomba, a tale of a Corsican

vendetta; Carmen, a romance which was the

origin of Bizet's popular opera, and several

volumes of short stories.

Merino, vwr e'no. See Sheep.

Merle d'Aubigne, mairl do he nya' , Jean
Henri (1794-1872), a Swiss historian and
theologian. His education, begun at Geneva,

was completed at Berlin; he became pastor at

Hamburg to a French congregation and removed

afterward to Brussels. Returning to Geneva in

1831, he became professor of Church history in

the theological school founded by the Genevan
Evangelical Society. Besides his well-known

History of the Reformation in the Sixteenth

Century, he published a supplementary history

to the time of Calvin; The Protector (Cromwell),

and the Recollections of a Stviss Minister.

Merlin, mur'lin, a famous ancient British

magician and prophet, who, according to

Geoffrey of Monmouth, lived in the fifth century.

Accounts of him are bound up with the legends

about King Arthur, and one of Tennyson's

Idylls of the King deals with him.

Mer'maid and Mer'man, legendary creatures

who lived in the sea, possessed human bodies

united to the tails of fishes and were supposed

to be capable of entering into social relationships

with men and women. The typical mermaid
was a lovely creature who combed her long,

beautiful hair with one hand while she held a

looking-glass with the other. The origin of

this myth is supposed to rest in the human-like

appearance of certain aquatic animals, such as

the seal. The legends of mermaids and mer-

men have been largely treated in poetry.

Merovingians, mer a vin'je anz, the name
given to the first dynasty of Prankish kings who
ruled in Gaul. The grandfather of Clovis, Mero-

vaeus, is supposed to have given his name to the

line. Clovis, the first powerful king of the

dynasty, was succeeded by weaker kings, and

the royal power came in time to be a name only,

the real authority being possessed by the mayors

of the palace. ChliJeric III was deposed in

752 by Pippin the Short, who was the founder of

the Carolingian dynasty. See Carolingians.

Mer'rill, Wis., the county-seat of Lincoln

CO., 170 mi. n. w. of Milwaukee, on the Wis-

consin River and on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Saint Paul railroad. The city is in a hard

wood lumber district, and lumbering and the

manufacturing of lumber products are the

principal indastries. It contains the Scott

Public Library, a large opera bouse and a fine
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courthouse. The place was settled in 1875

and was incorporated in 1880. Population in

1905, 9197.

Mer'rimac, The. (1) A frigate famoas in the

Civil War. It was originally a wooden vessel

belonging to the Union, but it was sunk in the

Norfolk navy yard in 1861 when the place was
abandoned to the Confederates. She was recon-

structed . by the Confederate authorities as an

ironclad, was renamed the Virginia and had .set

out upon a triumphant campaign against the

wooden Warships of the Federal government

when the Monitor appeared on the scene. In

the battle which followed, the Merrimac was
not seriously damaged, but in May of the same
year, when the Confederates evacuated Nor-

folk, she was destroyed. See Monitor, The.

(2) A collier sunk at Santiago de Cuba,

June 3, 1898, by Lieutenant Hobson of the

United States navy, in a vain attempt to bottle

up the Spanish fleet then at anchor in the harbor.

Merrimac River, a river in New Hampshire

and Massachusetts. It rises in the White

Mountains, flows south, then east, and empties

into the Atlantic near Newburyport, Mass.

The immense water power furnished by its

falls has created the towns of Lowell and Law-
rence, Massachusetts, and of Nashua and Man-
chester, New Hampshire.

Mer'ritt, Wesley (1836- ), an American
soldier, born in New York City and educated at

West Point. He served through the Civil War
and attained the rank of major general in the

United States volunteers and lieutenant colonel

in the regular army. He served with the Army
of the Potomac until June, 1864, with Sheridan

in his Shenandoah campaign and as commander
of a corps of cavalry in the Appomattox campaign.

After the war he served in various departments,

took part in several Indian campaigns and in

May, 1898, was assigned to the command of the

United States forces in the Philippines. In

December of that year he returned to the United

States, and he retired in June, 1900, with the

rank of major general in the regular army.

Mer'ry del Val', Rafael (1865- ), a

Catholic statesman and cardinal, born in Lon-

don, educated at Brussels and at the Accademia

dei Nobile Ecclesiasticci. He became a favorite

of Leo XIII, was promoted rapidly and after

1892 held important positions at the Vatican.

He made an important and successful diplo-

matic visit to Canada in 1897. Upon the death

of Mgr. Volpini, in 1903, Pope Pius X appointed

Merry del Val papal secretary of state.

Mersey, mur'zy, a river of England, which
rises in the northern part of Derbyshire, flows

westerly and enters the Irish Sea through

a broad estuary nearly 18 miles long. The
length of the river is 70 miles. The estuary is

navigable for large vessels and forms the harbor

of Liverpool. It is wnth this stream that the

Manchester Ship Canal connects.

Merthyr-Tydfil, mur'thurtid'vil, a city of

Wales, situated in the n. e. part of Glamorgan,
22 mi. n. w. of Cardiff. It is the center of the

iron and steel industry of southern Wales and
also has large collieries. Population in 1901,

69,228.

Merv, merj, an oasis in Central Asia, north

of Afghanistan, the principal seat of the Tekke
Turkomans, who from this center used to make
predatory incursions into Persia and Afghanis-

tan. In 1881 General Skobeleff led a Rus-
sian expedition against the Tekke Turkomans,
captured their stronghold of Greok Tepe
and received the submission of the peo-

ple. A railroad now extends through the

oasis, and the district is an important strategic

point.

Mesa, ma'sa, the name of a small plateau,

usually having a flat surface and very steep

slopes. The word is the Spanish name for

table. Mesas are numerous in the southwestern

portion of the United States and A\ere formed
by erosion (See Euosiox). The top of the

mesas indicates the former height of the plateau,

which is from 200 to 500 feet alxjve the sur-

rounding country. Some of the mesas are

covered with vegetation, but most of them are

barren. Some of those in Arizona were for-

merly inhabited by a race of cliff dwellers and
contain ruins which are of much interest. Some
of them, as Mesa Encantada, or Enchanted
Mesa, are regarded by the Indians with super-

stition. See Pl.\teau.

Mes'entery, The, the broad fold of the

peritoneum which attaches the small intestines

to the spinal column. It holds the intestines in

place and contains the blood vessels and nerves

which pass to the intestines, the lacteal vessels

and the mesenteric glands, which make the

chyle more abundant. The glands are al)out

one hundred fifty in number and are about the

size of an almond. See Abdomen.
Mesh'hed or Meshed, a town of northeast-

ern Persia, capital of the Province of Khorassao.

It contains the shrine of Imam Riza, the son of

the founder of the sect of Shiites, and is the

sacred city of that sect. The chief manufac-
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tures are velvets, sword blades and turquoise

jeweln'. Population, about 60,000.

Mes'mer, Fkiei>ricu A>.tox (1733-1815), a

German physician, the first to advocate the use

of hj'pnotism, which thereafter for many years

was known as mesmerism. He professed to

cure diseases by stroking with magnets, but

about 1776 he abandoned their use and declared

that his operations -nere conducted solely by

means of the magnetism peculiar to animal

lx)dies; hence, this influence exerted by one

person over another is sometimes known as

animal magnetism. Mesmer went to Paris in

1778 and, achieving considerable fame, made
many converts to his views, though the regular

physicians regarded him as an impostor. A
committee from the Academy of Sciences inves-

tigated his pretensions and gave an unfavorable

report, v\hich caused his system to fall into dis-

repute. See Hypnotism.

Mes'inerism, a process by which people may
be thrown into a sleep or trance. It was first

practiced by Friedrich Mesmer, for whom it is

named. See Hypnotism.

Mesolonghi, me'so Icmfge. See Misso-

ix)NGin.

Mes'opota'mia, a name given by the Greeks

to an extensive region enclosed by the Tigris

and Euphrates rivers, anciently associated with

the Assyrian and Babylonian monarchies. At

different times it belonged to Ass}Tia, Babylonia,

Persia, Greece, Rome and Arabia. It is now
a part of Turkey in Asia, and is inhabited

chiefly by Arabs, Kurds and Armeniaas. Many
of the inhabitants are nomadic, and their chief

occupation is (.-attle raising.

Mes'ozo'ic Era, that division of geologic

time extending from the Paleozoic to the Ceno-

zoic Era and including the Triassic, Jurassic and

Cretaceous systems. See Paleozoic Era;

Cp:nozoic Era; Geology, and the systems

named.

Mesquite, mes ke'tay, a small tree or shrub

allied to the acacia. It is common in Mexico,

Texas and other parts of West and North

America, where in dry regions it often appears

as alx)ut the only conspicuous form of vegetation.

It yields a gum resembling gum arabic, but much
inferior. Its seeds are sometimes eaten, and
from the mucilage of its pods a drink is made.

Messe'nia, a country of ancient Greece, in

the southern part of the Peloponnesus. It is

celebrated for the long struggle of its inhabitants

with the Spartans, with whom they waged three

wars between the eighth and fourth centuries b. c.

In 369 B. c. the Spartan } oke was finally shaken

off, and Messenia was independent until the

Roman conquest in 146 B. c. Messenia is a

province in modern Greece.

Messi'ah (anointed), a term applied in the

Old Testament to the priests, to the kings and

even to Gentile kings, as persons who had been

anointed v\ith holy oil. Its special application

in the prophetic books of the Old Testament was
to an ideal holy king and deliverer, whose advent

they foretold. The whole of the prophetic pic-

tures agreed in placing Jehovah in the central

place of the desired Idngship. These Messianic

prophecies had, at the time of Christ, come to

be applied by the Jews to a temporal king who
should free them from foreign oppression. They
are affinned by Jesus Christ and his apostles to

apply to and be fulfilled in him; and this is the

belief of the Christian church, by which he is

called "The Messiah." The rationalistic school

of theologians asserts that Jesus laid claim to the

dignity, either to meet the preconceptions of his

countr}Tnen or because he felt that the truth

which he taught was the real kingdom which

God was to set up, never to be destroyed.

Messina, mes sc'nah, the chief commercial

town and seaport of Sicily, capital of the prov-

ince of the same name, on the Strait of Messina,

about 200 mi. s. s. e. of Naples. The harlDor is

one of the best built in the Mediterranean, and the

town is well built. Although the town is of

great antiquity, its appearance is fairly modern.

The manufactures consist cliiefly of silk goods.

The principal exports are silks, olive oil, oranges,

lemons and other fruit, wine, salted fish and

fruit essences. Messina possesses a university

founded in 1548 and a public library of over

56,000 volimies. The town was founded pre-

sumably in the eighth century B. c, but its

authentic history begins only with the fifth

century B. c. During the Middle Ages it was in

the possession of various nations. In 1861 it

became a part of Italy. On Dec. 28, 1908, Mes-

sina was almost totally destroyed by an earth-

quake. Population in 1901, 93,672.

Messina, Strait of, the channel which

separates Sicily from Italy and connects the

Ionian Sea with the TjTrhenian Sea. It is

about 20 miles in length and about 12 miles at

its broadest, and 2 miles at its narrowest, point.

As the strait is very deep and the tidal current

very strong, navigation is somewhat difHcult.

It was in the Strait of Messina that in ancient

times the two sea monsters, Scylla and Charybdis,

were supposed to d\\ ell. See Scyll.^; Charvbdis.
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Meta, ma'tah, a river of South America, a

tributary of the Orinoco, which it joins in Vene-

zuela, though the greater part of its course is in

Colombia. It is about 600 miles in length and

is navigable for about a third of this distance.

Metallurgy, met'al lur'jy, the art of sepa-

rating metals from their ores. Metals are found

in three classes of ores: those in which the pure

metal occurs in veins or pockets, either in grains

or loose nuggets; those in which the metals

occur as oxides, and those in which the metals

occur as sulphides. Ores of the first class need

but little treatment. This consists in crushing

the rock and separating the loose metal from it.

This metal is then united into larger masses by

smelting. The oxides constitute by far the

largest class of ores, and it is from these that the

supply of iron, lead, tin, copper and zinc is mostly

obtained. Most of these ores can be reduced

by smelting with a flux, as in the case of the

manufacture of pig iron (See Iron). The sul-

phides are more difficult to treat, and some of

them require several processes before the metal

is obtained. In general, the treatment of this

class of ores is as follows: The ore is crushed,

and the metal-bearing portion is separated by

running the cnished ore over vibrating tables,

over which water is running. The particles

containing the metal, being heavier than the

others, settle at the bottom and form what is

known as the concentrate. This concentrate is

dried and roasted, to drive off the sulphur. The
ore is then smelted; it yields an impure metal,

which is purified by repeated smeltings. Copper

ores containing sulphur are reduced in this

manner.

Ores containing gold and silver are often

treated by the amalgaviation process. This con-

sists in dissolving out the gold and silver with

mercury. The ore is crushed in a stamp mill,

in the trough of which mercury is poured. The
gold and silver are obtained from the amalgam

by distillation.

Low grade ores containing gold are often

treated by what is known as the cyanide process.

By this process the ore is crushed to a fine pow-

der and subjected to treatment by a strong

solution of cyanogen. This dissolves the gold

or silver, while the other metals are left un-

changed. The metals are then recovered from

the solution by various processes. The gold is

obtained by running the solution into a vat, in

the bottom of which zinc shavings have been

placed. The zinc collects the gold, which forms

upon it in small nuggets or crystals.

Electrolysis is also extensively employed in

metallurgy. By this process the ore or alloy is

placed in a strong solution of the metal which
it is desired to obtain and is then attached to the

positive electrode, while a plate of the metal is

attached to the negative electrode. When the

current is caused to pass through the solution, it

dissolves the metal from the ore and deposits it

upon the plate attached to the negative electrode.

The current may be provided either by a gal-

vanic battery or by a dynamo, but where the

work is carried on on a large scale, the dynamo
is used. This method is particularly advanta-

geous in obtaining copper from different ores,

since that metal yields so readily to electrical

action. The process is the same as that employed
in electrotyping. See Electrotyping.

Metals. Elementary substances have been

divided by chemists into two classes, metals and
non-metals, or metalloids, but these merge one

into the other by gradations so imperceptible

that it is impossible to frame a definition which

will not either include some non-metallic bodies

or exclude some metallic ones. Metals are

opaque, having a peculiar luster, called metallic.

They are insoluble in water; are solid, except

in one instance, at ordinary temperatures;

are generally fusible by heat; are good con-

ductors of heat and electricity; are capable,

when in the state of an oxide, of imiting with

acids and forming salts, and have the prop-

erty, when their compounds are submitted

to electrolysis, of generally appearing at the

negative pole of the battery. Many of the

metals are also malleable, or susceptible of being

beaten or rolled out into sheets or leaves, and
some of them are extremely ductile, or capable

of being drawn out into wires of great fineness.

They are sometimes found native or pure, but

more generally they are combined as ores with

oxygen, sulphur and some other elements.

Fifty-two of the elementary substances are usu-

ally regarded as metals, of which the followiriP'

are the most important: aluminum, antimony,

barium, bismuth, cadmium, calcium, cerium,

chromium, cobalt, copper, gold, iridium, iron,

lead, lithium, magnesium, manganese, mercury,

nickel, platimun, potassiiun, silver, sodium,

strontium, tin, tungsten, zinc. Each is described

in its proper place in these volumes. Of these,

gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, zinc, platinum

and iron are the most malleable; gold, which

possesses the quality in the greatest degree, is

capable of being beaten into leaves j q^ oo *^^

a millimeter in thickness. In the order of their
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ductility they are platinum, silver, iron, copper,

gold, aluminum, zinc, tin, lead. Platinum

wire has been made less than y-gV o"
^^ ^ millimeter

in diameter. The majority of the useful metals

are between seven and eight times as heavy as

an equal bulk of water; platinum, osmium and

iridium are more than twenty times as heavy;

while lithium, potassium and sodium are lighter.

The metals become liquid, or otherwise change

their condition, at very different temperatures;

platinum is hardly fusible at the highest tem-

perature of a furnace; iron melts at a little lower

temperature; silver, somewhat lower still, while

potassium melts below the boiling point of water

and becomes vapor at a red heat. Mercury is

liquid at ordinary temperatures and freezes only

at—39° F. Osmium and tellurium are regarded

by some as non-metals. All the metals, without

exception, combine with oxygen, sulphur and

chlorine, forming oxides, sulphides and chlorides,

and many of them also combine with bromine,

iodine and fluorine. Several of the recently dis-

covered metals exist in exceedingly minute

quantities and were detected only by spectrmn

analysis, and there is every likelihood that

research in this direction will add to the present

list of metalso

Metamorphic, viet a mor'fik, Rocks, in geol-

ogy, rocks of any age, whose origixial texture has

been altered and rendered less or more crystal-

line by subterranean heat, pressure or chemical

agency. The name is given especially to the

non-fossiliferous, stratified rocks, consisting of

crystalline schists and embracing granitoid

schist, gneiss, quartz rock, mica schist and clay

slate, most of which were originally deposited

from water and were later crystallized by heat

and pressure. They exhibit for the most part

cleavage, crumpling and folding, and their lines

of stratification are often indistinct or obliterated.

See Metamorphism.
Met'amor'phism, the term used by geologists

to indicate the changes in structure and compo-
sition which rocks have undergone since their

formation. While metamorphism does not

apply to the decomposition of rocks, it may
apply to their construction from decomposed

material, as in the formation of sedimentary

rocks from material that has been washed down
from the hills and mountains. The most marked

results of metamorphism are found in the oldest

rock strata which have been changed by volcanic

and other forces. The following are the changes

resulting from metamorphism: (1) Hardening,

as in the case of sandstones and other soft sedi-

mentary rocks; (2) change in composition and

structure, as in the case of shales and slate;

(3) crystallization, as in the formation of marble

from common limestone. The agencies effect-

ing these changes are heat, chemical action,

moisture and pressure. Of these, heat and

pressure are the most important. See Geology.
Met'amor'phosis, any change of form,

shape or structure. In ancient mythology the

term was applied to the transformations of human
beings into inanimate objects, with which ancient

fable abounds. In zoology the term at present

includes those alterations in form which an ani-

mal imdergoes in the process of its development

from the egg to the mature individual. A typical

metamorphosis is seen in the life history of the

butterfly. The fertilized egg hatches into the

larva, which, after reactiing a certain stage of

maturity, spins a cocoon and turns to the pupa,

in which stage it remains quiescent for some time,

then breaks forth from the cocoon transformed

into the imago, or perfect butterfly, which lays

the egg that begins again the circle of life (See

Insects). While the metamorphosis of an

insect is the typical form, yet many of the higher

order of animals show similar changes. Among
the amphibians, for instance, the frog lays eggs

which become tadpoles that in time turn to

adult frogs again. Similar changes may be

recognized in the vegetable w^orld.

Metaphor, met'a for, a figure of speech,

founded on the resemblance which one object

is supposed to bear, in some respect, to another,

and expressed by transferring a name or epithet

from an object, to which it properly belongs, to

another, in such a manner that a comparison is

implied, though not formally pointed out. It

is in effect a simile without any word expressing

comparison. Thus, "that man is a fox," is a

metaphor; but "that man is like a fox," is a

simile. So we say, a man bridles his anger;

beauty awakens love or tender passions; oppo-

sition fires courage.

Metaphysics, met^a fiz'iks, a term generally

applied to mental science, as distinguished from

physical science. Metaphysics is of a higher

order than all natural sciences, for its province is

the consideration of the nature and validity of

general notions, such as matter, space, time,

motion, cause and ejject and many others that

are presupposed in all scientific investigation and

theory. The physical scientist, for example,

assumes that we live upon a sphere which is

suspended in space and upon which all phe-

nomena are governed by the law of cause and
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effect. But the metaphysician is not content

merely to assume the existence of space and the

reahty of the law of cause and effect; he ajia-

lyzes these notions and determines their nature

and value. Metaphysics is distinct from the

science of psychology, for psychology deals only

with the nature of the operation and laws of

mental action, while metaphysics is concerned

with the ultimate value of the general forms of

thought peculiar to human consciousness.

Met'calf, Victor Howard (1853- ), an
American lawyer and politician, born at Utica,

N. Y. He graduated from Yale I^aw School in

1876, was admitted to the bar in the same year

and began practice in his native town. Two
years later he moved to California, where he

practiced law from 1881 to 1904. He served

three terms in Congress, resigning to accept an

appointment as secretary of the department of

commerce and labor in 1904.

Me'teor, a name originally given to any

atmospheric phenomenon, but now more usually

applied to the phenomena known as shooting

stars, falling stars, fire balls or bolides, aerolites,

meteorolites or meteoric stones. It is generally

believed that these phenomena are all of the

same nature and are due to the existence of a

great number of bodies, some of them very

small, revolving round the sun, which, when
they happen to pass through the earth's atmos-

phere, are heated by friction and become lumi-

nous. Under certain circumstances portions of

these bodies reach the earth's surface, and these

are known as meteorites, or meteoric stones.

These stones consist of known chemical elements.

They have this peculiarity, that whereas native

iron is extremely rare among terrestrial minerals,

it usually is present in meteorites. It is known
as meteoric iron. Exceptionally large showers

of meteors appear in August, from the ninth to

the fourteenth day, and in November, on the

thirteenth and fourteenth, every year. The
November showers exhibit their greatest bril-

liancy every thirty-three years.

Me'teorol'Ogy, the science which treats of

the atmosphere, especially in its relation to

climate and weather. Meteorology is a com-

paratively recent science, and its present degree

of perfection has been reached through the

observations made under the auspices of the

governments of civilized nations. In making

these observations, the conditions given the

greatest weight are temperature, barometric

pressure and humidity. Upon temperature and

barometric pressure depend the prevailing winds.

which bring either fair or foul weather. The
weather forecasts of a country are made known
by a weather map, which appears daily, or oftener.

The weather map of the tlnited States bureau is

published twice a day. This map shows the

area of low pressure and the area of high pres-

sure, which are marked respectively low and
high. The direction of the wind is indicated,

as are the places where rain or snow is falling.

Places of equal temperature are connected by
isotherms, and those of equal pressure, by iso-

bars (See Isobars; Isothermals). All of

these points of information are indicated by the

use of symbols, which are described in explana-

tory notes accompanying the map.
By comparing the map under construction

with the preceding one, the forecaster learns in

what direction the areas of low pressure are

moving and how far they have traveled during

the interval. From this comparison, from the

information contained in the last reports of the

stations and from his experience, he is able to

predict with a fair degree of certainty the weather

for the various localities in his district for the

next twenty-four or forty-eight hours.

Excellent weather bureaus are now main-

tained by Great Britain, France, Germany,
Austria-Hungary and Japan, but that of the

United States is the most extensive, and its

information is the most generally distributed.

See Climate; Storms; Weather Bureau.
Consult Davis's Elements of Meteorology and
Ferrell's Popular Treatise on Winds.

Me'ter, the arrangement of words in rhyth-

mical units, such as Hues, stanzas and verses.

The term is also applied to the unit of measure

itself. A metrical hne is divided into a number
of units, called feet. In certain languages, par-

ticularly in Latin and Greek, the versification

depends on the length of the vowels in the syl-

lables in these feet; in English, however, as in

the other Germanic and in the Romance lan-

guages, the meter depends on the number of

syllables in a line and takes no account of the

length of their vowels. The most common
meters in English are iambic, in which a foot

contains two syllables, an unaccented, or short,

syllable and an accented, or long, syllable, in

the order named; trochaic, in which a foot con-

tains two syllables, a long and a short; anapestic,

in which the foot has two short and one long

syllable; dactylic, in which the foot has one long

and two short syllables; amphibrachic, in which

a foot consists of three syllables, the first and

the last short, the middle one long.
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Meter, the unit measure of length In the

French, or metric, system, equal to about 39.37

English inches, or 3.2S feet, being the ten-

millionth part of the distance from the equator

to the pole, as ascertained by actual measure-

ment of an arc of this meridian. See Metric
System.

Meth'ane, Marsh Gas or Fire Damp, a gas

produced by decaying vegetable matter under

water, and therefore found in the gases which

bubble up through stagnant water. It is color-

less and odorless and burns with a blue flame.

It is found in many coal mines and from its

explosive nature has been productive of great

damage,

Meth'odist Epis'copal Church. See

Methodists.

Meth'odists, a general name given the fol-

lowers of John Wesley. Wesley called his

people the United Society. The first organ-

ization was formed in 1739. As the numbers
increased, other societies were formed, and
Wesley subdivided them into classes, placing

a leader over each class. Each leader had his

circuit, and several circuits were presided over

by a clergyman, while Wesley was at the head
of the organization. In 1741 lay preaching was
introduced, and in 1784 the denomination

became independent of the Church of Eng-
land, the first act securing this independence

being the consecrating of two men for missions

in North America. In doing this, Wesley

assumed power not granted him by the Church.

At the conference held in Baltimore that year,

the name Methodist Episcopal Church was
assumed. "WTiile this is the leading branch of

Methodists, there are a number of others.

The Methodist Protestant Church grew out of

a desire to have laymen admitted to the Church
councils. In 1843 the Wesleyan Methodist
Connection was organized by a following which
was strongly opposed to slavery, and this was
the beginning of a division of sentiment which
led, at about the time of the Civil War, to the

separation of the Church in the United States

into two great divisions, the Methodist Episco-
pal Church, most of whose followers were
opposed to slavery, and the Methodist Episcopal

Church South, composed almost wholly of

slaveholding members or members that were in

sympathy with that institution. The Free
Methodist Church was also organized in New
York in 1860, and the African Methodist
Church, designed particularly for colored peo-

ple, was organized in Philadelphia in 1816, but

it did not receive any considerable membership
until after the Civil War.
The chief doctrines of the Church are a belief

that all men are sinners; that God the Father

loves all men and hates sin; that Christ died

for all men to make sure the salvation of all

who believe in Him; that the Holy Spirit is

given to all men to incline them to repent and
believe in Christ; that all who repent are for-

given, regenerated and adopted as children of

God, and that all who persevere to the end shall

be saved in Heaven forever.

The governing body of the Church in the

United States is a general conference, composed
of the bishops and other general Church officials,

of ministerial delegates and lay delegates elected

by each conference, the number being appor-

tioned in accordance with membership. This

body meets every four years and legislates con-

cerning all lines of Church activity. It also

elects the general officers, such as bishops,

secretaries and editors of the leading publica-

tions. The Church ha.s always been active in

mis.sionary work and maintains missions in all

parts of the world. In 1907 the number of

communicants in the English-speaking world

was 8,650,000, of which over 5,460,000

were in the United States. In this country

there are about 49,000 ministers and 85,000.

churches.

Meth'ods of Teaching, plans of procedure

so as to obtain results in the instruction of

children. The term methodology is also fre-

quently used to denote the science of method.

Since all learning is by mental activity of the

learner, methods of teaching are founded upon
the principles and laws of psychology, and the

teacher should have a thorough acquaintance

with these (See Psychology). The close rela-

tion of mind and body also makes it necessary

that the teacher have some knowledge of the

child's physical condition. She should at least

understand the relation of effort to fatigue and
the effect of fatigue upon the system, the plastic

condition of the nervous system and the order

of development of the mental powers. At
school age the intelligence of children depends

largely upon their home and neighborhood

associations; hence, if she would be successful,

the teacher must also become acquainted with

the child's environment.

Mental Processes. The mind is aroused

to activity by impressions received through the

special senses. When perceived, these impres-

sions become ideas (See Sensation; Percep'
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tion). Ideas thus obtained are elaborated by
mental processes, such as imagination and
reason. There are, then, two sources of knowl-

edge—the world about us, and the mind itself;

but in order that the second source may be
available, the mind must first acquire ideas

through the senses. The first work of the

teacher of young children is to assist them in

getting these ideas. During the first few years,

the child's powers of observation, his memory
and his imagination should receive careful

training. As the reasoning powers develop,

the child should be led to increase his depend-

ence upon them. From the fourth grade on,

especially, the teacher should give attention to

the development of the reasoning powers, as

well as to the development of the powers

of observation and memory. See Concept;
Reason.
Presentation of Subjects. Attention is

essential to learning. If the child is to acquire

an idea, he must concentrate his mental powers

upon it, and this requires an act of will. But
before the child wQLs to give his attention to an

object, he must feel that a knowledge of it wUl

satisfy some want; that is, he must have an

interest in it. The teacher's success depends

upon her ability to awaken this interest. In

her presentation of subjects, she should be

guided by a few general principles. These

are:

(1) Interest is common to all children, but

often needs to be directed by the teacher.

(2) Children are most easily interested in

what they know something about; therefore, in

selecting subjects for young children, the teacher

should have due regard for what they already

know. It would be difficult to interest a begin-

ning class of a rural school in a large building

or a city street which they had never seen, and

it would be equally difficult to interest a similar

class of a city school in a cornfield if they had

never ^^sited the country.

(3) Children are not interested in what they

cannot understand ; therefore, each lesson should

be a preparation for the one to follow, and the

grade of work should be kept well within the

capacity of the children.

(4) Interest leads to attention, and attention

requires effort and is followed by fatigue. Most

lessons in primary grades should not exceed ten

or fifteen minutes in length. With older pupils

the time can be extended, but in all cases, when

interest begins to wane the exercise should he

changed. The arrangement of the lesson
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should be logical, so that pupils wnll have no
difficulty in seeing the relations of the parts to

each other, and the presentation should be such
that the connection with the previous lesson is

equally clear. The teacher's explanation should

be in simple language and should contain such
illustrations as will appeal to the pupil's experi-

ence. Descriptions should be clear, vivid and
lifelike. See Attention; Feeung; Interest.

Formal Steps m Learning. The pupil

must take three formal steps in every complete

act of learning, namely, the formation of the

indi'i'idual idea or notion, the formation of the

class idea, or the general notion, and the appli-

cation of the general notion to individual notions

or ideas. In other words, these steps are the

acquisition of knowledge, the classification of

knowledge and the use of knowledge.

The Individual Notion. All ideas obtained

through the senses or by concrete illustrations

are distinct, as the idea of a chair, a house or a
good deed. They are obtained by the obser-

vation of individual objects or by the hearing of

particular instances of what others have done,

and they contain the qualities belonging to each

of these objects or instances, respectively.

Their acquisition is the first formal step in gain-

ing knowledge, and during the first ten years of

his life, the child's mental energies are very

largely occupied in acquiring individual notions.

See Perception.

Tlie General Notion. Unclassified knowledge

is of but little use, and the child soon begins to

compare his ideas. In so doing, he discovers

their resemblances and differences. If he is

acquainted with a cat and unacquainted with a

dog, upon his first seeing a dog he may call it a

cat, because he notices that each has four legs

and fails to notice the points of difference. With

further obser\'ation of dogs and cats, he dis-

covers that they have more points of difference

than of resemblance, and he forms a conclusion

that a dog is not a cat. He has now arranged

his ideas of dog and cat in two groups, each of

which includes certain qualities that do not

belong to the other. In a similar manner, he

classifies all his other ideas. Each class idea

is a general notion. Its formation requires the

use of all mental powers and is much more

difficult than the formation of indi\'idual no-

tions.

A general notion includes only those quaUties

common to all the objects of the class to which

it apphes; that is, it is abstract. The notion

man includes only those qualities common to all
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men, and it cannot be perceived by the senses,

but as soon as the idea comes into consciousness,

it is appUed to an indi\'idual, and its existence is

seldom noted. For these reasons general no-

tions are not easily understood.

The teacher should assist the pupil in the

formation of general notions. The first step is

to see that the pupil acquires correct and well-

defined individual notions; the second is to

prevent the formation of conclusions without

sufficient observation, and the third is to show

the pupils the value and importance of a good

stock of general notions. The principles and

rules of arithmetic are good illustrations of gen-

eral notions. From the beginning of the study

of number, the teacher should lead the pupils to

discover these principles and to construct the

rules. See Inductive Method.
Application of the General Notion. When a

new idea is received, it is compared with ideas

already in the mind and classified. If a child

has formed the general notion fruit, the first time

he examines a quince he will compare it with

this idea and decide that it is or is not a fruit.

His conclusion will be right or wrong according

to the correctness of his general notion and the

care with which he examines the object (See

Apperception). This is the third formal step

in the act of learning and is essential to the suc-

cess of the other two. It is the measure by

which the}' are to be judged. Use is the only

true test of knowledge. Unless the pupils can

apply their rules of arithmetic to the solution

of real problems; imless they can apply their

definitions in language to selections which they

have not before seen, the teacher may be cer-

tain that their general notions are not well

defined. Failure to apply general notions

usually follows the memorizing of rules and

definitions without first discovering them ex-

perimentally. Within the range of their capacity

pupils should have a large amount of work

requiring the application of the general notions

which they have formed to new individual

notions. See Deductive Method,
While these mental processes and formal steps

have, for the purpose of treatment, been con-

sidered separately, it should be remembered

that they all belong together, but that at one time

the teacher should give particular attention to

one, and at another time, to another, as the con-

ditions require.

Classification op Methods. The par-

ticular stress placed upon the different steps in

an act of learning has led some authorities to

classify methods as analytic or, synthetic

inductive or deductive. By the first is meant

the study of an object in such a manner as to

discover its various qualities, which are con-

sidered one after the other. All objects are first

apprehended as wholes, and their complex

nature is afterwards determined by analysis.

The second, or synthetic method, means the

combination of qualities ascertained by analysis

into a new whole, different from that with which

we began. Inductive and deductive methods

are explained under their respective heads.

But methods are classified for very much the

same purpose as the mental processes are, and

what are termed different methods are only

different phases of method. A good method

uses them all. In forming his individual notion

of an orange, the child first comprehends it as

a round, yellow object. He then proceeds to

test it with all his senses and combines into his

idea the qualities he thus ascertains. His second

idea, a new whole, is much more complex than

the first. In forming his general notions, the

child holds in mind the qualities of the object

which the notion includes, groups together those

qualities common to all the objects in the class

and rejects the others. In all the steps attend-

ing an act of learning, the question is the most

potent instrument which the teacher can use.

By questions she can direct the child's thought,

steer him clear of entangling side issues and

stimulate his attention until he reaches the

desired end.

Method and Devices. Careful distinction

should be made between method and devices.

The method is a systematic plan of teaching,

based upon the laws governing mental develop-

ment. A device is a scheme for assisting a pupil

or a class to understand a principle or for holding

the attention on a subject which of itself is not

of particular interest. Blocks for teaching

number, objects and pictures for teaching

language, are devices to assist in carrying out

the method selected by the teacher. Devices

are useful and necessary, but they should always

be chosen with care and so used as to assist in

carrying out the method adopted. The danger

attending their use is that they will be continued

too long and will be given too much prominence.

In addition to the articles referred to, see

Imagination; Memory; Will; Habit. Con-

sult McMurry's General Method and The

Method of the Recitation; De Garmo's Essentials

of Method; Compayre's Lectures on Pedagogy,

and Salisbury's The Theory of Teaching.
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Methu'en, Mass., a town in Essex co., 2 mi.

n. of Lawrence, on the Spicket River and on the

Boston & Maine railroad. It has the Nevins

Memorial Library and contains manufactures of

cottons, woolens, knit and worsted goods, yarns,

baskets, organs and other articles. The place

was settled in 1641 and remained a part of Haver-

hill until 1725. Population in 1905, 8676.

Meth'yl Al'cohol. See Wood Alcohol.

Meth'ylated Spirit or Wood Spirit, spirit

of wine, containing ten per cent of wood naphtha,

which contains a large proportion of methylic

alcohol. The naphtha communicates a dis-

agreeable flavor, which renders it unfit for drink-

ing. It is of much use in the arts as a solvent

for preserving specimens and in the manufac-

ture of paints and varnishes.

Meton'ic Oy'cle, a cycle of nineteen years,

invented by Meton the Athenian, about 432 b. c.

The Greeks reckoned time by lunar months,

and so, in order to bring their religious festivals

and rites in accord with the seasons, they tried

to make the solar year of 365 days, 5 hours, 48

minutes and 56 seconds into accord with twelve

lunar months, or 354 days, 8 hours and 48

minutes. By Meton's invention, 7 months, 5

of them having 30 days and 2 having 29 days,

were inserted, one every third, sixth, eighth,

eleventh, fourteenth, seventeenth and nineteenth

year of the cycle. The slight error in this was

corrected afterward by Callippus. The date at

which the Metonic cycle began is not certain,

but authorities agree that the corrected Callippic

cycle began June 29, 330 b. c. The number of

any year in the cycle was called the golden number.

Since the adoption of the Gregorian calendar,

the golden number of any year is reckoned from

1 B. c, as in that year the- new moon fell on

January 1. To find the golden number of any

year of the calendar, add one to the year and

divide by nineteen. The undivided remainder

is the golden number; if there is no remainder,

the golden number is nineteen and the year is

the last of a cycle. Thus, the golden number of

1904 was five. See Epact.

Meton'ymy, the name given to the figure of

rhetoric which consists in the substituting for one

thing another which is closely related to it.

Thus, a part may be substituted for the whole,

the abstract for the concrete, or the symbol for

the thing symbolized, as, "Gray hairs should

be respected."

Met'ric System, a system of weights and

measures of which the unit is the meter, which

was originally equal in length to one ten-millionth

of a quarter of the meridian of the earth. This
is divided into tenths, hundredths, thousandths,

etc., for units of lower denominations, and mul-
tiplied by 10, 100, 1000, etc., for units of higher

denominations. The names of the larger units

are formed by the use of the Greek prefixes

deka (10), hekto (100), kilo (1000), mxjria (10,-

000); the names of the divisions of the standard

unit are formed by the use of the Latin prefixes

deci (.1), centi (.01), milli (.001). Thus, 1

dekameter equals 10 meters, 1 hektometer equals

100 meters, 1 kilometer equals 1000 meters; 1

decimeter equals .1 meter, 1 centimeter equals

.01 meter, 1 millimeter equals .001 meter. Even
the units of capacity and weight are based upon
the linear unit. Thus, 1 liter, which is the unit

of capacity, equals a cubic decimeter. The
gram unit of weight equals the weight of one

cubic centimeter of distUled water at a tempera-

ture of 4° centigrade. The square dekameter,

a common unit of surface measure, is also called

the are. The square hektometer is called the

hektare. The following table gives the approxi-

mate equivalent of the important xmits of metric

weights and measures in units of the English

system

:

1 meter = 1.093 yds. = 3.28 ft. = 39.37 in.

1 kilo. = g mi.

1 liter = 1 cu. dm. = 1 qt. = .028 bu. = 61.035 cu. in

1 kilog. = 2J lbs. avoir.

1 gram = .002 lbs. avoir. = .032 Troy oz. = 15i gr.

1 are = .025 acres = 119.603 sq. yds.

1 hektare = 2.471 acres = 11,960.332 sq. yds.

1 sq. meter = 10 sq. ft.

The metric units, being based upon the deci-

mal system, are far more conveniently handled

than those of the English system and are being

adopted in all parts of the world. The metric

system is now the obligatory system in Germany,

Austria-Hungary, Belgiiun, Brazil, Chile, Argen-

tina, Spain, Greece, Mexico, the Netherlands,

Peru, Portugal, Rumania and Servia, Norway,

Sweden, Switzerland and Venezuela and has

been legally authorized in Egypt, Great Britain,

Russia, Turkey and the United States. In the

United States it is now used in the arts and

sciences and in many governmental departments.

Efforts have been made at frequent intervals for

more than a century to have the system officially

adopted in the United States, but so far without

avail.

Met'ronome, an instrument consisting of a

weighted pendulum moving on a pivot and set

in motion by clockwork. Its purpose is to

mark, by its vibrations, the quickness or slow-

ness with which musical compositions are to be
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executed. There is a sliding weight attached

to the pendulum rod, by the shifting of which

up or down the ^-ibrations may be made slower

or quicker, an accompanjing scale indicating the

number of audible beats per minute.

Metternich, inet'tur niK, Clemens Wenzel
Xepomuk Lotblvr, Prince (1773-1859), an

Austrian statesman. He represented Austria as

ambassador at various European courts between

ISOl and 1809. In the latter year he became

minister of foreign affairs. In 1813, after the

French reverses in Russia, Austria gave in her

adhesion to the other allied powers and declared

war against France. From this period the

policy of Austria, and in a great measure that of

the other leading Continental powers, was

shaped by Metternich. His policy was always

reactionary and strictly opposed to the feeling

of nationality which was growing up in Germany
(See Holy ALLL^>^'CE). He continued in power

till, by the revolution of 1848, he was driven

from office and had to flee to England, where he

remained till 1851.

Metz, a city of Germany, capital of the dis-

trict of Lorraine, at the confluence of the Moselle

and the Seille, 80 mi. n. w. of Strassburg. The
city consists of an older portion, with narrow

streets, and a well-built newer part, which has

beautiful open squares and some fine buildings.

Among the most noteworthy buildings is the

Cathedral of Saint Stephen, which was begun in

the thirteenth century. The manufactures com-

prise leather, shoes, woolens, cottons, hosiery,

hats, muslin and glue. From the middle of the

sixteenth century, Metz belonged until 1870 to

France. On October 27, 1870, Bazaine, with

the French army, surrendered here to the Ger-

mans, and the city was included in the cession of

territory to Germany at the peace of 1871.

Since that time its fortifications have been

greatly strengthened. Population in 1900,

58,524.

Meuse, moz, a river of Europe which rises in

France in the southern part of the Department

of Haute-Mame and flows through France,

Belgium and the Netherlands, and after joining

the Waal flows into the North Sea. Its length

is 575 miles, and it is navigable for about 400

miles. It is connected with the Moselle and the

Oise by Canals.

Mexican War, The, the war between the

United States and Mexico in the years 1846-

1848. The fundamental cause of this struggle

was the desire of the pro-slavery party in the

United States to secure additional slavery terri-

tory. This led to an early recognition of the

independence of the Republic of Texas, in 1837,

to the long agitation in favor of the annexation

of Texas in spite of Mexico's earnest opposition,

an end which was accomplished in 1845, and,

finally, to a dispute over the boundary of Texas.

As a Mexican state, Texas had been bounded on

the south by the Nueces River, but when ad-

mitted to the Union it claimed, and was sup-

ported by the United States in the claim, that

the Rio Grande was its natural boundary. In

1845 James K. Polk became president, and his

open ambition was to gain for the United States

all the territory of California, Oregon, New
Mexico and Texas. He therefore ordered

General Taylor, who had been stationed at the

Nueces River with about three thousand men,

to cross that river and proceed to the Rio Grande.

This was done and was answered by a counter-

advance by the Mexicans into the disputed terri-

tory. On April 23, 1846, a small body of Ameri-

cans was defeated by a force of Mexicans.

Immediately President Polk sent a message to

Congress, declaring that a state of war existed

"through the act of Mexico herself." Con-

gress accepted this partial view of the matter

and on May 13 declared war and immediately

voted money and supplies for its prosecution.

On May 8 General Taylor met a body of about

six thousand Mexicans at Palo Alto and admin-

istered a severe defeat, though his own txoops

numbered but two thousand. The Mexicans

fell back upon Resaca de la Palma, but were

again defeated on the following dky. Taylor's

spring campaign ended May 18, when he occu-
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pied Matamoros. There he remained until

September, when he advanced upon Monterey,

which fell after a short siege, September 24.

Meantime, American troops had occupied New
Mexico and upper California, and Colonel

Doniphan had taken possession of the important

territory around Chihuahua.

These American successes, however, were not

sufficient to lead the Mexicans to overtures of

peace; consequently, in the following spring

General Scott was sent to the front with a new
force. He also took ten thousand men from

General Taylor's army. Scott landed at Vera
Cruz on March 7, 1847, and conducted a con-

tinuous bombardment until March 27, when the

city surrendered. The Mexican general, Santa

Anna, though formerly exiled for his failure to

accomplish the subjugation of Texas, had now
returned and was in supreme command of the

Mexican troops. He decided to march against

Taylor, whose force had been depleted. He
reached the vicinity of Monterey, February 20.

Taylor retired to Buena Vista, where he inflicted

a severe defeat three days later, w4th a loss of

about eight hundred, the Mexican loss being

fully twice as many.
Two months later Scott left Vera Cruz, stormed

the mountain pass of Cerro Gordo and pressed

on, driving the Mexicans before him, toward

Puebla. There the Americans rested until

August, when they moved forward, about eleven

thousand strong. On August 19 and 20 three

severe battles were fought about ten miles from

the City of Mexico, at Contreras, San Antonio

and Churubusco. In all, the Americans were

far outnumbered, but by the greatest skill and
bravery they gained decisive victories. After an
armistice of about three weeks, Scott advanced

to the city's gates and won a brilliant victory at

Molino del Rey. On September 13 he stormed

the heights of Chapultepec and on the next day
entered the Mexican capital in triumph.

The war was ended by the Treaty of Guada-
lupe Hidalgo, which was signed February 2,

1848. The most remarkable featiu-e of the con-

test was the training'which it furnished to young
officers who later played conspicuous parts in the

great Civil War. Anong these were Stonewall

Jackson, George B. McClellan, George G.

Meade, U. S. Grant, Robert E. Lee and Jefferson

Davis, who was to be president of the Confed-

eracy. It also resulted in the elevation of Gen-

eral Taylor to the presidency in the following

administration.

(For a more detailed story of the battles of the
108

Mexican War, see articles upon the important
battles, also the biographies of the leading actors,

and the article upon Guadalupe Hidalgo,
Treaty of.)

Mex'ico, a republic of North America,
between the United States and Central America.
It is bounded on the n. by the United States

and the Gulf of Mexico, on the e. by the
Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea and British

Honduras and on the s. and w. by the
Pacific Ocean and Guatemala. The boundary
between Mexico and the United States has a
length of 1833 miles, of which the Rio Grande,
the boundary between Mexico and Texas, forms
1136. The country narrows rapidly from its

northern extremity. In the south, the peninsula
of Yucatan turns northward, and on the west,

the large narrow peninsula of Lower California,

separated from the mainland by the Gulf of

California, extends southward for about 700
mUes. The total area of JNIexico, including the

islands about the coast, is 767,000 square miles,

or nearly three times that of Texas.

SuTiFACE and Drainage. Mexico is, roughly

speaking, composed of a large central plateau, or

tableland, above which rise mountain peaks;

two border ridges, the Sierra Madre Oriental on
the east, and the Sierra Madre Occidental on the

west, and narrow coast lands at the foot of the

plateau. The principal summits which rise

above the plateau are of volcanic origin. Some
few of these are semi-active or dormant, but the

greater number of them are extinct. The chief

of these volcanoes are Orizaba, or Citlaltepetl

(Star Mountain), 18,250 feet high, the loftiest

point in the country; Popocatepetl (Smoky
Mountain), 17,520 feet high, the most famous of

Mexican volcanoes; Ixtaccihuatl CWTiite

\\t)man), 16,950 feet high; Nevado de Toluca,

14,950 feet; IMalinche, 13,460 feet; Cofre de
Perote, 13,400 feet, and Jorullo, 4330 feet. This

last volcano is famous because it is said to have

risen above the plain in a single night of its

eruption in 1759. Most of these volcanoes are

situated near the southern border of the great

plateau. The three first named are above the

limit of perpetual snow, which is here almost

15,000 feet.

The total coast line of Mexico is somewhat
over 7300 miles. The ports on the Atlantic side

are most of them insecure, and many of them
are mere roadsteads. On the western coast

there is, however, a series of magnificent ports

from Acapulco to Gua\Tnas, many of which are

scarcely, if at all, frequented. This is accounted
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for by the fact that they are separated from the

industrial center of the country by lofty moun-

tains, and transportation is therefore difficult

and expensive. The largest river of Mexico is

the Rio Grande del Norte, which forms the

boundary between the United States and Mexico

and belongs partly to each country. The other

rivers are for the most part insignificant, as

many of them are but rapid torrents, which

descend from the central plateau to the sea,

overflowing at some seasons of the year and

drnng up at others. The lakes of Mexico are

numerous, but of little importance. Some of

them have no outlet. Chapala, which is mostly

in Jalisco, is the largest lake in the country.

Cu.>L\TE. Mexico lies between latitude 14°

3(y and 32° 40' north and is therefore for half

of its length in the Torrid Zone. The peculiar

structure of the surface, however, causes the

greatest diversity of climate. The Mexicans

divide their climate into three zones—the hot

lands, along the coast, extending to an eleva-

tion of alx)ut 3000 feet; the temperate lands,

from 3000 to 6000 feet above the sea, and the

cold lands, 7000 feet or more above sea level.

In the first of these zones the mean annual

temperature is from 78° to 82° F., and the sea-

coasts are exceedingly unhealthful. In the

temperate zone the temperature is from 62° to

70°, and in the cold lands, from 59° to 63° F.

The rainfall is exceedingly uneven. Over most

of the plateau it is not more than 25 inches,

while in some other parts of the country it is

as high as 130 inches. Earthquakes are not

infrequent, but they usually do little damage.

Mineral Resources. In its mineral re-

sources ^lexico is one of the richest countries in

the world. It leads the world in the production

of silver, and although the gold-mining industry

has received comparatively little attention, on

account of the great expense involved, it is

known that there is gold in great abundance.

Among the other minerals are copper, lead,

quicksilver, tin, sulphur, salt, cobalt and anti-

mony. In fuel, ]\Iexico is deficient. Much of

the coal used is brought from England and the

United States, although there are coal beds in

the country which, if they were not so far from

lines of transportation, would furnish fuel in

plenty.

Agriculture. Mexico is a country of great

natural resources. There is a vast variety of

useful indigenous trees and plants, and many
others have been introduced. In the forests

along the coasts may be found palms and

acacias, rubber trees, mahogany, ebony and
ironwood trees, while in the higher zones ever-

green oaks, pines, firs and spruce flourish. The
principal agricultural products are sugar cane,

coffee, cacao, vanilla, corn, tobacco, indigo and

the agave, or American aloe, some species of

which are cultivated for their fiber, known as

sisal hemp, and some for the juice, which, when
fermented, forms the national beverage of

Mexico, known as pulque. Stock raising is one

of the leading industries of the country, espe-

cially in the north. The cattle are small and of

rather inferior quality; the horses are small and

hardy, and the sheep produce a coarse and

inferior quality of wool. Much is being done,

however, to improve the breeds of all of the

domestic animals.

Manufactures. The leading manufactures

of Mexico are those of distilled liquors, cotton

and woolen goods, pottery, tobacco and cigars,

rum and molasses.

Transportation. Within the last quarter of

a century the railroad system of Mexico has

been greatly improved. There are over 12,000

miles of railway in operation, and connections

exist between all of the principal cities and com-

mercial centers. The cities are supplied with

tramways. There are 45,000 miles of telegraph

lines and a telephone system including 27,220

miles of line.

Commerce. Among the exports of Mexico,

the precious metals are by far the most impor-

tant, constituting on an average about two-

fifths of the total exports, or, in the year 1904r-

1905, about $79,000,000 out of about' $194,000,-

000. The other important exports are sisal

hemp, copper, lead, coffee, woods, tobacco and

animal products. The imports of the country,

which are smaller in value than the exports,

are largely cotton and woolen manufactures,

wrought iron and machinery. By far the greater

part of the exports go to the United States,

which furnishes more than one-half of the

imports, or, in 1904-1905, about $48,000,000

out of about $85,000,000.

Inhabitants and Language. Of the popu-

lation of Mexico, about 20 per cent are pure

white, 43 per cent are of mixed race, and the

remainder are indians (See Indians, American,

color plate, Figs. 8 and 9). The Creoles, persons

of Spanish-Aztec descent, are the dominant

race, and the Spanish language is generally

spoken throughout Mexico. Of the foreign

nations, the English, the Germans and the French

are best represented, and there are certain
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branches of trade which are almost entirely in

the hands of these peoples.

Education. In most of the states of Mexico
education is free and compulsory, but as the

compulsory education laws are by no means
strictly enforced, illiteracy is very common.
Little has been done toward the education of the

Indians, and even the foreigners, except those

who are prominently engaged in trade, are

uneducated. The scliools are supported partly

by the central government, partly by the state

governments and partly as charitable institu-

tions. There are law, medical, agricultural

and engineering schools and numerous mu-
seums and libraries, the most noteworthy of

which is the national library, with 205,000

volumes.

Government .'Vnd Religion. Mexico is a

federal republic, consisting of 27 states, 3 terri-

tories and a federal district, which comprises

Mexico, the capital of the Republic, and a small

portion of adjoining territory. The constitu-

tion, which was adopted in 1857, is modeled on

that of the United States and leaves the states

supreme in their internal affairs. The executive

power is vested in a president, who is elected for

a term of six years by electors chosen by the

people. An amendment t6 the constitution was
passed in 1890, providing that the president may
be elected for any number of consecutive terms.

There is no vice-president, but Congress has the

power to choose an acting president when the

president Ls unable to fulfill his duties. The
cabinet consists of seven members, whose

departments are foreign affairs, interior, justice

and public instruction, fomento (industry and

colonization), communication and public works,

finance and public credit, war and marine.

The legislative branch of the government is

composed of a Senate and a House of Repre-

sentatives. The representatives and senators

are chosen by indirect election, the senators for

four years, the representatives for two. There

are two senators from each state and from the

federal district, and half of them are chosen

every two years. The judicial power rests with

the Supreme Court and district and circuit

courts. Each state elects its own governor and

its own legislature, which usually consists of

but one house.

Roman Catholicism is the prevailing rehgion,

but there is no State Church. All religions aie

tolerated, but no religious body can own landed

property. Out of over ten thousand churches,

fewer than two hundred are Protestant. Some

few of the Indians hold to their idolatry, but most
of them have been converted to Christianity.

Cities. The chief cities are INIexico, the

capital; Guadalajara, Puebla, San Luis Potosi,

Guanajuato, Leon, IMonterey, Merida, Vera
Cruz, Oaxaca, Orizaba, INIorelia, Pachuca,
Zacatecas and Saltillo, each of which is described

under its title.

History. Before 1521 Mexico was inhabited

by the Aztecs and was ruled by native emperors.

This race had attained a remarkable degree of

civilization, and interesting remains of their

architecture are extant in the teccallis, or pyra-

mids, of Cholula, Puebla and Papantla (See

Aztec). In 1521 Mexico fell into the hands
of the Spaniards under Cortez (See Cortez,
Hernando). Cortez called it New Spain

and was created its captain general. Many
Spaniards emigrated from Spain, and in time

New Spain came to include a vast territory

to the north of the present Mexico. The first

viceroy was appointed in 1535, and from that

time for almost three centuries the country

remained a Spanish possession. The spirit of

discontent caused by the selfishness of the

Spanish rule manifested itself in open rebellion,

when, in 1808, the unsettled state of affairs in

Spain offered an opportunity. This rebellion,

begun by a priest, Hidalgo, was continued with

more or less vigor, and in 1821 the independence

of Mexico was assured. After an unsuccessful

attempt to secure a Bourbon prince for the

throne, Iturbide, the chief of the insurgents,

caused himself to be proclaimed emperor, in

May, 1822. In the following year, however, he

was forced to abdicate, and in 1824 a consti-

tution, modeled in part on that of the United

States, was adopted and a Federal Republic was

proclaimed. Since the acquisition of its inde-

pendence Mexico has had a most unsettled

history, and has been the scene of almost inces-

sant civil wars. A revolution in Texas in 1835

procured the independence of that territory,

and eleven years later a dispute regarding the

boundary of Texas led to a war with the United

States (See Mexican War, The). By the

treaty which closed this war. New Mexico,

which included part of the present Arizona and

New Mexico, all of Utah and Nevada and part

of Upper Colorado and Wyoming, were given

up to the United States. In 1862-1863 a

French army entered Mexico, and under the

protection of Napoleon HI, Maximilian reigned

as emperor from 1864 to 1867 (See Maxi-

milian). In 1867 the Republic was again pro-
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claimed, with Juarez as president. Since 1876

Mexico has developed greatly, chiefly owing to

the ability of Porfirio Diaz, who from that date

was president for more than thirty years, with

the exception of the term from 1880 to 1884 (See

Diaz, Porfirio).

The population of Mexico cannot be ascer-

tained with exactness, as correct census returns

cannot be obtained from the indians. In 1900,

however, the records showed the population to

be 13,005,919.

Consult Maturin M. Ballou's Aztec Land,

Charles F. Lummis's The Awakening of a

Nation and Elizabeth Visere McGary's An
American Girl in Mexico.

Mex'ico, the capital of the Republic of

Mexico, in the State of Mexico and within the

federal district, about 7400 feet above the

level of the sea. It is about equally distant from

Vera Cruz, on the Mexican Gulf, and Acapulco,

on the Pacific. It is built on a beautiful site

and Is laid out with great regularity. The
city is distinctly Spanish in appearance, as

a result of the long Spanish rule in Mexico.

The great square, known as the Plaza de Mayor,

or Plaza de Armas, is the center of the life of the

city. The principal buildings are the cathe-

dral, which forms one of the sides of the central

square and is one of the most magnificent

churches in America; the national palace;

the National Museum of Natural History and

Antiquities, which contains a remarkable col-

lection of Aztec reUcs; the national library,

which contains over 200,000 volumes; the

mint, and the School of Mines. There are also

numerous convents, hospitals, churches and

theaters. The manufactures are of compara-

tively little importance and comprise linens,

silks, gold and silver ware, hats, carriages and

soap. The most of the trade is in the hands of

foreigners. Mexico has a mild and healthful

climate, and since the introduction of an im-

proved system of drainage the death rate, pre-

viously very high, has decreased. Population

in 1900, 344,721.

Mexico, Mo., the county-seat of Audrain co.,

about 112 mi. n. w. of Saint-Louis, on the Salt

River and on the Wabash, the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy and the Chicago & Alton

railroads. The city is in an agricultural region

producing wheat and com, and it has a con-

siderable trade in horses and cattle. There are

flour mills, foundries and manufactures of

dressed marble, agricultural implements and
other articles. Hardin College for women and

the Missouri Military Academy are located

here. The place was settled in 1833 and was

incorporated in 1852. Population in 1900,

5099.

Mexico, Gulf of, a large bay or gulf of the

Atlantic Ocean, on the eastern coast of North

America. It Is oval in form and is nearly sur-

rounded by a continuous coast line of the United

States and Mexico, about 3000 miles in length.

Among the important rivers which empty into

the Gulf of Mexico are the Mississippi, the Rio

Grande, the Colorado of Texas and the Appa-

lachicola. The most important ports on the

gulf are Key West, Tampa, Pensacola, Mobile,

Galveston, Tampico, Vera Cruz and Havana.

The Gulf Stream issues from the Gulf of Mexico

by the Florida Straits (See Gulf Stream).

Meyer, George von Lengerke ( 1858- )

,

an American politician and diplomatist, bom at

Boston, Mass., and educated at Harvard Uni-

versity. After graduation he engaged in busi-

ness and was elected to the common council of

the city of Boston; later he entered the state

legislature and became speaker of the house.

He took a prominent part in the management of

Republican party organization in Massachusetts

and in 1900 was appointed ambassador to Italy

by President McKinley. In 1905 he was trans-

ferred to Russia, and in the following year he

was appointed postmaster-general, to succeed

George B. Cortelyou, whose resignation took

effect in March, 1907.

"Mejerheei, vii'nr bair, Giacomo(1791-1864),

a musical composer, born in Berlin. He studied

at Berlin, Darmstadt and Vienna. His first

two operas, JepJitha's Daughter and Abime-

lek, failed. He then went to Italy, where he

rapidly composed a series of operas which were

generally well received. In 1826 he went to

Paris. There he produced his three greatest

works, Robert le Diable, Les Huguenots and Le

Prophete. In these operas he ceased to be an

imitator of the Italians and disclosed original

powers of a high order.

Mezzo-Rilievo, med'zo re lya'vo, or middle

relief, is the term applied in sculpture to figures

that project one-half their thickness from the

background. It is higher than bas-relief and

lower than alto-rilievo. In viezzo-rilievo the

figures are fully rounded, but there are no por-

tions which are detached from the surface. See

Alto-Rilievo ; Bas-Relief.
Mez'zotint, a particular manner of engraving

on copper or steel, in imitation of painting in

India ink, the lights and shadows being scraped
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and burnished out of a prepared dark ground.

The surface of the plate is first completely cov-

ered with minute incisions, so that it would give

in tliLs condition a uniform black impression.

The design is then drawn on the face, and the

dents are erased from the parts where the lights

of the piece are to be, the parts which are to

represent shades being left untouched or partially

scraped, according to the depth of tone. See

Engraving; Etching.

Miami, mi ah'vie, a tribe of intelligent indiaas

who lived in mud-covered houses in stockaded

towns in southern Wisconsin. About 1G90 they

settled near the present site of Chicago and
extended their conquests east to the Miami
River in Ohio, and they finally made their

principal settlement near where Fort Wayne now
stands. They were engaged in the conspiracy

of Pontiac, and under Tecumseh they fought

against the United States. After the War of

1812 they were moved westward, and now
probably not more than one hundred are

living.

Miami or Great Miami, a river in Ohio,

which rises in Hardin co. and joins the Ohio 20

miles west of Cincinnati. Its length is about

150 miles. Troy, Dayton, Hamilton and Sidney

are the chief towns past which it flows.

Mi'ca, the name of a group of minerals com-

posed largely of aluminum and silica, with vari-

ous proportions of potassium, sodium, iron,

magnesium or some other mineral. The lead-

ing characteristic of the group is their formation

into layers, which can be split into very thin

plates, sometimes not more than jttoVto ^^ ^^

inch in thickness. INIica is always found sur-

rounded by other rocks. It is separated from

these and then cut into blocks, which are then

split into sheets of such thickness as are desired

for the various uses to which the stone is put.

Sometimes plates as large as eighteen inches in

diameter can be obtained. Mica is used for

windows in ships and in other places where

glass would be injured by jarring or by heat, as

in doors of coal stoves. It is also used in the

manufacture of dynamo electric machines. The
most extensive quarries in the United States are

found at Grafton, N. H.

Micah, Book of, one of the prophetical boolcs

of the Bible, considered until recently to be the

work of the prophet Micah, a contemporary of

Isaiah, between 734 and 700 b. c. Recent

criticism gives the first three chapters only to

Micah. The prophecy refers to both Judah

and the northern kingdom.

Mica Schist, sMst, a metamorphic rock, char-

acterized l)y its arrangement in layers, which

are often folded. It is composed almost entirely

of mica and quartz. The mica is usually color-

less, but may be dark, and its arrangement in

layers enables the rock to be easily split into thin

slabs. Mica schist is abundant in mountain-

ous regions and contributes very largely to the

formation of the Appalachian and White Moun-
tains. The peculiar whiteness of these moun-

taias, from wliich they take their name, is caused

by the reflection of light from this rock.

Michael, mi'ka el or vii'kel, Saint, in Jewish

theosophy, the greatest of the angels, one of the

seven archangels, Michael, Gabriel, Raphael,

Uriel, Chamuel, Jophiel and Zadkiel, which

"stand before God." The first three, the prin-

cipal ones, are often represented together in

Christian art. In the New Testament Michael

is spoken of as the guardian angel of the Church.

See Michaelmas.
Michaelmas, mike'el mas, the feast of Saint

Michael the Archangel. It falls on September

29 and is supposed to have been established

toward the close of the fifth century. In Eng-

land, Michaelmas is one of the regular terms for

settling rents. The Lord Mayor of London is

elected on Michaelmas day.

Michelangelo Buonarroti, me kel ahn'je lo

bwo'na ro'tc, (1475-1564), a celebrated Italian

MICHELANGELO

sculptor, painter, architect and poet, born at

Caprese, in Tuscany, of the ancient family of

the counts of Canossa. He studied drawing
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under Domenico Ghirlandaio and sculpture

under Bertoldo at Florence, and having attracted

the notice of Lorenzo de' Medici, he was for

several years an inniate of his household. When
the INIedici were sent into temporary disgrace and

exile, Michelangelo, as one of their retainers,

was forced to flee from Rome and took refuge in

Bologna. In 1505 he was induced by Pope

Julius 11 to settle in Rome. Here he sculptured

the monument of the pontiff (including seven

statues, among which was the famous one of

Moses), now in the Church of Saint Pietro in

Vincoli, and he painted the dome of the Sistine

Chapel, his frescoes representing the creation and

the principal events of sacred history. In 1530

he took a leading part in the defense of Florence

against Charles V, being employed to build the

fortifications around the city. Three years later

he began his great picture in the Sistine Chapel,

The Last Judgment, which occupied him eight

years. His last considerable works in painting

were two large pictures, the Conversion of Saint

Paul and The Crucifixion of Saint Peter, in the

Pauline Chapel. In sculpture he executed The

Descent of Christ from the Cross, four figures, of

one piece of marble. His statue of Bacchus was

thought by Raphael to possess equal perfection

with the masterpieces of Phidias and Praxiteles.

As late as 1546 he was obliged to undertake the

continuation of the building of Saint Peter's, by

th« order of Pope Paul III, and he planned and

built the dome, but he did not live long enough

to see his plan finished. Many alterations were

made in it after his death. The remainder of

his life was devoted chiefly to architecture. He
undertook the building of the Piazza del Campi-

doglio (Capitol) of the Farnese Palace, besides

many other edifices. His style in architecture is

distinguished by grandeur and boldness, and in

his ornaments the untamed character of his

imagination frequently appears, preferring the

uncfjrnmon to the simple and elegant. His

poems, which he considered merely as pastimes,

contain, likewise, convincing proof of his great

genius.

Michelet, meshlay', Jules (1798-1874), a

French historian and miscellaneous writer, born

in Paris. In 1821 he was called to the chair of

history in the College Rollin, where he was also

professor of ancient languages and of philosophy

till 1826. After the revolution of 1830 he was
appointed chief of the historical section of the

archives of France, and in 1838 he became pro-

fessor of history at the College de France. He
lost all his offices at the political change in 1851,

because he refused to take the oath of allegiance

to Napoleon III. His principal historical works

are Flistory of France, Introduction to Universal

History and Beginnings of French Latv.

Michigan, mish'i gan, the Wolverine State,

one of the north central states, consists of

two peninsulas, the upper and the lower. The
upper peninsula is bounded on the n. by Lake

Superior, on the e. by the Saint Mary's River,

on the s. by Wisconsin and lakes Huron and

Michigan and on the w. by Wisconsin. The lower

peninsula is bounded on the e. by Lake Huron, the

Saint Clair River Lake Saint Clair, the Detroit

100 miles.

MICHIGAN

1, Lansing; 2, Detroit; 3, Grand Rapids; 4, Bay City.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

River and Lake Erie; on the s. by Ohio and

Indiana, and on the w. by Lake Michigan, the

northern terminus forming a point which is

separated fi'om the upper peninsula by the Straits

of Mackinac. The greatest length of the upper

peninsula from east to west is 318 miles, and from

north to south, 164 miles. The greatest length

of the lower peninsula from north to south is 277

miles, and from east to west, 187 miles. The
area of the state, including about 200 islands, is

58,915 square miles, of which 1485 square miles

are water. The coast line is about 1600 miles,

being greater than that of any other state. The
important projections are Keweenaw Peninsula,

on the north, and the peninsula often known as

the "Thumb," between Saginaw Bay and Lake

Huron. The important indentations of the coast

are Keweenaw Bay, east of Keweenaw Peninsula,

and Whitefish Bay, at the head of Saint Mary's

River, in Lake Superior; Green Bay and Grand
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Traverse Bay, in Lake Michigan, and Saginaw
Bay, in Lake Huron.

Surface and Drainage. The upper penin-

sula has a rough, hilly or mountainous surface.

It does not contain any high peaks, but is char-

acterized by unevenness of land and a thin,

rocky soil, with a low degree of fertility. It is

traversed by the Porcupine and the Mineral

mountains, the highest elevation being Porcu-

pine Mountain, which is 2023 feet in altitude.

The lower peninsula is generally level or imdu-
lating, the highest land being found to the south-

east and northwest of Saginaw Bay. There is

no point in this peninsula that rises over 600
feet above the lake. A mere depression, through

which flow the Saginaw and the Grand rivers,

extends from Saginaw Bay to Grand Haven on
Lake Michigan. This is nowhere more than 75

feet above the level of the lakes and probably in

former times was covered with water. The
surface of the lower peninsula is dotted with a

large number of small, clear lakes, most of

which are surroimded by forests and are noted

for their beauty and for abimdance of fish. It

is estimated that there are more than 5000 such

lakes witliin the state. Along Lake Michigan

there are numerous high bluffs and sand dimes,

and the streams in the southern part of the state

flow through well-worn channels.

The rivers are all short and of comparatively

small volume. The streams of the upper penin-

sula flowing into Lake Superior are obstructed

with rapids and falls. In length and size they

are comparatively unimportant. The other

streams in this section are the Menominee, form-

ing a part of the boundary between Michigan and

Wisconsin, the Ontonagon, the Sturgeon and the

Escanaba, which flow into Lake Michigan. The
largest streams of the lower peninsula are the

Raisin and the Huron, flowing into Lake Erie;

the Saginaw, the Au Sable, the Thunder Bay

and the Cheboygan, flowing into Lake Hm-on,

and the Grand, the Kalamazoo, the Saint

Joseph, the Muskegon and the Manistee, flow-

ing into Lake Michigan.

Climate. There is a marked difference be-

tween the climate of the southern part of the

lower peninsula and that of the upper penin-

sula. The latter is in the region of a cool

temperate climate. The summers are cool and

the winters are severe, and this portion of the

state is subject to very hea\7 falls of snow. The
presence of the lakes equalizes the temperatm'e

of the lower peninsula and also exerts a marked

influence on the rainfall. The southern half of

Michigan

the lower peninsula has a mild climate during

summer and winter, and that portion of the

state bordering on Lake Michigan and extend-

ing as far north as Grand Traverse Bay is in-

fluenced by the southwest winds which prevail

throughout the year. These winds equalize the

temperatm-e of this region, so that for a distance

of from five to ten miles inland, damaging frosts

seldom occur. Here the winters are never very

cold nor the smnmers very warm, but farther

inland the winters are as severe as in other parts

of the state. These conditions are especially

favorable to the growing of fruit, and this region

constitutes the Michigan fruit belt. The aver-

age rainfall in the state is about 30 inches, and
it is evenly distributed through the year, so that

all sections have sufficient moisture for agricul-

tural purposes.

Mineral Resources. The upper peninsula

is one of the most important iron-producing

regions of the world, ranking, in the amount of

ore mined, second only to the Minnesota iron

region, and in Keweenaw Peninsula are located

the great copper mines, which for many years

supplied nearly all of the copper produced in the

United States and only recently have been out-

ranked by the mines in Montana and Arizona

(See Copper; Iron). Michigan is also one of

the leading states in the Union in the production

of salt. The largest mines (locally called salt

blocks) are around Saginaw Bay. The salt is

obtained by passing water through the mines,

to dissolve the salt, then evaporating the water,

to secure the mineral. There are also large

deposits of gypsum about Grand Rapids, and

Michigan leads the Union in the production of

this mineral. Numerous deposits of rock from

which Portland cement is made are found

throughout the state. Clay which is excellent

for brick and tile and also suitable for pottery

also occurs in many localities.

Agriculture. The soil and climate of the

southern half of the state are remarkably well

suited to the growing of nearly all crops pro-

duced in the temperate climate. A region in

the central part of the northern portion of this

peninsula, however, contains light, sandy soil

that is not particularly well suited to tillage.

The leading crops are hay, com, oats, wheat,

potatoes and sugar beets. In the production of

the latter, Michigan is the second state in the

Union. In the fruit belt large quantities of

apples, peaches, plums, cherries and small

fruits are grown, the peach crop varying from

500,000 to 1,000,000 bushels a year. The
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raising of live stock and dairjnng are also im-

portant branches of agriculture. The growing

of particular crops in localities where soil is

especially suited to them is a imique feature

of the agriculture of this state. In some sec-

tions swamp lands which have been drained are

especially suited to the raising of celery and
peppermint. The largest peppermint farm in

the world is in Allegan County, and in the manu-
facture of peppermint products Michigan leads

the world.

Manufactures. The manufactures of the

state are very important. The northern half of

the lower peninsula and much of the upper

peninsula contain vast forests of pine and hard

wood, and for years Michigan has been one of

the leading lumber states in the Union. The
presence of this lumber, with an abundance of

water power, has enabled factories for the

manufacture of Imnber, doors, sash, furniture,

wooden ware and such other articles as are made
of limiber, to operate very successfully within

the state, and Grand Rapids is one of the largest

furniture manufacturing centers in the world.

Other manufacturing industries of importance

include the manufacture of carriages and
wagons, stoves, engines, machinery, flour and
other grist mill products, agricultural imple-

ments, cars and other railroad appliances.

There are also large quantities of paper and
wood pulp produced within the state, Kala-

mazoo being the chief center of this industry.

Detroit is the largest manufacturing center, but

the industries are distributed cjuite widely

throughout the state and are the basis of many
thriving towns.

Tr.^j;sportation and Commerce. Her ex-

tensive coast line has given Michigan many good
harbors; she has greater facilities for water trans-

portation than any other state, and the tonnage

of Michigan ships exceeds that of any other

state except New York. The southern half of

the state also contains numerous trunk lines of

railway, extending east and west and connecting

at Detroit and Port Huron wnth Canadian lines.

The upper portion of the lower peninsula has a

number of lines extending north and south.

The upper peninsula contains a number of lines

extending east and west, with cross lines, so

that the leading towns have railway communi-
cation.

The commerce of the state is extensive. The
exports consist of lumber and its manufactured
products; iron ore, salt, fruit and fish, the

catching of which is an important industry.

The imports are such manufactured articles and

food products as cannot be profitably made or

raised.

Government. The legislature consists of 32

senators, elected from districts, and a house of

representatives limited to 100 members. The
members of each house are elected for two years.

The legislature meets biennially and is not

limited as to length of the session. The governor

and lieutenant governor are elected for two

years, as are the secretary of state, the treasurer,

the auditor, the attorney-general and the super-

intendent of public instruction. The judicial

department comprises a supreme court, con-

sisting of eight justices, chosen by popular vote

for eight years, and circuit coiu'ts, presided over

by circuit judges elected for six years. Each
county has a probate court, and justice courts

are found in every township. The justices of

the supreme court are required to reside at the

state capital, and the justice whose term expires

first is chief justice during his last year of

service.

Education. The state maintains an efficient

school system, under the supervision of a super-

intendent of public instruction. The schools for

each county are in direct charge of a county

school commissioner, elected for four years.

There are also township boards of education of

three members, and each school district has a

board of five trustees for gi-aded schools and

tliree for ungraded schools. The number of

members on city boards of education is fixed by

the charters of the respective cities. The support

of public schools is obtained from the state fund,

from local taxation and from the sale of state

school lands, of which there are still large areas.

The State Normal College is located at Ypsilanti

and was the first normal school established west

of New York. Normal schools devoted to the

preparation of teachers for the rural schools and

for lower grades are at Mount Pleasant and

Marquette. The state university, which is one

of the best in the Union, is at Ann Arbor (See

Michigan, University of). The state agri-

cultural college, located two miles east of Lan-
sing, is under the management of the state

board of agriculture, and the school of mines is

located at Houghton. There are also a number
of colleges and secondary schools in the state

maintained by religious denominations. Among
these are the Detroit College at Detroit, Albion

College at Albion, Adrian College, Ahna College,

Hillsdale College, Kalamazoo College and Oli-

vet College.
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Institutions. The state public school for

dependent children is at G)ld\vater, the school

for the deaf and dumb is at Flint and the school

for the blind is at Lansing. The asylums for

the insafie are at Kalamazoo, Pontiac, Traverse

City and Newberry. There is a home for the

feeble-minded at Lapeer and a state soldiers'

home at Grand Rapids. The penal institutions

comprise the penitentiaries at Jackson' and ]Mar-

quette, a house of correction at Ionia, an indus-

trial school for boys at Lansing and an industrial

school for girls at Adrian.

Cities. Detroit and Grand Rapids are the

only large cities in the state, but there are a

number of others which are important railroad

and industrial centers. Chief among these are

Lansing, the capital; Saginaw, Bay City, Jack-

son, Kalamazoo, Muskegon, Port Huron,

Battle Creek and Manistee, in the lower penin-

sula; Laurium, Ishpeming, Marquette, Esca-

naba, Menominee, Hancock and Ironwood, in

the upper peninsula, each of which is described

under its title.

History. French Jesuit missionaries and

traders had visited Michigan as early as 1610,

but the first permanent settlement was founded

at Sault Sainte Marie by Marquette and others

in 1668. Numerous villages were soon estab-

lished, and Detroit was founded in 1701. The
territory made little progress under French

occupation and in 1763 passed to the English by

the Treaty of Paris. Diu-ing Pontiac's War the

garrison at Mackinac was massacred, and

Detroit was besieged for over five months, but

without success. In 1774 the territory was

annexed to Quebec, but by the Treaty of Paris

in 1783 it passed to the United States. There-

-after for several years the indians were restless,

and they were not finally subdued until 1795.

Michigan was for a time a part of the territory

of Ohio and of Indiana, but was made a separate

territory in June, 1805, with William Hull as

governor. It was the scene of important

operations diu-ing the War of 1812. A dispute

with Ohio concerning a strip of land along the

southern boundary of the state led to delay in

the admission of Michigan to the Union, but the

state was recognized January 26, 1837. After

that time, for a number of years, the state was

the victim of a spirit of speculation, which

retarded its growth. The capital was removed

from Detroit to Lansing in 1847. An amend-

ment to the state constitution was adopted in

1853, prohibiting the manufacture and sale of

intoxicating liquors, but this was repealed in

1876. During the Civil War Michigan con-

tributed largely to the Union armies. Since

that time the chief issues in state politics have

been the taxation and regulation of corporations.

The Republican party has usually controlled

the state. Consult Cooley's Michigan, in the

American Commonwealths Series.

Michigan, Lake, the second largest of the

great lakes of North America. It is wholly

within the United States, having the State of

Michigan on the east and northwest, Wisconsin

and Illinois on the west and Indiana on the

south. On the northeast it communicates

with Lake Huron by the narrow Straits of

Mackinac, and on the south with the Mississippi

by the old Illinois and Michigan Canal and the

new Chicago Drainage Canal. It is 350 miles

long, on an average is 60 miles broad and has

an area of 22,450 square miles. Its depth is

about 870 feet, and its elevation above the sea,

581 feet. The largest island in the lake is in

the northern portion, Beaver Island, 50 miles

long. There are two large bays. Green Bay

and Grand Traverse Bay. The largest rivers

emptying into it are the Saint Joseph, the

Muskegon, the Grand, the Kalamazoo and the

Manistee. The chief ports are Chicago, Mil-

waukee, Escanaba and Grand Haven, The
fisheries of this lake are very important. See

Great Lakes.

Michigan, University of, a state university

established at Ann Arbor in 1837, by act of

legislature, and opened in 1841. As originally

established, the charter provided for depart-

ments of literature, science and art, law and

medicine; but as now organized, the following

,

departments are maintained: Literature, sci-

ence and arts, engineering, medicine and sur-

gery, law, a school of pharmacy, a homeopathic

medical college and a college of dental surgery.

Each of these departments has several courses

and is maintamed on the broadest possible

plans. The university has always been known

for the thoroughness and high standard of its

scholarship and the excellent equipment of its

graduates. The affairs of each department are

managed by the faculty of that department, and

those pertaining to the university as a whole, by

a senate, composed of members from each of

the faculties. This is the first great university

to provide for the education of women, becom-

ing co-educational in 1870 and opening all de-

partments to women on equal footing with men.

The library contains over 130,000 volumes,

besides pamphlets, and in addition to this it has
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special medical and law libraries, which contain

about 40,000 volumes. Besides the regular

university buildmgs, there are gymnasiums for

men and women, also an excellent observatory,

donated by citizens of Detroit. The faculty

numbers about 300, and the average enrollment

is 4500.

Michigan City, Inc., a city in Laporte co.,

on Lake Michigan, about 40 mi. e. of Chicago,

on the Pere Marquette, the Michigan Central

and other railroads. The transportation facili-

ties are good, and there is an extensive trade in

lumber, salt and iron ore. The manufactures

include railroad cars, chairs, glass, hosiery,

knit goods, lumber and lumber products. The
Northern Indiana State Prison is located here,

also a United States life-sa^-ing station. There

are a number of large, interesting sand dunes

along the lake shore. It is a popular summer
resort. The place was laid out in 1832 and was
incorporated five years later. Population in

1900, 14,850.

Mi'crobe. See Bacteria and Bacteri-

ology.

Microm^eter, an instrument used with a

telescope or microscope for measuring very

small distances. There are several patterns of

micrometer, but the one in most common use

consists of a circle di\aded into squares by cob-

web threads. The number of squares covered

by the object enables the observer to determine

its size. Micrometers on surveyors' instruments

usually measure distances by rneans of a screw

with a very fine thread. The turning of the

screw moves a plate, and the distance moved
is known by the number of turns given the

screw.

Mi'crophone, an instrument to make faint

sounds more audible, invented by Mr. Hughes
in 1878. The most sensitive conductor of

soimd is willow charcoal, dipped when at white-

heat into a bath of mercury. A piece of char-

coal, thus prepared, placed vertically between

two carbon blocks, which are connected with a

telephone, is a common form of microphone and
magnifies soimds otherwise inaudible. A per-

fect instrument will enable one to hear the

patter of a fly's feet when the insect is walking

across the disk.

Mi'croscope, an instrument for obtaining a

highly magnified image of a very small object.

The simple microscope consists of a double con-

vex lens, whic.'". is placed between the object and
the eye. It is usually known as a magnifying

^ss (See Lens). The compound microscope

consists of a stand. A, upon which are mounted
two tubes, B, so fitted that one will slide within

the other; a stage, C, which holds the object,

and under which is a small mirror, M, for

reflecting the light upon the object. The tube

contains the object

glass, 0, and the eye-

piece, E. The rack

and pinion, F, enable

the tube to be raised

and lowered so as to

focus the object. H
is a screw having a

very fine thread,

which can be used

when a delicate ad-

justment of the focus

is required. If the

microscope has two

tubes, so arranged

that it can be used

with both eyes, it is

called a binocular.

The magnifying pow-

er of the microscope

depends upon the

power of the object

glass and of the eye-

piece and the distance

between these lenses.

The object glass

forms a magnified

image of the object,

and the eye glass can

magnify this. By ex-

tending the tube so as to increase the distance

between the eye glass and the object glass, the

power of the microscope is quite materially

increased.

Mi'das, in Greek and Roman mythology, a

Phrygian king. One legend tells that in pun-

ishment for having decided a musical contest

between Pan and Apollo in favor of Pan, he

was given ass's ears by Apollo. This deformity

he concealed from all except his barber, whom
he compelled to swear to tell no man. The
barber, however, unable to keep the secret to

himself, dug a hole in the earth, into which he

whispered it; soon after, reeds grew up over

the spot and, as they rustled, announced to all

who passed by, "King Midas has ass's ears;

King Midas has ass's ears." Another story

tells that Midas, having captured Silenus, the

companion of Bacchus, returned him to Bacchus

and as a reward was promised any gift he might

COMPOUND MICROSCOPE
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ask. Midas petitioned that he might have the

gift of turning everything he touched to gold,

and his request was granted. He soon found,

however, that this strange abihty brought with it

great inconvenience, as all of his food and drink

turned to solid or molten gold as soon as it

touched hLs lips. Moved by his distress, Bacchus

instructed him to bathe in a certain river, and the

golden touch left him.

Middle Ages, a term applied loosely to that

period in European history which lies between

the ancient and modern civilizations. With
some writers the period is considered to begin

when the Western Roman Empire was over-

thrown by Odoacer, in 476; with others when
Charlerqagne was crowned emperor of the West,

in 800; some place its beginning at the death

of Charlemagne, while yet others make it begin

when the Prankish Empire ended, in 843. The
period is variously conceived to have closed with

the Reformation in Germany; with the dis-

covery of America by Columbus; with the in-

vention of printing, and with the end of the

Thirty Years' War in the Peace of Westphalia

(1648). The first part of this period, from the

fall of the Roman Empire to the beginning of

the Revival of Learning, in the twelfth century,

is usually called the Dark Ages, on account of

the decline of civilization during the period and

the extinction of almost all progressive influ-

ences.

Mid'dleboro, Mass., a town in Plymouth co.,

30 mi. s. of Boston, on the Nemasket River and

on the New York, New Haven & Hartford rail-

road. It has a picturesque location and is a

popular summer resort. The river has three

falls and furnishes good water power for the

factories, which include establishments for the

manufacture of woolen goods, shoes, lumber,

marble and foundry and machine shop products.

Middleboro was settled on the site of the indian

village Nemasket about 1662 and was incorpo-

rated in 1669. Population in 1905, 6888.

Middlesbrough, mid'd'lz b'nih, a seaport of

England, situated at the mouth of the Tees,

i8 mi. e. n. e. of York. The city has broad

streets, a beautifiJ park and excellent public

buildings. It is in the midst of the Cleveland

iron district, and its industries consist of smelt-

ing furnaces and foundries, the manufacture of

railway rails, locomotives, boilers and other

machinery. The iron trade is carried on on an

extensive scale. There are also factories for

the manufacture of pottery and chemical works.

Salt is obtained from wells. The harbor is

good, and there is an extensive wharf protected

by a breakwater. Population in 1901, 91,302.

Mid'dletown, Conn., the county-seat of

Middlesex co., 18 mi. s. of Hartford, on the

Connecticut River and on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad. The city is in an
agricultural region where tobacco is the principal

product. The leading manufactures are bone,

cotton, rubber and silk goods, pumps, harness

and hardware. Wesleyan University, Berkeley

Divinity School, the state hospital for the insane

and the state industrial school for girls are

located here. The place was settled in 1650

and was incorporated the next year as the town

of Mattabeseck. It was given its present name
two years later and was chartered as a city in

1784. Population in 1900, 9589.

Middletown, N. Y., a city in Orange co.,

67 mi. n. w. of New York City, on the Erie, the

New York, Ontario & Western and other

railroads. It is in an agricultural and dair)^ng

district, has a considerable trade in farm prod-

ucts and contains hat factories, car shops,

cigar factories, glass works and other establish-

ments. The state homeopathic hospital for the

insane is located here, and the city has the Thrall

Public Library and a fine high school building.

The place was settled before the Revolution

and was named from its central location, half-

way between Montgomery and Mount Hope,

and between the Hudson and the Delaware

rivers. Population in 1905, 14,516.

Middletown, Ohio, a city in Butler co., 35

mi. n. of Cincinnati, on the Miami River and the

Miami & Erie Canal and on the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & Saint Louis and other railroads.

There are extensive manufactures of tobacco,

paper, bicycles, agricultural implements and

other articles. The city has a fine opera house

and a Masonic Temple. Middletown was

settled in 1794. Population in 1900, 9215.

Middletown, Pa., a borough in Dauphin co.,

9 mi. s. e. of Harrisburg, on the Susquehanna

River and on the Pennsylvania and the Phila-

delphia & Reading railroads. It is in a farm-

ing region and contains flour and planing mills,

tanneries, stone quarries, iron furnaces, stove

works, car shops and other factories. It was

settled in 1756 and was made a borough in 1828.

Population in 1900, 5008.

Mid'ianites, an Arabian tribe, represented in

the Old Testament as the descendants of Midian,

son of Abraham by Keturah, and described as

engaged at an early period in a commerce with
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Egypt. They dwelt in the land of Moab, to

the .southea.st of Canaan.

Mif'flin, THOM.A.S (1744-1800), an American

soldier and statesman, born at Philadelphia. He
was elected to the colonial legislature and in

1774 became a delegate to the Continental Con-

gress. He fought in the Revolutionary War,
attaining the rank of major general, and was
appointed to be member of the board of war.

He became dissatisfied with Washington's policy,

however, and was prominent in the intrigues of

the Conway Cabal (See Conway Cabal). He
was replaced by General Greene as quarter-

master-general, in March, 1778, and in the fol-

lowing October he retired from the board of

war. In 1782 he was elected to Congress and
became its president, but three years later he

returned to hLs state, entered the legislature,

was sent as a delegate to the Federal constitu-^

tional convention and from 1790 to 1799 was
governor of Pennsylvania.

Mignonette, min yun el' , a flower that is

cultivated almost everywhere in gardens during

the summer and as a house plant in winter. Its

smooth leaves are entire or divided into three

parts, and the small, rather unattractive flowers

are borne in clusters at the end of the stem.

The chief charm of the plant is its fragrance.

Migra'tion of Animals. Certain animals

move either periodically or at irregular times and
seasons from one locality to another, sometimes

far distant. Occasionally migrations are caused

by failure of food or some other condition which

forces the animaLs to leave the region where they

are hving. The inroads which the Rocky
Mountain locusts have made in the United States

and the plagues of flies and other insects which

have appeared in the East have been owing to

this caase. The chinch bug and the army worm
are other insects that migrate in search of food

and make no eflFort to return to their original

home. This is true also of the peculiar migra-

tion of the European lemmings, small, mouse-

like animals which, every few years, in vast num-
bers leave their home in the extreme northern

part of Europe and travel at night toward the

south and west until they are exterminated.

It Ls to birds, however, that we mast look for

the most regular and perfect example of migra-

tion. Before food supplies have failed in the

warmer parts of the South, many of its birds

leave for the Xorth, sometimes traveling several

thousand miles and terminating their journey

with the region in which they nest. At the

approach of cold weather, they return again

South, where they spend the winter. In the

United States this migration may be said to

begin early in February, with the approach of

the robin and bluebird, but it does not reach

its height until toward the middle of May. The
earliest birds come as soon as the weather is

warm, with little attention to the season. From
then on, the number of species traveUng north

increases steadily, growing more and more defi-

nite in point of time; in fact, the date of the

arrival of the warblers and other late species is

known almost to a day. The enormous num-
bers of these migrating birds, the regularity of

their departure and return, the long distances

they cover in flight without rest, are among the

marvelous things of nature. Many birds migrate

openly in the day time, but the large flocks of

more timid birds fly only at night, and feed

during the day in retired places. Year after

year the general routes of migration are the

same, following the seacoast and the great water

courses until the birds reach their chosen location,

when they distribute themselves in all directions.

During the spring migration the male birds don

their brilliant spring plumage and are easily

recognized, but on their return in the fall they

are duller in color and are accompanied by the

females and the young, also in plumage less

easily recognized, so that the fall migration never

attracts as much attention as does that of the

spring. Not all species of birds are migrants; in

fact, the larger number are not. Those which do

migrate are confined to a few groups of high

organization, who feed largely upon worms and

insects, or who use them as food for their young,

or who depend for food upon the wet places that

are closed by frost.

Mil'an, or mil Ian' , the largest city of Lom-
bardy, and the second city of Italy, capital of the

province of its own name, situated on the small

river Olona in the middle of the plain between the

Adda and the Ticino. The city is entered by a

number of gates, several of which are magnifi-

cent, and the leading streets proceeding from

these gates are tolerably w'ide, well-paved and

lighted. The chief open square and the center

of the life of the city is the Piazzo del Duoma
(Cathedral Square), in which is located the

celebrated cathedral which, after Saint Peter's

at Rome, is the largest church of Europe (See

Milan Cathedral). Among the other note-

worthy buildings are the Church of Sant' Ambro-
gio, built on the site of a church founded by

Saint Ambrose in the fourth century; the Church

of Sant' Eustorgio; the Church of Santa Maria
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delle Grazie, in the refectory of which is the

celebrated Last Supper of Leonardo da Vinci;

the royal palace; the archiepiscopal palace; the

palace of arts and sciences, with a library of

230,000 volumes and a magnificent collection

of pictures, and the Ambrosian Library. The
manufactures of Milan include silks, cottons,

lace, carpets, hats, earthenware, jewelry, gloves

and art furniture.

f The first distinct notice of Milan occurs in

222 B. c, when it was subdued by the Romans.

In the third century A. D. it was second in rank

to Rome, and at the close of that century it was

made the capital of Italy by Diocletian. In the

twelfth century it was the strongest of the city

republics and had acquired the leadership of the

other cities, and two centuries later it was made a

duchy for the family of the Visconti, who
gradually became supreme over almost all of

Lombardy. Among the most famous rulers of

the city were the Sforzas. On the extinction

of the Sforza dynasty, Charles V united Milan

with Spain. In the early eighteenth century it

was ceded to Austria, and under Napoleon it

became the capital, first of the Cisalpine Repub-

lic and then of the Napoleonic kingdom of Italy.

It was restored in 1815 to Austria, from whose

rule it was freed only after the Battle of Magenta

in 1859. With the rest of Lombardy it was sur-

rendered to Sardinia and became part of United

Italy. Population in 1901, 491,460.

Milan Cathedral, a famous Gothic cathe-

dral in Milan, inferior in size to Saint Peter's at

Rome, but in some respects a close rivah Its

foundation was laid in 1386 by Gian Galeazzo

Visconti, and many of the greatest European

architects were employed in its erection. It is

built of white Carrara marble, in the form of a

cross, with a length of 486 feet and a breadth of

287 feet. The height of the tower is 356 feet.

There are 98 pinnacles and more than 2000

statues. Within it Napoleon was crowned king

of Italy in 1805. The view of the Alps, Lom-
bardy and the city from the top of the cathedral

is very beautiful.

Mil'bum, William Henry (1823-1903). an

American clergyman, born in Philadelphia and

educated at Illinois College. He was a member

of the Methodist Church and had circuits in

Illinois and some of the Southern states. In

1865 he was ordained deacon in the Episcopal

Church, but returned to the Methodists in 1871.

He served several terms as chaplain of the

House of Representatives and from 1893 to

1902 was chaplain of the Senate. Milburn lost

the sight of one eye when a boy and finally

became blind.

Mil'dews, the name of a number of plant

diseases, caused by parasitic fungi, and also

powdery spots on cloth, paper, leather and other

substances. In the United States there are two

classes, the true, or powdery, mildews, and the

false, or downy, mildews, each due to fungi of

different orders. The former live on the surface

of flowers, stems and leaves and send minute

suckers down into the tissues, thus absorbing

the nourishment and often causing the death

of the plant. There are about one hundred

fifty species, which attack almost every kind of

plant. Downy mildews form within the tissues

of the host and grow outwards, appearing on the

outside only to shed the spores. The spores

are one-celled, are readily blown about by the

wind and spread rapidly. Some of the most

injurious of plant parasites are among the

downy mildews.

Mile, a measure of length or distance in the

English system, now used throughout the

United States and Great Britain and their

possessions and formerly in all Europe. The
English statute mile (also of the United States)

contains 8 furlongs, each of 40 rods, poles or

perches, of 5^ yards each. The statute mile is

therefore 1760 yards, or 5280 feet. It is also

80 surveying chains, of 22 yards each. The
square mile is 6400 square chains, or 640 acres.

The Roman mile was 1000 paces (7niUe passuum),

each of 5 feet; and a Roman foot being equal to

11.62 modern English inches, it follows that the

ancient Roman mile was equal to 1614 English

yards, or nearly eleven-twelfths of an English

statute mile. The geographical, or nautical,

mile is the sixtieth part of a degree of latitude,

that is, 6080 feet, or about 2027 yards.

Miles, Nelson Appleton (1839- ), an

American soldier, born at Westminster, Mass.

He entered the Federal army in 1861 and was

promoted through all the grades to be major

general. After the Civil War he conducted

several indian campaigns in the west, notably

that against the Apaches under Geronimo in

1886. He succeeded to the full command of

the United States army in 1895 and was in

supreme control during the Spanish-American

War. In 1900 he was raised to the rank of

lieutenant general and retired three years

later. In 1905 he accepted a temporary appoint-

ment as commandant of the Massachusetts

militia, on the staff of the governor. (See por-

trait on next page.)
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Mile'tUS, an ancient city of Ionia in Asia

Minor, at the mouth of the Maeander River. It

had an extensive trade, and its manufactures of

woolen goods were famous. When the Ionian

colonies revolted against Persia, Miletus took

a prominent part and was consequently de-

stroyed by the Persians in 494 B. c. It was

restored later to a certain extent and joined

Athens against Sparta in the Peloponnesian

War. Saint Paul visited the city once or twice.

Mil'ford, Mass., a town in Worcester co.,

18 mi. s. e. of Worcester, on the Charles River

and on the Boston & Albany and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroads. It is

NELSON A. MILES

an important manufacturing center, producing

boots, shoes, straw goods, silk, machinery and
other articles. There are also extensive quarries

of granite. The town has a fine high school

building and a memorial hall containing the

public library. It was settled in 1669 and was
made a separate town in 1780. Population in

1905, 12,105.

Military Acad'emy, United States, the

national institution for the education of officers

for the United States army, established at West
Point, N. Y., by act of Congress in 1802. Wash-
ington, Hamilton and others who had been

officers in the American army strongly advo-

cated the establishment of such a school imme-

diately after the Revolutionary War, though

little was done with their recommendations

previous to 1802. Another act of 1808 increased

the powers of the school and provided for a

larger number of cadets. The lack of officers

during the War of 1812 showed clearly the

necessity of a military school with ample pro-

visions for giving a thorough course of study

and training. The school was thoroughly

reorganized under the supervision of Major
Sylvanus Thayer, whose system, with few

changes, has continued until the present time.

The corps of cadets consists of one from each

congressional district, one from each territory,

one from the District of Columbia, one from
Porto Rico, two from each state at large and
forty from the United States at large. All of

these cadets must be residents of the con-

gressional or territorial district or the District

of Columbia or of the states, respectively, from

which they are appointed. Appointments are

made by the president of the United States,

through recommendations of Congresmen, the

successful candidate being selected by com-
petitive examination. These examinations are

held the first of May each year in the districts

and states where vacancies occur. The can-

didates are required to pass an examination in

English, geography, American history and the

elements of mathematics, and in addition, they

must undergo a very strenuous physical ex-

amination. The course requires fom- years.

Each cadet is allowed $500 a year and one

ration a day and is prohibited from receiving

any money or supplies from home or from friends.

The direct management of the academy is

vested in a superintendent, who is an army

officer and who has associated vdth him about

eighty instructors, also army officers. A few

of these positions are permanent, but the in-

structors in military science and tactics are

detailed every four years by the secretary of

war. Instruction in the academy is charac-

terized by thoroughness. The classes are

divided into sections of about ten, and each

cadet recites every day in the subjects which

he pursues. Great stress is laid upon prompt-

ness, truthfulness and the formation of a high

standard of character. The cadet is allowed a

furlough at the end of his first two years' resi-

dence, but with this exception he does not come

in contact with the outside world during his

entire course. The result of all these provisions

is that the American army has officers that are

equal to those of any other army in the world.
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The academy is beautifully situated on bluffs

overlooking the Hudson River. In 1903 $5,500,-

000 was appropriated for new buildings and for

the remodeling of the old structures, so that the

equipment is now one of the finest in the world.

See West Point; Army, subhead United States

Army.

Militia, mil Ush'a, a body of armed citizens,

regularly trained, though not in constant service

in time of peace. The term applies to the

English reserve force, or second line, and to what

is known as the national guard, in the United

States (See Army). In the United States the

militia consists of able-bodied male citizens

between the ages of 18 and 45 years, with certain

exceptions, which are provided for by national

and state laws. Their number exceeds 14,000,-

000. The term militia also applies to certain

organized bodies of state troops, which since

the beginning of the Revolution have really

been the country's chief defense. In time of

need they enlist under national command; but

the differences of state control have led to some
confusion and no little difficulty in assimilating

the various bodies. Accordingly, in 1903 the

United States made an attempt to influence the

organization of the militia, but it could be only

advisory, as the control of the militia is vested

by the Constitution in the separate states.

Several of the states have organized com-

panies of naval militia which have been given

some training and which are expected to com-

mand the coast and harbor defense vessels in time

of war and so release the regulars for service at

sea. In 1901 there were about 5000 officers

and men in the different states.

Milk, a fluid secreted by the females of mam-
mals for nourishing their young. It is pro-

duced in quantity by sheep, goats and cows,

but cows' milk is the only kind used commer-

cially in the United States. On account of its

nourishing qualities, milk is extensively used as

an article of food.

When examined by the microscope, milk is

seen to consist of a clear fluid containing many

minute globules of fat. These are so small that

about one million of them are contained in a

pint of milk. They constitute the cream. One
hundred pounds of good milk contain 87 pounds

of water, 4 pounds of fat, 5 pounds of milk

sugar, about \\ pounds of casein and albumen

and a small quantity of mineral matter. The
cream can be separated either by allowing the

milk to stand for a few hours in a cool place or

by the cream separator. It requires 5^ gallons

of good milk to produce a gallon of cream, 3^
gallons to make a pound of butter, and about

IJ gallons to make a pound of cheese. See

Separator, Cream.
Milk is very sensitive to the influence of its

surroundings, and from the moment it is drawn
from the cow it begins to change. It absorbs

odors from the stable, from vegetables, meats and
cellars, and because of this the greatest care is

necessary in keeping it free from all such influ-

ences. When drawn it should be immediately

cooled to a temperature of 45° and kept at that

temperature by placing it in cans set in cold

water or packed in ice. In well conducted

dairies all these points are given special atten-

tion, and proper apparatus for preserving the

milk in the best possible condition is provided.

The animals, the stable, the utensils and attend-

ants of a dairy should be kept scrupulously clean

;

otherwise, however good the quality, the milk

will reach the consumer in a tainted condition.

It is estimated that the quantity of milk used

in the United States each day is equal to a

tumblerful for every man, woman and child

in the country. Dairy farms in the vicinity of

large cities are usually devoted to producing

milk for city use, and the cows are of those

breeds which will produce the largest quantity of

milk without regard to its richness. The proper

handling of this milk requires that it be kept

cool and either bottled in the country or shipped

to the city in cans which are tightly covered and

packed in ice. On reaching its destination it

should be bottled as quickly as possible, to ex-

clude the air from it. The bottles should then

be kept on ice until the milk is distributed for

use. Dairy farms remote from cities are de-

voted to the manufacture of butter or cheese,

and their herds are usually of those breeds

which combine richness in milk with quantity.

Milk is often adulterated by adding water, by

removing a part of the cream and adding water

with chalk or other substances and by the

addition of preservatives. For these reasons

the sale of milk in large cities is usually regu-

lated by the department of public health, which

maintains inspectors who frequently test the

quality of the product placed on the market by

different dealers. See Butter; Cheese;

Creamery.
Milk, Condensed, milk preserved by par-

tially evajwrating it and sealing the product in

tin cans. The milk is brought to the factory

and placed in large storage tanks, from which

it is drawn oS' into copper tankg, each having a
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capacity of about 1000 gallons. The milk is

brought by steam heat to a boiling point and is

then drawn off and strained into the sugar

mixer, where the proper proportion of granulated

sugar is added. The sugar is the preservative

which keeps the milk sweet under all circum-

stances. The milk is then taken to the vacuum

pans, where it is boiled down until three-fourths

of the water is evaporated. It requires a tem-

perature of 140° to evaporate the milk in the

vacuum pans, and the reduction is rapid.

The condensed milk, a thick, pasty, cream-

colored custard, is drawn from the vacuum

pans and taken to the coolers, from which it is

taken to the packing room and put into little

air-tight cans. See Dairying; Milk.

Milk Snake or House Snake, a snake

common in North America, where it often enters

barns and other buildings in search of mice,

which constitute its principal food. Though it

is quick and alert, it is entirely harmless. Its

name is derived from the belief that it enters

dairies and drinks the milk and even that it

sucks it from cows. The snake is yellowish

white beneath, somewhat darker above, its

back being covered with numerous black

blotches.

Milkweed, the name of a family of herbs

that have curiously complicated little flowers,

and whose pods are filled with flat seeds, each

bearing a tuft of silky down. The plants take

their name from their thick and milky juice.

In the tropics some members of the family are

clunbers and are cultivated for their beautiful

flowers. The common milkweed is found in the

United States in fields and lowlands from New
York west to Nebraska. The stems, which are

about four feet high, are downy; the leaves are

pale, and the numerous purplish flowers grow in

clusters at the end of a stalk. The flowers have

a sweet, sickening odor. As the plant is prop-

agated both by its seeds and by its creeping

roots, it becomes a troublesome weed, which is

best eradicated by heavy cultivation. See But-

terfly Weed.
Milky Way or GaPaxy, that long, luminous

track which is seen at night stretching across the

heavens from horizon to horizon and which,

when fully traced, is found to encompass the

heavenly sphere like a girdle. This luminous

appearance is occasioned by a multitude of

stars, so distant and blended as to be distin-

guishable only by the most powerful telescopes.

At one part of its course it divides into two great

branches, which remain apart for a distance of

150° and then reunite. In many places smaller

branches are given off. At one point it spreads

out very widely, exhibiting a fan-like expanse of

interlacing branches, nearly 20° broad; this

terminates abruptly and leaves a kind of gap.

At several points are seen dark spots in the

midst of some of the brightest portions; one of

the most easily distinguished of these dark spots

has long been known as the "coal sack."

Mill, James (1773-1839), a British philoso-

pher and economist. He began his History of

British India in 1806 and published it in 1818.

In consequence of the knowledge which his

researches had given him of Indian affairs, he

was appointed assistant examiner of correspond-

ence by the East India Company and soon after-

ward became chief examiner. He wrote articles

on social and political subjects for the Ency-

clopedia Britannica; published a treatise on the

Elements of Political Economy, written largely as

an educational work for his son, John Stuart

Mill, and an able Analysis of the Human Mind.

Mill, John Stuart (1806-1873), an English

philosopher, born in London. At the age of

fourteen he entered upon a course of political

economy. His fifteenth year -v^as spent in

France; on his return he studied law for a time,

and in 1823 he obtained a clerkship in the East

India Company, remaining in the company's

employment till 1858. He was elected to Par-

liament in 1865 as member for Westminster

and used his influence on the side of the ad-

vanced Radicals. From 1835 to 1840 he was

principal conductor of the London and West-

minster Review, in which were published many
of his own articles. In 1843 appeared the first

of his two chief works, A System of Logic,

Ratiocinative and Inductive, the second, Prin-

ciples of Political Economy, appearing five years

later. To these he afterward added On Liberty;

Utilitarianism; the Examination of Sir William

Haviilton's Philosophy, and a Study of Auguste

Comte and Positivism. Mill's works on logic

and political economy are standard text-books.

Millais, mil lay', John Everett, Sir (1829-

1896\ an English painter, born at Southampton.

In his earlier days he was a leader of the Pre-

Raphaelite school, but on attaining maturity in

art he abandoned the peculiarities for which the

school is noted. He drew his subjects from all

sources, using landscape, scriptural, mytholog-

ical and genre themes. Among his best works

are The Huguenot Lovers, The Boy Princes in

the Tower, Spring, Chill October, Ferdinand

Lured by Ariel, Mariana in the' Moated Grange
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and Ophelia. In portraiture Millais held first

rank and painted a number of the most dis-

tinguished men of his day. He was made a

member of the Royal Academy in 1883, became
a baronet in 1885 and was decorated with the

Legion of Honor.

MUler, CiNciNNATUs Heine (1841- ),

an American poet, better known as Joaquin

Miller. He was born in Indiana, but went

west with his father at an early age and spent

some time in the California mining districts.

For five years he lived among the Modoc Indians,

and after that he attempted with little success

to practice law in Idaho. In 1863 he undertook

the management of the Democratic Register,

published at Eugene, Oregon, but the paper

was soon suppressed. He was called to the bar

in Oregon and became district judge in Canyon
City. After 1870 he lived at different times in

New York, Washington and Oakland, Cal.

Miller's first volume of poems, Songs of the

Sierras, attracted considerably more notice in

Europe than it did in the United States. Among
his other works are Songs of the Sim Lands,

Songs of the Mexican Seas and several novels.

His poems show descriptive and some dramatic

power, but lack true artistic form.

Miller, Hugh (1802-1856), a Scotch

geologist, born at Cromarty, Scotland. Wliile

working at the trade of stone masonry, he studied

literature and devoted all his spare time to

geological research and to writing. Among his

important works are Old Red Sandstone, or New
Walks in an Old Field; The Footprints of the

Creator, and Testimony of the Rocks. Miller's

works have stood the test of time and are con-

sidered standard.

Miller. Joaquin. See Miller, Cincin-

NATUS Heine.

Mil'let, the common name for various

species of grasses that produce roundish grains.

The millets have been valued forage crops for

centuries, and in many parts of the East they

are important sources of food supplies. In

India and Japan it has been estimated that

more than 35,000,000 bushels of seed are planted

annually. In the United States millet is raised

as a forage plant and to some extent as a food

for poultry. For illustration of another species,

see Grains, color plate. Fig. 2.

Millet, millai/, Jean Franpois (1814-

1875), a French artist, born at Gruchy, near

Cherbourg. He worked with his peasant

father in the fields until he was eighteen years

*ild. After this he studied drawing at Cher-
109

bourg and Paris, living in great poverty. It

was not until he was thirty-five years old that

he could do more than support himself by the

sale of small pictures, but towards the end of

his life he reaped the rewards of his steadfast

perseverance. In 1849 he left Paris and settled

among the peasants of Barbizon, on the edge of

Fontainebleau Forest, and devoted himself to

transferring their simple, everyday life to his

canvases, which he did with great truth of

sentiment and

poetic chann.

Of his paint-

ings may be

mentioned
Tlie Sheep

Shearers; The

Gleaners,
probably his

masterpie c e

;

The Sower;

The Shep-

herdess with

Her Flock,

and The An-
gelus. The
last was sold

by auction in

Paris in 1889

for about

$115,000.

Mills.Rog-

er QUARLES
(1832 - ),

an American
IVIIljlJ£iX'

lawyer and

politician, born in Todd County, Ky. He
removed to Texas in 1849, studied law and

was admitted to the bar at twenty years of

age, beginning practice at Corsicana in 1852.

He was elected to the state legislature in 1859

and entered the Confederate army, serving with

distinction at Wilson's Creek, Chickamauga,

Missionary Ridge and Atlanta. In 1873 he

was elected to the House of Representatives as a

Democrat, retaining his seat until 1892, when

he was elected United States senator.

Mill Springs, Battle of, a Battle of the

Civil War, fought at Mill Springs, Ky., Jan. 19,

1862, between 4000 Federals, under General

Thomas, and about an equal Confederate

force, under General George B. Crittenden.

The attack was begun by the Confederates, but

after a desperate conflict they were repulsed

and driven from the field. The battle was also
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called the Battle of Fishing Creek. A national

cemetery has been established on the battle-

ground.

Mill'vale, Pa., a borough in Allegheny co.,

on the Allegheny River, opposite Pittsburg, and

on the Pennsylvania, the Pittsburg & Western

and other railroads. It is an industrial suburb

of Pittsburg and contains lumber mills, iron

and steel works, breweries and other factories.

Population in 1900, 6736.

Mill'ville, N. J., a city in Cumberland co.,

40 mi. s. of Philadelphia, on the Pennsylvania

railroad and on the Maurice River. It is a

manufacturing place, containing glass works,

iron foundries, copper mills and other factories.

The city has a large public park at Union Lake
and contains a fine high school building and city

and school libraries. It was made a town in

1801 and became a city in 1866. Population in

1905, 11,884.

Mi'lo. See Melos.
Milreis, mil Tees', or Milrea, mil re', the

monetary unit of Portugal and Brazil, its value

in the system of the former being about $1.08 of

^United States money, and in that of the latter,

about 55 cents. In both cases it is divided into

one thousand reis, and coins in multiples of both

the unit and of the subdivisions are issued in

both gold and silver.

Miltiades, milti'adeez, (?-500 B.C.), an
Athenian general. When Greece was invaded

by the Persians, he was elected one of the ten

generals and drew up his army on the field of

Marathon, 490 B. c, where he gained a memor-
able victory. In the following year he per-

suaded the "Greeks to entrust him with a fleet of

seventy vessels, in order to follow up his success.

With this, to gratify a private revenge, he

attacked the island of Paros, but was repulsed

and dangerously wounded. On his return to

Athens he was impeached and was condemned
to pay a fine of fifty talents. Being unable to

pay, he was thrown into prison, where he soon

after died of his wound.

Mil'ton, Mass., a town in Norfolk co., 6 mi.

s. of Boston, on the Neponset River and on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad.

It is a residence suburb of Boston and contains

chocolate, paper and granite works, bakeries

and other factories. The town has the Milton

Academy, a public library, a bank, Milton Con-
valescent Home and a United States meteoro-

logical bureau and observatory. It was settled in

1637 and was made a separate town in 1662. Pop-

ulation in 1905, including several villages, 7054.

Milton, Pa., a borough in Northumberland
CO., 67 mi. n. of Harrisburg, on the Susquehanna
River and the Pennsylvania Canal and on the

Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading
railroads. The various industrial establish-

ments include carriage works, rolling, flour,

knitting and liunber mills, besides manufactures

of woodworking machinery, furniture and other

articles. It has a public park and a fine bridge

across the river. The place was settled in 1768.

Population in 1900, 6175.

Milton, John (1608-1674), an English poet,

second only to Shakespeare in rank. He was
born in London. His earliest education was

JOHN MILTON

received from his father and from private tutors,

but in 1620 he was sent to Saint Paul's School.

There he studied ancient and modern languages,

and there he became acquainted with Spenser's

writings, which influenced him greatly. At the

age of seventeen he entered Christ's College,

Cambridge, where he remained for seven years.

His Hymn on the Nativity was written during

his university days. Leaving the university, he

went to live with his father, who had retired

to Horton in Buckinghamshire, and there he

remained for six years. In this retreat he

studied classical literature, philosophy, mathe-

matics and music, and he wrote the four poems
which are regarded as his most perfect work

and as ranking with the greatest lyrics in the

language. These are L'Allegro and // Pen-

seroso, the masque Comus and the elegy

Lycidas.
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In 1637, on the death of his mother, Milton
made a G)ntinental journey, in which he visited

Paris, where he was introduced to Grotius;

Florence, where he met Galileo; Rome, and
Naples. Hearing while in Italy that civil war
was threatening in England, he returned at once.

The home at Horton had been broken up, and
Milton settled in London, where he undertook

the education of his two nephews, the sons of

his sister, and the sons of a few personal friends.

Before long he was drawn into the ecclesiastical

struggle which was raging, and one treatise

after another in defense of the Puritans came
from his pen. In the summer of 1643 Milton

married Mary Powell, the daughter of a royalist

family, but she found his habits austere and his

house dull and returned to her father about a

month after marriage. In 1645, however, she

returned and continued to live with him until

her death in 1652.

When, in 1649, Charles I was executed and a

republic established, Milton avowed his adher-

ence to it in a pamphlet, Tenure of Kings and

Magistrates, and was appointed foreign secretary

to the commonwealth. In his literary work his

eyesight suffered so much that in 1652 he became

totally blind. Nevertheless, he continued Latin

secretary, with the assistance of Andrew Mar-
veil, and dictated some of Cromwell's most

important dispatches. When Charles II was

restored a few months later, the blind politician

remained in hiding, his books were burned by

the common hangman and he himself narrowly

escaped the scaffold. He had married a second

wife in 1656, who died in 1658, and in 1663 he

married a third time. The last years of his life

were spent in seclusion, in the composition of

his greatest work, Paradise Lost. Blind as he

was, his daughters were called on to read to

him and to take down his verses, and they

accepted the task in no pleasant spirit. They
were disrespectful to him, sold his books by

stealth and grumbled over his third marriage.

Above all these troubles, however, Milton rose

triumphant, and his great epic contains many
passages which have never been surpassed in

English poetry. Paradise Lost was published in

1667, Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes,

a tragedy, in 1671. Besides these works,

Milton wrote a number of beautiful sonnets,

the one On His Blindness, perhaps, the best-

known of all English sonnets. His prose writ-

ings, though elegant in style, are often violent in

tone, and they have, moreover, little of interest

in the present day. Areopagitica, a defense of

the freedom of the press, is the best of his prose
writings.

Milwau'kee, Wis., the county-seat of Mil-
waukee CO. and the chief city of Wisconsin, is

a port of entry situated on Lake Michigan, 85
mi. n. of Chicago and 83 mi. e. of Madison, the

capital of the state. The abrupt shores of the

lake at this point are from 80 to 125 feet high

and are cut by the Milwaukee River, which
forms a part of the splendid harbor. The
Menominee and the Kinnickinnic, two small

streams which flow into the Milwaukee River

within the city limits, aid in making the location

more picturesque. All these natural advantages

have been considered in the building of the city,

and the result is that Milwaukee has become
one of the handsomest cities of the northwest.

Its shape is that of an irregular rectangle, and
it covers about 22 square miles. The plan is

quite regular, the streets are broad and many
miles of them are finely paved and laid with

asphalt. The business part of the city is near

the lake, while the best residence sections crown
the hills and ridges. A system of electric rail-

ways affords ready communication between all

parts of the city and extends into the suburbs

and to attractive resorts along the lake and in

the interior of the state. Three great viaducts

span the valleys, and the rivers are well bridged.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul, the

Chicago & Northwestern and the Wisconsin

Central railroads have lines extending into the

city, and the first two have fine depots. The
Pere Marquette has boat connection with the

city.

Lake Park, which contains about 124 acres,

is laid out with drives and walks. It is located

in the northwest part of the city, on the lake

shore. Juneau Park, a small tract on the lake

front, contains a statue of Leif Ericson and

another of Solomon Juneau, the founder of the

city. Washington Park, on the west side, con-

tains about 148 acres, and the eight or ten

smaller parks here and there in the city bring

the total park area to about 500 acres. Mil-

waukee has a number of fine buildings, and the

general appearance of the city is neat and

attractive. The Milwaukee brick, which have

been widely used, are famous everywhere for

their light cream color. Among the public

buildings are the United States government

building, the public library and the Layton Art

Gallery, the last a gift from one of Milwaukee's

public-spirited citizens. The county court-

house and city hall are also fine buildings.
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Milwaukee has an excellent public school

system, with four large high schools, besides

numerous private institutions, including Con-

cordia Q)llege, Marquette Gillege and the Mil-

waukee-Downer College for women. It is also

the seat of a state normal school and has two

medical colleges. The state industrial home
for girls is located in the city, and a mile

west of its limit is a national soldiers' home, in

the midst of fine grounds covering about 400

acres.

Milwaukee's excellent harbor, which is now
protected by a breakwater two miles long, has

been instrumental in creating the extensive

commerce which the city now enjoys, as an
important collecting and distributing center for

the northwest. Milwaukee receives its coal by

way of the lakes from the east, and large quanti-

ties of iron ore are shipped in from the north.

The manufacturing interests of the city are

large in proportion to its population. The chief

manufactures, in the order of their importance,

are metal, clothing, leather and beer. In 1902 the

value of the products was over $230,000,000,

and the total wholesale business was over

$325,000,000. The chief officer of the city is

the mayor, who is chosen by the electors, as are

the treasurer, controller, attorney and a com-

mon council, consisting of two aldermen from

each ward. The business of the city is trans-

acted by various boards, each of which, if con-

sisting of more than four members, is required

by law to represent two political parties.

History. In 1818 Solomon Juneau built a

little log cabin on the east side of the Milwaukee
River, and this is considered the first pennanent

settlement of Milwaukee, although trading

posts had been established there before and
Jesuit priests had located in the vicinity. A
village of Pottawatomi Indians was then in

existence at this point. The region around

Juneau's house was known as Juneautown.

The west side of the river, which was settled by

Byron Kilbourn in 1734, was called Kilbourn-

town, and the region south of the Menominee
River was called Walker's Point, for George H.

Walker, who settled there in the same year.

For a long time there was bitter rivalry among
the three villages, but this gradually died out,

and Juneautown was organized as the village

of Milwaukee in 1837. Two years later Kil-

bourntown was annexed, and in 1845 Walker's

Point was joined, and the three settlements were

incorporated as the city of Milwaukee. Solomon
Juneau was chosen the first mayor.

Population. The population of Milwaukee
in 1905 was 312,948. It is a mixed population,

in which for many years people of German birth

largely predominated; in fact, for many years

German customs were more in evidence than

those of America. During the Civil War a

company was formed composed wholly of Ger-

man turners. More recently Poles, Dutch,

Scandinavians, Bohemians and other peoples

have colonized different parts of the town, and

although certain words still remain solidly Ger-

man, a majority of the inhabitants are of non-

German descent.

Mim'icry, the name given to that condition

or phenomenon which consists in certain plants

and animals exhibiting a wonderful resemblance

to certain other plants or animals, or to the

natural objects in the midst of which they live.

This peculiar characteristic is generally the

chief means of protection of the animal against

its enemies. It is well seen in the leaf insects

and in the walking-stick insects. Certain

tropical butterflies reproduce the appearance of

leaves so closely that even the parasitic fungi

which grow upon the leaves are imitated. Some
caterpillars resemble the twigs of trees and when
alarmed stand rigidly out from the branch to

increase the likeness. A few flies, whose larvae

are parasitic on bees, by closely resembling

their host are able to enter the hives and deposit

their eggs. A South American moth has a most

accurate resemblance to a himiming bird; while

the cacti of America and the euphorbias of

Africa might easily be mistaken for each other,

though widely different in structural character.

The theoretical explanation of this quality is

attributed by recent biologists to purposes of

self-preservation.

Min'aret, the tower of a mosque. A mosque

has one or more minarets, often as many as four,

one at each angle of the enclosure; one mosque,

that at Mecca, has seven. The minaret is

generally a slender, polygonal or cylindrical

shaft of brick or stone. It has several stories,

with projecting balconies from which the

mrezzin calls the people to prayer. It terminates

in a tapering cone, crowned by a piimacle or

small dome, and is ascended by a narrow,

spiral staircase. Many examples are found in

the architecture of the thirteenth and sixteenth

centuries in Egypt, Spain, Sjoia India and

Turkey. See Mosque.
Mi'nas Bay or Basin of Minas, the name

given to the eastern arm of the Bay of Fundy.

It extends for 60 miles into Nova Scotia. The
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PROTECTIVE MIMICRY—INSECTS
1, Harmless Brazilian insect

resembling a wasp.
2, 3 and 4, Butterflies resem-

bling leaves.
S, South American leaf insect.

6, Motli resembling spot on leaf.

7, Measuring worm that when
frightened resembles a dead
twig.

8, Brazilian bug resembling bark.

9 and 10, A fly and an
offensive beetle.

11, Cocoon resembling
broken twig.

12, A harmless fly.

13, Beetle resembling cater-
pillar distasteful to birds.

14, Bee's Nest.
15, Cocoon.
16, Walking Stick.
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tides in the basin are very strong and have been
known to reach the height of 60 or 70 feet.

The principal river which empties into the bay
is called the Avon. The village of Grand Pre,

celebrated in Longfellow's Evangeline, is situated

on the Bay of Minas.

Mind, the sum of the powers of knowing,

feeling and willing, the entire spiritual nature,

or the soul. From Aristotle to modern philoso-

phers, many theories as to what mind is, have

been advanced, and their elaboration and dis-

cussion have presented some of the most difficult

problems of metaphysics. The early theories

consider the mind as separate from the body, but

later theories recognize the intimate relation

between mind and body. The study of physio-

logical psychology has shown that mental

action is based upon certain physiological con-

ditions. Many psychologists use mind and soul

as synonymous terms, while others consider

mind the more comprehensive tenn and restrict

the term soul to include those activities especially

connected with the religious nature.

Mindanao, meen da nah' o. See Philippine

Islands.

Mindo'ro. See Philippine Islands.

Mineralogy, min ur aV o jy, the science

which treats of minerals. It includes the study

of all inorganic substances in the earth and on

its surface. As distinguished from geology,

mineralogy deals with the various mineral bodies

as separate substances forming the earth's

crust and examines their properties as such,

while geology treats them together as building

up the crust of the earth. Mineralogy is closely

related to chemistry, since without a knowledge

of this branch of science, it would be impossible

to determine the composition of minerals.

Minerals are classified according to their

structure, their chemical composition and their

physical conditions. In structure solid min-

erals are either crystalline or massive. Wlien

crystalline, they conform to some system of

crystallization (See Crystallography). The
study of the crystals of minerals is very important,

since each substance always crystallizes in the

same form, and by learning the angles or num-
ber of sides of crystals, the composition of

the mineral can very largely be determined.

Another important test in the classification of

minerals is hardness. In accordance with this

quality, minerals are classified according to

numbers, from 1 to 10. Beginning with the

softest, they occur in the following order: 1,

talc; 2, selenite; 3, calcite; 4, fluorite; 5, apatite;

6, feldspar; 7, quartz; 8, topaz; 9, corundiun; 10,

diamond. A mineral which ranks in hardness

between any two successive numbers on the

scale, as between 5 and 6, has its degree of

hardness indicated by a fraction, as 5.5. The
electrical condition of minerals is also con-

sidered in determining their classification. This
can be found by subjecting them to the influence

of an electric current. Consult E. S. Dana's
Minerals and How to Study Them and J. D.
Dana's System, of Mineralogy.

Min'eral Oil. See Petroleum.
Mineral Waters, the term commonly,

but somewhat erroneously, applied to the spring

waters that contain an unusual quantity of such

substances as sodium, magnesia, iron, carbonic

acid and sulphur. It has not been found prac-

tical or useful to classify mineral waters under

their chemical elements, but the attempt has

been made, springs being described as salt,

earthy, sulphur, iron, alkaline or alkaline-

saline. Besides the substances which these

terms indicate, the waters are frequently im-

pregnated with carbonic acid gas.

Mineral Wool, a substance which is pro-

duced from the glassy liquid slag of the blast

furnace, drawn out into fine fibers under pressure

of steam. The slag, when in a molten condition,

is driven by the steam from the furnace through

a crescent-shaped aperture and suddenly cools

into long, fibrous filaments. The thin, glassy,

thread-like substance thus produced is uesful as

a non-conductor of heat, and it has, therefore,

been largely employed as a covering for boilers

and steam pipes and to protect water pipes from

frost.

Minerva, 7?im ur' va, (known by the Greeks

as Athene), in classical mythology, the goddess

of the intellectual powers, the daughter of

Jupiter and Metis. According to popular

legend, before ber birth Jupiter swallowed her

mother, and Minerva afterwards sprang from

the head of Jupiter. Wliatever other qualities

she might possess, and these were many, she

was always the symbol of the thinking faculty,

the goddess of wisdom, science and art; but she

was also a skilled warrior and the protector of

warriors and is therefore usually represented

completely armed, her head covered with a gilt

helmet. At times, however, as the goddess of

the peaceful arts, she appeared in the dress of a

Grecian matron. Her distinctive symbols were

the aegis and the gorgon's head, and the olive

tree was sacred to her. Athens, which was named

after her, was the city in Greece most sacred
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to her, while at Rome, also, she had several

temples.

Mining. In its broadest meaning, mining

comprehends all the processes whereby the lise-

ful minerals are obtained from their natural

localities beneath the surface of the earth,

together with the subsequent operations by

which many of them must be prepared for the

purposes of the metallurgist. As the term is

now generally used, it means the art of obtaining

the ores from the earth, while the processes con-

nected with separating the metals from their

ores are included under metallurgy. Mining
has been practiced from the remotest times. It

is referred to in the twenty-eighth chapter of

the book of Job, and an Egyptian papyrus,

drawn in 1400 b. c, preserved in the museum
at Turin, illustrates the workings of a gold

mine.

All mineral deposits are divided into two very

broad divisions. The first includes the beds, or

seams, of iron ore, coal and salt. These are

d'-posits laid out more or less horizontally and
parallel to the stratification of the surrounding

rocks. The second class includes mineral

veins, or lodes. The mining appliances em-

ployed are very different in the two classes of

deposits. In the first class, it is desirable to

make a hole of the shortest possible depth from

the surface of the ground to the bed of mineral.

A shaft is therefore sunk through valueless beds

until the mineral is reached. Machinery of the

best class is then used to extract the whole of

the mineral, due precautions being taken to

avoid danger from falls of roof and from noxious

gases. In the second class of deposits, the

inclination of the mineral vein has to be taken

into account, as the deposit varies considerably

in inclination and in size. The vein must

therefore be studied foot by foot, downward
from the top. In some cases a vertical shaft is

sunk, and passages, known as cross-cuts, or

levels, are driven from this to the vein at different

depths. A vertical shaft presents the advantages

of greater ease in sinking, hauling and pumping.

In the search for mineral deposits, the best evi-

dence is obtained by putting down bore holes.

These are made by various methods and are

sent to a depth of a few feet, when required for

testing the character of the foundation subsoil,

or, in other cases, to thousands of feet, when
required in seeking for or estimating the value

of deposits of coal, salt and iron.

In order to open up a mine, tunnels, or entries,

are driven into the lode or bed whenever the

contour of the country admits of this scheme.

Shaft sinking involves a larger outlay of capital

and greater working cost. In the ordinary

method of sinking shafts, the workmen, standing

upon the bottom of the pit, blast out the rock

and send the excavated material to the surface

by means of an engine, rope and bucket. The
sides of the shaft are supported by timbering or

walling. By the use of steam power for oper-

ating the hoisting apparatus, shafts can be sunk

to almost any depth desired. The deepest shaft

in the world is at the Calumet and Hecla copper

mine, Calumet, Mich. It exceeds 5000 feet.

The cutting of a path through the harder rocks,

as carried on by the ancient miners, was partic-

ularly laborious. Previous to the introduction

of blasting, the implements used were of the

nature of wedges and hammers. Bit by bit

pieces of rock were broken away, the operation

being aided by natural fissures in the rock and

by the brittleness of the hard material. In this

way the ancient miners cut coflBn-shaped gal-

leries 6 feet in height. At the present time the

galleries, or levels, are usually 1\ feet high and

5 feet wide, thus affording greater facility for
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traveling and for ventilation. In the operation

of blasting, use is made of a drill of steel. This

may be struck with a hammer, but wherever

possible rock drills driven by steam, compressed

air or electricity are in use. The bore hole,

when finished, is then charged. Gunpowder,

compressed powder, dynamite and gun cotton

are employed. Nitrated guncotton has also

given admirable results. The fullest benefit of

these modern explosives can be obtained only

by the use of strong charges fired by electricity,

by which it is possible to place a number of bore

holes in such a manner that when fired together

they shall help one another. For removing coal,

these high explosives are too quick in their

action, and blasting powder continues to be

used.

Coal Mining. Coal is usually found in

horizontal layers, except in the anthracite

regions, where some veins are in* an oblique

position. Such veins are often mined by

excavating a gallery into the side of the hill, but

most coal mines are entered through a vertical

shaft, which is sunk to the bottom of the first

workable vein. This shaft is rectangular in

shape, usually 30 feet long and 8 to 10 feet wide.

It is divided into four sections, in two of which

the hoisting cages operate. Of the others, one

is generally used for ventilation and the other for

conveying pipes for pumping and electric wires.

This division also has a stairway or system of

ladders, which may be used in case the hoisting

machinery is injured. From the foot of this

shaft a gallery is excavated in opposite directions.

If the vein of coal is deep enough to admit of

working without the removal of rock, little or no

rock is disturbed; otherwise, enough rock has to

be excavated to enable the miners and tramcars

to pass through the gallery. From this main

gallery, other galleries are excavated at frequent

intervals, running at right angles to the main

gallery, and from each of these are still smaller

galleries, leading into the vein of coal. The
roof of the mine may be supported in one of two

ways—by leaving pillars of coal at frequent

intervals, or by the use of timbers. In a mine

free from obstructions, the arrangement of

galleries resembles very closely that of the streets

in a well-planned city.

Tramways are laid in the main gallery and

those leading off from it. Upon these, cars are

hauled by mules or, in very large mines, by

electric power, to the foot of the shaft, whence

they are run upon the hoisting cages and ele-

vated to the surface, where they are unloaded

by dumping. In some of the coal measures,

the shaft is sunk until it cuts a number of veins

of coal, and in this case cars are hoisted from

different levels; but in the bituminous fields it

is not customary to work more than one vein at

a time.

Because of the formation of gases (See Fire

Damp), coal mines need to be more thoroughly

ventilated than other mines. The ventilation

is provided either by means of a fan at the foot

of the shaft, to draw air from a fresh air shaft at

another part of the mine, or by a fan on the sur-

face, which forces the air in through a shaft

constructed for that purpose. By the use of

partitions the direction of the air current is con-

trolled so that every part of the mine is venti-

lated. The portions newly opened are usually

more dangerous than the others, for it is in these

that the gases are liable to collect.

Min'isters, Foreign, those accredited repre-

sentatives that one country sends to another.

They are divided into three classes. The high-

est in rank is the ambassador extraordinary, who
can claim to represent his state or sovereign in

his own person, and who receives honors and

enjoys privileges accordingly. The legates and

nuncios of the pope also belong to this class.

Envoys extraordinary, internuncios and ministers

plenipotentiary belong to the second class, and

they do not hold the same degree of power nor

receive the same distinction as the former. The
third class includes ministers resident, envoys

and charges d'affaires. Persons who are sent

merely to conduct the private affairs of their

monarch or his subjects in a foreign place are

called agenis or residents; when occupied chiefly

with matters of a commercial character, they

are called consuls.

Ministry, the name sometimes given to the

heads of the executive departments of a govern-

ment, taken collectively. It is usually synony-

mous with the term cabinet, though in some

countries, as in Great Britain, the ministry

includes, besides the cabinet, many under-

secretaries of departments, who have seats in

Parliament. See Cabinet.

Mink, a mammal of the weasel family, allied

to the polecat. It burrows on the banks of

rivers and ponds and lives on frogs, crayfishes

and fishes, which it pursues in the water. It

emits a strong and disagreeable odor; its fur

is in considerable demand. The American

mink, found especially in the north, is about a

foot and a half long, has small ears and eyes

and is coveied with a coat of rich brown fur.
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The European species is smaller than the Ameri-

can and has beautiful brown fur which is more

valuable.

Minneapolis, the Flouk City, the county-

seat of Hennepin co., Minn., is situated on the

Mississippi River, 420 mi. n. w. of Chicago and

581 mi. n. of Saint Louis, upon the Great North-

em, the Northern Pacific, the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, the Chicago & Northwestern,

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul, the

Chicago Great Western, the Saint Paul & Du-

luth and several other railroads. Minneapolis

covers an area of a little over 53 square miles,

extending on both banks of the Mississippi for

nearly 10 miles and having an extreme east and

west extent of about 6 miles. On the south it

borders upon Saint Paul. The river divndes the

city into two unequal divisions, known as the

East Division and the West Division. Below the

Falls of Saint Anthony, which are in the heart

of the city, the Mississippi flows through a deep

gorge, and within the city limits the river is

spanned by eighteen bridges. The city is built

upon nearly level ground and is regularly laid

out, most of the streets running at right angles.

Both the East and West divisions are divided

into north and south sections. The West

Division, which is by far the larger, is divided

by Hennepin Avenue, and the East Division,

by Central Avenue and Division Street. The
streets from these dividing lines are numbered

in their order, and those running parallel with

the river are also numbered. The east and west

streets are styled avenues, while the north and

south thoroughfares are named streets. Hen-

nepin Avenue, Nicollet Avenue and First and

Second avenues. South, are the chief business

streets for retail purposes. The wholesale and

manufacturing districts are located on both

banks of the river and extend as far as the

city limits.

Minneapolis has an attractive system of parks

and boulevards, which begins with Loring

Park, in the center of the city, and includes the

lake parks to the southwest, in which are situ-

ated lakes Calhoun and Harriet, both beautiful

sheets of water. Lake Harriet is surrounded by

a boulevard, which continues to the south and

east until it reaches the Mississippi and thence

southward along the bluffs of the river to Minne-

haha Park, in which are located Minnehaha

Falls. On the river bluffs is also Riverside

Park, which is about a mile below the Falls of

Saint Anthony. The city, in connection with

Saint Paul, has one of the finest systems of street

railways in the country, the system covering both

cities under one management.

The city is well built and contains a number
of public buildings and business blocks which

equal in their architectural features and con-

struction those found in any other city in Amer-
ica. Foremost among these is the county

courthouse and city hall, erected by the county

and city at a cost of about $3,500,000. This

structure occupies an entire block. It is built

of Ortonville granite and is finished in marble.

It has a tower 350 feet high, in the upper story

of which is an observatory, from which an

excellent view of the city can be obtained.

Among other buildings worthy of mention are

the Auditorium, with a seating capacity of over

2000; the Masonic Temple; the Lumber Ex-

change; the public library, containing 150,000

volumes and an art gallery and museum; the

Metropolitan Life Building; the New York Life

Building; the Chamber of Commerce, and the

West Hotel. The city is also noted for its large

and beautiful churches. The most important

among these are the Church of the Immaculate

Conception, Wesley Methodist, Plymouth Con-
gregationalist. Park Avenue Congregationalist,

Westminster Presbyterian, First Unitarian and the

Church of the Redeemer, Universalist. To these

should be added the buildings of the University of

Minnesota (See Minnesota, University of).

Minneapolis is an important manufacturing

and commercial center. It has long been known
as the largest center of the manufacture of flour

in the world, and its combined mills now have

a capacity of nearly 85,000 barrels in twenty-

four hours. These mills are situated on both

banks of the Mississippi, at the head of the

Falls of Saint Anthony. Next in importance to

the manufacture of flour is the manufacture of

lumber, in which also Minneapolis has been

the leader of the world. In the banner year

(1899), the output of her mills exceeded 594,-

000,000 feet, but with the decrease of supply this

amount has diminished until now the annual out-

put is about 400,000,000 feet. Most of the tim-

ber is obtained from the regions to the north.

Other industries of importance are the manu-
facture of lumber and timber products, such as

furniture, boxes and the like; cooperage, for

which the manufacture of flour creates a large

demand; the manufacture of underwear and other

knit goods, fur goods, foundry and machine

shop products and malt liquors, the manufacture

and repair of railway cars and the manufacture

of small wares.
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As a primary wheat market ^Minneapolis is

the most important in the country. Besides

the lumber manufactured in the city, ]\Iinne-

apolis is also an exchange point for large quan-

tities of lumber manufactured in other places

and forwarded for sale. The city also contains

excellent wholesale and retail stores, connected

with nearly all lines of mercantile business.

Minneapolis was settled in 1854. The great

water power furnished by the Falls of Saint

Anthony soon made it an important manufactur-

ing center. It was incorporated as a towTi in

1856 and became a city in 1867. Population

in 1905, 261,974.

Min'nesing'ers, the name given generally to

the German nobles and princes of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries who went about from

court to court, composing and singing poems.

As was natural, considering the time they flour-

ished, most of their compositions dealt with

the customs and achievements of chivalry. See

Mastersingers.

Minneso'ta, the Gopher State, situated in

the north central part of the United States and

in the geographical center of North America,

half-way between the line of perpetual frost on

the north and the line of no frost on the south.

It is bounded on the n. by Manitoba and On-
tario, on the e. by Lake Superior and Wisconsin,

on the s. by low^a and on the w. by the Dakotas.

The eastern portion of the northern boundary

consists of a chain of lakes and rivers, of which

the Rainy River and Lake of the Woods are the

most important. The eastern boundary is

formed almost entirely by Lake Superior and the

Saint Croix and Mississippi rivers, and a large

portion of the western boundary is formed by

the Red River of the North. The greatest

length from north to south is about 400 miles,

from east to west, 380 miles, and its average

width is 240 miles. The area is 83,365 square

miles, of which 4160 square miles are water,

not including Lake Superior. Population in

1905, 1,979,912.

Surface and Drainage. Notwithstanding

its large area, Minnesota contains no lofty

mountains nor deep valleys. A height of land

with an elevation of about 1700 feet extends in

an irregular line approximately east and west

through the north central portion of the state.

From its slopes, rivers flow in all directions.

The highest land is in the Mesaba range, in the

northeastern section, where the loftiest summits

are about 2200 feet. The region around Lake

Superior is the lowest, having an altitude of

about 600 feet. From this low land southward

and westward to the valley of the Red River of

the North, the surface consists largely of rolling

land, interspersed with streams and lakes and

covered with pine or hard wood forests. Along

the Mississippi are high bluffs, which in the

southeastern portion of the state reach an alti-

tude of nearly 1800 feet. The southern tiers of

counties are largely rolling prairies, which merge

into the high parallel swells in the southwest,

sometimes known as coteaiis, and designated by

Longfellow in his Hiaicatha as "mountains of

the prairie." The valley of the Red River

of the North, which includes the northwestern

counties, is level.

The drainage includes three river systems.

A small section of the northeastern comer of

100 miles.

MINNESOTA
3, Duluth; 4, Winona.1, Saint Paul; 2, Minneapol .

Dotted lines indicate cliief railroads.

the state drains through the Saint Louis and a

number of short rivers into Lake Superior.

North of the height of land the rivers flow into

the Rainy River and the chain of lakes which

connect with the Hudson Bay system. The
central and southern portions of the state,

including more than one-half of its area, are

drained into the Mississippi. The most im-

portant tributary of this stream within the state

is the Minnesota, which flows in a southeasterly,

then northeasterly direction entirely across the

state. The northwestern section is drained into

the Red River of the North, whose tributaries

are few, only one, the Red Lake River, being of

any importance.

Minnesota contains over 6000 lakes. The

largest one that lies wholly within the state is
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Red Lake. Of the Lake of the Woods, on the

northern boundary, only a small portion belongs

to Minnesota. What is known as the lake region

extends southward through the central part of

the state and contains thousands of small lakes

surrounded by timber, noted for the beauty of

their scenery, the clearness of their water and

the abundance of fish. Many of these are

jxjpular summer resorts. On the western

lx)undary are lakes Traverse and Big Stone,

the former the source of the Bois de Sioux, and

the latter the source of the Minnesota.

Climate. The climate of Minnesota is cool

temperate. The summers are characterized by

many hot days, followed by cool nights. The
thermometer rises to 90°, or even 100°, during

July and August. The autumns are remark-

ably mild and pleasant, frosts seldom occurring

before the middle of October. The winters are

characterized by clear, cold weather, in which

the temperature sometimes falls as low as 40°

below zero. The springs are short, the transi-

tion from winter to summer being quite rapid.

The atmosphere is dry and clear, and the

extremes of temperature are therefore not

noticed as much as they are in regions of less

variation but of greater humidity. The rain-

fall for the entire state is about 24 inches. It is

heaviest in the eastern half and lightest along

the western border, but everjTshere it is suf-

ficient for agricultural purposes and is evenly

distributed thioughout the year.

^Mineral Resources. Minnesota is the

leading state in the Union in the production of

iron ore and contains what are probably the

largest iron mines in the world. These are

located in the Mesaba and Vermilion ranges,

near the head of Lake Superior (See Iron).

The ore is shipped by rail to Duluth and Two
Harbors, and thence it goes by boat to the

various points on the Great Lakes, where it is

smelted. There are valuable granite quarries

at Saint Cloud and Ortonville, on Big Stone

Lake. A pink limestone of great value as a

building stone is found in Blue Earth and

Lesueur counties, in the southern part of the

state; a cream-colored limestone is quarried at

Red Wing, and a dolomite rock is found near

Rochester. A brown sandstone is also found

near Sandstone, and in Pipestone County, in

the southwestern part of the state, are extensive

quarries of red jasper, especially valuable for

building and ornamental purposes. At the

foot of this quarry is also found the famous

deposit of pipestone used for so many centuries

by the indians in making peace pipes. So far

as known, this is the only important deposit of

this rock in the country. Slate occurs in the

northern part of the state, and brick clay is

quite generally distributed.

Agriculture. Minnesota is one of the lead-

ing agricultural states and produces large

quantities of the best quality of spring wheat,

the entire valley of the Red River of the North

being especially suited to the production of this

grain. Wheat is also grown on much of the

tillable land in other parts of the state, so that the

entire output is large. Other crops of importance

are oats, corn, barley, rye and potatoes. Hay is

raised in large quantities, and dairying and the

raising of live stock are important branches of

agricultural industry. In the southern part of

the state the more hardy varieties of apples,

strawberries and other small fruits are grown

successfully, though fruit growing is not an

important agricultural industry. On the new
lands extensive crops of flax are raised for the

seed, which is used in the manufacture of lin-

seed oil. The fiber to some extent is shipped to

manufacturers.

Manufactxjres. Minnesota has an abun-

dance of water power, and the presence of exten-

sive forests and excellent shipping facilities have

combined to develop her manufactures more

rapidly than these industries have been developed

in other states as far west. Saint Paul, Minne-

apolis and Stillwater are the leading manufactur-

ing centers. The most important of the indus-

tries is the manufacture of flour and grist mill

products, in which Minneapolis leads the world.

Next in importance is lumber. There are over

50,000 square miles of forest land in the state.

The northern part of the state contains the

largest forests of white pine found within the

Union, and south of these are forests of hard

wood, while in various localities are found

Norway pine and spruce. The great lumber

centers are Minneapolis, Stillwater, Brainerd

and Little Falls, where logs are not only manu-

factured into lumber, but made into furniture,

finishings for interiors and other articles of

wood.

Transportation and Commerce. The state

has the advantage of two important water routes,

the Mississippi and the Great Lakes. The
multiplication of railways has rendered the

Mississippi of less importance than formerly,

but the importance of the lake route grows

with the development of the country. Duluth, at

the head of Lake Superior, has how become one
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of the important shipping points of the country.

The Northern Pacific and Great Northern rail-

ways have Hnes extending across the northern

and central parts of the state from east to west,

also lines from Saint Paul and Minneapohs to

the northwest, connecting with the trunk lines.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul road

has a line extending across the southern part of

the state, while the Northwestern maintains a

line approximately parallel to this and some-

what north of it. These, with the numerous
cross lines, now give the state ample railway

facilities, with the exception of the northern

counties, which are still sparsely settled. Saint

Paul is the great railway center, not only of

Minnesota but of the northern part of the

Mississippi valley.

The commerce of the state is extensive. This

is due to the production of large quantities of

grain, Iiunber and iron ore, which are exported,

and to the shipping facilities in Duluth, which

cause many of the commodities to and from the

territory west of the Mississippi to pass across

the state. The imports consist of coal and

manufactured goods and some food products.

Government. The legislature consists of a

senate of 63 members, elected for four years,

and a house of representatives of 119 members,

elected for two years. The sessions are biennial

and are restricted to ninety days. The executive

department of the government consists of a

governor, a lieutenant governor, a secretary of

state, a treasurer and an attorney-general,

elected for two years, and an auditor, elected for

four years. The judiciary department consists

of a supreme court of five judges, elected by the

voters of the state, and of district courts, pre-

sided over by judges elected for six years. Each

county maintains a probate court, and town-

ships have justices of the peace.

Education. The system of public schools is

based upon the district plan, but is unified much
more thoroughly than in most other states. At

the head of the system is the University of Minne-

sota, at Minneapolis, which has organic con-

nection with all of the high schools and through

a system of examinations provides for the ad-

mission of graduates of these schools to the

university. There is also an organic connec-

tion between the high schools and the graded

schools and the ungraded schools of the rural

communities. The state superintendent of

public instruction is at the head of the edu-

cational system, and the schools of each

county are under the supervision of a county

superintendent. The school fund derived from
the sale of school lands is very large and is

constantly growing. In addition to the aid

received from this fund, each high school main-
taining a course of study which prepares for

admission to the university receives from the

state an annual appropriation of SI 000. Graded
schools and country schools under certain con-

ditions also receive direct state aid. In con-

nection with the school system is a system of

public libraries, which provides libraries for all

school districts that are willing to assume a

portion of the expense. A thorough system of

traveling libraries is also maintained. There are

state normal schools at Winona, Mankato, Saint

Cloud, Moorhead and Duluth. Other impor-

tant institutions of learning, maintained by vari-

ous denominations, are Carlton College at North-

field, Hamlin University at Hamlin, Macalester

College at Saint Paul, Gustavus Adolphus Col-

lege at Saint Peter and the Shattuck School at

Faribault. There are also a number of large

parochial schools and colleges in the state, under

the management of the Roman Catholic Church.

Institutions. The hospitals for the insane

are at Rochester, Saint Peter and Fergus Falls;

the schools for the deaf, the blind and the feeble-

minded are at Faribault, and the State Public

School for dependent children is at Owatonna.
The penal institutions consist of the penitentiary

at Stillwater, the reformatory at Saint Cloud and
a state training school at Red Wing.

Cities. The chief cities are Saint Paul, the

capital; Minneapolis, Duluth, Winona, Still-

water and Mankato, each of which is described

under its title.

History. The territory of Minnesota was

first visited in 1678 by a Frenchman, Duluth,

who built a fort at the site of the city which now
bears his name. Hennepin discovered the Falls

of Saint Anthony two years later, and within

two decades settlement had begun in earnest.

The region was ceded to Great Britain in 1763,

was ceded to Spain in 1783, was retroceded to

France in 1800 and was obtained by the United

States through the Louisiana Purchase in 1803.

The first permanent American setdement was a

military post. Fort Snelling, established in 1819,

but immigration and occupation practically

began only after the treaty with the Dakotas in

1837, by which all of the Indian lands east of

the Mississippi were ceded. In 1849 Minne-

sota became a territory, and it was admitted

into the Union in \S58. The development of

the state was retarded by Sioux depredations,
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which culminated in a great massacre in 1862.

When these conditions passed and a system of

railways opened up the state, rapid growth was

possible. The most important issue after the

Civil War was the question of redeeming or

repudiating bonds which had been issued to

promote railway construction. A compromise

was reached in 1881. The state has been

almost steadily Republican in politics. Consult

Folwell's Minnesota, in the American Common-
wealths Series.

Minnesota, University of, a state univer-

sity, located at jMinneapolis and established by an

act of the territorial legislature in 1851. It was

not opened for instruction, however, until 1869.

The present organization includes the college of

liberal arts, embracing science and literature;

the college of engineering and mechanic arts,

the college of agriculture, the college of law,

the college of medicine and surgery, the college

of homeopathic medicine and surgery, the col-

lege of dentistry, the college of pharmacy, the

school of mines, the school of chemistry, the

school of agriculture and a graduate depart-

ment. The management of the university is

vested in a board of trustees, of which the

governor, the superintendent of public instruc-

tion and the president of the University are

members ex officio. There are nearly 300 pro-

fessors and instructors on the faculty, and the

enrollment is about 4000. The institution is

co-educational, and over one-third of its students

are women. The university is at the head of the

public school system and maintains a thorough

supervision over the high schools of the state by

a system of inspection and examinations. Gradu-

ates of all accredited high schools are admitted

to the undergraduate departments without

examination.

Minnesota River, a river in the United

States which rises in Big Stone liake, flows

through Minnesota and falls into the Mississippi

about seven miles above Saint Paul. Its length is

about 475 miles, and it is navigable for small

steamboats for about fifty miles.

Min'newit, Peter. See Minuit, Peter.

Min'now, a popular name for any small fish.

The roach, the golden shiner, the killifish and

the mummichog are some of the fishes generally

called minnows. They are the natural food of

many larger fish and are generally used as bait

for them.

Mi'nor. See Infant.

Minorca, an island in the Mediterranean Sea,

the second largest of the Balearic group. It

belongs to Spain. Its area is 293 square miles.

The coast is irregular and for the most part

steep and cliffy. The soil is not generally fer-

tile, though considerable quantities of wheat,

oil, wine, hemp, flax, oranges and lemons are

produced. Iron, copper, lead and marble are

plentiful. Population, 38,258.

Minor Prophets, The, so called from the

brevity of their writings, are twelve in number,
namely, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,

Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,

Zechariah and Malachi. Their prophecies are

found in the Hebrew canon.

Mi'nos, in Greek legend, a king of Crete, the

son of Zeus and Europa. According to one

version of the legend he was a wise ruler who,

after his death, was made a judge in the lower

world. Other versions give less favorable

accounts of his character and tell of his demand-

ing from Athens young men and girls to be fed

to the frightful Minotaur. See Minotaur.
Min'otaur, in Greek mythology, a monster

with the body of a man and the head of a bull,

which fed on human flesh. Minos, king of

Crete, kept this monster shut up in a vast

labyrinth and fed him on youths and maidens

who were sent each year from Athens as a trib-

ute. Theseus killed the minotaur and freed

Athens from the terrible curse. See Theseus.

Minsk, a town of Russia, capital of the

government of the same name, on the Svislotch,

430 mi. s. w. of Saint Petersburg. It is the seat

of a Greek archbishop and of a Roman Catholic

bishop, and contains two castles. It has some

manufactures, among which are leather, tobacco

and agricultural implements, and it enjoys a

considerable general trade. Population in 1897,

91,494.

Min'strel, the name applied to a class of

poet musicians who flourished at different times

in the Middle Ages and afterward. The first

minstrels were men who wandered from place to

place exhibiting their talent in poetry and music

by composing and reciting verses commemo-
rating heroes and heroic deeds. These verses

were often set to simple music and sung to the

accompaniment of the harp. The name is now
given to a class of players who combine music,

comedy, juggling and pantomime and other

simple forms of entertainment.

Mint, the building and equipment used in

the making of coins. The first mint was estab-

lished in England and was managed by a local

officer called the reeve, corresponding to the

sheriff in the American county. In later times
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not only the king, but nobles and bishops, coined

money. More recently, however, the privilege

of coining has been conceded to the sovereigns,

and in all modern states they enjoy the exclusive

right to issue money.

The first United States mint was established

at Philadelphia, in 1792. The first coin, the

copper cent, was issued in 1793. There are now
five mints, located at Philadelphia, San Fran-

cisco, New Orleans, Denver and Carson City,

but there are numerous assay offices at various

points where silver and gold are mined. All the

mints and assay offices are under the super-

vision of the director of the mint, who is ap-

pointed by the president and is responsible to

the secretary of the treasury. For a description

of the processes in the coining of money, see

article Coining; for a discussion of the economic

nature of money and for a statement of the

different coins now in use, see article Money.
Mint, the common name of a large and im-

portant family of plants that is widely dis-

tributed throughout the temperate regions. See

Labiatae.

Min'uit or Minnewit, Peter (1580-1641),

a governor of the New Netherlands under the

Dutch West India Company (1625-1631). He
purchased Manhattan Island and built Fort

Amsterdam on the present site of New York
City. He later laid the foundations of Fort

Christopher (Wilmington) in Delaware, under

the auspices of the South Company of Sweden.

Minute, min'it, a division of time and of

angular measure. As a division of time it is the

sixtieth part of an hour. As a division of

angular measure it is the sixtieth part of a degree.

Minutemen, the name given in American

history to those volunteer soldiers in the New
England colonies who, though continuing in

civil and professional pursuits, promised to take

up arms at a minute's notice in defense of

colonial rights. They took part in the first

engagement of the war, at Lexington.

Miocene, mi'o seen, Epoch, a division of

geologic time, including the middle portions of

the Tertiary Period and extending from the

Oligocene to the Pliocene epochs. In the

United States the formations of this epoch are

gravel, sand, volcanic tuffs and ashes. It was

during this epoch that Central America and the

Isthmus of Panama were raised above the sea.

This term is discarded by the United States

Geological Sur\-ey. See Tertiary Period.

Miquelon, medc' lohN', an island in the

Atlantic Ocean near the southern coast of New-

foundland. It has belonged to France since

1763. See Saint Pierre.

Mirabeau, me ra he/, Gabriel Honore
RiQUETTi, Count de (1749-1791), a French
statesman and revolutionary leader. At an
early age he manifested extraordinary intelli-

gence, but his youth was a stormy and licentious

one. He lived for some time in Holland and
England, returning to France in 1785. On the

assembling of the States-General in 1789,

Mirabeau, elected for Aix, soon became promi-

nent. When the king required the third estate to

vote apart from the other two orders, it was
IMirabeau who counseled resistance, demanded
the withdrawal of the troops, consolidated the

National Assembly and defied the king's orders.

As a practical statesman, Mirabeau desired

action, and for this reason he attempted to form

alliances with Lafayette, the duke of Orleans,

Necker and, finally, with the queen. WTiether

he might ultimately have been able to guide the

revolution into peaceful ways has always been a

matter of conjecture with historians, but it is

certain that he was the only man who might

possibly have done it.

Mir'acle (a wonder, a prodigy), a suspension

of, or deviation from, the known laws of nature,

brought about by the direct interference of a

Supreme Being. It is in its nature, as the term

implies, an occurrence which is strange, mar-

velous, inexplicable, and it is usually connected

with some remote moral purpose. By the elder

theologians a miracle was conceived to be the

triumph of the Divine Will over the work of his

hands and the laws of his making. In modem
doctrine, however, the miraculous element is

not considered to give evidence of opposing

forces. On the contrary, a miracle is explained

as a manifestation of the Divine Power working

through laws and by methods unknown to us,

which, upon a higher plane, are altogether

natural and orderly.

Miracle Plays, a sort of dramatic entertain-

ment common in the Middle Ages, in which the

subjects were taken from the lives of saints and

the miracles they wrought. They were origi-

nally performed in church, but latterly outside,

in market places and elsewhere. In England

they were first produced in the twelfth century.

They differed from the mysteries mainly in sub-

ject.

Mirage, me rahzh\ the appearance of an

object in the sky, due to the reflection of rays of

liglit by a layer of atmosphere of different den-

sity from that in which the object is situated
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(See Light, subhead Reflection of LigJii). A
mirage is an optical illusion and is usually seen

on deserts, where the intense heat of the land

causes the layers of atmosphere near the grotmd

to be much rarer than those above. In the

figure, the rays ABCDEFG, striking the object

H, are refracted downward, and they are not

reflected back until they strike the surface of

the layer J. This acts like a mirror and reflects

the rays to /. The observer at M sees the

object at L and K; consequently, it appears

inverted, as though it were reflected in a pool or

lake. This illusion is very deceptive and often

leads travelers to think that they are near bodies

of water when no water is present. Sometimes

objects are seen inverted in the sky without any

apparent cause. This is because some inter-

vening object occurs between the observer and

the object which produces the image. The
most perfect mirage is produced when the sun

is near the horizon, just at sunrise or sunset, since

at those times the sun's rays are nearly hori-

zontal and the refraction and reflection are nearly

perfect. It is because of this that people living

in valleys can often see the summits of mountains

at morning or evening which are invisible during

the remainder of the day.

Miramichi, mir a me slie', a river of New
Brunswick, Canada. It rises in two branches,

flows in a general easterly direction for about

220 miles and empties into Miramichi Bay. Its

length is about 220 miles, but it is navigable for

only about 45 miles.

Mir'ror, a smooth surface capable of reflect-

ing regularly a great proportion of the rays of

light that fall upon it. In the ordinary sense,

a mirror is a pane of glass coated on the back

with an amalgam of mercury and tin. The
mirrors used by the ancients were made of thin

polished bronze, either set in a case or fitted

with a handle. At a later period they used

mirrors made of obsidian, a stone closely re-

sembling black glass and capable of taking a

high polish.

A flane mirror is one having a flat surface.

Plane mirrors are those in common use in homes
and public buildings. The image seen in a

plane mirror is of the same size as the object

and appears as far behind the mirror as the ob-

ject is in front of it, but with the sides reversed.

The right hand of your image when seen in a

mirror is where your left hand would be were

you facing in the same direction. The image

seen by one observer is not that seen by another.

In Fig. 1 let MN represent the mirror and

E and F repre-

sent two observ-

ers. AB is the

object and A'B'
the image. The
observer at E can

see the image in

the direction of

the rays EA' and

EB', while the

observer at F
would see the

image in the di-

rection of FA'
and FB'.

A concave mir-

ror, like a lamp
reflector, is a section of the inside of a hollow

sphere. When parallel rays of light strike a

concave mirror, they are reflected to a common
point, called the jocus. The focus is in front

of the mirror and directly opposite its center.

Concave mirrors show two kinds of images.

When the object is farther away from the mir-

ror than the point which would form the

center of the sphere of which the mirror is a

part, the image

formed is inverted

and smaller than

the object. It ap-

pears on a screen

in front of the

mirror, as shown

in Fig. 2. The
rays of light from

the object, AB,
are reflected to a and h, while the rays Ah
and Ba, which strike the mirror perpendicu-

larly, are reflected back upon themselves. The
rays Aa and Bh are reflected respectively at

aA' and hB'. These reflected rays cross each

other at F. The rays Ah and Ba cross at C.

If the screen is placed at the point where these

two sets of rays meet, it receives the image

A'B'. If the screen is moved either toward

FIG. 2
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the mirror or away from it, some of the reflected

rays are lost and the image becomes indistinct.

When the object is nearer the mirror than the

center of the sphere of which the mirror forms a

part, the image appears back of the mirror and
is erect and magnified. This effect can easily

be produced by using a common lamp reflector

and holding the finger or some other object in

front of it.

A convex mirror is formed from the section of

the outside of a sphere. The image formed by

such a mirror is always seen back of the mirror

and is erect and smaller than the object. Most
hand mirrors are slightly convex. We notice

that the image in such a mirror is distinct and

considerably smaller than the object. See

Light, subhead Reflection of Light.

Mishawaka, mish a waw'ka, Inc., a town in

Saint Joseph co., 4 mi. e. of South Bend, on the

Saint Joseph River, and on the Grand Trunk
and the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern rail-

roads. The various manufactures include wind-

mills, machinery, agricultural implements, furni-

ture, organs and other articles. It is one of the

oldest towns in the state, having been settled in

1828. It was known as "Saint Joseph Iron

Works" until the present name was given ten

years later. Population in 1900, 5560.

Mis'sal, the book of the Roman Catholic

Church containing the complete service for

mass throughout the year. Pope Pius V in 1520

revised the missal, and its use was required in

all churches which could not show that their

own service-book had been in uninterrupted

use for two hundred years. Clement VIII in

1604 and Urban in 1634 revised the missal, the

latter revision being still in use.

Missionary, mish'un a ry, Ridge, Battle

OF. See Chattanooga, Battles of.

Missions and Missionaries. Missionaries

are men who devote their lives to the enlighten-

ment and conversion of peoples, in the interest

or under the auspices of some religion or religious

organization. The first great Christian mis-

sionary was Saint John the Baptist, who preached

the coming of Christ. Jesus commissioned his

apostles to preach the gospel to all nations.

They and their successors obeyed implicitly,

and the result was the marvelous spread of the

great religion, which soon had found its way

over all parts of Europe.

A new impulse was given to missions by the

discovery of the New World. Almost every

merchant ship that sailed for the West Indies,

Mexico, Peru and Brazil was accompanied by

Mississippi

zealous missionaries, eager to spread the Chris-

tian religion in the new lands. The powerful

order of Jesuits turned their attention to the

East, and the celebrated Francisco Xavier, a
member of the order, met with remarkable

success in India (See Jesuits). Thence Chris-

tianity was introduced into Japan, from which,

however, it was forced to retire, because of the

terrible persecutions waged against its mis-

sionaries. Father Ricci, another Jesuit, suc-

ceeded by the end of the sixteenth century in

establishing a foothold in Peking. Roman
Catholic missions since the early part of the

seventeenth century have been thoroughly organ-

ized and have spent enormous sums of money
in carrying their religion into all parts of the

world. The Catholics of the United States

have, since 1884, helped materially in supporting

the missions for Indians and negroes, besides

contributing generously to the foreign fund. The
most active missionary body is the Society of

Jesus, or the Jesuits. It is estimated that there

are now more than 60,000 Catholic workers,

and that there is scarcely any part of the world

unvisited by them.

The earliest Protestant foreign mission ap-

pears to have been one which was established

by the French in Brazil in 1555. Shortly after

the settlement of New England in 1620, John

Eliot took a deep interest in the North American

indians, and in 1646 he began a regular mission

among them. It was not, however, until the

eighteenth century that the true missionary

spirit became general. The English took the

lead and were speedily followed by the Danes

and, especially, the Moravian Germans. The
missionary idea spread among the various Prot-

estant denominations, and all of them now
have societies which contribute workers and

money annually. The total number of societies

engaged in these missionary enterprises is over

550, and they are represented in the field by

about 18,000 missionaries and 79,000 native

helpers. In modern times the missionaries have

not confined themselves solely to the teaching

of their religion, but have paved the way for it

by the establishment of schools, the medical

treatment of the sick and suffering natives and

by teaching right methods of living.

Mississip'pi, the Bayou State, one of the

Gulf states, is bounded on the n. by Tennessee,

on the e. by Alabama, on the s. by the Gulf of

Mexico and Louisiana and on the w. by Louisi-

ana and Arkansas, from which it is separated by

the Mississippi River. Its extreme length from
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north to south is 330 miles, and its extreme

\\-idth is 188 miles. The average width is about

150 miles, and the area is 46,810 square miles,

of which 470 square miles are water. Popula-

tion in 1900, 1,551,270, of which 907,630 were

colored.

Surface and Drainage. The highest land

is in the northwest corner of the state, where the

highest altitudes reach about 1000 feet. A low

watershed, extending

north and south, di-

vides the state into two

river basins—the east-

ern, which is drained

into the Gulf of Mex-
ico, and the western,

which is drained into

the Mississippi. This

ridge is of rolling land

broken into valleys,

through which streams

flow. To the west of

it the land slopes into

the bottom lands of the

Yazoo and the Mis-

sissippi. These lands

are low and level. To
the east of the ridge the

surface consists of roll-

ing prairie. Over 7000

square miles of the

surface consist of bottom lands which are so

low that most of them have been reclaimed by
the construction of levees.

The principal streams watering the eastern

part of the state are the Tombigbee, the Pearl

and the Pascagoula, all flowing directly into the

Gulf. The chief tributaries of the Mississippi

are the Yazoo, the Big Black, the Tallahatchie,

the Sunflower and the Homochitto. There are

no lakes except those directly connected with the

rivers.

Climate. Mississippi has a semi-tropical

climate. The summers are long, but the intense

heat which would otherw^ise prevail is tempered

by breezes from the Gulf, and the thermometer

seldom reaches 100°, while the mean for the

summer is about 81°. The winters are short

and mild, the mean temperature being about
45°. The northern part of the state is much
cooler in winter than the southern. In the

north, ice usually forms and snow is not uncom-
mon. The average rainfall is about 50 inches

for the entire state, l)ut it is much greater in the

southern than in the northern part. The heavi-

100 miles.
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1, Jackson; 2, Vicksburg;
3, Meridian; 4, Natchez.
Dotted lines indicate chief

railroads.

est rains occur in late winter or early spring and
are caused by the meeting of the warm winds

from the gulf and the cold winds from the

north.

Mineral Resources. The mineral resources

are not abundant. Coal and limestone suitable

for making hydraulic cement occur in the north-

eastern counties, gypsum is found in the central

part of the state, and clays and phosphate rock

are quite generally distributed, though they are

used only for local purposes. The state con-

tains a large number of mineral springs, some of

which have become somewhat famous as resorts.

Among these are luka Springs, in the north-

eastern county, and Ocean Springs, in the south-

eastern part of the state.

Agriculture. Agriculture is the leading

industry. The soil is highly fertile, and the

climate is remarkably well suited to the pro-

duction of all crops adapted to a semi-tropical

and warm temperate climate. The bottom

lands are especially fertile and suitable for the

raising of sugar cane in the southern part of the

state and the growing of cotton in other regions.

Cotton is the chief crop and occupies fully one-

half of the acreage planted. In the production

of cotton Mississippi is the third state in the

Union. Among the cereals, corn and oats are

the most important. Wheat, potatoes, hay

and peas are also raised in large quantities,

and in the southern part of the state atten-

tion is given to the raising of oranges, figs

and other fruits which grow in a semi-tropical

climate. Some rice is produced on the bot-

tom lands, but it has not yet become an im-

portant crop.

Manufactures. Mississippi is not pri-

marily a manufacturing state, yet since 1890

the manufacturing industries have developed

rapidly. The most important of these is the

manufacture of lumber and timber products.

Over 32,000 square miles of the state are covered

with forests. In the southern section the yellow

pine prevails, while in the central and northern

forest areas are found a large number of species

of hard wood, such as oak, hickory, locust and

walnut, all of which are valuable for timber.

The second industry in importance is the man-

ufacture of cottonseed oil and cake. This is

followed by cotton ginning; then in their order

come the production of turpentine and resin,

the manufacture of cotton goods and the man-

ufacture of cars and other railway appliances.

Transportation and Commerce. The state

contains about 3000 miles of railway. Important
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trunk lines extend north and south through the

eastern, central and western portions of the

state. There are also lines crossing the northern

and central parts of the state from east to west.

All these are connected by cross lines, so that the

principal towns have railway communication,

but there are a number of counties yet untouched

by railroads. The Mississippi constitutes a val-

uable waterway for all of the counties on the

western border.

The commerce of the state consists in the

exportation of timber and timber products,

cotton and fruit and the importation of manu-
factured goods.

Government. The legislature consists of a

senate and a house of representatives, the mem-
bers of each being elected for four years. The
regular sessions occur once in four years, but

special sessions, which cannot last over thirty

days except by the governor's proclamation,

meet two years after each regular session, unless

sooner assembled by the governor. The execu-

tive department consists of a governor, a lieu-

tenant governor, a secretary of state, an attorney-

general, a treasurer and an auditor, each elected

for four years. The first and the last two named
cannot succeed themselves or one another. The
state judiciary consists of a supreme court of

three judges, appointed by the governor and

senate for nine years, and circuit and chancery

courts, over which judges are appointed for

terms of four years. The local government is

by counties, and each county is divided into dis-

tricts. The township is not recognized.

Education. Separate schools are main-

tained for white and for colored pupils, and in

all of the larger towns these continue for nine

months in the year. In the rural districts the

terms are somewhat shorter. The annual expend-

iture for schools is about $1,500,000, most of

which is raised by local taxation. The admin-

istration of the schools is in the hands of a state

board of education, composed of the secretary

of state, the attorney-general and the superin-

tendent of education. The county superin-

tendents are appointed by this board and the

senate. The state university is at Oxford, and

the agricultural and mechanical college is near

Starkville. There is also a state normal indus-

trial school for girls at Columbus, a state nor-

mal school for colored students at Holly Springs

and Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College

for colored youths at Westside. The leading

educational institutions maintained by the

different denominations arc the Mississippi

no
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College at Clinton, Woman's College at Oxford
and Millsaps College at Jackson. The higher

educational institutions for colored students are

the Rust University at Holly Springs and Tou-
galoo University near Jackson.

Institutions. The state school for the deaf

and dumb and the school for the blind are at

Jacksonville. The hospitals for the insane are

at Jackson and Meridian. There are also two

state hospitals, located respectively at Natchez

and Vicksburg. The penitentiary is at Jackson.

Cities. The chief cities are Jackson, the

capital; Meridian, Natchez, Vicksburg, Green-

ville, Columbus and Biloxi, each of which is

described under its title.

History. The first European to pass through

the region of Mississippi was the Spaniard De
Soto, in 1541, but he left no settlements. La
Salle took possession of the country in the name
of France, in 1682. The first colony was estab-

lished at Biloxi, in 1699, by d'Iberville. The
territory did not prosper under French rule and

was ceded to Great Britain in 1763. The
colony flourished until 1781, when the southern

part of it, known as West Florida, was sub-

jugated by the Spanish. By the Treaty of

1783, the northern boundary of West Florida

was placed at 31°, and a long dispute ensued

until 1795, when Spain released her claim to

territory north of that line. In 1798, the Ter-

ritory of Mississippi was organized; in 1817,

Mississippi was admitted as a state. Jackson,

the capital, was founded in 1821. By treaties

of 1830 and 1832 the lands of the indians in the

northern part of the state were ceded to the

state and throwTi open to settlement. In 1832

a new constitution was adopted. The state

took radical ground against the anti-slavery

cause and adopted the ordinance of secession

Jan. 9, 1861. One month later Col. Jefferson

Davis was elected president of the Confederacy.

In or on the borders of Mississippi were fought

the battles of Shiloh, Corinth, Port Gibson,

Vicksburg and other smaller engagements, and

much of her best territory was devastated

by Union armies. During the reconstruction

period, the state suffered severely from the

extravagance and corruption of its carpetbag

and negro rulers. It was among the first to

establish a provisional government by executive

order, but it was not recognized as a state until

after the ratification of a liberal constitution and

the acceptance of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Amendments, in February, 1870. By a new

constitution in 1890, suffrage was limited to
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those able to read or interpret any passage of

the Constitution. ConsuU Tracy's Mississippi

As It Is.

Mississippi (from an indian word meaning

father of icaters), the principal river of North

America and one of the largest rivers in the

world. It has its source in Lake Itasca, in the

State of Minnesota, and fiows southward through

a number of hikes and over a series of rapids

until it reaches the Falls of Saint Anthony. With-

in the next six hundred miles it receives the Wis-

consin, the Iowa, the Illinois and the Missouri

as tributaries. The Missouri is really the main

stream, as its length, before the rivers unite, is

much greater than that of the Mississippi

before the junction. From Saint Louis, a little

below their confluence, the Mississippi becomes

a broad, rapid, muddy river, liable to overflow

its banks. Lower do^Ti it receives in succes-

sion the Ohio, the Arkansas and the Red rivers,

and it finally enters the Gulf of Mexico through

a large delta with several "passes," some distance

below New Orleans.

The combined length of the Missouri and the

jMississippi is about 4200 miles; the whole area

drained is about 1,257,000 square miles. It is

estimated that the volume of water discharged

into the Gulf of Mexico is about 670,000 cubic

feet per second. The Mississippi "nath its

tributaries affords about 14,000 miles of navi-

gable watem-ay. The volume of the river is

usually smallest in October and greatest in

April, and the low-ljdng lands are subject to

damaging floods during the spring freshets. At

many places attempts have been made to secure

the river within its banks and to save the country

from loss and suffering by building dikes, or

levees _ as they are called (See Levee; Jetty).

The sediment carried down, however, is con-

tinually raising the bed of the river, and thus

breaks are frequently made in these levees. A
recent method of improving the river's course is

to construct light willow screens, or dams, on

the shoals and at the wide places on the river

where bars already exist. By this means a

deposit is formed \\hich in time will act as a

bank to hem in the river, while the increased

volume thus obtained will help to scour out a

deeper channel.

The most important towns on the IMississippi

are Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minn.; La
Crosse, Wis.; Dubuque, Iowa; Galena and

Moline, 111.; Davenport, Iowa; Rock Island,

111.; Burlington and Keokuk, Iowa; Quincy and

Alton, 111.; Saint Louis, Mo.; Cairo, 111.; Mem-

phis, Tenn.; Vicksburg and Natchez, Miss.;

Baton Rouge and New Orleans, La.

Mississippi, University of, a state educa-

tional institution, situated at Oxford, Miss. The
university was opened in 1848, but during ihe

Civil War work was suspended. It main-

tains departments of liberal arts, science, peda-

gogy, philosophy, law, mining and civil and

electrical engineering. It is afiiliated vnth the

high schools of the state, and students from

approved schools are admitted without examina-

tion. The students number about 250, and

there are over 20 members in the faculty. The
library contains 19,000 volumes, and the insti-

tution has an endoA\Tnent of S780,000.

Mississippi Scheme, a financial scheme pro-

jected by John Law, at Paris, in 1717. Part of

the scheme was for the colonization and devel-

opment of the jVIississippi Valley, but coinbined

with this there was a banking plan and a scheme

for the management of the national debt, the

whole being supported by the French govern-

ment. Such were the hopes raised by this

undertaking that the shares were sold at ten,

twenty, thirty and even forty times their value.

People came from all parts of France, and even

from foreign countries, in order to invest in the

company, and there was a general mania of

speculation. The state took advantage of the

popular frenzy to issue increased quantities of

paper money, which was readily accepted by

the public creditors of Law's company. The
value of the paper money depreciated, and the

shares fell in price. Law, the originator of the

bankrupt company, fled from France, and the

state acknowledged itself debtor to the share-

holders.

Missolonghi, mis so lon'ge, or Mesolonghi,

a town of Greece, capital of the nomarchy of

Acarnania and Aetolia, on the Gulf of Patras.

During the Greek War of Liberation (1822-

1826), the city was one of the strongholds of the

Greeks. Byron died here, and his statue and

a mausoleum which contains his heart are here.

Population, 8394.

Missoula, mi zoc/la, Mont., the county-seat

of Missoula co., 125 mi. w. of Helena, on the

Hell Gate River and on the Northern Pacific

railroad. The city has a beautiful location near

snow-capped mountains, in a region which by

irrigation has been made exceedingly productive

of various fruits and grains. Lumbering and

mining are also carried on, and there are rail-

road shops, planing mills, flour mills and other

works. It is the seat of the state universitv and
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has the Sacred Heart Academy and the Garden
City Commercial College. Missoula was settled

in 1864 and was incorporated in 1887. Popula-

tion in 1900, 4366; estimated in 1903-, 9000.

Missouri, miz zoo'ri, an indian tribe, re-

duced in 1823 to about eighty persons by the

inroads of smallpox. The remnant joined the

Oto, to whom they were related, and removed to

a reservation in Oklahoma.

Missouri, the Bullion State, one of the

West Central states, bounded on the n. by
Iowa, on the e. by Illinois, Kentucky and
Tennessee, on the s. by Arkansas and on the

w. by the new state of Oklahoma, Kansas and
Nebraska. The length from north to south

100 miles.
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1, Jefferson City; 2. Saint Louis; 3, Kansas City; 4,

Springfield; 5, Joplin; 6. Hannibal.
Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

is 287 miles, and the average width, about 255

miles; the extreme width is 305 miles. The
area is 69,145 square miles, of which 680 square

miles are water. The population in 1900 was

3,106,665, of which 161,234 were colored.

Surface and Drainage. The Missouri

River divides the state into two unequal sections.

That portion north of the Missouri is mostly

rolling prairie, diversified by occasional hills

and valleys and containing growths of timber

along the streams. The portion south of the

Missouri is naturally divided into three physical

regions—the western plain, which is continuous

with the plains of Kansas and is nearly level;

the Ozark Plateau, a region of elevated hilly or

mountainous country, extending across the state

from east to west and continuous w4th the Ozark

Mountains in Arkansas and Illinois, and the

low, swampy lands in the southeastern part of

the state. The Ozark Mountains are low, no

peaks exceeding 1600 feet above sea level.

The principal rivers are the Mississippi, which
borders the state on the east, and the Missouri,

forming the northern part of the western bound-
ary and then flowing across the state in a south-

easterly direction to join the Mississippi a few
miles north of Saint Louis. The chief tribu-

taries of the Missouri from the north are the

Platte, the Grand and the Chariton, while the

Wyaconda and the Salt drain the northeastern

portion of the state directly into the Mississippi.

South of the Missouri and flowing into it are

the Osage, the Gasconade and the Maramec,
while south of the Ozark Plateau and flo^^^ng

into Arkansas are the \Miite, the Black and the

Current, which is a tributary of the Black.

The Saint Francis drains the southeastern plain

into the Mississippi and forms the western

boundary of that portion of the state extending

southward opposite Tennessee.

Climate. Situated in the interior of the

continent, Missouri has a climate characterized

by extremes of heat and cold. The summers
are hot, especially in the southern half of the

state, where the thermometer often reaches 100°

or higher, though on the Ozark Plateau the heat

is somewhat mitigated by elevation. The
northern portion of the state has somewhat

cooler summers and more severe winters. The
average temperature for January- ranges from

35° in the southern to 20° in the northern part

of the state; while the July temperature varies

from 80° to 75°. The annual rainfall varies

from about 60 inches in the southern counties to

35 inches in the north. This is quite evenly

distributed through the year, and all parts of

the state usually have an abundance of moisture

for agricultural purposes.

Mineral Resources. Missouri is rich in

minerals. Most valuable among these are the

coal deposits, occupying a large portion of the

northwestern division of the state. These are a

continuation of the coal fields of Kansas and

Iowa. In the southwestern part of the state

are extensive deposits of zinc and lead ore, which

in and about Galena, Carthage and Joplin are

extensively worked. The Ozark Plateau also

contains extensive beds of iron ore, which are

most prominent in the vicinity of Iron Moun-

tain and Pilot Knob (See Iron Mountain).

Granite, limestone, clay and other materials

suitable for building purposes are widely dis-

tributed.

Agriculture. The northern and western

parts of the state have a deep, fertile soil and are

especially suited to the growing of corn, grass,
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hay and other crops suitable for feeding stock.

The central part of the state is largely given to

raising tobacco, while in the southern portion

watermelons, tomatoes and other vegetables

and fruits are cultivated. Apples are generally

grown throughout the state. In the extreme

south considerable attention is given to raising

cotton. Throughout the state there are excel-

lent grazing lands, and Missouri is one of the

leading states of the Union in the production of

live stock, especially mules, cattle and swine.

The proximity of the state to the markets in

Kansas City and Saint Joseph makes the fatten-

ing of cattle and hogs very profitable. Mules

and blooded horses are largely exported to other

states. Large numbers of sheep are also raised,

and the wool crop is important. Among the

cereals, corn occupies the chief place, followed

by wheat and oats.

Manufactures. Missouri is the leading

manufacturing state west of the Mississippi

River. The most important manufacturing

industries are slaughtering and meat packing,

the making of flour and grist mill products,

tobacco and cigars, malt liquors, lumber and

foundry and machine shop products. The
southeastern portion of the state contains

extensive forests, and the lumber interests are

being gradually developed, though they do not

compare in importance with those of some of

the states farther south. Other industries of

lesser importance are printing and publishing

and the manufacturing of carriages and wagons,

boots and shoes. Over two-thirds of the manu-
factures are located in and about Saint Louis,

other important centers being Kansas City and

Saint Joseph, w^hile the smelting of zinc is carried

on chiefly at Joplin and Carthage.

Transportation. The northern half of

Missouri is in the region traversed by the great

trunk lines of railways, extending east and west

across the country. Cross lines connect them

and give this portion of the state ample railway

facilities. The southern part, however, is not

so well favored, and a number of counties are

without railway communication. The entire

mileage of the state exceeds 7000 miles. The
Mississippi River furnishes ample water com-

munication with the Gulf and the ocean. While

the Missouri is navigable, the development of

railways along its course has lessened its im-

portance as a waterway.

Commerce. The commerce of the state is

extensive. The exports are live stock, meats,

lead, zinc, iron ore, fruits and vegetables and

numerous manufactured products, while the

imports consist of food products and raw ma-

terial for manufactures. Much of the com-

merce and transportation consists in the transit

of commodities across the state from east to

west, Saint Louis being one of the great dis-

tributing centers for the southwestern part of the

United States.

Government. The legislature consists of a

senate of 34 members elected for four years,

and a house of representatives of 142 mem-
bers, elected for two years. The sessions are

held biennially and "are practically limited to

seventy days. The executive department con-

sists of a governor, a lieutenant governor, a

secretary of state, an auditor, a treasurer, an

attorney-general and a superintendent of public

instruction, each elected for four years. The
governor and the treasurer cannot succeed

themselves. The courts consist of a supreme

court of seven judges, elected for ten years, and

circuit courts, presided over by judges- elected

for six years. Each county has a probate and

county court, and there are also justice courts

in villages and towns.

Education. The public school system is on

the district plan. At the head of this system is

a board of education, consisting of the governor,

the secretary of state, the attorney-general and

the superintendent of public instruction. The
schools in the towns are well graded, and the

terms are long; but many of the rural schools,

owdng to scarcity of population and inadequate

support,haveshortterms. However, these schools

are making steady progress towards a higher

standard. There is a compulsory attendance

law. State normal schools are maintained at

Warrensburg, Kirksville, Cape Girardeau,

Springfield and Maryville. At Jefferson City

is Lincoln Institute, for the training of colored

teachers. The University of Missouri, located

at Columbia, is nominally at the head of the

educational system, and many of the high schools

of the state are aflSliated with it and, through this

arrangement, with other universities as well.

The other important universities are the Wash-

ington University at Saint Louis, a non-sectarian

institution, and the Saint Louis University, a

Roman Catholic institution.

Institutions. The state school for the deaf

and dumb is at Fulton, and the school for the

blind is at Saint Louis. The hospitals for the

insane are located at Farmington, Saint Joseph,

Fulton and Nevada, and there is an institute for

the feeble-minded at Marshall. The penal
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Institutions consist of a state prison at Jefferson

City, a boys' reform school at Boonville and a

girls' reform school at Chillicothe.

Cities. The chief to^Tis are Jefferson City,

the capital; Saint Louis, Kansas City, Saint

Joseph, Joplin, Springfield, Sedalia, Hannibal,

Carthage, Moberly, Nevada, Chillicothe and
Independence, each of which is described under

its title. .

History. Missouri was explored in 1541 by

Fernando De Soto, the Spanish adventurer. In

1673 Marquette and Joliet passed its shores,

and in 1682 La Salle took possession of the coun-

try in the name of Louis XIV. In 1719 the

French began to explore the interior. The
first permanent settlement was made at Saint

Genevieve, about 1735. The next settlement

of any consequence was Saint Louis, founded

by Pierre Laclede in 1764. By the Treaty of

Paris in 1763, Missouri, along with all territory

west of the Mississippi, was transferred to Spain,

and it was ceded by Spain to France in 1800; it

formed part of the Territory of Louisiana, pur-

chased by the United States in 1803. In 1812

it was set apart as the Territory of Missouri. In

1821 Missouri was admitted to the Union, after

a long contest over slavery (See Missouri Com-
promise). The people of Missouri were almost

equally divided in sentiment on the slavery

and secession question and provided troops for

both sides during the Civil War. The Union

early gained control of the state, and a loyal

government was organized, which, however,

was not recognized imtil 1864. Almost imme-

diately after the close of t^e war, the state

entered upon an era of wonderful prosperity.

A world's fair was held at Saint Louis in 1904,

celebrating the centennial of the Louisiana Pur-

chase. Consult Carr's Missoxiri, in the Ameri-

can Commonwealths Series.

Missouri, University of, a state institution

of higher learning, founded at Columbia, ^NIo.,

in 1839. It comprises a college of liberal arts,

a graduate school and departments of education,

law, medicine, military science and tactics and

agricultural and mechanical arts and a school of

m.ines and metallurgy. The faculty numbers

about 150, and the enrollment is about 1900.

The library contains 60,000 volumes.

Missouri Compromise, the name given to an

act of Congress, approved March 6, 1820, by

which INIissouri was admitted to the Union as a

slave state, but slavery was forever prohibited

north of the southern boundary of Missouri,

namely 36° 30' north latitude. At the same

time, but by a separate bill, Maine was admitted

as a free state. The act was the outcome of a

long period of discussion between the slavery

and the anti-slavery parties. Up to that time

the nimaber of free and slave states had remained

equal; therefore, the admission of ^lissouri as a

free or a slave state would disturb this equi-

librium. Many bills were introduced by each

party after 1819, and the bill, as finally passed,

was the result of numerous amendments and

resolutions, proposed by both the House of

Representatives and the Senate. Its passage

was largely due to the influence of Henry Clay,

then speaker of the House. In the following

year another bill was passed, delaying the

admission of ^Missouri to the Union imtil that

state through its legislature had declared that

no law would be passed which would abridge

the rights guaranteed to all citizens by the Federal

Constitution. This was to prevent the insertion

of a proposed paragraph in the state constitution

prohibiting the immigration of free negroes.

Missouri River, a great river of the United

States, the principal tributary of the Mississippi.

iSIeasuring from its source to the mouth of the

Mississippi, it is the longest river in the world.

It is formed by the junction of the Jefferson,

the Madison and the Gallatin rivers, which

rise in the Rocky INIountains and unite near

Gallatin City, Mont. After the junction of

these three streams, the newly formed river

flows first north, then east across Montana, and

enters North Dakota, through which it flows

in a cur\-e southeast into South Dakota. After

passing across the entire width of South Dakota,

it forms the northeastern boundary of Nebraska,

and after a turn toward the south, it forms the

dividing line of Nebraska from Iowa and ]\Iis-

souri. It flows between Kansas and ^Missouri

as far as Kansas City, when it turns east and

flows across Missouri to the Mississippi, which

it enters 20 miles above Saint Louis. From the

source of the Jefferson, the longest of the three

branches of which it is composed, to its mouth

at the ISIississippi, the Missouri River is 2950

miles long and with the Lower INIississippi it is

4200 miles long. It is a swift and turbid stream.

Its chief tributaries are the Yellowstone, the

Cheyenne, th- White, the James, the Big Sioux,

the Platte, the Grand and the Osage, and

the chief towns on its banks are Kansas City,

Leavenworth, Atchison, Omaha, Council

Bluffs, Sioux City, Pierre, Bismarck and Great

Falls.

Mist. See Fog.
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Mistletoe, mis' 7 to, a parasitic, evergreen

plant which grows on many trees, especially on

the oak and the cypress. It is a great, bushy

ball of yellowish-green twigs, each bearing two

rough, green leaves, with small, yellowish flowers

between the leaves and at the forks of the stem.

In the winter the plant is covered with small

white berries. Mistletoe is found in Europe

and in the United States, but while the two

plants are very similar in appearance, they are

not closely related. In olden times the mistle-

toe was regarded by the Druids with great

veneration. The priests gathered the plant

only with a golden knife on the sixth day after

the first new moon of each year and, dividing it

with great ceremony, distributed it among the

people, who wore it sacredly as a charm to keep

off evil. It is still a favorite Christmas decora-

tion, and in both Europe and America it is a

pla>'ful custom to claim that a man has a right

to kiss a woman whom he discovers under the

mistletoe on Christmas eve.

Mitchel, Ormsby ]McK\nGHT (1809-1862),

an American astronomer, bom in Morganfield,

Ky. He was professor of astronomy in Cin-

cinnati College from 1836 to 1844 and built its

large observ-atory. His observations of stars and

nebulae have been numerous. In the Civil War
he attained the rank of major general of volun-

teers. Among his works are The Planetary and

Stellar Worlds, The Orbs of Heaven and The

Astronomy of the Bible.

Mitch'ell, S. D., the county-seat of Davison

CO., about 70 mi. w. of Sioux Falls, on the Chi-

cago & Northwestern and two divisions of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul railroad.

The city is in a fertile region which produces

wheat and live stock, and it contains a creamery,

railroad and machine shops, grain elevators,

brickyards, lumber yards and other establish-

ments. It is the seat of Dakota University. The
place was settled in 1879 and was incorporated

four years later. Population in 1900, 4055.

Mitchell, Donald GR,^J';T (1822-1908), an

American author, better known as Ik Marv^ell.

He was born at Norwich, Conn., received his

education at Yale and after working for some
years on a farm, traveled in Europe. For a

time after his return he studied law, but soon

gave up that profession and turned to litera-

ture. His most popular book. Reveries of a

Bachelor, appeared in 1850, and this was fol-

lowed in the next year by Dream Life.

Mitchell, ,IoHN (1869- ), an American
labor leader, president of the United Mine

Workers of America. He was born in Will

County, Illinois, received a limited education,

later studied law- and for a time was employed

in. Illinois coal fields. After 1885 he was closely

connected with the labor union movement and
after 1890 continuously held some office in the

United Mine Workers of America and was also

a conspicuous leader of the American Federation

of Labor. He was elected president of the

former in 1899 and was continuously reelected

for several years. As director of the great

anthracite coal workers' strikes of 1900 and

1902, he was generally commended for his

moderate and reasonable attitude. He has

also been prominent in the National Civic Fed-

eration.

Mitchell, M.^iA (1818-1889), an American

astronomer, the daughter of a school teacher in

Nantucket, Mass. She was interested from an

early age in astronomy, and her first publication

on the subject was an account, in 1847, of the

discovery of a new comet. The king of Den-

mark rewarded her for this discovery with a gold

medal. While in the employ of the coast sur-

vey, she aided in compiling the Nautical Al-

manac. In 1857 she visited the chief observa-

tories in Europe and in 1865 she was made pro-

fessor of astronomy in Vassar. Her scientific

papers are niunerous.

Mitchell, Silas Weir (1829-. ), a dis-

tinguished American physician, who has achieved

even more fame as a writer of essays and fiction.

Doctor Mitchell's specialty is the treatment of

nervous diseases, and his "rest cure" system

has become the leading method in all parts of

the world. He wrote essays voluminously on a

great variety of medical topics and published,

among other medical books. Injuries of Nerves

and Their Consequences; Wear and Tear, or

Hints for the Overworked, and Lectures on Dis-

eases of the Nervous System, Especially in

Women. In general literature, Doctor Mitchell

began as a writer for children, but soon met with

even greater success with his finished essays and

strongly written novels. Characteristics; Cir-

cumstances; Doctor North and His Friends; The

Adventures of Francois; Youth of Washington,

and Hugh Wynne, Free Quaker, are among the

most popular. The last mentioned, a story of

Washington and the Revolution, is generally

considered to be his best.

Mites, small animals belonging to the same

class as the spiders. Some are so small as to be

invisible to the naked eye, while others are a

half-inch long. Their mouths are fitted for
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boriug and sucking the juices of the body they

infest, for most of them are parasitic. Upon
the body of the mite are scales, hairs or bristles

of different forms, each characteristic of its own
species. Some infest mammals, birds or ani-

mals of lower orders, and others are parasitic

upon plants The spinning mites,

or red spiders, as they are often

called, leave a tiny thread wher-

ever they go, and when numerous

they will cover a plant with a

whitish mass. Itch mites burrow

into the skin of man and other

animals, and gall mites produce

the peculiar formations seen on

leaves and twigs of plants. While
*"^^

some mites destroy the eggs of injurious insects

and so are beneficial, the majority of them are

injurious, and some do decided damage, not

only directly by their parasitism, but in some
instances, also, by spreading disease.

Mit'ford, Mary Russell (1787-1855), an

English writer. Her first publication was

Miscellaneous Poems, which appeared in 1810

and which was followed by other volmnes.

Her father, previously wealthy, lost his money,

and Miss Mitford was obliged to write for a

living. She produced a number of plays,

among which are Julian and Rienzi, and wrote

numerous articles for magazines. The most

popular of her works was Our Village, a volume

of charming sketches of village life. Belford

and AtJierton and Other Tales are among her

other publications

Mithridates, mith ri da' teez, (135-63 b. c),

king of Pontus, on the shore of the Black Sea.

Mithridates ascended the throne at the age of

thirteen. Soon after attaining his majority, he

commenced his career

of conquest, which

made liim master of

nearly all of Asia Minor

and of Greece and

brought him into con-'

flict with Rome. For

four years Mithridates

disputed possession of

Asia, but was at last

compelled by Sulla to

submit. After the death of Sulla, which occurred

in 78 B. c, he levied another army with a deter-

mination to expel the Romans from Asia. Being

defeated by Lucullus, he was followed by the

victorious Romans into his own states and was

driven to seek refuge in Armem'a. In 67 B. c.

MITHRIDATES

he completely defeated the Romans; and, fol-

lowing up his success, he rapidly recovered the

larger part of his dominions. The Romans
now invested Pompey with absolute power in

the East, and by him, in 66, the forces of Mith-

ridates were completely routed near the Eu-
phrates. The king retired beyond the Cau-

casus, and when his troops, headed by his

son Pharnaces, broke out in mutiny, he killed

himself.

Mjosen, myo'zen, the largest lake in Nor-

way, about 40 mi. n. n. e. of Christiania. Its

length is about 55 mUes, and its greatest breadth

is 12 miles. Its waters are carried by the Vor-

men into the Glommen.
Mo'abite Stone, The, an ancient stone dis-

covered in 1868 in Diban, in the ancient Moab,

by F. Klein. It is of black basaltic granite,

about 3 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 9 inches in

width and the same in thickness, with rounded

top but square base, on which there is an inscrip-

tion of thirty-four lines in the Moabitish Ian

guage. It was unfortunately broken by the

natives, but almost the whole of the inscription

has been recovered from the broken pieces.

The inscription dates from about 860 B. c, and

is she oldest known in the Hebrew-Phoenician

form of waiting. It records the deeds of Mesha,

king of Moab, and his wars with Omri, king of

Israel, and his successors. This stone is now in

the Louvre in Paris.

Mo'berly, Mo., a city in Randolph co., about

125 mi. n. w. of Saint Louis, on the Wabash and

the Missouri, ICansas & Texas railroads. The
Wabash has division headquarters and shops

here, and there are also brickyards, flour mills,

ice factories, foundries, machine shops, planing

mills and other factories. The city is near

deposits of coal and fire clay and has a valuable

trade in farm and dairy produce. It contains

the Saint Mary's Academy, a public library and

a fine Y. M. C. A. building. Population in

1900, 8012.

Mobile, 7110 beel\ Ala., the county-seat of

Mobile CO., 80 mi. s. w, of Montgomery, on

Mobile Bay, at the mouth of the Mobile River

and on the Louisville & Nashville, the Southern,

the Mobile & Ohio and other railroads. The

city has good public schools and contains the

Medical College of Alabama, the College of

Saint Joseph, the Academy of Visitation, Saint

Mary's School and the Magill and Evangelical

Lutheran institutes. There are nmnerous li-

braries, and the charitable institutions include

the United States Marme Hospital, a city hospi-
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tal, Providence Infirmary and several orphan-

ages. Of the forty churches, the Cathedral of

the Immaculate Conception is the most note-

worthy building. Other prominent structures

are the old courthouse, the tower, the Federal

building, the Cotton Exchange and the Chamber
of Commerce. There is a large export trade in

cotton and cotton products, lumber, coal, live

stock, fruits and naval stores. The manu-
factures include lumber and lumber products,

foundry goods, flour, cotton products, tobacco

products and brick. The cultivation and the

shipping of vegetables are also important

industries. The first settlement was made by

the French in 1702, about twenty miles up the

river. It was ceded to England as a part of

West Florida in 1763, was captured by the

Spaniards in 1780 and was given to the United

States in 1814. In 1864 Admiral Farragut

defeated the Confederate fleet in the bay of

Mobile and compelled the surrender of forts

Gaines and Morgan. The city itself passed

into Union hands April 12. 1865. Population

in 1900, 38,469.

Mobile Bay, an estuary of the Gulf of

Mexico, from 8 to 18 mi. wide and about 36 mi.

in length. See Mobile Bay, Battle of.

Mobile Bay, Battle of, a battle of the Ci\Til

War, fought Aug. 5, 1864, between the Federal

fleet under Rear Admiral David G, Farragut

and a greatly inferior Confederate fleet, sup-

ported by land batteries. The entrance to

Mobile Bay was protected by Fort Morgan and

Fort (raines, and it had also been blocked with

torpedoes and piles, except for a narrow passage

directly under the guns of Fort Morgan. Far-

ragut directed the course of his fleet through this

narrow passage, and at the same time he con-

ducted a continuous bombardment of the forts.

Being confronted by unforeseen obstructions,

Farragut was obliged to steer directly across the

bay, which was thickly laid with torpedoes.

Though these scraped the bottoms of the boats,

only one exploded. A fierce battle ensued with

the Confederate ram Tennessee and a few mmor
gunboats, and the Confederates were finally

compelled to surrender. This was one of the

most daring exploits of the war.

Mobile River, a river in Alabama, formed

Vjy the union of the Alabama and the Tombig-

bee, which unite about 45 miles above the town

of INIobUe. The Mobile is na,vigable for large

.steamboats. It enters Mobile Bay by two mouths.

Moc'casin Snake, a very venomous serpent,

frequenting swamps in many of the warmer

parts of America, especially in the southern

United States. It is about two feet in length,

dark brown above and gray below. In the

North, the copperhead is often called the mocca-
sin.

Mock'ing Bird, a thrush of the southern

United States, generally considered the best of

native singers. It not only has a delightful

song of its own, but it imitates the songs of other

birds and can be taught to whistle many tunes.

Its peculiar powers of mimicry often enable

it to frighten other birds and to deceive even

hunters and theii- dogs. The song of the mock-
ing bird is always associated with the rare and
lovely things of southern homes, in many of •

which it is a favorite cage bird. It is a rather

dull colored bird, light brown above and white

below, with some white on its wings and tail

Modena, mo'da na, a town of north Italy,

capital of a province of the same name, situated

in a low but fertile plain between the Secchia and
the Panaro, tributaries of the Po. It is 20 miles

west-northwest of Bologna. The most remark-

able buildings and establishments are the cathe-

dral, several fine churches, the former ducal

palace, the university and the public library,

which contains about 130,000 volumes. The
manufactures and trade are unimportant.

Population of commune in 1901, 64,843.

Modjeska, mo jes'ka, Helena (1844-1909),

a Polish actress, born at Cracow. When seven-

teen years old, she married Modrzejewski, a

government official of Cracow, and when she

went on the stage she abbreviated the name to

Modjeska. Her first appearance was in her

native city, and her success there was followed

by an engagement at the Imperial Theatre of

Warsaw. After the death of her first husband

she married, in 1868, Count Bozenta Chalpow-

ski, and in 1876 they were led by political dif-

ficulties to emigrate to California, where they

attempted to found a Polish colony. IMadam

Modjeska, however, returned to the stage the

next year, making her first appearance in San

Francisco. She made several tours through the

United States and England with great success.

In 1883 she starred with Edwin Booth. Her

favorite roles were Imogen, Beatrice, Juliet,

Rosalind, Lady Macbeth, Camille, Mary Stuart

and Cleopatra. (See portrait on next page.)

Mo'doc, a subdivision of the Klamath indians.

The women were skilful weavers, and the men
were warlike and sold their captives as slaves to

other indian tribes. After a series of conflicts

with the whites, during which ' treachery was
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shown by both sides, the tragic end of the Modoc
came in 1873. They had killed General Canby
at a peace conference and retired to the lava

beds, where, after a bitter fight, they were starved

out and compelled to surrender.

Mof'fat, Robert (1795-1883), a Scottish

missionary traveler. He began missionary work
in South Africa in 1817, and his first attempts

were made in Namaqualand. Later he went to

Bechuanaland, where he established the station

HELENA MODJESKA

of Kuruman. During a visit to Britain, in

1842, he published an account of his travels

and a translation of the New Testament and the

Psalms in the Bechuana language. He received

the degree of D. D. from Edinburgh University,

and in 1873 he was presented with a public testi-

monial of $29,000, in recognition of his very

successful services. One of his daughters

became the wife of David Livingstone.

Mo'gul, a word with the same meaning as

Mongol, but now applied specifically to the sov-

ereigns of Delhi, who are called Great Moguls,

or Grand Moguls. They are descendants of

Baber, the Mongol conqueror who established

an empire in Hindustan in 1526.

Moham'med or Mahom'et (Arabic Muham-
mad) (about 570-G32), the founder of Islamism,

an Arabian by birth, of the tribe of the Koreish.

He was born in Mecca, of poor parents, who died

early, and he was brought up by his uncle, Abu

Talib, who trained him to commerce, and with

whom he journeyed through Arabia and Syria.

In his twenty-fifth year his uncle recommended
him as agent to a rich widow, named Khadija,

fifteen years older than he, and he acquitted

himself so much to her satisfaction that she

married him and thus placed him in easy cir-

cumstances. He seems to have had from his

youth a propensity to religious contemplation,

for he was every year accustomed, in the month
of Ramadan, to retire to a cave in iNIount Hara,

near Mecca, and dwell there in solitude. ]Mo-

hammed began his mission in the fortieth year

of his age, by announcing his apostleship to

his own family. His wife was one of the first to

believe in him, and among other members of his

family who acknowledged his mission was his

cousin AH, the son of Abu Talib. Abu Bekr,

a man of estimable character, who stood in high

respect, persuaded ten of the most important

citizens of Mecca to join the believers in the

new apo.stle. They were all instructed by

Mohammed in the doctrines of Islam, which

were given as the gradual revelations of the

divine will, through the angel Gabriel, and were

collected in the Koran. After three years

Mohammed made a more public announcement

of his doctrine, but his followers were few for

years. In 621 Mohammed lost his wife, and
the death of Abu Talib 'took place about the

same time. Deprived of their assistance, he was
compelled to retire, for a time, to the city of Tajf.

He was readily received by the pilgrims who
visited the Kaaba, and he gained numerous

adherents among the families in the neighbor-

hood. Mohammed now adopted the resolution

of encountering his enemies with force. This so

exasperated them that they fonned a conspiracy

to murder him; warned of the imminent danger,

he left Mecca, accompanied by Abu Bekr alone,

and concealed himself in a cave not far distant.

Here he spent three days undiscovered, after

which he arrived safely at Medina, but not with-

out danger (622 A. D.). This event, with

which the Mohammedans begin their era, is

known under the name of the Hegira, which

signifies flight. In Medina, Mohammed met

with the most honorable reception; thither he

was followed by many of his adherents. He
now assumed the sacerdotal and regal dignity,

married Ayesha, daughter of Abu Bekr and, as

the number of the faithful continued to increase,

declared his resolution to propagate his doctrines

with the sword. In the Battle of Bedr (623),

the first of the long series of battles by which
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Islamisni Avas established over a large portion of

the earth, he defeated Abu Sofian, the chief of

the Koreishites. He in turn was defeated by

them at Ohod, near Medina, soon after, and in

625 they unsuccessfully besieged Medina and a

truce of ten years was agreed on. Wars with

the Jewish tribes followed; many Arabian tribes

submitted, and in 630 Mohammed took pos-

session of ISIecca as prince and prophet. The
idols of the Kaaba were demolished, but the

sacred touch of the prophet made the black

stone again the object of the deepest veneration

and the magnet that attracts hosts of pilgrims to

the holy city of INIecca. The whole of Arabia

was soon conquered, and a summons to embrace

the new revelation of the divine law was sent to

the emperor Heraclius at Constantinople, the

king of Persia, and the king of Abyssinia. Prep-

arations for the conquest of Syria and for war

with the Roman Empire were begun, when

Mohammed died at Medina. His body was

buried in the house of Ayesha, which afterward

l)ecame part of the adjoining mosque and a place

of pilgrimage for the faithful in all time to come.

Of all his wives, the first alone bore him chil-

dren, of whom only his daughter Fatima, wife

of Ali, survived him. There is no doubt that

Mohammed was a man of extraordinary insight

and deep reflection. Though without book

learning, he had a deep knowledge of man,

was familiar with Bible narratives and Eastern

legends and possessed a grasp of the eternal

ground of all religion, though its truths were

tinged and modified by his vivid, poetic imag-

ination.

Mohammedan Architecture or Saracenic

Architecture, the style adopted by the followers

of Mohammed in building their mosques, palaces

and tombs. Originally the Arabs possessed no

distinctive architectural style, and the style

which they at length made their own was devel-

oped by architects belonging to the countries

which they had conquered. This style is chiefly

represented in Egypt, Persia, Spain, Turkey

and India, but the Saracenic architecture of

Spain is generally called by the distinctive name

of Moorish. The most prominent features are

the dome, the minaret and the pointed arch.

The domes rise from a square base, are graceful

in form, are sometimes in groups of three or

more and are frequently enriched externally

with colored tiles or other decorations. The
minarets are slender towers of considerable

height, rising in stages, or stories, each with a

^JalCony, ana are most frequently octagonal.

sometimes cylindrical, rising, however, from a

square base. The arch is of the pointed variety,

sometimes of the horseshoe form. Flat surfaces

are freely ornamented with a profusion of scroll

work and conventional foliage, often in intricate

and beautiful designs (See Arabesque). Stucco

is much used in ornamentation, and brilliant

coloring is especially characteristic. In Egypt the

Mohammedan art began with the mosque which

Amru erected at Old Cairo, about 641 a. d.

Subsequently repaired and altered, it may now
be considered as a good specimen of Moslem
architectural art when freed from Christian

influence. See Alhambra; Taj Mahal;
Mosque.
Moham'medanism, the name commonly

given in Christian countries to the creed estab-

lished by Mohammed. His followers call their

creed Islam (entire submission to the decrees of

God), and their common formula of faith is,

"There is no god but Allah, and Mohammed is

His prophet." The doctrines of Mohammed-
anism embrace the following points: (1) Belief

in God, who is without beginning or end, the

sole Creator and Lord of the universe, having

absolute power, knowledge, glory and perfection;

(2) belief in His angels, who are sinless beings,

created of light; (3) belief in good and evil

Jinn (genii), who are created of smokeless fire

and are subject to death; (4) belief in the

Holy Scriptures, which are His uncreated word

revealed to the prophets, and of which there now
exist, but in a greatly corrupted form, the

Pentateuch, the Psalvis and the Gospels; and in

an uncorrupted and incorruptible state the

Koran, which takes the place of and surpasses

all preceding revelations; (5) belief in God's

prophets and apostles, the most distinguished of

whom are Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus

and Mohammed, Mohammed being the greatest

of them all, the last of the prophets and the most

excellent of the creatures of God; (6) belief in

a general resurrection and final judgment and in

future rewards and punishments, chiefly of a

physical nature; (7) the belief, even to the

extent of fatalism, in God's absolute foreknowl-

edge and predestination of all events, both good

and evil.

The practical part of Mohammedanism
teaches certain observances or duties, of which

four are most important. The first is prayer,

including preparatory purifications. At five

stated periods each day, with his face turned in

the direction of Mecca, the Moslem has to offer

up certain prayers held to be ordained by God,
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and others ordained by his prophet. Prayers

may be said in any clean place, but on Friday

they must be said in the mosque. Second in

importance stands the duty of giving alms; next

the duty of fasting. The Moslem must abstain

from eating and drinking, and from every indul-

gence of the senses, every day during the month
of Ramadan, from the first appearance of day-

break until sunset, unless physically incapaci-

tated. The fourth important religious duty

of the Moslem is making at least once in his

iife, if possible, the pilgrimage (el-Hadj) to

Mecca, after which he becomes a Hadji. The
distinctions of clean and unclean meats are

nearly the same as in the Mosaic code. Wine
and all intoxicating liquors are strictly forbidden.

Music, games of chance and usury are con-

demned. Images and pFctures of living creatures

are contrary to law. Charity, honesty in all

transactions, truthfulness (except in a few cases)

and modesty are indispensable virtues. After

^lohammed's death Abu Bekr, his father-in-

law, became his successor, but disputes imme-
diately arose, a party holding that Ali, the son-

in-law of Mohammed, was by right entitled to

be his immediate successor. This led to the

division of the Mohammedans into the two sects

known as Shiites and Sunnites. The former,

the believers in the right of Ali to be considered

the first successor, constitute at present the

majority of the Mussulmans of Persia and

India; the latter, considered as the orthodox

Mohammedans, are dominant in the Ottoman

Empire, Arabia, Turkestan and Africa. The
total number of Mohammedan followers in the

worid is estimated at 176,834,372.

Mohave, mo hah'vay, a tribe of Indians noted

for their strength and fine physical proportions.

They live on the lower Colorado River in north-

ern Arizona, where they build log houses of

brushwood covered -with sand. They raise

com, pumpkins, melons and beans and make

fine pottery and excellent baskets. They are a

reticent, slow, contented tribe, adhering closely

to their old manners and customs. They tattoo

themselves and cremate their dead.

Mo'hawk, the chief tribe of the Five Nations,

or Iroquoian confederacy, which formerly lived

in the lower valley of the Mohawk River. They

were among the earliest indians to meet the

Dutch and French settlers and soon secured

firearms from the former. Armed with these

weapons, they became a tremendous power in

the confederacy, but their position brought

them quickly into conflict with the whites, by

Moldings

whom they were repeatedly defeated in battle.

During the Revolution they sided with the Brit-

ish until, under Brant, they were driven into

Canada, where they now five principally as

farmers in Ontario. See Fm: Nations, The;
Iroquoian Intjians.

Mohawk, a river of the United States, the

principal tributary of the Hudson in the State of

New York. It rises in Lewis County, flows in

a southeasterly direction and empties into the

Hudson at Cohoes. Its length is about 160

miles. It affords abundant water power and
flows through beautiful scenery.

Mohe'gan or Mohican, mo he'kan, the most
im]X)rtant tribe of Algonquian indians in the

southern New England states. The Pequot
were a branch of the >Mohegan, but at the time

of the Pequot War, the !Mohcgan sided with the

whites, to whom they gradually lost their power,

and they have disappeared or become mixed

'\\'ith negroes and low whites.

Moki, mo'ke, or Hopi, ho'pe, a tribe of

Pueblo indians, that occupy seven villages on

isolated tablelands of northern Arizona. These

towns are all hundreds of feet above the sur-

rounding desert, and the trails leading to them

are exceedingly steep and difficult. As no other

Pueblo tribe has been so little influenced by the

whites, the customs of the Moki are particu-

larly interesting. Their snake dance is a weird

and uncanny performance, the indians dancing

around among living rattlesnakes, which they

even take into their mouths as they dance.

Molas'ses, a thick, dark-colored syrup,

obtained in the manufacture of sugar. Several

varieties are known to the trade, such as West

India, Neiu Orleans, golden drip and sugar

house. The last named is the product of

refineries, and is separated from the sugar in

the drying machines. Molasses is extensively

used by the poorer classes as a substitute for

sugar. It is also distilled in the manufacture of

rum. See Sugar.

Moldau, mole'dow, the chief river of Bo-

hemia, which, after passing through Prague,

joins the Elbe. Its total length is about 350

miles.

Molda'via, formerly a Danubian princi-

pality, now a part of Rumania. See Rumania.

Mold'ings, in architecture, a general term

applied to the ornaments in cornices, panels,

bases and the like, consisting of narrow raisings

or lowerings of the surface, which is curA'ed,

plane or irregular. The profile is the essential

<-onsideration in designing moldings, and in the
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art of profiling, the Greeks were masters. The
molding was used with excellent effect in the

Ionic and Corinthian columns, which were
further enriched by elaborate carvings. ISIold-

ings fell into disuse after the fourth century, but

became common again in the architecture of

the Middle Ages, when there was a great variety

of design and form.

Molds, minute vegetable growths of a low
type, especially such vegetable organisms as

appear on articles of food when neglected and
on decaying substances.

Mole, a little animal which, in its search for

worms or larvae, burrows just under the surface

?^^"i^^

of the ground, throwing up the excavated soil

into little ridges or hills. The common mole is

found in America from Canada to Florida and
all over Europe, except in the extreme south and
north. It is five or six inches long and has a
large head, without any external ears, and very

minute eyes, concealed by its short, soft fur.

The common belief that the mole is blind is

erroneous. Its fore legs are very short and
strong, and its pointed snout is slender and
strong. The male builds an underground
house of many chambers, from which runways
extend in all directions. There are several

species of nioies, but none is found in the trop-

ins, South America or Africa. One Ameri-
can species has a star- or fringe-like arrangement
of the cartilages about the nose, and for this

reason it is called the star-nosed mole. Certain

shrews and other burrowing insectivorous ani-

mals are sometimes called moles.

Mole Cricket, a large cricket whose front

legs resemble somewhat the front legs of a mole
and whose habits are similar to those of the

latter animal. The common mole cricket of

the United States is about one and a half inches

long and is of a brown color. As in its burrow-

ings it often bores through the roots of plants,

it sometimes commits devastation in gardens.

A larger species is found in South America.

Mol'ecule, a chemical term signifying the

small particles of which matter is supposed to

consist. Molecule is, in fact, the name given to

the ultimate groups of atoms of which matter is

composed. In pure elementary bodies, the

molecules would be actual atoms or combina-
tions of atoms with one another, but in all com-
pound bodies the ultimate particles are of course

not atoms, but groups of dissimilar atoms. For
instance, the ultimate particles of oxygen are

single atoms of oxygen, but the ultimate particles

of water are not atoms, sometimes of oxygen,

sometimes of hydrogen, but they are molecules

or combined groups, always composed either of

one atom of oxygen with two of hydrogen or of

a multiple of that proportion. A molecule of

ammonia is composed of one atom of nitrogen

and three atoms of hydrogen; an atom of muri-

atic acid is composed of one atom of hydrogen

and one atom of chlorine.

Molecular forces are the forces which bind

together the atoms into molecules and which

regulate the relations of the molecules them-

selves, so that the body made up of them assumes

the solid, liquid or gaseous state.

Molecular weights are the relative weights of

molecules, and these are easily determined by

chemists and are always the same for any given

substance.

Moliere, ino hjair', (1622-1673), the assumed

name of Jean Baptiste Poquelin, the greatest of

French dramatists. His father was a tradesman

connected with the court, and he received a good

education. Wten the father became unable to

fulfill his duties, the son took the position, but

gave it up for the career of an actor, assuming in

this profession the name of Moliere. After

MOLE CRICKET AND EGGS

obtaining great success in the provinces, he

settled in Paris in 1658, having previously pro-

duced his two comedies, The Madcap and The
Loving Spite. In the following year his reputa-

tion was greatly advanced by the production of

The Absurd Preciemes, a delicate satire on the
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prevailing affectation in language, thought and

dress. Continuing to produce new plays and

perfonning the chief comic parts himself, he

became a great favorite, both with the court and

with the people, though his enemies, rival actors

and authors, were numerous. Louis XIV was so

well pleased with the performances of Molifere's

company that he made it specially the royal

company, and gave its director a pension. In

1662 Moliere made an unfortunate marriage with

Arm^nde Bejart, an actress twenty years younger

than himself, and this union embittered the

latter part of his life.

Among his works, other than those mentioned,

may be noted Tlie School for Husbands, The

School for Wives, Don Juan, The Misanthrope,

Tartup, Physician in Spite of Himself, The

Miser, Scapiii's Knaveries and Tlie Imaginary

Invalid. Moliere died of an a^wplectic stroke,

a few hours after playing in The Imaginary

Invalid. Public burial was forbidden by the

archbishop of Paris, on the grounds that iVloUfere

was an actor and a reviler of the clergy; but his

body was laid in Saint Joseph's churchyard. A
century after his death the French Academy set

up in theu- hall a bust of him with the inscription,

"Nothing is lacking to his glory; he is lacking to

ours." As a player he was unsurpassed in

high comic parts; and in the literature of comedy

he bears the greatest name among the moderns

after Shakespeare. He borrowed freely from

I-atin, Spanish and Italian writers, but whatever

materials he appropriated he so treated them as

to make the result entirely his own.

Moline, mo ken', III., a city in Rock Island

CO., about 3 mi. n. e. of Rock Island, on the

Mississippi River, and on the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific and other railroad lines. Coal

is mined in the vicinity. The principal manu-

factures are elevators, milling machmery, scales,

pianos, organs, plows and other agricultural

implements, wagons, engines, and foimdry and

machine shop products. The city has a public

Hbrary, a high school library and a well-equipped

hospital. Population in 1900, 17,248.

Molino del Key, mo le' no del ra' ee, Bati'le

OF, an knportant battle of the Mexican War,

fought near the battlefield of Chapultepec, three

miles southwest of the City of Mexico, Sept. 8,

1847. Molino del Rey consists of a number of

massive stone buildings, and it was believed by

the American commanders that a cannon

foundry was established there. General Worth

led the attack against this position and finally

compelled the Mexicans to withdraw, resistmg.

as well, the assault of reenforcements under

Santa Anna. The Mexican loss was 3000

killed and wounded and about 700 captured,

while the loss of the Americans was about 800,

all told.

Mollus'ca, counting from the lowest, the

fifth great animal subkingdom, including ani-

mals which are in most cases easily distinguished

by their shell, which gives them the common
name of shellfish. In some cases, however, the

body is naked and unprotected, and in others it

is enclosed in a muscular sack. The shells of

the moUusks are secreted by the skin or mantle

and are made up chiefly of carbonate of lune,

with a small proportion of animal matter. The
shells are found in an almost limitless number of

forms, some of which are exceedingly delicate,

beautiful in shape and marvelous in color.

Many of the shells are highly useful in various

ways. In some, the shells consist of a single

piece, often open and cup-shaped, or like a long

cone, wound spirally around an imaginary axis;

in a second class, the shells are two in number

and are joined by a hinge, and m a third class

the shells are composed of a number of different

pieces. Of the latter class there are compara-

tively few.

The Mollusca have a distinct alimentary

canal, shut off from the general cavity of the

body and Ijing between the blood system, which

follows the back, and the nerve system, which is

on the lower side of the body. The digestive

system consists of a mouth, a gullet, a stomach

and an intestine. The blood is almost colorless.

Respiration is effected m various ways. Some

species have long, hair-like arms, springing from

the sides of the mouth; others are adapted to

breathe air directly, but the great majority

breathe through gills. The typical mollusk

moves about by means of a "foot," which may

be modified so as to perform various other offices,

such as to burrow rapidly in the sand or to

secrete strong, fibrous threads, by means of

wliich the animals moor or fix themselves to the

rocks. The foot is not developed in all species,

and in the cuttlefish it is represented by the

arms or tentacles around the mouth. The dis-

tinctive characteristic of the Mollusca is the

nervous system, which consists of from one to

three mas'ses that give off filaments in various

directions. The sense organs vary decidedly,

some having highly developed eyes, while others

have practically none. The eyes of the laud

snails, for instance, are at the end of long tenta-

cles, which are protruded from the shell while
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(he aninial moves about. Many species pass

through a free-swimming form, during the

early part of their life, after which they sink to

the bottom, fix themselves to a support and

gro^^• their shells. See Oyster; Clajm; Cuttle-

fish; Pe.\rl.

Molly Maguires, ma gioire'z', a secret order

organized about 1854 in the coal region of Penn-

sylvania. It was probably a branch of the

Physical Force Party of Ireland and became

notorious in the United States for the violence

of its actions, amounting in many cases to

assaults and assassinations. Irish Catholics

only were admitted to membership, though

through this membership they lost their stand-

ing in the Church. It was governed by a central

organization, called the Board of Erin, which

met about four times a year in England, Scot-

land or Ireland; but in America the organization

was divided into local divisions, each with a

"body master," or chief, at its head. The
organization, after accomplishing much harm,

was finally uprooted through the energy of

Franklin B. Gowan, a prominent mine owner,

and James IMcParlan, a detective. Many
members of the society were tried, convicted

and executed, and after 1877 the organization

had little influence.

Moloch, mo'lok, a genus of lizards found in

Australia. The moloch is a ferocious looking

reptile, the honis on the head and the numerous

spines on the body giving it a formidable

and exceedingly repulsive appearance. It is,

however, perfectly harmless. It is about six

inches long and lives in sandy soil, feeding on

ants.

Molokai, mo lo hi' , an island of the Hawaiian

group, somewhat over 260 sq. mi. in area. It is

noted for a settlement of lepers on its north

coast. All persons on the islands found to be

affected \^'ith the disease are sent by the govern-

ment to ^lolokai and are kept entirely isolated

from the healthy part of the community. Popu-

lation in 1900, 2504. See Leprosy.

Molt'ke, Helmuth Carl Bernhard, Count

i-on (1800-1891), a Prussian general. He
entered the Danish army in 1819, left that serv-

ice for the Prussian three years later and became

a staff officer in 1832. In 1835 he went to

Turkey, superintended the Turkish military

reforms and was present during the Syrian

campaign against Mehemet Ali. He returned

to Prussia, and from that time his rise was

steady. In 1858, as provisional director of the

general staff, he acted in unison with Bismarck

Moluccas

in the vast plans for military reorganization

which so greatly increased the efficiency of the

Prussian army. The success of the Danish

War (1864) was attributable to him, as was also

COUNT VON MOLTKI-;

the success of the Austro-Prussian War of 1866;

and the Franco-German War justified him in

his method of drawing up a plan of campaign

and directing movements from a distance,

instead of joining the army in the field. In

1871 he was made field marshal, and in the

following year he was given the title of count.

He was retired from the position of chief of the

general staff in 1888.

Moluc'cas or Spice Islands, a name applied

to the widely scattered group of the Malay
Archipelago lying between Celebes and Papua.

The combined area of the islands is 21,516

square miles. They are di^^ded into three

residencies, Amboyna, Banda and Ternate.

The southern portion is governed directly by the

Dutch, while the north is ruled through native

sultans. The islands are nearly all mountainous

and mostly volcanic, and earthquakes are by no

means uncommon. Nutmegs, cloves, cocoa-

nuts, mace and sago are exported to Europe.

The Moluccas have been for centuries alter-

nately in the possession of the Spaniards, Porta-
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guese and Dutch. At present they belong to

the Netherlands. The natives belong to ]\Ialay

and Polynesian races. Population in 1900,

about 410,190.

Mombasa, mom bah'sa, or Mombaz, a tox\'n

on the east coast of Africa, the capital of British

East Africa, in latitude 4° 6' south, longitude

39° 49' east, on a small island which affords one

of the best harbors on the coast. The town is

dirty and unhealthful, but it has a considerable

trade in millet, Indian corn, ivory, copra, hides

and rubber. Population, about 27,000.

Momen'tum, the quantity of motion possessed

by a moving body. Momentum equals the

mass multiplied by the velocity. A stone

weighing 200 pounds and moving 20 feet per

second will have a momentum of 20 tim^s 200

pounds, or 4000 pounds. The unit quantity of

momentmn most commonly employed is that

possessed by a body of the mass of 1 pound,

moving with a velocity of 1 foot per second.

The C. G. S. (centimeter - gram - second unit)

is the momentum possessed by a body of the

mass of 1 gram, moving with a velocity of

1 centimeter per second.

Mommsen, mohm'zen, Theodor (1817-

1903), a celebrated German historian and

• THEODOR MOMMSEN

archaeologist. In 1852 he became professor of

Roman law at the University of Ziirich, and

two years later he was given a similar position at

the University of Breslau. He went to Berlin

in 1858 as professor of ancient history and

remained there until his death. In the Prussian

parliament, of which he was a member from

1873 to 1882, he became prominent as an

advocate of liberal movements and as an oppo-

nent of much of Bismarck's policy. Mommsen's
Roman History is accepted as a standard in its

field, and it is one of the most notable contribu-

tions ever made to history.

Mom'pos or Mompox, a to\s-n inthe Repub-

lic of Colombia, in South America, on the

Magdalena River, 110 mi. s. e. of Cartagena.

Founded in the sixteenth century, it was at

one time of considerable commercial impor-

tance, but the changes of the river's course

have seriously reduced its prosperity. Popula-

tion, about li,000.

Mo'mus, in classical m}'thology, the god of

mockery and censure, who was expelled from

heaven for his free criticism of the gods. INIomus

is generally represented raising a mask from his

face and holding a small figure in his hand.

Monachism, mon'a kiz'm, or Monasticism,

mo iias'ti s^iz'm. A monastery is a house of

retreat from the world, where men and women
devote themselves to acts of self-denial and

pious work. The occupants of such places are

termed monks or nuns.

The monastic vows are three in number

—

poverty, chastity and obedience. The vow of

poverty prevents the monks from holding any

property individually. Monasteries, however,

professing merely a high degree of poverty,

may possess real estate, yet not more than

enough for their support, a^ in the case of the

Carmelites and Augustinians. In the higher

degrees a monastery jnay hold only personal

property, as books, dress and supplies of food

and drink. The Dominicans are monks of this

class. The highest degree absolutely forbids

both real and personal property, as is the case

with the Franciscans, especially the order known

as Capuchins. The vow of chastity requires an

entire abstinence from familiar intercourse unth

the other sex, and that of obedience, entire

compliance with the rules of the order and the

commands of the superior.

Monasteries were first founded by Saint

Anthony, in Egypt. He came from the wilder-

ness, where he was living in rigorous seclusion,

and gave those hermits less learned than him-

self the benefit of his wisdom and sanctity.

Nearly contemporaneous with him was Saint

Pachomius (315 A. D.), who founded in the
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Thebaid several monasteries of the Cenobitic

order. In the beginning, each reUgious house

had its owTi rule, but that of Saint Basil was
ultimately adopted by the monks of western

Europe. WTien Saint Patrick landed in Ireland,

he discovered that he had been preceded by four

Christian apostles, who had foimded monasteries

in different parts of the island. Saint Patrick

founded a large nimiber of monasteries and was
emulated by many of the Irish anchorites until,

in the seventh centm-y, Ireland had monasteries

which were celebrated all over Europe, not only

for their sanctity, but for their learning, as well.

Western monasticism, which rapidly spread

durmg the fifth century, was accompanied by
many irregularities, until monastic vows were

introduced in the sixth century by Saint Bene-

dict, who also instituted monasteries for women.
The monasteries of the West now became the

dwellings of piety, industry and temperance and
the refuge of learning. Missionaries were sent

out from them; deserts and solitudes were made
habitable by the industrious monks, and in pro-

moting the progress of agriculture and convert-

ing the German and Slavonic nations, they

rendered great services to the world from the

SLxth century to the ninth. Another incalculable

benefit conferred upon civilization by the mon-
asteries is the preservation of nearly the whole of

the classic and medieval manuscript literature

that we possess. The most famous of these

great centers of piety and culture were the

monasteries of Saint Gall in Germany, Saint

Denis in France and Yarrow in England.

Among the most important orders for men
founded in the Middle Ages were the Congre-

gation of Cluny, the Cistercians, the Carthusians,

the Franciscans and the Dominicans, on each of

which a separate article will be found.

The military orders, such as the Knights

Hospitalers and Knights Templars, which de-

veloped in the twelfth century, took, in addition

to the usual three vows of a monk, a fourth vow
of making war on the infidels, for the defense

of Christendom (See Knighthood, Orders of).

Among the more modern religious orders are

the Capuchins and the Jesuits, which are

described under their respective titles.

The earlier monastic communities for women
were usually outgrowths of the orders for men.

Until the seventeenth century they were nearly

all cloistered communities, but now the majority

of the orders take active part in charitable work
among the poor, sick and ignorant. One of the

oldest orders is that of the Ursuline Sisters,

foimded in 1537 by Saint Angela Merici of

Brescia. This is a teaching order. Their first

convent instituted in the United States was
founded by French nuns at New Orleans in

1727.

Mon'aco, an Italian principality lying be-

tween the French Department of Alpes-Mari-

times and the Mediterranean Sea. It is about

eight square miles in area and is the smallest inde-

pendent state of Europe. The principality is

made up chiefly of the capital, Monaco, Monte
Carlo and the village of Condamine. The town
of Monaco is situated on a rocky height project-

ing into the sea and is a renowned watering-

place. Its poptolation is about 3300. Monte
Carlo, which is about a mile to the east of

Monaco, consists of a collection of hotels and
villas which have sprung up near the luxurious

gardens of the gambling casino. The prince of

Monaco exercises both legislative and executive

functions in the principality, and the people are

exempt from taxation, as the revenue is almost

entirely derived from the rents of the gambling

establishments at Monte Carlo. Population of

the principality, 15,180.

Monarchy, mon'arki/, a state or govern-

ment in which the supreme power is vested in a

single person, by whatsoever name he may be

distinguished. A government in which the

subjects have no right or powers as against the

ruler is popularly termed despotic, or absolute,

monarchy; when the ruler is subject to any law,

either written or un^\Titten, or shares his powers

with any body, the government is popularly

called cmuiitutional, or limited, monarchy (for

instance, Great Britain). Monarchies are either

hereditary, as in Great Britain, or elective, as

was formerly the case in Poland.

Monasteries, inoa'asteriz. See Mona-
chism.

Monbut'tu or Mangbuttu, a country in

central Africa, extending between 3° and 4°

north latitude and between 28° and 29° east

longitude. Its area is about 4000 square miles,

and the population is about 1,000,000. The
soil is exceedingly fertile, and fine tobacco, sugar

cane and other tropical crops are produced with

little cultivation. The inhabitants are canni-

bals and practice polygamy. They have a

chocolate complexion and are said to be skilful

in certain arts. See Races of Men, color -plate,

Negro Types, Fig. 6.

Monday, mun'day, (the moon's day), the

second day of the week. Black Monday, any

Easter Monday, because on Easter Monday in
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April, the forces of King Edward III suffered

from cold, mist and haU as they lay before

Paris. Blue Monday is the jNIonday before

Lent.

Money, the term used to denote a variety of

things employed in commerce to serve one or

more of the following purposes : (1) as a medium
of exchange; (2) as a measure of value; (3) as a

standard of value. Thus, coins (See CoI^^XG),
bars of bullion, tokens, notes, checks and due
bills are all called money imder certain con-

ditions, though presenting essential differences.

A brief survey of the development of the com-
plex monetary system of modem society will

give the best explanation of the elasticity and
imcertainty in the meaning of the word, and at

the same time it w^U disclose the meaning of the

principal functions of money.

The fu'st commercial exchanges took place by
means of barter, but the difficulties of this sys-

tem were numerous, the chief one being that it

required the coincidence of mutual wants at the

same time and place. It was soon discovered

that a common medium of exchange, which was

universally acceptable, would make such a

coincidence possible with much less loss of

time. Accordingly, different articles were

determined upon to be used as mediums of

exchange; so, skins, cattle, shells, corn, cloth,

salt, wampum and many other common com-

modities have at different times and places been

used as money in this sense. But in commerce

it is not only necessarj' that things can be ex-

changed for some common substance, but the

rates of exchange must be measured. Accord-

ingly, money, or the common medium of ex-

change, became a measure of value; but in

order that transactions in which payments are

to be deferred may be just and fair, a fixed and

stable standard of value is needed, and money

supplied this need. In order that the primary

functions of money may be fulfilled, the sub-

stance which is chosen must have certain proper-

ties, of which the principal ones are portability,

or great value in small bulk; chirahility; homo-

geneity, that is, having the same quality through-

out; divisibility, and stability of value. It was

soon discovered that these quahties are possessed

in the highest degree by the precious metals,

gold and silver. Iron is liable to rust; lead is

too soft; tin is too brittle; copper is too heavy;

leather and cloth lack durability. The im-

portance of the quahties required in money

varies according to circumstances. Thus,

where, as in modern society, the vast majority of
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transactions are effected ^\-ithout the interven-

tion of material money, portability is of com-
paratively small importance, while stability of

value is of the greatest importance in aU kinds of

deferred payments.

It is necessary to notice the distinction be-

tween standard money and token money. The
former may be coined to an unlimited extent

and is xmlimited legal tender (See Texder).
Token^ or representative, money has neither of

these characteristics and furthermore does not

equal, measured by the standard money, its face

value. It merely represents, for convenience,

an amount stamped upon its face and fixed by
law. With the progress of ci\-ilization, repre-

sentative money has become of more and more
importance and is issued in a vast number of

forms. It is made of gold, silver, lead, copper

and all kinds of paper certificates, which are

transferable and represent definite values. It

will be seen that not only government notes and
certificates, but also bank notes, checks and
drafts and even, under extraordinary circima-

stances, private notes, are money in this sense.

The use of these various things as money has

been extended mth the development of the

credit system of business (See Credit).

The value of metallic money is a purely rela-

tive term, depending upon its purchasing power
in relation to other commodities. It accords

therefore with the same law as the value of other

articles, namely, the law of supply and demand,

supply in this instance being understood to

mean the whole quantity of money available for

use, and demand, the amount of work to be

done by it, that is, the number of exchanges to

be made by means of it. Thus, all conditions

being the same, an increase in the supply of

money will lower its value, and prices ^\ill show

a corresponding increase, and vice versa. Other

elements which may affect the value of metallic

money are a division of labor, the use of credit

and the rapidity of circulation of money, all

of these factors affecting the number of ex-

changes which require the use of money.

Paper money is of two kinds, convertible, or

that which is seciu-ed by metallic money for

which it can be exchanged, and inconvertible,

which is real money in itself and is purely de-

pendent in value upon the law of supply and

demand. Convertible paper money derives its

value entirely from the value of the metallic

money which it represents. It is therefore de-

pendent in value upon the same conditions that

regulate the value of metallic money. Paper
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money was originally almost wholly convertible,

but as bankers and governments came to realize

that the demand for metallic money at any one

time would not equal the whole amount of the

outstanding notes against it, they gradually

issued larger and larger sums of paper money,

in excess of the actual metal held in reserve.

This is called bank money. It is still con-

vertible, but is based upon a reserve not equal

in value to the face of the paper money. It

performs all the functions of standard money

and declines in value only when issued m such

amounts that the ability of the issuing soiu-ce to

redeem it comes into question.

The monetary tmits of various countries, with

their values in United States money, are as fol-

lows:

Country

Argentina
Austria-Hungary . . .

Belgium
Brazil
British Honduras . .

.

Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Denmark
England
France
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Honduras
India <

Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
Nicaragua
Norway
Panama ,

Philippines
Portugal ,

Russia ,

Salvador
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United States

Standard Value

peso $ .965
crown .203
franc .193
milreis .546
dollar 1.000
peso
liang or tael

.365
about. 750

dollar 1.000
colon .465
krona .268
pound sterling 4.8665
franc .193
mark .238
drachma .193
peso .485
peso .485
pound sterling 4.8665
rupee .02163
lira .193
yen .498
dollar .498
guilder or florin .402
peso
kiona

.485

.268
balboa 1.000
peso .500
mUreis 1.080
ruble .515
peso .485
peseta
krona

.193

.268
franc .193
piaster .044
gold dollar 1.000

See Currency; Banks and B.^ustking; Clear-

ing House; Mint, and articles on each of the

important standard coins.

Money, Hernando de Soto (1839- ), an

American lai^'yer, planter and politician, bom
in Holmes County, Miss. He was educated

at the University of Mississippi, served in the

Confederate army and in 1875 was chosen to the

lower house of Congress, serving continuously

for ten years and again from 1893 to 1897. In

the latter year he was chosen to the United

States Senate to fill an unexpired term and was

reelected in 1899 and again in 1905.

Mongibello, mon je hel'lo. See Etna.

MongO'lia, a vast region of northeastern

Asia, belonging to the Chinese Empire, situated

between China proper and Asiatic Russia. Its

area is estimated at about 1,200,000 square

miles. A great part of the region is occupied by

the Desert of Gobi, and on or near its borders

are lofty mountain chains, the principal of

which are the Altai, the Khangai and the Sayan.

There is, however, some productive land in the

region, and wheat, barley and millet are raised.

The inhabitants lead a nomadic life, and their

chief occupation is the grazing of large herds of

cattle, sheep and horses. The climate is in-

tensely hot in summer and bitterly cold in

winter.

The population of Mongolia is estimated at

about 2,000,000, but it is possibly much greater

than this. See Mongols.
Mongo'lian Race or YeMow Race. See

Races of Men.
Mon'gols, a race of Asiatics who first came

into prominence under their ruler Genghis

Khan, who united the rival hordes (See Genghis
Khan). After his death, in 1227, his sons and

grandsons pursued his conquests, and in 1237

they invaded Russia, devastated the country

with the most horrible cruelty and in two divi-

sions passed into Poland and Himgary. At

Pesth the Hungarian army was routed with

terrible slaughter, and at Liegnitz, in Silesia,

Henry, duke of Breslau, was defeated in a

bloody battle, April 9, 1241 (See Kublai Khan).

The principal seat of the great khan was trans-

ferred to China; the other countries were gov-

erned by subordinate khans, all of whom were

descended from Genghis, and several of whom
succeeded in making themselves independent.

The division of the empire and the adoption of

new religions (Buddhism in the East and

Mohammedanism in the West) were the cause

of the gradual decay of the power and conse-

quence of the Mongols in the fourteenth century.

In 1368 the empire of the Mongols in China

was overturned by a revolution, which set the

native Ming dynasty on the throne. Driven

northward to their original home, the eastern

Mongols gradually split up into small inde-

pendent tribes, and finally they were subdued

and absorbed by the Manchu conquerors of

China. Among the western Mongols appeared

a second formidable warrior, Timur, also called

Tamerlane, or Timur Beg (See Timur). After

Timur's death in 1405, his vast empire held

together but a short time. After the com-

mencement of the sixteenth century, the Moo-
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gols lost all importance in the history of the

world, became split up into a nmnber of separate

tribes and fell under the power of neighboring

peoples. Their name still lingers in the Chinese

province of Mongolia (see above), but Mon-
golian tribes are found far beyond its boundaries.

Mon'goose or Mungoose, a small, reddish-

gray animal which has been introduced from
India into other countries for its skill in destroy-

ing rats and other vermin. It is able to kill

even the most poisonous snake without injury to

itself and so is supposed to be highly beneficial;

but in places where it has been protected and
the food supplies are good, it has increased in

niunbers so rapidly that harmless small animals

and even poultry and domestic pets have suf-

fered severely.

Mon'itor, the name of a genus of large

lizards living in the Old World, some species of

the Nile and Egypt attaining a length of six

feet. They generally inhabit the neighborhood

of rivers and lakes and feed upon the eggs of

crocodiles, turtles and aquatic birds. The
important species are the Nik vionitor, common
all over Africa, and the Ceylonese kabara-goya.

The name monitor is derived from the belief

formerly entertained that these lizards gave

warning of the approach of crocodiles.

Monitor, The, a famous ironclad war ship,

constructed between October, 1861, and Janu-

HAMPTON ROADS AND VICINITT

ary, 1862, at Long Island, under the direction of

John Ericsson. Its length was 172 feet, and

ihe only portion which projected prominently

above water was a turret 20 feet in diameter and

9 feet high, consisting of 9-inch armor and con-

taining two 11 -inch guns. Immediately after

her launching, the Monitor went to Hampton

Monkey

Roads, Va., where she arrived on the evening

of March 8. On the following day she met the

Merrimac, a Confederate ironclad (See ^NIerri-

MAC, The) which had WTOught havoc among the

wooden vessels of the United States fleet. After

a battle of four hours, in which neither contest-

ant was seriously injured, both vessels with-

drew. This battle proved conclusively the

utiUty of armor plate and revoh-ing turrets upon

war vessels and marked an epoch in the develop-

ment of naval construction. The Monitor sank

in a windstorm soon after the battle, while pro-

ceeding to Beaufort N. C. The name monitor

has been given to a class of boats built upon the

plans of the original Monitor.

Monk, viu7ik, or Monck, George, Duke of

Albemarle (1608-1670), an English general,

famous for the prominent part he took in the

restoration of Charles II. In the struggle

between Charles I and the Parliament, Monk
joined the royalists; but after imprisonment he

joined the Covenanters and served Cromwell

faithfully and with distinction till the latter's

death. Then he seems to have decided at once

upon the restoration of the Stuarts. The Pres-

byterian members who had been driven from

Parliament in 1648 were recalled, to create a

majority for Charles II, and the king rewarded

his restorer with the dukedom of Albemarle,

the Order of the Garter and a pension

Monkey, mnnk' y, a name given to any of the

family of four-handed mammals, but generally

restricted to

the smaller,

long-tailed
species. Dif-

erent kinds are

found in Asia,

Africa and

South Amer-

ica. INIonkeys

usually live in

trees, and their

food, which is

chiefly vegeta-

ble, is stored

by most spe-

cies in their

cheek pouches.

Of the Amer-

ican species, all of wliich have 36 teeth,

as against 32 in the Old Worid species,

the howling monkey is the largest and fiercest,

though the least intelligent. It has a long

beard and a long tail. The spider monkey, or

SPIDER MONKEY
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coaitia, is the most graceful American monkey.

Its tail senses as a hand, for not only can the

monkey swing by it, but it has also a keen sense

of touch. The capuchin also has a long pre-

hensile tail, covered \nth hair to the tip. The
sakis have bushy tails and short beards.

The sapajoiis, the kind usually seen "nath organ-

grinders, are smaller and are the most intelligent

of American monkeys. The monkeys of the

Old World have nostrils opening at the end of

the nose. The only species found in Europe is

the macaque, on the Rock of Gibraltar, but

Africa and Asia have more than forty species.

The magabeys are found in West Africa and are

distinguished by a crowTi of backward-pointing

hairs and by the white eyelids. One African

monkey has a browTi body, a bright, yellowish-

green head, yellow cheeks and black tail and
legs. See Macaque; Ape; Baboon.
Monmouth, mon'muth, III., the county-seat

of Warren co., on the Iowa Central and the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroads. The
city is in an agricultural regionwhich also contains

valuable deposits of coal and clay. The princi-

pal manufactures are pottery and other clay

products, agricultural implements and flour.

There is also a considerable trade in dairy

products and live stock. Monmouth College

is located here, and the city also has a county

library. The place was settled in 1836 and
was incorporated in 1852. Population in 1900,

7450.

Monmouth, Battle of, an important

engagement in the Revolutionary War, fought

at Monmouth, N. J., June 28, 1778. The
Americans were commanded by Washington
and the British by Clinton. It was in this

battle that Gen. Charles Lee with 6000 men
was ordered to attack and crush the left wing of

the British army. Lee retreated without strik-

ing a blow, and it was only by the arrival of

Washington that a disastrous rout was pre-

vented (See Lee, Charles). The result was
a dra^vn battle, though practically an American
^^ctory, and Clinton made his escape to New
York.

Monmouth, James, Duke of (1649-1685),

the natural son of Charles II, was always

acknowledged by Charles as his son. After the

Restoration, he was created duke of Monmouth
and was married to the daughter and heiress of

the earl of Buccleuch. In 1679 he was intrusted

with a command in Scotland and defeated the

Covenanters at the Battle of Bothwell Bridge,

but gained the disfavor of the king by his mercy

to the conquered and was soon afterw'ard sent

beyond seas. A few months aftem-ard he

returned without leave and became the center

of the popular movement in which the lives of

Lord William Russell and Algernon Sidney

were sacrificed. The result to INIonmouth was
exile to Holland. On the accession of James
II, he was induced to attempt an invasion of

England. His small body of undisciplined

troops was totally defeated at Sedgmoor, and

the duke himself was captured and beheaded,

after abject appeals to the king for mercy.

Mon'oco'tyle'dons. See Botany.

Mon'oma'nia, the n ime of a form of insanity

in which the mind of the patient is absorbed by

one idea or impulse and the person seems to

be insane only in the one direction; in fact, in

every other respect he may be of decided ability.

Dipsomania and kleptomania are regarded as

two varieties of monomania.

Mon'omet'allism. See Bimetallism.

Monon'gahe'la, Pa., a city m Washington

CO., 30 mi. s. of Pittsburg, on the Monongahela
River and on the Pennsylvania and the Pitts-

burg & Lake Erie railroads. Coal mining is

the principal industry, and there are also glass

factories, machine shops, foundries, lumber,

paper and flour mills. It was settled about

1792 and was made a city in 1873. Population

in 1900, 5173.

Monongahela River, one of the tAvo rivers

which unite at Pittsburg, Pa., to from the

Ohio River. It is formed by the union of West

Fork and Tygart's Valley rivers, in West Vir-

ginia, runs north into Pennsylvania and unites

with the Allegheny at Pittsburg. Its length,

not including its branches, is about 150 miles,

and it is navigable for large boats for 60 miles

from its mouth.

Monop'oly, the sole or exclusive right of

enjoying certain privileges. In its. strict sense

monopoly belongs to an economic era which

has passed away. During medieval times and

the period that followed, exclusive rights pre-

vailed in almost all departments. The central

governments which arose on the ruins of the

medieval system continued to recognize such

exclusive rights, sometimes conferring on favored

individuals the sole privilege of selling the most

necessary articles of life, in other cases granting

to great companies the monopoly of trade over

immense regions of the world. Salt and coal

were among the articles whose sale was thus

commonly subject to monopoly. The year

1600 saw the foundation by r6yal charter in
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England of the greatest of the companies based

on the exclusive right of trade in an immense
foreign market—the East India Company. The
opposition to monopolies became powerful in

Elizabeth's reign, and they were abolished under

the Commonwealth.
The spread of freedom has tended to the

abolition of monopoly, whether vested in indi-

viduals, in corporations or in companies engaged

in foreign commerce. But while the monopoly
of law has passed away, new tendencies toward

a monopoly of fact have been setting in. Under
the prevalent system, it is still the aim of the

competitor to secure as far as possible the exclu-

sive sale of the commodity in which he deals,

either in the world market or over a portion of

it; and when the single competitor is not strong

enough to accomplish this, he seeks to attain his

object by combination with a group of those

engaged in the same business. The modem
so-called trust is the outcome of such efforts;

and the great danger attendant on such gigantic

combinations is the establishment of a monopoly

injurious to society (See Trusts). There are

also certain monopolies, as in tobacco, retained

by certain governments, for revenue purposes.

It was part of the later fiscal policy of Bismarck

to establish such a state monopoly in spirits.

The cop>Tight and patent laws virtually establish

monopolies, but merely as an inducement for

original research.

There are ceitain enterprises which are natural

monopolies, that is, which of their nature preclude

competition. The transportation service of a

city is such a monopoly. There is a strong

movement in favor of the municipal control of

these enterprises (See Municipal Ow^nersiiip).

Mon'otheism, the belief in, and worship of,

a single, personal God; opposed to polytheism

and distinct, also, from pantheism. It was at

one time the general opinion that monotheism

was the original form of religion, but most recent

authorities now hold that it everywhere came

after polytheism, as the result of gradual educa-

tion. The three great modern monotheistic

religions are Judaism, Christianity and Mo-
hammedanism.

Mon'otype. This is the best representative

of a class of machines which cast and set type

singly, instead of in a line. The monotype has

two distinct parts—the perforating apparatus,

operated by a keyboard, and the type-casting

and setting machine. The operation of the keys

perforates a paper tape about four and one-half

inches in width, and this perforated tape guides

the machine in casting the type. The matrices

are arranged in rows in a square frame which

can move on its bed back and forth and from
side to side. By these movements any matrix

desired can be brought into position for casting

its character. The frame holding the matrices

is operated by compressed air and is brought

into position by means of a series of plugs,

w'hich are pressed up or do\sTi as the perforated

tape is fed into the machine. The perforations

in the tape correspond to the characters required

in the composition and secure the casting of

these characters by elevating and depressing

the plugs necessary to bring the proper matrices

under the casting apparatus. The casting and
setting apparatus of the monotype are quite

complex, and the machine requires more than

ordinary mechanical skill for its successful

use. However, in the hands of a skilled oper-

ator, it does a wide range of work, as it can set

a number of different sorts of type in the order

called for. ^Mille the operation of the mono-
type is slower than that of the linotype, it is

more desirable for book and magazine work,

because it can set so many different sorts of

type. See Gr.\photype

Monroe', La., the parish-seat of Ouachita

parish. 72 mi. w. of Vicksburg, Miss., on the

Queen & Crescent route and the Saint Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern railroad and on the

Washita River, which is navigable all the year.

The city is in a lumbering and cotton-growing

region, has a considerable trade and contains

cotton compresses, cottonseed oil mUls, brick-

yards, lumber mills and wooden ware factories.

Population m 1900, 5-428.

Monroe, ^Iich., the county-seat of Monroe
CO., 40 mi. s. w. of Detroit, on the Raisin River

and on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

the Michigan Central, the Pere Marquette and

other railroads. It ha^ a public library. Saint

Mary's Academy, an orphanage and a home for

the aged; other prominent buildings are the

armory, an opera house and a fine courthouse.

The place was settled by a company of Canadians

in 1784. During the War of 1812 it was the

scene of a famous massacre (See Raisin River,

Massacre of). Monroe was incorporated as a

city in 1836. Population m 1904, 6128.

Monroe, James (1758-1831), an American

statesman, fifth president of the United States

of America. He was bom in \Vestmoreland

County, Va., and was educated at William and

Mary College, his studies being interrupted by

ser\aces in the Revolutionary army. At the
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close uf the war he devoted himself to the study

of law, in 17S2 and 17S7 he was elected a member
of the Virginia Assembly and from 1783 till 1786

represented Virginia in Congress. In 1788, as

member of the convention of Virginia, he strenu-

ously opposed the ratification of the new Federal

JAMES MONROE

Constitution, but in 1 790 he accepted election to

the Senate of the United States, where he was an

ardent Anti-Federalist. From 1794 to 1796 he

was minister plenipotentiary to France, being

recalled for expressions of opinion which Wash-
ington considered indiscreet and dangerous.

This caused bitter party feeling.

From 1799 till 1802 Monroe was governor of

Virginia, and in 1803 he returned as envoy

extraordinary to France with Robert R. Living-

ston, on a mission which resulted in the acqui-

sition of Louisiana. He was afterward em-

ployed in diplomacy in England and Spain, but

was not successful. In 1811 be was again

governor of Virginia and in the same year

became secretary of state, acting also as secre-

tary of war for a time. In 1816 the Demo-
cratic-Republican party elected him to the

presidency of the United States. In 1820 he

was reelected, only one vote being cast against

him, owing to the breaking down of party lines.

He also had gained remarkable popularity by

securing ^he cession of Florida from Spain and

by the settlement of the vexed question of the

extension of slavery by the Missouri Com-
promise. Mexico and the emancipated states of

South America were formally recognized by the

American government during Monroe's second

term; but its chief event was the promulgation

of the " Monroe Doctrine " (See Moneoe Doc-
trine). This period is known as the "Era of

Good Feeling." See Era of Good Feeling.

Monroe Doctrine, broadly stated, the policy

promulgated by the United States government

of preventing interference by European powers

in the political affairs of American nations, and,

especially, its opposition to the extension of

monarchical institutions in the western hemi-

sphere. The occasion of the first definite utter-

ance of this policy was in 1823, when it was sus-

pected that a so-called Holy Alliance, consisting

of Russia, Austria, Prussia and France, aimed

to interfere in America to restore to Spain the

colonies which had gained their independence

and had been recognized by the United States.

In his message of December 2, 1823, President

Monroe declared that "the American continents

are henceforth not to be considered as subjects

for future colonization by any European power.

With the existing colonies or dependencies of

any European power we have not interfered

and shall not interfere. But with the govern-

ments which have declared their independence

and maintained it, and whose independence we
have acknowledged, we could not view any

interposition for the purpose of oppressing them,

or controlling in any other manner their destiny,

by any European power, in any other light than

as the manifestation of an unfriendly dispo-

sition toward the United States."

This doctrine has been differently interpreted

at various junctures in American history, but

its general spirit has been followed with scarcely

an exception for three quarters of a century.

Two years after its announcement it was suc-

sessfully invoked to prevent Spain from trans-

ferring Cuba to France or England. The first

and only important instance of disavowal or

disregard of the doctrine was in the signing of

the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850, in which

England and America agreed not to occupy,

fortify, colonize or assume any dominion over

any part of Central America, but joined in guar-

anteeing the proposed canal across the Isthmus

of Panama. By this act the United States

admitted Great Britain to an equal footing with

itself in an undertaking purely American in

scope and character.
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The Monroe Doctrine proved its force and
eflSciency soon after the close of the Civil War,
when the French army, which had established

the unfortunate Maximilian upon the tin-one of

Mexico, withdrew at the suggestion of Secretary

Seward, supported by a movement of American

forces toward the Mexican frontier. Again in

1880 President Hayes announced, in regard to

the proposed canal under French control across

the Ist'imus of Panama, the following policy:

"No European power can intervene for such

protection [of the capital invested in the canal]

without adopting measures on this continent

which the United States would deem wholly

inadmissible"; this gained an avowal from the

French cabinet that the government was in no

way interested in the enterprise. By far the

most important of recent events relating to the

Monroe Doctrine was the Venezuela episode of

1894 and 1895, in which President Cleveland,

by a firm avowal of a broad interpr'=:tation of the

doctrine, led Great Britain and Venezuela to

refer their dispute as to boundaries to a friendly

arbitrator.

In recent years the interpretation of the Mon-
roe Doctrine has been upon much more liberal

lines than formerly, and it is now held by many
American statesmen that it can be justified only

upon the condition that American nations treat

European nations honestly and candidly, and

that therefore the United States is responsible

to a certain extent for the international relations

of smaller American republics.

Monro'via, a seaport of West Africa, the

capital of Liberia, situated at the mouth of the

Saint Paul River. It exports coffee, palm oil,

dyewoods and rubber. It was founded in

1824 and was named after President Monroe
(See Liberia). Population, about 5000.

Mens, mohNs, a town of Belgium, capital of

the Province of Hainault, 35 mi. s. w. of Brussels.

It was until 1862 one of the strongest fortresses

of Europe, but the fortifications were then

destroyed, and their site is now occupied by a

boulevard. The principal buildings are the

Gothic Cathedral of Saint Waltrudis, which dates

from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; the

townhall, which was built in the fifteenth cen-

tury; the courthouse; a school of arts, and a

hbrary of over 70,000 volumes. The town has

manufactures of linen, woolen and cotton fabrics,

iron, cutlery and soap. Coal is extensively

mined in the vicinity. Mons is supposed to occupy

the site of one of Caesar's camps. It has figured

much in history. Population in 1900, 27,015.

Monsoon', the name given to a certain modi-

fication or disturbance of the regular course of

the trade winds which takes place in the Arabian

and Lidian seas. Between the parallels of IQP

and 30° south latitude, the eastern trade winds

blow regularly, but from the former parallel

northward the course is reversed for half the

year, and from April to October the wind blows

constantly from the southwest. During the

other six months of the year the regular north-

east trade wind prevails. These ^^illds are

caused by the unequal heating of the land and

sea at the different seasons, and the name is

now applied to all land and sea breezes of impor-

tance, wherever they occur. See Wind.
Mon'tagu, or vmn'ta gu, M\ry Wortlet,

Lady (1689-1762), an English writer, chiefly

known for her brilliant letters. She was the

eldest daughter of Evel}Ti Pierrepont, after-

ward duke of Kingston. In 1712 she married

Mr. Edward Wortley INJontagu, who two years

later obtained an official po-jiticn in London.

Lady Mary's wit and vivacity speedily made
her exceptionally popular, and she won the

friendship of many of the most eminent men of

her day, among them Addison, Congreve and

Pope. In 1716 she was in Turkey with her

husband, who was ambassador at Constan-

tinople, and during her residence abroad she

wrote her famous Turkish Letters. After her

return to England she became involved in a

quarrel with Pope, and he freruently assailed

her in his poetry. Lady Mnry Wortley Mon-
tagu has another claim to remembrance, name'y,

her adoption of the practice of innoculation for

smallpox. This she lea.jed /hile in Turkey,

and its introduction into England was due

largely to her efforts.

Mon'tague, Mass., a towTi of Franklin co.,

on the Central Vermont and the Fitchburg

railroads. It includes a number of villages,

among which is Turner's Falls, and it has

numerous manufactures, the chief of which are

cotton goods, paper, cutl ly, soap and bricks.

The town .as settled in 1716 and was incor-

porated in 1753. Population in 1905, 7015.

Mo.taigne, montane', Michel Eyquem de

(1533-1592), a famous French essayist, born at

the castle of INIontaigne, in Perigord. He was

a parliamentary counselor from 1557 to 1567

and at some period was appointed a gentleman

of the chamber to the king. In 1571, how-

ever, he retired to his estate and devoted himself

to study. In I'') he set <»'it on a journey

through Germany, Switzerland and Italy, to
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restore his health, which had been sliattered bv

the attacks of an hereditary disease. After a

last visit to Paris, he seems to have dwelt quietly

in his chateau. Montaigne's essays have at all

times been one of the most popular books in the

French language. They embrace an extraor-

dinary variety of topics, which are touched upon
in a lively, entertaining manner, with all the

raciness of strong, native good sense, careless of

system or regularity. Sentences and anecdotes

from the ancients are interspersed with his own
remarks and opinions and with stories of himself

in a pleasant strain of egotism. There is an
English translation of the essays by Florio,

made in 1603, and reedited by Charles Cotton.

Montan'a, the Treasure State, one of the

northwestern states, bounded on the n. by the

provinces of Alberta and Saskatche-

wan, Can., on the e. by North Dakota
and South Dakota, on the s. by Wyo-
ming and Idaho and on the w. by Idaho.

The greatest length from east to west

is 540 miles, and the average width

from north to south, 275 miles. The
area is 146,080 square miles, of which

770 square miles are water. The popula-

tion in 1900 was 243,329, of which

1 1 ,343 were Indians.

Surface and Drainage. The east-

em two-thirds of the state belongs to

the great central plain, and the surface

consists almost entirely of rolling prairie,

interspersed here and there with low

hills, bluffs along the streams and isolated

buttes. Many of these bluffs have been

sculptured in a wonderful manner by the winds.

The main range of the Rocky Mountains
extends across the state from the western

boundary of Wyoming in a northwesterly

direction, and the Bitter Root range, to the

west of this, forms most of the western boundary.

These ranges are separated by a wide basin,

which contains numerous cross ranges and
spurs. The elevation varies from 1800 feet,

in the northeastern corner of the state, to between

11,000 and 12,000 feet, in the highest peaks of

the Rocky Mountains; but the average altitude

of the main divide is about 6500 feet, while that

of the Bitter Root rang;, is between 7000 and
8000 feet. Most of the mountainous portion of

the state is heavily timbered with pine, spruce,

tamarack and some hard wood.
The principal mountain range constitutes the

"Continental Divide," which separates the

basin of the Missouri from that of the Columbia.

That portion of the state west of the Rocky
Mountains is drained by the Clark River and
its tributaries into the Columbia. The region

east of the mountains is drained by the Missouri,

which is the most important stream in the state.

It rises in the exti'eme southwestern part of the

state and flows northerly, then easterly, till it

reaches the eastern boundary. Its chief tribu-

taries are the Yellowstone and the Mussel
Shell, flowing into it from the south. The
important tributaries of the Yellowstone are

the Teton, the Sun, the Milk, the Marias, the

Porcupine and a number of smaller streams.

All of these streams flow through well-worn

channels. The Missouri is navigable to Fort

Benton, and the Yellowstone is navigable

through the lower part of its course. The

200 miles.

MONTANA
1, Helena; 2, Butte; 3, Great Falls; 4, Anaconda.

Dotted lines indicate chief railroads.

State contains only one lake of importance;

that is Flathead Lake, in the northwestern

county.

CuiiL^TE. The climate is dry and, con-

sidering the latitude of^the state, milder than one

at first would suppose. Like other interior

regions, Montana experiences a wide range of

temperature. In winter the temperature falls

occasionally as low as 40° or 50° below z,ero,

while in summer it sometimes rises to over 1U0°

above. The mean annual temperature for the

state is about 11° for the coldest month and 70°

for the warmest. The chinook winds (See

Chinook) give the region over which they blow

much milder winters than it would otherwise

have. Because of the dryness of the atmosphere,

the changes in temperature are not felt to as

great an extent as they are in regions near large

bodies of water. The rainfall is light, averaging

about 12 inches for the state. In the north-

western part of the state there is usually enough

moisture for successful agriculture; but in oth^
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parts irrigation is advantageous, if not abso-

lutely necessary.

Mineral Resources. Montana is one of

the richest states in minerals, and the develop-

ment of its mines has been its leading industry.

The state contains large deposits of bituminous

and lignite coal, copper, gold, silver and precious

stones. The great copper region is around Butte

and Anaconda. Butte is the largest mining

center in the world, producing in copper alone

over 4,500,000 tons per year. Montana leads

in the production of copper, its yearly output

being nearly 40 per cent of that produced in the

United States (See Copper). Silver and gold

are mined in numerous localities, and since the

discovery of these metab in the state, Montana
has produced many million dollars' worth.

The bituminous coal is of good quality, and its

annual production is constantly increasing; the

mining of sapphires has also become an impor-

tant industry.

Agriculture. The eastern part of the state

is too dry for agriculture, except where irriga-

tion is possible. The soil is generally fertile,

and wherever water can be obtained, abundant

crops are raised. Without irrigation, however,

the region is remarkably well adapted to raising

live stock. Montana leads in the raising of

sheep and the production of wool, its annual

output of wool exceeding 26,000,000 poimds.

The bunch grass and buffalo grass found on

these plains are remarkably nutritious and well

suited to fattening stock, and because of the

mild climate in most regions stock can run at

large through the winter without protection;

hence, the eastern portion of the state is largely

devoted to the live stock industry. The western

part of the state between the mountains usually

has sufficient rainfall for agricultural purposes,

though here irrigation is of great advantage.

The chief crops are hay, oats, wheat, barley

and potatoes. In the mountain valleys are

found large orchards, as this region is remark-

ably well suited to the raising of apples and

other orchard fruits. Horticulture is here be-

coming an important industry.

Manufactures. The principal manufac-

tures are directly or indirectly connected with

the mining industries. The most important

manufacturing industries consist in the smelting

and refining of ore and the production of lumber.

The greatest smelting works are located at

Anaconda, Butte, Great Falls and East Helena.

Lumber is manufactured extensively at Hamil-

ton, Bonner and other points. Coke is manu-

factured in the vicinity of the coal mines and is

used in the smelters. There are also numerous
breweries; in some localities slaughtering and
meat packing have been commenced, and the

manufacture of flour and gristmill products is

quite general. The chief agricultural sections

are the valleys of the Bitter Root, the Flathead,

the Yellowstone and the Gallatin. The latter

valley produces the finest barley m the world.

Tr-vxsportatiox. The state is crossed from
east to west by two great trunk lines of railway,

the Great Northern, in the north, with a branch

line from Ha\Te to Butte, and the Northern

Pacific, in the central and southern portion.

The Oregon Short Line also enters the state

from the south and extends to Butte. The
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago,

IMUwaukee & Saint Paul systems are entering

the state and pusliing their lines westward to

the coast. These lines, with a number of spurs

and cross lines, give fairly good transportation

facilities to the portion of the state through

which they pass. Between these lines of rail-

way there is a large area yet without railroad

communication, and stages are the only means
of conveyance. In the mountain regions pack

horses and mules are in general use for convey-

ing supplies, and on streams ferry boats and
other craft are employed wherever this can be

done to advantage.

Government. The state legislature consists

of a senate of 27 members, elected for four years,

and a house of representatives of 73 members,

elected for two years. The legislature meets

every two years, the session being limited to

sixty days. The executive department consists

of the governor, the lieutenant governor, the

secretary of state, the attorney-general, the

treasurer, the auditor and the superintendent of

public instruction, each elected for four years.

The coiu^ consist of a supreme court of three

judges, elected for sLx yeai-s, and such district

courts as may be created by the legislature, each

district having one or more judges elected for

four years. The local administration is by

counties; it is in the hands of three commis-

sionei-s for each county and the other usual

county officers.

Education. The public school fund is

obtained in krge part from the sale and

lease of school lands. This is supplemented,

also, by state and local taxation. The state

has a strict compulsory education law, and the

school system provides for the establishment of

common schools and county high schools when-
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ever there is a demand for them. Nearly half

of the counties of the state now have well-estab-

lished county high schools. The University of

Montana, at Missoula, is at the head of the

educational system. There is a state normal

school at Dillon, an agricultural college at

Bozeman and a school of mines at Butte.

Besides these, there are a number of colleges

and secondary schools in the state, maintained

by rehgious denominations.

Institutions. The school for the deaf and
blind is at Boulder, the state orphans' home is at

Twin Bridges and the state soldiers' home is at

Columbia Falls. The state does not maintain

a hospital for the insane, but provides for then*

care by private contract. The hospital is

located at Warm Springs. The penitentiary is

at Deer Lodge and a reformatory is at Miles

City.

Cities. The chief towns are Helena, the

capital; Butte, Great Falls, Anaconda, Mis-

soula, Bozeman and Billings, each of which is

described under its title.

History. The territory of Montana was
first visited by the French in 1742, and later by

Jesuit missionaries, fur traders and trappers.

Most of it was included in the Louisiana Pur-

chase of 1803, and it was explored by Lewis

and Clark in 1805. The first permanent settle-

ment was at Fort Benton in 1840, In 1861

rich gold fields were discovered, and the follow-

ing year mining began in earnest. The territory

was organized in 1864, being formed of a part

of the old Territory of Idaho. In 1876 the famous

Custer massacre occurred on the Little Bighorn

River. The development of silver and copper

mines and the construction of railroads brought

prosperity to the region, and in 1889 Montana
was admitted into the Union. Consult Ban-
croft's Idaho and Montana.

Montana, University op, a state university,

opened at Missoula in 1895. It now has courses

in classics, philosophy and general and applied

science. A preparatory department is main-

tained, and there is provision for graduate work.

The university also maintains a summer school.

The income is derived from a grant of land,

made by Congress in 1892, and from state

appropriations. The university is co-educa-

tional, and about half of the students are women.
There are fourteen members on the faculty, and
there are over 300 students.

Mont Blanc, mohNUahN, (white moun-
tain), a celebrated mountain, the highest in

Europe, belonging to the Pennine chain of the

Alps, situated on the frontiers of France and
Italy and near that of Switzerland. Its height

is about 15,781 feet. The main portion of the

mountain and the highest summit are in France.

The huge mountain mass is about 30 miles long,

about 10 miles wide and has numerous summits,

some rounded, some sharp. On the southeast,

its face is steep; on the northwest, lateral chains

are sent off. The highest summit is always

covered with a great ice cap, from which glaciers

extend in all directions. Of these glaciers, the

most famous is the Mer de Glace. The summit
of Mont Blanc was first reached in 1876 by
Jacques Balmat, a mountain guide.

Montcalm de Saint-Veran, mohN kahlm'

de saN va rahN', Louis Joseph, Marquis de

(1712-1759), a French general. He entered the

army in 1726, distinguished himself in several

campaigns in Europe and in 1756 was appointed

to the chief command of the French troops in

Canada. His brilliant' success began with the

capture of Fort Ontario, and he afterward took

Fort William Henry, on Lake George, and

occupied Ticonderoga, which he successfully

defended against a greatly superior force of

British. He then withdrew to Quebec, where

he prepared to meet the British in a decisive

conflict. In July, 1759, the attack began, and

the British were at first repulsed; but Wolfe led

his forces to the Heights of Abraham, a plateau

above Quebec, and there the two armies met.

At length the French were driven back, and in

the final charge both Wolfe and Montcahn were

mortally wounded. Montcalm's last words

were, "Thank God, I shall not live to see the

surrender of Quebec."

Mont Oenis, mohNsem', Tunnel. See

Cenis, Mont, Tunnel of.

Mont Cervin, mohN servaN\ See Mat-
terhorn.

Montclair, N. J., a town in Essex co., 5 mi.

n. w. of Newark, on the Lackawanna and the

Erie railroads. It is a beriutiful residence place,

being located on one of the ranges of the Orange

mountains, at an average elevation of about 300

feet, affording a good view of New York City

and harbor. The town has a hospital, two

orphan asylums, a public library, Montclair

Military Academy and a good high school. It

was first incorporated as a separate town in 1868.

Population in 1905, 16,370.

Mon'te Carlo, kahr'lo. See Monaco.
Mon'te Cris'tO, a small island in the Med-

iterranean, located about 26 mi. s. of Elba and

belonging to Italy. It is the seat of a penal
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colony. Dumas made this island famous
through The Count of Monte Cristo.

Mon'tefio're, Moses, Sir (1784-1885), a
Jewish philanthropist. In 1837 he was chosen

sheriff of London, the same year he was knighted,

SIR MOSES MONTEFIORE

and in 1846 he was made a baronet. His be-

nevolence to Jews throughout the world was

unbounded; and he visited Palestine seven

times, the last time at the age of ninety-two.

Montenegro, man ta na' gro, (black moun-
tain), an independent principality in Europe,

northwest of Turkey, bounded by Herzegovina,

Albania, the Adriatic, Dalmatia and the Turkish

sanjak of Novipazar. Its area is about 3600

square miles, or three-fourths that of Con-

necticut. The surface is everywhere moun-

tainous, being covered by an extension of the

Alps, which rise in places to a height of over

8000 feet. There are, however, a few beautiful

plains and valleys, in which the soil is tolerably

fertile. The principal streams are the Moratcha

and the Zeta, which join and empty into the

lake of Scutari, on the border between Monte-

negro and Albania. The climate of Montenegro

is healthful. Forests of beech, pine, chestnut

and other valuable timber cover many of the

mountain sides, and fruit trees of all kinds

abound, especially in the sheltered valleys,

where almonds, vines and pomegranates ripen.

Agriculture is in a very primitive state, though

every piece of land which can be cultivated is

Monterey

planted with cereals, tobacco, potatoes, rye or

some other useful plant. Sheep, cattle and

goats are raised in large numbers, and the chief

occupation, besides stock raising, is fishing.

Trade is left almost altogether to foreigners,

and manufactures, with the exception of a

coarse woolen stuff, are unknown. The exports

are sheep and cattle, sumac, honey, hides and

smoked fish.

The Montenegrins are of the Servian race

and speak a Servian dialect. They are generally

tall and \yell-proportioned. The men are at

almost all times fully armed, whatever be the

occupation in Avhich they are engaged, and all

between fourteen and fifty years of age are

liable to military service. In religion they are

of the Greek Church. Education, once

neglected, is now free and compulsory. The
government is nominally a constitutional mon-

archy, but the prince is practically absolute.

The chief towns, which are in reality little more

than villages, are Cettinje, the capital; Pod-

goritza, Nikshitch, Dulcigno and Antivari.

The history of Montenegro for many years is

a record of deadly struggles with the Turks

and of a slow-growing civilization among the

inhabitants. From the early part of the six-

teenth century the ruler of the country was the

vledika, or prince-bishop, but in 1855 the

vledika Danilo threw off his ecclesiastical

character, took the title of prince and trans-

formed his land into a secular principality, the

independence of which was soon recognized by

Russia. Danilo was assassinated in 1860, and

Nicholas I became prince. In 1862 he engaged

in a war against Turkey which proved not

altogether successful, but in 1876 Montenegro

again went to war with Turkey, and by the

Treaty of Berlin it gained almost 2000 square

miles of territory. Population, about 225,000.

Monterey, man ta ray', a city of IMexico,

capital of the State of Nuevo Leon, about 100

mi. from the Texas frontier. It is a well-built

city, with some fine buildings and well-kept

streets. It has a considerable transit trade and

manufactures woolen goods and carriages.

Population in 1900, 62,266. (See Monterey,

Battle of.)

Monterey, Battle of, an important battle

of the Mexican War, fought Sept. 21, 1846,

between an American force of 6700 men, under

General Taylor, and a Mexican force of 10,000,

under General Ampudia. The battle continued

for three days, the Americans under General

Worth finally compelling the Mexicans to sur-
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render, though with extraordinary honors.

The terms of the capitulation caused much dis-

cussion, open dissatisfaction being expressed

by American officers.

Monte Rosa, vion'ia r(/zah. See Rosa,
Monte.
Montesquieu, moN fs kyo', Charles Louis

DE SecondAT, Baron de la Brede et de (1689-

1755), a celebrated French writer. He studied

law, became a councilor of the parlement of

Bordeaux and m 1716, on the death of his

uncle, became president of the parlement and
Baron de Montesquieu. The Persian Letters,

the first of the three great works on which his

fame principally rests, appeared in 1721. Pur-

porting to consist of the correspondence of two
Persians traveling in France, this book is a lively

satire upon the manners, customs and pohtical

and ecclesiastical institutions of the author's

age and country. In 1728 Montesquieu was
admitted to the French Academy. Six years

later he published On the Causes of the Grandeur
and Declension of the Roniari^, and in 1748 the

publication of his Spirit of the Laws, the result

of twenty years of labor, at once placed him
among the great writers of his country. The
scope of the work is perhaps best indicated by
the sub-title of the original edition, which
describes it as .a treatise on the relation which
ought to exist between the laws and the con-

stitution, maimers, climate, religion and com-
merce of a country.

Monteverde, mon ta vair'dai, Claudio
(1567-1643), one of the earliest of great Italian

composers. He contributed much to the science

of harmony, was a pioneer in the construction of

operas and practically revolutionized instru-

mentation. His principal works were the

operas Orfeo and Arianna. See Music; Opera.
Montevid'eo, the capital of Uruguay, situ-

ated on a peninsula on the north coast of the

estuary of the Rio de la Plata, 120 mi. e. s. e.

of Buenos Ayres. It is one of the best-built

towns of South America and has an exception-

ally fine climate. The principal buildings are

the cathedral, the town house, the castle, the

government building, a national museum and
several theaters. There is a university which
has about 700 students. The commercial
development of ^Montevideo, considerable as it

is, has been much retarded by the shallowness

of the harbor, which according to plans made in

1899 has of late been much improved. Exten-
sive dry docks have also been constructed

recently. The chief exports are hides, wool, tal-

low, dried beef and other animal products. The
chief imports are cottons, hardware and other

manufactured articles. Montevideo sends out

above half of the exports of Uruguay and
receives all but a small fraction of the imports.

Population, 139,866; with suburbs, 192,241.

Montezu'ma, the Aztec emperor of Mexico
when Cortez invaded the country in 1519.

Influenced by an ancient prophecy, he at first

welcomed the Spaniards; but when he dis-

covered that they were not supernatural beings,

he secretly took measures for their destruction.

Cortez, on learning this, seized Montezuma and
compelled him to recognize the supremacy of

Spain. The Aztecs immediately rose in revolt

and refused to be quieted by the appearance of

Montezuma. While urging them to submis-

sion, he was struck on the temple with a stone

and fell to the ground. Cut to the heart by his

humiliation, he refused all nourishment, tore

off his bandages and soon after expired. See

Aztec; Cortez, Hernando.
Mont'fort, Simon de. Earl of Leicester

(about 1208-1265), an English statesman,

famous in the constitutional history of England.

Although bom in France, he identified himself

with the English barons when they rose agaiast

Henrv' III and demanded the redress of griev-

ances. Under the leadership of Montfort, the

barons were able to wrest from the king a

promise to abide by the measures known as the

Provisions of Oxford. ^Vhen the pope ab-

solved Henry from his agreement, Montfort

objected and Louis IX of France was chosen

as arbiter. Again the question was decided

in favor of Henry, and in 1264 the nobles under

Montfort took arms to compel the king to carry

out his promises. The king was defeated at

Lewes, was made prisoner and was compelled

to make even more humiliating terms with the

barons than had been made by the Provisions

of Oxford. As virtual ruler of the country,

Montfort summoned an assembly in 1265 which

is memorable as the first Parliament at which

representatives of the boroughs were present.

Later in the same year, war again broke out

betweon the barons and the royal party, and in

a battle with Henry's son. Prince Edward,

Montfort was killed.

Montgomery, mord gum'ur y, Ala., the capi-

tal of the state and the county-seat of Montgom-
ery CO., 180 mi. n. e. of Mobile and 96 mi. s. by

w. of Birmingham, on the Alabama River and

on the Louisville & Nashville, the Mobile &
Ohio, the Atlantic Coast Line and other rail-
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roads. The city is situated on red clay bluffs

and is surrounded by the famous black belt,

which is productive of cotton, grain and many
kinds of fruits and vegetables. Among the

prominent structures are the state capitol, a

fine Confederate monument, the city hall, the

Federal building and Estelle Hall, which is

historically interesting from its many political

gatherings. There is also a state normal school,

a Baptist academy, La Grange Academy and
the Montgomery Industrial School for Girk,

besides various charitable institutions and
libraries.

The city is an important market for raw cot-

ton and contains many cotton factories. Forests

of yeUow pine and deposits of coal, iron and
clay are found in the vicinity, and some of

the important establishments are foundries,

railroad car and repair shops, brickyards,

marble works and various factories. New
Philadelphia was founded in 1817; East Ala-

bama Town in 1818, and the two were united to

form Montgomery in 1819. It was incorpo-

rated as a city in 1837, and nine years later it

succeeded Tuscaloosa as the state capital. It

was the seat of the Confederate government

from February to May, 1861. Here the first

Confederate congress assembled. Population

in 1900, 30,346; population in 1905, estimated

from the city directory, 48,788.

Montgomery, Richaed (1736-1775), an

American general, born in Ireland. After serv-

ing with credit in the English army and dis-

tinguishing himself during the last French and

Indian war, he emigrated to New York, and in

1775 he was a delegate to the first provincial

convention. At the outbreak of the Revolution

he was given a command in the Continental

Army, was made second in command in an

expedition to Canada and succeeded in cap-

turing Montreal. He was killed during an

attack on Quebec.

Month, munth, a period of time derived from

the motion of the moon, generally one of the

twelve parts of the calendar year. The calen-

dar months have from 28 to 31 days each,

February having 28, April, June, September

and November, 30, the rest, 31. Month origi-

nally meant the time of one revolution of the

moon, but as that may be determined in refer-

ence to several celestial objects, there are several

limar periods known by distinctive names.

Thus, the anomalistic vionth is a revolution of

the moon from perigee to perigee; average, 27

days, 13 hours. 18 minutes, 37.4 seconds. The

Montpellier

sidereal month is the interval between two suc-

cessive conjunctions of the moon with the same
fixed star; average, 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes,

11.5 seconds. The synodical, or proper lunar,

month is the time that elapses between new
moon and new moon; average, 29 days, 12

hours, 44 minutes, 2.9 seconds. The solar

month is the twelfth part of one solar year, or

30 days, 10 hours, 29 minutes, 5 seconds.

Monticello, mon te sel' lo, the name given

by Thomas Jefferson to his home and estate in

Albemarle County, Va., about 3 miles east of

Charlottesville. The mansion was first occupied

in 1770, while still under construction, and it

was planned by Jefferson himself. It was his

residence for fifty-sLx years, but it was sold

shortly after his death by his heirs.

Montlu9on, mohX lu sohN', a towTi in

France, on the Cher River. It is the most

important industrial city of central France and
has manufactures of glass, steel, iron, chemicals

and woolen goods. The trade in grain, com
and fruit is considerable. Population in 1901,

32,661.

Montmorency, mont mo ren' sy, a small river

of Canada, which rises in Snow Lake, in the

Province of Quebec, flows south and joins the

Saint La^\Tence 6^ mi. below Quebec. Near its

mouth are the Falls of ^Montmorency, which have

a breadth of about 150 feet and a perpendicular

descent of 265 feet.

Montpe'lier, Vt., the capital of the state and

the county-seat of Washington eo., 40 mi. s. e.

of Burlington, on the Winooski River and on

the Central Vermont, the Montpelier & Wells

River and other railroads. The city contains

a handsome capitol, a granite structure built in

the form of a cross and surmounted by a dome
rising to a height of 124 feet. It also contains

the Heaton Hospital, the state library. Wood
Art Gallery, Kellogg-Hubbard Library, IMont-

pelier Seminary and a state arsenal. There is

a large trade with the surrounding country, and

the principal industries are granite dressing and

the manufacturing of saddlery, hardware and

machinery. The place was first settled by

people from Massachusetts in 1787, was made a

towTi four years later and became the capital of

the state in 1805. It was chartered as a city in

1894. Population in 1900, 6266.

Montpellier, mohN pel lyaif, a city of

France, the capital and largest to^\•n of the

Department of H<5rault, situated on the Lez, 76

mi. w. n. w. of Marseilles. It is one of the most

beautiful towTis in the south of France and is
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located in a rich and fertile district. Since the

twelfth century it has been famous for its school

of medicine, said to have been founded by Arab

physicians driven out of Spain. The botanical

garden, begun under Henry IV, is the oldest in

Europe. Among the buildings most worthy of

note are the cathedral, built durmg the four-

teenth century; the episcopal palace, now
occupied by the school of medicine; the theater,

the exchange, and the imiversity buildings.

IMontpeUier has manufactures of cotton and

woolen goods, candles, chocolate, soap, chem-

icals, perfumes and spnits. It carries on an

active trade, Cette serving as its harbor. The
city was a stronghold of the Huguenots and

suffered much in the religious wars. Popula-

tion in 1901, 75,950.

Montreal, mon tre awl\ the largest city and

the commercial metropolis of the Dominion of

Canada, situated on the island of Montreal,

formed by the mouths of the Ottawa, where it

empties into the Saint Lawrence. Montreal is

built upon the southern side of the island, 180

miles southwest of Quebec. Behind the town

rises Mount Royal (Mont R^al), from which it

derives its name, and a part of which is reserved

as a pubhc park. Situated at the junction of the

inland and the ocean navigation, the city has a

harbor with three miles of wharfage, accessible

to steamers of the deepest draught. There are

numerous lines of steamships which have their

Canadian headquarters at Montreal. It is also

the chief terminus of the Grand Trunk railway

and the eastern terminus of the Canadian Pacific

railway.

The city, which is one of the most attractive

in Canada, contains many handsome pubUc

buildings and is divided into distinctly marked

English and French quarters. The chief pub-

lic buildings are the courthouse, Bonsecom^

Market, the customhouse, the city hall and the

postofRce. The principal chtu-ches are the

Cathedral of Saint James, constructed on the

model of Saint Peter's at Rome; the Church of

Notre Dame de Lourdes, the largest in Americt^,

and the Church of Saint Gabriel. The exports

are chiefly the products of the -joimtry, oUch as

grain, flour, cheese and lumber ana there is a

large trade in furs. The principal imports are

cottons, woolens and silks, iron and hardware,

tea and sugar. Among the industrial establish-

ments of Montreal are iron foundries, dis-

tilleries, breweries, sugar refineries, soap and

candle works; and there are manufactures of

cotton, silk, boots and shoes, paper, carpets,

tobacco, hardware, edge tools, floor cloth and
carriages.

Montreal was founded, under the name of

Ville Marie de Montreal, in 1642, on the site of

the Algonquin village, Hochelaga. It came
into the hands of the English in 1760, when it

was taken from the French by General Amherst.

It was the seat of government of Lower Canada
untU 1849, in which year it was superseded by

Quebec. Population in 1909, 385,000.

Montreal, an island of Canada, in the Saint

Lawrence River, at its junction wdth the Ottawa.

It is about 30 miles long and 10 miles broad

and contains the city of Montreal. The surface

is generally level, and the soil is for the most
part fertile and well cultivated.

Montrose, vio7i iroze', James Graham, First

INIarquis of (1612-1650), a Scottish general. At
the outbreak of the war against Charles I, he

was on the side of the Covenanters, because he

fancied he had been slighted by the king, but in

1639 he was one of the leaders who were ap-

pointed to confer with Charles I, and after that

he went over to the royalist side, was created a

marquis and was made commander of the royal

forces in Scotland. With an army partly com-
posed of Irish and Highlanders, he gained several

battles in rapid succession and captured Dundee
and Edinburgh; but he was defeated by David
Leslie. He fled to the continent, and in 1650

he landed in Orkney with a small body of fol-

lowers. He failed, however, in raising an army,

and a few months later he was taken and hanged.

Moody, DWIGHT Lymaj^ (1837-1899), an

American evangelist, bom in Northfield, Mass.

At the age of nineteen he engaged in missionary

work. During the Civil War and afterward, he

was a conspicuous missionary agent of the

Y. M. C. A. in Chicago, where a large non-

sectarian church was organized, with Moody,
though not ordained, as its pastor. He met with

phenomenal success. In 1873, accompanied by

Ira D. Sankey, he visited Europe, where their

services resulted in great religious awakenings.

In 1879 Moody opened a seminary for girls at

NoT'oh-fieid, Mass., and in 1881 a seminary for

boys. He also oiganized a siunmer school in

1890.

Moody, William Henry (1853- ), an

American lawyer and politician, bom at New-
bury, Mass. He graduated at Phillips Academy,

Andover, Mass., and at Harvard University, after-

ward entering the law. He was appointed

United States district attorney in 1890 and was

later chosen to Congress, serving four termfc
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In May, 1902, he was made secretary of the

navy and held that position until 1904, when he

became attorney-general of the United States.

In 1907 he was appointed to the Supreme Coml.
Moon, the satellite of the earth, revolving

round the latter in an almost circular orbit,

thus accompanying the earth in its revolution

round the sun. The mean diameter of the

moon is about 2160 miles, or | that of the earth.

Its surface is about y^ that of the earth; its

volume, -^; its mass, -^, and its mean
density, a little more than |. A mass weighing

one pound on the earth's surface would weigh

less than three ounces on the moon's surface.

No other heavenly body excepting meteors is

so near to us. The average distance of the

moon from the earth is about 240,000 miles.

While the moon is making a revolution around

the earth, it turns once on its axis and, accord-

ingly, it always presents the same side to us.

Exactly 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes and 7^

seconds, known as the sidereal month, are

required for this revolution. The limar month,

or the time from one new moon to another, is a
little more than 2 days longer.

The moon is a dark globe and receives all its

light from the sun. This light reflected toward

us makes the moon visible. When the moon is

between us and the sun, its dark side is toward

us, and it is invisible. This is the period of the

new moon. When the moon has moved to a

point at right angles with the sun, it is in the

middle of its first quarter and we see one-half

of the side of it. When it is fully behind us,

we see the full moon, or one-half of the moon's

surface. When it is again moved to a right

angle, we see again a quarter of the moon's sur-

face. Tho 7iew moon is the thin crescent seen

in the west. If the sky is clear, we may then

see the entire circle of the moon, the dark parts

shining dimly by light reflected from the earth to

the moon. The changes in the appearance of

the moon are known as phases. A study of the

accompanying diagram will make the causes of

the different phases of the moon clear, if the

reader will remember that the source of light is

in the rays of the sun above the cut, and that the

portions of the moon which are visible on the

earth are white and the invisible parts are black.

An eclipse of the moon occurs when it passes

into the earth's shadow; when it prevents the

sun being seen, there is an eclipse of the sun

(See Eclipse). With the naked eye we can see

dark objects on the moon, often said to resemble

the continents of the earth and also likened to

the face of a man, "the man in the moon."
Viewed through a telescope, the surface of the

moon is seen to be dotted by mountains, many of

which have been named after eminent scientific

men. They are sometimes detached in pre-

cipitous peaks, but more frequently they form
vast continuous ranges. The most prevalent

PHASES OF THE MOON

form is that of the crater, sometimes eight to

ten miles in diameter and showing evident

traces of volcanic action. These craters look like

circular forts, with walls sometimes two or three

miles high. The interior of these rings is not

usually flat and smooth, and oftentimes a momi-
tainous cone rises from the center. Certain

crater-like formations which have still greater

diameter are generally spoken of as walled plains.

Larger still are the gray plains which were at one

time taken for seas, before the absence of water

from the lunar surface was demonstrated. They
may possibly be the floors of old seas. Some of

the mountains have been estimated to be over

24,000 feet in height. Other peculiar ridges of

comparatively small elevation extend to great

distances, connecting dift'ei'ent ranges or craters.

There are also valleys of various sizes, and

"faults," or closed cracks, sometimes of con-

siderable length. In reading descriptions of

the appearance of the moon, it should be remem-

bered that the highest telescopic power yet

applied to that planet is only equivalent to

bringing it within about 40,000 mUes of the

naked eye.

As the moon rotates so slowly on its axis, its

days and nights are each about 14 of our days

long. During the lunar day the heat must be
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intense, and during its night, the cold is equally

severe. No astronomer has ever been able to

detect any water on the moon or any moisture or

air surrounding it. With no water or air, human
beings cannot exist on the moon; few changes of

any sort can take place.

The influence of the moon on the earth and

its affau's has always been thought to be great.

At one time it was supposed to govern the

weather; the time of planting and harvesting

were regulated by its phases, and man super-

stitiously looked to the moon to regulate his

affairs. While such things are believed no

longer, it is known that the moon does exert

remarkable physical influences on the earth.

See Tides.

Moon'stone, a whitish variety of feldspar.

See Feldspar.

Moore, John, Sir (1761-1809), a celebrated

British general, born at Glasgow. He had seen

considerable service in the West Indies, Ireland,

Holland and Egypt before 1808, when he was

appointed commander in chief of the British

army in Portugal, to operate against Napoleon.

The failure of the Spanish army to cooperate

heartily with him rendered many of his plans

ineffective, but he advanced to Salamanca in

spite of the gravest difficulties, only to learn of

the fall of Madrid and the advance of a great

army under Napoleon. He retreated to Coruna,

a distance of over two hundred miles, but there

found himself obliged to face Soult. The
English army was victorious, but Moore was

kihed in the battle.

Moore, Thomas (1779-1852), an Irish poet,

born in Dublin. From Trinity College, Dublin,

he passed in 1799 to the Middle Temple in

London, nominally to study law; but he almost

immediately showed his preference for litera-

ture, and h^s J.nacreon was published not long

after his arrival in London. His next venture,

the Poetical Works of the Late Thomas Little,

^ though partly wTitten in a licentious vein, which

he afterward regretted, increased his reputation;

and in 1803 he obtained the office of registrar of

the admiralty court at Bermuda. Moore went

out, but almost immediately appointed a deputy

and returned to England. In 1806 he published

his Odes and Epistles. In 1807 Moore agreed

to ttTite words for a number of Irish national

airs, arranged by Sir John Stevenson. In these

Irish Melodies, which were not finished till 1834,

he found the work for which his genius was

peculiarly fitted, and it is on them that his

poetic reputation will mainly rest. His most

ambitious work, the Eastern romance of Lalla

Rookh, was published in 1817 and brought its

author $15,000. The Life of Sheridan was
produced in 1825, and The Epicurean, a prose

romance, in 1827. Next came the Life of Lord

Byron, for which he received nearly $25,000,

and the Life of Lord Edward Fitzgerald. His

remaining works include The Twopenny Post

Bag, lampoons on the prince-regent and his

supporters; the humorous verses called The
Fudge Family in Paris; The Loves of the Angels,

and a History of Ireland.

Moors, a Mohammedan, Arabic-speaking

race of mixed descent, forming part of the popu-

lation of the Barbary States. The modern
Moors have sprung from a union of the ancient

inhabitants of this region with their Arab con-

querors, who appeared in the seventh century.

As the Mohammedan conquerors of the Visi-

goths in Spain (711-713) came from North

Africa, the name Moor was also applied to them
by Spanish chroniclers, and in that connection

it is synonymous with Arab and Saracen. These

Moors pushed northward into France, until

their repulse by Charles Martel at the great

Battle of Tours, in 732, after which they practi-

cally restricted themselves to Spain south of the

Ebro. Here, for centuries, art, science, litera-

ture and chivalry flourished among them, while

the rest of Europe was still in the Dark Ages.

Their internal dissensions and divisions, how-

ever, weakened them in face of the new Chris-

tian kingdoms of Aragon and Castile, and before

the close of the thirteenth century their posses-

sions were limited to the kingdom of Granada

(See Alhambra). This, too. was finally sub-

dued by Ferdinand, in 1492; and while great

numbers of the Moors emigrated to Africa, the

remainder, under the name of Moriscos, assum-

ing in great part a semblance of Christianity,

submitted to the Spaniards. Philip II, how-

ever, excited a sanguinary insurrection among
the Moors in 1568-1570, which was followed by

the banishing of many thousands, and Philip III

completed the work in 1610 by finally expelling

the last of these, the most ingenious and indus-

trious of his subjects. The expulsion of the

Moors was one of the chief causes of the deca-

dence of Spain; for both agriculture and indus-

tries fell into decay after their departure. The
expelled ]Moois founded cities in Africa, and

these developed into the states of Barbary, whose

piratical depredatioas ceased only in the nine-

teenth century.














